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' 3T8i 3r«nrr5szim: 
The Glory of Srlmad Bhagavata-Mahapurana 

(Extracted from the Padma-Purana) 
Discourse I 

A Dialogue between Narada and Bhakti (in a living form) 

i RiRRRfeRrsnR rr ^r: i * i 

We sing the glory of Sri Krsna, who is all truth, all consciousness and all bliss, who is 
responsible for the creation, sustenance and destruction of the universe, and who puts an 
end to the threefold agony (viz .,1—that having its origin in one's own body or mind; 2—that 
inflicted by other creatures and 3—that having its source in natural calamities). (1) 

R luiR-i) Sublet | 

d'M'Md'Ml RTRtsfR^tR I^ I 

When Vedavyasa (who was born in an island) saw his son (Suka) going away all alone 
with the intention of leading the life of a recluse, even though the latter had not yet been 
invested with the sacred thread and (accordingly) had no occasion to perform any secular 
or religious duties, the sage felt distressed at (the thought of) his separation from the latter 
and called out ."Hullo, my son!" (At that time) it was the trees that responded on his behalf, 
filled as they were by his presence. I bow to that (juvenile) sage (Suka), who (being one with 
the Universal Spirit) has access to the hearts of all created beings. (2) 

MglufdRJ I 3 I 

Bowing to Suta of exalted wisdom, seated in Naimisaranya Saunaka, who was clever at 
enjoying the flavour of the nectar-like stories connected with the Lord, said (as follows):—(3) 

I qcTIMTfl cRRTRTC RR cRufoRTRRR I * I 

cfsft RRTRJ RTRTRT#RTRSJ ROTTR: foRR RiSTR, I R I 

Rft chc^l 3TTRt vfllc(?jl^ni RR: I ^iishimw RTTRVTR^ i s, | 

3)RRT RIcHRT R RTRRRJ ^T’JIRTTRR Rggl^RT I V9 I 

fct’rllRfuirtfehyL'i RRRjfR RTRf 4lPi^RiL I i> I 

Saunaka submitted; O Suta, possessing (as you do) the splendour of millions of suns 
capable of completely dispelling the darkness of ignorance, (kindly) narrate (to us) the best 
part of the Lord's stories, which may prove as nectar to my ears. (4) How does the great 
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power of discernment— (which is) obtained through Devotion, spiritual enlightenment and 
dispassion—grow and how are delusion and infatuation got rid of by the devotees of Lord 
Visnu? (5) In this terrible age of Kali living beings (men) have mostly acquired a diabolical 
nature. What is the royal road to their purification, assailed as they are by (the fivefold) 
afflictions (in the form of nescience, egotism, likes, dislikes and fear of death) ? (6) (Pray,) 
point out (to us) now the means which may ever prove to be the best of (all) expedients 
conducive to blessedness, the most purifying of (all) purifying agencies and which may lead 
to the attainment of Sri Krsna. (7) The Cintamani (a gem reputed to be capable of granting 
all one's desires) can provide (only) worldly enjoyment and the (wish-yielding) tree of the 
gods, the riches of heaven. A (worthy) preceptor (however), when pleased, is capable of 
granting the title to attain Vaikuntha (the realm of Visnu), hard to win (even) for the Yogis.(8) 

?j(cT jqH 

fewi4 ^ I I ^ I 

'^OTWdl^cbHJ rTT? rtafcraiwfa Tn^SJHrrqT | ^ o | 

I ^t BFftuT t ^ I 

I ^4(^4 iJI'ltfd cWrt 1^1 

MiHstrf ^F)?n citJ) THTTSlt I flMMlit-L l ^ I 

tt4 ^rrrt tt^tt i qm 

Wi C-44> SF ebl«c ef> I T^T^ITRT ft I ^ I 

3T^Tt)iwia' q ^t cfiamjdMj 41u^mc»dl graf 

Suta replied : Saunaka I surely there is love in your heart (for the Lord) and therefore 
after (due) deliberation I shall disclose that which is the essence of all established 
conclusions. (Nay,) I shall tell you that which is capable of dispelling the fear of 
transmigration, is prone to swell the tide of Devotion and conducive to the gratification 
of Sri Krsna (Pray,) hear it attentively. (9-10) The (holy) scripture known by the name of 
Srimad Bhagavata was expound in (this age of) Kali by the sage Suka with the object of 
completely destroying the fear of being caught in the jaws of the serpent of Time. (11) 
There is no means other than this conducive to the purification of the mind. One gets (to 
hear) Srimad Bhagavata (only) when there is virtue earned in (one's) past lives.(12) When 
the sage Suka had taken his seat in the assembly of sages in order to give his exposition 

(of the holy scripture) to (the royal sage) Pariksit, the gods arrived there in a body actually 
holding a pitcher full of nectar. (13) Bowing to Sri Suka the gods, who are all skilled in 
accomplishing their end, submitted, “Accepting this nectar (brought by us, pray,) vouchsafe 
to us in exchange the nectar of your discourse. (14) When this barter is made, let the 
celestial beverage be quaffed by the king (Pariksit), while we shall all drink deep of the 
nectar in the shape of Srimad Bhagavata." (15) "The beverage of the gods and an 
exposition of this holy scripture bear no comparison with each other in this world any more 
than a piece of glass and a precious gem can be likened to each other." Thinking thus, Sri 
Suka (to whom the knowledge of Brahma stood revealed) laughed away the gods on that 
occasion: so the tradition goes. (16) Knowing them to be anything but devotees, he did not 
confer on them the nectar in the shape of an exposition of the holy scripture. (Thus) the 
story of Srimad Bhagavata is a rarity even for the gods.(17) 
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Mt It It St It i< It 1{ «{ ft Hi »< -f( ft *< ft <ti *e <fi It ifi *r*< *t It Hi ih» Untt *r -it Hi It ttrtt Itttt if if iia H *t if if if it it ii if it if it it it if if it it it if it if it if it it it if *< »'■ 4.< it it it if if tr it it it 

TT^Tt W2IT <JTT fMwt: I 3?5T 1^1 

vHInifn ^ 77^ («kh*i tTW 1^1 

sprang ^TTTIt 'Ml^'d eF?5| I Uddris^dUTRtai %TOtFc^n?^H, I ^o I 

77fl#T #dc^4«n ^RhdNchi^l TriTefiTlir: TJTT SRfi dK<ra 1^1 

ZRlfq dflflM-dte^dd^uil | FHTg^JTf^fa: $MlWw *tTfarT: R3 I 

In the former days even Brahma (the creator) was astonished to witness Pariksit's 

emancipation that way (as a result of hearing an exposition of Srimad Bhagavata). In the 
Satyaloka (his own realm) Brahma (the birthless god) set up a balance and weighed (on it) 

the various courses of spiritual discipline. (18) (And lo!) all others proved (too) small while 
this one (Srimad Bhagavata) proved superior in point of weight. All the hosts of seers 
experienced great wonder on that occasion. (19) They came to regard the holy book of 
Srimad Bhagavata as an embodiment of the Lord (Himself) in the Kali age and capable of 
conferring the reward of speedy access to Vaikuntha (the divine realm of Lord Visnu) by 
(merely) being read or heard. (20) And heard (from beginning to end) in a week's time.it 

definitely bestows emancipation. Formerly it was made the subject of a discourse to Narada 
by the kind-hearted sages Sanaka and others. (21) Though the story of Srimad Bhagavata 

had (already) been heard by Narada (the celestial sage) through his relationship with 

Brahma,the procedure of hearing it in a week's time was disclosed to him by the (above- 
mentioned) sons of Brahma. (22) 

*T I c|kT: jftfrt: ddhl: ^ 77? R3 I 

Saunaka said : How did Narada, who is above (all) worldly controversies and does 

not remain fixed at one place develop a taste for hearing the procedure of listening to 
the story of Srimad Bhagavata and where did he meet them ( Sanaka and his three 
brothers) ? (23) 

tjcl <&TM 

3T5T 7* chUffauilfM srf^JrTi cFSJRcJjqj ^RStrin 7?: ^ IW I 

TToF^I f| fc^liebwi I 77777^7^ -HH 1*4 in I 4<J7j,W3( I I 

Suta resumed : Here shall I narrate to you an episode connected with Devotion, which 

was related to me in private by Sri Suka (himself), accounting me his (devoted) disciple. (24) 
Once upon a time, it is said, the (above -named) four sinless sages arrived in Badarikasrama 

for the sake of Satsahga (fellowship with saints). There they came across Narada. (25) 

JW 3^: 

cftsj ^rfSFTT^Tt ^R.1 7*d77T ^ TT^I^I 

%dlddtsf77 J Id fad) W ijThTT^Td ^ cfcKUlHJ^I 

The sons of Brahma said: O self-realized saint I why have you pulled a long face? How 
is it that you are afflicted with worry? Where are you proceeding to in haste and where have 
you come from? (26) You appear lost at this moment like a man whose wealth is gone. This 

is (however) not becoming of you,who have given up all attachments. (Please) point out the 
reason.(27) 
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> 

T77T 

3T? ^ Tjf«raf UTrft ^TTc^T t-WfdUlfafd I ^GefiT rf M ^ cKTSff hld.l^ rT«H I 34 I 

^sraq^i iJcwiRtj, trt% wnw i^<?i 

4|M^q ^af%T554 iR:*Hdl«l<*)KehHj <*>fwdi^4iM:>|ui ^TfEfcTT«£TT I 3 0 I 

dlftd ?T7: ^fNf T^HI ^hT ^ fasirl I 3TT©TfaTt 4 Id I chi<*>i: ^S^nfBTn: 13^ I 

xr^T: ^iKHdtTl xn^rmTT fUM^n: I MRdU-jfdtdl: tFFtTt fyTrFT: 1331 

d^ufet^TT *tl! I <*H4lfa*fanTl ^tKi^dVl tJ ctx^hHM, 133 I 

3TT8TITT HfchRTSJT I Siddidddl-yd SjjFT5I:|^l 

q ytnt fegt yT ^ ?TRT flfr*4t ^R: I ehf^iaM^-iid RTSR ^^d’l ddn, I3AI 

3Tf^J?JT ddUdl: f^3TTrT2T: I ^JTfiRT: RORffo ct^iRlg 13^1 

Narada submitted : Knowing the earth to be the best of all (spheres) as a matter of fact 

I came here, and visited Puskara and Prayaga, Kasi and Godavari (Nasika), Haridwara, 

Kuruksetra, Srirahgam and Setubandha (Rameswaram). Though wandering hither and 

thither in these and other places of pilgrimage, I found nowhere such a joy as would cause 

satisfaction to my mind. This earth stands assailed at present by the age of Kali, the helpmate 

of unrighteousness. (28—30) There is no truthfulness, askesis, purity (of body and mind) and 

compassion, northere is liberality (to the poor). The people are wretched and engaged (only) 

in filling their bellies. They make false statements.(31) They are indeed slow, extremely dull- 

witted, of poor luck and afflicted.Those who pose as saints are constantly engaged in 

preaching false doctrines. Those who have (apparently) renounced the world are rich in 

worldly possessions and have become family men. (32) Women rule the house. Brothers 

of one's wife are the (only) counsellors. Out of greed people sell their daughters. There are 

(frequent) quarrels between husband and wife. (33) Hermitages, places of pilgrimage and 

rivers are controlled by foreigners and temples here have been destroyed in large numbers 

by those wicked people. (34) There is no Yogi, nor one who has attained perfection, no 

enlightened soul and no man performing righteous deeds. All spiritual discipline stands 

consumed by the wild fire of Kaliyuga. (35) In this age of Kali people (at large) take to (the 

vocation of) selling food-grains, Brahmanas sell (the knowledge of) the Vedas and women 

make their living by prostitution.(36) 

xjyT 8JEnTT I TJ^JT rj cTW) fT3f Rq^nnHI 1341 

gj qfant ft:)yu>dica)d4i i wt g nyt: ^: 1331 

fxRtar^ Tf^HTT Rrif ytj: I g^yiTPTr SMhTlfjwfeTtTRT 1*° I 

^ITTrl: Ht5g yffipfTT d<Rd<*>HJ xf) HgT ^TfelrTT ^iflcDg^: 1*3 I 

Observing the evils of Kaliyuga as aforesaid while touring round the earth, I (at last) 

reached the bank of the Yamuna, the scene of the pastimes of Sri Kfsna.(37) There I saw 

a wonderful phenomenon; (pray,) hear of it, O great sages ! A young woman was (found) 

sitting there distressed at heart. (38) Two old men were lying unconscious by her side 

breathing hard.The young woman was nursing them; she tried (sometimes) to bring them to 
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consciousness and (at other times) wept before them.(39) She looked all around in search 
of the Lord (the protector of her body). She was being fanned and admonished by hundreds 
of women again and again. (40) Seeing this from a distance,! for my part went near her out of 

curiosity.The girl rose to see me and, agitated in mind, spoke (to me) in the following words. (41) 

5imtorz 

^Tt: TITOt 3TTJT fog -qrfiHTTTTfq I Tr^STT^t 

^TT TRt cflc^H ^WlfcrtfRnzrfw I *ratTt rRI lY? I 

The girl said : Hullo, stay a while, O pious soul I and put an end to my worry too. Your 
(very) sight is the best means of completely driving away the sins of the world. (42) My grief 
will be assuaged to a great extent by your admonition. Then (alone) does your sight fall to 
one's lot when there is great luck. (43) 

dclM 

R Child4i : ^T: tRI^fSHT: I cR cfcKRRJX'tf I 

Narada said: Who are you? How are these two men related to you? who are these lotus¬ 
eyed girls (standing beside you)? Point out in detail the cause of your misery, O worshipful 
lady! (44) 

qivlqiv 

3T? TgtRT rR3t | 3RcR|UH1Ml4i chl^4)<l-t 1^1 

TTfrai: TR^TSif WTH: I rrarrftT tt g RRrRTT: ^rfq lY^I 

^r! *T3 Rirat tRt«R i graf ^ faddioifw at iw i 

The girl replied: I am known by the name of Bhakti (Devotion). These two are regarded 
as my sons. They are Jhana (spiritual enlightenment) and Vairagya (dispassion) by name 

and have become worn out by the process of time. (45) These girls, again, are the rivers 

Gariga and others, gathered together (in living forms) for doing service to me. Yet happiness 
does not come to me, even though I am waited upon by celestial damsels. (46) Now hear 

you my story with an attentive mind, O sage rich in askesis ! My tale is a long one too; (yet) 
hear it and give me (some) solace. (47) 

4At9(1 sf^ FT? ehuifc^j TfiTT I Rftrfat F?TTrs<£| 

35T yUch&4Tj|l<MK4l4: <4 fed 1 I xj5TT«lt F? F^dTRJY^ t 

<^I4H ^T: 3TTO Hdftd I STRT? *JcRt F«4d4lH^m <| fnqfrlH, I I 

$ $l(iRTcbt ^ ^ f$TRR: 3RTRJ FIR MRdlvry fe^T TRITt WJl I 

*R3R FWIIdl 3;-#T I FT? ^ <R5UTt cfrWI^dl I I 

sraTotT w=ni7RT|crftR $a: fFRFjFSTt irst to awt awfafa m31 

3R: eiTdJIH fdWtlfa&HHFI I eR 4RW FtFT'RFJT FR 

Such as I am, I was born in the Dravida country and attained maturity in Karnataka. I was 

respected here and there in Maharastra and attained a ripe age in Gujarat. (48) Mutilated by 
heretics due to the arrival of the fearful age of Kali, and continuing in the state for a long time, 

I yrew weak and developed sluggishness alongwith my two sons.(49) Reaching Vrndavana, 
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lowever, I stand refreshed as it were and endowed with extreme comeliness. I have now 
become quite young (again) acquiring a most lovable exterior. (50) These two sons of mine 
ying here are, however, experiencing (great) agony due to exhaustion. Leaving this place, 
am (now) proceeding to another place. (51) My sons have attained old age: I am afflicted 

with this agony. Though their mother, why should I be young and wherefore should my 
sons be old ? (52) Although we three live together, why stands this incongruity ? The 

natural thing is that the mother should be old and the sons young. (53) With a mind seized 
with wonder I deplore myself. Kindly declare, O sage, what may be the cause of this, O 

repository of Yoga ! (54) 

i||fa | q «*>i4T ft c&ftwifd I I 

Narada replied: With the eye of' intuition I perceive in my mind all this misery of yours 
(as well as its cause), O sinless one ! You should not give way to despondency.Sri Hari will 

bring you happiness. (55) 

aiumi^ui ■tfften: i ^ i 

Suta continued: Having come to know the reality in a moment, Narada (the great sage) 

spoke as follows. (56) 

•ili^ m/W 

whsi <zm: \$r W- * m»i 

1H TRit W®: • 

StfaRTf sftT: qfusat52rar I 1 

SRT I gff ^ H$co Rtfa I W 1 

^0l 

sM m^wietra x^fa4^n4): i^i 

Narada said : Listen attentively, O young woman! The present is the terrible age of Kali. 

Righteous conduct, the path of Yoga (union with God) and austerities have disappeared 
under its influence. (57) Practising roguery and evil deeds people are turning out to be (so 
many) replicas of the demon Agha (whose story appears in Snmad Bhagavata X. xii). Ini this 
age (of Kali) righteous men remain dejected and the unrighteous feel overjoyed indeed Tha 
clever man alone who maintains firmness in this age is learned and wise. (58) Year after yea 
this earth is gradually becoming a burden for Lord Sesa (the serpent-god). It is not worth 

looking at or (even) touching (with one's feet). No sign of good luck is to be seen (a^ere) 
either (59) Nobody even perceives you with your sons at present. Neglected by men blinded 
with love for pleasures, you stand enfeebled. (60) Due to contact with Vmdavana you have 
become young and fresh again. Deserving of praise therefore is Vmdavana, wherei Bhak 
dances (with joy). (61) These two (sons of yours, however) are not able to shake off then^ 
old age due to lack of men having demand for them here. Their deep slumber here is belie 
to have been brought about by the partial gratification of their self (through their contact wit 

the Lord). (62) 
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VfrbMM 
^ TTTt%rn TT^TT I imt ^ I I 

*wiiAui ^Ruiiwjsnf: ^sml^ i ^ 3 fefer wgm i 4* i 

Bhakti said : How was the impious Kali actually given an abode (here)? and the age of 

Kali having set in, how did the valuable essence of all substances disappear? (63) How is 

(all this) unrighteousness too tolerated by the all-gracious Sri Hari ? (Pray,) resolve this 
doubt of mine. I feel gratified by your words. (64) 

Hf?» xjg^njr ifaFH: StcfTli | *fef ^TTfa % ^ cfcijUrt % ^rfgmfd I ^ I 

'WR 3*TT Wckdl W73 TTrT: I rTf^Hl^iforiilld: 1^1 

^gf RPd'Ht) WI <1dctTti<U| TTrT: | q qMUltiitW ^ I I 

HlRfl nMfn ^ tiR'ta flnilSRT I n?v>w TTKlEfic^ %5T^flrf^F^ I ^6,1 

^|T ^TRd^Kdl HtMJ fgwjTTH: WTftdcH-i^fcMHi ^ I I 

Narada said: Since I have been questioned by you, O young lady! listen with love, I shall 
tell you everything, O blessed one! and yourfaint- heartedness will disappear. (65) From the 
(very) day Lord Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation) left this earth and ascended to His own 
realm, the age of Kali, which balks all spiritual endeavours, set in. (66) Seen by the king 
(Pariksit) in the course of his conquest of the (four) quarters, the spirit of the Kali age (in a 

living form) like a wretch sought the king for protection. The king, who like a black bee took 
the essence of things, thought within himself, "He (certainly) does not deserve to be killed 

by me; (for) in the Kali age one fully secures through the (mere) chanting of the names and 
glory of Sri Krsna (the Ruler even of Brahma and Lord Siva) the fruit which cannot be attained 
through askesis, concentration of mind or (even) through deep meditation. (67-68) Therefore 
perceiving the Kali age to be valuable in (this) one respect, though devoid of substance (in 

all other senses), Pariksit (the protege of Lord Visnu) with a view to securing the happiness 
(blessedness) of those born in Kali allowed the spirit of it to stay. (69) 

ftrfcrtejRT I ^ W |\9o | 

WTcrf Tf? ^ ^ I griRdl eFOTcfrto ehgTOKWdl TRT: | 

3TFpr^R<Wuii qiRdcbl *RT: I 1^3? I 

I RtgRri clgRr rTOr^Ktari) ^HtT: |V9^ I 

c+,rt^ui trf|m i ^rr i^m 

R ft ^«J|cfrTI I yrt-Hdl 3TTgt c^RK: ^5 |\3^l 

3T*T $ % cnfrT ^1 ^<1*1^: TT^ RsjW: I V9V» | 

Due to the practice of evil deeds the substance has disappeared from everything in the 
present age. Like the husk devoid of grain (all) things on earth stand divested of their 

substance. Out of greed for food-grains the story of the Lord is repeated by Brahmanas in 
every home and to all and sundry; hence the value of the story is gone. (70-71) Even those 
perpetrating most cruel deeds of various kinds and unbelieving men and savages have taken 
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up their abode in places of pilgrimage; hence the value of sacred places is gone. (72) Even 
those whose mind is agitated with passion, anger excessive greed and thirst for pleasure 
have (outwardly) taken to an ascetic life, hence the value of askesis is gone. (73) Due to want 
of control over the mind, greed and hypocrisy and due to people embracing heretic doctrines 
and abstaining from the study of sacred books, the fruit of Dhyanayoga (the practice of 
meditation) has (also) disappeared. (74) The learned (Panditas) for their part indulge in 
sexual commerce with their wives like buffaloes.They are expert in procreating children and 
are not (at all) clever in achieving Liberation. (75) Devotion to Lord Visnu, following the 
traditions of a particular sect, is nowhere to be seen. In this way the substance of things has 
disappeared everywhere. (76) Such, however, is the spirit of the times (we are living in), as 
a matter of fact. Who (else) is to be blamed for it ? That is why the lotus-eyed Lord (Visnu) 
toterates (all) this, though abiding (so) close to us (in our very heart). (77) 

fern mm tott i mfrTro# weft I'sdi 

Suta went on : struck with great wonder to hear this admonition of Narada, Bhakti spoke 
the following words once more. Listen to them, O Saunaka ! (78) 

vRhMM 
<g f| KRttsfa fmrntt: i mrepi 33ft c=§t% 1^^ 1 

vrfiffa vj(J|fd ttfTT I 

mraf HHlfa I Co I 

ifir 'hRmrtowwi ^ wtetzim: 11 \ 11 

Bhakti said :You are indeed blessed, O celestial sage ! You have come (here) through 
my good luck. The sight of pious souls is the best means of accomplishing everything in this 
world. (79) I bow to you, son of Brahma, the recipient of all blessings, treasuring whose single 
teaching Prahrada (son of Kayadhu) was able in this world to conquer Maya, and by whose 

grace the celebrated prince Dhruva too attained an everlasting abode. (80) 

Thus ends the first discourse entitled "The Meeting of Bhakti with Narada" 

forming part of the "Glory of Srlmad Bhagavata" in the Uttara- 
Khanda of the glorious Padma-Purana. 

3T8T feclTmsSZITO: 

Discourse II 
A Dialogue between the Kumaras and Narada 

^sn «n^ 3# fil-rll^TT 3FSTOJ TOT I ? I 

s^Mcfl rj MRstldl ctil<<ach^H«ia l M1 (conI m <^^1: ehlf4 Rt TOT: I ^ I 

<g 5 mfrft: f5TOT TO TTrttf WmtsfecFT I I ? I 
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^(rti^lfciebi I cj ^lrfisf$J*riijvr4|eb|Run I I 

ffw ftfSRI ^riT M TTFTsf ? I | _| 

^TT f% *^Mlfd I <3T ^ | ^ | 

3T^^kT cdill rt^ Hd«)S^c&R*dc;i I dldf $«T ?iHd<M<4chlfqH) I ^9 I 

mi mu i ^q Mfar ^$ucj Ft Mffa i sjrt s-iThfctriiMia grsn^q ta^rr f5nr^ i c i 

Narada began again: In vain do you vex yourself, O young woman! Oh, why should you 
be so afflicted with worry ? Think of the lotus-feet of Sri Krsna and your misery will be gone.(1) 
The celebrated Sri Krsna, by whom Draupadi was saved from the tyranny of the Kauravas, 

(nay,) by whom the pretty girls of Vraja were made the recipients of (special) favours, has 

gone nowhere. (2) You, Bhakti, as a matter of fact, are ever dearer to the Lord than His own 

life. Invoked by you indeed, the Lord goes even to the houses of the low. (3) In the three Yugas 
commencing from Satya (viz., Satya Yuga, Treta and Dvapara) spiritual enlightenment and 
dispassion were the means to achieve redemption (of the soul). In Kali, however, Bhakti 

alone effects unity with Brahma.(4) Concluding thus, they say, the Lord (who is all Spirit), 

the embodiment of supreme bliss and consciousness, evolved you, the embodiment of 
Truth, as a charming girl, the beloved of Sri Krsna. (5) Joining your palms (as a token of 

submission), you once asked Him, "What shall I do ?" Sri Krsna then commanded you. "Look 
after My devotees!" (6)This was accepted by you as a matter of fact and Sri Hari felt (highly) 
gratified at that time and conferred on you, on the said occasion,as a maid-servant Mukti 
(Liberation) as well as these two, Jnana and Vairagya (as your sons). (7) In your real form 

you look after the devotees in Vaikuntha; (while) a shadow-form has been assumed by you 
to take care of the devotees on earth. (8) 

Tjfrfi ?TR (clifrh ft?? TTHT I Wl-ri rigR-^d R'ftydl I I 

^Mt 8-RT 3JTJTT MKrit^lri-ULfiRidl I ^FTT W ItfTOT TJTOf *TT I ? o | 

cdillfa ^ITtg TjfoRTOTfrT Md vf I TJsftfRl ^ WFFt TfgfiTt 1^1 

3^§TTW: ^ ^TTrTt ^tTt I rT8tTfa fMtT ^ fMFtRTfFL 1^1 

difodl TT^ST: diUfa 3jrff RrfFT Wrid3 I rrfw^t M M ^ ^ I I 

3RTyri'iRd<^ry ri^dddHJ ct^T FT? C*t% FtT F SFrift 1^1 

^Rctdig ^ ^fraT 'rifa^r-d cScMM i mfiRtsfb rifubaRd Rnfe i ^m 

^Ml f%T^ citWfrti: m4ci | q % ri^prfrT c*Tlhiqi ^JTSTZRc^Jjfcr: 1^1 

4 Mr 4 fri^ll€n 3T TT^FTt I 1 ^ I 

T MtfM Ms T ^rtftrn I 'SriTriri rR TTtfMri: 1^41 

^trri 'qqq yffdff snM i ^t«rfe: ■qfrWddJi^hjt:Ma: ii 

^ ^ rildRd ^TrirMl^rfHT ^:Wt'Nv>l: ^rfifaPd-dcb: Ro | 

3F5 Mr: I Irri^4>d 19^1 

Taking Mukti, Jnana and Vairagya with you, you came down to the earth. From Krtayuga 
down to the end of Dvapara you stayed here with great joy.(9) Afflicted with the malady of 
false doctrines (however) Mukti underwent decay in Kaliyuga and under your direction she 
returned to Vaikuntha soon. (10) Yet, even when thought of by you, she comes to this very 
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region and goes back again; while these (Jnana and Vairagya) have been kept by you by your 
own side treating them as your sons. (11) Through neglect in Kaliyuga both your sons have 
become sluggish and old. Nevertheless cease you worrying; (in the meantime) I am taxing 
my brain about a remedy. (12) There is no age like Kali, O lady with a charming countenance ! 
In this Yuga I shall establish you in every house and in every individual. (13) If I fail to 
propagate you in the world throwing into the background (all) other cults and placing above 
all grand celebrations (connected with Devotion), I am no longer a servant of Sri Hari. (14) 
Even though sinners, men who will be endowed with you in this age of Kali will attain (after 
death) the abode of Sri Krsna, which is free from (all) fear. (15) Those pure-bodied souls in 
whose mind constantly abides Devotion in the form of love (for the Lord) do not see (the face 
of) Yama (the god of punishment) even in a dream. (16) Neither the spirit of a departed soul 
nor a fiend nor an ogre nor a demon has got the power (even) to touch those whose mind 
is enriched with Devotion. (17) Sri Hari can be won neither by means of austerities nor 
through (the study of) the Vedas, nor through spiritual enlightenment nor even through 
righteous action; He can be won only through Devotion. The cowherdesses (of Vraja) bear 
testimony to this. (18) Fondness for Devotion is in fact engendered in the mind of men after 
thousands of lives. In Kaliyuga, in the age of Kali, Bhakti alone is supreme; as a result of Bhakti 
Sri Krsna (reveals Himself and) stands at our (very) door. (19) Those who are hostile to Bhakti 
suffer in all the three worlds. In the past the sage Durvasa, who reproached a devotee (in the 
person of King AmbarTsa*) came to grief. (20) Have done with (the observance of) sacred vows. 
Have done with (undertaking pilgrimages to) sacred Places. Have done with spiritual 
disciplines.Have done with sacrificial performances and have done with discourses on spiritual 
enlightenment. Bhakti alone is capable of conferring Liberation. (21) 

^fT3qf7W 

W4l*ldfa ftTTRJ W I 4TT? e||cHI4slcfl^ I ^ I 

Suta resumed : Hearing thus of her own glory as ascertained by Narada, Bhakti got 

enriched with the fulness of all her limbs and spoke to him as follows. (22) 

VfrhWM 

3# SRTtsffa ififdW f4=9d5T I 4 'fa 'WTFTTfo I I 

Tn*fa 41t«JT sfaFfldl ^TUTTr^l ^rTT^RT Rife rTcTf fatW | ^ I 

Bhakti said: O Narada, you are (really) blessed. Your devotion to me is unflinching. I shall 
ever abide in your heart and shall never forsake you. (23) My agony has been dispelled by you 
in a moment, compassionate as you are,0 pious soul! Consciousness, however, has not yet 
returned to my sons; therefore (pray) awaken them, bring them back to consciousness. (24) 

H4TT grJ: *rf: I d 41 <41 SI 4 41) fa cMlifal ffaq^RJ^KI 

44M ehUlf-4 ilcd4*J: ThpITT1 ^ SlcJ«4dl4,1 3 ^ I 

cld^<lTiyl42J 4ldl4l^i|^^: I fal£44l4t rT^T H4 ctifafodlfaOcTt tfcoid, I ^ I 

^<44c^|ch4l 4lrt4llfat I 4<*>4d4fa>dl STFT: t*|te*>chig<HHt£ehl 1^41 

^TTfat *J4: t4N4{l4U|l I 5ftfafSj-dlHtl ^TcT: ffafafa *ffafd ^ 1^ I 

arfa infn ^ fai-d4fa[d nifa-A wwnrrt <4Fra 130 i 

• For the story of King Ambarisa see discourses IV and V of Book Nine of Srimad Bhagavata. 
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^ RsiSJrilfilfd I 3?m: *lfamfd q 13^1 

1 I d^ffmTTRfo RT«re: FT^WT: 1I 

ftH dfwd, ufesU ^SrTFFTT: I rifaujfd R^d: MflRblltd 133 | 

?«ic*»i9iq^: RE ^rtrfq fosjdRJdT^t ^ ^ ^TdPMPd I V* I 

\\ Suta continued : Narada was filled with compassion to hear the appeal of Bhakti, and 

began to rouse them, pressing them with his fingers. (25) Taking his mouth near their ears 
he shouted clearly as follows :—"O Jriana, wake up at once ! O Vairagya, wake up I" (26) 

Being roused again and again on that occasion by him through the chanting of Vedic and 

Upanishadic texts, recitations of the Gita and so on, they rose some-how with (great) 
exertion.(27) Full of languor as they were, both began to yawn and could not open their eyes 

to see. Their hair had grown white like (the down of) a heron and their limbs (reduced to a 
bare skeleton) looked like pieces of dry wood. (28) The moment he perceived them 
emaciated by hunger and inclined to fall asleep again, the sage (Narada) felt worried and 

said to himself, "What should be done by me (now)? (29) Oh, how can their sleepiness and 
old age, which is (even) more formidable, disappear?" Pondering thus, O Saunaka (a scion 

of Bhrgu)! he (Narada) put himself in mind of Sri Kfsna (the Protector of cows). (30) 

Presently a voice was heard from the heavens saying : "6 sage, do not feel dejected. This 
effort of yours will prove fruitful no doubt. (31) For this, however, O celestial sage! perform 
you duly a righteous act. Saints who are the holiest of the holy will point out to you that 

act.(32) When that noble act is performed, their old age including their sleep will 

disappear in a moment and Bhakti will spread all round." (33) The voice from the heavens 
to this effect was clearly and perceptibly heard by all. Narada was struck with wonder and 
said. "What it means is not understood." (34) 

3TWSV*Riqiuqifa fo C*T rTFFnsnr cfifo cRt3 ^4^4): 13m 

W> 'Mfricqprl Li-cltt) TTTMhhJ Mill* fo if^di o4)MRqm 13^1 

Narada said : The voice from the sky too has spoken in a mysterious way. I wonder what 
may be the act which will have to be performed in order that the object of these two may be 

accomplished! (35) Where will those saints be (found) and how will they impart the 
knowledge of that practice ? What should be done by me at the present moment as enjoined 
by the voice from the heavens? (36) 

^7337*? 

cT5t urafa twiM Rrrftrt ■gft: i dfer dt$ i 3191 

1ffTTrt: fofelfelfejR RTRTt I 3RT7R RTrit I 

tj foq-rittj Heoifqfli: 1341 

W^TTT fomra?: I ^fid|l|l&fo4lf4dH-13<3 I 

^frn^MfoMiiuii R^fTTSfefo I 3R4t dlritfewlfd ^4f chdfevdM^HI: lYo I 

^ttfeRT RR^Tlfer Rri d ^ dRt«i TTeRld RrJ>fad}Rg I 

Suta went on : Leaving both there, the sage Narada departed (thence) going forth from 
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one sacred place to another and making inquiries of the great sages on the way (about the 
virtuous act hinted at by the voice from the heavens). (37) The story was heard by all; no 
conclusive reply was (however) given (by any). Some declared the malady as incurable; 

while others said the remedy was difficult to ascertain. Still others, on the other hand, 
remained mute; while some (evaded the issue and ) slipped past (thinking it imprudent to 
hazard a statement). (38) A tumultuous uproar, causing wonder (to all) rose in (all) the three 
worlds.People whispered from ear to ear: "When the trio consisting of Bhakti, Jnana and 
Vairagya did not rise (even) though awakened through the chanting of the Vedas and 
Upanisads and recitations from the Gita, there is no other remedy. (39-40) How can that 
which is not personally known as a matter of fact even to Narada be pointed out by ordinary 
human beings here (on earth) ?" (41) In this way by the hosts of seers questioned ( on this 
point) the remedy was declared after (due) deliberation as difficult to make out. (42) 

SRjtoRITFTrT: I rTO&TTfa 1*3 I 

Tormented with anxiety, Narada thereupon came forthwith to Badarikasrama. (There) he 

said to himself, "I shall practise askesis here!" and made up his mind to gain that object. (43) 
Meanwhile Narada (the foremost of sages) saw in front of him the great sages Sanaka and 
his three brothers, shining like millions of suns, and spoke to them (as follows): (44) 

'gfriTpqR Tjrar mmiuP. i*m 

^1 gRehlcP-MKHI: I c^lcoi^n-i'Ht-M-riI: 1*^3 I 

f| fet %tT TJTt I 3TrT: ehloHmil^gl *RT ^TT5T 1*41 

ifaT 1JTT I ^ft Pmfddl TtSTt tjt ’Htft 1*^ I 

3Tft 'iJWiRg ■MeMlfag I «hcioii) Rfc IA°I 

'Ulrb^HRRIMIUlj 1^1 

Narada submitted : O juvenile sages I my meeting has taken place with you through 
great good luck. (Pray) have compassion on me and tell me quickly what I should do. (45) 
You are all (great) Yogis, highly learned and wise. Though looking five years of age each, 

you are older than the oldest.(46) Having your permanent abode in Vaikuntha you remain 
constantly engaged in chanting the names and glories of Sri Hari. Drunk with the charm of 
the nectar-like stories of the Lord's pastimes, you subsist on such stories alone. (47) "Sri Hari 
(alone) is my Saviour I" this formula ever plays on your lips as a matter of fact; hence old age 
as directed by Kala (the Time-Spirit) does not harass you. (48) At the mere contraction of 
your eyebrows in the days gone by Jaya and Vijaya, porters of Sri Hari, sank down at once 
to the earth and it was by your grace that they rose back to Vaikuntha. (49) Oh, your sight 
at this juncture has been secured through (great) good luck. Favour must be done by your 
gracious selves to me, wretched as I am. (50) (Pray) tell me what may be the spiritual 
practice that was hinted at by the voice from the heavens and how It should be gone through 
(by me). (Kindly) describe it in detail. How can satisfaction be caused to Bhakti, Jnana and 
Vairagya and in what manner can they be lovingly and diligently established in all grades of 

society ? (51-52) 
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fW 3^: 

TfT f^rtT ^fT5 ^ 1%1% flHIdf! I 3PFT: q# TJ^ Tig f| iq^ | 

3Tgt RT^ &FSTsfq Rp-r+iHi f^Rtqf&T: I ^T ^^KWIHm^un^igi^T: I V* | 

igg q H-n<=4 qcMJ^M^Rfn I ^ TWTM ^|^| 

c5t% 'TSTR: Mchdl^dl: I mmmg ^ 5TPT: I I 

'CRIT: q <| qhqf f? q# I qwtq^T ^T: SfTqf qpqq m^| 

q«t fqf^g ^Ttqqrar 3 qajq i ^uj^i^j fercfarT: qqggt: m^i 

The Kumaras said : Do not worry, O celestial sage ! Make your mind happy. There is 

already in actual existence an easy way to do this. (53) Oh, blessed you are, O Narada, who 

are the crest-jewel of those who have turned away from the pleasures of sense. You have 

always been the guide of the devotees of Sri Kfsna and the illuminator of Bhaktiyoga. (54) 

It should be regarded as no matter of wonder for you, who are making (such) incessant efforts 

in the cause of Devotion. It is (but) proper on the part of a servant of Sri Krsna to make 

constant endeavour to establish Bhakti on a sound footing.(55) Many a course of discipline 

has been brought to light by Rsis in this world, but they all involve exertion and mostly confer 

the fruit of Swarga (heavenly bliss). (56) As for the path leading to Vaikuntha (the everlasting 

and all-blissful realm of Lord Visnu), it yet remains hidden. It is generally through good luck 

(alone) that a person promulgating that course of discipline is found. (57) The righteous 

practice which was hinted at to you the other day by a voice from the heaven is, however, 

described today. (Please) listen with a composed and cheerful mind. (58) 

stoA^IWMIA^I illMiMlWWIu) I qmai^H^lg r\ $ eMlfa^chl: I I 

Tjq pqg^T: qjqf I ^M^UMdlrtN: q g Tftg: |t=0 | 

qf^nqfqTFTnnt q^tj gfcrerfq ^gt: grg ^ g&sffqmfd i^i 

ft qfq®rf% i ^ ggn' fg 

TtTq^TFqq^rPT qfqs: i yfafft yfagq affgf ebRwrfri I I 

Sacrificial performances conducted by means of material substances (consigned to the 

sacred fire), those consisting austerities, those in the form of concentration of the mind and 

others consisting of knowledge acquired through a study of the Vedas, they are (all) symbolic 

of action leading to heaven alone. (59) Indeed Jnana-Yajna (sacrifice in the form of 

Knowledge) has been recognized by the wise as a symbol of righteous action (action leading 

to Liberation). That Jnana-Yajna is the reading of Srimad Bhagavata, and that has been 

extolled by Suka and others. (60) By its (very) chanting great strength will be derived by 

Bhakti, Jnana and Vairagya. The suffering of Jnana and Vairagya will disappear and 

happiness will be regained by Bhakti. (61) All these evils of Kali will surely disappear at the 

(very) chanting of Srimad Bhagavata, even as wolves take to flight at the (very) roar of a 

lion.(62) Then Bhakti, that yields the milk of love, accompanied by Jnana and Vairagya, will 

dance in every heart and in every home. (63) 

qfqmra: ygffggqj qfq^nqfggqwri g^ri^tfi 
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^rsr^sErfH i cratsng 3^r«f: ^ ^ iW- 

/ I RT3f ^nuiUKtqcwwi: 1^1 

Narada submitted : When the trio of Bhakti, Jriana and Vairagya did not wake up (even) 
when roused by means of chanting the texts from the Vedas and the Upanisads and 
recitations from the Gita, how will they get up on a reading of Srimad Bhagavata; (for) in the 
stories of Srimad Bhagavata,as a matter of fact, is found the substance of the Vedas (alone) 
running through every couplet, nay, through every (single) word. (64-65) (Pray) resolve you 
this doubt (of mine), since your sight never goes in vain. No delay should be made by you 

in this matter, fond as you are of those who have sought you for protection. (66) 

JW 

flKMim WTcTHt CJOT I 3T^TOT cffif ^ TJSJT^ woi^fd: I VS I 

ampra wRdBarcft R wn W- ^ torte \^c\ 

rm ^ fern widiaiMch^m i H <r?ezj ^Hi i ^ > 

lajunTTfrt TOIPH 15T*TT fa# i ^ w ffcrsi W iv®o i 

^ 'UHicri qro *jmri WFrfawRj ^ff^mrferFTMt wmrm i 

ekM^enfr -fam 3rfq I nfedNSfa *jni«?Hi«|Jft w i 

Sfrfr dj^Wciuilctreft f^wWt WU: l«9 I 

% f^I: '4^R I «Ul<dHia<i SIT5* 1^* 1 

The Kumaras replied: The story of Srimad Bhagavata has emanated from the essence 
of the Vedas and the Upanisads. Having an existence apart from them and representing their 

(very) fruit (as it were), it appears to be the very best. (67) The vital juice circulating in a tree, 
for example permeates it from its root to its very top; it cannot be tasted (in that state). The 
same juice (however), when separated in (the form of) a fruit, captivates the mind of the 
whole world. (68) To take another illustration, the ghee existing (in a latent form) in milk is 

not capable of being tasted (as such); but the same ghee,when separated, enhances the 
delight (even) of the gods. (69) Sugar too (in the form of sap) permeates the sugar-cane from 
the middle to both its ends, but tastes sweeter when separated (from the cane and 
condensed). The same is the case with the story of the Bhagavata. (70) This Purana names 
"Bhagavata", which is on a par with the Vedas, has been revealed (by the sage Vedavyasa) 
for stabilizing Bhakti, Jhanaand Vairagya. (71) Formerly, when (the said) Vyasa—though 
well-versed in Veda and Vedanta (the Upanisads), and even though he had composed the 
Gita—began to sink in the ocean of infatuation, full of remorse as he was, (this) Srimad 
Bhagavata, which (originally) consisted of four couplets (only), was taught (to him) by you 
on that occasion. By listening to it (the aforesaid) Vyasa was immediately rid of (all) 
obstruction. (72-73) Why should there be any surprise to you at this, prompted by which you 
put questions to us? Srimad Bhagavata should (accordingly) be recited to them (Jnana and 

Vairagya) inasmuch as it is capable of driving away (all) grief and sorrow. (74) 

3RUT ridlifm I'sm 
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Narada submitted : O great sages, who are solely engaged in drinking the story, (of 
Srimad Bhagavata), sung with all his (thousand) mouths by Lord Sesa (the serpent-god)! I 
have sought refuge in you in order that you may diffuse the light of (divine) love—you, whose 

(very) sight eradicates at once (all) evils and brings happiness to those tormented by the wild 
fire of worldly sorrows. (75) When due to rise of the tide of fortune accumulated in the course 

of many (past) lives a man actually secures the fellowship of saints, it is then alone that 
wisdom dawns (on him) dispersing the darkness of infatuation and pride occasioned through 
the agency of ignorance. (76) 

Thus ends the second discourse entitled "A Dialogue between the Kumaras 

and Narada", forming part of the "Glory of Srimad Bhagavata“ 
in the Uttara-Khanda of the glorious Padma-Purana. 

3T2T 

Discourse III 
Cessation of Bhakti's Suffering 

ebRiillfn ^frt>^Hfct<HI|Uli MTU-nsj | \ | 

tS15* ^T?rf H«4i ^T: TO rTSTajcnft? I ^Ttic4) et'ctmtA: I "R I 

c^sn i fgrfirera ^ ^difud: i 3 i 

Narada submitted: With the object of stabilizing Bhakti, Jnana and Vairagya I shall now 
zealously perform a Jnana-Yajna (Sacrifice for the dissemination of Knowledge) illumined 
by a reading of Srimad Bhagavata (the scripture expounded by the sage Suka). (1) The place 
where this sacrifice should be performed by me may now (kindly) be pointed out (to me). The 

glory of Srimad Bhagavata may (also) be stated by you, masters of the Veda.(2) In how many 
days should a reading of Srimad Bhagavata be heard and what procedure should be adopted 
in it: (pray) tell me that on this occasion. (3) 

fPRT 3^f: 

foRSJTO I 3 TtdMI-KHUWtJ V I 

RMId^rtdloblu'i ^ | 

^ fWTHJ ^ I 

i g •qfguifd i 19 i 

^ qml '■HHIehUif dfelck TWJIIitrt I ^ I 
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The Kumaras replied: Listen, O Narada! We shall tell you (all) this, humble and discreet 
as you are. Near Haridwara (the gateway of the holy Gariga, so-called because it enters the 
plains here) on the river bank is a place known by the name of Ananda. (4) It is inhabited by 
numerous hosts of Rsis and frequented by gods and Siddhas (who are endowed with mystic 
powers by their very birth). (Nay,) it is crowded with various trees and creepers and 
overspread with fresh and soft sands. (5) The place is charming (to look at) and situated in 
a sequestered area. It is (ever) charged with the sweet odour of golden lotuses. Animosity 
(towards one another) does not abide in the mind of living beings dwelling near that place. (6) 
A Jriana-Yajria may be commenced there by you without taking any (special) pains (over it) 

and (you will find that) the reading of Srimad Bhagavata there will be full of unprecedented 
charm. (7) Bhakti too will appear there (in person) placing in the forefront the aforesaid pair 
(viz., Jnana and Vairagya), always lying before her devoid of (all) strength and with a body 
worn out with age. (8) Bhakti and her two sons must reach there where a reading of Srimad 
Bhagavata is going on. (Nay) the said trio gets rejuvenated as it were on hearing the words 

of the story. (9) 

^c7 

Ijc^oK^T 7TR ^T:|-npcT2 ^o| 

VZj qidltdg ^ Wl*> ^ * W 

uirt«4<n: i ^ ^ ^lefl: i ^ i 

TTWtn TnfirgHgj 1 ^1 

oORT'TW^ ^ 0raT^3Ff '*ll'Jlf«'*^i<?MI: 1 

TjfrmJTT: ^rt: i^i 

TT^JU * I SfrTftJT * feT: ^ H*' 

qm^Tf zpjRt* I Tj^cnrra dmidl'TO 1 ^ 1 

Suta resumed : Having spoken thus, the aforesaid Kumaras with Narada went thence 
togetherto that bank of the (holy) Gariga impatient to enjoy the story of Srimad Bhagavata.(10) 
As they reached the bank there rose at once an uproar in the terrestrial region and the realm 
of the gods as well as in Satyaloka (the realm of Brahma, the creator). (11) All those who 
were keen to enjoy the taste of the Lord's stories, and first of all the votaries of Lord Visnu 
came running to drink the nectar-like story of Srimad Bhagavata. (12) The sages Bhrgu, 
Vasistha and Cyavana, Gautama, Medhatithi, Devala, Devarata and Parasurama, even so 
Viswamitra (the son of Gadhi), Sakala, Markandeya (the son of Mfkandu), Lord Dattatreya 
and Pippalada, Vyasa and (his father) Parasara, both masters of Yoga, Chayasuka and all 
the hosts of sages, the foremost of whom were Jajali and Jahnu, arrived alongwith their 
wives, accompanied by their sons and pupils and full of excessive longing (to listen to the 
story). (13-14) So came there the Upanisads and the Vedas, Mantras and Tantras, the 
seventeen Puranas and the six Sastras (systems of philosophy), rivers such as the Gariga, 
Puskara and the other lakes, holy places, all the (four) quarters, as well as Dandaka and the 
other forests (all) in a living form. (15-16) Mountains etc., as well as gods, Gandharvas and 
demons went there. The sage Bhrgu persuaded and brought there (even) those who did not 

come because of their importance. (17) 
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enter his ear even for a moment. (27) What will be gained through the hearing of many 
scriptures and Puranas, which will (only) create confusion (in one's mind) ? The Bhagavata- 
Sastra alone proclaims loudly its capacity to grant Liberation. (28) That house itself in which 
Srimad Bhagavata is read everyday is actually converted into a sacred place and drives 
away the sins of those dwelling in it. (29) Thousands of Aswamedha Yajnas and hundreds 
of Vajapeya sacrifices cannot compare (in their efficacy even) with one-sixteenth of a reading 
of Srimad Bhagavata. (30) Sins persist in this body, O sages rich in asceticism, (only) so long 
as the story of the glorious Bhagavata is not duly heard by men. (31) In point of efficacy 
neither the (holy) Gariga nor Gaya nor Kasi nor Puskara nor Prayaga can bear comparison 

with a reading of Srimad Bhagavata. (32) 

cTT fet ’MHMdWcRJ *757? *77T *1^1331 

*TT7^ ^71 sRlt Wldd 4? 3RSTT877 T? ^ I 3* I 

gl^lldTT Wig 2FTc5: TIcWTTlW*: | 77 HS7T l?m 

^7 dtl'HSJ qtiqMM rf I 7J^?T Htdri: iil^4 rjST^TT? 

775J icin TO Mim -75?^ hix 77^F7: I^V9I 

^c^cf>MI< ^ 77: I fej tlvjRJTJI^SRJt: 1^41 

3775 fet fid g ?Rf?-vRHJ rJriUlnWl ^cf ^7T I I 

37-t7«*iI^> 7J 7^7? 9J77H ^e*)$||*s|c||c*, I ifaTT TTFTcr ?fvU<4 I'So I 

r)fli*aJ|c(i<4 <^lfr1 ^7 I 77? 77T7p? 77 I^ I 

If you seek the highest destiny, read even yourself daily one half of (even) a quarter of a 

verse of Srimad Bhagavata. (33) (The sacred syllable) OM (the seed of Veda) and the (holy) 

Gayatri (the Mother of Veda), as also the Purusa-Sukta (a hymn consisting of sixteen Mantras 

sacred to the Cosmic Person and figuring with a little variation in all the Vedas), the three Vedas 

(Rk, Sama and Yajus) and so also Srimad Bhagavata as well as the twelve-syllabled MantraC 

a4i cii^afpi), the sun-god (appearing in twelve forms, severally presiding over the twelve 

months of the Hindu calendar), Prayaga, Kaia (the Time-Spirit) represented by a twelve 

month, nay, the Brahmanas and Agnihotra (the daily offering of oblations—chiefly consisting 

of milk, oil and sour gruel considered as incumbent on every householder of the twice-born 

classes in the former days), the cow and even so the twelfth of every lunar month,also the 

(holy) basil plant and the vernal season (consisting of the two months, Caitra and Vaisakha, 

roughly corresponding to March and April of the English calendar) as well as Lord Visnu (the 

Supreme Person)—no distinction in reality is recognized by the wise among these. (34—36) 

The sins committed in crores of lives by the man who intelligently reads the whole of the 

scripture known by the name of Srimad Bhagavata without a pause get rooted out: there is 

no doubt about it. (37) Again, he who reads one half or (even) one quarter of a verse of Srimad 

Bhagavata everyday secures the (combined) fruit of a Rajastiya and an Aswamedha 

sacrifice. (38) Srimad Bhagavata read everyday, contemplation practised on Sri Hari, the 

watering of theTulasi plant and service rendered to cows are equal (in value). (39) Lord Sn 

Kfsna (the Protector of cows) out of love grants an abode in Vaikuntha itself to him by whom 

is heard at the time of his death even a sentence from Srimad Bhagavata. (40) Nay, the man 

who gifts a copy of it placed on a seat of gold to a votary of Lord Visnu decidedly attains 

absorption into Sri Krsna. (41) 
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31I'ji'hhi5ihR< ^fq qin lebfoltm fqyTq ^pr5TT^rar?JT q qfqj I 

^iusiwcj^j ^q qfa fiTSZTr ^3pq ^HqVjl{4£:7qqF3TT I 

ftrrf^T: H ^ mqchnf ^q 9pT q | 

^ <T ^ q^TTt 1*3 I 

The fool by whom even a little of the story of Srimad Bhagavata is not drunk with a 

concentrated mind during his whole lifetime has alas! spent his life like a pariah or a donkey 
in vain and (only) proved instrumental in causing pangs of childbirth to his mother. (42) That 

fellow of sinful deeds by whom not even a few words of Srimad Bhagavata (consisting of a 
discourse of Sri Suka to Pariksit) have (ever) been heard is depicted as a living corpse. 

Leaders of the community of gods in heaven speak (of such a man) like this: "Fie upon such 
a man, who is on a level with the beasts and a veritable burden on earth !" (43) 

^ari i qiffepq^nj^q I'gu | 

^ '-iTifay winced ytipici: I fcRui fqqq) qifqr flcfrft arauj qqx^ I^ I 

TRTT ftcfcii araw qqqj 3t^|eKlc<<l^h^ 1*51 

fq^qraTOT rTSJT I tffgJT ^rW^TRTHT^^RrnT qqqj'kUl 

ftqul TOT rllqRg, ^JcfcctcH qjqpiqqt 

gjqTqj q^qfa^pqiH qflTfEfqur 

•fifw to q 4)4 h ^rmfsrqT i arqrqwq qqjci 

FHT?: TtH# TRffa gqiqjqqflt TEffq jNftqtsrffaqT f? 

^iifcjTGi TTHTBT S^hi^misi •qiffq | T^jfq q*q } } qjffq qqffq 1| 

fRqj'Sdi 

qqq rs<? i 

I i\o | 

An exposition of Srimad Bhagavata is certainly rare in the world. In fact (an opportunity 
to hear) it can be had only through merit percolated through crores of lives. (44) Therefore, 

O wise one, O storehouse of Yoga, this should be heard with diligence. There is no restriction 
regarding the (number of) days in the course of which it is to be heard.The hearing of it is 

commended at all times.(45) The hearing of it is advised at all times side by side with the vows 
of truthfulness and continence. This being impracticable (however) in Kaliyuga, the specific 
rules promulgated by Sri Suka in this behalf should (accordingly) be known. (46) Since it is 

not possible in the age of Kali to control the vagaries of the mind, to observe, rules of conduct 

(strictly) and to remain consecrated to a sacred purpose (for a long period of time), it is 
considered advisable to hear (the whole of) it in the course of a week.(47) That (very) reward 
which is attained by listening to it with reverence everyday during (the month of) Magha has 

been ascribed by Sri Sukadeva to the hearing of Srimad Bhagavata in a week's time. (48) 
The (complete) hearing of Srimad Bhagavata in a week has been commended due to lack 
of control over the mind and prevalence of diseases as well as because the span of life of 

man has been shortened and also because a number of evils are rampant in the Kali age. (49) 
One bids fair to attain with ease, through the hearing of Srimad Bhagavata in a week, that 
fruit in its entirety which cannot be attained through askesis nor through concentration of 

mind nor again through Samadhi (complete absorption of the mind in the Universal Spirit). (50) 
The seven days' hearing of Srimad Bhagavata is superior to a sacrificial performance; it is 
(even) superior to fasting. It is far superior to askesis and is ever superior to (a visit to) sacred 

places. (51) It is superior to Yoga; (nay) it is superior (even) to meditation and spiritual 
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enlightenment. What shall we say of its superiority ? Oh, the wonder of it is that it is superior 

to everything (else)! (52) 

^na4£td<cb"fstH 3)8TReB Ruiuiiti fllHinH I 

^tot srra m3 i 

Saunaka submitted : This story told by you is (really) wonderful. (But) how has the 
Bhagavata-Purana, revealing as it does the true nature of Lord Narayana (the cause even 
of Brahma, a master of Yoga), proved efficacious at the present moment as a means to final 
beatitude, superseding (all other) disciplines such as spiritual enlightenment ? (53) 

f^rit SITT dJcMI h-r^Jd: I qeW<$l MR^ryi^dl qi^UMsacfld. I I 

Suta replied : When Sri Krsna was ready to ascend to His own (divine) realm, leaving 
this earth, Uddhava, even after hearing (His teaching contained in) Book Eleven of Srimad 

Bhagavata, addressed the following words to Him: (54) 

tj itlwRt 7frf^ ^Tt>ehl4 f^srror ^ I hRitI Rj-dl fit I I 

3TFTHm cfcfouftl WT: I Wtsfa JlfMKT^iJdl 

ItKdd') 3p4f 3 ^Trt qidT c^rT: mV9| 

3TrT: WQ VfT f^T ^TbddHrt *TT fHT I ^rHT«t TPJOTt IdtlcftT^sfr? II 

tqfeqlTR ^ VtFr: ^IwfH ^5^51 pjjuMillfH *gifd: IV? I 

x Uddhava said : Having accomplished the object of Your devotees, O Krsna (the 
Protector of cows) I You are going away. There is (however) great anxiety in my mind. (Pray) 
give ear to it and make me happy. (55) The terrible Kaliyuga is imminent. Wicked people 
will appear again. When sheerly due to their fellowship even the virtuous develop ferocity, 
whom will this earth, bearing a (heavy) burden (in the shape of sinners on her bosom), resort 
to in the form of a cow ? No protector other than You, O lotus-eyed One! is in sight. (56-57) 
Therefore, taking compassion on the virtuous, O Love of (Your) devotees, (pray) do not go. 
It is for the sake of (Your) devotees that You have appeared in a qualified (personal) form, 
though formless and all consciousness. (58) How will those devotees live on earth, when 
separated from You? There is (great) hardship in worshipping God without attributes. Here 

ponder a little (again). (59) 

3p«rT STMi^bf^TiMo&R: I ^-iThiqc^^-iisrfq h4Ri ^ 15,o | 

WFta qfargtss i 

cTTfqf I ^d-llT^dUii^lcil^fdldtmmf^l-ft IV? I 

ejv-lHj TTTSRTRt Rh*$k4| l^^l 

^ i % ^t wf^qlRd: i i 

3^qsn dwidl nrqt ^tfft I ^siRqT3qT^4djfjat:^IH#5d: y<4^d: l^m 

Hearing this submission of Uddhava on the holy site of Prabhasa, Sri Hari thought (within 
Himself): "What should be done by Me for sustaining My devotees ?“(60) The Lord infused 
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all his glory and energy into the Bhagavata and disappeared in the ocean of Srimad 

Bhagavata. (61) This constitutes, therefore, a visible verbal manifestation of Sri Hari. It 
drives away (all) one's sins by being waited upon, heard, read or seen. (62) Therefore, 

hearing it in a week has been recognized as superior to all ( other disciplines); (nay) in 
Kaliyuga it has been declared to be the (only) righteous course excelling (all) other disciplines.(63) 
Indeed this is the righteous course prescribed in the Kali age for washing away all agony,poverty, 

misfortune and sin as well as for the conquest of passion and anger. (64) Otherwise the Maya 
of Lord Visnu is most difficult to get rid of even for the gods. How (then) can it be set aside 
by men? Hence (with the object of getting over this Maya too) the course of hearing Srimad 
Bhagavata in a week has been commended. (65) 

33IW 

3Tt£j4A'*) Wh>jti<;h7 

fTt TR^aft I 

STtf^JT ^ ^ TT^T qrmft >j|4<Tfl I S,V91 

rlT -ctHldl m»Hdl«hjS|T ^^11: I 

Tfflnifitfd dcf)i|*r1: I §61 

^>HKI rRHf fd«it(ddl^1lT1 

X f*R: FT fiym ftsro F^MK qw I ^ I 

Suta went on: While the great virtue of hearing Srimad Bhagavata in a week's times was 
thus being promulgated by the sages (Sanaka and his three brothers), a great marvel took 
place in that assembly at that time. It is (presently) being narrated (to you). Listen you to it, 

O Saunaka I (66) Bhakti, which is identical with love (for God), appeared (in a living form) all 
of a sudden, taking (with her) her aforesaid sons (Jriana and Vairagya) resorted to theiryouth 

and repeating the names of Sri Krsna I Govinda! Hari I Murari I Lord I all in the vocative. (67) Those 
present in that assembly saw the aforesaid arrived (there) clad in a most lovely attire and 
adorned with jewels in the form of truths contained in Srimad Bhagavata. They (all) began 

to speculate as to how she had come and how entered the assembly in the midst of 

sages.(68) The juvenile sages (Sanaka and his three brothers) then made the (following) 
observation:— "She has just emerged out of the substance of the story of Srimad Bhagavata." 

Hearing these words, she alongwith her sons humbly spoke to the sage Sanatkumara (as 
follows): (69) 

<£dilw tjgr ohfesHijifa i 

Wili 3 sJcFJ sTTSTT ^ <TT % |\9o | 

Bhakti submitted: Almost dead in Kaliyuga, I have been reinvigorated by you and your 
brothers this very day, having been fed with the nectar-like story of Srimad Bhagavata. (Pray) 

ell me now as to where I should stay, O sons of Brahma I (Thereupon) they addressed the 
following words to her: (70) 

ft <4 ^ PtttTT cjbuicWHuifn i 
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HHtsfq ^T: ^ ^ ^T: c*t% I 

T7cf H4l?lletfAifa %4lrntn<;i fRWJTT sR^wf^ld W I 

"You bestow on the devotees a form similar to that of Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows). 

You are the only sustainer of love (for the Lord) and put an end to the disease of 
transmigration. (Therefore) taking recourse to extreme firmness, dwell you as such 
incessantly in the minds of votaries of Lord Visnu. (71) Though prevailing over the (whole) 
world these evils born of Kaliyuga either will not be able to cast their eyes on you there. Even 
while she was thus being directed by them, Bhakti instantly took up her abode in the mind 

of the devotees of Sri Hari. (72) 

ftsfanttafa sRn fHc^fa i 

3WH ^rPT sJtdllM I'$'& I 

<SdUd°t fllM-tfil'Mdm^d^ 'IMwfrS'Pi'Kpi 3FT <3dl41S«3M: II 5 II 

Though destitute, they are (really) blessed in all the (three) worlds, in whose heart abides 
exclusive devotion to Sri Hari. It is for this reason that, bound with the chord of Devotion, 
Sri Hari too dwells in their heart, completely renouncing His own (divine) realm. (73) More than 
this what shall we say with regard to the glory of the aforesaid scripture bearing the name 
of Bhaqavata, the (very) embodiment of Brahma ? On its being expounded with full 
dependence on it, the praiseworthy exponent as well as the man listening to its exposition 

both attain equality with Sri Krsna! Have done (therefore) with other righteous courses. (74) 

Thus ends the third discourse entitled "Cessation of Bhakti's Agony", forming 
part of the "Glory of SrTmad Bhagavata“ contained in the 

Uttara-Khanda of the glorious Padma-Purana. 

Discourse IV 
Redemption of a Brahmana (Atmadeva) 

3T8I 3BT ^faMc^foch)qj PMC*!*! I * I 

cHUldfl vrnpm-- Middle I l 9 I 

1 1 9 I 

^c%R: I 3tTfe^T ^PrFTRT ^ihihwiPi ^1^1 

^uddiRRt * * gwraT ^di^t: i 1 ^ 1 

^1 ^intwl I U? 1 * 1 

trawwlwdiqi * * d-qqicreri RT^t ch^h^Xi ^ » 
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Suta began again : Now perceiving extraordinary devotion in the mind of His devotees 

the Lord, who is (so) fond of His devotees, entered the sinless hearts of His (aforementioned) 

devotees, leaving His own realm. He had a garland of sylvan flowers (about His neck) was 

dark-brown as a (rainy) cloud, was clad in yellow (silk of exquisite texture), stole the mind of 

aH (by His extreme comeliness of form), was resplendent with a (shining) girdle and was 

adorned with a brilliant diadem and (alligator-shaped) ear-rings. He stood in a lovely pose 

with His body slanting at three places, and was decked with the charming Kaustubha (a 

diamond-like gem hanging on His breast). He possessed the grace of millions of cupids and 

was daubed with heavenly sandal-paste, was an embodiment of supreme bliss and 

consciousness, most charming (in aspect), and held a flute (against His lips). (1—4) The 

enizens of Vaikuntha as well as those like Uddhava who are devoted to Lord Visnu (here) 

were present there under disguised character with the object of listening to the story (5) 

Then (on the appearance of the Lord) shouts of "Glory, Glory (to the Lord)!"and blasts of 

conchs were repeatedly heard; there was an unusual abundance of joy and showers of red 

powder and flowers (from above). (6) Those present in that assembly forgot (all about) their 

ody, dweHmg and (even) their own self. Perceiving this state of their absorption, Narada 
submitted as follows:— (7) 

^ fautlMrltll 'traPd I 6 I 

^7Ff:|5>o| 
Such transcendent virtue emanating from the hearing of Srimad Bhagavata in a week 

nas been witnessed by me today, O great sages! Even those who are ignorant and wicked, 

nc uding beasts and birds here, have all become most sinless. (8) Therefore, in the Kali 

nuhflinTth5, CertTly n° ?er h0ly act °n earth’the re9ion of mortals- as efficacious in 
ourifying the mind as well as in wiping out the heaps of sin as the story of Srimad 

^nagavata. (9) (Pray) tell me what types of individuals get thoroughly purified through a 

nn , d.aya ^ consisting of an exposition of Srimad Bhagavata. Keeping in view the 
ood of the world an altogether novel method has been brought to light by you 
ompassionate as you are. (10) y 1 ' 

* 4Hc,,: '<*'**«*$ tt^t ^NK<dt feqpfnr: i 

^TT: , 
^ 4||Th<*>i WtfWLsfq %RF5T; Tjqfo %|^| 

^T: fq^T Jcf ^ , 

^ TFwrfq fqqj ^T3T ^ $ , 

TlfcRi ^TT^rqT: HHWq ^ I 
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The Kumaras said : Those men who constantly perpetrate sinful deeds, who are 

ever addicted to immoral practices, who take to evil ways, who are consumed by the fire 

of anger, and who are wicked and full of passion are purified in Kaliyuga through a seven 

days’ Yajna (as aforesaid). (11) Even those who are devoid of truthfulness, who revile 

their parents, who are restless due to thirst for pleasures, who do not follow the duties 

of their Asrama, who are hypocrites, who are jealous (of the achievements of others), 

who take delight in destruction of life become holy through a seven days’ Yajfia in 

Kaliyuga. (12) Those who commit the five great sins (drinking, killing a Brahmana, stealing 

gold, having intercourse with the wife of one’s preceptor and treachery), who are (ever) 

engaged in practising deception and chicanery, who are cruel and merciless like demons, 

who have grown fat with the money of Brahmanas, who commit adultery, are all purified 

in Kaliyuga through a seven days’ Yajna. (13) The fools who are ever obstinately engaged 

in committing sins by thought, word and deed, who are parasites, whose mind is impure 

and whose heart in wicked, they all attain purity through a seven days’ Yajna. (14) 

3T5T it TsMtpzrm TOTf 

37Tctt^of: ^ dR-H-^ 

fwgit fdridWildt nfdJTT yyff yjHT 

cdhdtdidfrtn yia?i) yprfcqsFT 

tier fHdfnrt: ifanT wrot: 

WT3yiWr«rf IFidMstr^ 

sfttsJ suimifui nr«it rrsnfq- ar 

I'srTT ^dUIMNUI tUWRT: 

I -STT cPJlf: VdtfR^4dd1<l: I ^ I 

I 54TTI4-MIdW pHfcOTT'dl Ig'dlAI ^ 'Ml W: I 3*3 I 

I fddj ^-dtl 'Mydl^cjl I 3«i I 

i ar chH6Py<4i i i 

i 3raf: <*,raiw4RHiH yam m^iP^hj 3° \ 

an*5cT: fldl I 33 I 

ridR^-nidil 33 i 

(Narada,) we now relate to you an old historical legend. Sins are destroyed by merely 

listening to it. (15) In days gone by a beautiful town was situated on the bank of the 

Turigabhadra. All the residents of that town performed the duties of their caste, spoke the 

truth and engaged themselves in righteous acts. (16) There lived in that town a Brahmana 

named Atmadeva, who was well-versed in all the Vedas and proficient in performing rites 

laid down in the Srutis and the Smrtis. He was glorious like a second sun. (17) Though 

rich he made his living by alms. His wife called Dhundhull was of good parentage and 

good looking; but she always ruled over her husband. (18) She indulged in worldly gossip, 

mostly talked a lot, was cruel and miserly and expert in household duties, though 

quarrelsome. (19) So the Brahmana couple lived together affectionately and enjoyed life. 

They had enough to satisfy their desires and achieve their objects. They had a good 

house to live in yet they were not happy. (20) When they became aged they commenced 

righteous deeds with the object of having an issue. They started gifting everyday cows, 

land, gold and cloth to the needy. (21) In this manner they spent half their fortune on 

righteous deeds, yet they did not get a son or even a daughter. This greatly worried the 

Brahmana. (22) 

TTcf^T fr rijek^l cFT TTtT: I ^farff -MldWjiM yjqfWHJ I 

TTfccTT fdNUlfly, TjanyjiR a#RT: I MiyfdPM TTtcf *T3J|4) Id: I 3* I 

cj&icii cf farat I Hcdi ar y I 3*a I 
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The grace of Lord descends on Dhruva 



^Hprnc^ ^ W«hK 

Ninefold devotion 



Lord Visnu as a Dwarf 
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One day, the Brahmana, distressed as he was, left his house for the forest. At midday 
he felt thirsty and therefore went up to a tank. (23) The grief born of issuelessness had made 
him lean and thin. After he had drunk water, he sat down (exhausted). After one Muhurta 

(48 minutes) a SamnyasI too arrived at that very spot. (24) When the Brahmana saw that the 
Samnyasi had quenched his thirst, he went to the Samnyasi and after bowing at his feet stood 
in front of him sighing. (25) 

27fa&M 

cFsi fct t aa ft fern aafrarrt i aa t arnrR i ^ i 

The Samnyasi said : O Brahmana, why do you weep ? In what great distress are 
you ? Tell me at once the cause of your grief. (26) 

% aaffq tiladMj qa)4ii: gjaiuji^q^^t i^\si 

stan ^at fejnda: i srai^^q wTTwgjfwTa: R<ii 

fa^atfaa aai#? fstaj? ^ srai faar i flraq arow fa^ tafa fear i 

waft ar aaT £3: ttt <=rezn at aaT ^rfaat ^$t: Htsfa a^a^ma^a i a 0 > 

aaw an ^fta faa^afa i ■faafiaqiTqaiaw faarar atfaaa if ii 

ft TftatnwiT^ i aqr aw aa%a arwT^^lani 133 i 

a aiaaiMw anraTT i aa anaT afa: asnfgstrj# nfawr^i^^i 

The Brahmana submitted : O sage, what description shall 1 give you of my sorrow 
earned through sins I did in my previous lives ? When I offer oblations of water to (the spirits 
of) my (departed) ancestors, the water becomes lukewarm through their sighs and they drink 
that lukewarm water. (27) The gods and the Brahmanas do not accept my offerings with 
pleasure. I am so grieved by the agony of issuelessness that everything appears to me to 

be void (of no value) and I have come here to end my life. (28) Worthless is life without an 

issue. Worthless is home without an issue. Worthless is wealth without an issue. Worthless 

is a race without an issue. (29) The cow I keep turns out to be altogether barren. The tree 

I plant does not bear any flower or fruit. (30) The fruit that comes to my house, soon gets 
rotten. When I am so unfortunate and issueless, what for should I live ? (31) Saying so, and 

struck with grief, the Brahmana began to weep bitterly beside him. This greatly moved the 

heart of the ascetic. (32) He was established in Yoga. He saw the lines on the forehead of 
the Brahmana and, coming to know everything, then spoke to him at length as follows: (33) 

<V/rtteIN 

■*pr?TR ww afegr aafuTt afa: i fata? 3 him taa fWKdmdiH, 1 i 

sjnj fast m<4i smafci fgtaffaia*Ti TTR^tanafa aa fjat aa a aa a i^qi 

ta%: TFRt ^wraanf: tjn aat i} tpra wro Tttsn 

The Samnyasi said : (O Brahmana !) give up the infatuation for getting an issue. Most 
powerful is the course of (one's) destiny. Taking recourse to wisdom give up the craving for 
mundane existence. (34) Listen to me, O Brahmana, I have looked into your past Karma 
today. For seven lives you will have absolutely no son; and no son at all. (35) In the days of 

yore, the kings Sagara and Aiiga had to suffer (a lot because of their sons). Therefore, give 

[564] B. M. 2— 
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up all hope of having a family. There is all happiness in renunciation (Sarhnyasa). (36) 

mm xmr 

PcfeHH ^ TJH ^f| sWIHfalHt 4^41*4 MlUll^ctil i^i 

^ Tig %|TJ?TSI: TTTW H5tHi ^UNRMPdrl: l^il 

The Brahmana said : (O saint!) How will Viveka help me ? Perforce let me have a son, 
otherwise I will in your (very) presence become unconscious with grief and give up my life.(37) 
This renunciation, in which there is no pleasure of having a son etc., is altogether insipid. The 
only sweet thing in this world is family life crowded with sons and grandsons. (38) 

ff?T fey I'4 <PJT MIsdcflcH HHfSH: I H5E fgfa&yfeifFJNldJ^ i 

H ill HI fa ipniigT ^rttUTT: I 3TTlt grttfsfa uftfr fgt g^TTg^Tl^o | 

Seeing this insistence of the Brahmana, the sage rich in askesis said, "King Citraketu 
suffered (greatly) in his attempt to undo his destiny. (39) Therefore you cannot be happy with 
a son because you are like one whose plans are frustrated by destiny. You are so insistent 
and stand before me seeking end; what should I tell you in these circumstances ?" (40) 

dHfl4 HMIrMcW TFc’fag? TT ^ HH: Mfewjfa I** I 

TFRH HHT <NAehTTtR ^ <HN4MnI cHlfefa fapjT HR TpTtsfHfRrfo: 1^9 I 

When the sage saw that the Brahmana was still pressing his demand, he gave a fruit to the 
Brahmana and said, "Let your wife eat this fruit. She will then give birth to a son. For one year 
your wife must practise truthfulness,cleanliness and kind-heartedness, give alms and take 
meals consisting of (only) one type of cereals (and that too) once a day. By doing so she will 
get a son of exceedingly sinless disposition." (41-42) 

(JcJipMI HHt gfrft fesiHJ I HHHT: HTOTt HrHT THH | 

HHUTT fjfZHT HTH 4# HHH ? I 3TfT HrHT RRTHTHT RTH5 H ^8*4 IV* I 

TT^TW^tTT ttH: I THHHgsj dd)«lF*^ehl'4 oFJSj *3^1 

THTTgTHt Ht&TRI H^ApTH. I *5, I 

Pd4eH4rrrdi ^ rtht gg^i ypnt mi 4 ivs i 

H^ral Rfa gHTH RRKT l ^RTTZI: F 

H5Tc^ ^:TR 3TTJHTHTSJ 4h I HHHT HT fH^THT HTTt ^Rd-Pl gfr R HfH: 1"*^ I 

Having said so, the Yogi departed and the Brahmana returned to his house. (There) he 
gave the fruit to his wife and himself went away somewhere. (43) Crooked as she was, his 
young wife wept and said to one of her female friends, "I am greatly worried and so I will not 
eat this fruit. By eating the fruit I will conceive a child and get big-bellied. I will not be able to 
take full meals. This will make me weak and I will not be able to do domestic work. If by 
chance dacoits attack the village, how will a pregnant woman be able to run ? If, like the 
celebrated sage Suka, the foetus lingers in the womb, how will she be able to deliver it ? (44 —46) 

In case the foetus comes out in a slanting position (at the time of delivery), I may (even) lose 
my life.(Otherwise too, O friend !) pangs of childbirth are (very) severe, how will a delicate 
woman like me bear them ? (47) When I become feeble (due to confinement), my husband's 
sister will in that case take away all my possessions (from my house). (Moreover) it appears 
difficult for me to observe the vows of truthfulness, cleanliness and so on. (48) A woman who 
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has borne a child has to suffer a lot in bringing up the child. In my view the happy woman is 
she who is barren or who has lost her husband."(49) 

tjg f>d<£>4l4H (RFc* qq qfSRqj WT fg q?c* ^tT? d^Rd^mo I 

tj^r qfqqf dwiw p w^<missttht i q?it qrfsm qcj feqqj q?qf f| ^ i 

^?5T rfq ^:‘#T ?FJ^ «h<qifui I qiflcfluM qqfcfqr q qRilrfq ST^fdd: I^ I 

ruc^chirt Mhifa JJ,Hl f^B ’pj ferf tq H<Mc|4t*s q % I S3 I 

MiuHifWi Tjrit qw ^fq qsrast crfqutfd i q ^ qmfqrznfq ir^mpidt % ■'jt i 

44 4 qff^ f ■HIHJdHsl dd^Rd q4 q&S ■NhqqqH: 1^1 

Arguing on these fallacious lines she did not eat the fruit. When her husband asked her 

if she had taken it she replied that she had. (50) One day her sister came to her house of her 
own accord. She narrated everything to her and said, "I am greatly agitated over this. (51) 
I am getting weak (day by day) on account of this worry. Sister, what shall I do?" (52) The 
sister replied, "I am in the family way. When a child is born to me, I shall give it to you. Till 

then you pretend to be enceinte and stay in the house comfortably. Give some money to my 

husband and he will hand over the child to you. (53) (I will so manipulate things that) people 

will say my child died at the age of six months, while I will come to your house daily and suckle 
the child. (54) In order to test its efficacy, give you the fruit just now to the cow to eat." As is 
the nature of women, the Brahmana's wife did precisely as her sister told her. (55) 

3T8I chl^H TTT TTff SRJjTT qqi I 3TR4 IRcFt qqt |t^ | 

rTOT q 3TfSTrT qtf 5TCJH: y<9H4ch: I c4eh*n I <V91 

3R f&nifri4t ^rtlnch4 fdSJTET q I nicMlfciyUl<4l5^d<^A q|f4 qj? IS4 | 

rrt RTfer fra qq i 3Rqq4q fq^qr atsj Tjtuiifa i \ 

qaa^ar srcjdiiii Tjqt qqqqj i ami ana ^ t$i qT ylqfcmtfq i i 

Bfrqr qqj4 q4 i frot f^*i(lfd qra qiar yfqfgqqj^i 

Now in due course when a child was born to her sister,the father of the child secretly 

brought it at once and gave it to Dhundhuli. (56) She too informed her husband that a child 

had been comfortably born to her. All were happy to learn that a son was born to Atmadeva. (57) 

The Brahmana performed the ceremony of Jatakarma in connection with the birth of the boy 
and made gifts to Brahmanas. There was a mixed noise of songs and musical instruments 
and much festivity at his door. (58) Dhundhuli said to her husband as follows:—"There is no 
milk in my breasts. Milkless as I am, how shall I be able to nourish the child on other milk ? 

My sister has (recently) given birth to a child, but the child died. Calling her, keep her in our 
house so that she will suckle your babe and nourish it." (59-60) For the protection of his son, 

her husband did all that (he was told by her). The mother (Dhundhuli) named that child 
Dhundhukari. (61) 

kmi4 fmrft qra qT qj: Tjfqsqqrqj fqaq fqrfo cM<*>yqqj37 | 

^gT JtqitT fqsrcf qtctiKK wqqic$ I qtqTSSg4 ^RT: q4 qUMldl: I ^ I 

qpqi^qtsspi Mtm 3TTtqstqqt q^qq I 4^qT TO: yTpqf ehlfchH. IV* I 

q ?nq f %qtfq fqfqqtqq: I qtq4r q gq ^gT qtqqft qrn qrqqft^ I 
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Three months later the cow also gave birth to a human child. Alt its limbs were well- 
formed. It was god-like, spotless and shone like gold. (62) The Brahmana was delighted to 
see the child and he himself performed (all) the purificatory rites connected with it. People 
took it as a wonderful phenomenon and all came to see the child. (63) They said to 
themselves, "Look here: fortune has (indeed) smiled on Atmadeva at the present moment. 
It is (really) wonderful that even a cow should fetch him such a god-like child." (64) By the 
dispensation of fate no one came to know of the secret. Seeing that the ears of that child were 

like those of a cow, Atmadeva named it 'Gokarna'. (65) 

faqtchl&t ?ft 3Trft rPFtjfr 333I^ft I hl3>lft: '•ifusSHl *TTCf *J3J33ft 1^5,1 

c^ftaft efftstcrfsicT: I 3 I ^3 I 

rfR: t-tftjHsjftl I rtl«H|4n4e*>i’^<qi TRI: ^jft in<4rL. 15,4 I 

ftttret: WOTft 3 jlHRtHi y<ft335: I ^lugltfrftRrft ftpft ^RTHcT: 1^ I 

ftq fftft fftft 3 hiRmhj TjanTf farft 3H3 Mi^ifui *33rt?T3J3oi 

With the passage of time the two boys grew to manhood. (Of them) Gokarna was learned 
and wise, while Dhundhukarl was very wicked. (66) He never washed himself nor did he 
observe cleanliness and other rules of good conduct (appropriate to a Brahmana). He ate 
undesirable things. His anger knew no bounds. He possessed evil things and even ate food 
touched by the hands of a dead body. (67) He committed thefts and bore ill-will to all. He set 
fire to others' houses. He took children in his arms (apparently) in order to fondle them and 
immediately threw them into a well. (68) He took delight in killing and moved about armed. 
He oppressed the miserable and the blind. He delighted in the company of members of the 
lowest caste and used to wander about, noose in hand, with dogs (in search of game).(69) 
Falling in the evil company of prostitutes he squandered (all) his paternal fortune. One day 
he cudgelled his parents and himself took away (even) the utensils (from the house). (70) 
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When all his property was thus lost, the miserly father of Dhundhukarl began to wail at 
the top of his voice: so the tradition goes. He said, "It would have been much better if his 
mother remained issueless. An evil son is a source of agony. (71) Where should I live? Where 
should I go? Who will alleviate this distress of mine? Ah, a great calamity has befallen me. 
This suffering will prove to be the cause of my death!" (72) That (very) moment the wise 
Gokarna arrived there. Revealing the glory of dispassion, he tried to open hisfather's eyes. (73) 
(He said) "There is no substance in this world. It is full of misery and is a source of great 
infatuation. Neitherson nor wealth (really) belongs to us. A man attached to these has to burn 

day and night (on their account). (74) Happiness neither belongs to Indra (the king of gods) 
nor to a universal monarch. He alone who is disgusted with the pleasures of sense, is given 
to contemplation and lives in seclusion is (really) happy. (75) Give up the silly notion that 
Dhundhukarl is your son. Through infatuation one's lot is cast in hell. This body (of yours) is 
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bound to fall; (therefore) renounce everything and retire to the woods." (76) 

3 wrrapnHf 7T^cFnr: fadistyX1 fro *d<4 ^ to m iw i 

to?: w: i g## tn^gr ggTfrsf i^i 

Hearing this admonition of Gokarna his father decided to go to the forest and said, "O son, 

point out (to me) in detail what I should do while living in the forest. (77) A fool as I am, bound 

by ties of affection, I have lain as a cripple in the deceptive well of mundane life due to my 

(past) Karma. Surely lift me up, O storehouse of compassion!" (78) 

TTfarf 3crrsr 
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Gokarna continued : Cease you to identify yourself with the body consisting of bones, 

flesh and blood. Give up for ever the feeling of meum with regard to wife, son and so on. 

Constantly look upon this world as momentary. Taste the joy of dispassion and be 

established in devotion to the Lord. (79) Constantly practise the virtue of remembering the 

Lord. Abandon all temporal duties. Wait upon saintly persons and give up the thirst for the 

pleasures of sense. Ceasing at once to dwell on the shortcomings and excellences of others, 

enjoy you exclusively the delight of serving the Lord and listening to His stories. (80) 

^jnMrr>ei3KitafH Tjj? fg^rg gfat gg 
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Renouncing his home in response to his son's advice, Atmadeva withdrew to the forest. 

Although he was on the wrong side of sixty at that time, he was a man of firm determination. 

Engaged day and night in service to Sri Hari, he attained to Sri Krsna by regularly reading 

Book Ten of Srimad Bhagavata. (81) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse entitled "The Deliverance of Atmadeva 

(a Brahmana), “ forming part of the "Glory of Srimad Bhagavata" 
in the Uttara-Khanda of the glorious Padma-Purana. 

j, 3T2T witsang: 

Discourse V 
How Gokarna attained final beatitude (alongwith others) 

far tot# WTferr sjstrj w> fag fagfa faqfa totott q ^ i 
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Suta began again : His father having retired (to the woods), Dhundhukarl severely beat 

his mother (one day) and threatened her saying, "Tell me where the money is or else I will 

thrash you with a burning stick." (1) Afraid of this threat and grieved by the ill-treatment 

received from the son, the mother threw herself into a well at night and died of the fall. (2) 

Established in union with God, Gokarna experienced no sorrow or joy. He had no enemy or 

friend and left on a pilgrimage.(3) 
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Dhundhukarl stayed in the house with five prostitutes. His understanding having been 

confounded by his anxiety to maintain them, he began to perpetrate the most heinous acts. (4) 

One day those unchaste women sought ornaments of him. With that end in view he went 

out of the house blind with passion and forgetful of his death. (5) Stealing money from here 

and there, he returned home and handed over to them costly garments and some gold 

ornaments. (6) Seeing a collection of abundant riches the women thought the same night, 

"This fellow commits burglary everyday, hence the king will (surely) apprehend him. Nay, 

confiscating his wealth the former will also certainly sentence him to death. Therefore, for 

the preservation of this wealth, why not secretly kill him ? (7-8) Disposing of him and 

appropriating the wealth, let us go wherever we like". Having resolved thus, they bound him 

tightly with cords while asleep and placing a noose round his neck tried to strangle him. He 

(however) did not die soon. Then they were filled with anxiety and actually put live coals into 

his mouth. Distressed with extreme agony caused by the flames he expired. (9—11) They 

consigned the dead body to a pit, as women are generally daring. Nobody could know of this 

clandestine act of theirs in its true colours. (12) Questioned by people they gave out that, 
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lured by greed of wealth, their paramour had gone to some distant place and would return 

within that (very) year. (13) A wise man as a matter of fact should under no circumstance 

repose trust in wicked women. The fool who relies on them is assailed by calamities. (14) 

None is beloved of women, whose speech is full of nectar and enhances the delight of the 

concupiscent, while their heart is piercing as the edge of a razor. (15) Collecting (all) the 

wealth those unchaste women having many a paramour absconded; while Dhundhukarl 

took the from of a dreadful spirit as a result of his evil deeds. (16) Assuming the form of a 

whirlwind and tormented by cold and sunshine, he ever ran hither and thither going without 

any nourishment and remaining thirsty. (17) Repeating the words "Ah, goodness!" he found 

no protection anywhere. After some time Gokarna learnt from the people that he had died. (18) 

(Realizing how helpless the spirit was, Gokarna performed the Sraddha ceremony with 

respect to him at Gaya. Nay, to whatever place of pilgrimage he repaired he did Sraddha 

there. (19) 

'yM’t. H ■'JSi^-u) Ro I 
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Roaming about in this way the said Gokarna returned to his own town. Unnoticed by 

others he came to sleep at night in the courtyard of his own house. (20)Coming to know that 
his kinsman was lying asleep there, Dhundhukarl revealed himself to him at midnight in a 

most frightful form. (21) Now he appeared as a ram, now as an elephant and again as a 
buffalo. Now he appeared in the form of Indra, now as the god of fire and again in a human 

form. (22) Perceiving this inconsistent behaviour (of his) Gokarna concluded that he was 

somebody in an evil plight and, remaining firm spoke to him (as follows): (23) 

;/)=f>u/r dqfN 

Trart ^IrTT TT^HtSHffH ^ITT q: R* I 

Gokarna said : Who are you appearing in an exceedingly frightful form at night and 

whence have you been reduced to this plight ? (Please) tell us whether you are some spirit 
or fiend or ogre. (24) 

^rf 

RSTTTT I 3T5TrPt eWHTSTK ^TT ?Ri\l 

Suta continued : Questioned by him thus at that moment, the spirit cried at the top of 
his voice again and again. Being unable to speak, he made gestures alone, it is said. (25) 

Taking water in the hollow of his joined palms then (and consecrating it with a sacred text) 
Gokarna threw it on him. (And) purged of his sin (to some extent) by being sprinkled with that 
water, the spirit began to speak (as follows): (26) 
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The spirit submitted : "lam (no other than) your (own) brother, Dhundhukari by name. 
The status of a Brahmana was forfeited by me through my own fault. (27) Numberless sins 

were committed by me, revolving in the plane of rank ignorance. I killed (many) men and as 

such was (in my turn) tortured to death by (public) women. (28) Attaining the form of a spirit 

in consequence of this, I am undergoing a miserable plight. As my sinful deeds are fructifying 

now as ordained by providence, I subsist on the air (alone). (29) Oh friend, O brother, ocean 

of compassion (as you are), redeem me soon." Hearing his appeal Gokarna forthwith spoke 

to him as follows: (30) 

TTforfZclM 
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Gokarna said : Oblation (in the form of balls of cooked rice etc.), has been made by me 

for your benefit in accordance with the scriptural ordinance at Gaya. It is a matter for great 

surprise to me how you have not been liberated in spite of that ? (31) If no redemption has 

been brought about (even) through Sraddha at Gaya, there is no other remedy in this behalf 

I am afraid. Point you out in detail, O spirit, what should be done by me (now ).(32) 

4?T 337W 
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The spirit submitted : My redemption will not be brought about even through hundreds 
of Sraddhas done at Gaya.Think you of some other remedy now.(33) 

fffl dfi|cWMI«*>u4 ^ftcRTlff I4r4 TrT: I 4trR I I 
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Gokarna was struck with wonder to hear that reply of his and said, "If your redemption 

cannot be brought about (even) through hundreds of Sraddhas (done at Gaya), your 

liberation (I am afraid) is impossible. Nevertheless at present, O spirit! stay in your abode 

free from fear. Pondering over this question, I shall do something conducive to your 

liberation." (34-35) 
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As instructed by him Dhundhukari departed thence to his own abode. Gokarna taxed his 

brain (over the problem) the whole night, but could not strike upon any expedient. Seeing him 

come, people called on him in the morning out of affection. He related (to them) all that had 

occurred the previous night and how. (36-37) Men of learning, those established in Yoga 

(union with God), enlightened souls and exponents of Veda, even though they ransacked 

heaps of sacred books, did not see his liberation through any expedient. (38) Thereupon on 

the question of his liberation the verdict of the sun-god was accorded the supreme place by 
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all. Gokarna, they say, then arrested the movement of the sun-god (by virtue of his askesis). (39) 
(He prayed to the god as follows :—) "Hail to You, O witness of the universe ! (pray) tell me 
the means of release (concerning Dhundhukari)."Hearing this the sun-god spoke distinctly 

from afar as follows :— (40) "Mukti will follow from Srimad Bhagavata. Give a (complete) 
reading to it in the course of a week." This pious exhortation of the sun-god was as a matter 

of fact clearly heard by all. (41) All said (in one voice),"This should be pursued with diligence; 

it is so easy to accomplish." Making up his mind (to that effect) Gokarna set himself to the 

task of expounding Srimad Bhagavata. (42) 
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' Men flocked to that place from the different parts of the country including the countryside 

for the purpose of listening to an exposition of Srimad Bhagavata. They say the crippled, 

blind, aged and dull-witted too arrived for the attenuation of their sin. (43)There was a large 

concourse which caused wonder (even) to the gods.The moment Gokarna ascended the 

seat (meant for the exponent) and started expounding the story (of Srimad Bhagavata), the 

aforesaid spirit too arrived. Looking about for a seat he saw there a bamboo with seven joints 

standing erect. (44-45) Entering the hollow at the base of the bamboo, he actually settled 

down there for hearing the exposition. Unable to remain fixed (at one place in the air), 

gaseous as he was, he entered the bamboo.(46) 
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Taking a Brahmana, who is a votary of Lord Visnu, to be the chief listener, the said 

Gokarna (lit., the son of a cow) began to expound Srimad Bhagavata in an audible tone from 

Book One (itself). (47) At the close of the day when the exposition was adjourned (for that 

day), they say, a marvel took place. One of the (seven) joints of the bamboo (viz., the last 

one) cracked while the good men present there looked on. (48) On the second day at sunset 

likewise the second joint (from below) burst open and on the third at dusk the third one 

similarly burst open.(49) Having burst open in this way the seven joints of the bamboo in 

seven days, the spirit shed the form of a spectre through the hearing of (all) the twelve 

Skandhas (of Srimad Bhagavata). (50) He appeared in a divine form, dark-brown like a 

cloud, clad in yellow (silk), adorned with strings of Tulasi beads, wearing a diadem (on his 
head) and decked with (a pair of alligator-shaped) ear-rings. (51) He presently greeted his 

brother, Gokarna, and addressed him as follows:—"Out of kindness, O brother! I have been 
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rid by you of the deluded form of a spectre. (52) Blessed is the exposition of Srimad 
Bhagavata, which drives away once for all the agony a spectre is heir to. And praiseworthy 
is a seven days' reading of Srimad Bhagavata, which bestows (on the hearers) as its reward 
an abode in the realm of Sri Krsna. (53) When a seven days' reading of Srimad Bhagavata 
is at hand, all the sins shudder to think that the contemplated exposition will bring about their 
dissolution apace. (54) (Even) as a fire consumes (all kinds of) pieces of wood—whether 
moist or dry, small or big, so does a (seven days') hearing of Srimad Bhagavata eradicate 
(all kinds of) sin—whether recent or of long standing, minor or major, and perpetrated in 
thought, word or deed. (55) 
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It has actually been declared by the wise in an assembly of the gods that the birth in this 

(land of) Bharatavarsa of men who fail to hear the story of Srimad Bhagavata is fruitless. (56) 

If one does not get to hear an exposition of Srimad Bhagavata (the scripture associated with 

the name of Sri Suka), of what avail is this unstable body, maintained through excessive 

fondness, nourished well and made stronger ? (57) The body is supported on a column of 

bones, held together by (a network of) nerves and tendons, mortared with flesh and blood 

and covered all over with skin; (nay) it is full of bad smell, being a receptacle of urine and 

faeces. It is (ever) afflicted with old age, sorrow and metamorphosis, is the home of diseases, 

frail, difficult to satisfy, hard to maintain, corrupt, faulty and momentary. It has been 

characterized as having its finality in what goes by the name of worms (if it is buried), faeces 

(if it is devoured by vultures and crows, dogs and jackals) and ashes (if it is cremated). Why, 

then, should one not perform with this unstable body action leading to immortality ? (58—60) 

What permanence can possibly be ascribed to an organism nourished with the essence of 

a foodstuff (such as rice) which, if it is dressed in the morning, gets rotten by the (same) 
evening ? (61) 
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Through the hearing of a seven days' exposition of Srimad Bhagavata Sri Hari is brought 
within one's reach. Hence the aforesaid indeed is the only means of driving away (all kinds 
of) sins. (62) Like bubbles appearing in water or mosquitoes among living beings, those who 
remain deprived of hearing an exposition of Srimad Bhagavata are born only to die. (63) 
When the joints of a dry bamboo, a (purely) material substance, could be broken open 
through the hearing of such an exposition, what wonder, then, if the knot ( of ignorance) in 
the mind gets (similarly) snapped (thereby) ? (64) The aforesaid knot in the heart is broken, 
doubts of every kind get resolved and (the residue of) past Karma gets eliminated when a 
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seven days' exposition of Srimad Bhagavata is heard.(65) When the sacred water in the 

shape of such exposition—which is highly efficacious in washing off the stain occasioned 
by the mud (sins) of worldly life—gets treasured up in the mind, Mukti (final beatitude) is 

declared by the wise as insured. (66) 

sjcrft ^ I 
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(Even) while the spirit was speaking in this strain they say, there arrived on that (very) 

occasion an aerial car manned by denizens of Vaikuntha and invested with a dazzling halo. (67) 
(The spirit of) Dhundhukari (the son of Dhundhull) boarded the aerial car while everyone 

looked on. Beholding the attendants of Lord Visnu in the aerial car Gokarna spoke (to them) 

as follows: (68) 
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Gokarna submitted : On this very spot there are many sinless souls that have listened 

to my discourse. How is it that aerial cars have not been synchronously brought (by you) for 

them ? (69) It appears that all those assembled here have listened in an equal measure, how 

(then) has disparity come about in the matter of reward ? (Kindly) explain this, O beloved 

servants of Sri Hari I (70) 
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The servants of Sri Hari replied : "The disparity in the matter of reward here has come 

about on account of diversity in hearing the exposition.Though it has been heard by all, it has 

not been reflected upon in an equal degree (of intensity by everyone). Therefore has this 

disparity resulted in the matter of reward in spite of their (common) devotion (in the shape 

of hearing the Lord's stories), O bestower of honour (on others)! (71) The exposition was 

heard by the spirit (of Dhundhukari) while abstaining from food and drink for seven (days and) 

nights together. Cogitation etc., was also thoroughly done by him with a composed mind. (72) 

Infructuous is spiritual wisdom which is not firmly rooted; hearing of scriptures is marred 

through listlessness; counsel which is received with a doubting mind is lost and fruitless is 

the muttering of a sacred text done with a restless mind. (73) Damned is a tract of land 

destitute of devotees, food offered for the benefit of a departed ancestor or relative to an 

unworthy recipient is lost; a gift made to one not versed in the Veda goes in vain and a race 

which is devoid of good conduct is ruined. (74) Faith in the words of a preceptor, the thought 
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of one's wretchedness, the subjugation of one's mental aberrations and unfaltering devotion 

to the hearing of Srimad Bhagavata — if these and other such virtues are accomplished, then 

alone is the hearing of Srimad Bhagavata efficacious. At the end of a second hearing (of this 

scripture) all will surely attain an abode in Vaikuntha. (75-76) Lord Sri Krsna (the Protector 

of cows) will personally take you, O Gokarna! to Goloka (His divine realm)." Saying so, they 

all ascended to Vaikuntha (the divine realm of Lord Visnu), chanting in a chorus the names 

and praises of Sri Hari. (77) 
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In the month of Sravana (roughly corresponding to July of the English calender) Gokarna 

gave an exposition of Srimad Bhagavata according to the same procedure in the course of 

a week once more and they (all) heard it again.(78) Now hear, O Narada ! what happened 

at the end of the exposition. (79) Sri Hari appeared, they say, alongwith His devotees in a 

number of aerial cars. Shouts of triumph and greetings issued from many lips on that 

occasion. (80) Out of delight Sri Hari Himself blew His conch, Pahcajanya, on that spot. And, 

closely embracing Gokarna, Sri Hari gave him a form similar to His own. (81) Sri Hari likewise 

instantly transformed other hearers (too) into (so many) divine personages dark-brown of 

hue, clad in yellow silk, decked with a diadem and a pair of (alligator-shaped) ear-rings. (82) 

(All) living beings that were present in that village, including dogs and men belonging to the 

pariah class, they too were given a seat in the aerial cars by the grace of Gokarna on that 

occasion. (83) They were (all) transferred to the realm of Sri Hari, the destination of Yogis. 

Delighted to hear the exposition of Srimad Bhagavata the aforesaid Sri Krsna (the Divine 

Cowherd), who is (so) fond of His devotees, ascended with Gokarna to His divine realm, 

Goloka, (so) dear to cowherds. (84) (Even) as the residents of Ayodhya accompanied Sri 

Rama (to His divine realm, Saketa) in the former days, so were they transplanted to Goloka, 

Which is (so) difficult (even) for the Yogis to attain. (85) By only hearing (an exposition of) 

Srimad Bhagavata they (all) actually reached that (divine) realm which is ever beyond the 
reach of the sun, the moon and the Siddhas (a class of semi-divine beings naturally endowed 

with mystic powers).(86) 

9F7ifa ji)3>ufcfe8n$p) iftasj ^ TrtfnwT r i^\9i 

r tri Tift t uHiS'MSTrerauta zttRtT ^ t44i 
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$fa?!itiR4R y,dl18T: I Mdrl R^ejiieiit 5lfllH'TjL|R}4d: 169,1 
Vs 

<rfoj 9Jd Wf>| fc^dUiUH, I 

^ ^qrdK^^fg ^l<?o| 

?f?T ^W^CF! <STK<f|4 dTH || || 

What shall we tell you on this occasion about the glorious rewards that are earned by 

hearing the stories forming part of Srimad Bhagavata according to the procedure of a seven 

days' sacrificial session ? (In short) those by whom (even) a single letter of the exposition (of 

Srimad Bhagavata) given by Gokarna was drunk with their ears no more returned to a 

mother's womb.(87) People undoubtedly attain by hearing a seven day's exposition of 

Srimad Bhagavata that destiny which people cannot attain by living on the air, water or dry 

leaves and emaciating the body, (nay,) through severe austerities practised for long periods 

of time and Yogic practices.(88) Staying in Citrakuta, the great sage Sandilya too reads out 

this sacred story while immersed in the bliss of oneness with Brahma (the Absolute). (89) 

Heard even once this most sacred story bids fair to burn one's whole mass of sins. If read 

on the occasion of a Sraddha it brings satiation to the manes and if read carefully everyday 

it leads to cessation of rebirth.(90) 

Thus ends the fifth discourse entitled "A Description of Gokarna's 
Liberation", forming part of the "Glory of Srimad Bhagavata" 

in the Uttara-Khanda of the glorious Padma-Purana. 

3T8T 

Discourse VI 
The procedure of hearing Srimad Bhagavata (in a week) detailed 

3j8i % wswsww wnprcrm RrRwi srrct: wait farfa: i ? i 

^ <$ WTT^T sraRT: | facfTif fort ^Rcfr^d. I ^ I 

^ 3TT%Thiff ar wfaM: I wi: ^8JT7^ I ^ | 

hwh’i fer %^nrfw htRt dtMiRi pra«tt i wnwstcR wt ^omi: Htum^r ^ i ^ i 

^ hw wi wtrf srawt: i ■Jrfawfd atPHToq ^RarRr: i h i 

<^6R<*>«IT: I fcW: ^ at M W«Tt WTT I ^ I 

^t Rurtu ^ ctaicti: efcMnt^jcbi: I ^ STW dd&<fHfad')RdH, I ^ I 

wri wnart ^rf^rTT wrrra' i ^?«jt wjt i c i 

sfmFlddMl^NMHId WM: I rT«TT ?0uHHId SlMddHI: I <? | 

-tidchl^l: cKlRl^Rtditld dsnfq ^ I wNlTSSWR cR^ l^o | 

lJct»Hi6hi<ui ^TT dirR*j feddd 3TFT^RT TfoNt WWStRTRt I H I 
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The Kumaras began again: Next we shall discourse to you in detail on the procedure 
of (fully) hearing Srimad Bhagavata in a week. This procedure has been declared as 
ordinarily observable with the help of associates and earthly possessions.(1) To begin with, 
one should specially call an astrologer with due respect and inquire of him a propitious day 
and time (for commencing a seven days' sacrificial session for an exposition of Srimad 
Bhagavata). He should (further get together and) set apart as much wealth as is (generally) 
spent overa (girl's) wedding. (2) The months of Bhadrapada, Aswinaand Kartika, Margasirsa, 
Asadha and Sravana (corresponding to August, September and October, November, June 
and July)—these are harbingers of Moksa for those commencing an exposition of Srimad 
Bhagavata during any of these months.(3) Even in these months, O Narada, hours which 
are worth eschewing must be avoided under all circumstances. Nay, others too who are 
industrious should be enlisted as one's associates in this undertaking. (4) Again, a message 
should be particularly sent to all places saying that an exposition of Srimad Bhagavata is 
being arranged and that people should (make it a point to) attend with their families. (5) Some 
people stand remote from the stories of Sri Hari as well as from the chanting of Sri Visnu's 
names and praises. It should be so arranged that they as well as women and those belonging 
to the Sudra community and other such (low-born) people may be apprised of the fact.(6) 
Letters should be addressed everywhere only to the votaries of Lord Visnu, who have 
renounced all worldly attachments and are keen on chanting the divine names and glories. 
The wording of the letter has been suggested as follows :— (7) "For seven (consecutive) 
days an exceedingly rare congregation of pious men is expected to meet, and there will be 
an exposition of Srimad Bhagavata full of unprecedented charm. (8) You too are requested 
to come soon in order to quaff the nectar of Srimad Bhagavata, possessed as you are of an 
insatiate longing for such nectar, love being foremost in your mind. (9) Even if perchance you 
have no time to spare, nonetheless at all events you must come at least for a day only; (for) 
even an instant on this occasion is most difficult to get."(lO) Invitation should be politely 
extended to them in these words and one should keep ready places of abode for all who 
come. (11) 

c*|[q opt STcjTJT nHRJ fa^liwi ^ WccFSJTWcSH. I 

3fc|fcWfdls1d! -MdUlWlUlfM chd'591 tmgrn yM: 1^1 

felfet: I SSTSTtM l^qi 

^ eftcfiTSJ ^ fen ferPTgJ WlU-fel: rf |^| 

^ HnrnTTTTTFT cF>4°yifa ^STtrTTHJ eTtfSJTfa 1^1 

Sc^jjprf ^tht ^ 1srfe i * d i 

3T?raT 4cffd^-4l i^l^chMSZRT: 1 sil^UTHTHIM SfeT 1^1 

ferHt ^rrfe fejf cfcfeiPdfa:^: Ro | 

3T^^hffejTrTT: ^TTTT: | cSFHjfe ^ Mpkidl: I ^ ^ I 

cirf: TTSTimfcRf: ^ZTRTSTTfej: I nfagfT: ^nferTT ^|cb=tlURH'*rt: 

The hearing of Srimad Bhagavata is commended at a place of pilgrimage or in a 
woodland or even at one's (own) residence. That site (alone) should be selected for the 
exposition, where an extensive ground is available. (12) Removing the household effects. 
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(if it is to be arranged in one's own house) one should keep them in a corner of the house 

and the ground should be cleaned and swept, plastered with cow-dung and clay and 

decorated with paintings of minerals (dissolved in water). (13) Five days in advance one 

should get together with zeal coverings (to be spread on the ground for the visitors to sit on) 

and a tall yet temporary shed should be erected (on that ground) and decked with (fresh) 

stems of bananas. (14) The shed should be roofed with an awning and decorated all round 

with (green) leaves, flowers and fruits. Flags should be planted on all sides and adorned with 

decorations of various kinds. (15) Nay, on a higher level (within the shed) seven spacious 

divisions should be made (one higher than the other), each representing one of the seven 

spheres (into which the universe stands divided) and Brahmanas as well as those who have 

shaken off worldly attachments should be seated there after due persuasion. (16) First of all 

seats should be arranged for them one after another and then one should get ready an 

excellent seat even for the exponent of Srimad Bhagavata. (17) If the exponent is to sit facing 

the north, the (chief) listener should in that case sit actually facing the east. And if the 

exponent is to sit facing the east, the (chief) listener should then sit facing the north. (18) Or 

(if such arrangment is not possible) the space intervening the worshipful exponent and the 

worshipper (listener) should be considered to be the east: such is the ruling given about the 

hearers by those possessing (authoritative) knowledge concerning the time and place etc., 

of hearing (an exposition of) Srimad Bhagavata. (19) A Brahmana who is a votary of Lord 

Visnu and has shaken off (all) worldly attachments, who is capable of expounding the Vedas 

and other scriptures, is expert in giving (apt) illustrations (to bring home a truth), is discerning 

and altogether free from cravings should be selected as the exponent (of Srimad Bhagavata). (20) 

Those who are bewildered by (their attraction towards) diverse courses of conduct, are fond 

of women and preach heresies should be avoided as disqualified for an exposition of Srimad 

Bhagavata (the scripture associated with the name of Sri Suka), even if they are learned. (21) 

By the side of the exponent (just) by way of helping him should be installed another learned 

man of the same calibre, capable of resolving doubts and intent on enlightening the 

public.(22) 

etw 8Tft I 3fFtrfr^SHt ftcfaf ^3 IgfR 7TITT3TI I ^ | 

■fos 13 SlUdd: I 3T3lfa5TfyUMI4J ’nURTSi I ^ I 

TTrTCzf 3T3%tT 3 33 TSTFZTt |^m 

g^TTfsrflj 3TRT3, I 1351 

fWMFluA TUT ^3 cM>U||p)£ I TTTTfgT ’Mcjmjcdft I ^ I 

$T|h«iRMIcki*uiIm 33: rjjTT 3333: I 3itf3TT fgfsRT 3fo3T SJJTdlMflHpeHl I ^61 • 

3Tta>(^ SJ73T 33T3ilT MHlWttlJ 37T3f3^3 cRtfcHTT %3c^ TtcfTI^^I 

33T§T: f^JT TJ3 f| I W 3TO Tj^is} TT3HFA l^o | 

33ft«Tt 3#3tS3 TRRI: TTcfen 733T I f3f35TC3 3I3oqf gjTTrsg 33 3^T3 1^ I 

In order to undertake the sacred vow of expounding Srimad Bhagavata the prospective 

exponent should have his head and chin etc., shaved on the eve of the day when the 

exposition is to commence. Easing his nature at daybreak, he should duly take a bath. (23) 

Finishing with zeal his Sandhya prayers and other devotions in a short form everyday, he 

should particularly worship Lord Ganesa (the elephant-headed god) forwarding off obstacles 

in the way of the exposition. (24) Having duly gratified the manes through oblations of water, 
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he should go through a course of expiatory rites for the sake of purification (of his self) and 

should draw a mystrical diagram (used in invoking a deity) and instal on it Sri Hari (in the 

form of an image or the Salagrama stone). (25) He should (then) with the chanting of 

Mantras (sacred texts) successively offer to Sri Krsna (through that image) the (sixteen 

prescribed) courses of worship including Pradaksina (walking round the Deity clockwise) 

and salutation and at the end of the worship address (the following) prayer (to Him):— (26) 

"Rescue, O Storehouse of compassion ! from the ocean of mundane existence my 

wretched self, sunk in that ocean of metempsychosis, my body having been seized by (the 

alligator in the shape of) infatuation for action." (27) Worship should be zealously offered 

next with due ceremony and love to (the copy of) Srlmad Bhagavata as well by means 

of articles including incense and light. (28) Nay, holding a cocoanut (in the hollow of his 

joined palms), he should then duly offer salutation and then with a cheerful mind alone the 

following prayer should be addressed (to Srlmad Bhagavata): for here is Sri Krsna Himself 

manifest (before us) under the name of Srlmad Bhagavata. "I have sought You, O Lord ! 

for being rescued from the ocean of mundane existence. (29-30) This aspiration of mine may 

(kindly) be fulfilled by You in everyway without impediment as a matter of fact, (since) I am 

Your servant, O Krsna !" (31) 

irrar crrh rito t rt 1 

I lJ*1<«h8tl>l«kl?lH 1^3 I 

fem: 3TER4 ip I FRTraf 3RIT5T^TT smuHit: 13*1 

eR2n^-Plc}Tlt) I I^HI 

saiSJUIIT, clwrarai'-iriwan I Tmjaj 3tTT?T: I 3^ I 

c^f^T£RFrR^t^T SjgRq ^ I cFSlrf%ra: I 

Having addressed this piteous appeal (to Sri Krsna in the form of Srlmad Bhagavata), 

he should next worship the (prospective) exponent and, fully adorning him with wearing 

apparel and jewels, should further duly extol him at the end of the worship (as follows):— (32) 

"O manifestation of Suka, expert (as you are) in enlightening others and well-versed in the 

entire range of sacred lore, eradicate my ignorance by revealing (to me) this story (in the form 

of Srlmad Bhagavata).'1 (33) Before him then a vow should be gladly taken (by the chief 

listener) for his own (spiritual) good and it should be truly observed by him at all events to 

the best of his ability for a (full) week (34) Five Brahmanas should be engaged as priests for 

averting interruption in the exposition; they should mutter prayers to Sri Hari by repeating 

the twelve-syllabled Mantra ( * ). (35) Bowing to the Brahmanas and other 

votaries of Lord Visnu as well as to those engaged in chanting the names and praises of Sri 

Hari and, duly worshipping them, he should himself occupy his seat (only) when permitted 

by them. (36) He who, giving up the thought of the world, riches and other possessions, 

house and children, focusses his mind on the exposition (alone) with a guileless heart 

secures the highest reward. (37) 

ft ehltin cIojicI^i^i 13^ I 

% cttcUgK: I #riZJT^T eRrfert fd^^TT l*o I 

fIHrit cT ^Tfea^UJ'MIftTl I tRIrtTR f^TT ft I 
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^roieAui gT ^loiiAcMjifR gr ^ii^wnzj tr^rg arguiFT qqjx? i 

3 5i ^ ^STT^dUlchKchH I Ararat SR: 5tTrT>: cfcSnfsfPcfRt 1*3 I 

Starting the exposition from sunrise the highly intelligent exponent should properly 

expound the story (of Srimad Bhagavata) in a moderate tone for three Praharas and a half 

(ten hours and a half).(38) At midday a pause should be made in the exposition for about 

an hour. During that interval the votaries of Lord Visnu should as a matter of fact take to 

the chanting of the Lord's names and glories in consonance with the theme of exposition 

of that day. (39) For controlling the urge for the evacuation of one's bowels and bladder a 

light diet is as a matter of fact conducive to happiness, One who seeks to hear an exposition 

of Srimad Bhagavata should (accordingly) take his meal only once (a day) and take only 

such food as fit to be offered as an oblation to the sacred fire. (40) He should hear the 

exposition abstaining from food for (full) one week provided he has the stamina (to do it) 

or he can do so with ease living on ghee or milk (alone). (41) Or he may live on fruits and 

vegetables etc., or even on one species of cereals (alone with vegetable etc.). In order (to 

be able) to listen to the exposition one should take such a vow as can be easily 

observed.(42) I should certainly prefer taking a meal if it would enable one to listen to an 

exposition of Srimad Bhagavata. A fast (on the other hand) is not commended if it stands in 

the way of hearing the exposition. (43) 

MHieakiHi fwrr^JJ THc; I f3«JJ<{l^lfet£l4Hi qTfSl^R: I** I 

^ qfcreqj grareqt i*m 

TT«J ^ =ET 7T%T3 wsta rfl I * 3 I 

atfsj ^ HFT *rr c^t'tmcr r i 307 rt? h«h ts ^arracff i^i 

^HJIdfayiufi rTSTT I fq^T cJlf^SI: qt2TTddt \^61 

TRT ^7T HtHHl4ci 

qfesr §rsn frift fqrwrfai: 

rfSTT I I qo | 

atqqqri sjnjsrar 1m i 

^ cRHIT qT TfmfotT I ^ TRt rRn 3TT5ZTT y*Md: I ^ I 

fefsrqT arr^ tt^i 3i^t1mi f^^TT m3 i 

(Now) hear, O Narada ! the rules of conduct that should be followed by those who have 

taken a vow to hear (an exposition of) Srimad Bhagavata in the course of a week. Those who 

have not (yet) been (duly) initiated into the worship of Lord Visnu (or received from a qualified 

Guru a Mantra sacred to Him) are not eligible for hearing (an exposition of ) Srimad 

Bhagavata. (44) A man who has taken a vow to hear an exposition of Srimad Bhagavata (as 

aforesaid) should constantly (during the period) observe continence, sleep on the floor (or 

on a plank-bed but in no case on a bedstead ) and take his meals on leaves joined together 

(or on a single leaf if it is big enough) at the end of the exposition (for the day). (45) One who 

has taken the aforesaid vow should always avoid (during the period) pulses, honey oil and 

heavy food as well as such edibles as are vitiated bv impure associations (e.q., a fruit with 

blood, red peel or kernel such as cherry or ripe tomato, or one with a fleshy kernel, such as 

the jack-fruit) and cooked food which has been kept overnight. (46) A man who has taken 

the aforesaid vow should eschew concupiscence, anger, arrogance, pride, jealousy and 

greed too as well as hypocrisy, infatuation and hatred. (47) He who has taken the aforesaid 
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vow should abstain from reviling the Vedas, the votaries of Lord Visnu and the Brahmanas, 

one's elders or preceptor, those who are vowed to the service of the cow, as well as the 

womankind, the king and exalted souls. (48) He who has taken the aforesaid vow should 

not speak to a woman in menstruation, a member of the lowest classes, a Mleccha (a beef¬ 

eater). an apostate, a member of the twice-born classes who has not been invested with the 

sacred thread though grown to a mature age, a Brahmana-hater and those who are outside 

the pale of Vedic religion. (49) Similarly he who is vowed to the hearing of Srimad Bhagavata 

should observe truthfulness, (external and internal) purity, compassion, silence, straight¬ 

forwardness. modesty (in his dealings) and likewise practise liberal-mindedness. (501 A 

pauper, one suffering from consumption, any (other) ailing man, a wretch, a man of sinful 

deeds, one who is issueless and a seeker of Liberation should hear this story ( of Srimad 

Bhagavata in seven days). (51) It should be heard with zeal by a woman who has 

prematurely ceased to menstruate or who has borne only one child and ceased to conceive 

further, nay, (even) by her who is barren, also by her whose children have died as well as 

by the woman who miscarries. (52) If it is heard with due ceremony (by those enumerated 

in verses 51 and 52), the hearing bids fair to yield them a fruit which is absolutely free from 

decay. This superb and divine story (of Srimad Bhagavata) is capable of conferring (on its 

hearers) the fruit of tens of millions of sacrificial performances. (53) 

f^n ririfofeirjejiMdHSji'cAriJ 'Ji-HiyMlstflfHq <*)<?«< | 

Having thus (duly) observed the rules of conduct prescribed for this vow (of hearing 

Srimad Bhagavata in a week) the (chief) listener should then perform the rite concluding the 

vow. By those seeking the (special) fruit of it this rite should be performed (just on the lines 

of the rite of concluding the fast on the Janmastami day (the eighth of the dark half of the 

lunar month of Bhadrapada, the birth anniversary of Lord Sri Krsna). (54) In the case 

(however) of devotees claiming nothing as their own it is not ordinarily imperative that the 

formality of concluding this vow should be gone through. They are hallowed by the very 

process of hearing, disinterested votaries as they are of Lord Visnu. (55) 

(■) I ^ ^41 II 

<{|qramj i^ditfrtfod cR&3j ejfh-fc to: i^si 

TO: TT5? ^ <RTPM,I friTO?) ^ I 

TfftTT di-oyi rilisfa I fhT: I ^ I 

Stfaficftch 5 IgSTfgfSRT ^ I TORT TOJ I 

3T«JcTT grorflcT: I ^ WrTO: I ^ I 

%TOT: ITTOTsJ ^ TO TTcf TO: 1^1 

When these seven days’ sacrificial session (consisting of an exposition of Srimad 

Bhagavata) is over, worship should presently be offered by the listeners to the book 

(of Srimad Bhagavata) as well as to the expositor with great devotion. (56) Remnants of food, 

basil leaves and wreathes of flowers offered to the Deity should forthwith be distributed to 

the listeners and the chanting of the Lord's names and glories, sweetened by the sounding 

of wooden tomtoms and the striking of cymbals should then be resorted to.(57) The (chief) 
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listener should make the audience utter with him shouts of triumph and words of greetings 

and raise blasts of conchs; and money as well as food should be dealt out to Brahmanas and 

mendicants.(58) If the (chief) listener is a man who has renounced the world the Gita should 

be read the following day. If (however) he is a householder, in that case oblations should be 

poured into the sacred fire by way of expiation for any sin (voluntarily or involuntarily) 

committed in course of the act (of hearing). (59) With the utterance of each verse of Book 

Ten (of Srimad Bhagavata) rice boiled in milk with sugar, honey and ghee and mixed with 

sesamum seeds and food-grains (barley etc.) should be consigned to the fire. (60) Or (as an 

alternative) the chief listener should perform the Havana with a concentrated mind alongwith 

the muttering of the holy Gayatri,Srimad Bhagavata (the supreme Purana) being in essence 

the same as the Gayatri. (61) In the event of his being incapable of performing the Havana 

a wise man should give away (to Brahmanas) materials fit to be consigned to the sacred 

fire in order to achieve its fruit. (Nay) in order to make amends for the various short comings 

(that might have married the performance) as well as for neutralizing the faults of deficiency 

and excess (committed) he should read the Visnu Sahasranama (the thousand names of 

Lord Visnu catalogued in the Mahabharata, Padmapurana and other sacred books). 

Through that every performance bids fair to become fruitful inasmuch as there is nothing 

more efficacious than that. (62-63) 

SI6JUM'L I ^Tlc^cjul sRj flHPjUUdEldd I I 

HcosmlHrt fgsjre sr I rm¥J wra fopdd i ^ i 

WfoUTI ijfodld Td'ld^ 1^1 

3TT^TTOfe | TTcj ^ f%UR RT 3Tc{i|mfdcmu| 15,\s | 

TZTR^TTtJT y4«RIM|sfirf§TTUTt HTSR 1^41 

He should then feed twelve Brahmanas with sweets and rice boiled in milk with sugar and 

give away gold and a cow (to Brahmanas) for the completion of the sacred vow. (64) Having 

got prepared a seat of gold weighing three tolas, if his means allow it, he should instal on it 

the book of Srimad Bhagavata, written in beautiful letters. (65) Duly worshipping the book 

by invoking in it (the presence of) the Deity ensouling it and through other forms of worship 

including a gift of money, the wise listener should present it to the expositor of restrained mind 

when he has been worshipped by offering wearing apparel, ornaments, sandal-paste etc. 

By doing so he will be rid of the shackles of birth and death. On the procedure of hearing (an 

exposition of) Srimad Bhagavata,which purges one of all sins, being thus completed, the 

blessed and glorious Bhagavata-Purana yields the desired fruit and proves to be the means 

of securing religious merit, self-gratification, worldly possessions and Liberation : there is no 

doubt about it. (66—68) 

fW 3^: 

^ fcR &lq,fHTS$f*t I 'ijfrh^Thl ^ I | 

The Kumaras went on : In this way everything has been pointed out to you. What more 

do you wish to hear ? Through the glorious Bhagavata alone both (worldly) enjoyment and 
liberation are brought within one's palm. (69) 

7j[c7 dqf/d 

pencil ^ MgiHtH: srNpqfnarm ucJuiii^i tjasri ivso i 
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s^rri TT^cTPTT FTflT PwdlrMHIHJ *TOTforf«t r# ^ ejg^: tJf41tTOTL 1 ^ 1 

cI^-tI ^lne)<M'or^TtiWl ^gfll FTT I e1l*iU<i M<M ^JT^rH4^rlH'llg<H^ 1^99 I 

4l<dSJ ^vrTTSjfS^fctH ^414 rfotTSf I FFTR^nsjeT: 1^3 | 

cfsjt um<*,u4 rr^t ^rrraftm: 1 ^w^rT rTFpra frdiafo: i'ski 

Suta resumed : Having spoken thus the aforesaid exalted souls (Sanaka and his three 
brothers ) expounded with due ceremony in the presence of all living beings, who listened 
with a restrained mind, for seven days the sacred story of Srimad Bhagavata, which absolves 
one of all sins and bestows (on the hearer both) enjoyment and Liberation. Then they extolled 
Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person). (70-71) At the end of it Jhana, Vairagya and Bhakti felt 
highly invigorated and attained exuberant youth, which ravished the mind of all living beings. (72) 
On his ambition having been realized Narada too felt (much) gratified. The hair stood on their 
end all over his body and he was overwhelmed with supreme joy. (73) Having thus heard the 
exposition (of Srimad Bhagavata) Narada, the beloved of the Lord, spoke to them with joined 
palms (as follows) in a voice choked with emotion: (74) 

'ftorf^: **>U||iA: | 3m ^ trefoil <1 l^m 

*Rt rfotSRT: I *ra: fF&T: StgTlTTSFg IV3^ | 

Narada submitted: Blessed am I in that I have been favoured by you, compassion being 
foremost in your heart. This day has been attained by me Lord Sri Hari, Who takes away all 
sins. (75) I account the hearing of Srimad Bhagavata as the best of all righteous courses, O 
sages rich in askesis 1 For through the hearing of it is attained Sri Krsna who dwells in 
Vaikuntha. (76) 

^rf <scii-cf 

Tj4 55c*M sf cjoJicdTiA I 4trt%<W4i IW9I 

7T5TRT2Tt oMWIdJ^I I 

ilwil ^H'loei ^fo: IV9<i I 

fgT ^TcfFTT: UtMtorUti *131: *FJ?!tFT ^t%TTFFL I 

WTT iWt5^75{UjdlM^i foFTI^I 

Suta continued : While Narada, the foremost of the votaries of Lord Visnu, was 
speaking in this strain, there actually came wandering about at the moment Sri Suka, a 
master of Yoga.(77) Presently there appeared on the scene at the end of the exposition, 
slowly and fondly reciting Srimad Bhagavata, Sri Suka (the son of Vedavyasa), a 

(veritable) moon that occasions a rise in the ocean of spiritual wisdom, who is sated with 
Self-Realization and (ever) looks like a youth of sixteen summers. (78) Those present in 
the assembly rose at once with reverence to behold Sri Suka (who was possessed of very 
great splendour), and offered him an exalted seat. Narada (the celestial sage) worshipped 
him with love and Sri Suka, when comfortably seated, spoke as follows: (Please) listen to 

his faultless speech.(79) 

foster mnefo T^nrr^fo TfaeFT sjfo ^n^eFT: 1401 
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«j4: i4lP^n4)flqi55f ^rrm faif^<iuii rht diwdRpi eng aiibi Ai^-tH, i 

S^Rc^MictA Rsi^Pt^A fe? RT R^SR: ^TSlt f^Jol^ajHSjT ftfofR: ^9RffRRtr3RtTTg I 4^ I 

*Wmc(rt ^<|U|fdc6<4) R|widHi RfRTR^ ?TR tR Tf^TrT I 

RRf R *«iA d$ud RTRJTR TR: I 3TH: fRRrJ R^RRT RT RT RTfffejg | £3 | 

SrT Suka said : O you devotees, possessing a taste for divine joy, Srimad Bhagavata is 

the fruit (essence) of the wish-yielding tree of Veda, dropped on earth from the mouth of the 

parrot-like* sage Suka, and is full of the nectar of supreme bliss. It is unmixed sweetness 

(devoid of rind, seed or other superfluous matter). Go on drinking this divine nectar, again 

and again, till your body-consciousness ceases. (80) In this glorious Bhagavata, produced 

by Vedavyasa (the great sage), has been taught that supreme Religion (the Religion of God- 

worship, the Bhagavata-Dharma as it is called) which is entirely free from all self-deception 

(in the shape of desire including the desire for Moksa or Liberation). Nay, in this has been 

expounded that absolute Reality which can be known only by saints who are free from 

malice, nay which is the bestower of (supreme) bliss and uproots the threefold agony (1 — 

the agony caused by bodily distemper, 2—that which is attributable to natural agencies 

and 3—that inflicted by a fellow being). While it is doubtful that God can be speedily captured 

in one's heart by other means, He can be instantly seized through this work by those blessed 

persons who have a keen desire to hear it recited. (81)The glorious Bhagavata is the 

ornament of the Puranas and the wealth of the Vaisnavas; in it stands celebrated the (one) 

supreme Reality, which is all consciousness (as well as all truth and all bliss), free from (all) 

impurity (in the form of contact with Maya) and which is the goal of Paramahamsas (ascetics 

of the highest order) alone. In this Purana withdrawal from (all) activity, coupled with spiritual 

enlightenment, dispassion and Devotion, has been expounded. A man devoutly listening to 

it, carefully reading it and given to pondering it bids fair to get liberated. (82) This nectar (in 

the shape of the story of Srimad Bhagavata) does not exist in paradise, in Satyaloka (the 

highest heaven, the realm of Brahma, the creator), in Kailasa (the realm of Lord Siva) and 

(even) in Vaikuntha (the realm of Lord Visnu).Therefore quaff it, highly fortunate ones ! 

Never, O never cease taking it. (83) 

Tgf 3R7R 

RR spmit RfcT stK<|i|U|| RSR RRTRT gpRlpRIRX i 

U LMHJHI I 6>S I 

RRR Rf^TRR # ?T RfRT* I 

RRT RRFRT RtRRRRR^ 16 qi 

T: ehi^RRf ej)u11&iiPI RRgTRcSRRT I 

if Rfcft % ftRRT RRTi* RTRRRiT RRRRHiJI «TTR^t R^R I <£$ I 

RRtf RSHf Pt<*iAct HR Rctr^lfqchMi HSHRT^3TRTR I 

etTlHnAcidly RRRTSfe enlistcO-dg 1031 

• It is a well-known truth that a fruit bitten by a parrot is exceptionally sweet. There is a pun on the word "Suka" in this verse, 
which also means parrot. 
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irat ^T^cTT^npg -sftrT: ^IcfcWndbfw tnmriH, I 

diWMPdUflsn: ^f%TrTT ^ I<i4l 

qTTTfrnan^ ^ ^loyPMld ^Mld. I 

Suta went on: While the glorious Suka (the son of Vyasa) was speaking as aforesaid,Sri 

Hari appeared in the midst of the assembly, accompanied by Prahlada, Bali, Uddhava, 

Arjuna and others. Narada (the celestial sage) worshipped Him as well as the afore¬ 

mentioned (devotees). (84) Beholding Sri Hari, who was now perched on a high seat, 

cheerful, they presently commenced chanting the divine names and praises before Him. 

Lord Siva (the Source of the universe), accompanied by Goddess Parvati (the divine Spouse 

of Lord Siva), and Brahma (who remains seated on a lotus) arrived on the scene to witness 

the KTrtana. (85) Prahlada held (struck) the wooden cymbals because of his agility, while 

Uddhava held the brass ones. Narada (the celestial seer) played upon his lute; Arjuna, who 

was a master of tunes, kept up the vocal melody. Indra (the lord of paradise, the ruler of the 

gods) sounded a wooden tomtom; the aforesaid Kumaras (Sanaka and his three brothers) 

raised shouts of glory in a melodious voice (at intervals) in that chorus, where Sri Suka (the 

son of Vyasa) stood foremost giving expression to (different) emotions by means of charming 

(literary) compositions. (86) In the centre of that assembly danced like actors that very trio 

of Bhakti and others (the other two being Jnana and Vairagya), who were full of great 

splendour, Sri Hari too was pleased, to witness this transcendent KTrtana, and presently 

spoke as follows (87) "I feel (highly) gratified at this moment through the exposition (of 

Srimad Bhagavata) and the Kirtana. Ask a boon of your choice of Me, who have been won 

by your devotion." G reatly rejoiced to hear these words of the Lord, they submitted to Sri Hari 

as follows, their heart moistened with emotion:— (88) "Our ambition is that in (all future) 

sacrificial sessions consisting of a seven days' exposition of Srimad Bhagavata, You must 

be present with all these (devotees of Yours). This should be scrupulously fulfilled by You." 

And saying "Be it so I" Sri Hari (the immortal Lord ) disappeared. (89) 

driivmrljHUl^ niH-HlgJ I 

3T8J 3T?ST: TTSf I o | 

Sffo: Tf? TfatrTT *TT TTT# I 

STtTf ^cRTfSrt t-WIAilfa f| I 

tifiKfo-qrt uftmfddRi ^ ■JtrncfiT i 

Thereupon Narada bowed in the direction of the feet of the Lord and His companions, 

as well as to Sri Suka and other ascetics. All those who had drunk of the nectar in the shape 

of the exposition of Srimad Bhagavata had their delusion dispelled and, extremely delighted, 

forthwith dispersed. (90) The celebrated Bhakti alongwith her two sons (Jnana and 

Vairagya) was then installed by Sri Suka in Srimad Bhagavata (the scripture associated with 

his name) as well. Hence as a result of the Vaisnavas resorting to Srimad Bhagavata Sri Hari 

actually occupies their heart. (91) Srimad Bhagavata, they say, loudly proclaims its efficacy 

to deliver those tormented by the fever of agony caused by poverty, those trampled upon by 

the deviless of Maya and those hurled into the ocean of transmigration. (92) 
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$ltrii:b Sq/xi 

T# %K#T ^T r&: I if ^ fan^|<^| 

Saunaka submitted: When was Srimad Bhagavata expounded by Sr! Suka for the sake 

of the King (Pariksit)? When again was it expounded by Gokarna and when (again) by 

Sanaka and his three brothers (sons of Brahma) for the sake of Narada (the heavenly seer) ? 
(Pray) resolve this doubt of mine as a matter of fact.(93) 

I WciHlti) qjSIRBT 11 

W cfirtl I Hcji-41 ^ | 

ntHl^ ^ fsi^ia^irl Ffn I 3^TJf q§) q^RTT sr^pq: ^T; | ^ | 

c^l'HU I eBc*f «IFTSRft ^mf | ^, 

Suta continued : Sri Suka started his exposition of Srimad Bhagavata on the ninth of 

(the bright fortnight of) the month of Bhadrapada (roughly corresponding to August of the 
English calender) after thirty years of the Kali age, commencing from the departure of Sri 

Krsna (for His divine realm), had rolled away. (94) After Pariksit's hearing (of Srimad 

Bhagavata) when two hundred more years of the Kali age had elapsed, Gokarna (who was 
born of a cow) commenced his exposition (of Srimad Bhagavata) on the ninth of the bright 

half of Asadha (roughly corresponding to June of the English calendar). (95) When thirty 

more years of Kaliyuga had elapsed since then, Brahma's sons (Sanaka and his three 

brothers) commenced the exposition (of Srimad Bhagavata) on the ninth of the bright 

fortnight of Kartika (roughly corresponding to the month of Octoberofthe English calendar). (96) 
I have thus told you as aforesaid what I was asked by you, O sinless Saunaka ! The 
exposition of Srimad Bhagavata in the age of Kali puts an end to the disease of 
metempsychosis. (97) 

flWTfsm «chc4ch<r*4tHI4H g ^fartlflchlR | 

HtT: | ^ I 

^ TW =R0fjj$ I 

TTrUT q cjbUldHIH^ I I 

$tors!f fose 1 

feiTSJ «lt spsm rrfW§PtTT5ff ^dUMId^c^foeh^ | ^00 | 

1 tr^arH tt 1 ^o^ 1 

# ^ Tripp % -$11^3 t 

'3rrrf^r Hlfw U<4IIRRH, I ^o9 I 

W fq^TrWT *TcF?TT q^TT | 

^ TOnarfsr % ^ fqrmzrqTtHr^i^o^ 1 

<sd«iud 9tl4-rilJ|cid4l^ld4 Sig’tfofqqRssR qjq qgtesqiq: II 5 II 

Sjft: 3& dcHri^ 
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Drink with reverence, O pious souls ! this (nectar-like) story, which is (so) dear to Sri 

Krsna and wipes out all sins, (nay) which is the only means to (the attainment of) Liberation 

in this world and promotes Bhakti. What will be gained as a matter of fact by associating with 

worthy men and visiting places of pilgrimage? (98) Beholding even his own servant (going 

out on his errand of taking the life out of dying persons), noose in hand, Yama (the god of 

punishment), it is said, whispers close to his ear, "Leave alone those who are enraptured 

over the Lord's stories; (for) lam the ruler of other men but not of the Vaisnavas." (99) O 

men whose mind is agitated through attachment to the poison-like pleasures of sense I drink 

the peerless nectar in the form of Srimad Bhagavata (the story narrated by Sri Suka) for your 

(spiritual) good (even) for half a second in this unsubstantial world. Why wander for nothing, 

O friends ! on the wrong path resonant with vicious talks? Emperor Pariksit stands as a 

witness to corroborate the statement (found in our sacred-books) that Mukti (emancipation) 

follows in the wake of Srimad Bhagavata entering the very ears. (100) He bids fair to attain 

lordship over Vaikuntha (by becoming one with the Lord of Vaikuntha), to whose voice gets 

joined the story narrated by Sri Suka immersed in a stream of (ecstatic) joy. (101) In this way 

has been imparted by me to you just now a most esoteric truth, the (very) substance of all 

conclusions, after ransacking a pile of sacred books. There is nothing purer than Srimad 

Bhagavata (the story narrated by Sri Suka). Therefore, quaff for the enjoyment of supreme 

bliss the nectar embodied in the twelve Skandhas (of Srimad Bhagavata). (102) He who 

hears (an exposition of) Srimad Bhagavata in a regular way with devotion and he who 

expounds it before a pure-hearted votary of Lord Visnu—both attain the true reward of 

hearing or expounding Srimad Bhagavata because of their duly observing the procedure laid 

down for it. There is nothing which cannot be achieved by them. (103) 

Thus ends the sixth discourse entitled "The procedure of hearing 
(an exposition of) Srimad Bhagavata detailed", forming 
part of the "Glory of Srimad Bhagavata" comprised 

in the Uttara-Khanda of the glorious Padma-Purana 

END OF SRIMAD BHAGAVATA-MAHATMYA 
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3T«t WTtSKTFT: 

Srimad Bhagavata Mahapurana 
Book One 

Discourse I 
Saunaka and other sages interrogate the famous Suta* (Ugrasrava) 

?^T TT 3TT^^ -5?!% I 

rWlcuR^sj ztsjt fsrfwTt fwff^i ut^t ttt afixrf% i ^ i 

sr4: yiP^a4>dcTis5i xttrt f^nfemuTT Ttrri cnrerarra ^ i 

$Hn<6Mic<d gT pfrtSR: TRIT pJ^SHT^T frffTfa: I 3 I 

H'Webe'MdtRfRw TT^ ^^idld^dslclR^dH I 

tat ^rmgg ww *j|t?T Tfw ^ 131 

We meditate on that transcendent Reality (God) from whom this universe springs up, in 
whom it abides and into whom it returns—because He is invariably present in all existing 

things and is distinct from all non-entities—who is self-conscious and self-effulgent, who 
revealed to Brahma (the very first seer) by His mere will the Vedas that cause bewilderment 

even to the greatest sages, in whom this threefold creation (consisting of Sattva,Rajas and 

Tamas), though unreal, appears as real (because of the reality of its substratum)—even as 

the sun's rays (which are made up of the element of fire) are mistaken for water (in a mirage), 

water for earth and earth for water—and who ever excludes Maya by His own self-effulgent 
glory. (1) In this glorious Bhagavata, produced by the great sage Vedavyasa, has been 

taught that supreme Religion (the Religion of God-worship, the Bhagavata Dharma as it is 
called) which is entirely free from all self-deception in the shape of desire (including the 

desire for Moksa or Liberation). Nay, herein has been expounded that absolute Reality which 

can be known only by saints who are free from malice, nay, which is the bestower of supreme 
bliss and uproots the threefold agony (1 .the agony caused by bodily distemper, 2. that which 

is attributable to natural agencies and 3. that inflicted by a fellow-being). While it is doubtful 
that God can be speedily captured in one's heart by other means, He can be instantly seized 

through this work by those blessed persons who have a keen desire to hear it recited. (2) 

O ye devotees possessing a taste for divine joy, Srimad Bhagavata is the fruit (essence) of 

the wish-yielding tree of Veda, dropped on earth from the mouth of the parrot-liketsage Suka, 
and is full of the nectar of supreme bliss. It is unmixed sweetness (devoid of rind, seed or 

* The Sutas are a mixed caste born of a Ksatriya father and a Brahmana mother. 

* It is a well-known truth that a fruit bit by a parrot is exceptionally sweet. There is a pun on the word 'Suka' in this verse, 

which also means a parrot. 
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other superfluous matter). Go on drinking this divine nectar again and again till there is 

consciousness left in you.(3) 

ArntliPtrMM^ 3FPJ: $i'lH<*,|<4l: I RiT Wife W*|i| Hg^RntWcT I 'S I 

cT TJp^T g g^T: SrRT^T^tnm: I RtfttT ^dMIRM My^RdMIcRIcL I I 

Once upon a time, in the forest known as Naimisaranya (the modern Nimsar inOudh), 

a place sacred to Lord Visnu, Saunaka and other sages were engaged in a great sacrifice, 
to be completed in the course of a thousand years, with a view to realizing the Lord who is 
sung in heaven and is the abode of His devotees.(4) One morning, having poured oblations 
into the sacred fire,the sages paid their respects to the Suta; and when he had taken his 
seat,they asked him the following question with due reverence. (5) 

WW 3^- 

^TT TjRJ ^lUllfn RlrlgWlft « I 3TTWWRnzrairtTpt yii$lltellfu| ?TRJrT i ^ i 

£gt toh siidJi-mn: i 3T^ ^ gro: 1351 micufa<i fap: 1 \9 1 

^81 RfKT <TRl3 d-^rCR^gygmj 3jg: gdt ggJUUJd I C I 

^ dyi^TtSS^H ^ratTT ^fsRr%^LI gfllR<*>Md: Vifagn^Rt I ^ I 

yiituiicrtil^N: W cFrtldRyggrt 3RT: I *KT: giKMddl M<MI«JI l^o | 

g-ftfaT gRchuffui ^tdoUllH I 3trT: RTOto *tRTR I 

gfg R: ST^TRRT VdIWT Ft£RTpfo Rtl 

gg MlHlRt ^ % 'micfTH flMdl Rfo: I ^cK4l Rg3cR2J ^rmf *TFT fetch'll I I 

rf5t: ^5}MHIU|MIM^^I^c|Wcii^| qWddltl gpFIT STURt rf ■qgRT ^1^1 

3Tm5f: Rgft RtTT SfRTR fe^Tt ^JTTF^ I rfiT: RSTT fagdW 'JRTg I ^ I 

dKII<mraT: gp gTO: WTRRT: I mi: HHViM^gi: W^nqtsgdcRTI l^m 

oFf RT %JJ|<ddtdW I ijjC^IMl R gt^nSRT: cfeltfittfiqgH. I ^ I 

rTFT <*)L|fugdK|fu| MRiDciifn gfrfa: I ^fg R: 3tgSfRRT co)co<-i 1 cfcrtl: I I 

The sages said : O sinless Suta, you have indeed studied and also expounded all the 

Puranas and Itihasas as well as the codes of laws.(6) Whatever is known by the divine sage 
Badarayana (Vedavyasa, so-called because he is reputed to have his abode in a grove of 
jujube-trees), the foremost among the knowers of Veda, and even by other sages who have 
realized both the qualified and absolute aspects of the Godhead, you know all that in reality 
by their grace, which you were able to earn by your guileless and pure heart; for the teachers 
confide even their profoundest secrets to their beloved pupil. Be pleased to tell us, O long- 
lived Suta, that which you have determined through a study of all those sacred books as the 
unfailing and easy means to the supreme good of men. (7—9) O the ornament of holy 
congregations, in this age of Kali people are mostly short-lived, slothful (little inclined to tread 
the path of God-Realization), most dull-witted, unlucky and tormented with diseases and 
other evils. (10) The scriptures too are numerous and inculcate not one discipline, but a 
number of practices and rituals; and, besides, (being too voluminous) they have to be 
listened to part by part. Therefore, benevolent as you are, draw out by your critical insight 
their quintessence and declare the same to us, who are full of faith, so that our mind may 
become placid and tranquil.(11) Suta, God bless you, you know the purpose for which the 
divine Lord, the protector of His devotees, was born of DevakI, Vasudeva's consort. (12) 
Dear Suta, please explain it to us who are keen to hear of the same; for the Lord's descent 
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on this earth is intended for the protection and prosperity of all living beings. (13) Anyone who 
has fallen into the terrible whirlpool of birth and death can be speedily delivered from the 
same if he utters His Name even helplessly; for Fear itself is afraid of the Lord. (14) Suta, 

sages who have taken shelter in His feet and therefore ever abide in perfect calm forthwith 

purify those who come in contact with them; whereas the waters of the celestial stream 
(Gariga) cleanse the heart only by long and continued use (because they are no longer in 

direct touch with those feet, although they still retain their purifying virtue because of the 
touch they once had with them). (15) Is there anyone who, though desirous of purifying one's 

soul, would refuse to hear the glory of that divine Lord whose exploits are extolled by saints 

of holy renown, since such glory wipes out the impurities of the Kali age ? (16) Narrate to us, 
who are full of reverence, the noble doings of the Lord who playfully assumes various 
forms—the doings that have been sung by seers (like Narada and others). (17) 

^ i ait^ucwi i ^ i 

tt^jt i arfaMcAiffa ,*twrs xjs: i^o i 

<*>fwHmciHi?nq 3TRfr?T ^«TRTT F8TXTTT |^| 

^ mRIdi srrsn 

^f| y4ci4fui i fit sj4: in ^rut aa.- 

ffa Sfm-AMIdrl H?l^l'JV| af^dl4l TI8PTISUM: || ^ II 

"O wise Suta, now recount the blessed stories of the descent of the Almighty Lord who 

enacts at will sports of various kinds by dint of His Yogamaya (divine potency). (18) We, for 
our part are never sated with hearing the exploits of the illustrious Lord, which are more and 

more delightful to hear at every step to those listeners who have a taste for sweet things. (19) 

Indeed the divine Sri Krsna, who had disguised Himself in a human semblance, performed 
with His elder brother, Sri Balarama, feats that were beyond human power. (20) Having come 
to know that the age of Kali has arrived, we are assembled in this holy retreat sacred to Sri 
Visnu for a long sacrificial session and have thus got ample time to hear the stories of Sri 

Hari. (21) This age of Kali takes away the purity of mens’ heart and is thus difficult to conquer. 

Anxious as we are to get over this Kali, Providence has arranged our meeting with you, even 

as a pilot is shown to those who seek to cross a turbulent sea. (22) Since Sri Krsna, the 

Master of Yoga, the friend of the Brahmanas and the Protector of virtue, has left for His abode 
(in Heaven), tell us in whom has righteousness sought protection now.(23) 

Thus ends the first discourse, forming part of the story relating to the Naimisa forest, 

in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita (the book of the God-realized souls). 
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3T8T f^dl4lsaTR: 
\* Discourse II 

Glory of the Lord's narrative and of Devotion to Him 

S)I¥ 3c?7W 

ffq Twrcftgt femnt tu^fui: i yfd^ cM^yj qqgqjqqqm i * i 

Vyasa says : Ugrasravi (the son of Romaharsana) was transported with joy to hear 
this question of the holy Brihmanas. He welcomed their words and commenced his 
discourse.(1) 

q ydvH-dq^dMMd^di |yid4j 3rrpra i 

n’ddndi qrqftfqftpq ^PtHMdUftH I 9 I 

q: TTpjqTqqfftqrajfqrnT^qR qqtsqir I 

4tRiRuii aFramrss? rjqqpjp a oqRn^pjqqifq ^ Tjqfarqj 3 1 

HHIilUi HM^cd Rt 4q Hh-dMH I fKWdf oDTO qq) qqrjdu*H I X I 

Suta said : When the sage Dwaipayana (Vedavyasa; lit., one who was born in an island) 
saw his son (Sukadeva) going away all alone with the intention of leading the life of a recluse, 
even though he had not yet been invested with the sacred thread and had, therefore, had 
no occasion to perform any secular or religious duties, he was agitated at the thought of 
separation from him and called out, "Hullo, my son!" At that time it was the trees (on the 
roadside) that responded on his behalf, filled as they were by his presence. I bow to that sage 
(Sukadeva), who (being one with the Universal Spirit) has access to the hearts of all. (2) 
Srimad Bhagavata is a mysterious Purina; it possesses a glory of its own and constitutes 
the very essence of all the Vedas. It is a unique light illuminating the spiritual realities for 
those worldly men who seek to go beyond the darkness of ignorance. It was out of 
compassion for such men that this teacher of sages, Sukadeva, uttered this Purina. I take 
refuge in that son of Vyisa. (3) After bowing to the divine sages Niriyana and Nara, the 

Supreme Person (Sri Krsna), Goddess Saraswati (the goddess of speech) and the sage 
Vyisa, one should then recite Srimad Bhigavata (which enables one to conquer the cycle 
of birth and death as well as all the aberrations of the mind). (4) 

gqq: TTTSJ ^5? 

q q 'jFri qrr smf qq) qfqqqfatft i 

qT^ftq wqfq ^RtiqRi: yqffftq: I 

qtf: TT-ifed: TJFTt fqpFRqtqTg q: I 

qifcq umqrcftq RTsrfsqfqrqq^qq l 

qq?q: cpuRraqT 1 

3t^qqyfd*HI qqTSSqq qwftfq I 

qqqqTT^ %TPq ?TR q q^^qt^ I 

HlrURq^rd Tfq SR qq ft ftq^q I 

RTqqj yifcfiMW qqqt 'tfmtq ft qjrt: I 

H 1 

^ I 

vs I 

6 I 

I 

qimw ^fftqylfa^ftrr ifr&q qrqqr 1 ftfq^r q^rfft^rar qtqf qsft qqffcr: 1 * o 1 

q^Rq qqrqfq^Rrq iK?TRM£qqj qftft qrqTqffq qqqTftfq TT^IUI 

qq^qRT -gqqr ?TR^TTTq^qqq 1 q^qqqiqrft qTqrft qqqq SpT^fttqqT 1 ^ I 

3R: tjftqffq&gT qnrfqqfqqFT^T: I W-jfydW qiftq qftffft^frqrquiq, I ^ I 

qqrftqpr qqqt qqqtq^ qr^qt qft: 1 qfqqq: ehlRdcqg szrq; T^zjsg ftcqqi 1 w 1 

qcgaqftRT ^tHT: qqfqRqftq^mq I qftfqqrqqqq^tRftqftqtsnrftq. I 
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Sages, you have done well in asking me a question which is conducive to the welfare of 
the world; for your enquiry relates to Sri Krsna, a topic which completely purifies the heart.(5) 
That alone is the highest duty of men, from which follows devotion to Sri Krsna—a devotion 

which is absolutely motiveless and knows no obstruction, and as a result of which the soul 
realizes the all-blissful God and thus attains its object.(6) Contact established with Bhagavan 

Vasudeva (Sri Krsna) through Devotion speedily awakens dispassion and immediate 

knowledge. (7) A duty well performed is but labour lost, if it fails to generate love for the stories 
of Bhagavan Viswaksena (Sri Krsna). (8) Riches cannot be the end of Dharma (virtue), 
which culminates in absolution or final beatitude. Even so wealth is a means of earning 

religious merit; sensuous enjoyment has not been recognized as its consummation.(9) 

Again, gratification of the senses is not the end of sensuous enjoyment; keeping the body 
and soul together is the only use of sensuous enjoyment. And enquiry into Truth is the object 
of keeping the body and soul together and not the attainment of heaven etc., through the 

performance of pious acts.(10) The knowers of Truth declare knowledge alone as the 

Reality—that knowledge which does not admit of duality (the distinction of subject and 
object), in other words, which is indivisible and one without a second, and which is called 

by different names such as Brahma (the Absolute), Paramatma (the Supreme Spirit or 
Oversoul) and Bhagavan (the Deity). (11) Sages who are full of faith perceive that Truth as 
their own Self in their own heart through Devotion coupled with Knowledge and Dispassion 

and acquired through hearing (of Srimad Bhagavata etc.). (12) Therefore, O noblest of 

Brahmanas, the consummation of duties efficiently performed by men according to their 
respective Varna (grade in society) and Asrama (stage in life) lies in securing the pleasure 

of Sri Hari. (13) Hence with undivided mind one should ever hear and sing the praises of, 
meditate upon and worship the Lord, who is the protector of His devotees. (14) The learned] 

who are armed with the sword of constant meditation on Him cut asunder the hard knot of 
Karma therewith. Who, then, would-not take delight in His stories? (15) 

«I^M« I -fen; ^U4|d)sffq^c)U||fL 1^1 

spaRri epHJT: tp^cJUI^IdH: I imstrf&T fgspHa -ffgcLHIK I I 

fosr i 1^1 

wwHlmgT: ar i i^wife^ fxan-r wtefa i ^ i 

SreraERF) ^|cf<£Rt>4mrt: I 'MilcHTrifririH 

^eW^iqi: I aiTXa e+mffal eg I 

3TrTt MtM'Ui *^i i I ^ ^ I 
By resorting to holy places of pilgrimage, O Brahmanas, one obtains the privilege of 

waiting on exalted souls and thereby successively develops a desire for hearing the stories 
of Bhagavan Vasudeva (Sri Krsna), faith in and a relish for such stories. (16) Sri Krsna is 

a disinterested friend of the virtuous and His praises sanctify those who listen to or sing them. 
He abides in the heart of those who hear His stories and uproots the evil propensities of their 
mind. (17) When the evil propensities are well-nigh eradicated through the constant service 
of His devotees (or the day-to-day study of Srimad Bhagavata), there wells up abiding 

devotion to the Lord of excellent fame. (18) The mind is then freed from passions such as 
lust and greed, which have their root in Rajas and Tamas, and established in Sattva, attains 
purity. (19) In this way, when one is rid of all worldly attachment through loving devotion to 
the Lord, and the mind is filled with delight, one realizes the truth relating to God as a matter 

of course.(20)The momenta man sees God as his very self the knot of ignorance in his heart 
is broken asunder, all his doubts are dispersed and the entire stock of his Karmas gets 
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liquidated. (21) That is why with utmost delight the wise constantly practise devotion to Lord 

Vasudeva which purifies the soul. (22) 

*Tt4 Torero 3ff^0TT^rR: TO ^ TJ^t *1% I 

riRfafd^^ ^T: ^ ^crrtfm *g: 133 1 

mftjcll^uil ^MWAtl44tel4iMU: I dTO*r( T^nTOTTOr? I T* I 

ipfosmT 'Mhy^TM^tai^TR i f*4 afrro 453 inRt? rm 

tJJJ$?4T 4lTWTR %^T ^dUdl-m I dHlilUicfctfl: ^THn 

^I'dPri 4 I ferq%4y^lmc( 

cil^Uil 

cll^ULH 

TT Tj4? 

4^t dl^LRl TOU: I Ul^cHTO 4fT1 cd^dLIU: 

?TR dl^dU? cPT: I dl^dUt) SHTf cti^q^u Tfa: 

flWdfit ^JldMIdmiddl I 'TOT ^uiH^i^vi) 

<TO 

RV9I 

\-R6\ 

I^ I 

l^o I 

I3<M fdrtRtd^ Tpftj iJUIdlRra I 3RT:3tfdg 3TTOTfH f^Tl^d fojffwRT: 

£ldf(Rt t«<4l(d^ I Hi^ld ^ifd 14%lidtl ^ H8JT y.Hi’L 1^9 I 

3TOt TJCTTTra^f^j^^f^^^ I T^fRfcf^ fRf^igt rT^JTT^ I I 

^ndd^t ft)d»K 4 ^TOT^R: I rtlrtlddUl^d) I ^ I 

4lH<ftlM'Td H^iy^I'Tl MIWWI ’H^did'l AM4lm<«tA ft#tt5HjTq: II R II 
Sattva, Rajas and Tamas are the three attributes or modes of Prakrti (Primordial Matter); 

assuming these for the preservation, creation and destruction of this universe, the one 
Supreme Person severally bears the names of Hari (Visnu), Virihci (Brahma) and Hara 
(Siva). Yet the supreme good of men flows from Sri Hari alone, whose body consists of pure 
Sattva. (23) Just as smoke is higher (more active) than wood, which is an earthly substance 
(and hence inert and dull), and higher than smoke is fire, which is associated with many 
sacrificial acts recommended in the three Vedas, even so Rajas (the principle of motion or 
activity) is superior to Tamas (darkness or inertia) and even higher than Rajas is Sattva (the 
principle of light or knowledge), with the help of which one is able to realize God. (24) Of yore 
sages worshipped fortheir salvation Bhagavan Visnu alone, who is pure Sattva personified. 
Even now those who follow in their footsteps likewise get qualified for blessedness. (25) 
Those seeking liberation worship Bhagavan Narayana and His part manifestations, all of 
whom are so gentle in aspect, leaving alone the lords of evil spirits (Bhairava and others), 
who possess a terrible form, though not reviling them. (26) Those, however, who possess 
a Rajasika or Tamasika disposition and are seekers of wealth, power and progeny, worship 
the manes, evil spirits and the lords of created beings, possessing as they do a character 
similar to theirs. (27) The Vedas ultimately treat of Bhagavan Vasudeva; the sacrifices 
themselves aim at the attainment of Vasudeva; the various Yogas eventually lead to 
Vasudeva; and all sorts of rituals too have their end in Vasudeva. (28) All wisdom has its 
culmination in Vasudeva; all austere penance has Vasudeva for its goal; all virtue aims at 
the realization of Vasudeva and all destinies culminate in Vasudeva. (29) Although the Lord 
is Himself beyond Prakrti (Primordial Matter), and its three modes (Sattva etc.), yet it was 
He who evolved this universe at the beginning (of creation) through His own Maya (Prakrti), 
which consists of the aforesaid three Gunas and is both real (in its phenomenal aspect) and 
unreal (ontologically speaking). (30) Having entered into these three Gunas, that have been 
evolved by the aforesaid Maya, He appears as possessed of these Gunas, though 
essentially He is Consciousness personified. (31 )Just as fire, though really one, appears as 
many when abiding in the different logs of wood that manifest it, so does God, the soul of 
the universe, (though essentially one) appear as many, when manifested in different 
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beings.(32) Entering (as the soul) the various material bodies created by Himself out of the 
various evolutes of the three Gunas such as the subtle elements, the senses and the mind, 
the Lord enjoys the sense-objects appropriate to such bodies. (33) It is He, again, who 

creates the different worlds and descending by way of sport in different species such as the 
gods, the human beings and the lower forms of life, protects all the beings through His Sattva 
or goodness. (34) 

Thus ends the second discourse, forming part of the story relating to the Naimisa 

forest, in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3TST rJcMsSZnq: 
Discourse III 

The Lord's Avataras or Descents into the world of matter 

qcTZcfM 

qnnarfar 4bifa*i fer^rt: i ^it fewpit qf?t: i 3 1 

rtlchfaiWt: I fit »nic(dt ^sq | 3 | 

fl^4lc^l*«4tfTOrtlc^5HrL I * I 

(JdstMleMKIUli faTOR ilWT^ri^H d^4^drtd/-j: I q I 
Suta says: In the beginning (of creation), with the desire of evolving the different worlds, 

the Lord assumed the form of Purusa (the Primal Person) consisting of sixteen component 

principles (viz., the ten sense-organs, the five elements and mind) and constituted of Mahat 

(the cosmic intellect) etc. (l)While He (the aforesaid Purusa) was displaying His sleep of 
Samadhi (absorption into or communion with the Seif) reposing on the causal waters, there 

appeared from the lake of His navel a lotus wherefrom sprang up Brahma, the lord of 

progenitors of the world. (2) It is on the disposition of His limbs that the various worlds stand 

superimposed; that is the most exalted form of the Lord, consisting of pure Sattva or 
goodness. (3) The Yogis behold that form by means of their divine eye, wonderful as it is 

with its thousands of feet, thighs, arms and faces; it has thousands of heads, ears, eyes 
and noses and is resplendent with thousands of diadems, robes and ear-rings. (4) This 
form of the Lord (popularly known by the name of Narayana) is the imperishable seed of 

the various Avataras and the abode to which they all return (after accomplishing their 
purpose). It is by a ray (e.g., Marici) of His ray (Brahma) that gods, human beings and the 
lower forms of life are created. (5) 

^7 JTSJH c(5: ef^HK TTrfmfejrT: I ^TcTTT S2J7 ^f>JT stryTa4H<alusdH. I ^ I 

[s4i4 3 qgrzrrcu wwi tTffaLi ^?t: gij: 1 V9 1 

tjrfcnjferrf ^ *t: 1 WMduwg ^xfun qn: i c i 

^4 y4eti<^m4 dwmiiuii^nl 19^sy4lM$i4)£ldMeMX nq: 1 <? 1 

WT: cbfart) qm faq&T: jiie)Wiyt4 TTTTpq 1 \o | 
•o 
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^ ^T: SfljAvRi^l I 3TT^tfaT5)lM^i-*fq y^|[^-wr | ^ | 

rTrT: TTJR 3HI<£<Vi 'b44filS^Njutid I fl hihi&I: yRU^.MIrWIAIWJelHHi^ 1■ 

3T^q A^c4j| 3 qr&3fa 3StfR: I sfftTOT ^rafeR^M^Td^ I ^ I 

^ifafaafkidl qgrr mfaf4 gtj: i ^TRTt^ratf%T^TR *r 3^wq: i ^ i 

wr f *nas4 i ^rsjrfnzr *TftaRTwi^5r4 Rjqj^m 

yn+iduri^jy -q?Rt ebMi^Oui tjg (ichidAi r^i 

IR^R 3l<?lc;?lHMq ai I 3RPRc^RRTRTf%RT Ml^iH %RTTR\9| 

ar^r i^di 

3IHh4> 1 not 4 atTcRFf: HFUf^ferfe^R^ I I 

Nl^lA tt^r; s*^t ^Jttt^I fjfq^ f?:ff?TTO5Rtetgfr^ Ro I 

HtT: RH43! ■5TRT: TOTO^I^ 4^TTt: WI ^JT ^Rlic^AaR: R^ I 

m^cmmpt?i: ^<*,i4F4c4)44i i w^Ptii^idlfn atafRH: nrq^R^i 

IJcfcRte^ feiilfdA :ffoTTj Rtzr ^ptRT I dtTfi«J||fa(d 4jcft TOR?T^I^I 

^ FHfftf SP%R ^^1^1 HIHl'iHyrl: <=hl<*»^ *^1^1 

3T«rmt afrmszimt tt^i arfen fouj^iui w <*^44^44: 1^1 

It was this very Lord (Narayana) who, first manifesting Himself as the Kumaras (Sanaka 
and others), took the form of four Brahmanas and observed the hard vow of perpetual 
celibacy. (6) During the second Avatara (manifestation) the Lord of all sacrifices assumed 

the form of the divine Boar with a view to lifting the earth that had sunk into the lowest depths 
of the ocean, in order to proceed with the work of creation. (7) Appearing in the person of 
the celestial sage (Narada) in His third manifestation as a Rsi, He taught the Gospel of the 
Vaisnavas (the Pancaratra), which inculcates the method of doing things in such a way that 
they may cease to bind us. (8) During His fourth manifestation, in which He was born of 
Dharma's better half (MOrti), He appeared in the dual form of the sages Nara and Narayana 

and practised severe penance with perfect control of the mind and senses. (9) His fifth 
manifestation was known by the name of Kapila, the lord of the Siddhas (perfect ones), who 
taught to the sage Asuri the Sarikhya system of philosophy, that determines the nature of 
the fundamental principles and had been cast into oblivion through the ravages of time.(10) 
During His sixth manifestation He appeared as a son of the sage Atri at the entreaty of 
Anasuya (Atri's wife) and taught the Science of the Self to king Alarka, Prahlada and 
others.(11 thereafter in the seventh manifestation He was born Akuti, the spouse of Ruci 
(one of the lords of created beings), as Yajha; assisted by His sons Yama and the other gods 
He held the office of Indra during the first Manwantara, presided over by Swayambhuva 
Manu. (12) In the eighth manifestation (as Rsabhadeva) the all-pervading Lord was born of 
queen Meru Devi, the spouse of king Nabhi, and taught by His own example the mode of life 
of the Paramaharhsas (enlightened souls who have transcended all bounds of morality and 
have no duty to perform), which is adored by men belonging to all the four Asramas or stages 
of life.(13) During His ninth descent, at the solicitation of the seers, He took the form of a king 
(Prthu) and made the earth (in the form of a cow) yield all its products (which she had so 
far withheld), and hence this particular manifestation of the Lord proved most propitious to 
the world.(14) At the end of the Caksusa Manwantara, when all the three worlds were being 
deluged by the ocean, He took the form of a fish (during His tenth manifestation) and rescued 
the future Vaivaswata Manu (the lord of the present Manwantara), picking him up on the 
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earth, which had been transformed into a boat. (15) During His eleventh manifestation, when 
the gods and the demons began churning the ocean (with Mount Mandara), the Lord 
assumed the form of a tortoise and supported Mount Mandara on His back.(16) I n His twelfth 

descent He took the form of Dhanwantari (and emerged from the ocean with a jar full of 
nectar); while during His thirteenth manifestation He assumed the form of an enchanting 

woman and gave the gods the nectar to drink, keeping the others (the demons) spell-bound 

all the while. (17) In His fourteenth manifestation He took the form of a man-lion and tore 

with His claws the bosom of the most powerful demon king (Hiranyakasipu) even as a maker 
of straw mats would tear a reed. (18) Assuming the form of a dwarf in His fifteenth descent 

He visited the sacrificial performance of Bali (the demon king) and asked him for three paces 
of land with the covert intention of robbing him of (his kingdom of) heaven. (19) In His 
sixteenth descent (as Parasurama) He found that the kings had become inimical to the 
Brahmanas; enraged at this He rid the earth of the Ksatriya race as many as twenty-one 

times. (20) Then, in His seventeenth descent (as Vyasa), He was born of Satyavati through 

the sage Parasara and, finding the people of poor intelligence, divided the tree of Veda into 

many branches.(21) Then again (in the eighteenth descent) He assumed the form of a ruler 
of men (Sri Rama) with a view to accomplishing the purpose of the gods and performed 

heroic feats like bridging the ocean and so. on. (22) In the nineteenth and the twentieth the 
Lord was born among the V.rsnis as Balarama and Sri Krsna and relieved the earth of its 
burden. (23) When Kali sets in, He will be born in Magadha (North Bihar) as Buddha, son 

of Ajana, with a view to deluding the enemies of gods. (24) Then again, towards the end of 

the Kali age, when the kings mostly turn into robbers, the Lord of the universe will take 
descent from (a Brahmana named) Visnuyasa as Lord Kalki. (25) 

3T3HTTT U-rd[diijf|3TT: I Wf^lfad: g^TT: TP=T5T: l 3^ I 

'rTJtpn 1I 3^3 I 

TJH T^iebwi: ^T: <JiojI^ 'JTJldH ^1R<SI 

^ Uddri) TJfTdiadl Tf: I FF7 VIT?pfu|^ l^eRST 191^^4rl I3<?| 

Even as thousands of rivulets flow from a lake that never dries, so there are countless 
descents of the Lord, who is a storehouse of Sattva (power, wisdom, etc.), O Brahmanas. (26) 

The sages and seers, the Manus, the gods, the sons of the Manus, the Prajapatis (lords of 
created beings), in fact, all those who possess great power, are rays of Sri Hari. (27) All 

these, however, are either part manifestations or rays of the Supreme Person; while Sri 

Krsna is the Lord Himself. All these Avataras or manifestations of the Lord appear from age 
to age and protect the world when it is oppressed by the enemies of Indra. (28) This story 
of the Lord's descents is a secret. The man who devoutly recites it every evening and 
morning with a pious mind is rid of all suffering. (29) 

TJcpi *TTTgtTt fddldR: I TTT^hJUlfcRRld *Te!<|[ctf'M{lrM(d I 30 I 

w i stgfr 1331 

3TH: ITT ^c^d^o^jUlc^dHJ I 33 I 

^ri| Tt^Hs£9 srfdfao! I 3Tfg^-‘|l55dTfd ffa dg&l^ldHJ 33 I 

^TTIWT ^1 TTR7T d3IUcfl *Tfri: I TRT3T XT^fd fsnjlfftfw H^lild 13^1 

tjg ^tlfa ehMffui g | gufafd W |R7?r: 13m 

This gross manifestation (in the form of the material universe) of the Lord, who is 
essentially spiritual and has no material form, has been evolved by the products of His Maya 
such as Mahat (the principle of Cosmic Intelligence) and so on, and superimposed on the 

[564] B. M. 3— 
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Lord Himself. (30) Even as men of poor wits assume the existence of the clouds in ether and 
of dustiness in the air, (even though the clouds, as a matter of fact, hang in the air while 
dustiness belongs to the particles of earth,) so the ignorant superimpose the gross 
phenomenal universe on the Self, who is the seer. (31) Beyond this material form is a subtle 
(and unmanifest) form of the Lord, which is constituted of undeveloped Gunas (Gunas that 
have not assumed distinctive shapes) and is neither open to perception nor to hearing. It is 
this (subtle or astral) body which is termed as the Jiva or soul (because the soul seems to 
enter it or is identified with it) and goes through repeated births or transmigrations. (32) It 
is through nescience that the aforesaid astral and material bodies are superimposed on the 
Self. When this superimposition is removed through self-knowledge, that very moment takes 
place the realization of Brahma. (33) The knowers of Truth are aware that when the Lord's 
sportful Maya in the shape of Knowledge withdraws, the Jiva becomes one with Brahma and 
gets established in the glory of the Self. (34) In such terms do the wise describe the descents 
as well as the doings of the Lord, who is the Ruler of all hearts and is really without birth or 
actions; for His descents and doings are a guarded secret of the Vedas. (35) 

q OT cFfefagirrq ill^afd 

qmTfq ^Ulflri MHIcWlfa: IRT-cHl 

Tf qq ut^: <^ti<TI4w Tsrr^nrrf 

yT>Hi<yqi <inn<4i^T4|i 

STRiftT^: fqqfq 

qq-diiffqai^ 

l^l 

I 

I^VSI 

I 

1341 

gicffm 

«Rn •qqqqr 

q qq qffef 3JT: I3<?l 
The pastimes of the Lord are always purposive; by mere sport He creates, preserves and 

reabsorbs this universe, but never gets attached to it. Abiding unperceived in the heart of 
all living beings, He seems to enjoy the objects of the mind and the five senses as the ruler 
of all the six. But being the Master of His Self He remains aloof from these objects (they fail 
to bind Him). (36) No stupid creature can know by any dialectical skill the names and forms 
or doings of the Lord, revealed by His thought or word (the Vedas), any more than an ignorant 
man can understand the performance of a conjurer, accomplished through his will and 
speech. (37) The power of the Lord who wields the discus in His hand is infinite; though the 
Maker of this world, He remains ever beyond it. He alone can know His ways who inhales 
the fragrance of His lotus-feet through constant and sincere devotion to them. (38) Now you 
blessed ones are lucky indeed, since you in this life and in this world (which is full of 
impediments and obstacles) thus cultivate that undivided love to Bhagavan Vasudeva (Sri 
Krsna), the Lord of the entire universe, by virtue of which one never falls again into the terrible 
vortex of birth and death.(39) 

Ft 'Mmad qrn xjTTTJT sffjJUfutdHJ 3riqi>rtfeqRd qqiTT qqqi-jfa: I'Uo | 

fq:£q*nq tffew SRI WWH qi^TWIfl ^fTHIdlcldi | 

■Wc^fdgmHi w *nt mpsjqqj tt <j Ftsnqqmm qfffgraq; i 

qratqfqs qfft iHMfiffa: I <prf Wqfeqqil ^ 1*3 | 

dKd3IIMt( tjqiJTTqfo^qlidd: I qq ■ chlri-Md) fen fefeffeqft?: |**| 

3Ti qrrizmq qq idfafew-ii^idj q: ^icffiibiiifM qqfeq qqrrrfq i*m 

1% q?r|nq wrfqfi qferat wqqw qatqtsHjm: ii 3 11 
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The divine seer, Vedavyasa, composed this Purana, known by the name of Srimad 
Bhagavata, which stands on a par with the Vedas and contains the stories of the Lord of 
excellent renown. (40) He taught this blessed, benedictory and great Purana, for the highest 

good of mankind, to his son (Sukadeva), who is the foremost among Self-realized souls. (41) 
This represents the very cream extracted from all the Vedas and Itihasas (epics). Suka in 
his turn recited it to the great king Pariksit, who sat on the bank of the Gahga, surrounded 

by the foremost sages, with a vow to fast unto death. Now that Sri Krsna has left for His 
(divine) abode with piety, wisdom and all, this sun-like Purana has made its appearance for 
the benefit of those who have been blinded (by the darkness of ignorance) in this Kali age. 

While the glorious sage Sukadeva, O Brahmanas, was reciting this Purana there (on the 
bank of the Ganga), I too was present and learnt it by his grace. I will now recite the same 
to you even as I have learnt it, according to the best of my lights. (42—45) 

Thus ends the third discourse, forming part of the story relating to the Naimisa 
forest, in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse IV 
A sense of frustration overtakes Vedavyasa 

ffr ^TUT *J<T g^cjg: 1 ^ I 

Vedavyasa says : When Suta spoke thus, Saunaka, who was a student of Rgveda and 
the head of a large seminary,and was the oldest of the sages assembled for that long 
sacrificial session, applauded him and said:(1) 

OlHcf-, SolM 

W ^jg ir^rJTFT ^ gf gggi gr i g;«ri nmgdT rpgt ggt? i ^ i 

sic[%g ^sng gT %g i ^>g: gwrfgg: ^jt: ^ggrr.g'f^gTTjfg: i 3 1 

TO g^i4)rft 1 ggggrgfggfggt Tjgr ijg <tggft 1 ^ 1 

^art f^gr gftgsff ^jggr fgggj 

gif$g 'jgjfg ggr gmfsraifig wnjfcggr g g ^ggr 1 g 1 

gremrctfstg: wtr: frsgr^Tgj g^ggT^gvjrggfggr^ gggi^g 1 ^ 1 

g?si gi ggjg^ggt g? i ggTg: ggojgm gggi ggggf sjfg: 1 \s 1 

tt grgr^TOTg f| ^5 ^fggnri 3ig$Fl g^^Tggftajff^g^gg^ 1 c 1 

3rfwggg ^jg gg? «*>mfui g g: 1 1 

Tt ggg gT ginggi-mgggg: 1 grgfgfg^r 1 1 

ggfrr ggTigfg^jggTgrg: %gjg ?rgig ggifg ^rag: 1 

g?si g gfr: fagg^ ggggig^g^r ggT^fg: i^?i 
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Bldiq o^ch'^ *raTO ^3fT^ ^ 4-dM^rtl*M^|i|U|| 3RT: I 

JldP-R mPTsfrlPt 'PRTWT ^4f^t f4f% fJrT: <*>^cHHJ ^ I 

rftWcf ijgt ^tfe? %^T | -CRT pf ^Tcri ^TfTTRra ^^1^^ I 

Saunaka said: Suta, you are highly blessed and the foremost of expositors. Pray, repeat 
to us the same sacred story of the Lord as the divine sage Suka recited (to king Pariksit).(2) 
In which particular Yuga (aeon) was the discourse held and at what place, and what was the 

occasion for it ? And at whose instance did the sage Krsna (Vedavyasa) compose this 
Samhita (large collection of poems) ? (3) His son (Sukadeva) is a great Yogi (mystic), viewing 
all alike, in whose eye diversity has ceased to exist, whose mind is exclusively set upon God 
and who has awoke from the sleep of worldliness. He remains incognito and is therefore 
taken for a stupid fellow. (4) On perceiving the sage Vyasa (closely) following his son (who 
was retiring to the forest as a recluse) the ladies (who happened to be bathing in a pond on 
the roadside),covered themselves out of modesty, even though the sage had clothes on, 
while they took no notice of his son (who was stark naked). Noticing this strange behaviour 
on their part the sage asked them to account for it; thereupon the ladies told him that he was 
still alive to the difference of sex, but not so his son, whose vision was faultless (who 
perceived no difference at all). (5) How did the citizens of Hastinapura come to recognize 
him when he visited the Kuru-Jangala country and went about that city like one mad, dumb 

and dull ? (6) And, how did the royal sage Pariksit (a scion of Pandu) come to have a 
talk with that sage, in the course of which the latter recited this Bhagavata-Purana ? (7) 
That highly blessed sage (Sukadeva) waits at the door of householders to sanctify their 
abode only for such time as one takes in milking a cow. (8) They say king Pariksit 
(Abhimanyu's son), O Suta, was counted among the foremost devotees of the Lord. Kindly 

narrate to us the story of his most wonderful birth and doings. (9) Why did that emperor, 
who served to enhance the glory of the Pandavas, take his seat on the bank of the Gariga 
with a vow to fast unto death, spurning his imperial fortune ? (10) Enemies bowed at his 
footstool, bringing to him riches for their own security. It is really strange, dear Suta, how 
did that valiant prince, while he was so young, take it into his head to relinquish that fortune, 
which is so difficult to renounce, as well as his life. (11) Men who are solely devoted to the 
Lord of excellent fame live, not for their own sake, but only for (promoting) the welfare, 
affluence and prosperity of the world. Why, then, did he cast off his body, which was the 
support of other beings, in a spirit of aversion ? (12) Therefore, pray, tell us all that we have 
asked you on this occasion; for we know you have mastered the entire range of sacred lore 

barring, of course, the Vedas. (13) 

dqf M 

jjjq? tJrtTCf I "3TTH: CRT^TTTUPTT I V* I 

OTTW: Tl I ^gmJ^PdST STfl ^ ^ #1^1 

'MlIrlehMl 'Ulclim MI f4: 1-^UyR I ^ I 

jTRFL <3t!£J I ^cfouifamUli pjrlHHltt'jq? I ^ 6 I 

<*>4^ ^ttt 

q?5: *WTT ^rftfrr I 3TTOFFT trtgq Pr«Jlldl R9. I 

i stnsn-tyi'JiMi ftttt 4 
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H T^T ^tQRTT M ^ ^ ^IW?Mef;sn I f^T: I I 

H ^T y44?JT I TJ4 T^ehK Tnidi-^ o^w: ^)4U|cTc^rt: I ^ I 

Suta replied : In the Dwapara age, the third Yuga of the present Caturyugi (the period of 
four Yugas from Satya to Kali) the great Yogi, Vyasa, who is a part manifestation of Sri Hari, 

was born of Satyavati (who had sprung from the seed of Uparicara Vasu) through the sage 

Parasara. (14) One day, after taking his bath in the sacred water of the Saraswat! he sat in a 
lonely place just at sunrise. (15) The sage, who had an unfailing eye and could read the past 

as well as the future, saw how by flux of time, which passed unnoticed, there ensued in every 
age an overlapping of duties, as a result of which the potency of material objects had 
diminished and people had grown irreverent, weak, dull-witted and short-lived. Finding the 

people so unlucky, the sage began to investigate by means of his divine insight as 

to wherein lay the welfare of men belonging to all the grades of society and stages of 
life. (16—18) Perceiving that Vedic sacrifices, which are performed through the agency of four 
priests (viz., the Hota, the Adhwaryu, the Udgata and the Brahma*) are the purifiers of men, 

he divided the one Veda into four for the continuance of sacrifices. (19) He thus separated the 
four Vedas under the names of Rgveda, Yajurveda, Samaveda and Atharvaveda. And the 

Itihasas and the Puranas are called the fifth Veda. (20) Of these Paila received (was taught) 

Rgveda, the seer Jaimini (was the first who) learnt how to chant the Samaveda, while 

Vaisampayana was the only one who mastered the Yajurveda. (21) The sage Sumantu, son 
of Daruna, acquired proficiency in the Atharvaveda; while my (Suta's) father, Romaharsana, 
gained mastery over the Itihasas and Puranas. (22) These latter sages (Paila and others) 

divided their respective Vedas into more than one branches. In this way through their pupils, 
pupils' pupils and the pupils of these latter the four Vedas came to be divided into so many 

branches. (23) The divine Vyasa, who is compassionate to men of poor wits (evidently) did so 
in order that even the dull-witted might be able to retain the Vedas (in parts). (24) 

SfW TRT ‘JJFTHt ifafa fg3TT: I 

qqi tS-rj'iIh ij<cDsTW: I 

'MUdoUM^'M I 

rTSJTfq ^rT ^ %lt pqi 4'cflctHI f%^: I 

Trt: 

fed<J>44^ fdfdTtiW ^ Stiffen I 9^9 I 

HlP-fdl f^4c^l4)d 

3TFrnr?f f^rqTfrT l^o| 

% MmtMi srof q sn^nT fq^pudi; 

RdrtHIdtM iMMrro fiaSRT: 

HqRfjTFi y^tyiiimd ijfq: 

I f5TOT: q ^dfilifl: 1^1 

i qnqrs’Knqiqmq ynpii^dH 139 1 

l >£jihihih 1?? I 

ffd 4lH-4Hldd qfl^FT WttWI qfgqpfT agTTOTq qg4fs*qrq:|| Y II 

Seeing that the women, the Sudras and the fallen Brahmanas, Ksatriyas and Vaisyas 
were debarred even from hearing the Vedas, and did not know how to perform acts that are 

* The function ot a Hota is to invoke the gods by reciting the Rgveda; that of an Adhwaryu is to measure the sacrificial 

ground, to build the altar, to prepare the vessels, to fetch wood and water, to light the lire while repeating the Yajurveda. and 

so on; that of an Udgata is to chant the Samaveda and that of a Brahma to supervise the sacrificial performance and set 

nght mistakes. 
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conducive to good, the sage (Vedavyasa) was good enough to compose the Mahabharata 
epic in order that women and others too might attain blessedness through the same. (25) 
Even though Vyasa ever remained whole-heartedly engaged in doing good to living 
creatures, his heart was not satisfied with it, O Brahmanas ! (26) Feeling uneasy at heart, 
the sage, who knew the secret of Dharma (righteousness), sat reflecting in a secluded spot 
on the holy bank of the Saraswatf, and said to himself thus:— (27) "Observing the vow of 
celibacy I reverently studied theVedas, served the elders and worshipped the sacrificial fires 
and honestly followed their precepts. (28) I have also revealed the purport of the Vedas 
through the Mahabharata, in which even women, the Sudras and others can find their 
respective duties and other things explained. (29) Though I stand foremost among those 
who are preeminent in sacred knowledge, and possess uncommon powers too, my soul it 
seems has not yet realized its true nature (oneness with Brahma). (30) Is it because I have 
not yet fully expounded the virtues that enable one to attain the Lord? It is these virtues that 
are loved by God-realized saints and they alone are dear to Lord Visnu Himself." (31) While 
the sage Krsnadwaipayana (Vyasa) was thus sorrowing with the consciousness that 
something was wanting in him, the sage Narada called at his hermitage already referred 
to.(32) When the sage Vedavyasa saw Narada come, he instantly rose to receive him and 
duly offered worship to the celestial sage, who was adored even by the gods. (33) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse, forming part of the story relating to the Naimisa 
forest, in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita 

, L 3TSJ WTtsaTFT: 
Discourse V 

Glory of singing the Lord's praises and an account of 

Devarsi Narada's previous life 

3T?J <T | SIT? ej)u||p|fu|: Wtfad I % | 

Suta says : When comfortably seated,lute in hand, the celestial sage (Narada) of 
extensive renown spoke to the Brahmana sage Vedavyasa, who sat beside him, as if 

smiling (at his disconsolation).(l) 

iiimrf 'TOtt: i qfcpzrfH wit 3TTtm i ^ i 

JpujrftTft rt <£Wc||^ TO ttcltefafejfedlb I 3 I 

g tTT'MHH,! 3T8JTfq Smt I 4 I 

Narada said : Most blessed Vyasa (son of Parasara), I hope your physical self as well 
as your mental self are satisfied in themselves. (2) I am sure all that you wanted to know has 
been fully realized, since you produced the most wonderful Mahabharata which fully deals 
with all the objects of human pursuit (Dharma etc.). (3) You have also investigated the truth 
of and realized the eternal Brahma (the Absolute); nevertheless my lord, you bewail your 

lot as if you had not yet realized the object of your life ! (4) 
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3*q^q q fl4lq< 

qqqtqt qqqq 

^ q*fer<£ ^q 

qrraR snpfaT wtii 

&INI <SQM 

^t+) HSJTfq qTHTT uR^Url q I 

4^j.iMf! ^ssqmgrqT^R i 

qqqnpjgcn%?it qqjqq: ij^jt: i 

fq>4 ^pqqqqtfq TF^Tf: I 

PtwIchtnTiSjff qi^Rciidtqisft i 

qR: *dldqt ^ ^jqqq; fqqjjq | \3 I 

q I 

^ I 

Vyasa replied : All that you have said about me is true.yet my soul finds no satisfaction. 
We ask you the cause of it, which is unknown to me, since your knowledge is unfathom¬ 
able, you being a son of Brahma (the self-born). (5) You know all hidden truths inasmuch 
as you have worshipped the most ancient Person, who is the Ruler of both Prakrti and 
Purusa (Matter and Spirit) and who by His very thought creates, sustains and reabsorbs 
the universe with the help of the three Gunas, though remaining unattached to the 
same.(6) You go about all the three worlds even as the sun does; and, moving within all 
like the vital air (by dint of Yogic power), you can read the minds of all. Even though I have 
fully realized through the practice of Yoga and the observance of sacred vows both the 
supreme Brahma (the Absolute) and Brahma in the form of the Vedas, pray, point out to 
me my great deficiency. (7) 

muz 3wm 

q# qqqqrsq^qi Rqqmt q rpqq mq q^fq Rd^n. i c, i 

q«n qqfcqgTSjf tjfqqqf^qrtftfm: I q HSJT cll^dw q%qT 31-jdfufd: t I 

q qgq%qq^ fH^Tt qqqriqq snjuftq qrfffqqj 

qgrqq tffsf^iRd qiqqT q m ?ht fqrqqgftiq^qT: 

qsrRqqqf ^qqmfq^qf qfqrq^ qfq^rqrqq^qqrfq 

qiqpqqqqq q^Ttsf^nfq q^uqRq qrqfqr jjuiRd qraq: 

^i4qiqT^dqidc)Rfd q qMMdi EH3HH, I 

q qiRn qqf qqiqqqqnq^ I 

3?sft qqrqrq qqiqqra^q; ^fqqqT: qrtqrqt qqqq: 

wfuqT^qr dPg5)PgdHJ 

qqt^qqr f%qq qfgq§ra: Tjq^rqq^qsqqTqf 

q ^qfqreFTfq q ^:RqqT qfdc^'Rw qidT^ddlRidi^qdH, I 

^jfqqr q4<j)rt^^iiMn: ^qqtqrqqq qqiq oyRutm: 

q?jqqqt qxf Rqqt q qqq qqt fqqRUT qq: 

fqq^qtsqnffq Rfqtj fqqtrqqtqmq fq^rfqq: g<d q i 

qqRqrqqT JJuRdldtdtddl qqq^fq #fgq fqqf: 

qrq^T ^qsnf qw^r fHqqmRsq q#fqri qfq 

qq qrqsq'Jjqijsi fqj qft cqsf aqqts'qqqi ^qqtfd: 

q^q |dt: qqRq qftfqqt q qnzm q^ndn^4q: 

n^*iqR <^:<qc<c:"4rt: chic^n qqq qqRj^qi 

| 

\\ 

^1 

V6 I 

ui 

w\ 

\t\ 
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q t jRl 15 pgfrq, 1 

R^l 

^ f| fast q*|c<|fac)dtt qtft ^FTRStHfqrtSRTttraT: I 

rrfig; **q $3 ^raT??Tsrrfcr £ mi2si*hp ^ra?r: 

^im^SS3TFm%rntSf^ qTH 1 

5TPH PHT: fcraFT dnTsi^qraTSg^qtsfaquydll^ R^ I 

^ f? 3pRq <P tfjpTO P <^fe:d4i: I 

^fd-o^dlS^: PtfarfaPHsfqqt <^tim9<^j1'jm'1c,u^'',‘P R^l 

3T? yidttT^t^raf ^ pTWg PHTT2H I 

fa Wild) ptppj psf 4lPin ^jajGnri qT^fq faWfasHH R3 i 

% sra5^d*isH*^Rfd 1 

pnt qsrfq rj^^faT: ^WTH •^RTtS^q^TTfqf&T I ?X I 

dfoycWH^Mlfert f|p: U<£rW w d^mwRufc^d: I 

ijp yd[dw f=i^i«^dww«s*f ijcmnoFci: q^nq^t R^l 

HTTP? <j>«j|^«n: yjllildm-iy^unsfira MHl^-ll: I 

HT: SttgqT ^5^qp fosfHH: R^l 

q^ qfq PSjftTT ehf^Md q^R^I 

^f^sjogrrr qnpra qptOTHq i 

pH 

dfHHpI 

qqi^d^<^rWMiqqi 

ftsj iiHcyi^fMetilcj^ 

UchfafttH q^TTTSPtRHHqtqpT R£l 

qpjTtTHt qf?HW I P^IHH 3TTHH PTHHRJPRq ^R^l 

Tpjqq q-d'^^l^l^dlRd^l M-ddW< J|R-lt^l-H: fjqqi dlnoddcol: Ro I 

qqgqt dl^d.ciqj P*W: l mqi^qidnla^ '1^9Pd rfcqp^R^I 

Narada replied : You have failed to sing adequately the stainless glory of the LordJ 

consider that wisdom to be deficient, which does not tend to please the Lord. (8) O chief of 
sages, you have not so fully described the glory of Bhagavan Vasudeva as you have dealt 
with the objects of human pursuit such as Dharma etc. (9) Speech, which, though full of 
figurative expressions, never utters the praises of Sri Hari—the praises that possess the 
virtue of sanctifying the whole world—is considered to be the delight of voluptuous men, who 
wallow in the pleasures of sense like crows that feed upon the dirty leavings of food. Like 
swans, that are traditionally believed to have their abode in the lotus-beds of the Manasarovara 
lake, devotees who have taken shelter in the lotus-feet of the Lord and therefore ever abide 
in His heart never take delight in such speech. (10) On the other hand, that composition 
which, though faulty in diction, consists of verses each of which contains the names of the 
immortal Lord, bearing the impress of His glory, wipes out the sins of the people; it is such 
composition that pious men love to hear, sing and repeat to an audience. (11) That wisdom 
too which is free from blemish and is a direct means to the attainment of liberation does 
not adorn one's soul so much, if it is devoid of devotion to Lord Acyuta. How, then, can action 
with an interested motive, which is rooted in sorrow at every stage (both while it is being 
performed and at the time of its fruition), and even disinterested action that has not been 
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dedicated to God serve to heighten one's glory ? (12) Endowed with an unfailing eye and 
possessed of sacred renown, O highly blessed Vyasa, you are devoted to truth and steadfast 
of resolve. Therefore, with a concentrated mind now recall the exploits of Sri Hari, who wields 

unthinkable power, with a view to the liberation of the entire humanity. (13) The man who 

desires to talk of anything else than the Lord's exploits falls into the trap of the manifold 
names and forms, evolved by such desire and sees diversity everywhere. Like a boat beaten 

by a blast, his unsteady mind finds no rest anywhere. (14) It was a great error on your part 
to have enjoined horrible acts (acts involving destruction of life) in the name of religion on 

men who are naturally addicted to such acts. Misguided by these precepts of yours the 

ordinary man of the world would believe such acts to be pious and would refuse to honour 

the teachings that prohibit such actions. (15) Only some wise man can by withdrawing from 
worldly enjoyments experience the (supreme) bliss which forms the essential character of 

the eternal and infinite Lord. Therefore, kindly narrate the exploits of the Lord for the good 
of those who are working under the impulse of the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and lack 
the spiritual sense. (16) Has evil ever befallen him anywhere (in any womb or birth), who 

adores the lotus-feet of Sri Hari neglecting his own duty, even if he dies at a stage when he 
is yet unripe in his devotion, or falls from his Sadhana? On the other hand, what purpose has 
been achieved by those who fail to worship God, through devotion to their duty ? (17) A wise 

man should strive after that object alone which cannot be attained by going round from the 

highest (Brahma's abode) to the lowest (infernal) regions. As for the pleasures of sense they 

are had as a matter of course everywhere like sorrow as a result of past actions by flux of 

time, which is too quick to be perceived. (18) Dear Vyasa, a servant of Lord Mukunda (lit. ,the 

Bestower of Liberation) never returns to this world, consisting of birth and death, like others 
(i.e., men of action who are averse to the Lord's worship) even if by accident he turns averse 

to Him at any time. Recalling the joy of having once (mentally) embraced the Lord's lotus- 
feet, he would not think of abandoning them, since he has tasted their sweetness .(19) This 
universe is no other than the Lord, who is yet apart from it, being responsible for the 

continuance, destruction and coming into being of this world. You know it yourself; yet I have 
indicated it to you by way of a hint. (20) O Vyasa of unfailing vision, know it for yourself that 

you are a ray of the Highest Person, the Supreme Spirit, and that, though unborn, you have 

taken birth for the good of the world. Therefore, describe at full length the exploits of the Lord 
of exalted glory. (21) The wise have declared that the abiding purpose of man's austere 

penance, sacred knowledge, sacrificial performances,recitation of the Vedas with correct 

intonation, enlightenment and bestowal of gifts is to j^count the virtues of that Lord of 
excellent fame. (22) During the last Kalpa, in my previous existence, O sage, I was born of 
a maid-servant of Brahmanas well-versed in the Vedas. While yet a boy, I was told off to 

serve some Yogis (wandering ascetics) who wished to stop at one place during the 
rains.(23) Though a mere child, I was free from all childish frolics, was quite tame and 
submissive, spoke little and remained aloof from playthings. Though viewing all alike, the 

sages were particularly kind to me, who did all kinds of service to them. (24) With the willing 
consent of those Brahmanas I ate, once in twenty-four hours, whatever was left in their 
dishes after they had finished their meals, and was thereby cleansed of all sins. Thus 

engaged in their service, I attained purity of mind, which conceived a liking for their religious 

creed (the creed of Devotion). (25) There (in that society of godly men) by the grace of those 
saints, who were given to singing the Lord's praises, I would daily listen to the soul-ravishing 

stories of Sri Krsna. Even as I heard these stories with reverence, O dear Vyasa, step by step 
I developed an attraction for the Lord of delightful fame. (26) When I developed an affinity 
for Him, O great sage, my mind got firmly established in that Lord of delightful glory; through 
such a mind I began to perceive the whole of this gross and subtle world as assumed in me, 
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the Absolute by Maya. (27) In this way, throughout the rains as well as in the coming 
autumn, I heard with rapt attention thrice everyday the holy praises of Sri Hari as they were 
sung by those high-souled sages; and forthwith sprouted in my heart that Devotion which 
eradicates the element of Rajas (passion) and Tamas (ignorance). (28) To me, who was 
devoted to those sages, modest in bearing, sinless, full of faith, tame and submissive, 
though yet a child, those saints, compassionate as they were to the afflicted, graciously 
imparted, when about to depart, that most esoteric wisdom which has been directly 
revealed by the Lord Himself. (29-30) Through that wisdom I came to know the glory of 
that Maya (deluding potency) of Lord Vasudeva, the Maker of this world, by knowing which 
men attain to His (supreme) Abode. (31) 

Mnrhfitari cfiif ^jfrn *nfclriHJ33 | 

PgJ 'JJrTFTT I R LjHlfrl 133 I 

TjT •fJTT fstvHl4)'ll: TT=f TTTglTT%cT^: IH tr^1^1 l^t qft \^\ 

^5T fcFt 'Mhct^RrllquiHj 3TTR 13m 

S^fuii SR chHffui JJurfH freJRqi^Wpd ^13^1 

RRt spran rpi diydcfii) 1 1 Ids'll 

ffw I ^ TT TJJTTTI3dl 

F* ^Pidn 3trm4 ^ %3Tcr: i3<? 1 

fawt: 1 

3Trwf| 1%3TfR3fnTX$5T% ^Rtm I'Xo | 

P^TJtFt MKH5«i '■HfetTiJi 3T«W^t ei|IUHK<*iciK Wff5H?TO: II ^ II 

O sage, I have thus indicated to you how actions dedicated to the Lord, who is the Ruler 
of this universe as well as the supreme Brahma (the Absolute), serve as the cure for 
the threefold agony. (32) O Vyasa of commendable vow, the same substance which 
contributes to a particular malady cannot ordinarily counteract the disease; but, when taken 
in a properly medicated form, it does cure the ailment. (33) Similarly, all the activities of men 
ordinarily lead to transmigration; but the same, when offered to the Lord, lose their binding 
character.(34) On duties (of an obligatory nature) that are performed in this world for the 
pleasure of the Lord depends the attainment of wisdom combined with Devotion. (35) Those 
who perform their actions in obedience to the Lord's behests repeatedly utter and meditate 
on the praises and names of Sri Kfsna (in the course of such actions). (36) "Obeisance to 
You, O Lord Vasudeva: we meditate on You. Obeisance also to Pradyumna, Aniruddha and 
Sahkarsana." (37) The lord presiding over sacrifices has the divine Mantra (mystical 
formula) for His body and has no material form. He alone is of true insight, who worships 
Him uttering the name of the four forms as indicated above. (38) O holy Brahmana, when 
I had thus carried out His behest, Lord Kesava blessed me with Self-Knowledge, mystic 
powers and loving Devotion to His feet. (39) O sage of unlimited knowledge, pray, recount 
the glories of the Almighty Lord, by hearing which even the wise reach the end of their quest 
for knowledge. For they recognize only the chanting of such glory, and no other, as the only 
means of relieving the afflictions of those who are repeatedly tormented by trials and 
turmoils. (40) 

Thus ends the fifth discourse, forming part of the dialogue between Vyasa and 
Narada, in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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yt 3T2J qgtsS'TRl: 

Discourse VI 
The rest of the story of Narada's previous birth 

^ J 

f^TRJ cFxf 5T I tRf^i a ^R cmH: I * I 

Suta says : O Saunaka, having thus heard the story of the Devarsi's birth and spiritual 
endeavours, Maharsi Vyasa, the son of SatyavatJ, again enquired of him as follows : (1) 

33M 

f^Tfafeiyctfarl I rtrt: I 9 I 

laFnsja gftfa ^ ttt ^t: i ^tsi ^g^tTgft: ^Jctch, i 3 i 

yi*<ruf^yiiiMdi ^jfa ^ i q ^ ojjctow^ x^r fi4fdu^fd: i x i 

Vyasa said : When the ascetics who instructed you in spiritual wisdom had departed, 
what did you do, since you happened to be a mere child at that time ? (2) In what manner, 

O son of Brahma (the self-born), did you spend the rest of your life ? And how did you cast 

off your mortal coil when the time came? (3) Foremost of heavenly beings, how did time, 

which obliterates everything, fail to obscure the memory of your existence in the preceding 
Kalpa? (4) 

•7/<c; dqf/T? 

frr^rfafcfyctfc^ fc^Mi^fwq i drfm4t ciyw4) xixt 1 q 1 

MChlCH'fll Xf 'JH'fl W fcfc^vTl I H<'4KH'ilid'<4'lldl id 5k I ^ I 

fnwd-^i q aF^TTsstftei)d§to xm^xf 1 ^ ^iwft xrar 1 « 1 

3T? XT^ftTgJ^ I (c;^iehirr>loyirMal I i. I 

Pi'fni Ttfr^rff Plf$i XTT xrf?I I I efcicWlt^ci: I ^ I 

r^T dc^HliiRAI *RFRT WTtW: I IcftlffiXIHJ | 

Narada replied : When the ascetics who instructed me in spiritual wisdom had left, I 

proceeded to do this (what follows), tender of age as I was. (5) I was the only issue of my 
mother, who was an ignorant woman and a servant-maid to boot. She had bound herself with 

ties of affection to me, her son, who solely depended on her. (6) Much as she liked to supply 

my wants and to provide against my future, she failed to do so, dependent as she was. The 
world is indeed subject to the control of its Ruler (God ) even as a puppet is controlled by 
the wire-puller. (7) Out of regard for her I continued in that locality of the Brahmanas. Being 

only five years of age, I had no idea then of the four quarters or even of space and time.(8) 
Once during the night she left her house to milk a cow. While on her way she trod on a snake 
which, as fate would have it, bit the helpless woman (and this brought about her untimely 

end). (9) I took it as a boon from the Lord, who is solicitous for the welfare of His devotees, 

and then set out in a northerly directional 0) n 

^dlsHMdlWy xj<yiMri5TleMHJ cHI^UcHlPl I ^ I 

I ^5T^RTTf%^3Tc^T?tf^ft: 1^1 

WfsTO: I Htf^Uj$UWM$$lch)idcMlgXXL 1331 

(Jcfr) fsrfxR XTgrTJ H frl^lchK I ^XI 
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frfritrttt ft jkftfrfrfrit ftfrirfrfrfrfr ft ftf'ytrfrfrft ft fiiOftfrfr^^iiTfritrftfjlititri^i^ftftfTitfTfe ft frltritfrfi fi^frfrft ft ft fifrfrfr ft fritfrftfiili-tfrfrft 

dR^r^^MUil 

«zrRTrTSJ{U||«MM 

g^rrmt i^fart: 

fMLLirtfWT 3TTfem: 

W TOt A(tHJ4:^>PtT 

‘fs: srfarara *ttt ff? 

Tig SJrFF TTWTfrnNRt f^RT^ 

FT 3|fiT?T#I 

c^r?frl <«\MA<1<<M<HI<4 cLHU 

RFRRTT ^3fT ^ Rfa ^ST FfrT: 

31? ^ UP 

qfcn RSIT FtTSm: 

34l<<*>iJc3yiSjebwi8fRq tjUWH) qi^^R: 

<41-i) 

^.fUrRSir %^TT^T 

^t^rcnrmsfcr qrqwrf^jH 

fTTaft^c^^rRTT ^Jcf: >K)l4Afls(c< 

3ircfM**tUFnuii ^Tfs? $4)pHI*< 

^m4»: RRJ: gryitii^ 

r^NUfljti c*t4t TirTT iMHdWfa 

Fjfog 

ujji TRTfefRfefRtgrM, i 

iiflwrf'cHIM f^^fchfiqRt: R^l 

RM 

H*l 

R\9l 

IUI 

IW 

RO | 

R*! I 

R^l 

R3 I 

RYI 

RM 

hihI"MHt1^1 $<1*4: M<i-L ^gjifa 'ri sii Rm <j>niRi ^ FTF^ I 

TTT M4iJRjami cRT^ f^RTHR: R\9 I 

In that journey I passed through prosperous lands, cities, villages, temporary habitats 
of cowherds, mines, hamlets, stray habitations by the side of mountains and rivers, 
enclosures containing plantations, groves and gardens, mountains charming with minerals 
of various colours, trees with boughs broken by elephants, lakes containing delightful water, 
lotus-ponds frequented by gods and rendered vocal by birds of diverse notes and adorned 
by bees hovering about (from one lotus-bed to another). Having journeyed across these all 
alone, I came in sight of an extensive and formidable forest dense with rushes, bamboos, 
reeds, Kusa grass and hollow bamboos and which presented a dreadful appearance, 
infested as it was with serpents, owls and jackals. (11—14) Wearied in mind and body and 
overcome with thirst and hunger, I bathed in the pool of a river, drank of its water, rinsed my 
mouth with it and felt refreshed. (15) In that forest, uninhabited by man, I sat down at the 
foot of a Peepul tree and contemplated with a collected mind on the Lord residing in my 
heart,as I had heard of Him (from the lips of my preceptors). (16) Even as I meditated on His 
lotus-feet with a mind overpowered by love, tears rushed to my eyes as a result of eagerness 
to behold Sri Hari, who gradually appeared on the screen of my heart. (17) The hair of my 

body stood on end due to an outburst of love, and my heart experienced a thrill of excessive 
joy and tranquillity. Immersed in a flood of ecstasy, O sage, I lost consciousness of both 
myself and the object of my perception (Sri Hari). (13)'Even as I failed to perceive that 
indescribable form of the Lord, which was enrapturing to the heart and dispelled all grief, I 
felt disturbed and sprang on my feet like one troubled at heart. (19) Longing to behold it once 
more, I fixed the mind on my heart and looked for it, but could not see it. Now I felt miserable 
like one whose desire had not been sated. (20) To me thus struggling in that lonely forest, 
the Lord, who is beyond words, spoke in sublime yet soft words, as if to soothe my grief: (21) 
"Alas ! in this birth you are unfit to behold Me; for I am difficult of perception for those who 
have not attained perfection in Yoga (Devotion), and the impurities of whose heart have not 
yet been wholly burnt. (22) It was only to arouse in you a burning desire to see Me that I have 
once revealed My form to you. One who longs to see Me shakes off gradually but completely 
all one's latent desires. (23) Through services rendered by you to the saints even for a short 
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period your thought has been irrevocably fixed on Me. Therefore, casting off this 
reprehensible (material) body you will attain to the position of my own attendant. (24) The 
thought you have thus fixed on Me shall never cease. And by My grace you will continue to 

remember Me even when the whole creation has perished." (25) Having said this much, that 
great invisible Being, the Ruler of all and omnipresent as ether, stopped short. Realizing His 

unique grace I for my part bowed my head to Him, the greatest of the great. (26) Shaking 

off all shyness I now began to repeat the mysterious and auspicious names and fixed my 
thoughts on the exploits of the infinite Lord. Rid of all cravings, free from vanity and jealousy 
and contented at heart, I roamed about on the globe awaiting my end. (27) 

^ i cfm: ^rari^i 

SRpmr^ ^hicmT ctjhj 3TKsy<*,4fne4ui) i 

I f^lfacTH^illu'l farf^tSTTT? flrohl^ol 

f^TH: I irfrfwftrSTT 5^12114 ^ ^rt 1^1 

dci^rnlMMi gfori i 

3mraw: ^cOijffui cffsfqi^: fasten: I STT^T 4 znfa I I 

^cgyitj,<(^TiMi Hl>W^i|| TJ|: I I 3 HI 

i ^^fiaiii nsjrsjra^iTGsr ^ ^nmfd i 

^ cditHU I 4 ‘iT^TairitdlMUIH, I I 

To me, who had my thoughts fixed on Sri Kfsna, who was free from attachment and 
whose heart was thus purified, death came at the appointed hour like a flash of lightning, O 
holy sage. (28) When I was about to be translated to the immaterial form of an attendant of 

the Lord, my material body fell, the Prarabdha that had been responsible for it having been 
reaped. (29) At the end of the preceding Kalpa, when Lord Narayana slept on the waters 
of the universal Deluge, having reabsorbed the whole creation into Himself, and when 

Brahma was going to enter His body and sleep there, I too (my subtle body) entered His body 

with the ingoing breath. (30) At the expiry of one thousand revolutions of the four Yugas when 
Brahma (the Creator) rose and wished to bring forth this creation again, Marlci and the other 

sages as well as myself were evolved out of his senses. (31) With my vow of constant 

remembrance of God continuing uninterrupted, I move about inside as well as outside the 
three worlds; and by the grace of Lord Mahavisnu (Bhagavan Narayana, the Primal Person) 

my passage is nowhere obstructed. (32) Playing upon (to the accompaniment of) this lute, 
bestowed upon me by the Lord Himself and bringing out the seven primary notes of the 
gamut that represent Brahma in the form of sound, I go about singing the story of Sri Hari.(33) 
As I thus sing of His exploits, the Lord of delightful renown, whose feet represent all sacred 

places (being the origin of them all), soon reveals Himself in my heart as if summoned by 
me. (34) Narration of the Lord's doings has been found to be a veritable raft to cross the 

ocean of mundane existence for those whose mind is incessantly tormented by the craving 

for sense- enjoyment. (35) A heart smitten with lust and greed every moment does not attain 

tranquillity so surely by recourse to the various practices of Yoga, such as self-control and 
so on,as through the worship of (devotion to) Lord Mukunda (the Bestowerof Liberation).(36) 
O sinless one, I have thus told you all that you asked me, viz., the secret of my own birth and 
doings (spiritual endeavours) and the means of satisfying your soul. (37) 
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^rf 337W 
Ti^ fTKTT^J ■tFTcTTW^ cHfHl^dH.1 3tm<fl^hJTT {UliR^Rrt All^fejefc) ijfq: l^l 

3# ^crfrfsfcrrsy q«ehHri i *iKH<iafvt<i trot rawi^ 

|f?r silMisd'Wd h^i^iJ] wtiw ■MfeciNi < 

Suta says: Having thus spoken to Vyasa (the son of Satyavati), the divine sage Narada 
took his leave and, playing upon his lute, went his way, having no object of his own to 
accomplish. (38) Ah! blessed is this celestial sage, who, while singing the glory of Lord Visnu 
(the Wielder of the Sarriga bow) to the accompaniment of his lute, feels not only intoxicated 
himself but delights the unhappy world as well. (39) 

Thus ends the sixth discourse, forming part of the dialogue between Vyasa and 
Narada, in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

,ty 3T8T ^TH^tosqrro: 

Discourse VII 
Aswatthama assassinates Draupadl's sons and Arjuna 

in his turn curbs his pride 
?/)4<*> dc/id 

fqrft TjjT SRcfR, I ^dc(IW<fa£)ri rTrT: I \ I 

Saunaka said : On the departure of Narada, what did the divine and all-powerful Vyasa 
do, after hearing that which was in the mind of the celestial sage? (1) 

dSHfll TTOretmTSTO: rrfsjR rfc I ffit JTtrfi ^luil WR: I ^ I 

tTfFRt, Ft 3TT$R HTRTT I 3tT#TtOT I 3 I 

'MfrlRPM Rffa I 3^5*^^ ^ rT^cnSRrq; I ^ I 

*RT 3TTRR TOSfa RpRsJ rtrfitT ^ifa^rl I H I 

3Rmfc^m i uwdultwiR i ^ i 

SRCT fl aji(M|U||i|| I ’MprtitxM&t) iji) 1 I V9 I 

R Rf?rTt RTWff Rft: I 6 I 

Suta replied : On the western bank of the Saraswatl river, presided over by Brahma, 

there is a hermitage called Samyaprasa, which promotes the sacrificial activities of the 
sages. (2) In that hermitage, which was Vyasa's own abode and was surrounded by a grove 
of jujube trees, the sage Vyasa sat down and, after sipping a little water, collected his mind 
by self-effort. (3) In his sinless mind, which had been perfectly concentrated through the 
practice of Devotion, he saw the Primal Person as well as Maya, who depends for her very 
existence on Him. (4) Deluded by this Maya, the individual soul, though beyond the three 
Gunas, thinks itself as consisting of the three Gunas and suffers the evil consequences 
brought about by this identification. (5) Knowing that the practice of Devotion to the Lord, who 
is beyond sense-perception, is the direct means of counteracting these evils, the sage 
composed Srimad Bhagavata (the book of the Vaisnavas) for the use of the common people, 
who are ignorant of this fact. (6) Even as a man listens to this work recited, Devotion to Sri 
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Krsna, the Supreme Person, wells up in his heart—Devotion that dispels grief, infatuation 
and fear. (7) Having produced and revised the Bhagavata-Sarhhita, the sage (Vedavyasa) 
taught it to his son Suka, who loved to live in retirement. (8) 

F ^ P^fapKd: WcfdlLl^t Tjfa: I <=m cfT ^HlildNIdJKIM: I <? I 

Saunaka said: The sage Suka is a lover of quietism and, indifferent to everything 
(belonging to this world), he delights only in his Self. What was his motive, then, in mastering 
this voluminous work ? (9) 

dqW 

3tidJHini2j fasten i ’nfafacv-pajnguii i^oi 

i 3rmr^Rajfa fafa fjrnpHfaF: i ^ i 

Suta replied: Even sages who delight in the Seif alone and the knot of whose ignorance 
has been cut asunder practise disinterested devotion to Sri Hari: such are His virtues. (10) 
This was true all the more of the divine sage Sukadeva, son of Badarayana (Vedavyasa) and 

the beloved of Lord Visnu's own people, who studied this great chronicle everyday, his mind 
having been captivated by Sri Hari's excellences. (11) 

Trfrf^FTts«i Tteri ^ i 

cpUdgsISlHi «Tl ^fTTifa T]faj I 

fan stftnftfa w frajTpjdRT wrfa fanite I 

3tn^ fafaiiAd ttft ^gfad nfa fan^Pd i^i 

ftttt Riijd'i ftefa ^dfar fa^nn ntt nftdujMHi i 

ri^Kr;gj'Meboie£WiJ*Tt cTT TTR^TsTT? 1^1 

r^r snpnfa n^ra^it: fan etiddifad: i 

ffa fafa F «Ndfat3l^dfa:>Ujd: I 

srnnm Tsfai^i 

I shall now tell you the story of the birth, exploits and emancipation of the royal sage 
Pariksit and the ascent of Pandu's sons to heaven, inasmuch as they serve as a prelude to 

the story of Sri Krsna. (12) When in course of the Mahabharata war the warriors of the 
Kaurava and Pandava hosts had fallen like heroes and when Duryodhana (son of 

Dhrtarastra) had his thigh broken by a stroke of the mace dealt by Bhima (who had the 
appetite of a wolf), Aswatthama (the son of Drona) severed the heads of Draupadi's sons 

while they were asleep and presented them to Duryodhana—an act which he imagined 
would please his master (Duryodhana) but which really proved most distasteful to him, since 
everybody would strongly condemn such an odious act. (13-14) Sore distressed at the news 
of the terrible slaughter of her sons, the mother (Draupadi) bitterly wailed, her eyes blinded 

with tears. Then Arjuna (who had a many-pointed diadem on his head), comforting her, 
said:(15) "Then alone shall I have wiped your tears,my good ladyjwhen I cut off the head of 
that fallen Brahmana, that desperado, with the arrows discharged from my Gandiva bow, 

and present it to you so that you may set your foot on it and then bathe after the cremation 
of your sons." (16) Having thus consoled his wife in sweet and charming words, Arjuna, who 
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had Sri Krsna for his friend and charioteer, put on his armourand, taking his fierce bow, rode 
in a chariot with an ensign bearing the figure of a monkey, in pursuit of Aswatthama (his 

preceptor's son).(17) 

dMUM-d TT ^TTrt. fiMKSrf&JrifRT T$R I 

wi: i*<si 

^l3KU|itltitl-^ffrT aMetlfc-HHJ 3R* dflRiltl frl 3tl^lU| ffrrikiM: 1^1 

drririlf^d: I 3T5nR^TR?R 3rifel?T Ro I 

?Trf: Sn^id TftT: Irang flJdlk^lMJ f^j ?l^l 

When Aswatthama, who was now sad at heart for his having assassinated young boys, 
saw from a distance that Arjuna was rushing towards him, he ran for life in a chariot as far 
as he could on earth, even as the sun-god fled for fear of Rudra.* (18) When he saw that his 
horses were fatigued and that he had none to protect him, that son of a Brahmana thought 
of the missile presided over by Brahma (the Creator) as the only means to save his life. (19) 
Even though he did not know how to withdraw the missile, he sipped a little water and, finding 

his life in peril, fitted the same to his bow with an attentive mind. (20) A fierce flame blazed 
forth from the missile and enveloped all sides. When Arjuna saw the danger to his life, he 

addressed Visnu (Sri Krsna) as follows: (21) 

37^7 dqfM 

fJUJT fTHJT Mgmm <MThHlri'it4«M I ^<*1 cJjSJMMHWMcHlfiRl TTTJTt: 17*31 

-MI,cJ: (JW: yrjict: riT: I RFJT 133 1 

TT TJct I #1 ^faf II 

HSJrij 'Jpt I T3TRT ^TR^TmgTRm^HIRFT 

Arjuna said: Krsna, Krsna, mighty of arm and the Allayer of devotees’ fear, You are the 
only rescuer of those who are incessantly burning with the agony of transmigration. (22) You 
are God Himself, the Primal Person, existing beyond Prakrti (Matter). Casting aside Maya 
by the power of Your wisdom, You stand in Your absolute Being. (23) It is You who by virtue 

of Your own power confer Dharma (religious merit) and other forms of blessings on the soul 
whose mind is deluded by Your Maya. (24) Even so this Avatara (manifestation) of Yours 
is intended to relieve the burden of the earth and to serve as an object of constant meditation 
for Your own people as well as for those who are exclusively devoted to You. (25) O self- 
effulgent Lord, I know not what and whence this most frightful flame, which is enveloping 

me on all sides. (26) 

sdwjsrsi 913PTO wri yiuNisi mfeid R'si 

R SttaHtriri forfeit MrMdchiMMJ SsTgriWl Ril 

Sri Bhagavan replied : It is no other than the missile presided over by Brahma and 

released by Aswatthama (the son of Drona) in extreme peril. You are aware he knows not 
how to call it back. (27) There is no other missile that can overpower it. Therefore, quench 
the formidable flame of this weapon by a counter-flame of the same missile,expert as you 

are in the use of weapons. (28)_ 
* When the sun-god routed the demon Vidyunmali, Bhagavan Rudra darted in fury against the sun-god, trident in hand. 

The sun-god. who ran before Rudra, toppled down at KaSi: where he became known as LolSrka 
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3cfH 

ajc^T ^icmi FtrTT iUefl<gi | ^g|L|W qf^uj ai^lM F^i* | ^ | 

^TF*f?t I 3F<fW TT^ft T* F ^£n?T5^f|^l^o| 

^K9(dMl^ diil^Mehi^ i^S'MSdJ 3&WHI: OTT: F^f: FicttichUMFd 1^1 

^rSThT^FTc^^F col <*iot< fact, < F cTRJ FcT F F^UI^HI jjqFJ^I 

rRT 3TTFT3I cFFT t!jm TTtdFl^dHJ sraFqmtfdimff: q^j T5RFT F8TTI33I 

%f^TFT Pnlq-d ^TFT frj FcSTcT I FTfl^T Ffrfqdt IFTFTH^^nJT: I 3* | 

^4 msiMftr 5fT5 fsif^ff Ff| i FtsFicumF: FicWFj^m 

FtT FFtPJFtT FTc* F3HJ ST9F feTF Ffa F fpcj 

^mrnr^Tl: TOIM: JT^jtT^JUT: W: I H1FFTFJ ft irm F^TTin^F: ^TT^I^I 

F FFcTT Wr4 s^FcTT FFI3TT?f^ f^RFTFI FFt FTfqrft ^I3£| 

H^Ft F«FcTT FTO atlddUFIcFFiJST | fsrfcj cfa f^FTF. l?<?l 

"Q^ FTtSTcTT St4 FTsf: <JiwIh ra I feci: I F^IUtldJgd F^T^I^ol 

3T8to FTfafFR ^Pd^ry-UFUraT: I ^F^FrT filFFf #FRFT 3TTcqFT^fcTR; IX? I 

wmssgrT m^ra^Fcii^ijy ^M^jPmdd i 

fa(l8F <^^iiH<f>ci ■JJRt: ^JcT qiH^cFTFT ^iFFT FFTF F | 

3FTF FIF?*FIFJ F-^hM'MH Fdl I *i«4fli ^«4dihci ^t^juh PidPl | 

^^hTi Ff^RFTfaFFF: | 3FaFTF£J FFclT fasten Fd-^ijld.. I*-* I 

F TF FFFF^ SfrT: F# I HFJIdJdlSsf qaFTFt fTTT l^qi 

a4j1 FflFFT Fq[^lT<c( e£>rtMJ <^Pj1H RT^frf 5ITjj F^JFFtSFTST: I'S^I 

FT 'UdidFJ ^Hdl FtcTFf 9fdc(FcTT I FFTt TfrlFcHISScTT ilfdiFSpjFtf jj|: |^V91 

■&: chlPld sa$|cj>co FF^RfFcTnFfF: I cTc^ ^>c5 F^FTT^J FFjoRj ^JFlfifdlT I'iC I 

Suta continued: On hearing the Lord's words, Arjuna, the exterminator of rival warriors, 
sipped a little water, went round the Lord in reverence and fitted a Brahmastra to repulse the 

Brahmastra (discharged by Aswatthama). (29) The two flames, surrounded by arrows, 
joined each other and, filling the heavens as well as all the space between heaven and earth, 

swelled like the sun and the fire at the time of universal destruction. (30) Perceiving the 

mighty flame of the two missiles, which was consuming all the three worlds, all the people, 
who were being scorched by their heat, thought it to be the fire of universal destruction. (31) 
Seeing the distress of the people and the impending destruction of all the worlds, and finding 
the approval of Sri Krsna (the son of Vasudeva), Arjuna withdrew them both. (32) Then he 

quickly seized the hard-hearted son of Krpi, his eyes burning with rage, and bound him with 
a rope as one would bind a sacrificial animal. (33) Having forcibly bound the enemy with a 
rope, he was about to take him to his camp, when the lotus-eyed Lord said to him in 

rage:—(34) "Arjuna (son of Prtha), you ought not to spare him. Do kill this fallen Brahmana, 
who murdered at dead of night innocent boys buried in sleep. (35) A pious man would never 
kill an enemy who is drunk, unguarded, insane, asleep, tender of age, stupid, terror-stricken 

or fallen at his feet, nor would he kill a woman nor one who has lost one's chariot. (36) But 
to slay the merciless wretch who maintains his own life at the cost of another's is to do him 

good; for the man would (otherwise) repeat such crimes and thereby precipitate his fall. (37) 
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Moreover, you gave your word to DraupadI (the daughter of the king of Pancala) within my 
hearing: 'I shall bring you the head of the man who has slain your sons, O proud lady.' (38) 
Therefore, O valiant Arjuna, dispose of this sinful ruffian, who has murdered your own sons. 

This unworthy member of his race has done something which was loathsome even to his 
master (Duryodhana)." (39) Urged in these words by Sri Krsna who was putting his 
righteousness to the test, the great Arjuna (the son of KuntT) would not slay Aswatthama (his 
preceptor's son), even though he had murdered his own sons. (40) Then, coming up to his 
camp, Arjuna, who had Sri Govinda for his friend and charioteer, showed him (Aswatthama) 
to his beloved consort, who had been grieving all the while for her murdered sons. (41) 
Looking intently at Aswatthama (Drona's son), who had been brought in that plight, bound 
with cords like a sacrificial beast, his face cast down on account of his shameful act, 
DraupadI,who was tender by nature, took compassion on the offender and bowed to 
him.(42) That noble lady could not bear to see him brought in bondage and said, "Let him 
be freed, let him be released,a Brahmana that he is and worthy of our utmost adoration. (43) 
That worshipful Drona, by whose grace you learnt the science of archery with its manifold 
secrets and acquired the knowledge of the various missiles as well as how to discharge and 
call them back—it is he himself who is present in the person of his progeny, his wife, his 
better half, Krpl (a sister of Acarya Krpa, another preceptor of the Pandavas) yet survives 
: she did not follow him (declined to ascend his funeral pile) only because of her having given 
birth to a valiant son. (44-45) Therefore, my blessed lord, the family of your preceptor, which 
is ever worthy of adoration and salutation for you, does not deserve persecution at your 
hands, pious as you are. (46) Let not his (Aswatthama's) mother, Gautami ( a descendant 
of the sage Gautama), who worshipped her husband as a deity, wail even as I do, grieved 
at the loss of my children and shedding tears again and again. (47) The whole family of those 

princes of unconquered mind by whom the Brahmana race is angered is plunged in grief and 
is soon burnt up with all their kith and kin." (48) 

Slrfi «eh^.u'| TT^I TT3TT Tr^T: SRR^pft fgSTT: II 

I ^ W I qo l 

H5tTfWf^Tt tflMRW «4TT T*JrT: I ^ W ' 

I OTrftcR ^ TPjZjffdMTl IV? | 

0/> Suta went on : King Yudhisthira, the son of Dharma (the god of virtue), O holy 
V Brahmanas, greeted the queen's words, which were pious and fair, compassionate, 

guileless, impartial and noble.(49) Nakula and Sahadeva,Yuyudhana (Satyaki), Arjuna, the 
divine Sri Krsna (the son of DevakI) Himself and all other men and women (who happened 
to be there) endorsed what she said. (50) On that occasion Bhlma indignantly (intervened 
and) said, "For him who wantonly murdered sleeping youngsters without any gain either to 
himself or to his master death has been declared as a boon." (51) Hearing the words of 
Bhlma as well as of DraupadI, Lord Sri Krsna (who was distinguished by His four arms) 
looked into the face of his friend (Arjuna) and uttered the following words, as though 
smiling:(52) 

c 

IRT3J 3unrll4) | I I 

Iffeja TRt fil<yiH,I fed W H&lMci g | 

SrT Krsna said: Even a fallen Brahmana ought not to be slain and a ruffian surely 
deserves to be killed. Both these precepts have been taught by Me in the scriptures. 
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Therefore,carry out both these commands of Mine. (53) Redeem the promise you made 
while consoling your beloved consort; at the same time do what is agreeable to Bhimasena 
and Draupadf (the daughter of the king of Pancala) as well as to Myself.(54) 

d<W |p-|ar 

3T^T: TUPRTSWl | itF&T HfR Tjsfcf fgjIRI | 

TSRT^g %5RTT TTf&RT #1 f^TTf^TTCnT^ I ^ I 

^R ^PccJIkH TOT I f| st^Jc^TT cTS?) ^RttsfR 1^9 | 

^^i'lchi^i: RngcTT: h? fW<TJ I ^RT TJcTRT md I 

?ffT #TOWI TTpJTR MIRSWi ^fgcTI4T S’if&TpRf' HTC WTT5RRT: II VS II 

Suta says : Arjuna instantly understood the mind of Sri Hari, and with his sword cut off 
the gem on the Brahmana's head along with his locks. (55) Releasing Aswatthama, who had 

been bound with cords and put out of countenance by the murder of boys, and who was now 
deprived of his splendour and gem also, Arjuna expelled him from his camp. (56) Shaving 
the head (as a token of disgrace), seizure of property and expulsion from a place (where one 

happens to be)—this is the form of capital punishment prescribed for fallen Brahmanas; 

there is no other corporeal form of capital punishment for them. (57) The sons of Pandu along 

with Krsna (Draupadf), who were all stricken with grief at the loss of their sons, performed 
the cremation and other funeral rites in respect of their departed kinsmen. (58) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse entitled the"Chastisement of Aswatthama (Drona's son)", 

in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita 

Discourse VIII 
The Lord delivers Parlksit in the womb and is extolled by KuntT; 

Yudhisthira gives way to grief 

3T8T % FR^rTRt WHI^cfcfMT^dl^I ^ TT^OTTT XJRJRI fiTO: | ^ 

^ fnTNkch rl i£T: | 3TT$tTT ?fRT^IojT7W:1^RriT5T^ I ^ 

rRTTTft WPpRJ TRJlff y^iicbldl TJ8IT ^Wir g TTO3: I 3 

TTRTOTiTRr J ^3^ irftr ^i<n?iyfdf*iiiiT i * 

Suta says: Placing the ladies at the head and accompanied by Sri Krsna, they all then 
repaired to the bank of the Gariga in order to offer oblations of water to their departed 
kinsmen seeking such oblations. (1) Having offered water to the deceased and bitterly wept 

for them, they all immersed themselves once more in the water of the Ganga, that had been 
hallowed by contact with the dust of Sri Hari's lotus-feet. (2) Showing how all created beings 
are subject to death, which cannot be averted. Lord Madhava (Sri Krsna) and the sages 

(Dhaumya and others) consoled king Yudhisthira (the lord of the Kurus) and his younger 
brothers (Bhima and others), Dhrtarastra and his wife, Gandharf (daughter of the king of 
Gandhara), who was stricken with grief at the loss of her sons, as well as Prtha (Kunti) and 
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Krsna, all of whom had lost their kith and kin, and were sitting there plunged in grief.(3-4) 

^TT%jfi4^r^ldiil^l: ^ TFS? fea^of^l UldRj^lWdl 7T?T: ^cRq^^frfT^t: I A I 

M^AdMchHT*: I rTST^T: ^ ^IdM-dlRdlddld. I ^ I 

3TTOo£T MlU^ia ^'M4l<4dR<^d: I IqiiHlfePqf^St: Tjf^Tct: Sld^Rfd: I \9 I 

TFrj 3JT=FT T2WtRsJcT: I ^q^sf^mra^rTTf I C I 

Having secured to king Yudhisthira (to whom no enemy was ever born, in other words, 
who was too good to regard anyone as his enemy) his own kingdom, that had been usurped 
by gamblers, and brought about the destruction of wicked kings, whose span of life had been 
cut short by touching DraupadJ's hair, and having helped him to perform as many as three 
Aswamedha sacrifices with the best possible materials and with the aid of the best available 
priests, He caused his sacred renown to spread in all directions like that of Indra (who is raised 
to this exalted position only after performing a hundred Aswamedha sacrifices). (5-6) Having 
taken leave of Pandu's sons and paid His respects to holy Brahmanas like Dwaipayana 
(Vyasa), who did their homage to Him in return, He mounted His chariot and was just 
intending to leave for Dwaraka along with Satyaki and Uddhava when, O Saunaka, He 
perceived Uttara (widow of Abhimanyu, Arjuna's deceased son) rushing towards Him, 
stricken with fear. (7-8) 

3WTfaffl 
mf| mf? M^rafRH 'jimkih i m tjfj: qj.wrq. i i 

3rfastctfo *rmteT fosrr t cft4 ^ *tt ^ ^T^rf RnrRjrmr i \ ° i 

Uttara said : Protect me, O great Yogi; save me, O supreme Deity ! O Lord of the 
universe,I see no asylum otherthan You in this world, where everyone is death toanother.(9) 
This dart of burning steel is pursuing me, O almighty Lord I Let it burn me by all means, my 

master; but let it not kill the child in my womb. (10) 

TjTrf 

3qsir4 cRRRIT TOf 

rtiNTST Tjfastg musjdl: ^ UWebl< 

3TrT:^St: Tf^HTRTtTTrJTT ^TFt^Tf fft: 

tn TOT 

^r5nT3TrfarfR^rBTR>T3T: ejituittl 

3tmu£dfa<i 

WI^UI W 78TT 1^1 

44mi|i|ISicJun^ dtl*JI: 11>Y I 

<Wicj #3t armra i 

ST ^ TTFTOT ^STT ^d^ldfd 1^1 

^UTlfudMIp! TJ8IT Ttrft I I 

Suta says: Hearing her words, the Lord, who is so fond of His devotees, understood that 
it was a missile discharged by Aswatthama (son of Dronacarya) in order to exterminate the 
line of the Pandavas (sons of Pandu). (11) That very moment. O chief of the sages, the sons 
of Pandu also saw five burning shafts coming towards them, and took up their own missiles 
(arrows). (12) Perceiving the calamity of his kinsmen, who thought of none else than Him, 
the almighty Lord protected them with His own discus, Sudarsana. (13) Sri Hari, the Master 
of Yoga, who is the very Self dwelling in the heart of all living beings, enveloped the womb 
of Uttara (the daughter of king Virata) by His own Maya (Yogic power) in order to preserve 
the line of Kuru. (14) Even though the missile presided over by Brahma is unfailing and 
irresistible, it proved ineffectual when it met the effulgence of Bhagavan Visnu (Sri Krsna), 
O chief of the Bhrgus. (15) Deem this not as a miracle on the part of Lord Acyuta (Sri Krsna), 
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who is an embodiment of all wonders and who, though unborn Himself, creates, maintains 
and destroys this universe by His own deluding potency. (16) When Sri Krsna was about 
to leave, the virtuous P.rtha (Kunti) along with her sons (the Pandavas), who had just escaped 

from the fire of the missile presided over by Brahma, and her daughter-in-law, Krsna 
(Draupadf), addressed Him as follows: (17) 

I ?T IJ^TT TOSTSTCt W I 

?mT fa kintal ^ai q^qxr f| i^0| 

fswim w i rfifa-^m ^rft to: 19^1 

4^-MHltTFT -W: I TO: R3 | 

Tjt^T ^llfifdl I 

fahlfams Bt Tf^TctRT i3PEfa qmq T^faMauilhJ33 I 

^ TjmHcfiH^UajTWTT ^rngWd^JTFT ^5fw%?TT: I 

for?: 'T: WT? ^ I1^1 

yiRj t ^mf^FrnPER^Re,! 

I 3TTPmPTFt ill-dig TO: R\ai 

Kunti said : "I, an ignorant woman, make obeisance to You, the Prime Person, 

transcending Prakrti and dwelling inside as well as outside all created beings, the invisible 
and imperishable God existing beyond the range of sense-perception and screened by the 

curtain of Maya. You, cannot be seen by a man of perverted vision even as a dunce would 

fail to recognize an actor appearing in a garb appropriate to the stage. (18-19) How, then, 
can we womenfolk perceive You, who have appeared in our midst just to engender Devotion 

in the heart of Paramahamsas (those endowed with the eye distinguishing the material from 
the spiritual) who are given to contemplation and pure of mind? (20) Obeisance, obeisance 
to You, Sri Krsna, son of Vasudeva, the delight of Devaki (Your blessed mother), the foster- 

child of the cowherd Nanda, Lord Govinda. (21) Obeisance to you whose navel is adorned 

with a lotus; obeisance to You, wearing a wreath of lotus flowers; obeisance to You, 
possessing lotus-like eyes; obeisance to You, whose feet resemble the lotus. (22) O 

Hrslkesa (Lord of the senses), even as You delivered Devakf (Your own mother), who had 

been shut up in prison for a long time by the wicked Karhsa and was overcome with grief, 
so did You, O almighty Lord, repeatedly save me along with my sons from a series of 
calamities. (23) It is You, O Hari, who protected us from poison, from a huge fire, from the 

look of man-eating demons, from the assembly of wicked people (Duryodhana and his 
associates), from the perils met during forest life, from the missiles of many a great warrior 
(like Bhisma, Drona, Kama and so on ) in every battle, and just now from the missile 
discharged by Aswatthama (the son of Dronacarya). (24) May calamities befall us at every 
step through eternity, O Teacher of the world; for it is in adversity alone that we are blessed 

with Your sight, which eliminates the possibility of our seeing another birth. (25) A man whose 

birth, power, learning and affluence only serve to swell his pride is unable even to utter Your 

name, You being open to the perception of only those who have nothing to call their own.(26) 
You are the only wealth of those who have no sense of possession. Beyond the realm of the 
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three Gunas or modes of Prakrti, You delight in Your own Self and are perfectly calm; You 
are the Lord of Moksa (final beatitude). I bow to You again and again. (27) 

*p4 <qT HR «TRT ^fRT ofjfe: Rdl 

q qqj .frfa^fctdhRd &ZSSJ fwTT qfd^lhi I I 

jR qqf ^ fgyidtjI'dWIcK^ddtd: I fd4^fttj, qT5:^ dddl-dld^dM, I | 

qhzn^ ??f4 ^dhife qm qra^qT ft ^TT^r^ijHfrLwaTq, i 

qqq fqqta wnicR^i fejqw ttt qt faMlgqfa qftfq qfgqfq i 

■JTTd quili^IcbW qn44 I qqt: fyyWI-c)c)l4 I 

3tmt 5^ri ^l(i)d)S«rTRl.l St'dfcdMW qSTTO ^ y-dsmiMJ^ I 

^KlddKUINl^ qtq I 4)<VWI ^TTHt gjlw^lfsfd: l^l 

q^sfaq, r^ilMldTdlM(d^l<+)IM*4fe I SMWI W<UFT?ffui 4>Refold %EFT 1^1 

sjtTcrfqT MlilPd TpFqnft^T: FRfrT ddP^d *RT: I 

q TTq n$i|.qjRAu| •MdycH^'-HM M<I^H 1I 

ST^ra Hfcd ^qgidf^n SHTt Rigi^Rn I 

4qi q xti-y^cid: qqi^K miqni ?rsr*j 4)Pddi3umj^i 

% qq 7THM«n W- urru^dl: I 'Mcidhd^H qf? iqfaFqnnfq^T^: 1^41 

44 qq qsfqiqf qqrm i ^dt^f^di *nfq q^qqnfqqrf?^: i 

3HU<il: Tf^t: yUshiuRTqfq^: I qet 44^:1*01 

3T«t fsp&^T fenqr^ 4 i 73qqr^rfqq %fer fs qq^ iy* i 

<qf4 4sq*ifqwr qfN^qqsq^i Tfqgsgqtc^ q^q^gfqiY^i 

^HJKHd ^TOjq^qrqfq^jq q^-yd^l^dUMchfc)^ I 

•qtfert Jlir^mi[4^rddU 4l4?RTfyc7rp) 'midvhTTd IY^ I 

"I believe You to be Kala (the Time-Spirit), the almighty Ruler of all, having no beginning 

n/ or end and moving alike among all the creatures, although it is You, again, who serve as an 
occasion forthem to contend with one another. (28) None, O Lord, can know what You intend 
doing when You are acting like men. No one is ever dear or loathsome to You; it is men alone 
who think of You in terms of diversity. (29) O Lord, You are the Soul of the universe, nay, the 
universe itself. You are, as a matter of fact, devoid of birth and actions; Your birth and actions 
in the sub-human species as well as among men, Rsis and aquatic creatures are mere 
sport.(30) When You offended (Your foster-mother) Yasoda (by smashing the pot of curds) 
and she took a cord to bind You, the way in which You stood full of fear, with Your face cast 
down, Your eyes rolling about in confusion and their collyrium dissolved in tears, fills me with 
bewilderment. To think that even He of whom Fear itself is afraid should appear so stricken 
with fear! (31) Some people averthat, though unborn, You have appeared in the race of Your 
beloved Yadu of sacred renown just in order to enhance his glory, even as a sandal tree takes 
root on the Malaya mountain in order to bring reputation to the latter. (32) Others declare 
that, though birthless, You were born of Devaki, Vasudeva's wife for the protection of this 
world and the extermination of the enemies of gods, as solicited by the couple (in their 
previous existence). (33) Still others assert that in response to the prayer of Brahma (the self- 
born Creator) You have appeared (in our midst) to relieve the burden of the earth, which was 
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groaning under a heavy load like a vessel sinking in the sea. (34) Some others maintain that 
You have descended on earth with the intention of performing deeds fit to be heard of or dwelt 

upon by those who are being tormented in this world by ignorance, desire and selfish 

acts.(35) That is why Your devotees constantly listen to, sing, repeat to others and 
contemplate on Your stories and rejoice; and it is they alone who behold before long Your 

lotus-feet that put an end to the stream of births and deaths. (36) O Lord', (we know) You have 

always granted the wishes of Your own people. Is it a fact, then, that You intend this very day 
to leave us, Your relations, who exclusively depend on You and who have no asylum other 
thanYour lotus-feet, having alienated other monarchs by inflicting suffering on them ? (37) 

When You are out of sight, the Yadus and ourselves, the Pandavas, are of no more 

consequence in name or form than the senses when their ruler, the soul, has quitted them. 
(38) This earth will not look so bright then, O Wielder of a mace, as it does now, adorned by 

Your foot-prints, which are easily distinguished by their characteristic marks (of a lotus, 
thunderbolt, banner and goad etc.).(39) These territories, so highly prosperous and so rich 
in their ripe crops and vegetation, as well as these woodlands and hills, rivers and oceans, 

flourish only under Your benign looks. (40) O Lord, You are not only the Ruler and the Soul 

of the universe but the universe itself; kindly cut asunder the strong bond of affection that 

binds me with my own people, the Pandus and the Vrsnis (the Yadus). (41) Even as the 

Gariga incessantly pours its waters into the ocean, so let my thought, O Lord of the Madhus, 

constantly and exclusively find delight in You. (42) O glorious Krsna, friend of Arjuna, 
foremost among the Vrsnis, You are fire as it were to burn the whole race of princes who are 

proving the bane of the earth. Your prowess is infinite. Govinda, Your descent on this earth 
is intended only to relieve the distress of the cows, the Brahmanas and the gods. Obeisance 

to You, O Master of Yoga, O divine Teacher of the universe!" (43) 

^c7 33M 

| hI^i I'tf'tf I 

rtT f^T?J TTjTT factlRd: 

<^,tuM|^dch4uil I I'K^I 

3TT? TRT cr«IRI Sl^rHIdJdl fetT: ^M)gc*Vl tt?T: IY\SI 

3# 4 ^ ^3 §TRIH: I 4^I^U|1^I: I'Sdl 

^Tr^fsTHyfa'yI: R 4 Wir?H4|l4l§n Ufq I 

n*il Tiff: Jlvri3tTt (g,qiHj <jfci 4 T rj ^fSTra' cturMrl TTTTR IHo I 

S^l$l <7T5HTf%^tfeRT: I cfcrrqi I I 

W ^ 14fT®r: 3T ^TTftcT^I T IR? t 

WJtPn WWli H|i||tR15sm \a 

Suta went on : In this way when Prtha (Kunti) extolled in sweet words the consummate 
glory of Lord Vaikuntha (Sri Krsna), He gently smiled as if bewitching her by His Maya 
(deluding potency). (44) "So be it," said Sri Krsna and, taking leave of her,entered the city 

of Hastinapura once again; then, after bidding adieu to the other ladies as well, He was about 

to leave for Dwaraka when king Yudhisthira detained Him out of love. (45) The king, who was 
seized with remorse (for his having been instrumental in bringing about the destruction of 
his own kinsmen), could not be consoled even though Vyasa and others, who understood 
the ways of Providence, and even Sri Krsna of marvellous deeds comforted him by means 
of legends.(46) Brooding over the death of his kinsmen with a bewildered mind, O holy 
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Brahmanas, and overpowered by affection and infatuation, king Yudhisthira (the son of 

Dharma, the god of righteousness) said:—(47) “Oh, look at this ignorance rooted in my 

heart! Evil-minded as I am, I brought about the destruction of many Aksauhinis* for the 

sake of this body, which is the food of other creatures (such as jackals and dogs). (48) 

There can be no redemption from hell even after millions and millions of years for me, 

an enemy of children, Brahmanas, my own kith and kin, friends, uncles, cousins and 

preceptors. (49) The saving clause found in the scriptures that the destruction of enemies 

in a righteous war on the part of a monarch seeking the protection of his subjects is no 

sin, fails to satisfy me. (50) The wrong that I have done in this life to the womenfolk whose 

husbands and other relations have been slain by me or on my account I shall not be able 

to expiate through sacrificial performances enjoined on a householder. (51) One cannot 

atone for the destruction of a single life by any number of sacrifices (that involve the wilful 

slaughter of animals), any more than one can purify muddy water by dissolving more mud 

into it or counteract the pollution caused by spirituous liquor by adding more to it. (52) 

Thus ends the eighth discourse entitled “Kunfi’s Song of Praise and Yudhisthira’s 

Remorse" in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

^ j rzj 

, 3T2J wffSSZTFT: 

Discourse IX 

Yudhisthira and others call on BhTsma and the latter drops 
his mortal coil, extolling SrT Krsna 

^Jf dqIM 

crfd IJ'dlsrlglrW^Sj^feifctrtfdl I cRTf 1=1-I^M yiMIc^ TT cfqgclUqfldJ ^ I 

rT^T ft WcTT: Ttf I 3T^r^ T^f^TT I ^ I 

rpranfr I 7T tojfftw fJ: I 3 I 

fgT Pdufdd ^ I m^rgcfl ^WTri^TT: Uf, ’dldiUU | * | 

ctT ggniit: Tit TItTCTI cTTUTT 'Ntd'C^clHJ t^ | 

Tq^rft f-hTTTT ^T<7PTJT: I ‘475^: ’iyjchi^ki: I ^ I 

■efims ijoHM<bfttd: I rfldmTfr^W7VT: I \9 I 

TRt ^ TJTOt -Jl^HIdlddliMHT: I fy^'b^dl I 6 I 

tttt, ttotpt, 'drtfPt: i i^diMifl ^raTTTf^trnf^i I 

frwf ^ ddimq^ 311#^ 1i?raraRT 4|4ldlMldIdil£HJ I 

Suta went on : Thus afraid of the wrongs perpetrated against humanity, king Yudhisthira 

thereafter proceeded to Vinasana (the battle-field of Kuruksetra)—where Devavrata (Bhisma) 

lay (on his bed of arrows), seeking enlightenment about all sacred duties. (1) Thereupon all 

his celebrated brothers (Bhima and others) followed him, O holy Brahmanas, in chariots 

• An Aksauhini consists of 21,870 chariots, an equal number of elephants. 1,09,350 foot and 65,610 horses. 
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decked with gold and driven by excellent horses, as also the sages Vyasa, Dhaumya (the 
family priest of Yudhisthira) and others. (2) Lord Sri Krsna Himself, O Saunaka, rode in a 
chariot along with Dhanarijaya (Arjuna, so-called because of his having fetched as a tribute 

from his enemies untold riches for Yudhisthira, thereby enabling him to perform his famous 
Rajasuya sacrifice, which earned him the title of Emperor). Accompanied by them, king 

Yudhisthira shone brightly like Kubera (the Chief of the Yaksas, a class of demigods) in the 

midst of Guhyakas (Yaksas). (3) Perceiving Bhisma lying on the ground like a god fallen from 
heaven, the Pandavas and their attendants as well as Sri Krsna made obeisance to him. (4) 

At that time, O Saunaka, Brahmana sages, celestial sages and royal sages, all had 

assembled there in order to see Bhisma (the foremost of the Bharatas). (5) Parvata, Narada, 
Dhaumya, the divine Badarayana (Vedavyasa), Bfhadaswa, Bharadwaja, Parasurama (the 

son of Renuka) with his pupils, Vasistha, Indrapramada, Trita, Grtsamada, Asita, Kaksivan, 
Gautama and Atri, Viswamitra (a scion of Kusika), Sudarsana and other holy sages like 

Brahmarata (Suka) and even so Kasyapa, Arigirasa and others arrived with their pupils, O 
Saunaka. (6—8) Seeing those highly blessed souls assembled there, Bhisma* (the 

foremost of the Vasus, a class of gods) who was well-versed in the principles of right conduct 
paid his respect to them with due regard to the occasion and place. (9) Bhisma was also 

acquainted with the glory of Sri Krsna, the Lord of the universe, who had sat before him in 

a personal form assumed through Maya, and was also enthroned in his heart, and he paid 
his homage to Him. (10) 

mngt TJSJT sdWLdl CTSJ: I si^^TR 3tTHT riT^dl *J|: | ^ | 

m snfgtrt ttjtt ridiMirui^V-: i ffwibsfl rirfe<d^m^^«jiwd~ifeqrLi^qi 

T w chf^TstM-L ^ fafafWdHJ Tpjfct cficTOtsfa f| I ^ I 

dwf^d ^rid-4 oiidW ^TriTrm I rTOI^tcfferilSqTSJT qra mf| ST5TT: 3f# I I 

Eyes blinded with tears of affection, Bhisma looked at the sons of Pandu, who sat beside 

him, full of modesty and love, and spoke to them as follows (11) "How painful and how 

unjust it has been that you, the progeny of righteousness, and votaries of the Brahmanas, 

Dharma (goodness) and Lord Acyuta (Sri Krsna) should have lived a life of suffering, which 
you surely did not deserve. (12) When the great warrior Pandu breathed his last, you were 
all tender of age, and my daughter-in-law, Prtha, along with you, her children, had to suffer 

many hardships on your account more than once. (13) I believe that all your unwelcome 

experiences were attributable to Time (Providence); for the whole world with its guardian 
deities is ruled over by Time even as the clouds are by the wind. (14) Where king Yudhisthira, 
the son of Dharma was the ruler, Bhima held the mace in his hand, Arjuna was the archer 

and Gandiva the bow, and where Sri Krsna was the friend and well-wisher,to think of 
adversity even there ! (15) Indeed no man, O king, can ever discover the intention of Sri 
Krsna; even seers get bewildered in their seeking to find it out. (16) Therefore, knowing it for 

certain that all these events depend on the will of Providence, O chief of the Bharatas, follow 
His will, O ruler of men, and protect the helpless people as you are their sole monarch. (17) 

THT g HMcmL TngTTTTSjf HKMUI: Tjmqj TJ3£jrf?T l ^ | 

fact: i 

• The Mahabharata tells us that Bhisma was an incarnation of Dyauh, the formost of the eight Vasus. 
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V RRTTt k1^4 ftp* fRR 3TcRTT: *tfeg ^T W^KST HTTf^Rol 

^fotR: TTR^lt I rFfRT t(fd4fc|«j| ftW3W R wrflfRJ ^ I 

H8TTO^Rm%5 q^I ^JL|l'J*fk|dHvl HT^Tc^wil 3TTRRPM: |^| 

^l=K<<l5^o|oi( h4| mRh*1n<=(I'c)I ^T5fFR chld<J-(. I PPHR^ cheScH iJl■<il t£oit<) chRet>4R4: I ^ ^ I 

^qcjcJi snftstRT iiid(<^ fgRlwigi^ i 

U fulfil*>UTc^-cH IW>WRJTri I^4l ajTRRai^'^jf: | | 

"Sri Kpsna is God Himself. He is no other than the Prime Person, Lord Narayana. 
Deluding the world by His Maya, He lives incognito among the Vrsnis (a branch of the 
Yadus). (18) No one else than Lord Siva, the celestial sage Narada and Lord Kapila Himself, 
O Yudhisthira, know the most hidden glory of Sri Kfsna, whom you think to be your cousin 
(maternal uncle's son), beloved friend and greatest well-wisher and whom out of affection 
you made your counsellor, envoy and charioteer! (19-20) In Him,who is the Soul of the 
universe, who looks upon all with the same eye, is one without a second and is free from 
egotism and blemishless, there can be no sense of diversity in regard to these divergent 
functions on any account. (21) Ydt, O king, look at His compassion for those who are 
exclusively devoted to Him, in that Sri Krsna has appeared in person before me at this hour, 
when I am about to give up the ghost. (22) A Yogi (mystic) who casts off his body with his 
thought fixed on Him through devotion and chanting His Name with his tongue is rid of all 
hankerings and released from the bondage of actions. (23) May that Lord, who is adorable 
even for gods and possessed of four arms, whose lotus-like countenance beams with 
gracious smiles and reddish eyes and who appears to others only in their meditation stay 
on here till I shuffle off this body." (24) 

dqf/T? 

wi shmsA i 3T^Tjjf^f4«TRjxrf^M)uii ^^ughim. 

STSiTTcnjf ^SITSPT^I #tM^|JUUlfmqmT5Jldt^RR5^TT^ 

TFjT*Thf^ 418^*4^ fo*TFT5T: I ^ftetRfR, fIRHtallw4pld: 

u44<*>IHHI84T»J W I RTHUjZJI^friglf^ gnfaTJTTR rTrgfari, 

^4 I 4t 4lpMW^<4lcin^H^THI4tU|: 

fRT: ^^uf)f4y,T+)W^ RR 3Ttf^riR I 

yunrai TTrTT^SToOrST: I 

RRT fR^R^RI^RH. 13 ^ I 

yunrai 

Rm 

19^1 

RV9I 

1^41 

I9S I 

Suta continued: Hearing this, Yudhisthira asked BhTsma even as he lay on his cage¬ 
like bed of arrows questions concerning a variety of Dharmas (sacred obligations or courses 
of conduct) in the presence of the Rsis. (25) Thereupon BhTsma, who had realized the Truth, 
discoursed upon, one by one, the various Dharmas (duties) determined by the innate 
disposition of men and apportioned with due regard to their Varna (social grade) and Asrama 
(stage in life) and the twofold Dharmas (the Dharmas involving worldly activity—Pravrtti, and 
those marked by withdrawal from such activity—Nivrtti) severally recommended for those 
endowed with dispassion and those who are full of worldly attachment, the Dharmas relating 
to charitable gifts, the duties obligatory on monarchs, the courses of conduct which are 
conducive to liberation, the duties of women and the courses of conduct that are intended 
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to propitiate the Lord, both briefly and in detail. He also explained, 0 Saunaka, the four ends 
of human pursuit, viz., Dharma (religious merit), Artha (worldly riches), Kama (sensuous 
enjoyment) and Moksa (final beatitude or liberation) as well as the means to them in their 

true perspective with the help of many illustrative anecdotes and stories. (26—28) While he 
was thus discoursing on Dharma, there arrived the time when the sun changes its course 

towards the north—a time which is coveted by Yogis (mystics) who drop their body according 

to their pleasure. (29) Thereupon Bhisma (who had led on the battle-field thousands of 

warriors) wound up his speech and exclusively fixed his mind, which was absolutely free from 
worldly attachment, as well as his eyes, which knew no winking, on Sri Krsna, the Prime 

Person, who was present before him in His four-armed form, clad in shining yellow robes. 

(30) The last traces of sin (if any) left in him were obliterated by his concentrated thought on 

the Most Holy and the pain which he felt on account of the weapons (arrows piercing his 
body) quickly disappeared at a mere glance of the Lord. Now, while casting off his body, he 

stopped all the activities and wanderings of his senses and extolled Lord Janardana (Sri 
Krsna). (31) 

'fejOTTT ^Hlclfd I 

*^5^:1331 

mrilcwu'i I 

few# 133 I 

TTO °5WT STRUT 13* I 

TTrifi? Ttfldd-cil f^T3l«T RRHHI 

felridfd RT^fq^T^T^OTT ^ddfd Tfd4iTI^ 13m 

frna^r ^ddSTiP^Ldw 1 

^TfTRT^RITfeRTT WRq HRJ ^53^13^1 

#WT1?ra rtdTfTT?tl^dMf4cT,^iTd<4dl T8TTSI: I 
v3 

SJTTT8JrRnTt5^-M ddldV^: 13s I 

RddfaRjI^d) 3TRRTTftRt ^ I 

STrwfaTHUU 3T ^ *FTcTRL dfd «!$•<: I3<£ I 

3TTtRTT^ I 

TfFTTRJ ^ yLjyfdTMt* 7RTT: flfrUHj33 I 

Cofod'lfdf4«W3C"j5l+I}<U|<4piPl§1U|<*)prt4di'dHMl: I 

'^dri^fTdcldJ ddT<l'yT: irfYdUdd. f^i TTTRgs?: 1*0 I 

^g^TRtrnp^FT^^SrTiTT^fTT ^fllI 

3T#ngR^ fsrofmt tm srTfatidJi 1*3 1 

dpHHH^4 ^T»TF5Tt ftlfaditlrR^tkldMIH I 

yfd^ifric) TmtuddYiPw fesjcT^rt?: 1*31 

Bhisma said : Now on the eve of my departure (from this mortal world) I offer my mind, 
which is free from all thirst (for worldly enjoyment), to the supreme Lord, Sri Krsna (the 
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foremost of the Yadus), who, while retaining His own blissful character all along, sometimes 
assumes His own Prakrti (Maya) in order to carry on His sport, from which flows the stream 
of creation. (32) May I cherish motiveless love for Sri Krsna, the friend of Vijaya (Arjuna), who 

has assumed a personality charming to the three worlds and dark as the Tamala tree, and 
is clad in excellent robes, brilliant as the rays of the sun, and whose lotus-like countenance 
has curly locks floating about it. (33) May my mind, body and soul rest in SrT Krsna, whose 
face is hemmed all round by flowing hair soiled with the dust raised by the horses' hoofs on 
the battle-field and is bedecked with drops of perspiration, and whose skin is being pierced 
by my sharp arrows, though protected with a shining armour.°(34) May I develop love for the 

friend of Prtha's son (Arjuna), who at the request of His friend immediately drove and placed 
his chariot in the middle of the Pandava and the Kaurava hosts and, planting Himself there, 
cut short the life of the hostile warriors by His very looks. (35) May I be blessed with devotion 
to the feet of that Supreme Being who by imparting spiritual knowledge (in the form of the 
Gita) dispelled the (temporary) delusion of His friend, who on seeing us (generals of the 
Kaurava forces) at the van of the hostile army arrayed at a distance felt disinclined to kill his 
own kith and kin because he regarded it a sin. (36) Breaking His own vow (not to take up arms 
during the Mahabharata war), to fulfil and exalt my vow (of compelling Him to take up arms), 
Sri Krsna jumped down from the car on which He had taken His seat and, like a lion that 
pounces upon an elephant to kill him, darted towards me with a wheel of His chariot in His 
hand, the earth trembling under His feet and His upper garment dropping behind Him. (37) 
Hit with the piercing arrows of a desperado like me and bathed in blood, and with His armour 
broken, He who rushed forth to kill me, disregarding the remonstrances of Arjuna—may that 
Lord Mukunda (the Bestower of blessedness) be my asylum. (38) May I in my last moments 
develop love for the Lord who, having taken upon Himself the responsibility to protect the 
chariot of Vijaya (Arjuna), took the charioteer's whip in one hand and held the horses' reins 
in another and looked most attractive in that charming role, witnessing which (at their last 
moment) they who fell on this battle-field attained a form similar to His (or Sarupya-Mukti as 
the scriptures call it). (39) Having had the signal honourof enjoying the sight of His charming 
gait, graceful movements, winsome smiles and amorous glances (during the famous Rasa 
dance at Vrndavana), the cowherdesses in their mad ecstasy imitated His plays (when the 
Lord suddenly disappeared from their midst—vide Discourses XXXII and XXXIII of Book 
Ten) and attained identity with Him (for the time being). (40) In an assembly crowded with 
hosts of sages and foremost princes during the Rajasuya* sacrifice performed by Yudhisthira 
Sri Krsna, who attracted the eyes of them all, had the honour of being worshipped first of 
all before my very eyes. It is He, the Soul of the Universe, who has appeared before me (at 
this moment). (41) Having shaken off the foolish idea of diversity, I have realized that unborn 
Lord, who though one, is severally enthroned in the heart of all embodied creatures brought 
forth by Himself, even as the sun, though one, appears as many to every eye. (42) 

TJcf SRcffa I atltiWtltHHPI^Al 4<4I^IY^ I 

i ®r»3cp^ tjsrff gqifftg prai 

7T5T 4^cihmc|ciij^al: I TTTSTgf TT^TT ^irUr^: qaTcj^il; | 

rHS faiftTJIIdlfa TTOTTCt efiHtikgi IYS, I 

fgT; I WTWTFT TJ4: IWI 

' A sacrifice performed by a universal monarch with co-operation and help of his tributary princes at the time of his 

coronation as a mark of his undisputed sovereignty. 
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^ TTc^T feft ttrirT ^ | 

fen TMT yi^i^MlRd: I =cl^TT TFaj srifoT feeding fej: 1| 

|fii ??nwfe mww) yftdwi wrarat hr ^raqisszirq: 1^1 

Suta went on : Having thus merged his soul with all the activities of his mind, speech 
and the visual sense in Sri Krsna, the universal Soul, Bhlsma expired, his breath being 

dissolved into the atmospheric air. (43) Perceiving that Bhlsma had entered into the one 

indivisible Brahma, all those present there became silent even as birds do at the close of 
day. (44) Then sounded kettledrums beaten by the gods and human beings; the pious 

among the princes shouted applause and showers of flowers poured from heaven. (45) 
Having had the funeral and other rites performed in respect of the deceased, O Saunaka 

(descendant of Bhrgu), Yudhisthira was plunged in sorrow for some time. (46) The sages 

(who had assembled there) extolled Sri Krsna with great delight, uttering His secret names; 

and then, with Sri Krsna in their heart, they returned each to his own hermitage. (47) 
Thereafter Yudhisthira, accompanied by Sri Krsna, returned to Hastinapura and comforted 
his uncle (Dhrtarastra) as well as his aunt (Gandhari), who was known for her austerity.*(48) 
Then, permitted by his uncle and with the approval of Sri Krsna (the son of Vasudeva), the 
king ruled over his ancestral kingdom with righteousness.(49) 

Thus ends the ninth discourse entitled "Recovery of the throne by Yudhisthira," 

in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita 

3T8T 

Discourse X 
SrT Krsna's Departure to Dwaraka 

^ctt atiddifeit *jfaftjrt snfcjar erfrg: 1 

3Pfrt: fewtMKtd: | ^ I 

Saunaka said: Having got rid of the ruffians who sought to rob him of his lawful heritage, 
how did Yudhisthira, the foremost of pious rulers, proceed (to rule his kingdom) with his 
younger brothers and what did he accomplish later, averse as he was to the gratification of 
his senses ? (1) 

^f JIM 

$TT^Kc|iryfH&i mTOTcRf I 

fewiviil f’gTT illdridl ? I ? I 

W TJTfes fcTTfensm: ^Sgq'MUTfai^i^d: I 3 I 

irff i yr ^sth.ttt^: q^rtsrerd'ltjdi 1 ~k 1 

* Out of sympathy for her blind husband Gandhari kept her eyes blindfolded till her death ever since her marriage, an 
instance of wifely devotion which has no parallel in human history. 
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RSI: TRJST f*H*I: WcH^facJU,**: | *raf: <1 I ^ I 

RTSRit HHSRT: ^T I 3T^ld^I>nc|^^^H| T# 3#^ I ^ I 

3fBRgT sIlRdH^ RTHH '«HrdCfqi< I g^RT ri ft^Fl*|4| fspggj fyi|c*,|uyi(| | \s | 

3TTR^T Mf*o|vi|if%(3iej RI^I 3TFRT*; T*I cKfSJRTftlrFt-Sf^rari^T: I 6 I 

TT^ 3tR^ fRTt fcRIdddiJI H«H I RRmt SfTTT^sj ^TRT I <? I 

<pFITW 4Wl2J feriTt McW^riK-M: I R £f?t fg^JRlt fot? SRIR: 11j o I 

f)rH^-HiThd:TRfr ?Ttj Rldl^d ^1: I dVI<4nH *T5Tt ^TRT fl^|=Ku4 1^1 

HfF^RTflra: RT8lf: f4?? cfcSTRj IMIildHILH#^: 1*31 

tiPlM^WM^d4d«: I mgFR: 3^RFST faP^RR ?l*^l 

^^^^l«1MlccbU<WI^<*lyd I fR^fRFTTTT^^ISftrfR WlgT-^dfel: I ** I 

Suta continued: Having revived the race of Kuru, that had been consumed by the fire 
of internecine feud—even as the wild fire produced by the rubbing of bamboo stems against 
one another consumes a whole forest of bamboos—and established Yudhisthira on his 
throne, the almighty Sri Hari (Sri Krsna), the promoter of the world, rejoiced at heart. (2) 
Having shaken off his infatuation by force of the wisdom that had dawned on him as a result 
of his hearing the teachings of BhTsma and the exhortation of Lord Acyuta (Sri Krsna), 
Yudhisthira ruled over the whole earth, stretching as far as the ocean, like Indra (the lord of 
paradise), enjoying as he did the protection of Sri Krsna (the invincible Lord) and the loyal 
submission of his younger brothers. (3) The god of rain poured down copious showers; the 

earth yielded all that was desired; while cows that had large udders, gladly sprinkled the 
stalls with milk. (4) Rivers, seas, mountains, trees and creepers and other herbs and plants, 
all bore him abundant products in due season. (5) Living beings had no worries or physical 
ailment nor afflictions of any kind—whether brought about by a wrathful Providence, any 
fellow-being or by one's own self (in the form of bodily or mental suffering) at any time 
whatsoever so long as Yudhisthira (who regarded none as his enemy) reigned as king. (6) 
After spending some months at Hastinapura for the consolation of His friends and relatives 
as well as for the satisfaction of His sister (Subhadra, wife of Arjuna), Sri Hari (Sri Krsna) 
asked leave of king Yudhisthira (to return home) and, permitted by him, He embraced him 
and bowed to him and, embraced or greeted in turn by others (those who were of the same 
age or younger) mounted His chariot. (7-8) Subhadra, Draupadi, Kunti and Uttara (the 
daughter of king Virata), and even so Gandhari, Dhrtarastra, Yuyutsu (the only surviving son 
of Dhrtarastra, born of a Vaisya wife), Krpacarya (born in the line of the sage Gotama), 
Nakula and Sahadeva (the twin-born half-brothers of Yudhisthira), Bhlmasena and Dhaumya, 
and Satyavati (Bhisma's stepmother) and other ladies almost fainted (with sorrow), unable 
to bear separation from the Lord (who wielded the Sarriga bow). (9-10) A wise man, who has 
abjured evil company through the fellowship of saints cannot even afford to forgo the 
privilege of listening to His sweet praises being sung by others, having once had the 
opportunity to hear them. (11) How, then, could the Pandavas (the sons of Prtha) bear 
separation from the Lord, on whom they had bestowed their mind and heart, having had the 
privilege not only of seeing Him (at close quarters), touching His person and conversing with 
Him, but also of reposing, sitting and dining with Him ? (12) Regarding Him with unwinking 
eyes, bound as they were by ties of affection to Him, they all hurried to and fro (to fetch parting 
presents for Him), their heart running after Him. (13) As Sri Krsna (son of Devaki) was about 
to depart from the palace, the ladies who were bound to Him by ties of kinship restrained their 
tears of affection from trickling down, anxious as they were lest any harm might come to Him 
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*&*****itl* 1ft Vi lift ft tr-Xr-ft-et-eiV/itrirr-X/itrih 

(through such shedding of tears, which is regarded as unpropitious at the time of parting from 
a beloved friend or relation). (14) 

dluimui^uy^i: I SJ^pf4<*,uU3T^I ^TO!H 1^1 

yWK^K4<l^l: ^B-tFTt f#aiFT I ef^: fPUT #prT3TfFm$TUTT: 1^1 

I Tj#k?T: ftlXT: fytitlHW ? I ^ I 

3^: Frerfos# oij# inm^d i f^chiJniui: frgn #r mjcrfrf: nfin^i 

3T9JXFdTf#t: 7T<XTTT<T5t XTF f&dRdl: I dI ^1^1)1^ ppjuiFi ^Ulldld: 1^1 

3TiM^ol<*ndciMlH,l ^l^'S^'eTl'Jii H38jfXTFFf!>T: l^ol 

Tabors, conchs, kettledrums, lutes, cymbals, trumpets, Dhundhuris, drums, gongs and 

other musical instruments sounded, as also Dundubhis (another type of big drums). (15) 
Going up to the top of their mansions in order to have a look at Sri Krsna, the ladies of the 

Kuru race rained flowers on Him, greeting Him with smiling looks through mingled feeling 
of affection and bashfulness. (16) The thick-haired Arjuna, the favourite of Sri Krsna, held 
over his most beloved friend His white umbrella which was bordered with strings of pearls 
and had a handle of precious stones; while Uddhava and Satyaki held a pair of most 

wonderful chowries. Greeted with showers of flowers on the way, Sri Krsna (the Lord of the 

Madhus) shone brilliantly. (17-18) Everywhere were heard true benedictions pronounced by 

the Brahmanas, which were unsuited to the Lord as viewed in His unqualified (absolute) aspect 

but were quite appropriate to Him in His qualified or personal form. (19) Then began a talk 
which ravished the ears and hearts of all, among the women of Hastinapura (the capital of the 

Lord of the Kurus), who had rivetted their heart on Sri Krsna of excellent renown :—(20) 

F 3 xjRt: xjFrTCl XT TTXfc 3HfTl<fa£lM 3Trr*Tf=T 

3# xt#1# PiHifwfliwfaRi 

Tt ^ fH^I cflvy-rjl Iddl ^IcWlili 

3Hih*m4Kh[h ^M-TWdl fafaWMIHli^flUU 'JTT^^'rt 

F elT 3# 4)dT2Fd TJTXTT PdkfdmdR$R: 

M^Pd Fck^<*>ftfdWtfldidl F#7 ^ 

H 3fT 3^7 LHST^rid^aiT 3# ## v ^raTfgfir: 

F f# jPIctIdIdilcWJI tyddlddlld F rT3T 

fjJSriftTT dHlRlXTt ^flXT# d^M TTr^H: Phrt 

FF FdJ# #r XT# FcTTXT frUlPui ^T#1 Xjrf 

3# 3T# $?VTUJdF X#; XftfMfli 35# iJUildM FXJIcHH, 

xr# xjRFfrF: f^RT: Ffd: WdHWI ^shMUld ^l^fd 

3# 5RT X3X#TTfT3TT9Fff ^OXTXl^TT^iff SJF: 

f#T xr^J#f# RddMtfld, Taifd Ft XTX5RTT: 

# ^rT^Tqr^TTf#^: FM^dl ^JFT xj^ld MI fu! pR: 

fast Pd XTT: TTRT&TTTXJXT py <4: 7TB|*JiiF#T?TXTT: 

xn cTr4^c4id im: tfxtcr srtrazr ^jy^wd. 1? ##n: 

y^yflMIMydld-uliLKI XTTSJTfXTT Ffac# F?^P5T: 

^1 

WI 

W I 

?\9I 

341 

33 I 
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TJTTT: m lfte[TO%(? fRWra ar?T *?T«J I 

^rnrr ^r^j^ot 
Tr y "Verily He is the same eternal Person, who abides in His singular undifferentiated Self 
even during the night of universal dissolution prior to the manifestation of the three Gunas 
(modes of Prakrti), when the individual souls retire into God, the Universal Spirit, and when 

all the forces of creation (the Mahat and its evolutes) too lie dormant (in the Unmanifest).(21) 
It was He who with the intention of endowing with a form and name the Spirit, who has neither, 
then inspired His Prakrti—which deludes the Jivas.who are identical in essence with Him and 
which, impelled by His own energy (the Time-Spirit), is disposed to create—and revealed the 
Vedas and other scriptures. (22) Indeed, He is the same Supreme Spirit whose reality in this 
world is perceived by seers who have subdued their senses and fully controlled their breath, 
with a mind yearning for His sight and cleansed of all impurities through Devotion; for it is 
He alone who can thoroughly cleanse our heart (which cannot be so purified by any other 
means, such as Yoga etc.). (23) Again, O friend, He is the same supreme Lord, whose 
sacred stories have been sung again and again in the Vedas and other esoteric scriptures 
by seers (like Maharsi Vyasa) that have expounded profound truths, and who in His own 
sportful ways creates, maintains and reabsorbs the universe all by Himself (without any 

material), and yet does not set attached to the same. (24) Whenever kings whose intellect 
is clouded by Tamas (ignorance) live by unrighteousness, verily it is He who by recourse 
to the quality of pure Sattva (goodness) reveals in Himself the divine attributes of 
omnipotence etc., as well as truthfulness, righteousness, compassion and superhuman 
activity, and assumes various forms from age to age for the good of the world. (25) Oh, how 
supremely praiseworthy is the race of Yadu, that has been honoured by this Supreme 
Person, the Lord of Sri (the goddess of prosperity), through His descent therein. And oh! how 
supremely sacred is the forest associated with the name of the demon Madhu (the area of 
Vraja nearaboutthe city of Mathura) that has been graced by Him through His ramblings.(26) 
Ah! the city of Kusasthali (Dwaraka) overshadows the fame of heaven and brings merit and 
renown to the earth (by its association); for the people of that city always behold their Lord 
(Sri Krsna) casting His smiling looks on them whenever He graciously moves out of His 

palace. (27) Surely God Almighty (who is no other than Sri Krsna) must have been 
thoroughly propitiated (in some previous birth) through fasts, ablutions (in sacred waters) 
oblations to the sacred fire etc., by the ladies whose hand has been espoused by Him, in that 

they constantly drink. O friend, the nectar from His lips, the very thought of which maddened 
the women of Vraja. (28) Oh ! how blessed are His eight principal consorts, Rukmini (who 
gave birth to Pradyumna), Jambavati (the mother of Samba) and Nagnajiti (who bore Amba) 

and so on—who were carried off as prizes of valour at an assembly of suitors after 
vanquishing powerful princes like Sisupaia (the king of the Cedis), and those others who 
were brought in thousands after slaying the demon Naraka (the son of goddess Earth). (29) 
These women have brought sanctity to and exalted womanhood, which has not been 
allowed freedom and is wanting in purity, inasmuch as their lotus-eyed lord, who ever delight 
their heart by His charming behaviours and loving presents (like the celestial tree of Parijata 
etc.) and never moves out of their mansions even for a moment."(30) 

tjcjfom TT<-ar-ti ^ thr: rnfarfd ^rf 13^1 

aMiri^r 4rl"|l hlnisira I 1I 

3TSJ chUoi^ flTCSIiJTHJ tifdcl4 STI’MIrWHMtf f5R7: 133 I 

ri£llc^ pm tTrWH RKtddMSI 13* I 
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TRiS^MlrishKi tHilcfi<I^fir^Tt: ^TF^I 3fHciIi^TWlM|J||T*£lTlc1lg| mifiel^: I^m 

® (R ? y^dl^UI: | HFT %?T faT W^fagl ^TT TTdtd^I I^E I 

?fcf ?f|tWidd H^l^liJi 4KH$F(I ^rH'Mqi'WR 9il^l^K^|J|HH dT4^ntS«M: l?o I 

While the womenfolk of Hastinapura were uttering such words, Sri Hari (Sri Krsna) went 

His way, greeting them by His smiling looks. (31) Apprehending danger from His foes, king 

Yudhisthira despatched out of sheer affection an army consisting of all the four limbs, (viz., 

elephants, horses, chariots and foot soldiers) to serve as an escort for Sri Krsna (the Slayer 

of the demon Madhu). (32) Sri Krsna (the grandson of Surasena) now sent back the 
Pandavas (the descendants of Kuru), who being strongly attached to Him had come very far, 

distressed at the thought of separation from Him. He then departed for His own city 
(Dwaraka) with His favourite companions (Uddhava, Satyaki and others). (33) Passing 

through the territories of Kuru-Jahgala, Pancala and Surasena (Mathura) and the tract 

stretching along the banks of the Yamuna, as well as Brahmavarta and Kuruksetra, the 
kingdoms of Matsya and Saraswata (the territory stretching along the banks of the 

Saraswati) and Marudhanwa, the Lord reached the kingdom of Anarta (Gujarat), lying 

beyond the principalities of Sauvlra and Abhira, O Saunaka, His horses being a bit 
exhausted by that time. (34-35) In every part of the country He passed through, the people 

residing there honoured £ri Hari (Sri Krsna) with presents (of various kinds). At dusk He 

would alight from His car and, repairing to some lake, say His Sandhya prayers. (36) 

Thus ends the tenth discourse entitled "SriKrsna's Return to Dwaraka", forming 
part of the story relating to the Naimisa forest, in Book One of the 

great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana,otherwise known 
as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XI 
Right royal reception of Sri Krsna at Dwaraka 

3TT4df< F 3q?THT I fat fafa | ^ I 

^TscrraTTH: i 3 1 

rTrptSJcJI ffa^ 3T5TT: 'L'jcyhrtkO'Hi: I 3 I 

d*fa4)d®(cfal foetid I: I 3TTdtUl4 ^uUm tfafc’JTOq ffa*?T I U I 

str^frrs&n ftm 1 fart 1 1 

Suta continued: Reaching His highly prosperous territory of Anarta, Sri Krsna blew His 

great conch (Paricajanya) to soothe as it were the grief of His people (caused by His long 

absence). (1) Being thus blown, the conch, with its white bulb turned red on account of its 

contact with the rosy lips of the almighty Lord, shone resplendent in His lotus palms like a 
loudly singing swan perched on a pair of red lotuses. (2) Hearing that (familiar) blast, which 

scared away the terror of the world, the entire population (of Dwaraka) sallied forth to meet 

[564] B. M. 4— 
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Him, longing to see their lord. (3) They respectfully brought their presents to the Lord—who 
rejoiced in His own Self and was ever perfect in His own inherent bliss—even as one would 
offer lights to the sun-god (the ultimate source of all light); and, their countenance beaming 
with joy, they addressed Him, the friend and protector of all, in a voice choked with delight, 

even as children would speak to their father;—(4-5) 

^TT: w % TT$sr faRRd-4Ro^Phh h i 

U<|4|Uj ^infM^nsdl T7 T ehltf: ITMcIrL ^T: IHJ: I ^ I 

^ ftpsmTcrc itthtsi fan i 

fi^p^'4: qr4 ^ irw^rin <j>Ri4l ^jf%*r i ^ i 

3T?t TPTT8IT ^HT W I 

^TfWTf^lf^^RT ^7 rra TT^FTt W( I C I 

^f^3TT8TPTO7TTT ^Tt I^R ^^8701 I 

dyK<fr|fc!jfdH: 8^ '4^ ftRT8?JTtftcr I ^ I 

^ftr aidlRcn arra: snmr i »pgRts^r? ferarrmfe^fhT i \ ° i 

"O Lord, we ever bow down before Your lotus-feet, adored even by brahma (the 
Creator), Lord Siva (Brahma's son) and Indra (the ruler of the gods), the supreme resort of 
those aspiring for the highest bliss (final beatitude) and beyond the realm of Kala (the Time- 
Spirit), the supreme Ruler (of all created beings). (6) Be pleased to promote our happiness, 
O Creator of the universe; for You are our mother and disinterested friend, our lord and 
father; nay, You are our true preceptor and supreme Deity; we have become blessed by 
serving You. (7) Oh, how fortunate are we in having You as our lord, since we behold Your 
lovely form, the abode of all charms, and Your countenance with its loving smiles and 
affectionate looks, a rare sight even for the gods residing in heaven ! (8) Whenever, O Lord 
with lotus eyes, You depart for Hastinapura (the capital of the Kurus) or to Mathura (the 

capital of the Madhus) to see Your friends and relations, every moment that passes without 
You appears to us as long as a myriad years; and we feel as miserable as eyes without the 
sun, O Acyuta".(9) Hearing the words (of praise) uttered by the people (of Dwaraka), the 
Lord, who is so fond of His devotees, entered the city, extending His grace to all through His 

looks. (10) 

I 3TT^r^7®r?FfHi ^TPtlifncldlfHci 1^1 

i ^i4iucHHi£i<|dLKii4ufiMaH. 1^1 

^dchi^dl-tuil^l yfdeMMUIMJ^ I 

^mi^n^muj^iuuiehTy^dH, i farfii to^ic^hi i w i 

sift srft TJfTtTTT ^ I 34c^«fJrIT IW 

Even as the city of Bhogavati (the capital of the region of Patala) is guarded by the Nagas 
(a race of serpents, that are capable of assuming any shape they like), the city of Dwaraka 
was protected by the Madhus, the Bhojas, the Dasarhas, the Arhas, the Kukuras, the 
Andhakas and the Vfsnis—branches of the Yadava race, who were their own equals in 
strength (were equalled by none). (11) It was adorned with lotus-lakes that were surrounded 
by orchards, gardens and parks full of sacred trees and arbours rich in all the products of 
every season. (12) The gates of the city and the palaces as well as the thoroughfares were 
adorned with festoons as a mark of festivity. The city was further decorated with flags and 
banners of various shapes and designs, the fluttering ends of which intercepted the sun here 
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and there. (13) Its highways, streets, bazars and quadrangles had been thoroughly cleaned 
and sprinkled with scented water and were strewn with fruits, flowers, unbroken rice and 

sprouts (that had been rained on the Lord as something auspicious). (14) The entrance of 

every house in the city was adorned with curds, unbroken rice, fruits andsugar-cane,pitchers 
full of water, offering, incense and lights. (15) 

slymqw crg;^n i Tmsjr^crfasjw: i^i 

HTWt I 14^J||T^^Td^iq4lfl4WiRT: 1**3 1 

^nrr: I tjl^rj4(HHI^H 5f?WN'J| en^cTT: I 

5Rf5PTJ T^tST: MUl«UHldfHS3W: 1*41 

ctKKp?Mi§j qi4^^fH)c^,chl: I rtff^^e5f^^frlchi4)^<H(W7: 1^1 

: '^JrnTFTSraf^T: I 7TRTf% -clIt1 H^ctrc-iRrlI'<-1 I(h ^ET I *o | 

'MMcTUd* ^J4T 4rrniTiT^gf^^| ^mfgsgqHTTRT ^fT HHMId£ 1**1 

I 3TTWI ^TOTT^rKTT cT^jrfai^i%: I** I 

Ef I 3TT5Ttfq^H HIV4 cf Pd fa»jn fa *r?5TR 1*31 

~^The noble-minded Vasudeva (Sri Krsna's father) and Akrura (Vasudeva's cousin) and 

king Ugrasena (Sri Krsna's maternal granduncle) and Sri Rama (Balarama, Sri Krsna's elder 

brother) of marvellous prowess, and Pradyumna and Carudesna (Rukmini's sons) and 
Samba, Jambavati's son, in transport of joy, quitted their beds and seats and even meals on 

hearing of the return of their most beloved Sri Krsna. (16-17) Excited with emotion and full 
of joy and esteem, they placed a lordly elephant at their head (to serve as a good omen); and 

accompanied with Brahmanas reciting benedictory hymns and equipped with articles of 
good omen, they mounted their chariots and sallied forth to meet the Lord, amidst the blast 

of conchs and trumpets and the chanting of Vedic hymns. (18) The chief among the 
courtezans, whose faces looked very charming with their cheeks irradiated by splendid ear¬ 

rings, proceeded in their hundreds in palanquins, eager to have a look at Him. (19) Even so 
actors, dancers and songsters as well as panegyrists, bards and minstrels glorified the 

wonderful exploits of the Lord of excellent renown. (20) The Lord on that occasion met His 

kinsmen and attendants as well as the citizens in the appropriate manner and showed His 

consideration to all. (21) Gratifying them all down to the pariah by bowing down His head, 

greeting in respectful terms, clasping to the bosom, pressing the hand of and greeting with 

smiles and endearing looks, and granting them boons of their choice, and Himself blessed 
by His elders, the Brahmanas and their wives, the aged folk and others, including the 
panegyrists, the almighty Lord entered the city. (22-23) 

TFJTOPf fTHJt 5R<*,|i||: $c55ffc|q: | I ** I 

ftcli aHchichfllH'l q fe<jU|Pd f| ^T: I*m 

fewt facii^i qnura ^ttrj wi ^chui^Mi *m#iuii 

fa$i#ciiNi ynmrtqi smr erI i*\9i 

As Sri Krsna was passing along the main road, the women of respectful families of 

Dwaraka went up to the top of their mansions, O Saunaka, to enjoy the grand feast of His 

sight. (24) The bosom of Lord Acyuta (Sri Krsna) is the abode of Sri (the goddess of 
prosperity); His countenance, a cup of nectar for all eyes to drink from; His arms, the habitat 
of the guardians of the different worlds (who ever reside in them); His lotus-like feet, the home 
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of the bee-like devotees; nay, each of His limbs is an embodiment of elegance. That is why 
the eyes of the residents of Dwaraka knew no satiety, even though they beheld Him 
everyday. (25-26) With the white umbrella spread over His head and a pair of chowries 
waving on both sides and flowers raining all round, the Lord, who was clad in yellow robes 
and adorned with His garland of sylvan flowers, shone on the road like a cloud with the sun 
shining overhead, a pair of moons moving in a circle about it, stars scattered all round and 
a rainbow and flashes of lightning illumining it. (27) 

1J5 ftrat: I fSThRT 

HI: ysTUfMlfrzi | 1^1 

3T?nf^RL WcfcHMM^dMtLI JIWKI qeftqt *t^lfui W I I 

W^dMdlq^IrHdl: I 

dfT^mrrL I^^ I 

cTXTTrq^fg^RrTTT^RT ^mraTT: I 

'dst'UWrt'jHdfdl 

ii^ju4fil i rrtd arft dwi^fy^i qq 

^ qq fg^r ddt^i^Jrtirq 

fqqtq q? SRTqt q«7FW fa«jf ar^TtTOTt fTTFSI: 1^1 

*T TF d^^Rq^ddlui: WMiaqi I ^ fetU<j|<£><iWt qqqT^ STf^it qstT ism 

q^Ttsfq qraTRJ 

^rcgu rimMvii^idiq<iTmi^Ti fqqfajj $*4>4 ism 

arra Htg^t ^rerfqfq ati^qwtq oyi^udH is^i 

l^ddiSHMlsiW y^ifrRSjfjfq dc^pt: I R ^pr?t ^(4W<19TqT I S4 I 

<T XJ3T: ^TJT ^T^stH I 3tyHIU|fe<l 'Fjfaj? xrrRTT q8TTI3m 

SflUsdFFH H;jl4,W q-RHKPlI HfedW q*W3i*} ^mhTTWIH 

^l+wisK^IHdSII HI^+KSIIsenq: HUH 

First of all He entered the palace of His parents (Devaki and Vasudeva) and gladly bowed 
His head to all His seven mothers, Devaki and others, who in their turn clasped Him to their 

bosom. (28) As they placed their son in their lap, milk flowed from their breasts (even in their 
old age) due to their affection for Him; and beside themselves with joy, they bathed Him in 
tears. (29) He next entered His own palace, unsurpassed by any other, which was equipped 
with all that could be desired and had a separate mansion for each of His consorts, sixteen 
thousands and odd in number. (30) The ladies felt overjoyed at heart to behold from a 
distance their lord, who had returned home aftera long absence; and, with bashful eyes and 
faces, they quickly abandoned their seats as well as their thought of Him (not that He was 
present before them in person) as also the vows of austerity* (that they had taken during the 
absence of their lord). (31) Full of infinite love, they embraced their Lord, first mentally, then 

■ The Yajhavalkya-Smrti says :— 

3?T5T 7RU*i*35TT y4MlrHcK!)H'r{ I W? Wjl' ^ FTF II 

" A woman whose husband is away from her. should gir o up amusement, decoration of her body, visiting social functions, 

jesting and calling at another's house." 
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by their sight and lastly by their body as well through their babes (under the pretext of offering 
the babes for His embrace or in the person of the babes themselves according to the maxim 

that it is the father himself who is born in the shape of his son—ottot*:). The tears which 

they had so far kept within the corners of their eyes out of their bashful nature now trickled 
down, in spite of themselves, O Saunaka (foremost of the Bhrgus), since they could no longer 

control their emotion. (32) Although He (ever) remained by their side and that too in their 

private chamber, His feet appeared to them as full of fresher charm every moment. What 
woman would cease to love those feet, which even Sri (the Goddess of Fortune) cannot 
abandon even for a moment, though noted for Her fickleness* ? (33) Even as the wind burns 

a whole thicket of bamboos by producing fire (through the abrasion of one bamboo against 

another), so did Sri Krsna work the mutual destruction (in the shape of the Mahabharata war) 

of princes who had proved a burden to the earth since their very birth and grown very 

powerful in the meantime, by pitting one against another, and in a like manner brought about 

the extermination of their hosts as well, Himself adhering to His vow of not taking up arms; 
and (having thus accomplished the object of His descent on earth) He became silent. (34) 

It was the same Lord who, having appeared in this mortal world in His own playful way, 
sported in the midst of thousands of most charming women like a worldly man. (35) Stung 
by their guileless and winsome smiles and bashful looks, that bespoke their profound love, 

even Cupid (the conqueror of the world) fainted and dropped his bow.These jewels among 

women, however, could not disturb the serenity of His mind by their amorous gestures. (36) 
Finding Him actively engaged like themselves, the people, ignorant as they are, look upon 

Him who is absolutely unattached as a human being full of attachment. (37) Herein lies the 

divinity of the almighty Lord that, even though abiding in Prakrti (Matter), He never gets 

tainted by the Gunas (modes) of Prakrti, just as a mind that has taken refuge in Him is never 
contaminated by the Gunas of Prakrti abiding in it. (38) Nay, those ignorant ladies (Sri 
Krsna’s consorts) themselves, little knowing His greatness, looked upon Him as a hen¬ 

pecked husband, devoted to their service in the private chamber, even as the notions of 

Aham (l-ness) conceive of God as sharing their own characteristics. (39) 

Thus ends the eleventh discourse entitled "The Entry of Sri Krsna into Dwaraka", forming 

part of the story relating to the Naimisa forest, in Book One of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

y\ 3*si sj^nsszrm: 

Discourse XII 
Birth of ParTksit 

^fl«J|f*d^l I 4tU|A|| 7T^f ^IdMlfad: I ^ I 

*>nffui ^ Mgldtd: I ft£R rf Waifildt tfot T|dctl-l. *T8JT I ^ I 

I Wt I 3 I 

Saunaka said : (You have already told us that) the infant in the womb of Uttara, though 

destroyed by the formidable Brahmastra discharged by Aswatthama (Drona's son), was 

dW ^rf-M 

• Fickleness is attributed to the Goddess of Fortune only in Her material form viz., riches. 
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brought back to life by the Lord Himself. (1) We now wish to hear about the birth and exploits 
ofthatnoblesoulofgreatwisdom.towhom Sukaimparted (true) knowledge, how his death 
came about and what destiny he attained after death. Kindly narrate all this to us, who are 

so earnest about it, if you deem fit. (2-3) 

Tm\ W: I ^wmitflo^crq! I Y I 

Suta continued : Freed from thirst for all enjoyments through the service of Sri Krsna's 
lotus-feet, the righteous king Yudhisthira protected his subjects like a father, gratifying them 

in everyway. (4) 

sfKfcit WTt I ^ 2*3121 I q I 

fet cf cRTOT: fg3n: I 3^^^ W: 8jfiRT*g XTgfcT* I ^ I 

He had (untold) riches and had performed many a sacrifice and earned thereby a place 
in the highest worlds. His consort (queen Draupadi) and brothers were all devoted to him. 
His suzerainty extended over the entire globe, while he enjoyed the sovereignty of 
JambudwTpa. Nay, his fame had reached as far as heaven. (5) But could all these objects 
of enjoyment, coveted even by the gods, O Brahmanas, bring delight to the king, who had 
given his mind to Lord Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation), any more than things other 

than food gratify a hungry soul. (6) 

*7 'MJjHHHl I c^?f TJRS I ^ I 

i c i 

'ym-UH ^ i i 

dl^Kfira TrmfTT: i hThcCT sr f?mt i ^o i 

I fawf 

While being scorched by the fire of the Brahmastra, that hero (ParTksit) in the womb of 

his mother (Uttara), O Saunaka (the delight of the Bhrgus), beheld some effulgent Being of 
the size of a thumb, most charming in appearance and swarthy of hue, clad in yellow robes 

that shone like lightning and wearing a brilliant diadem of gold. He was no other than Lord 
Acyuta (Sri Krsna). (7-8) He had four long and graceful arms, was adorned with pendants 
of refined gold, had bloodshot eyes and held in one of His hands a mace that shone like a 
firebrand even as He waved it in a circle again and again, Himself revolving round the child 

all the time. (9) He was quenching the fire of the Brahmastra with His mace, even as the sun 
disperses the fog. Perceiving Him by his side, the child in the womb wondered who it was.(10) 
Having quenched that fire, Lord Sri Hari (Sri Krsna), the Protector of virtue, who is infinite 
by nature and omnipresent too, disappeared in the womb itself, that (unborn) child of ten 

months still looking on. (11) 

rfH: flchpild^ I ^ <*3I8R: MlU|R<4)^1771 1*31 

tTFT JldRRI 7T3tT I yidtjj chlWIMW cIMfiMI ^r H^dvRJ^I 

fri TThTH, SIKIrWfl fe3T«7: y-flldlsf 7T I I 

TT3TR I ^ 5PjTTrRTt ^JTT I ?qi 

^HIuldUfHR 3^ TTTSmjfcjfa I TTHT feBjpTT STOfawflT 1^1 

dWMIfcfT fevJJJJRT ^IT^T: I yf^T^T R 7*3^ X7?iymc<dl I 1 

aft: 

37^aMl5lMMci 

37WT3T: WH2H 

fmjx* drfiftlldtl 
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Then, at an hour which was favourable for the development of all noble traits and when 
the stars in the ascendant were propitious, was born that child, who maintained the thread 
of Pandu's line and was another Pandu as it were in bodily strength. (12) Delighted at heart 

(at the news of his birth), the king had benedictory hymns recited and rites connected with 

the birth of a child performed by holy Brahmanas like Dhaumya, Krpa and others. (13) The 
king, who knew the right moment for making gifts, bestowed at the sacred hour of the birth* 

of Pariksit (before the navel-string is cut) gold, cows, lands, villages (as revenue-free grants), 

excellent elephants and horses and the best foodgrains on the Brahmanas. (14) Pleased 
with the gifts, the Brahmanas addressed the king, who was all humility, as follows:—"O jewel 

of the Pauravas (descendants of king Puru), by the will of Providence, which cannot be 
balked, this stainless race of the Purus had all but died out; yet the almighty Lord Visnu (Sri 

Krsna), in order to shower His grace on you, preserved it by saving this child. (15-16) Hence 

he will be known in this world by the name of Visnurata (one who has been saved by Lord 
Visnu). His fame will extend far and wide and he will undoubtedly turn out to be a great 
devotee of God and an exalted soul. (17) 

ffifET 3m? 
i 3^0[&ii fasrsrciT im: \ %6\ 

Yudhisthira asked : Will this child share the good reputation of the glorious and high- 
souled royal sages of his own line, O most worthy souls? (18) 

W$lull 3rjJ: 

TTCt TPTT ?W shfpR: % 

ypcHrarturuu 

TjrPst fctsbl-dl 

fadW<4fm: PlfWlUH 

flcjfl £Uimg|cUl trq' 

yfoflM: fjwf fcf 

tMMfuT! mHPldl W’RTT 

cT^cFI^Idtdl rw^«WdK 

TRRTOg TTRT I ^ I 

(ddfddl dl^r-dRd Ro I 

sgTTST I 

fadilfdd | fR | 

3TT9RT: Uehpdi *TOT 7RT3TO: R3 I 

tf-d<d ijyifdRd snfife: R*l 

^gRt Pkl 

^1 srtfa chKOTTdsR^I 

I ^V31 

i|IW<?T«gl^idt^T>T I I 

3tl^rftj|^mWRT 

W” 
yuddd 

The Brahmanas replied : O Yudhisthira (son of Prtha), this grandson of yours will 
protect his subjects just like Ikswaku, the eldest son of Vaivaswata Manu (who presides over 
the present Manwantara), and will be devoted to the Brahmanas and true to his word like Sri 
Rama, the celebrated son of Dasaratha. (19) He will be munificent and kind to those who 

seek his protection like Sibi, the king of the Usinaras; and, like Bharata (the son of Dusyanta), 

he will extend the fame of his own people as well as of those who perform sacrifices. (20) 

’ The scripture says :— 

ara ctM^nuild yjt*H ifo^arH cfrf: 

"A family does not contract SOtaka (impurity caused by childbirth) till the navel string is cut. It is only after the 

umbilical cord is cut that the Sutaka actually commences as a rule." 

A gift made before this operation brings an inexhaustible store of merit to the donor. The Smrti says :— 

■fllri orialnid ^Jctld l 
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As a leader of bowmen, he will be a match for both the Arjunas (Sahasrabahu and his own 
grandfather); nay, he will be unassailable as fire and unconquerable as the ocean. (21) He 
will be heroic as a lion (the king of beasts), worth resorting to as the Himalayas, enduring 
as the earth and forbearing like parents. (22) In even-mindedness he will compare with 
Brahma (the Creator) himself; while in graciousness of disposition he will be equal to Lord 
Siva. And he will be the support of all living beings like God Visnu (the Abode of Rama, the 
Goddess of Prosperity). (23) In high-mindedness accompanied with excellent virtues, he will 
follow the example of Sri Krsna; he will be generous as king Rantideva and pious like 
Yayati.(24) He will be equal to Bali in firmness, and unflinching in his devotion to Sri Krsna 
as Prahlada. He will perform a number of Aswamedha sacrifices and will wait upon the 
aged.(25) He will be the progenitor of a race of royal sages and chastiser of those who stray 
from the path of virtue. Nay, he will subdue Kali (the spirit presiding over the Kali age) in the 
interest of mother Earth as well as of righteousness. (26) Hearing of his impending death at 
the hands of Taksaka (a chief of the Nagas), impelled by the curse of a Brahmana's son, he 
will renounce all attachment and take refuge in the feet of Sri Hari. (27) Having ascertained 
the truth about the Spirit from the sage Sukadeva (the son of Vyasa), he will cast off his mortal 
coil, O king, on the bank of Gariga and attain the fearless state (the state of blessedness).(28) 

TT? f^TT I wcfcimkldn: ^ tdchi-V^JlFL1 ^ I 

irrj fewRL TTTffaTfefo i ^ >3°i 

H TFSTJsrt ^cfrfq: I 31I44MWT: focjfa: cfcigifaRc* 

jIlfd^fcl^IRsn I cM^ug4t: 1^9 1 

I «R ^ 13* I 

*wi^ wt ww nWramnsziH 

^u^risairq: i^l 

Having thus told the king (about the future of the new-born babe), the Brahmanas, who 
were all well-versed in astrology, returned each to his own home after receiving theirfee. (29) 
It was this very child who was known all over the world by the name of Parlksit, because this 
gifted boy used to look for, among those whom he saw, the Person whom he had perceived 
in his mother's womb and who always lingered in his thought. (30) Being fostered everyday 
by (the love of) his grandparents, the prince (Pariksit) grew up very soon, even as the orb 
of the moon, waxing by degrees in a bright fortnight everyday, becomes full very soon. (31) 
The king now made up his mind to propitiate the Lord through the performance of a horse- 
sacrifice in order to atone for his hostile conduct towards his own kith and kin; but since he had 
no money (to defray the expenses of the sacrifice) other than that collected as revenue or fines 
(which was evidently not much), he became thoughtful. (32) Perceiving what was in his mind, 
his younger brothers, at the instance of Acyuta (the immortal Lord Sri Krsna) fetched abundant 
riches that had been left in the north (by king Marutta and his priests*). (33) Having thus 

• In the line of Dista (the fourth of the ten sons of Vaivaswata Manu, the Manu presiding overthe present Manwantara) 

there flourished a universal monarch. Marutta by name, who performed a sacrifice which was unequalled by any othersacrifice. 

All the vessel used in that sacrifice were made of gold and most beautiful in shape (vide Srimad Bhagavata IX. ii. 27). At the 

conclusion of the sacrifice the king had all the vessels thrown in the north. Besides, he gave untold wealth to the priests by 
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equipped himself with all the requisites for the sacrifice, king Yudhisthira, the son of Dharma 
(the god of righteousness), who was afraid of sin, propitiated Sri Hari by performing three 
horse-sacrifices. (34) Having enabled the king to perform the sacrifices with the help of 

the twice-born (the Brahmanas), Lord Sri Krsna, who had been invited for the occasion, 

stayed with him for some months for the gratification of his friends and relations. (35) Then, 
with the leave of the king and his younger brothers, as well as of Krsna (queen DraupadT), 

O Saunaka, He proceeded to Dwaravat! (Dwaraka) accompanied by Arjuna and surrounded 

by the Yadu chiefs (Uddhava, Satyaki and others). (36) 

Thus ends the twelfth discourse entitled " The Glory of birth etc., of Pafikstit," forming part 

of the story relating to the Naimisa forest, in Book One of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita 

v 3TSj sWHi-iisszrra: 
Discourse XIII 

Departure of Dhrtarastra and his wife GandharT, 

for the forest at the instance of Vidura 

fodcTR S3TR SRT cfclMUdlifH: I ? I 3 I 

IT sRJUFRT I ^JrTTrgt W: I 3 I 

■nrernf #crt frcft i mntr^m:Fgrn:f%ra: i * i 

Mugful STM rt^ fSTricRl trftl|Flf^raT^T: I I 

5)104 lit [c*<fsl<<toOc)rycti|rKi: I <MI clHtUll-Slsk ejirll+MMRiJjiH^ I ^ I 

<T feSrimTErRTft I 3raq|cHdl tldi W ^ ^uctnR I ^ I 

Suta continued: Having ascertained the truth about the Spirit from the sage Maitreya 

in the course of his pilgrimage, Vidura returned to Hastinapura; for he had thereby come 
to know all that he wanted to know.(l) Exclusive devotion to Sri Govinda having welled up 

in his heart even before he could elicit replies to all the questions he had urged for solution 

by Maitreya (a descendant of the sage Kusaru), Vidura pressed no more for a reply to the 
remaining questions. (2) Seeing him, their kinsmen, come back, O sage, Yudhisthira (the 
son of Dharma, the god of righteousness) and his younger brothers (Bhima and others), 

Dhrtarastra (their eldest uncle and Vidura's eldest brother) and Yuyutsu (Dhrtarastra's only 
surviving son, born of a Vaisya wife), Suta (Sarijaya), Krpa (son of Saradvan), Prtha (Kunti, 

the mother of the Pandavas), Gandharl (Dhrtarastra's devoted spouse and daughter of the 
king of Gandhara, the modern Afghanistan), Draupadi (daughter of king Drupada), Subhadra 
(Arjuna's wife and Sri Krsna's younger sister, the grandmother of Pariksit) and Uttara 

(Abhimanyu's widow and Parlksit's mother), KrpI (Drona's widow and Krpa's younger sister, 
the mother of Aswatthama) and all the male and female relations of the late king Pandu (the 

way of their sacrificial fees. It was more than they could carry home; hence they came away leaving a major part of it on Ihe 

sacrificial ground. Since all unclaimed property vests in the ruler as a matter of right, the Lord had all this wealth transferred 

to Yudhisthira and devoted it to a sacred cause. 
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father of Yudhisthira and his brothers) as well as all the other ladies and their sons went forth 
in great joy to meet him even as the organs would be roused into activity when life returned 
to a dead body. They all duly received him by embracing or greeting him and shed copious 
tears of love, overwhelmed as they were with anxiety caused by (long) separation. When he 
had taken his seat, the king (duly) paid his respects to him. (3—6) When after finishing his 
meal and having reposed (for some time) he was comfortably seated,the king addressed him 
in the presence of all, his head bent low with humility.(7) 

3Tfa WT8T *Tt rcWtf.UllfeNIMISMlRldl 4<*IHl<jchl: | c i 

fgifrmus^Hj rfPsrff^T 8T5PJ1?JtRt Rfedwlg I I 

sfcrfgan nmcidiwfsf'gHT: wi fenrt i maff^cfPd i ^o i 

3rfq 'tyjWWId sTPSIcfT: <^l^ddl: I ^gT: 3JFTT cfT TRfcJ: 1^1 

Yudhisthira said : Do you remember us, brought up under your fostering care (like 
young birds that flourish underthe protective wings of their parents)—how with our mother 
we were delivered by you from a host of calamities like poisoning and fire ? (8) How did you 
manage to keep your body and soul together during your peregrinations on the terrestrial 
globe? And what places of pilgrimage and principal sacred spots did you visit on the face of 
the earth? (9) Devotees of God like you, my lord, are not only consecrated themselves; but 
it is they who revive the sanctity of sacred places (that get polluted by the contact of sinners) 
by the living presence of Lord Visnu (the Wielder of a mace), in their heart. (10) Dear uncle, 

are our friends and relations, the Yadavas, who look upon Sri Krsna as their deity, doing well 
in their own city (Dwaraka) ? Did you happen to see or even hear of them ?(11) 

gr*Jrp) SjrfTFJbT *Tci ^ flMcluf-il^l iTOFjqH fsRT I 

W«M>UI) $:RTdl< sfgWT: 1^1 

Tcw^h.i ■HT^fg^y sflfdmdtHj T* i 

3tfsry<4m ^yici<ucpiR^ i wresTR ^4 w: i^m 

^jfafgTT I WTT feRT 1^1 

*TCPHT OTtTRT ddl^ill I 31d1*IH<rcf?fld: eFT^: 1^91 

Thus interrogated by the pious king (Yudhisthira) he narrated in order all that he had 
known at first hand (from Uddhava) omitting, of course, the extermination of the Yadava 
race. (12) Compassionate by nature, he could not bear to see his kinsmen in distress; hence 
he did not break to them that unpleasant news, which was more than they could bear; for 

he knew that it would come to be known to the people of its own accord. (13) Adored (by his 
kinsfolk) as a veritable god, he lived comfortably (at Hastinapura) for some time, anxious to 
do good to his eldest brother (Dhrtarastra) and bringing delight to all. (14) Aryama (the 
second of the twelve sons of Aditi, who preside over the sun successively every month, 
vide Srimad Bhagavata XII. xi. 32—44) duly carried on the duties of punishing the evil¬ 
doers during the hundred years Yama (the god of justice) tenanted the body of a Sudra 
(as Vidura) under a curse (pronounced by the sage Mandavya.* (15) Having got back his 
kingdom and seen the face of a grandson capable of upholding the traditions of the family, 

* Once upon a time the members of a king's police force apprehended some thieves at the hermitage of a sage, 

Mandavya by name. They naturally suspected the sage of complicity in their nefarious activities and arrested him as well, who 

was transfixed on the stake along with the thieves under orders of the king. When,however, the king learnt that the suspected 

accomplice was a saint, he immediately ordered the latter to be released and obtained his forgiveness by falling at his feet. 
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Yudhisthira in his supreme splendour rejoiced with his younger brothers, who were as 
powerful as the guardians of the various worlds. (16) In this way time, whose movements 
are most difficult to control, passed unnoticed by them, attached as they were to their home 

and had lost sight of their goal (for the time being) on account of their remaining engrossed 
in worldly activities. (17) 

sjdtiyit'srTCcTi <Mfcnfuidi 

Mfd(sh<tt H TTHT? I H Tjct HTTcTFT H^fat H: HMWR1: 1^1 

3IWT: fsi4Jrl3<fa I TR: H?lt fa^ld I | 

f^Tlt ^T: I 3TR*TT W HHTT TTHT: I 

3# vHdt)^Tf^dli!ll HHT H3R.I fangMIc^ xjgMIrtdr^ I ^ 

3Tfsrf%Bt TrfSJ m ?TOS ^RTLIfrT $5T SR ^tt 

HHITfxT rtg fTfUTHT fcl'jilfatll: I Mldlld^dl ^fftjff STHIT ^THHt ^ I^KI 

HrT^TSTfiTH f^Tdit xjrT^RR: I 3lf^lddld^l^ H t sftT Hdlfd: RM 

*1: HtchldtHTI % villdfdcld ^ f^T ?ft <ltjlrtfgMcH HftrTH: R^l 

3T2tt^Nrf f?[5T HTrJ 5dlo>c(|ctyi4t^i: dilc^: fjHT tjU|fcfcbtfu|: I ^V9 I 

Perceiving this, Vidura said to Dhrtarastra,"Look here: a terrible time has come. Let us, 
therefore, soon be away, my royal brother ! (18) That all-powerful time (the time of 
death) has come upon us all, which cannot be averted on any account and under any 

circumstance.(19) Overtaken by it, a man is immediately made to part with his life, which is 

most dear to him, to say nothing of other things such as wealth and so on. (20) Your uncles 

(Bhisma and Somadatta), your brother and cousin (Pandu and Bhurisrava), your relations 
(such as your brothers-in-law, Sakuni and Salya, your son-in-law, Jayadratha and so on), 

nay, your own sons (Duryodhana and others) have been killed; your days are almost ended 
and your body is overcome with old age, and (what is worst) you are living under the roof of 
another (king Yudhisthira, who was your mortal enemy till yesterday)! (21) Oh, how strong 
is the desire in a living being to survive, impelled by which you accept the morsels of food 

thrown to you by Bhlma even like a dog ! (22) What do you expect to achieve through a life 

depending on the good-will of those whose dwelling was set on fire, to whom poison was 

administered, whose wedded wife was subjected to ignominy (in open court), nay, whose 

lands and other possessions were seized (all with your connivance) ? (23) How foolish of 
you that you still desire to live ! Like tattered clothes, your age-worn body will nonetheless 

leave you, however reluctant you may be to cast it off. (24) Therefore,free from worldly 
attachment and shaking off all bondage, he who drops this body, which is no longer of any 
use to him, away from and unknown to his kith and kin, he alone is spoken of as wise. (25) 
Fed up with this world either by himself or by another's precept and with a subdued mind, 
and holding Sri Hari in his heart, he who leaves his home (as a recluse) is foremost among 

men. (26) Therefore, unnoticed by your kinsmen, proceed to the north (the Himalayan 

region); for the time which will come hereafter will be mostly such as would take away the 

The sage now approached Yama and wanted to know for what sinful act of his he was made to suffer such terrible agony. Yama 

told him that he had in his childhood pierced a live locust with the point of a blade of Kusa grass, and that was responsible for 

the pangs of impalement suffered by him. The sage felt that the punishment meted out to him was out of all proportion with the 

crime, which must have been committed by him through ignorance. He. therefore, uttered an imprecation against the god. 

consigning him to earthly life as a Sudra for one hundred years. It was under his imprecation that Yama was reborn on this 

earth as Vidura. 
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virtues of men." (27) 

TRTT (ci^'Jii.rjvHH M^I-cjgWlTsnT Jhi^hIs: I 

fer^T ^m^rFSfSFf fag^TR tJTtiR^fdlSST I 1 

qfw 3RFH ^TT uidstdl gi^SFITO RTS^f I 

IfRIcW HdfWHlfacl 4trHHj^R: I 

Thus instructed by Vidura, his younger brother, the blind king Dhrtarastra (a descendant 
of Ajamidha) had his mind's eye opened. Cutting asunder the strong ties of affection that bound 
him to his kinsmen, he departed, his brother (Vidura) himself acting as his guide. (28) 
Perceiving that her husband was proceeding to the Himalayas—which afforded great delight 
to recluses (lit., those who have taken a vow of non-violence) even as a righteous combat (on 
the battle-field) delights a heroic warrior—the virtuous Gandharl (the daughter of king Subala) 
too, who had taken a vow of devoted service to her lord, followed him in his journey. (29) 

tj? sfagt r *dn$4ifitiH^| ^ri^oi 

Hst wrofti qWifeauHU; i Tnaf^rut 35 dwid) ^g) #rg RjRt: 13^ 1 

3T^T g ?a^5ns5af eF 3?fa TpStf^Slft I 

3TT5TOITR: TTfFtt ^fldflliMdd, I 3? I 

<TTngf ^§5: f^tj 3n$RTT °t]fMd: ftRJsft W> Jldlfed: 133 I 

Having said his Sandhya prayers and poured oblations into the sacred fire, and having 

bowed to the Brahmanas and bestowed on them gifts of sesamum seeds, cows, lands and 
gold, king Yudhisthira (who looked upon none as his enemy) entered the apartments of his 
elders for his daily salutations, but failed to perceive either of his uncles or even his aunt 
(Gandharl). (30) With an anxious heart he asked Sahjaya (Dhrtarastra's counsellor and 
trusted servant), who was sitting there, "Sahjaya (son of Gavalgana), where is our aged 
uncle, who is blind too? (31) Where is my aunt, grieved at the loss of her sons, and where 
is my younger uncle gone, who was so kindly disposed towards us ? Distressed at the loss 
of his near and dear ones and apprehending ill treatment from my foolish self, may it be that 
he has thrown himself into the Ganga, along with his wife? (32) After the death of our father, 

king Pandu, it was our uncles who protected us all, their children, against a series of 
calamities, tender of age as we were. Ah, where have they gone from here ?" (33) 

fcR^ld: | 3TTmWTEf§TTntT 

3raidi>i^ 

*T SHIliJTfdiftfed: 1^*1 

Suta continued: Sore afflicted with grief and overwhelmed with affection at the sudden 
disappearance of his master and feeling very sad on account of his separation from him, 
Sahjaya (who too was a Suta by birth) could not utter a word in reply. (34) Then, wiping the 
tears with his hands and steadying his mind by recourse to reason, he replied to Yudhisthira 
(as follows) with his thought fixed on the feet of his lord (Dhrtarastra): (35) 

RT? ot|c<ft-id I h$|s<isl yjNdbftH 13^1 

3T8jmmih ^mdl-T RTT^: I RTjjTty«rcfcrf^R I 1 

Sanjaya said : "I know neither the resolve of your uncles nor of your aunt, O delight of 
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your race. I have been deceived by those noble souls ! O lord with mighty arms." (36) In the 
meantime came the divine sage Narada, accompanied by the sage Tumburu. Yudhisthira 
went forth with his younger brothers to receive them and, after greeting them, spoke with 
great reverence: (37) 

TT? ^ ^ ndlfcld: I 3T^T gd^l-SStTf Wi FrIT ^ duRcHl 1^4 I 

cRtjfcm $cTN|} FFcTTT I 3T5Srr5Wm FRcTR, FTT^t qfHUrtM: 1^1 

ITT F^tSJTF^T ^FTr^l «)<*>(: FFTc-F <4 4)4 q^frl qR-wIRitj: I 

FT FT TJcf =5T l^o I 

F2TT <ll4) *iffd ii)dltd’ll olcgj: <««^IhRT: I cne^dT^l FTFfF^tgJ FTTfrT I 

F?JT sblshtdrUuil 44)Jlfaj|Flf<^ I ^i|| gFTTft^: FTTrTT rTSJ^Mill ^JOTTF, | 

zrt*t£ sp <%hfsjcT err f #W(i f^stt f fg #5ttft 1%^ 1^3 1 

FFTFnHOf ^^oyn^H^dUldtd: I FtST 7FFT8TT: <^TUT1 FTfiW xT FT feFT ITT* I 

<*iiw<^4*juii«frTr ^gtSF FFUFtlrlcb: I FtFTFcFKfitW) F8TT FTFJTJm 

3tgWlfa FgWHWMdlfd ^F^TFJ Fi^fF rT5T Up ^ffcft 4)c)^ ^NdM. I~*5 I 

Ffed FFrarR, F3TFF; 3TTFTT.SSFTFT I 3TFTTtSFrrct FTfr F5F F FFTF^STT IW I 

FtSFFU MgKM TOF( “iJFFTcR: I cHo^qlicTdlujfi^WFIdW IY4 I 

fd'MiRd ^ct^djMd^y 5rm8T?t 1 Frarftj^n: 1 

Yudhisthira said : "I know not the movements of my uncles, O divine sage; I wonder 

where they have gone hence. Nor do I know where is gone my aunt, so well-known for her 

austere penance and distressed at the loss of her sons. (38) Your Holiness alone can guide 
us across this endless ocean (of grief) as a pilot in the deep." Thereupon the worshipful 

Narada, the foremost among sages, spoke (as follows):—(39)"Grieve not for anybody, O 

king; for the world is under the control of God. It is to Him, the supreme Ruler of all, that all 
these worlds along with their rulers offer their homage. It is He who unites and He again who 

parts living beings from one another. (40) Even as oxen, controlled individually by small 

strings passed through their nostrils and held together by a strong rope, carry loads for their 

master, so these human beings, tied down to the rope of the divine word (the Veda) through 
the smaller strings of their different denominations (such as Brahmana, Brahmacari and so 

on), offer their worship to God (through their respective duties). (41) Even as playthings here 
(in this world) are brought together and separated by the will of the player, so do the coming 

together and parting of human beings depend on the will of God. (42) Whether you consider 

human beings to be eternal (as the soul or spirit) or ephemeral (as the corporeal body) or 
both eternal and transient (as embodied souls) or as neither eternal nor ephemeral (as the 
unspeakable Absolute, which is devoid of all attributes), they are not worth grieving for 

unless through affection born of infatuation. (43) Therefore, O dear Yudhisthira, shake off 
the uneasiness of mind, caused by ignorance, as to how those people (your uncles and 
aunt) may be faring without you, helpless and miserable as they are. (44) This body, 
constituted as it is of the five elements (viz., earth, water, fire, air and ether), is subject to 
the control of time, fate and the three modes of Prakrti (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas). How 

can it protect others any more than a man fallen in the jaws of a python can help 

another?(45) The handless (such as the quadruped) serve as the subsistence of those that 

have hands (such as human beings); those that have no feet (such as grass etc.) sustain 
the life of the four-footed animals; and (even among the handless) the smaller ones serve 
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as the sustenance of the bigger ones. (In this way) life sustains life. (46) All this, O king, 
is the one self-effulgent Lord, the Self of all embodied souls. It is He who appears as the 
subject and the object. Perceive Him as manifested in multitudinous forms through Maya 
(illusion). (47) It is He, O mighty ruler—the same Lord who brings into being this living 
creation—who has now appeared on this earth as living Death (Kala) for the extermination 
of the enemies of gods. (48) The work of the gods has now been (well-nigh) accomplished 
and the Lord awaits the completion of that which yet remains to be done. You too should 
wait so long as the Lord is still here: (49) 

sfrrrr^: ri m RRirof ^ i sfsTota ft1^ --ttMluumsm ma: mo i 

#cTff^T: FHfarof t ^ft TTH*tT STSJTrLI TTHTRT STrm HH'HH: STcTgTH I I 

trfFPtpT ^lifl^STrferfST I 3T3>T$r R 3TT^ fcHrlMUl: || 

I'JimflHl fclri’ai'tf: I stft^iicH^l m,3 I 

w'm iv* i 

S^WTFtFpTt^cFf | fadf&ilR.4cll*K WTUjftcfracS: I 

HWI-THHil RcfT^: ^TOTT%?^UT: I I 

H 3T SttlrMl^ tTSR, TTH: I ehc^c(< 51*41 fa ^ TTU I I 

I Rsydl nhHhHS^qrf^T I <j^9 I 

I ^tf^Deb^dWWI^ TPrTT HfsKdNdch: I ^61 

fc^^T8fR)??L W-|'i dl<4: I ^jfsrfSTt 3-c<*fl*4| Ijft? ^5T3T1T^5T: I d*? I 

?fil ?fWidl'ldd WJtl^ TO?W WfedlAl dfwiiWIPt d4K<ii5«7Ft: 1^31 

"Dhrtarastra with his younger brother and his own wife, Gandhari, has gone to the 

hermitage of sages to the south of the Himalayas, where the Gahga (the celestial river) has 
for the pleasure of the seven celebrated sages (Saptarsis as they are called) split herself into 
seven streams to flow through seven different channels, which they call Saptasrota.(50-51) 
Bathing in the Saptasrota thrice a day (in the morning and evening as well as at midday), and 
pouring oblations into the sacred fire according to the scriptural ordinance, he is living on water 
alone, serene of mind and free from all cravings. (52) Having controlled his pose (sitting in 

one pose continually for hours together) and breath and withdrawn his six senses (the five 
external senses and the mind, which is known as the sixth or internal sense) from their 
objects, he has shaken off through contemplation on Sri Hari the impurities of his mind in the 
shape of Rajas, Sattva and Tamas. (53) Nay, merging his ego (sense of l-ness or 
individuality) in Buddhi (the principle of intelligence and the source of l-consciousness) and 
dissolving his Buddhi in the individual soul (the Ksetrajna as it is called), he has identified 
his individual soul with the Absolute (Brahma), the substratum of all, as the space within a 
jar is united with the unlimited space. (54) Again, having thoroughly controlled his senses 
and mind, he has given up all enjoyment and uprooted the effects (in the shape of latent 
desires) of the Gunas of Maya. Nay, having abandoned all his duties, he sits motionless like 
a post now. Therefore, do not stand in his way (by trying to contact him). (55) On the fifth day 
hence, O king, he will cast off his body, which will be reduced to ashes. (56) Finding the body 

of her lord being consumed along with the hut (he is occupying) by the sacrificial fires, his 
virtuous wife, standing outside, will enter the fire in order to follow her husband. (57) And, 
witnessing this wonder with a mixed feeling of joy and grief, O delight of the Kurus, Vidura 
will go out (again) on pilgrimage to sacred places." (58) Having told him all this, the sage 
Narada with Tumburu immediately ascended to heaven; and, treasuring up his words in his 
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heart, Yudhisthira ceased sorrowing. (59) 

Thus ends the thirteenth discourse, forming part of the story of the Naimisa 

forest, in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 
otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

■h 
3TST t4^II5SZTFT: 

Discourse XIV 
King Yudhisthira grows apprehensive at the sight of evil omens 

and Arjuna returns from Dwaraka 
337W 

SRcfciiri faum i *ntj ^ er faQPgro, i * i 

smfrn: diPdFcmifiiwcti drcrddh^: i dn^mPcn ftfronfr i ^ i 

chlrtt<4 d JlRi <1sU ict>-l4td^y Mu|: I *JaTT ctlrl) ^t^C'il^ll'JrllWHl*^ I 3 I 

^TTifelfasi d 4l?5dMJ d efccdvH I * I 

PtfMTtMdffi^iPd 7^! ^r,^rau4sr<^fd ^r: i h i 

Suta continued: Arjuna had left for Dwaraka in order to see his relations (Sri Krsna and 
others) and to know the doings of Sri Krsna of sacred renown. (1) He, however, did not return 
from that place even though many months had elapsed. In the meantime Yudhisthira, the 
illustrious scion of Kuru, saw portents of a fearful nature. (2) Time had taken a dreadful turn, 
(as was clear from the fact that) the characteristics of the seasons had totally changed. 
People had taken to sinful ways of living, their heart possessed with anger, greed and 
falsehood. (3) Their dealings had become crooked: even friendship was marred by deceitful¬ 
ness; there were quarrels between parents and sons, relations and relations, brothers and 
brothers, and even between husbands and wives. (4) At the approach of the Kali age the 
nature of individuals was vitiated by evils like greed and so on, while omens boding the worst 
type of calamity appeared (in the cosmic nature). Witnessing all this, king Yudhisthira spoke 

to his younger brother (Bhlma) as follows : (5) 

zforfB7 3qiM 
SRcfTOT fawjcf-ypfdswr I jTTrjei yui^'icbR Pd^fgdH. I ^ I 

TOT: TTHTSpT TOT ddl^: I TORTTfH cfTO cfT I 'd I 

3#T ^fTOTTSSf^g: 7T chltflSq^LffeR: I I C I 

*TW5T: TORT TOT 3TCT: 3PT: ^ TOT: I 3TTTO TOdPTOiiT 7TOT2J dd-ji^ld. I % I 

U^4trMldl?Uoij|g f<oijTOTR tRffM&H I ^TTOR VlUTTlVJTI^ qt ifP&MIjRR I \ o I 

'5T: *J7: I IR4 STKI^IRlPd fefwf 1^1 

ftl4^T(Rlfc<TO(WMdtfMdl ITOTf TOTOSTOfTOTfa URtTOrl. I ^ 7 I 

wi: $4Pd -qi tot ^rni grots'^ I W2J R$t4 T^TT twi^l 

TJcg^rT: ehMIdtiil^*: TOTTO TO 

spn ^T: RfTOT: cTOT^ TOTfefa 

cti^dffd iron f^frorq 

I yc<H,«ch9 ej>@M*Pis[i ^TfTOJrT 

I frofrTSJ q^lWld 7TTO ^ 

I TOpiT TOTOTfTO TTT^rT 

I^YI 

i*m 

1^1 
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^4 i?rcm w q?qet fir4t Rrf4 i ^ Tf^rt i ^ i 

qdt R^ISJ ^jf^TT: TTCTfa ^ TRTfa ^ I R ^Ic4s4 I ^ 6 I 

q fetfTT FR cTSTT q tprfTT rr 1M: I T^SjgTIT W q fKR^f^T Wh *S I 

I^HTfq W-rfra RcKUpR V\ I ^qrq^r HRIT: ^TRigRT^mi: I 

^TSfsr4r Pkh-^I: fc^ny q: Roi 

TRT udMij)4116-1.4 ^rarT: q^: I 3R^^$ftf4#TT ^Wt^nTT 1?^ I 

Yudhisthira said : "Arjuna was sent to Dwaraka to see our relations (Sri Krsna and 
others) as well as to find out what Sri Krsna of sacred renown was doing. (6) Although seven 
months have since elapsed, O Bhimasena, I do not quite understand why your younger 
brother has not yet returned. (7) May it not be that the time predicted by the celestial sage 
has arrived, when the Lord intends to cast off the form assumed by Him for the sake of sport— 
the Lord to whose grace we owe our fortune, our kingdom, our spouses, our life, the 
continuance of our race, our progeny, our victory over the enemies and our title to the higher 
worlds. (8-9) Observe the fearful portents, O tiger among men, in the heavens as well as 
on the earth as also in our own person, boding some calamity near at hand, that will distract 
our mind. (10) My left thigh, left eye and left arm, dear brother, are throbbing again and again 
and my heart quakes every now and then: all these will surely bring some unhappy news.(11) 
Lo! the she-jackal, vomitting fire, howls at the rising sun and this dog, dear Bhima, fearlessly 
bays at me. (12) Good animals (such as the cow) pass by to my left, while other 
(inauspicious) animals (as the donkey etc.) turn to my right. Nay, I see my horses weeping, 
O tiger among men. (13) This dove, the harbinger of death, as well as the owl and its enemy, 
the crow, keeping awake all the night, make my heart shudder with their horrible cries and 
would have the world converted into a desert. (14) The quarters look smoky; the orbs of the 
sun and the moon appear with a misty halo encircling them; the earth with the mountains 
quakes (every now and then); and there are frequent thunder-claps accompanied by violent 
lightning-strokes, dear brother.( 15) The wind blows very hard, spreading darkness with dust; 
the clouds rain blood, thus creating a ghastly scene everywhere. (16) Look at the sun, which 
has lost its brilliance, and the planets contending against one another in the heavens. The 
heaven and the earth seem to be set on fire due to multitudes of ghosts and other creatures 
congregating here and there. (17) Streams and big rivers no less than lakes and minds (of 
the people) are (all) agitated. The fire does not burn (even) with clarified butter. I wonder what 
surprise is this (fateful) time going to spring on us ? (18) Calves refuse to suck the udders 
and their mother do not allow themselves to be milked. Cows weep, tears trickling down their 
faces; while bulls too do not rejoice with the herd. (19) The images of gods appear to weep; 
nay, they perspire and move from their seats. These outlying districts and villages, cities and 
gardens, mines and hermitages look cheerless and robbed of their splendour. (God knows) 
what evil they portend for us. (20) From these grave forebodings I am led to believe that the 
earth has undoubtedly lost its charm, having been deprived (of the touch) of the Lord's feet, 
that possess a grace (graceful marks of a thunderbolt etc.) unknown to the feet of any other 

person." (21) 

14-riildWW ijaiRfeH 4rfTTT I TT?T: grfqSHRT: I 

I IT* I 

As the king was thus expressing his concern with a heart full of anxiety at the sight of 
these portentous phenomena, O Saunaka, Arjuna (whose banner was emblazoned with the 
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figure of a monkey) returned from Dwaraka (the capital of the Yadus). (22) Seeing his 
younger brother fallen at his feet with a strange look about him, lacklustre and ill at ease, his 
face cast down and tears trickling down from his lotus-like eyes, the king felt anxious at heart 
and questioned him in the midst of his other kinsmen, recalling the words of Narada. (23-24) 

*1^1414^1 q: ^3RT: ^L4HK^ I q^^<#ll$f&1l<e|dl4yehtjuJlit: I9M 

HlrllMg: chRjrWMlW ^T2T HlRq: I TTT^T: 1| 

TTH td^KWcMr4) HT^RT: fl^ldt^l: I 3TTTT^ U^ll: 8TP ^eblsi^l: Tqqq | ^\9 | 

chRlsfivUi^chl tai^: I Th^^Tt 'jfqq^KWHUii: 1^6 | 

TTTTTrr I ^ TTOT qq^qT^rTt SPJ: I 

S^JT: q^farftqr yymw q?Rgt: I qpffrT<TlTfq*>4l ctsft qw^rtl^ol 

^nTSJTT^JTSJ TTF^t ''itl^cldl^d: I W efclfwfjIcNI: *pj=n 1^1 

d^T^RT: I y-KH^Muiil q qMdtfqT: 133 I 

3Tfa TT^ TTqfOTf^n^TT: I 3Tfa FRf% d^Ucfl: 1^31 

Yudhisthira said: "Are our relations, the Madhus, the Bhojas, the Dasarhas, the Arhas, 
the Satvatas, the Andhakas and the Vrsnis, happy in Dwaraka (the capital of the Anartas)?(25) 
Is my revered maternal grandfather, Sura (Surasena) doing well ? And are our maternal 
uncles, Anakadundubhi (Vasudeva) and his younger brother, enjoying good health ? (26) 
Again, are our maternal aunts, the seven wives of Vasudeva, Devaki and others, who are 
related to one another as sisters, quite hale themselves as also their sons and daughters- 
in-law ? (27) Does king Ahuka (Ugrasena, the father of Devaki), whose son (Karnsa) was 
notorious for his wickedness, and his younger brother (Devaka), still alive ? And are Hrdika 
and his son (Krtavarma), Akrura (a cousin of Vasudeva), Jayanta, Gada and Sarana (Sri 
Krsna’s brothers) as well as Satrujit and others faring well ? And is the divine Sri Rama 
(Balarama), the Lord of the Satvatas (Yadavas), happy ? (28-29) Is Pradyumna (Sri Krsna's 
eldest son), the greatest warrior among all the Vrsnis, well ? And is the divine Aniruddha 
(Pradyumna's son) of marvellous dash (on the field of battle) prospering ? (30) Susena and 
Carudesna (two of the ten sons of Rukmini, of whom Pradyumna was the eldest) and Samba 
born of Jambavati, and all the other great sons of Sri Krsna, including Rsabha, as also their 
sons, and even so Srutadeva, Uddhava and the other attendants of Siri Krsna and other 
principle Satvatas (Yadavas)—Sunanda and Nanda being the chief of them—are all these 
doing well, protected by the arms of Sri Rama and Sri Krsna ? Do they ever enquire after our 
welfare, bound as they are by ties of affection to us ? (31—33) 

qqcrRfa qtfMf ‘M-dvTHW: 1 '<*,£]q;gqgd: 13* 1 

Htftfiq ^ c^l<*>MI STmq rj tf | 3TTqt |WTt£||c||!iibd'd4K4: 13 m 

^rgTT^rrfqfT 

l?V9l 

^TtqlRldlH. 1^41 

"And is Lord Govinda (Sri Krsna), a friend of the Brahmanas and full of affection for His 
devotees, happy in His famous council-chamber, Sudharma, at His own capital, in the midst 
of His kith and kin ? (34) It is for the protection and prosperity and well-being of all the worlds 
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that the Prime Person (Sri Krsna) is living in the milk ocean of the Yadava race with His 
constant companion, Lord Ananta (Sri Balarama). (35) Respected by all, the Yadus revel, 
like the attendants of Lord Visnu, in their own city (of Dwaraka), protected by His long 
arms.(36) By virtue of their service to His feet, which they regard as their foremost duty, 
Satyabhama and the other sixteen thousand and odd spouses of the Lord prevailed on the 
latter to conquer gods on the field of battle and carried by force the objects of sense- 
enjoyment (such as the celestial Parijata tree) sought by the gods themselves and fit to be 
enjoyed by goddess Sac! (the spouse of Indra, the wielder of a thunderbolt). (37) Nay, the 
great Yadava warriors, who depend on the might of His stout arms, always fearlessly tread 
the council-chamber, known by the name of Sudharma, which was snatched by force (from 
Indra) and was worthy of the foremost gods." (38) 

did STgrTHT IT I 3TcraHTFTt-S^TTrf: did feftftrf: 1^ I 

cfifedlf^TtS^ng: I dd^fRMfsim 3TT5FTT I Yo | 

WgnT STIc* TTT feraqj Tf# ^TTrOT^ft: IY^ I 

chRlTri HrilMliMWt'l fT^IT cIPH^d'l Utlkldj ctT8I qfat IY3 I 

yariMdiai I <(f>d) fdc4 •? IYY I 

1=1(1 FtFJtM ^iffrTFlT *jfa({j<Jd(i=£l HFT I ^YI 

"Are you enjoying good health yourself, dear Arjuna? You seem to have lost the 
brightness of your countenance. Did you fail to receive proper attention or were you ever 
treated with disrespect during your prolonged stay (at Dwaraka), dear brother ? (39) I hope 
no one tormented you with words etc., devoid of love and full of inauspicious import. Did you 
ever fail to grant the prayer of suppliants who approached you with some hope or to give 
something which you might have promised of yourown accord ? (40) I hope you neverturned 
away any Brahmana, child, cow, aged or ailing man, any woman or any creature whatsoever 
that might have approached you for protection, noted as you are for affording shelter (to the 
needy). (41) I am sure you never shared the bed with a woman unworthy of you nor did you 
copulate flippantly with a woman worthy of you. I further hope that you were not vanquished, 
while on your way back, by your equals nor by your inferiors. (42) Did you ever take your 
meals ignoring the aged or children deserving to be fed ? Or did you perpetrate any 
loathsome act which was unbecoming of you ? (43) Or is it that you have been torn from your 
ever most beloved and intimate friend and relation (Sri Krsna) and thus consider yourself 
desolate; for there can be no other cause of your agony." (44) 

Thus ends the fourteenth discourse entitled "Yudhisthira's Doubt", 
in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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^ 3T8I tj^^rtjszn^: 
Discourse XV 

Stricken with grief at their separation from Sri Krsna, the Pandavas 

instal Parlksit on the throne of Hastinapura and ascend to heaven 
^RT3W 

^ <3: fTWTT '*JRT TrjTTSSfg^feTH: I ^ ^Wlfc^tlefcftfd: I \ I 

^add^JMi sprsro: 1 £nj Tmr^aj-M^i^i^idird^Tf^q: I ^ I 

mfvRTSSifHJ 4>RTf: I Tlft^VT W^4yUl4ic<*iU*Jct5M{: I 3 I 

^ HRSZTTf^J *TWRJ sllULNI &t<4( f*TTT I * I 

Suta continued : Sri Krsna's friend, Arjuna (also nicknamed as Krsna), who had 
grown lean and thin on account of his separation from Sri Krsna, was stormed with a 
number of questions by his (elder) brother, king Yudhisthira, since his (gloomy) 
appearance gave rise to many a doubt. (1) His lotus-like face and heart were withering 
with grief and his brightness gone; and wholly engrossed in the thought of that very Lord, 
he could not make any answer. (2) Overwhelmed with anxiety, caused by love, that had 
swelled due to the disappearance of the Lord, and recalling the friendliness, beneficence 
and good-will shown by Him while playing the role of a charioteer and so on, he managed 
with difficulty to restrain his tears within his eyes and wiped with his hands those that 
had trickled down his cheeks; and in a voice choked with tears he addressed his elder 
brother, king Yudhisthira, as follows: (3-4) 

ZTjfrjciM 
elfenfts? HgRM ?fTUTT sRpsfauTT I ROTfH ^3TT 1 ^ I 

$U|(d4l4d ?5fcFt I 3cf«fq 7%Tt fOR *ISIT I ^ I 

^IRT8RTT^ ^dcRi^HMldMi TT^TT tddd<tj<j) 

rl-41 1RT HdlR-U?d-?J McW: ^•jMiflRRTT ^ <£>euu 

73TV^tnm^TfiR5 rT cRHT fafcldt 

^SJT THTT 'ROfKTT^cTf^mRTT fe^SfR-^Mdil'l % 

ddl^dL 5RT8RT?Rn3m 'JJ4T il-4lf4dlW4d<!H ft 

"f^FiTTcf: storitl 

f4d44 Mddl: Mfdm^^odi 4wfr«Mn<j>d 5rHild*jTt)4>5ii 

4t JjMlM dd4td ^ 

'ildfcltfW 3HW*iW farfqRTRTf 

^Hfnst «FraFL ^■Rrfuir^rfud: ^PiR4i^m<i[44 ^ 

3R4sfq cf^SRUT STTRt 

cT^et if RrRTT 'yddtrg^q J||u4lyrt8TOm^||dct8jm fjcTT: 

fl-sti: f^RTT ^^llddMi-Jinl® rlni^nej *^Pfd: 

^IRIcT: T&T ddfofMd^TdtL 

JRITfH sf]? SR ^ iRTT RRT fMlW'd Mfuiqq Tf 

6 I 

^ I 

M 

HI 

«l 
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Tit I 

3T^ERt tm fg^TT 7gTJJ^Mnmiit,4di(fl ^ ^5TT 771 37faT 3773^ I ^ <a I 

*7^35 tn y(uil?3 Tp^ltLiehulH^Ji^i^dyci^it^ebi^: 1 

37^IUi|4lyM^4lPl [H^fadlfa 4t 4^^^l7lfM<diy7lfij| 1^1 

77T3) ^3: $n(d-7tSS373 ^JTI 4 331133 <1377^73 7*51^7 Tisri: I 

77T 311-331^731 Tf«FTt Tjfog R 571373. TT^rraftwferfT: 1^1 

dM|u<j,dK»n=RfWd#fiTH# t Wf t5^T 7773 $7>-K3(H I 

4^(^tdl(4 37^3 gfc^llfa 15^ ^ 77127^73 1^1 

^I^IWdld3^<3)<^!R77lvjlH|f^|cWli3y4 ^tdc(i(4Id fctiibWsI: I 

777?$: 77733 773 ^ 77^7f?37JT $3^4 4 1^1 

7773? 7f|3: 717?3T ftmtTT 7J33I 13^3 3Jr3: 1 

37S3^d>M3f<i133f 7§R, 3l^77lfe<<3^ fdfH&fdUfTM 17° I 

3| U^73 ?33: 77 78Tt ?3T7^ 77t5? 78ft ^333) 773 37773^3 I 

77<f $73*3 3^773^TfeTJ 77733. fT ^ 1 

Arjuna said : "I have been deceived, O great king, by Sri Hari (Sri Kfsna), who 
appeared in the form of a friend and relation to me, and who has now robbed me of my 
mighty valour, which was once the wonder even of gods. (5) At a moment's separation 
from Him the world presents a loathsome sight, even as this body is called dead when 
bereft of life. (6) Through His might I was able, on the occasion of the self-election of 
a husband by Draupadi, to outshine the princes that had assembled at the house of king 
Drupada, intoxicated with love, to hit the revolving fish (hanging from the roof as a target) 
after duly fitting the bow with an arrow, and in this way to win the hand of Krsna 
(Draupadi). (7) In His presence I speedily conquered Indra and his heavenly hosts, offered 
the Khandava forest to the god of fire and secured the council-chamber built by the demon 
Maya, which was of wonderful workmanship and full of conjuring devices; and tributary 
chiefs brought presents from every quarter during your Rajasuya sacrifice. (8) It was by 
His might that the revered Bhimasena (your younger brother),possessing as he does the 
strength and vigour of ten thousand elephants succeeded in slaying Jarasandha—who 
was haughty enough to set his foot on the heads of vanquished kings—in order to 
accomplish the Rajasuya sacrifice.* Nay, it was He who set free a number of princes that 
had been (made captive and) brought by Jarasandha (to his capital) for being sacrificed 
to the god Mahabhairava (the chief of the Pramathas or attendants of Lord Siva) and 
who in return brought presents for your sacrifice. (9) When your wife (Draupadi) fell at 
His feet with tears rolling down her cheeks, and loosing her lovely braid—which, though 
rendered most sacred and praiseworthy by being sprinkled with holy water during the 
Rajasuya sacrifice, had been roughly handled by miscreants (like Duhsasana and others) 
in open court—He requited the wrong done to her by widowing their own wives and 
thereby compelling the latter to loose their hair.t(IO) Nay, it was He who saved us from 

a terrible pitfall contrived by our enemy (Duryodhana)through the sage Durvasa—who 
took his meals ahead (in the company) of not less than ten thousand pupils (wherever 
he went)—by going to the forest and accepting a stray remnant of some vegetable stuff 

• He alone can perform a Rajasuya sacrifice, who has reduced to submission all the living monarchs of his time, 
t Hindu widows keep their hair unbraided and unkempt and even shave them as a sign of lifelong mourning for their 

husband. 
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(left in Draupadi's kettle). By His doing so the whole host of students (that had 
accompanied Durvasa), while yet immersed in water (for ablutions and prayers), felt as 
if all the three worlds had been surfeited.* (11) Again, it was by His might that I astonished 
(with my valour) in a single combat Lord Sankara (who holds a trident in His hand) no 
less than His Spouse, Goddess Girija (the daughter of Himalaya, the king of the 
mountains), the former of whom was pleased to impart to me (the secret of using) His 
own missile (called the Pasupatastra), as also did the guardian of every other quarter. 
Nay, (ascending to heaven) in this very body I shared with the mighty Indra the exalted 
throne in his court.(12) While I was enjoying a holiday in the same celestial abode, Indra 
and the other gods sought the help of my powerful arms, which bore the celebrated 

Gandiva bow and owed their strength to Him, for the destruction of their enemies (the 

Nivatakavacas and other demons, who often molested them), O Yudhisthira (a descend¬ 

ant of Ajamidha)! Alas I by that Supreme Person I stand cheated today. (13) Befriended 

by Him, I was able to cross on a chariot all alone the boundless and unfathomable ocean 
of the Kaurava host, which was rendered further impassable by formidable aquatic 

creatures (in the shape of Bhlsma, Drona and others). Again, it was with His help that 
I not only recovered from the hands of our enemies (the Kauravas) the abundant wealth 

(in the shape of cattle of king Virata) but was also able to snatch from their heads their 
glorious turbans as well as the precious stones from their diadems. (14) Keeping in front 

of me (as a charioteer) as I stood face to face with the armies (successively) led by 

Bhlsma, Drona (our preceptor), Kama and Salya and adorned with the chariots of a host 
of Ksatriya chiefs, my lord, He stole away by His very look the life-span, the heart as 

well as the strength and vigour of the great car-warriors who commanded the various 

troops. (15) Securely placed as I was in His arms, the missiles of unfailing power hurled 

at me by my preceptor (Drona), Bhlsma, Kama, Bhurisrava (the grandson of Bahlika), 
Susarma (the king of the Trigartas), Salya, Jayadratha (the king of the Sindhus) and 
Bahlika (the younger brother of Santanu) and others did not even touch my person any 
more than the weapons of the demons (in this service of king Hiranyakasipu, Prahlada's 
father) did Prahlada (a devotee of Lord Visnu). (16) Stupid as I was, I chose for my 

charioteer the Lord whose lotus-feet are adored by noble souls for exemption from birth 

and death, and who surrenders to His devotees His very Self. Nay, dazzled by His glory, 

great car-warriors who were arrayed against me could not strike at me even though l’ 
stood on the ground, my horses being exhausted. (17) The jokes of Lord Madhava (Sri 

Kfsna), brightened with His hearty and charming smiles, and His captivating manner of 

"On a certain occasion prince Duryodhana showed great hospitality to the sage Durvasa. Pleased with him, the sage 
desired him to ask a boon. Finding it a splendid opportunity to bring ruination on his cousins, the Pandavas, by inviting the sage's 
curse on them, he persuaded him to seek the hospitality of Yudhisthira, the principal member of his race with his ten thousand 
alumni. But he advised the sage tocall on the Pandavas, living in the forest, at a time whentheirconsort, Draupadi, had finished 
her meal after feeding all the other people of their camp, so that the virtuous lady might not have to starve. Draupadi had in 
her possession a miraculous kettle, bestowed on her by the sun-god, the contents of which would not be exhausted till she 
had partaken of them. Durvasa, as advised by Duryodhana, called on the Pandavas with his ten thousand pupils in the 
afternoon after Draupadi had taken her meal and, after meeting Yudhisthira and asking him to get food ready for him and his 
pupils, he proceeded with them to the river bank for ablution and prayers. Much concerned over this, Draupadi in her deep 
agony invoked the succour of Sri Krsna, the friend of the distressed, who immediately responded to her prayer and called at 
her door. No sooner had He stepped into her cottage than He asked herto get Him something to eat, as He was feeling awfully 
hungry. Draupadi felt overwhelmed with gratitude at the Lord's unique grace in asking her for food, even though He sustained 
the whole universe, but pleaded helplessness, as there was nothing left in the kitchen to satisfy His hunger. The Lord would 
not however, be easily put off; He insisted on seeing the kettle Himself. Draupadi could no longer resist His importunity and 
brought the kettle before Him, when lo! He found a fragment of the vegetable food cooked in it sticking somewhere in the neck 
of the kettle. The Lord, who is the Soul of the universe, satisfied His hunger with that fragment, thereby satisfying the whole 
universe, and asked Bhimasena to call the sage and his host of pupils for dinner. The sage and his pupils, however, had already 
disappeared since they felt no appetite and feared lest they should incur the displeasure of the Pandavas, who like Ambarisa 
were great devotees of the Lord, for declining their hospitality. 
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addressing me as son of Prtha (Kunti), Arjuna, beloved companion and delight of the 
Kurus stir my heart to its very depth, O ruler of men, even as I call them to mind. (18) 
Since we treated each other on an equal footing while in bed or sitting together, while 
rambling or indulging in self-praise, or even at dinner and so on, I occasionally twitted 
him and said, "Friend, you are indeed a veracious man !" Yet, in His unlimited greatness, 

that exalted soul put up with all my faults, fool as I was, even as a friend would bear 
with his friend or a father with his own son. (19) Bereft of that Supreme Person, who 
was my beloved companion and friend, O suzerain lord, I am left without a heart. That 
is why while escorting the Lord's spouses on the way, dear brother, I was vanquished 
like a woman by the wicked cowherds. (20) The same indeed is my Gandiva bow, and 
the same my shafts; the same my chariot and drawn by the same horses; nay, I am the 
same car-warrior before whom monarchs bowed their head. Bereft of the Lord, however, 
all these were reduced to nothingness in a moment, like an oblation poured into ashes, 

service done with some covert motive and the seed sown in a barren land. (21) 

^5^ I fTSTcTT R?1 

ejifrufl m(c^[ ttW R3 • 

^ I gfeRt fag: RM 

TTd I ^ W^SR'M 

^lehrensi^rhlfa frnqtwnf^ ^ I w<n(srf ^ R^9 I 
"O king, as regards our relations at Dwaraka (the city of the Yadavas) about whom 

you have made enquiries just now, they all lost their reason under the influence of a curse 
pronounced by the Brahmanas, and drank wine; and their mind having been thrown 
completely off the balance through revelry, they struck one another with their fists like 
strangers and perished with the exception of only four or five. (22-23) In fact, it is a 
diversion of the Almighty Lord that living beings now kill one another and now foster one 
another. (24) Even as in water (the deep), O king, the larger among the aquatic creatures 
devour the smaller ones, the stronger consume the weaker and the larger and the 
stronger ones eat up one another, even so the Lord caused the other powerful princes 
to be exterminated by the mighty and most powerful Yadus and had the Yadus killed by 

the Yadus themselves, since they had now grown to be a burden to the earth. (25-26) 
The words of Lord Govinda (Sri Krsna), appropriate as they were to the place and 
occasion of the talk and pertinent to the subject in hand and soothed the agony of the 

heart, ravish my soul even as I call them to mind." (27) 

TJcf fd-rlUdl [YfUJlt: <^WNIdfUl^MJ 11%: R4I 

I RSI 

ifm iniudr ^tr irl 1 R° i 

Suta said : As Jisnu (Arjuna) was thus contemplating on Sri Kfsna's lotus-feet with 
most intense devotion, his mind became tranquil and free from passion. (28) All the 
impurities of his mind (in the shape of lust, anger and so on) having been wiped out by 
Devotion that had grown in intensity through contemplation on the feet of Lord Vasudeva, 
he now recollected the gospel which, though preached by the Lord in the battle front, 
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had been forgotten through mental obscurity occasioned by lapse of time and intense 
worldly activity. (29-30) The veil of Maya (Nescience) having been withdrawn from him 
through the realization of Brahma, Arjuna transcended the three Gunas (modes of 

Prakrti). His illusion in the shape of (the sense of) duality was fully resolved, his astral 

body was dissolved and he was finally rid of sorrow and secured immunity from 
transmigration. (31) 

ftsro Rwqrf rw rn *q:q«iFT yfq ^ ^rgcTran 1391 

y^iilfcd qrsi spici^R r cttr^ i 

iJebl-rlRqRn ^J|cJci|«Tt^ fa^R>ldl<ii)q«iq I 33 I 

rTT fer^TcTiT: I oRTJSqi q>0£qrqq qrqlf^: wt. I 3Y I 

R2IT 'McWI'^MlIui £1% ^rsn I ^TR: $rfqqt qq jfjtt rTU I ^ | 

RTT RnRTfw Riff ^T?r ^d-c<l 8rauf|i|fl^«r: I 

ddi^wiyfd^^ldfimsnfg^: <*,R>h-<Wh 1^1 

gq: ij* g irf q wsnsstqfq I 

fq'rnqq ^i^dfa^fifHistiqtfqqt to q^qqT 11 

^TTT. qtR fiwRwmdH: •rjtft: I d|q4ici||: qfq TRTTfR 1| 

R^TTRt W8H qq ^dyfd HH: I MMIUdll I I 

fepi flq ^c^cWf^RTI fttfqt pRgcKR: R%RT5tWSRT: l*o I 

qra qqfa q^mn ^ q qqj ijcmqqR uldnl q q^ u^'i^X iy? i 

§C«(|8T | {HcfMuH'^'jJSeTlt^ wMMoyt) | 

qtrqTRT PuiffR) q^cfTT; gfRJJ«fcr: I <?fyvlldtdl TW q£l-i<Tlfq*IHc^ 1*3 1 

3r^8RTWTT fd{iTT^s>iUc|^r«Rt q«JT I 3qfqf yfq%TT5TT ddtjql M^ldTfa: I 

?fq q?j qr ^yiq^Ndd qqt qq: 1** 1 

Trif fd^nj'tridt: ftqfqgqT: I q,fcHiqif{qi|ir[ HgT qjET: yin sjfq l*m 

% RTS^dUdfsiT ^RqTSScqPdymidW: I qqRT qKqwl^%>Udq<u||i<^jli^ |*^ | 

do§5JIH)frf.-rh<54l RqqiT (q^fqqnTT: q^ I rtfFR HKiquiq^ IJchFqqdq) q^l*^! 

3tc)l4^^|qi % 3TRfafcfaqTtqfa: I fe^ddicmqi^mT [dTflqididci f||*z.l 

Iq-^sfa qfRqqq STO ^HldtdHJ f)«J||<^M HftrT: fqtjfR: ^q$tq qqt l*<? I 

qrqqr q qqrss?nq qd'HimLtsTHRTi qr^ qqqfq ^I'dqfdtiM qqj i^oi 

q: ^^4d< ^JldRyqiuil qjuit: ^dHlfqid ftHjqiui^ 1 

sjutI^ wp qfqy Rssqt ffr *rfqq$fq fefigruq^i 

?fq tfw^i'idd qpj?Ft mkm5^i ■Hf^di’Mi m'wwiHif^i qjq q^RTSKtnq: Rm 

Hearing of the Lord's departure (for His divine Abode) and the extermination of the 

race of Yadu, Yudhisthira, whose mind was now completely set at rest, resolved to ascend 
to heaven. (32) When Prtha (the mother of the Pandavas) heard from Yudhisthira of the 

destruction of the Yadus and the Lord's mysterious departure, as told by Arjuna, she 

fixed her mind with exclusive devotion on Lord Adhoksaja (Sri Krsna) and turned her back 
on this world consisting of birth and death. (33) Lord Sri Krsna (who is ever free from 

birth and death) cast off (in the eyes of the world) the very body with which He had relieved 
the earth's burden, just as a man throws away the thorn with which he has extracted 
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another; for both were equal in the eye of the Lord. (34) Even as the Lord, like an actor, 
assumes and then drops the forms of a fish etc., so did He shuffle off the body with 
which He had removed the earth's burden. (35)* When Lord Sri Krsna (the Bestower of 

Liberation) bodily departed from this earth, leaving behind His stories which are charming 
to the ear, that very day entered the Kali age, which leads men of unawakened 
consciousness to unrighteousness. (36) The wise king Yudhisthira saw the growth of 
vices like greed, falsehood, deceit and violence etc., not only in the city (of Hastinapura) 
but in the whole of his state, nay. in every home as well as in the mind of the people, 
and, concluding therefrom the advance of the Kali age, prepared to depart from this 
world.(37) At Hastinapura the emperor installed his grandson (Pariksit)—who was not only 
well-disciplined but was his own compeer in virtues—as the sovereign of the ocean- 
girdled earth; while at Mathura he enthroned Vajra (the son of Aniruddha and the only 
surviving member of Sri Krsna's family) as the lord of the Surasenas. Then, having offered 
a sacrifice to Prajapati (the divinity presiding over procreation), Yudhisthira, who had 
mastered his self, received the sacred fires into himself (renounced his home and became 
a recluse). (38-39) Leaving at the palace his fine clothes, bangles and all he renounced 
the feelings of "I" and "mine" and completely severed all his worldly ties. (40) He mentally 
merged his speech into mind, the mind into Prana (the vital air, which has its seat in the 
lungs), the Prana into the Apana (the life-wind which goes downwards and out at the 
anus), the Apana with its function (of excretion) into Mrtyu (the god of death) and merged 
Mrtyu into his body made up of the five elements. (41) Thus realizing his body as nothing 
but death, the royal sage (Yudhisthira) merged the same into the three Gunas (modes 
of Prakfti); these three Gunas, again, he merged into the one fundamental Prakrti 
(Nature). This Prakfti, which is the universal Cause, he merged into the Jiva (individual 
soul) and the Jiva into the imperishable Brahma (the Absolute). (In other words, he began 
to feel that the whole of this phenomenal universe is the same as Brahma). (42) Clad 
in rags, and abstaining from food and drink, he took a vow of complete silence, flung 
about his hair in a disorderly way and exhibited himself like a dullard or a madman or 
a fiend. (43) Waiting for none and hearing nothing like a deaf man, he came out of the 
palace; and contemplating in his heart on the supreme Brahma, he took the path towards 
the north, a path trodden by exalted souls even in the past, and treading which one does 
not return. (44) Finding the people on earth in the grip of the Kali age, the promoter of 
unrighteousness, all his brothers too followed him with a similar resolve (to attain the 

divine Abode). (45) Having fully achieved all the ends of life and knowing the lotus-feet 
of Lord Vaikuntha (Sri Krsna) as their eternal abode, they clung to them with their 
mind.(46) Their intellect being purified by Devotion that had grown in intensity through 
meditation on those feet, their mind was exclusively fixed on the supreme Reality of 
Bhagavan Narayana (Sri Krsna), which is the abode of only those who are purged of all 
sin. With that pure mind they attained that goal which is difficult of attainment for the 
wicked and sensually-minded. (47-48) Vidura too, whose mind was fully controlled and 
possessed by Sri Krsna, cast off his body at Prabhasa (near Dwaraka); and with his 
thought fixed on Sri Krsna, he returned to his abode (the realm of Yama) accompanied 

• Verses 34 and 35 are missing in the oldest manuscript yet found of Srimad Bhagavata. existing in the Saraswati 
Bhavana Library attached to the Queen's College at Varanasi. The well-known commentator Vijayadhwaja (who represents 
the Madhva school) has rejected these two verses as well as the one immediately preceding them as interpolated. The divine 
form of Lord Sri Krsna. which is spiritual and of the same essence as the Lord Himself, is eternal; and to say that the Lord cast 
4 off as something adventitious or superfluous would be a contradiction in terms. Hence the votaries of the Lord have rejected 
these two verses as spurious. Theiromission from the manuscript existing in the Saraswati Bhavana Library also confirms their 

questionable authenticity. 
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by the manes (who had called there to take him back). (49) DraupadT also, when she 
came to know of her lord's indifference (to the world), concentrated her mind on the divine 
Sri Krsna (the son of Vasudeva) and attained to Him. (50) He who listens with reverence 
to this most sacred and blessed story of the departure in this manner of Pandu's sons, 
the beloved of the Lord, develops devotion to Sri Hari (Sri Krsna) and attains perfection 
(final beatitude). (51) 

Thus ends the fifteenth discourse entitled the "Ascent of the Pandavas to Heaven", 

in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T8I rjTg#S?zrm: 

Discourse XVI 
Conquest of the world by king Parlksit and the dialogue between 

Dharma (the god of piety) and Mother Earth 

ft ^mf^Mtidebl^i: fer i \ i 

TT BrTTR fTNdXl ? I 

liferLI ^ 5RT 7TrfJT2J4 tRT I * | 

Suta continued : After the ascent of the Pandavas to heaven king Pariksit who was 
a great devotee of the Lord, ruled over the earth according to the instructions of the 
foremost Brahmanas. He possessed, O Saunaka, the same noble virtues as had been 
predicted by expert astrologers at the time of his birth.(1) He married Iravati, the daughter 
of Uttara (his own maternal uncle*) and begot through her four sons, Janamejaya and 
others. (2) Taking Krpa (the son of Saradvan) for his Guru (guide), he performed on the 
bank of the Gariga three Aswamedhas (horse-sacrifices), offering liberal sacrificial fees 
(to the officiating priests). In these sacrifices the gods accepted the offerings before the 
eyes of all. (3) Somewhere in the course of his conquest of the world the hero caught 
and subdued by his superior might the spirit of the Kali age, who in the form of a Sudra 
was disguised as a prince, striking with his foot a cow and a bull. (4) 

CRG jtdlPktUlsi cRfo fcricMCt I cROTt 7TT d: I 

3Tssranrcg 

rTc^8ZRT TT^TWr ^ <£tU|<*,8n3nr*T I 

WRJ fe^RTcfR’JI^Tr^t 

$nfa3i<*4fui i i 

* It seems it was customary among the princes in those days to marry the daughter of their own maternal uncle (mother's 

brother), which is otherwise regarded as incestuous and prohibited by the scriptures. 
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1 ^rfSjfVqH 4<l^flw fgW<*5: I TJcT^sS f? TORT|J: gr^^fa: I 

3T^t *jrtle6 gRrtlcoitjri gg: I C I 

m<sww ggr g^gsj i i %gT ffgg ^ f^rr g <g?fcKTffa: i <? i 

Saunaka said : Why did the king (merely) subdue the spirit of the Kali age in the 
course of his conquest (instead of killing him outright and thus ridding humanity of his 
evil influence,once for all) ? For, though disguised as a prince, he was after all a vile 
Sudra, who took it into his head to strike a cow and a bull with his foot. Therefore, O 
blessed one, tell me all that, if it is connected with the story of Sri Krsna or with that of 
saints who taste the honey flowing from His lotus-feet (are devoted to Him). Of what avail 
are other idle discourses, in which life is wantonly spent ? (5-6) For the good of mortal 
men who, though shortlived, are yet eager to realize the Truth, the all-powerful god of 
death has been invited here to perform propitiatory rites. (7) Nobody will die so long as 

the god of death is here. That all-powerful god has been invited by the great sages so 
that even in this mortal world people may get to hear and enjoy the ambrosial discourses 
depicting the sports of Sri Hqri. (8) The life-span of the unfortunate men of this world, 
who are dull of understanding and shortlived too, is frittered away in sleep by night and 
in frivolous pursuits by day. (9) 

T dc/l-cl 

fnw cngfagfafirai hh: tor | ^ o | 

1>AiW^3-glkid TSi Tfi^SgimTfsJrr: I 

^Tt TSmifeuulri-liThAII f^pcMAJW RgfrT: 1^1 

gsra g grcr tAtUi-t l^i fow^i^Pt ggffin anjt i i 

gg wi^Vi i shfigmu) g g^T: i 

3TTUTR g uRgidn^g^nyii^-^fi: i g ^Puicrigfat ggi gfgr g i i 

rTGI: UJmtrlJJ: sflcf^p4WT5lgH: I g?T£Rrfqr <=im'|R-| ^TTR. l^qi 

fegtfj g fgwTt^fgi gtrrfg ^jgfggRuiKfa^ i^i 

drfaMW gfgi <ffg*RT?qj g^wk. rrfgsitg ^ i ^ i 
g*f: g^ fg^Tggjgc^g gR.i’psfa fgggrrfgg giriiqj^i 

Suta said : While Parlksit was living in the Kuru-Jangala country, he heard the 

unpalatable news that Kali had entered the territories protected by his army, and 
accordingly took his bow, fond of war as he was. (10) Mounting his well-decorated car, 
driven by dark horses and bearing an ensign with the device of a lion, he sallied forth 
from his capital for the conquest of the world, surrounded by his own army consisting 
of chariots and elephants, horse and foot. (11) Having conquered Bhadraswa, Ketumala, 
Bharata, the northern Kurus, Kimpurusa and other countries, he levied tribute from 
them.(12) Everywhere he heard the people sing the praises of his high-souled forbears 
(the Pandavas), revealing at the same time the glory of Sri Krsna. (13) He also heard 
the story of his own deliverance (at the hands of Sri Krsna) from the fire of the missile 
discharged by Aswatthama (the son of Drona), as well as of the cordial relations existing 
between the Vrsnis (the Yadavas) and the sons of Prtha (Kunti) and of the latters' devotion 
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to Lord Kesava (Sri Krsna). (14) Highly pleased with them (those who sang these stories) 
the noble-minded emperor bestowed on them costly garments and necklaces, his eyes 
wide open with joy. (15) Hearing how Lord Visnu (Sri Krsna) had played the role of a 
charioteer (to Arjuna), attended the councils of the Pandavas, waited upon them, played 

the friend and ambassador, kept watch outside their camp at night in the pose of a warrior, 

followed them as a waiter, eulogized Yudhisthira and bowed to him not only Himself but 

caused the whole world to bow at the feet of His beloved Pandavas (made them worthy 

of adoration for the whole world), the emperor (Pariksit) developed devotion to His lotus- 

feet.(16) As he was thus following in the footsteps of his forefathers from day to day (in 
the course of his conquest of the world) a strange incident occurred not very far from 

his territorial limits. Hear of it from me. (17) Hoofing about on one foot in the form of a 

bull, Dharma (the god of virtue) saw mother Earth in the form of a cow, shorn of her lustre 

and bathing her cheeks in tears like a mother that has lost her child, and enquired of 
her as follows: (18) . 

mzmw 

371^8# ^ SRj #^R7 cb^HI^ 1^1 

»WjKnirqH art i 

37# ytlcfX IH^WFTPL 5RT 3tT Rc(-i(yc)cqcitffd Ro| 

3TT^Mhiuii: ’J6NI^RetlHRt I 

gra #ff f^4ui(i^JUi| TT3T3# I 

f^F <=r>Ico-Tlm^gi^ <igifal ar ^tclTlfadlRl I 

?7TWdt 199 I 

asna % ^R^Hiycm^dMduw i 

3t-df?dw Tariff aarfffn RtafuTfaraffeBTfa R3 i 

# wraaa trarfsn# (yaR-fdiRt i 

a#5a ar rt afeai #f?iw ^nRJd ^dM*a 

Dharma said : Are you keeping well, good lady ? With your somewhat withering 
face you look quite pale. I perceive there is agony in your heart. Do you grieve for some 
relation living at a distance from you, madam ? (19) It may be you are sorrowing for me, 

deprived as I am of three of my feet and left with but one. Or you may be feeling sorry 
for yourself, knowing that Sudras are going to rule over you hereafter ? Or you are grieving 

for the gods and other heavenly beings that have been robbed of their share (offerings) 
in sacrifices ? Or do you sorrow for the people who are suffering due to Indra (the god 

of rain) withholding rain ? (20) Do you feel concerned for women who are unprotected 
by their husbands, or for children who are being persecuted by their own parents as if 

by man-eating demons ? Or are you sorry for the goddess of speech (the Vedic lore), 

that has fallen in the hands of Brahmanas of reproachful conduct or for the foremost 
Brahmanas who are in the service of royal houses that have no respect for the Brahmana 

race? (21) Again, do you grieve for the fallen Ksatriyas dominated by Kali, or for the 
kingdoms that have been devastated by them? Or do you sorrow for the world of living 
beings, who are intent upon eating and drinking, clothing and washing themselves or on 

sexual intercourse, disregarding all barriers? (22) Or deserted by Sri Hari (Sri Krsna)— 
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who had come down to the mortal plane only in order to relieve your onerous burden 
and has now vanished out of sight, mother Earth—are you reminded of His exploits, the 
very thought of which is conducive to final beatitude ? (23) Tell me, Earth (storehouse 

of all riches)! the cause of your mental agony, on account of which you look so emaciated. 
Or is it that Time, who is more powerful than all powerful beings, has robbed you, mother, 
of your good fortune, which was once extolled even by the gods ? (24) 

^ <4'Hi I FTjftMrW *tF l^m 

TT?ET 3ST SFfTTFFTF: TRTtF 3hi4<*hJ "3TFT FFF fw^T?^u(d: 3pFT | ^ | 

?TTF feufrtA’jFS crtTt I Wld-^i ctfotf F>lfr(£flf rT| ^\91 

STT^4 3IBTF: FT? 3TT3Tf SR5 FF: I FmfoS FtifmRdFF R4I 

FF*) F FFFfFTFT FF M?HJU||: | FT22TT fFFfFT FT FrfffFF 1^1 

^TT? TpmT^Ul silfneil^H HTF1FFJ #FTfF T%T <^F> FFFFT F>fo^f$TFFJ3° I 

3TFmq Tyi^nifn i^^ i 

W^JT^ft q^frisi FFFTF, FFFTHMFI: I 

FT aft: tOcdfHH<(c«c<H fsTfTTF FTFT^FtFFFH 'FFHFJTFn' 1391 

^TlMrMci.HJic^ri: FMF>chdl$1 I 

^FTFTtF SFrTJF ?TrTf c6l«t>K F FT FTTJF^FFFTTf TT^ I 33 I 

Ft F HHlPlFTMiytdiiUl^m^frf^afhlrmm^ctlcitd-^: I 

TFT ^WTJFFFFTTF^T Ft^m TTOT^Fd. FT[g TTFFflnja^F, 13* I 

FTT FT F^cT fFT? gWRTFTF ^FTFcFF^fFTfFTFFFJpT^: I 

F^T FFTFFfTFFJTTTftFfaT IlMlFMl FF F^fafadl^dlFI: 1^1 

TTFtFF FTFFTTT: TjfFFtFrfFTFTTF I Fftf^TFTF Trarfrf: 3TTfT: FIFf FFFtfor 1^1 

FW-sMieici wjtr wrtFi FftdFfr qs^mF-HdRi diq qt^Ttsrarra: i ^ i 

Earth replied :—"Dharma, you surely know all that you ask me. It was due to Him 
(Sri Krsna) that you were endowed (till the other day) with all your four feet, that were 
conducive to the happiness of the world. (25) Nay, truthfulness, purity, compassion, 
forbearance, liberality, contentment, guilelessness, composure of mind, subjugation of the 
senses, austerity, evenness of temper, endurance, quietism, sacred knowledge, self- 
realization, dispassion (absence of thirst for sensuous enjoyment), lordship (power to 
rule), heroism, majesty, strength, right judgment, independence (absolute freedom), 
dexterity, loveliness of form, fortitude, gentleness of disposition, exceptional intelligence, 
modesty, amiability, quickness of mind, acuteness of the senses and bodily vigour, good 
fortune, sobriety, steadiness, reverence, good reputation, respectability and absence of 
egotism—these and many other excellent virtues, which are sought by men aspiring for 
greatness, are ever present in Him and never decline, O blessed one. (26—29) By Him, 
who is the receptacle of all noble qualities and the abode of Sri (the goddess of prosperity) 
has the world been deserted today and has thus fallen under the eye of the wicked Kali. 
It is such a world that I am grieving for. (30) I am equally concerned for myself, for you, 
the chief of divinities, and the other gods, manes sages and holy men as well as for 
the generality of men belonging to all grades of society and stages of life. (31) Though 
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exclusively devoted to the Lord, Brahma and the other gods practised austere penance 
for a long time in order to secure a kind look from Sri (the goddess of prosperity). Even 

that Sri seeks with excessive fondness the lovely shade of His feet, leaving Her home 

in the bed of lotuses. (32) Exquisitely adorned by the glorious feet of the same divine 

Lord, that bore the marks of a lotus, thunderbolt, goad and flag, and deriving great 
splendour through them, I once outshone all the three worlds; and when that good luck 

ceased, He forsook me, proud as I was (of my great good fortune). (33) Absolutely 
independent as He is, He assumed a charming personality in the race of Yadu in order 
to make you whole (with all your feet restored) as a part of His own Being* by His own 

might, finding you grieved at the loss of your two feet. Nay, He removed my oppressive 

burden in the shape of a hundred Aksauhinis of kings who belonged to the demon race 

in their previous incarnation. (34) What woman could bear separation from that Supreme 
Person, who stole away by His endearing looks, bright smiles and sweet words the 

patience as well as the pride of loving and proud ladies (like Satyabhama and others), 
and adorned by whose footprints I felt a thrill of joy?" (35) As mother Earth and Dharma 

(the god of virtue) were thus talking, the royal sage Pariksit arrived at the bank of the 
Saraswati where it flows towards the east. (36) 

Thus ends the sixteenth discourse entitled "The Dialogue between goddess Earth and 

Dharma", in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3TSJ 

Discourse XVII 
King Pariksit subdues Kali 

TTtfasp TT3TT g I * I 

cf* Ag-rifac* fSr^TrTR I AmMM I 3 I 

^ ^ SJifepT Sfai fActrrii §TTrit I 3 I 

TTSrar rwi??: ‘AwstfclJT graT *tMHtftdchnjch: I * I 

sR5?) I AAut I ^ I 

'TihA TRT rjt F? HlusIctU-cHl | $|)Wb*4ldll''*fl'Li I ^ I 

’ The term 'Bhaga' has been defined in our scriptures as below :— 

?W1IM TO: f5Pt: I dH^I'^W'S II 

'The word 'Bhaga' denotes power, virtue, fame, affluence, wisdom and dispassion, each in its fullest measure.' 

Sri Krsna, who has been referred to earlier as Bhagavan Himself '«i kftr) naturally possessed all these six 

attributes in their entirety, Dharma (virtue) as part of these six attributes thus existed in Him complete in all its limbs, although 
n the Dwapara age, when the Lord appeared on earth, it had lost two of its limbs. This is what mother Earth seeks to convey 
in the above lines. 
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Suta said There (on the bank of the Saraswatl) the king (Pariksit) saw a Sudra, 
bearing the insignia of royalty, and with a club in his hand belabouring a cow and a bull 
as though they had no protector. (1) The bull, who was white as a lotus stalk and stood 
with difficulty on one leg alone, was seen trembling and urinating as it were with fear while 
being beaten by the SOdra. (2) As for the cow, who yields materials (in the shape of milk, 
ghee etc.) useful for religious acts (such as the performance of sacrifices etc.), the king 
found her most miserable, being kicked by the Sudra and bereft of her calf. Her cheeks 
were bathed in tears, and she had grown very lean and thin and was hungry. (3) Mounted 
on his gold-plated car and stringing his bow, he challenged the tyrant in accents deep 
as the rumbling of a cloud:— (4) "Who are you that are powerful enough to strike the 
weak so violently in this land protected by me ?" Like an actor on the stage you have 
put on the garb of a king; but by your action you are a Sudra. (5) By striking harmless 
creatures in a lonely place and at a time when Sri Krsna has gone far away (ascended 
to His divine Abode) along with Arjuna (the wielder of the Gandiva bow), you have proved 
yourself to be an offender and therefore, deserve to be slain. (6) 

at ^unc^sracs: ^ fa; R: ^ i 

tjt oqg H TTf % WTRT Sliwft I R I 

aw Tt| W: WSogRTTSjfa: I tTW RW I I 

TTfIT TO qrrf ^IHMIMlRlHTtB: I Ztt in? aftnznfa I H I 

*13 UKI^H I *TT Tlf TT^TT I ^ I 

^t ^ a: ^rr%tlM<fidlJlfH'TI ehlRtjquiH,1 S3 I 

3H|J|R-W* a 37Fl^f?R^I: I 3TT?nffFT 17T8TT^T?fWTft TfT^qj^M 

TT^rt f| aTRt £nf: ^dlV-HR, 1^1 
(Turning to the bull, he went on:) "As for yourself, are you some divinity in the guise 

of a bull, white as a lotus stalk and moving on one foot only, having lost your other three 
feet, and thus causing us great sorrow? (7) On this earth, securely guarded by the stout 
arms of the Paurava kings, tears were never seen to drop from the eyes of creatures 
other than you. (8) Grieve no more, O bull; let your fear of the Sudra be gone. Weep 
not, mother; may all be well with you so long as I am here to punish the evil-doer. (9) 
The good reputation, longevity, fortune and prospects in the other world of that wild king 
go to the dogs, in whose dominion, O virtuous one, the people are indiscriminately 
oppressed by the impious. (10) To put an end to the suffering of the distressed, this indeed 
is the foremost duty of kings.Therefore, I shall slay this most wicked fellow, and enemy 
of living beings that he is. (11) Who is it that amputated your three feet, O bull, a 
quadruped as you are ? Let there be no afflicted souls like you in the realm of kings who 
are votaries of Sri Krsna. (12) Tell me, O bull, who it was that mutilated innocent and 
good souls like you, and thus sullied the fair name of the Pandavas (the sons of Prtha). 
May good come to you. (13) He who does evil to an innocent creature must have fear 
from me on all sides. Pious souls are surely benefited when vile creatures are subdued.(14) 
I shall certainly cut off the arm, along with the armlet adorning it, of the individual, be he 
a veritable god, who in his unbridled madness inflicts injury on harmless creatures. (15) 

It is, indeed, the paramount duty of a monarch to protect those who stick to their own 
Dharma. Punishing according to the injunctions of the scriptures those other people who 
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in this world have strayed from the path of virtue Otherwise than in adversity." (16) 

TTrt^ mus^cini .«£Tt>Hi(iNTO | Tpppft: <j>oji! cfl^i^l | ^\s | 

^ ^isJtaifa ^J: | w (cMmIh) ^ictm^l^fqMlfeni: 1^41 

fg^ra^TT an|nwrrai^R: i ^rroMut snpri^i 

3tydcwf<fn^aiR[d %#t f%*t: i awi^ii wtIto roi 
Dharma replied : "Such an assurance of protection to the distressed is quite 

becoming of you, the scions of Pandu, whose hosts of virtues compelled the divine Sri 

Krsna to accept the (humble) role of an envoy etc., to you (your forbears). (17) Bewildered 

as we afe by the conflicting statements of various thinkers, we know not the person who 
is responsible for the causes of suffering, O jewel among men ! (18) Some, who deny 

all difference, declare their own self as responsible for their suffering; others attribute it 
to Providence; yet others ascribe it to their own doings; a fourth school avers nature to 
be the cause of suffering; while still others declare God as the bestower of suffering. (19) 

Some, again, hold that the cause of suffering is something beyond the reach of speech 
or mind. Now investigate, O royal sage, by your own judgement, which of these views 
is sound.“(20) 

qu 3cfM 

13=1 yif sradfa h *rai^ 1 wMTfgdd tr*tt 

Suta continued : When Dharma spoke in this strain, Emperor ParTksit, O Saunaka, 
was disillusioned and with a calm mind, replied to him as follows: (21) 

snt sfcftfa wfsfcr I ^TO^kT: TSIR ^a^qrfq I 

araraT ^ 1 BrartsTfa mi fa fa 

rTO: Udlfafd W: f«TT: I 3^1^41 ^HTT: I W I 

$<*m7 sr4 Mc4| fdcfci^ejd: I IT ehfa>: I^I 

rt ‘JJ^faqrii tdrTl I : +Hcfa: ef>cie»>lcy*)i 

^itadltsjcbwl TTT^ ^facilfa^di^-TT I Hifafa RVs | 

The king said : You speak what is right, O knower of Dharma (righteousness). 

Evidently you are Dharma (the god of virtue) in the guise of a bull. (You refuse to tell 
the name of your persecutor) only because (you know that) the lot which falls to a wrong¬ 
doer is also shared by the denouncer. (22) Or the (right) conclusion is that the ways of 

the divine Maya (deluding potency) are surely beyond the scope of the mind and speech 
of living beings. (23) In the Krta age (Satyayuga) you had four whole feet in the form 

of austerity, purity, compassion and truthfulness. Three of them have since been 
destroyed by the progeny of unrighteousness, viz., pride, attachment and hauteur. (24) 
Now, O Dharma, you have only one foot left in the shape of truthfulness, on which you 
are somehow supporting yourself. Yonder unrighteousness in the shape of Kali, however, 

seeks to rob you of the same, strengthened as it is by falsehood. (25) And this cow is 

no other than the good mother Earth, whose heavy burden was relieved by the Lord and 
who was adorned all round by His charming footprints. (26) Forsaken by Him, the holy 

mother now grieves like an unlucky woman, with tears in her eyes, to think that Sudras 

who hate the Brahmanas and pretend to be kings will rule over her. (27) 
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*r*r*rtr*: *. r-:-r-r «• r *. xrtrtrfrlttlfitiltrtrifrf!ttHrUri/tih 

ff?T «r4 q?f qq TfRqfq<qT Tf?R8I: I Pt$IM4k& 731JT oFc^tS«qf|q5t I ^ 4 I 

tT fengtrf^5r?T fqjnq ■jMrtiowHHj I^TTHT TPTTT^ qqfq$tf>: R<? I 

trf^H MT?4|cffj; f^qt ^Tof^T?;: | jHliq'l qragfl^pflcm 3TTg ^ ^qfqq |^o I 

Having thus comforted Dharma as well as mother Earth, Parlksit (who was a great 
car-warrior) drew his sharp-edged sword in order to dispose of Kali, the spring of 
unrighteousness. (28) Perceiving that the king was bent upon killing him, he threw off 

his insignia of royalty and placed his head at the king's feet, overwhelmed with fear. (29) 
The praiseworthy hero (Parlksit), who was kind to the meek and hospitable to those who 
sought his protection, took compassion on Kali, who had fallen at his feet, and did not 
slay him, but smilingly spoke thus: (30) 

iMMN 

qqqfw fqrfqq 

q^fq <qqq4qqj: 

y^-ntOTrqyiftj'r: 

ctRfltt) 

T ^ «lSI**KI*Dsi<|Uii % 

q qftfqsj qqqr qrqqq ^ qq 

cari <*4hm qr^q^ipj 

qftqtsjq qi4mMM?h q qrm 

q ciRnoj qqqqgreif SfifoT qqfq 

qq q^Pq q^fof^R 

qfqrq, ffr^qqrfqsqqR £sqiqf44vHqi 

The king said : You have no cause for fear when you have joined your palms before 
us, that have inherited the glorious traditions of Arjuna (who had overcome sloth). But 
on no account should you stay in my realm, a friend as you are of unrighteousness. (31) 
Ever since you took up your abode in the body of kings (gods among men), these 
numerous vices—greed, falsehood, thieving, wickedness, proneness to sin, poverty, wile, 
cantankerousness and hypocrisy—have followed you. (32) Therefore, O ally of 
unrighteousness, you should not remain in Brahmavarta, which is a fit abode for piety 
and truth, and where Brahmanas well-versed in the elaborate ritual propitiate the Lord 
of sacrifices through sacrificial performances. (33) In this land ( of Brahmavarta) Lord Sri 
Hari abides in the form of sacrifices and blesses His votaries. Nay, moving inside as well 
as outside all animate and inanimate beings like the air, that Universal Soul grants all 
their desires. (34) 

%<r 337W 

qft%qqqT%: q ehlcWridUg: I ^MlfaTfqci'iyqq i^M 

Suta continued : Kali trembled to hear this command of king Pariksit. He made the 
following request to the king, who stood ready to strike with his uplifted sword, as Yama 
with his rod of punishment. (35) 

qq U>qq qqqTfq qi4qtq qqTqqi l qq qqrfq ^nqTrl^KlfMiL 13 ^ I 

qrhjqi qqq fqi*gq#q i qqq fqqqf qqq aqfqgi^tsjsnqqq. 1i 

Kali said : Wherever I think of taking up my abode in obedience to your command, 
O emperor, I find you bow and arrow in hand. (36) Therefore, O jewel among champions 
of righteousness, it behoves you to tell me the place where I may settle down permanently 
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in compliance with your orders. (37) 

3qim 

WRlfq ^ lljjt mq %3: ^qrr l^i 

^TSJ 4TciHMiq I ddh-jd TR ^TR T3n ^ | 

3PJ^T W ^Mlfa PlMytR: ^f?5: I aTfrl^UT crfSF&TfR I * o I 

3T8t?rrft q ^?r 3^: faqhril snf^ftest TRT 'tflehufa^-b: 1^ | 

'?c,w *T2n^K ^n^R. I 3TT^T^T xr^f g ps^ | 

^ 33 3TT^R xnfsf^H^trRI fiRPT^TftRrR TI^HUy f^rf^gRT 1^31 

3TT^5?PT Tt 7T3tM: Tj^igq ^mmgfi^cldT gjjj^cri; |y*| 

Iwnjjngqrat^Mr^y^dl fr: i ?m mcTOW: $uff 33 wm i 

^ *H5l^l“l WW 3fi»dl4l W?ST^ ^felHitgl WT5TW2JT4: |^\9| 

Suta continued :Thus entreated by Kali, the king then allocated to him the following 
(four) places—dice, wine, woman and shambles, the hotbeds of the four vices (falsehood, 
intoxication, passion and cruelty). (38) On Kali asking for more abodes, the mighty king 

assigned him gold (as the fifth abode). Thus he allotted to him falsehood, intoxication, 
passion and slaughter with animosity as the fifth. (39) In obedience to the king's command 

Kali, the progenitor of unrighteousness, occupied these five abodes assigned by ParTksit 
(the son of Uttara). (40) Hence a man seeking blessedness, especially a pious monarch, 

a leader of the people and a religious preceptor should never resort to these. (41) The 

king then restored the three lost legs of the bull, viz., penance, purity and compassion, 

and comforted and cherished mother Earth. (42) The selfsame monarch still occupies the 

royal throne which was bequeathed to him by his granduncle, king Yudhisthira, while 
retiring to the forest. (43) Shining with the glory of the Kaurava kings, that most blessed 

emperor of extensive renown,the royal sage ParTksit dwells even now at Hastinapura. (44) 
Such is the majesty of king ParTksit (the son of Abhimanyu) during whose rulership over 
the earth you have undertaken the vow of performing this sacrifice. (45)* 

Thus ends the seventeenth discourse entitled "The Subjugation of Kali", 

in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita 

,n_ verses 43 to 45 the great king Pariksit has been spoken of as if he were present at the time when the holy sacrifice 
a aimisaranya was in progress. According to the aphorism of Panini cuinn^i' the present tense can be used even 
wit reference to the immediate past or future. The great Acarya Vallabha of revered memory points out in his famous 
commentary (the Subodhini) that, even though Pariksit had departed from this world, his renown and glory were still alive The 
distance of time which divided him from the period of the sacrifice undertaken by Saunaka and others has been eliminated in 
order to evoke the utmost reverence for him. His soul had merged in the Lord; that was also one reason why Suta visualized 
him as present before his eyes. Not only the learned speaker but his saintly audience too felt his presence. According to the 

Ved.c maxim a^^ss^thefatherhlmselfisrebornasasonjit was Parik?it himself who occupied the throne ofHastinapura 
in the person of his son and worthy successor, Janamejaya. Considered from all these points of view, a reference to Pariksit 
in the present tense goes to heighten the effect of the discourse 

[564] B. M. 5— 
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3T81lgK?ll5SJrra: 

Discourse XVIII 
The youthful sage Sriigi utters an imprecation against king Parlksit 

t sju^faj4gl ^ HTtJW ■ga: I 3Pp^ <^WIWI^d<*4ui: I ^ I 

dflchlUlfeldlt^ ^ rT^ehldllUlfd^I^I «Fra?4%r^m: I 3 I 

3^pi *Jcfa: T1^ Id^ldll^dtfiwfiT: I %ZTt TTfTOT I 3 I 

dldM^rtl*dldfdi W^TOTi-dcbl^SpriMWI ddldl^H.! I 

dlcMi'fc>4 1tfargt5% ^rf: I Ailc^ll M^onfalfaM-qcl IJcMI^ I ^ I 

yfW5l^id *f#3 TTI^I dM^l^dlWIdyrhma: ^fe: I ^ I 

•ii^fg •Hyi<^ ^TT^J^i I f4«g^JPrf 4atifui <jmif4 ^r?L I 's I 

f% 3 '5J^T obfeqfl sftrtflWrT I 31WT: SHTtfcj ^Tt ^ ^ I 6 I 

4Me<lutd4d^ a: mftf^ra *rtt i cn^*,y^dMK=iiH i 9. 1 

^tt *n: cf?jt sTacra: 1 ijui^feraT: Tjfer: 44°miwi 1 ^°1 

Suta continued : Though scorched in the mother's womb by the missile discharged 
by Aswatthama (the son of Drona), king Parlksit did not die (was saved from extinction) 
by the grace of Lord Sri Krsna of marvellous deeds.(1) Having given his mind and heart 
to the Lord, he did not feel embarrassed even when faced with the terrible fear of meeting 
his death at the hands of the serpent Taksaka, spurred on by the anger (curse) of a 
Brahmana boy. (2) Shaking off attachment to everything, he accepted the discipleship 
of the sage Suka (the celebrated son of Vyasa) and, having realized the truth about Lord 
Sri Hari, cast off his body on the bank of the Gariga. (3) No confusion arises, even at 
the hour of death, in the mind of those who talk of none else than Lord Sri Krsna of 

excellent renown, enjoy His nectar-like stories and contemplate on His lotus-feet. (4) Kali 
was powerless on this earth,even though he had penetrated every part of it, so long as 
the great king Pariksit (son of Abhimanyu) continued to rule over the same as its 
undisputed sovereign. (5) As a matter of fact, Kali, the progenitor of unrighteousness, 
had set his foot on the earth the very day, nay, the very moment the Lord quitted it. (6) 
The emperor, however, who like the bee, drew the best out of everything, bore no grudge 
to Kali; for ( he knew that) in this age meritorious acts bear fruit immediately (as soon 
as they are projected) but not so the other (sinful) acts, which yield fruit only when they 
are actually committed. (7) In fact, of what account is Kali, who is heroic in the midst 
of children (the ignorant) but is cowardly, before the wise (strong-minded), and who like 
the wolf is ever alert to take the unwary men by surprise. (8) I have thus related to you 
(O sages !) the sacred life-account of king Pariksit, connected as it is with the story of 
Lord Sri Krsna (son of Vasudeva); this was what you enquired of me. (9) Lord Sri Krsna 
performed many a deed which is a fit subject for discourse. Men seeking blessedness 
should, therefore, listen with rapt attention to all His stories that depict His virtues and 
narrate His exploits.(10) 

^ w: ^rryd)f%4 ^ 1 f? ih i 
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Hjrepn<*ui ^i3imTOfri ttsji^i 

3?ram q wf T=rc2Tf=rr fagfn^m: i^ i 

^f ^TTrt THfsR^SrraT XT£r1iief>MHtl4|UKAI i 

"TRT ‘JuimW^ui^ ■ji<y’4MJ?jn *t *J-|cim«t|l-j^<pyI: | ^ | 

^cii^ g 

sR^TT ^Rn f^pS 

^ cf rigmiricM: 

?TT^T &1lflfe>3lke$H 

<H?: riT 

^K=i||^H-r1NRdNi4T< 

^J^TT qf l^g^l^m 

rtftfST^ iH|L|c|J||<c»L|Hd1i^g: I 

^^R^dl^K=>MHM<i|<4H4'HirHaHi I 

^iiJicidiRT<mH^ i \\91 

The sages said : Good Suta, may you live for years without number—you who 

recount the untarnished glory of Lord Sri Krsna, which is like nectar to us mortals. (11) 
To us, whose body has been soiled by the smoke arising from the sacrificial fires, even 
while we are engaged in this sacrificial performance, the fruit of which is uncertain, you 

give to drink to our heart's content the sweet and inebriating honey flowing from the lotus- 

feet of Lord Govinda (Sri Krsna) ! (12) We cannot compare with a moment's fellowship 

of loving devotees of the Lord either heavenly bliss or even final beatitude (the cessation 
of birth and death) much less the enjoyments sought after by mortal men. (13) What man 

of good taste would feel sated with hearing the story of the Lord, who is the only and 
final goal of the greatest saints ? Even masters of Yoga, headed by Lord Siva and the 

lotus-born Brahma, have not been able to exhaust the virtues of the Lord, who is beyond 
the Gunas of Prakrti. (14) Therefore, O learned Suta, to whom, among us all, God is the 
foremost concern of life, tell us at length the noble and holy doings of Sri Hari (Lord Sri 
Krsna), who is the only and final resort of the greatest souls, eager as we are to hear 
of them. (15) That great devotee of the Lord, king Parlksit of no mean understanding, 
attained to the feet of Lord Sri Krsna (whose banner bears the device of Garuda, the 

king of the birds), which are otherwise known by the name of final beatitude, through 

wisdom taught by the sage Suka (in the form of a story). (16) Pray, narrate to us that 

most sacred story embodying the wisdom imparted to Pariksit (the story of Srimad 

Bhagavata), which lays bare the truth in unambiguous terms and firmly establishes one 
in the extremely wonderful Yoga (of Love), nay, which also contains an account of the 
doings of the Lord and delights His devotees. (17) 

<sqM 

3T^T tartlH-HIrti: I 

M^riMMiriRryn4rri: iui 

iJRjjuidt 7TW | 

^JTo-iTi^ifTh^i^imTi) i ^ I 

3TT?fzFTt Rr^fn 4^ IS;ItA'Jj : I ^ o I 

3rarrfa ik<4i4*K<ticiqy i 

#5T ^ : i ^ i 
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mi^Thl: sftn srmu fl^H I 

^5Tfrf FFTif: I ■? ■? I 

3T? f? i^yliiufi *rafisrra$f arrmTqqqtsq qraiq. i 

q*T: Md^lcMffq Hdf^irpRim fawjMffi fqqfScT: 1I 

(Jcbdl ST^SjqT fq-cud^ flFKTT ^ I •J|im^w: STRT: ^rfilfl^Rid) • 3"* • 

^iwra^nuT: mPc*^ qqmqqj 3^5f ^fqwtq w Mlfod^-cHMj w 

Mtd^^HIUIMH^n&ij,141^^ I WRjRiqiT 5JTH 3^4 M (4 f* AIM, I 3^ I 

fcUJehluI'jIdlT^si <H4u||pJl^ ^ | f4^l«miW->c<ch qSjr^dMtU-cIfl R^3I 

34rtdi1fn^u1lR<flH1IHI^4i’jq: I 3T^TTrTfq3TTqnq ?I34I 

3^*$^: TJ?HT ^hj^llM^dldiq: I WT^T ^TTt TRjfo 9 1^1 

37 <J dgJsfetU^ ddiy*j<7| qm i farfqrfeqFJ^telT fq^FT y,<qi4md^ 130 • 

qq fqi fq^dl{lNcMun Ftfa^TiT: I ^Mrfmi(iuiqlRdR4i ^ FfTr^qq^f^: 1331 

Suta continued : Though born of a mother whose caste is superior to the father's, 
my birth (which has been deprecated in the Sastras) has been fulfilled today through the 
service of elders. For association, even by way of conversation, with the noblest souls 

quickly drives away the heart's agony caused by such despicable birth. (18) Such a 
consummation is all the more assured in the case of him who utters the Name of the 
Lord, the only and final resort of the noblest souls. For infinite is the Lord and infinite 
His Powers; nay, it is because He is possessed of endless virtues that they call Him 
Ananta.(19) In order to show that He is unequalled and unsurpassed in virtues, suffice 
it to point out that, rejecting others who courted Her, Goddess Laksmi sought the dust 
of His feet, even though He did not seek Her hand. (20) Again, the water which was 
offered by the Creator (Brahma) to wash the feet of the Lord (when He assumed a cosmic 
Form at the sacrifice of the demon king Bali) and then flowed from the nails of His toes 
(in the form of the Gatiga—vide verses 3 and 4 of Discourse XXI of Book VIII) sanctifies 
the whole universe along with Lord Siva (who bore it on His head in response to the prayer 
of king Bhagiratha—vide IX. ix. 9). Under such circumstances, who else than Lord Sri 

Krsna (the Bestower of liberation) could deserve the epithet 'Bhagavan' in this world ?(21) 
The wise that have developed love for Him shake off in no time their deep-rooted 
attachment to their body etc., and enter that last stage of Paramaharhsa's (recluses) in 
which the practice of non-violence and control of the senses become one's sacred 
duties,(22) O sages that shine like the sun, what you have asked me in this assembly 
I shall tell you according to my own lights. Winged creatures soar (in the heavens) 
according to their own capacity; so do the learned recount the pastimes of the all- 
pervading Lord Visnu according to their own understanding. (23) Taking up his bow, king 
Pariksit was hunting in the forest on a certain day. Running after the game, he got fatigued 
and felt extremely hungry and thirsty. (24) Finding no reservoir of water (near at hand), 
he entered the well-known hermitage (of the sage Samika) and saw there a hermit who 
sat still with his eyes closed. (25) Having held his senses and breath, mind and intellect 
in perfect control, he had withdrawn himself from the world; and having reached that 
immutable state which lies beyond the three states of consciousness (waking, dream and 
dreamless sleep), he had become one with Brahma. (26) His body was covered with 
unloosed matted hair and the skin of a black deer. Finding him in this state, Pariksit asked 
him for water (to drink), his tongue being parched (with thirst). (27) Not being offered a 
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mat of straw or bare ground to sit on, and denied water to wash his hands (and feet) 
or even kind words, the king thought himself as treated with disrespect and grew indignant 
accordingly. (28) His mind being oppressed with hunger and thirst, there arose in him, 

all of a sudden, a feeling of enmity and anger against the sage, which, O Saunaka, he 
had never entertained before (against a Brahmana). (29) While departing, he indignantly 

threw with the end of his bow a dead serpent across the shoulder of the Brahmana sage 

and returned to his capital. (30) (He offered this indignity to the sage because he wanted 
to make sure) whether he had closed his eyes inasmuch as he had (really) withdrawn 
all his senses from their objects or he simply feigned deep meditation because he thought 
he had nothing to do with the wretched Ksatriyas. (31) 

rTFI I TT^TTET Nlfan rllrl 9JT3T I 3? I 

3Tf?t I ^ ^TTTTCT SKMIHI 133 I 

^T?T3t: fa^fad: I F TTFFIS I 3* I 

^iw!|^rnrmiH.i 3nfw w ^ «f^i3m 

ilcfrliyI^Tt I chlRjWm faflfl-jf I 13^1 

^f?T <T8T3i: I ^ifd FT ^Tfcdt ^ HrT^q. 13^9 I 

The sage's son, who was possessed of abundant spiritual glow, though a mere boy, 

happened to be playing at that time with other Brahmana boys. Having heard of the 

indignity to which his father had been subjected by the king, he made the following 
observations on the spot:— (32) "Oh the unrighteousness of the ruling class, who have 

grown fat like crows ! Like dogs that guard one's door, these servants (of the Brahmanas) 

dare to insult their very masters ! (33) The Brahmanas have appointed the Ksatriya as 
their door-keeper. How, then can he who has been posted at the gate enter the house 

(of his master) and eat out of the latter's pot ? (34) Now that Lord Sri Krsna, the chastiser 

of those who have strayed from the path of virtue, has departed, I shall presently correct 
those that have violated the rules of decorum. Just see how powerful I am !" (35) Having 
thus spoken (to his playmates), the young sage sipped water from the Kausiki and, his 
eyes turning crimson with anger, he hurled a thunderbolt in the form of the following 

curse :— (36) "Impelled by me, Taksaka (a chief of the serpents) shall, on the seventh 

day hence, bite that bane of his race, who has so openly transgressed the bounds of 

propriety by his hostile behaviour towards my father." (37) 

FTTtS^teTTSnT snot fcitTT yrt>ch>Jc5l I 34 I 

F cfT 3TTfjfTT7t ^dU'mj3<? I 

fSTCp?! rT5T*5 cfFT ^TFTTfig TtfijftT I TT I 

fq^T^T 4^5 F W^Tt 

3# sRT?t % 3>dM<?qklfl St? SJrT: I 

^t^ui (d-tfPd I'tfq I 

3T^awnf dtctdHlfy 7yi^qiU||c(iJM^ I 

nc^i f? 1^31 

fssj f: i 

97FTt TT^rT ^nrfrt 3RT: I'k'kl 
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^rssjfsnfsj fac^tiw grnfemTErR^rrwTm^: i 

rfrTTSa?«*>IMlf^lfH^R?iarrMH'l ^TT <*>4)Hlfact c|U?fl|4: 1*^1 

OTmc^t RT»rfH: *T 3 TTST? I Hr^W^T^Tt TT^f^^n^, I 

^J'^M^dl ^Tt feroW# 1^1 

3?m^5 siicViweb^figHi i mq f^r d^icii^ wdfan aiTF^1'*'31 

PcUtyHl ferc^TT: W: fSTHT ^ 3rfa I qpsg ^yld^PH rt^PT: STOcnsfa f? 1*4 I 

#5^RT 4*1^: I -WQ felficTt WT l*<? I 

STRT5T: ^71*131 c=5T% 4|Pj1<TT: I R ^STSTPtT R SHlrm^u^: I qo 1 

sft ai%swd wiiwi ^ferai faswi'iNcw ^msp^tis^: \^c\ 

The boy then returned to his hermitage and, distressed to see his father with a snake 
about his neck, wept aloud. (38) On hearing the laments of his son, O Saunaka, the sage 
Samika (a scion of Arigira) gradually opened his eyes; and throwing off the dead 
serpent,which he saw lying across his shoulder, enquired: "Child, wherefore do 
you weep? Who has wronged you ?" Thus asked, the boy told him (all that had 
happened).(39-40) The Brahmana (Samika) did not applaud his son when he heard of 
the execration uttered against the king, who did not deserve it, but said, "Alas ! foolish 
child, you have committed a great sin in that you have visited his trivial offence with such 
a heavy punishment. (41) It does not behove you to judge a king, who bears the name 
of Visnu, by the standard of ordinary men, O child of unripe wisdom ! Protected by his 
formidable strength, the people are rid of all fear and secure blessings of all sorts. (42) 
When Lord Visnu (who wields a discus in one of his hands), appearing under the name 
of 'king', is screened from our view, dear child, thieves will crop forth in large numbers 
and the world, which will be unprotected then, will perish like a flock of sheep in a 
moment. (43) When the ruler is dead, thieves will rob the people of their property and 

the evil that befalls them in this way will now fall on our head (since we shall be held 
responsible for the ruler's death, the cause of all this anarchy and lawlessness), even 
though we have no direct connection with it; nay, when people take to robbery in large 
numbers, they belabour and abuse one another and snatch one another's cattle, 
womenfolk and wealth. (44) In such conditions the noble religion of the people, which 
derives its authority from the Vedas and is characterized by a course of conduct laid down 

for the different grades of society and stages of life, disappears, thence follows a 
confusion of castes among men whose hearts are given up to wealth and sense- 
gratification, as among dogs and monkeys. (45) Emperor Pariksit, moreover, is a monarch 
of wide renown and a defender of righteousness; nay, he is a great devotee of the Lord 
and a royal sage who has performed a number of horse-sacrifices. Again, he was 
overcome with hunger, thirst and fatigue and absolutely helpless; hence he did not 
deserve our curse. (46) May the almighty Lord, who is the Soul of the universe, forgive 
the wrong perpetrated by this child of immature understanding against His innocent 
servant. (47) Even when reproached, deceived, abused, disregarded or struck by others, 
devotees of the Lord never return the wrong done by the wrong-doer, though capable 
of doing so." (48) Thus grieved at the wrong done by his son, the great sage (Samika) 
did not even think of the offence committed by the king, who had treated him with 
disrespect. (49) Generally speaking, holy men in this world neither grieve nor rejoice when 
they are subjected to contrary experiences by others; for the soul is ever beyond the three 

Gunas. (50) 
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Thus ends the eighteenth discourse entitled "The Brahmana’s Curse", 
in Book One of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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Discourse XIX 
Parlksit takes a vow of fasting till death and Suka pays a visit to him 
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Suta continued : Now the king too feit much troubled at heart at the thought of his 
reproachful conduct, and said to himself: "Oh! like a vulgar man I have behaved very 
ignobly with that innocent Brahmana of hidden spiritual power. (1) As a result of the 

disrespect shown by me to the Lord Himself (in the form of that saint) some calamity, 
hard to overcome, will surely befall me not long afterwards. Let it come directly on me 
by all means for the expiation of my sin, so that I may not have the courage to repeat 
it. (2) Let fire in the shape of the angered Brahmana race consume this very day the 
kingdom, the army and the rich treasury of my accursed self, so that I may not harbour 
a sinful thought with regard to the Brahmanas, the gods and the cows hereafter." (3) 
While thus reflecting, he presently heard how death impelled by (the curse of) the sage's 
son awaited him under the appellation of Taksaka. He looked upon the fire-like poison 
of Taksaka as a blessing; for he thought the same would speedily arouse dispassion in 
him who was deeply attached to the world. (4) Now renouncing this as well as the other 
world, both of which he had already concluded as worth rejecting, and recognizing the 
adoration of Sri Krsna's feet as superior to everything else, he sat down on the bank of 
the Ganga (the river of the immortals) with a resolve to fast till death. (5) The Ganga 
carries in it the water which excels all other waters due to its contact with the dust of 
Sri Krsna's feet mixed with lovely Tulasi leaves borne on them, and sanctifies all the 
worlds both above and below along with their guardian deities (Indra and others). What 
dying man would not resort to this holy river ? (6) Having thus resolved upon fasting 
till death on the bank of the Ganga (which flows from the feet of Lord Visnu), and shaken 
off all attachment (to the world), king Pariksit (a scion of Pandu) took a vow to lead the 
life of a hermit and fixed his mind on the feet of Lord Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation) 
with undivided devotion. (7) There arrived with their pupils sages of great spiritual power, 
who brought sanctity to the whole world. Under the pretext of visiting holy places the saints 
generally consecrate the places of pilgrimage themselves. (8) (There came) Atri, Vasistha, 
Cyavana, Saradvan, Aristanemi, Bh.rgu and Angira, Parasara (the father of Vedavyasa), 
Viswamitra (the son of Gadhi) and Rama (more popularly known as Parasurama), 
Utathya, Indrapramada and Idhmavaha, Medhatithi, Devala, Arstisena, Bharadwaja, 
Gautama, Pippalada, Maitreya, Aurva, Kavasa, the jar-born sage Agastya, the island-born 
Vedavyasa and the divine sage Narada as well as other distinguished celestial and 
Brahmana sages and eminent royal sages besides other sages such as Aruna. Seeing 
the foremost of many Rsi families gathered there, the king received them with due honour 
and bowed his head to them. (9—11) When they were all comfortably seated, he made 
obeisance to them once more and, standing before them with joined palms, told them 

with a guileless heart what he intended to do. (12) 
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The king said : We are the most blessed of all monarchs, possessing as we do 
a character which has deserved the grace of the noblest souls. Alas ! the race of kings 
(the ruling class) is generally far removed from (deprived of the privilege of bearing on 
their head) the water in which the feet of the Brahmanas have been washed: their doings 

are so reproachful. (13) TO me, so sinful and ever so deeply attached to the home, the 

Lord Himself, who is the Ruler of the entire universe, has come in the form of a 

Brahmana's curse, that has aroused in me a feeling of aversion to worldly enjoyments; 

for under such a curse one who is deeply attached to the world speedily develops 

dispassion. (14) May the Brahmanas (assembled here) as well as goddess Gariga know 
me as a devotee who has approached them for protection, having fixed his mind on the 
Lord. Urged by the Brahmana, let someone who has cunningly assumed the form of 

Taksaka or Taksaka himself bite me at will. Meanwhile I implore you to sing the stories 
of Lord Visnu. (15) Bowing once more to you, the Brahmanas, I pray : in every birth I 

take hereafter may I be blessed with devotion to the immortal Lord Sri Krsna, strong 

attachment for noble souls depending on Him and friendship for all. (16) 
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Thus resolved, and having placed the kingly responsibilities on the shoulders of 

his own eldest son (Janamejaya), the wise king sat down on the southern bank of the 

Gariga (a spouse of the deity presiding over the oceans), on the blades of Kusa with 

their roots turned to the east, himself facing the north. (17) When that king of kings 

(Emperor Parlksit ) had thus taken his seat with a vow to fasting till death, hosts of 
gods in heaven shouted applause and joyfully rained down flowers on him on the earth, 
while drums were sounded again and again. (18) The great Rsis who had assembled 

there were benevolent to the people by their very disposition and spent all their energy 

in conferring benefits on them. They too applauded the king and approved of his resolve 

exclaiming "Splendid !" and spoke words which fitted well with the king, who was deeply 

impressed with the virtues of the Lord of excellent renown:—(19) 
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"0 chief of royal sages, this is no wonder in you (the scions of Pandu), devoted as 
you are to Sri Krsna; for, in your eagerness to attain proximity to the Lord you have 
speedily renounced the imperial throne against which kings robbed their crowns. (20) Now 
we shall all remain here till this king, who is foremost among the devotees of the Lord, 
has cast off his mortal coil and ascended to the highest abode (of the Lord), which is 
beyond the reach of Maya and free from sorrow." (21) On hearing these words of the 
sages—impartial, sweet, full of deep significance and true—ParTksit greeted the sages, 
who had all become one with the Supreme Spirit; and, eager to hear the stories of Lord 
Visnu (Sri Krsna), replied to them as follows :— (22) "Shining like the Vedas, that abide 
in visible form in the highest heaven (the Satyaloka, Brahma's abode), you have all come 
together from every quarter. And you have no purpose of your own (to achieve) in this 
world or the next, except doing good to others, which is your innate disposition. (23) 
Reposing faith in you, therefore, O Brahmanas, I ask you this question—which is the only 
question worth asking—in regard to my duty. Tell me, O learned sages, after due 
deliberation, what innocent course should be pursued by all under every circumstance 
and in particular, by those who are about to die-'1 (24) Meanwhile there arrived on the 
scene wandering about on the earth at will, the divine Suka (the son of Vyasa) who was 
indifferent to the world and had no visible marks of any particular Varna (grade of society) 
or Asrama (stage of life) on his person, who was contented with the realization of his 
own Self and was surrounded by women and children and who wore the appearance of 
an ascetic that had renounced all worldly attachments and connections. (25) Sixteen 
years of age, with tender feet, hands, thighs, arms, shoulders, cheeks and frame, he had 
a lovely countenance with large eyes, a prominent nose, symmetrical ears, beautiful 
eyebrows and a conch-like shapely neck. (26) His coliar-bone was hidden within a fleshy 
frame; his chest was broad and prominent, his navel deep and spiral like an eddy and 
his belly looked charming with its three folds. He was stark naked, with hair flung about 
his face, had long arms and shone like one of the highest gods. (27) He possessed a 

swarthy complexion and captivated the heart of women by his charming youth, graceful 
limbs and winsome smiles. Although he had concealed his spiritual glow (behind a crazy 
appearance), the sages (present there) recognized him by his characteristic features and 
rose from their seats to receive him. (28) 

' King ParTksit asks here the following two questions:— 
(1) What should a mortal do at all times and under all circumstances ? 
(2) What is the duty of a man who is about to die ? 
He puts these very question to the sage Suka later on; and as a matter of fact, it is these two questions that have 

been answered at length by the latter in the course of the following eleven books of the Srimad Bhagavata. 
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King Visnurata (Parlksit, so-called because his life had been preserved by Lord Visnu 

i.e., Sri Krsna Himself), of whom we have spoken before, bowed his head to the stranger 

who had called on him (of his own accord), and did homage to him. The ignorant women 
and children thereupon withdrew and, worshipped by all, the sage occupied an exalted 

seat. (29) Surrounded by hosts of Brahmana sages, royal sages and celestial sages, the 
divine Suka, who was greatest among the great, shone most resplendent even as the 
moon in the midst of other planets, constellations and stars. (30) When that sage of 

unfailing wisdom had taken his seat, fully composed, the king, who was a devotee of the 

Lord, approached him and, touching his feet with his head, stood attentive before him. 
Then, bowing (again) with joined palms, he questioned the sage in sweet accents. (31) 
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Parlksit said : Oh, how blessed are we today, O holy sage, in that we, vile Ksatriyas, 

have been considered worthy of a visit by saints and have been so graciously consecrated 

by you by calling on us as our guest. (32) Men's houses are instantly purified by your 

remembrance, much more by your sight and touch, by washing your feet, offering a seat 
to you and so on. (33) Men's worst sins, O great Yogi, are wiped out at once by your 
very presence, even as the demons are by the presence of Lord Visnu. (34) I presume 

Lord Sri Krsna, the friend of the Pandavas, is pleased with me. It is for the pleasure 
of His cousins (the Pandavas) that He has acted in a friendly manner even towards me, 

their scion. (35) otherwise how could we, human beings much less those who are about 

to die, obtain the privilege of seeing you, whose movements are so obscure, and who 
have fully realized the object of human life and live in a lonely forest ? (36) Therefore, 

I enquire of you, the greatest preceptor of the Yogis, the character and the means of the 
highest realization. Nay, what should be done under all circumstances by a man who is 

on the verge of death ? (37) Again, tell me, my lord, what should be done by men in 
general—what should they hear, what should they repeat (with their tongue), what should 

they keep in their mind, what should they resort to and what should they avoid ? (38) 
For, nowhere, O divine sage, are you seen to stay at the door of householders even for 

the brief space of time taken in milking a cow. (39) 
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Suta continued : Thus addressed and questioned by the king in soft accents, the 
divine Suka (the son of Badarayana), who was conversant with Dharma, made answer 
(as follows): (40) 

Thus ends the nineteenth discourse entitled "The visit of Suka", in Book One of 
the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramaharhsa-Samhita, composed by the sage Vyasa 
and consisting of eighteen thousand Slokas. 
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The process of meditation and the cosmic form of the Lord described 
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SrT Suka replied : This enquiry of yours, made with a view to the good of the world, O 
king, is most welcome. It is esteemed by the knowers of the Self and is the most important 
of all that is worth hearing, remembering or chanting. (1) There are thousands of things worth 

hearing and attending to, O ruler of kings, for men who are attached to their home and 
engaged in performing the five great sacrifices enjoined on the householders, and are blind 
to the truth of the Self. (2) Their span of life, O king, is stolen away at night by sleep or by 
copulation, and in the day-time by endeavours to make money or to provide for the family.(3) 
Maddened by affection for those that are intimately connected with oneself, viz., one's body, 
progeny, wife and so on, unreal as they are, one fails to visualize their end, though actually 

witnessing it. (4) Therefore, O descendant of Bharata, he who seeks to attain the fearless 
state (of Moksa) should listen to, recite and dwell on the stories of the almighty Lord Sri Hari, 
the Soul of the universe. (5) To be put in mind of Sri Narayana at the last moment (of one's 

life)that alone is the supreme reward of human birth, howsoever this may be earned through 

Self-Knowledge or Devotion or even through steadfastness to one's sacred duty. (6) Even 

ascetics, O king, that are established in the Absolute and have reached beyond the sphere 

of injunctions and inhibitions generally delight in discoursing on the virtues of Sri Hari. (7) 

This Purana, which is known by the name of Bhagavata and is as sacred as the Vedas, I 

studied towards the end of the Dwapara age, from my father, the sage Dwaipayana 

(Vyasa).(8) Fully established as I was in the Absolute, my heart was captivated by the 

pastimes of Lord Sri Kpsna of excellent renown. That is how I studied this Purana, O royal 

sage. (9) You being a votary of Lord Visnu, I shall recite the selfsame Purana to you; for the 
mind of those who repose their faith in this Purana quickly conceives disinterested love for 

Sri Krsna (the Bestowerof Liberation). (10) For those who have developed an aversion for 

this world and seek to attain the fearless state, as well as for realized souls that have attained 

union with God, O king, the chanting of Sri Hari's names has been concluded to be the best 

means as well as the end. (11) To a man who is negligent about his own interests, of what 
use in this world are long years of life that slip away unnoticed (are spent in ignorance ) ? 
Much more valuable is the hour, consciously spent, in endeavouring for the highest 
good.(12) Having come to know that he was to live only an hour more, the royal sage 
Khatwanga renounced everything in that short space of time, and sought refuge with Sri Hari, 
who dispels all fear. (13) The limit of your life, O descendant of Kuru, is yet seven days from 
now. Meanwhile accomplish all that is conducive to your welfare hereafter. (14) When the 
hour of death comes, man should shake off all fear and cut with the sword of non-attachment 
the tie of affection for his body as well as for those that are connected with it. (15) Full of self- 
control, he should quit the house, bathe in the holy waters of some sacred stream or lake and, 
squatting on a seat, made according to the scriptural ordinance, in a clean and secluded spot, 
should repeat with his mind the holy Pranava, consisting of three parts (A,U and M). Nay, 
controlling his breath, he should also subdue his mind, taking care not to forget the Pranava 
(the seed of the Vedas). (16-17) Having reason for his helpmate, he should withdraw his 
senses from their objects with his mind and by dint of his reason fix his mind, distracted as 
it is by tendencies to action, on the blessed form of the Lord. (18) With a concentrated mind 
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he should meditate on anyone limb of His body. When the mind is withdrawn from all external 
objects (by thus fixing it on one limb at a time), it should be so completely absorbed in the 
thought on the Lord that he should cease to think of anything else. Such a state is the 

supreme reality of Lord Visnu, by attaining which the mind is flooded with the ecstasy of divine 

love. (19) If (in the course of such meditation) one's mind is distracted by force of Rajas 

(passion) or obscured by force of Tamas (darkness or opacity), a wise man should curb it 

through concentration, which destroys the impurity occasioned by Rajas and Tamas. (20) 

When through the practice of such concentration the practising Yogi is able to behold his 
blissful object (the Lord), he forthwith attains Yoga (union with God) which is characterized 
by Bhakti (loving Devotion). (21) 

W SJT7UTT TRRrTT I 133 I 

The king asked : How is concentration practised, O holy sage, and on what object has 

it been approved of (by the scriptures)? And what kind of concentration speedily removes 
the impurity of one's mind ? (22) 
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Sri Suka replied : Having acquired steadiness of seat and control of one's breath, and 
having conquered attachment and subdued one's senses, one should fix one's mind on the 
material form of the Lord by force of one's reason. (23) That is His cosmic or universal Form, 

the grossest of the gross, wherein is seen this phenomenal universe in its past, present and 
future form. (24) The Lord who tenants this cosmic body with its seven sheaths (consisting 
of water, fire, air, ether, the ego, the Mahat-tattva or the principle of cosmic intelligence and 
Prakrti of Primordial Matter) as the Great Being (Virat Purusa)—He alone is the object of 
concentration. (25) The knowers of Truth describe Him thus Patala (the nethermost 
sphere comprising the heart of the terrestrial globe ) constitutes the soles of His feet and 
Rasatala (the sphere immediately enclosing Patala) the hinder and the front part of His feet. 
Mahatala (the sphere immediately enclosing Rasatala) corresponds to the ankles of the 
Creator of the universe and Talatala (the sphere immediately enclosing Mahatala), the 
shanks of the Virat Purusa. (26) Sutala (the sphere immediately enclosing Talatala) 
represents the knees of the Cosmic Being; while Vitala (the sphere immediately enclosing 
Sutala) and Atala (the sphere immediately enclosing Vitala and enclosed in its turn by the 
crust of the earth) form His thighs. The earth's surface corresponds to His loins, O king; while 
they speak of Bhuvarloka (the sphere immediately enclosing the earth) as His navel. (27) 
Indra's heaven (the sphere immediately enclosing Bhuvarloka), forms His breast; Maharloka 
(the sphere immediately enclosing Indra's heaven), His neck and Janaloka (the sphere 
immediately enclosing Maharloka), His face (below the brow). Tapoloka (the sphere 
immediately enclosing Janaloka) is recognized as the brow of the Primal Person and 
Satyaloka (the highest or seventh heaven, immediately enclosing Tapoloka) as the heads 
of the thousand-headed Lord. (28) It is said that the gods from Indra downwards represent 
His arms; the cardinal points, His ears and sound, His auditory sense. Nasatya and Dasra 
(the twin Aswinikumaras, the physicians of gods) are the nostrils of the Supreme; odour, His 
olfactory sense and flaming fire, His mouth. (29) The sky constitutes His eyes; the sun, His 
sense of sight and day and night form the eyelids of the Cosmic Being. The abode of Brahma 
(in the Satyaloka) represents the play of His eyebrows; water, His palate and taste, His 
tongue.(30) They declare the Vedas as the crown of His head; Yama (the god of retribution) 
constitutes His grinding teeth and the various forms of personal affection (manifest in 
individuals), His other teeth. The Maya which deludes men represents His smile and the 
unending (eternal) process of creation, His sidelong glances. (31) Bashfulness forms His 
upper lip and greed, the lower; piety constitutes His (right) breast and the path of 
unrighteousness, His back. Prajapati (the god presiding over creation) represents His penis 
and the gods Mitra and Varuna, His testicles; the oceans form the cavity of His abdomen and 
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the mountains, the system of His bones. (32) The rivers constitute His arteries and veins and 
the trees, the hair on the person of the Cosmic Being, O king of kings. The air, possessed 
of infinite strength, is His breath; Time represents His movement and the uninterrupted action 

of the three Gunas (in the form of creation), His activity. (33) The wise recognize the clouds 

as the hair (on the head) of the Lord and twilight, as the raiment of the Infinite Being, O chief 
of the Kurus. They declare the Unmanifest (Primordial Matter) as His heart and the familiar 

moon represents His mind, which is the seat of all passions. (34) They speak of the Mahat- 

tattva (the Principle of cosmic intelligence) as the power of understanding and Rudra (the god 
presiding over destruction) as the ego of the Universal Spirit. The horse, the mule, the camel 

and the elephant represent His nails; while the deer and all other animals abide in His hips 
and loins. (35) The birds are His wonderful workmanship; the first Manu (known by the name 

of Swayambhuva) represents His intellect and man (the offspring of Manu), His abode.The 
Gandharvas (the celestial musicians), the Vidyadharas (another class of demigods), the 

Caranas (the celestial bards) and the Apsaras (the celestial nymphs), represent 
the reminiscences of His melody and the demon hosts, His virility. (36) The Brahmana 

represents the mouth; the Ksatriya, the arms; the Vaisya, the thighs and the 
dark-complexioned Sudra, the feet of that mighty Being. And the performance of sacrifices 

that are conducted with the help of material substances (such as clarified butter etc.) and in 
the name of classes of deities bearing various names is His occupation. (37) Such is the 
magnitude and constitution of the Cosmic Body of the Lord as I have just told you. It is on 

this grossest form that the mind is concentrated with the help of reason; for there exists 

nothing apart from this.(38) Just as a dreamer sees himself projected in various forms in a 
dream, it is the one all-witnessing Self who experience everything through the intellects of 

all. One should devote oneself to that embodiment of Truth, the storehouse of bliss, and 

should not feel attached to any other object; for such attachment brings about the 
degradation of the soul. (39) 

Thus ends the first discourse in Book Two, describing among other things the Cosmic 
Body of the Great Being, of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T8T ftrfarrsSHTFI: 

Discourse II 
Concentration on the gross and subtle forms of the Lord and the two 

types of Mukti (Liberation), viz., Kramamukti or gradual 
Liberation and Sadyomukti or immediate Liberation 
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Sri Suka continued : It was through such concentration that Brahma (the self-born) 
propitiated that Lord and got from Him at the dawn of creation the knowledge (about 
creation), which he had forgotten (during the last Pralaya or universal destruction). Having 
thus acquired unfailing vision and a conclusive understanding, he created this universe even 
as it existed before the universal dissolution. (1) Such is the (alluring) method (of presenta¬ 
tion) of the Vedas that the mind seeks gratification through empty names devoid of any 
corresponding reality. Expecting happiness in the world of Maya (illusion), the soul wanders 
(through the various realms comprised in this world) as though it were dreaming, but fails to 
derive real happiness there. (2) Therefore, a wise man should have connection with the 
objects of enjoyment (which exist merely in name and have no abiding reality) only to the 
extent they are useful for maintaining the body. At the same time he should be convinced in 
his mind (about the emptiness of sensuous enjoyments) and should never commit the error 
of getting attached to them. And if such objects could be had otherwise (by force of Prarabdha 
ordestinyasamatterofcourse),heshouldnot strive for them, seeing that such an endeavour 
would entail (fruitless) labour. (3) When the earth is there, what would be gained by taking 

pains for a bed? When nature has provided us with arms, what use have we for pillows ? 
When we can hold things in the hollow of our palms, what need is there for dishes and cups 
of various kinds ? And when there are the cardinal points,the barks of trees and so on (to 
cover our body with), of what avail are silken robes ? (4) Are there no rags on the road (to 
wrap ourselves with) ? Do not trees, that live only to maintain others, give alms (in the shape 
of fruits, leaves and so on to the needy)? Have rivers dried up (for the man who needs water)? 
Have the mouths of mountain caves been blocked (against those who seek to use them as 
a shelter)? And (above all) does the supreme Lord SrT Hari deny protection to those who 
approach Him ? Wherefore (then) should the wise knock at the door of those who are blind 
with the pride of wealth ? (5) Having thus determined his goal with a complacent mind, a man 
should adore the infinite and eternal Lord, residing in his very heart as his beloved Self, and 
as a self-evident Truth; for through His worship the seed of metempsychosis (in the shape 
of Ignorance ) ceases to be. (6) Who else than beasts would desist from meditating on the 
Supreme and set his mind on the pleasures of sense even when he actually sees people 
fallen into the hellish river of mundane life and suffer the agonies brought by their own past 
actions ? (7) 

yrdAIMfy xjqq 
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Some people fix their mind, through meditation, on the Lord with four arms, bearing 
severally a lotus, a discus, a conch and a mace, and residing in the cavity of their heart within 

their own body in a form as big as in thumb in height.(8) With a cheerful countenance and 

big lotus-like eyes He has a cloth, yellow as the filaments of a Kadamba flower, wrapped 

round His person, and is adorned with a pair of gold armlets studded with precious brilliant 

jewels, a crown and a pair of ear-rings inlaid with valuable radiant jewels. (9) His feet, which 
are tender like young shoots, are installed by the masters of Yoga at the centre of the full¬ 

blown lotus of their heart. He bears (a little above His left breast) a golden streak (which is 
held to be a symbol of Goddess Laksmt), has the famous Kaustubha gem hanging from His 

neck; and His chest is covered by a garland of sylvan flowers of unfading splendour. (10) He 
is adorned with a girdle (round His waist) as well as with most precious rings, anklets and 
bracelets etc., and looks charming with a smile that ever beams on His countenance 
beautified with sleek, glossy, curly and dark tresses. (11) He is betraying His abundant grace 
(on the devotees) by the play of His brows, the beauty of which is enhanced by His sportful 

bright smiles and glances. The practicant should continue to gaze on this conceptual image 

of the Lord till his mind gets fixed in meditation. (12) He should visualize with his mind one 

by one all the limbs of Lord Visnu (the Wielder of a mace) from His feet upwards to His smiling 

countenance. Even as his reason gets purer and purer his mind will become steadier and 
steadier, and in this way when one limb becomes clearly visible, he should leave it to visualize 

the next. (13) Till one's mind gets fixed through devotion on the all-witnessing supreme Lord 
of the universe as portrayed above, the practicant should with a concentrated mind meditate 

on the grossest form of the Lord (as described in Discourse I above ) after he has finished 
his daily devotions. (14) 
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Dear Parlksit, when the striver intends to leave this body, he should not allow his mind 
to get attached to the time and place. Sitting in a steady and easy posture, he should control 
his breath and restrain his senses with his mind. (15) Then, controlling his mind with his pure 
reason, he should merge his intellect (as well as his mind) in the Ksetrajna (the conscious 
principle in the body), and the Ksetrajna in the absolute Self. Then, merging the Self in the 
Supreme Spirit and attaining final peace, the wise man should abstain from all activity. (16) 
In that state (of absorption into the Supreme Spirit) Time, which is the Ruler even of gods, 
has no power, much less the gods or the creatures that are ruled over by them. There is 
neither Sattva nor Rajas nor Tamas in that state, much less the ego or Mahat (the principle 
of cosmic intelligence) or Pradhana (Primordial Matter). (17) Bent upon rejecting everything 
other than God as 'not that', 'not that' and giving up false self-identification with the body and 
things associated with it the Yogis, full of exclusive devotion, embrace with their heart every 
moment the adorable form of Lord Visnu. The scriptures are at one in declaring this form as 
the supreme essence of the all-pervading Lord. (18) The Yogi whose cravings for sense- 
gratification have been completely set at rest by force of wisdom acquired through the 
scriptures should drop his body in the following manner. First of all he should squat (on his 
seat) pressing the anus with his heels and then, overcoming languor, should draw the air 
upwards through the six places (where the six mystical circles are located). (19) The self- 
disciplined Yogi should draw the air located in the circle within the navel (known by the name 
of Manipuraka) upwards into the Cakra located in the heart (called Anahata); thence, 
following the course of the Udana air, he should take it to the circle located above the breast 

(known by the name of Visuddhi) and, again, with the help of reason, he should gradually 
push it to the root of the palate (i.e.,to the top of the Visuddhi Cakra). (20) Thereafter, having 
closed the seven passages (viz., the two eyes, the two ears, the two nostrils and the mouth), 
he should take the air from the root of the palate to the circle located at the middle of the 
eyebrows (viz., the Ajna Cakra). Then, if he has no desire to visit the higher worlds, he should 
pause at the Ajna Cakra for about half an hour with his gaze fixed on his goal and, taking 
the air into the Sahasrara Cakra (located at the crown of his head) attain union with God. 

Finally, breaking open the crown of his head, he should abandon his body and the 

senses. (21) 
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If, on the other hand, O king, the Yogi intends to visit the Brahmaloka (Brahma's abode) 
: -. naving acquired the eight supernatural powers,* to sport in the company of the Siddhas 
= class of celestial beings), that move about in the air, or again to move about in any 

particular realm of the universe made up of the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti), he should 
-=oart (from the body), taking the mind and senses with him. (22) It is said that the masters 

• : he eight superhuman powers are : Anima, the power of assuming a form as minute as an atom; Laghima, extreme 

:-ness: Prapti, attaining anything (e.g., the moon) with the tip of one's finger; Prakamya, irresistible will; Mahima, illimitable 

: A; isita. supreme dominion; Vasita, subjugating all by occult power and Kamavasayita, suppressing all desires. 
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of Yoga, who practise worship of God austere penance, Yoga (abstraction) and Jnana (Self- 
Knowledge), and whose body is as subtle as air, can freely move inside as well as outside 
the three worlds (the earth, heaven and the lower worlds). People cannot have such 
unimpeded movertieFit (in any part of the universe) through mere Karma (ritual). (23) O king, 
the Yogi who proceeds to the Brahmaloka (the abode of Brahma) through the bright 
Susumna* reaches first the abode of Vaiswanara (the god of fire) through the heavens. 
Shaking off whatever trace of impurity is still left in him, he then rises upwards to the stellar 
sphere, resembling in shape the figure of a dolphin and presided over by Lord Visnu. (24) 
Passing beyond this sphere, presided over by Visnu, which is like a navel to the wheel of this 

universe, he ascends alone in his most subtle and pure body to the realm called Maharloka 
(the region immediately enclosing Indra's paradise), which is adored even by the knowers 
of Brahma, and which is the delightful abode of gods that live for a whole Kalpa (a day of 
Brahma). (25) Thereafter (at the end of the Kalpa) when he sees the whole world below being 
consumed by the fire proceeding from the mouth of Lord Ananta (Sesa), he rises still higher 
to Brahma's abode, where the foremost among the Siddhas reside in their aerial cars and 

which lasts fortwo Parardhas (the full span of Brahma's life). (26) There is no grief nor agony, 
neither old age nor death in that sphere, much less fear of any kind. The only agony they 
suffer from is the mental anguish they feel out of compassion when they see people who have 
no knowledge of the process of meditation as described above undergoing repeated births 
and deaths, that entail endless suffering. (27) Then (after reaching the Satyaloka) he 
fearlessly unites his subtle body with the earth and thereafter steadily pierces the seven 
sheaths encasing the earth as below. From his terrestrial form he passes on to the watery 
and from the aqueous to the fiery sheath; again, from his fiery form he makes his way into 
the aerial sheath, and lastly from his aerial form in course of time he enters the ethereal 
sheath, which is an index to the infinitude of Brahma. (28) Again, through his olfactory sense 
the Yogi returns to the subtle element of smell, through the sense of taste to the subtle 
element of taste, through the sense of sight to the subtle element of colour, through the sense 
of touch to the subtle element of touch, through the auditory sense to the subtle element of 
sound and through each organ of action to the functioning power of each and thus all of them 
return to their subtle form. (29) (Thus reaching beyond the gross and subtle sheaths of the 
five elements) the Yogi enters the ego. He dissolves the subtle elements into the Tamasika 
ego the senses into the Rajasika and the mind as well as the deities presiding over the 
senses into the Sattvika ego. Then, through the same process (of dissolution) he returns 
along with the ego to the principle of cosmic intelligence (Mahat-tattva) and finally to Prakrti 
(in which merge all the three Gunas). (30) Again, during the final dissolution (when Prakrti 
too merges in God) the Yogi who becomes all-blissful now, merges with that pure blissful 
form in God, who is perfectly tranquil and bliss itself. Dear Pariksit, he who attains this divine 
goal no more returns to this world of matter (transmigration). (31) These, O king, are the two 
eternal paths recommended by the Vedas, about which you enquired of me. Of yore, when 
Brahma (the Creator) worshipped Lord Vasudeva (Visnu) and interrogated Him, it was these 
two paths that were taught to him by the Lord. (32) For him who has fallen into the whirlpool 
of transmigration there is no blessed path other than that which makes for devotion to Lord 
Vasudeva. (33) Having critically studied the Vedas with a concentrated mind thrice over, 
Brahma concluded by force of his reason that alone to be the highest virtue, by which one 
is able to develop exclusive devotion to Sri Krsna (the Self of the Universe). (34) Lord Sri 
Hari alone is seen as abiding in all (animate and inanimate) beings as their very self; for the 

’A particular air tube of the body lying between those called Ida and Pingala. and believed to be one of the passage 

for the air or the spirit. 
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The two eyes, the two nostrils, the two ears and the penis and the anus are the (four) pairs 
of entrances with the mouth (as the ninth), (it is through these gates that) the Jiva goes out 
(to the objects of senses) accompanied by the Indriyas (located in these appertures). (8) (Of 
these) the two eyes, the two nostrils and the mouth are the five gates located in the east (in 
front of the head). The right ear has been spoken of as the southern and the left, the northern 
gate. (9) The two openings below have been called the western gates and they are 
designated here (is the present context) as the penis and the anus. The (two gates) Khadyota 
and Avirmukhi (declared as) constructed at one place (side by side) in this city correspond 
to the two eyes; and through these, aided by the faculty of vision, the Jiva (the master of the 
body) perceives colour, which corresponds to (the realm called) Vibhrajita. (10) The two 
nostrils are (the gates) Nalinl and Nalini and odour has been spoken of as (the territory of) 
Saurabha. The olfactory sense is (the companion of Purahjana known by the name of) 
Avadhuta; the mouth is (the gate called Mukhya); the faculty of speech is (the companion 
going by the name of) Vipana and the organ of taste is (the friend known as) Rasajna. (11) 
The use of the tongue is the territory mentioned in this story by the name of Apana and the 
food of various kinds is the realm known as Bahudana. The right ear is the gate called Pitphu 
and the left has been referred to under the name of Devahu (the northern gate). (12) The 
scriptures dealing with the path of worldly activity (the cult of rituals) and those preaching 
quietism (the cult of worship) have bean spoken of as (the dominions of) South Pancala and 
North Pancala respectively. Listening to these through the ear, which has been spoken of 
as ( a companion of Purahjana under the name of) Srutadhara, the Jiva takes severally to 
the path of the manes (leading to the realm of the moon-god or heaven) and the path <?f the 
gods (leading to the divine Abode). (13) The membrum virile is the western gate called Asuri; 
the act of copulation is the territory called Gramaka (which is only another name for carnal 
delight). The faculty of procreation has been spoken of as (a companion of Purahjana under 
the name of) Durmada; while the anus has been referred to under the name of Nirpti (the other 
gate in the west). (14) The Infernal region is the territory called Vaisasa, while the organ of 
defecation (located in the rectum) is the companion named Lubdhaka. (Now) hear from me 
about the two entrances leading to blind alleys. They are the hands and feet wherewith the 
human soul severally works and moves about. (15) (The region of) the heart is the 
gynaeceum and the mind has been spoken of as (the principal waiter in the gynaeceum 
under the name of) Visuci (Visucina). Identifying itself with the qualities (Sattva, Rajas and 
Tamas) of the mind, the Jiva gives way herein severally to complacence, joy and 
infatuation.(16) According as the equilibrium of the intellect is disturbed (in the dreaming 
state) or it disturbs the senses in its turn (in the waking state), the Jiva (the embodied soul), 
that is affected by its qualities, is compelled to follow its changes, although (by its essential 
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(stage of life) and given to (perfect) self-control, these foremost seers indeed wonderfully 
attained absolute self-identity with the Lord, who is the very Self, nay, the Inner Controller 
of all living beings and whom they realized within the heart, purified by virtue of their 
uninterrupted and supreme Devotion resulting from their ceaseless remembrance of the 
charming lotus-like feet of Bhagavan Vasudeva, the abode of all species of living beings and 
the asylum of the fear-stricken. (27) By another wife too he had three sons—Uttama, Tamasa 

and Raivata, each of whom presided over a Manvantara (associated with his name). (28) 

Wti^i 

(Three of) his sons being thus given to self-control, the high-minded emperor (Priyavrata) 

ruled over the globe for 1,10,00,00,000 years. (During his reign) the enemies of righteousness 
were scared away by the very twang of the bow-string pulled by his stout arms, possessed 
of (inordinate) strength, which consummated all his efforts without any obstruction. Nay, like 

a man who has forgotten his self, he had his judgment clouded as it were by Barhismati’s daily 

growing expressions of excessive joy (on his visiting her), her rising from the seat and going 
forth to meet him, amatory gestures natural to women, smiles and glances half-concealed 

by bashfulness and delightful jokes etc. (29) 

ct)l«4^dl 13"# i 

iJSWTT "TW a^-Ty^’ 

■3T£TfrT 

(Once he observed that) even to the extent the glorious sun-god lights the earth's surface 
(viz., up to the Lokaloka mountain) in the course of his circuit round Mount Sumeru (the 
mountain of the gods), he shines only on one-half of that portion and leaves the other half 
shrouded in darkness. He (however) did not like this. His superhuman glory having been 
enhanced by virtue of his adoration of-the Lord, he thereupon like another sun made seven 
circuits (round the earth) after the sun, in his effulgent car, as swift as the sun, determined 
to turn night as well into day. (30) The tracks that were sunk by the fellies of the wheels of 
his chariot came to be the most celebrated seven oceans, which divided the earth into (what 
are known as) the seven Dwipas (or main divisions). (31) The Dwipas are (severally) known 
as Jambudwipa, Plaksadwipa, Salmalidwipa, Kusadwipa, Krauncadwipa, Sakadwipa and 
Puskaradwlpa. As regards dimensions, each succeeding one is twice as large as the 
preceding one and is placed beyond the ocean and encircling it. (32) The seven oceans 
(severally) contain salt water, the juice of sugar-cane, wine, clarified butter, milk, fluid curds 
and pure water and serve as a moat as it were one for each of the seven Dwipas. They are 
equal in extent to the Dwipa enclosed by them and are situated one beyond and encircling 
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intellect and other phenomenal objects are adjuncts that lead us to infer the existence of the 
Lord, who is the all-witnessing seer. (35) Therefore, O king, men should always and under 
all circumstances with their whole being listen to, recite and revolve in their mind (the stories 

of) Lord Sri Hari alone. (36) They who drink in the nectar-like stories of the Lord, the Soul of 

the universe, poured into the cups of their ears by holy men, are able to purify their heart, 

which has been contaminated through contact with the pleasures of sense, and attain 
proximity to His lotus-feet. (37) 

Thus ends the second discourse entitled "A Description of the Lord's Divine Form", 
in Book Two of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

ry/'VpV «i p.»; \ 

3T2T tffcttsSEJFT: 

Discourse III 
Worship of different deities for the gratification of various desires 

and the superiority of Devotion to the Lord 

l(c|Mdi^jndri TTR I ^JUTT ilPyAIMIUIMj RJEPJ I ^ I 

asyuiwfan i SMicbra: ststtotH. i 9 i 

H(<4I I d^chiHi 3tJdv*>si.l'Lcl|4lc)'>l»HlS2J dliiell-^ I 3 I 

3t5ti«jcfim^df5f?i wforatsfR: gaR i fawacTR-majam: farTR i * i 

<tcj| ^igchiH 'srarLI 7RFTT <^lch<Hin<l I q I 

wi^oFmt Trmrr. OTfwram: Titm aim mqfjHH, i ^ i 

^ chl^lchlM: ST^FR I fenatFTR fafRT 3FT TFaR I ^ I 

snrfsi drlH^«|ch aR d-cR I'R't, ^T3RI TSHIefcm: L{UijMHH'|vr|^ohlMl ?U|R | c, | 

tivrUchrai tRLH^RfH^R <^f*raR*RRi aaqchwi ?tr *hihh«*>ih: fri ^ i 

3TgtFT: TtcfcFTiTr FT8RFT aRUT: I amVT %Jhh<jVM FRT iJOT FRI ^ O I 

•qaram iMHifa* i %jj|ci^r)rti ^Fr^aHaa: i n i 

Ra yidfH^a^uuWrts^matyfiiy aa aa i 

g^aamaaasTFasi awhUFi: art TRat tfa a f^rR i w i 

Sri Suka said : I have thus told you all you asked me, viz., what should men who are 
thoughtful among human beings do, when their end has arrived. (1) A seeker of pre¬ 

eminence in sacred knowledge should worship the sage Brhaspati (the preceptor of the 

gods). Even so he who seeks to acquire keenness of the senses should worship indra; while 
a seeker of progeny should propitiate the Prajapatis (gods presiding over creation). (2) The 

seeker of prosperity should worship the divine Maya (the Lord's own potency or the Goddess 
presiding over Prakrti or Primordial Matter) and the seeker of indefatigable energy should 
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adore the god of fire. Similarly, a seeker of wealth should worship the class of gods known 
as the Vasus; while the powerful man who aspires for more power should worship another 
class of gods called the Rudras (part manifestations of Lord Siva). (3) A seeker of food and 

foodstuffs should worship Aditi (the mother of the gods); while he who seeks (an abode in) 
heaven should adore the sons of Aditi (the twelve Adityas). A seeker of sovereignty should 
worship the Viswedevas (a particular class of gods born of Viswa); while a ruler who desires 
to secure the allegiance of his subjects should worship the Sadhyas (another class of 
gods).(4) A seeker of long life should worship the twin gods, the Aswins (the physicians of 
the gods) and he who desires stoutness should worship the goddess Earth. Similarly he who 
seeks stability of position or worldly prestige should adore the two mothers of the world, the 
goddess Earth and Dyauh (the goddess presiding over the heavens). (5) A seeker of 
personal charm should worship the Gandharvas; while he who desires to have a (lovely) 
wife should adore the celestial nymph UrvasI. Even so he who seeks lordship over all should 
worship Brahma. (6) A seeker of renown should worship Lord Visnu (the lord of sacrifices 
or the deity presiding over sacrifices), while a seeker of treasures should adore Varuna (the 
god presiding over the waters). Even so he who seeks to acquire learning should worship 
Lord Siva; while a seeker of conjugal happiness should adore Goddess Lima, so devoted to 
Her lord. (7) He who aspires to lead a pious life should worship Lord Visnu of excellent 
renown; while he who desires to propagate his race should adore the Pitrs (the manes). He 
who seeks protection against odds should worship the Yaksas (a class of demigods), while 
a seeker of bodily vigour should adore the class of gods known as the Maruts (the wind- 
gods). (8) He who seeks to acquire a kingdom should worship the gods that rule over the 
world for a whole Manvantara (the age or period of a Manu); while he who seeks to employ 
spells for some malevolent purpose should adore Nirrti (the goddess of death or the demon 
presiding over the south-west). Even so the seeker of sense-gratification should worship 
Soma (the moon-god); while he who longs for the cessation of all desires should adore the 
Lord who transcends Prakrti or Matter. (9) A wise man, however—whether he has no desire 

at all or is actuated by all sorts of desires (all those mentioned in the above verses and others 
too) or seeks liberation (final beatitude—should worship the Supreme Person with intense 
devotion. (10) The attainment of the highest good even for those who worship Indra and the 
other gods lies in developing unswerving devotion to the Lord through the fellowship of His 
devotees. (11) As a result of the discourses on SrT Hari (that are held in the company of 
devotees) dawns that spiritual enlightenment which sets at rest the waves in the form of 

passions; nay, the heart gets purated and is filled with joy and one develops an aversion for 
the pleasures of sense and a love for devotion, which is an esteemed road to final beatitude. 
Having once tasted the joy of listening to such discourses on SrT Hari, who would cease taking 

delight in them ? (12) 

5iHch jc/M 
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Saunaka said: On hearing these words of Suka what else did king Parlksit, the foremost 

of the Bharatas, then ask the son of Vyasa, who was not only a seer but well-versed in the 
Vedas too ? (13) Suta, learned as you are, kindly reveal all that to us, who are keen to hear 

the same. For in an assembly of holy men there must be talks that ultimately lead to 
discourses on Sri Hari. (14) That great car-warrior, king Parlksit (a descendant of Pandu) 

was a great devotee of the Lord. Playing with toys loved by children, he made the worship 
of Sri Krsna as one of his sports. (15) The holy Suka (the son of Vyasa) is also exclusively 

devoted to Lord Vasudeva (Sri Krsna); and it is but natural that where holy men meet there 
are sublime talks saturated with the virtues of the Lord, whose praises are sung by exalted 

souls well-versed in the Vedas. (16) The rising and setting sun steals away (in vain) the life 
of all human beings except that of the man who spends even a single moment in talks about 

the Lord of excellent fame. (17) Do not trees live ? Do not bellows also breathe ? And do not 
the other domestic animals (other than the human beast) take their food and copulate ? (18) 

The human beast who has never heard the story of Sri Krsna (the elder brother of Gada) has 

been declared to be as good as a dog, a swine, a camel and a donkey. (19) The ears of a 

man who does not hear (the stories of) the exploits of the Lord (whose doings are marvellous) 
are mere holes (that serve no useful purpose); and his tongue is as bad as that of a frog if 

it does not recount the stories of Lord Visnu (who is extolled in numerous ways). (20) A head 
which, though decked with a silk turban or a crown, never bows to Lord Mukunda (the 
Bestower of Liberation), is only a burden. Even so the hands which, though adorned with 

wristlets of gold, never offer worship to Sri Hari are as good as those of a dead man. (21) And 

those human eyes that do not gaze on the images of Lord Visnu are as useless as the eyes 
on the tail of a peacock. Similarly, the human feet which do not visit places sacred to Sri Hari 
are as good as the roots of trees. (22) A mortal who has never bathed himself in the dust from 

the feet of the Lord's devotees is really dead, though living; even so the man who has never 

known the fragrance of the sacred Tulasi (basil) leaves offered at the feet of Lord Visnu is 
like a breathing corpse. (23) A heart which does not melt when Sri Hari's names are being 

uttered (either by oneself or by others) is hard like stone. And when the heart melts, tears 
rush to one's eyes and the hair stand erect. (24) Dear Suta, what you say is most agreeable 
to the mind. Now tell us what Sri Suka (the son of Vyasa), the foremost of devotees and 
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perfect in the knowledge of the Spirit, told king Pariksit in reply to his excellent question. (25) 

Thus ends the third discourse in Book Two of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T$j 

Discourse IV 
The king asks a question about the creation of the universe and 

the sage Suka commences his discourse 

cjiii^ictoRirl I 3*7^7177 hPi cfi^l 3Ttrt^t: tidl I ^ I 
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Suta continued: On hearing these words of Sri Suka (the son of Vyasa), which enabled 
him to ascertain the truth concerning the Supreme Spirit, king Pariksit (the son of Uttara) 
exclusively devoted his pious mind to Sri Krsna' feet. (1) He shook off (in a moment) the deep- 
rooted attachment which he had conceived all that time for his own body, wife, sons, 
residence, animals, wealth and kinsmen as well as for his kingdom, that had known no 
trouble. (2) Having come to know of his death (beforehand), the high-minded Pariksit 
renounced all his duties connected with the first three objects of human pursuit (viz., 
Dharma, Artha and Kama). He then established his complete identity with Lord Vasudeva 
and, full of deep reverence for hearing the glory of Sri Krsna, asked Sri Suka the same 

question which you are now asking me, O most holy ones. (3-4) 

WfcM craf WR <P7R*7 I rTOt W R: 37S7R I A I 
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The king said: All-knowing and sinless as you are, O divine sage, your words are quite 
true. Even as you proceed with your discourse on Sri Hari the gloom of my ignorance 
disperses. (5) I further wish to know how the Lord by His own Maya (deluding potency) 
creates this universe, the mysteries of which even the greatest gods (like Brahma) find it 
difficult to unravel. (6) Also tell me how that all-pervading Lord protects the universe and how 
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again He destroys it. Possessed as He is of innumerable powers, which of them does that 
Supreme Person assume when He plays with His own Self, transforming Himself into so 
many playthings, and creates and then destroys (a number of universes). (7) Indeed it 

appears difficult even for the wise, O divine sage, to comprehend the doings of Lord Sri Hari 
of marvellous deeds. (8) (I should also like to know) how the Lord, who is one (without a 

second) assumes all at once the three Gunas of Prakrti in order to perform the various 

functions (of creation etc.), or manifesting Himself in different forms (as Brahma and so on) 

assumes them in succession. (9) Since you are well-versed in the Vedas and have also 
realized the Supreme Spirit, kindly respond to this enquiry of mine. (10) 

^muPsidi TI^TT TjTJTT^Siq i£: | Slfddrj) SMsfcU | ^ | 

Suta said: Thus implored by the king to discourse upon the excellences of Sri Hari, the 
sage Suka fixed his thought on Lord Sri Kfsna (the Inspirer of all senses) and commenced 
his reply as follows : (11) 
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Sri Suka said : Obeisance to that Supreme Person of infinite glory, who in order to carry 
on His sportful activity of creating, preserving and destroying the universe has (in the form 
of Visnu, Brahma and Siva) assumed the three Saktis in the shape of Sattva (harmony), 
Rajas (activity) and Tamas (darkness), nay, who is the Inner Controller of all beings and 
whose true nature and ways cannot be apprehended through the intellect.(12) Salutations 
again to Him who roots out the sorrows and sufferings of the virtuous (and bestows on them 
the boon of His love), who puts a stop to the (material) growth of the wicked (and grants them 
liberation) and further confers on those who have entered the order of Paramaharhsas 
(recluses) the boon (of Self-Realization) sought after by them; for all (animate and inanimate) 

beings are His manifestations (and hence He has no partiality for or prejudice against 
anyone). (13) Hail, hail to You who foster Your devotees, but are far from the reach (elude 
the grasp) of those that are destitute of Devotion, and who by virtue of Your divine nature, 
unequalled and unsurpassed, delight in Your own essence which is known by the name of 
Brahma (the Absolute). (14) Salutations again and again to that Lord of most auspicious 
renown, by singing whose praises, by thinking of, seeing, greeting and adoring whom and 
by hearing whose glory men are cleansed of their impurities at once. (15) Hail, hail to that 
Lord of most blessed renown, by taking refuge in whose feet the wise shake off from their 
mind the attachment to this as well as to the other world and attain to the state of Brahma 
without any exertion. (16) Ascetics and those devoted to charity, men of high repute and 
those who have controlled their mind and senses, the knowers of the Mantras and men of 
righteous conduct never attain blessedness without dedicating themselves to His feet. To 

that Lord of most blessed renown we make obeisance again and again. (17) The Kiratas, the 
Hunas, the Andhras, the Pulindas, the Pulkasas, the Abhiras, the Karikas, the Yavanas, the 
Khasas and other sinful races no less than others of sinful conduct are purged of their sins 
even by taking refuge in those who depend on Him. To that all-powerful Lord we offer our 
greetings. (18) May that Lord be gracious to me, who is the very Self to the wise and the 
supreme Lord of His devotees, who is Veda itself (to those devoted to ritual acts), nay, who 
is Dharma (righteousness) personified (to those given to righteous conduct) and austere 
penance (to men of askesis), and whose reality is looked upon with wonder by sincere 

devotees like Brahma, Sankara and others. (19) May that Lord of Sri (the goddess of 
prosperity and beauty), the Lord of sacrifices, the Lord of all created beings, the Ruler of all 
intellects, the Lord of the earth, the Protector as well as the asylum of the Andhakas, the 
Vrsnis and the Satvatas and the Lord of the holy ones be gracious to me. (20) The wise 
realize the truth of the Self with the help of their reason, purified through Samadhi in the form 
of meditation on His feet, and describe It according to their own predilection. May that Lord 
Mukunda (the Bestower of Liberation and Divine Love) be gracious to me. (21) Egged on by 
Him at the dawn of creation to revive in Brahma's heart the memory of the past cycle, 
Saraswati (the goddess of wisdom) appeared from the latter's mouth (in the form of the 
Vedas) with all her limbs (in the form of Siksa or Phonetics, Grammar and so on). May that 
Lord, the foremost of the disseminators of wisdom, be propitious to me. (22) Having created 
these bodies out of the five gross elements (viz., earth, water, fire, air and ether) that all- 
pervading Lord indwells them as the Purusa (the individual soul) and, endowed with sixteen 
instruments (the five senses of perception, the five organs of action, the five vital airs and 
the mind) enjoys their sixteen objects. May that Lord lend charm to my expression. (23) Hail 
to the omniscient Lord Vedavyasa (who is no other than Lord Vasudeva), from whose lotus¬ 
like lips the devotees drink the nectar of wisdom. (24) 
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Questioned by the sage Narada, O Pariksit! Brahma (the self-born), the repository of the 

Vedas, taught to that sage this very gospei, which Sri Hari Himself had imparted to him 

earlier. (25) 
Thus ends the fourth discourse in Book Two of the 
great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3TSJ WTT5SZTRI: 

Discourse V 
A description of the cosmos 
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Narada said: My obeisance to you O god of gods, creator of all beings, forefather of all. 

Kindly instruct me in that wisdom which makes one realize the truth of the Spirit. (1) My lord, 

kindly tell me in essence the truth about this universe, as to what its characteristics are, on 

what it is supported, by whom it has been created, where it ultimately rests, by what power 
it is ruled and what it essentially is. (2) You surely know all this; for you are the lord of that 
which has come to be, that which is still to come and that which is coming into existence. 

Like a fruit of the emblic myrobalan on the palm of one's hand, the universe is within the range 
of your knowledge. (3) What is the source of your special knowledge and by whom are you 

supported ? To what power do you owe your allegiance and what is your essential nature? 

Single-handed you create all beings out of the five elements by dint of your own Maya 
(wonderful creative energy)! (4) Even as a spider spins a web out of its own mouth without 
any exertion and sports in that web, so do you create all beings in your own self by your own 
energy and remain unchanged yourself. (5) Of all that is known through a certain name, form 

and qualities, in this world, O lord, I know of nothing, animate or inanimate, high, low or 

mediocre, which has its source in anything other than you. (6) By the fact that even you (the 
supreme Ruler of all) practised austere penance with great concentration of mind, you 
bewilder us and lead us to suspect that there is someone higher than you. (7) Omniscient 
as you are , O Ruler of all, I ask you all this. Pray, therefore, instruct me in such a way that 
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may follow your teachings correctly. (8) 
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Brahma replied: Laudable is this enquiry of yours, dear child, who are full of compassion 
to all; for you have thereby urged me to reveal the Lord's glory. (9) It is not without truth either 
what you have spoken about me, my son. For, until one has come to know Him who is even 
greater than me, all this greatness appears as belonging to me. (10) I (seem to) manifest 
(bring forth) the universe, which stands manifested by the self-effulgent Lord, much in the 
same way as the sun and fire, the moon and the other planets as well as the other stars and 
the lunar mansions (seem to) illumine it (the universe) even though it stands illumined by the 
Lord. (11)1 bow to the same Lord Vasudeva and meditate on Him. Deluded by His Maya, 
which is so difficult to conquer, people (like you) speak of me as the father of the universe.(12) 
Nay, bewildered by that Maya, fools vauntingly speak of the body as their self (T) and of all 
that belongs to it as 'mine', although this Maya is too shy even to stand the Lord's look. (13) 
In reality, O divine sage, there is no substance other than Lord Vasudeva—neither the 
elements nor Karma (destiny) nor Time nor Swabhava (nature) nor the individual soul. (14) 
Narayana (Lord Visnu) is the goal of the Vedas; the gods have sprung from the limbs of 

Narayana; the sacrifices are meant to please Narayana and the worlds attained through such 
sacrifices are so many limbs of Narayana's Cosmic Body. (15) Narayana is the ultimate 
object of all Yoga (concentration of mind); all austere penance is intended to propitiate 
Narayana. All wisdom is directed towards Narayana and all paths lead to Narayana. (16) He 
is at once the Seer and the Ruler; though immutable, He is all-embracing. It is He who created 
me; and, encouraged by His glance, I evolve this creation. (17) The Lord is infinite and 
beyond the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti); it is His Maya that has assumed these three 
Gunas—Sattva, Rajas and Tamas—for the purpose of creation, preservation and destruc¬ 
tion.(1 8) Through the agency of the elements, the senses and the gods presiding over the 
senses, these Gunas (modes of Prakrti) bind the individual soul who is subject to Maya, 
though ever free in essence, with the consciousness that he is the physical body, the senses 
and the mind, all in one. (19) The selfsame Lord, who transcends sense-perception, 
envelops Himself beyond recognition with these three sheaths of matter. He is the Ruler of 
all beings as well as of myself, O Narada ! (20) 
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Intent upon becoming many (at the dawn of creation), the Lord of Maya assumed at will 
(pressed into His service for the purpose of creation) by His own Maya (deluding potency), 
Time, Karma (Destiny of the JTvas) and Swabhava (their innate disposition) that had already 

existed in a latent form in His being. (21) Time disturbed the equilibrium of the three Gunas, 
Swabhava transformed them and from Karma was evolved Mahat (the principle of cosmic 

intelligence), all these functioning through the power of the Lord Himself. (22) From Mahat, 
as it underwent transformation, dominated as it was by Rajas and Sattva, emanated an 

evolute which was dominated by the element of Tamas (darkness, opacity) and was made 

up of three factors—Dravya (substance), Jnana (intelligence) and Kriya (activity). (23) This 

was known by the name of Aharikara and became threefold as it underwent transformation. 

Its three varieties are Vaikarika (Sattvika), Taijasa (Rajasika) and Tamasa, which are 
severally predominated, O Narada, by the force of Jnana, Kriya and Dravya. (24) From the 
Tamasa Aharikara. the origin of the five gross elements, as it underwent transformation, was 

evolved ether. Sabda (sound) is the subtle form as well as the distinctive characteristic of this 

element; and it is sound which furnishes a clue to the seer and the seen.*(25) 
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From ether, as it underwent transformation, sprang up the element of air, which is 

characterized by the quality to touch. Having inherited the characteristics of its cause (ether), 

it is further characterized by the quality of sound. Vitality, energy, zeal and strength are only 
other names of air. (26) From the element of air, even as it underwent transformation under 

the impelling force of Time as well as of the Destiny and innate disposition of the various 
individual souls, was evolved fire, which is characterized by the quality of colour and has also 

inherited the characteristics of its chain of causes, viz., sound and touch. (27) From the 
element of fire, even as it underwent transformation, sprang up water, which is characterized 
by the quality of taste. It is further characterized by the qualities of colour, touch and sound, 

which it has inherited from its chain of causes (fire, air and ether). (28) From the element of 
water, even as it underwent transformation, came into being the earth, which is characterized 

by the quality of smell as well as by the qualities of taste, colour, touch and sound, which it 

has inherited from its chain of causes ( water, fire, air and ether). (29) From theSattvikaEgo 

’ Suppose someone standing behind a wall loudly exclaims 'Elephant! elephant!' Here it is this eiaculation that indicates 

the presence of the man who sees the elephant, as well as of the obiect he sees. 
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sprang up the cosmic Mind (as well as the deity presiding over the same, viz., the moon-god) 
and the ten deities severally presiding over the five senses of perception and the five organs 
of action, viz., the Digdevatas, the wind-god, the sun-god, Varuna, the twin-gods Aswins (the 

physicians of the gods), the god of fire, Indra (the lord of paradise), Lord Visnu (appearing 
as a younger brother of Indra and therefore called Upendra), Mitra (one of the twelve sons 
of Aditi) and Prajapati*(30) From the Rajasika Ego, as it underwent transformation, were 
evolved the ten Indriyas—the five senses of perception, viz., the auditory sense, the sense 
of touch, the sense of sight, the sense of taste and the olfactory sense, and the five organs 
of action, viz., the organ of speech, the hands and feet, the organ of generation and the organ 
of excretion. Again, the intellect, which is the faculty of cognition, and Prana the faculty of 

action, are also the evolutes of the Rajasika Ego. (31) 
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O Narada (the foremost among the knowers of Brahma), so long as these categories— 
the gross elements, the Indriyas, the mind and the three Gunas or modes of Prakrti— 
remained dissociated they could not erect a house in the form of a body. (32) Then, urged 
by God's power, they combined with one another and, assuming between themselves the 
role of cause and its effects, produced both the cosmic and the individual body. (33) The 
macrocosm in the form of an egg lay on the causal waters in a lifeless condition fora thousand 
years. With the help of Time as well as of the destiny and innate disposition of the individual 
souls, however, at the end of this period the Lord (who is the life-giver of all) infused life into 
this egg. (34) Bursting open that (Cosmic) egg, issued therefrom the same Supreme Person 
(the Cosmic Being) with thousands of thighs, feet, arms and eyes and thousands of faces 

and heads too. (35) It is in His limbs that the wise locate the various worlds comprised in this 
universe—the seven lower spheres below His waist and the seven higher spheres above His 
hip and loins. (36) The Brahmana (the priestly class) represents the mouth of this Cosmic 
Being and the Ksatriya (the warrior-class), His arms. The Vaisya (the trading class) 
emanated from the Lord's thighs and the Sudra (the labouring and artisan classes) from His 
feet. (37) The seven subterranean spheres and the sphere of the earth are located in His 

' Of the ten gods enumerated above, the Digdevatas preside over the auditory sense, the wind-god over the sense of 

touch, the sun-god over the sense ot sight. Varuna over the sense of taste and Aswins overihe olfactory sense. Again, the god 

of fire presides over the organ of speecn Indra over the nands, Upenora over the feet. Mitra over the organ of excretion and 

Prajapati (the god presiding over creation) over tne organ ot generation. 
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lower limbs—from the feet up to the waist, the Bhuvarloka (the space between the earth and 
heaven) in His navel, the Swarloka (Indra's paradise) in the heart, and the Maharloka in the 
breast of that Supreme Being . (38) Even so Janaloka is located in His neck, Tapoloka in His 

breasts, and the Satyaloka, the (comparatively) eternal abode of Brahma, in His heads. (39) 
Again, the Atalaloka is located in His waist, the Vitalaloka in His thighs, the holy Sutalaloka 

(the abode of Prahlada, Bali and other devotees as well as of the Lord Himself as the divine 

Dwarf) in His knees, the Talatala in His shanks. (40) Even so the Mahatala is located in His 
ankles, the Rasatala in the fore part of His feet, and the Patala in His soles . In this way the 

Supreme Person represents the aggregate of all the fourteen worlds. (41) (According to 

another arrangement) the sphere of the earth is located in His feet, the Bhuvarloka in His 

navel, and the Swarloka in His head. This is how the three worlds are located according to 
this arrangement.(42) 

Thus ends the fifth discourse in Book Two of the great 

and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarfthita. 
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Glories of the Cosmic Being 
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Brahma continued : The mouth of the Cosmic Being is the birth-place of the organ of 

speech as well as of the god of fire (the deity presiding over it;) the seven Dhatus or essential 
ingredients of His Body (viz., skin, flesh, blood, fat, marrow, sinew and bone) are the source 
of the seven Vedic metres (viz.. Gayatri, Jagati, Usnik, Tristubh, Anustubh, Pankti and 
Brhati); and even so His tongue is the source of all kinds of food—the food of the gods, the 
food of the manes and the remains of both (which is like ambrosia for human beings)—of the 
six varieties of taste, as well as of the sense of taste, and ihe birth-place of Varuna (the deity 
presiding over the same). (1) His nostrils are the excellent source of all the five kinds of vital 
airs (viz.. Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana and Samana) as well as of the element of air; similarly 

His olfactory sense is the birth-place of the twin-gods. Aswins (the celestial physicians) and 
the source of all kinds of foodgrains, as well as of all ordinary and special odours. (2) His 
sense of sight is the source of all colours as well as of the lights that reveal them; while His 
eyes are the source of heaven and the birth-place of the sun. Even so His ears are the source 
of the four cardinal points as well as of all sacred places; His sense of hearing, of ether and 
its special characteristic, sound, while His limbs are the source of the essence of all things, 
and the receptacle of all loveliness. (3) His sense of touch is the source of touch as well as 
of the element of air and even so of all kinds of sacrificial performances. Similarly the hair 
on His body are the source of all kinds of trees and plants or (according to another view) of 
such of them as contribute to the performance of sacrifices. (4) His hair are the source of 
clouds and His beard and moustaches, of lightning; while the nails of His fingers and toes 
are the source of rocks and iron. Similarly His arms are the birth-place of the guardians of 

spheres, who are mostly engaged in the work of protecting the universe. (5) His stride is the 
support of the three worlds—the earth, the region of the air and heaven; while Sri Hari's feet 
are the source of security and protection as also the place where all one s desired objects 
can be had. (6) The penis of the Cosmic Being is the source of water, the seminal fluid and 
creation, and the birth-place of the god of rain as well as of Prajapati (the god presiding over 
creation); while His faculty of generation is the source of delight resulting from copulation 
for the sake of offspring. (7) Even so His organ of excretion, O Narada. is the birth-place of 
Yama (the god of retribution) as well as of the god Mitra, and the origin of the function of 
evacuating the bowels; while His anus has been spoken of as the source of all destruction 
of life, the origin of hell and the birth-place of Mrtyu (the god of death) as well as of Nirrti (the 
goddess of poverty). (8) His back is the source of defeat and unrighteousness, as well as of 
Tamas (the principle of darkness or opacity). His arteries and veins are the source of big and 
small rivers, while the system of His bones is the source of mountains. (9) The abdomen of 
the Cosmic Being is known to be the source of the Unmanifesi (Primordial Matter), the chyle 
and the oceans and the origin of all beings as well as of their dissolution; while His heart is 
reputed to be the source of the mind. (10) Even so the Citta (Reason) of the Supreme is the 
excellent source of Dharma (righteousness and the god presiding over it), myself (Brahma), 
yourself (Narada). Sanaka and his three brothers (Sanatana, Sanandana and Sanatkumara) 
and Lord Siva, as also of Vijnana (understanding) and the faculty of reason. (11) Myself and 
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yourself, Lord Sankara, those elder brothers of yours ( Sanaka and others), the gods, 
demons and men, the Nagas, birds, deer and reptiles, the Gandharvas and celestial 
nymphs, the Yaksas, Raksasas and Bhutas (ghosts), serpents and beasts, the manes, the 

Siddhas, Vidyadharas and Caranas (the celestial bards), trees and other species of living 
beings residing either in water, on land or in the air, the planets and lunar mansions, comets 

and other stars, lightnings and thundering clouds—nay, all this universe, past, present and 

future, is no other than the Supreme Person. It is by Him that all this stands pervaded and 
it covers only a span of the Cosmic Being. (12—15) Even as the sun shines outside while 
illumining its own orb, so does the Supreme Person cast His effulgence inside as well as 

outside the univ£tse, while illumining His own Cosmic Body. (16) He transcends all that is 

subject to death as well as the fruit of action, and is the lord of that immortal and fearless state 

(of Moksa). That is why, O divine sage, no one can fathom the glory of the Supreme 
Personal 7) All the worlds represent only a fraction of the Supreme Person and it is in these 

worlds, forming part of the Lord, that all created beings are known to reside. And it is in the 

three highest heavens (viz., Janaloka, Tapoloka and Satyaloka) standing above Maharloka, 

which itself exists above the three worlds, that immortality, security and fearlessness have 
been established. (18) The three Asramas or stages of life, viz., those of the Brahmacaris 
(lifelong celibates) Vanaprasthas (forest-dwellers or anchorites) and the Sarhnyasis 
(recluses), none of whom begets children, constitute His three feet, which have their abode 
outside the three worlds (viz., the earth, the region of the air and heaven); while the fourth 

foot, viz., the stage of the householder, who does not observe a vow of long celibacy, dwells 

inside the three worlds. (19) The scriptures speak of two paths—the Path of Action, which 
has been characterized as Avidya or ignorance (because of its being conducive to rebirth) 

and the Path of Upasana (meditation on God), which has been designated as Vidya 

(because it leads to Knowledge or the Realization of Truth). The Jiva (embodied soul) follows 
either of these two paths, the first of which leads to enjoyment and the other to final beatitude; 
while the Supreme Purusa is the foundation of both. (20) Even as the sun, though illumining 

and warming all with its rays, is yet distinct from all, the Lord, from whom was evolved this 
universe in the form of an egg as well as His Cosmic Body, consisting of the five gross 

elements (earth, water, fire, air and ether), the ten Indriyas (the five senses of perception and 
the five organs of action) and the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti), (though indwelling all these 

and manifest in their form) is entirely beyond the universe as well as His Cosmic Body .(21) 
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When I sprang up from the lotus in the navel of this Cosmic Being, I found no materials 
for sacrifice beyond the limbs of the Supreme Person. (22) Of these requisites, O noblest 
sage, I collected from the limbs of the Cosmic Being Himself materials for sacrifice such as 

the animals to be sacrificed, trees for sacrificial posts, blades of Kusa grass, this sacrificial 
ground (where Brahma evidently happened to be at the time of the discourse) and a most 
advantageous time (spring etc.), for the performance of a sacrifice, vessels and other 
necessary things, cereals (like rice, barley and so on), clarified butter and other only 
substances, saps of Soma and other plants, gold and other metals, earths of various kinds, 
water, the sacred texts of the Rgveda, the Yajurveda and the Samaveda and the duties of 

the four chief priests officiating at a sacrifice (viz., Hota, Adhvaryu, Udgata and Brahma), the 
names of sacrifices (such as Jyotistoma etc.), and Mantras (such as Swaha etc.), as also 
the sacrificial fees and the sacred vows to be observed during the performance of a sacrifice, 
the mention of the gods, the texts laying down the process of conducting sacrifices, the formal 
undertaking of a vow (to perform a sacrifice) and the process of performing it, the movements 
at the close of a sacrifice and contemplation on the deities, expiatory ceremonies for errors 
and omissions and offering the whole performance to the Lord. (23—26) Having thus 
collected all the materials from the limbs of the Cosmic Being, I worshipped with those very 
materials the same Supreme Person, Lord Visnu. (27) Then these your (elder) brothers, the 
nine lords of creation (Marici and others), with perfect concentration of mind, adored the 
Supreme Person, who is manifest (in the form of the Cosmic Being) and unmanifest (as the 
inner controller of all beings). (28) Thereafter, when the time came, the Manus and the other 
Rsis (seers), the manes, the gods, the demons and men, all worshipped the Lord through 

sacrifices. (29) This universe. O Narada, rests on the support of the same Lord Narayana, 
who. though essentially devoid of all attributes, assumes innumerable attributes at the dawn 
of creation by His Maya. (30) I create the universe as commissioned by Him; Lord Hara 
(Siva), under His control, dissolves it; while He Himself as the Purusa (Lord Visnu) preserves 
it. In fact, it is He who has assumed the three powers of Sattva. Rajas and Tamas (severally 
for the purpose of creation, protection and dissolution). (31)Thus, dear son, have I told you 
what you enquired of me. There is nothing in this creation, whether existing as a cause or 
an effect, which is other than the Lord. (32) My words, dear Narada, are never observed to 
be false; my mind too never conceives a false idea and my senses are never led astray either. 
This is because I have ever contemplated on Sri Hari with a longing heart. (33) I am Veda 
personified, my life is full of austere penance and I am the lord of Prajapatis (the progenitors 

of races) and adored by them all; nay. I practised Yoga in all thoroughness with a 
concentrated mind. Yet I failed to realize Him to whom I owe my existence. (34) I bow to His 
most blessed feet, which are the home of all auspiciousness and end the cycle of birth and 

death in the case of those who take refuge in Him. Even as the sky knows not its limits He 
too is unable to realize the extent of His own Maya (deluding potency); how, then, can others 
know it ? (35) Neither myself nor you (my sons) nor even Vamadeva (Lord Siva) knows His 
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true nature; how, then, could the other gods know it ? Our mind is so confounded that we fail 
to comprehend the reality even of this universe, which is a creation of His Maya, but 
merely speculate about it according to our own understanding. (36) 

q^icjanebHlfui Tnzrfcr fPWdld'-t: I q q feiM ar^T rqq ^PTcFt qq: I I 

TT 3TTU: qi?q qqq I 3qqnssaV-| I I SSqqq mi^H q qrfq g 1341 

SIR ypuctj | qgj f^PJOT I 39. I 

srsTRRqPsqfSTqT: 1 qgr ddqwrickRmisftqq fqgqiL 1x0 1 
S3 

3iiejlc>c(rii<: ijqq: qiqr gtRS: Tgqrq: ■Hdfl’ildgJ I 

staj fc^ebltl "(JR SRrqifui Tqq^ qRuJj ■Jjq; 1*^ | 

37? qqt qg ?q WSTT 3§7Tgqf q qqqt^qsj I 

<qcofehm«i: tg’lrtlehiii^i ^'tfl<fcMlcilWrttfl*i|lrtl: I'd'? I 

TpgcffqsjitRnuuhil q q57T8Tt7TRFRT8TT: I 

q qT qtqMTTjqgT: fq^cm d<q-dffl^7d,Hq^l: l 

3T^q q q ydN^lig^ri^fqiu^qidl^JluaqqT^n: l-*} I 

qfiq7 g rtlch %(-i|q>vis+c|<jM:*H5*3<j dcieR Siqidr^ I 

sTl^rfq9J<qId-I^dc^diul Hrg qr gqq^Tqgqq. I I 

qrgpqtTt qpjq 37lmRri tflwictrmi-t rjqqgj 1 

37ILTlqd'l g^feqiq^rrqR^fq^ H ?qR^ gq^TR.I*m 

5fa«tiH«yjwdy^iH^iu'imir*WiTi^dwiisdwtdi-qqstsanq: isi 

Hail to that Lord whose descent in the world of matter and exploits (in the course of such 
descent) myself and others constantly sing, but whom none of us knows in reality. (37) That 
unborn Primal Person Himself creates, protects and dissolves Himself (in the form of this 
universe) within Himself and by Himself, cycle after cycle. (38) He is pure (subjective) 
absolute consciousness uniformly abiding as the inner Self of all. He is ever true and perfect, 
has no beginning or end, and is attributeless, eternal and one without a second. (39) Narada, 

those who are given to contemplation realize Him only when they have perfectly subdued 

their body, senses and mind. He, however, disappears from our view when He is assailed 

by the sophistical reasoning of the wicked. (40) The first manifestation of the Supreme is the 
Purusa (the Cosmic Being). Besides Him, Time. Swabhava (innate disposition), Prakpti in the 

form of cause and effect, and mind, the five gross elements, the Ego, the modes of Prakrti 
(viz., Sattva etc.), the senses, the Cosmic Body, the Cosmic Being and the bodies of all 

animate and inanimate beings are all manifestations of the all-pervading Lord. (41) Nay, 

myself, Bhava (Lord Siva), Lord Visnu, these lords of created beings, Daksa and others, nay, 
yourself and other devotees like you, the protectors of heaven (Indra and others), the 
guardians of the feathered kingdom (Garuda and so on), the rulers of the mortal world and 
the protectors of the subterranean regions (Sesa and others); the lords of the Gandharvas 

(the celestial musicians), Vidyadharas and Caranas (the celestial bards); the leaders of the 

Yaksas, the Raksasas. the serpents and the Nagas; the foremost among the Rsis (seers) 
and the manes; the lords of the Daityas, the Siddhas and the Danavas; other than these, 
such as the rulers of the Pretas. Pisacas. Bhutas, Kusmandas. aquatic creatures, beasts and 
birds; nay, whatever in this world is endowed with supernatural powers, glory, vigour, 
resolution, physical strength and forbearance, or whatever is possessed of splendour. 
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decorum, good fortune and intellectual acumen, ^mateT^ Narada, 

whatever is with or w'thou|*°rr™1 chie^among the sportful descents of the Lord, and I shall 

drink this nectar to your hearts content. (45) 

Thus ends the sixth discourse in Book Two of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramaharhsa-Samhita 

>*. v p-*- n p-’- • 

3TST TtTRTSOTra: 

Discourse VII 
The stories of the Lord's sportful descents 

a&lqM 

„ ss. .’=srSsS^Srr:a 
representing all kinds of sacrifices, an e e came n Him (for an encounter) inside 

<oyaea,h with Hrs tusKs even as Indra (.he wielder o. 

Ne,He^s,es^rS— 

Swayambhuva Manvanta0,% the three 

of distress). (2^ __ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ rasfwmfif wnit l 

S3 rratOTraws .ywse^rilm ftH? ™ ™ '31 

Again He was born. O Narad, 

Devahuti (under the name or KaP^'” iped off in the course of that very life th< 

rraufchC8.StlroTmlrer. which had poliuted her heart,and attained ,0 * 

S,a,e0lKaPi'a3^^W^e)# ^ ** 1 

.eased thel^s who he,d the o^o,'the Sapors 
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during the first Manvantara and was so-called because he had transcended the three Gunas 
or modes of Prakrti), who sought from Him a son, He said, "I have given Myself as a son to 
you !" That is why the Lord became known by the name of Datta* (when He was born as 

a son of Atri). Purified in body by the dust of His lotus-feet, Yadu, Sahasrabahu (who was 
born in the clan of Ksatriyas bearing the title of 'Haihaya') and other kings realized the twofold 

consummation of Yoga (in the shape of enjoyment and liberation). (4) 

HH <rat [c([cii|<^|cbfo^grcTT Tf 3TT^f 1 

ui-mi^ ^ctSTHTcfFT I ^ I 
At the dawn of creation I (Brahma) practised austerity for the purpose of creating the 

various worlds. As a result of that penance of mine the eternal Lord appeared in the form 
of the four brothers (Sanatkumara, Sanaka, Sanandana and Sanatana), all of whom bear the 
word ’Sana’ as a part of their names, and fully expounded in the present Kalpa the truth of 
the Spirit, which had been lost during the Dissolution at the end of the preceding Kalpa, and 
which the sages forthwith perceived in their heart (as a result of that exposition). (5) 

^gTSSctRT smctm RilHldcilij q I ^ I 

esfcr fffHTt fra^n fra % q 1 

ws4 ^ 'jqrra tr: sratT i i 

Of Murti, a daughter of Daksa and the wife of Dharma (the god of virtue), He was born 
as the twin sages Narayana and Nara, who were unequalled in the glory of their austere 
penance. The celestial nymphs who accompanied the god of love as his army to conquer 
them beheld there other nymphs, as charming as themselves, evolved by dint of their Yogic 
power, and could not violate the sanctity of their vow. (6) Pious souls (like Lord Siva) may 
burn down the god of love with their angry look; but they cannot burn anger, which they 
find too much to endure and which burns their own self. Such anger is afraid to enter the 
pure heart of the divine sages Nara and Narayana; how, then, could lust ever penetrate 
their mind ? (7) 

HraT SJcRTfr TJtJTH 3TOTTT fectii: «4^4y I £ I 

Pierced by the shaft-like words of his step-mother (Suruci) in the presence of his royal 
father (king Uttanapada), Dhruva, who was yet a child, betook himself to the woods to 
practise austere penance. Pleased with the praises that he uttered, the Lord bestowed upon 
him an eternal abode (in the shape of the polar star) which celestial sages extol (to this day) 
while coursing round it both up and down. (8) 

srnfa fra i i 

King Vena (a descendant of Dhruva) having gone astray, ail his power and fortune was 
burnt by the thunderbolt of the Brahmanas' curse and he was about to descend into hell. 
When, therefore, the Brahmanas prayed to the Lord, He appeared in the form of Prthu 
(through the churning of Vena's dead body) and rescued Vena, thus earning the epithet of 
■Putra' (a son).f It was He again who used the earth as a cow and milked all its rich produce 

* 'Datta' is a passive past particle from the root 'Da' (to give) and therefore means " Given". 

t 'Putra ' (Put+tra) literally means he who saves his father from the hell named 'Put', into which a man dying without a 

son is hurled— 

(J»li**rl -K=r,i;i fttR ^3:1 fttTSftts: W'-^cil II 

(Manu) 



(in the shape of foodgrains etc.) for the benefit of the world. (9) 

^niimi<FW 3tth 

t|^KM^W*fra: KMIHTfR WW: «nti«r»^: mk^tt^: • • 

He was (further) born of king Nabhi and his wife, SudevT (Merudevi), as (3sabha, who 
havinq completely rid Himself of all attachment and thoroughly composed His mind and 
senses established Himself in His spiritual essence and, regarding everything with the same 
eye practised uninterrupted meditation, appearing as an idiot; which state has been spoken 
of by great seers as the state of a Paramaharhsa ( one who is ever absorbed in abstract 

meditation). (10) 

FI TSTT TTT8TR tt 1 

3TETT %J*Hrll0^ ■TR: 1 ^ 1 

The same Lord, who presides over and is worshipped in all sacrifices, personally 
appeared at my (Brahma's) sacrifice as Hayagrfva (one who has the head of a horsey. with 
a golden complexion, who is Veda personified and represents all the sacrifices .and a!I the 
deities in His person and from whose nostrils, even as He breathed, issued forth the holy 

Vedas. (11) 
qnKwtw mhhimc^t: aiiunn4i i 

rR ? ^HUifaj^ I 

During the universal dissolution (at the end of the sixth or Caksu§ai Manvantara, that 
preceding the present one) the would-be Manu (king Satyavrata) beheld the Lord in the form 
of the divine Fish, who, being the stay of the earth (that appeared in the form of a boat), 
supported all classes of living beings. Picking up the Vedas, that had d™PP^ ^ 
(Brahma's) mouth into the most dreadful ocean (that had washed away and submerged the 
entire creation), He continued to sport therein (till.the next creation). (12) 

3TTf5&3; I 

When the leaders of the immortals and the Danava chiefs commenced churning the 
ocean of milk to get nectar out of it, the primal Deity assumed the form of the divine Tortoise 
and bore on His back Mount Mandara (which served as the churnin god). Now as the 
mountain revolved on His back, the friction relieved the itching thereon and brought Him a 

naP- (13) . . . 

M^lfaUd-dMUI'fTt failed N<^rt I 

In order to dispel the great fear of the gods (the denizens of heaven) the Lord assumed 
the form of a Man-Lion (Nfsimha) with a face which looked most frightful on account of His 
restless eyebrows and moving jaws. When the demon ch.e (H.ranyakas.pu, elder^brother 
of Hiranyaksa) assailed Him with a mace from a distance, the Lord quickly (seized and threw 
him down on His thighs; and even as he tried to wriggle out, the Lord ripped up his belly with 

His claws. (14) ^ ^ r ._£ 
dlgUI «J84Mlru*^-fl5tn 3TTn: I 

rTTSrera: 1^11 

^c(T gfiWiHUIlfvifaMyiidSan^I: I 

dshol<d fafallcM dW<4^ 

Seized by the foot inside a lake by an alligator of vast strength, the famous elephant (who 
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happened to be the leader of his herd) felt much distressed and, holding up a lotus in his trunk, 
called out thus: "O Primal Person, O Protector of all the worlds, O Lord of sacred renown, 

Whose names are auspicious to hear!" (15) Hearing his invocation, the infinite Lord Sri Hari 

appeared on the scene, armed with His celebrated discus (Sudarsana) and mounted on the 
shoulders of Garuda (the king of the birds). He severed the head of the alligator with the 
discus and, taking the elephant, who sought His protection, by his trunk graciously rescued 
him (from the enemy's mortal grip). (16) 

<=1 fed: ■grTHT I 

Though the youngest of all the (twelve) sons of Aditi, Lord Visnu (the Deity presiding over 
sacrifices) was the foremost among them in point of virtues, as is evidenced by the fact that 
He covered all the three worlds by His strides the moment king Bali gave Him the promise 
to grant Him land (measuring three paces). Although in the form of a dwarf He thus wrested 
the earth (from Bali) under the pretext of asking for land measuring three paces, He 
demonstrated to the world at large (by His example) that a man who sticks to the path of 

righteousness cannot be overthrown even by the all-powerful except through solicitation.(17) 
Dear Narada, to acquire sovereignty over the gods (the position of Indra)—this was not the 

object sought for by Bali, who placed on the crown of his head (as a token of reverence) the 
water in which the foot of the Lord (who had taken strides to measure the three worlds) had 

been washed, nay, who was not the least inclined to do anything other than that which he 
had solemnly undertaken (even though warned and cursed by his own preceptor, Sukracarya) 

but offered to Sri Hari his own body (to be measured as the third step) by placing his head 
at the Lord's feet. (18) 

spicih sgrcr ^mrq; i 

?TPT rf «THIctdHiaifldTNdlM ^ST^gWTT |^ | 

^3? *T ^JTT mrM I 

its trtj i i 

Immensely pleased with your highly developed devotion, O Narada, the Lord (appearing 
as the divine Harhsa) taught you the Yoga of Devotion as well as the divine wisdom, which 
is like a lamp to reveal the truth of the Spirit and which only men who have taken refuge in 

Lord Vasudeva can easily grasp.(19) In the various Manvantaras the Lord (appearing as the 

Manu) preserves the race of the Manus and wields His authority over all the ten directions— 
an authority which is unobstructed like the discus of Lord Visnu (Sudarsana)—spreading by 
His exploits His charming glory up to the highest heaven, Satyaloka, which lies even beyond 

‘.laharloka, Janaloka and Tapoloka, and inflicting punishment (in the capacity of Manu) on 
the wicked kings (from time to time). (20) 

efcinWyi ^TTTT q^M! I 

And, descending into this worlds as Dhanvantari (a king of Kasi), who is glory itself, the Lord, 
on the very utterance of His name, immediately cures the diseases of men who suffer from 

numerous ailments. Nay, He won the rank of immortals and got a share in the sacrificial offerings .* 

■ The story of king Dhanvantari has been told at length in Harivarnsa (Harivarhsa-Parva, 29) and there is a passing 
-sference to Him in Srimad Bhagavata (IX.xvii. 4—29). 
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Again, it was He who taught (to the world) Ayurveda (the science of healthy and long 

life). (21) 

When the Ksatriya race turns out to be the enemy (rather than the protector) of the 

Brahmanas and abandons the path of virtue, as if courting the tortures of hell, nay, when it 
becomes a veritable thorn in the side of the world and is exalted by Providence only for its 
destruction, the Supreme Spirit appears as Parasurama of tremendous prowess and 

exterminates it thrice seven times with His sharp-edged axe. (22) 

<*>cWn <*>rt$l ?2arn§^5T 3^did q^iRR^I I 

UcfRtdld'd 3il[44'$l dRH<f^5SZt d^ietvyr 3tifdHndcL I I 

ttot Trcufpji f?*T§n: i 

dldUtHIdMchu^Mst^m: R* I 

Ever disposed to shower His grace on us (Brahma and the other gods), will the Lord of 

Maya take His descent in the line of Ikswaku (as Sri Rama) along with His part manifestations 
(Bharata, Laksmana and Satrughna) and in obedience to the command of His father (king 
Dasaratha) go in exile to the forest, accompanied by His Spouse (Sita) and younger brother 
(Laksmana). There the ten-headed monster (Ravana) will make Him his enemy and come 
to grief. (23). When Sri Rama (reaches the seashore), intent like Hara* (Lord Siva) upon 
burning His enemy's city, the whole host of alligators, serpents and crocodiles in the ocean 
will feel terribly oppressed by the very look of the Lord, whose eyes will turn crimson with 
wrath stirred by separation from His beloved Consort (Sita); and Ocean with his limbs all 
trembling due to fear will immediately allow Him a passage. (24) (During Ravana's encounter 
with Indra in the course of his conquest of the four quarters) the tusks of the elephant 
(Airavata) bearing Indra on its back were smashed as they struck against Ravana s breast, 
painting the quarters white with (the clouds of) their dust. This made Ravana, the conqueror 

of all the quarters, laugh (in exultation). When, however, he carries off the Lord's Spouse 
(Sita) and stalks (with pride) between the two contending armies (on the battle-field of 
Lanka), the Lord will immediately put an end to his laughter (pride) as well as his life with 

the mere twang of His bow. (25) 

^dtc^PcfMfddNI: I 

<frRm(d R5,l 

gfle^JUl q^M4)*l4lteWlR-t<fcW ^ ^31 ^ichtiwgri: I 

^ R^-dl-d'MIdR fdfdAJiivm i-^d fotTTSll^d^ld 

zq g sT5t f^RTPqqtsiR UIrtld^-41 I 

d^^,46fdt4q»Ji4t4rtlr-,)P4^M>^Hdf4mdTT1 R41 

?TrL fdoqfpg qfaRl ftiTFITR diqiPMdl ciRr^md I 

d^dl^RldH*l^ R* TWZI R^TSm4'i^4l4: \^\ 

- There is an allusion here to Lord Siva's famous expedition against the city of Tripura. 
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Tra^q^jqijej TITHT ^JFST c| dri«;y>«J Hifd I 

TTspTffRir ^cHlft Trim ^rat^T }l(|;rimi: 3ff?ratfsirTTSOT^ I | 

^ ^ irta^rf?T ^T«n^qt)Uit4< m^n^'nraH,^^ fatetdi'H^^-ii i 

3T^THJH SlifHMfasrfrjT Wl^l 

tljqg^ srfH?rr sMM{4<*iq ^%sfira#I ^RTT ftr^: I 

.sTTfferfpym^ tth fcnft uh<^' ^frarrr&g^ i 

7T#*p?: I 

^(TfadWreSTT f^TTt UT^I^Wf I 

3R9 ^ fjlIc^efirM^^rtd’TH'dcHflHIflftl M {fa^g^kwifA0*41: 'V*1 

^ gi ijg ^filfd^lll?^ 3TTrraTm: I 

irutt ftcro 

In orderto relieve the oppression of the earth, which will be overrun by the armies of kings 
who are secondary incarnations of demons (the enemies of gods), the Lord will be partially 
born as SrT Balarama and Sri Krsna, representing severally a grey and a dark hair* of the 
Deity. In these forms He will perform feats bearing testimony to His greatness, even though 
His ways are beyond the comprehension of the common people. (26) To suck out the life of 
the demoness Ulukika (Putana) even as a new-born babe (of less than ten days), to turn a 
cart upside down with His foot, while yet three months old, and to knock down two very high 
Arjuna trees while crawling on His hands and knees between them—all these feats are such 
as cannot be conceived to have been performed by anyone else than the Lord Himself. (27) 
Living in Vraja, He will bring back to life the cattle of Vraja as well as their keepers—who meet 
their death by drinking the poisonous water of the Yamuna—by casting His gracious look at 
them. And further in order to purify the waters of the Yamuna He will sport in that river and 
expel the serpent Kaliya, whose tongue is ever restless due to the vehemence of the fierce 
poison. (28) The same night, when the (dry) forest of rushes (surrounding them on all 
sides) begins to be consumed by wild fire and the entire Vraja is dead asleep (on the bank 
of the Yamuna), that Lord of incomprehensible power with Balarama will ask them to close 
their eyes, and save them from certain death. This exploit of the Lord will be indeed 
supernatural.(29) Every cord that His mother (Yasoda) catches hold of to bind her Child 
with will prove inadequate. Nay, when the cowherd lady (Yasoda) beholds the (fourteen) 
spheres in His mouth, even as He yawns, she will at first be filled with dismay and then 
she will be roused to a sense of His supreme divinity. (30) Again, He will rid His father 
Nanda of fear (of the python) and deliver Him from Varuna's noose and will further rescue 
the cowherd boys that will be shut up in caves by the demon Vyoma (Maya's son). Nay, 
He will take to His own (eternal and blissful) Abode, Vaikuntha, the people of Gokula, even 
though they remain working all day long and, due to over-exertion, sleep as a log at 
night.(31) When, on the yearly sacrificial offering (to Indra) being stopped by the cowherds 
(Nanda and others), the god of rain will pour down torrential showers all over the territory 
of Vraja for the destruction of that land, the Lord in His anxiety to protect (them as well as) 

’ By speaking of Sri Balarama and Sri Krsna as representing the Lord's hair Brahma means to say that a single hair 

(the minutest fraction) of the Lord is enough to relieve to earth's burden. The statement is further intended to indicate the 

fair and dark complexion of Sri Balarama and Sri Krsna respectively. In reality, however, Sri Krsna is the integral Divinity, 

the Lord Himself— 'H'lqi-j 
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their cattle will, at the (tender) age of seven, graciously and sportfully hold 
hand Mount Govardhana even as a tall mushroom for seven days (consecutively). (32) 
While sporting in the groves (of Vrndavana) on a night bright with the rays of the full moon 
He wTas a preludeto His Rasa dance, pour out (from His flute) a sweet and prolonged 
melodv which will kindle the flame of love in the heart of the young cowherdesses (and 
drawlhem to the lovely spot). (In the course of the Rasa dance that follows) an attendant 
of Kubera (Sahkhacuda by name) will carry them off and the Lord (while rescuing them) 
wi,l sever hfs head- (33) Nay, (demons like) Pralamba, ^enuka (who ved ,n theform o 
a donkey), Vaka, KesT and Arista, champion wrestlers (such as Canura).the e'ephan 
(Kuvalayhplda), Karfisa, the Yavana hero (Kalayavana), the demon Naraka (born of Ea ), 

Paundraka (who had assumed the false appearance of Sri Krspa and P°sed^th® , 
Krsna) and so on- even so other champions like Salva, Dwivida (the monkey chief), Balwala, 
Dantavaktra° the seven bulls (of king Nagnajit), the demen Sambara tang Vhdura ha 
(Dantavaktra's brother) and Rukmi (brother of Rukmini); the kings of the Kambojas, the 
Matsyas the Kurus, the Kekayas, the Smjayas, and other bragging warriors who will appear 
on the field of battle, armed with a bow, will be slain by Sri Han Himself under the'assumed 
names of Balarama, Arjuna, Bhlma and so on, and attain to His divine Abode. (34-35) 

mm tfifoHfcKiiHciijjq \ 

By flux of time the intellectual calibre of men gets dwarfed and their nfe too becomes 
short When, therefore, the Lord realizes that the import of the entire ^eda-wh ch 

embodies His teachings-<an no longer be grasped by them H®mani ®^ts Hl w d 
every cycle through the womb of Satyavati (as Vedavyasa) and splits up the tree of Veda 

into many branches. (36) _ 

r-PIUd<4ft i 

-m * 1 

When the demons (the enemies of the gods), though devoted to thepathoftheV edas 
will destroy the people with their (aerial) citadels of invisible velocity, built by Maya (their 
architect) the Lord will assume a garb that will delude their mind and prove most alluring t 
fhem a?d .each .bam many a heresy. (37, A, .he close of the Kali age when mere » be 
no discourses on Sri Hari even in the residences of pious souls, when the twice born (the 

Brahmanas, the Ksatriyas and the Vaisyas) will turn heretics and 
thp rulers of men nay when the uttering of "Swaha , Swadha and Vasat t will be heard 
no more (when there will be no talk of sacrifices to gods of offering oblations to the manes), 

the Lord will appear as Kalki (the Punisher of Kali). (38) 

*if t S^TT: * SW^H-dmid-faiTT: I 

3T% Hl«4ifd«3tra l^'?l 

temi dl^iuHi chdMl^ ctfpqpguA i_ 

• Although the incident connected with Sahkhacuda did not occur the very night the famous Rasa dance took place, 

the two events have been promiscuously joined together apparently because Brahma is making only a passing reference 

to the pastimes of the Lord and is not so attentive to details. 

tThe words 'Swaha' and Vasat' are uttered when an offering is made to the gods: while every oblation that is offered to 

the Pitrs is accompanied with the utterance of the word Swadha. 
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>rwr«ntr«!t«t,«r***fr'*,<r *r-frSr-ft *r<r«rarfc'ft *r *?y 
ft <r*r*r«r» «ttrtnfr«» yrtrffifr * «r*rfr*ri 

fa<im*M*a ^raTssrsmH ^atsqr ^ i 

TTr^^.^l^lTm 3Tlf^J: WS^Tfq ^c^fd W ^ W I 

iftT * ^ wgH^TH: ^RTSSf^m ^ foota^l 

% ^uinFddrfa sr ^rrai ^t MHiefofa =g*{nT<wazt ^ i 

TTTITO f? ^FTnraT ^ ^9 I 

rm TRT: * 3 *T$9 yww44^ ^ ' 

^l»MH^felirulUi^l'ITTTTTT WH&W- I 

^ Wte,iW' 

P*m 

f, 4 [a^EmEa * Ararat sr^w> * "w*™ 1 

** ** «atmm i>W 
^ . • _ • _x i_i;~ K/I^wc 

it i« thP eame Lord of infinite powers who manifests the glories of His Maya ( 

11®®! 
itspimi 
HM 
mmstm 
pfpUTadrs^sS^TaSa as" well as icings Sibi and BhOrisena ana 
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Uddhava, Vibhisana, Hanuman, Upendradatta (Suka), Arjuna (Prtha's son), Arstisena, 
Vidura and Srutadeva know His Maya. (43—45) Women and Sudras (members of the 
labouring and artisan classes) as well as the Hunas and Sabaras and those leading a sinfu 
life, nay, even lower animals such as birds and beasts who have been taught to imbibe the 
virtues of the Lord's devotees, much more those who follow the teachings of the Vedas, are 

able to realize the true nature of the Lord's Maya and cross the same. (46) 

■STSTHWtRi yfasttOTra ^£5 THT MimcnnTtfiL1 

R H3T v WWAHMI iw I 

TJRT ^ fcf^il^M, I 

fnj4W1 4|H4fl 1^41 

^t1ltJ)ld-‘lMi'ifcl^ri4miTl aj|4c| rtst 4,^1 R [qoPlilrlJjT: 

The substance of the Supreme Spirit is ever most serene and free from fear and of the 
nature of absolute consciousness. It is untainted by Maya, and destitute of all diversities and 
is beyond the real as well as the unreal. It is beyond the reach of words (both sacred and 
profane) and transcends the fruit of actions which is attained as a result of diverse course 
of discipline. Nay, even Maya, who is ashamed to stand before It, flees away from Its 
presence. (47) That is the essential character of the Lord, the Supreme Person, which the 
wise realize as Brahma (the Absolute), which is free from sorrow and of the nature of eternal 
bliss. Having fixed their mind on Him, ascetics neglect even the means of discarding the 
notion of difference (viz., Self-Knowledge), just as Indra, being himself the god of rain has 
no use for a spade which is employed in digging wells. (48) It is the Lord, again, who bestows 
on man the fruit of his actions; for it is He who inspires all noble acts that are performed in 
accordance with the natural disposition of the doer. Even when the body gets dissolved as 
a result of its constituents in the form of the elements being disintegrated, the unborn Spirit 
dwelling in it does not, any more than the ether interpenetrating it. (49) 

T^e^msi 

^ *trTh4Rwft i fa ^ ' 

ciufadbqgf I spree: TOT ’RTT^TSSaTT R I A3 I 

alMssiiMcm Mgl^iui ■gffflFTI i&tii<4*+.-*l «5HKg«=II4 «hH1SOJR: IV3I 

Thus have I talked to you in brief, dear child, about the Lord who creates the universe by 
His very thought. Whatever there exists as cause or effect is no other than Sri Hari, although 
the latter stands even apart from it. (50) This is the 'Bhagavata' which the Lord was pleased 
to teach me. It describes in brief the glories of the Lord : do you now expand it. (51) Proceed 
with this work of amplification with a will that men may develop devotion to Lord Sri Hari, the 
Universal Spirit and the Sustainer of all. (52) The mind of the man, who proceeds to describe 
the Lord's Maya, or approves of another describing it or reverently hears it described 

everyday, is never deluded by Maya. (53) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse in Book Two, comprising among other things 
the dialogue between Brahma and the sage Narada, of the great and 

glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 
as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

■RFJT 
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3TSns4t3«ZIFI: 
Discourse VIII 

King Pariksit asks various questions of the sage Suka 

sJSFJTT gHMt 5 1 ^ ^ w 301 ^ 1 

TT^ d^^rfa =rc I rA^dufa ^sn i 

ai^gsn foa 'fpTHg ^afgn^i ^idi< k^id ^ 1 

srfgg: cFufown MlewiUtfRJ W 

frHJNKHR ^ 1 **W: W<u| W 

The kina said : Narada is wont to reveal the form of the Lord (to those who, 
His sight) O holy sage. Therefore, when Brahma (the Creator) urged hum to 
lennthf the virtues of the Lord who transcends the three Gunas (modes of Prakj 
DartioJla^ruihhduals did he discourse about those virtues and in what manner 

curious to know this in reality (from you), who are foremost among the khowers of 

for the stories of Sri Hari, who possesses marvellous powers, are a source of 
blessina to the world (2) Tell me, highly blessed sage, how am I to fix my mindI w 
from al|9attachment on Sri Krsna, the Soul of the universe, before casting off thu 
The Lord enters before long the heart of the man who daily listens with reveri 
stories and alscf narrates His doings. (4) Reaching the lotus of His devotees, he 
the cavity of their ears, Sri Krsna rids it of all impurities even as autumn turns tf 
rivers etc ) clear (5) He whose heart is thus purified is rid of all afflictions (of mi 
and would never abandon,he so,es of His feet. ids. as a traveller who has retd 

after a long and tedious journey would not leave his own roof. 

stSH, I *T *T=R* ^ W 

3TTOt^ to i ^ W 

HIclN^ltsrfH WyicWdcNPra I 4 I 

3T3T: ^srfa ^ ^ 

* *5T gsm I ^TSStUmrqT 

u»b||dad^: I *MI^ ^5F 

The soul, O divine sage, has no connection with the elements (matter); yet it 

which is made up of these very elements. You know in reality whether this h. 
matter ofcourse^r due to some causes (Karma etc.). (7) The Lord, from who 

(navel) sprang up the lotus representing the fourteen worlds has been spoken o 
endowed with the same limbs and the same number of limbs as an ordinary h 
•he measurements alone being His own. Hence He is just like a common man. 
then, does He differ from man ?) (8) It is by His grace that Brahma who represer 
creates them- and it is by His grace alone, that he was able to behold His divine 
born of the lotus sprung from His navel. (9)Where does that Supreme Person, w 

of Maya and the Indweller of all hearts, and from 
and destruction of the universe, rest after throwing off (the veil of) His Maya. 
heard from yourself that the various worlds together with their guardian deities 
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tritr«r*r*rirr*r*rKrw ■» ■■ ■» - -.. 

conceived in the limbs of the Supreme Person, and then again they were conceived as H,s 

“mbsZb^^™™™****1 
AiriWHdM ft wsWrit naftnnw aOTtmn tjt^sttffOTfw 

x - _ i Ttf^rqsfniTRt ^sraa^iehuroj W 

1W 
ymUIMU^cbl^W ^T|IT^FrTW5?T- r . - 

mwrt g swf as TI I stum.i^R.i aatgarm 

IrtWHront a* dftiTO at^riwMfOTfmdrt^itraaRiHi 

^ ^ "‘"I 

™: 4*jtni farata: afftftantr 15Sir|ftfa atnanat laanat at at feftt. 

asqsnftrh frf: ansraw a wm: i swra swdsit a '*;Jgr* ” 

„OTOTm*f amsR. ftateanaataa,, ft^tatasnara^m*^ ^ 

^ aa^ *afe>«<**l** 

ata aatai ft aata,av^ aatOTnj: iw ^„ci 

, **,. artafa, afpnw"^tftaftsaynh,™^ #taR 

What is the length of a MahSkaipa and smalleH<alpas p^n*?6And vd^at 

of) time which is referred to by the wordspastjt d P memse|ves wlth their physical 

is the allotted span of life o[creai"r*s ^ movements of time be perceived ? And how 
body? (12) Again, how can the subtle.and o g {actjon) and what is their character, 
many destinies are there to be reach . 9 k the fruit 0f the three Gunas 

S noblest sage ? (13) Of ^ ^ ^ype of JIvas resort to whal 
(in the shape of birth in the ig er 9 (H) How d0 the earth and Patale 
kind of action in what manner and for what Kind ot Tru t i the stars, the 

(the nethermost sphere), the inhabiting these come He 
mountains and rivers, seas and island shaned universe, within and without i 
existence 7(15) What are the chapter of the differen 
Pray, tell me also the stories of exalted sou let me know th< 

Varnas (grades ot society) and of duties prescribe, 

characteristics of the various Yugas, t stories of Sri Hari’s descent (in the worl' 
tor each, on the one h and andon men (in general) arj 

of matter) on the other. (17) What a lhe duties peculiar to men following th 
what are their special duties ? A9aia- of , sagPes as we|| as of men living i 

different trades? Further et me ^^^“f^number of the various categoric 
adverse circumstances. (18 afeotprasals0theircharacteristiccausality.nrespet 

(ultimate principles), their distinctive Supreme Person as well as of th 

of certain other categories, t e m® known as the Astangayoga or Yoga with its eig 
Yoga laugh,by.hesag8Patan^,(wha, yof9Yoga and wha, is the 

limbs). (19) Again, wha are thepowers acq^ V Qf ^ Yogls djsso|ve ? Again, wh 

is^hTd/shnctive'characle^an'd ?he memo of the Vedas and th. subsidiary Vedas (such, 
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Ayun/eda or'the science of medicine) as well as of the Dharma-Sastra (the books on law) 

nf 3 ' h3SaS (fiCS) fPd P"raaas 7 (2°) How d0 the creation, preservation and dissolution 
all beings take place ? And what is the process of performing Vedic rites and works 

recommended by the Smrti texts (such as the digging of big and small wells and tanks 
construction of temples to gods and gardens etc., and bestowing food*) as well as acts 
w ich are prompted by some selfish desire ? Again, what is the unobjectionable method of 
pursuing the three objects of human aspiration (viz., Artha or worldly possessions Dharma 

^ST'rnLand Kama °r sensuous enjoyment)? (21) How are the JIvas whose 
individuality has been merged in Prakrit (Primordial Matter) during a Mahapralaya (the 
dissolution of the universe that takes place at the end of a Brahma's life) invested with a body 
again ? And how does a heretical doctrine make its appearance? What is meant by the 
ondage and emancipation of a soul and, again,what is meant by the soul realizing its true 

character. (22) How does the Lord, who is absolutely independent and all-pervading, sport 
with His own Maya and how after throwing off (the veil of) His Maya does He stand 
unconcerned as a witness? (23) O great and divine sage, pray, tell me all this in reality one 
after another, since I have approached you with the above questions and have sought refuqe 

nnTnfh4 Y°u are 3n a“*honty on these subjects just like the self-born Brahma (the highest 
god). Others, however, (blindly) follow only what has been done by the ancestors of those 
who have gone before them. (25) Rest assured, O divine sage, that this life of mine is not 
going o depart but for (the curse of) the enraged Brahmana, even though I am abstaining 

ofTord Acyuta"'(26)9 ^^ ^ (dr'Ppin9 from your mouth)in the form of the stories 

Sqm 

* yyiHparti WT sCTFTTmra 3ffat 

5fft H^imI TOM ^7f%?TPTf f|cfnr3r-y I £ | 

Suta continued : Thus invited by king Pariksit, who had been rescued in his mother's 
womb by Lord Vispu (Sri Krsna) Himself, to narrate the stories of the noble Lord in the midst 
of that assembly (of sages), the sage Suka was highly pleased. (27) He expounded the same 
Bhagavata-Purana which had been taught by the Lord Himself to Brahma (the Creator) at 
the beginning of the Brahmakalpa (the veryfirstKalpa of the present round of creation) and 
which is held in the same esteem as the Vedas. (28) He proceeded to answer seriatim all 
the questions that had been asked by Pariksit, the foremost of the scions of Pandu. (29) 

Thus ends the eighth discourse entitled "A Statement of Questions“ 
in Book Two of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana , 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

qiHTgMrtSI'llfc foMNduf-l ^ I 1: II 

(Manusmrti IV. 226) 
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3T$J WTtSSZfFt: 

Discourse IX 
Brahma beholds the divine Abode of the Lord and is taught by Him 

the text of the Bhagavata. consisting of four couplets only 
■Sy/5/qr- 

3nctnmrnjri tpst^ i ^ i ^ i 

^totr -TTFrar ci^wn i inmun imigfafa i ^ i 

*rf| <arra trflf? R trrf*M< srritfrt: i TtR HH«uii^wiewid.iw i 3 i 

3TT^R^rfg^SU2T Z&R. '^MoWlehsIdl^d: I * I 

Sri Suka said : Even as a man can have no connection whatsoever with the objects 
(seen by him in a dream), so can the soul, that transcends all material sheaths and is 
consciousness itself, have no connection in reality with the phenomena (of this world), O 
king, except through the Lord's Maya (deluding potency). (1) It is on account of this 
multiformed Maya that the Spirit too appears as endowed with diverse forms; and when he 
begins to take delight in the material objects of sense, he develops the feeling of T and 'mine' 
(with reference to the body and all that pertains to it). (2) Rid of all delusion, however, when 
he begins to revel in the glory of his own self, which is beyond the realm of Time and beyond 
Maya (the Lord's deluding potency), he discards both these notions (of T and 'mine') and 

transcends the three Gunas. (3) (I now proceed to expound) the truth which the Lord was 
pleased to teach Brahma, in order to enlighten him on the essential character of the Spirit, 
while revealing to him His own divine form in approbation of his true penance. (4) 

H 31lfedcH jFIrri xrrr 7J5: RflRrenTRSmT ftrcj^raaR I 

tt faffed -arm Rrg: i 

i 

^jHTiisraehfaVi ftfi+sHHi ^ sr Rr 

ngTjiRfjSrai f^TT d5)l'4dUU^i14H 

LddlH^lrUI fa&ldmiJPsW 

3RT2R RlRdc^lchdNd dURifw'lWlMI RT=nf%rf 

I 5 I 

I 3 I 

I C I 

Sitting in his own abode (the lotus from which he had emanated), that primal deity, the 
supreme preceptor of all the three worlds, began to meditate with intent to proceed with the 
work of creation. But he failed to obtain the vision which is regarded as valuable for this 
purpose, and with the help of which the creation of the phenomenal world could be taken in 
hand. (5) While he was yet absorbed in thought, Brahma (the deity presiding over the entire 
creation) once heard near him in the causal waters a word of two syllables, viz., the sixteenth 
and the twenty-first letter- sounds among the twenty-five hard consonants (nandir = cR,) i.e., 
practise penance) uttered twice. It is this penance, O Pariksit, which is known to be the wealth 
of men of renunciation. (6) On hearing this word, Brahma looked about in all directions, eager 
to behold the speaker. But, failing to perceive any other being, he resumed his seat on the 
lotus once more and, taking it to be a sound advice, set his heart on penance as if enjoined 
(by the Lord). (7) That foremost ascetic of all those given to austere penance, endowed as 
he was with unfailing vision, controlled his breath and mind, subdued his senses of 
perception as well as his organs of action and with a composed mind practised for a period 
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of one thousand celestial years (or 3,60,000 human years) penance which illumined all the 
worlds (i.e., revealed to him a plan of the entire universe). (8) 

(TO Wtfl* WIR, TOTfatT: tR q I 

oil if d TO^dH^ I % I 

U^cTH ^ fir^T 1 W ehltffashU: I 

,3 ^ *TTOT jW^sKII ^lytlfydl: 1^01 

^micidldl: 5ldi4s)rtHdl: fcRTf^T: ^5 IK: I 

Tit 3pijM^fuiyd*(dtebiiRxm: gcrefR: i 

yc|lrt%44U|lrtd4w: yR^)Tc^iU4rt4lfoMl(rtd: 1^1 

mRciI c^f&MMIqRofil^irvHiH,1 

(dsUldMH: SWdHMI^fa: ^fepSTTcffafiRTSTT TO: I ^ I 

sfcfa iftfqn^J|raqi<4l: TTR g|ST I 

sjj Htht ^^i^o^rddliiMMi fyijch4 -nrorftipi 

Pleased (with his penance), the Lord fully revealed to him His own supreme Abode, 

higher than which there is no other realm, nay, which is absolutely free from afflictions, 

bewilderment and fear, and which is extolled on all sides by highly enlightened souls who 

have been blessed with His sight. (9) Neither Rajas (passion) norTamas (the darkness of 
ignorance), nor even Sattva (the quality of goodness) mixed with either prevails there. The 

all-destroying Time too is powerless there and even so Maya (illusion); how, then, can the 
progeny of Maya (attachment, greed etc.) find their way into that realm ? Nay, the attendants 

of Sri Hari who reside there are adored by the gods and the demons alike. (10) Possessed 

of a transparent swarthy complexion and lotus-like eyes, clad in yellow, most charming to 
look at and extremely delicate of body, they are all endowed with four arms, highly 
resplendent themselves and further beautified by gold ornaments set with superb shining 
gems. Some of them (who have not attained identity of form with the Lord) possess the hue 

of corals, cat's-eyes or lotus stalks and are adorned with brilliant ear-rings, diadems and 

garlands. (11) Glittering all round with rows of brilliant and glorious aerial cars of exalted 

souls, which are further illumined with the splendour of most charming ladies, that divine 
realm shines like the sky with its line of clouds accompanied by flashes of lightning. (12) 
Endowed with a most lovely form, Sri (the goddess of fortune) adores in that realm the feet 
of the Lord (who is widely sung) in many ways with her other manifestations (figuring as her 

female companions such as Bhudevi, LiladevI and so on). Nay, sitting in a swing, she sings 

the exploits of her beloved lord, while her own praises are sung by the bees (the attendants 
of Spring) at the time. (13) 

3S5? rUlfatfflMdi TlitT f?RT: R5TTT5 ^IdTfdH I 

^iwcj yfNgiui^uic^irHMdi^ i 

fofrfcr frosfoq cftcTTMt ^§44 

^ tp SThTL. TTOTUrifhSRH, l«l 
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^ mrR^oq R«nfiRrRTfl i i 

<T Sfomm *RjRfet<T cT^T wf^FFt 

srqm fan fan: fan nrnnqt: nn npRjKi 

Brahma beheld there the Protector of all His devotees, the Lord of Sri, the enjoyer of 
sacrifices, the omnipresent Ruler of the whole universe, being waited upon by the foremost 
of His personal attendants, Sunanda, Nanda, Prabala, Arhana and others. (14) Ever 
disposed to shower His grace on His servants, He bears nectar in His look and wears a 
gracious smile on His countenance. He has reddish eyes, is adorned with a crown and ear¬ 
rings, is ever clad in yellow and can be easily distinguished by His four arms as also by a 
golden streak borne on His (right) breast as a symbol of (His beloved Consort) Goddess 
LaksmI. (15) That universal Lord occupies an excellent and most valuable throne, is 

surrounded by His twenty-five Saktis or potencies (viz., the Spirit, Prakrti, the Mahat-tattva, 
the ego, the mind, the ten Indriyas, the five subtle elements and the five gross elements, all 
in a personal form); and endowed with His six eternal and divine attributes (viz., lordship, 
righteousness, renown, prosperity, wisdom and dispassion—all in their fullest measure), 
which are incidental in others, He (constantly) revels in His own blissful essence. (16) 
Brahma's heart was flooded with rapture at the sight of the Lord: the hair stood erect on his 
person and tears rushed to his eyes due to excess of love. The Creator of the universe bowed 
to His lotus-feet, which are attained by pursuing the path of the Paramaharhsas (those who 
have renounced the world). (17) The Lord, who had evoked Brahma's love, was delighted 
at heart to see His beloved Brahma standing before Him in a suppliant mood, full of love and 
joy, and fit to receive His commands for the creation of living beings. He took Brahma by 

the hand and then addressed him in accents illumined with a gentle smile. (18) 

^tli fllPtri: I fat rTOUl 1331 

nt ntn n? % cR^T mfL|cii[oyrtnj nfetTO: ^Ht 13° I 

TTR wlctjiqrtlet)-i*^l n^dSJtn tjjfa ia^)2J RTO HR: 1331 

SWlRfg nnt tnfa cfclffatnfffl | HriT n f^n 1331 

3fmfa TRTrfa rtW I fawfif rTTOT fa^ nfa ^ §9* rK: 133 I 

The Lord said : With the knowledge of all the Vedas stored up in your heart you have 
thoroughly pleased Me by your prolonged penance carried on with the intention of creating 
the universe. (You know) hypocritical Yogis can hardly please Me. (19) Ask of Me, the 
Bestower of all blessings, your cherished boon and you will be blessed (with that). The pains 
that men take for the good of their soul, O Brahma, reach their fruition in My sight. (20) You 
practised such supreme penance only on hearing My command in the lonely waters (without 
seeing Me). That is why you have been blessed with the sight of My divine Abode according 
to My wishes. (21)1 commanded you (to do penance) on that occasion only because you did 
not know how to proceed with the work of creation. Penance (you know) is My very heart (very 
dear to Me), O sinless one; while I am the very soul (essence) of penance. (22) It is by dint 
of penance alone that I create this universe and through penance I maintain it; and it is 
through penance, again, that I absorb it (within Myself). Nay, My strength consists in penance 
which is hard to practise. (23) 
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^3 spqftRJgq SI;1HH liletTlftfrlH, 1I 

WSTTfa qTqqTqqj qTq qT^q qrfqqq; I qTTclT qqT HHNi tf jq'frfaui: |^m 

qqTSStqqiqTqtqq WRI^IcWiH^^dH^ i RS.I 

shistyHly^^M &uMiFM4q|up i qsn dfgqqi 4f| qqNi qfq xmrar i ^vs i 

qwfefSTTq? *<c(ifui gJrtPsd: I ST3TTTPT qtqq ild^il^ld. 1^41 

WT TK°qTHl! H fTrT: STJTTf^FFf fqqinfq qf I 

3rfq$q^ qfr*4Tui feitrr in q 13 <? i 

Brahma said : O Lord, You dwell in the heart of all beings as the witness and know by 
Your unobstructed wisdom what I intend doing. (24) Nevertheless, my Master, grant one 

request of this humble petitioner that I may be blessed with an insight into both the absolute 
and relative aspects of Your formless Being. (25) Even as a spider spins a web round itself, 

sports in it and then takes it back into its mouth, so do You, O Madhava (Lord of Maya) of 
unfailing resolve, through Your own Maya (creative will) multiply Yourself in the form of this 

universe, maintain it and then dissolve it all by Yourself, possessed as You are of manifold 
powers, and thus carry on Your sport, assuming various forms as and when necessary. Pray, 

therefore, bestow on me the insight by which I may be able to know how You do all this. (26-27) 
Let me unwearingly carry out Your instructions, O Lord; nay, while carrying on the work of 

creation, let me not, by Your grace, be attached to it (through the feeling of doership etc.). (28) 
Since you have acknowledged me as Your friend as any other friend would (by clasping my 

hand and through other such gestures), O Lord, let me not be puffed up with pride, thinking 
that I am immune from birth etc., so long as I remain engaged in Your service in the form 

of creating living beings and, unperplexed in mind, classify the Jivas (according to their 
natural characteristics and past actions). (29) 

?fR qtTFJtji q Tq^TRqqFqqqj TTW q qfet qqTl^oi 

qraR? qqTqrat q^FFTqrqqt: I qqq rMfa?1l4qvj H Uddi^ld. I ^9 | 

^n^Tqqcqq qrq^ qq; q^qrL qrq i qsrrq? q^qq qtsqf^zfa qrsqq?qj^i 

qjfcsj q^ iid)4d q ydl4d qr<qfd i qftgn^rtqqt qTqf qmsqrm qsir qq; 1331 

qqr h^iKi ^jqrfq ^dtjqiqq^ 1 yfayi-qyfayifd qqr q^ q ^piq^'si 

ftr?nqj qrqfq?n^ssqR: 1 3T^qsrfqTqqqjt qq^wq^q^q q4qt 13^1 

qqqq fmifriy qtquT qqTfqqT l qqTq^qKJqfqq^q^qfqggifqqTfffe^i^^i 

The Lord said : Do you receive the most esoteric knowledge, as well as the realization, 
which is going to be imparted by Me, about Myself, as also the truth of Devotion and all that 

is accessory to it. (30) By My grace you shall have true knowledge about Me, as to how great 
I am, what is My essential character, in how many forms do I manifest Myself, what virtues 

do I possess and what are My doings. (31) Prior to this creation I alone existed and that too 

in my absolute state. Other than Me there was nothing gross or subtle, nor the cause of both, 
viz., Prakrti (Primordial Matter). I exist even after creation as well as in the form of this 
phenomenal world and I am also that which remains (afterall this has disappeared). (32) That 
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which makes it possible for something inexplicable to appear in My Being (as apart from Me) 
without any corresponding reality, just like the illusion of a second moon, and which obscures 
My Being (even though I am present everywhere), like the presence of the P'anet Rahu 

(which has a shadowy form) in the midst of the other luminaries, should be regarded as My 
Ka (deluding potency). (33) Even as the gross elements (earth, water etc.) may be said 
to have entered (the bodies of) all living beings, both great and small, (made up as they are 
of thosedemerits) after their creation, and they can as well be said not to have entered 
them (in that they alreadyjnhered in them as their material cause), similarly l ean be said to 
have entered the bodies of these living beings as their indwelling Spirit (wneri they are viewed 

materially), and I can equally be said not to have entered them 
spiritually there being no other reality than the Spirit, i.e., Myself). (34) He who is eage 
know the'truth of the9Spirit should enquire into and ascertain that Reality alone which is 
Droved to exist everywhere and at all times-whether you argue by the negative process, 
excluding everything else as 'not that', 'not that', or by the positive method of affirming 

everything as that. (35) Establish yourself fully in this doctrine of Mine through pe 
concentration of mind. By doing so you shall never be confounded (fall a prey to egotism 0tc.) 

while creating the diverse forms of life in the course of the various Kalpas. (36) 

aml^cuM-Ti MiAIiFR.1 mwhww ^ wnwit i^i 

a-dt&Fgnqfa R* I 
SMNldMqtdU^I fe^R ^mimR™..!^ OTfezOT W\ 
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ffir wOTFfer wdR ...* —-. 
Sri Suka continued: Having thus instructed Brahma (the supreme Ruler of all created 

beinqs) the unborn Lord Sri Hari withdrew that form of His while the former stood gazing (wit 

wonder) !(^37) Brahma, who represented all beings, bowed with pined palms tc^nHan^ho 
had now concealed His perceptible form, and created this universe as^before ( in the 

foregoing round of creation). (38) Eager to secure the good of all <created‘ ^ngs. Brah , 

the lord of creation and the protector of righteousness, once practisedthe* 
self-control (Yamas)* and religious observances (Niyamas) with a view torch ^,ng^t end 
which he regarded as his own purpose. (39) (During that period) O king, th<? 9 ®at sage 
Narada who was the most beloved of all his sons and an eminent devotee of the Lord, and 
was eager to know (from Brahma) the Maya (the wonderful power) of Bhagavan Vi?qu the 
Lord of Maya, waited upon him as an obedient servant and fully gratified his a er y isg- 

-. The yoga-Sutras (Aphorisms on Yoga) of Maharsi Patanjali enumerate the Yamas and Niyamas as below 

ToHIr-l 1 H^rU^^ 1YH. fI ^411 I (11.30) 

"Non-violence, truthfulness, non-thieving. continence and non-accumulation of worldly possessions are the five 

-Hik'-ii'-ii ' 1^1 

Yamas." 
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conduct, modesty and self-control. (40-41) Finding his father (Brahma), the forbear of the 
entire creation, pleased (with him), the celestial sage humbly asked him the same questions 
that you have asked me. (42) Delighted (all the more by his questions) Brahma (the Creator 

of beings) repeated to his son (Narada), this very Bhagavata-Purana containing ten 

distinctive features, which was taught to him by the Lord Himself. (43) Narada (in his turn), 
O king, imparted the same to the sage Vyasa (my father) of boundless glory, while the latter 

was meditating on the supreme Brahma on the bank of the river Saraswati (vide l.v. 

above).(44) I shall (presently) tell you (in the form of the same Bhagavata-Purana) in reply 
to your questions on the subject, how this universe emanated from the Cosmic Being, and 

answer all your other questions too (through the same Purana). (45) 

Thus ends the ninth discourse in Book Two of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T8T STFTTTSmT: 
Discourse X 

The ten characteristic features of the Bhagavata 
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Sri Suka continued: Sarga, Visarga, Sthana, Posana, the Utis, the Manvantaras, 

Isanukathas, Nirodha, Mukti and Asraya; these are the ten topics discussed in this 
Bhagavata-Purana. (1) Men of true knowledge aver that the first nine topics have been 
discussed in this Purana only in order to present a clear conception of the tenth or the last 

(viz., Asraya, i.e., the all supporting Brahma). This they have deduced in some cases from 
the actual words of the text itself and in other cases from their purport. (2) The creation (in 

the reverse order) of the gross and subtle elements, the senses of perception and the organs 

H<WI: I (II. 32) 

"Purity of mind and body, contentment, austerity, study of the Vedas or repetition of the Divine Name and 

—editation on God are the five Niyamas." 
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of action, and the mind, the ego and the Mahat-tattva (the P maple of cosmic n eH'gence) 
due to disturbance in the equilibrium (and the resultant transformat,on) of the three Gupas 
or modes of Prakrti, brought about by the will of God, has been spoken of as Sarga, and the 
creation of animate and inanimate beings by Brahma (himself born of the Cosmic Being)ns 
called Visarga. (3) The triumph of the Lord (as revealed by the fact that living beings create 
by Him keep within their bounds) is known by the name of 'Sthiti' and the Lord s grace o 
His devotees is termed as 'Posana'. Again, the virtuous conduct of the saintly Manus 
(presiding over the different Manvantaras) has been referred to by the term Manvantaras, 
while the latent desires of the various creatures, which lead to their bondage 
through interested action,are known as 'Otis'. (4) Even so the life-accounts of the vanou 
manifestations of Sri Hari as well as of His saintly devotees, supplemented by'various other 
stories, have been termed as isakathas'. (5) 'Nirodha' means the withdrawal of the individual 
soul with all its qualifications or adjuncts into the Lord subsequent to His retirement (falling 
into Yoganidra). And when the Jiva relinquishes its assumed character (doership etc) 
realizes its true nature (Brahmahood), they call it 'Mukti or emancipation of the soul. (6) 
Finally, that from which are known to proceed the creation, preservation and dissolution (of 

the universe) is what they call the 'Asraya', which is spoken of (in the scriptures) as he 
supreme Brahma or the supreme Spirit (Paramatma). (7) The same perceiving subject (the 
individual soul) which identifies itself with the sense of perception also exists >n the form of 
the deities presiding over the senses of perception (the sun-god and others), while t 
physical body, which distinguishes the senses from the deities presiding over them, serves 
as the condition (Upadhi) of the individual soul. (8) When it is clear that in the absence of 
anyone of these we cannot perceive the other two, it follows that He (God) who knowsall 

these three is the 'Asraya' or support of all and this latter has no other support 

Himself. (9) ^ _- 
^rsni vzm * I aiHH'li*HMr^T*5Hqrs^TTOra-1 

ffigcnaifr mm ^FO^TJTt RFT l«l 

Joi rfri V ctms wmm 3m ^ * i ^ ^ ^ 

When the aforesaid Cosmic Being emerged from the egg-shaped universe and stood 

apart He began to look out for a foothold for Himself; and with this object in view that Being 

of^pure intentions created the holy waters. (10) Having evolved from the Supreme Person 
(also called 'Nara') these waters were known as 'Nara' (that which proceeds from Nara), 
since He lived on these waters of His own creation for a thousand (celestial) yea s 
became known as Narayana (He who resides in the 'Nara') (11) The gross elernents ( 
material of which this universe is made), Karma (the destiny of the Jivas), Time, the mutabihty 
of Matter and the Jivas exist only by His grace and cease to exist the moment He grows 

indifferent towards them. (12) Awaking from His Yoganidrajdee 
who was all alone (till this moment), now sought to multiply Himself and by d'nt o H s May 
(wonderful energy) split up His effulgent seed-body into three parts—the Adh'daiva, t 
Adhyatma and the Adhibhuta. Hear now (O Pariksit!) how the unitary energy of the Lord 

came to be divided into three parts. (13-14) ^ 

3T^;-5Rk 3tlchl$ITrL WFJ fg%rt: I 3TF5T: W ^ HrT: STHTT l*AI 

* m: sfjht tickrgsi i«i 

stttr farort smt; I farter \ w\ 
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When the Cosmic Being bestirred Himself, there arose from the space within His body 
the acuteness of the senses, strength of will and strength of body as well. And from these 
sprang up Prana, the chief of all the vital airs. (15) Just as the attendants of a king follow him, 

even so the senses in all living beings are active when this Prana is active but cease to be 

active the moment this Prana becomes inactive. (16) With the free movement of the Prana 

the Cosmic Being was overcome with hunger and thirst; and the moment He felt inclined to 
eat and drink a mouth appeared in Him in the first instance. (17) From the mouth came out 

the palate, in which the sense of taste was produced; and thence were evolved the different 
kinds of tastes, which are experienced by the sense of taste (as well as the deity presiding 

overthe same). (18) When the Cosmic Being felt inclined to speak, there emanated from His 
mouth the god of fire (the deity presiding over the organ of speech), the organ of speech itself 

and the act of speaking, which depends both on the organ of speech and the deity presiding 

overthe same. Till then the Cosmic Being remained under water controlling His breath for 
a pretty long time. (19) When, however. His breath sought an outlet and pressed forward, 
a pair of nostrils appeared in Him. And as He felt inclined to perceive smell, there appeared 

in His nose the olfactory sense as well as the wind-god (the deity presiding over the sense 
of smell), the bearer of smell. (20) When there was darkness all about Him and He felt inclined 

to see Himself and other things, there appeared in Him a pair of eyes, the sun-god (the deity 
presiding over the sense of sight) and the sense of sight; and thence followed the perception 

of colour (the object of sight). (21) On the Vedas proceeding to awaken Him (through hymns 
of praise addressed to Him) and on the Cosmic Being feeling inclined to hear them, there 

appeared in Him a pair of ears, the Digdevatas (the deities presiding over the four quarters 
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as well as the auditory sense) as well as the auditory sense itself; and thence followed the 
perception of sound (the object of the auditory sense). (22) When, again, the Cosmic Being 
felt inclined to experience the softness or hardness, lightness or heaviness and warmth or 
coolness of objects, there appeared in Him the skin (the seat of the tactile sense) and on the 
skin there arose the hair (the sense perceiving touch as well as the itching sensation), the 
trees (the deities presiding over the hair) as well as the wind-god (the deity presiding over 
the tactile sense). Nay, He was also covered all over His skin, within as well as without, by 
the tactile sense, when followed the perception of touch (the object of the tactile sense). (23) 
As soon as the Cosmic Being felt inclined to perform various acts a pair of hands grew out 
of Him. In these hands there appeared the faculty of grasping things and even so Indra (the 
deity presiding over this faculty) as well as the act of grasping, which depends both on the 
faculty of grasping and the deity presiding over it. (24) Even as the Cosmic Being felt inclined 
to walk according to His will a pair of feet grew out of Him and along with them appeared Lord 
Visnu (the deity presiding over the feet) Himself as well as the faculty of locomotion, with the 
help of which people procure the materials for sacrifice. (25) When the Cosmic Being craved 
for offspring, sexual enjoyment and immortality (heavenly bliss procurable through a pious 
married life) a penis grew out of Him and even so there appeared in Him the faculty of 
copulation, the god Prajapati (the deity presiding over this faculty) and the pleasure arising 
from sexual commerce, which depends both on the faculty of coition and the deity presiding 
over the same. (26) On the Cosmic Being feeling the urge to void excrement there appeared 
in Him the anus and thereafter the faculty of defecation and then the god Mitra (the deity 

presiding over the organ of evacuation) as well as the act of defecation, which depends both 
on the faculty of evacuation and the deity presiding over it. (27) When the Cosmic Being felt 
inclined to pass from one body to another and leave the former with that end in view, there 
appeared in Him the navel and in the navel sprang up the vital air called 'Apana' and then 
the god of death (the deity presiding over the 'Apana' air); and then came about the 
dissociation of Prana form Apana, i. e., death, which depends on both the 'Apana' airand the 
deity presiding over the same. (28) On the Cosmic Being feeling inclined to take food and 
drink there appeared in Him the cavity of the abdomen, the intestines and the network of 
veins and arteries as well as seas (the deities presiding over the intestines) and rivers (the 
deities presiding over the blood vessels) and even so satisfaction and nutrition, the former 
of which depends on the intestines and the seas, and the latter on the veins and arteries and 

rivers. (29) When the Cosmic Being felt inclined to contemplate on His own Maya (wonderful 
energy) there appeared in Him the heart and thereafter the mind, then the moon (the deity 
presiding over the mind) and last of all volition and desire, the two functions of the mind. (30) 
From the elements of earth, water and fire were evolved the seven constituents of the body 
of the Cosmic Being, viz., the thick outer skin, the thin inner skin, flesh, blood, fat, marrow 
and bone; even so from ether, water and air sprang up His vital air. (31) The senses of 
perception are all directed towards their objects, and the objects of sense are born of the 

Ego (the source of the elements). Mind is the seat of all morbid feelings; while Intellect reveals 
to us the reality of all objects. (32) I have thus described to you the gross form of the Lord; 
it is enveloped outside by eight sheaths, viz., earth, water, fire, air, ether, the Ego, the Mahat- 
tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence) and Prakrti (Primordial Matter). (33) Beyond this 
is (the Lord's) most subtle form, which is unmanifest, unqualified, having no beginning, 
middle or end, eternal and outside the realm of mind and speech. (34) 
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Both the subtle and gross forms of the Lord, which I have described to you, are the 

creation of the Lord's Maya. Hence the wise refuse to accept either (for worship). (35) The 
supreme Lord is really actionless; it is by His own Maya that He becomes active. Assuming 

the form of Brahma, He reveals Himself both in the form of word and what it denotes, and 
evolves many a name and form and activity. (36) Prajapatis (lords of created beings), Manus, 

gods, Rsis (seers), the various classes of the manes, Siddhas, Caranas (celestial bards) and 
Gandharvas (celestial musicians), Vidyadharas (another class of demigods), Asuras (de¬ 

mons) and Guhyakas (Yaksas), Kinnaras (another class of celestial musicians), Apsaras 
(celestial nymphs), Nagas, serpents, Kimpurusas (another class of demigods) and snakes, 

Matrkas, Raksasas, Pisacas, Pretas, Bhutas and Vinayakas, Kusmandas, Unmadas and 
Vetalas, Yatudhanas and Grahas, birds and reptiles, beasts of prey and other animals, trees, 

mountains and all other names and forms in the universe, O king, are His. (37—39) All other 
creatures, both animate and inanimate, whether viviparous, oviparous, sweat-born or 
sprouting from soil, and living either in water, on land or in the air, are the good, bad or mixed 

fruit of corresponding actions (done in the past). (40) The predominance of Sattva 

(goodness), Rajas (passion) and Tamas (opacity or ignorance) is severally responsible for 
birth as a god, as a human being and as a denizen of hell or as a member of the sub-human 

species. Each of these three destinies is again sub-divided into three varieties according as 

each of the three Gunas is eclipsed by either of the other two Gunas (modes of Prakrti) or 
not. (41) Having assumed the form of Visnu (who is all virtue) for the support and sustenance 

of the world, the same Lord preserves and sustains this universe by appearing from time to 

time in the guise of animals, men and gods. (42) Again, when the time comes, the Lord 

appears as Rudra (the god of destruction) from the fire of universal destruction and dissolves 
this universe, once created by Himself, even as a blast blows away a mass of clouds. (43) 
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The Lord, who is possessed of inconceivable power, has been described as above (as 
the creator, preserver and destroyer of the universe). The wise, however, should not regard 
Him only as such; for He is even beyond this description. (44) The Supreme has no doership 

in relation to the creation and other activities connected with this universe. Sruti texts ascribe 
it to Him only with a view to denying it; for the same has been superimposed on Him by 

Maya.(45) I have told you about the great Kalpa (cycle) connected with the appearance of 
Brahma as also about the other smaller Kalpas. The process of creation is the same in all 
the Kalpas, the only difference being that during a Mahakalpa (the Kalpa immediately 
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following a Mahapralaya or Final Dissolution) the whole process of creation begins anew 
(including even the transformation of Matter, from the evolution of Mahat down to the 
crystallization of the five elements); while in the other Kalpas (the Kalpas following a mg 
of Brahma) it is only the bodies of the animate and inanimate beings that are created anew 
(46) I shall describe in full the measures of time (both gross and subtle), the duration o a 
Kalpa and its divisions later on (in Book III). Now hear the story of the Padma Kalpa. ( ) 

■HSR qf 'STcfR. W 
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Saunaka said : Suta, you told us how Vidura, who was the foremost of the Lord's 
devotees left his kith and kin, so very difficult to part with, and travelled on foot o all the 
sacred places on the earth's surface. (48) Where did he come to have a talk with the sage 

Maitreya (the son of Kusaru) on spiritual topics, and what was the truth that he venerable 
sage taught to Vidura in response to the latter's queries ? (49) Tell us all that story of Vidura, 
O gentle Suta, as also the circumstances in which he left his kinsmen and what led to his 

return. (50) 
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Suta said: King Pariksit too asked this very question. I now proceed to reproduce to you 
the discourse that the great sage (Suka) gave in response to the king's queries. (51) 

Thus ends the tenth discourse entitled "The Disposition of the limbs of the Cosmic Being" 
in Book Two of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita, a collection of eighteen thousand 
verses composed by the sage Vedavyasa. 
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Srimad Bhagavata Mahapurana 
Book Three 

Discourse I 

Meeting of Uddhava and Vidura 
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SrT Suka said: It was this very question that Vidura asked the worshipful sage Maitreya 

in the past, when the former had retired to the forest quitting his prosperous home. (1) It was 

at Vidura’s residence that Lord SrT Krsna, the Ruler of the universe, who happened to visit 
Hastinapura as an ambassador of your forefathers (the Pandavas), called as if it were His 

own house, refusing the hospitality of the Paurava king (Duryodhana). (2) 
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The king said : Where did Vidura's meeting with'the worshipful Maitreya take place 
and when did he have a talk with him ? Kindly tell me all this, my lord. (3) Surely the question 

which the pure-hearted Vidura asked of the noblest sage Maitreya could not have been of 
small consequence, particularly when it was honoured with a reply by a saint of no mean 

order. (4) 

H TTcHjfacRlfsS tJST TT^TT TTTTfaTrTT I STcST? t 5£Jdlfafd I V I 

Suta continued: Questioned as above by king Pariksit and much delighted at heart over 

this, the all-wise Suka, the foremost of sages, said in reply : "Listen P (5) 
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Sri Suka proceeded : You know how king Dhrtarastra, who was not only blind but had 
also lost his riqht judgment and supported his wicked sons through unrighteousness On their 
unrighteous ways), had his younger brother's fatherless sons (Yudhisthira and others) 
lodged in a house of lac and the same set on fire. (6) Nay, when in open court his second 
son(Duhsasana) dragged by the hair Dhrtarastra's own daughter-in-law and the spouse of 
king Yudhisthira (queen Draupadi), whose tears washed off the saffron painted on her bosom 
(she being covered by a single cloth), the king failed to stop that abominable act of h'ssom 
(7) The guileless king Yudhisthira, who was devoted to truth and regarded none as 
enemy, was worsted in a gambling bout by unfair means (and sent in exile to me forest for 
a period of thirteen years); but when (on expiry of the term of exile) he returned from th 
forest and asked back his share according to the terms of the agreement, Duryodhana 
refused to part with it, blinded as he was by infatuation. (8) When Sri Kfsna, the Receptor 
of the universe, was sent by Yudhisthira to the Kaurava court, He spoke there words which 
were full of nectar to His devotees (BhTsma and others); but the king (Duryodhana)attached 
no importance to them, since all his stock of merits had bee,n <exhausted. (9) Aga n, when_ 
invited by his elder brother (Dhrtarastra), Vidura entered the latter s private chfmber and was 
asked to give his advice, that crest-jewel of wise counsellors gave a piece of advice which 
politicians still speak of (with reverence) as ’Viduramti' (the Counsel of Vidura). (10) 
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Vidura said, "Return the share of Yudhisthira, who regards none as his enemy and who 
has been tolerating the wrongs done by you, even though they are hard to bear. He is 
followed by Bhlma, whom you are terribly afraid of, and who with his younger brothers (Arjuna 
and others) is hissing in fury as a serpent. (11) The cause of the Pandavas (the sons of Prtha) 
has been espoused by Lord Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation) Himself, who is adored 
as a deity by Yadava chiefs, who is staying at present in His own capital (Dwaraka) having 
conquered big sovereigns, and who has all the Brahmanas and gods on His side. (12) It is 
evil incarnate that has entered your house in the person of Duryodhana, whom you are 
fostering as a son and who is an enemy of the Supreme Person (Sri Krsna). That is why you 
too have turned yourface against Sri Krsna and lost your splendour. Therefore, in the interest 
of your race, abandon this unlucky fellow at once." (13) Vidura had a disposition which was 
coveted even by saints. But, when he uttered these words on that spot, the anger of 
Duryodhana and his companions—Kama, Duhsasana (Duryodhana's younger brother) and 
Sakuni (son of Subala and Duryodhana's maternal uncle )—knew no bounds. Their lips 
began to quiver and Duryodhana insultingly interposed:— (14) "Who has called this crooked 
son of a maid-servant here ? Hostilely disposed towards the master (myself) on whose 
crumbs he has grown fat, he works for the enemy's cause. Although his life may be spared, 
he should be banished from my capital at once." (15) Cut to the quick by these most poignant 
words, which pierced his ears like shafts, in the presence of his brother (king Dhrtarastra), 
but recognizing the greatness of the Lord's Maya (deluding potency) Vidura did not feel the 
least perturbed in mind and quietly left the palace himself, depositing his bow at the gate. (16) 
Vidura, whose birth in the race of Kurus had been secured as a result of great merit (who was 
an acquisition to the race of Kuru), departed from Hastinapura and, with a view to acquiring 
religious merit, undertook a pilgrimage to all holy places on the earth's surface, sacred to the 
Lord whose feet are ever hallowed, and where the Lord resides in a thousand and one forms 
(images). (17) Unaccompanied by anyone else, he visited on foot cities, sacred groves, 
mountains, bowers, rivers and lakes containing limpid water and holy places graced with the 
Lord's images. (18) He perambulated the earth in the garb of a recluse, so that he could not 
be recognized by his own people, lived on pure food such as fruits etc., dropped from trees, 
bathed in all sacred waters without exception, slept on the ground, never made his toilet, and 
observed vows that pleased Sri Hari.(19) 
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While he was yet travelling in the land of Bharatavarsa and reached Prabhasa (near 
Dwaraka), king Yudhisthira (son of Prtha) had established himself, with the help of Sri Krsna, 
as the universal and undisputed sovereign of the entire globe. (20) There (at Prabhasa) he 
heard how his kinsmen (the Kauravas) had perished due to mutual jealousy even as a thicket 
of bamboos is consumed by fire produced by the friction of one bamboo against another. 
Grieving over the holocaust, therefore, he quietly repaired to the bank of the Saraswatl 
where it flows in a westerly direction. (21) On the bank of that river he (visited and ) stayed 
at (eleven) different spots—severally sacred to the memory of the sages Trita, Usana (the 
father of Sukracarya) and Asita, Swayambhuva Manu, king Prthu, the god of fire, the wind- 
god, king Sudasa, the cows, Guha (god Kartikeya.the eldest son of Lord Siva) and king 
Sraddhadeva (Vaivaswata Manu)—and many other sanctuaries in this area, consecrated to 
Lord Visnu, founded by holy sages and gods and containing temples that bore on their 
domes the mark of Sudarsana, the chief of His weapons, the very sight of which reminded 
one of Lord Sri Krsna. (22-23) Journeying thence through the prosperous land of Saurastra 
and the kingdoms of Sauvira, Matsya and Kuru-Jarigala, he reached in due course the bank 
of the Yamuna, where he came across Uddhava, another great devotee of the Lord. (24) 
Vidura fondly ciasped in close embrace this celebrated servant of Lord Sri Krsna (son of 
Vasudeva)—who had attained perfect serenity of mind and was an erstwhile pupil of the sage 
Brhaspati (the preceptor of the gods)—and enquired of him the welfare of his relations (the 

Yadavas), the proteges of the Lord:—(25) 
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"The two Primal Persons (Sri Balarama and Sri Krsna) appeared (in human semblance) on 
this globe in response to the prayer of Brahma, who was born of the very lotus that had sprung 
from the Lord's own navel. Having relieved the earth of its burden and brought delight to the whole 
world, are they doing well in the house of Surasena (the father of Vasudeva)? (26) Dear 
Uddhava, is our brother-in-law (sister's husband)*,Vasudeva (son of Surasena), quite happy— 
Vasudeva, who is the greatest friend and well-wisher of the Kurus, and who, like a father, 
liberally bestows on his sisters (KuntT and others) the gifts of their choice, bringing satisfaction 
(by offering rich presents) even to their husbands ? (27) Again, dear friend, is that heroic 
Pradyumna, the generalissimo of the Yadava forces, quite well—Pradyumna, who was no 
other than the god of love in his previous incarnation and whom his mother RukminI secured 
from the Lord by propitiating the Brahmanas? (28) Is Ugrasena, the ruler of the Satvatas, 
Vrsnis, Bhojas and Dasarhas, prospering—Ugrasena, whom the lotus-eyed Lord (Sri Krsna) 
installed (on the throne of Mathura), even though he had stood aloof, having lost all hope of 
regaining the throne ? (29) Is Sri Hari's (Sri Krsna's) son, Samba, who is the equal of his Father 
and the foremost of car-warriors, faring well, 6 gentle Uddhava—Samba, who is no other than 
the god Guha, whom Goddess Ambika (Parvati) bore in Her womb in the past and to whom 
Jambavatl (the daughter of Jambavan and one of the eight principal consorts of Lord Sri Krsna) 
gave birth (once again) as a fruit of her religious observances? (30) Is that Yuyudhana (Satyaki) 
quite happy, who received the secrets of bowmanship from Phalguna (Arjuna) and who easily 
secured through the mere service of Lord Adhoksaja (Sri Krsna) the position of His devotees, 
which is difficult of attainment even for ascetics ? (31) Is the wise and sinless Akrura (son of 
Swaphalka) quite healthy—Akrura who is devoted to the Lord and who, beside himself with 
love, rolled about in the dust of the road marked with the footprints of Lord Sri Krsna ? (32) Is 
all well with Devakl (daughter of Devaka, the chief of the Bhoja clan of Ksatriyas), who is as 
good a mother of Lord Visnu as Aditi (the mother of the gods), and who bore the Lord in her 
womb even as the three Vedas bear the extensive ritual (the elaborate details and procedure 
of the various sacrifices) as their import ? (33) Is the divine Aniruddha (the grandson of Lord 
Sri Krsna) perfectly all right—Aniruddha, who grants the desires of His worshippers like you 
and whom the scriptures have declared as the source of the Vedas and the deity presiding over 
the mind (Manas), which constitutes the fourth part of the inner sense (which is a composite 
of four elements, viz., Citta, Aharikara, Buddhi and Manas)? (34) And are other people such 
as Hrdika, (a Yadava chief), the sons of Satyabhama, Carudesna (Pradyumna's real brother) 
and Gada (a brother of Sri Krsna) faring well, O gentle Uddhava—people who are exclusively 
and fully devoted to Sri Krsna (the lord of their heart)? (35) 
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"Vasudeva had a numberof wives, one of them—Pauravi by name—being a cousin of Dhrtarastra. Hence Vidura speaks 
of Vasudeva as his sister's husband. 

[564] B. M. 7— 
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"Does king Yudhisthira (who is virtue personified) protect the law according to the 
principles of righteousness with the help of his two arms—Vijaya (Arjuna) and Acyuta (Lord 
Sri Krsna)—Yudhisthira, at the sight of whose imperial fortune and attendant glory in the 
court built by Maya (the architect of the demons) Duryodhana burned with jealousy ? (36) 
Has BhTma, who is most relentless like a serpent, given up his long-standing grudge against 
those who wronged him, viz., the Kauravas—Bhima, whose tread the earth could not bear 
as he moved about on the battle-field revolving his mace in a variety of ways (while actually 
engaged in a fight)? (37) Is Arjuna (the wielder of the Gandlva bow), the most renowned of 
leading car-warriors, now at peace with his enemies, (having subdued or destroyed them 
all)— Arjuna, who won the pleasure of Lord Siva, disguised as a Kirata (hunter) beyond all 
recognition, by hiding Him with a volley of his arrows ?(38) Do the twin brothers (Nakula and 
Sahadeva), the foster-sons of Prtha—who enjoy the protection of their half-brothers (the 
sons of Prtha) even as the eye-bails are protected by the eyelashes—rejoice after recovering 
their ancestral share from the enemy's hands through the arbitrament of war as though a pair 
of Garudas had snatched nectar from the mouth of Indra (the wielder of a thunderbolt)? (39) 
Oh, Prtha (my sister-in-law) is surviving merely for the sake of her children, though bereaved 
of Pandu (that foremost of royal sages), who, a matchless hero and foremost car-warrior that 
he was, had conquered all the four quarters with no other companion than his bow. (40) I feel 
concerned, O gentle Uddhava, for that brother of mine (Dhrtarastra), who is paving his way 
for hell, inasmuch as he wronged his own deceased half-brother (Pandu) in the person of his 
sons (the Pandavas), and who banished me, his well-wisher, from his capital (Hastinapura), 
having yielded completely to the will of his sons.(41) I am, however, not the least surprised 
or sorry (for his behaviour towards me); for it is Sri Hari (6ri Krsna), the Supreme Ruler (of 
this universe), who bewilders the intellect of men by following the ways of mortals. I am, there¬ 
fore, moving about in this world, unperceived by others, observing His glory by His grace. (42) 
The Lord overlooked (for the time being) the wrongdoings of the Kauravas, though capable of 
punishing them then and there; for He sought to relieve the distress of those who had taken 
shelter in Him by exterminating with them other monarchs too, who in their threefold pride 
(of birth, wealth and learning) had strayed from the path of virtue and shook the earth with 
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their armies again and again. (43) The birth and doings of the Lord, who is really birthless 
and actionless, are only for the extirpation of the wrongdoers as well as for attracting people 

towards Himself; otherwise (to say nothing of the Lord) what man that has transcended the 

three Gunas(modes of Prakrti) would tie himself down to a (corporeal) body or pursue an 
elaborate course of activity ? (44)Therefore, O friend, tell me the news about that Lord of 
sacred renown who, though devoid of birth, has descended in the race of Yadu for the good 

of all the guardians of the different spheres who sought refuge in Him, as well of such other 

devotees as are (ever) at His beck and call. (45) 

Thus ends the first discourse in Book Three,consisting of a dialogue between Vidura and 

Uddhava, of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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Sri Suka continued : Thus asked the news relating to his beloved Sri Krsna, that great 

devotee of the Lord, Uddhava, was put in mind of his lord and was too overwhelmed with 

emotion to utter a word in reply. (1) While engaged in worshipping the Lord in his childish play 

even as a body of five, Uddhava felt no inclination even to have his breakfast in spite of his 
mother's call. (2) Having grown grey in His service by flux of time, how could he answer 
Vidura's query regarding his lord, his thought being fixed on His feet ? (3) Completely 

immersed in the nectar flowing from the (lotus-like) feet of Sri Krsna, and transported with 
joy through intense devotion, he remained mute for nearly an hour. (4) The hair stood erect 

all over his body and tears burst forth from his closed eyes. Seeing him overpowered with 
a flood of affection, Vidura came to know that he had realized the object of his life. (5) 

Uddhava slowly returned from the divine realm to this mortal world (body-consciousness) 
and, wiping his eyes, replied to Vidura in a tone expressive of wonder (at the thought of the 

Lord's exploits):— (6) 
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Uddhava said : The sun in the shape of Sri Kpsna having set, our homes of blighted 
splendour have been devoured by the python of Time. What shall I say, then, about our 
welfare? (7) Alas ! unfortunate is this world and more so the Yadus, who lived with Sri Hari 

(Sri Krsna) and yet could not recognize Him, even as the fish did not identify the moon (when 
she was under water). (8) The Satvatas (Yadavas) could read the mind of another through 
external gestures, were highly intelligent and lived and sported with Him at one and the same 

place; yetthey accounted Him, the Abodeof all beings, theforemost of the Yadavas alone.(9) 
The intellect, however, of a man who has bestowed his heart on Sri Hari, his own Self, cannot 
be misguided by the (disrespectful or slanderous) words of those (the Yadus and others) who 
are deluded by the Lord's own Maya (deluding potency) or those (Sisupala and others) who 
harbour animosity against Him. (10) Having shown His divine form to men who had practised 
no penance, He has now screened it from their view, even though their eyes were not sated, 
and thus robbed them of their very sight as it were (since they have nothing worth seeing left 
with them). (11) The form which He had assumed in orderto reveal the power of His Yogamaya 
(Divine Energy, which was capable of manifesting such transcendent beauty), and which was 
so eminently suited to His pastimes in imitation of men, was an object of wonder not only to the 
world but even to Himself, a perfection as it was of abounding grace. It was a form whose limbs 
added to the charm even of ornaments. (12) 
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Beholding that form, which was the highest delight of all eyes, at the Rajasuya sacrifice 
of king Yudhisthira (the son of Dharma, the god of virtue), the inhabitants of all the three 

worlds thought that the entire workmanship of Brahma in creating this mortal world had been 

exhausted in fashioning that form. (13) Feeling honoured by His love-laden smiles and jokes 

and sportive glances (which reciprocated their love), the women of Vraja followed Him (in 
His excursions to the woods) with their eyes and mind and stood (like statues), leaving their 
household work half-finished. (14) With a mind full of compassion for His gentle forms 

(Vasudeva and others), that were being persecuted by His wild forms (such as Karfisa), the 
Lord, who is the Ruler both of Prakrti and the manifest creation, though unborn, appeared 

(in this world of matter) along with His glorious part manifestation (Balarama) even as fire 
(which, though present everywhere in a latent form, is manifested through wood). (15) That 

He who is unborn should assume the appearance of being born in the house of Vasudeva 
and dwell in Vraja as if for fear of the enemy (Karhsa), and that He who is possessed of infinite 

prowess should Himself flee the city (of Mathura), scared as it were by Kalayavana, puzzles 
me (as something irreconcilable with His divinity). (16) My mind is filled with agony as I recall 

what He said to His parents (Vasudeva and DevakI), bowing at their feet, "Dear father and 

mother, being in great dread of Kam’sa, we (Balarama and myself) failed to render any 
service to you (repay our debt to you); therefore, be pleased to forgive us I" (17) Having 
inhaled (the fragrance of) the dust of His lotus-feet, what man can everforget it, remembering 
that He is the same Lord who removed the earth's burden by the mere play of His arched 
eyebrows, which represents the god of death ? (18) You must have seen (with your own 

eyes) the consummation (oneness with the Lord) attained by Sisupala (the king of Cedi), who 

hated Sri Krsna—a consummation which even Yogis (ascetics) long to attain through the 

efficient practice of Yoga ! Who could bear separation from such a benign lord ? (19) 

Similarly, such other heroes of this mortal world as were killed in action (during the 
Mahabharata war) by the missiles discharged by Arjuna (son of Prtha), while drinking with 

(the cup of) their eyes (the nectar of) Sri Krsna's lotus-like countenance, which ravished all 

eyes, attained to His (supreme) Abode. (20) Himself the suzerain lord of all the three worlds, 
He is equalled by none, much less surpassed by anybody, and has all His desires satiated 

by virtue of His own supremely blissful character. Nay, His very footstool is adored by the 
eternal guardians of the various spheres with the crest of their diadems while offering their 

presents (tributes) to Him. (21) Standing before Ugrasena, who sat on his royal throne, He 
submitted, "My lord, listen (to my prayer) !" That He should thus behave like a servant 

confounds us, His slaves, to the utmost degree, dear Vidura. (22) Oh, even that impious 
woman, Putana (the sister of the demon Baka)—who suckled Him (as a Babe) at her breast, 
which was daubed with a most deadly poison, with intent to kill Him—got from Him (in return) 
the destiny appropriate to a foster-mother! Is there anyone so merciful, whom we should 

resort to for protection, other than Him ? (23) I consider even those demons as devotees of 
the Lord, who had fixed their mind on the Lord of the three worlds through anger (born of 

animosity), and who beheld on the battle-field Garuda (son of the sage Kasyapa) swooping 
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on them, with Lord Visnu (the Wielder of the discus Sudarsana) mounted on his back. (24) 
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In order to bring relief to this earth the Lord was born of Vasudeva and DevakT in the 
prison-house of Kamsa (the chief of the Bhojas) in response to the prayer of Brahma (the 
unborn). (25) Having been removed therefrom to Nanda’s Vraja by His father (Vasudeva), 
who was terribly afraid of Kamsa, He lived there with Balarama (His elder brother) for eleven 
years, concealing His glory (from the outside world). (26) In the grove on the bank of the 
Yamuna the trees of which were swarmed with warbling birds, the Lord sported in the midst 
of cowherd boys, grazing calves. (27) He showed childish gestures that were pleasing to the 
sight of the inhabitants of Vraja, sometimes seeming to weep, sometimes appearing to laugh 
and sometimes gazing innocently like a lion-cub. (28) (As He grew a little older) the same 
Lord took to grazing white bulls and cows, that were embodiments of splendour, and 
entertained with the music of His flute the cowherd boys that accompanied Him. (29) 
Meanwhile He despatched in mere sport all those demons sent by Kamsa—who were skilled 
in Maya (conjuring tricks) and could assume any form they liked—even as a child would 
smash up its playthings. (30) Having tamed (and expelled) Kaliya (a leader of serpents), He 

revived the cows (as well as the cowherds) that had fallen dead by drinking the poisoned 
water (of the Yamuna), and rendered it possible for them to drink its water,which had now 

regained its purity. (31) In order to make the best use of the abundant riches in the possession 
of Nanda (as also to curb the pride of Indra) the Lord persuaded him to perform with the help 
of the best of Brahmanas a sacrifice in which cows are worshipped. (32) Blessed Vidura ! 
when Indra, who was enraged at the interruption of his worship, poured down torrential rains 

(on the land of Vraja), the Lord protected the inmates of Vraja, that were much agitated, by 
holding up the Govardhana hill like a toy-umbrella over them and thus showed His grace to 
them (33) Making the most of the evenings bright with-the rays of the autumnal moon, He 
sang in melodious strains and revelled in the midst of a bevy of young women, gracing them 

by His presence. (34) 

Thus ends the second discourse in Book Three, consisting of a dialogue between 
Vidura and Uddhava, of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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3TSI rpfcrtSSaTFI: 

Discourse III 
A brief survey of the Lord's other exploits 
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Uddhava continued :Then, in order to afford delight to His parents (Vasudeva and 
Devaki), the Lord returned to the city (of Mathura), accompanied by Baladeva (His elder half- 
brother) and, knocking down Karrisa (the leader of His enemies) from his high seat and killing 

him, dragged his lifeless body along on the ground. (1) Having learnt the Vedas along with 

the sciences subsidiary to the same (viz., Grammar, Astronomy, Phonetics, Prosody, 

Etymology and Kalpa or the science dealing with the ritual and laying down rules for 

ceremonial or sacrificial acts) from Sandipani (His preceptor), who recited them to Him but 

once, He restored to him his dead son by way of the preceptor's fee after ripping up the belly 
of the demon Pancajana (and recovering him from Yama's abode). (2) Trampling on those 

(king Sisupala and his associates, Jarasandha and others) that had been invited on behalf 
of princess Rukmini (the daughter of king BhTsmaka of the Vidarbhas) by her comeliness, 
that vied with Goddess Laksmi's (or by her elder brother, Rukml, the first two syllables of 

whose name were identical with the corresponding syllables of her own name), and who 
stood gazing, the Lord carried her away with the intention of marrying her by mutual consent, 
knowing her (as a part manifestation of Goddess Laksmi Herself and as one who had 

dedicated herself to Him) to be His own share, even as Suparna (Garuda) carried away the 
jar containing nectar (that had been won by him). (3) Having (synchronously) tamed (as 

many as seven) bulls whose nostrils had not been bored through, He married princess Satya 
(the daughter of king Nagnajit) at an assembly of a suitors called forthe election of a husband 

by the princess. But when the other assembled princes, who were foolish enough to retain 
a passion for her, even though their pride had been curbed (by His superhuman feet), took 
up arms (to contend with Him), He disposed of them with His own (divine) weapons, Himself 
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remaining unscathed. (4) Like a hen-pecked husband, the almighty Lord took away (from 
Indra's paradise) the celestial tree (of Parijata) for His favourite consort (Satyabhama) in order 
to please her; and on this account Indra (the wielder of a thunderbolt), blind with rage, pursued 
Him with his bodyguards (consisting of the forty-nine wind-gods); for Indra is indeed a toy in 
the hands of his wives. (5) Seeing her son (the demon Naraka), who seemed to swallow the 
sky with his (gigantic) body, killed by the Lord's discus, Sudarsana, goddess Earth prayed to 
Him (for mercy) when the Lord bestowed on the deceased's son (Bhagadatta) the portion of 
his kingdom that had not been annexed, and entered the gynaeceum (in Naraka s palace). (6) 
Seeing Sri Hari (Sri Krsna)', the Befriender of the afflicted, the princesses (numbering not less 
than sixteen thousand) that had been kidnapped (and imprisoned) there by Naraka (the son 
of goddess Earth) sprang on their feet and at once accepted Him as their husband through 

glances that betrayed their excessive joy, bashfulness and love. (7) 
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Having assumed by His wonderful divine potency (Yogamaya) an equal number of forms 

suited to those girls, the Lord accepted their hand with due ceremony at one and the same 
hour, though in different palaces. (8) In order to extend the sphere of His Lila (playful activity) 

He begot ten sons through each of them—sons that were His own images in every 
respect.(9) When Kalayavana, Jarasandha (the king of Magadha), Salva and others 
besieged the city (of Mathura) with their armies, He took the initiative Himself and had them 
killed by His people (Mucukunda. Bhima and others), lending to them His own divine 
power.(10) Of the demons Sambara, Bana, Mura and Balwala, Dwivida (the monkey chief) 
and other warriors like Dantavaktra. some He disposed of Himself, while others he caused 
to be despatched (by Balarama, Pradyumna and so on). (11) Thereafter He brought about 
the destruction of monarchs who had joined the sides of your nephews (the sons of 
Dhrtarastra and Pandu), and who made the entire globe rock as they marched to Kuruksetra 
(the scene of the Mahabharata war) with their armies. (12) Nay, He did not rejoice (was not 
satisfied) even when He saw Suyodhana (a euphemism for Duryodhana) with his satellites 

lying prostrate on the battle-field, his thighs broken (by a blow from Bhima's mace)— 
Suyodhana, who had lost his fortune as well as his life as an outcome of the wicked counsel 
of Karna.Duhsasana (his younger brother) and Sakuni (the son of Subala). (13) (He said to 
Himseif) "Even though the earth has been relieved of a huge burden through the destruction 
of armies with a total strength of eighteen Aksauhinis* at the hands of Acarya Drona, Bhisma, 

. one Aksauhini consists of 21,870 elephants, an equal number of chariots. 65.610 horses and 1,09^3o0 foot. Thus the 
Mahabharata war alone involved the destruction of 3,93.660 elephants, the same number of chanots. 11.80,980 horses and 

19,68,300 foot. 
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it is yet negligible when compared to the irresistible might of the Yadus (My own kinsmen 
and proteges), still flourishing under the protection of My part manifestations (Pradyumna 
and others). (14) Drunk with wine, when they quarrel among themselves, their eyes suffused 

with blood, that will be the only way of exterminating them and no other. As a matter of fact, 
they will disappear as soon as I get ready (to depart for My eternal Abode)." (15) 
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Pondering thus, the Lord securely placed king Yudhisthira (the son of Dharma) on his 
(ancestral) throne and brought delight to His near and dear ones by showing them the way 
of the righteous (by His own example). (16) The seed of Puru's line, that was duly planted 

(in the shape of Pariksit) in the womb of Uttara by Abhimanyu (Arjuna's son through 

Subhadra, Sri Krsna's own sister) and was later torn up by the missile (Brahmastra) 
discharged by Aswatthama (the son of Drona), was eventually preserved by the Lord. (17) 
The almighty Lord persuaded Yudhisthira to perform no less than three Aswamedhas 

(horse-sacrifices); and the emperor too, devoted as he was to Sri Krsna, led a happy life, 
protecting the earth with the help of his younger brothers (Bhima and others). (18) The Lord 

as well, who is the Soul of the universe, enjoyed the pleasures of life at Dwaraka, keeping 

to the path chalked out by the Vedas and the Smrtis, and remaining unattached to those 
pleasures in conformity with the spirit of Sankhyayoga (according to which it is matter in the 
form of the senses that reacts on matter in the form of their objects, the spirit ever remaining 
aloof as a witness). (19) Delighting this as well as the other world (heaven), and the Yadus 

in particular, by His endearing smiles and loving glances, His words sweet as nectar, His 
irreproachable conduct and His person, which was the abode of all charm and splendour, 

He revelled by night with His consorts, affording them the pleasure of His company and 

showing them momentary affection. (20-21) As He thus enjoyed life for many years He felt 
an aversion for the performance of religious duties binding on a householder and conducive 
to the pleasures of sense. (22) What man, then, who is in the power of Providence and who 

seeks to please Sri Krsna (the Master of Yogas) through the practice of Devotion, would set 

his heart on the pleasures of sense, which are in the gift of Providence ? (23) 
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Once, when the youths of the Yadus and Bhojas were playing in the city (of Dwaraka), 
they offended some sages, who in their turn pronounced a curse on the boys, knowing as 
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they did the intention of the Lord (who was bent upon the destruction of the Yadus). (24) 
Some months after that incident, the Vrsnis, the Bhojas, the Andhakas and others drove in 
their chariots to Prabhasa (a sacred spot on the seaside) with great joy, deluded as they were 

by (the will of) SrT Krsna. (25) Having bathed there and propitiated the manes, gods and Rsis 
by offering them handfuls of water, taken from that place, they gifted cows possessing many 
good qualities to the Brahmanas. (26) They further gave away to them gold, silver, beds, 
wearing apparel, deerskin, blankets, palanquins, chariots, elephants, unmarried girls, plots 
of land as a means of subsistence and foods containing a variety of tastes, in a spirit of 
dedication to the Lord, and then those valiant men, who lived for the sake of cows and the 
Brahmanas alone, bowed to them with their heads touching the ground. (27-28) 

Thus ends the third discourse in Book Three, consisting of a dialogue between 
Vidura and Uddhava, of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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Discourse IV 
As directed by Uddhava, Vidura calls on the sage Maitreya 
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Uddhava continued : Then, after taking their meals with the permission of those 
Brahmanas, they drank wine and, having been deprived of their wits by tipsiness, cut one 
another to the quick by hurling abuses. (1) Their intellect having been perverted due to the 
inebriating effect of wine, by sunset they began fighting (to death) among themselves like 
bamboos rubbing against one another. (2) Beholding the ways of His own Maya (deluding 

potency), the Lord sipped the water from the Saraswati and sat down at the foot of a (peepul) 
tree (near its bank). (3) (Before this) when the Lord, who relieves the agony of those who 
resort to Him for protection, made up His mind to exterminate His race, He told me (even at 
Dwaraka) to proceed to BadarTvana (the spot where the divine sages Nara and Narayana 

-still practise their austere penance). (4) Although, O vanquisher of foes, I was aware of His 
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intentions, I nevertheless went after Him, unable to bear separation from His feet. (5) Looking 
for my beloved lord, I beheld Him, the abode of all splendour, seated all alone on the bank 
of the Saraswati, although (as a matter of fact) He is shelterless (being the shelter of all). (6) 

Possessed of a brilliant swarthy form, which is all Sattva or purity (free from a mixture of Rajas 

or passion), with reddish yet most gentle eyes, He could be easily distinguished by His four 

arms and the yellow silk on His person. (7) Placing His lotus-like right foot on His left thigh, 

He was reclining against a young Aswattha (peepul) tree, and was full of joy, even though 
He had renounced the pleasures of sense. (8) Meandering through the various worlds, there 

came by chance at that moment the enlightened sage Maitreya, a great devotee of the Lord 

and a loving friend and fellow-student of the sage Dwaipayana (Vedavyasa). (9) While that 
devoted sage stood listening with rapt attention, his head bent low in the ecstasy of delight 
and emotion, Lord Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation) spoke to me (as follows), refreshing 

me by His endearing smiles and affectionate glances. (10) 
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The Lord said : Dwelling within you, I know the desire of your heart and proceed to 

confer on you that which is difficult for others to attain. In your previous incarnation, when 

you were a Vasu, (O Uddhava !) you worshipped Me, in the sacrifice jointly performed by 

the Prajapatis (the lords of created beings) and the Vasus, with the sole object of attaining 
Me. (11) The present is certainly your last incarnation, O saintly Uddhava, since you have 

earned My grace in this life. You are indeed fortunate in having seen Me on this secluded 
spot, by virtue of your unalloyed devotion, at a time when I am about to leave this mortal 

world (and return to My eternal Abode). (12) (I am going to impart to you) that supreme 

wisdom, revealing My glory, which the sages call by the name of 'Bhagavata' and which 

I taught to Brahma (the unborn), who was seated on the lotus that had sprung from My 

navel, in a former cycle (called the Padma-Kalpa) at the dawn of creation. (13) 
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Thus politely addressed by the Lord, and a recipient of His constant favour. I returned 
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in faltering accents with joined palms, the hair on my body standing erect through affection 
and tears flowing from my eyes:—(14) "Which on earth ofthefourobjects (of human pursuit), 
my lord, is difficult to attain for those who are devoted to Your lotus-feet ? Yet, O Perfect One, 
I crave for none of these, keen as I am to worship Your lotus-feet. (15) That You should resort 
to action, though actionless, should be born, though devoid of birth, should take to Your heels 
for fear of the enemy and seek shelter in a fortress, even though being the Destroyer of all, 
and should take to wife (over) ten thousand damsels though delighting in Your own blissful 
Self, puzzles the mind even of the knowing. (16) That You,whose knowledge is unimpeded, 
uninterrupted and ever free from doubt and error, and who are ever awake, should call me 
in Your deliberations and consult me as an ignorant man would do, perplexes our mind as 
it were, O glorious Lord ! (17) Pray, instruct us, my master, in that supreme and integral 
wisdom which unfolds the mystery of Your Being and which You taught to Brahma, in case 
it is fit to be received by us, so that we may easily get over the sorrows (of mundane 

existence)." (18) 
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When I submitted to Him in these words what was uppermost in my mind, the supreme 
Lord with lotus-like eyes revealed to me His transcendent character. (19) Having thus learnt 
from my worshipful Guru (Sri Krsna) the way of realizing God, who is the only Truth, and 
bowing to the Lord's feet, I went round Him clockwise as a mark of reverence and came away 
to this place, distressed at heart due to separation from Him. (20) Delighted by His sight, but 
now afflicted by separation from Him, O Vidura, I shall proceed to the sacred spot of 
Badarikasrama, His favourite retreat, where the glorious Narayana and the worshipful sage 
Nara are engaged in peaceful yet austere penance extending over a long period (a whole 

Kalpa) for the good of the world. (21-22) 

prsra i ftwmfor? i r* i 
SrT Suka continued: The enlightened Vidura assuaged by force of wisdom the grief that 

had burst forth (in his heart) when he heard the unbearable news about the death of his near 
and dear ones. (23) When that great devotee (Uddhava), the chief among the servants of 
Lord Sri Krsna, was about to depart (for Badarikasrama), Vidura (the foremost among the 

Kauravas) spoke to him out of love (as follows). (24) 
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Vidura said : Be pleased to impart to us the supreme wisdom which unfolds the secret 
of the Lord's own essential nature and which the divine Sri Krsna, the Master of Yoga, taught 
to you; for the devotees of Lord Visnu move about (in the world) only in order to accomplish 

the object of their servants. (25) 
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Uddhava replied : For the knowledge of that truth you should wait upon the sage 
Maitreya (son of Kusaru), who was personally instructed in this behalf by the Lord in my 

presence, while He was about to leave this mortal world. (26) 
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Sri Suka continued : Relieved of his great agony (of separation from the Lord) by the 

nectar-like talk that he thus had with Vidura on the virtues of Lord Sri Krsna (the Soul of 

the universe), Uddhava (the son of Upagu) passed that night as if it were a moment on the 
bank of the Yamuna (the younger sister of god Yama*) and departed thence (early next 

morning). (27) 

<m)c^ 

ft g sn&fafq 3TTfrfq sqsfar: r<si 

The king asked: When even the topmost generals of the car-warriors among the Vrsnis 

and Bhojas had met their end (as a result of the imprecation pronounced by the sages), nay, 
when Sri Hari (Sri Krsna) Himself, the Supreme Ruler even of the three lords of the universe, 

(viz., Brahma, Visnu and Siva), had to leave His body (in the eyes of the world), how is it that 

Uddhava alone, the foremost of those generals, survived ? (28) 

.■sfepr dqr/q 

stsrwnq^ra ^rrrnmmifejrr: i 1 

qfa ttr q<i*i<yrqj ijornu um^FMcwi m-. 1301 

HWaiSUcifa qjzjqt ^JTTTHlf^d: JHJ: I 3T<Tt qgsp pfrcF qTSqfa? 

Tiq EreVch^TTTi qfpg: I q?qf8TqqTFrra $ftqT3t qqif«RTI^?l 

UtMIcMH: I shk4)UM^W STUffa t-rtliydlfa FI 133 I 
o 

q clFTq sfamt 3T^qj ^TcR q^JRt fq^T^Riq, I I 

STTtqR FI f^XET SHlTqp FTP S)qfagc>>: Rm 

cblfo-^l: qrfqfq: feg 3Tpf^nfTF^q: I 54IM€Jrl FI:FlfT<T qq fqqi^tTt xjft: 1^1 

|f?t yw^i'Nd qftcuqr ^fm^r f^rngqqqit qgsjfswq: r*i 

Sri Suka replied : When Sri Krsna, whose desire never remains unfulfilled, had 

exterminated His own race through the instrumentality of Death, who appeared in the shape 

of the Brahmanas' execration, and when He was about to cast off His body (in the eyes of 
the world), He reflected thus:—(29) "Now, when I shall have departed from this world, 
Uddhava alone, the foremost among those who have attained Self-Realization, is really 

qualified to receive the knowledge concerning Me. (30) Uddhava is in no wise inferior to Me, 
inasmuch as He has mastered his self and is never perturbed by the objects of sense. So 
let him remain on earth, imparting to the world the knowledge regarding Me." (31) Instructed 

■ The deity presiding over the sacred river Yamuna was begotten along with the god Yama by the sun-god. Hence she 
is spoken of as a sister of Yama. Her hand was later on won by Lord Sri Krsna (vide Srimad Bhagavata X. Iviii.17—23). 
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thus by Sri Krsna, the Preceptor of the three worlds and the Source of the Vedas, Uddhava 
betook himself to Badarikasrama and adored Sri Hari (Sri Krsna) through abstract 
meditation. (32) When Vidura heard from Uddhava an account of the praiseworthy doings 
of Sri Krsna, the Supreme Spirit, who had assumed a human semblance as a mere sport, 
as well as of the way in which He had quitted His body—which was such as strengthened 
the resolution of the resolute and was something too hard to accomplish for those who have 
a feeble mind and therefore as good as beasts—and when, O Parlksit (the foremost among 
the Kurus), he remembered that Sri Krsna had thought of him (at the time of His departure), 
he was overwhelmed with emotion and wept on parting with that great devotee of the 

Lord. (33—35) Leaving the bank of the Kalindl (Yamuna), the enlightened Vidura (the 
foremost of the Bharatas) reached in a few days the bank of the heavenly river (Ganga), 
where the sage Maitreya (the son of Mitra) was. (36) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse in Book Three, consisting of a dialogue between 
Vidura and Uddhava, of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3TSJ 

Discourse V 
The sage Maitreya describes the process of creation 

in reply to Vidura's question 

ftft jftW: ^r^JTT I 

^TWprf^njH: i * i 

SrT Suka continued : Vidura, the foremost of the Kurus, whose heart was purified by 
devotion to the imperishable Lord Sri Krsna, approached the sage Maitreya of fathomless 
wisdom, who was staying at Haridwara (the gateway of the celestial river, Gariga, so-called 

because the river descends into the plains at this point) and, gratified by his good disposition 
and other virtues, asked him (the following question): (1) 

*nt(ui r ft: Tpi i 

fd'dd TTq iPISId, 3 I 

fraJTTfgq^TO ^RddW I 

^hi^hw i 3 i 

ddtiqjcjqfEttl if 1: TTTTfeTT WJR ^ 

& fTSmf TJTSfa Wf fld-TdlPOTli ^TTtrrq; I >5 I 

grftfd muffin <£>d!ddlfl -UMIdtd-^l | 
7TSIT ^ ^in) I I 
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FT 3TSFTRFT fdcftixiHI FFtfa ^Fi 
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H^FT *lFHy ^1F3T^#T: FTFTFF FTFTg FTF^ 

3^Rt TJFBJ fFTRsRlt feldiy R: FtfHF HTsforttf: 

F fFSJFFfFlfHFFFTSf ^idlddH: yjj^d^lfdi: 

FFT7 ^Fm^njwfnT FTRRF: FRrfF RtfR F?!^ 

U I 

^1 

u\ 

W I 

^1 

Vidura said: People perform actions for the sake of happiness; but they neither attain 
happiness nor succeed in ending their sorrow thereby. On the other hand, they undergo 
suffering again and again as a result of those acts. Therefore, O worshipful sage, be 

pleased to tell me what is advisable under the circumstances. (2) The blessed devotees 

of Lord Janardana (Sri Krsna) move about in this world just in order to shower their grace 
on men who have through ill luck turned their face away from Sri Krsna and are given to 

unrighteousness and are therefore extremely miserable. (3) Be pleased to point out to me, 

O foremost saint, that blessed path by following which people succeed in propitiating the 
Lord, who in His turn settles in their heart, purified by devotion, and bestows on them the 
most ancient wisdom, which brings with it the realization of Truth. (4) Kindly also tell me 

what kind of deeds are performed by the Lord, who is the Ruler of all the three worlds and 

absolutely independent, when He descends into the world of matter; how, though 
actionless, He brought forth this universe at the dawn of creation; how, having established 
it on a firm footing, He provides a means of subsistence for all created beings; and how 
again, having withdrawn it into the cavity of His heart and refraining from all activity, He 

retires into communion with His Yogamaya; and finally how, having (created this universe 
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over again and) entered it as the Inner Controller, the Lord of all Masters of Yoga, thouc 
one, appears in diverse forms. (5-6) Also recount to me the exploits that He performs e 
a mere sport for the well-being of the Brahmanas, the cows and the gods in the course < 
His various Avataras or descents into the world of matter. My mind does not feel sated eve 
though I go on hearing the nectar-like stories of Sri Krsna (the Crest-jewel of those enjoyir 
fair renown). (7) Pray, further tell me, O chief of the Brahmanas, with what principles th. 
suzerain Lord of all the worlds created the different worlds and their guardian deities, as m 
as the dark regions (lying beyond the mountain called Lokaloka*), wherein appear all classe 
of beings entrusted with different duties, and how theself-existent Lord Narayana, the Mak< 
of the universe, endowed all created beings with a distinctive disposition, activity, form ar 
name. (8-9) I have often heard, O worshipful sage, from the lips of the sage Vyasa about th 
duties of the higher (twice-born) as well as the lower classes of men; but I am now fed up wil 
all other Dharmas, conducive as they are to trivial joys, and find my sole delight in the streai 
of nectar that flows from the stories of Sri Krsna. (10) As a matter of fact, who can be sate 
with the stories of Sri Krsna (whose feet are the abode of all sanctity), which are sung wil 
praise by seers (like Narada) in the assemblies of holy men like you ? For, entering the cavi' 
of a man's ears (through His stories) the Lord cuts asunder the bond of attachment to h 
home, which throws one into the whirlpool of metempsychosis. (11) It was with the intentic 
of recounting the Lord's virtues that your friend, the sage Krsna Dwaipayana (Vedavyasa 
composed the Mahabharata. For even there, while (apparently) dwelling on the pleasure 
of sense, the mind of human beings is (ultimately) drawn towards the stories of Sri Hari. (1C 
The attraction (thus generated) for the stories of Sri Hari, when it grows, creates aversion i 
the mind of a devout man for other things. Nay, it speedily puts an end to all the sorrows < 
the man who has tasted the joy flowing from the constant remembrance of Sri Hari's feet. (1C 
I deplore those ignorant men who have a dislike for the stories of Sri Hari due to their sir 
and, therefore, deserve to be pitied even by the pitiable. The deity presiding over time cul 
short (every moment) their allotted span of life, engaged as they are (all the time) in idle tall 
idle activities and idle thought. (14). Therefore, O Maitreya (son of Kusaru), friend of th 
afflicted, even as a bee gathers honey from the flowers, so be pleased to extract the essenc 
of all stories in the shape of the stories of Sri Hari, the Bestower of blessedness and th 
Abode of sacred renown, and relate the same to me for my good. (15) Also kindly recour 
to me the superhuman feats performed by the Lord when He descended into the world c 
matter, assuming His energy (known by the name of Maya) for the sake of creatior 
preservation and dissolution of the universe. (16) 

Tf Tig iTrigFL Tjg: §T?5IT chisufaipt: IIJHT ftiSrgTTTSft TTriT? I ^ • 

SrT Suka continued : Questioned thus by Vidura for the supreme good of men, th 
worshipful sage Maitreya (the son of Kusaru) addressed him as follows, showing greE 
honour to him. (17) 

4^ 

^ Tggr *rmr rti<*>H i grff$ fed-ggi i ^c i 

ddfei fgfg aigy hi igui digit i g^ggT 

rilU4oi|^INI^igi-L SMIFiiWdl gU: I # 'gfatgrai t?TH: U<gddl^dlri, Ro i 

’A belt or circle of mountains surrounding the outermost of the seven seas and dividing the visible world from the regie 
of darkness (As the sun is within this wall of mountains, they are light on one side and dark on the other). 
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^ I -qm ^HW^Iiq TTTSiHiil^ldl-L sTTT, I ^ 9 I 

3TST % l-Hl'c^rtl qiJIMiq'm^dl: I fq^ffel^clMISif dulqiu^cfel: 1^1 

Maitreya said: O pious Vidura, you have put mankind under a deep obligation by asking 
me this excellent question. Your mind is already fixed on the Lord who is beyond sense- 
perception; and your fame will thus be spread far and wide in this world. (18) Vidura, it is not 
to be wondered at that you should have thus captivated Sri Hari, the Lord of the universe, by 
your exclusive devotion, begotten as you are by no less a personage than the sage 
Badarayana (Vedavyasa). (19) You are no other than the worshipful Yama, the punisher of all 
creatures, descended, as a result of the imprecation pronounced by the sage Mandavya, from 
the loins of the sage Vyasa (son of SatyavatT) through the maid-servant and concubine of the 
latter’s (deceased) uterine brother (Vicitravirya, who was also born of SatyavatT). (20) 
Moreover, you are ever beloved of the Lord as well as of His devotees; that is why, while 
departing from this world, the Lord commanded me to teach you wisdom . (21) I, therefore, 
now proceed to recount in due order the Lord's pastimes, unfolded by His Yogamaya 
(wonderful divine potency) for the creation, preservation and destruction of the universe. (22) 

3TraOTH 3TBTTS5t*HT f4^: I 3TT?fe5RfTflTcncJTT RTRT R3 I 

TT cTT XTCJ ?T3T 3gT 13*1 

RTT 'qT tjd*4 3ifrt>: | hi<4I -hi-M IT^RTFT Ih4*-I 13*^1 

chichi g mni4i jjcro^msitgnT: 1 cn4msm 4f4e*Hj 3^1 

M^rl-^MoT^I^ITraiidrfTcL I flpg I ^\91 

^Tg^fgTfreR: I OTtUR fTRJ^TT 134 I 

1 fg^>c^|*j 1 l^^rlxcj <x|vjii«4d I cbl4chK*J|ch3(ffiHi ^rll'S.qqdlH'y: 1331 

4chiRct)4T'flM5J fliHtT9cq? f4siT I STfrTrqTf^i^foTpqRT I 

4chirrcf>isr 4 d=n q^t: 1301 

^Hcb4itqiPH ^ I HTTTOT ^rRJ^TlMd: TjT 1331 

cHc-WiqHl4mH ^qct^lf^T R^t: I R^RTTS^i (4^)4f444iftrtH. I 33 I 

3Tftc4sft f^gfoit I BTRT -4lfdrtfoh«J I 

SlPt&RTWd -41fdf4^)4dtJ4lHHtRLI amTrTnsTr TJTO4 13*1 

f4fp4g^4rf8RTlL I W qra^U|imyi^lrtHiq'li.|4'M!d: 13m 

t^3tt4rt qu^rsrraTT^RLi 4qt RTT^HTrm?ismT?p4 ^pTR, f4|: 135,1 

TJH %arr: fqWTt: q5ToTOTqT5TfoffR: I dH.WIddl*qHl^ll:M 1^4)14^ 1 3^ 1 

Before creation this universe existed in no other form than the Lord, who is the very Self 
and the Ruler of all the Jivas (individual souls). The Spirit did not appear then in the form of 
many a subject and object; for it was His will that He should remain alone. (23) He cast His eyes 
all round, but failed to perceive any object; for He shone all alone at that time. He felt as though 
He were non-existent; for all His powers lay dormant, although His consciousness was wide 
awake. (24) It is this energy of the all-perceiving Lord (in the form of search for an object) that 
is called Maya, which is of the nature of both cause and effect. It was with the help of this Maya, 
O blessed Vidura, that the almighty Lord created this universe. (25) When the equilibrium of 
the three Gunas constituting this Maya was disturbed by force of Time, the transcendent Lord, 
who is spiritual in essence, placed therein as Purusa, who is His own fragment. His seed in the 
form of Cidabhasa (the Jiva). (26) From this Unmanifest (Maya or Prakrti), impelled by Time, 
was evolved the Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence), which, as the dispeller of 
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was evolved the Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence), which, as the dispeller of 
darkness (in the form of ignorance), is of the nature of understanding and is capable of 
manifesting the universe existing in itself (in a subtle form). (27) Subject to the Cidabhasa 

(Jiva), the three Gunas (constituting Maya) and Time, this Mahat, when it fell within the range 
of the Lord's vision, transformed itself with the intention of creating this universe. (28) From 
the Mahat-tattva, as it underwent transformation, was evolved the principle of 'Aham' (the 
ego) which, being of the nature of Adhibhuta, Adhyatma and Adhidaiva, is the cause of the 
five gross elements, the Indriyas (the five senses of perception and the five organs of action) 
and the mind. (29) Aharikara (the ego) is of three kinds—Vaikarika (Sattvika), Taijasa 

(Rajasika) and Tamasika. From the Sattvika ego, as it underwent transformation, sprang up 
the mind, as well as the deities presiding over the senses, who are all of a Sattvika type, 
revealing as they do the objects of senses. (30) The senses of perception as well as the 
organs of action are evolutes of the Rajasika ego alone; whereas from the Tamasika ego was 
evolved the source of the other subtle elements, (viz., sound). And this latter, again, is the 
cause of ether, which (by virtue of its all-pervasiveness) serves as an illustration of the Spirit 
(Brahma). (31) When ether came within the range of the Lord's vision along with Time, Maya 
and the Jiva, they combined to produce the sensation of touch; and this latter, as it underwent 
transformation, evolved the air. (32) The most powerful air, even as it underwent transfor¬ 
mation, combined with ether to produce the sensation of colour and from colour was evolved 
fire, the illuminator of the world. (33) Fire, when it came within the range of the Lord's vision 
and underwent transformation, combined with air as well as with Time, Maya and the Jiva 
to produce water, which is an evolute of taste. (34) Water, when it came within the sight of 
the all-perceiving Brahma and underwent transformation, combined with fire as well as with 
Time, Maya and the Jiva to evolve the earth which has odourfor its special characteristic.(35) 
Of the elements beginning with ether (viz., ether, air, fire, water and earth), O blessed Vidura, 
the later in evolution the elements, the larger number of qualities it should be understood to 
possess; for every effect naturally inherits the characteristics of its cause along with its own 
characteristics.(36) The deities presiding over the Mahat-tattva and other categories, 
sharing as they do the characteristics of Time, Maya and the Jiva (viz., transformation, 
distraction and consciousness), are rays of Lord Visnu Himself. But when they were unable 
to do their work (of creating the universe) because of their heterogeneity (and lack of co¬ 
ordination), they prayed to the almighty Lord with joined palms:—(37) 

dH^dtdl AldST!Satire 

md4dR*H -didiwiM^ilurm^di r i 
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qTdltmiRjqPMtfd fatqT y<£>fd qfegJT^ | 

STO STRT: *jqq fa^lRd Hqt Sir?: W5T ^ ^qqt % 1*51 

The gods said: We bow, O Lord, to Your lotus-feet, that relieve the agony of the suppliant 
even as an umbrella affords relief from the heat of the sun, and by resorting to whose soles striving 

men easily drive away the endless woes of earthly existence. (38) Because living beings in this 

world, O Creator and Lord of the universe, never enjoy peace of mind, stricken as they are by 
the threefold agony, therefore, O Lord, do we resort to the shade of Your feet, which is the abode 
of wisdom. (39) We have taken shelter in Your feet, which are the abode of sanctity, which the 

seers search for in seclusion with the help of Vedic Mantras, that are like birds having their nest 

in the lotus of Your mouth, and which are the source of the Gariga, the foremost of all the rivers 
whose water possesses the virtue of wiping out one's sins. (40) We resort to the footstool bearing 

Your lotus-feet, by contemplating on which in their heart, that is being purified through reverence 

and devotion in the shape of hearing (and chanting) the divine names and glory etc., Your votaries 
succeed in controlling their mind with the help of wisdom strengthened by dispassion. (41) Lord, 

You have descended into the world of matterfor creating, preserving and destroying the universe. 

We all take refuge in Your lotus-feet, which, when meditated upon, vouchsafe fearlessness to 
their worshippers. (42) We resort, O Lord, to Your lotus-feet, which are far removed from 

(inaccessible to) such men as have deep-rooted, though false, identification with their frail body 

and habitation as well as with persons and things connected with them, looking upon them either 
as their very self or their own—even though You dwell in their own body (heart) as the Inner 
Controller. (43) They whose inner mind is led astray by their senses, that are ever moving among 

the unworthy objects of the world, 0 suzerain Lord of wide renown! are, therefore, surely unable 
to see those devotees who enjoy the privilege of beholding the elegance of Your graceful 

footsteps. (44) They, on the other hand, O Lord, whose heart has been purified through devotion 

intensified by drinking the nectar of Your stories, duly attain that spiritual insight whose essence 

lies in dispassion, and easily ascend to Your eternal Abode (Vaikuntha). (45) Even so other wise 

men, who have conquered Your most powerful Prakrti (Maya) by force of Yoga consisting in 
concentration of mind on the Self, undoubtedly enter You, the Supreme Spirit, though their 
hardship is great; whereas there is no hardship in adoring You. (46) 
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O Primal Lord we, who are ever Yours, have been created by You one after another with the 
help of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), that constitute our very nature, with the 
intention of evolving the universe. Yet, (possessed as we are of a diversified nature) we are 
all disjoined (independent of one another and hence incapable of taking concerted action). 
That is why we are unable to (evolve and) present to You the universe, which will serve as 
a means of carrying on Your future pastimes. (47) Therefore, O Unborn Lord, devise some 
means whereby we may be enabled to (create the universe and) offer our tribute to You in 

its entirety at the allotted time and whereby we may also derive our sustenance and all the 
beings (that come hereafter) may (be securely placed and) get their food without any let or 

hindrance, offering their tribute to You as well as to us. (48) You, the immutable Ancient 
Person alone, are the prime cause of us gods as well as of the other evolutes. It was You 
again, O Unborn Lord, who (of yore) placed the seed in the form of the conscious Jtva in the 
womb of Your energy, Maya, who is the source of the three Gunas as well as of all activity.(49) 
O Supreme Spirit, what shall we, the deities presiding over the Mahat-tattva and others, do 
for You, since that is the purpose for which we are born ? O Lord, we depend on Your grace 
alone; therefore, for success in the work of creation, pray confer on us Your divine vision 

(insight) along with Your creative energy. (50) 

Thus ends the fifth discourse in Book Three of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TST 

Discourse VI 
Appearance of the Cosmic Body 

HIBT UdldlMflAdJ TT: I *l(<l4l1jH: I ^ I 

chlc-HMI HTT I jPTtftRTfflrraTCT TP1T <j'N<lfc^irL I 3 I 

<»JTraT£teTwfaT t "nnrrij ft# of# 3 1 

TRT: I 1 * 1 
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^J^UIflTdMimdlj^: IKMIdW: I 3THrfsgHTTT WT# SjdUlMl | 6 I 

TtTft#t5J TTTftnjjT ftTOT I STMT ^ I I 

The sage Maitreya said: When the almighty Lord saw that His own powers (the Mahat- 

tattva and the rest) were unable to start the work of creating the universe, because there was 
no harmony among them, He assumed His divine potency known by the name of Kala (Time) 
and simultaneously entered the twenty-three categories (viz., the Mahat-tattva, the Ego, the 
five senses of perception, the five organs of action and the mind, the five subtle elements and 
the five gross elements). (1-2) Having entered these categories, that stood disconnected, He 
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united them by His active power, stimulating their dormant energy. (3) When they were thus 
roused into activity, the twenty-three categories, impelled as they were by God, evolved the 
Cosmic Body out of their own parts. (4) In other words, even as the Supreme entered them 
that group of twenty-three categories, which had taken upon themselves the work of creating 
the universe, partially underwent transformation as a result of mutual co-operation. It is this 
transformation of the twenty-three categories which goes by the name of the Cosmic Body, 
the abode of the whole animate and inanimate creation. (5) That all-effulgent Cosmic Being 
dwelt with all the Jivas (that lay dormant in an unmanifest state) for a thousand celestial years 
(3,60,000 human years) in the space having the shape of the interior of an egg with water 
surrounding it on all sides. (6) That Cosmic Body, the evolute of the categories entrusted with 
the work of creating the universe, endowed as it was with knowledge, activity and the power 
of enjoyment, manifested itself of its own accord as one (the heart), as ten (the ten vital airs) 
and as three (Adhyatmika, Adhidaivika and Adhibhautika aspects). (7) (As the totality of all 
the Jivas) He is the Soul (support) of all living beings; (as an embodied spirit) He is a part 
manifestation of the Supreme Spirit and (as the first manifestation of Reality) He is the prime 
Avatara. The entire living creation takes its shape in Him. (8) As possessed of Adhyatma, 
Adhidaiva and Adhibhuta,* the Cosmic Being is of three kinds; as the Prana, He is of tent 
kinds and as the heart, He is only one. (9) 
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* Adhyatma denotes the ten Indriyas (the five senses of perception and the five organs of action) and the mind; Adhidaiva 
means the deities presiding over the Indriyas and the mind; and the objects of the senses constitute what is known as Adhibhuta. 

tTheten Pranas or vital airs are known by the names of Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana, Samana, Naga, Kurma, Krkala, 
Devadatta and Dhananjaya. The air which we inhale and exhale either through the nostrils or through the mouth and has its 
seat in the lungs is called Prana; that which has a downward course and has its seat in the anus is known as Apana: that which 
has its seat in the navel and is essential to digestion bears the name of Samana; that which has an upward course and has 
its seat in the throat is known by the name of Udana; that which circulates in every direction and is diffused through the body 
is called Vyana; that which enables us to belch is known as Naga: that which helps us to open our eyes bears the name of 
Kurma; that which excites our hunger is known by the name of Krkala; that which enables us to yawn is called Devadatta and 
that which nourishes the body is known as Dhananjaya. 
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Recalling the prayer of the deities presiding over the Mahat-tattva and other categories 
(that had been entrusted with the duty of creating the universe), the Lord who is beyond sense- 
perception illumined (aroused) the Cosmic Being with His own effulgence (in the shape of 
consciousness) in order to awaken their potentialities. (10) Now hear from Me as I tell you how 
many abodes for the deities (presiding over the senses of perception and the organs of action) 
appeared (in the body) of the Cosmic Being, illumined as He now was (by the Lord's effulgence 
in the shape of consciousness). (11) (First of all) there appeared in Him a mouth, the god of 
fire one of the (ten) protectors of the world, whose abode it is, entered it along with his power, 
the organ of speech, by means of which the Jiva (embodied soul) utters words. (12) Then 

appeared in (the body of) Sri Hari (the Cosmic Being) a palate, the abode of Varuna (the god 
presiding over the waters), another protector of the world, who entered it along with his power, 
the sense of taste, by means of which the Jiva perceives taste. (13) Next appeared in (the body 
of) the Cosmic Being a pair of nostrils, the abode of the twin gods Aswins (the celestial 
physicians), who entered them along with their power, the olfactory sense the means of 
perceiving odour. (14) Now appeared in (the body of) the Cosmic Being a pair of eyes: Twasta 
(the sun-qod), another protector of the world, entered them, along with his power, the sense 
of sight, the means of perceiving colours. (15) Again, appeared on His body the skin (the seat 
of the tactile sense); the wind-god, another protector of the world, entered it along with his 
oower the tactile sense, by means of which the Jiva experiences touch. (16) Further, appeared 
in His body a pair of ears, the personal abode of Digdevatas (the deities presiding over the 
cardinal points), who entered them along with their power, the auditory sense by means of 
which the Jiva perceives sound. (17) Then appeared on His body the skin* (the seat of the hair), 
the abode of the deities presiding over the annual plants or herbs (that die after they have 
ripened), who entered it along with their power in the shape of the hair, by means of which the 
Jiva feels the itching sensation. (18) Next appeared on His body a penis the abode of 
Prajapati himself (the god presiding over creation), who entered it along with his power the 
capacity to procreate, by means of which the Jiva experiences the joy of copulation. (19) Now 
appeared in (the body of) the Cosmic Being an anus: the god Mitra (one of the twelve sons 
of Aditi who preside over the sun by rotation for one month), a protector of the world, entered 
it along with his power, the organ of defecation, by means of which the Jiva evacuates his 
bowels. (20) Again appeared on His body a pair of hands (arms): the god Indra, the lord of 
paradise, entered them along with his power, the capacity to hold and let go an ob]ect by 
means of which the Jiva makes his living.(21) Further appeared on His person a pair o e 

(legs): Lord Visnu, the (supreme) protector of the world, entered them along with His Power 
the faculty of locomotion, by means of which the Jiva reaches the place he intends to vis. .(22) 
Subsequently appeared in Him the intellect, the abode of Brahma (the lord of Saraswai, the 
goddess presiding over speech), who entered it along with his power the facu'ty of 
understanding, the means of apprehending that which is to be known. (23) Thereafter 

appeared in Him a heart, the abode of the moon-god, who entered it along with his power 
themind, by means of which the Jiva indulges in thoughts of various kinds, (24) SubseQuerJt 
to this appeared in Him the ego, the abode of the god Rudra (the deity presiding overthe ego) 
who entered it along with his power, the feeling of egotism, by means of which the Jiva 

entertains the sense of duty. (25) „ „ s 

tmsfrTT * rtosotiih 17FTT^ ^prat % wrert 

‘Skin has been enumerated twice in this connection because it is believed10 b®the ®eat 

^ have rioened-(see "■x-22) 
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Then appeared in Him a Citta (the seat of intellection), the abode of Brahma (the deity 
presiding over the Mahat-tattva or the principle of cosmic intelligence), who entered it along 
with his power, the faculty of intellection, by means of which the Jiva distinguishes between right 

and wrong etc. (26) From His head emanated the heavenly world, the earth from His feet and 

the sky (the.space between heaven and earth) from His navel. In these regions are found the 
gods and other beings (such as men and ghosts etc.), the evolutes of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas 

respectively. (27) Out of these, the gods through the predominance of Sattva (the quality of 
goodness) found their abode in heaven; human beings and other creatures that are useful to 

the latter obtained their residence on earth because of their Rajasika temperament; while the 

hosts of Rudra's attendants (spirits, ghosts etc.), took up their residence in the sky between 
heaven and earth, which represents the navel of the Cosmic Being. (28-29) 
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From the mouth of the Cosmic Being emanated the Vedas, O Vidura (ornament of the 

Kurus), as well as the Brahmana who came to be the foremost of all the Varnas (grades of 
society) as well as their teacher only because he sprang from the mouth of the Cosmic 

Being.(30) From the arms (of the Cosmic Being) emanated the vocation of a Ksatriya (viz., 

the protection and governance of the people) as well as the Ksatriya himself, who is devoted 
to that profession and who, being a ray of Lord Visnu (the Protector of the universe), is born 
to protect the other Varnas (classes) against the ravages of thieves and robbers. (31) From 

the thighs of that almighty Lord (the Cosmic Being) proceeded agriculture and other 
occupations of a Vaisya—which provide subsistence (in the shape of food and other 
necessaries of life) to the whole world—as also the Vaisya himself, who (by his own pursuit) 

procures a living for all mankind. (32) From the Lord's feet was evolved the calling of service, 
which is essential for the (proper) discharge of all sacred duties; and (from those very feet) 
for carrying on this pursuit was produced of yore the Sudra, whose very occupation secures 

the pleasure* of the Lord. (33) For the purification of their heart all these four classes 

* Service is the root of the successful performance of all sacred duties; no sacred obligation can be discharged without 
service. Hence the place of the Sudra, whose allotted duty is service, the root of all virtues, is indeed high among all the Varnas. 
The Dharma (duty) of a Brahmana has Moksa (final beatitude) for its goal; that of a Ksatriya has enjoyment for its objective; that 
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reverently adore by means of their respective duties their own Father, Sri Hari, from whom 
they all sprang up along with their several occupations. (34) Who can dare describe in full, 
O Vidura, the cosmic body of the Lord, who has Time, Karma (destiny) and Swabhava (the 
innate disposition) of the JTvas for His potencies—the body which reveals the might of the 
Lord's Yogamaya (divine power)? (35) Yet, in order to purify my own speech which has been 
rendered foul by other (profane) talk, I proceed to sing, dear Vidura, the glory of Sri Hari 

according to my own (poor) lights and on the basis of what I have heard (from my 
preceptor) .(36) The wise declare that the sole utility of men's speech decidedly lies in uttering 
the praises of the Lord, who is the foremost of those enjoying the highest renown, and that 
the sole utility of one's ears lies in their coming into touch with the nectar-like discourses on 
Sri Hari, delivered by learned men. (37) Was it possible, dear child, for Brahma (the first of 
all seers) to fathom the glory of Sri Hari (the Universal Spirit) even after pondering it for a 
thousand (celestial) years with his intellect ripened through the practice of Yoga ? (38) 
Therefore, the Lord's Maya deludes even those skilled in creating illusions. When the Lord 
Himself does not know the course of His own Maya, how can others fathom it ? (39) 
Obeisance to the Lord, from whom not only speech and mind but even Rudra (the deity 
presiding over the ego) and the other gods (those presiding over the senses and the organs 

of action) return disappointed, unable to reach Him. (40) 

[ Dis. 7 

Thus ends the sixth discourse in Book Three of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, othemise known as the 

Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T2T TTHWSSZTTO: 

Discourse VII 
Vidura's questions 
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Sri Suka continued : When Maitreya spoke thus, the enlightened Vidura, son of 
Dwaipayana (Vedavyasa) further asked him as follows, delighting him by his speech as it 

Were'(^ %733R 
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of a Vaisya has wealth for its goal; while that of aSuora has Dharma < religious merit) for its object In this way while the Dharma 
of the first three Varnas has the other three Purusarthas (objects of human pursuit) for their goal, that of a Sudra has Dharma 
itself for its goal: hence it is declared above that the very occupation of a Sudra secures the pleasure of the Lord . 
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Vidura asked : O holy sage, how can the Lord, who is pure consciousness, 
immutable and unqualified (absolute), come to be associated with attributes and activity 
even in sport? (2) It is the hankering (for pleasure) and the desire to play with another (child 

or plaything) that impels a child to betake itself to play. But how can the Lord, who is satisfied 

in Himself and is ever one without a second, take to play ? (3) It was through His own Maya, 

consisting of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), that the Lord created the universe. 
Nay, it is through the same Maya that He sustains it and shall finally withdraw it. (4) How can 

He whose knowledge—which is His very nature—is never obscured by space, time or 

circumstance either by itself or through any other external cause, be associated with 

Maya?(5) It is the Lord alone who is present in all bodies (as the enjoyer); how can there be 

any ill luck for Him, and how can He suffer any agony due toKarmas ?(6) My mind, O sage, 

is much distracted, stuck as it is in this morass of ignorance. Remove, my lord, this great 
confusion of my mind. (7) 

TT gtfgrh STBtT I ^JcSTT? SPraferT: Wlfae) I 6 I 

Sri Suka went on: Interrupted thus by Vidura, who was keen to know the truth, the sage, 

who was free from all conceit replied as though smiling (at him), his mind fixed on the Lord. (8) 
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Maitreya said : That the Spirit, who is the ruler (of Prakrti) and ever free, should feel 

miserable and fall into bondage is against all logic; yet such is the Lord's Maya (deluding 

potency). (9) it is because of this Maya that the Jiva appears to be bound etc., (which is 
something contrary to its nature), even though such bondage does not exist in reality, just 
as a man sees himself beheaded in a dream (even though in reality his head has not been 

severed). (10) Again, just as trembling and other characteristics, which are attributable to 

water alone, are seen in the moon (as reflected) in water, though really non-existent there¬ 
in, so the attributes (birth etc.) of the body (which is not the soul) appear in the soul that has 

identified itself with a body. (11) That false identification gradually disappears through the 
practice of devotion to the Lord, which is possible only by the grace of Lord Vasudeva (Sri 
Krsna), which in its turn is secured by discharging one's duties in a disinterested spirit in this 
world. (12) When the senses have withdrawn from their objects and get exclusively devoted 

to Sri Hari, the Supreme Spirit and Seer, all the distractions of the soul (in the shape of 
attachment and aversion etc.) vanish as in the case of a man buried in deep sleep. (13) All 

one's afflictions are got rid of by uttering and hearing the praises of Sri Krsna (the Slayer of 
the demon Mura); what wonder, then, that such a result should be brought about by fondness 

developed in one's heart for worshipping the dust of His lotus-feet? (14) 
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Vidura said: My doubts have been eradicated by the sword of your reasoned exposition, 
my lord. My mind has now clearly grasped both the points (the Lord's freedom and the Jiva's 
dependence). (15) You have rightly observed, O sage, that the bondage etc., of the Jiva is 
attributable to Sri Hari's own Maya (deluding potency). Such bondage is only apparent without 
any reality or foundation; for the universe itself has no foundation except the Lord's Maya. (16) 
He who is the most ignorant and he who has realized God, who is beyond the reach of mind, 
both these lead a care-free life in this world; while he who stands between the two (is full of 
doubt) lives in misery. (17) Having concluded that the material world, though appearing to exist, 
is not real, I shall now, by the service of your feet, get rid even of that false appearance (mental 
illusion). (18) Through the service of these feet can be had the feast of intense devotion to the 
feet of the immutable Lord, the Slayer of the demon Madhu—devotion that puts an end to the 
agony of birth and death. (19) The service of the Lord's devotees, who are living approaches 
to Lord Visnu (or His divine realm) and in whose company are ever sung the praises of Lord 
Janardana (lit., He who is invoked by His devotees), who is adored even by gods, cannot be 

easily secured by men of little penance. (20) 
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(You have just told me that) at the dawn of creation the almighty Lord brought forth in their 
order of sequence the Mahat-tattva and other categories along with their evolutes and, 
having evolved the Cosmic Body out of those categories, eventually entered the same. (21) 
It is that Cosmic Being whom the Vedas call the most ancient Person, who is endowed with 
thousands of (a myriad) feet, thighs and arms and in whom all these different worlds abide 
with ample space about them. (22) Nay, it is in that Cosmic Being, as y'ou declare, that the 
ten vital airs,each of which again manifests itself in three forms (viz., vigour, will-power and 
bodily strength) abide along with the Indriyas and their objects as well as the deities oresiding 
over them; and from the same Being have emanated the four classes of society. Pray, speak 
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to me now about the glorious manifestations (Brahma and others) of that Cosmic Being, from 
whom were evolved along with their sons and grandsons, great grandsons and kinsmen, 
living beings of various forms and shapes, who filled this universe. (23-24) Who are the 

Prajapatis (lords of created beings) that were evolved by Brahma (that lord of Prajapatis)? 
Again, what are the main categories of beings that he created and what are their subdivisions ? 

And in what order did he evolve the fourteen Manus (Swayambhuva and others), that preside 

over one full Manvantara each ? (25) Pray, also let me know their lines of descent and narrate 
the doings of their descendants; and further describe, O Maitreya (son of Mitra), the relative 

position and dimensions of the spheres that are located above and below the earth, as well 

as of the terrestrial region,and the detailed process of creation of beasts, human beings and 

gods, reptiles and birds, in short, of all living beings—viviparous and oviparous, those born 
of sweat and those sprouting from the soil (such as trees and plants). (26-27) Also kindly 

recount at length the glorious exploits—connected with the creation, preservation and 

dissolution of the universe—of the Lord who is the abode of Sri (the goddess of beauty and 
prosperity), and who bodied Himself forth as Brahma, Visnu and Siva, His manifestations 

with reference to a particular Guna (mode of Prakrti). (28) O lord, further tell me the grouping 
of society into so many Varnas (grades or classes) and Asramas (stages of life) on the basis 

of outward marks, conduct and temperament, the birth and doings etc., of the Rsis (seers) 
and the division of the Vedas, the extensive details of sacrifices, the path of Yoga 

(disinterested action), the path of renunciation and the path of Knowledge or discrimination 

between Matter and Spirit, the Vaisnava Cult (the Pancaratra Agama) taught by the Lord (to 

the sage Narada), the heterogeneity caused by the dissemination of heretic doctrines, the 
descent of races through a mother belonging to a higher caste than the father, and the nature 
and variety of destinies reached by men after their death according to their Gunas 
(characteristics) and Karma (doings). (29—31) 
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Also tell me, O holy Brahmana, the means conducive severally to religious merit, worldly 
riches, sensuous enjoyment and final beatitude without prejudice to one another, the 

methods, one by one, of agriculture, trade etc., as well as of administration of justice and 
study of the Vedas, the method of performing Sraddha (a ceremony in honour and for the 

benefit of dead relatives) and even so the evolution of the Pitrs (the manes), and likewise the 
relative position of the planets, lunar mansions and other stars among the heavenly bodies 
as determining the divisions of time. (32-33) What is the reward of charitable gifts, austere 

penance, sacrificial acts and works of public utility (such as the digging of wells and tanks, 

the construction of roads and temples, the cultivation of gardens etc.)? What are the duties 
of one living abroad as well as of a man in adverse circumstances ? (34) Also tell me, O 
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sinless Maitreya, the means by which Lord Sri Krsna (who is invoked by His devotees), the 
source of piety, can be propitiated, and what type of men are able to win His pleasure. (35) 
Teachers who are kind to the meek, O chief of the Brahmanas, tell their devoted pupils and 
sons even what they may not have asked. (36) In how many ways, O worshipful sage, do 
these elements (earth etc.) return to their source (Primordial Matter)? And who wait on Him 
even during a Pralaya and who get merged in Him while He is in Yoganidra ? (37) What is 
the true nature of the Jiva (embodied soul) and the essential character of the Supreme ? 
What is the wisdom taught by the Upanisads and what, again, is the use a teacher has for 
his pupil and vice versa ? (38) Then, what are the means suggested by the wise, O sinless 

one, for attaining that wisdom? For neither spiritual enlightenment nor Devotion nor 
disp'assion can be had by itself. (39) Therefore, being friendly disposed towards me, kindly 
answer these questions of mine, that I have asked with intent to acquaint myself with the 
exploits of SrT Hari, ignorant as I am and blinded by Maya. (40) (The study of) all the Vedas, 
sacrificial acts and austere penance and charitable gifts. O holy one, cannot equal even a 
fraction of the merit that one acquires by rendering a Jiva (embodied soul) immune from the 

fear of birth and death (through instruction in the truth about God). (41) 

^icKcfcSyiqi IY? I 

WWISSTO |VS| 

SrT Suka continued : When Vidura (the foremost of the Kurus) asked Maitreya (the chief 
of the sages) questions bearing on the theme of the Puranas, the latter was immensely 
delighted on being urged to narrate the stories of the Lord, and smilingly spoke as follows. (42) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse in Book Three of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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^ TT5PT ^TRT wfef^TTSlf: I H I 

*4^1°ifiHIM rP^T: | 

Maitreya said: Oh! the race of Puru has become worthy of adoration even by noble men 

ever since you were born into it—you, who are no other than the god Yama (one of the 
protectors of the world), so devoted to the Lord; and you lend fresher and newer charm at 

every step and every moment to the garland of Sri Hari’s glories (by your pertinent 
questions). (1) Now, in order to relieve the great woe of men who fall into it in their search 

for trivial delights (of sense), I commence the Bhagavata-Purana, which Lord Sankarsana 

(Sesa) himself was pleased to teach the seers (Sanaka and others). (2) Eager to know the 
truth about the Lord who is even higher than Sahkarsana, Sanatkumara and the other sages 
approached and questioned Lord Sahkarsana, the first among the gods, whose wisdom 

knows no obstruction and who had ensconced himself in the subterranean region (of 
Patala).(3) Sahkarsana was (at that time) engaged in offering (mental) worship to his own 

(source and) stay, whom the Vedas call by the name of Lord Vasudeva; and in order to afford 
delight to the sages (Sanatkumara and others) he had now partially opened his eyes, that 

resembled a pair of lotus buds and which he had turned inward till then. (4) The sages 

(reverentially) touched with their matted locks, drenched* by the water of the heavenly river 

(Gahga), the lotus that served as a support for his feet, and which daughters of the serpent 

chiefs, lovingly worshipped through various offerings with a longing to obtain a suitable 
match. (5) The sages, who were conversant with his doings, repeatedly extolled them in 

accents that faltered on account of affection. The thousand noble hoods of the serpent-god 
were brightened by superb gems set in his thousand crowns. (6) 

fMcgiHKin TT xTTf Tl'k^liNMI# ^dridlAJ I \9 I 

■HRaiFR: f3^§WIUlt ’MMdfe'ijdh I 

'■’I41 Id CHI3KI4JI8I epWdSJ I t I 

HTSt flciricctiaiqifa ftdJM^ridlil I ^ I 

Tradition says that the most worshipful Sahkarsana taught this 'Bhagavata' to Sanatkumara, 

who is devoted to the path of renunciation; and the latter in his turn, O dear Vidura, imparted 

it to Sankhyayana, who had taken a vow (of strict celibacy) and asked him questions about the 
same. (7) Sankhyayana, the foremost among those who had realized the truth, in his 
eagerness to recount the glories of the Lord, repeated it to his devoted pupil and our preceptor, 

Parasara, and then to the sage Brhaspati. (8) Urged by Pulastya, the gracious sage Parasara 
reproduced that foremost Purana (Srlmad Bhagavata) to me; and I now proceed to teach the 
same to you, dear child, who are so reverent and ever devoted to me.(9) 

3H5l'Sdc^isnJ^I'-iiH TT^i: firTSttn: tcfirUtdl I ^ o I 

•While coming from the highest heaven. Satyaloka. to the nethermost region of Patala. it seems, Sanatkumara and 
others had coursed through the stream of the Gariga, which flows from Satyaloka right up to Patala washing on its way all the 
other celestial spheres, the atmosphere, the surface of the earth and all the other terrestrial regions. This obviously accounts 
for the wetness of their matted locks. 
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(Priorto the creation) the whole of this universe was submerged in water. At that time the only 
one that existed was Lord Narayana, who lay on His couch of Sesa (the lord of serpents), having 
shut His eyes on account of sleep (in the form of deep meditation), although His consciousness 
was wide awake even then, ceasing from all activity (in the form of creation, preservation and 
dissolution of the universe) and revelling in the bliss of His own Self. (10) Having deposited the 
subtle bodies of all the Jivas (embodied souls) in His own body, the Lord reposed on those waters, 
which served as His resting-place—even as fire remains latent in wood, concealing its burning 
capacity etc.,—keeping only His potency in the shape of Time active (in orderto rouse Him when 
the time of creation arrived again). (11) Having thus slept on those waters for (a period equivalent 
to) one thousand rounds of the four Yugas with His own energy in the form of consciousness 
about Him, when He was shown the residue of Karma of all the Jivas by His potency called Time, 
which had already been directed by Him for this purpose, He saw countless worlds merged in 
His own body. (12) When His eye thus fell on the subtle matter (in the shape of subtle bodies) 
which lay deposited in His body and which was now roused into activity by) the Rajoguna (the 
principle of activity impelled by Time, the same issued out of His navel in order to evolve grosser 
forms. (13) By force of Time, which roused into activity the residue of Karma of the Jivas, that 
subtle matter which came out of the navel of Lord Visnu sprang all of a sudden in the form of a 
lotus bud, illuminating with its splendour that vast expanse of water even as the sun. (14) The 
all-pervading Lord Visnu Himself, O Vidura, entered as the inner controller that lotus representing 
all the (fourteen) worlds, which brought to light (later on) all the objects of sensuous enjoyment. 
(When the Lord entered the lotus), there appeared from it the Creator (Brahma), who is no other 
than Veda personified and whom they call "Self-born" (because his Progenitor was not to be 
seen). (15) Perched on the pericarp of the lotus, Brahma failed to perceive any world. Turning 
his neck all round, therefore, he looked about in the sky with distended eyes and was immediately 
endowed with four faces, one on each side. (16) Lo! resting on that lotus, which had emerged 
from the waters uproarious with waves tossed by the (furious) winds which characterized 
the period of universal destruction, Brahma (the first god) could not make out the reality of 

that lotus, which formed the basis of the coming worlds, nor of himself. (17) 
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Reasoning thus, he dived into the water through the pores in the stalk of that lotus. But 
much as he strove to find out the base of the lotus stalk, Brahma (the unborn) failed to get at 
it then, even though he approached it. (19) While he thus looked about for his own source in 
that impenetrable darkness, O Vidura, there elapsed a very long time—time, which is nothing 
but the Lord's discus (Sudarsana), that inspires terror in the heart of living creatures and cuts 
short the allotted span of their life (every moment). (20) At last he gave up the search without 
achieving the object of his desire; and, returning to his resting-place, the deity gradually 
controlled his breath, withdrew his mind from everything else and sat down in Samadhi (deep 
meditation on the Lord). (21) When he had unremittingly practised Yoga for a hundred years 

(the full life-span of a healthy man) the light of wisdom dawned on him and he saw revealed 
in his heart of its own accord that which he had failed to perceive before. (22) On the waters 
that had submerged the whole universe during the period of universal destruction Brahma 
beheld the one Supreme Person (Lord Narayana) lying on the huge body of Sesa, which was 
white as a lotus fibre, and served as a bed for Him. The (extensive) hoods of the serpent-god, 
numbering ten thousand, served as so many umbrellas for the Lord and the gems set on his 
(myriad) crowns dispelled by their brilliance the darkness all round. (23) (By the effulgence of 
His swarthy person) He obscured the splendour of a mountain of emerald; (by His yellow loin¬ 
cloth) He outshone the bright evening clouds hanging round the sides of such a mountain; (by 
the brilliant crown adorning His head) He stole the charm of its many peaks of gold; (by His 

wreath of sylvan flowers) He eclipsed the beauty of the gems, rills, shining herbs and flowers 
adorning the breast of such a mountain; (by His shapely arms) He excelled the bamboos 

looking like the arms of that mountain and (by His beautiful legs) He threw into the background 
the trees constituting its legs. (24) His person, which contained all the three worlds, was its own 
compeer both in length and breadth; even though it added grace to the wonderful divine 
ornaments and robes themselves, yet He had chosen to adorn it with the same. (25) He 
graciously showed (by placing them in a prominent position) His wish-yielding lotus-feet to 
devotees that worshipped Him through faultless processes for the gratification of their own 
desire—lotus-feet whose petals in the shape of toes could be distinctly seen (though closely 
united with one another) through the rays of their moon-like nails. (26) Nay, He greeted His 
worshippers with His countenance, which was endowed with a beautiful nose and graceful 
eyebrows and lit up with a smile that was enough to relieve the agony of the whole world, and 
which was graced with brilliant ear-rings and reflected the ruddy lustre of His lips, that 
resembled a ripe Bimba fruit. (27) His buttocks were adorned with a loin-cloth yellow as the 

filaments of a Kadamba flower, as well as with a girdle; while His bosom, dearson, was marked 
with a golden streak and graced with its favourite necklace, which was invaluable. (28) In the 
shape of thefourteen worlds He is likea sandal tree, the king of trees, with His pairof stout arms, 
adorned with most precious armlets and the best of gems, for its numberless boughs, with its 
root unknown (because it has no root other than itself) and with the hoods of Sesa (the lord of 
serpents) coiled about its trunk. (29) (Lying in the midst of the ocean) the Lord further looked 

like a mountain surrounded by water. Even as a mountain affords shelter to both animate and 
inanimate beings, the Lord is the resting-place of the whole animate and inanimate creation. 
Even as a mountain is friendly (hospitable) to large serpents, the Lord is a friend of Sesa (the 
lord of serpents). The thousands of diadems that adorned the hoods of Sesa appeared like 
so many peaks of gold; while the diamond called Kaustubha that shone on the bosom of the 
Lord looked like a gem emerging from the heart of a mountain. (30) Brahma now had a clear 

view of Sri Hari, who wore round His neck a wreath of sylvan flowers, that represented 
His glory and was graced by the Vedas that had taken the form of bees to hymn His praises. He 
was inaccessible even to the sun, the moon, the air and fire, and could hardly be approached 
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(by His enemies), being closely guarded by His weapons (like Sudarsana and others) who 
were truth, consciousness and bliss personified (i.e., had divine forms of their own), and ever 
paraded round Him. (31) That very moment, Brahma, the would-be creator of the world, who 
was intent on evolving the universe, beheld (in his heart along with the Lord) the lotus which 
had shot forth from His navel, the water (that surrounded Him), the blast (that was blowing), 
the sky (that hung over his head like a canopy) as well as himself (seated on the lotus) and 
nothing other than these. (32) Dominated as he was by the quality of Rajas (the principle of 
activity), he desired to undertake the work of evolving the creation; but when he saw only the 
aforesaid meterial for the same, he fixed his mind on the Lord, whose ways are unknown to 
anyone, and thus began to extol Him who is the only one deserving of praise, intent as he 
was on creation. (33) 

Thus ends the eighth discourse in Book Three of the great 

and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 
as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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Brahma said: It is after a very long time that I have come to know You today. It is really 
shameful that living beings should fail to realize the true nature of the Lord (Yourself). (In fact) 
there is nothing other than You; and even that which appears to exist is not real. For, when 
the equilibrium of the Gunas of Maya is disturbed, it is You alone who appear as many. (1 )The 
light of wisdom, which is synonymous with joy, being ever manifest in You, the darkness of 
ignorance can never approach You. This form, which is the seed of hundreds of forthcoming 
Avataras, and from the lotus sprung from whose navel I have emanated, has been assumed 
by You for the first time just in order to show Your grace to the worshippers. (2) I do not regard 
Your essence, which is purely blissful and undifferentiated and of the nature of unobscured 
effulgence, as something other than this form of Yours, O Supreme Spirit. That is why I have 
taken refuge in this very form, which, though creating the universe, is yet beyond the universe 
and is the source of all the five elements and the ten Indriyas. (3) it is for the good of Your 
worshipper in me, O source of blessings to the world, that You have revealed this form of 
Yours to me. I make obeisance again and again to You, who are disregarded only by people 
that are addicted to the pleasures of sense and thus deserve a place in hell. (4) O Lord, You 
never leave the lotus heart of Your devotees, who take in through the opening of their ears 
the fragrance (delightful glory) of Your lotus-feet, wafted by the breeze of the Vedas, Your 
feet being held fast by the cords of supreme devotion. (5) A man is subject to fear, grief, 
covetousness, ignominy and inordinate greed proceeding from wealth, house and kinsmen; 
nay, he is obsessed with the false sense of mineness in respect of the same, which is the 
root of all sorrow, only so long as he does not take refuge in Your feet, which secure immunity 
from all fear. (6) Programmes connected with You (such as the hearing and chanting of Your 
praises etc.) destroy all evil. They have, therefore, been robbed of their wits by (an 
unpropitious) fate, who, having withdrawn their senses from such a programme, remain 
constantly engaged in sinful pursuits, their mind possessed with covetousness for the most 
trivial pleasures of sense, and feeling miserable on that account. (7) It pains my soul, O 
immortal Lord of infinite power, to see these* creatures being repeatedly tormented by 
hunger and thirst, by the three humours (flatulence, bile and phlegm), by cold, heat, storm 
and rain, as well as by one another, and by the unbearable fire of passion as also by 
anger.(8) So long as a man, O Lord, continues to regard himself as apart from (other than) 
the Lord (Yourself) on account of Your Maya (which stands between You and him) in the 
shape of the senses and their objects, the cycle of birth and death will not cease for him. 
Though this cycle has no reality, it is a perennial source of sorrows; for through this a man 

reaps the fruit of his actions. (9) 

3t&4l4dlc?eMU|| fqf^T RFTFHRSlfsraT 8TTTWUKsH: I 

ddltj'mZRrHT ^cf WTFH I ^ o I 

3tt# rtsi ^tfli 
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HlfdMfTigfa rTarmfart|TT5n^<ITrfSTT: I 
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* Although no living being was present before Brahma at that time, since the work of creation had not been started till 
then, he could see their subtle bodies in the person of the Lord, and evidently was able to read their future life as if he actually 

saw it. 
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Those who have an aversion for programmes connected with You have to pass through 
a series of births and deaths in this world, no matter if they are born in a family of seers. For 
the mind and senses of such men are occupied with mundane pursuits and distracted with 

worldly thoughts by day, and they remain buried in slumber at night, although their sleep is 

disturbed moment after moment, their mind being tossed about by ambitions of various kinds, 
and their endeavours for the realization of their object are frustrated by Providence. (10) The 

path leading to You can be discovered only by hearing Your praises etc., and You surely dwell 
in the lotus-like heart of Your devotees, purified through the practice of Devotion. In order to 
oblige Your devotees You assume that very form in which they think of You, O Lord, who are 

profusely praised ! (1T) One (without a second), You are the disinterested friend, nay, the 
very inner Self of all beings seated in their very heart. That is why You are not pleased so 

much when worshipped by the gods with some deep-rooted desire in their heart, though 
through abundant materials, as through compassion towards all beings, a virtue 
which cannot be acquired by the wicked. (12) Therefore, the highest reward of a man's act 

is to win Your pleasure, O Lord, through various religious pursuits such as sacrificial 

performances, charitable gifts, austere penance and observing sacred vows; for a religious 
act that has been dedicated to You never dies (brings inexhaustible merit). (13) The illusion 
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of diversity stands eternally swallowed by the very effulgence of Your Being, the abode of 
wisdom. My obeisance to You, the Supreme Person, You take delight in the sportful activities 
of Maya, who is responsible for the creation, preservation and dissolution of the universe. 
I have, therefore, made obeisance to You, the Ruler of the universe. (14) They who utter Your 
names, signifying Your descent, virtues and exploits, even in an unconscious state at the 
moment of death, are immediately rid of their sins of many lives and attain (oneness with) 
Brahma, who shines beyond the veil of Maya. I, therefore, take refuge in You, who are 
unborn. (15) Obeisance to.the Lord manifesting Himself (at the time of creation) as the tree 
of this universe, which evolves from Prakrti—that has its root, again, in the Lord Himself— 

splitting it up into the three Gunas (Rajas, Sattva and Tamas), and appearing first of all as 
its three trunks, viz., myself (Brahma), Lord Visnu Himself and Lord Siva (who dwells on 
Mount Kailasa)—who are severally responsible for the creation, preservation and dissolu¬ 
tion of the universe—and thereafter grows into numerous boughs and branches (viz., the 
various lords of created beings, Manus and so on). (16) Your worship has been declared by 
Yourself as a man's duty yielding happy results. But neglecting this duty, man remains 
(mostly) engaged in prohibited acts. Time, however, which is most powerful and vigilant too, 
cuts off in a moment his hope of survival. As a matter of fact, it is You who appear in the form 
of Time; my obeisance is, therefore, due to You. (17) Even I, who preside over the Satyaloka 
(the highest heaven), that endures for two Parardhas (the allotted span of Brahma's life) and 
is adored by all the other spheres, am afraid of Time. It was with the object of attaining You 
(and thus securing immunity from the ravages of Time) that I practised austere penance for 

many years. My obeisance to You, who preside over all sacrifices. (18) (Being ever satisfied 
by Your own blissful nature) You have no craving for sense-delights. Yet, with a view to 
maintaining the standards of morality and virtue established by Yourself, You have voluntarily 
assumed forms in different species of life, such as birds, beasts, human beings, gods and 
others ! My salutation to You, the divine Purusottama (the Supreme Person). (19) Though 
untainted by Avidya (nescience) which appears in five forms (viz., Avidya or fundamental 
ignorance, Asmita or egotism, Raga or attraction, Dwesa or aversion and Abhinivesa or the 
fear of death), You have enjoyed sleep in the midst of water tossed by fearful waves—a sleep 
which has proved delightful to You on account of the (soft) touch of the serpent (Lord Sesa), 
who serves as a bed for You—having deposited all the worlds in Your belly, thereby illustrating 
the relief which a man enjoys during sleep (or allowing a respite to the Jivas from ceaseless 
exertion during successive births for a whole Kalpa consisting of 4,32,00,00,000 human 

years). (20) It is from the lotus sprung from Your navel, O praiseworthy Lord, that I have 
emerged and it is by Your grace that I have secured this opportunity of serving the three worlds 
by creating them. You kept the universe (as a safe deposit) in Your belly for such a long time 
(a whole Kalpa) and Your lotus eyes have just opened, indicating thereby that Your sleep in 
the form of abstract meditation has come to an end. I, therefore, make obeisance to You. (21) 
You are the sole well-wisher and friend, nay, the very Self (Inner Controller) of all animate and 

inanimate beings and the loverof the suppliant. Therefore, pray, endow my vision (understand¬ 
ing) with the same wisdom and supernatural power by which You delight the universe, so that 
I may be able to create this universe as it existed in the preceding Kalpa. (22) You grant the 
wishes of those who take refuge in You. Therefore, when I proceed to create the universe, 
which will be nothing but an exhibition of Your own creative power, be pleased to fill my mind 
with (the thought of) each and every exploit You may perform in course of the descents You 

take along with Your own divine Energy, Goddess Rama, manifesting pnany a divine virtue, 
so that I may remain untainted by the impurities (in the shape of egotism etc.) attaching to 
the work of creation. (23) I am the deity presiding over the Mahat-tattva, which represents 
Your power of understanding, one of the innumerable powers possessed by You, and sprang 
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from the pool of Your navel even while You, the Supreme Person, slept on these waters. 
Therefore, as I proceed to bring to light the wonderful creation, which will be Your own 
manifestation, let not my utterance of the Vedic words fail. (24) You are the most ancient 
Person possessing infinite grace. Be pleased, O Lord, to open Your lotus eyes with a smile 
expressive of abundant love; and, rising (from Your bed in the shape of the serpent-god) for 
the creation of the universe, dispel my despondency by Your mellifluous speech. (25) 

4^7 337W 

3TyiwiHn-cTi§£T 

yid-iH'kTd: fercm F faddrlj^l 

| fdNUUWd*i 7tR R\9I 

csWi*S!tHfd?frH 3TRIR: nRP^d i dm^iisren error imdfdd i^i 

Maitreya continued: Having thus beheld his Father by dint of austere penance, worship 
and abstract meditation, Brahma extolled Him as best as his mind and speech allowed him 
to do, and then stood silent, as though exhausted. (26) When Lord Visnu (the Slayer of the 
demon Madhu) came to know the intention of Brahma, who was depressed in spirits at the 
sight of the waters surging all round during that period of universal dissolution, and was at 
a loss to know the relative position of the various worlds (to be created by him), He addressed 
Him in deep accents as though removing his faint-heartedness. (27-28) 

TTT JIIW^ WT SSTOiTro? I inf ATTOT 8ctF£ I 9R i 

7TT7 3TTf?Tg fell H4iy4IH,IHT^IH-rtlfe. rtI*K^MWUI<^dl< I I 

rTH 37T3TfR ^ I SgTfa 8T dgJHjfij tfWlM*7mTd: 1^1 

^rsr 3 di^Pirfira sfrroarra *tt c^rarr ^i-d^fcr <*,^<^1331 

{fedMIHIH ^jrlf^Aj^uiT^IAt: I 73-frfrn M-JlOd 133 I 

RHT 5T3TT «r^T: fTTCJSrd: I dldJN4lldcAJH4W I 3* I 

R ^ST# UluWlfcdl TittTpT: I *rf?7 3TOT: R^-dd'ljfa ^ I^M 

^lldlSj? ^Idrll 73U <3 ^TTOTtejiTi ^5^ Ps^<-l 11 H-t Rt : 13^1 

<£87 Atf^rclfcrHi^iHidHi *1 cjRildbqf?: I dlc^H tJ^v7F7 [qpa-od: I 1 

The Lord said : Do not fall a prey to lassitude (born of despair), O Brahma (repository 
of the Vedas); exert yourself for creation. I have already arranged what you ask of Me. (29) 
Practise penance once more and offer worship through Mantras sacred to Me; thereby, O 
Brahma, you shall find the worlds revealed in your heart. (30) Then, full of devotion and 
concentrated in mind, O Brahma, you will find Me pervading yourself as well as the whole 
universe, and will see the worlds as well as the Jivas (embodied souls) resting in Me. (31) 
The very moment a man finds Me present in all beings as fire in every piece of wood, he is 
rid of all infatuation. (32) And, when he realizes himself as devoid of the five elements, the 
Indriyas (the five senses of perception and the five organs of action), the Gunas (the modes 
of Prakrti) and the inner sense, and identical with Me, his very Self, he attains liberation. (33) 
Even though you desire to evolve innumerable creatures according to the stock of their past 
Karma, your mind does not feel perplexed in regard to this matter; that is because you have 
My grace in abundance. (34) The wicked Rajoguna (the principle of activity) will not bind you, 
the first seer, since your mind will remain attached to Me even while you are occupied with 
the work of evolving the creation. (35)Today you have come to know Me, even though living 
beings find it difficult to know Me; for you regard Me as free from the five elements, the 
Indriyas, the Gunas and the inner sense. (36) Doubting My existence, when you proceeded 
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to look out for the base of the lotus under water along its stalk, I revealed to you My being 

inyousrs *«,***«**»* >u. 

«* it i**™ 

v nift r*mfira tgai wot ^ >*U"*"* 
^ ^ ^ajtiwwfCTiT^ fctoi tai trfir^a-iin^nili 

qm: w ^inratnfitisml * « fW^l«l 

uefedH^Miuj^ss^s^MtfiPHi i srsm ^ ^|li^ 1 
That vouh^e offered Me praises interspersed with the glory of My stories or that you 

have developed faith in austere penance, dear Brahma all this [s due to My grace. ( ^ ay 
success attend you ! I am pleased with you since you have extolled Me in your eagernes 
to create the worlds describing Me as destitute of the Gunas (modes of Prakrti), eNfentho 9 

aooear as endowed with such Gunas. (39) I, the Bestower of all desired objects and 
blessfnqs shall be quickly and immensely pleased with the man who offers worship to Me 
eveSv extolling Me through this hymn of praise. (40) The knowers of Truth are of the 
nninion that Mv pleasure alone is the highest good to be attained by men through works o 
ScuS SffiS digging Of wells etc.)! austere penance sacrificial Performan^.. 
charitable qifts, practice of Yoga (control of mind) and abstract meditation. ( ) a 

f ,| emhodied souls. O Brahma (the Creator), and the dearest of all dear ones. Thereto , 
a man should bestow his love on Me alone; for the body and other things are dea'’ only on 
Mv account (42) Now evolve the three worlds as well as the beings who are lying hidden in 
Me even as in the K^pl preceding ,he period o, universe, dissolution b= of your own 
personality, that has emanated from Me, and which is an embodiment of all the Vedas. (43) 

im 33M 

^ ii ^ n 

The saae Maitieva continued: The Lord whose navel is distinguished by a lotus sprung 
from it and9who is the Ruler of both Matter and Spirit, thus disclosed to Brahma (the Creator 
of the universe) the means of evolving the creation and concealed from his view His 

form (the form which is known by the name of Narayana). ( ) 

Thus ends the ninth discourse in Book Three of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

ac tho Poramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T«t ^mtssqra: 
Discourse X 

Description of the tenfold creation 
3 

wfH tWtcrm?: I SHTT: TTET3 ^fmiT I % I 

^ g XT i t: 1 * 1 
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Vidura said: When the Lord had disappeared from view, how many species of life did Brahma, 
the grandfather of the whole creation, evolve either from his body or from his mind? (1) Pray, also 
elucidate one after another the points that I have referred to you, O worshipful sage, and 

resolve all my doubts, foremost as you are of those possessing a vast knowledge. (2) 

Tjg U^lfedWR 8TTT chlUKdl T$R: I STH: tTH. 5RTPL ifoRIFTO I 3 I 

Suta continued : Thus requested by Vidura, O Saunaka (a scion of Bhrgu), the sage 
Maitreya (son of Kusaru) felt highly pleased and proceeded to answer the queries (by 
Vidura), which he had borne in his mind.(3) 

4^7 337W 

fgfWTSfa rTOT crq^M cPI: I 31131-qid1ITm^4 'HJIdl-TH: I * | 

^m%T: I rrerowraj dc<*>ltf<£>dcOifu| efcfuidH. I A I ctT^TT 

rTTOT ifaMldH fctSi<4i I m*J H?T®1TfT I ^ I 

dfertlcHI (d-Ucioqifa ^tmgrRJ 3t^t ^Id^SIHc^MId.dif^ldlWlcqi^-dqd, I ^ I 

cr^rssfg^t i^icj^uViRd: i urn <xrmft^>m firm to flrrRm i 6 i 

^digiarie)'^^^ wtTO: Ttmfd: i mfei grfdfa-dw fmnm: mftsfrwl i i 
The sage Maitreya said : Brahma (the Creator) practised austere penance for a 

hundred celestial years with his mind fixed on Sri Narayana, as he had been told by 
the Lord, who is devoid of birth. (4) The lotus-born god now saw the lotus on which he 
was perched, as well as the water all round, being tossed by the wind, whose fury had 
been intensified by the period of universal destruction. (5) His knowledge (about 
creation) and creative power having been greatly enhanced by his ever-growing 
penance and worship through the Mantras sacred to the Lord, he drank up the wind along 
with the water. (6) Perceiving the lotus on which he sat, and which rose to the very sky, 
he thought he should bring back to light the worlds that had disappeared at the end of the 
preceding Kalpa, by means of that very lotus. (7) Directed by the Lord to carry on the work 
of creation, Brahma entered the corolla of the lotus and split it up into three parts (viz., 
Bhuh, Bhuvah and Swah), although it was so big that it could be divided into fourteen 
or even more parts. (8) it is these three worlds alone that have been declared (in the 
scriptures) as constituting the realm where the Jivas (embodied souls) experience the 
fruit of their actions. As for Brahma, i.e., his abode (the Satyaloka) and the three worlds 
immediately below it (viz., Maharloka, Janaloka and Tapoloka), they are the rewards 
of virtue practised without any selfish motive. (9) 

dqt-ct 

mtTtSJ <asv*c\M+q 5«qSjfl<*i4ui: I <*>l«K«j ?5§TTJT dufa 3: IHTt l^o I 

Vidura said : Tell me in detail, my lord, about the potency—referred to by you under the 
name of Time—of Sri Hari of marvellous deeds, who appears as many (in the form of the 
universe). (10) 

3qT? 

ijuioiifacb<ieki{i fnRfrrMliyfdflid: i crioHiitfjrd. i ^ i 

ima g sfgjd-ubi Ttfem rawjmmii i fsrcnr cH^diodTMiffdi \ ^\ 

q&JRi rTSrm rf Thtf ddfddtdHI mfTTt d<£id^ m I ^ I 

chltfs^UUH^ fstfem 5lfdtitf>T1: I 3TT?ng tt^T; ^rff jyjidquiMIdU: I ^ I 
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<73T sio445lMl*«Jld<1: | l£du4^dW^ d^ial s«^iRt>nH.1 W 

^sf ijfeff: TPTf jHdidvqirU*: I clefclReW ddH'l: m-shI tR: 1^1 

rTOH: TT*ff ^ 1 TPlf d^niifh ^ ^ I ^ I 

Maitreya said : Time, which in itself is undifferentiated and has no beginning or end, 
appears in the form of metamorphosis of worldly phenomena. Making it His instrument, the 
Lord (the Supreme Person) sportfully manifested Himself (in the form of the universe). (11) 
Having been dissolved by-the Maya (wonderful potency) of Lord Visnu, this universe existed 
(during the period of universal destruction) as no other than Brahma God, then evolved it 
as a distinct entity through the instrumentality of Time, which is undifferentiated in itself. (12) 
As the universe exists today, so it was before and so it will continue to be hereafter. Ninefold 
is its creation, the one proceeding both from Prakrti (God) and Vikrti (Brahma) being the 
tenth. (13) The reabsorption (dissolution) of the universe, again, is threefold, viz., through 
Time, elements and the Gunas (modes of Prakrti). (Now as regards the ninefold creation ) 
the first in order of sequence is the creation of the Mahat-tattva, which takes place only when 
the equilibrium of the Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) is disturbed by the will of God 
Himself. (14) The second is the evolution of the ego (Aharh), from which proceed the five gross 
elements as well as the five senses of perception and the five organs of action. The third is 
the evolution of the subtle elements, which in their turn evolve the gross elements. (15) The 
fourth is the evolution of the Indriyas, i.e., the senses of perception and the organs of action; 
while the fifth is the evolution of the deities (presiding over the Indriyas), who are born of the 
Sattvika ego, as well as of the mind, which is also a product of the Sattvika ego. (16) The 
sixth is the evolution of Tamas (the principle of nescience), which clouds the reason and 
distracts the mind of the Jivas. These six varieties of creation proceed from Prakrti (God, 
the Cause of causes); now hear of those that proceed from Vikrti (Brahma, who sprang up 

from the Lord). (17) 

RTT^TFSTt I TfTPTt ^ *1: 1^41 

ddtqdllMfWdMcWITI ^TT: I drWIdUW^: 3JFTT 3TR:R7TT fq^ifaui: 1^1 

^hf: ^TiglfcHlfeyT I 3Tf^T ^JRrPRTT Wiuijii 

iffRTt IRR: ^OTT; ^Tt 7P5: I fouhl: 

T^R: 3R*T2J*Tff cTOT I TJrT ^eh^l: 8TrT: fJOJ q-anI I 

sgi qdlcfl HT3TR: I "ntSTT ^ TToRTT^I: R3 I 

WT: 81r|{cb'rayT ^JUTTR^I <*>4iUI ^ ^ihiPH: RM 

Tlflrf ^cl'flhSJ I *T: StlrF: 1^1 

(As a matter of fact) the creation proceeding from Brahma too is a pastime of the Lord, 
the very thought of whom rids one of all sorrows and who assumes the quality of Rajas 
(in order to carry on the work of creation as Brahma). The seventh is the sixfold creation 
of immobile creatures (plants and trees etc.), which is the first (in order of sequence of the 
three categories of creation proceeding from Brahma, and which is subdivided into six 
varieties.(18) These consist of (i) trees which bear fruit without flowering, (e.g., the banyan, 
the Peepul and so on), (ii) annual plants and herbs that die as soon as theirfruit is ripe (such 
as the cereals), (iii) creepers that grow on the support of other trees or walls etc., (iv) plants 
which have a hard bark (such as the bamboo), (v) creepers that creep on the ground alone, 
being too stiff to climb upwards (such as the melon, the water-melon and so on) and (vi) trees 
which bear fruit after blossoming. All these draw their nutriment from below; they are almost 
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wanting in sensibility, have an inward feeling of touch alone and possess some peculiarity 
of their own. (19) The eighth is the creation of animals (lit., living beings that draw their 
nutriment horizontally). They are believed to have as many as twenty-eight varieties, have 
no sense of time, are irrational (led by instinct alone), can perceive (what is desirable for 
them) with their olfactory sense, and cannot take a long view of things. (20) Of these, the 
bovine class, the goat, the buffalo, the black antelope, the swine, the Gavaya (a wild animal 
very closely resembling the cow), the Ruru (a species of deer), the sheep and the camel, O 
noblest of men, belong to the category of cloven-hoofed beasts. (21 )The donkey, the horse, 
the mule, the-Gaura (a white antelope), Sarabha (an eight-legged animal extinct now) and 
the yak (a kind of wild ox, the bushy end of whose tail is employed as Chowrie)—all these 
are classed as the whole—hoofed beasts. Now hear, O Vidura, the names of the beasts who 
are endowed with five claws. (22) They are: the dog, the jackal, the wolf, the tiger, the cat, 
the hare, the hedgehog, the lion, the monkey, the elephant, the tortoise, the iguana (a large 
arboreal lizard) and the alligator etc. (23) The heron, the vulture, the quail, the hawk, the 
Bhasa (a bird of prey), the Bhalluka, the peacock, the swan, the crane, the Cakrawaka, the 
crow, the owl etc., are birds moving in the air. (24) The ninth is the creation of the human 
species, which, O Vidura. is only of one kind and whose current of nutriment tends 
downwards. Human beings have an abundance of Rajas (the principle of activity), are active 
by nature and take delight in the pleasures of sense, which are rooted in sorrow. (25) All these 
three (viz., the immobile creation, the beasts and birds and the human species) as well as 
the creation of the gods (to be discussed hereafter), O noblest of men, are creations that 
have proceeded from Brahma. As for the deities (presiding over the Indriyas and) born of 
the Sattvika ego they have already been dealt with (in verse 16 above under the category 
of the creation proceeding from God); while the creation of the sages Sanaka and others is 
classed as proceeding from God and Brahma both.* (26) 

^diidfr?rraiff ferrar ferud?: 15# fddti<?tiidi: Trnrct mi^fTrii: r^i 

3TTT: tR diill-iJ'd-dJlftl ^ I T3T:gd: I 
■o 

^ddWlUWJl-?M 3tldWdtl-Wld1HI R^ I 

wra TTspjtM MKHtwl wfrqT <wiAiw£r r°i 

The creation of heavenly beings consists of eight varieties, viz., the gods; the manes; the 
demons; the Gandharvas (celestial musicians) and the Apsaras (celestial dancing girls); the 
Yaksas and the Raksasas; the Siddhas (a class of heavenly beings endowed with 
supernatural powers), the Caranas (the celestial bards) and the Vidyadharas; the Bhutas 
(ghosts), Pretas (spirits) and Pisacas (fiends); the Kinnaras, Kimpurusas and Aswamukhas. 
I have thus told you, O Vidura, the ten creations evolved by the Lord personally as well as 
in the form of Brahma (the Creator of the universe). (27-28) After this I shall speak to you 
of the ruling dynasties as well as the periods presided over by the Manus, United with Rajas 
(the principle of activity) as the self-born Brahma, the creator, none other than Sri Hari of 
unfailing resolve thus projects Himself (in the form of the universe) by Himself at the 

beginning of every Kalpa. (29) 

Thus ends the tenth discourse in Book Three of the great 
and glorious Bhagavaia-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

’Sanaka and others, being the mind-bom sons of Brahma, obviously belong to the creation proceeding from Brahma. 
But having been created before all others, even before Rudra and the Prajapatis (the progenitors of all created beings), they 

are also classed as a creation proceeding from God Himself. 
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• 3^i|eKl<i#5SZira: 

Discourse XI 

Divisions of Time such as Manvantara and so on 

33R 

ggr: ggr i vmiuj: g fg^gt -pimg^srat gg: I * I 

gg ggtsftg W-b'MIclfeldHI gg4 FR-d<: I ^ I 

Tjg chi^iiiii'jfiid: gta^ ^srtgg g ggg i gggTggTrPT gra^jfigTj: i 3 i 

g gtTp5: LRMIUJcf gf LUMIUJdRJ g g?To5: TO g?PL I * I 

Maitreya continued : The minutest particle of material substance (which cannot be 
further divided), which has not yet evolved, nay, not even been combined with other similar 
particles and hence eternally exists (in that causal state) should be known by the name of 
Paramanu. It is the combination of more than one such Paramanus that creates in the mind 
of men the illusory notion of a unit. (1) Even so the entire range of material substances taken 
as an unspecified and undifferentiated whole, before it undergoes further transformation, 
i.e., returns to its ultimate source (Prakrti), constitutes what is known as the largest size. (2) 
(Just as the minutest particle of a material substance such as earth and so on leads us to 
postulate the existence of a Paramanu, and the combination of material substances to that 
of the largest size), so can we infer the long and short measures of time, which (being a 
potency of the Lord) is the same as the Lord, all-pervading and unmanifest, and which is the 
circumscriber of finite objects inasmuch as (in the form of the sun) it travels across the large 
and small dimensions of things. (3) The measure of time which (in the form of the sun) flits 
across the smallest particle of matter is called a Paramanu; while that which extends over 
the whole life-span of the universe (viz., from its creation to dissolution) is the longest 
measure of time (in relation to the cosmos, viz., a couple of Parardhas, constituting the life¬ 

span of Brahma). (4) 

3gjjif Minium gngrgTqjgrg: gjg: i grcggr^rgggH: yMctppd^iid. i i 

‘Tpgp g g|g: I g?T: r^g: ^ci: I ^ I 

faggf^dsgt ^g 3Trgiggt gg: ami: i gggig^gTgsTg^g i g i 

g5Tjft cf KUttfigi g dlfe<*>| | % I g^T: trgjim: HR gT IJUTHL I 4 I 

iKtiii^Ucg-gw i ^gnfgr^: fjgfej i i 

graragTT^gRT udjfniM^i ggmar: ufr^ii^rfg grggi^oi 

ggh grjirgt gig: fapri ddgf%gi it g^gg gfapi #g* igfgi^i 

ggg gTprf sjgsr gp: i gggrrsig ipri ggmjfggfagrL i w i 

ggsfduig^W: MTmugif<gi grig^i ggcggggrgg g^gfqftgt fg^:i^i 

gggg: gfrggTT pragrc tig g 13gjggm gggs fg^g sgggg i i 

g: ^iq^Tfg^ggrEfggiL^TgrgT Tjgrsggig fgfg sngfg i 

chitfUiggi ^prog gjrjfgf^pggg^ gfe ?gg gggg^gng i^hi 

Two Paramanus make one Anu (an atom); while three Anus constitute a Trasarenu* (the 

"The words 'Anu' and'Trasarenu' though primarily denoting the dimensions of material objects, also signify the measure 
of time taken by the sun to travel across the aforesaid dimensions. 
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minutest particle of matter or mote), seen floating in space through the sun's rays that enter 
a room through the eye-holes of a lattice. (5) The measure of time which (in the form of the 
sun) travels across a composite of three Trasarenus is known as a Truti; a Vedha consists 

of a hundred Trutis, while three Vedhas constitute what is known as a Lava. (6) A composite 

of three Lavas should be known by the name of Nimesa (the twinkling of an eye); while three 
Nimesas are spoken of as one moment (Ksana). A composite of five moments is known as 

a Kastha; while fifteen Kasthas go to make a Laghu. (7) Fifteen Laghus taken together are 

called a Nadika; a couple of Nadikas constitute one Muhurta, while six or seven Nadikas 
(according as' the day or night is short or long) make a Prahara, which forms one quarter of 

a day or night of human beings. (8) A pot (of copper) weighing six Palas or ninety-six Masas 

(8 Tolas) and with a capacity of one Prastha (two seers) of water should be bored (at the 
bottom) with a gold needle weighing four Masas and four Arigulas (a finger's breadth) long, 

and left on water. The time which will be taken by such a pot to be filled with and consequently 

submerged in water is known as a Nadika. (9) The day and night of human beings consist 
of four Yamas or quarters each: while fifteen days and nights constitute a fortnight, which 

is bright and dark (alternately), O respecter of others. (10) Both these fortnights, taken 
together, make one month, which constitutes a day and night of the Pitrs (manes). Two 

months, taken together, go to make a Rtu (season); while an Ayana consists of six months. 
An Ayana is southerly and northerly by turns ( according as the sun takes a southerly or 

northerly course), and the two Ayanas constitute a day and night of the gods in heaven. 

These are known as one year or twelve months (on earth) and a hundred years have been 

declared as the full life-span of human beings. (11-12) The ever-vigilant sun-god, who is 
manifestation of the Lord Himself and identical with the Time-Spirit, and stays in the midst 

of planets, lunar mansions and other stars, goes round the whole universe in course of time 
beginning from a Paramanu and extending to a whole year. (13) The year, O Vidura, is 
variously termed as Sarhvatsara1, Parivatsara2, Idavatsara3, Anuvatsara4 and Vatsara5 

(according as it is calculated on the basis of the revolutions of the sun, the Jupiter, the moon 

and so on). (14) Bear offerings, (O men!) to the sun-god, the originator of these five kinds 
of years, who by his potency called Time unfolds in various forms the capacity of the seed 
etc., to germinate, who as (a huge ball of) fire, which is one of the five gross elements, 
courses through the heavens in order to dispel the delusion of men (by cutting short their 

span of life and thus ridding them of their attachment for the pleasures of sense) and who 

(for those performing sacrifices etc., with some interested motive) yields many kinds of 

material fruits (in the shape of heavenly and other enjoyments) through sacrificial 

performances. (15) 

'mrarr ^ ^ i m fetstn sftn TTFrcngR i w i 

Vidura said : The full life-span of the manes, gods and human beings has thus been 

1. Sarhvatsara is the name of the solar year or the period taken by the sun to pass through all the twelve signs of the zodiac 

(viz., 372 days). 

2. Parivatsara is the name of the period taken by the Jupiter to pass from one sign of the zodiac to another. The Jupiter 

takes approximately twelve years to complete its circuit through all the twelve signs. 

3. Idavatsara is the name of the Savanas year, each month of which has a uniform duration of 30 days. 

4. Anuvatsara is the name of the lunar year, each month of which ends on the Amavasya. 

5. Vatsara is the name of the year, each month of which consists of 27 days only, the period taken by the moon to pass 

through each Naksatra or lunar mansion. 
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stated by you (as consisting of a hundred years according to the measure* of time severally 
obtaining in the three worlds). Now kindly tell me the life-span of other (higher) enlightened 
beings (such as Brahma, Sanaka, Bhrgu and others), who live outside the three worlds (i.e., 
in the spheres beyond Indra's paradise). (16) Your holiness surely knows the course of the 
all-powerful Time; for the wise can see the whole universe with their eye perfected through 

Yoga (union with God). (17) 

Maitreya replied : The four Yugas,viz., Krtayuga (Satyayuga), Treta, Dwapara and Kali 

along with their Sandhya (the transitional period marking the beginning of each Yuga) and 
Sandhyarhsa (the transitional period marking the end of each Yuga) have been declared as 

consisting of 12,000 celestial years (or 43,20,000 human years). (18) 

pfrfUT i fodlPdH TTOTsFTRI Wilful Pa^ullid ^ I W I 

^Tmhl4~KTt<UT *1: HiToS: iilrllilpildi: I H^^TT «T5T SRt fesfalHRol 

ITT TRTHfSjifaT «4fct ui<d H*THT R ^ I 

Blc6|cWT fWP dfolriflOTI fcRI HTcTSH HRT ^Rtc^T foSRJR R3 I 

id^lldWId 3TRSJI rtlehchcrdli^ddd I ^ioRA ^Hlctfll *Rn. H^R^i I 

R R c$m TRif^R HRH: W- 1 

nciPd tR ^ hr, ii 

■qH ddf-dd: ThTf I frTH^jfdlJHHTHT TTWtHt RHI 

-JTHcfR fsrStcflR I M^ltdfaRd : I ^I 

d4IMMRMIdl<4 I 3TTC^ tJ®TT I ^ I 

c^t^T I fn^ii’HiH^Tiidl ^4! 

fdrtlcWi t&IMRTqi ^THHTT Tl^fonfjRT I HFHRMT ^-ed^oRdl: R^l 

dldtcJilJHH TTU: 

3T-H: HfaRfiRv, 31IWid-dl«HI # 

chlrtdc4lUc4f^rr 

I ^idtiT^^iiidM-ciusqinKnl^^: Ro I 

I 4MlPHsllMMl^TaT: R^TRT *\AMV: RS I 

. . I 3Tqf^dfMdlWTft LKHl^cPy^TrR R3 I 

The Krtayuga and the succeeding Yugas severally consist of four, three, two and one 

thousand celestial years plus twice as many hundred years (representing the Sandhya 

and Sandhyarhsa of each Yuga)f. (19) Those who are conversant with the divisions of time 

call only the period intervening a Sandhya and the following Sandhyarhsa, each of which 

comprises of a hundred celestial years, as Yuga proper; for each of these Yugas a special 

Dharma (code of virtue) is prescribed. (20) In the Krtayuga, Dharma (virtue) exists, for 

men, complete in its four limbs (viz., austere penance, internal and external purity, 

* A day and night of the Pitrs (manes) consist of 30 days and nights of human beings. Hence the full life-span of Pitrs would 

be reckoned at 3,000 years. Even so a day and night of the gods consist of two Ayanas or 360 human days and nights. Thus 

the full life-span of the generality of gods would work up to 36,000 human years. 

t Thus a Satyayuga consists of 4,800 celestial years all told (4,000 years of Satyayuga proper and 800years representing 

the Sandhya and Sandhyarhsa combined). Similarly a Treta consists of 3.600. Dwapara of 2,400 and Kali of 1,200 celestial 

years all told. In other words, a Kaliyuga consists of 4,32.000 human years, a Dwapara of twice as many. i.e.. 8,64,000 years, 

a Treta of thrice as many or 12.96.000 years and a Satyayuga of four times as many or 17,28,000 years. 
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compassion and truthfulness). In the other Yugas, even as unrighteousness advances, 

virtue diminishes by one limb successively* (21) Beyond the three worlds, (from the 

Maharloka) as far as the abode of Brahma, one thousand revolutions of the four Yugas 

constitute a day; and equal in length is the night, dear Vidura, when Brahma (the Creator of 
the universe) goes to sleep (withdrawing all the three worlds into his belly). (22) At the close 

of night the creation of the three worlds commences (as in the preceding Kalpa) and 

continues for the livelong day of Brahma, which embraces the regime of the fourteen 

Manus.(23) Each Manu holds power for the period allotted to him, which is a little over 

seventy-one (71 and 6/14) revolutions of the four Yugas. During these Manvantaras there 
are separate Manus and their descendants, separate groups of seven Rsis and gods, and 
separate Indras (the rulers of all the three worlds) and their attendants (Gandharvas and so 

on), all of whom (excepting, of course, the descendants of Manu) are born together. (24) This 

is the day-to-day creation of Brahma, which affects the three worlds alone and in which the 
sub-human creatures, human beings, manes and gods are born according to their respective 

Karma. (25) During these Manvantaras the Lord assumes the quality of Sattva (harmony) 
and protects the universe, exhibiting His strength in the form of Manus and others, who are 

His own manifestations. (26) At the close of the day Brahma assumes an iota of Tamoguna 
(the principle of inertia) and, winding up his activity (in the shape of creation), becomes quiet 

(retires for the night). At that time everything else is withdrawn into him by force of time. (27) 

Again, when the night (of universal dissolution) sets in, the moon and the sun as well 
disappear and all the three worlds, viz., Bhuh, Bhuvah and Swah get reabsorbed into his 
body. (28) (How this happens is described now.) When the three worlds are being consumed 
by the divine energy in the shape of fire emitted by the mouth of Lord Sarikarsana (the 

serpent-god), the sages Bhrgu and others (who have their abode in the Maharloka, 

immediately above Indra's paradise) feel oppressed by the heat (of that huge conflagration) 

and ascend from the Maharloka to the Janaloka (the next higher world). (29) Meanwhile all 
the seven oceans exceed their limits at the approach of universal destruction. Their waters 
get unusually swollen and with their waves tossed by boisterous and fearful gusts of wind 
they submerge all the three worlds in no time. (30) In the midst of that (vast expanse of) water 

lies Sri Hari on His couch of Lord Ananta (Sesa), His eyes closed on account of sleep in the 

form of abstract meditation, the inhabitants of the Janaloka extolling Him (on all sides). (31) 

With the alternation of days and nights of the above description, which can be (easily) 
deduced from the (constant) flux of time, the hundred years even of Brahma's life which is 

the longest in this creation, are well-nigh spent. (32) 

iHISTMfcfsfraH I fFTOS?! Mdrfd 1^31 

iRisfa sn^rr ttr 3i«^si$)fd 4 i?yi 

4 mrmfcrasm i 13m 

3TZT fedUlWliA STTCTI3TTT3 ?fT: 1^1 

fgtuiyU?4i PtAy i 1• 

mmUdlPtfSutiyf-d fSR: I S4IHHiPHiHJ34I 

One-half of Brahma's life is called Parardha. The first Parardha has already expired and 
the second is now running (has commenced from the current Kalpa). (33) The first Parardha 

opened with a momentous Kalpa, the Brahma Kalpa, in which appeared Brahma, whom the 

• That is to say, in Treta austere penance tails into destitute: only purity, compassion and truthfulness are practised in 

the name of virtue. In the Dwapara, however, penance and purity both become obsolete: compassion and truth alone prevail. 

And in Kali truthfulness alone remains, the other three virtues become very rare. 
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wise recognize as Veda personified. (34) The Kalpa that marked the end of the same 
Parardha is called the Padma Kalpa, in which sprang from the pool of Sri Hari's navel the 
lotus representing all the worlds. (35) The present has been declared as the opening Kalpa 
of the second Parardha, O Vidura, (a scion of Bharata). It is known by the name of Varaha- 
Kalpa, inasmuch as Sri Hari took the form of a boar in this Kalpa. (36) The aforesaid period 
of two Parardhas is figuratively spoken of as the mere twinkling of an eye of the immutable, 

immortal, beginningless Lord, the Soul (origin) of the universe. (37) This all-powerful Time, 
ranging from a Paramanu (the smallest measure) to the length of two Parardhas, has no 
control over the all-embra'cing Lord; it holds sway only on those who have identified 
themselves with the body and all that is associated with it. (38) 

<t>iiddfu4>4y irfag: lumujcidj ^aaas^iaigro 1*01 

sT^I w4<4)KU|c*,Kum^| fgBjfrstfit at i^ldW: I 

|fd ■Nf^rtl-M'l ^fTd^h-4 1^-.k4isszJF7: 1^1 

This egg-shaped universe, constituted as it is of the eight causal principles (viz., 
Primordial Matter, the Mahat-tattva, the Ego and the five subtle elements) and the sixteen 
evolutes (viz., the mind, the five senses of perception, the five organs of action and the five 
gross elements, none of which evolves further), has a breadth of five million Yojanas (or forty 
million miles) and is covered outside by seven sheaths (viz., earth; water, fire, air, ether, the 
Ego and the Mahat-tattva), each of which is ten times larger than the one it surrounds. That 
cause of all causes, in which this universe with all its covering sheaths looks like a Paramanu, 
and which comprises myriads of other universes, is called the indestructible Brahma; and 

that is the transcendent reality of the most ancient Person, Lord Visnu, the Supreme Spirit 
in embodied form. (39—41) 

Thus ends the eleventh discourse in Book Three of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T2T IKiliSSZTH: 

Discourse XII 

The multiplication of creation 

^fa ?t afifa: 8TtT: 3>irtK«i: mmaid: i aftm asnrnartfaata 4 I t I 

wafas^iaTfawra airysmild<faj a at? a aa&iLfiMcjd4: i ? i 

agT gfg arana a^ipaa i aacngsnaiaa aafiiai aars^T i 3 i 

aaat a TPR a *Hldd4yid4^: I a I Y I 

tpTFTIFjTT: ^Ha Tjaaa: I aaasarraTaafuTr diyddLUlAJUll: | | 

ata^ajia: g^a ydtTtpitidi^iifid: i aaa afaai ata faaajgaaa^ i ^ i 
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ftETT PhJ^miui'lsfa ^rtfejTSTjTmH: I 

TT ^ ^ ^TRT g#3rr 'tp?: I 

cES ttrtt 'iftwTi 

<^<I<{1: «tlcd<*>: I 

^f^rmgarfq 31^ Unfa Eft i 

■q^%f^TOT UglfcsJc* ^trf^T: I 

m^T^RTm V I 

^ItfldlfH ETOTRt WRlft W *ETraui: | 

$<4lfcg: TT ^JIcfTiHrtcWd: I 

^sEJSHT TWfiT WJr{\ 

3Tc5 3T3TTf^T: ggTimte#f^: ^ftrET I 

cPT 3tifdg cf Tra\fl^<aictSHj 

Et ^jtRr^raEETOT^rjn^ I 

t-tejl-yjii^d d'^i'^: ^ETTTT 41d»wl(gd: I i9 I 

TIMlfd ■R SJTrT: TStETTTR rT sHJ|<jJ,tl I 6 I 

3T«mT^^sETT ^raT TTT (idlWd+illPM % I <? I 

HdtdUHFiT^i^Pd RTFT T>3 ffo 3T^TT: I I 

^SFSCTTSjct W4FTO fEnft ^ 1^1 

3E7rTT <*>irtl ctin^ci) ^dsJd: 1^1 

$<|eldt ^«JT WJUill I ^ I 

•qf^T: ^3T 3T3TT ^t: UTTHEtRt ^qf?T: I W I 

TfTRTTETTETT: E^T: l^m 

RRirunH^n ^jsiet 'srawln^r^d 1^1 

tETT TT? ^tTI faft&ISJ^rf^xr'dUi: I ^ I 

nqrra ^sng-i wt ^rar^i^i 

TT^rF^raTTraWT f^H TJERJ ^ I 

Maitreya continued : Thus I have told you, O Vidura, the glory of the Supreme Spirit 

under the name of Time. Now hear from me how Brahma (the repository of the Vedas) 
proceeded with the work of creation. (1) To begin with, Brahma (the first maker) evolved the 

five varieties of ignorance* viz., Tamas (ignorance about one's own self), Moha (self- 

identification with the body etc.), Mahamoha (the craving for enjoyment), Tamisra (anger) 
and Andhatamisra (looking upon death as one s own end). (2) He was, however, not pleased 

with himself to see this most wicked creation. Through his mind, purified by meditation on 
the Lord Brahma (the self-born) then evolved a creation (different from the above), viz., the 

sages Sanaka and Sanandana and Sanatana and Sanatkumara, who refrained from all 

worldly activity and were Urdhvaretasf (lifelong celibates). (3-4) Brahma (the self-born) said 
to these sons, "Dear sons, do you beget offspring." They, however, were little inclined to do 
so, since they had set their heart on Lord Vasudeva as the highest goal and had taken a vow 
of renunciation as a road to liberation. (5)Thus disregarded by his own sons, who had flouted 

his command, Brahma strove to curb the fierce anger generated in him. (6) But notwith¬ 
standing his effort to restrain it by force of reason, the passion of Brahma (the lord of created 

beings) forthwith broke through the middle of his brows in the form of a boy of dark-red 
hue. (7) The body, who was no other than Lord Rudra (the eldest-born of the gods), cried, 

"Give me names, O Creator, and also allow me abodes, father of the world." (8) Intending 

to comply with this prayer of the boy, the worshipful Brahma (who was born of the lotus) 
replied in kind tones : "Do not cry, I shall presently do it for you. (9) Since you wept as a 
frightened child, O chief of the gods, hence people will call you by the name of Rudra (lit., 

one who weeps). (10) The heart, the senses, the vital air, ether, the air, fire, water, earth, the 

* The Visnu-Purana says- 

tflg: *»iicti:er>'.uiIilOT: I w«t*ii‘i*i<a'4vii II 

TE11) gpSftfifTO nilH<=i I Jl!4iJI Hsnqm gTj'-jtfl EfTcTH: II 

Of. Patartjali— 

3Tm^ITfi3q?ITTTri^T^r^^^ I 

According lo the great Acarya Visnuswami, the fivefold ignorance consists in Ajnana (ignorance), Viparyasa (error or 

delusion), Bheda (sense of diversity), Bhaya (fear) and Soka (grief). 

t 'Urdhvareta' literally means he whose generative fluid has begun to flow upwards instead of downwards as in the case 
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sun and the moon and austere penance—these are the abodes I have already assigned to 
you. (11) You will be further called Manyu, Manu, Mahinasa, Mahan, Siva, Rtadhwaja, 
Ugrareta, Bhava, Kala, Vamadeva and Dhrtavrata (according to the abodes assigned to 

you). (12) Dhi, Vrtti, Usana, Uma, Niyut, SarpT, lla, Ambika, Iravati, Sudha and Diksa, O 
Rudra, shall be your wives, who will all be called Rudranis (as a class). (13) Accept these 
names and abodes and consorts too, and beget through these numerous progeny, since you 
are a Prajapati (a god presiding over creation)." (14) Thus enjoined by his father (Brahma), 
Lord Nllalohita (so-called because of his dark-red hue) begot progeny resembling himself 
in strength, appearance and disposition. (15) Brahma (the lord of created beings) was 
alarmed to see numberless hosts of Rudras (gods presiding over destruction), procreated 
by Rudra, devouring the creation on all sides. (16) “Beget no more of such progeny, O chief 
of the gods, who are burning with their fearful eyes all the four quarters including myself. (17) 
Practise austere penance that may bring happiness to all living beings; God bless you. 
Through penance alone you will be able to create this universe as it was before (in the Kalpa 
preceding the last Pralaya). (18) And through penance alone can a man easily attain the 
Lord, who is supreme effulgence, nay, who is beyond sense-perception and dwells in the 

heart of all living beings." (19) 

qRsfcUl fJHT RTF1RJ RR*) 

3T8JTfa«zrTOrT: I olch^mMejciq: I 

I ^effagi S8TSJ rfitlkWR RTC(:R?I 

i yiuiiiffiy: 1 1 

SIR: RRT^tn4r RR RTRRRT: IRRRM 3TRR: tjgcTT RRTTRJc^forRR^I: Rkl 

RRRt RRRT c^tR^TSH^dlrL I 3ITRITSrfepsraT RTRTTRT9IR: 1^*1 

tJiFITRT: R^RT Rfo: I RRRt ^ ^I'lt^ I ^ I 

Maitreya continued : Thus instructed by Brahma (the self-born), Rudra said, "All right!" 

and, taking leave of the lord of speech and going round him (as a mark of respect), he retired 

to the woods with intent to practise austere penance. (20) Equipped with the creative energy 

of the Lord, Brahma now contemplated further creation and presently produced ten more 

sons, who were instrumental in multiplying the creation, viz., Marici, Atri, Angira, Pulastya, 

Pulaha, Kratu, Bhrgu, Vasistha and Daksa, Narada being the tenth. (21-22) Narada sprang 

up from Brahma's lap, Daksa from his thumb, Vasistha from his breath, Bhrgu from his skin 

and Kratu was evolved from his hand. (23) Pulaha emanated from his navel, the sage 

Pulastya from his ears, Angira from his mouth, Atri fromhis eyes and Marici came out of his 

mind. (24) Dharma (the god of virtue), from whom was descended Lord Narayana Himself 

(in the form of the twin brothers Nara and Narayana), appeared from his right breast. Even 

so Adharma (the spirit presiding over unrighteousness), from whom sprang the god of death, 

the terror of the whole world, appeared from his back. (25) From his heart sprang up Kama 

of ordinary male adults. We find mention in ourscriptures of hosts of Rsis who had mastered their sexual impulse so thoroughly 

that the flow of their generative fluid had turned upwards, a thing unknown in any other part of the world. This shows to what 

inconceivable length our forefathers had developed the art of preserving the vital fluid and utilizing it towards the noblest end 

of God-Realization ii trxrrrr ’vra : Cf. Bhagavadgita Vlll.11). 
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(the god of love), Anger from his brows, and Greed from his lower lip, Vak (the goddess of 

speech) from his mouth, the oceans from his penis, and Nirrti (the chief of the Raksasas and 

the regent of the south-west), the spirit presiding over sin, from his anus. (26) The sage 
Kardama, the spouse of Devahuti (the mother of Lord Kapila) and a master of his self, was 
evolved from his shadow. (In this way) the whole of this creation was evolved either from the 
mind or from the body of Brahma (the maker of the universe). (27) 

gra cjftcTT rraf TR: I 3T3;wi rRTtf *(*14 ff?Tq: I 

HWf fertlcKJ ftRR ^TT: I h'hWi^l TJTOT feWTHRlsnI 3<? I 

^kT cdEl R chR«tfr1 Kn) I TTR 5PJ: l^o| 

cnmTORft ^cT?f 1<.JJ,J'I 1 ^ STOPT «f)C^rl 1^1 

rPW ThT Rq <)fejq| I 3TTttRST S^fWTTT Tt I ^ I 

F TpntT: TJ3R, TgT x^iHfnnfa w=i cTT*TT3T d)fedW<l I 

TT foil dl^K «tfg£*ciH: 

SZmtrt: ttgcl’dl STragrJipjncLI rtlcH-LfWddH^rsn (JTT I 3* I 

Vidura, we are told that, eager to push on the work of creation, Brahma (the self-born) 
fell in love with his own daughter, Vak, who was most handsome and captivating, but she 

had no carnal desire in her.* (28) Finding thattheirfather had set his heart on unrighteousness, 
his sons, Marici and the other sages, remonstrated with him out of filial affection: (29) "It is 
strange that you, a master of your self, should seek to copulate with your own daughter, 

unable to control your passion! It is something which was never done by your predecessors 
in office (the Brahmas that preceded you) nor will it be done hereafter by your successors 
(the Brahmas that are going to follow you). (30) This is not something praiseworthy even for 

the all-powerful, O preceptor of the world ! For it is by following the conduct of such people 
that the world finds its way to happiness. (31) Obeisance to the Lord who by His own light 
of wisdom manifested this universe, which already lay dormant in Him! May He protect the 
cause of righteousness." (32) Brahma (the lord of Prajapatis) felt much ashamed to see his 
own sons, the lords of created beings, thus pleading with him before his very eyes, and 

immediately cast off his body. The four quarters picked up that fearful body, which continued 

in the form of fog, also known by the name of darkness. (33) Once when Brahma (the 

Creator) was pondering how should he be able to create the worlds as an organic whole as 
before, the four Vedas issued from his four mouths (one from each). (34) Even so the four 
supplementary Vedas, logic and other allied sciences (such as dialectics, Mimarhsat and 

so on), the functions of the four priests required to officiate at a sacrificial performance, the 

" Even though Brahma, who had been commissioned by the Lord to carry on His own work of creation and has been 

spoken of above as the first seer (Adikavi), Vedagarbha (a repository of the Vedas) and Vedamurti (Veda personified), and 

who had not only been blessed by the Lord never to fall a prey to delusion while proceeding with the work of creation but had 

been admitted by Him as having known His truth (vide III. ix. 34-36 above), could not evidently have stooped to such depths 

of moral degradation. The incident is only intended to illustrate the blindness of passion and to justify the note of warning 

sounded by our wise forefathers not to see even one’s own mother, sister or daughter when she was all alone. We read 

elsewhere in Srimad Bhagavata itself— 

■■im ^fpn =n t i Sqslwt 11 (ix. xx. 17) 

"One should never remain alone even with one's own mother, sister or daughter. Powerful are the senses, which lead 

astray even a learned man." 

t A system of philosophy concerning itself chiefty with the correct interpretation of the Vedic ritual and text. 
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elaborate procedure of performing sacrifices, the four pillars of virtue, the four Asramas 
(stages of life) and the duties assigned to each also appeared from his mouths. (35) 

dqIM 

Vidura said: When that lord of the Prajapatis (the progenitors of the world) evolved from 
his mouths the Vedas and other things (enumerated by you), tell me, in detail, O great 

ascetic, what did he produce from which mouth or other organ? (36) 

I Wfe*lt STFTfSFfT I I 

I M •^l 

i^cicwididtyritgdrast i stiHwfHlfcHral RTinro TmtTP3rRj>5o 

fen ?R M: M ^ I 3TRTOTSJ I** 

^flfe SIMlMdi ^Tjg ^rm cJjjrTSTT I RlrTTRIJRWfrTf^fe ffn ^ ■’I? 1^? 

a^HHi fcim rr i $di€*cF: # ^Ftfqfezft 

anfefafe >nft gnff ^wifawsra i ^ orrptrstcr, frw ?$d: its 

dwYMJHimncr^^TrfefTg^gtfeTt: r yMtNd: I'kH 

■EToTTzn: U^fa-Mstl W^tTR^I Wi>UdWm=Mfe fer I^ 

d)tHIU|fl|Ps|^^«tl4<-d:W atrtMlr«R: I WTT: HR felRJT FT y^llMd: I'k'S 

<?lodgl?mdt-l*dHI oi4Thloi4Thldtd: RT: I S5lidRTf?f feddl HHl IY4 

Maitreya replied: Brahma brought out the four Vedas called the Rgveda, the Yajurveda, 

the Samaveda and the Atharvaveda severally from his mouths facing the east, south, west 

and north; and in the same order did he create Sastra (the duty of the priest called Hota) 

Ijya (the duty of the Adhwaryu), Stutistoma (the duty of the Udgata) and Prayascitta (the duty 
of the Brahma). (37) In the same way he released Ayurveda (the science of medicine), 

Dhanurveda (the science of archery), Gandharvaveda (the science of music) and 

Sthapatyaveda (the science of architecture) severally from his easterly and other mouths.(38) 

The all-seeing Brahma then discharged from all his four mouths the class of literature known 

by the name of Itihasa and Purana, which is recognized as the fifth Veda. (39) Similarly 
he sent out a pair of sacrifices from each of his easterly and other mouths, viz., Sodasi 

and Uktha from the eastern, Purls! and Agnistoma from the southern, Aptoryama and 
Atiratra from the western, and Vajapeya and Gosava from his northern mouth. (40) In the 
same order he evolved the four pillars of virtue, viz., Vidya (purity acquired through 

knowledge of God), Dana (charity prompted by compassion), Tapas (austerity) and Satya 
(truthfulness) as well as the four Asramas or stages of life and the mode of life prescribed 
for each.(41) The Savitra (a vow of purity undertaken for a period of three days following 
the ceremony of Upanayana or investiture with the sacred thread for the Japa of the 

Gayatri), the Prajapatya (a vow of celibacy undertaken for a period of one year), the 

Brahma (a vow of celibacy undertaken for the entire period of prosecuting the study of the 
Vedas) and the Brhat ( a vow of lifelong celibacy), are the four modes of life prescribed for 

a Brahmacari (religious student). Even so Varta (agriculture and other vocations sanctioned 

by the Sastras), Sancaya (officiating at sacrificial performances), Sallna (living on whatever 
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may be got without asking) and Siloncha (living on foodgrains found scattered and gleaned 
from the fields after the harvest has been reaped or from the grain market when the stock 
has either been sold or removed)-these are the four means of livelihood prescribed for 

a (Brahmana) householder. (42) Similarly Vaikhanasas (those living on the produce of 
uncultivated land), Valakhilyas (those who give away the old stock of foodgrains on 
receiving a new one), Audumbaras (those who live on fruits etc., brought exclusively from 

the quarter which they happen to face when quitting their bed after a night's rest) and 

Phenapas (those who live on fruits etc., dropped from trees of their own accord) are the 
four types of Vanaprasthas (anchorites dwelling in the forest in the third stage of their life). 

And the Kuticaka (he who lives in a thatched hut at one place, fully observing the rules of 

conduct prescribed for a recluse), the Bahudaka (he who regards the rules of conduct as 
of secondary importance and accords a superior place to knowledge), the Harhsa (he who 
treads the path of knowledge) and the Niskriya or Paramaharhsa (he who has attained 

spiritual wisdom and JJvanmukti or liberation in this very life)—these are the four types of 
Sarhnyasls or recluses (those who have renounced their hearth and home in the fourth or 

last stage of their life). (43) Even so the four branches of knowledge, viz., AnvfksikI (the 
knowledge of the Spirit, which is conducive to liberation), Trayi (the knowledge of the ritual, 
which leads to enjoyment in heaven), Varta (the technical knowledge of agriculture, 

commerce, etc.), and Dandaniti (political science), and the four Vyahrtis or mystical 
formulae uttered at the beginning of the Gayatri (Bhuh, Bhuvah, Swah, and the combina¬ 

tion of the three, viz., Bhurbhuvahswah) issued from his mouths in the same order; while 

Pranava (the mystic syllable OM) flowed from the cavity of his heart. (44) Again, the Vedic 

metre of Usnik appeared from the hair on the body of the all-powerful creator, and Gayatri 
(another Vedic metre) from his skin. The Tristubh metre emerged from his flesh, Anustubh 

from his sinews and Jagati from the bones of the lord of creation. (45) From his marrow 
emanated Pahkti, while Brhati came forth from his breath. Similarly his consciousness 

came to be the hard consonants, while his body itself passed by the name of vowels. (46) 

His Indriyas are termed as the sibilants (the sounds represented by the letters Sa, Sa, Sa 
and Ha), while his physical strength goes by the name of Antahsthas or semi-vowels (the 

sounds represented by the letters Ya,Ra,La and Wa. And the seven notes of the gamut 
(Sadja, Rsabha, Gandhara, Madhyama, Paricama, Dhaivata and Nisada) proceeded from 
the recreation of the lord of created beings. (47) Being Sabdabrahma (Veda or sound) 

personified, Brahma is manifest in the form of Vaikhari (articulate utterance) and unmanifest 

in the form of Pranava. Beyond him shines the Supreme, who pervades everything as 
Brahma (the Infinite) and is possessed of various potencies as the almighty Lord. (48) 

TT TPlfsT iRt 3ST I *4cf|uii l'*<? i 

cjrnrr i 3# c-qnjdwifo i ko i 

•JR fqyirlehHj I k^ I 

tqr '-JccblilkRrgsTH I rTTKJT M11 "iZTT flTSJT flkH^Jd I k3 I 

tcKitjJ Mgldtd: I k3 I 

rf^T fiTSJTOifCTT JT3TT I H ^TTTk I k* I 

fy^sWMHMIdl 5RTTSI STHrf I 3tl<$ld'4d^d^ SriJJdRfd WT I kk I 

^ SlldTdfcdkW ^ R^WIdldTtjjd W I k^ I 

SffTSPte.Hicffi ttfedidl ddWt«h-*T sTT31T5H[rq': |^| 

(Having cast off his previous body, which had been defiled by sinful thought and which 

7IIWI 

R ITORT 3T3TT 
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continued to exist in the form of fog) Brahma (now) assumed another body distinct from the 
former and set his heart once more on creation. Realizing in his heart that the creation had 
not expanded even at the hands of seers (Marlci and others) who were endowed with 
extraordinary powers, he thought once more within himself, O Vidura: "Oh, how strange that, 
even though I am ever up and doing, my progeny are not multiplying. Surely an adverse fate 
stands in my way." Brahma always did what was desirable at the moment. While he was thus 
waiting for (a more propitious) Providence, Brahma's body became twofold. A human body 
(whether male or female) has come to be known by the name of Kaya’ (in Sanskrit) only 
because it originally belonged'to Brahma. Those two distinct parts turned out to be a man and 
a woman. (49-52) Of those two forms the male was Swayambhuvat Manu, the first 
independent sovereign of the entire globe. And the female came to be the spouse of that 
noble soul and was called Satarupa. (53) The creation then multiplied through copulation. 
Swayambhuva Manu too begot five issues through Satarupa. (54) They were Pnyavrata 
and Uttanapada and three daughters, Akuti, Devahuti and Prasuti by name, O most pious 
Vidura. (55) He gave away Akuti (the eldest) to Ruci (a lord of created beings), the 
middle one (Devahuti) to the sage Kardama (another Prajapati) and Prasuti (the 
youngest) to Daksa (one of the ten sons of Brahma enumerated in verses 22 and 23 

above). The progeny of these three girls filled the whole universe. (56) 

Thus ends the twelfth discourse in Book Three of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T2J ;mt^TTS«zmi: 

Discourse XIII 

The Lord's Descent as the Divine Boar 

mjzpzcrrtr 

Sri Suka continued : On hearing this most sacred discourse from the lips of the sage 
(Maitreya), who was proceeding With the same, O king, Vidura made the following enquiry 

again, fond as he was of hearing the stories of Bhagavan Sri Krsna (son of Vasudeva). (1) 

gfcf rm TTrTR I ^ HTHt I 3 I 

Tj?ri I 

* The word Kayam' has been derived from the noun 'Ka' (a name of Brahma)-^ (that which belongs to Brahma). 

fThe Manu owed his name to his father, Swayambhu (the self-born Brahma). The word has been derived as 

3TOW (the son °* Swayambhu). 
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Vidura said : Having secured a spouse after his own heart O sage, what did Emperor 
Swayambhuva, the beloved son of Brahma (the self-born), do next? (2) Full of reverence as 
I am, please narrate to me, O most pious Maitreya, the story of that royal sage, the first 
sovereign (of the globe), since he had taken refuge in Viswaksena (Lord Visnu, lit., the 

universal lord or He who exerts His power all round). (3) The highest reward, commended 

by the wise, of learning acquired by men with great pains extending over a long period, is 

to hear the praises of those who have installed the lotus-feet of Lord Sri Krsna (the Bestower 
of Liberation) in their heart. (4) 

Vic^^i wfUwi-ii i ^ i 

Sri Suka went on : When Vidura, who was full of modesty and had had the honour of 
bearing in his lap the feet of Sri Krsna (who was no other than the thousand-headed Purusa), 

spoke thus and urged Maitreya to the narration of the Lord's stories, the sage's hair stood 
erect and he replied to him as follows. (5) 

3°rr$ 

1TTH: I Stuffier I ^ I 

^^TRT ftFTT I 3TS5rifq q.- 3F3TFTT H I « | 

nfa4f? I 2T5Tt rt 'Me) ^Id: I 6 I 

Maitreya said : When Swayambhuva Manu came into existence with his consort 
(Satarupa), he bowed respectfully to Brahma (the repository of the Vedas) and addressed 
him thus with joined palms: (6) "You are the one (undisputed) father—progenitor as well as 

sustainer—of all living beings. Yet in what way can we, your children, be of service to you? 

(7) We make obeisance to you, O praiseworthy father; from among duties we may be found 

capable of kindly prescribe that by discharging which we may enjoy celebrity all round in this 
world and a happy destiny in the other." (8) 

d&hw 

TFT *<(Rd FTTgl fatrfaj? I *Tf5lc4rtl4H l^T Tufa fr<MldHlitfdHJ ^ I 

* cdh^in^lfd Tt^IMJIrMdl Tjot: I 3FTTU tfiTH STrfoT 7TT ^>4 *F5T 1^1 

^ TO snsMugrar i^i 

^ ^ 1ST TRT^T: | arot fTriTStm Zl^TttTT I I 
Brahma replied: May all be well with both of you, O sovereign of the globe. I am pleased 

with you, my son, since with a guileless heart you have of your own accord surrendered 
yourself to me with the words "Enjoin me (what to do).'1 (9) The way in which sons should offer 
worship to their father, my valiant son, is only this that, free from jealousy (towards their 
brothers), they should reverently and dutifully carry out his behest to the best of their ability. 

(10) Begetting, through her, issues that may prove to be your compeers in virtues, therefore, 
rule over the earth with righteousness and worship the Supreme Person through sacrificial 
performances. (11) The best service you will be doing to me will be through the governance 
of the people, O ruler on men. Lord Sri Hari (the Controller of the senses) will be pleased 

with you when He sees you looking after your subjects. (12) Their labours prove of little avail, 

who fail to win the pleasure of Lord Janardana, who reveals Himself in the form of sacrifices; 
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for that way they disregard their own self (who is no other than the Lord). (13) 

i WR fajji^Mlfe y-im ^ 5T^t i V& i 

ufa: uefaidnt t# tnu mwfH i arsn 337m & ^tt fa*iWtmjw 

Manu said: I shall abide by your command, O destroyer of sin! Kindly assign an abode 

to me as well as to my progeny, my lord. (14) The terrestrial globe, which is the abode of all 
living beings, stands submerged in the vast expanse of water. Efforts should be made, my 

lord, to recover the goddess (Earth). (15) 

UtAfj) rfSTT 7tT*lvl 'f^TT 

MMRIT1 m w I 3**"* GhM^MWlfa: I 

TT #5Tt r^«n^ ^ I 

Maitreya continued : Finding the earth submerged in water, as at the time of final 

dissolution, Brahma taxed his brain for a long time as to how he should be able to lift her up. (16) 
"Even as I was engaged in pushing on the work of creation," he said to himself, "the earth, 

which was all the time being washed by the waters, sank to the lowest depths. Now what 
should be done in the matter by us, who have been charged with the work of creation? Let 

the Lord, from whose heart (thought) I sprang, contrive some device for me." (17) 

dWlftlMWd: 'RTTH I <mhisI: GcwjdH^’Hso. 1^1 
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As he was thus reflecting, a tiny boar, just as big as a thumb, emerged all of a sudden 

ifo UlM'Wd^ 

si&m ^iuto 
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from one of his nostrils, O sinless Vidura. (18) While Brahma stood looking on, the boar 
in the air instantly grew to the size of an elephant, O Vidura (descendant of Bharata)! This 
was really most wonderful. (19) Beholding that (strange) form of a boar, Brahma with Marfci 

and other Brahmanas, Sanaka and his three brothers and Swayambhuva Manu speculated 
about it in various ways:-(20) "Who can be this weird creature standing in the guise of a 

boar ? Oh, how strange that it came out of my nostrils! (21) Even though (at first sight) it 

looked only as big as the upper part of a thumb, in an instant it grew to the size of a huge 
rock. Might jt be Lord Visnu Himself who is exercising my mind ?" (22) While Brahma was 

thus pondering along with his sons, the Lord presiding over sacrifices (for the boar was none 

other than He) who now looked like a huge mountain, roared aloud. (23) The all-powerful Sri Hari 

delighted Brahma and those foremost Brahmanas by His loud roar, which made the quarters 
resound. (24) Hearing the roar of the Lord disguised as a boar, which removed their 

perplexity, the sages, who all belonged to the Janaloka, Tapoloka or Satyaloka, began to 
extol Him through the holy Mantras of the three Vedas. (25) The Lord, whose form has been 
glorified in the Vedas, took the tribute paid to His virtues by those holy men as Veda itself. He 

gave a loud roar once more and, sporting like a lordly elephant, entered the waters in the interest 
of the gods. (26) The divine Boar (the Saviour of the earth), who was possessed of a steel-like 

frame and whose skin had a thick coat of stiff bristles, first sprang into the air, erecting His 

tail and shaking His mane, and tore the clouds with His hoofs. He shone most splendid at 
that time with His white tusks, shedding a lustre wherever He cast His glance. (27) Having 

disguised Himself as a boar, even though He was no other than Lord Narayana, representing 
all the sacrifices in His own person, He went smelling about with His nose in search of the 

earth; and even though possessed of fearful tusks, He regarded with a gentle look the 

Brahmanas (Marici and others) who were extolling Him, and dived into the water. (28) With 
its bowels torn open by the headlong plunge taken by His body, which resembled a mountain 
of adamant, the ocean thundered aloud and, tossing up its high waves like so many arms, 

cried as it were in distress; "Protect me, O Lord of sacrifices!" (29) Cleaving the waters with 

His hoofs, which were sharp as arrows, the Lord, who represents all the sacrifices in His 
person, then reached the other end of that fathomless ocean and discovered in the depths 
of it the terrestrial globe, which is the abode of all living beings-, and which the Lord had 
absorbed into His body while about to retire at the end of the previous Kalpa. (30) 

Rlnai TT Tfefrt: TTTRTT: I 

rlst I Im 

dsiThq^ l * I 

Tf dirt4‘4 TJTTTTfg^wfcr I 
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^eg 1 ^rt14iHRI dld^tUliL I?? I 

The Lord shone most resplendent as He rose lifting up the earth on His tusks out of the 
depths of the ocean, where it had been lying submerged. While He was yet in those waters, 

a demon (Hiranyaksa by name) of irresistible prowess assailed Him with his club in order 
to obstruct His way. This excited His fury, which blazed forth like His discus (Sudarsana) and 
He playfully disposed of him even as a lion kills an elephant without any exertion. With His 

temples and snout stained by the demon's blood He presented the appearance of a lordly 
elephant that had just turned up the earth (of a mound of red ochre). (31-32) Even as the Lord, 
who was dark as a Tamala tree, lifted the earth (out of the water) on the ends of His white 

tusks, like an elephant (carrying a lotus on his tusks), dear Vidura, Brahma (the Creator) and 
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others recognized Him and, joining palms, waited upon Him with hymns ot praise that closely 

resembled Vedic Mantras. (33) 
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The sages said : "Victory, victory to You, O invincible Lord, the Promoter of sacrifices! 

We make obeisance to You even as You shake Your own (divine) Body, consisting of 
three Vedas (in order tofree it from moisture). We bow once more to You, who have assumed 
he form of a boar with a special object (that of rescuing the earth) and in the pores of whose 
bttles lie hidden the various sacrifices. (34) This form of Yours, O Lord, made up as it is 

of sacrifices, is one that cannot be easily perceived by the sinful. ThevanousVe^ 
(Gayatri etc.) find a place in Your skin, the (holy) Kusa grass in Your bristles, clanf ed butte 
in Your eyes and the functions of the four priests (the Hota and others) in Your four legs (35 
The Sruk (a sort of large wooden ladle used for pouring clarified butter on a sacrificial fire) 
is located in Your snout; the Sruva (a smaller ladle used for pouring clarified butter into the 
Sruk) O almighty Lord, finds a place in Your nostrils; the Ida (a dish or plate from which food 
te taken at a^acrifice) exists in Your belly; the Camasas (vessels used at sacrifices for 
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drinking the Soma, generally of a square shape, made of wood and furnished with a handle) 
abide in the cavity of Your ears; the Prasitra (a vessel in which the Brahma's share is poured) 
exists in Your mouth and the Grahas (ladles or vessels employed for taking up a portion of 

some fluid, especialfy of Soma, out of a largervessel) in Yourthroat. And Youract of chewing, 
O Lord; constitutes the Agnihotra (pouring oblations into the sacred fire). (36) Your repeated 
descent (into the world of matter) is what is known as the Diksaniya Isti (the offering of 
oblations into the sacred fire at the time of consecration for a sacrifice); the three Istis known 
by the name of Upasads (which precede the Sutya or pressing of the Soma in a Jyotistoma 
sacrifice) constitute Your neck; the Prayanfya Isti (that which follows the DTksa or consecration) 
and the Udayaniya Isti (that which is performed at the end of a sacrifice) are Your tusks; the 
Pravargya (the ceremony called Mahavira performed at the beginning of every Upasad) 
forms Your tongue; the Sabhya and the Avasathya fires form Your head and the putting of 
bricks in layers or rows for the preparation of a sacrificial altar constitutes Your vital airs, 
revealed as You are in the form of a sacrifice. (37) Your generative fluid is the Soma and Your 
sitting posture constitutes the sacrificial rites performed thrice (in the morning, at midday and 
in the evening) everyday. The seven constituents of Your body are the seven classes of main 
sacrifices (viz., Agnistoma, Atyagnistoma, Uktha, Sodas!, Vajapeya, Atiratra and Aptoryama); 
while the joints of Your body constitute all the Satras (series of sacrifices continued for a 
number of days). In this way You combine in Your person all the Yajnas (sacrifices in which 
the Soma is not used) and Kratus (those in which the Soma is used), the tendons of Your 
body forming the various sacrifices. (38) Hail, hail to You, who represent in Your person all 
the Mantras (sacred formulas) employed, the deities worshipped and the materials used (by 
way of oblations etc.) in a sacrifice, as well as all sacrificial acts and other activities. Nay, You 
also embody the wisdom gained through dispassion, Devotion and self-control, and are our 
teacher imparting all sorts of knowledge. Hail, hail to You. (39) Borne by You on the pointed 
ends of Your tusks, O Lord,'the earth with its mountains, O Supporter of the globe,- shines 
resplendent like a lotus plant with leaves supported on the tusks of a lordly elephant 
emerging from water. (40) Again, with the terrestrial globe supported on the tusks, this boar¬ 
like form of Yours, which consists of the three Vedas (Rgveda, Yajurveda and Samaveda) 
looks as charming as the beauty of a huge mountain with a mass of clouds hanging on its 
summit. (41) (Kindly) place this mother of the entire animate and inanimate creation, who 
is Your spouse, firmly (on water) in orderto make her habitable forall;forYou are theirFather. 
Then we shall make obeisance to You as well as to her, in whom You have deposited Your 
seed (in the form of sustaining power) even as the sacrificer invokes the sacrificial fire in the 
Arani (the piece of wood used for kindling of.fire by attrition with the chanting of sacred 
formulas). (42) Who else than You, O Lord, could venture to lift up the earth, that had sunk 
into the lowest depths of water? This is, however, nothing miraculous for You, the abode of 
all wonders, who have created this most marvellous universe by Your Maya (wonderful 
creative energy). (43) When You shook Your body composed of the Vedas, we, the 
inhabitants of the Janaloka, Tapoloka and Satyaloka, got splashed and thoroughly depurated 
by the drops of holy water flying from the end of Your mane. (44) Alas! he has verily lost his 
wits, who seeks to know Your endless exploits in their totality. O Lord, bring happiness to 
the whole universe, which stands deluded through contact with the objects of senses, 
brought about by Your Yogamaya. (45) 

F ^Icn^cTf TETfoRTR: SSTTqfo: I THFTT ^Tt fft: |>M| 
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Maitreya resumed : While being thus extolled by those sages through verses closely 
resembling the Vedic hymns, the Protector of the universe (in the form of the Boar) placed 
the earth on the surface of the water, which supported His hoofs. (46) Having thus placed 
on the water the earth, which He had sportfully lifted up from its depths, the almighty Lord 
Sri Hari, the Protector of all beings, went out of sight. (47) Lord Janardana is quickly pleased 
in His heart of hearts with him who thus listens to or narrates with devotion the blissful and 
charming story of Sri Hari, the very thought on whom rids one of all sorrows and sins and 
whose sportful activities are all worth recounting. (48) What is hard to obtain when He who 
is capable of granting all our desires is pleased ? So have done with such blessings as are of 
little value. For, on those who adore Him with their mind exclusively fixed on Him, that supreme 
Lord, who is seated in the heart of all, confers His highest state of His own accord..(49) Having 
known the real worth of all the objects of human pursuit and having once quaffed with the 
cup of one's ears the nectar of the Lord's stories, sifted from among other old legends-the 
nectar which ends the cycle of births and deaths—who in this world would feel surfeited, 
unless he is other than a human being? (50) 

Thus ends the thirteenth discourse in Book Three, narrating among other things the 
descent of the Divine Boar, of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

othenvise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T8t T^i>l)SSZTFJ: 

Discourse XIV 

Diti's conception 

«fc)fc(Kie*lM|qcliujdi ft: ehuuitjerxipH: I 

ip: h -qifq^n) fa^tl 1 ^ 1 

Sri Suka continued: Vidura, who had taken a vow of hearing the Lord's praises, did not 
feel satiated even on listening from the mouth of Maitreya (the son of Kusaru) to the story 
of Sri Hari, who had taken the form of a boar with a special motive (that of rescuing the earth). 
With joined palms uplifted he, therefore, questioned the sage again. (1) 

^ ffton I OTf&qt ffTtretT# frt 1 ^ 1 
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Vidura said : We have just heard from you, O crest-jewel of sages, how Hiranyaksa, the 
earliest of the Daityas (sons of Diti), was slain by Sri Hari, who had taken the form of a boar 
(representing all sacrifices). (2) As He was playfully engaged in lifting up the earth out of 
water on the ends of His tusks, how did He come to have an encounter with that demon kina 
O holy sage? (3) a’ 

^ ^ M W^hKchiai R: J jm wtf « * • 

qqWiMHq: ^5fT *J^HT 4iaqi4<*>: I cfj^q | | 

3TaiNlqlPi5i*Hi50' 3JtTT 4 dfutd: TJTT I s^tuii | ^ | 

Iqffl^iqun ^TiHfdq TTf?TX^I awjcbim TRZIFlt 1t^>«M|RhI I ^9 I 

Ifrfjtftrf Mii-Hl ^ ^IfTHMMhl') TTHI^dH.1 4 I 

Maitreya replied: You have asked a good question, O valiant Vidura, inasmuch as your 
enquiry relates to the story of Sri Hari's descent (as the divine Boar), which cuts asunder the 
noose of (birth and) death in the case of mortals. (4) It was through the story of Sri Hari, 
narrated by ihe sage Narada, that Dhruva (the son of king Uttanapada), even as a child, set 
his foot on the head* of Death and ascended to the abode of Sri Hari. (5) Now in this 
connection I have heard the following anecdote, which was told of yore by Brahma, the god 
of gods, in response to a query by the gods. (6) Once Diti, a daughter of Daksa, who was 
eager to obtain a son, sought the company of her husband, Kasyapa, son of Marici, while 
it was only dusk, stung as she was by (the darts of) love, 0 Vidura. (7) Having just finished 
offering oblations of rice boiled in milk to the Supreme Person, the lord of sacrifices, who has 
the flames of fire for His tongues, the sage sat absorbed in deep meditation in the shrine of 
fire, knowing that the sun was about to set. (8) 

*TT 3TM*HlfM: | TRT flEFTO TBTTfqg | | 

H<*qi^fUHMiqi | JTillcMVl ^ M>o | 

U^h'Iotmh'i ^T: I trfdtfelfey) 3T3mT ^ t5TTO?f I ^ | 

^ ^ ^ I ^ m eRTT q: Tjq^ | ^ | 

H fafoctiSitiTnMi 4t *Kim'hicm: I ^y)^ll«lTll«i I 33 | 

3T8I 4 ^5 *WIU| 3TTO ^rfecTTaR I 3TTr(fMfu|ur 'ijHaMlU f| I ^ I 

Diti said : O sage, just as a wild elephant crushes a banana tree, this god of love, bow in 
hand, displays his valour against me, a helpless woman, and is tormenting me on youraccount. 
(9) Therefore, God bless you, show your grace to me, burning as I am (with jealousy) to see 
the happiness and prosperity of my co-wives, who are already blessed with children. (10) Those 
wives alone are held in great esteem by their husband and enjoy world-wide fame, whose 

It is mentioned in Book IV that when the attendants of Lord Visnu, Sunanda and others, brought an aerial car to pick 

up Dhruva and escort him to the Lord's divine Abode, Mrtyu (the god of death) also appeared on the scene, thinking that his 

services might be required before the soul of Dhruva could be translated to the divine Abode. Dhruva, however, in utter defiance 

of the god of death, refused to cast off his body (which was supremely dear to him because it had been blessed by the Lord 

with His divine touch) and, actually setting his foot on the head of Death as on the rung of a ladder, boarded the car and bodily 

ascended to the divine Abode. 
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seeing her ntiserahie and pleading much 

reason had been clouded by intense pacs'C , presently gratify you by granting 
replied to her in a conciliatory tone as Mowsu-(15)Ishallthough whom one 
your wish, O timid one. Who would no, grant#,*»»» of oms Spossessions, 

is able to achieve the threefold ob|ect ° as one 's able to cross the ocean 
gratification of the senses and religious me ). ( ) ocean of woe (by 

by means o. vessels, so does a married -ft<b"“teo,he! three Mramas (viz., 
conquering the senses) through marri - 9 f reciuses all of whom depend 
the student community, the anchorite class and the c^der of_redusesja^ ha,f of the body 

on the householder) as well. (17) The scriptures spea ^ * ,ady ^ shjfting hjs whole 

of a man seeking the three objects of huma p > P ,• th wor|d) free from 
burden (of maintaining the household) to her a man "^tors, so by 

anxiety. (18) Just as the governor o> a o res oysubdue without any difficulty enemies 

SBbetonging to the other Asramas find hard to 
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conquer. (19) We cannot get absolutely square with you, O queen of the house, in a whole 
lifetime, nay, not even in lives to come, nor can others who have a bias for virtues. (20) 
Nonetheless I shall do my best to grant this desire of yours for offspring. But please wait for 
an hour or so, in order that the world may not reproach me. (21) The present is a most 
ominous hour, favourable to frightful creatures (the demons etc.) and fearful to look at. At 
this hour the ghosts and spirits, forming the retinue of Sri Rudra (the Ruler of the spirits), 
move about. (22) At this juncture of day and night, O virtuous lady, Lord Rudra, the protector 
of all beings, goes about on the back of His (favourite) bull (Nandi), accompanied by His 
entourage of ghosts. (23) With His glittering mass of matted hair thrown into disorder and 
soiled on account of the dust raised by whirlwinds sweeping the cremation grounds, and His 
silver-white body covered with a coat of ashes, Lord Sankara, your sister's husband*, is 
watching all with His three eyes (in the form of the sun, the moon and the fire). (24) (Really 
speaking, however,) no one in this world is akin or alien to Him, and no one is highly 
esteemed or most despised in His eyes. Yet the pity of it is that we for our part covet as a 
reward for our religious observances that very Maya (supernatural power and prosperity) 
which He has enjoyed and spurned. (25) Those wise men who are keen to pierce the veil 
of ignorance recount His spotless doings. Although there is none equal to Him, much less 
greater, and He is the goal of the virtuous, yet He conducts Himself in the manner of fiends 
(moving about all naked, besmeared with ashes and adorned with a wreath of skulls and so 
on). (26) Those unfortunate people alone who adorn their person—which (really speaking) 
is the food of dogs—with wearing apparel, garlands of flowers, ornaments and pigments, 
treating it as their very self, laugh at the conduct of Lord Siva-who ever delights in His own 
Self-ignorant of His purpose (in leading this sort of life, which is to teach the world how to 
develop indifference to the world as well as to one's own body). (27) Even Brahma and the 
other gods (to say nothing of us) respect the bounds set by Him. Nay, He alone is the cause 
of this universe, Maya being His handmaid ! How strange that He should conduct Himself 
in the manner of fiends I Inscrutable indeed are the doings of the almighty Lord. (28) 

h strakrer fggkfur i ^ fegro t#t ? ii 

HforS HTT3IMI4UJ W: I anq^lU k*3T kffa: I 

alfsni kr <47TH I 133 | 

Maitreya continued : In spite of her husband's remonstrances Diti, whose mind had 
been completely shaken by love, seized the holy Brahmana by his garment, casting all 
modesty to the winds like a common woman. (29) When he saw his wife's unusual insistence 
on that prohibited act, Kasyapa bowed to Providence and then sought seclusion with her. (30) 
Thereafter he bathed in water, controlled his breath and speech and began to mutter the holy 
syllable OM, fixing his thought on its meaning, the immutable, self-effulgent eternal 
Brahma. (31) Diti too felt ashamed on account of the sin that attached to her conduct, O 
Vidura (a descendant of Bharata). She, therefore, approached the holy Brahmana and, with 
her face cast down, spoke (to him as follows). (32) 

RfciMM 

ITT if Trtffim SS^-L ^dMi^*TT erokj T3: ktrff ^rTRT I 33 I 

* Sat! (Lord Siva's Spouse) was a real sister of Diti (both being daughters of Daksa). 
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Diti said : Let not Lord Rudra, O hloy sage, who is the foremost of all beings as well as 
the Ruler of spirits, destroy the seed in my womb because I have committed an offence 
against Him. (33) Obeisance to the great god Siva, who is irresistible in power and who drives 
away the agony of His devotees and bestows the desired blessings (on those who approach 
him with a prayer), who is all-blissful (to His disinterested worshippers), who, though 
perfectly non-violent by nature, yet wields the rod (for the wicked), and who is anger 
personified (at the time of universal destruction). (34) May the almighty Lord Siva (the 
Spouse of Sati), my brother-in-law who is extremely compassionate by nature, be gracious 
unto us, women, who deserve the mercy even of the (hard-hearted) hunter. (35) 

ycmdiHj srarofw: 13^1 

Maitreya went on : Kasyapa, who had just finished his evening devotions, saw his wife 
(Diti) shaking violently (with fear) and soliciting for her progeny the blessings of this as well 
as of the other world, and spoke to her (as follows). (36) 

1 nfci&iilrwAui ^ht ^ifoeSw-ndj^i 

njcWd*dc)l*Tgra*nit -aidtisrot I 1341 
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sfTgt »1Jlelk*r5)eh,MleH: I gPi«4c*iqn)«<Wl l"#o I 

Kasyapa said: Since your mind was impure (tainted with lust), the hour was unfavour¬ 
able (for conception), you transgressed my command and (lastly) because you disregarded 
the gods (Lord Rudra and His attendants), O impious woman, a pair of wicked and unworthy 
sons will be born of you—sons that will make all the three worlds as well as their protectors 
cry again and again, O irascible lady ! (37-38) When they proceed to kill helpless and 
innocent creatures, violate the chastity of women and anger exalted souls, the Lord, who is 
the Ruler of the universe and the Delighter of all the worlds, will be enraged and, coming 
down to this world (from His divine Abode) will slay them even as Indra (the wielder of the 
thunderbolt) struck down the mountains. (.39-40) 

mi 1 3trtt£ y^'wgi w fsgF^nsrmfs^ 1*^ 1 

q q ^ 1 *7T *TT ylfaUHl TT7T: W I 

Diti said : I too would rather have my sons die at the hands of the Lord Himself, whose 
long and mighty arm is adorned with the discus Sudarsana. Let them not die under the curse 
of an angered Brahmana, my lord. (41) Even the denizens of hell refuse to show any favour 
to him who is consumed by the curse of a Brahmana, as well as to him who has been a terror 
to living beings, no matter to whatever species of life he may be consigned after death. (42) 

frd^llchl^tTrfa WJ: ydWM^IdldJ ^ 1 

tpqjcf 3 tpnTJlT ■qfadch: TRT I >IIWPd W5T: IV* I 
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Kasyapa said : Since you feel sorry and are full of remorse for what you have done and 
right judgment has soon reverted to you, and since you cherish extreme reverence for Lord 
Visnu and deep regard for Lord Bhava (Siva) and myself too, one of the four sons of your 
elder son will prove worthy of esteem even for holy men; nay, people will sing his fair renown 
along with the Lord's own glory. (43-44) Even as gold of inferior quality is purified by being 
heated in fire, pious souls will cleanse their heart through disciplines (of various kinds) such 
as freedom from animosity in order to emulate his noble disposition and character. (45) The 
Lord, who is the witness of His own Self and whose grace alone brings happiness to this 
universe, consisting of Himself, will be gratified with his exclusive view (that the Lord alone 
is true). (46) He will be a great devotee of the Lord, magnanimous, high-souled and the 
noblest of the noble. Installing Lord Visnu in his heart, purified through intense Devotion, he 
will give up his (false) identification with the body. (47) A mine of good qualities, he will have 
no attachment to the pleasures of sense, and will be steadfast in virtue. He will feel delighted 
at the prosperity of others and will be grieved to see others in trouble. Regarding none as his 
enemy, he will rid the world of its sorrows even as the moon relieves the heat of summer. (48) 
Nay, your grandson will behold, in his heart (through meditation) as well as outside, the lotus¬ 
eyed Lord, who is immaculate (by nature), who assumes forms according to the wishes of 
His own devotees, whose countenance is adorned with brilliant ear-rings and who is the 
ornament of Goddess Sri, the embodiment of womanly charms. (49) 

STFT3H era ^llPaRcdlSflfrggTireT: iqo I 

^14iS.l'iqrl 45lH<.l<j| ■HigfllVl |^\ 

Maitreya continued : Diti felt much delighted to hear that her grandson would be a 
(great) devotee of the Lord, and was proud to learn that her sons would meet their death at 
the hands of Sri Krsna (Lord Visnu) Himself. (50) 

Thus ends the fourteenth discourse in Book Three, comprising among 
other things the dialogue between Diti and Kasyapa, of the 

great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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3TST 
Discourse XV 

Sanaka and his three brothers pronounce a curse against Jaya and Vijaya 

MMIMHi $ rT%3T: fcfH: IWR HHff&T W ^l&IH I ^ I 

I TRtJ^pt SHMciJMcM fs^TR. I 3 I 

Maitreya resumed : Apprehending trouble to the gods (at the hands of her expected 
sons), Diti retained (in her womb) for a hundred years the aforesaid seed of Kasyapa (a lord 
of created beings), which was powerful enough to put down the enemy's strength. (1) (The 
brilliance of that) seed (though cabined in the womb) dimmed the light (of all the luminaries) 
in the world and the guardians of the various spheres too lost their splendour. They, 
therefore, complained to Brahma (the creator of the universe) about the spread of darkness 
in all directions. (2) 

dell 3rj^: 

RT TJHfgR FfeTT <*JTRJ R &I<£TH5 'RRH: <*>i<Vhi^8c«4h: I 3 I 

^d-4ld^<d)Hmf^KdRU| I UtHIUM^i IJHHRfa RcrfdrlJ '6 I 

HR 1 WRjamdR HRHSajrfRTH^ I H I 

^ RHH RHqHRR'R^RTI 3TTRfH MM'yeH dt ^d+ldlHJchH. I ^ I 

HR ^MeMlHTHi fHH^mfeHTHTHT^I H538R$RHRTHHT H ^H%HTTnR: I V9 I 
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TJH ^ f^rW 3Tt5T: chl^unfildqj Rif cTOHiBmHarfa l^o I 
The gods said : You must be knowing, O lord, about this gloom, of which we are very 

much afraid. We are sure nothing is hidden from You inasmuch as the range of Your 
knowledge is unaffected by time. (3) O god of gods, O Maker of the universe, O crest-jewel 
of the guardians of all spheres, You know the mind of all living beings, big and small. (4) Hail, 
hail to You, whose strength is knowledge, and who have assumed this (four-faced) form as well 
as the quality of Rajas by Your own Maya (playful nature), Your cause being unknown. (5) 
All the worlds are woven into You; nay, the whole of this universe, consisting of both cause 
and effect, is Your body. Really speaking, however. You are beyond all this. They who 
contemplate on You, the Creator of all Jivas, with exclusive devotion, having controlled their 
breath, senses and mind, and whose Yoga (effort at Self-Realization) has ripened cannot 
meet with discomfiture from any quarter since they have secured Your grace. (6-7) 
Governed by Your word (the Vedas), even as oxen are controlled by a rope, all created 
beings bear offerings to You (by performing their respective duties) subject to Your control. 
Therefore, hail to You, the Chief Controller of all (even as the vital breath controls all the other 
organs of the body). (8) People have failed to perform their duties because of this darkness 
(which has rendered it impossible for them to distinguish between night and day). Kindly do 
that which is good to them. And be pleased to regard us, who are in great affliction, with an 
eye expressing abundant compassion, O infinite Lord ! (9) Enveloping all the quarters in 
darkness, the seed of Kasyapa placed in Diti's womb is developing as fire thrown in a pile 
of firewood. (10) 
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Maitreya went on: Lord Brahma (the self-born), O mighty-armed Vidura, to whom 
the above prayer was addressed, laughed (at their rank ignorance in praying to him as 

if he were the Supreme Deity), and replied in sweet words to the great delight of the 
gods. (11) 

°/M 
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Brahma said : My mind-born sons, Sanaka and his three brothers, who are the eldest 
of you all, went about the various worlds by air, free from attachment to them. (12) Once upon 

a time they went to the realm, called Vaikuntha, of Lord Visnu (of irresistible might), whose 
mind and body are purely divine (free from the taint of Maya) in substance—a realm which 
is adored by (stands at the top of) all other realms. (13) All the people living there are 

endowed with a form similar to that of Lord Vaikuntha (Visnu) Himself; and it is attained by 
those alone who have worshipped Sri Hari through the disinterested performance of their 
duty. (14) There the most ancient Person (Lord Narayana), who can be known only through 

the Upanisads and who is righteousness personified, (eternally) dwells, having assumed a 
form which is made of Sattva unmixed with Rajas (i.e., Sattva which is purely immaterial or 
divine) and delighting us, His devotees. (15) In that realm there is an orchard called 

Naihsreyasa, which is beatitude incarnate as it were, and which is resplendent with trees that 
yield all that is desired and are laden with fruits and flowers in every season. (16) Seated in 

aerial cars with their consorts, the Gandharvas (of that realm) sing the stories of their Master 

(Lord Visnu), that are capable of wiping out the sins of the whole world. Even though their 

mind is distracted by the fragrance of Madhavi flowers (spring-flowers) laden with honey and 
blossoming in water, they (refuse to be led away by it and) censure* the breeze (carrying 
the fragrance). (17) 

V: 
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* Even though everything in that realm is divine in essence and the fragrance of the Madhavi flowers, which is akin to 

the fragrance of the Lord's own person, only reminds them of the latter instead of diverting their mind towards anything foreign, 

the Gandharvas are so deeply attached to the Lord's stories that they are reluctant to exchange the joy of singing them for 

any other joy, even though it may be equally divine. 

T564J B. M. 9— 
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When the king of bees hums in a high pitch, singing the story of Sri Hari as it were, there 
is a temporary lull in the noise of the pigeon, the cuckoo, the crane, the Cakravaka, the 
Cataka, the swan, the parrot, the partridge and the peacock (who are all ears as it were to 
drink in the bee's song). (18) Seeing that the Lord adorns His person with wreaths etc., made 
of the leaves of TulasI (the basil plant, which is so sacred and dear to Him) and also holds 
its fragrance in great esteem, the flowers of the Mandara, Kunda and Kurabaka, the lily, the 
Campaka, Arna (Karavira), Punnaga, Nagakesara and Bakula, the lotus and the Parijata in 
that realm, though all fragrant, recognize that Tulasi did greater penance (in her previous 
existence) than any of them.* (19) That realm (of Lord Visnu) is crowded with aerial cars made 
of lapis lazuli, emerald and gold, which are secured there as a result of mere obeisance at 
the feet of Sri Hari (and not through Karmayoga, Jrianayoga, Vairagya or penance etc.). The 
mind of those who occupy these cars are so full of Sri Krsna (Lord Visnu) that their spouses 
with large hips and smiling faces are unable to stimulate their passion by their mirth and other 
charms. (20) Sri (the Spouse of Lord Visnu and the goddess of fortune), who is possessed 
of a most lovely form and whose favour is sought after by others (including the greatest gods 
like Brahma and so on), lives in the abode of Sri Hari free from the fault of capriciousnesstf. 
Moving about in that palace with the anklets on Her feet making a tinkling sound, and with 
a lotus-flower held in Her hand as a plaything, She is seen (reflected) in the crystal walls (of 
that palace), inlaid with gold here and there, as if engaged in dusting the house (although, 
really speaking, the abode of the Lord is ever free from dust). (21) While engaged in 
worshipping the Lord with Tulasi leaves in Her own pleasure-garden in the midst of Her 
attendants, Sri (Laksmi) happens to see Her face with beautiful tresses and a prominent 

• This shows that, to say nothing ot living beings such as birds, bees and so on. even inanimate beings in that realm, such 

as plants and trees, are not only endowed with consciousness but are ever engaged in conscious service of the Lord, and are 

constituted of the same essence as the Lord. In this way everything in that realm is divinely blissful in essence. 

t The goddess of fortune has been charged with fickleness only in Her material form. In Her divine form She is an 

embodiment of all feminine virtues and the most constant and devoted of all wives. Although the most beloved of the Lord's 

consorts, and the undisputed queen of His divine household. She is a model of modesty and. like an ideal wife, ever looks upon 

Herself as an humble servant-maid of the Lord. That is why She has been represented here by poetic imagination as engaged 

in a menial service of the Lord's household. 
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Sri Hari while the other divinities (of that realm) looked on, even though they were by far the 
fittest persons (to be admitted into the Lord's presence), their eyes turned slightly red all of 
a sudden on account of anger (that which follows in the wake of desire) at their longing to 
see their most beloved Friend (Sri Hari) being thwarted, and they spoke (as follows). (31) 

fdrifldt faw: I 

stiitFjsm ririfdiJst gt asr 1391 
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The sages said: Of those who attain to and dwell in this realm as a result of their devoted 
worship to the Lord and (naturally) imbibe the qualities (such as even-mindedness and so 
on) of their Master, how is it that you two should have developed such a discordant' 
disposition ? When the Lord is extremely pacific and has no quarrel with anybody, there can 
be none deserving to be suspected by you here on your own analogy, who happen to be the 

only impostors in this realm. (Since you are impostors yourselves, you scent foul play in 
others.) (32) The enlightened inhabitants of this realm do not perceive their none-identity 
with the Lord, who contains the whole universe in the cavity of His abdomen; on the other 
hand, they find themselves comprised in the Lord even as the space in a jar is included in 
the infinite space. What, then, has happened to you, who are invested with a divine body, 
which has filled you with fear, caused by diversity, on His account ? (33) Therefore, we are 
contemplating what should be a meet punishment for your sin, in order that good may be 
eventually done to you, the two dull-witted servants of the Supreme Being, the Lord of 
Vaikuntha. Since you smell diversity even here, go you hence to those spheres where the 
three vicious propensities (lust, anger and greed) are one's (deadly) enemies. (34) 

^lfad1Rdii'i4lcM*JT£r 4)4 4 1 
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Hearing this utterance of the sages and knowing it to be a curse from the Brahmanas, 
which could not be counteracted even by multitudes of missiles, the two attendants of Sri 
Hari, who is afraid of the Brahmanas even more than they, immediately prostrated 
themselves on the ground, clasping the sages' feet with great humility. (35) "You have meted 
out to us a punishment which is but meet for an offender; let it, therefore, take effect, so that 
it may purge us in toto of the sin of showing disrespect to the Lord (by insulting you, who are 
worthy of His respect). But if you feel the least compunction (in your heart) due to compassion 
for us, let us not fall a prey to infatuation that may efface from our mind the memory of the 
Lord when we descend into the lower regions." (36) 

r#FL ^4 TJpft: I B'a I 
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That very moment the Lord, whose navel is the seat of a lotus, and who is the delight of the 

righteous, learnt about the insult thus offered by His own servants to saints (like Sanaka and his 

three brothers), and went to the spot (where the sages had been held up) on those very feet which 
were sought after by recluses and great sages, accompanied by Sri (His beloved Spouse). (37) 

The Sages saw that the Lord, who was the goal of their Samadhi (profound meditation), had 
arrived before their very eyes, accompanied by His own attendants, who carried articles suited 

to the visit (such as the umbrella, chowries and so on). The white umbrella (which was held over 
His head) looked like the moon; (while the strings of pearls hanging from its edge) and dancing 
in the cool breeze coming from the pair of chowries that (were being waved on both His sides 

and) shone like swans looked like drops of nectar falling from its rays. (38) The Lord, who is the 
repository of all that is worth coveting, was graciously disposed towards all and touched the heart 
(of His devotees) by His affectionate glances. With Goddess LaksmI, who shone on His swarthy 

and broad chest (in the form of a golden streak), He enhanced the beauty as it were of His own 

abode (Vaikuntha) the crest-jewel of all heavenly worlds. (39) He was adorned with a girdle that 
shone brightly on the yellow cloth covering His large hips and with a garland of sylvan flowers, 
which was distinguished by the humming of bees; His lovely wrists were graced with bracelets, 
and He had rested one of His hands on the shoulder of Garuda (the son of Vinata) and was 
revolving a lotus with another. (40) His countenance was distinguished by cheeks—which 

enhanced the beauty of the alligator-shaped pendants, that outshone lightning-and a prominent 
nose; and His head was covered with a crown studded with gems. A charming and superb 

necklace was hanging between His stout arms, while His neck was adorned with the gem known 

by the name of Kaustubha. (41) The sages regarded with unsated eyes,and joyously bowed their 

heads to, the Lord who (says Brahma to the gods) had assumed a personality for his (Brahma's) 

own sake as well as for the sake of Bhava (Lord Siva) and yourselves (the other gods)—a 

personality which was full of abundant charm and about which His devotees thought within 
themselves that Indira's (Laksmrs) excessive pride (of beauty) disappeared (at its very sight). (42) 

3FrTrfa: fadd-SM: I^ I 

% gr 3fjsi i 
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The breeze laden with the honey of the Tulasi blossoms, mixed with the dust of the lotus- 
feet of that lotus-eyed Lord, entered the interior of those sages through the nose (the door for its 
passage) and not only thrilled their body but caused a flutter in their mind too, (ever) immersed 
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as they were in the joy of oneness with the Absolute (and thus above all excitation caused by 
sense-contacts*). (43) Having their heart's desire fulfilled by the sight of His face, which 
resembled a blue lotus, and the beauty of which was enhanced by His still lovelier lips and a 
smile which shone as a (full-blown) jasmine flower, they then looked lower down at His feet— 
which were inlaid as it were with rubies in the shape of ruddy nails—and fixed their mind on the 
same. (44) They (now) proceeded to extol the Lord-who is endowed with the eight supernatural 

powers, which are eternally present in Him and cannot be acquired by anyone else-and who 
reveals a personality fit to-be meditated upon by men seeking to attain their goal through paths 
of Yoga, and which is highly esteemed by them and is the delight of their eyes. (45) 
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The Kumaras said : It is only today, O infinite Lord, that You have appeared before our 

eyes—You, who are hidden from the view of the evil-minded, though present in their heart 

(as the Inner Controller)-although You had entered our mind through the passage of the 

ears when our father (Brahma), who owes his existence to You, told us Your secret. (46) O 

Lord, we know You—who bring delight every moment to these (devotees) by Your 

personality, which is constituted of pure Sattva—to be the highest spiritual Truth, which 

sages free from egotism and passion realize in their heart through the practice of unflinching 

Devotion learnt by Your grace. (47) O Lord, Your glories are worth recounting and capable 

of taking men across the ocean of worldly existence. Hence those wise men who have 
sought the protection of Your feet and know how sweet Your stories are prize not even Your 

imperishable boon (in the shape of final beatitude), much less other blessings (such as the 

position of Indra and so on), which are ever exposed to fear from Your frowns. (48) Let us 

by all means be born in the infernal regions as a result of our sins, only if our mind takes 

(constant) delight in Your (lotus-like) feet, if our speech just like TulasT leaves derives its 

grace from Your feet and if the cavity of our ears is filled with the accounts of Your manifold 

virtues. (49) O Lord of wide renown, our eyes have derived excessive joy from the form You 

have revealed (to us). We, therefore, make obeisance to You, the almighty Lord, who have 

* This shows that the form of the Lord is purely djvine in substance and has no mixture of Prakrti or Matter in it. Had it 

been a product of Matter like our bodies, the fragrance of any part of His body or of anything connected with it could not have 

disturbed the serenity of sages like Sanaka and others, who are the masters of Jhanis and Yogis of all ages. 
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thus appeared before us, even though You remain hidden from the view of those who have 
not yet conquered their mind. (50) 

Thus ends the fifteenth discourse entitled " The Curse of Sanaka and his three 
brothers against Jaya and Vi jay a", in Book Three of the great 

and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T8J 

Discourse XVI 
The fall of Jaya and Vijaya from Vaikuntha 

TjnraT %nt *j4)di nhmWuimj yfdd>£I irnr^ fej: | ^ | 

Brahma continued : The Lord who has His abode in Vaikuntha joyfully received the 
foregoing words of those sages-who had taken a vow of devotion (to Sri Hari) and extolled 
Him (in the aforesaid manner)-and spoke the following words (in reply). (1) 
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The Lord said: These attendants of Mine, Jaya and Vijaya by name, have committed 
a great offence against you, ignoring Me (at the same time). (2) The punishment that has 
been meted out to them by you, who are so devoted to Me, is approved of by Me, O good 
sages, inasmuch as the offence against you constitutes an affront to Me. (3) The Brahmana 
is My highest deity and the disrespect that has been shown to you by My own people, I take 
it as an offence committed by Myself; hence I crave your forgiveness for the same on this 
occasion. (4) On a servant doing a wrong the world (generally) blames his master (for the 
same) and the disrepute thus brought to him tarnishes his fair name even as white leprosy 
disfigures the skin. (5) (You know) the whole world down to the pariah (who cooks and lives 
by the flesh of a dog) is immediately purified by a dip taken through the ear into the nectar 
of My unsullied glory. But it is from you (the Brahmanas) that I have derived this highly 
sanctifying renown. Therefore, irresistible as I am, I will not hesitate to lop off My own arm 

if its conduct is found hostile to you. (6) Because of My services to you the dust of My lotus- 
feet has become so sacred that it immediately wipes out all sin and I have acquired a disposition 
on account of which Sri (the goddess of fortune) leaves Me not, even though I have no 
attachment to Her, while others (including the highest gods such as Brahma and so on) 
observe sacred vows for securing even a sidelong glance from Her. (7) I do not enjoy the 
oblations offered by the sacrificer in a sacrifice through the sacrificial fire, which is one of My 
own mouths, with the same relish as I eat the delicacies overflowing with ghee through the 
mouth of the Brahmana who, having dedicated the consequences of his actions to Me, is ever 
satisfied (with his lot) and relishes every morsel he takes. (8) The power of My Yogamaya 
(wonderful divine energy) is infinite and unobstructed, and the water in which My feet have 
been washed (viz., the holy Gahga) quickly sanctifies all the three worlds along with Lord 
Siva (who bears her on His head). Yet even I bear on My crown the holy dust of the 

Brahmanas' feet ! Who would not, under the circumstances, bear with them ? (9) The 
Brahmanas, the cows (that yield materials for sacrificial offerings) and defenceless crea¬ 
tures are My own bodies. The vulture-like messengers of Yama, the god of punishment 
appointed by Me, who are furious as serpents, angrily tearwith their bills those who look upon 
these (My bodies) as distinct from Me, their faculty of judgment having been impaired by that 
sin. (10) On the other hand, they captivate My heart, who with a gladdened heart and with 

their lotus face enlivened by a nectar-like smile respect the Brahmanas—even though they 
utter harsh words—looking upon them as My own selves, and pacify them by praising them 

in loving words even a£ a son would appease an angry father or as I am pacifying you. (11) 
These servants of Mine thus trespassed against you without knowing the mind of their 
master (Myself). I shall, therefore, deem it a favour done to Me if you so ordain that, reaping 
the fruit of their transgression they may return to My presence soon—that the term of their 
exile from My abode may expire before long. (12) 

3T«T 
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Brahma continued : Even though the sages had been bitten by the serpent of anger, 
their soul was not sated with hearing the Lord's lovply and illuminating speech, which was 
like a series of Mantras (sacred texts). (13) Though brief, the Lord's excellent speech was 
difficult to comprehend because of its momentous import and was most profound in 
significance. The sages heard it with wide open (attentive) ears and pondered it as well; yet 
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they could not understand what He intended doing. (14) The Brahmanas were all the same 
extremely delighted to behold Him and experienced a thrill all over their body. They then 
spoke (as follows) to the Lqrd, who had revealed the mighty glory of His supreme divinity 

through His Yogamaya (wonderful divine potency). (15) 
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The sages said: O self-effulgent Lord, we are unable to know what You contemplate doing; 
for, even though the Ruler of all, You speak of favour done to You (by us)! (16) A friend and well- 

wisher of the Brahmanas as You are, it is but natural for You to believe that the Brahmana is Your 

supreme deity. The fact, however, is that the Lord (Yourself) is the Self and the Deity of not only 
the Brahmanas but even of the gods of gods (Brahma, Siva and others). (17) The Eternal Religion 

(Sanatana Dharma) has proceeded from You and the same is protected (from time to time) by 

Your manifestations (Avataras). Nay, You alone are recognized (by the Sastras) as the 
immutable goal as well as the secret of Dharma (Religion). (18) By Your grace the Yogis (mystics) 
treading the path of Nivrtti (indifference to the world) are easily able to cross the ocean of birth 
and death. How, then, can You be favoured by others? (19) LaksmI (the goddess of fortune)—the 
dust of whose feet is borne by others, viz., seekers of wealth, on their head—waits upon You at 

the appointed hours, as though anxious to secure a place in the abode (in the shape of Your lotus- 
feet) of the king of bees, who hovers on the fresh wreath of TulasI leaves offered at Your feet by 
some blessed devotee. (20) Excessively fond as You are of Your greatest devotees, You have 
no great regard for LaksmI, even though She offers You Her faultless services. Adorned as You 

are by a number of adorable virtues, how can the dust of the roads trodden and hallowed by the 
feet of the Brahmanas or the mark of Srlvatsa (a curl of hair) on Your breast lend sanctity to You 

or how could You accept them as ornaments? (21) O Lord, in the form of Dharma (virtue) You 
are manifest in all the three ages (viz., Satya, Treta and Dwapara, the fourth, i.e., Kali being 
notorious for its marked absence of Dharma) and as such You protect with Yourthree feet (viz., 
purity of mind and body, austere penance and compassion, which severally characterize the 
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three ages, the fourth viz., truthfulness, being present even in Kali, though in an attenuated 
form,) this universe, consisting of animate and inanimate beings, for the sake of the gods and 
the Brahmanas. Kindly drive away by Your (divine) personality, which consists of pure 
(immaterial) Sattva and is the bestower of all blessings, the elements of Rajas and Tamas in us, 
inimical as they are to virtue. (22) If You, who are Dharma personified, cease to protect the 
Brahmana race, (with is the foremost of all the twice-born classes and) which deserves to be 

protected by You, through loving worship and polite words, the blessed path (of the Vedas) 
chalked out by You, 6 Lord, will forthwith disappear from the world; for the people would accept 
as their standard that conduct (viz., ceasing to worship and speak polite words to the Brahmanas) 
of Yours, who are the Supreme Person. (23) This can never be to Your liking; for You, being the 
storehouse of Sattva (goodness), are ever intent on doing what is good to the people and uproot 
the enemies of virtue through the agency of kings that represent Your power. Since You 

are the suzerain lord of all the three worlds (the entire creation) and the protector of the whole 
universe, Your glory is not at all diminished by Your mere stooping down (before the 
Brahmanas); for that is a mere spoi+on Your part. (24) Nay, we accord our hearty approval 
to any other punishment that You may choose to inflict on them, O universal Lord, or to any 
(additional) subsistence You may be pleased to confer on them (allowing them to continue 
in Yourservice). Or You may mete out to us any punishment that may be suitable for us, since 

we have pronounced a curse against Your innocent servants. (25) 

Tjrtt srftnra mi: i 

SJR: 3TT^ <7T ^TTRt mta felT: 

The Lord replied : Know that the imprecation uttered by you was ordained by Myself, 
O holy Brahmanas! Therefore, being born before long into the demoniac species, and firmly 
united in thought with Me through concentration of mind intensified by anger (hatred), they 

will return to My presence shortly afterwards. (26) 
sn&lqi-q 

3T2T % -q^rt 3gT d<fagH fafTO W Rfc I 
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fosmiifa 7T ^rr fenfmrsf: 13^1 

?fd -flfrfdWT tfesfrSSRIR: 1^1 

Brahma continued: Having seen Lord Visnu, who was so delightful to the eyes, and His 
self-effulgent Abode, Vaikuntha, the sages now went round the Lord (as a mark of respect) anc 
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prostrated themselves before Him; and then, taking leave of Him, they returned extremely 
delighted, applauding His divine splendour. (27-28) The Lord then said to His attendants 
(Jaya and Vijaya), "Depart (from this place) but fear not; may all be well (with you). Though 

capable of nullifying the Brahmanas' curse, I would not do so; on the contrary, it has My 
approval. (29) It had already been pronounced by Rama (Laksmi), who was angry with 

you when you on a previous occasion stopped Her entry at the door while I was buried 

in My Yoganidra (deep Samadhi or trance). (30) Absolved from the sin of insulting the 
Brahmanas by concentrating your thought on Me through anger, you shall return to My 

presence not long afterwards." (31) Having thus instructed His gate-keepers, the Lord 
entered His Abode, adorned with rows of palaces and possessed of an all-surpassing 

splendour. (32) As a result of the Brahmanas' curse, which was not easy to escape, 

the two attendants of the Lord, the foremost of the gods (inhabitants of Vaikuntha) 
lost their splendour and their pride too was gone even as they were about to fall from 

the realm of Sri Hari. (33) When they actually began to fall from the realm of Lord Visnu, 
a loud outcry was raised by the occupants of the principal aerial cars, O dear sons. (34) 

It is those two principal attendants of Sri Hari that have now entered the powerful seed 
of Kasyapa deposited in the womb of Diti. (35) It is by the glory of these twin Asuras 
(demons) that your glory has been eclipsed; and (there is no remedy because) it is the 
Lord Himself who is keen to do all this at this juncture. (36) The Lord, who is the controller 

of the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti), nay, who is responsible for the creation, 
preservation and dissolution of the universe, and whose Yogamaya (wonderful creative 

power) cannot be easily understood even by Masters of Yoga—that most ancient Person 
alone will come to our rescue. What purpose can be served in this behalf by our 

deliberation on the subject ? (37) 

Thus ends the sixteenth discourse in Book Three of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XVII 
Birth of Hiranyakasipu and Hiranyaksa and the latter's 

conquest of the four quarters 

fail WJ 1^=41 7M ^TTUT il|;4l%ldl: I HrT: ^cH-d fafadM facjWfl: I ^ I 

fafartj 1 ^ Tnsaf i ^ i 
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i «irfR 34 Pay dim i qr tr czna$^r 1 ^ 1 
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Maitreya continued: The gods (the denizens of heaven) were rid of fear on hearing the 
cause (of the darkness) as explained by Brahma (the self-born); and then they all returned 
to heaven. (1) As for Diti, that virtuous lady had been very apprehensive of trouble to the gods 
from the children (in her womb) ever since her husband predicted the same, and brought 
forth two twin sons after full one hundred years. (2) Even at the hour of their birth in that 
hermitage, many an evil portent, which foreboded a great calamity to the world, occurred in 

heaven and on earth as well as in the space between these two regions (in mid air). (3) Parts 
ofthe globe shook along with the mountains; all the quarters appeared to be on fire, meteors 
and thunderbolts descended on earth and comets portending grief appeared. (4) There blew 
winds which were most uninviting to the touch, hissing again and again and uprooting 
gigantic trees. They had storm for their army and clouds of dust for their ensigns. (5) The 
luminaries in the heavens having been screened by masses of clouds in which lightnings 
sometimes flashed as though laughing, darkness reigned everywhere, so that nothing could 
be seen anywhere. (6) The ocean with its high waves wailed aloud as if stricken with sorrow, 
and there was commotion among the creatures inhabiting its bowels. The rivers and lakes 
etc., were also agitated and their lotuses withered. (7) Misty halos appeared round the sun 
and the moon during solar and lunar eclipses again and again. Claps of thunder were heard 
(even without clouds) and sounds like that of rattling chariots emerged from mountain 
caves. (8) In the interior of villages she-jackals yelled portentously, vomiting a strong fire from 
their mouth; and jackals and owls also joined them with their cries. (9) Raising their necks, 
dogs uttered here and there various cries in the manner now of singing and now of wailing. 
(10) And donkeys in rut ran hither and thither in herds, striking the earth, O Vidura, with their 
hard hoofs and wildly braying. (11) Frightened with the (braying of the) donkeys, birds flew 
shrieking out of their nests, while cattle in the cow-pens as well as in the woods passed dung 
and urinated. (12) Cows yielded blood in place of milk from terror, clouds rained pus, the 
images of gods shed tears and trees fell down without a blast. (13) Ominous planets (such 
as Mars and Saturn) shone brighter and surpassed the auspicious ones (such as Mercury, 
Jupiter and Venus) as well as a number of lunar mansions and, taking a seemingly 
retrograde course, came into conflict with one another. (14) Noticing these and other such 
mighty portents of an evil type, people other than the sons of Brahma (Sanaka and others, 

who were aware of the fall of Jaya and Vijaya and their birth as Diti's sons) were seized with 
fear inasmuch as they did not know the secret of these portents, and thought that the 

dissolution of the universe was at hand. (15) 

ehNnifeiHI 
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The two earliest Daityas (sons of Diti) soon revealed their (former) prowess and with their 

steel-like frames grew to the size of two huge mountains. (16) Kissing the sky with the crests 
of their gold crowns, screening the quarters (with their bodies) and shaking the earth with 

theirfootfall at every step, and theirarms adorned with brilliant bracelets, they stood eclipsing 

the sun by their waist, which was surrounded with an excellent girdle. (17) Kasyapa (one of 
the lords of created beings) gave them names. (Accordingly) of the two twin brothers, the 

people came to know the one who descended from his loins (and entered the womb) first, 
by the name of Hiranyakasipu; while he whom Diti brought forth first was known as 
Hiranyaksa*. (18) 

stueRui giggr 4cy+»<4d: 1^1 

fgg: gffg^gjigjggigifungg graf wu^oi 

<T ^8g ^3TT R3 I 
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* In his commentary on the above verse, Sridhara Swarhl, the earliest known commentator ot Srimad Bhagavata, quotes 

the following verse from a work entitled "Pindasiddhi":— 

^f*^fbJT^^ij'417Hggi,ifr tfg wr tvi n 

"A mother develops two embryos in her womb when the male generative fluid enters the menstrual flux in the uterus in 

two successive drops. And the mother brings forth the twins in an order reverse to that in which she conceives them. That is 

to say, the child which was conceived before is brought forth later, while the one conceived later is brought forth first." 
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Fearina death at the hands of none by virtue of a boon got from Brahma, Hiraoyakasipu 
was puffed9up with pride and brought under his sway by (the strength of) his arms all the three 
spheres (the earth, heaven and the subterranean region) along with their guardian deities (19) 

His beloved younger brother, Hiranyaksa, who always tried to please him and was °"d 
of war once wenf up to heaven, mace in hand, seeking (an adversary in) combat. (20) H,s 

tempo was difficult to resist. He had anklets of gold tinkling about his f®e[ ^df n®d ^! f 
w-jj^nti narland he rested his huge mace on one of his shoulders. (21) His strength of 

mind and body as well as the boon conferred on him (by Brahma) had puffed him up. e 
feared death at the hands of none and there was no check on him. The gods, therefore, we 
seized with fear at his very sight and hid themselves even as snakes hide themselves foi 
fear of Garuda (22) The chief of the Daityas saw that they had vanished before his might 
and roared aloud on not finding Indra and the other gods that had been intoxicated with 
Dower (23) Having returned therefrom, the mighty Daitya, like an elephant in rut, dived into 
the deep ocean-which was terribly roaring-just for the sake of sport. (24) On his entering 

the ocean the aquatic creatures forming the host of Varuna (the god presiding over the 
waters) were distracted with fear and ran away too far, scared by his very splendour without 

his dealinq a blow (25) Moving about in the ocean for very many years, the mig y 
Hi ranvaksa smote the gigantic waves tossed by the winds with his iron mace again and again 
and reached Vibhavar? the capital of Varuna, O dear Vidura. (26) Seeing Prace a (Varupa), 
the quardian of Patala (the abode of the demons) and the lord of the aquatic creatures, there, 

he fell at the latter's feet like a low man to make fun of him, and said with a smile, Give me 
battle O supreme lord! (27) You are the guardian of a whole sphere and a ruler of wide fame, 
and have crushed the might of arrogant and conceited warriors. Nay, having conquered a 
fhe Sas and Danava's in the world, you once performed a Rajasuya sacr.fice, my 

lord " (28) Thus wantonly mocked by an enemy whose vanity knew no bounds, the 

worehipful lord of waters waxed angry : but he managed to curbthe ang®^ 
in him by dint of his reason and replied, "O dear one, we have (now) desisted from warfare 

(have grown too old for a combat). (29) I do not see anyone else than the mos ancien t Person 
Lord Visnu) who will give satisfaction in battle to you, who are so skilled in the ways of wan 

Therefore O chief of the Asuras, approach Him, whom even heroes like you mention with 
praise (30) On reaching Him you will be rid of your pride at once and will lie down on the fidd 

of battle (in eternal sleep), surrounded by dogs. It is in order to exterminate^*lc^d f, 
like you and to show His grace to the virtuous that He assumes various forms (from tim 

time)." (31) 

Thus ends the seventeenth discourse, forming part of the story of Hiranyaksa's 
conquest of the four quarters, in Book Three of the great and 

glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 
as the Paramahariisa-Samhita. 
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Discourse XVlil 

Encounter of the Divine Boar with Hiranyaksa 
4^7 33M 
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Maitreya continued : Hearing the foregoing words of Varuna (the lord of waters), the 
proud and vainglorious Daitya paid little heed to them. And having learnt from Narada the 

whereabouts of Sri Hari, O dear Vidura, he hurriedly betook himself to the depths of the 
ocean. (1) He saw there the all-victorious divine Boar bearing the earth upwards on the ends 

of His tusks and robbing the demon of his splendour by His reddish eyes, and laughed. "Oh! an 

amphibious beast!" (2) (Turning to the Lord) he said, "Come on, fool; leave the earth. The 
Maker of the universe has entrusted her to us, the dwellers in Rasatala. You cannot escape 
unscathed with her before my very eyes, O vile god disguised as a boar! (3) Have you been 

reared by our enemies (the gods) for our extermination, as you kill the Asuras by deceptive 
methods and conquer them while remaining invisible yourself ? You possess little prowess, 
Yogamaya (deception) being your only strength. Therefore, by killing you, O fool, I shall wipe 

the tears of my kith and kin. (4) When you fall dead with your skull smashed by the mace 

hurled by our arms, the gods and sages who bear offerings to you will cease to be like trees 
without roots." (5) Though being pierced by the shaft-like abusive words of the enemy, the 
Lord bore the pain, perceiving the Earth on the ends of His tusks affrighted, and emerged 

out of the water like an elephant with his female companion assailed by an alligator. (6) The 
Daitya, who had golden hair (on his head) and fearful tusks, gave a chase to the Lord while 

He was rising out of the water, even as an alligator would chase an elephant, and, roaring like 
thunder, said, "(Are you not ashamed of running away before a challenging adversary ?) Or 
there is nothing reproachful for shameless wretches." (7) 
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arfagerr fara^pn 5njA<nj;4niuii fg-pT: tpqgt£: i c i 
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The Lord placed the earth on the surface of the water within His sight and transferred to 
her His own energy in the form of capacity to support herself on the water, while the enemy 

stood looking on and while Brahma (the creator of the universe) extolled Him and the (other) 
gods rained flowers on Him. (8) The Lord now displayed a terrible rage and spoke laughing 
to the demon, who was now close upon Him, armed with a mighty mace, nay, who was 
adorned with gold ornaments and protected by a queer armour of gold, and had all along 
been cutting Him to the quick by his abusive words. (9) 

SW'M/JqfW 

gg ■gt cH'nwti xpn tjsrfgmHjrm itmRisHi 

•T ylci^Tht4! <=fUI [«*<*>gg I \ o | 

gg xgr^TT THfaWT gtfffgi TOT sflWdlW I 

fdyrcissjTfa #4 w gnrr gfrorngra gr^ihi 

TOSTHT fgTO 3TT^FJg: I 

Hssrra giwi< ■wcHigi g: gferi gifgfgxreftrsg: i ^ i 

The Lord said : Indeed we are wild brutes, O wretch, looking about for dogs like you. 
Heroes take no notice of your braggadocio, bound as you are with the cords of Death. (10) 
Scared away by your mace, we, who have stolen the charge of the dwellers in Rasatala, 
stand here, casting all shame to the winds. Yet willy-nilly we must take our stand on the battle¬ 
field; for, having brought about enmity with a powerful adversary, where can we go ? (11) 
A leader of leaders of foot soldiers as you are, take prompt steps to overthrow us, giving up 
all hitch, and wipe the tears of your kith and kin by slaying us; for he does not deserve a seat 
in an assembly (of good people), who fails to redeem his plighted word. (12) 

#sf*jf8THT SRcFTT 3IF5SIU W 3tMj4Klegu'l gTO sETgUHII*? I 

^3T5FTf%: ^TFnTO^5TOfeHfTOI: I 3TOra 5TO I^TT 1 ^ I 

gromg fggs Ryuiufii 13ig£gRH*jFrr gRTTros 

xjgxfgT WIHKig ■yrng-rW^axUTT: I 

gggj g<cguifri gfarrogT “gfg snj: i sggg h 3 bt fttot gggT ^rfedh^Hri i ^ i 

irg g^ngi Tjgfari ?ftrg gi ftnfrrorr 1^1 
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Maitreya continued ; Severely taunted and ridiculed by the Lord in an angry mood, he 
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(the demon) waxed violently angry like a serpent which is being played with. (13) Hissing 
indignantly with all his senses shaken by wrath, the Daitya quickly sprang upon Sri Hari and 
dealt Him a blow with his mace. (14) The Lord, however, dodged the violent blow of the mace 
aimed at His breast by the enemy by moving aside a little, just as an accomplished Yogi 

would elude death. (15) Sri Hari now waxed angry and rushed to meet the demon, who, 
taking up his mace again, began repeatedly to brandish it, biting his lips in rage. (16) And 

then with His mace the Lord struck the enemy on his right eyebrow; but skilled as he was 
(in a fight with maces), O gentle Vidura, he intercepted it with his own mace. (17) In this way 
Haryaksa (a synonym of Hiranyaksa) and Sri Hari struck each -other with their huge maces 

in great rage, each seeking his own victory. (18) There was a keen rivalry between the two 
combatants, both of whom had sustained injuries on their body from the blows of each other's 

pointed mace and grew more and more enraged at the smell of blood on their person. In their 

eagerness to win, they were performing manoeuvres of various kinds; and their contest 
presented the sight of an encounter between a pair of bulls for the sake of a cow. (19) 
Brahma, surrounded by sages (Marici and others), came (there) to witness the combat, O 
Vidura (a descendant of Kuru), of Hiranyaksa (son of Diti) and the Supreme Spirit—who had 
assumed the semblance of a boar by dint of His Maya (deluding potency) and who 

represents the various Yajfias (sacrifices) on His person—both of whom bore enmity to each 

other for Earth's sake. (20) When the worshipful Brahma, who was followed by thousands 
of sages and seers, saw that Hiranyaksa (son of Diti) was full of manliness and devoid of fear, 

had returned the blows of the Lord and possessed irresistible prowess, he spoke to Lord 

Narayana, the earliest Boar (as follows): (21) 
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Brahma said: Having secured a boon from me, my lord, this demon is proving a constant 

annoyance (to the universe) and is not only trespassing against but causing fear and doing 

injury to the gods, that have sought protection in Your feet, as well as to the Brahmanas, the 
cows and other innocent beings and, having no rival to contend with him, goes about the 
spheres in search of one. (22-23) Play not with him, as a child may with an enraged 
serpent—him who is skilled in conjuring tricks, arrogant, self-willed and most wicked. (24) 
Presiding over Yourown Maya (wonderful divine energy), slay this sinful demon, O immortal 
Lord, before he grows formidable with the approach of an hour which is favourable to 

him. (25) The most dreadful hour of twilight, which is ruinous to the worlo, my lord, is fast 
approaching, O Soul of the universe. Be pleased, therefore, to bring victory to the gods (by 

getting rid of this pestilence). (26) The auspicious period, known by the name of Abhijit (so 
opportune for victory), which commenced at midday, has now all but passed. Therefore, in 
the interest of us, Your friends, pray, dispose of this formidable foe quickly. (27) This fellow has, 
luckily enough for us, come of his own accord to You, his death, ordained (by Yourself). 
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Therefore, exhibiting Your prowess, kill him in this duel and establish the worlds in 

peace. (28) 

Thus ends the eighteenth discourse, forming part of the story relating to Hiranyaksa's 
death in Book Three of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XIX 

Death of Hiranyaksa 

dqf N 

fatten ldo4rtl<*>i*ff an: 1nata jjnM£far atsnjfiaL. i ^ i 

HH: anat I JiyMltvdJ neaT I 9 I 

FTT rft naaT feaT 'MiWr4-,J'Rl I fe-ifuidWaS^ ns^dpHccm^ I 3 I 

m aar araaatafsfn a amir nma^ tt ^ an faiann wwt i * i 

J|<|i|mnfa<4l'y'l glglefcU fqfd'trl I MMaiHKH d«S*H I <A I 

t Rfdt^nsjiR WTTWSipezrq I 

■fen awiidfoi tjfeiuri n^TWRTT jT?tfn i s, i 

m a M^ii^w<wi^nndi afefef manan^Tfeamr1 

fap^aa amtJuRgdfen w i 'a i 
o 

cRTR^gsjsj^ warmri a?faa i 3if^n wnaaT gdiwn«igd«,R*v i c i 

q^r nfet ai mar niiai-t. n^RjoRT: i rfem fadd: ^rat: antTgralmn, i i 

snf an^ama^a na*a <a feftqfa i n aar ■jpmsan.^raa^'^fstnj^o i 

ai n 3naaaf at an ■naam. nrnafera: i am? ^wai mrTT nnanfna wftn i ^ \ i 

^aama nfa?a ?anmT n?i^:im3iKT dianHi ?fen fenasw: 1^1 

nm? fafea 1 nmn sjntsma fenmfeatn, am 1^31 

djl«HJl ddlU'grngrftfa rjohlfld^: T* iduklRjId I 

•d^iui f%fea [d^iiddfndi jfefe aTaanarmjf^rniT i V* • 

^aar a|aTfnm ?*: mmn feafafga fejfaaa, i 

Mej411H: F atOTt^IFT Ta^ SI?d4Mtaiadl^: 1^1 

aatsrm^a: gTa^TnamTa^jaR: i manna miet> swn ^snn ?a ?a fsiM: i ^ ^ i 

3T8nasiRjaanai atam^gn ?rt i at fearaa mm^naT nfnrsnnnnnnn,1 ^1 

ya«^afaaa^ifdn: ntaranronj fa^at fan^afami: §mnT: nf?aT ?a i y.61 
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dtigVimVTt: 1^: ^T4iiill^fauij^l^fl(H rimfTcL I ^ I 

f*R*T: I f^cTRTOT 3TflqR1: ^jfe^T TJ*RiJ«feTT: I 9° I 

ar^Rf^ROTBr: tr^Ptjry^sH: i sfiddifafii^yi ft^rr grafsfirawr: 19? 1 
Maitreya continued : Hearing the words of Brahma (the creator), which were free from 

guile and sweet as nectar, the Lord heartily laughed and accepted his prayer with a glance 

laden with love. (1) Thereupon the divine Boar (who had appeared from Brahma's nose) 

sprang and aimed His mace at the chin of His enemy in the form of that demon, who was 
stalking fearlessly before Him. (2) Struck by the demon with his own mace, however, it 

slipped from the Lord's hand and looked splendid as it fell down whirling. This was something 

miraculous as it were. (3) Even though he had an (excellent) opportunity (to hit the Lord), the 
demon refused to strike his unarmed foe and respected the law of a single combat, thereby 
kindling the fury of the Universal Lord. (4) As His mace fell (on the ground) and a cry of alarm 

rose (from the witnessing crowd of gods and Rsis), the almighty Lord acknowledged the 
demon's love of righteousness (fair play) and invoked His discus Sudarsana. (5) As the 
discus (presently) began to revolve (In the Lord's hand) and the Lord was contending at close 

quarters with the chief of His attendants, who had now been born as Hiranyaksa (a vile son 
of Diti), there issued from every direction strange expressions uttered by those who were 

witnessing the scene from their aerial cars and had no knowledge of the Lord's real reality, 

saying : "May victory attend You. Pray, despatch him (play no more with him)!" (6) When he 

beheld the Lord, who had eyes as big and lovely as the petals of a lotus, standing in position 
before him, and further saw Him armed with a discus, his senses were overpowered with 

indignation and, hissing (as a serpent) he bit his lips in great resentment. (7) The demon, who 
had fearful tusks, stared at Sri Hari, as though he would burn Him and, springing into the air, 

aimed his mace at Him, exclaiming at the same time: "You are slain." (8) The Lord, who had 

assumed the form of a boar, that represented all the sacrifices, playfully knocked it down with 

His left foot, O saintly Vidura, even as it came upon Him with the force of a tempest, while 
the enemy was still looking on. (9) The Lord then said, “Take up your weapon and try again, 
eager as you are to conquer Me." Challenged in these words, the demon aimed His mace 

(at the Lord) once more and loudly roared. (10) When the Lord saw it flying towards Him, He 
stood firm (where He was) and caught it, even as it came, with the same ease as Garuda 

(the king of the birds) would seize a serpent. (11) The great demon felt humiliated and was 
put out of countenance when his valour was thus frustrated; and he was reluctant to take 

back the mace which was being offered by Sri Hari. (12) He now took a trident, which was 
rapacious as a flaming fire, for hurling it against the Lord, who was Yajria personified, even 

as one would use spells for a malevolent purpose against a holy Brahmana. (13) Hurled with 
all his strength by the mighty Daitya, the glowing trident shone all the brighter in the sky. Sri 

Hari, however, tore it to pieces with His discus (Sudarsana)—which had a sharp-edged 

rim—even as Indra cut down a wing of Garuda dropped by the latter.* (14) The demon got 

enraged when his trident was cut to pieces by the discus of Sri Hari. He, therefore, advanced 

towards the Lord and, roaring aloud, smote Him with his hard fist on His broad chest, which 

bore the mark of Srivatsa (a curl of white hair), and then went out of sight. (15) Hit in this 

manner by the demon, O Vidura, the Lord, who appeared as the First Boar, did not feel the 

least quaking in any part of His body, any more than an elephant would when struck with a 

* Once upon a time Garuda snatched away nectar from the gods in heaven, in order to liberate his mother (Vinata) from 

the thraldom of his stepmother Kadru (the mother of the serpent race). Thereupon Indra (the lord of paradise) hurled his 
thunderbolt against Garuda. With a view to respecting the infallibility of Indra's weapon, Garuda (who was otherwise invincible, 

being the Lord's own mount) dropped one of his wings, which was shattered to pieces by the thunderbolt. 
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wreath of flowers. (16) He now employed many a conjuring trick against Sri Hari, the Lord 
of Yogamaya (the source of all Mayas), at the sight of which the people were filled with alarm 
and thought the dissolution of the universe was near. (17) Fierce winds began to blow, which 
spread darkness occasioned by dust. And stones came in volleys from every quarter as if 
thrown from slings. (18) The luminaries in the heaven disappeared due to the sky being 
overcast with masses of clouds, which were accompanied by lightning and thunder, and 
frequently rained pus, hair, blood, faeces, urine and bones. (19) Mountains discharging 
weapons of various kinds appeared, O sinless Vidura, as also naked demonesses armed 
with tridents, their hair hanging loose. (20) Most cruel and savage slogans where uttered by 
hosts of Yaksas and Raksasas who were all of a ruffian type and either marched on foot or 

rode on horses or elephants or in chariots. (21) 

<T I^JT HdcMld: RM 

TT 3TF^rTT &|cqTOI uRtW I 

colcoat 1I 

f^lHt W «tvUrt<y 

3T3n^TT 3T?T ^ cTOH RRyldMJ^I 

^ ^tfTRt yhlfimRRT # SZJFlfcT R^-ldfldl I 

TJjTt <Tt ^liyitlldlcIWifdlLI ^SJFT yud^ ? I?*? I 

The Lord, who represented all the sacrifices in His person, now discharged His beloved 
discus, Sudarsana, which was capable of dispersing the Mayas (magical forces) displayed 
by the demon. (22) That very moment, all of a sudden, a shudder ran through the heart of 
Diti (Hiranyaksa's mother) as she recalled the words of her lord (the sage Kasyapa); and 
blood flowed from her breasts. (23) When he saw his magic forces dispelled, he went into 
the presence of Lord Kesava once more and, full of rage, encompassed Him within his arms 
(in order to crush Him; but to his great amazement and chagrin) he found the Lord standing 
outside the circle of his arms.(24) As he (now) began to strike the Lord with his fists, which 
were harder than adamant, Lord Adhoksaja (who is beyond sense-perception) slapped him 
in the root of his ear, even as Indra (the lord of the Maruts or gods of winds) hit the demon 
Vrtra (son of Twasta, the architect of the gods). (25) Though struck indifferently by the Lord, 
the conqueror of all, the demon's body began to wheel, the eye-balls bulged out of their 
sockets, and he fell down dead like a gigantic tree" uprooted by the wind, his arms, legs and 
hair on the head broken and scattered. (26) Brahma and others, who had now arrived (on 
the spot) saw the demon with fearful tusks lying on the ground, biting his lips, the glow on 
his face yet unfaded, and admiringly said, "Oh, who could meet such a (blessed) death! (27) 
Struck by a fore-foot of the Lord—whom Yogis meditate upon in seclusion through Yoga in 
the form of abstract meditation, seeking freedom from their limitation, which is unreal—and 
gazing on His countenance, this crest-jewel of Diti's sons has shuffled off his mortal coil! (28) 
These two demons (Hiranyakasipu and Hiranyaksa) are no other than the Lord's own 
attendants, who have attained to this accursed state (have been born as demons) through 
a curse (pronounced by the sage Sanaka and his three brothers). After going through some 
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more births they will return to their (divine) Abode." (29) 

5^7 3T^: 

Rlit HMWifytfitTlH'TH femt I 

?tTts4 c<4mlt)i fRcjHI: l^ol 

The gods addressed the Lord: Hail, hail to You, the source of all sacrifices; who have 

assumed a form consisting of pure Sattva (goodness) for the purpose of maintaining this 

world. Fortunately for us this demon, who was a torment to the worlds, has been slain (by 
You) and we too, O Lord, are at ease (now) through devotion to Your feet. (30) 

TT<t h fUdfiMi l 

'Jinm tqH<afusrilce« TPTtfgR: t£fcct>Tfyy{ll<fa: 

H^l ^I8ii’jTtiHciif^ H jR: «j)diddUt<4 I 

^tan f?T<KIT§T idUNjhUI shUHdfcHIfrd: 1331 

Maitreya continued: Having thus killed Hiranyaksa of irresistible prowess, Sri Hari, who 
had appeared in the form of the First Boar, retired to His own (divine) realm, which is the 

abode of uninterrupted joy; while Brahma (who has his seat on a lotus) and others extolled 

him. (31) I have narrated to you, as I was told (by my preceptor), O good friend, the exploits 

of Sri Hari, who came down to the material plane (in the form of the divine Boar), and how 
that Hiranyaksa of mighty valour was knocked down by Him like a plaything in that great 
encounter. (32) 

3W3 

gfouciKoyidmispr ^nr^siiT^i m R^rmedi %jti33i 

3TRRT '50^rtl*Hli£|it4|*wi 3RSJRT 'Rd-Uld: f% TJR: I 3* I 

^Tt TT3E3 SZJTTtT I ^t^PrftRT aR^JJRT I 3 ^ I 

<T I ftH?: cfiT R ^TTTSZJRHT^r: 13^1 

^fT ^ R^ligd f^chlisd cbkui4£ct><l<iH: I 

^llfd ic^Im fgSTT: I 3*31 

lidH^i^uyi^ qfej spj ^T5TPT RctMl^lRjlMIHJ 

STTlPsWIUli iMdtfR RTTNuij^R RfrH^ spcjRTH, I 3 4I 

|fd WTO ww RffcTTRT f|RJRm*T[ I 

Suta continued : Hearing the narrative of the Lord as it was told by the sage Maitreya 
(son of Kusaru), Vidura, who was a great devotee of the Lord, derived supreme delight, O 

holy sage. (33) One rejoices to hear the life-account even of virtuous souls of sacred renown 

and extensive fame; there will be no limit, then, to one's joy on hearing the story of the Lord 
who bears the mark of SrTvatsa. (34) The Lord quickly delivered from a difficult situation the 
lordly elephant who, when seized by an alligator, fixed his mind on His lotus-feet in the midst 

of his female companions, who all shrieked (in distress). (35) What grateful soul is there, who 
would not devote oneself to such a master, who can be easily pleased by guileless men 

resorting exclusively to Him for protection, though the unrighteous find it difficult to propitiate 

Him. (36) He, O holy Brahmanas, is speedily and completely absolved even from the sin 
attaching to the murder of a Brahmana, who listens to, sings or even applauds the story of 
the most wonderful pastime, viz., the destruction of Hiranyaksa at the hands of the Lord, who 
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assumed the form of a boarfor the sake of rescuing the earth. (37) This most sacred narrative 
confers extraordinary merit, wealth, fame, longevity and all the objects of one's desire. On 
the field of battle it promotes the strength of one's vital organs and organs of action. Those 
who listen to it at the last moment of their life find their asylum in Lord Narayana, O dear 

Saunaka I (38) 

Thus ends the nineteenth discourse entitled the "Death of Hiranyaksa" 
in Book Three of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahartisa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XX 

The various species of living beings created by Brahma 

?/)•*<*> 

■q?f yfagTriSTO I ebM-etfrig^ IRTfvT I % I 

^tTT tt?TWraTT: <f>HJ|^chlPrf^: <?>aj'1 «Hm<<4Mwciifafrt I ? I 

irfeg rRU ^T: I TraftCRT fttH: I 3 I 

I TPW 37mR I * I 

RetriTI: ■gH y^-dl gJHcM: ^>SIT: I 3TM 7TTfT ^TWTWT: I H I 

HI T: cKtjfrET *1S % ^4)<U*4ut: I ^ 3 tf^rT gKwIwi^H fq^l 5 I 

Saunaka said : "Having secured a foothold in the shape of the earth, O son of Suta 
(Romaharsana), what means did Swayambhuva Manu adopt for evolving the other crea¬ 

tures that were yet to see the light ? (1) Vidura was a great devotee of the Lord and a devoted 
friend of Sri Krsna. He abandoned his own elder brother (Dhrtarastra) along with the latter s 
sons (Duryodhana and others) because they had offended against Sri Krsna (by turning a 
deaf ear to His counsel and behaving inimically towards His beloved Pandavas). (2) Sprung 
from the loins of the sage Dwaipayana (Vedavyasa), he was in no way inferior to him in glory. 
Nay, he was devoted to Sri Krsna with all his being and attached to His devotees. (3) Further 
cleansed of all his sins by resorting to sacred places, what else did he enquire of the sage 
Maitreya the foremost among the knowers of Truth, on meeting him at Kusavarta 
(Haridwara), where he was living ? (4) In the course of their conversation, O Suta, there must 
have proceeded sacred stories centring round the lotus-feet of Sri Hari, and hence capable 
of wiping out all sins like the waters of the holy Gariga, that have their source in those very 
feet. (5) May God bless you, please narrate to us those very stories of the Lord, whose 
noble deeds are the only achievements worth glorifying. What man who has his aesthetic 
sense developed would feel sated with drinking in the nectar-like stories of Sri Han s 

pastimes?" (6) . 
Tjcj^SHcn: xjg I 3^11™ I « I 

Questioned thus by the sages staying in Naimisa, Ugrasrava, with his mind fixed on the 

Lord, said to them, "Listen!" (7) 
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?fc|dshtedtfl: WTO few T1^4J-0-| tTtTHrtlrt. I 

ofef ^{U^iyqcfjliii Tt^ldpt *jfetT? STTT?T: I 6 I 

Suta continued : Vidura (a descendant of king Bharata) was delighted to hear the story 

of the Lord who, having assumed by His own divine will the semblance of a boar, had enacted 
the sport of lifting up the earth from the bottom of the ocean and indifferently killed the demon 

Hiranyaksa. He then spoke to the sage as follows. (8) 
/qf<jcim 

SMNfaufd: TJgT t^ITUf feM'ITEFT V sT^TT y^oMrbmhldrL I <? I 

if mMKUl ■fen ^ T^nsjJt g 5t?PJT 3TfeTTc^remrt^n^TT I I 

Ttftrffe: 'fertp^T tdd'Hi 3H cfcMy I 3TT?rffeR?rTT: TT^ Ft ^hcckth^ I \ \ I 

Vidura said : Knowing as you do things unperceived by us, tell me, O holy sage, what 
Brahma (the lord of Prajapatis) did for the purpose of creating living beings after evolving the 
Prajapatis (lords of created beings). (9) How did the sage Marici and the other Brahmaqas as 
well as Swayambhuva Manu evolve the creation in obedience to Brahma's command ? (10) 
Did they evolve it in conjunction with their wives or remaining independent in their action or 

did they all jointly produce it ? (11) ^ 

^fcHcfel LHU||fafijb|U| ^ I 3TTH§imi<^|cKTI JJUbWldJ ^ I 

TjT:3TSJRpq?Hfefe^t feJlfddMJ 'HTcT: TTTT^f ^rTTf^fet^ffP W5T: I ^ I 

fep 'MlfadiMJ fep? loferm IrmtigiT^pR. I W I 

HS?tfe?TfejTrfe& 3niuschl^i| fd^i^ch: I Ttni Et ^fTT^PT^feferl^T: I 

HFt trf^ichfwifer i TfefrafeRFtfer m 1^1 

Maitreya replied: When the equilibrium of the three Gunas (constituting Prakrti or 

Primordial Matter) got disturbed through the agency of Prarabdha (the destiny of the 

Jivas)—the working of which is difficult to comprehend—the Supreme Spirit presiding over 

Prakrti and Kala (the Time-Spirit), as well as through mere proximity to the Lord, the Mahat- 

tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence) was evolved therefrom. (12) From the Mahat- 

tattva—in which the element of Rajas predominates—as impelled by the destiny of the Jivas, 

was evolved the Ego (the source of the five elements), which is of three kinds (according as 

it is predominated by Sattva, Rajas or Tamas); and the Ego in its turn evolved many a group 

of five principles such as the five gross elements* (ether and so on). (13) Severally unable 

to produce the material universe, they combined with the help of the divine energy and were 

(now) able to evolve a shining egg. (14) For over one thousand years the egg lay on the 

waters of the causal ocean in a lifeless state. After that the Lord entered it (as its presiding 

Deity). (15) From the navel of the Lord (as presiding over the egg) sprang a lotus that 
possessed the dazzling splendour of a thousand suns and was intended to be the abode of 

all living beings. Brahma himself emanated from this very lotus.(16) 

TTTS^ffeST tprarTT ^ I 4l$y|i£iS f^fet fttyqi ^IT I I 

* The other groups of five principles besides the five gross elements are : the five subtle elements, the five senses of 

perception, the five organs of action and the tvvo groups of five deities severally presiding over the five senses and the five 

organs. 
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faui U3l4c||UWi)d: I dlfMHM-ydlfira TTOT W M^IrTM: R4I 

EwmfffW: ^PJfSgRgtTfo 7tft TR I 

^■Ullij.M^ai^ TT I TtT TgTHR a^sldrii: Ro| 

^EreTRTg TTfeTT TTT XIT ^T^TrT T$tH I 3# ^ ^8TT^Tfe 3T3TT ^ SHjfesj RS I 

When the Lord who sleeps on the waters forming the support of the cosmos entered his 

heart (as the Inner Controller), Brahma (the creator) started creating hierarchy of the various 

worlds according to the plan evolved by him in the preceding Kalpas. (17) At the very outset 

he evolved out of his shadow (ignorance) the five varieties of Avidya (Nescience), viz., 

Tamisra, Andhatamisra, Tamas, Moha and Mahamoha* (18) Brahma threw off that body of 

his (in the form of a shadow); for he did not like it, made up as it was of darkness (ignorance). 

The Yaksas and Raksasas (who had sprung therefrom) took possession of that body, which 

continued in the form of night and is the source of hunger and thirst. (19) Overpowered by 

hunger and thirst, they ran to devour him from all sides. "Spare him not (out of compassion, 

thinking that he is our father); eat him up!"t they all cried, oppressed as they were with hunger 

and thirst. (20) The god (Brahma) grew nervous (at this unexpected turn) and pleaded with 

them, "Pray, eat me not; but spare me. For you have all been born as sons to me, O Yaksas 

and Raksasas!" (21) 

cram: sro *tt *tt ctsr yg<=Mii^dj % atfnf&ami foggr m srom?: R^i 

cratedl&y-M: WlldtfltfMHJ H Tig wltOHciMi R3 i 

am i tfra: wthcl i i 

msmj ar? y«4difcf?T rai 

mf? at yyuKrgy srm: i m ^ai mar <jm*iaPd at smt r^i 

mam: fmm rtlchWI f$KRT I m^cF: aa RV91 

Shining with glory he created, before all others, the divinities that had the element of 

Sattva or goodness predominant in them. When Brahma dropped (even) that effulgent 

form (out of which he had evolved those divinities, and) which now figured as daytime, the 

gods sportfully took possession of it. (22) The glorious Brahma (next) evolved from his 

hinder parti the demons, who are excessively fond of women. Being very lustful they came 

up to him for copulation. (23) The worshipful Brahma first laughed (at their stupidity); but 

finding the shameless Asuras close upon him, he grew indignant and ran out of fear in great 

haste. (24) He approached Sri Hari, the Bestower of boons, who dispels the agony of those 

running up to Him for succour, and who in order to show His grace to His devotees 

reveals Himself in a form answering their conception. (25) "Protect me, O Supreme 

Spirit! I created these beings as directed by You, but these sinful creatures are out 

to copulate with me, my Lord. (26) You are the only one capable of ending the affliction 

of distressed people as also the one inflicting agony on those who never resort to Your feet 

(for protection).'' (27) 

* For the meaning of these terms see verse 2 of Discourse XII above. 

f Of these two species of living beings those who said "Eat him up! Oasra)' were classed as Yaksa: while they who said 

"Spare him ... (rm)" came to be known as Raksasas. 

t This is corroborated by the Sruti text: ‘tts* 
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TTTT^SJFTTW ehl4<J<n [qlqrhiwjiw^h: I fa<£&i(Hcl^ 'ETI_< I H-l cijjh I fa tail'd 

The Lord who can distinctly see the mind of others, perceived Brahma's distress 
and said to him, "Cast off this impure body of yours (impure because it has produced 

the libidinous Asuras and excited their passion)!" Thus commanded by the Lord, he 
dropped it. (28) 

cFT H^fagwii^Mi^I | ^^ | 

i Tprefr ^fcrri f^gmrtVMrtic*HiMj3o i 

‘iS’rtT sTlSMiSSrRR HTc^dl^tl SW TT%’ fat^H 13^1 

3T?t ^4h6I 3TTTT ^T: I Rsit ct>m<4MMHm<hlifa fafftffa 13^1 

(The body thus shuffled off by Brahma took the form of the evening twilight, when the 

day and night meet, and which kindles passion. The Asuras, who are passionate by nature, 

dominated as they are by the element of Rajas, took it for a damsel) whose lotus-feet 

resounded with the tinkling of anklets, whose eyes were wild with intoxication and whose 

hips were covered by a fine cloth, over which shone a girdle. (29) Her breasts were 

projecting upwards because of their clinging to each other, and were too contiguous to 

admit of any intervening space. She had a shapely nose and beautiful rows of teeth; nay, 

a lovely smile played on her lips and she cast a sportful glance (at the Asuras). (30) 

Adorned with dark tresses, she was hiding herself as it were out of shyness. Perceiving 

that girl, O Vidura (an incarnation of Dharma, the god of virtue), the Asuras were all 

infatuated with love. (31) "Oh ! what a beauty ! what a rare self-control! what a budding 

youth ! In the midst of us all, who are passionately longing for her, she is moving about 

like one absolutely free from passion !“ (32) 

farl^ilTll ^|STT cTT TRZIT 3TfcrTT»TTcZT fasmTT?T%^H, fTTSW: 1331 

T»TTC 3TT gT8f^55T Wfafa I *c\L|sffauNUiH 13* I 

ITT 37 <*,lfaT=IH=Trt f^RTT TKt>R 33 | ^4)tfl$WTUlHi eh^chdTUqi TR: 1^1 

rf 13R3T ijjt: cbtd^H I 

TTSZT fa4ldfd ^(TrnimTB 3TFH3 13^1 

ffa MIHth7 TRZrnT^TT: yndilcflHj yTd^RTrTT 3T]f[ifc3T 7JjofiT3: fa«4H. 13^ I 

Indulging in speculations of various kinds about the evening twilight, that appeared to 

them as endowed with the form of a young woman, the Asuras of wicked mind treated her 

with respect and fondly asked her:—(33) “Who are you (by birth)? Whose daughter may you 

be, O pretty one (lit., having thighs smooth and tapering like the stem of a plantain tree)? And 

what can be the object of your coming over here, O proud damsel? Why do you tantalize us, 

luckless as we are, with the priceless commodity of your beauty ? (34) Whosoever you may 

be, O tender girl, we are fortunate in having been able to see you. While playing with a ball 

you agitate the mind of the lookers-on. (35) When you strike the bouncing ball against the 

ground with your hand again and again, O praiseworthy woman, your lotus-feet stay not at 

one place; oppressed by the weight of your full breasts, your waist gets fatigued and your 

clear vision grows dull as it were. Pray, braid your comely hair." (36) Thus the Asuras of 

clouded understanding took the evening twilight, that showed itself in the form of a young 

woman, for an alluring damsel and seized her. (37) 

?T?W 'MlcMiwffi I 35I-3JI TTTFif RWR^iR73T3TTRT TpiTR, 1341 
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fouwf rtT t ^IrHI ehlP-dMdT fM^ I cT Trg rTT^: ST^TT fo’tJraTjgitTOT: I3<?l 

With a laugh full of deep significance the worshipful Brahma evolved by his own 

loveliness, which seemed to enjoy itself by itself, hosts of Gandharvas (celestial musicians) 

and Apsaras (dancing girls of heaven). (38) (After that) he gave up that shining and beloved 

form made of moon-light. Viswavasu and the other Gandharvas themselves gladly took 

possession of it. (39) 

7J|JT ViOMiwnPaun I TT^nTTTT *4rt>4)3il-t^T8<r•euMlwx^^ii I-*0 I 

ht ^stuiKcgi ^ smt: i ^ I 

il-tlfa.aRW'Mfa STET8TH 1*3 I 

The glorious Brahma (next) evolved out of his sloth the Bhutas (ghosts) and Pisacas 

(fiends); but he closed his eyes when he saw them stand naked with their hair 

dishevelled. (40) The Bhutas and Pisacas themselves took possession of the body, 

in the form of yawn, thrown off by Brahma, the lord of beings. It is also known as 

sleep, which causes the mouth etc., of living beings to eject running saliva. And 

these very Bhutas and Pisacas attack men who are rendered impure in this way 

and such attack of theirs is spoken of as insanity. (41) 

A'jUd-d TRPTR 37THTR 4<|c|Hd: I 1*31 

W <T feTT: yfdOl^ I TTT«zrGT2J fepZTSJ itfgrMrt 1*3 I 

Recognizing himself as full of vigour and energy, the worshipful Brahma, the lord of 

beings, evolved out of his invisible form the hosts of the Sadhyas and the Pitre (manes). (42) 

The Pitre themselves took possession of that invisible body, the source of their existence. 

It is through the medium of this invisible body (of the Pitre) that those well-versed in the ritual 

offer oblations to the Sadhyas and the Pitre (in the form of their departed ancestors on the 

occasion of Sraddhaetc.). (43) 

faurarisN farfSJT^T !■**• 

I HM<49IIWHlSirMHHIWl‘*7rR fowlehU’T 1**4 I 

% 1 I ftf^Thp dl-U-d*dMdmRt 1*^1 

By his faculty of remaining hidden from view Brahma evolved the species of living 

beings called the Siddhas and the Vidyadharas, and gave them that marvellous form of 

his, known by the name of Antardhana (the faculty of remaining hidden from view). (44) 

One day Brahma (the lord of beings) beheld his own reflection (in water) and, admiring 

himself through that, evolved the Kimpurusas as well as Kinnaras out of that very 

reflection. (45) They took possession of that (shadowy) form, which was left by Brahma. 

That is why they sing his praises by recounting his exploits at daybreak (every morning) 

with their spouses. (46) 

^7 ^ ’HPicidi wrt <d|Fcj-ddi i ? H33: iwi 

^tigtit’d'irjd: I *ml: STR^tT: sfiTT RFTT ^TFTTT^vSRT: 1*41 

Once Brahma lay with his body stretched at full length, much concerned over the fact that 
the work of creation had not proceeded apace, and in a sullen mood shed that body too. (47) 
The hair that dropped from that body (as he apparently pulled them in a fit of excitement) were 
transformed into snakes, dear Vidura; while, even as the body crawled along (with its hands 
and feet contracted), there sprang from it ferocious serpents and Nagas with their necks 
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dilated in the form of hood. (48) 

TT 3TTOR M-UMM: : I ?T5T TRTTT <^teKsqraHHJ'g<31 

RTV44^rWl4 Tjt HT^^gT if TJTT JMIMidH. I qo I 

3# UH^IcWa: SrT % fttTHJ Slfdfgdl: f^TT ^T^TjtWtl m* I 

TOT f^FTT <JrFf TOTT I fHTdffrtMdl: 5TJTT: | ^ | 

^I^4ichiil: ^5W5m^3T: I -TTtcy4iry4lh(^d^fdillfd{RbM< IV? I 

|m TOTWTOI W’JTO TOHt# ttflTOT qTO^J raTOSTOT: Ro| 

One day, Brahma (the self-born creator) felt as if the object of his life had been 

accomplished; at that time he evolved out of his mind, last of all, the Manus, who promote 

the welfare of the world. (49) To them the self-possessed creator gave his own human form. 

On seeing them (the Manus) those who had been created earlier (viz., the gods, the 

Gandharvas and so on) applauded Brahma (the lord of created beings). (50) "Oh, creator 

of the universe! we are glad what you have produced is well done. Since (all) ritual acts (such 

as pouring oblations into the sacred fire) have been placed on a sound footing in this human 

form, we shall all share the sacrificial oblations with it." (51) Having equipped himself with 

austere penance, adoration, Yoga (concentration of mind) and Samadhi (deep meditation) 

accompanied by dispassion etc., and having controlled his senses, Brahma (the first seer) 

evolved the Rsis, his beloved sons. (52) To each one of these the unborn creator gave a part 

of his own body, which was characterized by deep meditation, concentration of mind, 

supernatural power, austerity, adoration and dispassion. (53) 

Thus ends the twentieth discourse in Book Three of the great 

and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XXI 
The sage Kardama practises austere penance and the 

Lord confers a boon on him 

337W 

TThTOJcW t? Hdl^l: TOTOTOrT: I TOTcR, ^ 3T5TT: I % | 

faqjHhTTHLii<l ^fTt g i gamm gfK. I 3 I 

fRq g sjy^qjscflfri fg^JcTT I yd) y^mdtirhi wny I 3 I 

TOIT TT t TOTO8tTTT: I TTTOT efcfggT ghf fTO I * | 

TOTgR gr g^m: ^g: i gan tots? ^rnfq gresgT qTg’rgqHcn^ i q i 

Vidura said: The line of Swayambhuva Manu was the one most esteemed (by all). Pray, 

give me, O worshipful sage, an account of that race, the progeny of which multiplied through 

sexual union. (1) (You have already told us that) the two sons of Swayambhuva, Priyavrata 
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and Uttanapada, piously ruled over the entire globe with its seven divisions (Dwipas as they 

are called). (2) His daughter, known by the name of Devahuti, O holy Brahmana, has been 

spoken of by you as the spouse of the sage Kardama, a lord of created beings, O sinless 

one! (3) How many issues did that great Yogi beget through that princess, who was endowed 

with the eight limbs of Yoga (such as the five Yamas and so on)? Pray, tell me all this, keen 

as I am to hear it. (4) Similarly, O holy sage, tell me how the worshipful Ruci (another lord 

of created beings) and Daksa, a son of Brahma (and also a lord of created beings), 

procreated children after securing as their wife the other two daughters of Swayambhuva 

Manu (Akuti and Prasuti respectively). (5) 

jrarr: spraR. 35^rr i dufcft u^iuij ^trt i ^ i 

rPT: finite: | | ^ | 

mdAWdl sPTefR iff I <T $?tT: ^TT5? esrgcj: I C I 

Maitreya replied : Commanded by Brahma in the words "Beget children !" the 

worshipful Kardama practised penance on the bank of the river Saraswatl for a period 

of ten thousand years. (6) During that penance the sage Kardama devoutly waited upon 

Sri Hari-the Bestower of blessings on those who flee to Him for protection-through 

various modes of worship accompanied by deep meditation. (7) Pleased (with his 

austerities), O Vidura, the lotus-eyed Lord showed Himself to him at the beginning of 

Satyayuga in a form consisting of His own divine essence, which is ordinarily known only 
through the divine Word (the Vedas). (8) 

fSTdt 

Kardama beheld the Lord in His purely divine form, effulgent like the sun, wearing 

a garland of white lotuses and water-lilies and clad in spotless (yellow) silk, His lotus 

face fringed with sleek dark locks of curly hair. Adorned with a crown and ear-rings, 

He held His (characteristic) conch, discus (Sudarsana) and mace (in three of His hands) 

and a white lily to play with (in His fourth); while His smiling look captivated the heart. 

Having set His lotus-feet on the shoulders of Garuda He stood in the air with a golden 

streak (symbol of Goddess Laksmi) on His breast and the famous Kaustubha gem 

suspended from His neck. (9—11) Having realized the ambition (of his life) and full of 

joy, the sage fell prostrate with his head touching the ground and (rising) began to extol 

the Lord in the following words with a mind naturally full of love and his palms joined 
(in prayer). (12) 

<WiaiR4ri44T*KI$l: 

'■HQsWI^IIflrl qipHI 

'4«l4l?t: I 

^4mi: 1^1 
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cTsn TT ^ri qfcftpn?: ftMHtflrti I 

^(q-cll^^lM^ ^T5FT: nm 

X'fliMrtvi 9?Rirahl rTFTT rtleh: fetich I 

3T? ^ rtl*l^ldl ctflfa W rf«FT |^| 

C=5T^T5J %^T W y^UlldM^M, I 

' TTTFlt \^\ 

r Ternary fa rFjVi yyi^iii *r%Tcf i 

tiuH«4d-dT^(< yfetunfar w# yT^i^i 

wr wnw: f^atyiferfiyyisi^yfy^Miqyi i 

mftr y^ufaifanfrre^ mi 

^rfScTra^T ^F*TFFTT I 

3T^TSTTT^fq 'RFFn tT^cT l^o | 

The sage said : Ah ! the fruit of our eyes has been fully attained today by beholding 

You, the repository of all goodness, whose sight, O praiseworthy Lord, is coveted even by 

Yogis established in Yoga (deep meditation) after going through higher and still higher 

births. (13) Your lotus-feet are a veritable vessel to take one across the ocean of mundane 

existence. Only they who have been deprived of their senses by Your Maya (deluding 

potency) worship those feet with a view to attaining the trivial and momentary pleasures of 

sense, that can be had even in hell. You, however, O Lord, bestow on them such pleasures 

of sense too. (14) You are a wish-yielding tree, while my heart is impure (tainted by carnality). 

Therefore, desirous of marrying a girl of like disposition, that may prove a veritable cow of 

plenty (yield all the three objects of human pursuit) in my married life, I too have likewise 

sought the shelter of Your feet, which are the source of all blessings. (15) (Constantly) 

smitten by desire, this world, O Lord of the universe, is bound (like a beast) by the cord of 

the word (Veda) uttered by You, the lord of created beings. Following the ways of the world, 

I too, O Embodiment of unalloyed virtue, bear offerings (in the shape of dutiful obedience) 

to You, who appear as Time. (16) Turning their back on worldly-minded men as well as on 

the (human) beasts (like me) who follow them, Your devotees seek (the protection of) Your 

feet, that afford shelter like an umbrella (against the sun of metempsychosis), and meet the 

requirements of the body (in the shape of hunger, thirst and so on) by drinking the inebriating 

nectar of Your praises uttered before one another. (17) Your wheel (in the shape of Time), 

which has three navels (in the shape of three divisions of the year, consisting of four months 

each) rotates round the axle of the imperishable Brahma; it has thirteen spokes (representing 

thirteen months, including the additional month intercalated every third year), three hundred 

and sixty joints (corresponding to the same number of days comprised in a year), six rims 

(in the shape of the six seasons) and numberless leaves (in the shape of moments) carved 

on it. Though cutting short the span of life of the entire creation by its revolution, this wheel 

of tremendous velocity cannot touch the life-span of these (Your devotees). (18) O Lord, 

though one (without a second), You assume in Yourself the Yogamaya (Your wonderful 

creative energy), which is no other than You, with a view to creating the universe, and with 

the help of potencies like Sattva etc., (emanating from the said Yogamaya), bring forth and 

preserve and will then reabsorb the universe into Yourself, even as the spider spins a 
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cobweb, maintains it and then swallows it up. (19) Although (we know) it is not liked by You, 

O Supreme Lord, that You should provide us (Your devotees) by dint of Your Maya (deluding 

potency), with the pleasures of sense, let them come to us for our ultimate good (final 

beatitude), when You have appeared before us in a form adorned with a splendid wreath of 

TulasI (basil) leaves—a form which looks finite through Maya. (20) 

H WMI4WI e*(ddd)<*>rR>IHJ 

dmurmSST H IJ-NIHVU M CRrtfl fa cFTWfiTJ^I 

Although by virtue of Your Self-Realization You have ever ignored the consequences of 

Your activity, You have conducted the affairs of the world by Your own Maya (sportive will) 

and shower the desired blessings even on those who adore You with some interested 

motive. I repeatedly bow to You, whose lotus-feet are worthy of reverence to all. (21) 

i|Ujdli<M'il'iH*dhl«<1H|fc) crcttll^cld I 

gnutuarnrft truth: 1331 

Maitreya resumed: Sincerely extolled in the aforesaid words, Lord Visnu, (whose navel 

is distinguished by a lotus and) who shone on the shoulders of Garuda, replied in accents 

sweet as nectar, His eyebrows gracefully moving as He regarded the sage with a smile full 

of affection. (22) 

fgfc^i Her eni £t TrmrffH hhj T-mhJd: 1331 

h It ttncj WcSRTRzrar u^uim ^rafs^ffHHTT trf?r TT’jf^frrdTdiH, 1 

yviiiirfd^d: fiyiUM^Loyidd^rt: I 5i^lerdHt5f«TgTHs^ITfTHT1HI^5Ti'tTlfiLI^HI 

TT % fer TRTfM|sn I HTSTt R^l 

eriHramRrHHi^i ^rc-d~ nfa ft 3nrt 1^1 

ThTlffH % eiytTFL HferHTTT^I TTT HIT sfSJ^RTSJ: HTTmTT^l l^l 

HT H 3TTHT^H HHSTT SHT^ZTffl I 3TT*41 WHil 3 4TIS5HH: 1^ I 

TH eT 4T WHISHT H S^TtHT: I HRfffHRtafSF^Sjf HT SWcWTl l^o I 

fK^T ^TT €T HtHT ^T^'ydlcitcU^l HiilldTId T7? rTTfa HTH, 13 ? • 

TT^T? WI$lcbdWI cHilifui llgiyd I H=T 8& <d^dJI d-rcTTdf^HI ^ I 

The Lord said: Having come to know what was in your mind, I have already arranged that 

for which you have worshipped Me well through discipline of the mind and senses etc. (23) 

Worship offered to Me by those who have solely fixed their mind on Me, particularly by people 

like you, O lord of created beings, can never go in vain. (24) (You know) Emperor Swayambhuva 

Manu (son of Brahma), who is celebrated for his righteous acts, rules over the earth bounded 

by the seven oceans, having his seat in Brahmavarta.1' (25) Accompanied by his spouse, Queen 

Satarupa, that royal sage, who knows the secret of Dharma (right conduct), will come to see you, 

* The territorial limits of Brahmavarta (the modem Kuruksetra) have been specified as below 

s,5"Hl5q-iyI ri cei-liMn trifT U 

“ The tract lying between the two heavenly rivers, Saraswati and Drsadvati, and owing its existence to the gods, is called 

Brahmavarta." 
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O holy Brahmana, the day after tomorrow and will give away his dark-eyed daughter—who has 

attained the marriageable age, is possessed of a noble character and commendable virtues and 

is on the look-out for a match—to you, who are (in everyway) worthy of her, O lord of created 

beings. (26-27) Being just the type on which you have set your heart all these long years, that 

princess, O holy sage, will soon be yours and will serve you to your heart's content. (28) She will 

bring forth nine daughters out of the seed sown in her by you, and through the daughters sprung 

from your loins sages (like Marici) will duly beget children. (29) And, with your heart cleansed by 

properly carrying out My command and having resigned to Me the fruit of all your acts, you will 

finally attain to Me. (30) Showing compassion to living beings (in your married life), you will attain 

Self-Realization; and, giving assurance of safety to all (as a recluse), you will perceive your own 

self as well as the universe identified in Me and Myself in you. (31) Manifesting a part of My divine 

Being through your wife DevahOti, along with your nine daughters, O great sage, I shall instruct 

her in the system of philosophy (known by the name of Saiikhya) that deals with the ultimate 
principles or categories (such as Prakrti, Purusa, Iswara and so on). (32) 

4^7 3=77^ 

^ ^mcTR I OTI f^TOFT: TRWT1 Uftfetdlr{J33 I 

i 

if* I 

Maitreya went on : Having thus spoken to him (the sage Kardama), the Lord, who 

reveals Himself only when the senses are turned inward, departed (for His own Abode, 

Vaikuntha) from (his hermitage on the strand of) the lake called Bindusarovara, which was 

encircled by the river Saraswati. (33) While the sage stood looking on, the Lord left by the 

path leading to Vaikuntha—a path which is extolled by all great Siddhas—listening to the 

hymns forming the basis of the Samaveda and uttered by the wings* of Garuda (the lord of 

the feathered kingdom). (34) 

3t$j ft m ford ^ eb<£ri 

d| dTTT WWdJI L|RgdH. 
v5 

3TTCd ft f^FRfrr d 

3TRm T3T ^f|dt Trarnf: 1 35 I 

dmzndTSFTOd ijd: ^THradw a?L i i 

TTOTfdW yL|4if>Jdi|| 

75°4 Mgf^lUlRfadHJ^ I 

cHtlfclfel<HlPcldMJ'*o| 

dSfa ^Ru|: 3iT3: | Ilf* I 

Even after the departure of the Lord the worshipful sage Kardama stayed (in his hermitage) 

on the strand of the Bindusarovara, awaiting the time (predicted by the Lord). (35) (On this 

side), Swayambhuva Manu with his spouse (Satarupa) mounted his goldplated chariot and, 

* The Sruti says : ^sfl' (Brhad and Rathantara. the two metrical divisions of Samaveda, form the two wings of 

Garuda). It is mentioned at more than one places in the Bhagavata itself that the hymns of the Samaveda proceed from the 

wings of Garuda whenever he takes a flight. 
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taking his daughter (Devahuti) along with him and journeying all over the globe, reached 
the aforementioned hermitage of the sage (Kardama)—who had just completed his vow 
(of austerity)—on the very day foretold by the Lord, O Vidura. (36-37) The holy 
Bindusarovara—which overflowed with the water of the river Saraswati and was resorted 
to by hosts of eminent sages, and whose water was not only wholesome but also sweet 
as nectar—was so-called because drops of tears had fallen thereon from the eyes of the 
Lord, overwhelmed as he was by extreme compassion directed towards the sage, who had 
sought His protection. (38-39) The lake was rich in fruits and flowers of all seasons inasmuch 
as it was surrounded by clusters of sacred trees and creepers affording shelter to holy beasts 
and birds that uttered various cries, and was adorned with rows of forest trees. (40) It 
resounded with the notes of overjoyed birds and was the scene of the humming of intoxicated 
bees; merry, peacocks proudly danced (in the forest surrounding the lake) and merry 
cuckoos called one another (by their sweet notes).(41) The lake was hemmed round by 
Kadamba, Campaka, Asoka, Karanja, Bakula, Asana, Kunda, Mandara, Kutaja and young 
mango trees, and echoed with the pleasing notes of Karandavas (a species of duck), Plavas, 
swans, ospreys, water-fowls, cranes, Cakrawakas and Cakoras. (42-43) And it was infested 
with deer, boars, porcupines, Gayals (a species of wild animals closely resembling the cow), 
elephants, baboons, lions, monkeys, mongooses and musk-deer.(44) 

fagi'dilM cJtjqfT I 

M<unwi3u$i -nfin I «T24i?S<jinti*<3*1 h. IUV9 I 

Entering that most sacred spot with his daughter (Devahuti) and going near the sage, the 
first monarch (Swayambhuva Manu) saw him sitting there (in his hermitage), having 
propitiated the sacred fire (by pouring oblations into it). He shone most brilliant with his body, 
which, though engaged in austere penance for a long time, was not much emaciated 
because the Lord had cast His affectionate glance at him and he had also quaffed with his 
ears the nectar flowing from the moon-like words of the Lord. The sage was of high stature, 
had eyes big as the petals of a lotus, wore matted locks (on his head), was clad in rags and 
looked untidy like an unpolished gem. (45—47) Seeing the monarch come to his hermitage 
and bowing before him the sage greeted him (with benedictions) and received him with due 
honour. (48) 

^di^umu-TH ylura-^fn: f*T7T n^i 

^4 w % 1 emra toit it: wtff wrt i qo 1 

to 3TTtrer ms 1 

q tspttwt nfumuiiRmHi siiw?iuhj<v* 1 

<ger 

3TSt4^ 

3T8rrf9 r3T c^TTT^FRT 

1 ^rff 1 1 

I smetsferTT TT3T^ I W I 

I I qq I 

1 Pjc4rtl4>H 

RfTROT WiM lkbR4iS«JTR: R*l 

When the king had sat down calm and collected after receiving the sage's attentions, the 
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latter, who recalled the instructions of the Lord, spoke to him (as follows), delighting him with 
his soft accents : (49) "The tour undertaken by you, O lord, is surely intended to protect the 
virtuous and kill the wicked, embodying as you do the protecting energy of Sri Hari. (50) It 
is you who assume the forms of the sun-god, the moon-god, the god of fire, Indra (the lord 
of paradise), the wind-god, Yama (the god of punishment), Dharma (the god of piety) and 
Varuna (the god presiding over the waters), as and when necessary. Hail to you, who are 
no other than Lord Visnu. (51) If you do not go about (the world), like the sun, in your 
bejewelled chariot—that ever leads you to victory—twanging your fierce bow, inspiring 
terrorin the h.eart of the wicked by (the presence of) your very chariot, taking a huge army 
(behind you) and shaking the terrestrial globe by the tread of your hosts, all the moral laws 
governing the various Varnas (grades of society) and Asramas (stages in life) and made by 
the Lord Himself, O king, will be broken that very moment by impious men, which will be a 
deplorable state of things. (52—54) Nay, unrighteousness will flourish on account of 
grasping and unruly men. If you give up all thought of the world, it will fall into the clutches 
of impious men and perish. (55) Nevertheless I ask you, O valiant king, the purpose for which 
you have come here; with a glad heart we shall meet your wishes." (56) 

Thus ends the twenty-first discourse in Book Three of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T8i 'grRHilssmr: 
Discourse XXII 

The sage Kardama accepts the hand of Devahuti 

hi(qQ£)cl1311)|chMfd4i Tim^Kd^ciN ? I ^ I 

Maitreya continued : The emperor felt abashed as it were to hear his exalted virtues 
and exploits thus extolled and replied to the sage, who was leading a retired life (as 
follows): (1) 

3THT fF*TRmfiiTR 5t?I 8TT ^ T^RT: I WToERTT TJ *T: HdWItHch: I 'i I 

m fK^HIddfeistl ■R I I H I 

fd^il md*'*: I d I 

td^hJl chuU^l^gi [d£hil$ldinU: I V9 I 

The Manu said : The Cosmic Being, who is Veda personified, evolved you (the 
Brahmanas), rich in austere penance, learning and Yoga (concentration of mind), and 
averse to the pleasures of sense, from his mouth for the protection (continuance) of his own 
self in the form of the Vedas. (2) And for the protection of the Brahmanas the same 
thousand-footed Being evolved us (the Ksatriyas) from His thousand arms. Hence they 
speak of the Brahmana race as His heart and the Ksatriya race as His outer limbs (arms). (3) 
That is why the Brahmana and the Ksatriya protect each other as well as their own self; 
.vhile, as a matter of fact, the Lord Himself, who is both the cause and the effect and yet 
immutable, protects them (through each other). (4) All my doubts have been resolved by 
your very sight inasmuch as your holiness has of your own accord lovingly pointed out the 

[564] B. i\I. 10— 
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duties of a king who is anxious to protect his subjects. (5) It is my good fortune that I have 
been able to see you; for you cannot be easily perceived by those who have not subdued 
their mind. And I am all the more fortunate in that I have touched with my head the blessed 
dust of your feet. (6) Luckily enough 1 have been instructed by you (in the duties of kings) 
and thus a great favour has been bestowed on me; and thank God I have listened with open 
(eager) ears to your charming words. (7) 

•r ggi^r^qRfoyidfdi i $TTgiT#r snfgg fragT x$^ i c i 

iggg I 3tPchtffd gfH gg: fifitfJJUIlRfa: I I 

^ 3T»JU|HI«Jdm ^HTRft^iHfR^FTT I \ o I 

rRsrtfte f&iititiwi w i % xj^gfsjTj 

<JtUdH f| ilfddldl R WH I 3Tfg ^T: I ^ I 

g ehl'ii3iHfT(<j|«td I §TfgH nsj^i: «*+Tld XTR£J7g?TgT 1^1 

3T? felH.. Pc^l?J TTX^MHJ 3tdA^y,M^£lfui: UrtT yfd^J^|U| g | I 

Be graciously pleased to listen, O sage, to the prayer of my humble self, troubled in mind 
due to affection for my daughter (Devahuti). (8) This daughter of mine, a sister to Priyavrata 
and Uttanapada, is on the look-out for a match worthy of her in point of age, character and 
good qualities etc. (9) The moment she heard from the sage Narada of your noble character, 
learning, comely appearance, young age and other virtues, she fixed her mind on you. (10) 
Therefore, accept her (as your wife), O chief of the Brahmanas, since I offer her with 
reverence (to you) and because she is in everyway fit to be your helpmate in (the discharge 
of) your household duties. (11) It is not commendable—even on the part of one who is 
absolutely free from attachment, much less of him who is addicted to the pleasures of 
sense—to spurn an object of desire that has come of itself. (12) He who rejects an object 
offered to him and begs it of a miser loses his widespread reputation and his pride is humbled 
by the disrespectful behaviour of others. (13) I heard of you, O wise man, that you were 
prepared to marry. Therefore, accept her hand, which is being offered by me, since you have 
not taken a vow of perpetual celibacy. (14) 

?ifa?orrw 

g ddldldl I 3TTW^OTOTraT?n T%m: Itm 

g>TO: IT ^itlsRd.g HOT!: XJSIT: fWTg'NNSJT 5tHTcT: I 

tier h gggt gTfsgg iggg gtngi farofrfxig fsiggj^i 

gj ?KFjg »ui<^hrsii^T Wshi^rft ' 

WujigMi^dl: 1^1 

ft grgggff i 

ggri RRrwt?: gg di^-iid ^sTrsfggidmj^ci 

3THT gfiltg HHdH TITSgT gig%3TT *T I 

3THT SJXTR iTUMgWXJ-WH IH I 

ggts^rgfl^rfiH fgfer Ti^iiwd gg g graft# i 

y-dlUdkl gftft x^j gi SWlft Ho i 

The sage replied : Certainly I have a desire to marry and your daughter too has not yet 
been affianced (to anyone else). Hence our marriage according to (what is known as) the 
Brahma* method (the best of all methods) will be quite in the fitness of things. (15) That desire 

* The Brahma form of marriage is that in which a girt is given away, duly adorned according to one's means, to a 
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of mine, which has been duly recognized in the procedure laid down in your scriptures (for 
conducting the nuptials), may be realized through this daughter of yours. Who would not 
accept with honour (the hand of) your daughter (Devahuti), who overshadows as it were by 
her artless splendour the very lustre of her ornaments? (16) (The other day), when she was 
sporting on the top of her royal mansion, following her ball with bewildered eyes, the elegance 
of her person heightened by the tinkling of ornaments on her feet, Viswavasu (a Gandharva 
well-known for his comeliness) was stupefied with infatuation to see her and fell down from 
his aerial car. (17) What wise man would not welcome her, the very ornament of woman¬ 
hood, the beloved daughter of Swayambhuva Manu (yourself) and sister of Uttanapada, who 
cannot even be perceived by those that have not adored the gracious feet of the Lord, and 
who has come of her own accord, seeking my hand ? (18) Therefore, I shall take to wife this 
noble girl on condition that I shall remain with her till she bears (in her womb) through me a 
ray of the Supreme Spirit. Thereafter I am thinking of mostly devoting myself to practices (like 
self-control) which do not involve destruction of life and characterize the life of a Samnyasi 
(recluse), and which have been directly taught’ (to me) by the Lord Himself. (19) To me the 
highest authority in this behalf is the immortal Lord Sri Hari, the Ruler even of all Prajapatis 
(lords of created beings), from whom this wonderful universe has emanated, in whom it rests 
and in whom again, it will disappear. (20) 

3rrcfNi 

#rr i 

Ht35 sTTrer atcrfer irftsn ?rr ^ i?? i 

Wl HeKljrTl I q4<lriflHJI I 

5THT TRT^T8I: I ^ sTI^Um'lcebUtWIHjfydl^lAl: IT# I 

Rkl 

RSI 

Rdl 

R^l 

3^4^%? stWchrti TJ|: I h4k^: 

3TTR^T 4 TTgl^l: I 3RTCST TSmTCI? TTRt4: if? 

tTOIT: I ^NlunyutillTtMi 

a^tiddlru^ii: u(dH.I dld^trjfriqif^ji: 3^41^: y^f4dl 

oks'HHl RTR tjff R4fWoHMpcMI I -MUd-L TTUlfui f^^rT 

Wh <*1511*1 Tigrfl< WcgKdd4w: I 4: q^miaj Ro I 

g,3iebi3lH4 <sf$tlfcfl4 ^ddl-iJ^: I c^TT ?SJR RrTt 

Maitreya went on : The sage, O Vidura (the wielder of a fierce bow), said only this much 
and became silent, clinging with his mind to the Lord whose navel is adorned by a lotus. His 
countenance, which was graced with a smile, captivated the heart of Devahuti. (21) Having 
‘cdher unmistakably known the mind of the queen as well as of Devahuti, the emperor most 
Tadly gave away to the sage, who was endowed with hosts of virtues, his daughter, who 
matched him well. (22) Empress Satarupa lovingly bestowed on the bride and the bride- 
croom most valuable presents, suited to the occasion in the form of jewellery, raiment and 
: ner articles intended for household use. (23) Relieved of all agony, the emperor enclosed 

thin his arms his daughter—who had been bestowed on a suitable person—with a heart 

r'Oegroom invited for the purpose— 
7T^3J <7* | ^ vTiP I 

It is this form of marriage which is mostly prevalent among the twice-born classes in the Hindu society today and is 
:-scared in the Sashas as conferring great religious merit on the bride's father. Seven more forms of marriages have been 
-e-toned in our scriptures: but they are all more or less prohibited in the Kali age. (Vide Manusmrti, Chap. III.) 

’ Vide verse 31 of Discourse XXI above. 
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agitated with extreme fondness for her. (24) Unable to bear separation from her, he shed 
tears again and again, and drenched with them his daughter's looks, crying, "My daughter, 
my darling!" (25) Bidding adieu to the great sage and obtaining his leave, the monarch 
mounted his chariot along with his spouse and drove to his capital, followed by his retinue 
and witnessing the beauty of the hermitages of' the tranquil-minded seers on both the 
charming banks of the Saraswatl, a river so agreeable to sages. (26-27) Overjoyed to know 
of his arrival (beforehand), his subjects sallied forth from Brahmavarta to greet their lord with 
songs, panegyrics and instrumental music. (28) The city of Barhismati (the capital of 
Swayambhuva Manu), which was rich in all kinds of wealth, was so-called because it was 
here that the hair of Lord Visnu (manifested in the form of the divine Boar) dropped from His 
body as He shook it and it was these very hair that turned into blades of the ever-green Kusa 
grass (also known by the name of Barhis) and Kasas (another species of grass used for 
mats, roofs, etc.), by means of which the sages got rid of those (demons etc.) who interfered 
with the performance of their sacrifices, and worshipped Lord Visnu (through those 
sacrifices). (29-30) It was here, again, that the worshipful Manu spread a seat of Kusas and 
Kasas and propitiated the Lord presiding over sacrifices, from whom he had secured a 
footing in the shape of the terrestrial globe. (31) 

gfj&TcTT RTO fsnjqf fafav-t I cTW irfljgr 1I 

THira: TrSTJT: cRmFL c£*ptV4l[iNiqrT: I WTfa: I 

IjTT sSucH fjT: ^T?TT: 1^3 I 

kiraWICT: I apiqat Sqraatf^CTTt: fold:^TT: I 3m 

WfTT *TTCTTT I^STT ^ ^ ^I^T: I 5ITSFH I I 

?T: 5TT? ;fHT ^nfemTOTT ^ ^ \^C\ 

TJTTtT 3TTf5TF3rW TRT&lRflH<^dHj qfalrt quRRq*y SJOJI^I 

# MKH&qi 41f!ril4l ddW***J I 

Having arrived at the city of Barhismati, where the Manu resided, he entered his palace 
there, which drove away the three types of agony (1. that which proceeds from bodily and 
mental causes within one's self, 2. that which proceeds from divine or natural causes, and 
3. that which is caused by other beings). (32) (There) in the company of his wife and children 
he enjoyed the pleasures of sense that did not interfere with the pursuit of other objects of 
human aspiration (viz., Dharma, Artha and Moksa). At daybreak (everyday) celestial 
musicians along with their wives sang in chorus his fair renown; but with a loving heart he 
listened to the stories of Sri Hari alone. (33) Although Swayambhuva Manu was a past master 
in the art of creating objects of sense-enjoyment, the latter could not in the least drag him down 
(from his exalted mood), devoted as he was to the Lord and given to contemplation. (34) 
Consequently his hours, that gradually brought to an end his long life consisting of a whole 
Manvantara, were not spent in vain, engaged as he ever was in listening to, contemplating 
on, composing and narrating the stories of Lord Visnu. (35) Having transcended the threefold 
destinies* (brought about by the preponderance of any one of the three Gunas—Sattva, 

* The threefold destiny referred to above is the same as has been mentioned by the Lord in the following verse of Srimad 

Bhagavadgita— 

^4 •r^r-d rrtgren 1frgf=g rrrrai: i arat »n (XIV. 18) 

‘Those who abide in the quality of Sattva (harmony) rise upwards (to heaven and other spheres); while those of a 
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Rajas and Tamas), he thus spent the whole of his Manvantara consisting of seventy-one 
rounds of the four Yugas (Satya, Treta, Dwapara and Kali) in pursuits connected with Lord 
Vasudeva (such as meditation on His divine Form, chanting His names and virtues etc., and 
worshipping His images and so on). (36) How can bodily and mental troubles and those 
attributable to some divine or human agency or to other living beings, O Vidura (son of 
Vyasa), afflict him who has sought refuge with Sri Hari? (37) I have thus narrated to you the 
wonderful story of the first king, Swayambhuva Manu, who deserved all praise and who in 
reply to the questions asked by certain sages taught the diverse sacred duties of men 
in general as well as of the different Varnas (grades of society) and Asramas (stages in 
life) in particular, friendly disposed as he was to all living beings. Now hear of the glory 
of his daughter (Devahuti). (38-39) 

Thus ends the twenty-second discourse in Book Three of the great 

and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T8T 

Discourse XXIII 
Amorous pastimes of Kardama and Devahuti 

nfejH Trisfi u(drM(#rieWfd<il ! ftc4 u4rHdfMI I ^ | 

ferouiltiJiiiWH 4h4ui w I Hl^dH ^TcIT Tt 4f: I 9 I 

W ^4 fr<4 ri^TTiliflMdlMilrL I 3 I 

Tt ef ^'fi|c(4wi iTFraT TriFpRTRJ M^IIHHI I I 

$rrat eh^M suw44i1 otw ^tt ^^RrraraTft i i 

Maitreya continued : When the parents of Devahuti had left (for their capital), that 
virtuous girl, who could easily read the mind of her lord, daily attended to his comforts 
with the same delight as Goddess Parvatl looks after Her Consort, Lord Siva. (1) 
Forswearing lust deceit,malice, covetousness, vanity and forbidden acts (of every kind), 
nay, ever vigilant and active, she won the pleasure of her-glorious husband through 
*idelity, purity of mind and body, reverence, control of the senses, service and love,as 
well as by her affable speech, O Vidura! (2-3) That daughter of Manu, who looked upon 
her lord as greater even than Providence and was fully devoted to him, expected great 
blessings from him. Nay, having served him for a long time, she had grown weak and 
emaciated on account of her religious observances. Kardama (the foremost of celestial 
sages) was, therefore, oppressed with a feeling of commiseration for her and spoke to her 
in accents faltering with love. (4-5) 

=s asika disposition stay in the middle (in the terrestrial region). And those of a Tamasika temperament, enveloped as they 

z-B in the Tamoguna (dullness), sink down to the abysmal depths of hell." 
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^ 33M 
gg ^Flfg MH^Iill: ^SJTOT M^il'l tR^T g ^eRSTT I 

gt ^^RTMMrftg ^rW^I ^fairT: $lfej TR& I ^ I 

WTO % ^&H^ldfr4K fdd<IW4'MilW^ll*l<l « I 

f^grfg ^%g fg^dir^gifgi^K K3*igc|rfli* 11 ;j u fa fa: i c i 

Kardama said : O daughter of Manu, you have shown great respect to me and I am 
pleased today with your most faithful service and supreme devotion. You ungrudgingly 
wasted your body for my sake (in my sen/ice)—body which is extremely dear to all living 
beings and deserves every- attention. (6) 1, therefore, confer on you supernatural vision : 
thereby see for yourself the divine blessings (in the shape of unearthly enjoyments) that were 
secured by me through concentrated application to austere penance, Samadhi (abstract or 
deep meditation) and worship of God, and through devotion to my own duty—blessings which 
are free from fear and grief and to which you have also won a title through services rendered 
to me. (7) Of what account (in comparison to these) are other enjoyments (including those 

obtained in heaven), aspirations in regard to which are frustrated by the mere contraction of 
a brow on the part of the Lord, who possesses infinite power? You have now attained your 
object (through fidelity to me); therefore, enjoy the extensive unearthly pleasures earned 
through devotion to your (wifely) duties, and which can be had with difficulty by human beings 

due to false notions of their royal dignity etc. (8) 

Tig ggTfmmfiL i 

g^gsrginJTgfg^^gT fgrgggtsrggggifgc^gTgfagTggTsss; i ^ i 

When the sage spoke thus, Devahuti felt relieved to discover that he was the master of 
all Yogic powers and an adept in all forms of worship. Her face brightening with a smile and 
bashful glances, she spoke in voice choked with modesty and love. (9) 

ing gg fsg^gggiggmgigTfgg gig fggt gggm «Rf: i 

g^smnfg w: ^grgfrgfa 7pi: srcrg: i 

ggfgfjgnjgfaar gsrnT^T ggg g ^RJdiiwRfayissgn i 

fogag ff <3><WHiggKrigdigt ggg fggag i ? r i 

Devahuti said : I know it, my lord : all that you have said, O chief of the Brahmanas, is 
something natural to you, a master of unfailing Yogic powers that you are, O great one. Now 
let the promise you made (in the presence of my father) about allowing me the contact of your 
body but once be redeemed; for it is a rare boon for virtuous wives to have a progeny through 
a highly venerable husband. (10) Kindly instruct me what arrangements have to be made and 
what requisites to be got together (in the shape of unguents, scents, wearing apparel and 
nourishing food etc.) according to the injunctions of the scriptures (works on erotics), by 
resorting to which my poor body, emaciated through intense passion, may be rendered fit 
for union, smitten as I am with darts of love excited by you. And also think of (getting) a 

suitable house (for the purpose), my lord. (11) 

3grg 

fygigi: BmuffaTsH, gpmifagg: i famg gngg i 
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ftftftft-wftftftftft-g-ftftftftftftftftftft-ftftft^Tr^ftftftftftfti^ifrftftrftftftftftftftft'ifr-ftftft^frftftft ft * ft ft 

fic4lMch<uilMd '^cfchlrt^lei^i Mf^cfjlRr: Mdleblf^iyi^Tlir^^rt^dH^ I ^ I 

f^WHc-Wt^, TJSraiJST^ | faTR: t|4$oMv»Hltl3: 1^! 

TT5T ^rRrf^H^l^l^lWN^uRTrn^l ^IM^ehdWc^l ^5 fetMeifdftT: I ^V91 

3J:^J j^p^*n *rra ^raram^i 

^^^RnFTT^r4^mRT^ fafew^dMifgi^HUiii: 1^1 

^■HMKiqrtHidwst AST IWtHH: WIHf4^lR^5fr i Ro| 

fefRWTfeaTmH^I5n^TTM: I ^SJFTrijti Tftld(fcfWKMfMc||<m: 1^1 

Maitreya went on : Seeking to oblige his beloved spouse, the sage Kardama, O Vidura, 

exercised his wonderful Yogic power and instantly produced an aerial mansion which could 
range at will. (12) It was a wonderful structure, containing all sorts of jewels, adorned with 

pillars of precious stones and capable of yielding whatever one desired, and was equipped 
with every form of wealth, which tended to multiply in course of time (instead of diminishing 

by use). (13) It was provided with supernatural articles of domestic use, was comfortable in 

. all seasons and was decorated with buntings and flags of variegated colours. (14) It was 
further embellished with wreaths of charming flowers, that attracted the sweet humming of 

bees, as well as with tapestries of linen, silkand otherfabrics of various kinds. (15) The house 

looked charming with cushions, beds, fans and seats separately arranged in the several 
storeys rising one above another. (16) Its beauty was enhanced by (engravings and other) 

works of art (on the walls etc.) here and there; and it was provided with pavements of emerald 
and coral daises. (17) Its entrances shone with coral thresholds and had doors of diamond. 

Its domes of sapphire were crowned with gold pinnacles. (18) With the choicest of rubies set 
in its diamond walls it appeared as though possessed of eyes; and it was furnished with 

wonderful canopies and highly valuable festoons of gold. (19) It resounded with the cries of 
swans and pigeons, which flew up to their likenesses (set up there), thinking them to be their 

own kind. (20) With its pleasure-grounds, resting-chambers, bed-rooms and inner and outer 

yards, designed with an eye to the comfort (of the occupant), it caused astonishment as it 
were to the sage himself (who had produced it). (21) 

rtcM^-rir TTTriyiHH I flcf^dl^Mlf^T: yicjWr+dM: 

Rih^iRh-V I rTTSSTcni^mi 2TFT4> ^JUTT^I^I 

The sage Kardama, who could read the mind of all living beings, perceived that Devahuti 

did not regard even such a house with a much delighted heart, and said to her of his own 
accord(22) "Bathe in the yonder lake, O timid one, and ascend this aerial mansion. Having 

been consecrated by Lord Visnu Himself (who dropped His tears in it), this sacred lake is 
capable of granting all the desires of human beings (who resort to it)." (23) 

TTT ^rT: g,dco4§TUTT I TR3T f^JrTT ^1# I ^ I 

31^ rT W4 $ldco*HHj 3tlf44$l TR: 

TrFrTRTTfTT i>Mlfa T5T eh-i|<*>|: I Tforf: 1^ I 

rIT TgT TTRlRlTO 3TRJ: f^T: I ^4 ebMeM'j^'ej ^nf4 ^{dlM feR I ^ I 

Bowing to that command of her lord, the lotus-eyed princess-who had a soiled cloth (on 
her person) and wore matted locks (on her head), and whose frame was coated with a thick 

layer of dirtand breasts discoloured—dived into the lake, which contained the sacred waters 
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•frttrgrtct ft its i/tharyrargr*; ttKTrTrxr nn*T'*rtrit1r1rtr& -trtrltrfr «r «rtnfr* -xrcrfr*; *r *r •*? * vrt; ft frttrtfr ftftitritr fi ft 

of the Saraswatl. (24-25) Inside the lake she saw in a house one thousand maids, all in the 
prime of youth and emitting the fragrance of a lotus. (26) Seeing her, the damsels suddenly 
rose and said to her with joined palms : "We are your maid-servants; tell us what shall we 
do for you." (27) 

HT Mglt&l wfct TwRePflMJ frPTO ^ rl TTH^T: l^l 

Uplift Twrffq dfrarif^i sjrrf% ^i3Tjt ■HcfjjuiNri ^cmprcrepij^i 

kiHiwii fcn-ji I 30 I 

*4ld <j7dfqKT3R irarSTtTrr^fNdHj faW-i'lcf eftffiH 13^ | 

ohlo«j| ehi^j-^i I ftK<J| tf ♦vctebd rl 13^1 

^dl I M'yefci^i^SJT -tlA-'ro^sj 133 I 

^1 ^rTT?f ^TlfilAbtltrl H SMIufd: 13*1 

*Trf: ^WldldJW d^t I (d$ll«4 'd^JMIdld ydJU^d 13m 

The girls, who showed every respect to the princess, bathed the proud lady with costly 
oil, perfumed powder etc., and gave her a pair of new stainless pieces of fine cloth (to cover 
her body with), superb, most agreeable and brilliant jewels, food containing all good qualities 
and sweet inebriating drinks (other than spirituous liquor). (28-29) Then in a mirror she 
beheld (the reflection of) her person rid of dirt, adorned with a garland, clad in unsullied robes, 
decorated with auspicious marks and made much of by the maids. (30) Her body had not only 
been washed up to the neck* but bathed from head to foot and decked with all kinds of 
ornaments, particularly with a gold ornament about her neck, bangles about her wrists and 
tinkling anklets of gold (about her ankles). (31) She had a girdle of gold, set with numerous 
jewels, about her hips and was further adorned with a precious pearl necklace and 
auspicious materials (such as saffron-paste and so on). (32) Her countenance shone with 

beautiful rows of teeth, charming eyebrows, eyes distinguished by lovely and soft corners 
and vying with lotus-buds, and dark tresses. (33) The moment she thought of her beloved 
spouse, the foremost of sages, she found herself along with those damsels just where that 
lord of created beings was. (34) She was amazed to find herself surrounded by a thousand 
maids in the presence of her husband and to witness his Yogic power. (35) 

F trt $d4rtWMI 3TT^RT fsnjrff ^7 jWfofrkKtdHH 1351 

ftoynwi Titwrai fgxtR 

PsnttHI^Thl I 

STW3T TTS4: I I 

Rh4-P TO f%TC 13^ | 

The sage perceived that Devahuti had washed herself clean and shone forth as though 
she was no longer her former self. She had regained her original beauty, was clad in 
excellent robes, her charming breasts duly wrapped round, and was waited upon by a 
thousand Vidyadhara girls. He conceived a fondness for her and helped her to ascend the 

* The Smrtis make it obligatory for ladies to wash their body up to the neck alone on ordinary days and to bathe from 

head to foot only on special days of the week and on festive occasions etc. The former type of ablution is called 'Malasnana' 

or 'Snana' while the latter is known by the name of 'Sirahsnana'. The famous commentator. Vijayadhwaja. quotes the following 

Smrti-text in this connection— 

Jviol ^ <3Icj ncin: I'^R'^T Mq=n l| 
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aerial mansion, O destroyer of enemy (in the form of passion). (36-37) Though (seemingly) 
attached to his beloved consort and with Vidyadhara damsels ministering to his bodily 
comfort (and gazing on his person), the sage did not lose his glory (mastery over his self) 

and shone in that aerial mansion as charming as the moon with his consort (the star RohinI) 

in the midst of the other lunar mansions in the vault of heavens, causing rows of lilies to 

open.(38) Waited upon by a bevy of charming damsels and extolled by hosts of Siddhas, 

he revelled in the aerial mansion like Kubera (the god of riches) for long long years over 

the valleys of Mount Meru (the prince of the leading mountains on the globe), the 
pleasure-ground of the guardians of the four quarters and the four intermediate points of 

the compass*—valleys which are rendered all the more delightful by cool, gentle and 

fragrant breezes that stimulate passion and echo the auspicious sound of the fall of the 

heavenly stream (the holy Gariga). (39) 

3JRTT T^ST I tTRH g TT ITT: l*o I 

■yif^fcuj-n Ic)hHh c^imm-i xffhrHT i gHiPtehM^qin gfetggnr, gstifdw: 1*3 i 

dMMId-i M 4h%dWtsfq?g7nTt atMOT: 1*3 I 

Similarly, he fondly enjoyed himself with his wife in (the heavenly gardens known by 
the names of) Vaisrambhaka, Surasana, Nandana. Puspabhadra and Caitrarathya as well 

as over the Manasarovara lake. (40) Coursing through the various spheres, as the air, on 

that brilliant and great aerial mansion, that could fly at will, Kardama surpassed even the 
gods coursing through the air (whose movements are restricted to their own particular 

sphere). (41) What is difficult of achievement for those self-possessed men who have 

taken refuge in the feet of the Lord-feet that are the source of sacred rivers (like the 

Ganga) and put an end to the sorrows (of mundane life)? (42) 

'gcTT Tfc* TrTT gigRTTO3STOT I g*|T2jg MINIMI TTOTOFT TTcIrfd 1*3 I 

flwsj TggTSSRTT TITST TWT faWR. TT d^Ml'i^d'dd.l** | 

rrfFR. fgTTT TT<£TgT WZfi Tfdchd T$I<7T I T IT TTfTT l*M I 

11^ gmRTTgT HHJOT jqiCTUFTT: I W gTrfRJ: SdMtf IrtMMlMdlct; 1*^1 

HHIfRiyrT ItlWl ^ngggmTTSSTTfgg. I TT&IT fesiR 1*^91 

3TH: TTT TJ^g TRSIT £g^T: fenT: SnTT: I UgRdl&l*>Mc(U^gi tf ifed'lrMtfTRjg: 1*41 

Tf?T 3TT ^dPlrlbRT fTTTSS^agi^TTI TRt I MTU MITT fa^TT ^T fg^TTT 1*3 I 

kHd-rggn^rfi ^jfr t^t TTTrf&TflRT i agra rtfwdi gra frTHTOjgrg i i 

" The names of the gods presiding over the four quarters and the four intermediate points of the compass are given 

below:- 

Name of god 

1. Indra (the lord of paradise) 

2. Agni (the god of fire) 

3. Varna (the god of punishment) 

4. Nirrti 

5. Varuna (the god presiding over the waters) 

6. Vayu (the wind-god) 

7. Kubera (the god of riches) 

8. isana (Lord Siva) 

Quarter or point of the compass over which he presides 

East 

South-East 

South 

South-West 

West 

North-West 

North 

North-East 
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Having shown to his wife the whole extent of the terrestrial globe, which is full of many 
wonders because of its arrangement (into so many Dwipas and Varsas etc.), Kardama (the 
great Yogi) returned to his own hermitage. (43) In order to delight his spouse Devahuti (the 
daughter of Swayambhuva Manu), who longed for sexual pleasure, the sage divided his 
self into nine (assumed nine forms) and enjoyed himself (with her) for years together as 
if it was for an hour only. (44) Sharing with her most handsome lord the excellent and 
delightful bed in that aerial mansion, she did not notice (the passing away of) that (long) 
period. (45) While the couple, who eagerly longed for the pleasures of sense, were thus 
enjoying themselves by virtue of Yogic powers, a hundred autumns passed like a brief 
space of time. (46) Lovingly regarding her as a counterpart of his own self, the enlightened 
sage, who could read the thoughts of all and was also capable of granting their wishes, 
divided his self into nine and impregnated her. (47) Immediately afterwards the said 
Devahuti bore on the same day (nine) female issues, who were all charming of every limb 
and breathed the fragrance of a red lotus. (48) Thereafter when she found her lord about 
to leave the home as a recluse (according to the understanding at the time of wedding), 
the virtuous lady, who yet longed for a male child, scratched the ground with her foot, 
radiant with the lustre of its gem-like nails, her head bent low; and, suppressing her tears, 
she spoke in slow yet winning accents with an agitated and aching heart, though wearing 
a smile on her face. (49-50) 

<>r/r 

77^ H^PTcn^JijqraTS nfejrlHJ 3TSnfR R 3TWT <I^R7 I ^ t 

fejJRJT: TO 77RT: I cRfa SdfcH ^R^1 I 

lldMdlrt Wt oSrf^TTOT R JTRT I S^RTSfaTTfR IR3 I 

fM-rill STR^fcd'KI XT fRT: I St-HH-riJI 97 Rra ^ m* I 

7Tjj7 R: I 77 R3f 77TtJ5 ^RTT fR:7TjpRTR 1^1 

■% RRfa R fR7FTTR I R RTSTRSRgTR TJrTT f? 77: I 

TTTi RRRRT 7JR ciferll RTRRT ^SR, I TO RPR R 7JJJ8TR RRJRT?L I I 

IRT RIR^HI^ R^FJTM 4^.d[4l TORSFR RlfTO%7TTOR TOfR5TTS?RTR: R31 

Devahuti said : Your venerable self has redeemed all the promises made to me; yet 
be pleased to grant me immunity from fear, since I have taken refuge in you. (51) Your 
daughters, O holy sage, will have to find a suitable match for themselves; and there must 
be someone to rid me of sorrow when you have left for the woods. (52) Enough with the time 
that has so far been spent by me in enjoying the objects of senses, ignoring the Supreme 
Spirit.(53) Not knowing your transcendent glory, I have loved you, while remaining attached 
to the objects of senses. Let the affinity I have borne to you nonetheless rid me of all fear.(54) 
The same love which, when bestowed on the wicked through ignorance, is conducive to 
rebirth, rids one of all attachment when it is directed towards holy men. (55) He whose 
activity in this world neither tends to religious merit nor to dispassion, nor to the service of 
the Lord whose feet are the source of all sacred places, is verily dead, though living. (56) 
Indeed I have been badly deceived by the Lord's Maya (deluding potency) in that I failed 
to seek liberation from the bondage of mundane life even after securing you, the bestower 
of final beatitude. (57) 

Thus ends the twenty-third discourse, forming part of the narrative of Lord Kapiia. 
in Book Three of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 
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3TSJ ^fchSTpSHTFI: 

Discourse XXIV 
Descent of Lord Kapila 

(h^iMAc* TRl^R *[fR: I $llfcWUjl* ^pjrfAsjTftT I R I 

Maitreya resumed : When Devahuti (ihe daughter of Swayambhuva Manu), who was 
worthy of all praise, spoke such words, full of dispassion, the merciful sage recalled the words 
of Lord Visnu and replied (as follows). <1) 

rt frrer TFst^fteiiTTciTR i ^Mi^sarfr i r i 

^HsfHTfrr ^5 % faytR g I dUlsteuidMSJ ST^TT ^JT WT I ^ I 

Tf ^TTSRlfytT: ^p§t fqn-ci'Hm<*> | ?$tTT % ^UyfAyA|<4T st^J^MTcH: | | 

The sage said : Worry not about yourself, O princess of irreproachable conduct. The 
immortal Lord will enter your womb at no distant date. (2) You have undertaken sacred 
vows, God bless you. Hence do you adore the Lord with reverence through control of the 
senses and religious observances as well as through austere penance and charitable 
gifts of money. (3) Propitiated by you, Lord Visnu will be born as a son to you, thereby 
spreading my renown too, and will cut the knot of ignorance (in the form of self-identification 
with the material sheaths), existing in your heart, by instructing you in the knowledge of the 
Spirit. (4) 

3?W 337^ 

R35T A'hAui I TRJcS Tjsrj I A I 

rTOT 3iT^5 ^Ic||-i|!sjq5q: | cRTOT cP|4hIm4| vH^PuP<c< ^f0T | ^ | 

“Afe ^TfenfirT I TTP4k tf W I Vs | 

% gmAl fesrT: Tt-clTTraidrll: I 5nT|*J f^T: TP3T 3*0*% iU I 

^rirf%Trn=L I fn^i^fAkAPwifdPtTTKRTTrL I R I 

m sJ^f AtA-APm di€lA<°AJHkMi<4 HTH fagJ-M: ^TT^I^ol 

TWSiyH, fy^,4d €tfTRT dkjctTllMdH.1 y^STRIUH^k: 

Maitreya went on : Reposing full faith in the message of the sage Kardama (a lord 

of created beings), out of great regard for him, Devahuti too betook herself to the 

worship of the immutable Supreme Person as the Preceptor of the world. (5) After a 

pretty long time Lord Visnu (the Slayer of the demon Madhu) manifested Himself first 

through the generative fluid of Kardama and then through Devahuti, even as fire 

appears through firewood. (6) At the time of His descent on earth gods in the form of 

raining clouds sounded musical instruments (in the shape of thunder-claps) in the sky; 

the Gandharvas (celestial musicians) sang praises to Him; while Apsaras (celestial 

nymphs) danced through joy. (7) Heavenly flowers rained by the gods flying in the air 

dropped (from the heavens); and all the quarters as well as the waters (of lakes, rivers 

etc.) and the minds of the people too became clear. (8) Brahma (the self-born) went 
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along with Marici and the other sages to that (celebrated) hermitage of Kardama 
surrounded by the river Saraswati. (9) Brahma, who is naturally possessed of true 
wisdom, already knew that the Lord, who is no other than the supreme Brahma, had 
descended through pure Sattva for imparting the knowledge of the Sarikhya system of 
philosophy (which determines the nature of the fundamental principles), O vanquisher 
of foes. (10) Welcoming with a guileless mind the intention of the Lord, the creator spoke thus 
to Kardama and Devahuti with all his senses greatly delighted. (11) 

d&MM 

^Sqf%rf^TTrt ^rf^TrTT Rr«j<*>lchd: | HaH]? qie*t< srai*ifn«t I I 

eti|4(f fatiR I ouslMd^^M'^d J|Hc)U| TJUcRa: 1^1 

^d<: TW tT^ gmHTiTT: I must: ^^(i|bt|^L|^cf)Sn I ^ I 

i OTrtreTT: ^ sjfe i ^ m 

^RSUkSi ^UMOdlUl WHI-M-UI I ^HRT ^crfy 3S flrSTM cfrftR* 1^1 

jTFTf^TR^hT <*>4<J|l^«&*d^ ^TSI: I %TtTCT%5T: ^IT^T: I 1 

HmR* % 7T4 ilfqg: I 3TfelRT^Rmf^ RjTdl *11 RwRbqld | ^C. I 

3TO fH^JIUliqhT: Uls^?t|Ml4: ^TOrT: I chitre, gdtK^'l T^n % cElf&dsfa: 1^1 

Brahma said : You have truly worshipped me, dear son, in that you reverently carried 
out my behest, O respecter (of elders)! (12) This is the service that ought to be rendered 
by the sons to their father, viz., that they should bow to the command of their father with due 
deference, saying "Very well!" (13) These slender-waisted daughters of yours, my worthy 
child, will multiply this creation manifold through their descendants. (14) Therefore, give 
away your daughters this very day to the foremost of the sages with due regard to the girls' 
temperament and liking, and thereby spread your fame all over the globe. (15)1 know the 
most ancient Person, the bestower of all boons on living beings, has descended through 
His own Maya (wonderful creative energy) in the person of Kapila, O Kardama. (16) 
(Turning to Devahuti, he said,) with golden hair, lotus-like eyes and lotus-feet, whose soles 
bear the mark of a lotus, it is Lord Visnu (the Slayer of the demon Kaitabha) who has been 
born of you, O Devahuti (daughter of Swayambhuva Manu), to tear up the roots of Karma 
(in the form of latent desires) through the instrumentality of Sastriya knowledge and 
realization. Having cut the knot of ignorance and misapprehension, He will roam about the 
earth. (17-18) He will be the Lord of the Siddhas, held in great esteem by the teachers of the 
Sarikhya system of philosophy. He will be known all over the world by the name of Kapila and 
will spread your fame. (19) 

rirarara Ji'irwai TURTTc!: I ZT^tl^ol 

■rRt ^idSJcTf ^trT: I <J8rlfc;ri 7T7T: 1^ I 

3k=5t i ^fsnfcRj^i 

Tift Tiwnriwfw ^ 1331 

3T8tcfulC)c:.c;i'i5Sii’Ti Rin^ri I ehnl&i^ld^ ^i<SKi-^41*-iwiw-rr^ I ^ I 

HtTRT am: <£d<Rl RtP^U HHJ y^ 

Maitreya continued : Having thus reassured the couple, Brahma, the creator of the 
universe, rode on his mount, the swan, and returned to Satyaloka (the highest of the spheres 
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stretching beyond the three worlds) along with Sanaka and his three brothers and 
accompanied by Narada (who are all lifelong celibates, leaving behind the other sages, 

Marlci and the rest, so as to enable them to espouse the hand of Kardama's nine 

daughters).(20) After the departure of Brahma, O Vidura, the sage Kardama immediately 
gave away his daughters to the lords of created beings (Marlci and others), as directed by 
the creator, according to the injunctions of the Sastras. (21) He gave (the hand of) Kala to 

Marlci and Anasuya to Atri; Sraddha he gave away to Arigira, and Havirbhu to Pulastya. (22) 

He further gave Gati, who was worthy of Pulaha, to the latter and the virtuous Kriya to Kratu, 

Khyati to Bhrg’u and even so Arundhatl to Vasistha. (23) And to Atharva he gave (the hand 
of) Santi, through whom a sacrifice is successfully accomplished. When they were duly 

married, Kardama propitiated these foremost sages as well as their wives (with kind 

attentions). (24) Being thus married, the sages thereupon took leave of Kardama and 
departed, full of joy, each for his own hermitage. (25) 

TT T^lddlu'i feppfrmu fdfart) WTO fWWtd 1^1 

3# tTTO5£IHRRT I efiT^T 'JJEJHT WterTT? ^cTT: 1^91 

TT TTd 4J|U|ii| q: I T[|i| ^TRTT HI«4IU|| JJ: WRT WnW: I 

I Faehl^Mdl't, ?TR SlrBHT I 3o | 

m^ct ^sf^fWnfuT ^tnfnT lnic<Kic( I dlfn rT TTcFtT 

tgt fl<ir^dldl^UNi^LTl6i^| 

’Tt 3T2TPT H^lm f^rf rtlchMIrtH. I 

cFfacs trra 1^1 

3TT Tlfa SPHRi c<a<4lc4cf|U||uJ I 

rrirst jde ij^'L fasileh: l^'XI 

Having come to know that it was Lord Visnu Himself (who is possessed of three pairs of 

divine attributes, viz., power and affluence, piety and renown, wisdom and dispassion, in 

their entirety), the foremost of the gods, who had been born (as a son to him), the sage 

approached Him when He was all alone, and, bowing to Him, said: (26) "Alas! on those who 

are burning in this hell of transmigration as a result of their own evil deeds, the gods shower 

their grace after a long time. (27) Contrary to this, the Lord whose truth striving souls seek 

to realize in lonely places through concentrated practice of Devotion matured through many 

ives, and who promotes the cause of His devotees, has this time appeared in the house of 

sensual men like us, not minding the ignominy incident to such a birth. (28-29) Intent on 

enhancing the dignity of His devotees, You have been born into my house just to redeem 

Your pledge and to found the Sankhya system (which leads to true Knowledge). (30) O Lord, 

Your transcendent forms alone are worthy of You; even so the human semblances that 

appeal to Your own devotees are as well liked by You, even though You are devoid of a 

material form. (31) I take refuge in You, whose footstool is always fit to be saluted by sages 

•;sen to know the Truth, and who are perfect in power and energy, wisdom and dispassion, 

•ame and affluence. (32) I take refuge in Kapila, the supreme Lord, who has all the potencies 

a: His beck and call, who appears as Primordial Matter, the Spirit, the Mahat-tativa or the 
r-nciple of cosmic intelligence, the Time-Spirit, the threefold (Sattvika Rajasika and 
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Tamasika) Ego and the various spheres as well as their guardians, and then reabsorbs all 
these phenomena into Himself by virtue of His energy in the form of Consciousness and who 
is the all-witnessing Seer. (33) Acquitted of the debt I owed to my father (Brahma, who had 
commanded me to marry and beget children), and having gained all my desires through You, 
I now take leave of You, the Lord of all created beings. Treading the path of recluses, I would 
roam (at will), free from sorrow, contemplating on You in my heart." (34) 

xrm atrTt fg tram i ararafa rtt 

qqR 1RT c^diiPw^aRTT ^tRIdldJ 'TrdMI flRdl<MI<t|<i>R l?^l 

qq 3TTqm8l)5oqT#r qg: qjT^T 'JJtRT I <T fafe RIT 

cRq XRTTOTfgr qfq ^WcMfrll I ftRTT ^c^M^dcdN HT ^1^41 

MlMIrUM W^lPd: atltiHtefldtdT I 

lira armiifachT rut urtt n4<*>Muimj fawRQ qqr ^mrt diPddRtdfa 1*0 i 

The Lord replied : Whatever I say is an authority to the world in matters secular as well 
as sacred. Therefore, it is only to redeem what I said to you (vide verse 32 of Discourse 
XXI,above) that I have been born as your son, O sage. (35) My present birth in this world is 
meant only for expounding the true nature of the categories so helpful in Self-Realization to 
those seeking release from their subtle body. (36) This mysterious path of Self-Knowledge 
had been obscured through long ages. Know that this personality has been assumed by Me 
in order to revive that path. (37) Allowed by Me, go wherever you like and, conquering death, 
which is exceedingly difficult to conquer, through actions dedicated to Me, adore Me with a 
view to attaining immortality. (38) Beholding Me—the supreme self-effulgent Spirit dwelling 
in the heart of all beings—in your own heart through your intellect, you will be freed from all 
sorrow and attain the fearless state (viz., final beatitude). (39) To My mother (Devahuti) as 
well I shall impart that spiritual Knowledge, which frees one from the bondage of all actions 
and by virtue of which she will get over the fear of transmigration and attain supreme joy. (40) 

<i=IH 

Tjt nffidfad ydiutd: I TT RcTT cRCR 1RR g I-^ I 

Maitreya resumed : Thus addressed by the celebrated Kapila, Kardama (a lord of 

created beings) went round the Lord (as a mark of respect) and straightaway withdrew to the 

forest, full of joy. (41) 

?R F 3TTRSRT C[ft: I foufT R^^luilMdPiHfa^TR: I 

tRT dglfui ^Rt AJ-dcUdUd: RTRI JJTTM'dlR %>pT 1*3 • 

faigfr faffing I SRcfilTTTRsMT: ITS I 

di^g yiwfa qrafr ydtnidtfa i wr qranqq ^tp^r: i^m 

3TRTR ■nnd-diRftwaqj atn^^RSjdlfa ’nnddtPu dldtfa 1*^1 

foSI&Mfalgfad nnddfll I ^hd^R+1^4 5TTHT CTPIddt Ufa: r*V9 | 

|fa SRSFlsra ngFJRi ipFRb-4 d-.lfacMI R*l 

Observing a vow of non-violence, practised by hermits, and exclusively depending on Sri 
Hari (the Supreme Spirit), the sage renounced the sacrificial fire as well as a permanent 
dwelling and roamed about the globe, free from attachment. (42) He fixed his mind on 
Brahma (the Infinite), who is beyond both cause and effect, who, though devoid of the three 
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Gunas (modes of Prakrti), yet brings them to light, and who had been realized through 
exclusive Devotion. (43) Free from egotism and the sense of mineness, indifferent to 

pairs of opposites (such as heat and cold, pleasure and pain, joy and sorrow, etc., etc.), 

and viewing all with the same eye, Kardama perceived his own self everywhere. His mind 

had turned inward and was perfectly composed, and the self-possessed sage looked like 
an ocean without waves. (44) His mind being fixed through supreme Devotion on the all¬ 

knowing Lord Vasudeva, the Self (Inner Controller) of all embodied souls, he was now 

free from the bondage of ignorance. (45) He perceived the Lord, his own Self, as present 

in all living beings, and all living beings in the Lord, His own Self. (46) In this way 

Kardama, who had no desire and was free from malice, who was even-minded towards 
all, and who had developed Devotion to the Lord, attained union with Him. (47) 

Thus ends the twenty-fourth discourse, forming part of the "Story 
of Lord Kapila" in Book Three of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T8T wf^TtSSZTra: 

Discourse XXV 
Lord Kapila expatiates on the glory of Devotion in response 

to the query of mother Devahuti 
?/)•*«& Sqm 

<fcfariWT*HK°4ldl *FraRT3tmr I jTTrt: ^nTT^ I ^ I 

q fng cpjfar: tjtFtT ^T^T: TfcWlftniHJ fejcff rjUjPd | ? | 

Saunaka said : Kapila, who expounded the true nature of the fundamental principles, 

was no other than the birthless Lord (Narayana), descended of his own free will and 

through His own Maya (wonderful creative energy) in order to teach humanity the truth of 
the Self. (1) Although I have often heard the stories of the Lord, my senses are not sated 
with hearing the glory of Lord Kapila, the best of all men and the foremost of all Yogis. (2) 
Having assumed by His own Maya a personality conforming to the will of His devotees, 
whatever the Lord does is all worth singing. Therefore, kindly narrate all those doings to 
me, full of reverence as I am. (3) 

^cT 33M 

Suta said : Urged in this way to expound the true nature of the fundamental principles, 
the worshipful Maitreya, a friend of the sage Dwaipayana, (Vedavyasa) addressed Vidura 
as follows according to the spirit of his enquiry. (4) 

*&f 3^7 W 

5: fehw I I 
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mrrcfrmgmTnT rtrWTmTO^Fmj ^^it? sn^: 4mrm g^i: i ^ i 

Maitreya said : When Kardama (Lord Kapila's father) had left for the forest, Lord Kapila 
stayed (in the latter's hermitage) on the strand of the same Bindusarovara in order to please 
His mother (Devahuti). (5) (One day) when Kapila (Devahuti's son), who was capable of 
showing to her the culmination of the fundamental principles, sat at leisure, Devahuti recalled 
the words of Brahma (vide verse 18 of the preceding discourse) and spoke to Him (as 
follows). (6) 

ftfcfuuil fom ^TTsTRfgfejffWrTT^i flOHoyHMM JjqjIRI WT: 5WT I vs | 

HW rTCRTt^g UmiMJ 4 ^d^lrf I C I 

v 4 i rti^w ^4tfor: i r i 

3T8I 4 f|UHlsH4lshg I 4tic< Still i?! M 4rflrMHf4t< <!J1 fitdI I Ro I 

IT fgi Meii5 $K»J| I 

f^ThFmii HofiH: hhiPh ■Ho&4fctdi ctftyH. I RR I 

Devahuti said : I am awfully sick of the craving (for enjoyment) of my wicked senses, O 
Perfect One! It is because of my unremitting efforts to gratify this craving that I have fallen 
into the deep abyss of ignorance, O Lord. (7) In this present birth, which (I am sure) is going 
to be the last of a long series, I have now, by Your grace, secured in You an excellent eye 
to enable me to see through this thick veil of darkness, which is so difficult to penetrate. (8) 
You are no other than the Lord, the most ancient Person and the Ruler of all embodied souls, 
who has appeared, like the sun, as an eye to the world blinded by ignorance. (9) Now be 
pleased, my lord, to dispel my great delusion; for the feeling of l-ness with reference to the 

body and that of mine-ness in respect of all that is connected with it have been inspired by 
You. (10) For ascertaining the true nature of Prakrti (Matter) and Purusa (Spirit) I have 
sought refuge in You, who afford protection to all and are a veritable axe to the tree of 
metempsychosis in the case of Your devotees. I bow to You, the foremost of those knowing 
the secret of true religion. (11) 

l?fH WMI^RtggJMlftud i 

1^1 

Maitreya continued: On hearing of His mother's innocent desire, which was calculated 
to stimulate in men the longing for liberation, the Lord, who is the goal of noble souls that have 
subdued their self, mentally approved of it and spoke as follows, His countenance beaming 
with a gentle smile. (12) 

vgbT 3mznffngj: ^ftt wit fwimnro 4 i 3try-riiu{M4;>i rt g i ^ i 

?fftw h sgsmfa *jtmu i ^fiuii sn^wi-ii 4m i rv i 

wto wstm Tjtrm rnuRt mmj Tpfrj warn i^m 

3^mhiRthhi<4: chmrtimigfcPT?;: 14nr wt: wfi^i 

tpsg 3TTmH TOc5 i^vsi 
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q ifKIUHtjl IFrcMfacMritfH I fl^Tifw %cf: TOTT 4iRMf! s(£iPH44 1^1 

3mfrr3R SFcTTT I H TTTSJ5 fRT Ro I 

The Lord said : In my opinion the only means to final beatitude is Yoga in the form of 
contemplation on the Supreme Spirit, which is characterized by absolute cessation of both 

joy and sorrow. (13) I shall now explain to you that very Yoga, which is perfect in every limb, 

and which I taught of yore to sages (like Narada), who were keen to hear of it, O virtuous 
lady. (14) Mind alone is held responsible for the bondage and emancipation of the soul. 

Attached to the objects of senses, it leads to bondage; when, however, it develops affinity 
to the Supreme Person, it brings liberation to the soul. (15) When the mind is purged of its 

impurities in the form of lust, greed etc.—which have their root in the sense of l-ness and 

mine-ness—and becomes pure, it grows indifferent to pleasure and pain and gets 

equipoised. (16) With a mind equipped with true knowledge and dispassion as well as with 
Devotion, the JIva (individual soul) then perceives the Self as one (without a second), 
undifferentiated, self-effulgent, subtle, indivisible, unattached and beyond Prakrti (Matter), 
and Prakrti as reduced in strength. (17-18) For striving souls there is no blissful road to God- 

Realization like Devotion directed towards the Lord, who is the Soul of the universe. (19) The 
wise consider attachment as an unyielding fetter for the soul. The same, however, serves 

as an open door to liberation, when it is directed towards saints. (20) 

Mraig: chl'hfqicH: ■gis: UcRR-IIHJ 3TjTTtT5T^: WHT: TtTSra: TTTSfqW: 

$c*Tt1 sr ^Tbehqfui^TMT'jHcti-ycrT: 1331 

gjSIT TJgT: sjO^RT ^ I rPTfR TarfmJIWWI 4dlHT£rHdfl: R3 I 

rf TTTSJcr: I TTf^TfSI W 3TT8ZJ: f| % I ^ I 

Tffit Hflffldtq cfl'-Wlddl cfOT: I 

Rjflyr <TrTT M5>ul 

1^1 

^g8(dlH4^dl^Rl-dill I 

'UldUTH R^l 

3TTrarmi y^idj]uIMI ?TT=R I 

^TFFT M^fMdm ^ HT 1^91 
Saints are forbearing, compassionate and composed; they are friendly to all living beings 

and inimical to none and follow the injunctions of the Sastras. Their good disposition itself 
serves as an ornament to them. (21) With an undivided heart they practise unflinching 

devotion to Me; and for My sake they abandon even their obligatory duties and forsake their 

kinsmen and relatives. (22) Nay, they listen to and narrate delightful stories relating to Me, 

their mind ever set on Me. Afflictions of various kinds, therefore, never torment such 
people. (23) Such are holy men, free from all attachment, O virtuous lady. Attachment to such 
holy men must be sought for by you; for they counteract the pernicious effects of 
attachment.(24) Through the fellowship of saints one gets to hear My stories, leading to a 
correct and full knowledge of My glory and pleasing to the heart as well as to the ear. By 
hearing such stories one is sure to develop one after another reverence and fondness for and 

Devotion to the Lord, whose realization is preceded by the cessation of ignorance. (25) 

Developing distaste for the pleasures of sense, belonging to this world as well as to the next, 
through Devotion engendered by contemplation on My pastimes connected with the creation, 
preservation and dissolution of the universe, the man who enjoys the fellowship of saints will 
diligently and devoutly strive to subdue his mind through easy processes of Yoga (Devotion) .(26) 
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Through renunciation of the material objects of sense, through wisdom supplemented by 
dispassion, through Yoga (concentration of mind) and through Devotion directed towards 
Me, man attains to Me, the Self of all embodied souls, in that very life. (27) 

cfrifch^feifn 7Tfcrn i q? ?t Mctfum^ui-disidT 

^Tf %*Tt ^Ic^lUIl PicJun^H^tMlfcrd: I : difd I I 

Devahuti said : What kind of Devotion is worth developing towards You, and what is 
the type fit to be practised by me, through which I may easily and immediately attain to Your 
Being, a synonym for Liberation? (28) What is the character of the Yoga (discipline) 
referred to by You, O Embodiment of supreme bliss, as a direct means to God-Perception 
(like an arrow which goes straight to its target) as well as to the realization of Truth; and how 
many are the processes supplementary to the same? (29) Kindly explain all this to me in such 
a way that I, a dull-witted woman, O Hari, may understand the difficult process with ease by 

Your grace. (30) _ 

gtfawi ^ d-cupH^id: i 

dTdi^ra ij<ycKfo srara g ntafqflM<iiMHj3? i 

Maitreya resumed : Having thus learnt the object of His mother (Devahuti) through 
whom He had appeared in a human semblance, Lord Kapila was filled with affection for 
her and expounded the system of philosophy which teaches the fundamental principles 
(such as Prakrti, Purusa and so on) and which they call Saiikhya, as well as the elaborate 
course of Devotion and Yoga (the process of meditation and the other methods of mind- 

control). (31) _ 

sraT 1331 

liUlfo^Him^reich^aillULI w UclchHdKI ^ *TT 13^1 

^idfiffti wra'rfi srfo: R^nvi'-itTi i dJ-UrUiii ldJilu?mrti urn 1331 

qEFTcUm ^ ^HJdlldfHlfatdl TRt?T: I 

HHIcnn: W33 TTO Wlftl 13* I 

U^lf-d 7t ^ frkummd TRT: I 

wnfar feouiPd *ttce gra ^ufrai 13m 

^dididi ptpng 

3T8TT 

dPdnucTi 

few ^Mlcfrff cJId^Pd ^ ^ HSSjdH rj c^T% 13^1 

d RT rtf® 5>fd: I 

W? 3TW M ^131 daTnyH.. I3«^l 

The Lord said : Motiveless devotion to the Lord may be defined as the natural 
inclination—towards the Lord, who is an embodiment of Sattva (goodness)—of the senses 
of a man of undivided mind, which are the only means of perceiving the objects, as well as 
of his organs of action, which are engaged in activities enjoined by the Vedas. Devotion (as 
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defined above) is superior to final beatitude itself in that it speedily dissolves the subtle body 
even as the gastric fire digests the food that is devoured. (32-33) Some devotees of the 
Lord—who ever delight in the service of My feet and are engaged in activites only for My sake, 
and who lovingly sing to one another of My exploits alone—crave not even for absorption into 
My Being. (34) The aforesaid saints, O mother, behold My charming and divine forms 
possessed of a smiling face and ruddy eyes—forms which confer boons on them—and have 

talks with them, which are the envy even of the greatest sages. (35) Their devotion (to Me) 
secures to them (a place in) My subtle Abode even though they never seek it, their mind and 
senses fascinated by those forms with attractive limbs, captivating playful gestures, glances 

accompanied with a smile and delightful speech. (36) They no longer crave for the wealth 
and enjoyments of Satyaloka (the highest heaven) and the other spheres falling within My 
jurisdiction as the Lord of Maya, nor for the eight kinds of supernatural powers that come to 

them of their own accord as a sequel to Devotion, nor even for the wealth and splendour of 

the Lord's own realm (Vaikuntha), which are full in every respect; yet they do enjoy these in 

that Abode of the Supreme. (37) They who depend on Me, nay, to whom I am the only object 
of love, nay, the very self, the son, the friend, the preceptor, the kith and kin and the chosen 

deity, are never deprived of these enjoyments in Vaikuntha (which consists of pure Sattva); 
nor does My weapon in the shape of Time ever devour them. (38) 

V* ^5^ 3TR*TTTIT5 ^ ^ TJ^T: 

uci'M-iiisr trrqg fwdnjwni uo i 

RRre Mellon: SVHRfcWMd I TTTRrTHT cM fTUcId |>^ I 

dNcfl^l 

Hfr+iilHM ^Ttf^FT: I OTIcT qrflRrt ^ 

TT^-MIrU^ I 

qdlRrt ^ I*? I 

ii,llc<idc( rjRT ^TiiTORIdU: I HT3UT RfrhdVM TRt RSqftfd felTqj'k'SI 

W ?fWSTW W^rt5«JR: |^i\| 

I take them once for all to the other side of death (the ocean of birth and death), who 
worship Me with exclusive devotion in the aforesaid manner, realizing My presence in 
every quarter and renouncing this world and the next, nay, even their own conditioned self 
(in the shape of their subtle body), which wanders through both, and all those who are 

connected with the same here (viz., one's near and dear ones) as well as (one's 

possessions such as)wealth, cattle and houses and everything else. (39-40) The terrible 
fear of birth and death can never be got rid of by resorting to anyone other than Myself, the 

almighty Lord, the Ruler of both Prakrti and Purusa (Matter and Spirit), the Self of all living 

beings. (41) It is through fear of Me that the wind blows; it is through fear of Me that the sun 
shines; it is through fear of Me that Indra (the god of rain) sends forth showers, fire burns 
and death goes about (taking its toll). (42) For lasting happiness the Yogis (striving souls) 
betake themselves through the practice of Devotion, accompanied by spiritual Knowledge 
and Dispassion, to My feet, which are free from fear (of every kind). (43) A mind fixed on 

Me through the intense practice of Devotion and steadied thereby-that is the only means 
for men in this world to attain final beatitude. (44) 

Thus ends the twenty-fifth discourse, forming part of the “Story of Lord Kapila" 
in Book Three of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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3T8J 

Discourse XXVI 
The process of evolution of the Mahat-tattva and 

other fundamental principles 

3TO % ?58TUT I 'ZTfgf^m XKJichjul: I % I 

3Hlf<<IHTT £p$JT: S^pt: m: I teW^fcrf^i I 3 I 

-*t Trqr jj,um4T i i * i 

jpiRlfasn: ^raf wti; srtt: i w: ^ 5? ?n^?n i h i 

Tjg xmfWI^T SURJcFtfg TRR I ^ I 

TRR fiqfasfej: HK<Wt H d<<pHI ^d4*^IW Tnf^nnt ^TfrTRR: I ^ I 

chl4<frKUI»*><P ^TWr StfTO Hf|: I ^pl^TfTRT rjTrt Snpfl: TTT^ I C I 

The Lord continued: Now I shall tell you, one by one, the distinctive features of the 
different categories, by knowing which a man is freed once for all from (the yoke of) the 
modes of Prakrti. (1)1 shall (also) explain to you the nature of Knowledge in the form of Self- 
Realization, which, by cutting the knot of egotism existing in the heart, leads the Jiva to final 
beatitude: so declare the wise. (2) The Purusa is no otherthan the Spirit, who is beginningless, 
devoid of attributes, existing beyond Prakrti (Matter), revealed in the heart (of all beings) and 
self-effulgent, nay, pervaded by whom the universe presents itself to our view.(3) This all- 
pervading Purusa accepted of his own free will the unmanifest divine Prakrti, consisting of 
the three Gunas, that sought him in her playful mood.(4) (Already) abiding in Prakrti, the 

Purusa fell a prey to her charms, that obscure knowledge, and forgot himself the moment 
he saw her evolving through her Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) progeny of various kinds 
with forms conforming to either of the three Gunas. (5) By identifying himself with Prakrti, who 

is otherthan himself, the Purusa attributes the doership of actions which are being performed 

by the Gunas of Prakrti to himself. (6) It is this feeling of doership which binds him to actions, 
although (really speaking) he is a mere witness and therefore a non-doer. And it is this 
bondage through action which makes him helpless (in the matter of pleasurable and painful 
experiences), although he is independent (in reality), and subjects him to repeated births and 

deaths even though he is blissful by nature. (7) The knowers of Truth recognize Prakrti as 
responsible for the identification of the soul with body, with the senses and mind as well as 
with the agents (the deities presiding overthe senses etc.). As forthe experience of pleasure 
and pain they hold the Purusa (identifying himself with Prakrti) to be responsible, although 

(as a matter of fact) he is beyond Prakrti. (8) 

dci^pibqM 

yC^PJT ^qiTlH I S3J5 ehKU|4|U*A| I ^ I 

Devahuti said: Kindly also tell me, O Supreme Person, the characteristics of Prakrti and 
Purusa, the two causes of this universe, which in its gross and subtle forms is nothing but 

a manifestation of these.(9) „_ 
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Wfa: I T3rra^5Tra^ thjT qiSJIHcfc fg^:l^l 

4£l^dlPl W ^{TCisfllltaW: I rRHsHfoT W rTT^T TRTF^ffR Rrnft ^ I ^ I 

ff^nf&T ^5T 9Tm <cH<£yfMHlfu<*>l: I 3Ti*<t ^RTJTf 3pam I ^ I 

*RT ^felfTT%rrfiRq^TTTW^I =5^ c=5$qH ^TT cSSTUTWIT I ^ I 

UrTTcfRcr H^-lldl ^HT: RTJORJI ? I TfM?fr q*TT ^trRt q: cSTc* qgfq^lcF: I ^ I 

qfcq 3TT|: qflf qqqj qjrj: y.ftfdlfl^M: 1^1 

y<ji^Jumi*<4*<4 Hldfd I ^TcT: R q’MI-L qne5 I ^ I 

3TtT: chiw^Mui qi orf?: I RERqFTq TTr^RT ^TT^TTRJRTFRIT I ^ CI 

The Lord resumed :The wise speak of Pradhana (Primordial Matter) as Prakrti—the 
Pradhana, which consists of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), nay, which is 
unmanifest and eternal and exists both as cause and effect and which, though undifferentiated 
(in its causal state) is the source of distinct categories (such as Mahat-tattva and so on). (10) 
The aggregate of twenty-four categories-viz., the five gross elements, the five subtle 
elements, the four internal senses, the five senses of perception and the five organs of 
action—is known to be an evolute of the Pradhana. (11) The gross elements are only five, 
viz., earth, water, fire, air and ether. The number of the subtle elements too is in My opinion 

just the same: they are smell, taste, colour, touch and sound. (12) The Indriyas (the senses 
of perception and the organs of action) are ten in number, viz., the auditory sense, the tactile 
sense, the sense of sight, the sense of taste, the olfactory sense, the organ of speech, the 

hands, the feet, the organ of generation and the organ of defecation, which is said to be the 
tenth. (13) The internal sense is seen to have four aspects in the shape of mind, under¬ 
standing, ego and reason. Their distinction lies in their functions which represent their 

characteristics. (14) The disposition of the conditioned Brahma (Brahma manifested through 
the Gunas of Prakrti) has been recognized (by the knowers of Truth) as consisting of the 
twenty-four principles just enumerated by Me and no other, Kala (Time) being the twenty- 
fifth.(15) Some people speak of Kala as a potency (destructive power) of the Purusa (God), 
which causes fear to the doer (the individual soul) who has come to associate himself with 
Prakrti and is deluded by egotism (arising out of self-identification with body etc.). (16) As 

a matter of fact, 0 daughter of Swayambhuva Manu, the Lord Himself, who activates 
Prakrti—which is only another name for the equilibrium of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas 
and Tamas), and which (in that state) admits of no particular name or form—is designated 
as Kala (Time). (17) In this way the Lord Himself, who by His own Maya (wonderful divine 
energy) abides unaffected within all living beings as the Purusa (their Inner Controller) and 
outside them as Kala (is the twenty-fifth category).(18) 

^Ir^TrraWiHri qRt qT: TJRRI 3TTOtT qfq TTRJH RfrRq I 

feWdUM I Wd>.-TOlfa<y-dlsWldiyWNH Hq:l3o| 

When the Supreme Person placed His energy(in the form of Cit-Sakti or the power of 
intelligence) in His own Maya, the source of all created beings, the equilibrium of whose 
Gunas had been disturbed by the destiny of the various Jivas, the Maya gave birth to the 

Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence), which is full of light. (19)The Mahat-tattva, 
which knew no languor or distraction etc., and represented the shoot of the tree of the 
universe, drank off by its own effulgence the thick gloom (prevailing at the time of universal 
dissolution)—which had once swallowed the Mahat-tattva—in orderto manifest the universe, 
which lay in it in a subtle form.(20) 
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qncHTq'jd'l ^TFiT *mqri: MdHj 

^q-qSrqMtctcbiRcq ^MTi^lHfn ■cJn*-i: I 

M^T^ir^e)fu||^|c<||4^m^ I 

^ehlRcRHil^g rTTTOS <JcTT I 

HT?hisjh4tH TO8T^ I 

eh^cq eMU|<4 ^ chi4<q ^Hh c^STGTHJ 

4chlRchlfe$c4uiKH^U-4Rra I 

-Ur^fH^K^ ^T^IUliqsfrai^l 

^ftlrj, f4$c4u||<^ ^rl-HM^frl I 

w4ts«i 14toW) ftgsr: iffircci gi 

^rfl^l^dK=4 f%m rl-M^dlrM«*H, 

^i%f^8m 3TTrT> ^sitm sftfo: to 

f*yr^lfrb'l^l<R?<feir: TOTOrT 

TTTO^ront ^ ’JJrTPTT MgdWfa 

^•tfuiKcij ^ ^rlId4WHl^H, 

^IWUUidiiiicdrMfd ^T Wl^rl 

ehl^HT«ra: 

tm4 ^frfTTf^T: ^ 

aeq^ulfa^HfaRsWIUlW^g: 

isrm ^Rin: 

HFTOt f? fsb4l '5TfRR^^?TR5TfRRrTT 

RSI 

RSI 

R^l 

R'iSI 

ism 
R*l 

RV9I 

R4 I 

RSI 

Ro I 

RSI 

Citta (the faculty of reason)—which abounds in the quality of Sattva, is pure and free from 
passion and is the place where one can realize God—is spoken of as the Mahat-tattva and 
is also called by the name of Vasudeva (because it is through the cosmic Citta that they 
worship Vasudeva, the foremost of the Lord's four forms).(21) Just as water in its natural 
state (when it is free from foam and ripples etc.), before its coming in contact with earth etc., 
is clear (as crystal), sweet and unruffled, even so transparency, freedom from languor and 
distraction etc., and serenity are predicated of Citta (reason) as its characteristic traits.(22) 
From the Mahat-tattva, evolved from the Lord's own energy (in the form of Cit-Sakti or the 
power of intelligence), as it underwent transformation, sprang up Ahankara (the Ego), which 
is predominantly endowed with active power and is of three kinds—Sattvika, Rajasika and 
Tamasika. From these three types of Ahankara were severally evolved the mind, 
the Indriyas (the senses of perception as well as the organs of action) and the gross 
elements. (23-24) This (threefold) Ahankara—the source of the gross elements, the Indriyas 
and the mind, and hence identical with them (because it is the cause which reproduces itself 
as the effect)—is the same as (symbolic of) the Purusa called Sankarsana (the second of the 
four forms of the Lord), whom the Vaisnavas speak of as no other than Lord Ananta with a 
thousand heads.(25) The Ahankara is characterized as a doer (when conceived in the form 
of deities presiding overthe Indriyas and the mind), an instrument (in the form of the indriyas) 
and an effect (in the form of the gross elements). It is further characterized as serene, active 
or dull (according as it is Sattvika, Rajasika or Tamasika). (26) From the Vaikarika (Sattvika) 
type of Ahankara, as it underwent transformation, was evolved the mind, whose thoughts 
and reflections give rise to desire.(27) It is mind which is known by the name (recognized as 
a symbol) of Lord Aniruddha (the fourth of the four forms of the Lord), the supreme Ruler of 
the Indriyas, who is possessed of a form swarthy as the blue lotus growing in autumn, and 
who is slowly won by the Yogis.(28) From the Rajasika ego, as it underwent transformation 
sprang up the principle of Buddhi (understanding), O virtuous lady. Ascertaining the nature 
of objects on their-coming to view and helping the senses (in their work of perceiving 
objects)—these are the functions of Buddhi (known by the name of Pradyumna, the third form 
of the Lord). (29) Doubt, misapprehension, correct apprehension, memory and sleep are 
said to be the distinct characteristics of Buddhi as determined by their functions*. (30) The 
senses of perception as well as the organs of action—both the types of Indriyas too are 

* Maharsi Patarijali too attributes the same functions to Buddhi in his 'Aphorisms on Yoga':— 

“ l” ( I. i .6) 
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evolutes of the Taijasa (Rajasika) ego alone, since the power of action belongs to Prana (the 
vital air) and the power of perception inheres in Buddhi (and both these-Prana and Buddhi— 
are evolutes of the Taijasa ego).(31) 

(TOl f^^ic(|U||^|cr£|4r(|[^dlrTI sjfiT | 

^ I rHtlsM ^ W c^^TOT I 33 I 

^rinT fes^npt h i y rdtPsi.-y iciil^4tui4c^ qyw i 3* i 

From the Tamasika ego, as it underwent transformation, impelled by the Lord's 

energy (Cit-Sakti), sprang up the principle of sound; and from the latter was evolved 
ether and the auditory sense too, which catches sound. (32)The knowers of truth define 

sound as that which conveys the idea of an object (not within sight), indicates the 
presence of a speaker screened from view and constitutes the subtle form of ether.(33) 

Even so ether is characterized as that which affords room to living beings, gives rise to 

the notions of inside and outside and is the abode of Prana (the vital air), the Indriyas 
and the mind.(34) 

rt er I FT5T4 r1-MTT<4 

^Tc^f 3.oii$i«d4i: i gmi: ^rff^anTui i 

From ether, which is an evolute of the principle of sound, as it underwent transformation 

under the impulse of Time, sprang up the principle of touch and thence the air as well as the 
tactile sense, by which we perceive touch. (35) Softness and hardness, and even so cold 

and heat are the distinguishing attributes of touch and it is further characterized as the subtle 

form of air. (36) Even so shaking (the boughs of trees etc.), bringing together (straws lying 

apart), having access everywhere, bearing particles of substances containing smell etc., to 

the olfactory and other senses, and sound to the auditory sense, and giving strength and 
vitality to all the Indriyas—these are the characteristic functions of air. (37) 

strata TFjferr 

sJ<2n^ldcd TJOTHT oUfewWIcdAd ^ I AvHW TTlfe frTO: 1^1 

ifrrR WT I rPSTHT ^fTitMdl: ^Trjte* xf I'go I 

From air—which is a product of the principle of touch—impelled by the destiny of the 

various JIvas, was evolved the principle of colour and thence fire as well as the sense of sight, 

which enables us to perceive colour.(38) To appear in the same form as the material 
substance (in which it inheres), to depend (for its existence) on the substance, to have the 

same spatial relation as the substance and to constitute the essential nature of fire—these, 

O virtuous lady, are the functions of the principle of colour. (39) To give light, to cook and 
digest food, to destroy cold, to dry (moisture etc.), to give rise to hunger and thirst and to drink 

and eat through them—these are the functions of fire. (40) 

^MdUlfe^dfuil-dsdUl ^■4ff^dldvl T^MIdM^rfWKPtr I^ I 

<*)fcir4l TrejrfarF: <4><dk6 I 4ftfdchHI fAchftui I*? I 

W5T fauST tjffl: yiUHIUJMHKHMJ dWNdl4l 1*3 I 

From fire—which is an evolute of the principle of colour—impelled by the destiny of the 
various Jivas, proceeded the principle of taste and thence water as well as the sense of taste, 

which enables us to perceive taste. (41) Taste, though one (sweet only), becomes manifold 
as astringent, sweet, bitter, pungent, sour and salt, due to contact with other substances.(42) 
Even so to wet substances, to bring about cohesion, to cause satisfaction, to maintain 
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life*, to refresh by slaking thirst, to soften things, to drive away heat and to be in a state of 
incessant supply (in wells etc.)-these are the functions of water. (43) 

■JTTgq ^pJT: TO snTOT fffoiMurqj I 

From water-which is an evolute of the principle of taste- impelled by the destiny of the 
various JIvas, proceeded the-principle of smell and thence earth as well as the olfactory 
sense, which enables us to perceive odour alone. (44) Smell, though one, becomes 
many—as mixed, offensive,fragrant, mild, strong, acid and so on,according to the proportion 
of connected substances. (45) Even so to give form (through images etc.) to the concept of 
Brahma (the Infinite); to remain in position (without any support other than water etc., which 
are its causes); to hold (water and other substances); to limit (the unlimited space through 

walls of houses etc.) and to manifest the bodies as well as the distinctive qualities (sex etc.) 
of all living beings—these are the characteristic functions of earth.(46) 

I c)Mhjuifc|£|tN52tf drWi>fa IWI 

<373 mjSfWJd I 3TPM|JJUIM3T*nssif <773 ctsRTR I 

<775 17 HT7>T driid I7£4 I 

wf aiufcH i 3tht rarrm tttctrt i 

3^T M^dl<l{R 7TR ^ 1 ehlrt^M^uNUdl <JVi<si[d+>Mifci3ids I I 

^^zrt^MdddM.13fem 4wid<(da4ii'i ms I 

I MR^d 

33 «i<*ifcirii-J)53 WT 'h-H^nl ms I 

d'HMJ,U|(cj^l<7l58lf 

3773 

lfdl~37^df 

ddTddT 

fe{UM3ldU^lfjll^2TT3 Ttfort^Nld.1 dMlfd^ H6i4«l f3T3773 TR. 133 I 

[difa^idHa 333 gwff rnrrs^ra^i diu-m 3%7sjr aiuifd'i wot mm 

yiunii^r^itidmr^niTT i dRid^f ^rfasrcri #3 l^i: i i 

ft’fM'ifd fyfl4Wyih^M%icjid,yWfl: I rTrT 3TT333:Sll3'l f3T97 cRT: 1331 

>dWmi<N 3tmrvRf^RT 3 TJ^I ^KLUdliUHIsl m«l 

3 Rufrt^dl 375 rTTWT TTrT: M?,l 3T3t 3 Pd'ifWdi 3pi7dl«lt rTrTt ^ft: 1341 

Hl^lbW fnfiTirTf m^TT ^l^dinsjH^I d£IM3: 73T335$cT7 

hh: 73rar ^^^cdddif^i 3T«n73 133 sfem3j3°i 

3R772F33T ^TRTt 5[fig^gFT7T 3f?T: I 3t^KWd') WSRT 3<t4tfifllY£rac[^ I 3S I 

The sense whose object of perception is sound (the distinctive characteristic of ether), 
is called the auditory sense. And that whose object of perception is touch (the distinctive 
characteristic of ajr) is known as the tactile sense.(47) Even so the sense whose object of 
perception is colour (the distinctive characteristic of fire) is spoken of as the sense of sight. 
Again, that whose object of perception is taste (the distinctive characteristic of water) is 
known as the sense of taste. And (finally) that whose object of perception is odour (the 
distinctive characteristic of earth) is called the olfactory sense. (48) Since a cause exists in 
its effect as well, the characteristics of the former are observed in the latter. That is why the 

* The 6ruti loo says:— wn: 3TO: i "Life depends on water." 
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peculiarities of all the elements are found (to exist) in earth alone. (49) When the Mahat- 
tattva, the ego and the five gross elements—these seven stood disunited, Lord Narayana 
(the Cause of the universe) entered them taking with Him Time, the destiny of the various 

Jivas and the Gunas (modes of Prakrti). (50) From these seven principles, roused into 
activity and united by the presence of the Lord, arose an unintelligent egg, from which 

appeared the well-known Cosmic Being.(51) This egg, which is known by the name of 

Visesa, is enveloped on all sides by belts of water, fire, air, ether, the ego and the Mahat- 
tattva, eachiten times larger than that which it encloses, and these six being enveloped by 

the outermost belt of Pradhana (Primordial Matter). All the fourteen worlds, which are a 

manifestation of Sri Hari Himself, are spread within this egg. (52) Shaking off an attitude of 

indifference to that shining egg, which lay on the causal waters, the Cosmic Being (now) 
presided over it and manifested the seats of the various Indriyas out of it. (53) First of all 

appeared in Him a mouth and thence came forth the organ of speech and along with it the 

god of fire (the deity presiding over the organ of speech). Then appeared a pair of nostrils 
and in them the olfactory sense along with Prana (the vital air). (54) In the wake of the 

olfactory sense came the wind-god (the god presiding over that sense)* and thereafter 
appeared (in Him) a pair of eyes and in them the sense of sight. In the wake of this sense 
came the sun-god( the god presiding over the same) and next appeared (in Him) a pair of 

ears and in them the auditory sense and in the wake of it the Digdevatas (the deities presiding 

over the latter). (55) Then appeared in the Cosmic Being the skin and thereon the hair (on 
the body as well as on the head), a pair of moustaches and a beard. In the wake of these 

came the herbs and annual plants (the deities presiding over the hair, which represent the 
sense abiding in the skin), and then appeared in Him an organ of generation. (56) In the latter 

appeared the faculty of procreation and thereafter the god presiding over the waters. Next 

appeared in Him an anus and in the wake of it the organ of defecation and thereafter came 

the god of death, the terror of the world. (57) Then sprouted forth in Him a pair of hands and 
in them the capacity of grasping and dropping things and thereafter came the god Indra (the 

deity presiding over the hands). Next shot forth in Him a pair of feet and in them appeared 
the power of locomotion and thereafter appeared Lord Visnu (the deity presiding over that 

power). (58) Next appeared in Him the blood vessels and thereafter came forth blood (the 

power of circulation). In the wake of it came the rivers (the deities presiding over the blood 
vessels )and then appeared an abdomen. (59) Next grew therein a feeling of hunger and 

thirst and in their wake came the ocean (the deity presiding over the abdomen). Then 

appeared in Him a heart and in the wake of the heart a mind. (60) After the mind appeared 

the moon (the deity presiding over the mind) as well as Buddhi (the faculty of understanding); 
and in the wake of Buddhi came Brahma (the lord of speech and the deity presiding over 

Buddhi). Next appeared in Him the ego and thereafter Lord Rudra (the deity presiding over 

the ego); and last of all appeared in Him a Citta (reason) and then the Ksetrajna (the Inner 
Controller, the deity presiding over reason).(61) 

TJH jfTBjfelrTT sbHlcL I I 

cjP^cfHI -ipf ^ HI did grid I cH^Hl'didy-ddl I ^ I 

arfatufr ^areissfost didfatj-ddi arm gwf ^ t^tt -tididy-Hdi i^ i 

^ Tmfrnmzn didfdyddi HidTHy-rfdii farrsj^m 

7J3 dldfdyrldl foTT^I gWlfa'il Hldidyddl I ^ I 

* In Brahma's creation it is the twin-gods Aswinikumaras who preside over the olfactory sense. In the body of the Cosmic 

Being, however, it is the wind-god who is mentioned as presiding over this sense. 
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fabUj4c<N rRUTt qt^TgrT^T f^TT^I RTSRIIT c=5Tf?HR HnT5J^V9| 

fo-^4fefdgTi<i JJ^n ^ HHfay-Hdi fsrcr^i^i 

sfgsiT 4]<fdyviyi fsRT^i ^rsfirom HHfHgrKi 'ferr^ i i 

f%TrR 4&: $5TMlfar^ra^l I T^TT^ |V3o I 

ztsjt 3tgn 15*>s yiutf^w-Wsra: 1fron i 

dMfw^ y^n^H fsraT. Aimy^i i v*pi fcuewi ?iH4 iu? i 

#raPT^T MglHW TOM fflBdW'l ddk ■*+.•% dx=HWiyi4 

^R^IISKM: R^l 

When all the aforesaid deities (with the exception of the Inner Controller), though active, 
were unable to rouse the Cosmic Being into activity, they re-entered each his own seat in 
order to rouse Him one by one. (62) The god of fire entered His mouth along with the organ 
of speech; but the Cosmic Being could not be roused even then. The wind-god entered His 
nostrils along with the olfactory sense; but the Cosmic Being refused to wake up even 
then.(63) The sun-god entered His eyes along with the sense of sight; but the Cosmic Being 
failed to get up even then. The Digdevatas entered His ears along with the auditory sense; 
but the Cosmic Being could not be stirred into activity even then. (64) The herbs and annual 
plants (the deities presiding over the skin) entered the skin along with the hair on the body; 
but the Cosmic Being refused to get up even then. The god presiding over the waters entered 
His’organ of generation along with the faculty of procreation; but the Cosmic Being would 
not rise even then. (65) The god of death entered His anus along with the organ of defecation; 
but the Cosmic Being could not be spurred into activity even then. The god Indra entered the 
hands along with their power (of grasping and dropping things); but the Cosmic Being would 
not get up even then. (66) Lord Visnu entered His feet along with the faculty of locomotion; 
but the Cosmic Being refused to stand up even then. The rivers entered His blood vessels 
along with blood (the power of circulation); but the Cosmic Being could not be made to stir 
even then. (67) The ocean entered His abdomen along with hunger and thirst; but the Cosmic 
Being refused to rise even then. The moon-god entered the heart along with the mind; but 
the Cosmic Being would not be roused yet. (68) Brahma too entered the heart along with 
reason (Buddhi); but even then the Cosmic Being could not be prevailed upon to get up. Lord 
Rudra also entered the heart along with the ego; but even then the Cosmic Being could not 
be made to rise. (69) When, however, the Inner Controller, the deity presiding over Citta 
(reason),entered the heart along with reason, that very moment the Cosmic Being rose from 
the causal waters. (70) Even as Prana (the vital air), the Indriyas (the senses of perception 
as well as the organs of action), the mind as well as the understanding are unable to awaken 
an embodied soul, who is fast asleep, by their own power, without the presence of the Inner 
Controller, similarly they could not do so in the case of tne Cosmic Being. (71) Therefore, 
through Devotion, dispassion and spiritual wisdom acquired through a concentrated mind 
one should contemplate on that Inner Controller as present in this very body, though apart 

from it. (72) 

Thus ends the twenty-sixth discourse, forming part of the teaching of Lord Kapila 
on the nature of the fundamental principles, in Book Three of the 

great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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3T8I UHf^'SSHnsT: 

Discourse XXVII 
How to attain Liberation through the differentiation 

of Matter and Spirit ? 

TT T^T Trff 5ff>dijuiyP4ktbM?l 

3T?f gjfeeJHMofa fHcTrld 

3TT Tig TTTfeg 5WtbMWdi Tf?T 

^iHd: 

Tf^dftM^n fdcftuny^^-d: 

Tn^-y g 

Pt^n^csyqtsiHl ^TnjrTFy^PT: 

TKmmUflid ijfdM^Jd 

cBdTFTrafaTRra I ? I 

yw(^4: ch4diM: T^TfgrsrgtfT^ i 3 i 

anggr fgw^i Tg&srsrfrnit gm i x i 

^fH)4l4d Ht^UT fc|<<wi g q^S^I H I 

*h(4 gjgr Hectici^quM g i ^ i 

w?jy%T 4m wu4ui g^hroT i g i 

f^ig^uui: ^tp4t 4g: y^JT angrgid, i c i 

5TP7^ itcjiri: g I ^ I 

dLirt^iwdissmR g^M^iAmcUdcb i ?o i 

■^rEfef TKmWHflid yfdM^Jd I WT ^<dl^dM^t< 1^1 

The Lord continued : Just as the sun, though seen reflected in water, remains 

unaffected by the attributes of water (such as coolness, unsteadiness and so on), so the 
Spirit, though abiding in a material body, remains unaffected by its pleasurable and painful 

experiences, being devoid of attributes and doership and, therefore, free from change. (1) 
When, however, he gets attached to the Gunas (modes) of Prakfti, he begins to look upon 

himself as a doer, being completely deluded by egotism. (2) Due to this sense of doership 

he loses his peace of mind through evils attaching to action (in the shape of virtue and sin) 

and brought about by association with Matter and, helplessly thrown into wombs of good, 
evil and mixed types, has to undergo repeated births and deaths. (3) Just as a dreaming man 

experiences sorrow-even though there is no real cause for it-(because he takes the things 
seen in the dream to be real), even so for the man who dwells on the objects of senses, 

the round of births and deaths does not cease, even though those objects do not exist 
in reality.(4)Therefore, through concentrated practice of Devotion as well as through 

dispassion one should gradually bring under control one's mind, addicted to the pursuit of 

sense-objects. (5) Practising concentration of mind through Yama (self-control in the form 
of non-violence etc.) and other paths of Yoga with reverence, he who has realized the Self 

(3s distinct from Prakfti) by means of sincere devotion to Me, and by listening to My stories, 
by even-mindedness towards all beings and absence of enmity or attachment to any, by 

practising continence and observing a vow of silence, and by devotion to one's own duty in 
a spirit of dedication to God; who remains contented with whatever is got by chance (as a 

dispensation of Providence) and takes food in a measured quantity, is ever given to 

contemplation, lives in seclusion, and is calm and composed, friendly (to all), compassionate 
and self-possessed; nay, by virtue of wisdom acquired through the perception of reality of 
both Matter and Spirit, he who ceases to identify himself with his body and to regard those 
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connected with it as his own, who transcends the three states of consciousness (waking, 
dream and deep sleep), and therefore no longer sees anything else than God—such a man 
is able to perceive his true Self with his purified intellect even as one sees the sun with his 
eyes, and (forthwith) attains to that Brahma who is one without a second, who is free from 
all adjuncts (such as body), who shines as the only reality through the false ego, who is the 
foundation of Prakrti,(the material cause of the universe), nay, who reveals the Mahat-tattva 
and other evolutes and interpenetrates everything—both cause and effect. (6—11) 

■qzn 3rmro: i ^rf fsfe fern: i w i 

C^-i m41fasten i c-PwyfTR rafter frrffer: i ^ i 

Just as a reflection of the sun in water (existing in a pot in a corner of some house) is 
discovered (by the inmates of the house) with the help of a reflection of that reflection on a 

wall of the house, and the sun in the heavens can be seen with the help of its own reflection 
in water, even so the threefold (Sattvika, Rajasika and Tamasika) ego (which reflects the 
Spirit) is revealed through its reflections on the body, the Indriyas and the mind; and through 
the ego, which contains a reflection of the Spirit, is seen God, who is possessed of true 
wisdom, is absolutely free from egotism and keeps awake even when the subtle elements 
(in the shape of sound etc.), the Indriyas, the mind and the intellect etc., get merged in the 
Unmanifest (Primordial Matter) on account of sleep (duringthe state of deep slumber).(12—14) 
Although (in waking life)the existence of the Self can be vividly felt as the seer (of objects 
of perception such as sound etc.), he falsely takes himself as lost, though not lost, because 
of the disappearance of the ego (which forms its adjunct) during the state of deep sleep, just 
as a man who has lost his fortune feels distressed and takes himself as lost. (15) Pondering 
thus, a man of understanding realizes his own Self, who is the substratum and revealer of 

all fundamental principles including the ego. (16) 

ZT«TT TRTR 'ijqaj q alfrUchrT: I 3TOT TFSJ ^ TOS *11 I 

3T3k|: ^sRJTOT I HfrT: I I 

rlTdlcIM^H y^cjfrtgrt l^ol 

Devahuti said : Matter, O divine sage, can never leave the Spirit, the two being 
interdependent and co-eternal, O Lord. (17) Just as odour and earth and (similariy)taste and 
water can never exist apart, so can Buddhi ( understanding, which is an evolute of Matter) 
and the Spirit never remain dissociated from each other. (18) Hence how can there be any 
freedom for the soul so long as the Gunas (modes) of Prakrti continue to exist—Gunas that 
bind the soul, who is a non-doer, to actions?(19) Even if the great fear of such bondage is 
averted through an enquiry into (the nature of) the fundamental principles in any particular 
case, the same may appear again, since the cause of it (in the shape of the aforesaid Gunas) 

has not ceased.(20) 

3tfaPM-dfafrFH I rfra^rr Tlfa ^ I 

gJH'Om tfrtiilfll I ^TFR cTisIijuo^hiRrT 11 
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t&ISTHI 3H4rt£4fTHfccmfui: 1331 

^T^mT mRWtW ^mT 5T fem: I R%KWI^ £J% # Trf^f fejcTW tJ I ^ I 

*rsrr sjyfa^aw swrr g^rsh^i tt t*? srfrf^w R t i^m 

■qg ^TO^kT 31IH1NWW eFfffa r[j 3^1 

ctilrtH djWHHI I Tra3I HldcUl«t 3TT^T^dFqlR: I^^SI 

iifcig^iSlf TTTg^q 'JJ’JTfT 1^R^SJTR -|sa<7?Irtay i^T31«rtT I ?& I 

iti^dlgi3<«l «TR: T5TTTT foWSTO: I ^T?^T Pleiad %ft fofrftPnfrt I ^ I 

^TTT R' illMNfwniy ^TdT Ml^tiy RH<&*y fdtMdSj^ I 

3T'RJ||tJfSI ^ hfrt: 'Fn^ 3ildJpncht ?T% ^ *^$i{-i: l^o| 

?ftt nfFJUR WTfSIT TH^dW’l ddW^-4 ^Hf33TI5«IPT: 1^31 

The Lord replied : Assailed day and night by intense devotion to Me—developed by 

hearing My stories for a long time with a heart purified by doing one's duties in a disinterested 
spirit-by spiritual enlightenment which enables one to perceive the truth, by strong 

dispassion, by practice of meditation accompanied by sacred vows and religious 

observances, and by thorough concentration of mind, Prakrti, which binds the soul, gradually 

withdraws, even as the wooden stick used for kindling the sacred fire by attrition is consumed 
by the very fire it produces.(21 —23) Ever recognized to be a source of evil and abandoned 

after enjoyment, she no longer does any harm to the soul, who stands supreme in his glory 
(blissful nature) and is now absolutely independent. (24) Just as the dream of a sleeping man 

is fraught with many evils, but the same does not conduce to his infatuation once he is 

awake, so Prakrti can never do any harm to him who, having realized the truth, ever keeps 
his mind fixed on Me and who (consequently) delights in his own Self.(25-26) When a man 
who is given to contemplation remains absorbed (as aforesaid) in (meditation on) the Self 

for a period extending over many births, he develops a distaste for everything as far as (the 

enjoyments of) Brahmaloka (the highest heaven, the abode of Brahma). (27) Having 

realized the Self by My abundant grace, that strong-minded devotee of Mine has all his 

doubts resolved by Self-vision and, when freed from his astral body, easily attains in that very 

life the supremely blissful state known by the name of final beatitude, which is his essential 
character and rests on Me, and having attained which a Yogi never returns to (the cycle of) 
birth and death.(28-29) If the mind of the accomplished Yogi, O beloved mother, does not 

get attached to the (eight kinds of) superhuman powers (such as the faculty of reducing one's 

body to the size of an atom and so on, which are products of Maya), developed through Yoga, 

which is the only means of acquiring them, he is sure to attain My immortal state, where death 
has no power. (30) 

Thus ends the twenty-seventh discourse, forming part of the “Story of Lord Kapila" 
in Book Three of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 
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3Tansri^Tt5SHTO: 

Discourse XXVIII 
The process of the eightfold Yoga 

SfhPM^TM 

TTpTB I *RT farflRT Bf?T *Bf837L | ^ | 

^cRB fe«RT?T factriHHJ HcflcrtfSR *RTR 3tlrHfasHU|kMiL I 9 I 

iTTOyUlH^fdSj Trr$nnfrfHRsn i fiRmziBT wfefaTfc&inficR^ i 3 i 

3rfffn Bc^sfafot?: i ^rsro bt: btsito: y^vw-H i is i 

TTbf TBrafH^HUm JIIUM4): ^R: I JWJIgKS)PsWIUli fBRBRHT I q I 

^fywilH|i)oK^I tr^tt StToraiBIHJ d^iUdc^Wli^ZJR TRTSJR rtBSBR: I ^ I 

qM^RT dgMRrMSR I g^B $HBf^dyiUTI fB%T: I \S I 

The Lord continued : (Now) I shall tell you, O princess, the character of Yoga 
(meditation) with some object to rest upon, by practising which—and in no other way—the 

mind gets purified and takes to the path of God. (1) To do one's allotted duty to the best of 
one's ability and to shrink from prohibited acts; to remain contented with whatever is got as 
a dispensation of Providence; to adore the feet of one who has realized the Self and to cease 
from duties connected with the pursuit of religious merit, worldly possessions and sensuous 
enjoyment; even so to take delight in duties tending to final beatitude; to take pure food in 
a measured quantity*; to dwell permanently in a place which is not only secluded but also 

free from molestation; to practise non-violence (in thought, word and deed); to speak the 
truth, to abstain from thieving, to limit one's possessions to the extent of one's barest needs, 
to abstain from sexual commerce, to practise austere penance, to observe purity (of body 
and mind), to study the Vedas and other sacred texts, to worship the Deity, to observe 
silence, to acquire steadiness by firmness in the very best postures, to control one's breath 
by slow degrees, to withdraw one's senses from their objects and direct them towards the 

heart with the help of the mind, to fix one's mind as well as the vital air on any mystical circle 
in one's body, to contemplate without break on the pastimes of Lord Visnu and thereby 
to compose one's mind—by these and other such methods.(e.g., observing fasts, bestowing 
gifts and so on) one should diligently control one's breath and then gradually curb 
one's wicked mind, addicted to evil ways,with the help of one's reason and apply it to 
contemplation on God.(2—7) 

’grit srfagnzr BrfsBRR stbriii c i 

WTR ^TTBRTFf t B fort W fisRUBdrtM, I I 

H^lra<i<rWifs.<^ feraitW <J|Pm: I cti«*ryBTTT8ITBt?5 STB c^fa ct iJrtH, I I 

yiUlwm^bH^JRUlir^gJ RtfFBTR.I JBTBROT ^BBZTBRBRJTB, TFR 1^1 

*RT TR: R fBB WR yfUTT^HH.I BTgT BTBTt BTBtBTmBTBRRR: 1^1 

* The quantity of food one should take has been indicated in the following Smrti-text, quoted by Sridhara Swami:— 

MPit i Miftret Brnnf 3*in<ttWd. h 

"One should fill two quarters of one's belly with articles of food and one quarter with water. The fourth quarter should 

be kept empty for the free passage of air." 
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Having controlled one's posture, one should spread a seat (consisting of Kusa grass, 

deerskin and so on) in an undefiled spot. And sitting there in an easy posture, keeping the 

body erect, one should practise control of breath.(8) (At the very outset) the striver should 
clear the passage of the breath by first inhaling the air to his utmost capacity, then holding 

the breath and finally exhaling it, or by reversing the process( i. e., by exhaling the air in the 
first instance, then holding the breath outside and finally inhaling it), so that the mind may 

become steady and free from distraction.(9) Even as gold throws off its dross when heated 

(and melted) by the force of air and fire, so the mind of the striver who has controlled his 
breath gets purified before long.(10) A striver should (therefore) eradicate the disorders of 
the three humours of the body (wind, bile and phlegm) by the (aforesaid three) processes 

of breath-control, his sins by concentrating his mind, contacts (with sense-objects) by 
withdrawing the senses from their objects and the characteristics which are contrary to the 

Lord's divine nature (such as attachment and aversion etc.), by means of meditation. (11) 

When his mind gets purified and concentrated by the practice of Yoga, he should meditate 
on the form of the Lord (as indicated hereafter) with his gaze fixed on the tip of his nose.(12) 

§G,^l«HI'Jl|cig<*'‘1J 3IIt1 1^1 

fettr h.i sratuniifed i ^ i 

%rt ^rradl l^o| 

The Lord has a cheerful lotus-like countenance, eyes ruddy like the interior of a lotus, and 
a body swarthy (of complexion) like the petals of a blue lotus and bearing a conch, discus 
and mace (in three of His four hands). (13) He has wrapped round His loins a shining piece 
of silk yellow as the filaments of a lotus, bears the mark of Srivatsa (a curl of white hair) on 

His bosom and has the brilliant Kaustubha gem suspended from His neck. (14) He also 

wears round His neck a garland of sylvan flowers, that has attracted a swarm of bees drunk 

with its delicious fragrance and sweetly humming about it, and is further adorned with a pearl 

necklace and a crown, and pairs of armlets, wristlets and anklets, all superb.(15) With His 
loins and hips graced by a girdle He stands on the lotus of His devotee's heart, is most 
charming to look at, wears a serene aspect and gladdens the soul and eyes of those who 

behold Him.(16) Eternally continuing in the prime of youth, He has a captivating appearance, 
is ever greeted by the entire universe and is impatient to show His grace to His servants.(17) 
His glory is worth singing and sanctifies all; nay, He confers glory even on men of sacred 

renown (like the demon king Bali). In this way one should meditate on the integral form of 
the Lord till the mind does not shake. (18) The pastimes of the Lord are all attractive to the 
sight; hence with a mind full of sincere devotion one should visualize Him as standing, 

moving, sitting, lying or dwelling in one's heart. (19) Having ascertained that his mind, though 

fixed on the aforementioned form of the Lord, only takes a collective view of all His limbs, 

the practicant should fix it on each individual limb of the Lord (as follows).(20) 
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Htsfa T|S^lfij<j)rtd Rici: I 

UIT%flR *^lc<ri§j<uii<(qts*i_ | | 

The devotee should (first of all) concentrate his thought on the Lord's lotus-feet- 

adorned with the marks (in the form of lines) of a thunderbolt, a goad, a banner and a lotus— 
the splendour of whose prominent, ruddy and brilliant nails, resembling the orb of the moon, 
dispels the thick gloom of one's heart. (21) The blessed Lord Siva became all the more 
blessed by bearing on His head the holy waters of the Gariga (the foremost of all rivers), 
which has its source in the water that washed the Lord's lotus-feet. Again, His feet are like 
a thunderbolt hurled to shatter the mountain of sins stored in the mind of the devotee 

meditating upon them. One should meditate on these for a long time.(22) 

TOffrora <jtl RtfiR-w 1931 

33? xpTJT^,H^ 1{ PsrSTTHM HI 4m I fa 4l 3tdWcW$^MrTOrraT I 

<^lrtfcaUHcKcUfffa adMWc^l^Tlc^dSTquRtfBT fad»<=)faTOHJ9'4 I 

0^5 ^R-itfui^Wd4rT^K| l4 i9m 

Then the devotee should impress on his heart the knees (as well as the shanks) of the 
birthless Lord (who cuts short the transmigration of His devotees), which are fondled by 
Laksmf (the goddess of fortune), the lotus-eyed mother of Brahma—the maker of the 
universe-and the adored of the gods, with Her shining sprout-like hands, placing them (the 
knees) on Her thighs. (23) Next he should fix his mind on the Lord's thighs, the storehouse 
of energy, that possess the (blue)lustre of the linseed flower and appear most graceful when 
borne on the shoulders of Garuda (the king of the birds). Similarly he should contemplate 
on His rounded hips, encircled by a girdle resting on the exquisite yellow silk that covers them 
and extends up to His ankles. (24) Now he should meditate on His pool-like navel at the 
centre of His belly, the abode of the entire system of the worlds, from which sprang the lotus 
representing all the spheres and forming the home of Brahma (the self-born). Likewise he 
should concentrate his thought on the Lord's nipples, resembling a pair of most excellent 
emeralds, which look whitish on account of the rays of the milk-white pearl necklaces 
(adorning His chest). (25) He should then fix his mind on the bosom of the Supreme Person, 
the abode of Goddess Mahalaksmi—which brings delight to the mind and eyes of men (who 
contemplate on it). He should also imprint on his mind an image of the neck of the Lord who 
is adored by the whole universe—a neck which serves to enhance the beauty of the 

Kaustubha gem itself. (26) 

srpp 1|RcH4H faftlrMl^cTtf^Mfy tflefcUlcM-L I 

chtMk.ctiT totot ^froi to 

tost tr^pMc^stPmusjgi tow traro tow tojhi9<si 

He should further focus his thought on the Lord's four arms, the abode of the guardians 
of the various spheres, the ornaments (armletsetc.).on which were burnished by revolving 
Mount Mandara (at the time of churning the milk ocean along with the gods at the dawn of 
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creation). He should also duly contemplate on the Lord's discus (Sudarsana), containing a 
thousand spokes and possessing a dazzling lustre, as well as on the conch, which looks like 
a swan in His lotus-like palm. (27) He should then call to mind the Lord's beloved mace, 

known by the name of KaumodakI and besmeared with the clotted blood of enemy warriors; 

His garland (of sylvan flowers), attended with the humming of a swarm of bees; and the gem 
(Kaustubha) adorning His neck and representing the pure essential character of the Jivas 

(viz., the Spirit). (28) 

Next he should rivet his thought on the lotus-like countenance of the Lord, who reveals 

His form in this world out of compassion for His devotees—a countenance which is 

distinguished by a prominent nose and whose crystalline cheeks are irradiated by the 

oscillation of His glittering alligator-shaped ear-rings. (29) Adorned with curly tresses and 
possessed of lotus-like eyes, the Lord's face, which is further characterized by dancing 
eyebrows, puts to shame by its elegance a lotus (the abode of Goddess Laksml) swarming 

with bees, with a pair of fish throbbing on it. With an alert mind he should dwell on a 

conceptual image of the aforesaid countenance.(30) 

With full devotion he should contemplate for a long time in his heart on the glances 

frequently cast out of compassion by His eyes in order to soothe the most fearful threefold 
agony of His devotees—glances which are accompanied by loving smiles and are full of 

abundant grace.(31) He should similarly meditate on the most benevolent smile of Lord Sri 

Hari, a smile which dries away the ocean of tears-caused by intense grief-of all those who 

bow to Him, as well as on His arched eyebrows manifested by dint of His own Maya 

(wonderful creative energy) in order to charm the god of love (whose ensign bears the 
emblem of an alligator) for the good of hermits (who are molested by him).(32) Full of 
devotion steeped in love, he should finally fix his thought on the laughter of Lord Visnu, 
visualized as abiding in the cavity of his heart—a laughter which is so captivating that it can 

be easily meditated upon, and in the course of which come to view the rows of His small teeth, 
resembling jasmine buds, rendered rosy by the profuse (crimson) splendour of His lips. And 

having (exclusively) devoted his mind to the same, he should no more desire to see anything 

else. (33) 

3TTtHRTO5T 

[564] B. M. 11— 
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^MWJflPd TRrfft 75T3T^ fgSR I 33 I 

5 <T 3 575: 5T frtc^l P? | 

33^1 is.4n difii 5sn uRoiri 5I37T53R1 

^Ff-Sfe cfdcRm: 73^ 51^ 73T7®r4) 3ridW4l8TrT TJ5 TTT^J 

H 73T5f ^Hd 17313 iifcic^o&q^j 

13^1 

1 ^<2.1 

By following the above course of meditation the devotee develops love for 6rl Hari: his 
heart melts through Devotion, the hair on his body stand erect through excessive joy and he 
is constantly bathed in a stream of tears occasioned by intense love, so that he now gradually 

withdraws (from the object of meditation) even the mind, which was (till now) being used by 
him as a means to attract Sri Hari (just as a hook is used for capturing fish). (34) Even as 
the flame of a lamp is extinguished (i.e., becomes one with its cause, viz., the element of fire) 
when the oil etc., are burnt and the lamp broken, so the mind gets immediately dissolved 
(becomes one with Brahma or the Absolute) the moment it is cut off from its moorings in the 
shape of the soul and, rid of passion, it ceases to think of anything. The adjuncts of the soul 
in the shape of body etc. (which are nothing but a continuous flow of the Gunas or modes 
of Prakrti), being withdrawn at this stage, the striver sees pervading everywhere the one 
Absolute having no distinction of subject, object and so on. (35) Having established himself 
in the glory of his own being (viz., Brahma)—which transcends joy and sorrow—through the 
dissolution of his mind, brought about by the practice of Yoga and divorced from ignorance, 
the striver realizes the truth of the Supreme Self, and discovers that pleasure and pain as 

well as their experience, which he attributed till now to his own self, are attributable to the 
ego, which is a product of ignorance.(36) Even as a man blinded by intoxication caused by 
spirituous liquor sees not whether the cloth wrapped round his loins is still there or has 
dropped therefrom, so the enlightened soul who has attained this final stage no longer 
discerns whether the body (which they still call his own) is seated or has risen from its seat, 
whether it has shifted (from the place where it was) by the will of Providence or whether it 
has come back (to that place) by the will of the same Providence; for he has realized his 
essential character. (37) The body too, which is (now) subject to the will of Providence, 
survives along with the senses till the destiny which contributed to its existence has not been 

reaped. Yet the enlightened soul who has attained to the heights of Yoga culminating in 
Samadhi (abstract meditation) and (consequently) realized the truth no longer regards that 
body or those connected with it (e.g.. wife, children and so on) as his own, even as a man 

who is awake no longer thinks of the body etc. —seen in a dream—as his own.(38) 

58IT ’J3TU ferTTH iidi^ri I fa4cll5$l4: 1331 

^i7U|IH15Hl^flc<4f?trll<l 3TRTTT rT5T TOR, glffgfod: 1*3 I 

■Msf’jrty, 5I4TR Tf^JrTTR 51344 I fI*? I 

58ir vaifRftg; 3rt snfcra i 4mi s-f^rt fern: 1*31 

n*Hi(44i 73T STefifH 35? fiSFislf4iehiHj ^(ehHloni 575551 ^q^Ciuiiqfflgd I 

ffa 4lH<£HMd qirjcprr 4l^.dl4l flcfrar+,-4 *lfqrtd UllHyaH 

R<2i 

Just as a man is realized (on a little thought) as distinct from his son and possessions, 
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that are regarded (by the common people) as their own self (on account of excessive 
fondness), so is the perceiving subject recognized as distinct from the body, senses and 
other adjuncts, which are generally identified with one's own self (due to ignorance).(39) (To 

take another illustration) just as fire is distinct from a piece of burning wood, a spark or even 

from the smoke arising from it, and just as it is distinct even from a torch, which is recognized 

as identical with it, so the perceiving subject is distinct from the elements, the senses and 

the internal sense; the all-pervading Self, which is called Brahma is distinct even from the 
perceiving subject, which is called JIva (an individual soul); and the Lord (the Supreme 

Person) is distinct from Prakrti (which is activated by Him). (40-41) One should see the Self 

as identical in all living beings and all beings as identical in the Self, even as all (the four 

species of) living beings (viz., mammals, oviparous animals, sweat-born creatures and 

those sprouting from the earth) are seen as identical in essence with the gross elements 
(being products of the same). (42) Just as fire, though one (undifferentiated) appears as 

diversified in the media (pieces of wood etc.) manifesting it, due to the diverse characteristics 
(size, shape etc.) of those media, so the Self, though one, appears different as abiding in the 

various material bodies, due to the diverse characteristics (species etc.) of those bodies. (43) 

Therefore, conquering (by the grace of the Lord) this divine Prakrti (Maya)—which veils the 
true character, and brings about the bondage of the Jiva, a fragment of the Lord, nay, which 

appears both as cause and effect and is so difficult to comprehend—a devotee of the Lord 
realizes his true being.(44) 

Thus ends the twenty-eighth discourse entitled "The pursuit of disciplines for 

God-Realization", forming part of the “Teachings of Lord Kapila", 

in Book Three of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 
Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XXIX 
True meaning of devotion and the glory of Time 

^8TJT HjWldMr IFfH: *1 I iR I * I 

w Tfnpjpj grfsm trerasra i ^ imf srot i 3 1 

faRFTT Trdgt 3ngsg fgfgsn tro 1 3 1 

M^i ^ ^ I sIcT e£)<JPrl itc&cii: e£i$lot> 3RT: I 'i I 

stfttft firar <«wifcui*fi: gnrgrcgiT: mi 
■ Devahuti said : You have told me, as described in works on the Sankhya system of 

ohilosophy, the characteristics of Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence's well 
as of Prakrti (Primordial Matter) and Purusa (the Spirit)—characteristics which reveal their 

true (and distinctive nature); now be pleased to reveal to me at length, O Lord, the path of 
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Bhaktiyoga (the discipline of devotion), which is said to be the end of the above 
discussion. (1-2) Pray, also tell me the various destinies (in the form of birth in different 
species as well as of death) attained by the Jivas, by hearing an account of which man may 

develop a distaste for everything (in this world as well as in the next), O almighty Lord ! (3) 
Further let me know the essential character of the all-powerful Time, who is the Ruler even 
of Brahma and others and identical with You, and for fear of whom people do that which is 
good. (4) You have appeared as a sun to diffuse the light of Yoga for awakening men, who 
having lost the eye (of wisdom), have identified themselves with objects (such as the body) 
possessing no reality and who, feeling fatigued on account of their mind being attached to 

action, have long been lying asleep in the bottomless darkness of ignorance. (5) 

]^T MlrJcNt: 1 371^71*1 iflatdl <*v(?uiil3d: I ^ I 

Maitreya continued : The great sage (Kapila) greeted these charming words of His 
mother and overwhelmed with compassion and full of delight, O crest-jewel of the Kurus, 

replied to her (as follows). (6) 

nfrF-sihil nufaffafa stthih i ^rr strat fefauH i « i 

srfwsiTO m fgHT framer cn i 77707) -qftr nnw: i t i 

*T5T -q^frtg elT I 37^513#^ Tit rjsrnng: 7* 773777: I <7 I 

LK^TR, ddUUIH.I.44^iaoijrMfd cfT rjarnrycf: 71 WlRd*: I ^o I 

T1<^J,U|^ldMNU| irfe 77cP|£l$M I TtdHlfrH(dR4?tl ^TSIT TTfna777rsrgS7t 1^1 

75$nrr TifoiiPiw fd^uiw ^JdigHT^i at^ewoycjf^di m *1%: it7i 

I R TJffo t^RT 3RT: 1^1 

77 ^frb-MHrRWI 3HdiPdet, 3^tfH: I 4dlfdst^ HpjDT M^MWIUUild 1^1 

The Lord said : The discipline of devotion, O noble lady, is recognized as manifold 
according to our ways of approach (attitudes of mind with regard) to it; and men's attitude 

of mind varies according to the diversity of their natural characteristics. (7) A man who is 
given up to anger and views Me as distinct from himself, and who practises devotion to Me 
with a mind full of violence, hypocrisy and jealousy, is a devotee of the Tamasika type. (8) 
He who worships Me through an image etc., as distinct from himself with a view to acquiring 
objects of senses, fame and power is a devotee of the Rajasika type. (9) And he who adores 
Me as distinct from himself, aiming at the eradication of his sins or with the intention of 

offering his actions to the Supreme or again with the feeling that it is his duty to worship 
Me is a devotee of the Sattvika type.(10) The uninterrupted flow of the mind-stream 
towards Me, dwelling in the heart of all—like that of the waters of the Gariga towards the 
ocean—at the mere mention of My virtues, combined with motiveless and unremitting love 
to Me, the Supreme Person, is spoken of as the distinguishing character of unqualified 
Bhaktiyoga. (11-12) My devotees accept not, in exchange for My service (the five forms of 

final beatitude, viz.) Salokya (residence in My divine realm), Sarsti (enjoying My powers), 
Samipya (living in My presence), Sarupya (possessing a form similar to Mine) and Sayujya 
(absorption into My Being), even when they are offered to him (by Me). (13) The aforesaid 
Bhaktiyoga has been declared as the highest (final) goal; for transcending the realm of the 
three Gunas (modes of Prakrti) the devotee thereby becomes qualified for My state (without 

any effort). (14) 
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M^MUII Tpf|^: TTfw^4 3TT?TTO I 

^ 1^1 

cTSH \16\ 

fr^frorofTfroFT wsrcfoT q^iiifn i ferom w hiIh^ui f^roro nm 

M^TO^HW^I^facKA: 1^ ^t%TW^-Ah TO 1*51 

jp TOetTO^T 14sTO ^cNeiJ^bj, TO f^TTOT TO I *V9 | 

3Tni4if^*4%iduii5)mfi^H^N 4 13Tr^ni4fi^H PugfoTOti <ttoti*4i 

H<&4uil ^fTOTpS 3TTTO7: I ^^laW^Kd ^dHlsHJu'l f| TOH. I ** I 

By devoutly performing one's duties (both of an obligatory nature and those arising out 

of a special occasion) in a disinterested spirit; by following everyday a course of worship 

(enjoined by the Pancaratra and other sacred works) involving no destruction of life and 

actuated by no worldly desire; by beholding, touching, adoring, extolling and bowing to My 
images etc., by regarding all living beings as My own manifestations; by resorting to patience 

and dispassion; by showing great respect to exalted souls, commiserating with the afflicted 

and behaving in a friendly manner with one's equals; by practising the five Yamas (non¬ 
violence, truthfulness, non-thieving, abstaining from sexual commerce and possessing 
things not exceeding the bare necessaries of life) and the five Niyamas (viz., external and 

internal purity, contentment, undergoing penance, study of sacred texts and meditation on 
God); by hearing spiritual discourses and chanting the divine names; by unity of mind, 
speech and body, fellowship with holy men and absence of egotism, the mind of the man. 

engaged in activities intended to please Me gets thoroughly purified and conceives a liking 

for Me without any effort the moment My virtues enter his ears. (15—19) 

TOTOT c)M<501 yiUWIc^^ TOTO 3WSTdJ 4m<d TOT 3tldTRnfacfiTf< tot i ^o | 

3T? ^dldJMfWT: TOT I dMc^iy TO TO*f: 

TOt TO TOt^ TOTOTOTOTOfrgrqj TOTOT TOTO5TTOTOTOTO TO R3 I 

flTOT: TOTOTO TO TOpRt fTOTO^fa: I TOgTOTO TO TOT: ijllPd^fd R3 I 

3T^ITO^M: fTOTOOTTOTOTOTt I ^TO ^ifcjdtTTOTO ^ditlMN^lpH: | ** I 

3TTOTTOTTO^TOTTTOhg? TO «<*>tfef»dj TOTOTO TO TOffg HM 

3TOTOT2J TOTOTftl TO cFTOTOtRI^I (TTO fTOTOSTt TOTOpTOUTTOJ35l 3TOTOT2J 

3TTO TO ^TTTTOR ^TOTTTOTOJ 3T^TORTOTOTOT TOTOTTf^tTO TO^TTO I1 

Just as odour wafted from its source through the vehicle of a breeze catches the olfactory 

sense, so an equipoised mind engaged in the pursuit of Yoga (Devotion) embraces Me. (20) 
I am ever present in all living beings as their very Self (Inner Controller). A man (therefore) 
who worships Me through an idol, showing disrespect to Me (as abiding in all creatures), 

makes a travesty of worship. (21) Ignoring Me, the Supreme Ruler, the Self present in all 
living beings, he who stupidly resorts to idol-worship alone throws oblations into the 
ashes.(22)The mind of a man who, full of pride, hates Me, abiding in the body of another, 

views Me as distinct from himself and bears deep-rooted malice to living creatures can never 
find peace.(23) I am not pleased, even though adored through an image by means of formal 
worship carried on with costly or cheap materials, O sinless mother, by a man slighting other 
creatures. (24) Performing his (allotted) duties, a man should worship Me, the Supreme 
Ruler, through images etc., only so long as he does not realize Me as present in his own heart 
as well as in (the heart of) other living beings. (25) Figuring as Death, I cause great fear to 
him who makes the least discrimination between himself and another because of his 
differential outlook.(26) Therefore, through charitable gifts and attentions as well as through 
friendly behaviour and by viewing all alike, one should propitiate Me, abiding in all creatures 

as their very Self. (27) 
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cbltfUwifc.uf^ciliJ: I ^WqTT^J^TTT^TT l'tfM 

fl'fisrfrai ‘*iNd4i4UsijR’ i 

The Yoga (discipline) of Devotion as well as the Yoga with eight limbs have (thus) been 
expounded by Me, O daughter of Swayambhuva Manu! By following either of these two 

Yogas a man can attain to the Supreme Person.(35) The aforesaid aspect of the Lord—who 
is the same as the Absolute (of the Vedanti) and the Supreme Spirit (of the Yogi), nay, who 
figures both as Prakrti (Primordial Matter) and Purusa (the Spirit) and yet lies beyond the 
two—is also known by the name of Providence, who brings into play the activity of Karma 
(the destiny of the different JIvas in the shape of birth in the various species of life).(36) It also 
bears the appellation of Kala (Time), which brings about the transformation of things and is 

possessed of wonderful prowess, nay, which is a source of (constant) terror to those who 
regard themselves as a separate entity and have identified themselves with Mahat-tattva 
(the principle of cosmic intelligence) and other products of Matter. (37) Kala (the Time-spirit), 

who is the Ruler of rulers (Brahma and others) and who, being the support of all, enters the 
heart of all living beings (as their Inner Controller) and devours (destroys) them through other 
beings, is no other than the deity presiding over sacrifices and known by the name of 

Visnu. (38) Although there is none dear or hateful to Him nor anyone His Kinsman, He is ever 
on the alert and attacks and destroys the man who (having forgotten the Lord) wallows in 
the error of sensuality.(39) For fear of Him blows the wind; for fear of Him the sun shines; 

for fear of Him the god of rain pours forth showers and for fear of Him the host of heavenly 
bodies shed their lustre. (40) Afraid of Him, trees and creepers along with herbs or annual 
plants (that die the moment their fruit ripens) put forth blossoms and fructify each in its own 
season. (41) Afraid of Him, rivers flow and the ocean never overflows. Nay, for fear of Him 
fire burns and the earth with its mountains sinks not (into the waters supporting it). (42) 
Subject to His control the yonder sky allows room to living beings and Mahat-tattva (the 

principle of cosmic intelligence) expands its own (sprout-like) form into this (vast) universe 
enveloped by seven sheaths (in the shape of earth, water, fire, air, ether, the ego and 
Prakrti). (43) For fear of Him the deities presiding over the (three) Gunas or modes of Prakrti 
(viz., Brahma, Visnu and Siva), who hold sway over the entire creation consisting of animate 
and inanimate beings, remain engaged in their duties of creating, preserving and destroying 
it from time to time.(44) That imperishable Time-Spirit, who, though beginningless, is the first 

maker (of the universe) and who, though endless, brings about the end of the phenomenal 
world, carries on the work of creation by bri nging into existence one individual (a son) through 
another (his father) and likewise dissolves the universe by destroying even Yama (the lord 

of death) through Himself (the Destroyer even of Death). (45) 

Thus ends the twenty-ninth discourse, forming part of the "Story of Lord 

Kapila," in Book Three of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 
otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T2J f^TTSSHTFT: 
Discourse XXX 

Downfall of men attached to their body, house etc. 

<&Ih P> 
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*FJ°f 'm *Tt 

^MI^dlfURT 

3TTf^Hi^^: feA'uimfMldi vi mn*ji 

Ji^3, ^52***^ ^■yn-pl^nPsri: 

arlfnqTfa^rJsif nj^HKinst ctr_ 

M^nn4) ^sikm: 

<T t spTfff ^tTlo^l-eltd | ? | 

SJ^Tf&T tFHH TTtfT^ ^1^1 

rTW <TFTT R fd^fci R (cRn*^ I "g I 

RH^fT faejdl TR^IT ^WiqiRlMlfijd: I I 

StlWM st^ M^ri I ^ I 

■*<lc*lfa<d *$?t ^Rdlft ^Ttm I V9 | 

Tinf^trRTTSSc^Tq: %^JRT ^^nfttTTF^ I C I 

(^icRc^qiicflebK ^ I ^ | 

H°Jllid %TT WU I \ o I 

HT'Wf^JrTt TR:Rt3: FTTSf r$m ?J?TFJ H I 

HFTT efriUCJl) SHJFJS^rafw TJlSjf: I ^ I 

Lord Kapila continued : Just as a mass of clouds knows not the inordinate strength 
of the mighty wind-god, though driven (here and there) by the latter, so this Jiva surely does 
not know the enormous power of the omnipotent Kala though being subjected to repeated 
births and deaths (by the latter). (1) The almighty Time-Spirit destroys each and every object 
the Jiva acquires with great pains for the sake of happiness, and for whose loss he grieves 
much. (2) That is because the stupid creature foolishly regards as everlasting the house, 
lands and wealth etc., belonging to one's transient body and those connected with it (viz., 
one's wife, son and so on, who are equally perishable). (3) The Jiva in this world finds delight 
in whatever species of life he is born into, and never feels aversion for it. (4) Deluded by the 
Lord's Maya, the Jiva feels little inclined to cast off his body even in hell, taking delight in the 
infernal enjoyments. (5) With his heart deeply attached fo body, wife, progeny, house, 
animals, wealth and relations, he deems himself blessed.(6) Burning all over with anxiety to 
maintain them all, the evil-minded fool incessantly commits sins. (7) Nay, with his min'd and 
senses captivated by the charms wrought on him in the private chamber by lewd women, 
as well as by the talks of lisping infants, the householder remains attached to his home life, 
which is mainly full of trouble and the duties of which involve the practice of wiles; and if, while 

scrupulously performing these duties, he succeeds in averting calamity, he deems himself 
happy as it were.(8-9) Through moneys procured from here and there by practising great 
violence, he maintains those people (the members of his family) by fostering whom he goes 
down to perdition, himself enjoying only what is left after nourishing them. (10) When hefinds 
his business hampered, though renewed again and again, he loses patience and, over¬ 

whelmed with greed, longs for others' wealth. (11) His efforts coming to nought through bad * 
luck, he becomes moneyless and is no longer able to maintain his family. Nay, puzzled in 
mind, he is reduced to a wretched plight, and full of anxiety, heaves deep sighs. (12) 

^ WM{uiI4,c^ rl^cMIdilWWI I ehl-II^II I ^ I 

naiw^idRi^ fsmm: I munfatj^l 

I giPRSlIfl^diqW: t^l 

TWR: qRcJld: | gT^jlTTRlift q ^ UTOmiNVl iTrT: | ^vs | 

Seeing him unable to support them as aforesaid, his wife and others treat him not with 
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the same respect as before, even as the miserly cultivators do not accord the same treatment 
to their old and worn-out oxen. (13) Yet he feels no aversion for them. Maintained by those 

whom he had (once) brought up himself and deformed on account of old age, he falls a prey 

to diseases like dyspepsia; his diet and activity both diminish and he remains confined to his 
house, awaiting his death and living like a dog on whatever is thrown despisingly (by his sons 

and wife). (14-15) (At the approach of death) his eye-balls are shot out by the action of the 

life-breath trying to find an exit; his wind-pipe gets choked with phlegm, coughing and 

breathing cause him exertion and death-rattle is heard from his throat. (16) Lying (in his bed) 
surrounded by his sorrowing relations and caught in the noose of Death, he cannot utter a 

word even when addressed. (17) 

H3T 5TT$ 'tftTTt TTWItSTuft ITT ^jfT sTCrf&W: 1^1 

■iHrHlite 3TT^q 3T5T?TI ^TrTT ^rg?i gsiT l^o | 

I qfe STTWfoi R? I 

^J«VJlOd)i4><clWrtl(4^: TraraRR: tffg dH^Tc^ I 

gg gg i w qnforcn -Tmwmii i 

4i'jnwi 'uguifui iigfH to gngq.- i gr gfg: my'ifa g^Ri: i ^ i 

ati<N4 fcHiMiuii ^yf4r4i<rHchiRfg: i 3tiatAj'wi<4 giTfg wtsfa gr i^m 

gtgg^Mi^it: i r^i 

^nw giggg^ft ggif^gt hm4 PiR*^-*4t 7t£R grr^iTTfgt: i^tsi 

giwft^RjgTiw -mgraisj tnaro i ^g?qggT^rftgTfgg: Tt^RtWdi: Rdi 

37^g TTOi: TOf TTTrf: Jfg^H I gt <Ultm 4 S^l^Mrtf&THI: 1^1 

He whose mind is thus engrossed in the thought of maintaining his family and who has 

failed to subdue his senses dies in the midst of his weeping kinsmen, rendered unconscious 

or thrown out of his wits by excessive agony. (18) Trembling at heart to see a couple of 

frightful messengers of Death arrived at the moment, their eyes full of wrath, he passes stool 

and urine. (19) Clothing his soul in a special (aerial) body* fit for undergoing the tortures of 

hell and binding him with cords about the neck, they forcibly drag him along a long road (to 

the abode of Yama) even as the constables of a king drag a convict (to gaol). (20) With his 
heart cleft by their threats and trembling (with fear) he feels deeply distressed at the thought 

of his sins when bitten on the way by dogs. (21) Nay, overcome by hunger and thirst, 
oppressed by sunshine, forest fire and hot winds and flogged on the back with whips, he 

trudges along, though unable to walk, on that road, which has no shelter or water and is 

covered by burning sands. (22) Dropping down now and then and fainting due to exhaustion 
and rising again, he is quickly taken by that exceedingly troublesome path to the abode of 
Yama (the god of punishment). (23) Dragged along this road, which is ninety-nine thousand 

Yojanas (7,92,000 miles) long, within two to three hours, he suffers the tortures (indicated 
hereafter). (24) Placed in the midst of burning pieces of wood, his limbs are set on fire, while 
in some cases he is made to eat his own flesh cut out either by himself of by others. (25) His 

entrails are pulled out by the hounds and vultures of hell, even though he is still alive (to see 

* It is mentioned in our scriptures that sinners condemned to hell are invested with an aerial body, which, though 

subjected to tortures in various forms, is wonderfully tenacious and does not perish till the sinner has fuily served the sentence. 
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it); and he is subjected to torment by serpents, scorpions, gnats etc., that bite (or sting) 
him (26) Nay, his limbs are lopped of one by one and rent asunder by elephants;(in some 
cases) he is hurled down from hill-tops and is also held up either in water or in a cave. (27) 
Whether man or woman, one has to suffer in the regions of hell known by the names of 
Tamisra, Andhatamisra, Raurava and so on (enumerated hereafter in Book Five), tortures 
brought about by association with one another in sinful acts. (28)Some people aver that 
heaven and hell exist in this very world, O mother; for the tortures which are experienced in 
hell are seen even here.(29) 

Tig fewn ^ gT i fa^gtgg iter '*31% 1301 

tigi: shtrt *33><^chhj f^irt<Twiw4l g^ 1331^1331 

ntM 31HW ^5*ggrg$g ^gicjT: 13^ i 

I <4l(d MdH. I 33 I 

3T8R?nvRo?rg^g gTggtgTcRT^: i grg^r: iv*i 

57T ?fWSTWI WJTFn 4fifdrai ddWfch-y ^rr Rmrst2H4: 1301 

He who supports his family in the aforesaid manner (vide verses 7,10 and 11 above) 

or simply nourishes his own body leaves both (his family as well as his body) here and, 
departing hence, reaps the fruit of his actions as indicated above (in verses 20 to 28). (30) 
Shuffling off his body, which he nourished by marring the interests of other creatures, he 
goes down to the dark region of hell alone, carrying a wallet of sins (on his head). (31) Man 
reaps in hell the evil consequences, inflicted by Providence, of (the sins committed by him 
in) maintaining his family, and feels distressed like a man who has lost his wealth.(32)The 

man who is keen to support his family by recourse to purely unrighteous ways goes to the 
darkest region of hell known by the name of Andhatamisra.(33) Having gone through in a 
regular order all the tortures of hell and passed through the lowest forms of animal life 
preceding human birth (such as that of a dog, swine and so on), and thus purged of his sins, 
he is reborn as a human being on this earth.(34) 

Thus ends the thirtieth discourse entitled “the fruit of actions pursuing those who 
commit them through subsequent existences", forming part of the "Story of 

Lord Kapila", in Book Three of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 
Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

^„ , 

3T^cRf3i*i)sszng: 

Discourse XXXI 
The stages of growth of a human embryo 

grtfoTT g^imggg i fern: sfgg xprt ^rcFungg: i ^ i 

esc?** c^gmgnr wn^n Miyiii gt rTrr: grgj? 1 
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mPl4 rj f^Rt orT^TTnU^feT?: I -i<3wl4iR*(^4ffiii tRqRafa: 13 | 

rtrjfasjfacf: RH Wfa: I q^faifaiJUIl cffa: c^gTT 'StRTfh TfaTtlt m 

i^m faui^4hR r 3Frj#rp7®t^ i m 

ftfafa: ^d«cll^: HTsjfmyi^^ilWsI^: ^fsirT^: 1^1 

<*)£Hl^i^icoqui^^iKoif^fa*x*ci<Ji: I I vs I 

3c=#4 . WcjdWftM^SJ yRKIfa: I 3TRH %7: ^JTJg^Rt«R: 161 

3T^7: Wf-dyRTl fcf WT I 

^T*f fe qm fg^ 1*1 

The Lord resumed : By force of Karma (destiny), as directed by Providence, the soul 

(destined to be born as a man) enters the womb of a woman through the generative fluid of 

a man for the formation of a body. (1) In the course of a night it is integrated by being united 

with the ovum, and in five nights it is rounded into the shape of a bubble. In a period of ten 

days it becomes as hard as a plum and later on it develops into the shape of a ball of flesh 

or an egg (in the case of oviparous creatures).(2) In the course of a month a head is formed 

and at the end of two months hands, feet and other limbs take shape. By the end of three 

months the nails (of fingers and toes), the hair on the body, bones and skin appear, as also 

the organ of generation and the other apertures in the body (those of eyes, nostrils, ears, 

mouth and anus).(3) In as many as four months the seven essential ingredients of the body 

(viz., chyle, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow and semen) come into being; while at the end of 

five months hunger and thirst make themselves felt; In the course of six months the foetus 

is enclosed by an amnion and begins to move in the right side of the abdomen (or in the left 

if it is a female). (4) Deriving its nutrition from the food and drink etc., taken by the mother, 

the foetus grows and remains in that abominable receptacle of faeces and urine, the 

breeding-place of worms.(5) Bitten again and again all over the body by the hungry worms 

in the abdomen itself, the creature suffers terrible agony on account of its tenderness and 

swoons away moment after moment.(6) Nay, adversely affected by the bitter, pungent, hot, 

salt, dry, acid and other such irritating substances consumed by its mother, the foetus 

experiences a painful sensation in every part of its body. (7) Enclosed by the amnion and 

covered outside by the intestines, it remains lying in one side of the abdomen with its head 

turned towards the belly and with its back and neck arched (like a bow).(8) Unable to move 

its own limbs like a bird which cannot freely move in a cage, the creature in the womb finds 

its memory awakened by the will of Providence and recollects its doings committed during 

hundreds of previous lives and feels suffocated for a long time. What peace of mind can it 

have under such circumstances? (9) 

3TTT«T l^o | 

RTSRTTR TjPnrfrT: TTRcrfil: fTTT^fo: I <T ctim 1**1 

The foetus, though endowed with consciousness from the seventh month of its 

conception, is tossed by the winds that press the embryo downwards during the weeks 

preceding delivery, and cannot remain at one place like the worm born of faeces in the same 

abdominal cavity. (10) Tied to the physical body, made up of the seven ingredients 

(mentioned in verse 4 above), which are like so many cords to bind it, the human soul, which 

regards the body as his own self, is much afraid (of the process of gestation being repeated 

in other such births), and with joined palms he entreats and extols Him by whom he was cast 

into the womb, in a tone full of agony. (11) 
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<H 'Jl'‘ll^T55<4lTHMlrlHl^|(c» ■ct«B<uIK(4't;Hs I 

#3? sTiTlfR Wf ^J^TTt^rar ^ TOT^TT <l(dw4«d)^m 1^1 

5^5 Jc( cb4ftui^rll<*ll hi^ihJ 

3TR^ RTTTftfl^^l 

V: W^rRf%m '7%T: I 

^Hlfa^UdHliWHqfi TO ^ m y<2>fd4*>t(4l: I %K I 

Viwm Rfa SR^f^ramtlT I 

ycjufifl wl<*> ^IT 1^1 

^|M ^d<?<?STR3)cTR: H 'fejT^T^^f^rn^T: I 

^ ^4 ■wrctai^i 

The human soul says : I take shelter in the lotus-feet, which once trod the earth and 
bring immunity from all fear, of Him who of His own sweet will assumes various forms in order 

to protect the universe-which has sought His protection (from time to time)—and by whom 

I have been thrown into such a condition as this, which is quite becoming of my wicked 
self. (12) I bow to Him who, having embraced Maya in the form of this psychophysical 

organism (consisting of the gross elements, the Indriyas and the mind) in this womb, appears 

as bound by virtuous and sinful acts, and has His reality screened by Maya, but who flashes 
on my afflicted heart as absolutely pure(untainted by Maya), immutable and possessed of 
wisdom which knows no break. (13) Though bodiless (in reality), I appear as clothed in a body 

made up of the five elements and as consisting of the Indriyas, the Gunas (modes of 
Prakrti),the objects of senses and the ego (a reflection of the intelligent Spirit). Therefore, 
I adore the all-knowing Supreme Person, the Controller of both Prakrti (Matter) and Purusa 
(Spirit), whose glory can never be obscured by such veils (the body etc.). (14) Having 

forgotten his own self under the influence of the Lord's Maya, the embodied soul traverses 

the path of Samsara (transmigration)—strewn with numerous shackles of Karma, having 

their source in the three Gunas—undergoing hardships of many kinds. By what other 

expedient, then, than through the grace of that Supreme Being can he expect to realize his 

true nature?(15) Who else than that Lord has bestowed upon me this knowledge of the past, 
present and future? For it is He who dwells in all animate and inanimate beings as the Inner 
Controller, who is no other than a part manifestation of the Lord Himself. Therefore, for 
soothing our threefold agony it is Him that we adore—we who are playing the role of a Jiva 
as a result of our Karma (destiny). (16) 

^r*dT ferfroj 31^1 

& WRTfSd: I 

3<ZJ3 fRR Tt 4NRT8T: 3TT RTR rTClfr epjfo.1^1 

Fallen into a sink of blood, faeces and urine within the abdomen of another body (the 
body of the mother) and with his own body scorched by the (mother's) gastric fire, this 
embodied soul (my own self) is anxious to get out of it, counting his months (the period of 
gestation). Oh, when shall this wretched soul be released (from this confinement), O Lord? (17) 
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Overflowing with compassion, it is Your peerless Self, O Lord, that has imparted to this 

creature, who is (hardly) ten months old, such (incomparable) wisdom. May that Protector 
of the afflicted (Yourself) be pleased with His own (benevolent) act (the bestowal of wisdom); 

for who can ever repay His obligations except by joining his palms( out of gratitude)?(18) 

firemT ^ (WlMiU: I 

WR? ^TTtri ildldH, R ^ I 

.#5? c|f|*fa tlTOT I 

^mTcT^qrnffH qqRwthfld^Ro i 

ntHiei RtJIdfd^ci Sgfoq 3TWmTr^T rrart: I 

W cy*RMd<£eM-H TTT ^1lrbdj^i|f||(4dlgHJpid: R* I 

The other type of embodied souls (viz., birds, beasts and so on) perceives (experiences) 
by instinct only the agreeable and disagreeable sensations in its body. I, however, endowed 
as I am with a (human) body capable of practising self-control (and other spiritual 

disciplines), behold that most ancient Person, both without and within my heart, by virtue of 
reason conferred on me by the selfsame Person, who is as manifest as my own self, referred 

to as T (19) Though living in this womb a life full of numerous troubles, O Lord, I have no 

desire to get out of it and descend into the pitfall of the outside world; for the Lord's (Your) 

Maya overtakes the soul who goes there, and in the wake of Maya appear the false notion 

of T (with reference to the body) and the consequent cycle of births and deaths.(20) 

Therefore, having installed (in my heart) the feet of Lord Visnu and shaking off all distraction 

of mind, I shall quickly redeem myself from the ocean of worldly existence with the help of 

reason, which is my greatest friend, so that this calamity (in the shape of transmigration), 
entailing many rounds of gestation, may not befall me again. (21) 

1<f>d4(n4*f <^miw 1TRI: f^Mdldl-efld R^ I 

TfijTTT 3TT^: I fafqtthmfd f>'r^u| R3 I 

*Joq^l5t fegnjfe I d^qfd tjh ^TR fdMtldl Ttfa RXI 

Lord Kapiia went on : When the ten-month-old Jiva, who has thus resolved even 

while in the womb, extols the Lord as aforesaid, the wind that helps parturition propels him 

forthwith, with his face turned downward, in order that the child may be born. (22) Pushed 
downwards all of a sudden by the wind, the child issues out (of the womb) with great trouble, 

head downward, breathless and deprived of memory out of agony. (23) Fallen on earth in 
a pool of blood and urine (discharged by the mother), the new-born babe tosses like a worm 
sprung from ordure, and having lost its wisdom (acquired in the womb) and reduced to a state 
(of self-identification with the body) which is just the reverse of wisdom, cries loudly.(24) 

q fctcqi TJ5JJTTUTT TFR I 3Rt^rTRTT5f: aHtR°4I^MH)sa7: Rm 

}ll(qdl^jfeu4|- | R^l 

rjcttilWrcM 55TT 4^14)1 4c$U||d.4: 1 f4TFrt7TR ^2TT I 1 

Being nourished by people who do not know the mind of another, it is given something 
which was not intended; and (the pity of it is that) the child is unable to refuse it.(25) Laid on 

a foul bed infested by sweat-born creatures the (poor) creature is incapable even of 
scratching its limbs (to relieve itching), much less of sitting up, standing or moving itself.(26) 
Just as smaller worms bite a big worm, even so gnats, mosquitoes, bugs and other creatures 
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sting or bite the babe, who is most tender of skin and deprived of its wisdom (acquired in the 
womb), cries (bitterly). (27) 

^5TeT ^ ^ I 3Tc^Tmlfad IVrfRl^llfat: l?dl 

i^T hi-Ih ^sini-td I eh<lfrt fens chin) chirng-rtiti rTRfR: I I 

^ StgfadWgyi*: ffafaffa, I ? o I 

rt^sl *rg^r ^rrfTT 1331 

ililfffe;: qfa ^T: <11^*1: I 3UfeltTT fat | 

3TtW ^TT iTtR «|fe: eTl^fiht: 3TRT I fat *R#T ilrHtflgJlfd TTg^ I 33 I 

Tj&i yfastnvuwnsgj1 *tf r 4)fa<*Unji)^ ii^i 

R HSTTW ^rgRI5Rl5?T: I UlPM^Igim ^Tt ^8H fl^t^Rfd: l^qi 

3Rmf?T: fa ^ffat ^ffT | ilfe^di fas^SJTe^aiwft ?H3re:l3^l 

TJtTRJ HKiquiijd iiffaJifag riNill |^\9I 

sfa if tTT^TRTT: fellH«yi 'Jiffal (c$llHj ^TT «*Klfd qgishiTilds'^.^vl34;*iui ob^OH, 1341 

Having similarly gone through the painful experiences of infancy and boyhood too, the 
man (on attaining his youth) flares up due to ignorance when he fails to attain his desired 
object and is overcome by grief.(28) His pride and anger growing with age, that seeker of 
sensuous enjoyment enters into hostility with (other) pleasure-seeking men for his own 
destruction. (29) Clinging to the unreal, the foolish Jiva of misguided intellect constantly 
regards the body, made up of the five elements, as his own self or something belonging to 
him.(30) For the sake of this body—which is a source of constant trouble to him and ever 
follows him, bound by ties of ignorance and destiny—he performs actions (of various kinds), 
tied to which he goes through repeated births and deaths.(31 )lf under the influence of 
sensually-minded people engaged in the pursuit of sexual enjoyment and the gratification 
of the palate he delights in their ways again, he goes to hell as before. (32) One should never 
cultivate the fellowship of those wicked fools, the toys of women, who are ever fidgety, have 
identified themselves with the body and therefore deserve to be pitied, nay, by whose 
company truthfulness, purity, compassion, control over the tongue, wisdom, prosperity, 
modesty, fair name, forbearance, control of mind and the senses and good fortune are 
blotted out of existence.(33-34) The infatuation and tiondage which accrue to a man form 
attachment to any other object are not so complete as those resulting from attachment to 
women and from the fellowship of men fond of women. (35) At the sight of his own daughter 
(Saraswati) Brahma (the lord of created beings) was bewitched by her charms and 
shamelessly ran after her in the form of a stag when she took the form of a hind. (36) Among 
the creatures (gods, human beings and so on) begotten by Kasyapa and others, (who had 
sprung from the loins of Marici and the other sages, the mind-born sons of Brahma), then, 
what male is there, save the (divine) sage Narayana, whose mind is not distracted by the 
Lord's Maya in the form of woman? (37) Behold the might of My Maya in the shape of woman, 
who by the mere play of her eyebrows treads under foot even the conquerors of the four 
quarters.(38) 

Tif q *n<j fa i 

I4d)ctqi yfacWyi^tflfa *TT faqglWI I 3"? I 

fajqrffl I wfagfanfa ^ rfi: <fcyffal<jdqj'So | 

He who aspires to reach the culmination of Yoga (in the shape of God-Realization) or 
who has realized his true nature by adoring Me should never cultivate the fellowship of young 
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women, whom the scriptures declare as a gate to hell for him.(39) Woman is a personification 
of Maya (illusion) created by the Lord and slowly entraps man (under the pretext of service 
etc.). One should, therefore, regard her as death to oneself, even as a well whose mouth is 
covered with grass (is to an unwary traveller). (40) 

qfH ttup 

WlMkiTR) kMIHUl 

Tttcrr T?r 

RJWlct ■yw^-d: UTfrr I 

*1.1 adlURlfcid TJRJ ^TOTI^I 

RJ cf>H!fij| g^V-lfd<d TjmRJ^I 

I: I rrrarfsjtTR iKUWlfa'irfgR ^fcT: I 1^1 

?sr^NV^I ZRt I rfiq^ 

INhiidl I r#f 

TTWT5T RThf: TRtT# R R TROT: I dlcHlfd sftft RrfRTfsjrfi^ | 

TRTR^fR^TI ^g5IT ^'Pl4<h<4-TjiTt>4l I RNlf^tWd c=5t% | 

ffa WlfTIT yfedWI dRPTOvR 

Similarly the Jiva who has been endowed with the form of a women as a result of 

attachment to a woman (in his previous life) foolishly looks upon My Maya, figuring as a man, 

as her husband, the bestower of wealth, progeny, house and so on.(41) A woman should, 
therefore, know that Maya as veritable death to her—in the form of a husband, progeny and 
house etc.-preordained by Fate, even as the song of a hunter (is to the deer).(42) Moving 
from one sphere (the earth) to another (heaven or hell) with the subtle body, which is (falsely) 
recognized as the very self of a Jiva, the human soul goes on reaping the fruit of his actions 
(performed in previous existences) and unceasingly at the same time performing fresh 

actions (thus paving the way for future births).(43) The subtle body (which is an adjunct of 
the Jiva) and that which accompanies it (viz., the physical body)-both these go to make the 
psycho-physical organism, which is constituted of the gross and subtle elements, the ten 

Indriyas and the mind. When this organism ceases to function as a whole, it is known as the 
death of a Jiva; while its beginning to function as a whole is spoken of as his birth.(44) Just 
as when the eyes lose their capacity to see colour etc. (due to a morbid affection of the optic 

nerve or other such diseases), the sense of sight also gets deadened that very moment and 
the Jiva too, the seer of both (the eyes as well as the sense of sight), loses its power of sight, 
similarly when the physical body(the place where the perception of objects takes place) is 

rendered incapable of perceiving them, that is known as death (because when the physical 
body ceases to function, the subtle body too is no longer there to function); and when one 
begins to view the physical body as one's very self, that is called birth. (45-46) Therefore, 
a man should neither view death with horror nor have recourse to stinginess in life nor give 
way to infatuation. Realizing the true nature of the Jiva, he should move about in this world 
free from attachment and steadfast of purpose. (47) Nay, he should relegate his body to this 
illusory world through his reason endowed with right vision and strengthened by Yoga 
(concentration of mind) and dispassion, and move about (unconcerned).(48) 

Thus ends the thiry-first discourse entitled "The Fate of the Jiva", forming part of the 
"Story of Lord Kapila", in Book Three of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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3787 ir^RTtS^TFT: 
Discourse XXXII 

Destiny of the souls departing from this world by the "Bright Path", 
the "Dark Path" and so on, and the superiority of Bhaktiyoga 

3787 ^ I ^ I * I 

^7 gjfq srrT^gTTTc^jTmjl: I ^T5TH shcjJ'HcJctl'L 3)c&MlRc(d: I ^ I 

d-e^UlshMMfa: TT^RJ 71<3T 4)hmi: I 3 I 

zi^T ^.SRRRRT fft: I rT3? c^tgTT c=^T ill Pd cT 1JH ^ARhih^ I 't I 

^ TeTOTfa sffTT: I ft:TTfT *7W4>ufui: 3RTRTT: I k I 

Rt^!r1iy4Rudl fa4m TRTl^HT: I 7387Wtj2R TR%R ^R^H I ^ I 

^4&rfrri ^ <rrPrT tjtr fa^rcTt^^i ^rrarsT ^ i 

%T7ngfg77T^ 17: ilc-WTI % I Hra^HTRT^ w)<*> 4<RtTi<*>l: I 6 I 

mR^H I 

37377<fR felfd ^rFf ipTWWT 8FTc* LUl<oy^^ m: I ^ 7 

■qg tf^-g l7 4lPi4l ftlcTO^TR^Tt faRFTT: I 

T^cl fllcfcqTJfi 3?T IT^R^roiWmTf^TRT: 1^01 

3787 H KchjdUl £rM&J ^TR^T^I ^TT^rra WI 3^7 *77^7 ^linid 1^ I 

3TTU: fau^{|U|| 177 UgRffa: I 4tW7: $HHid: Rl^'PiUd^: I ^ I 

e$>4uil I ctx^irtH^ui 1S^ I • 

■77 77^717 XJ7: 3J7& ebltfAsyTTjftfal I ^STTH JjuioqpietR ITSTTtJeT ^TFTH I ^ I 

q^T qi7t)gg g %sfq y4R(l4f4dqj Rm^7 ^TWfrT ^uioqtWt TfftlW 

Lord Kapila continued : As for the man who, while continuing at home, performs the 

duties of a householder and, earning wealth and the pleasures of sense through them resorts 
to those actions again, he too turns his face away from the Lord,1 deluded as he is by desire, 
and worships through sacrificial performances the gods as well as the manes with 
reverence. (1-2) His mind being swayed by reverence for the aforesaid beings, the man 
undertakes vows to propitiate the gods and the manes and, having attained (thereby) to the 
realm of the moon (a part of the heavenly world) drinks (with them) the (inebriating) sap of 
the Soma plant; but (when the stock of merit that earned him an abode in the aforementioned 
realm is exhausted) he must return (to this mortal world).(3) When (at the end of a Kalpa) 
Sri Hari, who has Ananta (the serpent-god Sesa) for His seat, reclines on His couch of Sesa 
(the lord of the serpents), these worlds, attained to by the householders, get dissolved (enter 
His body and disappear). (4) Those wise men, however, who do not perform their duties for 
the sake of sensuous enjoyment and wealth but offer their actions to Me, nay, who are free 

from attachment, most serene, pure of mind, devoted to the duties of those who have retired 
from the world, have no feeling of "I" and "mine" (with regard to the body and everything 
connected with it) and are endowed with a mind thoroughly cleansed by recourse to Sattva 
(the quality of goodness) passing by the name of one's own sacred duty, reach by the "Bright 
Path" the all pervading Supreme Person, the Lord of both Prakrti and Purusa (Matter and 
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Spirit), the ultimate Cause (of the universe) and also responsible for the creation, preservation 
and dissolution of the world.(5—7) As for those who meditate on Hiranyagarbha (Brahma) as 
no other than the Supreme, dwell in the realm of Brahma (the highest heaven known by the 
name of Satyaloka) till the dissolution of Brahma, which takes place at the end of two 
Parardhas. (8) Intending to dissolve the universe enclosed by earth, water, fire, air, ether, 
the mind, the senses and their object and the ego (the source of the elements) and so on, 
and having finished his regime extending overtwo Parardhas, when Brahma (the self-born), 
who is higher than the other gods, identifies himself with Prakrti (consisting of the three 
Gunas) and enters the Absolute, the Yogis that have controlled their breath and mind and 
are free from passion enter (the body of) the worshipful Brahma after casting off their body, 
and along with him get merged into the Supreme Brahma, who is an embodiment of the 
highest bliss and no other than the most ancient Person, and to whom they did not attain 
before inasmuch as their egotism had not left them till then.(9-10) Therefore, O great lady, 
seek refuge with devotion in Him alone who has taken up His abode in the lotus-like heart 
of all living beings and of whose glory you have (just) heard (from Me). (11) On the other hand, 
even Brahma (the repository of the Vedas and) the cause of the mobile and immobile 
creation, alongwith the sages (Marici and others), the lords of Yoga like Sanaka and others, 
and other Siddhas who are the first teachers of Yoga-even after entering (at the time of final 
dissolution), by virtue of their disinterested action, (the body of) the first Pu'rusa, the foremost 
of all Purusas, who is no other than Brahma presiding over the three Gunas—is born again 
as before (if the Lord so desires) at the time of creation—when the equilibrium of the Gunas 
is disturbed by the Time-Spirit, a manifestation of the Lord Himself—because of his retaining 
the notion of difference and due to his sense of doership. (12-14) And the sages too-after 
enjoying the glorious life of the highest heaven, earned by their meritorious acts—(likewise) 
return (by the will of the Lord as the mind-born sons of Brahma) on the equilibrium of the 
Gunas being disturbed (at the time of creation). (15) 
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They, however, whose mind is attached to the world and who are full of reverence for 
religious rites perform actions that are actuated by desire, though not prohibited by the 
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scriptures, as well as those which are of an obligatory nature, in their entirety.(16) With their 
understanding clouded by passion, their mind full of desires and their senses uncontrolled, 
they worship the manes everyday, their heart finding delight in the home alone. (17) Devoted 
to the first three objects of human pursuit (viz., religious merit, wealth and sensuous 
enjoyment) only, these people are averse to the stories of Sr! Hari (the Slayer of the demon 
Madhu), whose knowledge takes away the fear of birth and death and whose innumerable 
exploits'are worth recounting.(18) Abandoning the nectar-like stories of the immortal Lord, 
they who listen to vile talks (relating to sensual enjoyment)-even as the swine feed on 
filth—have surely been cheated by fate. (19) Performing religious rites from the ceremony 
connected with impregnation down to the obsequies, they ascend to the abode of the manes 
presided over by Aryama (the lord of the manes) by the southern path (also known as the 
"dark path") and are (eventually) born in the line of their own progeny. (20) Thereafter, when 
their merit (that earned them an abode in the realm of the manes) is exhausted, they are 
forthwith robbed of their glorious state by the gods (in charge of that realm) and helplessly 
descend once more to this world (of mortals), O virtuous lady. (21) Therefore, do you worship 
with all your being the supreme Lord—whose lotus-like feet are worth adoring—through 
devotion evoked by His virtues.(22) A link formed through Devotion with Lord Vasudeva calls 
forth before long dispassion and spiritual wisdom that reveals the truth of the Absolute. (23) 
When the mind of the devotee ceases to perceive, even through the faculty of the senses, 
any difference, in the shape of agreeability of otherwise, in the objects of senses, which are 
just the same (as being the manifestations of the same Reality, viz., Brahma), he forthwith 
realizes by his intellect his own self as the revealer of unity, free from attachment, devoid of 
merit and demerit (that which is worth accepting or rejecting) and established in its own 
(glorious) state. (24-25) The Lord is nothing but absolute Consciousness and is the 
same as the Transcendent Reality (Brahma), the Supreme Spirit, the Ruler of all and the 
Highest Person. Though One, He appears in diverse forms as the seer, the object seen, the 
means of sight and so on.(26) Absence of attachment to all—that is the only desired end to 
be attained through all forms of Yoga practised by a Yogi. (27) Brahma is absolute 
Consciousness, one and attributeless; yet, through the senses, which have an outward 
tendency, it erroneously appears in the form of various objects possessing sound and other 
attributes. (28) Just as the same supreme Brahma appeared as Mahat-tattva (the principle 
of cosmic intelligence), the threefold (Sattvika, Rajasika and i amasika) Ego, the five gross 
elements and the eleven Indriyas, and the same self-effulgent Being was named as Jiva 
when endowed with these, even so the body of the Jiva in the form of the universe is no other 
than Brahma; for it is from Brahma that it has sprung.(29) Of course, he alone can perceive 
it as such, whose mind has been composed and rid of all attachment through reverence, 
Devotion, daily practice of Yoga and dispassion. (30) 

?TR cffgESfcmj ' 

^HdPTgj xrf^rgt i Ticrmf i 

TjsFirtrsrf i t^ft >331 

I 3TRqferjT£RTfa ^ 1 • 

^ fgfasnfq *rfwrc i smrmwTferfq 
^ i pjn ^ W 

I have thus expounded to you, O revered mother, the wisdom which reveals the true 
nature of the Absolute, and by means of which one can realize the truth about Prakrti (Matter) 
and Purusa (Spirit). (31) The discipline of Jhana (spiritual knowledge) and the discipline of 
Devotion—which is free from the influence of the three Gunas—directed towards Me, lead 
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to the same goal, which is signified by the word 'Bhagavan'. (32) Just as one and the same 
substance possessed of several attributes (such as colour, taste and so on) is perceived in 
different ways through the senses, following different courses, even so the Lord, though one, 
is variously realized through different paths recommended by the scriptures.(33) Through 
works of public utility (such as the digging of wells and tanks, construction of roads etc.) and 
sacrifices, charitable gifts and austere penance, study of the Vedas and an enquiry into their 
meaning, nay, even through the control of the mind and senses ((i.e., abstaining from 
prohibited acts) as well as through the renunciation of action, through Yoga with different 
limbs (such as Yama, Niyama and so on) and likewise through the discipline of Devotion, 
through the twofold Dharma, viz., that which is accompanied by worldly activity and that 
which is characterized by renunciation, and again through the realization of the true nature 
of the Self and through dispassion do we attain to the same self-effulgent Lord, who is both 
with attributes and without attributes. (34-36) 

urara h Txgjasruj <^icohi 3io4Tb<iH4fvHiaraffl ^r^ji^'si 
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I have already told you the fourfold character (according as it is predominated by any¬ 
one of the three Gunas or is absolutely free from their influence) of Bhaktiyoga (the discipline 
of Devotion) as well as the nature of Kala (the Time-Spirit), whose movement cannot be 
perceived (through the senses) and who brings about the birth and death etc., of living 
beings. (37) I have also described the various states of existence of the JTva-brought about 
by his actions prompted by Avidya (ignorance)- passing through which, O mother, the soul 
forgets his true nature. (38) One should neverteach this gospel of Mine to a wicked person(a 
source of annoyance to others) nor to him who is wanting in modesty, nor to an arrogant man 
nor again to a moral rake and in no case to a hypocrite. (39) Nor should one impart it to a 
man thirsting after pleasures, nor to him who is attached to his home, nor again to him who 
is not Mydevotee, nor to those who hate My devotees. (40) It may no doubt be imparted 
to a man full of reverence, a devotee, a meek soul, an uncavilling man, one who is friendly 
to living beings, and (likewise) to him who takes delight in service, one who has developed 
a distaste for external objects, a man who is serene of mind, one who is free from jealousy, 
one who is pure both within and without and above all to him who holds Me dearer than 
all. (41-42) With his mind fixed on Me, O mother, the man who reverently listens to or repeats 
this (discourse of Mine) but once will surely attain to My state.(43) 

Thus ends the thirty-second discourse, forming part of the “Story of 
Lord Kapila", in Book Three of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 
the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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the world) the path leading to Self-Realization.(5) By occasionally hearing and chanting Your 
names, bowing to You or even remembering You, a pariah (one who feeds on the flesh of 
dogs) becomes worthy of adoration in this very life as a Brahmana who has performed a 
Soma-sacrifice (a sacrifice which brings great sanctity and extraordinary religious merit to 
the sacrifice^! There could be no doubt, then, about one's attaining the object of life by Your 
sight. (6) Oh, how wonderful that even a pariah (who cooks the flesh of dogs) becomes highly 
venerable only because he has Your name on the tip of his tongue! Nay, they who utter Your 
name have (thereby or in their previous life) practised austere penance, poured oblations 
into the sacred fire, bathed (in sacred waters), conducted themselves well, and even recited 
the Vedas. (7) In the form of Kapila (my son) You are no other than that Supreme Reality, 
the Highest Person, who could be rightly conceived only in a mind that has been turned 
inward, and who brings to an end the stream of the three Gunas (in the shape of 
transmigration) by His own effulgence. You are Lord Visnu Himself, the source of the Vedas. 
I bow to You.(8) 

ff%cTT sprang ehfatfKoy: to tjtoli toit to i i 

Maitreya went on: Thus praised (by Devahuti), the Supreme Person bearing the name 
of Lord Kapila, who was full of filial affection, spoke to His mother in unfaltering accents.(9) 

to TOgmkHKcHiewfci iqoi 

^ IS i to totto tott i^i 

Lord Kapila said: By following the easy path pointed out by Me, O mother,you will attain 
before long to the supreme goal (in the shape of final beatitude). (10) Have faith in this 
doctrine of Mine, which has been followed even by the exponents of Veda, so that you may 
attain to My birthless state. Those who are ignorant of this go through the process of (birth 
and) death (again and again). (11) 

TOcrrr wf dwidtdi TiftiTi ttoto chfrots^nd'i tot i ^ i 
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Maitreya continued : Having thus shown to His mother the noble way to Self- 
Realization, and permitted by her,who now declared that all was Brahma, Lord Kapila went 
His way.(12) She too applied herself to the practice of Yoga, according to the process of 
meditation taught by her son, in that hermitage, which stood like a diadem of flowers on (the 
head of) the Saraswati, and attained peace of mind.(13) The curly locks she wore on her 
head turned brown on account of ablutions performed thrice a day, and became matted; 
while her body, which was clad in rags, grew emaciated as a result of severe penance.(14) 
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She renounced her incomparable house, which had been enriched by the austere penance 
and Yogic power of the sage Kardama, a lord of created beings, and was coveted even by 
the gods, furnished as it was with beds of ivory, soft and white as the foam of milk and 
adorned with gold, and seats of gold provided with cushions exceedingly soft to the 
touch. (15-16) In the walls of that house, which were made of transparent crystal and 
precious emerald, shone lights of jewels borne by beautiful statues of women.(17) She also 
deserted the garden attached to her house, charming with its many blossoming celestial 
trees, cooing pairs of birds and humming bees drunk with honey.(18) When she used to enter 
the pond in that garden, (the water of) which was scented with the fragrance of lotuses, along 
with Kardama, who bestowed his loving attention on her, Gandharvas and Kinnaras (the 
attendants of gods) sang her praises.(19) (Although she felt no compunction) while leaving 
that garden, which was most eagerly sought after even by the spouses of Indra (the lord of 
paradise), Devahuti did wear a desolate look on her face, afflicted as she was at the 
separation from her son. (20) 
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(She had somehow consoled herself by the presence of her son) when her husband 
(the sage Kardama) retired to the forest; but she felt very disconsolate, in spite of her having 
realized the truth, at the separation from her son (Lord Kapila), even as a cow, who is 
extremely fond of her calf, is grieved at the loss of the latter.(21) Fixing her thought 
exclusively on her son, the divine Kapila, who was no other than Sri Hari, she soon grew 
indifferent, my son, even to such a house (as has been described above). (22) She (now) 
meditated on the form of the Lord, adorned with a cheerful countenance and spoken of by 
her son as worth meditating upon, fixing her thought on the same as a whole as well as in 
parts.(23) With a mind thoroughly depurated by the uninterrupted practice of Devotion, most 
intense dispassion and spiritual enlightenment leading to Brahmahood (oneness with 
Brahma) and resulting from a due performance of one's duties, she then contemplated on 
her own self as projected everywhere, having set aside by the realization of its true nature 
the limitations imposed on it by the modes of Prakrti. (24-25) Her mind being now settled in 
Brahma, the substratum of all the JTvas, who is no other than the Lord, she no more thought 
of herself as a Jiva, and was accordingly rid of all afflictions and attained final beatitude. (26) 
Firmly established in perpetual Samadhi (deep meditation), her misapprehension about the 
reality of the sense-objects now disappeared and she was no more conscious of her body 
than the man arisen from sleep remembers the body seen in a dream.(27) Her body, though 
nourished by others (the Vidyadhara damsels summoned and lodged in the hermitage by 
her husband to look after her), did not grow lean because there was no mental agony. 
Though covered with layers of dirt, it shone through it like a fire enveloped in (a mass of) 
smoke.(28) Her mind being fully merged in Lord Vasudeva, she did not perceive her own 
body—which was completely given up to austerity and Yoga, and was being maintained by 
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Providence-even when her hair got loose and her clothes fell off from her body.(29) 

TTT cFfq?5t#R XTPfuilF^Ud: *77*1.1 3TTXITR sJ?J ftcrfoT mid-H^cHU ?|^o| 

^ ^cKlfejcR I RT^T TR TTT 1331 
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In this way, by following the path pointed out by Lord Kapila, she attained before long 
to (the abode of) the Lord, who is eternally free and is no other than the Supreme Spirit or 
Brahma.(30) The most sacred spot where she attained final beatitude, O valiant Vidura, was 
known all over the three worlds by the name of 'Siddhapada'.(31) Her mortal frame, which 
had been purged through Yoga of all its dross, was transformed into a river, which ranks 
foremost among all streams, O gentle Vidura, confers the highest blessings (on those who 
bathe in it) and is (frequently) resorted to by Siddhas.(32) 
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Having taken leave of His mother (Devahuti), Lord Kapila, the great Yogi, proceeded 
towards the north-east from the hermitage of His father.(33) Duly worshipped and offered 
an abode by Ocean himself, He continues (there even to this day) in perfect peace of mind, 
absorbed in deep meditation for the good of all the three worlds, and is (ever) being extolled 
by Siddhas, Caranas (celestial bards), Gandharvas (celestial musicians) and sages as well 
as by hosts of Apsaras (celestial nymphs), and praised by the teachers of Sahkhya (Asuri 
and others).(34-35) 
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I have thus narrated to you, dear and sinless Vidura, what you asked me, viz., the holy 
dialogue between Lord Kapila and Devahuti (His mother).(36) He who listens to and 
(similarly) he (too) who expounds this teaching of the (divine) sage Kapila, which is the most 
secret of all the doctrines teaching the ways and means of God-Realization, is able to fix his 
mind on Lord Visnu (who bears on His banner an emblem of Garuda, the king of the birds) 
and attains (proximity) to the Lord's feet. (37) 

Thus ends the thirty-third discourse, forming part of the "Story of Lord Kapila", 
in Book Three of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita, composed by 
the sage Vedavyasa and consisting of 

eighteen thousand Slokas. 

Q END OF BOOK THREE 
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The Progeny of Swayambhuva Manu's Daughters 
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Maitreya continued : (Besides his two sons, Priyavrata and Uttanapada) three 
daughters were also born to Swayambhuva Manu through Satarupa (his wife) They were 
severally known by the names of Akuti, Devahuti and Prasuti. (1) With the concurrence of 
Satarupa he gave away Akuti to Ruci (one of the lords of created beings), treating her as a 
Putrika (a daughter married on the explicit understanding that her first male issue would be 
taken in adoption by her father), even though she (already) had (two) brothers. (2) 
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The worshipful Ruci, who was a lord of created beings and invested with the spiritual 
glory appropriate to a Brahmana, begot through her (Akuti) a pair a male and a female 
child-after propitiating the Lord through his supreme concentration of mind (on the Lord).(3) 
Of them, the male was no other than Lord Visnu, who takes the form of sacrifices, (and was 
also known by the name of Yajna). And the female was Daksina (representing the sacrificial 
fee), who was a part manifestation of LaksmT (the goddess of fortune) and hence inseparable 
from the Lord. (4) Full of joy, Swayambhuva brought his daughter's son of boundless glory 
to his home (as stipulated), while Ruci accepted Daksina (as his own progeny). (5) Lord 
Yajna, who is the Ruler of all sacrifices, married Daksina, who longed for Him and was 
(accordingly) much delighted (at her union with Him). The Lord (too) felt (highly) gratified and 
honnt thrnnnh hfir fas manv ast twelve sons. (6) These twelve sons were Tosa, Pratosa, 
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Santosa, Bhadra, Santi, Idaspati, Idhma, Kavi, Vibhu, Swahna, Sudeva and Rocana (7) It 
was these (twelve sons of Lord Yajha) who held the office of gods in the Swayambhuva 
Manvantara and were collectively known as the Tusitas. Marici and others figured as the 
(seven) Rsis, while Lord Yajha Himself filled the place of Indra (the chief of the gods). (8) 

riyavrata and Uttanapada, who were possessed of great might, were the two sons of 
Manu The'r sons, grandsons and great grandsons as well as their progeny ruled for the 
whole length of that (Swayambhuva) Manvantara. (9) 

^rdMs.mw SJfTSTFt ^ 

As for Devahuti, his (next) daughter, Manu gave her to sage Kardama (another lord of 
created beings) O clear Vidura. Their story has already been heard by you from my mouth 
almost in full 10) And the worshipful Manu gave Prasuti (his third and youngest daughter) 
to Daksa (still another lord of created beings and) a mind-born son of Brahma, whose 
numberless descendants are spread all over the three worlds. (11) 

ZTT: ^ sfSriwra.-| rTOt SUjfdaRcj OTajrmt 
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Now hear as I tell you about the sons and grandsons of the nine daughters of the saqe 
Kardama, who became the wives of (great) Brahmana sages (the mind-born sons of 
Brahma) and of whom I have already spoken. (12) The daughter of Kardama named Kala, 
the wife of Marici, bore Kasyapa and Purnima, whose race filled the universe. (13) Purnima 
(the younger brother), 0 Vidura (a chastiser of enemies), begot Viraja and Viswaga'and 
Devakulya (a daughter) who (in her next incarnation) descended in the form of the 
heavenly stream (Gariga) from the waters washing the feet of Lord Visnu (14) Atri'swife 
Anasuya, gave birth to three well-renowned sons, Datta (Lord Dattatreya), the sage DurvasS 
and the moon-god, who were severally born as (part) manifestations of Lord Visnu, Lord Siva 
and Brahma (the creator). (15) 

337^7 

^JTSIET: | T^Upqifa ^ 1^1 

Vidura said: With what intention did the three foremost gods (Brahma, Visnu and Siva) 
who are several y responsible for the (processes of) creation, preservation and destruction 
(of the universe), appear in the house of Atri ? Tell me this, my master. (16) 

3^7 33M 
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Maitreya replied: Urged by Brahma to multiply creation, the sage Atri, the foremost of 
the knowers of Brahma, removed with his wife to the Rksa mountain, one of the principal 
mountain ranges (of India), intent on practising austere penance. (17) On that mountain 
c othed with a forest of Palasa and Asoka trees, which was laden with bunches of flowers 
and echoed on all sides with the sound of the waters of the Nirvindhya river falling (on its 
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rocks), the sage subjugated his mind by means of Pranayama (breath-control) and remained 
standing on one foot for a full century, subsisting on the air and defying cold and heat and 
other such pairs of opposites. (18-19) The thought which was foremost in his mind (all the 
time) was : "I resort for protection to Him who is the Lord of the (whole) universe. May He 
bless me with offspring like Himself."(20) 
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Seeing the three worlds being tormented with the fire produced by the fuel of Pranayama 
and issuing from the crown of the sage's head, all the three lords (Brahma, Visnu and Siva) 
went to his hermitage. Their glory was being sung (all the time) by Apsaras (celestial 
nymphs), sages, Gandharvas (celestial musicians) and (other demigods such as) 
Siddhas, Vidyadharas and Nagas. (21-22) His mind being flooded with light by their 
simultaneous appearance, the sage stretched himself up even on one leg and saw the three 
foremost gods seated severally on a swan, Garuda (the king of the birds) and a bull (Nandi 
and distinguished by their characteristic marks (a Kamandalu or water-pot, a discus and a 
trident and so on). He greeted them by falling prostrate on the ground and paid them homage 
with articles of worship (such as water, flowers and so on) in the hollow of his palms, their 
gracious look and smiling faces bearing testimony to their pleasure. The sage closed his 
eyes, which were dazzled by Their splendour, and collecting his mind, which had conceived 
a fondness for them, extolled with joined palms and in sweet and significant words, the three 

gods, who were the greatest of all in the whole universe. (23—26) 

% yuMISW^ arer^T: qgtlt IT ^ra^cT: 11 

iietit Thmcu-L T^^Jy^TTRf^JrTT^iH: yaPTRFI SRST ^ I 

aramdKd-ffiri irRHisfa spr ttst^? raroi *r Rdi 

Atri said: You are (evidently) Brahma, Visnu and Siva, who assume a personality at the 
beginning of every Kalpa (round of creation) with the help of the three Gunas (modes) of 
Maya (Prakrti), divided for the purpose of creation, preservation and destruction of the 
universe. I bow to You all. (Pray tell me,) of You three, who was called by me here? (27) It 
was the one (supreme) Lord, the foremost of all the gods, whose presence here was invoked 
by me in order to be able to beget children. How, then, did You all (condescend to) come 
here—You, who are beyond the reach even of the mind of embodied beings ? Be pleased 
to tell me (the secret of it); for great is my wonder at this. (28) 
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ff?r TTTn ^€T: 3JT3T jpTH fo^T^TT: I STFTT^: ^aWTT gTcIT SfiTFI rPjftt SHTt I I 

Maitreya went on : Hearing these words of Atri, the three foremost divinities laughed 
and replied to the sage in sweet accents as follows, O mighty Vidura. (29) 

v 4 3^5-' v 4 
<JT2TT Hdc< RTHTSTT I T-PTTTjHrdia TT 5151 *L ^7? SZTnifrT H I ^o I 
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The Deities said: As you willed, precisely so it must happen; it could not be otherwise. 
For it was your will, O Brahmana—you, who are so true of resolve. We three (taken together) 

represent the truth on which you contemplated. (30) Now there will be born to you, may you 

be blessed, three sons embodying our rays, who will themselves be celebrated throughout 
the world; O-dear sage, and shall spread your fame too. (31) 

^ ^JTT: I 1^1 

^ ^Tf^l^crmT: f^STT^; 3^. 

sngr cd^«i: ^ | fFRHirtl ^ ttcrt ^, 

n^l^<|q'wl I Hcrazn *ft3r; cpwfr: 13m 

^ ?f^lWRRRTR WrWT:|^| 

I TraUT: rfSTRT^jt f^UT: |^| 

^rram s-f?^ ^ i^, 

a^TRfcr ferr wri m-rtR^M^ud i ifar ^cit i?<? i 

-m ^ TORlf^smRT^ a5Pf*OTc5T: l>to| 

■fersTT first t? i sfsrtt ^^irt ^tcrtt^sgR i** i 

Rrf^g^nr: ^ ^ f^sr *1^1 

Having thus granted the boon sought after by him, and duly worshipped by the Brahmana 
couple (Atri and his wife), the three Rulers of the gods returned thence (each to His own 

abode) even as the couple stood looking on with wide open eyes. (32) The moon-god was 

born with a portion of Brahma, while Dattatreya, a Master of Yoga, appeared with a ray of 
Lord Visnu and the sage Durvasa represented a portion of Lord Sankara. (Now) hear of the 

progeny of the sage Arigira (another mind-born son of Brahma). (33) Arigira's wife, Sraddha, 

gave birth to four daughters—Sinivali, Kuhu and Raka, Anumati being the fourth.* (34) 

Besides these, they had a couple of sons too, who attained celebrity in the Swarocisa(next) 

Manvantara—the really worshipful Utathya and the sage Brhaspati (the preceptor of the 
gods), who was the foremost of the knowers of Brahma. (35) Pulastya (the fourth mind-born 

son of Brahma) begot through his wife, Havirbhu, the sage Agastya, who took the form of 
the gastral fire in his next incarnation; and the great ascetic Visrava was his second son. (36) 

Of the latter was born the (celebrated) god Kubera (the god of riches), the lord of the Yaksas 
(a class of demigods), son of Idavida; while (the world-renowned demons) Ravana, 

Kumbhakarna and Vibhisana were born to his other wife (Kesini). (37) Pulaha's virtuous wife, 
Gati, bore three sons—Karmasrestha, Variyan and Sahisnu, O talented Vidura. (38) Even 
so Kratu's wife, Kriya, brought forth sixty-thousand sages collectively known as the 

Valakhilyas, all burning with spiritual glow appropriate to a Brahmana. (39) By (his wife) urja, 
O chastiser of enemies, Vasistha (the seventh son of Brahma) had seven sons, Citraketu 

and others, who all turned out to be pure-hearted Brahmana sages. (40) They were Citraketu, 
Suroci, Viraja, Mitra, Ulbana, Vasubhrdyana and Dyuman. He had other sons too, Sakti and 

so on (by another wife). (41) Atharva's wife, citti (Santi), got a son, Dadhici, also known 

... " °f *he four daughters of Arigira. and Sraddha, Sinivali is the deity presiding over the fourteenth day of a dark fortnight 
while Kuhu presides over the fifteenth; even so Raka presides over the full-moon day and Anumati over the fourteenth dav of 
every bright fortnight. 
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as Aswasira, who had taken a vow of austere penance. (Now) hearfrom me of Bhrgu's 
race. (42) 

*ijTJ: qi^IT EJTflTt fejIHR feq 1*3 I 

3TFff^ ftqfq ^ M+)W4l^l<l HT^tr d^U^cMI 5TOT Tjg xf IVS I 

HI<j)U^'4l yiun^^KI Tjft: I crfc(3 ■qmt TRq ^Idl^HI '^cT: IYq I 

rt TiH ijqq: ^TlcSfqVR. Tjq q^RStf^irTR: ehfiwtfld I 

sp^H: SRSIRSI TRI: qnT?T: m: I 

The illustrious sage Bhrgu begot through his wife, Khyati, two sons, Dhata and Vidhata, 
and a daughter named Sri (a part manifestation of goddess Laksmi), who was devoted to 
the Lord. (43) The sage Meru severally gave away his two daughters, Ayati and Niyati, to 
these (two sons of Bhrgu). By them (Ayati and Niyati) Dhata and Vidhata severally had (two 
sons) Mrkanda and Prana. (44) (The celebrated sage) Markandeya was the son of Mrkanda,. 
while the sage Vedasira was sprung from the loins of Prana. The sage Bhrgu had one more 
son, Kavi by name, who had the worshipful Usana (the sage Sukracarya, the preceptor of 
the demons), for his son. (45) The above-mentioned sages too (in their turn) peopled the 
(different) worlds with their descendants, O Vidura. I have thus given you an account of the 
progeny of Kardama's grandsons (daughters' sons), which is the best and quickest means 
of driving away the sins of a man who would listen to it with reverence. (46) 

3RjfH URqf 3CRTO gl^IrLTH: I rWIT qi^llMtftfHHI: IWI 

cT^chlMitq I fatpq qqtT Tpreq Udmii IY<il 

ST4T qqf qqT ^llfrt^rg: tjfg: {sK’qNfa: I fbffHtftfer HoTO: l'*<? I 

SI^RJcT ^ 3RTT^T*Tq ^TT I ^TTprt: ^ ^ rjfg: W4 I qo I 

qPT fsh4l?IM<Mu?j i ^n"Fjfq ffriq^T ^ ^4'ft; qwi 1 1 

ijfH: flcftJuilrilM-UHKiquil^tfl | | 

TRjfaNFqqt Hrtifa ehe$>*n qTcTT: *lRdli£*t 

tjqfRrr % ^tr^T: i 

^fqfcf W feqf 3«q 3TTWKRqqfc^TI 2qrT ^ 

m*i 

m*i 

mm 

Daksa, another (mind-born) son of Brahma, accepted the hand of Prasuti, (the third) 
daughter of Swayambhuva Manu (as already mentioned in verse 11 above), and through her 
he begot sixteen fair-eyed daughters. (47) Daksa gave away thirteen (of them) to Dharma 
(the god of piety), another to Agni (the fire-god), still another to (all) the Pitrs (manes) 
combined and the last one to Bhava (Lord Siva), who cuts asunder the bonds of worldly 
life.(48) Sraddha, Maitri, Daya, Santi, Tusti, Pusti, Kriya, Unnati, Buddhi, Medha, Titiksa, Hr? 
and Murti are (the names of) Dharma's wives. (49) (Of these) Sraddha bore Subha; Maitri, 
Prasada; Daya, Abhaya; Santi, Sukha; Tusti, Mud (a daughter); and Pusti gave birth to 
Smaya. (50) (Even so) Kriya brought forth Yoga; Unnati, Darpa; Buddhi, Artha; Medha, Smrti 
(a female child); Titiksa, Ksema; Hri a son called PrasrayaT (51) And Murti, who is a mine 
of all virtues, bore the (divine) sages Nara and Narayana, on (the occasion of) whose descent 
(on earth) the whole world rejoiced, highly pleased, and the minds (of the people) as well as 

' Twelve of the thirteen wives of Dharma are the deities presiding over virtues and mental states and other phenomena 
of the same name, viz., reverence, friendliness (towards all), compassion, calmness of mind, complacence, prosperity, formal 
worship, advancement, prudence, intelligence, forbearance and modesty. The progeny of these are also embodiments of 
similar other virtues, mental states and phenomena which are the direct outcome of the previous ones. They are in order good 
fortune, placidity, fearlessness, happiness, joy, pride, concentration of mind, arrogance, opulence, understanding, peace of 
mind and civility. 
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the quarters, the winds, rivers and mountains (all) became placid and tranquil. (52-53) 

,,us'fal Instruments played in heaven, showers of flowers rained, sages offered their praises 
( ighly) gratified, the Gandharvas and Kinnaras sang and celestial women danced (In this 

way) there was supreme felicity and Brahma (the creator) and all the other divinities waited 
on the Lord with songs of praised. (54-55) 

_ 41 feraTSSmfe ^ rR5lf?fW§TUTTd- I 

^ dd: rrr^ I 

^ d: ^lUlH^dTd: I 

The gods said : Obeisance to that Supreme Person who manifested in His Self this 
universe created by His own Maya (delusive potency), even like the phenomenal 
appearances in the sky, and who has appeared today in the house of Dharma (the god of 
piety) in the yonder form of a sage in order to reveal that Self. (56) May He whose true 

nature can only be inferred be pleased to look on us, the gods-who have been created 

y Him by means of Sattva (the principle of goodness and harmony) in order to put an end 
to any disturbance in the orderly existence of the world—with an eye full of compassion 

an eye which outvies the shining lotus, which is the abode of beauty (or the home of 
Laksmi, the goddess of beauty). (57) 

^ ^JlclTiic<F»Hgrii | <r3«4iqcoi4>4^r^fyrli 4-^4144^ I I 

dl^Ht ^ *rnaRTT jA^iif^mdi I STITcxWiii ^ (frwfr 

Jhu® extolled and honoured by the gods, who were blessed by Their sight, dear Vidura 
he two divine sages (Nara and Narayana) left for the Gandhamadana mountain. (58) It is 

those two part manifestations of Lord Sri Hari that appeared in this world, with a view to 
relieving the earth of its burden, in the person of Sri Krena, the Ornament of the Yadus and 

ofTheaKurSu0sk(5°97 ^ ^ °f Kf? " 3 because of his swarthV complexion), the foremost 

wieirMHirHH^i^iferM^i^Hri idracj? wtr w ^ ^ fmmiLi^oi 

^T%1I g ^ fejftrTmf: l^^l 

^mm^ciikim: i mbz i^dt # * i ^ i 

Swaha (the spouse of the fire-god) bore three sons—Pavaka, Pavamana and Suci_all 
of whom are deities presiding over fire and partake of the sacrificial offerings. (60) From 

hese, again, sprang up forty and five other fire-gods. It is these (forty-five) together with their 
fathers and grandfather (mentioned in the preceding verse), that make the forty-nine fire- 

gods (61 ) These are the (forty-nine sacred) fires in whose names Istis (sacrifices on a small 
scale) intended for the propitiation of the fire-god are undertaken during Vedic sacrificial 
performances by men well-versed in the Vedas. (62) 

3rfaiFTT TTTdT: fofTT 3fT^mT: I SmillWiWWfcli deft 3T8fTWt fcPSTT I 

The Agmswattas, the Barhisads, the Saumyas and the Ajyapas—these are (the four 
main divisions of) the Pitre (the eternal manes). They are either Sagnika (receiving libations 
of water through the sacred fire) or Niragnika (receiving libations of water without such 
medium). Swadha, daughter of Daksa, is their common spouse. (63) 
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was ^ 3 Frit *ra 13^: T*d: > V*i 
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Swadha bore them a couple of daughters, DharinI and Vayuna, both of whom not only 

mastered the scriptures but also attained spiritual wisdom, and further taught such spiritual 
wisdom (64) Sati (Daksa's youngest daughter and) the Consort of Bhava (Lord Siva), was 

devoted to Lord Bhava, but did not get a son resembling her in good qualities and character. 
For while yet very young, she dropped her body of her own accord by dint of Yoga 
(concentration of mind), in a spirit of indignation against her father (Daksa) on account of his 

antagonism against Lord Bhava, who had done him no wrong. (65-66) 

Thus ends the first discourse, forming part of the Dialogue between Vidura and Maitreya, 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known ss the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3jsj fedWisszrra: 
Discourse II 

III feeling between Lord Siva and Daksa 

^8$t I FmIh. I ? 1 

■cHI-eU<Jfi ftcft ^TFrTferjFU ^ItMIOM ife ITHtTr 1 ? I 

LJd^K*TTf| ^ st?R *TFTR: rf I ^ snuiiw^ I 3 I 

Vidura said: How did Daksa, who was (so) fond of his daughters, happen to bear ill-will 

towards Lord Bhava, the foremost among those possessed of an amiable disposition, 
disregarding his own daughter, Sati ?(1) Who would bear enmity and how could anyone bear 
enmity to Him, the Teacher of the whole animate and inanimate creation, who bears enmity 
to none, is possessed of a tranquil personality, delights in His own Self and is the highest 
object of veneration to the (whole) universe ? (2) Be pleased to tell me, holy sage what led 
to such bitterness of feeling between the son-in-law (Lord Siva) and the father-in- aw 

(Daksa), as compelled Sati to give up her very life, which is so difficult to part with. (3) 

TJTI Ft3t FlAtfT: '•KHsfa: I cT2iih<<i<jII: FT^f FfRTT I Y I 

m afajnjsm) I W3FTR fafdfiH ^tT I H I 

FT!>rJTO: I RH foR-Sl ^ ^ ^IFITSSf^ra^TFf: I ^ I 

FTT^ FKf*T: I I « I 

Maitreya replied: (Once) of old all foremost seers and sages as well as hosts of divinities 
including the gods presiding over the sacred fires assembled with their attendants in a 
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sacrificial session held by the Prajapatis (lords of created beings). (4) Daksa too appeared 
there, shining like the sun and illumining the grand assembly by his splendour. With their 
mind overwhelmed by his brilliance, (all) those assembled there, including the deities 
presiding over the sacrificial fires, rose from their seats when they saw him, excepting, of 
course, Brahma (his father) and Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the universe). (5-6) Duly 
honoured by the superintending priests, the worshipful Daksa bowed to Brahma, the 
progenitor of the universe, and took his seat with the latter's permission. (7) 

JH^Pmoui ^ i gur i d i 

Seeing Lord Sankara (the Delighter of the world) already seated, and receiving no 
attention from Him, Daksa grew indignant. He looked with angry eyes at Siva as if he would 
burn Him, and exclaimed :(8) 

q ;r^t: i ^rr ^ g qqrnrt, i i 
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JJ^CC<I qrfnt | qqpjRTfqcn^ 4)Rtd^l^ | 
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iloleimg, qa^tTqrfr^T: | 3tHc^qrtg?rat ^h^tt 
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qqn ^icHisqq qytiiHiy ^ i m qqi qisft tR^n i ^ \ 

Listen to me, O Brahmana sages along with the gods (present here) including the deities 
presiding over the sacred fires, as I speak to you about the conduct of pious souls neither 
from ignorance nor from spite. (9) This shameless fellow has wrecked the fame of the 
guardians of the various spheres inasmuch as the arrogant man has violated the path 
trodden by the virtuous. (10) He has become a veritable son to me ever since he accepted 
the hand of my daughter, who is another Savitri (the consort of Brahma) as it were, in the 
presence of Brahmanas and the sacred fire like a good-natured soul. (11) Though he has 
taken the hand of that fawn-eyed girl, this monkey-eyed fellow did not show due courtesy 
to me even by word of mouth, when (as a matter of fact) he ought to have risen from his seat 
and greeted me. (12) To this haughty and impure person, who has not only abandoned all 
pious acts but has outstepped all bounds of propriety, I gave away the girl, though unwilling 
to do so, even as one would impart the sacred word (Veda) to a Sudra (who has been 
declared by the scriptures as unqualified to receive it). (13) Surrounded by spirits and troops 
of ghosts, with his hair scattered about, now laughing and now crying, he roves about 
uncovered like a madman in frightful crematories (the abodes of spirits). (14) Bathed in the 
ashes of funeral piles and adorned with a garland of skulls (befitting spirits) and wearing 
ornaments of human bones, he is really inauspicious, though bearing the appellation of Siva 
(all-auspicious). (Ever) drunk (himself), he is fond of drunken people and is the lord of goblins 
and ghosts, who are purely Tamasika (wicked) by nature. (15) At the instance of Brahma, 
alas ! I gave away my virtuous girl to such an impure and evil-minded person, the lord of 
ghosts." (16) 

W3W 
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Maitreya continued : Having thus reviled Lord Siva (who has His abode on Mount 
Kailasa and) who remained unmoved without the least show of resistance, Daksa now 
sipped a little water and indignantly proceeded to curse Him:—(17)" Yonder Bhava, the vilest 
among the gods, shall no longer get a share in the sacrificial offerings along with the other 
gods such as Indra (the lord of paradise), Upendra (Lord Visnu manifested in the form of a 
dwarf, so-called because of His being a younger brother of Indra) and so on. (18) Having 
pronounced this imprecation upon Lord Siva, though warned against such a course by the 
leading members of the assembly, Daksa left the place, highly enraged, and returned to his 

own abode, O scion of Kuru. (19) 

3r>ot ^ r°i 

iRrfit I «h*Ri-si f^TT-pT c«^cfisfq4Ti*ft: I ^^ I 
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Having come to know of this execration, Nandiswara, the foremost of Lord Siva s 
attendants, grew wild with rage and uttered a terrible curse on Daksa as well as on those 
(other) Brahmanas who had countenanced his blasphemy. (20) "This fool, who makes much 
of his mortal frame and bears enmity to the divine Siva—who has no vindictive spirit in Him 
and looks upon the body etc., (which is other than the self) as his own self, shall have his 
face turned away from the Truth. (21) Attached to his home, the duties pertaining to which 
involve the practice of many a self-deception, in the search for carnal pleasures, and 
deprived of his judgment by attractive promises contained in the Vedas (such as the text- 
promising eternal happiness to those who perform the sacrifice called Caturmasya ), he 
remains engaged in elaborate rituals. (22) With his mind ever contemplating on the son-self 
as the self, Daksa has forgotten the true nature of his self and is (no better than) a brute. He 
shall, therefore, be excessively fond of women and shall have his head forthwith changed 
into that of a goat. (23) This stupid fellow—who regards ignorance in the form of addiction 
to rituals as wisdom and has slighted Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the universe)—and those 
who follow him shall be born in this world again and again. (24) With their mind bewildered 
by the alluring, sweet and profuse odour (in the shape of the promises of happiness) emitted 
by the flowery texts of the Vedas, these enemies of Hara (Lord Siva) shall remain infatuated 
(for ever). (25) Eating anything and everything (making no distinction between what is worth 
eating and what is not) and devoted to learning, austerity and sacred vows only for the sake 
of their livelihood, the Brahmanas shall wander in this world as beggars, finding delight only 
in wealth, physical comforts and the gratification of their senses." (26) 

•asjsq IT ct xH<JniftMinsR: II 
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Hearing him thus pronounce a curse upon the Brahmana race, the sage Bhrgu uttered 
a counter-curse, which was difficult to revoke, being the punishment inflicted by a 
Brahmana:—(27) "They who observe vows sacred to Bhava and (likewise) those who 
follow there latter shall become heretics and act contrary to (the injunctions of) the true 
scriptures.(28) Only those who have cast all purity to the winds, are silly-minded and wear 
matted locks, ashes and bones shall get themselves initiated in the cult of Siva-worship, 
where wine and other spirituous liquor will be held in high esteem. (29) Because you 
denounce the Vedas, which lay down the bounds of propriety for men (following the conduct 
prescribed for the different grades of society and stages in life) and thereby preserve the 
society (from disruption), as well as the Brahmanas (the custodians of the Vedas), therefore 
(it seems) you have embraced the creed of heretics. (30) The path chalked out by the Vedas 
is the eternal and the only blessed path for the people—a path which has been trodden by 
the ancients and has the authority of Janardana (Lord Visnu). (31) Condemning as you do 
the Vedas, which constitute the supremely faultless and eternal path of the virtuous, do you 
take to the path of heretics, where that lord of the ghosts is the Deity." (32) 

4^?- 3g7g 
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Maitreya went on : While Bhrgu was thus uttering his imprecation, Lord Bhava along 
with his retinue left the assembly hall, a bit disconsolate at heart as it were. (33) The lords 
of created beings, O Vidura (a great archer), duly carried on the sacrifice for a thousand 
years—the sacrifice in which Sri Hari, the Supreme Being, was the Deity worshipped. (34) 
At the conclusion of the sacrifice they took their bath in the Ganga where it is joined by the 
Yamuna and, with their mind and body cleansed of all impurities, they all returned therefrom 
each to his own abode. (35) 

Thus ends the second discourse entitled “Daksa's Imprecation" 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

[564] B, M. 12— 
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Discourse III 

Sat! insists on joining the'sacrificial festival at her father's 

faf&MdTre ^Tc5t ^ fyi)MIUji<l: I ^IWT^: yn$MfcirtshA I ^ I 

Ai<iRj[tWii 5(^juh iRuiy-n i unjinoHi ■HcfuiMiRrcic^ wsTs^ra?^ i ^ i 

*r c(m^r dfetgHfrnp rtr tiriw 3 i 

wfRTR^ sijytta: RT?t ^cdcfRiq^dni: I 3TTRR^ <jici*=it<r4'4'ii*drMr"M£J I "# I 

r<j78jri r*tRt ^Td^iuii y-jk*wmj wn ^rerrartm Mr n^hms'i^h, i h i 

?T5Rft: TTcfciT fM«r 4nM<=Hl%re: I idHH3H1: *mgT Hfch'chUrii: i & i 

^gl MRc^tTW?r r^arnfgfTOcST: I RfR ictHlrH,cHlci,‘«7Rm?T I \3 I 

Maitreya resumed: While Lord Siva (the son-in-law) and Daksa (the father-in-law) thus 
continued to bear lasting enmity to each other, a very long time elapsed. (1) Now that Daksa 
was installed by Brahma, the highest of the gods, as the chief of all the lords of created 
beings, he was puffed up with pride. (2) Having performed a Vajapeya sacrifice, and insulted 
(by his overbearing demeanour) those who were most skilled in sacred knowledge, he (now) 
commenced the greatest of all sacrifices, known by the name of Brhaspati-Sava.* (3) In that 
sacrifice all the Brahmana seers as well as celestial sages, manes and gods were adorned 
with all kinds of jewels; and their wives too were similarly adorned along with their 
husbands.(4) At that time Goddess Sati, daughter of Daksa, heard of the great sacrificial 
festival at her father's from the mouth of heavenly beings who were passing through the air 
and talking loudly (of that festival). (5) She also saw charming spouses of demigods 
(Gandharvas and Yaksas) with rolling eyes, dressed in fine costumes and adorned with 
polished ear-rings and wearing gold ornaments round their necks, flying in their aerial cars 
with their husbands from all directions past her own abode. In her eagerness (to join the 
festival) she (thus) spoke to her Consort, God Siva (the lord of the ghosts). (6-7) 

MvaiMHRf HTRm fMffMr f^51 

M rt tWiFMwiq % srufsfamt f| i c i 

'Mpl-tfl RR nRtwfRd I 

3T? V cTfcr=L UsflLHH I I 

RR ^pt R5 

Ruir*u<imi ^ I ^ OI 

RtfnWri 'RTfa I 

rsjtthi? R ihi 

• It is laid down in the Srutis that after performing a Vajapeya sacrifice one should next undertake what is known as a 

Brhaspati-Sava—‘qi-T^-lsi i’ 
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<*>l-dfR4l ^8T5T: I 

^OFT f^ifdchu<j Affu^d FFT f^FTR: ohFig^UIU^ptT: 1^1 

^fTTOT: -fofWFpF Iq^TO ^cl*f I 

3Hl§1l 3F2TfFFFrr Fll3 FtJjJTT^eJidS %rRl^ 1^1 

cT^J FFT^SFFFf cjlksJd ^ Fc(|-d,|^fu|ehl tfdl^fd I 

.cgFTS5ftnTT5if5?F^rciaT^T Id^fadl FFftJfM ZJIWd: I ^ I 

SatT said: I hear a grand sacrificial festival has been set on foot at the residence of Your 
father-in-law, the lord of created beings. Let us also move thither, if You so desire, O 
Vamadeva; these heavenly beings are (all) going there. (8) My sisters will surely attend it with 
their husbands in their eagerness to see their kinsfolk. I too long to be there with You and 
receive the presents that will be bestowed (on me by my parents). (9) There I hope to see 
my own sisters, the esteemed of their spouses, as well as my mother's sisters and (above 
all) my own mother, whose mind is so full of affection for me, for all of whom my heart has 
been yearning for a long time. And I shall also see, my blissful lord, the great sacrifice which 
is being performed by eminent seers. (10) (Undoubtedly) this wonderful creation, consisting 
of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) and brought forth by Your own Maya, appears 
in You. Nevertheless I, a pitiable woman, and ignorant of Your reality, long to see my native 
place, O birthless Siva (the ultimate source of the universe). (11) Behold, my birthless lord, 
other women (in no way connected with my parents), also richly adorned, going with their 
consorts in large numbers. The sky looks charming with their moving aerial cars, white as 
swans, O Lord with a dark spot in the throat (caused by swallowing a most deadly poison 
in the interest of the world*). (12) How can the (mind and) body of a daughter remain 
unmoved, O Chief of the gods, on hearing of a festivity at the house of her parents? People 
go to the house of their husband, preceptor, parents and other near and dear ones even 
uninvited. (13) Therefore, compassionate as You are, be pleased to grant this desire of mine, 
O immortal lord! Though possessed of infinite wisdom, You have located me in the (left) half 
of Your person (and accepted the appellation of Ardhanarlswara); (therefore) do me this 
favour as entreated by me. (14) 

MFT: fWTTfFFTf^T: | 

-H-tHlRcTl FTTfF3: Fm? 3TT FF8FT: 1^1 

The sage resumed: Thus importuned by His beloved spouse, Siva (the Lord of Kailasa), 
who is so loving to His relations, was reminded of the shaft-like words of reproach that Daksa 
had uttered in the presence of the other lords of created beings, and which were cutting to 
the quick. He, therefore, laughed and made the following reply. (15) 

rd-Mlfdd F'dl^dl 3tU4fF<Upd I 

% ttSJ^iRndiqcg'-tl strtlZJflMIdZIMcfd F-*$FI 1^1 

faSTTTimfdde^cfiJ:^: FrTT TpTr: I 

FJHT ?fTrai ^dMH^il: FT3IT R f? STTO I ^ | 

ddld^ini *d-notiC|5H<TT 1J?FL Hdl'4l<ddRydldtdlMs I 

‘Vide verses 40—43 of Discourse VII of Book Eight. 
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ns^ll>ldl< gsFfennTEiaTrr amtftdHI^HUyuirraTf^: iui 

dmftfM ogsra Rsic^i^y: {Idif^di^i fc^r ^tt i 

^rafT ^bfrbfaRdl'fdVl dU)fd MMdlfed: 1^1 

The Lord said: It has been well said by you, O good lady, that people go to their relations 
even uninvited; but this happens only when the latter's mind is not tainted with malice due 
to excessive arrogance and anger born of self-identification with the body. (16) The pride of 
the arrogant is heightened and their mind perverted by learning, austerity, opulence, a 
charming personality, youth and pedigree, which are the six embellishments for the noble 
but a curse to the most wicked; and deprived of their judgment, they fail to perceive the glory 
of the most exalted. (17) Considering them as one's own relations, one should never visit the 
house of such men of unsteady judgment, who view their visitors with a suspicious mind and 
with angry and frowning eyes. (18) One whose body has been mutilated with arrows by the' 

enemy does not feel the same torture as he who has been cut to the quick by the abusive 
words of his own people having a malignant mind. For, while the former is able to sleep (on 
receiving proper treatment and nursing), the latter suffers from heartache day and night. (19) 

fflifrcfftnia: fwSidMMiqfa H I 

amft IIR ^ uRdU4d m:\?o\ 

UIMSWW TnjfgTO: | 

3Tcfic*r TjgmfsTfr^TW ^ ^ iff? ' 3 Si 
You are surely the most beloved and esteemed of all the daughters of Daksa (the lord 

of created beings) of exalted rank, my charming lady; yet you will not receive the attention 
of your father because of your connection with Me, which is a source of great torment to 
him.(20) He whose heart is burning (with jealousy) and who feels troubled in mind at the sight 
of the glories of those exalted souls who stand as a witness to the mind of a Jiva (embodied 
soul), is unable easily to ascend the supreme heights reached by them and merely hates 

them even as the demons hate Sri Hari. (21) 

3IT^: erm %rRTT fRlW R dFTITHd 13? I 

Ttr% ^ di^cn ^ ruth R3 i 

M^n q fo-nfa ^ inT fe, dd^Hig- ^ i 

gt WS MlMdrilR ^cRTraRtirTT: 13"# I 

gfc qs^r *15 r tint 'qRf^Td i 

^t ift <*><rgd rsi 

^fg H^I5PJ01 WftdHi gdMSSJig: I ? I 

As regards exchange of formalities in the shape of rising from one's seat and advancing 
to meet a friend, respectful behaviour and salutation etc., O slender-waisted lady, it is 

properly done only by the wise, who do all this mentally with respect to the Supreme Person 
dwelling in every heart, and not to him who regards the body as his own self. (22) It is the 
absolutely pure mind which is termed as 'Vasudeva1, because it is there that the Supreme 
Person is realized in His unmasked glory. It is in (the shrine of) such a mind that I wait upon 
with obeisance Lord Vasudeva, who is beyond sense-perception. (23) Therefore, you 
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should never look at the face of Daksa—even though he is your father, your very 
procreator—nor of those who are devoted to him, because he bears ill-will to me and offered 
indignity to me by abusing me, O charming lady, when I visited the sacrifice performed by 

the lords of created beings, even though I did no wrong to him. (24) If you ignore my advice 
and go there, no good will come to you thereby. For, when a man who is held in high esteem 

suffers indignity at the hands of a relation, the affront forthwith causes his death. (25) 

Thus ends the third discourse, forming part of the Dialogue between Goddess Uma and 
Lord Rudra, in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TST 

Discourse IV 

Sat! burns herself with the fire of Yoga 

ycliq^cKqi feuiH I 

fgSTTOTr TIT I ^ I 

^raMyld^N w ima^rrfftgTrt i ^ i 

TTtfr Wf fgfPT H *1)^4 fnfnT ^ I 

^TOTTSSnrif ^T5UH<ldtdi 15RT: I 3 I 

dlM-cuiT^-t ^dfqstjMI TMlAcfcj fy^sll^rUI: I 

ffMIM<if8TT ^t^WTTTT 7TTTSJ8IT: I X I 

TTT TfTRchlch^eh^quil^ydMU^cilvjH^Jtlfct^T: I 

fadf^-dl I ^ I 

3iis$juViRi?dij5i^iR fa^srsj tt^t: i 

^T3R THTTf^Tc^! ^ I 

TTTRFTtTT TT^ 3>4Hi(sw<^ fdmfddi it^efidl *|ilMd: | 

T3T^ Tt TtT^TT: I 'a I 

■HlG'-i^iHt^<-myr^idiu *rraT rf xrnj^gf^r»j i 

3rri Wlf ^TWTR ^ TIT RT^tT ftjliyfdHkfdl TTrff I 6 I 

Maitreya continued: Having said this much, Lord Sankara (the Bestower of happiness) 

became silent; for He thought the death of His consort was inevitable in either case (whether 

she proceeded to her father's house or stayed behind). (As for the latter) she swung like a 

pendulum, (now) sallying forth in her eagerness to see her relations and (now) returning for 
fear of Lord Siva (the Source of the universe). (1) Vexed at the thwarting of her desire to see 
her relations and overpowered with emotion, she burst into tears and wept. Shaking with 
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anger, Sati (the spouse of Lord Bhava) looked at her peerless lord, Bhava, as if she would 
burn Him. (2) Thereafter, with a heart tormented by grief and anger and her judgment 
clouded by her womanish nature, and heaving deep sighs, she proceeded to her parents' 
home, leaving Lord Sankara, the beloved of the saints, who had fondly given her half of His 
body. (3) The servants of Lord Siva (who is characterized by three eyes)—Maniman, Mada 
and others—accompanied by His own personal attendants and Yaksas, followed her apace 
in thousands, placing NandTswara (the chief of the bulls, the mount of Lord Siva) at their head 
and free from remorse (attheir-parting from the Lord, because they could not bear to see Sat] 
going without escort). (4) Placing her on (the back of) the chief of the bulls, they travelled (as 

her escort), duly equipped with her Sarika (a thrushlike bird generally brought up as a pet 
by ladies of high rank), ball (to play with), looking-glass and lotus flower, white umbrella, 
chowrie and wreath etc., (as insignia of royalty) * and kettledrums, conchs, flutes and other 
accompaniments of music. (5) Sati (presently reached her destination and) entered the 
sacrificial grounds, where Vedic hymns were being chanted in every direction, giving rise to 
a keen contest (among the Brahmanas reciting the Vedas), nay, which were crowded with 
Brahmana seers and divinities on all sides and strewn with utensils of clay, wood, iron, gold, 
Kusa grass and hides. (6) Afraid of Daksa (the sacrificer), who treated her with disrespect, 
nobody bestowed any attention on her when she arrived there, excepting of course her 
sisters and mother, who gladly and fondly embraced her, their throats choked with tears of 
love. (7) Not addressed kindly by her father, Sati did not accept the presents or the exalted 
seat lovingly offered by her mother and mother's sisters; nor did she receive (with a glad 

heart) the enquiries of her sisters about her health, even though they were couched in a most 

appropriate language. (8) 
atwn7) wtCT fw g t 

3tRT3rTT W I I 

mmJRwam Rrct grafts sjrrcsramwdR. i 

I ^° I 

Seeing that no share of the sacrificial offerings had been allotted to Rudra (Lord Siva) 
and that her father (Daksa) had shown great disrespect towards the omniscient Lord, and 
herself slighted in the sacrificial assembly, Sati (a lady in supreme authority) flew into a rage 
as if she would burn (all) the worlds with her fury. (9) Controlling by her command the hosts 

of ghosts (that had accompanied her and) who had sprung on their feet (to kill Daksa), she 
proceeded to reproach that enemy of Lord Siva—whose vanity had been tickled by his 
proficiency in the ritual—in accents faltering with anger within the hearing of the whole world 

(all those assembled there). (10) 

q fsWWWlIyifl I 

HfFR, ycflM^ 1^1 

Tr^fT f? "(Ft? Trrasrt i 

ipiisj tftwietiRujrai ^ i 

• Lord Siva being one of the eight Lokapalas (regents of the quarters). Sati is depicted here as enjoying royal honours. 



^ FFT FI{Rd FfKSTFfT^FTrqi #rT rFTJ 

Ffer^tft HF^^TFFT «43Mgl tfs w T^Mdt: 1^1 

<4d1i44si M^dl TRTSfef^riF^fer ^RFTFraTf?ff^T: I 

rtlchW ^g^lld ^Tf^MSfsPFfFF “F^T^ ^jjjfd |^m 

The worshipful goddess said: None otherthan you would antagonize Him (Lord Siva), 

who is unsurpassed in this world, to whom no one is dear or hateful, who is the beloved Self 

of all embodi'ed beings, nay, who is the cause of all and is free from enmity. (11) People like 

you, O Brahmana, discover faults even in the virtues of others; but there are some pious 
souls who never do so. The greatest of all are they who are wont to magnify even the most 

trifling virtues (of others). You, however, have found fault even with such people. (12) It is 
no wonder that those ignoble souls who declare the material body—which is no better than 

a corpse—as the self, always indulge in maliciously reveling exalted souls. Such a behaviour 
befits those people, since their glory is obscured by the dust of feet of those exalted souls. 

(Failing to reach the heights of glory attained by such exalted souls, they try to hide their 
shame by vilifying these people). (13) You hate Lord Siva of sacred renown, whose 

command is inviolable, nay, whose (celebrated) name of two syllables (SIVA), uttered with 

the tongue even once and that too casually, immediately wipes out the sins of men (who utter 
them)! You are a coursed indeed. (14) You bear enmity to that Befriender of the universe, 

whose lotus-feet are not only resorted to by the bee-like minds of exalted souls, thirsting for 

honey in the shape of the joy of absorption in Brahma (the Absolute), but also shower the 
blessings sought after by interested people. (15) 

dsHUMc^yn 

gsuff 'RraFT 

WtfoFFff qnt Sltf: 

3tdWcTldl5lfild cbR)cR q yi444i f^rfacfiqaJlfiui: 

F nfci: 1^ c3T3> TFrlT 

tg Tig qif q nt 

f4frf4 ddRmd*<*)drR s4 tmt gqf qqffo 

Do not people other than you, such as Brahma (the creator) and others, who place on 

their heads flowers etc., dropped from His feet, know Him to be inauspicious, though bearing 

the appellation of Siva (all-auspicious)—Him who lived in the company of fiends in 

crematories, throwing about His matted locks and wearing on His person the wreaths lying 

there as well as the ashes (of funeral piles) and human skulls? (16) A man should shut his 
ears and leave the place where his master—a defender of righteousness—is being 

vituperated by unbridled men, in case he is powerless (to take the life of the reviler or to lay 
down his own life); or, if he has the power, he should forcibly cut off the vile tongue that 

indulges in such blasphemy, and then give up his own life as well (if need be). Such is the 
course of duty. (17) Therefore, I shall no longer retain this body, begotten of you, a vilifier 

of Lord Siva (the dark-necked)! For the wise declare that one gets purified only by vomiting 
the impure food consumed through ignorance. (18) The mind of a great sage reveling in his 
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own Self does not (invariably) follow the utterances of the Vedas (in the form of injunctions 
and interdictions). Just as the movements of an immortal and a human being vary (while the 
one can tread on air, the other can walk on solid ground alone), even so the ways of the 
enlightened and the ignorant are not alike. Therefore, while holding fast exclusively to one's 
own duty, one should never cast aspersions against another. (19) Activity in the shape of 
performing one's religious duties (pouring oblations into the sacred fire and so on) and that 
consisting of pursuits carried on in retirement (such as the control of one's mind and senses 
etc.) are equally right, both being prescribed in the Vedas severally for the two types of men, 
the one characterized by worldly attachment and the other by its absence, as will appear from 
the fact that the two are found incompatible in an agent practising both at a time. (But even 

as the one duty is not incumbent on the other type of men) so no duty of any kind devolves 

on Lord Siva (who is the same as Brahma). (20) 

ITT ct: TT^ar: fadTW^rfWcTT ?TT Tj^llcVITT ^ I 

3TaTrTifefr 3THTS£d£fer1l: 1^ I 

RrPT ^ TfRTFTTTt I 

sTT^T fiFt *Tt 'q^dlMcISJ^rL I1 

lift ^ I 

Tngui ^pT8?I Udc$UN I 

The natural gifts (mystic powers) possessed by us, O father, cannot be acquired by you. 
They are not extolled in sacrificial halls by creatures following the path of ritual and gratified 
with the food offered in sacrifices; for their origin is unknown (depending as they do on our 
will) and they are enjoyed only by the knowers of Brahma. (21)1 have no longer any use for 
this body of ignoble birth, sprung as it is from the loins of one who has sinned against Lord 
Siva (the Destroyer of the universe). Away, away with it! I am ashamed of my relationship 
with a vile man. Accursed be the birth from him who offends against exalted souls. (22) When 
Lord Siva (whose banner bears the device of a bull) calls me (jocularly) by the name of 
DaksayanI (Daksa's daughter)—an appellation derived from your name, I shall feel deeply 

piqued, and forget all mirth and smile. Therefore, I will forthwith cast off this corpse-like body 

begotten of you (so that no such occasion may arise). (23) 

33R 

'5T^IFL ffiTrTT^raT ft^TTT^ 

3Tc5 4la5<j>ewc|ni 

f^TT TTMHIdtdrtl faRTTCH! ^ HlfiWshd: 

tpi fsretrfrr frsrt 

HfraTTT g|: TTCIKlftTHM^MKTIcL 

fcf?TTTdl ^8TW HdRcHl 5STT7 fa HR, 

TTH: ^T^2JTUTn^3Trag <HJ|<j|Tlf&MAJdl q tJUHR 

d<^l TFT gddiW'r: TTHT TUI: SFHvTTc^ 

I 

l^'kl 

I 

Rkl 

l 

IWI 

I 

I ^V9 I 

Maitreya went on: Having thus addressed Daksa in the sacrificial assembly, O Vidura 
(queller of enemies in the shape of lust, anger and so on), Sat! sat down silent on the floor, 
facing the north. She sipped (some) water (by way of purification), wrapped herself with a 
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yellow piece of linen, closed Her eyes and resorted to the device of shedding the body after 

the manner of the Yogis. (24) Having steadied herself in a squatting posture, she brought 

the Prana and Apana airs on the same level (at the navel) and forcing the Udana* air 

upwards from the mystical circle at the navel, held it in the region of the heart along with the 

intellect. Thereafter the irreproachable lady drew the air thus held in the region of the heart 

to the middle of her eyebrows through her throat. (25) Thus intending to drop her body— 

which had been lovingly placed on the lap more than once by Lord Siva (the most adored 

even of exalted souls)—as a mark of displeasure against Daksa (her father), the strong- 

willed lady summoned the presence of air and fire in her limbs through (deep) concentration 

of mind. (26) Thereafter Sat! was so completely absorbed in enjoying with her mind the honey 

of the lotus-feet of her lord (Bhagavan Sankara), the Preceptor of the whole world, that she 

perceived none else. She was thereby rid of the last traces of impurity (in the shape of the 

consciousness that she was a daughter of Daksa) and her body was soon ablaze with the 

fire produced by deep meditation. (27) 

tTOili T3 sjfH HIT I 

IRT fon 53*1 TO TO TO SIcfclflHI \?6\ 

TO toto hito htot y^mri4*y toer siht: i 

ilflUdlSTOHT TOt mRcMI HTTOH^IR^Id 1^1 

TO H l^ol 

There ensued in the heavens as well as on the earth a tremendous uproar among those 

who witnessed this most extraordinary event: "Alas ! angered by Daksa (her own father), 

Goddess Sati, the beloved spouse of the most adorable Divinity (Lord Siva), has given up 

the ghost! (28) Ah, look at the enormous wickedness of this lord of created beings, who is 

the father of all these mobile and immobile creatures, and slighted by whom Sat!, his own 

high-souled daughter, gave up her life—Sat!, who ever deserved honour at his hands! (29) 

Possessed of a jealous heart and an enemy of the Supreme Spirit, he will incur great infamy 

in the world. People will say that this Siva-hater did not forbid his own begotten child when 

she was preparing to die because of the ill-treatment received from him !" (30) 

HITO HR TOT TOI'fel 1^ I 

dummtTdi 44 fa^iiuj toto, TOi '-wyd ii^> 

3TS^ftrn 4^T TOTOHTFT I TTiTO TO RTOT TO TOT: ^T?^T: 1^? 1 

TOTO^T: Tr4 WJT: TOJ4I3H: I I^URl I ^ I 

?m RoRTM RKRIR1T Rcil^cR'lf HR HgsfosqTR: IXI 

While the people were observing thus Sati's attendants, who saw the wonderful self- 

mmolation rose with uplifted weapons to kill Daksa. (31) Seeing the vehemence of their 

onrush, the worshipful Bhrgu poured oblations into the fire known by the name of Daksinagni, 

reciting the text of the Yajurveda possessing the efficacy of killing those who are out to wreck 

a sacrifice. (32) While the sage Bhrgu (the priest officiating at the sacrifice) was pouring 

oblations, heavenly beings called the Rbhus, who had attained to (the sphere of) the moon- 

god by dint of their austere penance, rose (from the sacrificial pit) in thousands with great 

• For a clear conception of these airs, vide the foot-note below III vi. 9 (p. 175). 
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force. (33) Beaten by these (divinities), who were armed with firebrands and resplendent with 

the spiritual glow investing a holy Brahmana, all the Pramathas (attendants of Lord Siva) 

along with the Guhyakas (Yaksas, attendants of Kubera, the god of riches) ran away in 

various directions. (34) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse entitled "The Self-immolation of Safi" 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3TSJ WTOSZTFT: 

Discourse V 

VTrabhadra wrecks Daksa's sacrifice and beheads him 

337W 

FFT FFFUT fqsrc STiTNrHWc<£dlA|| 3FFPF 

f H^njf^fcisrTrari sftsfftfwt 

Fg: FgFTfelcTT sjFF, HT 

t f% cht)4)fd SFTFF^ 'JJ-TFF: 

^ FS?T ^rf% U<£<iHI ^Miiufl F5 FdHlcfcl ^ 

FPF RTT^IrL 

sftff^ 'JjfPTTsi: 

5 FETFFtT ^ 

3TT^TH ^ ^N'dd TP^F F qUFFPj tcnjqj 

F^ F^tSSFTHFFfTgFT FfRTFT rTTH Ff: Ffpqjqj ^ | 

3FFTFFR: F 3 F5FT^5T I 

3Zi*A F t||cju|^qU||^fy: | ^ | 

Maitreya continued: Lord Siva's fury knew no bounds when He learnt from Narada that 

Sati (His spouse) had burnt herself to death on being slighted by Daksa (a lord of created 

beings) and that the host of His own attendants had been driven away by the Rbhus, who 

had appeared from Daksa's sacrifice. (1) Sharply biting His lips in rage, Lord Siva (who bore 

$flrdd pRfftl) fsnjF 

F?: FffHJR 

a heavy burden of matted locks on His head) pulled up one of those clotted locks, which 

shone brightly like a flash of lightning or as a flame of fire and, springing on His feet all at 

once, laughed with a deep roar and dashed the lock against the ground. (2) From that lock 

sprang a colossal being (Virabhadra by name) whose (tall) figure touched the skies, who 

was possessed of a thousand arms and, dark like a cloud, had three eyes bright as the sun, 

fierce teeth and matted hair shining like flaming fire, wore a garland of skulls and was armed 

with various uplifted weapons. (3) When he prayed with joined palms, "(Command me) what 

to do!" Lord Siva (the lord of the spirits) said, "You being My part manifestations, O valiant 

Rudra, lead My warriors (against Daksa) and dispose of Daksa and his sacrifice." (4) 

Enjoined thus by the wrathful Rudra (who is anger personified), he went round (as a mark 
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of respect) the all-pervading Lord, the adored of (all) the gods (and departed). At that time 
he thought himself, by virtue of his irresistible force, as capable of braving the might of the 

most powerful, O dear Vidura. (5) He thundered most terribly and, lifting his trident, which 

was capable of destroying even Death (the destroyer of the universe), ran (towards Daksa's 

abode), followed by the attendants of Sri Rudra—who were (all) roaring violently—the 

anklets about his ankles making a jingling sound (even as he trod on the earth). (6) 
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Seeing dust in the northern quarter, the priests officiating at the sacrifice, the sacrificer 

(Daksa), those assembled there and all the (other) Brahmanas and their wives thought on 
the other side:"What can this darkness be? Whence has this dust come? (7) Winds are not 

blowing and there are certainly no robbers; for (king) Praclnabarhi, who rules with an iron 

rod is (still) alive. Nor is it the time for cows being hurriedly taken back (from the pastures). 
Whence is this (cloud of) dust (then)? Is the world preparing for its doom (just) now ?" (8) 

Troubled in mind, Prasuti (Daksa's wife) and the other ladies observed, "This is nothing but 
the (evil) consequence of the wrong perpetrated by Daksa (the lord of created beings), who 
before the very eyes of his (other) daughters slighted his innocent daughter, Sati! (9) (Or 

it may be the fruit of the offence committed against Sri Rudra, the god of destruction) who 
dances at the time of (universal) destruction, throwing about the tuft of His matted hair and 

extending His banner-like arms equipped with uplifted weapons, when the lords of elephants 

presiding over the quarters are pierced by the prongs of His trident and the quarters rent with 
His thunder-like peals of laughter. (10) Nay, possessed of a dazzling splendour and filled 

with anger, He assumes an unbearable aspect by His knit brows, and the whole group of 

constellations is scattered by His frightful teeth. Having angered Him can any one fare well 
even if the individual provoking Him is the creator himself ?" (11) 

i 
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While the people were saying many such things with perturbation in their eyes, there 
appeared on all sides in the heavens as well as on earth again and again thousands of ill- 
omens of the worst type, causing fear even to the strong-minded Daksa. (12) By this time, 

O Vidura, the followers of Rudra, who were (all) armed with various uplifted weapons and 
were dwarfish in stature, some red-brown and other tawny of hue, and had bellies and faces 
resembling those of an alligator, ran up in all directions and surrounded that spacious 
sacrificial ground. (13) Some broke the beam resting on the eastern and western pillars (of 
the sacrificial hall), while others destroyed the apartment reserved for the wives of the 
sacrificer and the priests (to the west of the sacrificial hall) as well as the assembly-hall (in 

front of the sacrificial hall), the cottage (in front of the assembly-hall) where clarified butter 
and other substances poured into the sacrificial fire are stored, the hut occupied by the 
sacrificer himself and the kitchen. (14) Some smashed the sacrificial vessels and extin¬ 
guished the sacred fires, while others urinated in the sacrificial pits and snapped the cotton 
threads marking the boundaries of the sacrificial dais (in the north). (15) Some molested the 
hermits, while others threatened the wives (of the sacrificer and the priests) and still others 
seized the divinities who were sitting close to them, even though they tried to run away. (16) 
Maniman bound the sage Bhrgu; Virabhadra, Daksa (the lord of created beings) himself; 
Candisa, the god Pusa (one of the twelve sons of Aditi who preside over the sun month by 
month) and Nandiswara seized Bhaga (another god presiding over the sun). (17) 
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Seeing this (outrage) and being most severely pelted with stones by these (attendants 
of Siva), all the priests officiating at the sacrifice as well as those assembled there, including 
the heavenly beings, ran in various directions. (18) The worshipful Virabhadra (a part 
manifestation of Lord Bhava) pulled up the moustaches and beard of Bhrgu, who was 
pouring oblations into the sacrificial fire, holding the sacrificial ladle in his hand, and who had 
laughed (at Lord Siva) in open assembly, (proudly) displaying his moustaches. (19) Lord 
Virabhadra angrily knocked down Bhaga to the ground and plucked his eyes inasmuch as 
he had in the assembly (of the lords of created beings) countenanced Daksa in his 
calumniation of Lord Siva by blinking. (20) Even as Lord Balarama knocked * down the teeth 
of the king of the Kalingas (during the wedding of Aniruddha, Sri Krsna's grandson), so 
Virabhadra dashed off the teeth of Pusa, who had laughed showing his teeth while Siva (the 
most adorable) was being vilified (by Daksa). (21) Setting his foot on Daksa's breast (after 
knocking him down), the three^eyed Virabhadra proceeded to cut off his head with a sharp- 
edged weapon but failed to sever it then. (22) Virabhadra, who was no other than Lord Siva 

* Vide verse 37 of Discourse LXI of Book X. 
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(the Destroyer of the universe), was filled with great wonder when he found that no weapon 
or missile could even cut Daksa's skin that way, and pondered for a long time. (23) Observing 

the way in which animals were being slaughtered for the sacrifice, VTrabhadra severed the 

head of Daksa from his body in the same way, treating the sacrificer as an animal to be 
sacrificed. (24) There arose a shout of applause from the ghosts, spirits and fiends, who 

extolled that achievement of Virabhadra; while others (those belonging to Daksa's party) 

raised and outcry against the same. (25) Full of anger, Virabhadra threw Daksa's head as 
an offering into the sacrificial fire called Daksinagni; and, setting fire to that sacrificial edifice, 

left for Mount Kailasa (the abode of the Yaksas, Kubera's attendants). (26) 

Thus ends the fifth discourse entitled "The Destruction of Daksa's sacrifice" 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T$T 
Discourse VI 

Brahma and the other gods proceed to Kailasa and appease Lord Siva 
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Maitreya went on: Worsted by the forces of Rudra and stricken with fear, and having 
all their limbs mangled and broken by (the blows of) their tridents, Pattisas ( a kind of 

spear),swords, maces, iron clubs and mallets, the hosts of divinities along with the priests 

officiating and assisting at the sacrifice (approached and) bowed to Brahma (the self-born) 

and narrated the story to him in all details. (1-2) The worshipful Brahma (the lotus-born 
creator) and Lord Narayana, the Soul of the universe, who had foreseen this, did not attend 

Daksa's sacrifice. (3) Hearing their story, Brahma said, "On the part of those wishing to get 
square with a person possessed of great power, who has given them cause for offence, such 

a desire does not generally conduce to their welfare. (4) You were, on the other hand, 

actually guilty of offence against Lord Siva in that you deprived Him of a share in the sacrificial 
offerings, to which He had a rightful claim. You, however, (go and) invoke His favour by 
clasping His lotus-feet with a guileless heart; for He can be speedily propitiated. (5) If you 
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wish the sacrifice to be revived (and completed), make haste to crave the forgiveness of that 
Divinity (Lord Siva), who was stung to the quick by the abusive words (of Daksa) and has 
now lost His beloved spouse; for the world with its guardian deities will be nowhere if He 

continues to be angry. (6) Neither I nor Yajfia (the deity presiding over sacrifices) nor (any 
of) you (the other gods) nor the sages, much less any other embodied beings know His true 
character or the extent of His strength and power. None would feel inclined (under the 
circumstance) to contrive any means (other than clasping His feet) to placate Him who is 
(absolutely) independent" (7) 
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Having thus enjoined the gods, and accompanied by them as well as by the manes and 
the lords of created beings, Brahma (the birthless creator) went from his own realm (the 
Brahmaloka) to Mount Kailasa, the chief of the mountains, the beloved abode of Lord Siva 
(the Destroyer of the three cities). (8) Mount Kailasa is inhabited by gods endowed with 
supernatural powers from their very birth or who acquired them by the use of specific herbs, 
by recourse to austere penance and spells or through the practice of Yoga, and is ever 
crowded with Kinnaras and Gandharvas (celestial musicians) and Apsaras (heavenly 
dancing girls). (9) With its summits consisting of jewels of various kinds and variegated with 
minerals of every description—which are clothed with trees, creepers and shrubs of various 
species and infested with wild beasts of every kind, nay, which contain many a rill of limpid 
water and are spotted with many a cave and eminence—it affords delight to the wives of 
Siddhas (a class of heavenly being endowed with supernatural powers from their very birth), 
that sport there in the company of their spouses. (10-11) The mountain is resonant with the 

screams of peacocks and echoes with the melodious humming of bees blinded by 
intoxication. Nay, through the shrill notes of its cuckoos and the warbling of other birds and 
by its wish-yielding trees with their towering boughs it seems to call new birds, raising its 
arms; nay, through its (moving) elephants it seems to be in motion and through its 
(murmuring) rills it appears to speak. (12-13) 
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The mountain is adorned with (celestial trees such as) Mandaras and Parijatas, as well 

as with (other trees such as ) Saralas (a species of pines), Tamalas, Salas and Palmyras, 

Kovidaras, Asanas and Arjunas. (14) It is further beautified with mango trees, Kadambas and 

NIpas, Nagas, Punnagas and Campakas, Patalas (trees bearing the trumpet flowers), 

Asokas and Bakulas, Kundas (a species of jasmine) as well as Kurabakas (trees bearing the 

red amaranth flower), golden lotuses, creepers bearing cardamoms, Malatis, Kubjas, 

Mallikas and Madhavis. (15-16) Nay, its beauty is enhanced by breadfruit trees. Udumbaras, 

the holy fig trees, Plaksas (the waved-leaf fig trees), banyans and bdelliums, birches, annual 

trees (such as the banana, which are cut down after they have borne fruit), betel-nut trees, 

Rajapugas (a species of areca-nut palms) and rose-apple trees, date-palms, hog-plums, 

Amras ( a species of mango trees) and so on, Priyalas, Madhukas and soap-nut trees 

and other varieties of trees, and clusters of bamboos—both of the hollow and solid 

types. (17-18) It is further graced with swarms of birds sweetly warbling on the margin of its 

ponds rich in their beds of lilies and lotuses of various kinds. (19) It is infested with deer, 

monkeys, boars, lions, bears and porcupines, Gayals, Sarabhas (a species of eight-footed 

animals now extinct), tigers, Rurus (a species of black antelopes), wild buffaloes and other 

wild beasts as well as with Karnantras, Ekapadas (a species of one-footed animals) 

Aswamukhas, wolves and musk-deer; and the strands of its ponds look charming with the 

clusters of banana trees surrounding them. (20-21) It is hemmed in by the river Nanda (the 

holy Gariga), whose waters have been hallowed by the touch of Sati (the deceased consort 

of Lord Siva), who bathed in it. The gods felt astonished to see (the beauty of) Mount Kailasa, 

the abode of Lord Siva (the lord of ghosts). (22) 
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There (on that mountain) they saw the celebrated and beautiful city of Alaka (the capital 

of Kubera, the lord of the Yaksas) as well as the garden named Saugandhika, where can be 

seen a species of lotuses bearing the same name ( and singularly noted for their 

fragrance).(23) Along the outskirts of the city flow the two rivers Nanda and Alakananda, both 

of which have derived utmost sanctity from (their contact with) the dust of the feet of Lord 

Visnu (which are the abode of all sanctity). (24) Descending from their aerial cars, O Vidura, 

celestial women, exhausted by their amorous dalliance, take a plunge into these streams 

and sport therein, sprinkling their mates with water. (25) The water of these rivers gets 

coloured by the saffron washed (from their bosom) during their ablutions, and (tempted by 

its delicious fragrance) elephants drink it, even though they have no thirst, and give the same 

to the she-elephants also to drink. (26) 
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Crowded with hundreds of aerial cars made of silver, gold and most precious jewels, and 
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inhabited by the wives of Yaksas, the city looked like the firmament overcast with clouds 

accompanied by lightning. (27) They overpassed the capital of Kubera (the lord of the 

Yaksas) as well as the aforementioned garden called Saugandhika, which looked charming 

with its wish-yielding trees, laden with fruits, flowers and leaves of variegated colours. (28) 

The notes of cuckoos and hosts of other birds in that garden added to the melody of the 

(humming of) bees and it was spotted with ponds containing lotus beds, the most favourite 

resorts of swans. (29) By the breezes wafting the perfume of its sandal-trees, whose (soft) 

bark was scratched by wild elephants (rubbing their bodies against it in order to relieve their 

itching sensation), it flamed the passion of Yaksa women again and again. (30) (Going 

further) they saw a number of extensive wells containing beds of blue lotuses and provided 

with stairs of cat's-eye, which were frequented by Kimpurusas (another class of demigods); 

and not far from them they sighted a banyan tree. (31) 
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The tree had a height of one hundred Yojanas (or eight hundred miles) and its boughs 

extended to a distance of seventy-five Yojanas (or six hundred miles) on every side. It cast 

a permanent shade on all sides and thus warded off the sun; yet it contained no nest. (32) 

Beneath that tree, which induced great concentration of mind and was the (happy) resort 

of those seeking liberation, the gods beheld Lord Siva seated like Death free from 

anger.(33) Possessed of a most tranquil personality, He was being waited upon by highly 

realized and peaceful souls, Sanandana and others, as well as by His friend, Kubera (the 

lord of the Yaksas and the Raksasas). (34) That supreme Lord, who is the disinterested 

friend of the whole universe, remains engaged in the practice of worship, concentration of 

mind and deep meditation (in order to set a noble example to others) and does penance 

which is conducive to the welfare of the world out of affection (for all). (35) On His body 

possessing the (reddish) hue of an evening cloud He wears the marks so dear to ascetics, 

viz., a coat of ashes, a staff, matted locks and deerskin, and the crescent moon (on His 

forehead). (36) Seated on a mattress of Kusa grass, He was expounding the truth relating 

to the eternal Brahma to (the celestial sage) Narada, who was putting questions to Him, 

while (other) worthy personages also listened. (37) Placing His left lotus foot on the right 
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thigh and the left arm on the left knee * and with a rosary of Aksa seeds coiled round His 
(right) wrist, He sat with His right hand formed into what is known as the Tarkamudra f 
(generally adopted by those teaching wisdom to their disciples). (38) With their palms joined 
in prayer the sages as well as the protectors of the world bowed low to Lord Siva—the Sage 
ranking foremost among those given to contemplation—who sat absorbed in the joy of 
oneness with the Absolute and leaning on a wooden support generally used by Yogis. (39) 
Seeing Brahma (the self-born) arrived (there), Lord Siva, whose feet are reverenced by the 
lords of immortals as well as by Asura chiefs, rose (from His seat) and greeted him by bowing 
His head, even as the most adorable Lord Visnu (appearing in the form of the divine Dwarf) 
bows to Kasyapa (His father and a lord of created beings). (40) So also the hosts of other 
Siddhas as well as the great sages, who were devoted to Lord Siva and sat around Him, 
bowed to him. Greeted (by them all), Brahma (the self-born) smilingly addressed Lord Siva 
(who wears the crescent moon on His head and) who was still bowing to him. (41) 
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Brahma said : I know You to be the Ruler of the universe; for You are the same as the 
undifferentiated Brahma, the cause of both Sakti (the Divine Energy or Prakrti) and Siva (the 
Spirit or Purusa), who are severally the womb (source) and seed of the creation. (42) 
Carrying on Your sport through Siva and Sakti, who are essentially one, O Lord, it is You who 
create, protect and swallow ( withdraw into Yourself) this universe, even as the spider 
evolves (from its mouth) the cobweb, preserves it and then takes it back into its mouth. (43) 
It is You who evolved the (institution of) sacrifice through the instrumentality of Daksa for the 
preservation of the three Vedas (which yield both religious merit and wealth); and by You 
have been fixed the bounds of propriety which the Brahmanas who have adopted sacred 
vows duly respect. (44) O blissful Lord, You confer (the enjoyments of) heaven or even final 
beatitude on him who performs benevolent deeds, and assign the frightful inferno to the 
perpetrator of evil deeds. But how is it that in the case of some individuals the fruit of certain 
acts is quite the contrary ? (45) 
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' This posture is referred to under the name of 'Virasana' in works on Yoga, as the following verse will show : 

t The Tarka-Mudra, more popularly known as the Jriana-Mudra, has been described as follows :— 

ri4-i|^tf4l<il hW: ITRn4 «Rl4 Sllgwi^lri MiP-=r=nl: II 

■Joining the tips of the thumb and the index finger and straightening the other fingers after joining them together- 
position of the hand is what the knowers of Mantras call Tarkamudra." 

-this 
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Indeed anger does not generally overpower—even as it overwhelms the ignorant—the 
noble souls who have surrendered themselves to Your feet, who behold You in all living 
beings and who are inclined to see all living beings in theirown self as identical with them. (46) 

Let not one (an exalted soul) like You kill them whose mind perceives diversity and whose 
eyes are fixed on the ritual, nay, who have a malignant mind and whose heart is ever burning 
(with jealousy) at the sight of others' prosperity and who, being naturally disposed to hurt 
others' feelings, prick them'with abusive words, and are (thus already) doomed by 
Providence. (47) On them whose mind is bewildered by the Maya (deluding potency) of Lord 
Visnu (whose navel is the seat of a lotus), so difficult to overcome, and whose eye is 
(therefore) fixed on diversity, pious souls only shower their grace because of their 
compassionate nature; they never use their power against something which (they believe) 

has been wrought by their own (adverse) fate. (48) 
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Omniscient as You are, Your judgment has not been clouded by that Maya of the 
Supreme Person, which is so difficult to get through. Therefore, my lord, be pleased to 
shower Your grace on these people (Daksa and others), whose judgment has been impaired 
by Maya and who have accordingly fixed their mind on the ritual. (49) O Lord presiding over 
destruction, revive the sacrifice started by Daksa (lord of created beings), which has been 
wrecked by You and could not, therefore, be consummated—which was due to the fact that 
the unwise priests did not offer You Your share, to which You had a rightful claim inasmuch 
as it is by You that a sacrifice is made to yield the desired fruit. (50) Let the sacrificer (Daksa) 
come to life (again); let the god Bhaga get back his eyes; let the sage Bhrgu's moustaches 
and beard sprout again and let the god Pusa's teeth reappear as before. (51) Further, let the 
gods and priests whose limbs have been broken by weapons and stones be whole again at 
once by Your favour, O Riidra (anger personified). (52) Let that which is left of the sacrifice, 
offerings be Your share, O god presiding over destruction! Let this sacrifice, O Rudra, be 
consummated today with Your share, O Destroyer of sacrifice. (53) 

Thus ends the sixth discourse entitled "The Appeasement of Rudra" 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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3T3I 'HPRtSSZira: 

Discourse VII V6P. 

Completion of Daksa's Sacrifice 

uRrjtudi i 3rcrarfa n^Nigi sps ^rnftrfw i * i 

Maitreya resumed: Thus supplicated by Brahma (the unborn), Lord Siva (the father of 
the universe) felt much pleased, and with a hearty laugh said, O Vidura (possessed of mighty 
arms), "Listen !" (1) 

FTTSi 3F5T5T stlWMl ^KT I T^niitlf^TTRT SRT TTOT I ^ I 

%7: i ft^r wi ^ srff^t *ft: i 3 i 

W 1 | ^gi: ^ xr I ^ | 

TJHjfr I | | 

Sri Mahadeva said : I never complain of nor do I recollect the misdemeanour of fools 

dominated by the Lord's Maya (deluding potency), 0 lord of created beings. I have meted 
out punishment to them (just in order to teach them a lesson). (2) Let Daksa (a lord of created 
beings), whose head has been burnt, have the head of a goat above the neck. And let the 

god Bhaga look on his share in the sacrificial offerings through the eyes of Mitra (another god 

included in the list of the twelve Adityas presiding over the sun). (3) Let the god Pusa, who 
eats flour alone, chew the same with the teeth of the sacrificer and let the (other) gods have 

all their limbs restored to a sound condition now that they have assigned to Me the remains 
of a sacrifice. (4) Let theAdhwaryus* and the other priests (who have lost their arms) use 

the arms of the Aswins (the twin gods who are reputed to be the physicians of heaven); while 
such of them as have lost their hands may use the hands of Pusa; and let the sage Bh.rgu 
have the beard and moustaches of a goat. (5) 

Wfal uRrj^IdJpMWW I $ I 

HHt ^TTTHRT: FT^fqfa: I RJ: | t9 | 

fojFT chlrHfn * 1TSRT? I eRST cfTTOq HcH'UlUjll: f^R: I 6 I 

f?Rfct ^ 'bstlf^eflf^cT: | $d|-dWt 3'lildl | | 

3T3rmfH: i |etnrgy: i ^o i 

fidylHf^ls^l^FM: I 3flr*,U<i*j|£Hi|ekcWI ^rnr^tt l??l 

^T: ^JT: I M^tufd: 1^ I 

Maitreya continued : Hearing the words of Lord Siva (the Most Bountiful), on that 

occasion, all the creatures (present there) forthwith exclaimed, "Well said! Well said!!" with 

their soul fully gratified.(6) Thereafter the gods as well as the sages invited Lord Siva (who 
showers the desired blessings on His devotees, to grace the sacrifice) and, taking with them 

* The function of an Adhwaryu is to measure the sacrificial ground, to build the altar, to prepare the sacrificial vessels, 
to fetch wood and water, to kindle the fire and so on. Whilst engaged in these duties, he is required to repeat the texts of the 
Yajurveda. 
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the bountiful Lord and Brahma (the creator) went once more to the site of the sacrifice. (7) 
Having accomplished all that Lord Siva had commanded them (to do), they joined the head 
of the sacrificial animal (goat) to the trunk of Daksa. (8) On the head (of the goat) being joined 
(to Daksa's trunk), Daksa, who (now) received a kindly glance from Rudra, immediately rose 
as though from slumber and beheld Lord Siva (the Delighter of all) in front of Him. (9) Then 
Daksa (a lord of created beings), whose mind had been tainted by ill-will towards Lord Siva 
(whose banner bears the emblem of a bull), (now) became free from malice by virtue of Siva s 
(gracious) look, even as a pool becomes clear in autumn. (10) He felt inclined to offer praises 
(to the Lord) but could not do so on account of affection and grief as he (now) recollected 
his deceased daughter and his throat was choked with tears. (11) Though overwhelmed with 
love, the wise Prajapati (Daksa) controlled his mind with (great) difficulty and proceeded to 

extol the Lord with sincere devotion. (12) 

R gj ^IddefiTT I 1 

gtSHt Trwzn I 

3T^ LidTtM^Mrd-<diMf^^ns3^n B 

Daksa said: Oh, You did me a great favour in that You meted out punishment to me (in 

order to correct me), even though I slighted You. You two. Sri Hari and Yourself, have no 
disregard even for fallen Brahmanas; how, then, can You ignore those who have taken 
sacred vows? (13) (Appearing) as Brahma You evolved first of all out of Your mouth 
Brahmanas rich in learning, austerity and sacred vows for preserving (the knowledge of) the 
spiritual Truth (through realization and instruction). It is therefore, O Supreme Lord, that You 
protect the Brahmana race in all crises, wielding the rod of punishment (to correct them if they 
go astray), even as the herdsman protects his cattle, staff in hand. (14) May that Lord who, 
though insulted with abuses piercing as arrows in open assembly by me—ignorant as I was 

of His reality—overlooked that fault (of mine) and saved me from falling down through the 
vilification of the Most Adorable, by casting His gracious look (on me); be pleased with His 
own (benevolent) act (since I am utterly incapable of repaying His obligation and thus 

winning His pleasure). (15) 

gmiuw sa$juii i gm ^tim^ihiH R^i 

gwra Mirim: i 'jttsrt m<chh. cTiWt^M W 

3TSg^lTTTSiTlgfcim Mn*4d 1 '^41 

rRtl M feTt I *i“JiM dHHWWI830T *ii*cnkiil 1^1 

giftigiTT: I ?o I 

Maitreya went on : Having thus sought the forgiveness of Lord Siva (who showers the 
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desired blessings on His devotees) and obtained leave of Brahma (the creator), he (Daksa) 
had the ritual recommenced by the preceptor, priests and others. (16) For the removal of (the 
pollution caused by) the touch of the Pramathas (attendants of Rudra) and with a view to the 

continuity of the sacrifice, the good Brahmanas offered (to the sacred fife) the oblation called 

Purodasa.* which was intended for Lord Visnu and placed in three separate recepta¬ 
cles^ 7) Even as the sacrificer (Daksa), O Vidura (lit., a ruler of menf)! contemplated (on 
the Lord) with a guileless mind along with the Adhwaryu, who stood holding the oblation in 

his hand, Sri Hari appeared (in person before his eyes). (18) Eclipsing the splendour of those 
present there by His own brilliance, which illumined all the ten quarters, the Lord was 

forthwith borne (to that assembly) by Tarksya (Garuda), who has the two types of Samas or 

metrical hymns (viz., Brhat and Rathantara) for his wings. (19) Swarthy of hue with a girdle 
of gold (and a golden piece of cloth wrapped about His lions), He was adorned by a crown 

shining like the sun; while His (lotus-like) countenance was graced with locks dark as bees, 

as well as with ear-rings. With His (eight) arms that severally bore a conch, a lotus, a discus! 
a shaft, a bow, a mace, a sword and a shield and were (ever) eager (to protect His devotees), 

and which shone (with gold ornaments), He looked like a blossoming Karnikara tree. (20) 
With Goddess Laksmi (His Spouse) lodged on His bosom (in the form of a golden curl of hair 
known as the mark of Srlvatsa, and adorned with a garland of sylvan flowers, He enraptured 

the whole world with His winsome smiles and glances. Fans and chowries, which looked like 
swans, were waving on both His sides, and He shone splendid with a moon-like white 
umbrella (spread) over His head. (21) 

n^MMianiwCT ^lUlld^: I SP% | 

TfFTFfT saw: -Hafcigi: TraTTSaFTT: | ipri HqrTFJWtSTirtL 133 I 

3luyqf<e|Tl'MI Wf FT? I FSITOfo 'Juifrl Ft 1I 

58TT FWT f^ptT FT I 

'c-i-cisj3/1 cjri 5RT?T: RM 

Seeing Him arrived near, all the hosts of divinities and other beings under the leadership 

of Brahma (the creator), Indra (the lord of paradise and the ruler of the gods) and Lord Siva 

(who is possessed of three eyes) instantly rose (from their seats) and bowed low to Him. (22) 

Their splendour obscured by His brilliance, they stood dumbfounded and struck with awe; 

and with their palms joined over their head they approached Lord Visnu (who is beyond 

sense-perception) in a prayerful mood. (23) Even though their mind and speech had no 

access to His glory, Brahma and others began to the best of their ability to glorify the Lord, 

who had manifested His form in order to shower His blessings (on those present there). (24) 
Gladly extolling the Lord with joined palms and a concentrated mind, Daksa sought the 

protection of the Lord, the supreme Teacher of the Prajapatis (the progenitors of the world), 
who is the Enjoyer as well as the Bestower of the fruit of (all) sacrifices and was surrounded 

by Sunanda, Nanda and other attendants, and who had (graciously) taken the excellent 
receptacle of presents (from Daksa's hands). (25) 

1 J.HiPyrt<^c£ijcjFit yfafaszr tiidin, i 

fny-kl<4c| mRfHIIW fgTFTrFSf: |?^| 

* A mass of ground rice rounded into a kind of cake. 

‘Being of royal descent. Vidura is addressed here as a ruler of men. 
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Daksa said : In your own glorious being You are pure Consciousness, undifferentiated 
and fearless, beyond all the states of mind. You (ever) stand free, having negated Maya; but 
when, assuming Jivahood by the same Maya, You abide in that Maya, You appear as tainted 

(with passion etc;)fi(26) 
3S/35T 33: 

rTO OMIlMKl, chtju^cmgfeldl ^MIciPosih: I 

SPTfTO58inTfift 5TFT I 1 

The priests said : With our mind foolishly attached to the ritual as a result of the 
imprecation uttered by Nandiswara (the chief of Rudra's attendants), O Lord untainted 
by Maya! we know not Your true character. We have known only that form of Yours which 
is known by the name of sacrifice, which yields religious merit and is the theme of the 
three Vedas and for conducting which the sphere of each particular deity has been 

defined. (27) 
mw 3^: 

$Dch<*|c|i^|8T: 3Kuia 13C I 

The superintending priests said : Tormented by desire and oppressed by the heavy 

burden of body (which is regarded as the self) and house (which is called one's own), this 
company of ignorant folk has been traversing the path of transmigration, which is devoid of 
any shelter and difficult to tread on account of great hardships, where the fierce serpent of 
Death ever lies in wait (to devour them), nay, which tantalizes the way-farers with the mirage 

of sensuous pleasures, and is full of pitfalls in the form of pairs of opposites (such as pleasure 
and pain, heat and cold etc.), and which is fearful on account of carnivorous animals in the 
form of wicked people and is surrounded by the wild fire of grief. When will this crowd resort 

to Your feet for shelter, O Lord affording protection to all ? (28) 

TO cR3 lift I 

Sift Tftrctftft 'Jmfa -T TT,jra flreiwu^nilul R*? I 

Rudra said : Your charming feet, 0 Bestower of boons I confer on those who are 
actuated by some desire all the blessings sought for in this world; nay, they deserve to be 
worshipped with reverence even by hermits who are not attached to enjoyments. If ignorant 
folk dub me as one who has cast to the winds all the rules of decorum—me whose mind is 

fixed on Your feet, by Your supreme grace I pay no heed to it. (29) 

TOtPLftft era ftl=rSISJTTft Htft Ro I 

Bhrgu said : Brahma and other embodied beings, who have been deprived of Self- 
Knowledge by Your incomprehensible Maya (deluding potency) and sleep in the darkness 
of ignorance, are unable to know even to this day Your reality, which permeates their own 

self. Therefore, be gracious to them, since You are the friend, nay, the very Self of Your 

suppliants. (30) 

HdTOfrU 'JTcftrsft 35ft ^TcfttsK I 
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3HRRJ rTrefa ijantT r RNIRR'i\ gqfofclPt I 

Brahma said : Your reality is not what the JTva perceives through the senses, which 
cognize the distinctive characteristics of objects, since You are the very Ground of 

knowledge, the objects of sense-perception and the senses, and, therefore, distinctfrom this 
illusory world of matter. (31) 

1=3" W 

f^TRTRR RRI^IIH, I 

I 

Indra said : This personality of Yours, O immortal Lord, which has manifested the 
universe and is distinguished by eight long and stout arms, holding weapons in readiness 
to exterminate the enemies of gods, brings delight to our soul and eyes. (32) 

cj^rrOT hr '4'jhi^ %r fRSHHT: i 

R RRH ^TT rjRTfl 1331 

The Priests' wives said : This sacrifice, which was evolved by Brahma (the lord of 
created beings) as a means of worshipping You, has been wrecked today by Lord Siva, who 

was angered by Daksa. Threrefore, O Embodiment of sacrifices, hallow this sacrifice of ours, 
which has been robbed of all joy and festivity and wears the (desolate) appearance of a 
crematory, (by casting a look at it) with Your eyes, lovely like a pair of lotuses. (33) 

34-lPciri H RRcIH^ fNtfgd RdlctHISSRRm f| cfctf HPRR I 

f^JRR RH 3M*tcil)gRT R *RtR *RRL|^cMd7 RHTT, 1I 

The sages said : Singular are Your doings, O Lord, in that while You perform deeds 
Yourself, You are not affected by them. You do not think much even of Laksmi (the supreme 
goddess) whom everyone worships for the sake of prosperity, even though She Herself 
remains ever waiting on You. (34) 

fbcgj 3r^.‘ 

3TR RdldHUI: 

qqiafoe^iisi R TRRT7 HTH R fdRfcmfd l^m 

The Siddhas said : Scorched by the wild fire of afflictions and oppressed by the thirst 
for sensuous enjoyment, this elephant of our mind has plunged into the river of pure nectar 
in the shape of Your stories and thinks no more of that forest conflagration nor comes out 
of the river, like one that has attained (oneness with) Brahma. (35) 

IWlFfcnw 

tdMIrt R STRICT r[RT RR: sflfdcjlR fltRT RiFHRT STTf% R: I 

cRHjRSW #RH H^RJt R8JT 1^5,1 

The sacrificer's wife said : Welcome is Your visit (to this sacrifice). O Lord; be 

gracious to me. Hail to You, O Abode of Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity); may 

You and Your beloved Spouse, Goddess Laksmi, protect us. Without You, O supreme 
Ruler (of the universe), a sacrifice, though complete in all its limbs, does not present a 
charming look any more than a man who is left without a head, a mere trunk, though perfect 
in all other limbs. (36) 
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c^77c57 3vf: 

^g: qt ^fnrr^ll^g IWSgT ^TH fet I 

xrmT {OR f| SJCR R?: RUferqffe I^^SI 

The guardians of the spheres said : Can You be seen with our senses, revealing as 
they do this unreal (illusory) world of matter—You, who witness things from within our heart 
and by whom all this phenomenal world is seen ? It is Your Maya (conjuring feat), O infinite 
Lord, that though the sixth (transcending the five elements), You appear invested with a 

material body (consisting of the five elements). (37) 

W7%RJ 3 

imra HRnswpTCRR twt fejRRtaNt rsrt 3rjr: i 

3T8nfg 

The Masters of Yoga (Sanaka and others) said : No one else is dearer to You than 
he, O Lord, who sees no difference between You, the Soul of the universe, and himself. 
Nevertheless, be gracious. O Lover of Your devotees, to them (as well) who resort to You 
with exclusive devotion as to their master. (38) By Your Maya, which exhibits a large variety 

of Gunas (Sattva etc.), due to the destiny (of the Jivas), You give rise to a sense of diversity 
(in the people) with regard to Your Self (by assuming a multiplicity of forms such as Brahma, 
Visnu and Siva) for the creation, preservation and destruction of the universe, although in 
Your own (absolute) state You have cast off from Your Self all motions of diversity as well 
as the three Gunas (which are responsible for the same). Obeisance to You. (39) 

ssl&icIM 

■qiRf fsTrRT^nrar ^ trr i Pujuiw ^ t^igi rti dsmtsfa h itjo i 

Brahma (Veda Incarnate) said : Hail to You, who take upon Yourself the quality of 

Sattva (goodness) in order to yield Dharma (righteousness) and the other objects of human 
pursuit, and are at the same time destitute of all attributes, and whose real nature neither I 

nor even others know. (40) 

<r ^ wfa: fen? Rjjnr yuMisfef 

Agni (the god of fire) said : With my flames brightly kindled by Your effulgence I bear 
(to the gods) the oblations soaked in clarified butter in every good sacrifice. You are Yajna 
(sacrifice) personified as well as the Protector of sacrifices. V ou are fivefold in character (in 

the form of the five varieties* of sacrifices) and are duly worshipped with the five kinds of 
sacrificial formulas t occuring in the Yajurveda. I bow low to You. (41) 

TJTT cheriirirre) fefR TrfeeS I 

(JJTR feclife (dijfiMl^ldTqgfe: TT TJ^T^TrsaTrsf: RTO RTfe RRFTRfe 4: 1*3 I 

* The five varieties of sacrifices are : Agnihotra, Darsa, Paurnamasa, Caturmasya and Pasusoma. 

tThe five kinds of sacrificial formulas mentioned in the Srutis are 

0) srram, (2) ?fms, (3) ^t, (4) And (s) w 
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The gods (in a body) said : At the end of the (previous) round of creation and before 
this creation it was You, the first Person, who reposed on the excellent bed of Sesa (the lord 
of serpents) on those waters (that submerged all the three worlds). The selfsame You, the 

way of whose realization is sought after in their heart (even) by the Siddhas (a class of 

celestial beings naturally endowed with the eight mystic powers such as Anima and so on), 

have appeared before our eyes today and protect us, Your dependants (servants) I (42) 

IW 33 dcuiun I 

sfermug 3*3 3*4 f43j rto rrrt 3R3m i 

The Gandharvas (celestial musicians) said: These Marici and other sages as well as 
the hosts of divinities such as Brahma (the creator), Indra (the lord of paradise), and others 

with Rudra at their head, are but rays of Your part manifestations, O shining one. We ever 

make obeisance to You, infinite Lord, to whom this universe is a mere toy-box. (43) 

ebrtcAiRMH. RU'lgfata *4: I 

3TWTti 3^ oi^ctHtrL tVXI 

The Vidyadharas (a class of demigods) said: (Even) after attaining the human body, 

a means of realizing the (highest) object of human pursuit (viz., Moksa or final beatitude), 
the foolish Jiva (embodied soul) regards it as his own, nay, his very self and, though 
reproached by his own senses, that have strayed from the path of virtue, he longs only for 

the unreal (illusory) pleasures of sense. He alone who quaffs the nectar of Your stories is 

able to shake off completely the infatuation of his mind. (44) 

SVqJUH 3^; 

*3 *33 *4 f? fl I 

*4 TtcfWkUl 3J33T ^331 3Tf3ft3 *3«JT HtR 3TF3=j 

?4 3T T7TRTT RKRT dltul^l RSJT | 

PiRno^Esi^af SRfrrTTsf U^lsbrj; I 

=4l4nM 3ft?T % RT% 3*4 Rif: I'SUl 

The Brahmanas said : You are the sacrifice; You are the offering; You are Yourself the 

fire (that consumes the offerings poured into it). You are the Mantra (the sacred text recited 
at the time of pouring the oblations), the sacrificial wood (with which the fire is fed and kept 

alive), the (sacred) Kusa grass and the (sacrificial) vessels. And You are the priests 
superintending, and officiating at, the sacrifice, the sacrificer and his wife, the deity (sought to 

be propitiated through the sacrifice), the act of offering oblations into the sacred fire, the 
oblation offered to the manes, the juice extracted from the Soma plant (used as a libation to 
the gods), clarified butter (also poured into the sacred fire as an offering to the gods) and the 

sacrificial animal. (45) Appearing as the mighty Boar, it was You who sportfully lifted the earth 

out of the depths of the ocean on Your tusks—even as a lordly elephant would lift a lotus plant— 
roaring and being glorified by the Yogis. Nay, the Vedas constitute Your very body and You 

are both the institution of sacrifice and the vow to perform a sacrifice. (46) Therefore, be 
gracious to us, whose noble undertaking (in the shape of this sacrifice) was interrupted and 
who were (therefore) longing for Your sight. Interruptions in sacrificial performances disappear 
when, O Lord of sacrifices, Your name is chanted by men. Hail to You ! (47) 
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4w 33M 

ffa Sfifo# «T5 SsfMMfSTrlMJ *14*1 H ijMl^il TTRfH 1^1 

'FFcCT^ #T WtR TWkitl TI^fFT^ I 53? «mTH 3TTOT^I 141-MMIUI '$cfHSI l^<? I 

Maitreya resumed : While Lord Visnu (the Controller of the senses and) the Protector 
of sacrifices was thus being extolled, the wise Daksa, O blessed Vidura, renewed the 
sacrifice that had been wrecked by Virabhadra. (48) Propitiated as it were by His share of 
oblations (in the shape of Purodasa offered in three receptacles, vide verse 17 above), O 
sinless Vidura, the Lord who is the Enjoyer of all oblations, being the Self of all, accosted 
Daksa and spoke to him (as follows). (49) 

3T? 5tpr g IJlcfg ^FlrT: 5FJTWT H7RJ 3TTFf3R HqstgT mol 

3TTrimrat W4lfai>4t 7TT5? TpiM^ff %T: I TJHH. ?8?H. FT. W ls*><ilR=IHIH.' A? I 

rtf^FL muintfa i ^ ^nfR i i 

^rsrr tJFT?? grf%lT.I URcW^i <JHH TJH 'JJT^ TROT: I 

>i<4i<Jii*-|c+j'iHidn"i HT H H^qfci H T^FLI TTH^HTFRT 5tfU-L 7T 5TTRFlfiPT55fH I I 

The Lord said: The supreme cause of the universe, I am also Brahma (the creator) and 
Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the universe). I am the Self, the Lord and the Witness (of all), self- 
effulgent and unqualified. (50) Embracing My own Maya (deluding potency), consisting of 

the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti), it is I who create, protect and destroy the universe and 
have assumed (diverse) names (such as Brahma, Visnu and Siva) appropriate to My 
functions, O Brahmana! (51) It is in such a Brahma (the Absolute), the supreme Spirit, who 
is one without a second, that the ignorant fool views Brahma, Rudra and other beings as 
distinct entities. (52) Just as a man never conceives his own head, hands and other limbs 
as belonging to anyone else, even so he who is devoted to Me does not regard his fellow- 

creatures as distant from himself. (53) He who sees no difference between Us three 
(Brahma, Rudra and Myself)—who are identical in essence and the very selves of all living 

beings—attains (everlasting) peace, O Daksa. (54) 

4^7 SWT? 

•qcf ■mrarTTSsfeg: sMwfaLifagRMj hrtht thh 

x( 'FFR ^TiyiciceMlfgrt: I cmRjiKhhMH 

3ScTFI UgfMR*T: HIT: 1^ I 

rltHI 3nuy^i-iicH ^ddc(ic(i^|vifcjxf I £FT n(d HtHT fsot | I 

Maitreya went on: Thus enlightened by the Lord, Daksa (the chief of the lords of created 
beings) worshipped Sri Hari through the sacrifice sacred to Himself (viz., the Trikapalesti), 
and then the other gods both through the principal and secondary types of sacrifices. (55) 
With a concentrated mind he also waited upon Lord Rudra with the share due to Him (in the 
form of the remains of the sacrifice) and (even so) upon the other gods, including those that 
drink the Soma juice and those that do not, through the rite called Udavasana (which is 
performed at the end of a sacrifice); and, having (thus) concluded the sacrifice, he then 
performed along with the priests the sacred ablutions known by the name of Avabhrtha. (56) 
And having blessed Daksa—who had by his own greatness attained supernatural powers— 

with devotion to righteousness the gods ascended to heaven. (57) 

I 
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^ gTSTntUTT f?c3T Mil i^ychcocHHj ^ [gHdri: &T5f iMiy|fi|fd 

^ #TH 3TI^t nftmfiefiZ] I 3TC^Mc+,J|[d ^Tfe: ^ |t^ | 

^n<A<iqr1: ^r: ^ ^.arrs^T^: i «j?t ^radifotyi^yMi 1^01 

^ 1T^ MtHRi^fgn y^iwui^fcyyyiuytfuii^ i 

^ fdc^^iSiehuy dCb^ehw'y^ ^Hldjy 3^ ^irT^TraH: |^| 

W «Wifii<|qfl dsi^'l TO^W'l ^fgrll'-l'l ^«TJ^r g3TC3«yH ^Ff tTO%tzM: |V91 

Having thus cast off her previous body, Satl, daughter of Daksa, was reborn through 
Mena, the spouse of Himavan (the deity presiding over the Himalaya mountains) : this 

is what we have heard. (58) Just as having lain dormant (during the final Dissolution), the 

Divine Energy, embraces the Lord (at the dawn of the next creation), Ambika (mother SatT) 
sought union once more with her beloved Spouse (Lord Siva), her only resort, exclusively 
devoted as she was to Him. (59) This story of Lord Siva (the Source of Bliss), who wrecked 

Daksa's sacrificial performance, was heard by me from the (great) devotee of the Lord, 
Uddhava, a disciple of the sage Brhaspati (the preceptor of the gods). (60) The man who with 
a feeling of devotion daily listens to and repeats this (most) sanctifying story of Lord Siva— 

which confers renown and longevity and wipes out a multitude of sins—shakes off all sin, 
O Vidura ( a descendant of Kuru). (61) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse entitled "The revival of Daksa's sacrificial performance", 

in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T8nfiTt5SZIFT: 

Discourse VIII 

Dhruva's departure for the woods 

^’1chiejl *S®J&ib*>IUi4l?i: I TJgR sTgl^dl I ? I 

unit 3*3? fasp ag i * i 
rnit Tn^ra^^Tt ftfrftrs , 3 t 

chfw'UyrT rT ^rTR I rT^TT^J fiT^qr ^ illrHI f^RW8lT I * I 

afrwUdyny 1 fe&pMitiH) ttc^ i 1 

3l?nrT: c*5T TjaikhW: I UMUJoKUlft I * I 

Maitreya continued : Sanaka and his three brothers (Sanandana, Sanatana and 
Sanatkumara), Narada, Rbhu, Harhsa, Aruni and Yati—these sons of Brahma (the creator) 

did not enter the life of a householder, since they had vowed themselves to a life of perpetual 
celibacy. (1) Mrsa (the female spirit presiding over falsehood), who was the wife of Adharma 
(the spirit presiding over unrighteousness, another son of Brahma gave birth, O Vidura 
(destroyer of enemies), to Dambha (the spirit presiding over dissimulation) and Maya (the 
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female spirit presiding over deceit); and Nirrti (the demon presiding over the south-west), 
who was issueless, adopted the couple (as his son and daughter-in-law). (2) Of these two 
(Dambha and Maya) were born Lobha (the spirit presiding over greed) and Nikrti (the female 
spirit presiding over wickedness), O Vidura ( a man of great wisdom); and of these latter 
came into being Krodha (the spirit presiding over anger) and Hirtisa (the female spirit 
presiding over violence), from whom again, were sprung Kali (the spirit presiding over strife) 
and his sister Durukti (the female spirit presiding over abusive speech). (3) Kali (in his turn) 
begot, through Durukti, Bhaya (the spirit presiding over fear) and Mrtyu (the female spirit 
presiding over death), O Vidura (a noble soul); and of these two were born Niraya (the spirit 
presiding over hell) and Yatana (the female spirit presiding over the tortures of hell). (4) 
(Thus) briefly have I told you, O sinless Vidura, about the family of Adharma (which leads 
to the dissolution of the universe). By hearing this genealogy, which sanctifies a man (by 
helping him in eschewing all these), thrice repeated, a man shakes off the impurity of his 
mind. (5) Well, I shall now describe the line of Swayambhuva Manu of sacred renown, sprung 
from a part (the right half) of Brahma, himself a ray of Sri Hari, O scion of Kuru. (6) 

(y <4 an In Mm i^l I mom TSTFTT Minrl: feirlt I V9 I 

adHUKW ^WtdUl: I SRWT Ud^fdtl ^Ic^cTt f: U I 

Priyavrata and Uttanapada, the two sons of Satarupa's lord (Manu), were (ever) intent 
on the protection of the world, endowed as they were with a ray (of the protective energy) 
of Lord Vasudeva. (7) Suniti and Suruci were the two wives of Uttanapada, of these, Suruci 
(the younger one) was the more beloved of her lord, but not so the other one (Suniti), whose 

son was (the celebrated) Dhruva. (8) 

rtsn famWmni <T UM<*4Hdd4 gerqj gsfe: ft»4ni^lfdJ|fUrdl l*o| 

q I R ^ ftgggfa I R R I 

rTOTnSSTTSHI dWUl^it^Ul ^ I Tfif <3 TtmgigTR '-KMRl ^TTTRH, H3 I 

On a certain day, while fondling Suruci's son, prince Uttama, whom he had seated on 

his lap, the king (Uttanapada) did not welcome Dhruva, who too sought to climb to his lap.(9) 

To Dhruva, her co-wife's son, thus striving, Suruci, who was exceedingly proud (of the king's 
attentions), spitefully spoke (as follows), the king (quietly) listening(10) "O child, you are 
not fit to ascend the royal throne, inasmuch as, though sprung from the king's loins, you were 
not conceived by me. (11) Alas! you are yet a child and surely know not that you were borne 
in the womb of another woman; that is why you aspire for an object so difficult to attain. (12) 
Propitiating the Supreme Person through austere penance, seek (rebirth through) my womb 

by His grace if you covet the king's throne." (13) 

tferzwz 

fosRT fog? xrsrara wm -mg: 

<T Stlc^ I 

fo^TKT rlrMUy^lfstdl-ri HT fo“T£T M ftlsd I ^M 

frltc^ M furtrtlU $M<*i<le)lfjHI dldcWU gic^T I 

gigg -HiTc^l: ?q?gf WsforaT ^5TT I R.£ I 
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^ ^ WT ^ *RT 

«rcTT=q ^ ^mniT 33* iJ^TrT: I 
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RrfTtT feudHfc4HTF TRTSTTft ?Td«Jrtlch» I 

-3TT7TITcTTyT8;raMldM'ii ^r«n i^i 

Rfj-d-U 

3T3TrsUq|7iyr<q« RKH&-U I ? o | 

W8IT H-yql 'SFrar^ TOTra^T ^^f^Ul4<4: I 

cvqiMH^dl 44 ^3 I 

RRcf grFTS^ ^cicetf I 

fRsra^farrfarfr 

RF^T HR: U’yHwi^iwrcMi^ % ^|i||fi| g^cR | 

^ 4^FT fRRJfRTO^raT fu^i|U|U|i|| 133 | 

Maitreya went on : Pierced by the poignant remarks of his stepmother and hissing in 
indignation like a serpent beaten with a staff, Dhruva left his father, who kept gazing mutely, 

and went away crying loudly into the presence of his own mother. (14) SunTti lifted up in her 

arms the child, who was sobbing with quivering lips, and was sore distressed to hear from 

the mouth of the (other) inmates of the gynaeceum what his co-wife had said. (15) Scorched 
by grief as a wild creeper by the forest fire, the young girl lost heart and cried. Her eyes, which 

were graceful as a pair of lotuses, were filled with tears as she recalled the (poignant) 
remarks of his co-wife. (16) Seeing no way out of hersorrow, the girl heaved a deep sigh and 
said to her child, "Entertain no evil thought about others, dear child. For a man reaps (in this 

life) the very suffering he has inflicted on others (in a previous existence). (17) Suruci (your 
stepmother) has truly said that you were borne in the womb, and brought up with the milk 

of, my wretched self, whom the king feels ashamed to accept as his wife, nay, even as his 

servant-maid! (18) Therefore, dear child, abide ungrudgingly by those words, which, though 

uttered by your stepmother, are nonetheless true, and adore the lotus-feet of Lord Visnu 
(who is beyond the range of sense-perception), if you aspire to (ascend) the royal throne like 

Uttama (your half-brother). (19) It was by worshipping the lotus-feet of Lord Visnu, who 

assumed the quality of Sattva (harmony) for the protection of the universe, that Brahma, 
(your great grandfather) attained to that most exalted position which is an object of reverence 

even to those who have conquered their mind and senses. (20) Even so your grandfather, 

the worshipful Manu, secured both earthly and heavenly bliss as well as final beatitude— 
which is so difficult to attain by any other means—by worshipping the Lord with single minded 

devotion through sacrifices with liberal sacrificial fees. (21) Take refuge, my child, in Him 

alone, who is so fond of His devotees and access to whose lotus-feet is sought after by men 
keen to get liberated; and, imprinting His image on your mind, purified by devotion to your 

duty and exclusively attached to Him, adore theSupreme Person. (22) I find none other than 

the Lord with lotus-like eyes, who can wipe out your sorrow. Even Sri (the goddess of beauty 

and prosperity), who is eagerly sought, dear one, by (all) others, (ever) seeks after Him, 
holding a lotus (in place of a lamp) in her hand. (23) 
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ipR 33M 

^hirr m^iebuyfsuM yy: i RPryiyidJdissRR RrsRtm faj: tj*r i ^ \ 

HI«W^lehi^f RRT (W R**MdHJ RgT Tjy^yfcH HTfURT 5R fyPtMd: RRI 

3Tff ^5T: STf^mrn HR^m^dlMJ aicibujy «R ytHTffiJWpT: R^l 

Maitreya resumed : Hearing the words thus addressed by his mother (Sunlti), which 
were conducive to the object sought after by him, Dhruva fully controlled his mind by force 
of his reason and sallied forth from his father's capital. (24) When Narada heard of this and 

learnt what the child intended.to do, he (met him on the way and,) touching the latter's head 
with his purifying hand, said (to himself), wondering :— (25) "Oh the spirit of the Ksatriyas, 
who cannot brook insult I Though yet a child, he has taken to heart the stinging words of his 

stepmother 1“ (26) 

T7R <s<xH 

% TTRR ctTfa rpgs I f5aram: fRKW *kdlf^, I ^V91 

i rjm pMeb4P*r: R4i 

uR^ddwid diy-y^ui tjrt: i 

3121 yVHI'c|*>*»rilfa I 

TRcff I 

3RT ftc^dT^N ftsf-yRg R^Lbrt: I 

yR TcfPyP^i tr i 

jpnpycfci-i^ fotyd^iVi TPTTsrmr^i 

iyw^iPid 

tt3fi ^TTTT«ZJt XRTt 

yfrtwih yirot fryuRyn 

3TRHR (To: HK^Id 

TRT WMMIdPy^y 

mi 

1^0 I 

mi 

mi 

mi 

mi 

Narada said : We do not find anything conducive to your honour or ignominy at this 
stage, dear son, a child as you are, fond of play and other things. (27) Even if you have 

developed the sense of honour and ignominy, there are no diverse causes of discontent for 
a man other than ignorance; for whatever he reaps in the world follows from his own (past) 
actions. (28) Seeing the ways of God, therefore, a wise man should rest contented, dear son, 
with whatever is placed within his reach by Providence. (29) Besides, He whose grace you 
seek to win by means of the discipline taught by your mother is accounted by me as hard 
to propitiate. (30) Sages fail to discover His path even though they seek for it with the help 

of abstract meditation coupled with rigorous self-discipline (in the form of Devotion etc.,) 
carried on in a detached way through numberless births. (31) Therefore, let this futile 
pertinacity of yours cease; you may strive (for that end) when the time for practices (such 
as Devotion and so on) leading to final beatitude comes. (32) Reconciling oneself to that 
which is decreed for that being by Providence in the form of joy or sorrow, an embodied being 
reaches the end of darkness (in the shape of mundane existence). (33) A man should be 

pleased at the sight of one who is superior in qualities, should have tender feelings towards 
one who is inferior in accomplishment and seek friendship with one who is on a par with him; 
by doing so a man is never overwhelmed with afflictions. (34) 

§W3ctm 

frraT xpri ^ffiwP&sng y: i^i 

3T8nfq TTiPcHIdW STIR UKIJ^N; | f*RT WR ft? 1^1 

tr crt 4 i s^jwPq^sJ^jTi'y^HryradH, i ?V91 

tjr hhr imardf mtiflH: i faired yfari mh mi 
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Dhruva said: Your venerable self has graciously shown a remedy for those whose mind 
is disturbed by joys and sorrows—a remedy'which cannot be easily found by people like 
us.(35) Yet in the heart of my insubordinate self, who has inherited a violent martial spirit— 

a heart which has been cleft by the shaft-like taunts of Suruci (my stepmother)—the precept 
has failed to make any abiding impression. (36) Be pleased, O holy sage, to tell me a good 

path, keen as I am to attain to a place which is the highest in all the three worlds and which 

has not been attained to by (any of) our forefathers or anyone else. (37) You are surely no 
other than the son of the worshipful Brahma, who for the good of the world roams about like 
the sun, playing on his lute. (38) 

I jffrT: TOTT? <7 sTTc5 1^1 

Maitreya resumed : The worshipful Narada was pleased to hear the aforesaid words 
(of Dhruva) and full of compassion, replied to the child in the following excellent words:—(39) 

vJH'i||faf|tT: W F % I ^JIcllH, cliyJ^W TOT rldlcjU||<iR| |>{o I 

q 3tl<tn: I IJebAo ${*d* 35Kuj Ul^tcHH. I 

WrTTcT W TO 4 I (JTO q&JTO TO TTTfqszj [dR<| 1*3 | 

dftH-t. chifw^Jl: tntoel) FsM I =r)cdlF4diM iTOTOTRTO: ^Tf^TOnTO: I 

yiuiiqiTO bicjdl yiuKtRIRImc^HJ $Hc^dR|(*TUN'4'iRRI (J^UII 

Narada said : The course pointed out by your mother is the one leading to your highest 

good. Lord Vasudeva (Himself) represents that course (means); (hence) adore Him with a 

mind exclusively devoted to Him. (40) For him who seeks his own good in the shape of what 
is known by the names of Dharma (religious merit), Artha (worldly riches), Kama (sensuous 

enjoyment) and Moksa (final beatitude), adoration of Sri Hari's feet'is the only means to that 
end. (41) Therefore, God bless you, dear child, seek the holy bank of the Yamuna covered 
by the sacred spot of Madhuvana (the tract of land lying round Mathura, the birthplace of Lord 

Sri Krsna), which is ever hallowed with the presence of Sri Hari. (42) Bathing three times (in 

the morning and evening as well as at midday) in the blessed waters of the Kalindi (Yamuna) 

and after finishing one's proper duties one should spread a seat (of Kusa grass etc.,) and 

squat thereon (in a suitable and easy posture). (43) Having gradually cast off the impurities 
of one's life-breath, senses and mind by means of the threefold Pranayama (breath- 

exercises), one should (then) contemplate with a steady mind on Sri Hari (the Supreme 
Preceptor) as below :—(44) 

rtWT TORTTOPXT chfrUimfcji^ 1^ | 

TO5TOT cHhiIwhhJ IYV9I 

giusfrtH iTlrichl^cUtltli^ lUi I 

chl-alchcomM4^i 3$MNd4 WfT TORTO3TOH. lY"? I 

•nflHfuiilVtii IdcoflsTO fm^diHj I 

tHqMMHf^yi4^l^|J|Nrt|ehdlL I Id 4 rid eh ^dd TO I 

174 TOTTOT ^TO SZRRT TO: I R^RT TOTT (JR TOTO q fqg# I ^ I 
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With an ever cheerful face and eyes, He is always disposed to shower His grace (on His 
devotees). He has a shapely nose, charming brows and lovely cheeks and is the most 
enchanting of all the gods. (45) (Eternally) youthful and possessed of charming limbs, He 
has rosy lips and reddish eyes and is the (sole) resort of his suppliants. Nay, He is supremely 
delightful, fit to protect all and an ocean of tenderness. (46) Bearing (on His breast) the mark 
of Srivatsa (a golden curl of hair) and swarthy as a clodd, He has all the features of an 
extraordinary personage and wears a garland of sylvan flowers (about His neck). And His 
four arms are distinguished by a conch, a discus, a mace and a lotus. (47) He wears a diadem 
and a pair of ear-rings and is adorned with armlets and bracelets; His neck adds to the beauty 
of the Kaustubha gem and He has a piece of yellow silk wrapped about His loins. (48) 
Encircled (at the waist) by a girdle of many strings, He has a shining pair of gold anklets, is 
most charming to look at wears a serene aspect and brings delight to the mind and eyes. (49) 
He stands in the mental horizon of those who worship Him, His feet—resplendent with a row 
of gems in the form of nails—installed in the pericarp of their lotus-like heart. (50) With a 
steadied and concentrated mind he should visualize the Lord, the foremost of all bestowers 
of boons, as smiling and casting a loving glance at the devotee. (51) The mind of a man who 
thus contemplates on the Lord's most blessed form is soon immersed in supreme bliss and 
never gives up the meditation. (52) 

7TZT2J A<Ml *JU: 3£TrTT ^ I ^ TTHTET 5TO3R, '<4341 < I A3 I 

3-0 qin ^Hicid 3l^dcH£r I 

TT%im M*r jam ^sr: I I A* I 

I fMtT IAA I - 

T$ren<n4lfc^ 3TTyn3TT ^TRTT m^l 

I R Atri43 <AI <4) AtM^ lA^I. 

ArfTcPTf ’TtM ijefflfafn: | cTT 1| 

Also hear from me, O prince, the most secret formula (which should be muttered along 
with the meditation and) by repeating which for seven days and nights a man is able to 
behold the Siddhas moving in the air. (53) The Mantra is: ‘‘SbM^icfd ^1^4414" (Obeisance 
to Lord Vasudeva). While repeating this sacred formula, a wise man should perform the 
Lord's worship with the help of material substances, using various articles with due regard 
to the differences of place and time. (54) He should worship the Lord with undefiled water, 
(sylvan) flowers, wild roots and fruits etc., sprouts of approved plants, barks of trees and with 
(the leaves of) the Tulasi (the basil plant), so beloved( of the Lord). (55) Having secured an ■ 
image of stone or any other substance, he should worship the Lord through the same or 
(else) through the medium of earth, water and so on, and with his mind and speech duly 
controlled, he should subsist on a limited quantity of wild fruits etc., and remain calm and 
collected and absorbed in contemplation. (56) He should also, mentally survey the soul¬ 
stirring deeds the glorious Lord will perform in the course of the manifestations He assumes 
according to His pleasure by His own incomprehensible Maya (creative power). (57) One 
should offer to the Lord, who stands revealed in the form of a Mantra, all the articles of 
worship prescribed for Him by the ancients, while repeating this very Mantra (consisting of 
twelve letters). (58) 

^ hTRiahJ mR^4hiun ■arte*IT, lA^I 

i^liHHifWi TTKP'lMdi sngcmq: I Mr ~dP^HH I | 

Being thus waited upon with body, mind and speech through loving worship according 
to one's choice, the Lord heightens the devotion of men who adore Him in the right way and 
in a guileless spirit, and bestows on them the boon of their liking from among Dharma 
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(religious merit) and the other objects of human persuit. (59-60) If the devotee is averse to 

sensuous enjoyment, he should wait upon the Lord Himself with an intense practice of 
Devotion carried on uninterruptedly for the sake of final beatitude. (61) 

| 1TSJ5R Tgpj i ^ i 

™|cH ^ nlwMfqgi3RT:TJT I 3#TTfOT^ TIW rTH, I I 

Thus instructed (by the sage), the prince (Dhruva) went round the sage (as a mark of 
respect) and, bowing low to him, proceeded to the holy tract of Madhuvana, adorned with 
the footprints of Sri Hari. (62) When he had left for the forest so suitable for austere penance, 

the sage (Narada) made his way to the gynaeceum (of King Uttanapada); and when the king 
had offered him worship (in the form of water to wash his hands and so on) and he was 
comfortably seated, he spoke to the king (as follows)(63) 

trr; f% szrRrFr H^h mu^mai i % wt r fozra ^tmr surf msfR ^jrT: i 1 

Narada said : With a withering face what are you brooding over so deeply ? I hope 
neither your luxuries nor your religious merit nor again your wealth has suffered anv 
diminution ? (64) 

^fTt ^ oiwch'i 4uMlcf,JoU||^d| | ftctffaW: ^ TTT5TT | ^| 

3H'AH|8* ^ ^ehi: I STFrT TFTFT | ^ | 

3# tt 1 swttstotrt i *vs i 

The king said: Uxorious and merciless as I am, O sage, I exiled my son, a child of five 
years, who was very noble and wise, along with his mother. (65) Wolves, O holy Brahmana, 

may not eat up the helpless child, who may be lying (somewhere) in the forest, fatigued and 

famished, with his lotus-like face faded. (66) Oh, just imagine the wickedness of my uxorious 
self, who did not greet the child while he was climbing up my lap with affection extremely 
vile as I am ! (67) 

•JR^ Sqrq 

*TT *TT f^ii^A I I ^61 

^eeh< ^ inj: I TXbiMfiUdl 7T5FL ^TT | ^ \ 

Narada said: No, sorrow not for your child, who enjoys the protection of the Lord, O ruler 
of the people, and whose glory shall pervade the (whole) world; for you know not his 
greatness. (68) Having wrought an achievement which even the protectors of the world find 

it difficult to perform, the glorious child shall return before long, O king, enhancing your 

reputation. (69 

4cHuii 5TT?F I |V9o I 

SNnwi^i^ I TnTTf^T: 
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[564] B. M. 13— 
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Maitreya continued: On hearing the message of Narada (the celestial sage), Uttanapada 
(the ruler of the world) remained exclusively engrossed in the thought of his son (Dhruva), 
neglectful of his royal fortune. (70) There (at Madhuvana) Dhruva bathed (in the Yamuna) 
and having remained without food that night and thus purified, he waited upon the Lord with 
a concentrated mind according to the sage's instructions. (71) Eating the Kapittha (wood- 
apple) and Badara (jujube) fruit, just enough to keep his body and soul together, at the end 
of every three nights, the prince spent one month in worshipping Sri Hari. (72) And likewise 
during the second month the child adored the all-pervading Lord, feeding on withered blades 
of grass and leaves etc., every sixth day. (73) He spent the third month waiting upon the 
glorious Lord through Samadhi (abstract meditation), taking water (alone) every ninth 
day.(74) Having (fully) controlled his breath, he fixed his mind and meditated on the 
(Supreme) Divinity during the fourth month too, inhaling the air every twelfth day. (75) 
When the fifth month commenced, the prince stood motionless like a post on one foot, 
contemplating on Brahma (the Absolute) with his breath fully controlled. (76) Withdrawing 
his mind, the substratum of the senses and their objects, from all other objects, he fixed it 
on the form of the Lord enthroned in the heart and perceived nothing else. (77) All the three 
worlds (the earth, heaven and the intermediate region) began to shake as he meditated on 
Brahma (the Supreme), the ground of Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence) and 
the other categories, the Ruler of both Pradhana (matter) and Purusa (the spirit). (78) When 
the prince (Dhruva) stood on one foot, the earth, pressed by his great toe, leaned to one side 
at that spot, even as a boat with a lordly elephant standing in it leans right and left at every 

step (as it moves on water). (79) As he contemplated on the Soul of the universe as no other 
than himself, stopping his breath as well as (the function of) his senses, all the worlds as well 
as their guardian deities resorted for protection to Sri Hari, for they felt much agonized for 

want of breath. (80) 
^7 RTf: 

Ret fefdM-Ti yiuuisr WTraTRTTf^RrqsnR: i 

festfl trat cjkHlftMiai STHT =RT cRT WT }RU4H.ld^ I 

The gods said: O Lord! we had never known before such (-a sudden) stoppage of breath 
in the case of all living beings, mobile as well as immobile. Rid us, therefore, of this calamity 
since we have Sought protection with You, who afford shelter to all. (81) 

TFT % HRRT ^AIlklcfdRfGq illdRTd RTOTR I 

RRT MIUIMilST 3TRTT5trnRmferffq RRdldTT 1d? I 

RFFpR WlfW UlfidWi RqRTRTSgRTSSRrq: | 4 | 



The Lord said: (I find that) Dhruva (son of king Uttanapada) has identified his self with 
Me (the Soul of the universe); this accounts for the (sudden) stoppage of breath of all of you. 
Hence be not afraid and return each to your own adode; I shall (presently) deter the child from 
his penance, which is (otherwise) hard to resist. (82) 

Thus ends the eighth discourse, forming part of the Story of Dhruva, 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

othenvise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3TST WTtSSHirET: 

Discourse IX 

Dhruva returns home after receiving a boon from the Lord 

rRTT MMJrfl TTUTcR I ^ I 
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Maitreya went on : Thus rid of their fear, the gods bent their heads low to the Lord (who 

took very long strides during His descent as Vamana or the Divine Dwarf in order to measure 
the three paces of land granted to Him by the demon king Bali) and returned to heaven. The 

Lord (who in His cosmic form appears with numberless heads) also thereupon flew on the 

back of Garuda to Madhuvana with a longing to see His devotee (Dhruva). (1) Dhruva saw 

that the form, brilliant as a flash of lightning, that was revealed in the lotus of his heart by an 

intellect sharpened by the ripeness of Yoga (concentration) had suddenly vanished, and (on 
opening his eyes) he beheld the same figure standing without. (2) Struck with awe at His 
sight, the child (Dhruva) greeted Him by prostrating his body like a log on the ground. He 

gazed at Him as if he would drink Him with his eyes, kiss Him with his lips and clasp Him 

with his arms. (3) SrT Hari, who is enthroned in the heart of all and was (equally) present in 
that of Dhruva too, (readily) perceived that the child was eager to extol Him but knew not how 

to do it and stood (before Him) with joined palms. Hence He graciously touched his cheek 
with His conch, which is no other than Veda (appearing in a concrete form). (4) Instantly 

blessed with divine speech conferred (on him by the Lord) and having realized the truth of 

the individual soul as well as of the Supreme Spirit, Dhruva, who was destined to have an 
eternal abode (in the shape of the pole-star) calmly and devoutly proceeded to glorify the 
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Lord, whose great renown is universally known. (5) 

mr dwiiwi twrRT i 

3f3ngr sntnRpft ^rrran i ^ 1 
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37Tzm4 trfTTTTfo ?nm g^^ui^THftswL' V»' 
Dhruva said: Hail to You, the Glorious Person, the Wielder of all potencies, who, having 

entered my inner self (heart), awaken by Your glory my dormant speech and other organs 
such as hands, feet, ears, the tactile sense and so on. (6) It is You alone, O Lord, who, having 
evolved the Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence) and all these other pheno¬ 
mena by Your own potency called Maya, consisting of the three Gunas which are capable 
of assuming multitudinous forms—enter them as their Inner Controller, and presiding over 

the illusory senses (which are mere transformations of the three Gunas) appear as many, 
though really one, even as fire appears diversified in relation to different pieces of wood. (7) 

Through the vision conferred by You, O Lord, Brahma (who sought refuge in You) viewed 
this universe like one who has just woke from sleep. How can the soles of Your feet, the resort 
of even liberated souls, be forgotten by him who is conscious of Your benevolent acts. O 
friend of the afflicted ? (8) Their mind has surely been beguiled by Your Maya (deluding 
potency), who worship You—a veritable wish-yielding tree, capable of freeing one from (the 
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bondage of) birth and death—for other purposes and hanker after the pleasures of sense, 
enjoyable by the body (which is no better than a corpse), and which can be had by living 
beings even in hell. (9) The bliss which is enjoyed by embodied souls through meditation on 

Your lotus-feet or by hearing the stories of Your devotees is not found even in Brahma (the 
Absolute), who is blissful in essence. How, then, could it be enjoyed by them (the gods) who 

are hurled from the aerial cars smashed by the sword of Death? (10) May I enjoy the intimate 

fellowship, O infinite Lord, of exalted souls, possessed of a pure heart and constantly 
devoted to You, so that I may easily cross the terrible ocean of metempsychosis, full of great 

perils, drunk with the nectar of Your (delectable) virtues and stories. (11) They who have 

cultivated the close fellowship of men whose heart is captivated with the fragrance of Your 

lotus-feet, O Lord with a lotus sprung from Your navel, think no more of their mortal frame, 

which is extremely dear to all, much less of those connected with it, viz., their sons, relations, 

house, wealth and wife. (12) O birthless one, I know only Your grossest (cosmic) form, full 
of animals, trees and mountains, birds, reptiles, gods and demons and human beings, 
consisting of gross and subtle elements and brought about by many causes, such as the 

Mahat-tattva and so on; I am not aware, O supreme Lord, of Your other Self, higher than this, 
which transcends all speech. (13) You are the same as the Supreme Person, who at the end 
of a cycle (at the time of universal dissolution) reposes with none beside Him save Lord 

Ananta (the serpent-god Sesa) and on his very coil, withdrawing all this universe into His 

belly and with His eyes turned inward (buried as He is in Yoganidra or the sleep of Samadhi). 
Nay, it is in the seed-vessel of the gold lotus representing all the fourteen worlds and sprung 

from the ocean of Your navel that the shining Brahma (the creator) appears ! I bow to that 
Lord. (14) You are the eternally free, all-pure and all-knowing Self, the immutable, most 

ancient Person, possessed of all divine attributes and the Controller of the three Gunas 
(modes of Prakrti). Witnessing by Your unobstructed vision the different states of the mind, 

You appear as Visnu (the Deity presiding over sacrifices) for the preservation (of the 
universe) and are altogether distinct (from the Jiva). (15) It is in You that the manifold 

potencies of opposite character, namely, Vidya (the power of omniscience) and so on, 
constantly appear in unbroken succession. You are no other than Brahma (the Absolute), 
the cause of the universe, indivisible, without beginning or end, purely blissful in character 

and changeless. I take refuge in You. (16) In the eyes of him who constantly adores You as 
an embodiment of supreme bliss (seeking no other object), Your lotus-feet, O Lord, are the 

only true blessing as compared with other boons (sovereignty etc.). Nevertheless, my 

Master, just as a cow that has recently calved nourishes its calf (by its milk) and protects it 
(against wolves etc.,) You foster even wretched (interested) devotees like us, impatient as 
You (always) are to shower Your grace on them. (17) 

Maitreya resumed : Thus extolled by that sagacious child, who cherished a noble 
purpose, the Lord, who is fond of His devotees, cheerfully received its praises and spoke as 
follows. (18) 

% effort fft 1 rTdF-t^lfij H tJTTUMfa I %% I 

■RRTtfllfgH £jgT§Tf?T I ITggTftKIUli syiMNI I ?o I 

^ cHlchfl: I 
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The Lord said: I know the cherished desire of your heart, 0 Ksatriya boy. Although it 
is difficult to attain, I grant it, O child of commendable vow. May prosperity wait on you. (19) 
I bestow on you O blessed one, that effulgent and lasting abode which has not (so far) been 
attained to by others. The entire stellar sphere—consisting of planets, lunar mansions 
and (other) stars—stands fastened to it even as oxen employed in trampling corn are bound 
to a post in the middle of a threshing-floor. It survives even those who live for a whole day 
of Brahma (i.e., even after the dissolution of the three world—earth, heaven and the 
intermediate region); nay, the stars presided over by Dharma (the god of piety), Agni (the 
god of fire), Kasyapa (a lord of created beings) and the seven Rsis, the Venus and other stars 
too revolve round it, ever keeping it to their right. (20-21) (Even here) when your father retires 
to the forest after handing over (the dominion of) the earth (to you), you will rule over the 
globe for a period of thirty-six thousand years, firmly established in righteousness and with' 
your senses (faculties) unimpaired. (22) Again, when your half-brother, Uttama, loses his life 
in a hunting expedition, his mother (Suruci) will enter a forest fire while searching for him in 
the forest, he being the only subject of her thought. (23) (You know) Yajfia (sacrifice) is My 

beloved form. Therefore, worshipping Me through a number of sacrifices, in which liberal 
fees will be paid (to the officiating priests), and having enjoyed true blessings in this life, you 
will ultimately fix yourthought (exclusively) on Me. (24) Thereby you will ascend to My abode, 
which is adored by all other spheres and is situated even higher than (the abode of) the seven 
Rsis (the Ursa Major), attaining to which one does not return (to this mortal world). (25) 

$<?jf4d: RrcIHfafoillriR: TRqj RtfW Sim ^41 frbSsgST: 

R^fa tnchcrlM fqojil: ifc^nH,I SM Wdi^uPidfu'l Hlfayld'lTURId^H^ 1 ^ 1 

Maitreya continued: Thus glorified (by Dhruva) and having promised to him (an abode 
in) His own realm, the Lord, who bears the emblem of Garuda on His banner, rose to His own 

abode, while the child stood gazing (in wonder) (26) The child was not very pleased even 
after attaining his cherished object—which had been obtained through the worship of Lord 
Visnu's feet, and had quenched (all) his desires (once for all)—and returned to the city (the 
capital of his father). (27) 

C555SRR%^8ffR3RjPRTT R2I RRmRRRRTsffRL 1341 

Vidura said : How is it that Dhruva (who knew the real value of things) felt as if he had 
not realized his object, even though he had secured in the course of a single life (a title to) 
the supreme Abode of Sri Hari, the Lord of Maya (Prakrti), which is so very difficult to attain 
and is earned solely through the worship of His feet ? (28) 

RIJ: tTR^mRJ rWIR'4y*4f4c(l'L | ^ | 

Maitreya replied : His heart having been pierced with the shaft-like words of his 
stepmother and their memory still fresh (in his mind), Dhruva did not seek Mukti (final 
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beatitude) even from the Lord of Mukti; that'is why he was filled with remorse (when the 
bitterness was gone through the sight of the Lord). (29) 

gcT3=7R 
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Dhruva said (to himself): Even after securing, in the course of (mere) six months, the 
asylum of His feet, whose truth perpetual celibates like Sanandana (and his three brothers— 

Sanaka, Sanatana and Sanatkumara)—have been able to realize through abstract medita¬ 
tion practised through many lives, I have receded from them, my mind being fixed on 

diversity. (30) Oh, look at my folly! Alas! how unfortunate I am that, having reached the soles 

of His feet, who is capable of ending the cycle of birth and death, I asked for something which 
is bound to perish. (31) (It seems) my judgment was perverted by the gods, who (evidently) 

could not bear to see my rare good fortune inasmuch as they are sure (one day) to fall (from 
their elevated position). That is why I refused to believe the true words of Narada, most 

wicked that I am. (32) Clinging to the Lord's Maya (deluding potency) and (hence) taking a 
perverted view of things, I, burnt with jealousy, mistaking my own brother for an enemy— 

although (from the point of view of the spirit) there in none other than me—just as a sleeping 

(dreaming) man sees the projection of his own self in the form of a lion, snake and so on and 
gets afraid of the same. (33) Like medical treatment in the case of one whose life has come 
to an end I asked in vain for this (sovereignty of the world). Having propitiated through 

austere penance the Soul of the universe, who is (so) difficult to please and is capable of 
ending the cycle of birth and death, I asked of Him only worldly fortune (which is conducive 

to rebirth), hapless that lam! (34) Alas! like a pauper seeking unhusked grains of a universal 

monarch, I, whose stock of merit had been depleted, foolishly asked for worldly power and 

pelf (that tends to swell one's pride) at the hands of Him who was ready to grant me the joy 
that constitutes one's own essence. (35) 

^ T'41'jjtlWld qdl^ll 3RT: I 

CllotsPrl <4 £<5$ it I 13^1 

Maitreya began again : People (devotees) like you, who take delight in the dust of the 
lotus-feet of Lord Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation) and whose mind remains sated with 
whatever is got without any effort, seek nothing for themselves beyond the privilege of 
serving Him. (36) 

FWM q«ITSSqtTqj TF5TT q qsqqjRq- cfqt qq |^| 

£JT%: I ^Tdl^JHyidT fit SI^IHtgiqq^ 11 
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When the king (Uttanapada) heard that his son (Dhruva) was coming back, he did not 
give credence to the news any more than one would believe the story of anyone's returning 
to life after death (and said to himself,)" How could a wretched being like me have such good 

luck ?" (37) He (however) put faith in the words of the celestial sage (Narada) and was 
(forthwith) overwhelmed with intensity of joy. Highly pleased with the man who had brought 

the news, he rewarded him with a costly pearl necklace. (38) Eager to see his son, he 
mounted a car decked with gold and drawn by excellent horses and, surrounded by 
Brahmanas, the elders of his race, ministers and kinsfolk, sallied forth from the city, while 
conchs were being blown and kettledrums sounded, Vedic hymns were loudly chanted and 

flutes played upon (even as he drove in the car). (39-40) Adorned with gold ornaments, his 
two queens, Sunlti and Suruci, too mounted a palanquin and proceeded along with prince 
Uttama (Suruci's son). (41) The king, whose heart had been pining for his son for a long time, 
hurriedly alighted from the car when he saw the boy coming near the garden, and quickly 
went up to him. Overpowered with affection and heaving deep sighs, he folded in his arms 
Dhruva, who had been absolved of all his sins and freed from all bondages by the touch of 

Lord Visnu's feet. (42-43) His great ambition (of seeing his son safe and sound again) having 
been realized, the king smelt Dhruva's head (out of affection) again and again and bathed 

him with his cool tears (of love and joy). (44) 
3Tf4cFU | qqm *TTrTTT WTOTf fMHWufi: |*q| 
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Having bowed at his father's feet and received his benedictions (in return), and being 
kindly spoken to and received with honour by him, Dhruva, the foremost of noble souls, bent 
his head low to both his mothers (Sunlti and Suruci). (45) Lifting up the child fallen at her feet, 
Suruci (Dhruva's stepmother) pressed it to her bosom and in a voice choked with tears said, 
"May you live (long)!" (46) Just as water flows down to a low level of its own accord, so all 
living beings submit to him who has pleased Sri Hari through virtues like friendliness (to all) 
and so on. (47) Both Uttama and Dhruva experienced a thrill of joy when, overwhelmed with 
love, they hugged each other and shed a flood of tears again and again. (48) Sunlti, Dhruva's 
mother, was relieved of her agony as she hugged her son, who was dearer (to her) than life, 

and felt gratified by the very touch of his body. (49) Milk incessantly flowed, O valiant Vidura, 
from the breasts of Sunlti (the mother of a hero), bathed as they were at that time with her 
tears of joy. (50) The people (of the city) felicitated the (senior) queen (Sunlti) and said, 
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"Luckily enough (for all of us) your son, who had long been lost, has been recovered and has 
(thus) wiped out your agony. He will in course of time rule over the terrestrial globe. (51) You 

have surely adored the Lord, who puts an end to the suffering of the suppliant, and by 

constantly contemplating on whom the wise have succeeded in conquering death, which is 

so very difficult to conquer." (52) 
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Placing Dhruva, who was thus being fondly caressed by the people, on (the back of) a 
female elephant along with his (younger) brother (Uttama), the king (Uttanapada) joyously 

entered the city (of Barhismati), acclaimed (by all). (53) The city was decorated here and 
there with plantain trees and young arecas containing bunches (of fruits and blossoms) set 

up with charming alligator-shaped festoons tied to them, and was adorned at every entrance 

with jars full of water with lights burning on them and leaves of mango trees, pieces of cloth, 
wreaths of flowers and strings of pearls hanging about their necks. (54-55) It was graced on 

all sides with defensive walls, gates and mansions decked with gold and with their fops 
shining like the glorious pinnacles of aerial cars. (56) Its quadrangles, streets, attics and 
roads had been cleaned and the city sprinkled with sandal water. Again, it was scattered with 

fried as well as unfried rice, unbroken rice, flowers, fruits and (other) offerings. (57) 

Everywhere the virtuous women of the city showered on Dhruva, as they saw him on the 
road, white mustard seeds, unbroken rice, curds, water, blades of Durva (panic grass), 

flowers and fruits, uttering their benedictions (on the child) out of (pure) affection; and 
hearing their sweet strains, Dhruva entered the palace of his father. (58-59) 

MgmfuidldM4 TT rTTFR, I ^Tfodl feRT fen l^o | 
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Fondly caressed by his father, Dhruva lived in that excellent palace built of most precious 
stones, like a god in heaven. (60) It was furnished with best of ivory (soft and white) as the 

froth of milk and provided with coverings of gold, and contained costly seats and other 
furniture, made of gold. (61) In its walls of crystal and emerald shone lights in the shape of 
bright gems placed in the hands of beautiful female figures carved in precious stones. (62) 

Within the premises of the palace there were pleasure-gardens charming with different 

species of celestial trees, resorted to by warbling pairs of birds and humming bees drunk with 

honey. (63) It also contained extensive wells with steps of cat's-eye, containing white and 
blue lotuses and water-lilies and inhabited by swarms of swans and ducks, ruddy geese and 
cranes. (64) 
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4TTFWK1 TT^: rlH-MW rf^l 37HJ ^ I 
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The royal sage Uttanapada was highly amazed to see (with his own eyes) the most 
wonderful glory of his son (Dhruva), of which he had (already) heard (from the mouth of 
Narada). (65) (Later on) the king made Dhruva the sovereign of the entire globe, when he 
saw that the prince had not only come of age, but had also won the esteem of the ministers 
and the devotion of the people. (66) And perceiving himself advanced in age, the king was 
(now) disgusted with the pleasures of sense and departed for the woods, contemplating on 
the essential character of the Self. (67) 

Thus ends the ninth discourse entitled "The Coronation of Dhruva" in Book 
Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, othenvise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3?ST ^TTTrsSHTRT: 

Discourse X 
Uttama’s death at the hands of the Yaksas and 

Dhruva's encounter with them 
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Maitreya continued : Dhruva married Bhrami, daughter of Sisumara, a lord of created 
beings, and the couple were blessed with two sons, Kalpa and Vatsara. (1) Through his 
(other) wife, lla, daughter of Vayu (the wind-god), too.the mighty Dhruva begot a son, Utkala 
by name, and a daughter, a very jewel among women. (2) Uttama (Dhruva's half-brother), 
however, who was yet unmarried, was killed in the course of a hunting expedition on the 
Himalaya mountain by a Yaksa, who was stronger than he, and his mother (Suruci, Dhruva's 
stepmother) followed him (to the abode of Yama). (3) 

STTgero SpelT gflmmfyrllftfd: I ^ TTrT: I Y I 

fei Trar ^ f^c^iuut ijrf i i 

Tlif 73 UHISTfTTF^anSjm^T^ I ^ | 

Overcome with anger, indignation and grief at the news of his brother's death, Dhruva 
mounted his victorious car and marched against the city of Alaka (the abode of the Yaksas). 
(4) Proceeding in a northerly direction, the king (Dhruva) saw in a valley of the Himalayas 
the city (of Alaka) crowded with the Guhyakas (Yaksas) and inhabited by spirits and ghosts 
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(the attendants of Lord Rudra). (5) The stout-armed Dhruva blew his conch, causing the 
heavens as well as the quarters to resound, and the women of the demigods, O Vidura, were 
greatly alarmed at the sound and cast a bewildered look. (6) 
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Impatient at the blast, the mighty and great warriors among the demigods sallied forth 
from their stronghold with uplifted weapons and proceeded (against Dhruva). (7) As they 
rushed towards him, O valiant Vidura, Dhruva (the great car-warrior), who was armed with 
a fierce bow, hit them all at once with three shafts each. (8) With the arrows planted in their 
brow, they all thought themselves vanquished and applauded that feat of his. (9) Intolerant 
of his valour like serpents, who cannot tolerate being trodden on, they in their anxiety to 
achieve twice as much as he had done simultaneously struck him (with six arrows each). (10) 
Full of rage and eager to return his volleys, the Yaksas, numbering one hundred and thirty 
thousand, rained on him as well as on his car and charioteer iron clubs, swords, lances, pikes 
and axes, javelins, double-edged swords, Bhusundis and arrows with many-coloured 
feathers. (11-12) Screened with the thick volley of weapons, even as a hill is covered with 
a torrential shower. Dhruva (the son of Uttanapada) could not be seen at that time. (13) That 
very moment arose a plaintive cry raised by the Siddhas who had been witnessing the scene 
from heaven: "Drowned in the sea of the Punyajana (Yaksa) host, this sun of Manu's race 
has set P (14) Then, in the midst of the roaring of the Raksasas (Yaksas) * who were 
proclaiming their own triumph on the field of battle, Dhruva's car came into view, like the sun 
from behind (a cloud of) mist. (15) 

fg^rTT W.iJ&H1 ^U&uWHHlchfMclirHW: 1^1 

tw % T4rcfa*|THi far^T gufffn TawTqj 

RfoSJUHFti frrfrf^rai^^: I 1^41 

I 3H-kjrlRrTI m^st\ ^cfRudl^l: 1^1 

Twanging his celestial bow and inspiring terror into (the heart of) the enemies, Dhruva 
tore to pieces their host of missiles even as a blast disperses an army of clouds. (16) Piercing 
the armour of the Raksasas, the sharp arrows discharged from his bow disappeared into 
their bodies as thunderbolts into mountains. (17) Strewn all over with the heads adorned with 
beautiful ear-rings, thighs resembling gold palmyras, arms graced with bracelets as well as 
with the necklaces, armlets, diadems and costly turbans of the enemies, who were being 
mowed down with the shafts (of Dhruva), the fields of battle, which ravished the mind of 
heroes, looked very charming. (18-19) 

rTRNcRTT dit^t-cti 

39dcm?>|*T£l: 

tTO tTgRST: 

TO f| 

I 6 I 

‘ Here as well as in the subsequent verses the Yaksas have been promiscuously referred to as 'Raksasas' and 'Asuras'- 

obviously because all these species are akin to one another and the population of Alaka was a mixture of all these. 
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FTI^TST ftR T^FTTITT: %lfoyy4yiy4>: I 

srrat fq<^cKmc(4)cti fydA itfy yTi fey y i ^ i ^ o i 

3T^r^mR: 4vER MHdHM: I 

f|^t yiRwi %cbff4d src: i 3% 1 

^4fg5R8I: ^FTKfsj ^ItT: TO y [HiTMI^lf^rT: I 

ytf4R4Rd T3ns<t^rwi^i 

Hosts of other Raksasas, who had escaped death, yet who had most of their limbs cut 
off with the arrows of Dhruva (the foremost of the Ksatriyas), fled from the field of battle like 
troop-leaders of elephants disturbed in their sport by the king of beasts. (20) Not finding then 
anyone left with a weapon in that extensive field of battle, Dhruva (the foremost of Manu's 
race) felt inclined to behold the city of the enemies, yet he refrained from entering it (and 
said,) "No man can know the intention of those skilled in enchantment I" (21) Addressing his 
charioteer as above, Dhruva (who rode in a wonderful chariot) remained on his guard, 
apprehending renewed opposition from the enemy, when he heard a (loud) noise like the 
roaring of an ocean, and further beheld in every direction the dust raised by a blast. (22) 

$<u|H|T*9i[^d «rm UhnI^iH Tr4?T: I f^FJRrTTScTT fe*t yiyytWHRl^HI 1I 

°r^|, i -y>y.yi.yy4byu i w i 

rftT: RiRRfArj: w44lfoiHj ^wRyfaR^IJ^tfl: M$Mc|{UuT: |^| 

3Tg4t5?TRrRt:^roT yy-ribRi wfarfa: i irtt: ffl^eyiyisj^arst: 

Tt44t *[^1 3TRRTTg I | 

tjyfyyi^AchiR* yiyyi-itydReniyj ^H^Ryjyyyy sriyy? yiyyiyti: 1^41 

# y^Thm^Wi *iiym%frHiyj Rr^rer <m ^ra: siyiVuH kmpmi: 13^1 

In an instant the sky was overcast on all sides with a canopy of clouds accompanied by 
flashes of lightning and alarming claps of thunder in every direction. (23) They rained torrent 
of blood as well as phlegm etc., pus, ordure, urine and fat and before him fell headless trunks 

from the sky, O sinless Vidura. (24) Then appeared a mountain in the air and there rained 
on all sides maces, iron clubs, swords and Musalas (a particular type of arrow), as well as 
showers accompanied with volleys of stones. (25) Serpents ran up to him hissing with a 
thunder-like roar and discharging fire from their eyes in rage, and there came rushing in 
herds mad elephants, lions and tigers. (26) Assuming a threatening aspect as at the time of 
universal dissolution and roaring deeply, the terrible ocean approached on all sides deluging 
the earth with waves. (27) By their conjuring tricks, peculiar to the demons, the Yaksas, who 
are noted for their cruel disposition, displayed many such phenomena which inspired terror 
into (the heart of) the pusillanimous. (28) Seeing the conjuring trick employed by the Yaksas 
against Dhruva—a trick which was so very difficult to counteract—a number of hermits that 
had assembled there prayed for his welfare (in the following words). (29) 

T™ 35?; 

vngjwy "STT^arr 33= f^grr^ 1 

Rtstri ^is&i trrRr ^Ry^c^ 13 o 1 
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9TO5TO3 TTFi^crn wpi wb ^mtseiP?: i*<>i 

The hermits said : 0 son of Uttanapada may the almighty Lord Visnu (the Wielder of 
the famous Sarnga bow), who relieves the agony of His suppliants, wipe out your enemies! 

By uttering and hearing His very Name people easily succeed in this very life in conquering 
death, which is so hard to overcome, O dear Dhruva. (30) 

Thus ends the tenth discourse in Book Four of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XI 
Swayambhuva Manu intervenes and persuades Dhruva to cease fighting 

hctdl^d^tTluli SFjfa sja: I ilstR'iauifaftfdH, I ^ I 

trdf^M'iii<4i ^ebfdWdi: i fata aai i 9 1 

rwrafej srjfa ar^fiawfi: 1 

3TTfafa^ffa^ aaT aa kintal: RuafosH: 1 3 1 

dfw^nau: L^UilvHHI 3qgjTT: I 

atnaaiaa, ^ar?a: 1 'g 1 

hr 4Mc4itfwaat -qit ft^.dai^RidaridU'L 1 

FRTa caat sthRh Rrftfc 1 v 1 

hr ^MHwiaataa TpajFRFmfgaraa 1 

3^riRaTf| faciiHsi TRjhn^taaa: 1 ^ 1 

Maitreya went on : On hearing the prayer of the sages, who spoke as above, Dhruva 
sipped some water and (after washing his hand) set to his bow the missile that had been 
evolved by the divine sage Narayana. (1) While the missile was being fixed to the bow, the 

illusory appearances conjured up by the Guhyakas (Yaksas) forthwith vanished in the same 
way as nescience and its progeny (egotism and so on) disappear at the dawn of wisdom, 
O Vidura. (2) Even as he fixed on his bow the missile evolved by the sage Narayana there 

flew from it arrows with shafts of gold and feathers resembling the wings of a swan, and 

penetrated the enemy ranks like peacocks entering a forest with a terrible noise. (3) Assailed 
on the battle-field with those sharp-edged arrows, the Punyajanas (Yaksas) felt much 
enraged and with uplifted weapons darted against Dhruva from all sides even as serpents 

would rush at Garuda with their hoods drawn up. (4) As they ran towards him on the field 
of battle he tore off with his arrows their arms, thighs, necks and bellies and despatched them 

to that highest realm (Satyaloka, the abode of Brahma), which recluses attain to, carving 
their way through the sphere of the sun. (5) Dhruva's grandfather, Swayambhuva Manu, was 

overcome with compassion to see those innocent Guhyakas being killed in large numbers 
by Dhruva (who was mounted on a wonderful car). He arrived (on the scene) along with a 
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TFnqg: I gtST gran 

number of sages and spoke to the son of Uttanapada (as follows). (6) 

3Tc% (TOtSITUT | $q <£Ug*Hl}dHelu1fcelMHmF: I V8 I 

m wolfed gig g,£fdrHr&rifi'ggj g«rr ^^Hmuayi 4 ' 

q^cRFIiggttq g?gT ?HT: I ■‘HTJ^gifagHg t^TTf I % I 

qig qFTf f| FT^TT ^RtfR M^q^d^mH, I \° I 

g^^fgTgrmgq ^gigm qgTqj 3tuiw4iM ^ggsg faa4itddu*i g^Rj^i 

g <g ^yznrnq^mfq Hiqg: i gtsi <gg?i <^ddw^^i. ggi ggqj^ i 

iTTf^T^RTT c*vbU|ill q5TT gifegsgqj^1 ^ trotai ^Jlql< «H)«l«;fn 1^1 

flH^ ipigig ijgq: yi^'djjul: I fgrpgj 41 q (4*^1 g?g (Wui^fa | ^ | 

Manu said : Have done, dear child, with this sinful rage, a gateway to hell, swayed by 
which you have slain (all) these innocent Punyajanas. (7) The carnage of innocent demigods 
which you have embarked upon is not becoming of our race, dear son; for such an act is 
denounced by the righteous.(8) Indeed for the fault of one many have been killed by you 
because of their connection with the offender, highly perturbed as you were by the death of 
your brother, whom you loved so dearly, my darling. (9) That one should destroy living beings 
after the manner of the beasts, taking the body-which is external to the mind—as one's own 
self, surely this is not the way of the righteous, who are devoted to the Lord (the Ruler of our 
senses). (10) Having adored (in your very childhood) Sri Hari, the abode of all living beings, 
who is so difficult to propitiate, regarding all creatures as your own self, you have secured 
(for yourself) that supreme realm of Lord Visnu 1(11) Constantly abiding in the thought of Sri 
Hari and esteemed even by His devotees, how did you perpetrate this reprehensible act— 
you who ought to instruct others in the ways of the righteous ? (12) It is through forbearance 
(towards our elders), compassion (towards our inferiors), friendliness (towards our equals) 
and even-mindedness towards all living beings that the Lord, the Universal Spirit, is 
thoroughly pleased (with us). (13) On the Lord being thoroughly pleased a man is rid of the 
three modes of Prakrti (Sattva etc.,) and of their evolute, the subtle body, and becomes one 

with the all-blissful Brahma. (14) 
Tig f| | d4l<4c||qicyi^Tgqffa^q4lfa* 1^1 

Tig gg# Trif: ferfo: tM Tig g | 1^1 

fafadUng d^iqlflnjui: qww: I oil I oil* fa < fgsg gq gqfg I ^\9 I 

g idfoxld ’M'lcliq chlc^T?l«+ri4l ^Ulildl^Ul fg%rni4)4: I 

ch4<nef>rfa ^fdT-nctii 

gq^qTfggf&fraggq: i tir *^q 1 ^1 

q of ^ggarr,sgj fgqst xjg gT grgi ^<4if44in: tfw 3T3tt: i 

g gignHq^&iiciTqq~i^ii ggr Wiwfatf ^ol 

3TT^t3qgg ggrtgggtggg fg^j: i T^ngi 7f|g: w*gt ■fg^grarfr 13^1 

4>fa<g?g gqqgq Tjgiti% gr ^i; ckimh^ i?*i 

aioiiTb^iiMA^^ g i q g iggfH^g gig i 

The male and the female are products of the five gross elements developed in the form 
of a gross body and from their copulation spring up other men and women in the world. (15) 
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Thus proceed the creation and preservation as well as the dissolution (of the universe) from 
a disturbance in the equilibrium of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) brought about 
by the Lord's own Maya (deluding potency) O king I (16) As for God (the Supreme Person), 
who is (ever) free from the three Gunas ( modes of Prakrti), He serves only as an occasion 
for the transformation of these Gunas. It is due to Him that this universe, consisting of both 
cause and effect, (ever) remains in a state of flux even as iron is set in motion (by the 
presence of a loadstone). (17) The Lord's energy is divided (in the form of the creative, 
protective ahd destructive powers) when the equilibrium of the three Gunas gets disturbed 
under the force of His energy known by the name of Time. That is how He creates this 
universe, though remaining a non-doer, and dissolves it even though a non-destroyer. The 
Lord's energy (in the shape of Time) is indeed hard to conceive. (18) It is the same immortal 
Lord who as the Time-Spirit puts an end to the world, though endless Himself, and is the first 
Maker (of the universe), though Himself without beginning. It is He who creates the universe 
by begetting one individual through another and dissolves the same by destroying the 
destroyer Himself through Death.(19) Equally entering all created beings as Death, the 
Supreme Being treats none as His own or as His enemy. Like particles of dust following a 
blast, all living beings follow the course of the Time- Spirit subject to their own destiny. (20) 
The all-pervading Lord, who ever remains in His own natural state, cuts short as well as 
prolongs the life of a living being, a creature of its destiny, though Himself immune from 
such changes.(21) Some (the followers of the Mimarhsa school of thought) speak of Him 
as Karma (ritual), while others (the Carvakas or materialists) call Him by the name of 
Nature, O ruler of men. Some refer to Him as Kala (Time), others (the astrologers) as 
Pestiny, while still other people give Him the appellation of Kama (Desire). (22) No one, 
dear son, knows (even) the intention of the Lord, who is neither open to sense-perception 
nor to any other means of cognition and who is the fountain-head of manifold energies 
(such as Mahat-tattva or the principal of cosmic intelligence). Who, then, can know the 
Lord Himself, one's own origin ? (23) 

TT tig fere IJcllclfH ^ I STSJTfa TjaicBiffa: | 

trc* ^rTlfR SJrmTcR: I 3TTTOT *JtF: ^ I 

tTO TO 33 Udf<i4H)l)fg 

TOT 5<Pn TOT TOT 3 RfTT I ^ I 

tort T3 f3?ra tort frorof i 

oFT TOWTOI 3TTO8TRTTOT TO ijfST R3 (deiTOI: \?6\ 

TOTRsTR PhJuiMchM^Ri^ | 

c3 yTOIrdPl fl^T TOFt I 

froro tott i 3° i 

to fn? Rj 3 sro sttot tot. i sjto ijtot totto^ totssitot i ^ i 

3fgTO 'JJTOJR ^TOTS?T TO^STOTOTTO: I^ I 

frTfTTOTgTOTOI TOT fTOJ TOrf33FT tJTOTOFT. RTTpTTfRTOfsfa: 133 I 

3 3TRTO 33TT5]; TTTOT TOdlhbfa: I 3 dldHJgdj 33: I 3-# I 

It is not these Yaksas (attendants of Kubera, the Bestower of riches), my child, who slew 
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your brother. It is God alone, dear son, who is responsible for a man's birth and death. (24) 
It is He who creates the universe and it is He again who preserves and destroys it. 
Nevertheless, being free from egotism, He is neither attached to the modes of Nature nor 

to the functions (of creation etc., discharged by Him). (25) United with His own energy known 
by the name of Maya, He evolves, protects and withdraws into Himself (all) living beings— 
He who is their Ruler and Protector, nay, their very Self. (26) With all your being, dear son, 
resort to that Divinity alone, who is death itself (to those who are not devoted to Him) and 
Immortality (to His devotees), who is the ultimate resort of the (whole) universe and to whom 
(even) the creators of the world (Brahma and the other lords of created beings) bear offerings 
even as oxen, controlled by a string passed through their nostrils, bear loads (for their 
master). (27) Cut to the quick by the (taunting) words of your stepmother, you left your (own) 
mother when a (mere) child of five; and, retiring to the woods, you succeeded in propitiating 
the Lord by means of your penance and by controlling your senses, and secured (for 
yourself) an abode higher than the three worlds (the earth, heaven and the intermediate 
region) I (28) With your eyes turned inward, seek, dear Dhruva, that Supreme Spirit, who 
fondly stays in a mind free from animosity, who is devoid of attributes, one (without a second), 
imperishable and ever free, and by whose presence this phenomenal world of diversity, 
though unreal, appears to exist. (29) Then, by practising supreme devotion to the immortal 
Lord, who is the Inner Controller of all selves, who is pure and absolute Bliss and is 
possessed of all powers, you will gradually succeed in breaking asunder the hard knot 
of ignorance in the shape of (the notions of) T and "mine". (30) By dint of your vast 
learning, O king, curb your anger—which is the greatest impediment to (the attainment 
of) every blessing—even as a disease is controlled with the help of a medicine. May God 
bless you. (31) A wise man who seeks (to attain) for himself the state of fearlessness 
should never allow himself to be overpowered by anger; for people are terribly afraid of the 
man who is swayed by it. (32) You have committed a (great) offence against Kubera (the god 
of riches), the friend of Lord Siva (who lives on a mountain), in that you killed the Yaksas, 
though under provocation, thinking that it were they who had killed your brother. (33) 
Propitiate him soon, my child, through submissiveness and polite words before the anger of 

exalted souls (like him) should destroy our race. (34) 

Tjg TtrenjfaftT: ^Tt 1^1 

ycwonsaiPT iui 

Having thus admonished his grandson, Dhruva, and greeted by the latter, Swayambhuva 

Manu returned to his city along with the sages (who had accompanied him). (35) 

Thus ends the eleventh discourse in Book Four of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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Discourse XII 
Kubera confers a boon on Dhruva, who ascends 

to the abode of Lord Visnu 

H^FTH®JRUFT8Tfe^: I ^ I 

Maitreya continued : Having come to know that Dhruva's anger had been appeased 
and that he had desisted from (further) bloodshed, the worshipful Kubera (the god of riches) 
arrived there, glorified by the Caranas (celestial bards), Yaksas and Kinnaras, and spoke to 
Dhruva, who stood (before him) with joined palms. (1) 

ZR? 3^TW 

*rt: srf^rarg trfr^rsfR ttera i i 3 1 

R g§TT rra I ‘ijgRT Jt^TZjg^Tg^Tt: I 3 | 

3^ cgfiRRT?tf % i ^giyigi'iTRid^Mi^jgi ^ui4ii44i i u i 

w f t ^rngRwraRT^i fig^riidrqraq ^j=nRfo^qj ^ i 

^rafo^l ^FRIT ^m^jlSScUMIUgi 1 ^ I 

^nff? =blH ^RRFRT Mrl4^4lTlHUcL>fc^l(|!d: I 

°rt ^TT^s^RmgTggrRRt tgt i | 

The god of riches said : O Ksatriya prince, I am highly pleased with you since at the 
remonstrance of your grandfather (Swayambhuva Manujyou have renounced the feeling 
of animosity, so difficult to give up, O sinless one. (2) (As a matter of fact), it was not you who 
killed the Yaksas nor did the Yaksas slay your brother (Uttama). The Time-spirit alone is 
responsible for the birth and death of living beings. (3) Like the dream-consciousness, the 
false notion of T and ’you' arises in man through ignorance (of his essential nature) and as 
a result of his self-identification with the body; and it is due to this notion that he has to suffer 
bondage as well as miseries. (4) Therefore, God bless you, Dhruva, go and worship for the 
sake of freedom from birth (and death) the Lord—who is above sense-perception and yet 
manifest in the form of all living beings, whose feet are the only object worth resorting to, who 
puts an end to birth (and death) and who, though united (for the purposes of creation etc.), 
with His own energy known by the name of Maya and consisting of the three Gunas (Sattva, 
Rajas and Tamas), is yet devoid of it (in His absolute aspect)—treating all living beings as 
your own self. (5-6) Freely and unhesitatingly ask of me, O king, a boon which is foremost 
in your mind, O son of Uttanapada, you being (eminently) fit to receive a boon (from me); for 
we have heard, dear Dhruva, that you are so near the feet of the Lord (who has a lotus sprung 
from His navel). (7) 

FT TFjRRR gTCFT dlfcMI 5j4t dginfa: I 
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ITt R cista^fwrii Rjfa RRT rud^plH ^RRR RR: I C I 

TO itlrld HH'Hi RT st^sIcis+tw: I R^RcTT-SRIcJit RtsfR *<14/, xcRRsirt I <? I 

3T8JTRRfR Rji^l ch^rinlJTclf&RJT: 

R^for^raptaRR dlsimi <mF*h&h 

rf^of RjpRR 

wtr f^MMudrtH 

RR Rj?RR RiTcR HglWlfe^WpSN: 

RRIRTR ^ fog RIRKfaHRItilfH 

3TlRR5TRR^JgRT 

^Husrt RIRrfsR^Rc^RTRic^ RTF 

s^ifgF^n^crHRT rir RnlRx^y^iL i ^ o i 

'ddilfrRlH RRcRdfotR IH I 

RlTfTT RRR1JRT Rf^ farR 5T3TT: 1^1 

RTR: TJ0R8TR ^ddRP1J,i|R8TRR 1^1 

focHlTuP-ieb RttRT RstldldldRIfMR I I 

Rflfd^lHJRgr RRT: I 

RTR R WTT (d^ilrtlRJ^l 

Maitreya went on : When the great-minded Dhruva, an eminent devotee of the Lord, 
was egged on by Kubera (the king of the Yaksas) to ask for a boon, he sought to be blessed 
with constant remembrance of Sri Hari, with the help of which one is easily able to cross the 
ocean of worldly existence (which is an outcome of ignorance, and) which is so difficult to 
get over. (8) With a glad heart Kubera (the son of Idavida) conferred on him the boon of 
constant remembrance of the Lord and thereafter vanished before his very eyes; and Dhruva 
too returned to his own capital (Barhismati). (9) Then he propitiated, through (the perform¬ 
ance of) a number of sacrifices attended with liberal fees (to the officiating priests), the Lord 
of sacrifices, who is the reward of ritual acts—performed with the help of material substances 

(clarified butter etc.), sacrificial activity (the work of the priests) and the deities (such as the 
fire-god, Indra and others) worshipped in the course of a sacrifice—as well as the dispenser 
of theirfruit. (10) Maintaining an ardentflow of Devotion to the immortal Lord, who is the Inner 
Controller of all and yet who excludes all, he saw seated in himself as well as in all (other) 
beings the same all-pervading Lord. (11) The people looked upon him as their own father— 
him, who was thus possessed of a lofty character, devoted to the Brahmana and tender to 
the afflicted, and who preserved the bounds of propriety. (12) Exhausting (the stock of) his 
merit through luxuries (permitted by the Sastras) and neutralizing evil by practising self- 
denial (in the form of charity and the performance of sacrifices etc.), he ruled over the 
terrestrial globe for thirty-six thousand years (the span of life of a god).(13) Having thus spent 
a long period as a means to (the attainment of) the three objects of human pursuit, (viz., 
religious merit, worldly prosperity and sensuous enjoyment) with his senses fully controlled, 
the high-souled Dhruva (eventually) made over the throne to his son (Utkala). (14) 
Regarding this universe—which is no more real than a dream or a hallucination caused by 
ignorance—as super-imposed on his own self by Maya (illusion), and realizing his own body, 
wives, progeny and kinsfolk, as well as his army, rich treasury, gynaeceum, delightful 
pleasure-grounds and (his dominion over) the sea-girt terrestrial globe as overtaken by 
Death, he left for Visala (the forest of Badarikasrama, the modern Badrinatha). (15-16) 

HRfT fy^ohJUl: R>|c*dliyj||^J R3SRTSSRR fRRRPRRRTSS^RTai: I 

SRTT Vict<yfa«cL| S2URRl^6qg%R oERpRRRTRt l^\9l 

Rfrt> RRRfR RajjR^RRTR^RRTORK^RT I 

1%%?IRTR12R: ^rtchifcicii^-i TftRNRWNRlfdfd 

IdRMMR RRRtSRRT^ IJR: I fRRFHR^ST uehmfafWllctrtH, 1^1 
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^cisickI 'atjsjsff 3^lHl foSTtrraWF^SIUTl | 

feimqcig-^l T]^t qcii««I I ^ o I 

f^IRI HT^rmTTnTfefTTongfejrT: I 

4hih hihiR •‘jui'it^l^tc 4i4rt<&iMi(qld HgrTT^fe: 19^1 

- y^K-Ki^u^ TrfFm 9d|*i<j: gshtHmfimd) 133 1 

There (at Visala) he purified his mind by taking a plunge in the sacred waters (of the holy 
Gariga) and, after steadying himself in a squatting posture, controlled his breath (through 

the process of Pranayama). Then, having withdrawn his senses (from the outside world) with 

the help of his mind, he fixed it on the gross (cosmic) form of the Lord, and meditating on it 

till the distinction of subject and object altogether disappeared from his mind, he was lost in 
Samadhi (abstract meditation) and abandoned the thought even of that (cosmic body). (17) 
Maintaining an unceasing flow of devotion towards Lord Sri Hari, he was bathed in a stream 

of blissful tears again and again. His heart melted (with emotion), a thrill ran through all his 
limbs, and rid of self-identification with the body, he lost consciousness even of his own 

individuality. (18) While in that state, Dhruva beheld an excellent aerial car descending from 

the heavens. Like a rising full moon, it shed a bright lustre all round as well as above and 
below, (19) He further saw therein two foremost divinities, swarthy of hue, possessed of four 

arms and eyes resembling a pair of red lotuses, clad in a beautiful attire and adorned with 
crowns, pearl necklaces, armlets and charming ear-rings. They were still in the prime of 
youth and stood leaning against their maces. (20) Concluding them to be attendants of Lord 

Visnu (of excellent renown), he sprang on his feet, and forgetting in the flurry (of the moment) 

the prescribed course (of worship), (simply) bowed to them with joined palms, uttering the 

names of the Lord (the Slayer of the demon Madhu) and thinking them to be His foremost 
attendants. (21) Sunanda and Nanda, the two esteemed attendants of Lord Visnu (who has 
a lotus sprung from His navel), approached Dhruva—whose mind was set on Sri Krsna's 

feet, and who stood with joined palms, his head bent low in humility—and smilingly spoke 

(as follows). (22) 

nwiRqwMiMtai^icii ^TTfftH: I *P=E1TH1 ^5 ^5|T I 

NtujiR ftra cTOT u<^uiisiiuj feraiH i 

3TTf%g 9?$TrnTT: qRilRd 

31RtRsJcT % 3TTfog ^FTrri dfetUll: TT*q 

Sunanda and Nanda said : O king; God bless you, listen attentively to our words—you, 
who succeeded in propitiating the Lord through (your) penance while yet a child of five! (23) 

We two are attendants of the selfsame Lord, the Wielder of the famous Sariiga bow and the 

Sustainer of the whole world, and have called here to take you to the Lord's abode. (24) You 
have secured (an abode in) the realm of Lord Visnu, which is exceedingly difficult to attain 

to, and which even the seers (the sages presiding over the seven stars known by the name 
of the Great Bear) are unable to reach and only look up to from below. (Come with us and) 
take up your abode there. Planets, lunar mansions and other stars, including the sun and 
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the moon, revolve round that realm, placing it on their right. (25) Take up your residence in 
that supreme Abode of Lord Visnu, which is worthy of adoration for all the worlds and has 
never been attained to by your forbears or even others, dear Dhruva ! (26) Be pleased to 

mount, O long-lived one ! this excellent aerial car, despatched (for you) by the Lord, the 
foremost among those enjoying the highest renown. (27) 

^flifTiycn: JJTtR yU|WJ||^|tU1^c(ic>(rL I ^61 

firmer gifste cts^iigRj 

I TRty^l: snhj: % 

Maitreya resumed : On hearing the above words of the two chief servants of Lord 
Visnu—words, which dropped nectar (as it were), Dhruva, a beloved devotee of the Lord 
(who took wide strides in order to rob Bali of his sovereignty of the three worlds) performed 
his ablutions, finished his daily routine (of devotions) and adorned his person and, having 

bowed low to the sages (residing in that hermitage), he drew forth their benediction. (28) 
Having worshipped and gone round (from left to right) that excellent aerial car and made 
obeisance to the two divine attendants, and endowed with a (divine) form shining like gold, 
he felt inclined to mount it. (29) In the meantime Dhruva (the son of Uttanapada) saw Death 
arrived (there) and, having set his foot on the latter's head, stepped into the wonderful 
car.(30) At the moment kettledrums as well as drums and tabors etc., sounded (of their own 

accord), the chief among the Gandharvas (celestial songsters) loudly sang and showers of 
flowers rained (on Dhruva). (31) 

Tt ^ ^frftT *RTT IJcT: I ^RT I 

oqgfer rTW I d^MWI^'cTl 

m 7R MVwfo: snTTfMfc: I 3OTWTO sSW 17?Rs I ^ I 

kwiefn i g^nf^arit: q^rsrnzFTTrLi^m 

'bdMiHM t-tcfril «ichi«<4i TJfT I 

irensTj^rES sHTfR STSjfnT I ? ^ I 

^THTT: ^gt: I ^l^raT: 1^1 

As he was about to soar for the divine realm, Dhruva recalled his mother Suniti, and said 
to himself, "Shall I have to proceed to the inaccessible heaven, leaving my poor mother 
behind ?" (32) Having read his mind as depicted above, the two foremost divinities showed 
the shining lady going ahead (of Dhruva) in another aerial car. (33) Greeted at every stage 

on the route with showers of flowers by gods shouting applause from their aerial cars, he saw 
(went past) the planets one after another. (34) Passing beyond the three worlds (the earth, 
the intermediate region and the celestial world) as well as beyond (the region of) the seven 
seers by the route of the gods, Dhruva, who had attained the eternal state, eventually 
reached the Abode of Lord Visnu, lying still further. (35) That realm of Lord Visnu shines all 
round by its own splendour; nay, even the three worlds (referred to above) merely reflect its 
light. They who are lacking compassion for (other) living beings have never attained to it; they 
alone reach it who ceaselessly perform benevolent deeds. (36) They who are calm and 
collected and look upon others with the same eye, nay, who are pure (of body and mind) and 



3TOcff=tT ^T: I 

■Midi <j^rii I 

dq^Tti^u'i: 11*3 I 

g^jn: I 

%I3IOT tT^c^l^l 
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complaisant to all living beings and who look upon the devotees of the immortal Lord as their 
only kinsmen easily ascend to that Abode of the immortal Lord. (37) 

^■HHL|<: X£*T SJ3: spj|LK|i|ui: | 3T^-MIU|| cMcfcHI ^SHTfOTfem^: I ^C I 

^mark^TtSRm -4lldtli TjT<3RTI!(tdH.I Ao&lWcr Tfgt TtUT: 1I 

TT^ITR (AtflcWRy qroi *PTcTFjfa: I 3TTHra I^o | 

In this way Dhruva, son of Uttanapada, who solely depended on Lord Sri Krsna, shone 
as a gem of the purest ray serene, forming the crown of the three worlds. (38) Fastened to 
this realm, the stellar sphere vigilantly revolves round it, O Vidura (descendant of Kuru), even 
as the oxen (employed in trampling corn) revolve round the post in the middle of a threshing- 
floor with great speed, remaining attached to that post. (39) Witnessing his glory, the 
worshipful sage Narada chanted the following (three) verses in the sacrificial session called 
by the Pracetas, playing upon his (famous) lute. (40) 

•JA ynirt: 

dcqikni de)if£RRj 

HCi<3lchjjSF51rT inj 

*T: 8TilcR^|fe 

Narada said : Even Brahmana sages (the expositors of the Vedas), though knowing 
the means, fail to attain the consummation reached as a result of his austere penance 
by the son of Suniti, who was so devoted to her husband. How, then, can rulers of men 
attain to that state ? (41) A child of five years, he retired to the woods with an aching heart, 
pierced by the shaft-like words of his stepmother, and, doing my bidding, won (the favour 
of) the Lord, who, though unconquered (by others) is overcome by the virtues of His 
devotees. (42) Can anyone who is born of Ksatriya parents on this earth aspire to attain 
on his analogy even in many successive years the exalted state won by Dhruva—a state 
which he attained to even as a child of five to six years in the course of a few days 
by propitiating Lord Visnu ? (43) 

Rmfsfiii$ri I SJ^Tt^TTR^TRSjfrtT Rnrri wrqjir* I 

£RT Tjag *11^1 W3 STfST ArFRRZt I^m 

I *W<^Frb'4j|clfd 

H5TqiHt55di fltsf 5fr^: sfitfldiJI TJOTT: I qjf d-dwR^dl TTRT djg 

5rarT: cMciArttid: «ncfiA -vi-iiI FFT ^ IJ^T 

^TtTORqt 8TgTJ?5?raT I %8RJ cZRfald cfT | 

^IdA^sjRHT tff8imd.q<l«RT: I A^RTTURTTSSrlTR fsRZjfo I I 

WTRinrFTWRI 1^ I 

f5 W rtsfaflRT SJcRS f^ldfa^efcMUl: | 

^ f^aj ^Rut lit 

ifa $Jid<s.mqci Hoi^iu'i 3ujdl4l spyfw dm l^i 
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Maitreya took up the thread again : I have thus told you all that you asked me on this 
spot about the life-story of Dhruva of exalted renown, a story valued so much by noble 
souls.(44) It is conducive to wealth, fame and longevity, is (most) sacred and full of great 
blessings. Nay, in bestows heavenly bliss and even the eternal state; it is highly 
commendable and fit to be heard (even) by gods and wipes out one's sins. (45) By devoutly 
listening again and again to this story of a favourite devotee of the immortal Lord, Devotion 
to the Lord is sure to be engendered—Devotion which cuts at the root of (all) affliction. (46) 
Virtues like amiability and so pn appear in (the heart of) the man who listens (to this story); 
nay, it is a fountain of greatness for those who seek it, a mine of spiritual glow for those 

aspiring for it and a source of honour to the high-minded. (47) With a concentrated mind one 
should recite this glorious story of king Dhruva of sacred renown (both) morning and evening 
before a congregation of the Brahmanas. (48) Devoted to the sacred feet of Lord Hari, he 
who recites it before an audience of pious souls on a full-moon day, the last day of a dark 
fortnight (when the sun and the moon 'dwell together'), the twelfth day of either fortnight, the 
day on which the moon passes through the asterism known by the name of Sravana, a lunar 
day which commences after sunrise on a particular day and ends before the next sunrise, 
a Vyatipata (a particular astronomical Yoga when the sun and the moon are in the opposite 
Ayana and have the same declination, the sum of their longitudes being 180°), a Sarhkranti 
(the day on which the sun passes from one sign of the zodiac to another) or any Sunday (or 
the seventh lunar day of either fortnight, which is particularly sacred to the sun-god), seeking 
no return for his service (either here or hereafter) and remaining satisfied with himself by 

himself, thereby attains perfection. (49-50) The gods shower their grace on that tender¬ 
hearted benefactor of the afflicted, who imparts to one who has no knowledge of Truth this 
wisdom, which is like nectar on the path leading to God-Realization. (51) I have narrated to 
you, O foremost scion of Kuru, this narrative of king Dhruva whose pious doings are widely 
known and who, when he was a mere child, left his playthings as well as the roof of his mother 

and resorted for protection to Lord Visnu. (52) 

Thus ends the twelfth discourse entitled "The Narrative of Dhruva " 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XIII 
Dhruva's posterity and the narrative of king Ahga 

7 mw 

*|b|Kr=tuiiMc<ruH sjcrcs i 

3TCS3*ncrr nhcreTOtara Sg TJTO SWeFit I * I 

Suta continued : Vidura's devotion to the Lord (who is beyond sense-perception) was 

intensified when he heard (the story) of Dhruva's ascent to the Abode of Lord Visnu as told 
by the sage Maitreya (son of Kusaru); and he proceeded to ask the sage further questions 

(as below). (1) 

% % 3'^cKTt 4TR ^SRT I eb«|.<**|4i 5f<*JRTT: ^ cTT I 9 I 
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H^4 'R^nTFT^rT Hkd ^^Hh,I MIt^: f$t>t4i«JI<i: I ^ I 

^44-Hcfir^ ^TTJCTf: I s^hihI ^RtiMdl TKddRd: I 'X I 
H‘ 

^TRrTr ^ftlll d3T cTTOTHT ^IdR^m: I R?j ^JSJRg 5^ cHrKtqHgl^ I q I 

Vidura said : Who were these Pracetas and whose offspring were they, O Maitreya 

of sacred vow? In whose line were they known (to have been born) and where did they have 
their sacrificial session? (2) I account Narada as a great devotee of the Lord and as one who 

has directly perceived the Lord. It is he who taught (in his magnum opus, the Pancaratra 

Agama) the Yoga of active devotion in the form of a (detailed) procedure of worshipping Sri 
Hari. (3) It is said that, full of devotion, Narada extolled the Lord, who is the Deity presiding 
over sacrifices, while He was being worshipped (through a sacrificial performance) by the 

Pracetas (who were devotees of the Lord and) addicted to their own religious duty. (4) Be 

pleased, O holy sage, to reproduce in full the stories of the Lord, which were narrated on that 

occasion by the celestial sage (Narada), keen as I am to hear them. (5) 

i&T 3mw 

SjcW faaR i(R«t% =HHj tHid4)Hi9TR fT^J^fSRFjrTRR I ^ I 

TT 14ER3R: I 3^T fciddHl^M c^lcf>MIcMR-l I ^9 I 

3CT<*TR sfBI Rrafar yc4wRtdRtit^H,l I 4 I 

3to4cjfo^4MlRjdJy<*4RFqi;|il: I RTHJ-ilS^T I <? I 

il^i^rafyd^-d^chl^fdfd^fd: I rtfgRT: Rfa 3lrtHI y^lMlRfRdldrt: I ^ o | 

■cRar a : finRdui: 1 crrt sjqftr ^4cTi4m 

Maitreya said: When his father retired to the woods, Utkala, Dhruva's (eldest) son, felt 

no inclination to accept the imperial fortune and the imperial throne of his father. (6) 
Cogenitally possessed of a tranquil mind, free from attachment and viewing everything with 
an equal eye, he saw his own self projected throughout the universe and the universe as 

existing in his own self. (7) The impurities (still) lurking in his mind in the form (of impressions) 

of (evil) actions (done in the past) having been burnt by the fire of uninterrupted (practice) 

of Yoga (meditation), he looked upon his (individual) soul as no other than the tranquil 

Brahma (Infinite)—wherein all differences are set at rest forever, and which is one's real 

Self—and hence identical with the joy of consciousness, all-blissful and extending every¬ 
where, and no longer perceived anything apart from his own self. (8-9) Possessing the 
exterior of a stupid, blind, deaf, dumb or mad man, but unlike any of these in mind, he was 

seen on the road by the ignorant like a fire that has ceased to emit flames. (10) Thinking him 

to be dull and insane, the elders of the (royal) house as well as the ministers made Vatsara, 
his younger brother and son of Bhrami (Utkala's stepmother), the ruler of the globe. (11) 

itrRjh yoiTui 

stot *TFrf w | 1 RirmszjRsR ummfa strict: i %■$ 1 

'PTf^TSir ff?T I ^J<T ^tefcRuqi flcid-HFIMIdU I ^ I 

^T: ^Hhl<£r4l RFUT ^ | ^JFTT^ 1^1 

^ flltT 3rTHJ 3HrnglMMtTl'U3i RIJR 1^1 

<5<T*jchli<jn44^i^«t)Ru^i 3T^ 3«1lfd 5b<jRf#{R I ^V91 

^IT RM cM^C’guiHj ^i'n[4R(4uuii II 
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cfHcf-jil I 'im+Hitflt4 HH-^dfSTtn cmh^ R^ I 

3TTT3ra H^T mfeTT: ST3TT: I ^ RTTraW^R ^SJ^ra: fgBT^T: Ro I 

SwarvTthi (who presided over the milky way), the beloved spouse of Vatsara (a year), 
brought forth six sons, Pusparna, Tigmaketu, Isa, Urja, Vasu and Jaya (by name). (12) 
Pusparna had two wives—Prabha (daylight) and Dosa (night). Pratah (morning), Madhyandina 

(midday) and Sayam (evening) were the sons born of Prabha. (13) (Similarly) Pradosa 
(nightfall or the first part of night) Nisitha (midnight) and Vyusta (the close of night or dawn) 
were the three sons of Dosa. (Of these,) Vyusta begot through PuskarinT (his wife) a son 
(named) Sarvateja. (14) The latter got through his wife, Akuti, a sonL Caksu (by name), 
who was appointed as Manu (in the sixth Manvantara, called the Caksusa Manvantara 
after him). The Manu’s consort, Nadwala, bore (twelve) faultless sons named Puru, Kutsa, 
Trita, Dyumna, Satyavan, Rta, Vrata, Agnistoma, Atlratra, Pradyumna, Sibi and 
Ulmuka. (15-16) Ulmuka begot through his wife, PuskarinT, six excellent sons, Anga, 
Sumana, Khyati, Kratu, Arigira and Gaya (by name). (17) Sunitha, who was Ahga's wife, 
gave birth to the evil-minded Vena, fed up with whose wickedness that royal sage (Ahga) 
left his capital (for the woods). (18) Angered by him, the sages, whose words were 
(unfailing) like a thunderbolt, pronounced a curse against him, O dear Vidura; and when 
(as a result of the curse) they died, they then churned his right hand (arm). (19) For, the 
world having been left without a ruler then, the people were harassed by robbers. (Now, 
as a result of the churning), there appeared the very first* ruler of the earth, Prthu, who 

embodied a ray of Lord Narayana. (20) 

rRZT TTrU1Hgum: | TT^T: 5T3TT ^rflFRT ^ R3 I 

cn^f SR 3^ dtadU£M^44J T# I 

STjTrfM-'.yyHfa I ^rl^WI R3 I 

Mdd.iiRs srsn. ^ LKiyj-fafro: r*i 

Vidura said : How did that pious and high-souled monarch, who was a very storehouse 
of virtue and devoted to the Brahmanas, get a wicked son, on account of which he had to 

depart (for the woods), full of grief? (21) And for what offence did the sages, who knew what 
was right, employ a curse against a sovereign who had taken a vow of punishing (the evil¬ 
doer)? (22) A ruler of the people, even though guilty, should not be treated with disrespect 
by the people inasmuch as he wields by his own glory the might of Indra and others (the 
protectors of the world). (23) Narrate to me, your trustful devotee, all the doings of Vena (the 
son of Sunitha), O holy Brahmana—you who are the foremost of those possessing the 

knowledge of the past as well as of the future. (24) 

3T^fSSPTsi H^ish^L1 Rkl 

I ^hhiw R H R^ I 

TF5RL 9n§yTS5HrferTTTT H I ^TferTTfR I 1 

q fadIMg 33T3T yytlUdfq I yy^HlfeRrT: R4I 

Maitreya said : The royal sage Ahga (once) performed a great horse-sacrifice, in which 

* It was Prthu who for the first time organized the population of the entire globe and founded cities, towns and villages. Hence 

he has been referred to in the above verse as the first ruler of the earth. 
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the gods did not appear (to take their share of offerings) even when invoked by the sages 
(who were great exponents of the Vedas). (25) Amazed at this, the priests officiating at the 
sacrifice now said to the sacrificer (Emperor Anga), "The gods accept not your oblations, 

poured (into the fire by us). (26) (The materials of) your offerings, O king, are pure and have 

been procured with reverence. The Vedic texts (recited in the course of the sacrifice) too are 
in no way lacking in force, since they are uttered by men who are steadfast of vow. (27) Nor 

do we know of the least disrespect shown to the gods in this sacrificial performance, due to 
which the gods, who perceive the doings of all, should not accept their shares. (28) 

RFT^TTfTT I feqcni W fJcTHJ^ol 

Maitreya continued : Having the words of the Brahmanas (priests), the sacrificer, 

(Emperor) Anga, felt very sad at heart. With their permission he broke his (vow of) silence 

in order to ask the superintending priests the reason of it. (29) "The gods refuse to come, 
even though invoked nor do they accept the cups of Soma juice (offered to them) in this 
sacrifice. Tell me, O leaders of the (sacrificial) assembly, what offence I have commit- 
ted."(30) 

HCHWcW 3^: 

srarTt qro dldHWIet, 'RStrT^I yi^q'My rfR3FjT: 1^1 

rWT *15, rf 3TT51R ^fTI fS^rf ysUhlMW 5TWfH 

cTSTT ^TFTmrTf^ HgittjRd Refiehfl: I 

niwnschiH*^5R<isjisji'V^H«+)myd ir: i 3nTTf£nrr wr^T: 

The leaders of the assembly said : Not the least sin stands committed by you in this 

life, O lord of men ! Yet, there is one sin perpetrated in a previous existence, on account of 

which you are issueless here, though possessed of such (rare) virtues. (31) (Therefore) with 

that end in view (in order to ensure that the gods may accept your offerings) endeavour to 

get a worthy son, O king, and God will bless you. Worshipped (by you) with the desire of 

obtaining a son, the Lord (who is the Enjoyer of sacrifices) will vouchsafe a son to you. (32) 

In that case the denizens of heaven will (surely) accept their shares when (they find that) Sri 

Hari, the Deity presiding over sacrifices, Himself is invoked for the sake of a son. (33) SrT Hari 

(as a rule) bestows (on His devotee) whatever boons the devotee seeks (from Him). People 

are rewarded precisely according as the Lord is worshipped (by them). (34) 

?f?r sraRidi fyyiww tt*t: y^nii i Rifafagiy famy 13m 

Brrrarr 1 tout 

fayi^Ud'l TOTT ^Cwi^rrtdld.HHJ 3TcJSrF7 rfi: yi^ldl^l 1^1 

*fT dd^fldd TT^TT StT^T £ UdJtldU I ^TTo5 <Ji||^d ybj^iydl \^6\ 

*r ttct gsm mdm^dd: 13Ty,d’isn^y i^<?i 

Thus resolved, the Brahmanas (priests) offered Purodasa ( a mass of ground rice 

rounded into a kind of cake) to Lord Visnu, who resides even in the sacrificial animal as the 

spirit of sacrifice, in order to secure an offspring to the emperor. (35) From the sacrificial fire 

there rose a (superhuman) being, adorned with a gold necklace and clad in spotless white 

and bearing in a cup of gold rice ready boiled in milk with sugar. (36) With the permission 
of the Brahmanas (priests) the noble-minded king received the boiled rice in the hollow of 
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his palms and, smelling it, joyfully handed it over to his wife.(37) The issueless queen ate 
that food, which possessed the efficacy of producing a male child, conceived through union 
with her husband and, when the time came, brought forth a son. (38) While yet a (mere) child, 
the boy was ardently attached to his mother's father, Mrtyu (the god of death), who had 
sprung from a portion of Adharma (the spirit presiding over unrighteousness); so he turned 
out to be impious. (39) 

3his*TIs sblsnl sncoi-^ I y^&i | 

t feta<r w ^ ^iiwTfdfeisrjcr: i qsr q 1*3 i 

*RT: MIMTOfTl ^ir^nTT^I’THT T^rmi: qH 3TTnH-Mch: IY* | 

t TTI^^MtilcitH: I qfugHl TRRT q^SJT: TJfT: 1^1 

**><^<4 H-i| Tl^TRTT^Elt 1 Ptlcfem |1S^| 

Taking up his bow and playing the role of a hunter dwelling in the woods, the wicked fellow 
would kill poor (innocent) deer; and people would cry out (whenever they saw him): "Here 
is Vena (a tyrant)!" (40) Nay, that most cruel and hard-hearted boy would violently strangle, 
as so many beasts, children of his own age sporting in the playground. (41) Finding his son 
(so) wicked, the emperor (Ariga) tried to correct him by various (forms of) punishment; but 
when he was unable to tame him, he felt sore depreesed in spirits. (42) (He said to himself:) 
"Householders who are issueless have surely propitiated the Deity (in their previous birth) 
inasmuch as they are saved the agony caused by (the presence of) an undesirable son, 
which is indeed hard to bear. (43) What wise man would make much of that which, though 
bearing the name of a son, binds one's soul with the fetter of infatuation, is a source of infamy 
to the parents and involves them in great sin, nay; which arouses a feeling of antagonism 
in all, causes infinite worry and makes the home a hotbed of affliction?(44-45) I account 
a bad son as preferable to a worthy son, who is a source of (many)-sorrows (inasmuch as 
he strengthens one's attachment to the home). For the former turns a home into a hell so that 
a man gets (easily) disgusted with it." (46) 

(nf^uuimi ^qf iJsrflRfta 378TRT WW, I 

Mdl I'k'S I 

f^TRI fqf% TRT ^ SITT: 4^fedlMI<4^4)IU||ri4: | 

^rajT ^ $4iPn: I'Sdi 

q^cff SljUUrl^iiam: yAW^At W TJ7R. I 

STOSFTqft WW -H%rll4i 1*3 I 

Pondering thus and disgusted at heart with his home, which was full of great prosperity, 
the emperor, who could not get a wink of sleep, got up (from his bed) at dead of night and, 
unobserved by (other) men, departed (for the woods), leaving the queen (the mother of 
Vena) fast asleep. (47) The people as well as the high priest (of the royal house), ministers 
and relations of the king and others were overwhelmed with excessive grief when they came 
to know that their lord had departed in disgust, and searched for him all over the globe, even 
as Yogis not knowing the secret of Yoga look (outside for the Supreme Person concealed 
within the heart. (48) Finding no trace of the emperor (however) and balked in their attempt, 
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they returned to the city and bowing to the sages assembled (there), told them with tears in 
their eyes, O Vidura (scion of Puru), about the disappearance of their master. (49) 

Thus ends the thirteenth discourse in Book Four of the great and 

glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T8I grJ&TtssZJTC: 

Discourse XIV 
The story of king Vena 

"tpy! wiehn’i atHShln: I -»MWfd ^ ^TTTT U$4J-q: I'^THTM^ I ^ I 

^tT TTTrTW^T ^ftm fT^JOlfaq: | y<£<A|;Hufa qfa I ^ I 

qU: qtfywi | 3 | 

Ft 35T^rSgfe^f7TT^I: I 3hciM4 iT^IFrF^trTSI: I fcirl: ^T: I ~4 I 

trg sfcWrbl FH|d4 ^ f^T: I T^PTRSITy cRWp-rfact TRFft I q I 

q zrgod q ^TrTcZj q gTrt«T fg^T: ffr ^T^gq qflutqnT qq^T: | 5, I 

Maitreya continued : The aforesaid sages, Bhrgu and others, solicitous as they were 

for the welfare of the people, saw that in the absence of a protector (in the form of a ruler) 

men were being reduced to the level of beasts. (1) Sending for queen Sunltha, the mother 

of Vena, O valiant Vidura, the sages (who were all expounders of the Vedas) crowned 
Vena as the sovereign of the globe, even though he was not approved of by the 
ministers.(2) Hearing that Vena, who ruled with an iron hand, had ascended the throne, 

thieves and dacoits soon hid themselves like rats afraid of a snake. (3) Arrogant and self- 

conceited as he was by nature, he was puffed up with pride now that he had attained to 

the royal state and acquired the power and affluence of the eight protectors of the world, 

and despised (even) holy men. (4) Thus blinded with the intoxication of power and proud 
like an elephant not governed by a goad, he mounted a chariot and touring (all over his vast 
dominion) and shaking heaven and earth as it were, banned all religious performances, 
proclaiming by beat of drum as follows; "You shall never perform sacrifices nor bestow gifts 

nor pour oblations into the sacred fire under any circumstance, O members of the twice- 

born classes I" (5-6) 

gqqrraaq Tjqyr d^'-my PcfaryHMj farj^y <£>uyi^: w qrfartrr: i V9 i 

3# qqqq: 5TTTT STFR qgqj dl^UijSRTtTT I 6 I 

3T<|j1dF;mn%q fJrTT tMIrlc&U'l: | t4lcWRd I R I 

qq:tTTq: qraq^qiTOqst^l ^T: W: *jqt2IFT*fqwra: l^o| 

fq^faq: y-amirt: Ft fay w fa g srai: i qsrrfq FH-tciyqiq Fqgr^ mi 

qftgfeTFt^rr gqrsqnfq: fraf ^ft: i qifacni qfa qr gra q ygibycu&pff^ i ^ i 

c^toFfy*K^^jy dfaty w: i TTgqjzraqraq ^qyt i 
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Observing the conduct of Vena, who had taken to evil ways, and pondering the calamity 
of the people, the sages assembled at a sacrificial session and compassionately said : (7) 
"Oh ! a terrible calamity has befallen the people from both sides, viz., from the thieves (on 

the one hand) and the ruler (on the other), even as ants etc., inhabiting a piece of wood 
lighted at both ends find themselves in great peril. (8) For fear of anarchy this undeserving 
fellow was installed on the throne; but he himself is proving a source of terror. How can 
embodied beings live in safety now ? (9) Just as nourishing a snake with milk is fraught with 
danger to the very man who nourishes it. Vena, who was born of Sunltha and wicked by his 
very nature, seeks to destroy the people themselves now that he has been appointed their 
ruler. Nevertheless let us (try to) bring him round through persuasion, so that his sin may not 
touch us. (10-11) For Vena, who was addicted to evil ways, was made king by us even though 
we were aware of his sins. If, however, the unrighteous fellow does not accept our advice 
even when kindly addressed, we shall burn him with our spiritual fire, burnt as he already is 
by popular reproach. "Thus resolved, the sages approached Vena, concealing their anger, 
and, after soothing him with kind words, spoke to him (as follows). (12-13) 

fFf 3rf: 

femra *n: i 3tt<j:s 

31M'fTd: (JHi I rtlchH 

F % FT 5T3TRT OTcWT: I FTFR 

TFd ^ CT ^TTT^'^sjmfe'Kt: 3T3TT ^7: I < 

fft Trg tjt sra 1 

TO 7T?TT 'iJTOTTOR: I qfrgGq 

rTO ?TTrf fgFFFF; I I 

iftfr fgqrg i^i 

I F?JT SRI rT FT^H I ^\9 I 

I 73F SjifaT '-sHcJUifemiPcM: 1^41 

I qfj^H T^nun TH^rTt pMi>IIF4 1^1 

PefcMyiu) ''jPIdlifl^R' I c^cFT: FFF5T IFTFT T: Rol 

FFTFF sioTM<4 dMIMilH^ I 

Fic-ST ?t: I 

Rdgi: cdHssri hi^(*h 3F ^rfgTJFJ^?! 

The sages said : Listen, O chief of kings, to that which we urge for your consideration, 
and which, dear child, is calculated to prolong your life and enhance your fortune, strength 
and glory. (14) Duty performed with mind, speech, body and intellect bestows on men (after 
death an abode in) worlds which are free from sorrow, nay, even the eternal state on those 
who are free from attachment. (15) Let not that duty, which consists in your case in ensuring 
happiness and security to the people, be abandoned by you, O valiant monarch ! For, when 
this duty is neglected, a king (surely) falls from his royal splendour. (16) A monarch, O king, 
who protects the people against (the tyranny of) wicked ministers, thieves and so on—and 
takes revenue from them as enjoined by the scriptures enjoys happiness here as well as 
hereafter. (17) The Lord, who is the Protector of (all) living beings and the soul of the 
universe, O noble king, is immensely pleased with the monarch who abides by His laws and 
in whose dominion and capital the very same Lord, who is also the Deity presiding over 

sacrifices, is worshipped by the people through (devotion to) their duty, following the (rules 
of) their (own) Varna (grade in society) and Asrama (stage in life). (18-19) What remains 
unattainable when that Lord, who is the Sovereign (even) of the Rulers of the worlds (Brahma 
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and others), is pleased ? It is to Him that (all) the worlds along with their guardian deities 
devoutly offer their tribute. (20) It behoves you, O king, to win the affection of your nationals, 
who for your welfare worship through (the performance of) various sacrifices Him who is the 

Controller of the worlds as well as of the divinities (ruling over them) and even so of sacrificial 
performances (through which one attains to the position of those divinities), nay, who is the 

one subject of the three Vedas (Rgveda, Samaveda and Yajurveda), who takes the form of 

material substances (clarified butter etc., poured into the sacred fire in the course of a 
sacrifice) andlo whom all austere penance is directed. (21) Duly worshipped and thoroughly 

propitiated by means of sacrifices performed in your dominion by the Brahmanas, the gods, 

who are so many rays of Lord Sri Hari (Himself), shall confer (on you) the desired boon. 

(Therefore) it does not behove you, O valiant monarch, to show disrespect to the gods (by 

banning the performance of sacrifices and other religious rites). (22) 

dlPc^ll TO Xjg 3tsrif SIMMIRR: I it TO Hit trftnjTOT^ 1I 

TOTOTOt iJST | hi-jrkFh % cTOi TO i|^| 

TO i|jH4*><4l TO TO cR STfro^fT | TO ^vUlfadlR l?m 

dlRTOl Tf%: I TOfTO TO?: TO: fatfRTfjRTOlfiT: R? I 

Ti% TOEt g TTOJSTT: 5TTO TOTOTO I TOFT ^JTO: TT^TOTO RV91 

TOTTO cFiffTOSTT TOTS5 TORTO: I gfe rTT^j^TTOS^I: TOSTTg^RTO, I I 

Vena said : You are foolish indeed, mistaking as you do unrighteousness for righteous¬ 

ness. For, ignoring the very lord who maintains you, you wait upon a paramour. Oh, what 

a pity ! (23) The fools who disregard God in the form of a king can never attain happiness 

either in this world or in the next.(24) Who is that Yajhapurusa (the deity presiding over 

sacrifices) for whom you cherish such (intense) devotion as corrupt women, to whom love 
for their husband is unknown, have for their paramour? (25) Visnu, Brahma (the creator), 
Lord Siva (who has His abode on Mount Kailasa). Indra (the lord of paradise), Vayu (the 

wind-god), Yama (the god of punishment), Ravi (the sun-god), Parjanya (the god of rain), 
Kubera (the bestower of riches), Soma (the moon-god), Ksiti (the goddess presiding over 

the earth), Agni (the god of fire), Varuna (the lord of waters)—these as well as the other gods, 

who are capable of granting boons and pronouncing curses too, abide on the person of a 

monarch; for a sovereign represents all the gods (in his person). (26-27) Therefore, free from 
jealousy, worship me, O Brahmanas, through religious performances and bear offerings to 

me. For, what person other than me deserves your worship? (28) 

J&t frofcmfF: TOtTOprra To: 1 3T^TOTOTO1TO. =T TO R<? I 

ff? %3TT: ufedmiTOl I RTOT TOTTOTOT TO Ro I 

?TOt TO: SI<£fd?U>U|: I TO^TOTOT^ fTO TOFTTH SJ5R. I 3 $ I 

HTO&qRdgrTI RTOTOTOl I TOfTOgTO fTOlj R? I 

to to gfigaro i TO r?i 

Maitreya went on: Even when thus supplicated (by the sages), that highly wicked soul, 

whose reason had got perverted and who had strayed from the path of virtue, did not accede 

to their prayer, all good luck having left him (for good). (29) Slighted thus by that conceited 
fool (who accounted himself wise), those Brahmanas got angry with him. O blessed Vidura, 
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at their prayer being turned down. (30) "Let him be slain; let this wicked fellow pitiless 
by nature, be killed I If he survives, he will surely reduce the (whole) world to ashes in 
no time. (31) This immoral man does not deserve the exalted throne of a monarch—he who 

shamelessly reviles Lord Visnu, the supreme lord of sacrifices.(32) Who else than this 
unlucky Vena, the only one of his kind, would denounce Him by winning whose grace the 
fellow attained such affluence and power ?" (33) 

oilc|(Vim | fn Jl^^rlclH | | 

tcttstw; qq - i^chrtcUHj ^ff?jT nitfijmiu (yaiyVn ^franf 13m 
Thus resolved to get rid of him, the sages, who now gave free vent to their fury, 

despatched by their very menacing sounds of 'Hum1 Vena, who had already been killed by 

reproaching the immortal Lord Visnu. (34) The sages having left each for his own hermitage, 
the sorrowing Sunitha (Vena's mother) preserved the (dead) body of her son by means of 
spells and other devices. (35) 

gt^lfeim-r. 3TTZI’£I3'IRTOT*TT sqfJTIT q 13^1 
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farfqf&^d^ciyl fyildW diifNd: I cTTTTT dyiu)&l|e£| qr: 1*3 I 

dii^^ujuild^wi^i 1 tHifUdi Trffisndiytjfe i** i 

tT ^ ctidnlfci dilcMHj fdcil^^d^lid 77 l^m 

hfi ddmi PiRehm^icKi: i ydi^t^iyMid'i ydy>^iNiiryuii^ i*^ i 

■ffd eitH-ftiddd M^lMdl'Jl WrFWr qflttrat '7qqR3 qg&IISSTPT: |^*| 

Having, on one occasion, bathed in the waters of the river Saraswatf and offered 
oblations into the sacrificial fires, and squatting on the river bank, those sages held 
discourses about the Lord. (36) They saw at that time evil portents appearing, which 
caused terror to the world, and said (to one another), “No evil may befall the earth on 
account of thieves and dacoits, masterless as she is." While the sages were thus reflecting, 
a large volume of dust was raised by thieves running in every direction and practising 
spoliation wherever they went. (37-38) They then perceived the mischief wrought by those 
that looted the property of the people and were disposed to kill one another, now that Vena 
(their ruler) was dead. (39) They also came to know that the state had grown weak due to 
anarchy and that thieves and dacoits had gained in strength. Though powerful enough (to 
arrest the mischief), the sages did not stop the people (responsible for looting etc.), 
inasmuch as they .were alive to the evil (in the form of violence etc., involved in 
counteracting the mischief). (40) (They, however, said to themselves :) "If a Brahmana, 
who looks upon all with the same eye and is tranquil (by nature), ignores the afflicted, the 
spiritual energy stored even by him (through penance) will run out like water from a broken 
jar. (41) The line of the royal sage Ahga (Vena's father) too must not get extinct. For in this 
race have appeared monarchs (solely depending on Lord Kesava (Visnu) and possessed 
of unfailing prowess." (42) Having thus resolved, the sages churned with great velocity the 
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thigh of the deceased emperor, wherefrom arose a dwarfish man, dark as a crow, with 

exceptionally short limbs and particularly short arms and legs, large jaws, a flat nose, 
blood-shot eyes and red hair. (43-44) To him, who was bent low and meek too, and who 

said, "What shall I do ?" the Brahmanas said, “Sit down!" That is why, dear child, he came 

to be known by the name of Nisada. (45) Since he took upon himself the terrible sins of 
Vena even while being born, his progeny, the Naisadas, partook of his nature and took up 
their abode on mountains and in woods. (46) 

Thus ends the fourteenth discourse entitled "The Appearance of Nisada", forming part of the 

Narrative of Prthu, in Book Four of the greai and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T8T 

Discourse XV 
Descent and coronation of king Prthu 

^ 'TO I iTSZmFmsjT fqspr I ^ I 

^ q^jcntcn: 1I ? I 

Maitreya continued : Then again the (powerful) sages treated with rubbing the arms of 

that (lifeless) king, who had no issue, and out of the electrifying friction there sprang a couple 
(a male and a female person in perfect harmony of sex relation). (1) They farseeing sages, 

who were enlightened with Vedic knowledge and were masters of divine doctrines, beheld 

the couple born and comprehended that the two were part manifestations of the Supreme 

Person divine, who is omnipotent and omniscient and possesses all prosperity and glory. 
They became exceedingly happy to see the conjugate Persons and said : (2) 

WFf 3^: 
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The sages said : "This male person is a part manifestation of that aspect of the all- 
pervading, all-knowing and all-powerful Lord divine, which protects the world. And this 
female person is a ray of the Goddess of Beauty, Bliss and Prosperity and hence never gets 

disunited from the Supreme Person. (3) Of this couple, the male person will be the first of 

kings on earth, a mighty king to glorify the name and fame of every king in future, whose name 

will be Prthu as the splendour of his name will shine far and wide. (4) This other is a shining 
queen; her name is Arci, an embodied process of radiation: her finely set teeth are an 

indication of her firmly formed faithful character; her ornaments are emblems of her golden 
and gem-like virtues; her feelings and thoughts are all ennobling as hers is an ascending 

spirit. It seems as if she would outshine her husband. (5) Thus an inalienable power and part 

of the Supreme Lord divine called itself into being in space and time on earth to save the 
inhabitants, the human beings, from sins and sufferings. This other, the queen devoted to 
him, the goddess of inexhaustible wealth and prosperity, also came into the world as 
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inseparable from Him." (6) ^_ 

SViRpd RT t fen TRferaTT 3RJ: I ^iRtsmT: Tfel: I V9 I 
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Maitreya went on : The Brahmanas extolled Prthu, while the demigods known as 
Gandharvas were singing songs, the chief of them; the Siddhas were releasing showers of 

(Elysian) flowers, the heavenly damsels were dancing (all for joy at the advent of Prthu). (7) 
The sounds of conchs, trumpets, timbrels and drums spread vibrating in Heaven, as all 
celestial sages and orders of divine Fathers came down to the place (to pay their respects 
to the king where he stood). (8) Brahma, the adorable lord of the world, himself came at the 
head of the greatest of the gods, noticed some sign of the divine wielder of the mighty mace 
in the right hand of Prthu and lotus-marks on the soles of his feet and recognized him to be 

a part personality of Sri Hari (the supreme Lord). He also noticed that Prthu bore on his palm 
the sacred sign of a disc unbroken by an alien line, indicating an unconquerable sphere of 
power, and knew him to be a ray of the Lord of lords. (9-10) The Brahmana priests, who had 
their religious culture founded on the rites and ceremonies dealt with in the Vedas, undertook 
to perform the holy ceremony of Prthu's installation. People brought from all sides 
(multifarious) things necessary for the coronation. (11) (Then) came with presents and 
offerings the deities presiding over rivers, seas and mountains, the sky and the earth, as well 
as serpents, birds, stags and cows. (12) When he was bathed with holy waters for installation 
as a King of kings, arrayed in royal raiments and richly adorned with bright ornaments and 
stood with Arci, his queen-consort, equally adorned, he shone like a rival of fire itself. (13) 
The god of wealth, O valiant Vidura, gave him a splendid throne of gold as a present. Varuna 
(the divinity of the seas) brought to him (the brilliant present of) a (wonderful) umbrella 
dripping with water and radiating beams like the moon. (14) The god of the winds gave him 
two fans made of the tuft of hair (on the tail of wild cows). The god of virtue came with the 
present of a garland of flowers, the very embodiment of celebrity. Indra (the king of heaven) 
came to present him with an excellent crown and the god of mortality and moral control 
honoured him with a sceptre by which to control all. (15) Brahma (the lord of creation) brought 
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for him an armour representing Veda (all-comprehensive knowledge) and the goddess of 
learning, a necklace of unique make. Sri Hari (the Supreme Lord divine) gave him His divine 
Disc bearing the name of Sudarsana; and His Consort, the goddess of wealth, beauty and 

bliss, favoured him with never failing prosperity. (16) The great god whose function is to 

destroy and absorb the world at the end honoured him with a broad sword bearing ten brilliant 

marks of the moon and his consort, Durga, with a shield bearing one hundred marks of the 
moon. The moon, the deity presiding over the lunar sphere, brought him immortal horses 

made of the substance of nectar. An exceedingly beautiful chariot was given him by Twasta 
(a radiant agent of the sun-god). (17) The god of fire gave him a bow made of the horns of 

the goat and the cow and the sun-god gave him arrows shining like his rays. The goddess 
of the earth brought for him a pair of wooden sandals possessing the mysterious power of 

carrying him, as soon as he placed his feet upon them, wherever he should want to go. 

The goddess of the celestial regions gave him the privilege of getting celestial flowers 

everyday.(18) The sky-ranging spirits imparted to him the arts of acting and dancing, music, 
vocal and instrumental, and the occult way of disappearance. The sages and seers brought 
for him blessings that were sure to come true; and the deity of the ocean brought for him a 

conch that was his own progeny. (19) Seas, mountains and rivers offered to allow passages 
for his chariot. Then a herald, a bard and a panegyrist started singing songs of praise to the 

mighty monarch. (20) When Prthu, the powerful king, the offspring of Vena, came to know 

that they had come to praise him, he smiled and made these utterances with a voice as deep 
as the thunder of clouds. (21) 

tr ini AtMdi vn ferar fnfr r^i 
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Prthu said: O you noble minstrel, herald and singer of praises! praises may be due to 
me when my virtues (performances) will be known among men. Where is the ground at 

present for praises being addressed to me? It is not desirable that your eulogies should prove 
untrue in my case. (22) Therefore, at some future date, when we attain distinctions worthy 
of being heard and spoken of, you, who are masters of fine expressions, may praise us to 

your heart's fill. Respectable persons do not let minstrels extol ordinary men (like me) of the 

recent times, it being open to them to glorify the greatness of God, whose shining attributes 
no darkness can touch. (23) (If you urge that it is possible for me to prove the existence of 

such and such virtues in my conduct and therefore you should extol me for the same. I do 
not fall in with your view.) Who would have himself extolled by bards for the qualities which 

are non-existent in him, even though he may be able to manifest remarkable virtues in 

himself ? Such and such qualities, it may be urged, are likely to fall to his lot. But to get oneself 

praised thus on mere possibilities is to be an object of peoples' ridicule. A fool, however, will 
not understand this banter. (24) Noble-minded persons shrink from their own praise even 

[564J B. M. 14— 
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when they are praised for qualities confirmed by conduct and known to all, just as those who 
are truly modest and supremely generous do not appreciate sincere praise for any 
reproachful show of valour. (25) As for ourselves, O (noble) bard, we are yet unknown in the 

world. Hence we find no reason to get ourselves celebrated by songs of praise for greatest 

performances. Such self-proclamation is only worthy of a child. (26) 

Thus ends the fifteenth discourse, forming part of the Narrative of king Prthu, 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahartisa-Samhita. 

Discourse XVI 
Glorification of king Prthu by the bards 

JlMcfTT yfdrj|[<dl: I I ^ I 

Maitreya continued : The minstrels were delighted at heart to hear the sweet words of 
the king, which they enjoyed as ambrosia. Urged by the sages, however, they began to 

glorify him (in the following words) as soon as he ceased to speak :—(1) 

^ ^ dddyfieMrTH WTOT I 

ddf^Udgt ST TTtwfaT % dMWdldWTq I 9 I 

efctflddH^I ^l^riKjdl: I 

Tjfafa: iMliddl: efcMlfal fddHjfe I 3 I 

"We are not able to describe Your greatness as You are the foremost among the gods 
and have (condescended to) come to the world through exercise of a mysterious power of 
Yours, known as Maya. (It is a fact that) You have arisen from the arms of king Vena, yet Your 
powers and performances are such that the minds of even (the recognized) masters of 
speech get perplexed (in trying to describe them). (2) You are a part manifestation of the 
Supreme Divinity known as Sri Hari, which name has here been changed to Prthu, the 
accounts of whose glorious deeds are worth hearing; we love to enjoy the same, as they are 
as good as nectar and want to spread the fame of Your magnificent deeds, as we realize 

them in our hearts according to the instructions of the sages. (3) 

$fgr srifi^d<Unj "ntHT ^ ddiRirfeniqj * i 

erg cft?5 era rajafa i 'gftg i ^ i 

MTST<rarR 4i|4jfsfcMd|ijfa I ^jTRT ^JT: WTRTfat f&tfd^frdMl-U I \9 i 

i£rt I HF3TT fP? 7f§ra<q^#s^ I C I 

3TTOra^WT cjdHigdgRTT I l*d fd^ldR^d^l^UII | % | 

^oil-diddfq I^PJjSehFTf TTBfhgsn | 

3H-dMl^ld<Uguief)£imi g«J: R^dldJI l^o I 

"He is the best among those who pursue the paths of righteousness, and will persuade 
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the people to tread those paths. He is the preserver of the various systems of moral and 
religious life, the ruler who punishes the antagonists that seek to violate them. (4) Though 
one, He bears in His own person the bodies of the guardians of the celestial and terrestrial 
spheres executing the different functions of beneficence—of protection, promotion of peace 
and happiness and furtherance of the general well-being of both heaven and earth, 
according to the need, from time to time. (5) He replenishes His royal treasury by collection 
of revenue when there is time for it and again expends it by free distribution at times of 
emergency, in the same way as the sun, shining brighter, absorbs water and storing it as 
vapour for a large part of the year, releases it (abundantly as showers in the rainy season). 
He is equally good to all living beings and powerful as the sun. (6) He is also like the earth 
(in his kindness and goodness). The earth is trampled upon by all beings, yet she kindly 
bestows her benefits on them when they are in distress. She is always compassionate. In 
the same way, king Prthu (the son of Vena) is ever gracious and beneficent to His subjects 
in spite of the offences and wrongs done to Him by them, which He forgives (before they ask 
for His forgiveness). (7) When the god of clouds will not allow them to rain, so that manifold 
sufferings will be caused to living beings, especially human beings, the king will come 
forward and, to save all kinds of life, order the clouds to rain asserting His divine power as 
Indra, as He is God in the form of a human king. (8) (He is not only like the sun, He is like 
the moon too.) He delights the world by His shining face, which is an embodiment of 
ambrosial sweetness—by His bright glances—full of affection and by His lucid smiles, 
beaming and beautiful. (9) His ways are inscrutable; His deeds are too deep for thought; the 
purposes His mind pursues are too remote for comprehension. His wealth is well protected. 
The points of His magnanimity are innumerable; all qualities and attributes concentrate in 
Him. Prthu is like the divinity of the ocean completely self-contained. (10) 

3TFFsff|gf ^rTFTT I 

«Jsj> ^sjRPTFRTTgc^FT I 

WRFSit agiu<4l <3<&&c|ch: | 

Rl^rfrF: rfr-timsj $dldJd: I 

^icFTt 

^c<|SZIgTT qi<Lj,<id)c| df^dlH. 

felrT: 

HRIdHchf SJIctdUfd RRF?t: 

TFrTR MHKsH*: ST3TT: 

Rchj-TRT RH^f 

5T3TTg 

mi 

mi 

mi 
mi 

mi 

mi 
mi 

mi 

"He is beyond the reach not only of His enemy's arms, but also of the latter's thought. He 
is overwhelming in His power exercised against His antagonists. He is as if at a great 
distance when He seems to be near. He is invincible in everyway. He is an incandescent 
force risen from friction or the body of Vena as fire from wood. (11) Seeing the inner (secret) 
as well as the outer efforts and actions of men and other beings through spies, He continues 
to be unaffected as an indifferent super-seer as if He were the inner vital spirit that is there 
in every living body. (12) He never punishes him who does not deserve to be punished even 
if he be the son of those who are determined to do harm to His own self; on the other hand, 
He punishes His own son when found guilty, as He is established in the path of truth and 
justice. (13) The sphere of the irresistible sway of Prthu, the limit of the advance of His army 
and the path of the wheels of His chariot will extend from the Manasottara mountain to the 
whole region over which the sun shines with his rays. (14) He will delight (the various sections 
of) His subjects by His own (independent) efforts and works, giving full satisfaction as well 
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as fascination to their hearts; so He will be called a Raja (a king in the truest sense of 'he who 
pleases'). (15) He is immovable in His promise and purpose, He never deviates from truth, 
He loves the Vedas and the Brahmanas (those who are devoted to the Vedas); He serves 
those who are advanced in age; He is ever ready to give shelter to all beings (who are in 
distress or danger, whoever they be); He knows how to honour others; He is affectionate and 
compassionate to the poor. (16) He regards and reveres the wives of others as His mother 
and loves His own wife as a half of His own body. He is loving as a father to those over whom 
He rules; He looks upon Himself as a servant to those who are well-versed in the Vedic 
lore.(17) He is supremely dear to all as if He were no otherthan their own self; He is a constant 

source of increasing delight and joy to His friends and relations. He particularly seeks the 
company of persons who are free from all ties of attachment (to the world). He is ever up with 

arms of punishment against those who are evil-minded. (18) 

3TS 1 

3TRSJFT ^ 

3TRJTT ehtfilMdinT: I 

Ararat: roi 

3TW -pTWF: faReS Hit flat ifczifcT *Kol«hmcoi: I 

ttfftI atifcti'ji rrar^T R^i 

314 XTff TIT ^|sfSHT3T: ITjTRTH. I 

4) cMc'Wlsil'L W3KI*Hehley I 41*HI ■‘HHcbtlil^S: 19? I 

rT^T feWrTT tTOT I?? I 

T^SSPTSn^ ijlHMMgH LHWcfi ^ I 

=Wh|} I I 

otttszi nvnjiH anrt ^ rhi 

WZ H5t PlUfflMI |f?T I «i)«Wll<iJll*RTT 7TWT: ^ R^l 

f^Tt (41^^114IdI 

^7^^5'TnfaWRiTfI^Traf ^f4ai ^Id*^: R^S I 

3ft 'festewj: i^ei 

"He is the Person Supreme directly manifested to men, the Lord of the three worlds; He 
is divinity absolute. He is the Spirit pure that is there as the self-contained Soul in every living 
individual; in the exercise of one of His divine functions He has appeared as a superman 
among men. When He is fully realized in His truth, the apparent multiplicity of the world due 
to ignorance will all disappear in him as phantoms in Reality. (19) He is the protector of the 
terrestrial sphere from the quarter of sunrise (to that of sunset), a unique warrior and King 
of kings that He is. Seated in his triumphant chariot, (fearlessly) armed with a bow (and 
arrows), He will travel over the world, as the sun travels along the circle of the zodiac in his 
celestial journey, from the south to the north. (20) Wherever He will be in course of His 

travels, the kings will come to acknowledge His supremacy with tributes and offerings and 
it is believed that the guardians of the regions will follow the kings. Their consorts will think 
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this primordial monarch to be no other than Lord Visnu (who holds a discus in one of His 
hands for a weapon) and will sing songs of His fame. (21) In obedience to Him as a supreme 
king. Earth will become a cow for Him (to milk the desirable items of wealth for the good of 

all). As a powerful patriarch He will provide for the livelihood of the people. He will smash the 

mountains, even as Indra did, with the points of His bow and level the earth in mere sport.(22) 
When He roams over the earth like a lion with his tail thrown up, twanging His bow made of 

the horns of a cow and a goat, and irresistible in encounter, all workers of iniquity will hide 

themselves here and there. (23) He will perform as many as a hundred horse-sacrifices at 
the source of the Saraswati river (in Brahmavarta) and in the course of the last sacrifice Indra 

(the king of the gods), himself a performer of one hundred sacrifices, will steal away the 

(sacrificial) horse. (24) In the garden attached to His own palace, He will meet the divine 

Sanatkumara (the master of spiritual knowledge) alone. Prthu will worship him with devotion 

and service and attain that pure and perfect enlightenment by which they realize the 

Supreme Absolute.(25) Prthu's warlike power and influence are unlimited and are known far 

and wide. A large volume of sayings, songs and sagas and stories will grow around Him (in 

the different parts of the earth) and He will hear them (sung and recounted) wherever He will 
go (in the course of His wanderings). (26) The vast orbit of His power knows no force of 

opposition, His burning spirit will enable Him to destroy the enemies of the people by 

conquering the quarters. He will be a (matchless) Master of the earth and His mighty glory 
will serve as the theme of songs for the chiefs of the gods and demons to sing." (27) 

Thus ends the sixteenth discourse in Book Four of the great and 

glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TST flH<^ilsszrRT: 

Discourse XVII 
King Prthu gets angry with Earth and the latter extols him 

sisjuist^qi^ i sfaiT: i ^ i 

Maitreya continued : Thus glorified by recounting his virtues and exploits, the 
celebrated Lord Prthu gratified the panegyrists by honouring them with presents of their 

choice and applauding them.(1) He (further) greeted with due honour (members of) all the 
(four) Varnas (grades of society), from the Brahmana downwards, nay, his servants, 
ministers and family priests, the citizens as well as the inhabitants of his entire state, 

people following the various trades and the (various) functionaries and officials (of the 
state). (2) 

ehtMI^TR 41 Slffel o<^lM<J|| I TJ2JRTR HR HHTt HHp f^T 1 3 1 

few ifef hr twt w fefe ife: wt * i 
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^fCFL fl$jfc*cjTiHinJ F5«raT jTR Uvnitp 31T •‘ifd XTrf: I H I 

<£>UJIW xraFL •STrrarT: 3WT: I Sra: ^SraR: ^ 4c£&<*>sn«RnT I ^ I 

srfft m^-rf»N tra Tjrararara *t i frgra#H ^r^rtrawn mPum^ i vs i 

Vidura said : Wherefore did Earth who could take any number of forms, (particularly) 
assume the form of a cow that Prthu milked ? Who played the role of a calf for the time being 
and what served as the milk-pail ? (3) Uneven (undulated) by nature, how was the earth 

made even (levelled) by him? And with what motive did the god (Indra) steal away his 
sacrificial horse? (4) Having acquired spiritual knowledge and wisdom (direct realization of 
the Truth) from the worshipful sage Sanatkumara, the foremost of those who have realized 
Brahma (the Absolute), O holy Brahmana, what was the destiny he attained to? (5) I am your 
loving devotee as well as of Lord Sri Krsna (who is above sense-perception). Therefore, be 
pleased to recount to me all the other glorious and holy deeds of the almighty Lord Sri Krsna 

of bright renown, connected with the story of that former manifestation of His; for (I know) 
it was no other than Sri Krsna who milked this earth in the form of Prthu (sonof 

Vena). (6-7) 

Pc^ura clinch at sfo i wra it ynn-n xj^: sra^rrart i c i 

Suta continued : Urged in this way by Vidura to repeat the narrative of Lord Vasudeva, 
the sage Maitreya applauded him and with a glad heart replied to him ( as follows). (8) 

^8^ falHIMpyrTt ^Hril-UISJ I 

JTJTT fqra fSTfarjg tjra I 

gzf {M3Jlc4tU||far1H1 TjailfiWI 3TI3R2FT ^8TT: I 

rarau ^TtTT: W>T *7: Hifarll ^Ricnt: rrftFT: l^ol 

traf 'Mai-Pl^ TTTT%5^ SrailSflMi | 

^traa iP^dMI dlrimfrifcri rtlehmo: Ittl 

Maitreya said: When Prthu, dear Vidura, was crowned and appointed by the Brahmanas 

as the ruler of the people, his subjects, whose body had been emaciated through starvation, 
the soil being left without any (crop of) foodgrains, approached their lord and said: (9) 
"Oppressed with the gastric fire even as trees with the fire burning in their hollows, O king, 
we have resorted today for protection to you, who are fit to protect us and have been made 
available to us as our lord, capable of providing us with means of living. (10) You are the 
protector of the world as well as the bestower of livelihood. Do you endeavour, therefore, to 
give us food, afflicted as we are with hunger, O king of kings, before we perish for want of 

provisions." (11) 

vjsj: sraRT Rrsrra Rtfer wsramrai^i 

ozrafcrar s&zn 5Pjftrram*R: i farfw ^xr: w i«i 

Dmitri srcmt f^nrar^rgsi ^ trqj’Tt; iffra 

rtraratiraritra: ^fadii^uiaruT: i w srjre Trara xra qprraH i ^m 

rt f^5Tt farfesTt ^t TR^ff ^trit fraf: i yraFff tra 
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C=5t% Hlfa-rlrt 3IM M: I ^FTT fac^H R19| 

3orra ^ Ti^mFt 1snit Rrafa ^trt mrt^haRvref RarR, i ^61 

tt ^ IWwR chtHieNiHgviRhfc^MiH^i 3igMbijc<*>8i ?imt ffa Rri: r<? i 

5I?Tf% R f? ^PJ fRUlWR ^RT3: I fotpT ^fgSJT TRR^ ef,6U|l ^He^rtl: Ro | 

HT WTTSJFjRT fej SlIdfydHJ 3TRTR at WT^TT: ^TSm»TW 84IHlRrl R^ I 

Maitreya went on : On hearing the piteous lament of the people, O chief of the Kurus, 
Prthu pondered long and (at last) was able to perceive the cause (of the disappearance of 
foodgrains, viz., that Earth herself had held up the foodgrains within her bosom). (12) Having 

arrived at the above conclusion by force of reason, he took up his bow, and in great 
indignation fitted an arrow to it, aiming it at Earth, even as Lord Siva (the Destroyer of Tripura 

or three towns built of gold, silver and iron in the heavens, air and earth by the demon Maya) 

aimed His shaft (at Tripura). (13) Seeing him with an uplifted weapon, Earth began to tremble 

and, assuming the form of a cow, ran in terror like a doe chased by a hunter. (14) His eyes 
turned crimson with wrath, the son of Vena thereupon followed her, with the arrow fitted to 

his bow, whithersoever she ran (for shelter). (15) Running towards the various quarters 

(north, east, south and west) and intermediate quarters (north-east, south-east, south-west 

and north-west) as well as towards heaven and earth and the region lying between the two, 

the goddess (Earth) saw him with an uplifted bow wherever she went. (16) She obtained no 
asylum against the son of Vena even as created beings find no immunity from death. Then 
with a sore heart she returned (much) terrified and said to the noble king: "O Knower of 

Dharma (the secret of piety), kind to the afflicted, protect me as well, intent as you are on the 

maintenance of living beings. (17-18) Such as you are, wherefore do you seek to kill me, a 

meek and innocent creature? How would he who is acknowledged as a knower of Dharma 
take the life of a female? (19) People do not strike the fair sex even though they have 

committed an offence. Much less would men like you, who are so gracious and fond of the 
miserable, stoop to such a thing. (20) Having destroyed me, an undecaying boat on which 

the whole-universe rests, how would you be able to support yourself as well as (all) these 
created beings on the surface of water ? (21) 

rt ctfspzniTT q crt% at qt <=r^ r^i 

srzrM to: i f| ^gr^ti qR q R31 

^ ^c^iqfasfivjtiPi URj ^cin^cii i q TjuwRRsgrRr irmcj^ia rrstL i^ i 

^j™dnniHMMi MRctadHj Rlby|H-| qaiUlRtaMlWct qg^TRqi 

1HI’L I 'SJTFJ Ri^sfr^n ^UlUli R^l 

c3T qiRT 1TRFTT Rc^T: | I I 

Prthu replied: Earth, I shall slay you, who have turned a deaf ear to my commands and 
take your share in the sacrificial offerings but refuse to yield us crops. (22) Punishment is not 
unadvisable in the case of the cow which is so wicked that it feeds on fodder everyday but 

does not yield the milk of its udders. (23) Foolishly disregarding me, you refuse to release 

the foodgrains already created by Brahma (the self-born), and which you have concealed 
within your bosom. (24) When your bowels are ripped open by my arrows, I shall be able to 

stop the lamentation of these afflicted ones seized with hunger, by (appeasing their appetite 
with ) your fat. (25) For the rulers of men, to kill the vile and self-conceited soul—be it man, 
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woman or a sexless person—who is merciless to (other) beings, is no killing (at all). (26) 
Having torn you with arrows into pieces as minute as sesamum seeds—you, who are 
stubborn and arrogant and have assumed the illusory appearance of a cow—I shall support 

these created beings by sheer dint of my Yogic (supernatural) power. (27) 

Tig ggjggf Tjft (fdl-rtfag mWR.1 3T<iraT Sllslfo: ST? S?T Rdl 

Seized with a tremor and bowing low, Earth spoke with joined palms to the king, who like 

Death bore a form which was the very embodiment of wrath. (28) 

TO: rrm 3SSTO *TTSST ^pTldJd I 

SITST STTT5S 

1^ I 

W>T 13 o I 

gig ^ in 

vsH*ddTT;-(i|l 

g^ggTTtctgiRgggts^eF ■qgj: 

EWSTt rd«ifl(d 13? I 

^Hititl^dldjr^T: I 

WSJ fm: \^\ 

TO: W^l’i'JT^T 

itdlgMIdtNdd fafafUdl 

g TjTT^T^ra^raRTgt 

ggg #sg grggaH: 

SHWT 

g 

ggff^ 

TOT grgpkgjTO^rgrg To: TO tjpng gggi33i 

g ^ ^dPsgiTi:e*i<tJii<nqi fg^T I 

ggjrgfgGrgg gi TTTOcTO^sT^TTnTOT STTferjgrT: 

arsrgw gfg -uoygftggT: w gggra frrf^: i 

g cflgjfa: TO^.igg gt gi gg^r^Tfr fag'ww 13m 

Tjg ^d('i(?difi^<TTi[mwf|ski<TpTfi4gTg'Mi i 

g ^tto Mii?digdc<dtTg^gTf ggr gng^ggggj: 13^1 

fsiht)fg^oiifg,yic*1Rgigdgidtrg i 

ffd ^iM^HIdd TOTTO WT5M TOTOT SfcnftTO TO TOSgTSiTO: 1^31 

Earth said : Hail, hail to the transcendent Person, who evolves diverse forms by dint of 
His Maya (creative energy) and appears as constituted of the three Gunas (modes of 
Prakrti), though (really speaking) He has by (constantly) realizing His essential nature 
eliminated all (possibilities of) identification with physical matter (Adhibhuta), the Jiva or 
embodied spirit (Adhidaiva) and the Controller of both (Adhiyajna) and is (therefore) above 
all modifications (in the shape of likes and dislikes resulting from such identification). (29) 
The same supreme Maker by whom I have been created to be the abode of living beings and 
from whom has proceeded this creation consisting of the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti) is 
ready with uplifted weapon to strike me ! Whom else shall I (now) resort to for protection ? 

(30) He who evolved at the dawn (of creation) this world consisting of animate and inanimate 
beings by dint of His Maya (creative energy), which rests on Himself and is beyond all 
speculative reasoning, is now out to protect it by the same Maya. How should He seek to kill 
me, devoted as He is to righteousness ? (31) The Lord Almighty, though one, appears as 
many by virtue of His Maya. It is He who evolved Brahma (the creator) and caused the 
universe to be brought about by him. Surely the doings of such a Lord cannot be understood 
by men whose mind is tossed by His Maya, which is so hard to conquer. (32) Hail to the 
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Supreme Person, the Maker (of the universe), who (when necessary) brings into play and 
then withdraws into Himself His (manifold) potencies and who brings about the creation, 
preservation and dissolution of this universe by means of His potencies in the shape of the 

five gross elements, the ten Indriyas and the deities presiding over them, the faculty of 
understanding and egotism. (33) It is You, O birthless Lord, who, in order to place on a sound 

footing the creation brought forth by You and consisting of the five gross elements, the 

Indriyas and the inner sense, lifted me up from the depths of the ocean and took me out of 

water assuming the form of the primaeval Boar. (34) Appearing in the form of a hero, You, 

who once played the role of lifting up the earth, now seek to kill me with Your fierce arrows 

forthe sake of milk, keen as You are to protect (all) created beings who have taken up their 

abode in me as in a boat on the surface of water ! (35) Surely the doings of divine 
personages (like You) cannot be known by people of my ilk, whose mental horizon is clouded 

by Your Maya (deluding potency), which brings forth this creation made up of the three 
Gunas. Hail to such personages, who bring renown to heroes themselves ! (36) 

Thus ends the seventeenth discourse entitled "The Taming of Earth" forming part of the 
"Conquest of Prthu", in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T84iyi<#ilSSETR: 

Discourse XVIII 
King Prthu milks goddess Earth in the form of a cow 

fR tjapfagii w y.dtigidPi'fffm kRRidtHRdtdi i ^ i 

tTftwTfcrm irj anfer ^ ^ i *r<t: uiRK-d w i 9 1 

I |gT *ikTT: ijsri SR: | 3 | 

dldlfdgld ST: BR’J'TRFL 3R7: SI^UlMd Ergjfogm I * I 

dunked <rr ttr ajfsRRsraf arnsnsj ijq: ^t: i h i 

1JTT TfgT limRT Wfrnn sn fsTSTTRtf I ‘iJRTTHT TRT ^gT 3TRksHS{Tdd: 1 5 1 

3RlfedMlddl R I SRTsfsHFRRsft: I V9 I 

^•T TTT OTTTT TTRt chlc-H ^STR I rft SRH ?gR 'J-NMIdlrtU^fd I 6 I 

CRT eFcRST g gk RTT? ddttfl TR I STTR 8TTRRR eKlMH^Lj *T I I 

^tRR ^T H5ISU5I ^rTSTRR I aT^d ^ I ^ o | 

TRT ^T fR TTT TFSKcf^g g?TT TR: I 3Rrrferfq 1T5 % dUldrfd ^ f^Wt 1^1 

Maitreya continued : It was thus that goddess Earth glorified Prthu, whose lips were 

quivering through anger. She was frightened; but she made herself quite and steady with an 

effort of her will and spoke again:—(1) "O Lord! You possess power to do anything that You 
please; kindly control Your wrath and consider what I tell You (in humble submission). Like 
the bee, a wise man takes the essence from everything. (2) Sages who have realized the 

Truth have discovered and tested methods for the realization of human ends here as well 
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as hereafter. (3) Anyone of the later times who follows with faith and reverence those 
expedients found and taught by the ancient masters easily achieves the purposes of his 
life. (4) He who in his foolishness disregards them and undertakes to accomplish (ignorantly 

planned) purposes in his own (vainly independent) ways, can never be successful in his 
efforts. His ends are never realized, even though his efforts are renewed every now and 
then. (5) O king ! I noticed that the herbs and annual plants that had been evolved of old 
by Brahma, the Creative Agent of God, were being used and enjoyed by those who were 
unrighteous and had not undertaken any religious vows and observances. (6) I (therefore) 
absorbed (into my bosom) the herbs and annual plants, finding myself unprotected and 
uncared for by Your predecessors and that a generation of thievish people flourished on 
earth. I meant to preserve them for sacrificial rites. (7) It is natural that the plants have got 
assimilated in me through a long process of time. Now You are the person competent to 
draw them forth by some expedient known to be effective in this behalf. (8) O Hero of 
mighty arms, O Lord sustaining the life of beings, pray, find a calf, a befitting milk-pot and 
one who can draw the milk, so that, full of affection for the calf, I shall yield for you the 

desired objects in the form of milk if you want to have nutritious food coveted by living 
beings. (9-10) O king of boundless power! remove my ruggedness and make me level so 
that, even when the rains have passed, the water poured down by the god of rain may stand 
on me. May all be well with You!" (11) 

ffrT fTO %T ^TTO 'gg 3TTRTCI I fTOT I ^ I 

rrafT g TOR UKUUWrl %SIT: I HRTTO V TWlcETh T^lfadlH. I ^ I 

3|TOT TOR i TOT ^ I V* I 

fror to? ^iuii ^ r^uniH rtrut crrcmnrr to: i?m 

tftaT ^TTOT 5TH? 8TrTTO:RTR ^TITORJ ^ I 

tot toto to: i tot toto t?tto*l i ^ i 

RirUH4«Jii ch<=y I 3TTTOH SRgRT S-iicgscicii: 

ych(Toy cicH ehfdrt R-ic^l: RUsg, RRfTT I^sji rl if 'felTOTITO: 1^1 

3TO RlP-HI RTTOTRT*JHT^TOTOTRJ TO 5TTOTO To? R ^yfrUTTroti^ I ? o I 

Accepting this agreeable and wholesome advice of goddess Earth, the Emperor made 
a calf of Swayambhuva Manu and drew from her in his own hands all species of herbs and 
annual plants. (12) Likewise all other wise and intelligent persons too take the essence of 
everything and so after Prthu others also drew from Earth, as a cow tamed by him, the objects 
sought after by them . (13) The seers and sages, O most righteous one, made a calf of 
Brhaspati (the preceptor of the gods), milked the goddess and got the sacred Veda for milk, 
their milk-pots being the organs of hearing and of speech and the mind, which is the sense 
of senses. (14) The gods made a calf of Indra (their king) and drew (from Earth) the 
(ambrosial) drink known as Soma besides mental vigour, ardour of the senses and physical 
strength for their milk in a vessel of gold. (15)The Daityas and Danavas made a calf of 
Prahrada, the noblest of them all, and obtained wines and distillates (toddy etc.) for their milk 
in a bucket of iron. (16) The Gandharvas (celestial musicians) and Apsaras (heavenly nymphs) 
made a calf of Viswavasu and derived the sweetness of song and beauty for their milk in a cup 
of lotus. (17) The venerable Pitrs—the deities presiding over the rites in honour of the spirits 

of departed ancestors—made a calf of Aryama (one of the twelve deities presiding over 
the sun, the chief of the Pitrs) and drew with reverence what is known as Kavya (food for the 
Pitrs), which they held in a sun-dried earthen vessel and which was milk for them. (18) 
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The Siddhas (another class of heavenly beings) made a calf of the sage Kapila and obtained 
in the (concave) cup of the welkin mysterious powers (of becoming as small as an atom and 
so on), powers which could be exercised by mere will; while the demigods such as the 

Vidyadharas used the same sage for their calf and the same pot and obtained the art of 
treading the air. (19) Others (such as the Kimpurusas, an order of swift and quickly-moving 

superhuman beings), who were adept in conjuring tricks, made a calf of Maya (the great 

demon architect and conjurer) and obtained the magic art of those wonderful beings who can 
disappear (in an instant to the astonishment of the spectators)—an art which could be 
exhibited by mere wish or thought. (20) 

^T8TT2TtfR fa^n^i: fa fan 13m: I I 

^ ffqf TOTSJ TrST^FTR^I fm tR: |^| 

8TTT rf <?|e|c(^I g ^fguj: | ^^ | 

shot|l^i: itlfan: ^|: 13 cbtfcR | rTTcR^g xf I ^ I 

eHWd^: 33:IFK3t RRTSJT^ |^| 

1% 1% to 33: 14i4ehm^yi ^sar ii 

^ TJTOTH^r: TJ8eTlH3ii$i: ^3TOFT: I fftcv&g I ^V91 

(Similarly) the Yaksas, the Raksasas (the night-wandering ogres), the ghosts, the 
detestably ugly fiendish creatures known as Pisacas, all of whom feed on raw flesh, made 

a calf of Rudra (the Lord of the ghosts), and drew the beer of blood in a skull for a pot. (21) 

Even so the serpents with and without hood, the snakes and other poisonous creatures 

(such as the scorpions) made a calf of Taksaka (the chief of the snakes and serpents) and 
drew poison in their mouth for the vessel. (22) The (graminivorous) beasts made a calf of 

the Bull of Lord Siva and obtained the grasses for milk in the vessel of the forest. Again, the 

(ferocious) flesh-eating beasts with sharp teeth made use of the lion (the king of beasts) as 

the calf and got flesh for milk in the pot of their body. The birds made a calf of Garuda (their 
king) and got mobile creatures (such as moths and insects) as well as immobile creatures 

(fruits etc.) for milk. (23-24) With the Banyan for the calf the trees got different kinds of saps 

for milk. The mountains used the Himalaya as the calf and obtained the various minerals (for 

milk) in the basins of their ridges. (25) Earth is a wish-yielding cow. Now that she had been 

(tamed and) made available for milking by king Prthu, all the species of living beings milked 
her each with its own chief as the calf and obtained milk in various forms and held it in their 

own vessel (suitable for it). (26) In this way, O descendant of Kuru, king Prthu and others, 

who sought food for themselves to eat, milked the cow and got different kinds of milk in the 
form of their own food with different calves and cups (to hold it). (27) 

^ 4gfafd: TO: ^efehW^y’l TJSJ: I TOTT 1^1 

'ItuW PiR<£6ifa TRrn^l CRT: TO2J% R3 | 

UmIMI fro I RTOTT^ rT3f rT5T 3STT??cT: I 3o | 

TOFL TOTTfR 5‘ilfai fafamfa 3 I 13^ I 

to*jstt% R33T ^ymifaefccriMi i 33^513 cnrf% w 33 3313rd) 33T: 13^1 

?ffr ?(lH*l‘|0(rl qu^t \%61 

Thereafter king Prthu became pleased with goddess Earth, who now yielded all the 
objects of one's desire, and fondly accepted her as a daughter, feeling paternal love for her. 
(28) Prthu (the son of Vena), the almighty king of kings, crushed the crests of mountains with 
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the ends of his bow and mostly levelled the surface of the terrestrial globe. (29) Lord Prthu 
(the son of Vena), who was a father to his subjects and provided them with the means of 
subsistence, next planned with due regard to propriety dwellings (for human beings) at 

different places all over the earth, and he founded villages, towns and cities, built castles and 
forts of every description, designed abodes for cowherds and pens for cattle, contrived 
camps and cantonments and taught how to dig mines. He (also) provided houses for farmers 
and cultivators and raised hamlets on hill-sides. (30-31) Before (the advent of) Prthu people 
had no idea of different kinds of human dwellings like villages and towns on this globe. Now 
they began to live comfortably (in rural and urban conditions) with a sense of security of life 

and property in every part of the earth. (32) 

Thus ends the eighteenth discourse forming part of the Story of Prthu's Conquest, 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XIX 
King Prthu performs a hundred horse-sacrifices 

TT3TT 3 P: I sl^iratf m OTcft HTWdl I ^ I 

<*Hl(dtililMldH: I ^Mcfirt.4 I 3 I 

I 3T^TiJJR flctfall SHJ: I 3 I 

3Tf33RTt st?IW«ri Wlc*,m&: W^l^it: I sq-RAWRl I * I 

%5T faurtRT ^RcTT ^chTd-M: I L|l4<ycUI I k I 

-m<l ^rTT 41^511: I dH’cTl^^icidi I ^ I 

spf^sn ■ajfa: fi4<r,myyi trI i ^rfHi wtfTfaRRsjR, *tr<t i ^ i 

cTT^T ^Ryutfui; SJHJOR tT^^rT: I C I 

ftRIctt fmTTTSjt ^TRR^rra^: cStcR: WHIcTO>!: I I 

Maitreya continued: The king (Prthu) now consecrated himself as a preparation for (the 
performance of) a hundred horse-sacrifices in Brahmavarta, the land of Swayambhuva 
Manu, where flows the Saraswatl in an easterly direction. (1) The glorious Indra (the lord of 
paradise, who had attained to this exalted position by virtue of his performing a hundred 
sacrifices) grew jealous of the grand sacrificial festivities started by king Prthu inasmuch as 
he saw that the same would obscure his own achievements. (2) For in that sacrifice 
Bhagavan Sri Hari; the Lord of all sacrifices and the almighty Ruler, Teacher and Soul of the 
whole universe, was directly perceived by all. (3) He was accompanied by Brahma and Siva 
and the other protectors of the world—who came with their retinue—and was being extolled 
by Gandharvas (celestial musicians), and hosts of Apsaras (celestial nymphs) as well as by 
sages. (4) Along with the Lord came a number of (celestial and semi-celestial beings such 
as) Siddhas, Vidyadharas, Daityas, Danavas, Guhyakas (Yaksas) and so on, the foremost 
attendants of Sri Hari led by Sunanda and Nanda, and devotees of the Lord like Kapila, 
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Narada and Dattatreya, as well as masters of Yoga like Sanaka and his three brothers, who 
are all eager to wait upon Him. (5-6) In that sacrifice, O Vidura (a descendant of Bharata), 

goddess Earth attended in the form of a celestial cow, that supplies milk and clarified butter 

serving as oblations for the sacred fire and gratifies all one's desire, yielded to the sacrificer 

all the objects sought by him. (7) Rivers bore (as their streams) all sorts of sweet and 

delicious drinks (pressed out of grapes and sugarcane), as well as milk, curds, butter-milk 
and clarified butter together with many liquid foods. The gigantic trees, which profusely 

dropped honey (from their pores) bore fruit in abundance. (8) Oceans brought him heaps of 

jewels and mountains broughtfourkinds of foods. Similarly all the worlds with theirguardians 
brought presents (for the king). (9) 

sffo ijsmg mj.uicWhj ^pmiPk: i 

rHMUliymn M fdilfed: 1^1 

rWfr^lciHSHTdWIu] I STtff^PT: I I 

3TflFITT -cJlRdl jFrj TJ8JpT | fa&fa -clIsdcTlr^ 1^1 

<T dl^ll^ifd ^ SH? ^l-TlRuiHil HFT WJT q I ^ I 

cT g-do|ikHJldild..l HFT I * m 

yiTh^d^.Mluj I TT^T TJSRTfg^ 1^1 

^7 W dRacdl WIT 3t-dffd: ^R: I I 

rTfW :5n^T cfilf ferCT | ^ cHWW f^Rddl^ ff?t 3Wt I ^ <2.1 

The powerful Indra grew jealous of such great prosperity of king Prthu—who looked upon 
Lord Visnu (who is beyond sense-perception) as his (sole) lord and master—and threw 

obstacles in his way. (10) While Prthu (the son of Vena) was (therefore) engaged in 

worshipping Lord Visnu (the Lord of sacrifices) through the performance of the last 
(hundredth) horse-sacrifice, the jealous Indra stole away the sacrificial animal, himself 

remaining hidden from view. (11) The venerable Atri detected him hurrying through the air 
in the garb of a heretic, which he had taken on himself as an armour, and which leads one 

to mistake unrighteousness for righteousness. (12) Egged on by Atri to kill him, Prthu's 

son, who was a great car-warrior, gave a chase, all inflamed with rage, and shouted, "Halt! 

Halt!" (13) Indra wore elf-locks on his head and was besmeared with ashes. Seeing him in 

that guise, the prince took him to be piety incarnate and refrained from shooting an arrow 

at him. (14) When he returned without having killed Indra, Atri urged him once more to slay 

the wrong-doer, saying, "Strike, dear child, the great Indra, who is (in fact) the vilest of gods, 
inasmuch as he has interfered with (your father's) sacrifice.1' (15) Thus incited by Atri, Prthu's 

son gave chase to Indra as he was hastening through the sky, even as Jatayu (the king of 
the vultures) chased Ravana (when he was flying with Sita in his aerial car). (16) Indra (the 
lord of paradise) gave up for the prince the horse as well as the guise which he had assumed 

and vanished (from the view of his pursuer). The hero (then) came back to (the site of) his 
father's sacrifice, bringing the horse with him. (17) Witnessing the wonderful achievement 

of Prthu's son, the great sages (Atri and others, who had been officiating at the sacrifice) gave 

him the (significant) name of Vijitaswa (the conqueror of the horse), O Vidura (an incarnation 
of Dharma)! (18) 

I fg^j: 1^1 

3tR: ccuhiu'i I e+>Mlc6<=J<ic< 1^-fcTT ^TT 1^01 

3Tfsrtm ferfw W I *54 rt rTCSITcRTfffrT: I ? ^ | 
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otH ^nf&i 

S;TOT9 
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rRarar -m rri 

gqfajMqi I OTH OTTO fef IR3 1 

■d^dkiHWOT I d<jjiTldfatj^ MK4U^ nfd^TTM, I W I 

diu-d^ife.^, i 3rrenrr wot rr rm 

Creating a thick mass of darkness, the mighty Indra stole once more under cover of 
it the horse, tied with the gold chain, from the sacrificial post and the wooden ring placed 
in front of it (to which the horse had been secured). (19) As Indra was hurriedly passing 
through the skies Atri directed the attention (of Vijitaswa). The hero, however, did not 
obstruct him, holding as he did (in his hand) a staff with a skull on its top. (20) Urged, 
however, by Atri, he set an arrow to his bowstring in indignation and aimed it at him. Indra 
(thereupon) gave up the horse as well as his garb and stood invisible. (21) The hero too 
thereupon returned to (the scene of) his father's sacrifice, taking the horse (with him). It 
was (some) weak-minded people who accepted as their own the reproachful garb 

assumed and shed by Indra. (22) The hypocritical garbs and appearances that Indra 
assumed with the intention of stealing away the horse (came to be known by the name of 
'Pakhanda' inasmuch as they) were the marks of a sinful propensity C'Jnw o^Th). The word 
'Khanda' has been used here in the sense of a mark. (23) In this way the mind of men was 
(foolishly) attracted towards the deceitful garbs assumed and dropped by him (Indra) when 
he stole away the horse with the motive of interrupting the sacrificial performance of Prthu, 
as well as towards false creeds passing as true religion under the attractive labels of 
'Nagnas' (a fraternity of naked mendicants), Raktapatas (monks with red robes) and so on, 

and preached with exceptional eloquence. (24-25) 

dcjfiljrra WTOT^ 1J8J: I ftfOTTt OTOTOTOTrarOTTtfgt: 

cm TOOTrTfaSTSmFT IrtfOTT^ 

3OTOTTOT#TO? tTOfl TTOT^ HSfgrTR^ I ^ <2.1 

When the venerable Prthu, who possessed extraordinary prowess, came to know this, 
he lifted his bow and took up an arrow in (great) indignation to strike at Indra. (26) Prthu's 
might and rapidity of movement were irresistible; he was terrible to look at (on account of his 
great fury). When the priests officiating at the sacrifice saw that he had made up his mind 
to kill Indra, they prevented him, saying, O king of great wisdom, it is not worthy of you to kill 
anyone other than the beast approved of (by the scriptures) on this (sacred) occasion. (27) 
We will invoke to this very place through powerful spells Indra, who has thwarted your 
purpose and has been eclipsed by your glory, and will without delay forcibly throw your 

enemy, O king, (as an oblation) into the fire. (28) 

gOTMod st><JL|fd [d^lwfeMl W I ^JV-J Wl^d'lSWT OTTQJ; OTOTtejtT 13^1 

q crsm ’MchiRki ^ra?rr ^lew^: i kmisra qwyiw-td: ^t: 130 i 

tTSOTT M^44oyfdehi HOT: I $4u||^i|jd TT^T: ch&iIakitjiMni 13^1 

TjSjcRtff: Tjsit^M^fchN^ldsbri: I 3Tc* H OTtjfa: I I 

^OTOTt TOTTT^T^Hf I 3OTOTq rf 3OTT5OTOTfet?t I 3 3 I 
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Having addressed Prthu (the master of the sacrifice), in these words, O Vidura, his 

priests were indignantly proceeding to pour oblations into the sacred fire (with the avowed 
object of invoking Indra), with the sacrificial ladle in their hand, when Brahma (himself) 

appeared (before them) and prevented them (from proceeding further), saying, "Indra does 

not deserve to be killed by you, for Yajha (by which name the then Indra was called), whom 

you seek to get ride of, is a manifestation of the Lord Himself, while the gods who are (being) 
propitiated (by you) are (so many) forms of Indra alone. (29-30) Look at the great violation 

of Dharma committed by Indra, O Brahmanas, with the intention of obstructing this 

(sacrificial) performance of King Prthu (which mischief is likely to be repeated if he is not 

conciliated). (31) Therefore, let the number of sacrifices standing to the credit of Prthu of wide 
renown fall short of one hundred by one. (Turning to Prthu himself, Brahma said,) You have 

no use for sacrifices well performed, since you are conversant with the Dharma conducive 
to Liberation. (32) It is not worthy of you to show anger against the mighty Indra, who is your 

second self; for God bless you, both of you are manifestations of the Lord enjoying excellent 

renown. (33) Brood no more over this incident, O mighty monarch, and listen to our word with 
an attentive mind. For the mind of the man who contemplates achieving what has been 

thwarted by Providence gets highly enraged and is steeped in blind infatuation. (34) Let this 
sacrificial performance cease; for the gods are obstinate (by nature). It is due to this 

performance that Dharma is being violated through pseudo-religious practices started by 
indra. (35) Look at these men being carried away by the attractive forms of false religion 

given currency of Indra, who has interfered with your sacrifice and stolen your horse. (36) 

A ray of Lord Visnu, you have now appeared on this earth from the body of Vena in order 

to preserve the religious faith of the people, conforming to the various scriptures, that had 

been undermined by his misdeeds, O Prthu ! (37) Therefore, considering the (true) welfare 

of this universe, O Ruler of the people, fulfil the desire of the progenitors of the world (such 
as Bhrgu and others, who have fondly cherished the hope that the Lord Himself will manifest 
in your person and bring salvation to the world) and foil the conjuring trick employed by Indra 

in the shape of the terrible path of pseudo-religion (shown by him) which gives rise to a 
number of false creeds. (38) 

3WW 

^ TT FWifcgl I rT8TT ftroTT WFnfq ^ 1^ I 

tjsj% ^Rcn4u| I dJHdW 3 d'&fgfa cTftfaT: I'tfol 

f^T: TTFTTfeFRJgT: ^SJ^faTUTT: | OTfefT 'fftfirll: I** I 

HSlcflgl 13^ FWHMI: I TJpTrTT SHnMlfe |^ | 
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ffr M£I4,<|U1 WrtM -HI5C1NI TT^H{g^lT5SJI^: I %% I 

Maitreya went on : Thus advised and instructed by Brahma, the progenitor and 

preceptor of the world, Prthu (the ruler of the people) did as he was told (insisted no more 

on completing the hundredth horse-sacrifice) and not only came to terms with Indra but also 

bestowed his affection on him. (39) When Prthu, who had many a (noble) deed to his credit, 

had finished the ceremonial bath taken at the end of a sacrifice, the gods (the bestowers of 

boons) that had been propitiated by him during his sacrifices, conferred boons (of their 

choice on him). (40) The Brahmanas, whose blessings (always) came true and who had 

received their sacrificial fees and had been (duly) honoured with reverence, pronounced 

their blessings on king Prthu (the first constitutional monarch), O Vidura, (highly) gratified, 

(and added:—). (41) "All those who had assembled (here) in response to your invitation, O 

mighty-armed ruler!—manes, gods, Rsis and human beings—have been (duly) honoured 

by you with gifts and attention." (42) 

Thus ends the nineteenth discourse forming part of the Story of Prthu's Conquest, 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T8T f^rSTTSSHIFJ: 

Discourse XX 
Lord Visnu manifests Himself in the sacrificial hall of king Prthu 

^Hldl-rfq c)c£>Uc5: MU^rTI I riM^HNd I ^ I 

Maitreya resumed : Pleased with the sacrifices (of king Prthu), the all-pervading Lord 

Vaikuntha (Visnu), the Enjoyer and Dispenser of the fruit of sacrifices, too, (appeared on the 

scene) with Indra and addressed the king (as follows). (1) 

in* 11 arerntr i ^ i 

gfiro: wsrat HtMMI: I RBTT | } | 

rjw sifc, ipjfcr i sm t^ m i * i 

3TrT: cfciafau I 3TT73I ffr | | 

The Lord saidThis Indra has interfered with your (vow of) performing a hundred 

horse-sacrifices. As he (now) tenders his apology (to you), you will be well advised to grant 

him pardon. (2) Those pious souls in this world, O ruler of men, who are possessed of good 

understanding and are the best among men bear no ill-will against their fellow-beings, as 

(they know that) the body is not their self. (3) If even people like you are bewildered by My 

(divine) Maya (deluding potency), services rendered to the elderly (in point of wisdom) for 

a long time should be regarded as sheerfruitless labour.(4) Hence the awakened soul who 
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knows this body to be a product of ignorance (about one's own self), desire and action 
never gets attached to it. (5) Having no attachment to this body, what wise man would 
entertain a feeling of mineness with regard to the house, progeny or wealth, produced 

by that body ? (6) 

Tig;: ^-U^l fdWJju|hfi| TjOTT3I<T: I fleWliHT^drFf^ffPui^iiSStqTSStiR:1??: I ^ I 

g Tig ^3 TJ^: I hngifrteJfsftr Hgyyl: g hRj fejrT: I 6 I 

g: Tatiiftn TIT fggj PhI?0: ^l^lPgrl: I gg% }H4>WW ggr TF5FT yRisfa I <? I 

rrfr^RTvrpT: ^ng^RT 

dcjwPMgisgaT 

fggrersTg: i ^nf=g g ggggng W gjg?gg^ i % o i 

gt g^wrfg #gggj^i 

The Self referred to (in verse 3 above) is one without change, pure (untainted by Maya), 

self-effulgent, beyond the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti), the substratum of divine 
attributes, all-pervading, unveiled, the witness (of all), having no other soul and distinct from 
the body. (7) The man who knows the Self, existing in the body, as described above is never 
tainted by the modes of Prakrti, though abiding in Prakrti, established as he is in Me (the 

supreme Spirit). (8) The mind of the man who daily worships Me with reverence through (the 
performance of) his own duty (as enjoined by the Sastras), expecting nothing (from Me), is 
gradually purified, O king ! (9) He whose mind is purified dissociates himself from the world 

of matter and, attaining true wisdom, enjoys (eternal) peace, which is the same as My 
equipoised state and is also known by the name of Brahma (the Absolute) or final 

beatitude. (10) He who knows this immutable Self as if it were unconcerned, though presiding 

over the body, the senses of perception, the organs of action and the mind, attains 

blessedness. (11) 

fgggj (juisidigt sfSTfggggnTg^tggTTgg: 

igggj ■grgT g fgfgig^g gig g^rt^T: 

i 
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<fsr^ ggr^ tgg^ ^tgr g 

•gg: TgggtrTggsggmg: Tg# g g wdPst-Mi^ig: i 
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stgrfg fg^jgg^gggcF 
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l*m 
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Transmigration takes place only of the subtle body—which is made of the five subtle 

elements, the senses and the deities presiding over the same and a reflection of the Spirit— 
and which is distinct from the Spirit. Enlightened souls who have conceived a strong 

attachment to Me never give way to the morbid feelings of joy and grief, when they meet with 

affluent or adverse circumstances. (12) Viewing the exalted, the middling and the vile alike 

and balanced in joy and sorrow, and having conquered the senses and the mind (therefore), 
O valiant monarch, protect all the worlds with the help and co-operation of all the people 

(ministers and others) made available by Me. (13) Protection of the people is the only way 
to the salvation of a ruler; for thereby he gains hereafter one-sixth of the merit (earned by 
the people); while he, on the other hand, who fails to protect the people and yet levies taxes 

on them, forfeits his merits and eats sin. (14) Thus, mainly devoted to the sacred duties 
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approved of by the foremost Brahmanas and enjoined by tradition, though unattached to 
them, and ruling overthe earth (with righteousness) you will win the love and devotion of the 
people and in a short time you will be able to see the perfect ones (Sanaka and others), who 
will call on you at your own house. (15) And ask of Me any boon (of your choice), O ruler of 
men, since you have won Me by your virtues and good disposition. I am not easily accessible 
through sacrificial performances or austerities or even Yoga (concentration of mind), 
dwelling as I do in the heart of the even-minded. (16) 

F wleh^un 3TT^T 1^1 
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Maitreya continued : Thus instructed by Lord Viswaksena (Visnu), the Preceptor of 
the universe, king P.rthu, the conqueror of the world, bowed his head to Sri Hari's 
command.(17) He embraced Indra (who had attained to that position through a hundred 
sacrifices)—who was (just) going to touch the latter's feet (by way of apology) and was 
ashamed of his own act—and gave up his enmity towards him. (18) Prthu now offered 
worship to the Lord, who is the Soul of the universe, clasped His lotus-feet with increasing 
devotion. (19) Though inclined to depart, the Lord, who had eyes resembling the petals of 
a lotus and who is the disinterested friend of the virtuous, kept on looking at him and could 

not proceed, being detained by his own kindly disposition. (20) P.rthu (the first constitutional 
monarch on this earth) could not see Sri Hari because his eyes were bedimmed with tears, 
nor could he speak anything, his voice choked with tears. Embracing Him in his heart, he 
(therefore) held Him (there) and stood with joined palms (where he was). (21) Then, wiping 
his tears, he gazed on the Supreme Person—who (now) appeared before his eyes, that 
would not be sated (with His sight), and who stood touching the ground with His feet and with 
the finger-tips of one of His hands placed on the elevated shoulder of Garuda (the sworn 
enemy of serpents)—and addressed the Lord (as follows). (22) 
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Prthu said : How could a wise man ask boons—enjoyable by those whose mind is 
engrossed in the world of matter—of You, O omnipresent Lord, the Ruler of those capable 

of conferring boons (on their votaries)! I too would never ask of You, O Lord, the Bestower 

of final beatitude, boons which are available even to the denizens of hell. (23) I crave not 
under any circumstance even final beatitude, where there is no (occasion for enjoying the) 

nectar of Your lotus-feet, oozing from the inmost heart of the most exalted souls through their 

lips. (Therefore,) pray, endow me with ten thousand ears (to enable me to drink to my heart's 
fill the nectar-like praises of the Lord); this is the boon (I ask of You).(24) O Lord of excellent 
renown ! even the air (breath) laden with drops of the nectar of Your lotus-feet, issuing from 

the mouth of exalted souls, restores the knowledge of Self to us, fallen Yogis, who have 
forgotten the path leading to (the realization of) the Truth. Hence we require no more 

boons. (25) How can a man of flair—who has accidentally heard Your auspicious praises 
in the society of noble souls only once, O Lord of excellent fame, feel sated, unless he is a 

veritable brute—with the glory, which even Sri (the Goddess of beauty and prosperity) has 

gladly adopted as a theme of Her songs, keen to imbibe Your virtues. (26) Full of ardent 

longing, therefore, I would, like Laksmi (who is distinguished by a lotus in Her hand), adore 

with all my being You, the highest of all embodied beings and the abode of all excellences. 
Let there be no bickering between us two, who are competing for the service of a common 
lord and who have focussed our mind on Your feet alone. (27) Jealousy is sure to be aroused. 

O Lord of the universe, in (the mind of) Goddess Laksmi (the Mother of the universe) whose 
role (of devoted se vice to Your feet) it is my desire to share. But fond as You are of the meek, 

You make much even of their trifling services. And rejoicing as You do in Your own Self, You 

have nothing to do even with Her (Goddess Laksmi). (28) It is therefore that even after 
attaining wisdom pious souls worship You alone, who dispel the delusion caused in the mind 
of Your devotees by the modes of Prakrti (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas). (As a matter of fact,) 
we know of no other purpose than the constant remembrance of Your feet in the life of noble 

souls, O Lord. (29) The words "Ask (of Me) a boon (of your choice)" that You (just) addressed 

to me, engaged in worshipping You(ina disinterested spirit),! reckon as intended to delude 

the creatures (of the world). If the people were not bound by the cords of Your speech (the 
Veda), wherefore should they take to action (with interested motives) under a spell of 
delusion ? (30) Indeed man has been split from You, his real Self, by Your Maya (deluding 
potency), O Lord: that is why the stupid fellow hankers for other things. (Nevertheless,) even 
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as a father does what is good for his child of his own accord (without being asked by the child), 
You too should likewise strive for our good (31). 
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Maitreya went on: Extolled thus by Prthu (the first constitutional monarch on this earth), 

the all-seeing(omniscient) Lord said to him, "May you have devotion to Me, O king ! 
Fortunately enough you have developed such a mental attitude towards Me, through which 
one is able to get over My Maya (deluding potency), so hard to escape from. (32) Therefore, 
do My bidding carefully. O ruler of the people; for men who carry out My behest reap good 
results everywhere." (33) 
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Maitreya resumed : Thus welcoming the words of the royal sage Prthu (the son of 
Vena), which were full of deep meaning, and worshipped by him, the immortal Lord 
showered his grace on him and made up His mind to depart. (34) Honoured by the king with 
(polite) words, wealth (rich presents), salutation (with joined palms) and devotion, and 
treated by him as (so many images of) Lord Visnu (the Ruler of all sacrifices), all the gods, 
Rsis, manes, Gandharvas (celestial musicians), Siddhas (a class of celestial beings 

endowed with mystic powers from their very birth), Caranas (celestial bards), Nagas (a 
species of living beings with a human face and serpent-like lower extremities, inhabiting the 

subterranean regions), Kinnaras (a class of demigods with a human figure and the head of 
a horse, reckoned among the celestial choristers and celebrated as musicians), Apsaras 
(the dancing girls of heaven), human beings, birds and many other beings as well as the 
attendants of Lord Vaikuntha (Visnu) left that place. (35-36) Stealing away the mind as it 
were of that royal sage as well as that of his preceptor, the immortal Lord too returned to His 
own Abode. (37) Bowing to the Lord, who is adorable even to the gods and is unmanifest 
by His very nature, and who, having revealed Himself (to Prthu) had become invisible once 
more, the king (also) retired to his capital. (38) 

Thus ends the twentieth discourse in Book Four of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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3T^f^ft3mrar: 
Discourse XXI 

King Prthu's teaching to his subjects 
vftzf <s<zrt 
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Maitreya continued : The city was decorated everywhere with (strings of) pearls, 
wreaths of flowers, drapery, ornamental arches of gold and highly fragrant incense (burning 
in censers). (1) It had its streets, quadrangles and high-ways sprinkled with water perfumed 
with sandal and aloe, and was adorned with flowers, unbroken rice, fruits, young blades of 
barley, parched grains of rice and lights.(2) It was beautified with stems of bananas 
containing bunches of flowers and fruits, as well as with young arecas (uprooted and planted 
here and there byway of decoration), and was embellished all round with festoons prepared 
with the leaves of various trees (mango etc.). (3) People of the city and (particularly) fair¬ 
looking maids adorned with polished ear-rings advanced to greet him with lights and 
presents as well as with all kinds of auspicious substances (such as curds etc.) collected 
(for the occasion). (4) Extolled (by bards and minstrels), yet free from pride, the hero entered 
the palace in the midst of a flourish of conchs and the crash of kettledrums and the chant 
of Vedic hymns by the priests. (5) Greeted everywhere (on the route) and (highly) pleased, 
king Prthu of great renown honoured the citizens as well as the different classes of his 
subjects hailing from the countryside, by granting them boons which delighted them. (6) 
Doing many such deeds (as the milching of Earth), the great monarch of unimpeachable 
conduct and the most adored of all ruled over the terrestrial globe and, after establishing an 
extensive renown, (eventually) ascended to the highest abode (of the Lord). (7) 

T 3373 
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Suta went on : Vidura, that eminent votary of the Lord, O Saunaka (the leader of the 
assemblage of sages collected in the forest of Naimisa)! hailed the sage Maitreya (the son 
of Kusaru)—as the latter dwelt upon the glory of king Prthu (the first constitutional monarch 
on this globe), which had been augmented by excellences of every kind and had won the 
homage of men of great virtues—and spoke (as follows). (8) 
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Vidura said : What did that Prthu (further) do, who was installed as king by the 
Brahmanas, received presents from all the gods and bore the prowess of Lord Visnu in his 
arms, by which he milked Earth (in the form of a cow)? (9) What knowing man would not hear 
the glory of king Prthu; for it is the remains of whatever was achieved by his valour that all 
the (so-called) rulers of the earth as well as the different worlds and their guardian deities 
enjoy to their heart's content even to this day. Therefore, pray, tell (me more of) his faultless 
doings. (10) 
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Maitreya resumed : Living in (ruling over) the holy stretch of land lying between the two 
rivers, the Gariga and the Yamuna, he enjoyed only such pleasures as had been earned by 
his past deeds and (that too) with a view to exhausting his merits (and not for the gratification 
of his senses). (11) His commands were respected everywhere and he held undisputed 
sway over all the seven main divisions of the terrestrial globe, barring, of course, the 
Brahmanas and the votaries of the immortal Lord (who recognize the Lord alone as their 
progenitor). (12) Once he consecrated himself fora great sacrificial session and there was 
a huge gathering on that occasion of heavenly beings, Brahmana seers and royal sages, O 
noblest Vidura ! (13) When all the venerable persons in that assembly had been duly 
honoured according to their rank and position, the king rose in their midst like the moon in 
the midst of stars. (14) He was tall of stature with brawny and long arms and had a fair 
complexion, eyes ruddy as a lotus, a shapely nose and a lovely countenance. He was gentle 
in appearance, had rounded shoulders, beautiful (rows of) teeth and a winsome smile. (15) 
Full of vigour, he had a broad chest, bulky hips and a belly shaped like a leaf of the holy fig 
tree and charming with folds. His navel was deep and circular like an eddy; his thighs 
resembled a pair of gold pillars; and his feet were slightly elevated in front. (16) The hair on 
his head was fine, curly, dark and sleek and his throat was marked by three spiral lines like 
those of a conch-shell. He had on his person a pair of costly and excellent pieces of linen, 
one wrapped about his loins and the other slung across his right side and left shoulder. (17) 
Being under a vow of abstinence he had laid aside his jewels so that the natural beauty of 
all his limbs was (now) manifest. Covering himself with the skin of a black buck and wearing 
( a ring of) Kusa grass (used on ceremonial occasions) in his hands, he looked (exception¬ 
ally) graceful and had (just) finished his (religious) duties appropriate to the hour. (18) The 
king looked all round with eyes which were full of love and soothed one's agony and, thrilling 
the whole assembly with delight—as it were, made the following speech, which was 
charming to the ear, full of elegant (figurative) expression, bland, polished, deep in 
significance and uninterrupted by emotion. (As he spoke,) it seemed as if he was recounting 
at that time his own experience for the benefit of all (who had assembled there). (19-20) 
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The king said : Worthies present here, may you all be blessed. Pious souls gathered 
here, pray listen ! Those who are eager to know what Dharma (righteousness) is ought to 
submit their own conception (about it) before the wise. (21) As a ruler on this earth I have 
been assigned the role of punishing the evil-doers, protecting the people (against calami¬ 
ties); affording them means of subsistence and keeping them severally within their bounds 
(the spheres allotted to them by the Sastras). (22) By discharging these functions I as such 
hope to attain those realms which yield what one desires and which—as the expounders of 
the Vedas declare—are earned by him who wins the pleasure of God (who has the record 
of all our past doings before His very eyes). (23) A sovereign who levies taxes but fails to 
teach the peopletheirsacred duties (merely) reaps their sin and forfeits his fortune. (24) Free 
from a carping spirit and with your mind fixed on Lord Visnu (who is above sense-perception), 
therefore, my (beloved) subjects, do your own duty for the good in the other world of your 
ruler (myself); (for) therein lies your own interest and thereby you will have done a (great) 
favour to me. (25) Kindly lend your hearty support to this (prayer of mine), O pure-hearted 
manes, gods and sages for the fruit which accrues hereafter to the doer, the instructor and 
the countenancer is (just) the same. (26) In the opinion of some (believing souls); O most 
worthy ones; there is a God (who dispenses the fruit of all actions); for both here and 
hereafter can be seen in some rare cases places of enjoyment as well as bodies which are 
endowed with (uncommon) brilliance. (27) In the opinion of Swayambhuva Manu (the first 
ruler of the earth), Uttanapada (his younger son), king Dhruva(Uttanapada's illustrious son), 
the royal sage Priyavrata ( Swayambhuva's elder son), my grandfather, Anga, nay, of 
Brahma (the birthless creator) and Lord Siva (the Progenitor of the universe), as well as of 
(the demon kings) Prahrada and Bali (Praharada's grandson) and others like those 
enumerated above, one has to do with (it is necessary to postulate the existence of) 
Bhagavan Narayana (the Wielder of a mace), the sole independent means of securing the 
three objects of human pursuit (viz., religious merit, earthly possessions and sense— 
gratification) as well as heavenly bliss and final beatitude, the only dissenters being (my 
father) Vena (the grandson of Death) and ( a few) others, who were deluded in the matter 

of righteousness and (therefore) deserve to be pitied. (28—30) 
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Like the (sacred) stream (the Gariga) that has flowed from His great toe, the pious and 
ever-increasing relish one finds in adoring His feet immediately wipes out the impurity of 
mind of those afflicted by the trials and tribulations of mundane existence, accumulated in 

the course of all previous births. (31) Even the man who has taken shelter in the soles of His 
feet is completely rid of all the impurities of mind and, acquiring the special power of 
dispassion and Self-Realization, never returns to worldly life, which brings misery in its 
train.(32) Confident of achieving the goal according to your (individual) merits and free from 
hypocrisy, (therefore) worship Him alone—whose lotus-feet are capable of yielding 
whatever you desire—with the functions of your mind, speech and body and by your own 
duties which serve as a means of procuring a living to you. (33) 
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A compact mass of pure consciousness and attributeless in essence, He (the Supreme 
Person) manifests Himself, in the path of the ritual, in the form of a sacrifice, possessed of 
many attributes, which is accomplished with the help of diverse substances (such as barley, 
rice, sesame seeds and clarified butter), qualities (of things), actions (such as the pounding 
,JI Paddy and fanning the chaff from the grain) as well as through the purposes to which the 
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various rites are directed, the intention with which a sacrifice is undertaken, the distinctive 
virtue of things and the appellation (such as Jyotistoma and Vajapeya) by which a sacrifice 
is known. (34) Even as fire manifested through (various) pieces of wood appears endowed 

with their peculiarities (size, shape etc.), so does the all-pervading Lord (who is supreme 

Bliss)—manifesting Himself through the medium of the intellect (which has identified itself 
with external objects) in the body (of an individual), which is a product of Prakrti (primordial 

Matter), the Time-spirit, latent desires and destiny—appear as the fruit of various religious 
rites as welU(35) Oh! those of my subjects on the surface of this globe who with a firm resolve 

incessantly worship, through the performance of their (allotted) duty, Sri Hari, the Preceptor 

of the universe and the Supreme Lord of all those who receive a share in the sacrificial 
offerings (really) do me a favour. (36) May the lustre emanating from the ruling (Ksatriya) 

race through their great affluence and power never overpower the Brahmana race, and the 

votaries of the invincible Lord Visnu, shining brightly through sheer forbearance, austerity 
and adoration. (37) It is by ever adoring the feet of the Brahmanas that Sri Hari, the most 
ancient Person—who is a (great) devotee of the Brahmana community, and who takes the 

lead among the most exalted—won Laksmi (the goddess of fortune), who never leaves Him, 

and a glory which sanctifies the universe. (38) Following as you do the righteous conduct of 
the Lord, pray, adore in all humility and with your entire being the Brahmana race, by serving 

whom that independent Lord—who dwells in the heart of all and is (extremely) fond of the 

Brahmanas—is supremely pleased. (39) Who is better qualified in this world to serve as a 

mouth of (vehicle to convey offerings to) the gods (who feed on sacrificial food) than the 

Brahmana race, by constantly adoring whom a man automatically attains final beatitude (in 

the shape of everlasting peace) before long consequent on his mind getting purified as a 
matter of course? (40) The immortal Lord, who is the sole theme of the Upanisads (the 

utterances referring to those who are devoted to Self-Realization) surely does not enjoy the 
oblations poured into the sacred fire—which is bereft of consciousness—so well as those 
offered with reverence into the mouth of a Brahmana by the knowers of Truth in the name 

of gods fit to be adored in a sacrifice. (41) Equipped with reverence, austerity, commendable 
conduct, chariness of speech, self-control and concentration of mind, the Brahmanas ever 
retain in their memory, with a view to discovering the Truth, the pure and eternal Veda, in 
which (the whole of) this universe can be (clearly) seen as in a mirror. (42) O venerable ones! 

let me carry the dust of their lotus-feet on my crown all my life; for the sins of the man who 
constantly wears it (on his head) speedily disappear and all sorts of virtues seek their abode 
in him. (43) And riches (of every kind), as a matter of course, woo him who is an abode of 

excellences, rich in moral character, full of gratitude and devoted to the elders. (Therefore), 
may the Brahmana race and the bovine species as well as Lord Janardana and His servants 
be gracious to me ! (44) 

ifa I *TTSJcf: l*m 

wlehlfalrl I a£JdU£gd: XTiqf dsjHIicMdtdM: 

<TR: I y^KHU^Idd: I'tf'S I 

cfterif fatT: TJS2TT: I dW^d^d ^TdVydido^P |*£| 

3# dfdddTld dTSFT 'tJ^rJdTSn: I 

^ 37STT oddPt, | 

dlc^dRTSJ acnsjfloqi^iitHHj Tjjprj SfTRT: eh'HJIldtdm. I i^o | 
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3TSI MK^q<4l4KHi(^d: 5HTT I RJJdgMi efpffiTfolfifad: iqq I 

Ttrt ^Miy i ^rr arswTfsr^i f^nffe i ^1 

|fd flWl'IcH ^I^FI MKR^I #frnq'l ^*T4=Rt lJ=bMv1l5«TTEr: R*| 

Maitreya went on : As the king spoke thus, the manes and gods as well as the 
Brahmanas (who had assembled there and) who were (all) pious souls, felt delighted at heart 
and applauded him, uttering words of approbation. (45) (They said:) the Vedic text that "one 
attains to the higher worlds through a (worthy) son'1 is (quite) true. For the sinful Vena (Prthu's 
father), who was killed by the curse of the Brahmanas, has been able to cross over (the 
tortures of) hell (through you). (46) Even so Hiranyakasipu (the demon king) was about to 
oescend into hell as a consequence of his blaspheming the Lord, but escaped it through the 
piety of his virtuous son, Prahrada. (47) O great hero, father of Earth, may you live happily 
for numberless years—you who have such devotion to the immortal Lord, the one 
(undisputed) Ruler of all the worlds ! (48) Ah ! having you for our ruler, O king of sacred 
renown, we look upon ourselves as under the protection of Lord Mukunda (the Bestower of 
Liberation) today, since you reveal (to us) the stories of Lord Visnu, the foremost of those 
enjoying excellent fame and a votary of the Brahmana race. (49) It is no great wonder on your 
part, O lord, to instruct your dependants: for it is the nature of exalted souls possessed of 
a tender heart to love their subjects. (50) Robbed of our judgement by our own actions (of 
past lives), going by the name of destiny, we had been wandering (in the wilderness of 
transmigration). Today you have led us across the darkness (of ignorance), O lord! (51) Hail 
to you, the most adorable person, dominated by the quality of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and 
Tamas, who inspiring the Brahmana race, protect the Ksatriya community and vice versa, 
and inspiring both, maintain the whole universe by dint of your own energy. (52) 

Thus ends the twenty-first discourse in Book Four of the 
great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
<2 S 

Discourse XXII 
The sage Sanaka and his three brothers impart 

instruction to king Prthu 

SPJUTr^g T|8j TJ^fa*ilHJ ffifcHfl: | ^ | 

HT5J TF5TT «4lybcia4niifafai I wIchMMimd^dVii fH-pilj-ciy I ^ I 

rt^'FTT £dl-L WTPT I ff-sfaiil Tpnftcf | 3 | 

4l<<?rap3ld: *T«T: I fa fuel ^ 4J Ha* iJ^dlwJgUIIUdl^ I * 1 

HdlIcr||^44I rffi ^flwcirii cjddiT^tiMiifaci I q | 

ItTScJiTTM STIffMK HTd*HJ $14W4|ii*iij,T+>: STrT: 5TT? WTJRTH,I ^ I 

Maitreya continued: While the people were thus extolling Prthu of great prowess, there 
came to that spot four sages, resplendent as the sun. (1) Surrounded by his attendants, the 
king saw the lords of divine seers descending from the heavens. They were (easily) 
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recognized (to be no other than Sanaka and his three brothers) through their splendour, 
which dispelled the sins of the spheres (through which they passed). (2) King Prthu 
(instantly) rose with his courtiers and all others present there, as if eager to seize back his 

life-breath, that had shot forth (to meet those sages) at their very sight *, even as the mind 
runs forth to meet the objects of sense-enjoyment. (3) When they had accepted the Arghya 

(water offered for washing the hands of a distinguished guest) and taken their seat, the king, 

who was (most) urbane (in manners) and was overwhelmed by his esteem for them, 
worshipped them with due ceremony, his head bent low with modesty. (4) He (then) sprinkled 
his tuft of hair with the hallowed drops of water wherewith he had washed their feet, thus duly 

following the ways of the virtuous, as if in order to evince his respect for the same. (5) 
Endowed with reverence and self-discipline, and full of delight, he addressed those sages, 

the elder brothers (even) of Lord Siva—who, when installed on seats of gold, shone like the 
sacrificial fires in their proper places. (6) 

3TjtT 3TT^rfTrT I tUFFff^STFTT W I V9 I 

I fetT: Rl<*l I C I 

4^ rtlchl rtlekl’i^ *-t«J<iril5TO <TRJ <I2JT *-lct^i ^7^ 3TRJTFT 

3TSRT 37fa H SF^TT: 77T£F?r I 

%T^T ^8^: I ^RfrT SFgST &fm cTTr5T ^rT ^1^1 

RTSJT ?^TT?lfI STORTctm Tldf<4H MldrlHI I ^ I 

3TTrtTRTO^ I R qfd^di): I ^ I 

cfWUHcHIMJ 77^ ^ li.dfFT^^TR: ^^1^1 

HTrfmTaraHTOTaTT imctnirit^iicH; I TTTJg^'TT icITcTFiT: 1^1 

Prthu said : Oh ,what meritorious acts have I performed, O abodes of auspiciousness, 
that I have been blessed with your sight, whom even Yogis (men possessed of mystic 

powers) find it difficult to perceive? (7) There is nothing very difficult to attain in this world or 

the next for him with whom Brahmanas (like you) and Lord Siva and Visnu and their 

attendants are pleased. (8) The world does not perceive you, even though you range 
through the various regions, just as the visible creation and Mahattattva (the principle of 

cosmic intelligence) etc., which are the causes of this world, are unable to perceive the 
all-seeing self. (9) Though poor, those pious householders are (indeed) blessed, whose 

house contains water, (a mat of) straw or (bare) ground, the master himself and his servants 
etc., worthy of acceptance by venerable souls (like you). (10) (Worthless) like the trees 
harbouring (venomous) serpents are those houses which, though replete with all kinds of 

riches, are not hallowed by the holy water washing the feet of the Lord's devotees. (11) 
Welcome is your visit to this place, O exalted Brahmanas; for despite your juvenility you are 
ever self-controlled and reverently observe great vows (of perpetual celibacy and so on), 

following the ways of seekers after liberation. (12) Is there (any hope of) good for us, who 
know the objects of senses to be the only thing worth coveting and have fallen, through our 

■ Our scriptures maintain that the life-breath of a young man goes forth to meet his elders when the latter pay him a visit 

and that it is only when he rises and bows to them that tha life-breath returns :— 

aisg sro tp: TStfcu i |t|Ri | 

^-i«!!-(_ yidHStrl II 



own doings, into this (whirlpool of) transmigration (which is a hotbed of miseries) ? (13) It is 
out of place to make enquiries about your welfare inasmuch as you revel in your own self 
and no thoughts of good and evil (ever) arise in you. (14) Therefore, reposing full faith in you, 
I (make bold to) enquire of you, the loving friends of the distressed, how salvation can be 
easily attained in this (very) birth. (15) Surely the birthless Lord, who shines as the very self 
in (all) sages and reveals Himself (in the heart of His devotees) moves about on this earth 
in the guise of Siddhas (sages like you in order to shower His grace on His devotees. (16) 

3R7R 

rr ug i w-toih gR 3msrr c^tr: RdjdM 11 ^ i 

Maitreya went on : Hearing these graceful and righteous words of Prthu, which were 
pregnant with serious import, brief and delightful, the sage Sanatkumara cheerfully replied 
as though smiling. (17) 

RR^dfedl^Hi I RRHT lets'* I RTfa RRJRT I ?CI 

R I R^RT fddHlid TTR. I ^ I 

TF3TL RRdT RT^RfR^RT Tjuil^dldH I 

tlrfftNI fRSfTtfH dfychl RTTR RHRR RcRFtRURR: Ro| 

TTRRffRFrR SRRR I 

3TR^ atldlcdWRTti 3TTRTfR ifasf^fui RnjTf R RTI^?I 

RT SltgRT RRRigRRRRT FjijiiMHiSSSdlkUehRPlPtyill I 

RRRRNIRHRI R Rhr Tja<T3TR:^S!R|| i^uqiii RR9I 

fdfqrhd’oyi Mprll'* 3TTRRL 1RRT gRftnRFJRRRTr^ 

3TTSRRT RRRtRJRRRT RJtRT TJf^IRflRTRJRTtefTT 

RRWRfRRtr^JTTRf^RT P-RT^dl g^MPd^RT R 

di <eh u l^^u 11 pRRTRT fq^BRTTUTRT 

UR^: RdRcRRTRTTT RllP^jui Rglfui TfW: 

R^T Tfd^lf&T %RR iJRTHWIRdl-L flHkumigRI 

ggcRRht gdR dldcOai dlMlMdlfoRTSnt: 

^RJTSTRt RRTRRT 

RRRTRTR2 RfRRR ^tWIrL 1RR RRT 

Sanatkumara said: A very good enquiry has been made by you, even though you know 
the answer, O great monarch, your heart being given to the good of all living beings, (for) such 
is the bent of mind of the virtuous. (18) The meeting of pious souls is thought highly of both 
by themselves and by those who meet them; for worthy questions put to and the noble 
answers given by them enhance the happiness of all. (19) Certainly, O king, are you gifted 
with that rare and abiding love for hearing the praises —elicited by suitable questions—of 
the lotus-feet of Sri Hari (the Slayer of Madhu), which shakes off the impurity of the mind in 
the shape of latent desires, so difficult to remove. (20) In the scriptures, which have made 
a thorough enquiry (into the truth), (only) absence of attachment to things other than the Self 
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and intense love for one's real Self, the attributeless Brahma, have been finally concluded 
to be the only way to salvation for men. (21) That love for the attributeless Brahma as well 
as the absence of attachment to the world of matter, both as cause and effect, is easily 

developed through (intense) faith, through the discharge of duties consecrated to the Lord, 
through a desire to know the higher truths and by being firmly established in the Yoga of 

Knowledge, through worship of the Lord of Yoga and by ever listening to the hallowed stories 

of the Lord of sacred renown, through a distaste for the company of those delighting in lucre 
and sense-enjoyments and by eschewing wealth and sense-gratification esteemed by such 

people, through love for seclusion when finding delight in the Self, but not such occasions 

when a potion of the nectarine drink of Sri Hari's glories is had, through harmlessness and 
by living the life of an ascetic, through an enquiry into that which is conducive toone's spiritual 

welfare and by drinking the peerless nectar of Lord Mukunda's glories, by practising the 

twelve forms of self-discipline, (viz., non-violence, truthfulness, non-thieving, absence of 

attachment, modesty, non-accumulation of wealth and luxuries except in the interests of 
others, belief in God, continence, habit of meditation on God, firmness, forgiveness and 

fearlessness) and observing the twelve religious vows (of internal and external purity, 
muttering the divine names and sacred texts, austerity, offering oblations into the sacred fire, 
reverence, worship of the Lord, pilgrimage to holy places, endeavour for the good of others, 
contentment and waiting upon the preceptor *) by refraining from calumny and abandoning 

all activity (for the acquisition and preservation of worldly goods), by enduring pairs of 

opposites (like heat and cold etc.), and by devotion to Sri Hari, growing through the utterance 

of His praises, which (ever) adorn the ears of His devotees. (22—25) When this love for 

Brahma gets firmly rooted, man resorts to a (worthy) preceptor and, like the fire consuming 
the very source whence it originates, he dissolves his subtle body, mainly consisting of the 
five subtle elements and enveloping his pure self (in the form of the ego), when the same 

has been freed from its latent desires by the force of wisdom and dispassion. (26) When the 

envelope (in the shape of the subtle body) that wraps the pure Self and which stood 

heretofore between the soul and the Oversoul has (thus) been dissolved, the embodied soul 
sheds all the attributes of that envelope and no longer perceives that which is external to the 

self nor his subjective states, just as a dreaming man no longer sees the things of his dream 

when it has been broken. (27) 

3CTdTRfafot3Tsl g I UcdKild dqfort et l^dl 

fofod TTTd Ttcfo d«T<ldfa TJJBT: I 3TTttR2J iRHIlfa f^t t^^rfd dTdT^r IW 

SZTT^THT I -dcMi l?Td ^1^ 13° I 

HFTO: ^jfoafoldSTSj cFcRT: 1^1 

RTd: W7T d5T% ^FT: TdTStdddshM: I SidMdtdtd: WodldsSFMIrL I ^ I 

3T2ff^aiffMziR ^trrrt^l SjfoTdT ?1Hfo?tHliLldlfd}lId 1 

d dwfo fading: i smfycHMMiaTTmi dddi-dfouid*^ i ^ i 

d5nfa trr^T 3t!dJpdd>ddldd I ddfofesrf *Tdt fdfo fKTFd^W^d: 1^1 

msm ^ £ srraT ^uioyldcMK^ i d ddT fond ^UhiPd^fadiRiiniiL 13^ i 

dr^ fo dF5 -JlddmSI d^Sjm H 3?fo[^T^fowrid7f^Td^dTdTlT I 

■Q: ajdfo-dUddlffofo^TTfo:3?d^Tddrrfoi 'Mdd'UdUdfeIRTsffo I^VSI 

* Vide Srimad Bhagavata XI. xix. 33—35. 



Only so long as this conditioning mind-substance (the principal constituent of the subtle 
body) persists (i.e., in the waking and dream states) man perceives his own self, the objects 

of sense and that which connects the self with these latter (viz., the ego), and not at any other 
time (e. g., in the state of deep sleep). (28) Everywhere (in the external world too) it is only 
when water or a mirror or any other condition is present that a man perceives the difference 
between one's own self and that which is external to oneself (viz., one's reflected image), 
and not at other times (when the condition is absent). (29) Distracted by the senses, which 
are themselves drawn towards their objects, the mind of those that (ever) muse on such 
objects (as worth attaining), takes away the power of discrimination of the intellect (as 
imperceptibly) as a clump of grass sucks up water from a pool (through its roots). (30) 
Consequent on the loss of reason, memory fails; loss of memory is followed by loss of 
wisdom and the sages refer to loss of wisdom as the ruination of the self through one's own 
self. (31) There can be no greater loss in the world to a man than the ruination, through one's 
own self, of the soul, for whose sake everything else becomes dear*. (32) Constant 

preoccupation with wealth and the objects of sense means the ruination of all the interests 
of men. Deprived of his knowledge and wisdom through such preoccupation, man is reborn 
in the immobile creation (the vegetable or mineral kingdom). (33) Whoever is keen to cross 
and reach the other end of the impenetrable gloom in the form of ignorance (the root of 
transmigration) should never conceive an attachment to that which is most detrimental to 
(the attainment of) religious merit, worldly possessions, gratification of the senses and 
liberation. (34) Of these four too, liberation alone is acknowledged as the highest purpose 
of life; for everything falling under the category of the other three objects of human pursuit 
is ever exposed to the fear of death. (35) There can be no stability in (the life of) the higher 
and the lower orders of creation that have come into existence ever since the equilibrium of 

the three modes of Prakrti (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) was disturbed (at the dawn of 
creation); for their hopes (to survive) have always been blasted by the all-powerful Time. (36) 
Therefore, O king, know Him to be your very Self—the Lord who perceptibly and inwardly 
shines as the all-pervading Ruler of the Jiva (the conscious principle in the psycho-physical 
organism) in the heart of (all) mobile (animate) and immobile (inanimate) beings invested 
with a body, the senses, the vital airs, the intellect and the ego. Him do I resort to (for 
protection)—the ever free, taintless and enlightened principle—who has set aside Prakrti 
(Primordial Nature) defiled by the Karmas (of the various JTvas) and in whom appears this 

phantom of the universe both as cause and effect, vanishing on the dawn of discriminating 
wisdom even like the (false) notion of a serpent with regard to a wreath of flowers. (37-38) 
Resort (then) as your (sole) refuge to Lord Vasudeva, by fixing the thought on the splendour 
of the very toes of whose lotus-feet pious souls cut asunder the knot of egotism (which is 
nothing but a conglomerate of tendencies to action) formed (by Karmas themselves), in a 
manner that even recluses who have emptied their mind (of all thoughts of the world), having 
withdrawn their senses (from their objects) are not able to do. (39) Great agony is 

* Of. Brhadaranyaka Upanisad IV. v. 6. 
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experienced in crossing the ocean of metempsychosis—which is infested with (fierce) 
crocodiles in the shape of the five senses and the mind—by those who have not found their 
boat in God, inasmuch as they seek to reach the other end of it by painful means (such as 

the practice of Yoga). Therefore, you make the adorable feet of Lord Sri Hari your boat and 
cross the ocean of misery, which is so difficult to cross. (40) 

F Ticj $HKU||^AsrFTT I d.RldlciFIM: U«Hy$IWl<*ra <T I*? I 

Maitreya resumed: Enlightened thus about the true nature of the Self by Sanatkumara, 
son of Brahma (the creator) and a knower of Brahma, the king duly praised him and 

addressed him (as follows). (41) 
iMMM 

frdlFSffll: rj?t fftuTTSidl^fuiqi | ^WHcTT: I-*? I 

famifedgj ehloMH I FTSjiW % F FefaTrUdl F? ^ I 

3TUTT ^RT: ^HT 5T?R I TRF FcS F?t cfiTST ?f?t FF I** I 

tHNdj F TRF F dU^d(jrdi|5l F I ■HdrtlcFirUMdi F dd>ll^ld<^(d I'SHI 

FTCF sll^juft Ft FFt Ft F I d^Tdl^itgmid 1^1 

FFFHT ’lEHIdtdig tr*Md'l FFtfafF: SlfdUlfcdR: I 

Florid RTF! RTF ddildcMltd fcH'ldUT^ IW I 

The king said : Sri Hari, who is (so) kind to the afflicted, showed His grace to me in the 

first instance (vide Discourse XX above). It is in order to bring it to its culminating point, O 
divine sage, that you have all come (here). (42) And compassionate as you are, it has been 
made fruitful in its entirety by you. What shall I give you (in return for this grace), when 

everything belonging to me, including myself, has been graciously allowed (as a favour) to 
me by pious souls? (43) My life, spouse, sons and house with all its appurtenances, kingdom, 
army, lands and treasury—all this I offer (at your feet as something already belonging to 

you). (44) He alone who is well-versed in the Vedas and (other) sacred books is competent 

to command armies, rule over a kingdom, direct policies of war and exercise dominion over 

all the worlds. (45) A Brahmana eats his own food, wears his own (clothing) and gives away 

his own (property to others). It is by his sufferance that the Ksatriyas and others eat their 

food. (46) May you—who are well-versed in the Vedas and have in your abounding 
compassion precisely explained to us, in the course of your dissertation on the Spirit, the 

true nature of God as depicted above—may you ever be pleased with your own acts (of 
delivering the afflicted). Who will make himself a butt of ridicule by presuming to 

recompense your acts of benevolence? (47) 

SJFt F?RT Ff*FFn£FTFTT^T8Fn I 3tlH<4»IMfMc|l<itM FR 3TTRTFFfFJR: 1*^ I 

chMlfil F F8J1<W/ FFTR3T F81IFF5H.1 FFrfFH 1 1 

Fic* ftEfaf: TFTTftrT: I 3FTfaj8T F FRRR 3TRFTR UfRt: ’TFT' A* I 

ffRUIRlsfa F WrafaFTfera: I dlF^HferFt?Tj Fd^nldtckclrT I A? I 

Maitreya continued : Adored by king Prthu (the first constitutional monarch on the 
earth), and praising his virtuous conduct, those masters of the science of Self-Realization, 
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rose to the heavens, while everyone stood gazing on them. (48) Vena's son, the foremost 
among exalted souls, who was firmly established in the Self through concentration of mind 
as a result of the instruction received from them in the science of the Spirit, regarded 
himself as one who had realized all his ambitions (in life). (49) He performed (all) his duties 
at the proper time, at the proper place and in the proper way to the best of his ability and 
resources as an offering to God. (50) Resigning the fruit (of his actions) to God with a 
concentrated mind, and regarding himself as a witness of (all) actions and beyond (the 
realm of ) Prakrti, he remained unattached (to everything). (51) While remaining a 
householder and endowed with imperial fortune, he was free from egotism and conceived 
no attachment for the objects of sense, even as the sun, though shining on bog etc., does 
not get daubed with it. (52) 

TJePTSiMiwuVM I 1^ | 

qRTRjt: I SHTT: 1I 

HrmToT i gg i i 

fg ?3fg: i fgfg^gT gfrgfg utftgmfM ^jutrl i 1 

^frt rt ggrggg fg hM'-hj ^fu: i i 

^4<ifsc< %811'yiHisjg f|ggTfqg i ?g TjflTsrf gw ggr i ^ i 

HidiRsrg Rgfgg gwr RfRTjRrT i srfggfFggr 3gr sRictn. ^dorku iso i 

fg 4it;4 iRiwr tjnrnig i gro^g g^g^ni g^g gqgHg: i 

^gfg^jgtg 3ggrg?g m #: i ggwr fgycradi^gfdtj, i 

T|gT : gfraw iv? i 

g^fFrf^rftggr ^fera^Tgg gg gg f i gfgg: ggjR^ ^juri -gtr: RdTfag 15,31 

ifrt giwmgg ■wlisdwi gspftd ufg^iissqig: i 

Thus duly performing (his) duties at the proper place and time with his mind fixed on 
the Self, the king begot through (his consort) Arci five sons who came up to his ideals— 

Vijitaswa, Dhumrakesa, Haryaksa, Dravina and Vrka. A part manifestation of the immortal 
Lord, Prthu alone manifested at the proper time (special) qualities of all the regional gods 
for the protection of the created beings of the (whole) world. Delighting the people with his 
mind, speech and conduct as well as by his charming virtues, he bore the (significant) title 
of Raja (he who delights) like another moon-god (who is known by the name of king 
Soma because of his delighting all created beings with his cool rays). Even as the sun drains 
(in summer) the moisture of the earth, and releases it (during the rains) and radiates heat, 
so he drew the wealth of the earth (by way of land revenue and other taxes), (freely) 

distributed it (among the people during famines etc.) and exercised his authority (over the 
people). (53—56) He was formidable like fire in splendour and hard to conquer like the great 
Indra (the lord of paradise), vied with the earth in forbearance, and with the heaven in 
bestowing on men whatever they sought.(57) Like the god of rain he showered blessings on 
the people according to their desire, (thereby) gratifying (them all). Like the ocean he was 
too deep to be understood and in firmness he was a compeer of Mounts Sumeru (the king 

of mountains). (58) In meting out punishment he was as just as Yama (the god of retribution); 
in his marvellous acquisitions he resembled the Himalaya mountain. Like Kubera (the god 
of wealth) he was rich in treasures, and like Varuna (the god of water) he had his wealth well- 
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guarded. (59) Like the wind-god he could move everywhere and matched him in strength (of 
body), vitality and prowess; while in irresistibility he vied with Lord Siva (the Ruler of the 
ghosts). (60) In comeliness of form he matched the god of love and was full of spirit as a lion. 

In paternal affection he equalled Swayambhuva Manu, while in lordship over men he was 

like Brahma (the birthless creator). (61) In expounding the Vedas he was (another) Brhaspati 

(the preceptor of the gods), while in self-control he was (as good as) Sri Hari Himself. And 

in devotion to the cow, the preceptor and the Brahmanas as well as to the votaries of Lord 
Visnu, and (even so) in modesty, humility and amiability as well as in his efforts for (the 
benefit of) others he was his own equal (peerless). (62) Through his glory, sung by the people 

everywhere in the three worlds, he had reached the ears of women even as Sri Rama entered 
the ears of pious men. (63) 

Thus ends the twenty-second discourse, forming part of the Story of king 

Prthu, in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. - 

3T8T 5t4irat>i)S«ZJFI: 

Discourse XXIII 
King Prthu practises asceticism and departs for the other world 

SgTSStUPT 311^1^I 3TTtnqT SriHNfa: I ^ I 

SRJsffin? vnRlcji^ | ^ | 

I 'STSTT^ I 3 I 

I 3TR3EJ 'iTTHuRt a?IT ^TT I ^ I 

^bchtraihn: atfrTfetasrrTaT^rarttTrr: artri a i 

a^rtm affr awranarugR: i 3TTcFU3Trct: frrf^rc 33% 1 5 1 

id(d^t>qdcil',dl’d 3)Sj=!<dl PjimP-lco: I ^HJnTcRrTa 3T1HH. I I 

aa wiHi^RicSd ytdchHlH«i^i''-t: I xiuii'Miri: I 6 I 

^FtgFL. asTfranfaret an^i %a aaa i i 

^ma^fatiT: ^rnjt: srtgaT una: w i ^niaR^afaaamarL i ? o i 
Maitreya began again : A man of (great) self-control and a (true) protector of his 

subjects, Prthu (the son of Vena) had himself fostered his own creation (in the shape of the 
various crops and the numerous towns and villages founded and populated by him), made 

(necessary) provision for the maintenance of (all) mobile (animate) and immobile 

(inanimate) creatures, lent his support to the practice of virtue by the virtuous and (fully) 
discharged the commission of the Lord, for which he was born on this earth. Realizing, one 
day, that he had grown old, he entrusted the earth, (who was a daughter to him and) who was 

weeping as it were out of grief at her separation (from him), to the care of his sons and repaired 
unattended to a hermitage alongwith his consort, while his subjects stood disconsolate. (1—3) 

[564] B. M. 15— 
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Uninterruptedly observing his rules of self-discipline there too, he embarked on (a course 
of) severe asceticism, highly approved of by anchorites, with the same earnestness as he 
had erstwhile evinced in the conquest of his own ancestral dominion. (4) Subsisting on 

bulbs, roots and fruits (to begin with), he ate dried leaves for sometime, contented himself 
with water alone for some fortnights and thereafter lived on air (alone). (5) Leading the life 
of a hermit, the dauntless Prthu basked in the heat of five fires (one in each of the four 
quarters with the sun shining overhead) in summer, exposed himself to hard showers during 
the rains, stood immersed in water up to his neck in the last two months of winter and slept 
on the bare ground (all the year round). (6) Practising forbearance with (strict) control over 
his speech and senses, he observed (a vow of) complete celibacy, controlled his vital airs 
and did the highest form of austerity, seeking (thereby) to please Sri Krsna. (7) His (stock 
of) Karma having been burnt as a result of that asceticism, gradually developed to perfection, 
and his mind (thus) purged of all impurities, he thoroughly subdued his senses and mind by 
controlling the breath and was (thereby) able to cut asunder the bonds of his Vasanas (latent 
desires). (8) Prthu (the foremost of men) now adored the Supreme Person through that very 
Yoga (mode of worship) which the divine sage Sanatkumara had taught him as the best 
means of realizing the Self. (9) Ever engaged in duties sacred to the Lord and striving with 
utmost reverence the pious soul developed exclusive devotion to the Lord, who is no other 
than Brahma (the Absolute). (10) 

viqci: 4TWU||^i£cqf | 

?lH %T fcr^s PiJivajqehl^iH. I I 

ggmr mt i 

cttcTst ■ypmfdfaqfdtyrwi Tfir q 

H cfUycR: I ^ I ^ I 

mg mfwrmt digg^rn^-L. ^rq: i qpzri 'ehiguct^im i i 

IT gjsf sh'ituil^ij fq:^Jg: I ^ig M %rTt Wt 

stg ^ramiR fo*TFT5T: I f^fdMiajfw 'dTritWdl mWt 1^1 

n^i^Fd 1^1 

^ msrm msngjq gmqj 

1^1 

His mind having been transformed into pure Sattva (Sattva unmixed with Rajas and 
Tamas) through worship of the Lord, he attained wisdom, coupled with dispassion and 
sharpened by that devotion, which had been supplemented by constant and perfect 
remembrance of the same Lord; and through such wisdom he was able to tear off the veil 
of egotism (which conceals the true nature of the JTva), the origin of all doubt (and 
misapprehension). (11) Having got rid of his self-identification with the body and realized 
the true nature of the Self, and freed of all cravings he gave up (the pursuit of) even that 
wisdom by which he had been able to tear off the veil of egotism. For, so long as a striver 

does not take delight in the stories of Sri Krsna (who had Gada for His elder brother), he will 
not cease to be led astray by the (minor) achievements of Yoga (concentration of mind). (12) 
Having thus irrevocably fixed his mind on the Supreme Spirit and become one with the 
Infinite, that great hero cast off his body at the (proper) time. (13) Closely pressing the anus 
with his heels and slowly forcing up the breath (from the Muladhara or the mystical circle 
situated in the space between the generative organ and the anus), he held it (first) at the 
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navel and (then) at other places, such as the heart, the chest, the throat and the space 
between the eyebrows. (14) Directing the breath higher up by stages to the crown of the head 

and free from (all cravings), he merged the air of his body in the cosmic air, the solid part 

of the body in the earth, the fire in the cosmic fire, the appertures (in which the various senses 
are located) in ether and the liquid part of his body in water—each in its own source. He 

(then) merged earth in water, water in fire, fire in the air, and the air in ether. (15-16) He 

(further) merged the mind in the senses (by which it is drawn in the life of varied experience) 

and the senses in the subtle elements from which they severally proceed; and carrying these 
(the above-mentioned ether as well as the senses and the mind as merged in the subtle 

elements) higher still (by the ego and withdrawing them into the same), merged them along 

with the ego in the Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence). (17) He merged the 
Mahat-tattva (the ground of all its evolutes) in the JIva (the embodied soul), conditioned by 

Maya; and established in his true Self (Brahma), by force of wisdom and dispassion the 
mighty Prthu, who was till now a Jiva conditioned by Maya, cast off the condition (of 
Jivahood) attaching to the Self. (18) 

3rf^rm nfnijTi ^ i^i 

HlfcKdlfri qftcfcft.ldlfa *TT Ro I 

^5? faHfliRqwcidHifech dRldHI ^1414: I 

STTF’i&sr W WT RalMSJKlUildfsi^l^fd I ^ | 

fesnsr ^[d’Tl'Jiwifcjdi crcji^eh *tdW.Ue*»4u|: I 
•o 

4c3T SZTFTHf 

fq«|ewi^idi HTS3T rjsj cTkciJ iTTdTHJ 1I 

fgmmi dW'H'd.ifll^Pl I ddrWM^^, 'JUlfrt W <-H. WH. I 3^ I 

The great queen Arci, his consort, had followed him to the forest, though (very) delicate 
and unfit even to tread on the rough soil with her feet. (19) Though exceedingly emaciated 

through devoted participation in the austerities (reposing on the bare ground and so on) and 

sacred duties of her husband, her (personal) services to the latter and by nourishing her body 

with the food (bulbs, roots and fruits etc.) taken by Rsis (hermits), she did not feel miserable 

(all the same), gratified as she was by the touch of the hand of her beloved spouse and the 

attention received from him. (20) Finding the body of the sovereign of the entire globe and 

her own beloved lord bereft of consciousness and all other signs (of life), that virtuous lady 
wept for a while and then placed it on a pyre on the ridge of the hill. (21) Having performed 

the rites (suited to the occasion), she bathed in the waters of a stream; and after offering 
water (through her hollowed palms) to (the spirit of) her husband, who had performed noble 

deeds, and bowing to the divinities who stood in the heavens (witnessing the scene from their 

aerial cars), she thrice went round the (funeral) fire clockwise (as a mark of respect to her 
departed husband) and entered into it, contemplating on the feet of her lord. (22) Seeing the 
pious lady follow her husband, Prthu, the foremost among heroes, goddesses and gods, 

capable of conferring boons (on their votaries) applauded her in their thousands. (23) 
Raining down flowers on that peak of Mount Mandara, they spoke to one another (as follows) 
in the midst of a flourish of celestial trumpets. (24) 

C°q 

3T?r mjSRTT *TT ^ilt fldktHI |^| 
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&n ^ a^TFJSOTFJ =P4 ’TfH FRTT I y^rnWHHWlRJ^fd^Tsqq cfclfuil |^^| 

M 57m f% ^ t ■Risra^H r^i 

TT effort) «ldl<q£J^> f^jpJT Hgdl <3jf4 I ?55Scti4cj^4 Hl^<=q fq^vstd I ^61 

The goddesses said : Oh, blessed is this wife, who thus waited upon her husband 
(Prthu), the king of kings, with all her being even as Sri (the goddess of beauty and 
prosperity), the Consort of Bhagavan Visnu, waits upon Him, the Lord of sacrifices. (25) 

Following her husband, the son of Vena, that virtuous lady will surely ascend to Vaikuntha. 
See how by virtue of her remarkable deed, which cannot easily be conceived of, she is 
passing beyond us (the heavenly region)! (26) What other position could be beyond the 
reach of those mortals who, though their span of life on this earth is so uncertain, attain 
spiritual wisdom, which indeed leads to God-Realization ? (27) Alas ! he has been (badly) 

deceived and is proving his own enemy, who, having attained with great difficulty the 
human state, capable of yielding (the fruit of) liberation, becomes a slave to the pleasures 
of sense. (28) ^ 

ufd'rtl* ttttt ^ i 4 =n 3TFnfg^i sjgf ymiT^di$i±i: 13s 1 

H 'H'lcHM: I cfcTfHd HIS ^Rd^WxlRdW %l^o| 

*T 17 TJSTt: Udd'lfailicL I 3 ^ I 

sil£jvft TM'dl dJIdHtfd: I g^T:rra-Lfd<ufd: •Wt^sl.: flrmdlfouidj 3? I 

^MIdiU'4 RTt RTsfaraTSS^TT I 375T3I: gildd^l fenT yddrlM: I 33 I 

3tWydTlR: Tptf I ^ (jfUMM^VdlddKUli^ | 3* | 

sr4 zr^rpmT^Gj iap4 cfifeMrtTPrgrL 1 stmajcRrartl^ntJii 1 

^rjuu obKu’i IRIL I 3A I 

idMldlR-l^dl TF5TT %cdddl'Mt<ifd ^THJ iw IImih: rj8f4 ZT2JT 13^1 

srirBipSHJ wflH ^Ujdlr^ld^dJdcl, I ?V9 I 

3Tfiq^ ^dMfdMdJ: m44f rtRwiJjqirL I 3£ I 

s>jng^ TjapflH 3TSRR; rd^Thy^: | 

■^TctRi V|dfn^4ldMH H ^ fttjm cTOH iftT TT^SI: I3<?l 

3fd afiwro r^i^iui wwrr «1?di4i ddlld^lissitra: rb i 

Maitreya went on: While the wives of the gods were (thus) praising her, Arci (the consort 
of Prthu) reached the abode of her lord—the realm to which Vena’s son, the foremost 
among the knowers of the Self, who had his mind (ever) fixed on the immortal Lord Visnu, 
had attained. (29) Such was the glory of the most powerful king Prthu. I have (thus) told you 
the story of that king of remarkable deeds. (30) Whoever reads with reverence and 
concentration of mind this story, yielding extraordinary merit, listens to it or narrates it bids 
fair to attain to the (exalted) state of Prthu (viz., the divine abode of Lord Visnu). (31) A 
Brahmana (one belonging to the priestly class), reading it, should attain pre-eminence in 
sacred knowledge, a Ksatriya (a member of the warrior class) should become the ruler of 
the (whole) world; a Vaisya should become a chief of his clan and a Sudra (one belonging 
to the artisan and labouring classes) should (by listening to it) acquire pre-eminence (among 
his own class).(32) A man or a woman thrice listening to it with reverence is blessed with best 
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children, if issueless and becomes the wealthiest if destitute. (33) An obscure person attains 
good reputation and a dunce turns out to be a learned man. It is a source of good fortune 
to men and wards off inauspiciousness. (34) Besides bringing wealth, reputation, longevity 

and heavenly bliss, it wipes out the impurities of the Kali age. By those who are particularly 

keen to acquire religious merit, wealth, enjoyment and liberation, the story should be listened 
to with reverence, being the best means of achieving these four (purposes of life). (35) The 
kings against whom a monarch, out to conquer (lands), marches after listening to this 

narrative bring tributes before him even as they did before P.rthu. (36) Free from attachment 

to everything else and cherishing unalloyed devotion to the Lord, one should listen to, narrate 

or read the sacred story of Prthu (the son of Vena). (37) I have told you, O Vidura (son of 

Vicitravirya), this narrative revealing the Lord's glory. A man fixing his thought thereon should 
attain to the goal reached by Prthu. (38) A man who, devoid of all attachment, daily listens 

to or narrates with reverence this story of Prthu develops unflinching devotion to the Lord, 

whose feet serve as a bark to take one across the ocean of mundane existence. (39) 

Thus ends the twenty-third discourse in Book Four of the 

great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

-V*. 

3tst ^FjfchqTssrra: 

Discourse XXIV 
The hymn sung by Lord Siva (and taught to the Pracetas) 

TJSptcfT: I ^t#GJTScWI<4>iyi ■sn^zir I ^ I 

^^|4Jlf3f5'lc«N7 sprerSTF? ^f§tUTTHJ SrTTcff e|ebff5TTO fg*J: I 9 I 

3FtT^M'|(tI I 3Tt7^5W4iytT | 3 | 

WRR2J ^jf%rfeTtra: EfTT I | ^ | 

Maitreya began again : (Now) Prthu's son, Vijitaswa of great renown, became the 

emperor. Full of fraternal love, he gave to his younger brothers a quarter each of the earth's 
surface (to rule over).(l) To Haryaksa, the emperor assigned the eastern quarter; to 

Dhumrakesa, the southern; to the one known as Vrka, the western, and the fourth (viz., the 

northern) to Dravina. (2) Having acquired from Indra (the lord of paradise) the secret of 

invisibility, he earned the surname of Antardhana. Through (his wife) Sikhandini he begot 
three sons, who were highly esteemed (by all). (3) Pavaka, Pavamana and Suci (by name), 
they were fire-gods (bearing the same names) formerly (in their previous incarnation), born 

(as human beings) under the curse of the sage Vasistha, they (eventually) attained once 
more to the glorious state of fire-gods by practising Yoga. (4) 

3T'rTt4*ll gfauLmfqTid I <7 fd£nR< I I 

TraT vi^qtin'i ^yyyctii^n f 1 ^ 1 

rRTlft fTT UtlJIrMHLIIclJdet) I ^T5iWc^M4id|Lim fRlfiRT I V9 I 
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Antardhana, who (it will be remembered) had refused to strike Indra, even though he had 
come to know that Indra had stolen (his father's) horse (vide IV. xix. 20), got (a fourth son) 
Havirdhana (by name) by (his other wife) Nabhaswati. (5) Under the pretext of (participating 
in) a protracted sacrificial session he relinquished the kingly duties, regarding them as cruel 
in that they involved (the unpleasant task of) exacting tributes, inflicting punishment and 
levying taxes and so on. (6) Even though occupied with that sacrificial session, the king (who 
had realized the Self) adored the Supreme Spirit, who is perfect (in everyway) and ends the 
suffering of His votaries, and attained a residence in the same Heaven with the Lord by dint 
of thorough and uninterrupted concentration of mind. (7) 

ffelfangfestHT icts'i^rt ^ I sktoc, TO ^hjt ^TO fddstdH. I 4 I 

srffqrL ynsiTOTt jtrfesTTfe: iLnNfa: I ftaJlldl <mV|^ RT I ^ I 

farMd: I SIWMIil: dcttUMH-J TO 

TOP ^gfrt)|ip4q 

Srramffq: ^5TT: ^Id^dJI 

^TTTTOnTJrT I I 

$ld&(dHJ I 

T: ^eKlfad |^| 
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fonssfegT: s^ra^wiffe TOTOS^wrofroj^1 

rrm yyfedl I d4?J|i|-dl TOtTSJ t^dil-dg TOrTT: l^m 

Through Havirdhana (Antardhana's son), O Vidura, HavirdhanI (his wife) bore six sons— 
Barhisad, Gaya, Sukla, Krsna, Satya and Jitavrata (by name). (8) (Of these) the highly 
blessed Barhisad, the eldest son of Havirdhana, became the ruler. He was well-versed in 
the sections of theVeda dealing with the rituals, as well as in the methods of Yoga, O worthy 
scion of Kuru. (9) As a result of his performing sacrifices (one after another) close to the place 
enclosed for each foregoing sacrifice the entire land was covered with blades of Kusa grass 
with their pointed ends turned towards the east. (10) He married Satadruti, a daughter of the 
deity presiding over the ocean, recommended by Brahma (the god of gods), who was 
charming in every limb and was still very young, and for whom the fire-god (himself) 
conceived a passion the moment he saw her going round the fire during the nuptials, richly 
bedecked with ornaments, even as he did (on yet another occasion) for Suki (a princess of 
that name). (11) Nay, even (other) gods, demons, Gandharvas (celestial musicians), sages, 
Siddhas (a class of demigods endowed with mystic powers from their very birth), human 
beings and Nagas in every quarter were captivated by the newly-married bride (as she 
walked) producing a tinkling sound with her anklets. (12) Ten sons were born to king 
PracTnabarhi (so-called because of his having covered the earth's surface with blades of 
Kusa grass with their pointed ends turned eastward—vide verse 10 above), through (his 
wife) Satadruti. They bore the common name of Praceta; their mode of life was the same and 

they were all fully conversant with the moral code. (13) Enjoined by their father to beget 
children, they entered a lake (almost as extensive as a sea) for austerities and, having duly 
controlled their mind, worshipped Sri Hari (the lord of austerities) through (their) asceticism 
for ten thousand years, contemplating on and adoring Him and muttering what had been 
imparted to them by Lord Siva, whom they had met on the way and who had showered His 
grace on them. (14-15) 

%73Wm 

TOdu'i friRjfei TOTssHfarfer i yldw?ii tor. 
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Vidura said : Pray, tell me, O holy sage, how came about the meeting of the Pracetas 

with Lord Siva on the way, and what significant precept Lord Hara (the Destroyer of the 

universe) was pleased to impart to them. (16) It is indeed difficult for mortals, O Brahmana 

sage, to get an opportunity to meet Lord Siva, on whom (even) sages have only been able 

to contemplate as the cherished object of their desire by shaking off all attachment. (17) 
Though revelling in the Self, Lord Bhava (the Source of all creation) goes about the world 
associated with His terrible (destructive) energy (in the person of Goddess Siva) for the 
maintenance of the world order. (18) 

3#H7T: fa^olkHj f5T777TSS^T3 7Trar3: I 3rfraT W^U*ill<£d4d7l: IW 
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Maitreya went on : Having received their father's command with bowed heads, the 

pious Pracetas set out in a westerly direction with their mind earnestly set on austerities. (19) 
(At some distance) they saw a very large lake almost as extensive as a sea and pellucid as 

the mind of an exalted soul, with the creatures inhabiting it (ever) cheerful. (20) A home of 
blue and red lilies, lotuses, Kahlaras (lilies blossoming at dusk) and blue lotuses, the lake 

resounded with the notes of swans, cranes, Cakravakas (ruddy geese) and Karandavas (a 
species of ducks). (21) Hemmed in by creepers and trees which were thrilled with joy (as it 

were) to hear the sweet humming of drunken bees, it presented a gala appearance due to 

the breeze scattering in all directions the pollen from the seed-vessel of (full-blown) 

lotuses.(22) The princes were wonder-struck to hear music which ravished the mind by its 

weird style and was preceded by the sound of clay and wooden tomtoms. (23) That very 
moment they were filled with curiosity to behold the dark-necked and three-eyed Lord Siva 

(the foremost of gods), refulgent like a mass of red-hot gold and inclined to shower His grace 

(on His votaries), issuing from the lake with His retinue. His glories being sung by 
Gandharvas and Kinnaras (attendants of the gods); and the princes bowed to Him. (24-25) 

The Lord, who relieves the agony of His suppliants and is a lover of righteousness, gladly 
spoke to the princes, who were not only well-versed in the moral code but (also) possessed 

a noble character and felt (much) delighted (at His sight). (26) 

*J3 y?TT fgfea aryn^N sij g ^ 33ft 373343^1 
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Sri Rudra said : You are the sons of king Vedisad (Barhisad); your intention (too) is 
known to Me. It is only to shower My grace on you, may all be well with you, that I have thus 
blessed you with My sight. (27) He is indeed (supremely) dear to Me, who has directly taken 
refuge in Lord Vasudeva, who is beyond both the Unmanifest, consisting of the three Gunas 
(Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), and the Spirit, known by the name of Jiva. (28) A man devoted 
to his own duty (prescribed in the Sastras) attains to the position of Brahma (the creator) after 
a hundred lives and realizes Me (only) if he has acquired still higher merit. A devotee of the 
Lord, on the other hand, ascends immediately after death to the (supreme) Abode of 
Bhagavan Visnu, which lies entirely beyond the realm of Matter and which Myself (as Rudra) 
and the (other) gods (holding some office in the cosmic order) shall reach (only) after the 
dissolution of our subtle body (at the expiry of our term of office). (29) Now you are (all) 
devotees of the Lord and as such are dear to Me as the Lord (Himself). And to the votaries 
of the Lord either, no one else is ever dearer than Myself. (30) (Now) distinctly hear this holy 
and supremely auspicious hymn, which is also conducive to final beatitude; I (hereby) impart 
it to you. (31) 

im 3R7R 

Maitreya resumed : With a heart full of compassion Lord Siva, who is (ever) devoted 
to Bhagavan Narayana, spoke the following words to those princes, who stood with joined 
palms (before Him). (32) 
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Sri Rudra said : "Your glory tends to the blessedness (unfoldmentofthe blissful nature) 
of the foremost among the knowers of the Self; may it conduce to My blessedness as well. 
You ever exist as the supremely Blissful; hail to You, the (supreme) Spirit, who have 
assumed all forms. (33) Obeisance to Him who has a lotus (constituting the universe) sprung 
from His navel, the Controller of the subtle elements and the senses, to Vasudeva (the first 
and foremost of the four Vyuhas or manifestations of the Lord, the one presiding over the 
Citta or reason), who is (ever) tranquil, immutable and self-luminous. (34) Salutations to 
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Sahkarsana (the second of the four Vyuhas, that presides over the ego), who is unmanifest 

and infinite and destroys the universe (by the fire issuing from His mouth at the time of 
universal dissolution), and to Pradyumna (the third Vyuha), from whom comes the highest 

knowledge of the world and who presides over the intellect or understanding. (35) Hail, hail 
to Aniruddha (the fourth manifestation), presiding over the mind, which is the controller of 

the sense. Obeisance to You as the sun-god, who pervades the universe by His effulgence 

and is devoid of growth and decay. (36) Salutations to Him who is the door to heaven and 

final beatitude and who constantly dwells in a pure heart. Hail to the Fire-god (who has 
effulgence for his energy), through whom are accomplished sacrifices performed with the 

help of four priests (viz., Hota, Adhwaryu, Udgata and Brahma) and who makes for the 

continuance of sacrifices. (37) Obeisance to Sri Hari (the Lord of the three Vedas), who as 

the moon-god (the seed of Yajha) serves as the food of both the manes and the gods, and 

salutations (again) to the Lord who in the form of water gratifies (all) embodied beings. (38) 
Salutations to You, who appear as the bodies of all living beings as well as the Cosmic Body 

and take the form of earth. Hail to You, who (as the wind-god) sustain all the three worlds 

and are endowed with the strength of mind, senses and body. (39) Obeisance to the Lord, 
who as ether supplies a clue to (the existence of) objects (through its attribute, sound) and 
provides a basis for the conception of inside and outside. Salutations to Him in the form of 

that (well-known) sacred sphere of great splendour (known by the name of heaven). (40) Hail 

to You in the form of worldly activity and activity carried on in retirement—leading severally 
to (the attainment of) the world of the manes and the region of the gods—and also in the 

form of death which is the fruit of unrighteousness and causes pain. (41) Obeisance to You, 
O Lord, who yield the fruit of all actions and are omniscient (or revealed in the form of 

Mantras). Salutations to You in the form of SrT Krsna, who is supreme virtue personified and 
is possessed of unobstructed wisdom, nay, who is the most ancient Person, the Lord of both 

Sankhya (the path of Knowledge) and Yoga (the path of Action). (42) Hail to You, who as 
Rudra (the god of destruction) preside over the ego and are endowed with the three 

potencies (in the form or doership, instrumentality and activity). Obeisance to You, who (as 

Brahma, the creator) are knowledge and activity personified, and from whom proceeds the 

vast wealth of speech. (43) 

"Pray, bless us—who are keen to behold You—with Your sight, which is held in such 

great esteem by Your devotees. Be pleased to reveal to us Your beautiful form, the most 
beloved of Your votaries, which delights all the senses by its (numerous) excellences. (44) 

It is cerulean as a charming rain-cloud and the conglomeration of all elegance. It has four 
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long graceful arms and a winsome countenance perfect in every detail. (45) It has eyes 
resembling the petals in the heart of a lotus, captivating eyebrows and a shapely nose, lovely 
teeth, ravishing cheeks and mouth, and ears exactly corresponding with each other and 
serving as ornaments. (46) With the outer corners of its eyes smiling as it were with 
affection. Your form is decked with (flowing) tresses, is covered by a shining fine cloth— 
yellow as the filaments of a lotus—and is adorned with a pair of polished ear-rings. (47) It 
is (further) graced with a brilliant diadem, bracelets, a pearl necklace, anklets and girdle; and 
its glory is heightened by a conch, a discus, a mace, a lotus, a garland (of sylvan flowers) 
and gems (of various kinds). (48) It carries about its shoulders, resembling those of a lion, 
the lustre of the ear-rings and necklace etc., the Kaustubha gem lending charm to its neck; 
and the form is brightened by the bosom, which outshines the touchstone (bearing a streak 
of gold on it) by Goddess Sri, ever abiding thereon (in the form of a golden streak). (49) Its 
belly, resembling the leaf (of the Indian fig tree in shape), looks (very) attractive with its (three) 
folds, which are shaking with the (alternate) inhalation and exhalation of air. By its deep 
navel, spiral in shape like whirlpool, it is inviting the universe (as it were) to return (to its 
source, the belly). (50) The fine (yellow) loin-cloth and the girdle of gold shine all the more 
brightly (by contrast) on the swarthy hips. (Again) the form looks (very) comely by its (pairs 
of) beautiful feet, shanks, things and depressed knees, each pair matching perfectly. (51) 
With Your feet shining as the petals of an autumnal lotus and driving away the darkness of 
our heart by the splendours of their nails, pray, reveal to us that form as Your very essence, 
that has dispelled the fear (of Your devotees), O Preceptor (of the universe), since You are 
the guide of souls wallowing in ignorance. (52) 

IT £TRIfe4jq'Klsq I TJcFRnTcRJT < 
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mi i 
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"This form (of Yours) is worthy of being constantly meditated upon by those who seek 
the purification of their mind; for it is the practice of its adoration which brings fearlessness 
(in the form of final beatitude) to those who perform their own (allotted) duty (as a stepping- 
stone to Devotion). (53) Sought after even by Brahma (who rules over heaven) and the 
(ultimate) goal of those who are exclusively devoted to Self-Realization, You are attainable 

(only) by him who is full of devotion, and are difficult of access to all (other) mortals. (54) 
Having propitiated through exclusive Devotion—hardly attainable even by the virtuous— 
You, who cannot be easily propitiated (by any other means), who will seek anything other 
than the soles of Your feet ? (55) Though destroying the universe even with his brows 
contracted as a token of his majesty and energy, Death does not recognize the soul who has 
taken shelter under those feet as subject to his authority. (56) I am not prepared to equate 
(the enjoyments of) heaven nor even final beatitude (immunity from rebirth)—much less the 
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blessings sought for by mortals—with the fellowship, enjoyed even for half a moment, of 

those who have developed an attachment for the Lord. (57) May we enjoy the (blessed) 
company of those whose sins have been washed away by immersing their soul in (the stream 

of) Your glories and their body in (the holy waters of) the Gariga flowing from Your feet— 

which absolve one of all sins—nay, who are imbued with compassion for all creatures and 
are possessed of a mind free from likes and dislikes and endowed with virtues (such as 

straightforwardness and so on)! Let this be Your boon to us. (58) The contemplative soul 
whose mincf is neither distracted by external objects nor loses itself in a spell of drowsiness 
(during meditation) exceedingly pure and blessed as it is by the loving devotion of such 

devotees, easily and surely succeeds in realizing Yours true nature at this stage. (59) You 

are the same Brahma (Infinite) in whom is manifested this universe and who shines through 

the universe, nay, who is supreme effulgence and is all-pervading like ether. (60) 

fsfcillebrtlijRdilcj 4)RH: SicgjRctdl: TRJ Rh«&4 I 

3CTST: ^5isr: ^reTfrETfiRTT I 
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3Tsfr TTTTO U: 1^*1 
"O Lord, we know You to be absolute—You, who evolve this (universe), sustain it and 

again dissolve it, as though it were real, Yourself remaining unchanged, through (the 
instrumentality of) Your Maya (deluding potency), that assumes multitudinous forms and 

gives rise to the notion of difference, yet which is powerless against You. (61) They alone 
are well-versed in the Vedas and the Tantras (the scriptures dealing with the worship of the 

various deities and revealed by Lord Siva to His Divine Consort, Goddess Parvati), who, 
devoted as they are to the path of Action and imbued with faith .duly adore, for (the attainment 

of) perfection (in the form of Self-Realization or final beatitude) through a network of rituals, 

this very (embodied) form of Yours, which is hinted at by the five (gross) elements, the 

Indriyas (the senses of perception, as well as the organs of action) and the mind (as their 
Ruler).(62) You are the one primeval Person, whose energy (in the form of Maya) lies 
dormant (before creation). It is by the said Maya that Sattva, Rajas and Tamas (the three 

modes of Prakrti) get differentiated and it is from the same Maya that this universe- 
consisting of Mahat-Tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence), the ego, ether, the air, fire, 
water and earth, the gods and the Rsis (seers) and the multitudes of living beings—springs 

up. (63) By a part of Your being You have entered the body, which is of four kinds (viz.,sweat- 
born, oviparous, viviparous and sprouting from the soil), and has been brought forth by Your 

own Energy (Maya). It is therefore that they call that ray of your being, residing in the body, 
as the Purusa or Jiva, which (wrapped in ignorance) enjoys through the (various) senses the 

trivial pleasures of sense like the honey collected (and enjoyed) by bees. (64) 

gWIltd: 1^1 
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"Your true nature can (only) be inferred (and not directly perceived). Possessed of most 
tremendous velocity and irresistible like a hurricane, it is You who destroy the (various) 
worlds, sweeping off the various creatures by the creatures (themselves) even as the wind 
sweeps off the clouds. (65) Alert as the serpent that grabs a rat, licking the ends of its lips 
through hunger, You as Death suddenly overtake the Jiva (an embodied soul) who is utterly 
careless (about his goal), engrossed as he is in the thought of his (worldly) projects, and, 
being totally given up to the pleasures of sense, is seized with inordinate greed. (66) What 
wise man, who regards his body (life) as wearing away (in vain) through neglect of You, 
would abandon Your lotus-feet, which our ancestor (Brahma) has adored through fear of 

bondage in the shape of worldly existence, and which the fourteen Manus (from Swayambhuva 
onwards) have worshipped without reasoning (with unquestioning faith). (67) The (whole) 
universe is (almost) dead through fear of Lord Rudra (the god of destruction). Therefore, to 
us, who know this, O all-pervading Supreme Spirit, You are the (only) fearless resort." (68) 
Go on repeating this hymn with the purest of motives, O princes, (duly) discharging your 
sacred duties with your mind set on the Lord; this will do you good. (69) Worship Sri Hari 
alone—the (supreme) Spirit dwelling in your heart and (equally) present in all creatures— 
extolling and meditating on Him again and again : (70) Having received this hymn called 
Yogadesa as imparted by Me and retaining it (in your memory), repeat it reverently all of 
You with a concentrated mind, observing the vow of hermits. (71) Intent on multiplying 

his progeny, it was the glorious Brahma (the lord of progenitors of the universe) who taught 
it at the dawn of creation to us, his (mind-born) sons, Bhrgu and others, all of whom were 
(equally) keen to push on (the work of) creation. (72) Enjoined to proceed with the task of 
procreation, we lords of created beings all evolved various species of living beings, having 
got rid of ignorance through this very hymn. (73) Even now a man devoted to Lord Vasudeva, 
and ever repeating it with an attentive and absorbed mind, attains blessedness before 
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long.(74) Of all the blessings here spiritual enlightenment leading to final beatitude is the 
highest. He who sails in the bark of wisdom easily crosses the ocean of misery (in the 
shape of metempsychosis), so difficult to cross. (75) Imbued with reverence, he who dwells 

upon this hymn in praise of the Lord, sung by me, will be able to propitiate Sri Hari, (otherwise) 

so difficult to please. (76) A man who is steady of mind obtains whatever he desires from that 

Lord, the sole repository of (all) blessings, when He is celebrated through this hymn sung 

by Me and is highly pleased thereby. (77) Rising before daybreak and full of faith, any mortal 

who listens to or recites it (to others) with joined palms is freed from all shackles of 

Karma.(78) Repeating with a concentrated mind this hymn in praise of the supreme Purusa, 

the Oversoul, sung by Me, O princes, practise austerities; thereby you will attain in the long 

run the object sought for (by you). (79) 

Thus ends the twenty-fourth discourse entitled "The hymn sung by Lord Rudra", 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T3 qu^ilSSHmi: 

Discourse XXV 
Introductory part of the parable of Puranjana 
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Maitreya continued : Having thus instructed the Pracetas (the sons of Barhisad), and 

duly worshipped by them, Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the universe) disappeared on that very 

spot, while the princes stood gazing. (1) Repeating the hymn of praise to the Lord, sung by 

Sri Rudra (the god of destruction), all the Pracetas practised austerities for a myriad years; 
standing in water. (2) (In the meantime) O Vidura, the sage Narada, a knower of the truth 

of the Spirit and compassionate by nature, admonished (their father) Pracinabarhi, whose 

mind was attached to rituals, (as follows). (3) “What good, O king, do you seek for yourself 
through rituals? (True) welfare lies in the cessation of sorrow and the attainment of 

happiness, and such welfare is not expected from them." (4) 

W/qIN 
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The king (Pracinabarhi) replied : I know not the supreme good, O blessed one, my 
mind being distracted by (the thought of) rituals. (Therefore) pray, impart to me that pure 

wisdom whereby I may be freed from (the shackles of) Karma. (5) Sticking to the life of a 

householder—where one performs actions prompted by interested motives—and regarding 
sons, wife and riches as the (only) object of human pursuit, an ignorant man fails to attain 
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the highest good, and wanders in the path-ways leading to transmigration. (6) 
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Narada said : O ruler of men, 0 king, behold the multitudes of creatures slaughtered by 

you in thousands as animals for sacrifice, merciless that you are. (7) Retaining the memory 

of your cruelty, they eagerly wait for you, their anger having been roused (by the recollection), 

and will tear you with their horns, made of steel, when you have departed to the other 

world.(8) In this connection I will narrate to you the following old legend. Hear from me as 

I tell you the story of Purahjana. (9) 0 king, there was a monarch of wide renown, Puranjana 

by name. He had a friend named Avijnata (unknown), so-called because his activities were 

unknown.(10) Searching for an abode, the king ranged over the (entire) globe. When 

(however) he did not find a suitable place, he felt dejected as it were. (11) Seeking after 

pleasures, he rejected as many cities as there existed on the earth's surface, holding them 
unfit to yield such enjoyments. (12) 
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One day he saw on the southern ridges of the Himalayan range (in the land of 

Bharatavarsa) a city provided with nine gates and exhibiting all the marks (of a good 

city).(13) Surrounded by a defensive wall, groves, watch-towers and moats, eye-holes and 

arched gateways, it was dense on all sides with houses having turrets of gold, silver and 

steel. (14) The floor of its mansions being paved with sapphires, crystals, cat's-eye gems, 

pearls, emeralds and rubies, the city was radiant with splendour as Bhogavati (the city of the 

Nagas in the subterranean regions). (15) It was provided with assembly halls, cross roads 

and highways, gambling-houses, bazaars and rest-houses, banners waving from flag-staffs 
and terraces built of coral. (16) 

I -i<;fa5^i(«^ic;5*lrtl^rt'ilrtl^|i) 1^1 
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Now, there was a park in the outskirts of the city, which was full of celestial trees and 

creepers and spotted with lakes echoing the noise of warbling birds and humming 

bees.(17) The margin of its lotus ponds was enriched with trees whose boughs and 

young leaves waved gently in the breeze blowing from flower-beds and charged with the 

spray from cool cascades. (18) There was no molestation caused in that park by the 

various species of wild animals, that were (all) wedded to non-violence like hermits. The 

passer-by thought himself invited to that place by the notes of (its) cuckoos. (19) 

yi^ltNeHlglrturu^^TThfr: 
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In that garden he beheld a most charming damsel—who had arrived (there) by chance— 

coming with ten attendants, each of whom was the spouse of a hundred wives. (20) She was 

guarded on all sides by a five-hooded serpent, that was a bodyguard to her. Sixteen years 

of age and capable of assuming any form at will, she was out in quest of a husband. (21) The 

girl had a shapely nose, beautiful teeth, lovely cheeks and a charming countenance, and 

bore in her symmetrical ears the splendour of (brilliant) ear-rings. (22) Clad in a tawny skirt 
and adorned with a girdle of gold, that lady with well-formed hips and swarthy of complexion 
looked like a goddess as she walked with her feet making a tinkling sound by their 
anklets.(23) Moving with the (stately) gait of an elephant, she covered (every now and then) 

with the end of her garment out of modesty her close-knit, symmetrical and spherical breasts, 

which bespoke the advent of youth. (24) 
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Pierced by (the arrow of) her affectionate sidelong glances, with the outer corner of her 
eyes serving as its shaft and her eyebrows, dancing for love, as the bow, the gallant youth 

(Puranjana) spoke in a winning tone to the girl, who looked (all the more) charming with her 
bashful smiles :—(25) "Who are you, O pretty damsel with eyes resembling the petals of a 

lotus? Whose daughter are you and whence are you here, O noble girl ? Tell me, O timid one, 
what you intend to do in the outskirts of this city. (26) Who are these ten attendants of yours, 
led by that great warrior, who makes the eleventh ? Again, who are these young women, O 
beautiful lady; and what about this serpent going before you ? (27) Are you Hr! (the goddess 

presiding over the virtue of bashfulness) or Parvati (the divine Consort of Lord Siva) or Vak 
(the goddess presiding over speech) or Rama (Goddess LaksmI) living in seclusion like a 

hermitess in this forest in search of your lord, who has (I am sure) realized all his ambitions 
by merely craving for your feet ? (If you are none else than Goddess Rama) where has the 

lotus bud (Your invariable companion and distinguishing mark) dropped from the tips of your 
fingers ? (28) (No,) you are none of these (aforesaid), O damsel with well-formed thighs, 
since you touch the ground (with your feet). (Therefore), be pleased to grace this city with 
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myself, an eminent hero of extraordinary prowess, even as Sri (the goddess of beauty and 
prosperity) adorns the transcendental realm (of Vaikuntha) with (Her Consort) Lord Visnu 
(the Soul of sacrifices). (29) Instigated by you through (the movements of) your playful 

eyebrows conspiring with your bashful and loving smiles, the all-powerful Love is harassing 
me, whose mind has been distracted by your side-long glances ! Therefore, (pray,) show 
your grace to me, O beautiful one ! (30) (Just) raise and show me your sweet-tongued 

countenance—with its charming eyebrows and eyes possessed of lovely pupils—which is 
screened by dark tresses hanging low, and not facing me through bashfulness, O damsel 
with bright smiles !" (31) 
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Narada continued : Enamoured of the heroic Puranjana, who thus courted her like one 
who had lost one's patience, the girl smilingly greeted him (in the following words), O valiant 
monarch ! (32) "We are not fully aware of our own progenitor, O ornament among men, nor 
do we know the progenitor of anyone else (yourself), who is responsible for the family name 
no less than for the name of the progeny. (33) We only know our being present here today, 
(and) nothing beyond that. Nor do we know him who built this city for our abode, O brave 
one ! (34) These men and women are my male and female companions, O courteous one! 
When I am asleep, this serpent keeps awake, guarding the city. (35) Thank heaven, you 
have come; may all be well with you I With the help of my kinsfolk I shall secure for you (all) 
the sensuous pleasures you long to obtain, O vanquisher of foes! (36) Occupy you this city 
with nine gates, O lord, enjoying for a hundred years the sensuous pleasures made available 
by me. (37) Whom else save you should I delight—him who is ignorant of enjoyment, unwise, 
unmindful of the future life and heedless about his duty for the morrow—a mere brute? (38) 
It is here (in the life of a householder) indeed that one attains religious merit, worldly riches 
and sense-gratification, the joy of having a son, the privilege of eating the leavings of a 
sacrifice (which confer immortality on the eater) and fame as well as worlds that are free from 
misery and sin (and are attainable through sacrifices), all of which are unknown to 
recluses.(39) The wise declare the life of a householder as the asylum affording protection 
in this world to the manes, gods, Rsis, human beings and other living beings, as well as to 
the householder himself. (40) What woman of my category, O brave one, would not accept 
for her husband a renowned, generous, charming and beloved personality like you? (41) 
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TTETHTfr fFTT ITT: 

What woman's mind on this earth would not cling to your arms, resembling the body of a 
serpent, O mighty-armed one? It is in order to wipe out the agony of helpless and forlorn 
creatures (like me) with your smiling glances imbued with compassion that you move about 
(in this world).” (42) 

'IliC <Scii-ci 

rTT RR Tnpi ITCRj fas!: I RT ilf^M ijff ^ frtTT: II 

rtst rR rT I shlS-t I'JOS I 

t 3TSJ: I RRJT R: 1*^1 

w rttw ^farnfr^T rsttttct i t 3?^ % hirtP) Rufa i 

WRTTSSfg^# Rt STTTSRra^sI fqfifR I f^nf^R 3RRR ^nfw rrnzit IWI 

^ wrgrrra^T faror i 3RRsjR*K4wi,«ri fRRR RTfR TTtTRRj'Sdi 

nw4i5iMuia^4t i far^RTt Rifa 

iRf§ruR tj^r: 1tte Trawu^itf ^rrf?r sjrsrtTcm: i m> i 

I TT^rrtxrWT^ ^Tfw SjcTCHlPcH: I 

I w; RTR fRRR RRRR RRr-ctd: m? I 

I3W RTR feRR <53I%R RRpc(d: 1^ I 

Mild ch<lfd R | | 

RTR 

R^RT RlfaRT 

IJRf sJT RR^TTT 

3TT^jft RTR R^JT^ SJWMI 4lid 

ft^lddlR RSTT^ IRRRT RTfa 

3TRIIMMIMI mUiui’i IddlcWdl^dl'^’Rt I 

Narada went on: Having thus signified on that spot their mutual agreement, the couple 
entered that city and rejoiced (there) for a hundred years. (43) Glorified everywhere in a 
sweet voice by panegyrists, Puranjana sported in the midst of damsels and entered a river 

during the hot weather (to refresh himself). (44) For the passage of whosoever was the ruler 

in the city to other territories seven (out of the nine) gates of that city had been constructed 

in the upper (elevated) part, and two in the lower. (45) (Again) five (of these) entrances 
opened towards the east, one towards the south, another towards the north and (the lower) 

two faced the west, I mention their names (to you,) O king ! (46) Two of the eastern gates, 

Khadyota and Avirmukhi (by name), had been built at the same place. Accompanied by (his 

friend) Dyuman, Puranjana travelled to the land of Vibhrajita through these two (en¬ 
trances).(47) Two more portals in the east, Nalini and Nalini (by name) had (also) been 

constructed abjacently. Accompanied by (another friend) Avadhuta, he sallied forth by them 
to the territory of Saurabha. (48) The fifth entrance, facing the east, was called Mukhya. 

Accompanied by (his two other friends) Rasajna and Vipana, the ruler of the city went 
by this to the lands of Apana and Bahudana. (49) Pitrhu was (the name of) the gate in 

the south of the city. Accompanied (by his friend) Srutadhara, Puranjana went (thereby) to 

the kingdom of south of Pahcala. (50) The entrance in the north of the city was called by the 

name of Devahu. Accompanied by (the same) Srutadhara, Puranjana went (by this) to the 
dominion of north Pahcala. (51) AsurT was the name of the gate on the west. Accompanied 

by (his friend) Durmada, Puranjana proceeded by that to the territory of Gramaka. (52) The 
(other) entrance on the west was called Nirrti. Accompanied by (his friend) Lubdhaka, 

Puranjana moved (by that) to the country known by the name of Vaisasa. (53) Two of the 
city gates, Nirvak and Pesaskrt (by name), led to blind alleys. The lord of those endowed with 

vision, Puranjana went about and did (everything) with the help of these two. (54) 

Tt R#R;TJTRRT fR^IHRUpcH: I RTi RRTR iTR RT RTfa 1| 
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Tjg «*>4y efclMI<MI I nlgMl nnscd'^qdd II 

sJ)f%TfiqsR3ri fadfa nfd<i HC.fogw: I 3T9Ft*TT ai(«l<?n^T ^TST3TT Tl? ^T§T% I <^9 I 

efrfaflMfa ttTSRJIT ^c9T shkl^M-rMi IFtfr iipWT^ ^Hc^ld mil 

#%&|criH WZKXI -RT^fH I 3^5 4li|i™-«IR3 8h(^<WdXm<?l 

frki^uiifd »{udvii n^ii-tiim^, wrir i s*>kiMyId r^y-rui M^ifa i ^° i 

*fcT€ ’STtetff vdiqm^tl-eifn d'i'sdj 3T^ f^Fr^lt ^KdiH^ Hid) I ^ I 

failtfcSTt rrf^wld h4k<£> faction: I ^T5$?i^eh<lc4t?i: ^mrwTl^l^dl ^tSJTI^I 

4KHi)Wi ^<5t=h-M ^<.3HI4k=HH Maid^llSKM: Rkl 

Whenever he went to the gynaeceum, accompanied by VisucTna (the principal waiter in 
the gynaeceum), he gave way to infatuation, complacence and joy induced by (the presence 
of) his wife and children. (55) Thus deeply attached to action and beguiled (by his wife), the 
foolish king (Puranjana), whose mind was given over to sense-gratification, did exactly what 
the queen did. (56) Now, on her drinking wine, he too drank wine and was overcome with 
intoxication; and now, on her dining, he (too) took his dinner and on her proceeding to eat 
something crisp, he too ate it along with her. (57) Sometimes, when she sang, he (too) sang 
and on other occasions, when she wept, he (too) wept. Again, on her laughing, he (too) laughed 
and, on her prattling, he too prattled like her. (58) Now, when she ran, he (too) ran; (and) on 
herstanding, he (too) likewise remained standing. On her going to bed he (too) similarly went 
to bed and now, on her sitting down, he (too) likewise sat down. (59) Sometimes, when 

she listened, he (too) listened and, on her seeing (something), he too saw the same thing. 
Again, on her proceeding to smell (something), he (too) smelt it and on some occasions, 
when she touched (anything), he (too) touched it. (60) Now, when his wife appeared 
sorrowful, he (too) became sorrowful after her like one afflicted. On her rejoicing he too 

similarly rejoiced and on her feeling happy he too (likewise) felt happy. (61) Thus deluded 
by the queen and having completely lost his nature, the foolish king (Puranjana) helplessly 
and involuntarily imitated (the doings of) his wife like a monkey kept for amusement. (62) 

Thus ends the twenty-fifth discourse forming part of the parable of Puranjana, 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

< p-*. *. 5**; *. 

3T8t 

Discourse XXVI 
Puranjana goes a hunting to the forest and the 

queen gets angry with him 

F TJcficfT M^iMl TST M^iynl^lH.1 I * I 

5?Ml Ml*41 WNMfsnFjflj: I I 3 I 

tTBOK TfraT TTST I ^IMIHddP I 't I 
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3TT^JTT ^(rmifacy ykiwi I gqqfgTFT I I 

U(dctl^ TF3TT ^zrr^ q^J-L I «TT^?fRc^ c^STT fqqujrl | ^ | 

Tig en4 (4<4d Ngj-1^ efeJTrl HMci: | <*)4uil TF^st ?1I^H q ^ fw^r) I V9 I 

3T^2JT gqf $e4uil MHlWl I TpiMcHgqfddl dgil^ sT5Rqg: I d I 

Narada resumed : Armed with a mighty bow, clad in his gold armour, equipped with his 

inexhaustible quiver and attended by his eleventh general, Puranjana one day mounted his 
car drawn by five horses and fit for swift marches, and proceeded to the forest called 

Pancaprastha. The car had a pair of shafts, two wheels, one axle-tree, three flag-staffs, five 
cords, a single rein, one charioteer, a seat (for the owner of the chariot), two (central) poles 

(to which the yoke is fixed), five recesses and sevenfold protection.lt was capable of five 

kinds of motion and was provided with appurtenances of gold. (1—3) Leaving behind his 
wife, who (however) did not deserve such (callous) treatment, the proud king, who was 
totally given up to the passion for game, set about hunting there, bow and arrow in hand. (4) 

Following the ways of the demons, he became hard-hearted and cruel and killed with his 
sharp arrows a number of wild animals in the woods. (5) The scriptures restrict the scope 

of hunting and lay down that a king (alone), if he is excessively fond (of hunting), may kill 
in the forest according to his needs (only) such animals as are fit for sacrifice (and that too) 

on sacred occasions (Sraddha etc.), recognized in the scriptures. (6) The wise man who 

performs his duties thus defined (in the Sastras) is not tainted by that action, O ruler of kings, 

tharfks to the enlightenment that dawns on him (as a result of such actions). (7) Full of 
egotism, he who does his duties otherwise (in violation of the restrictions imposed by the 

scriptures) is bound (by such actions). Having fallen into (the whirlpool of) transmigration, 
and deprived of his judgment, he goes down in the scale of spiritual evolution. (8) 

ftfy^iiaiuii fgggT^: I chfrUllctRIH, I ^ I 

rFT: ^<^4RsTFtTT I4^tiI f7dWl4lf4dl£K: J|d$4: |^| 

3TTgTRTT?giW qR: \u\ 

W Ijg: I R srarg 37T%t Jjfiiuff I ^ I 

3Trt:^fk4T5rj^f|iFTT 37TO g: ^1^ 7TOT: #gffnTT ZJ8IT rjTT I ^ I 

R rTOrrf? TTg^T TJjvFTnjS: | qfe q TTTrn qgf gT ufd^dl I 

^ ?g w: g^f RTWtg 3TRg^ I ^ m 

W gHH RT rtrtdl Mvoi-ri ch^-iiuic( | gT Rl^ld Jl^T qlqq-rfl q3 | ^ | 

The slaughter of wild animals that had their bodies lacerated by his arrows decorated 

with variegated feathers and died with great pain was something hard to bear for those 

possessed of a tender heart. (9) While (engaged in) killing hares, boars, bisons, Gayals, 
black antelopes and porcupines, fit for sacrifice, and many other creatures, he felt (much) 
fatigued. (10) Exhausted with hunger and thirst, he desisted from the cruel act and returned 
home; and, when he had finished his bath and duly taken his meals, he lay down to rest and 

was (thus) relieved of his fatigue. (11) He graced his person with perfume, sandal paste and 
wreath of flowers etc., and, well adorned all over, (now) thought of his queen. (12) Sated with 

refreshments, delighted with perfume etc., and highly proud of his royal state, and his mind 
seized with passion, he missed his beautiful wife, who helped him in discharging the duties 
of a householder. (13) As if sad at heart, he enquired of the ladies of the gynaeceum, O king 
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Vedisat (PracTnabarhi) : "Is everything well with you and your mistress, O charming 
damsels? The household wealth in this house looks not so splendid as before at this 
moment. (How is it ?) What wise man would stay like a miserable creature in his house 
neglected as a chariot without wheels etc., if there was no mother, or wife looking upon her 
husband as God (Himself) in that house. (14-15) Where is that lovely lady, who cheers me 
up when I am drowning in an ocean of misery, brightening my intellect at every step ?" (16) 

WJf dr>T^: 

R7RT8I R 'divfiitfccfftwi I fdtcRRK WIRt ^STpR, • ^1 

The ladies replied : O lord of men, we know not what your beloved wife is bent upon 

(doing). (Just) see her lying on the bare ground, O slayer of foes ! (17) 

fRRSRTRSJrri I RfjoR RTR «TJTt I ^ 61 

7TRRRR; ^$RTRT crrsn ?RRR TR^RHT I RRRTT: WTRarfofRRRfR rprrtrj ^ i 

31^fRRi|S8T I RRRI RT^JRcSRT? ^IcH^-tf 19° I 

Narada went on : Puranjana, whose judgment had been shaken through attachment to 

his wife, was sorely perturbed to see her lying unkempt on the ground. (18) With an aching 
heart he tried to pacify her with soft words, but failed to perceive in (the behaviour of) his 
beloved queen any sign of anger prompted by love towards him. (19) The gallant youth then 
gradually began to cajole her, skilled as he was in (the art of) conciliation. He touched her 
feet and, having seated her in his lap and caressed her, spoke (as follows). (20) 

i*d '£T|ft3JTT: I R d I ? ^ I 

SJRFJ R^Unfjd: | stirtl R I?? I 

RTT 7R TJ7R ^^ra^7PT»4Usfldlf^rt^(^rti44(^dle(rtl<*,H 1 

R: 7RTRT it dim mRoH RmjRTRRip | 93 | 

dfewu rrr? rra #ifa rts^r i 

r?r r feOTro ~k 

RRR R % ictfdrt* Rfd5R fRf?R RTQT^frmrf^iJgRRHTFRT I 

R^R RTRT^fq ^d'm^di ^Hldl TRSRTR* fRRHf^gRR^TTRRJ ? R I 

fTrffercmRW 7R7 RRRT TJRRT «TRRRJTR7 I 

RR RR7 R^TRH WRfa^ld'l R *THH fRR R5,l 

?m atlHii.indd rtcr^r! 4R?di4i ^shnunh ^f^rrsatiR: i 

Puranjana said: Unlucky indeed are those servants whom, when they have committed 
some offence, their masters, O fair one, care not to punish by way of correction, recognizing 
them as subject to their control. (21) Punishment meted out to servants by their master is 
an act of supreme grace (on the latter's part). He who resents it is a fool in that he fails to 
recognize it as a friendly act, O lovely one.(22) Therefore, O proud lady with beautiful teeth 
and graceful eyebrows, reveal to us, who are yours, your face with a prominent nose and 
a sweet tongue, hanging under the weight of love and bashfulness, charming with smiling 
glances and decked with dark bee-like tresses. (23) I shall (presently) inflict (suitable) 
punishment, O spouse of a warrior, on him who has wronged you, unless he belongs to the 
Brahmana race. I do not find him immune from fear, much less rejoicing, in all the three 
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worlds ( or even) beyond them, if he is other than a servant of Lord Visnu (the Slayer of the 
demon Mura). (24) Never before did I see your face without its Tilaka (sacred mark on the 
forehead), dull, cheerless, frowning with anger, untrimmed and sullen, nor did I (ever) see 
even your lovely breasts soiled with tears of grief and your lips, ruddy as the ripe Bimba fruit 
without their saffron-like hue. (25) Therefore, be gracious to me, your loved one, even though 
have committed an offence against you in that I went out a hunting of my own will (without 

taking your leave), seized with a passion for sport. What woman, longing for union, would 
not accept, for befitting services, her beloved one, who was (ever) under her sway and had 
been deprived of his patience by the vehemence of love ? (26) 

Thus ends the twenty-sixth discourse forming part of the story of Purahjana, 

in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T8T TTHf^TTSSZIFT: 

Discourse XXVII 
Raid of Candavega against the capital of Purahjana 

and the story of Kalakanya 
due. <sqid 

Wf TOWwi-ite ftrsra: i rtm* ^ Tddtft \ % \ 

TT TT3TT Riprr ^f%RFFTTT^I fRtaWRt I 3 I 

F *IW5I T^3T 'R^lid | 3 | 

,I<4M H5IHHI R^l^dirM I 

T^f di yqwMlsfmjcTT q Rnr yt y i 

Narada resumed : Having thus brought Purahjana completely under sway by her 
feminine graces. O great king, Puranjani (the wife of Purahjana) enjoyed life, bringing delight 
to herspouse.(1)King Purahjana, O Pracinabarhi, greeted herwhen she came up to him with 
a bright countenance, having washed herself well and fitted herself with auspicious 
decoration, and (fully) gratified (after a hearty and sumptuous dinner). (2) Embraced by her, 
he threw his arms about her neck; and, infatuated by her secret amatory counsel, he did not 
notice the rapid movement of time, which was difficult to master, knowing not whether it was 
day or night, his mind being completely possessed by (the charms of) that young woman.(3) 
Lying on a splendid couch with the arm of his queen serving as a pillow, the over-ambitious 
and valiant Purahjana, whose arrogance knew no bounds, accounted his wife the supreme 
object of his life, and, overpowered as he was with infatuation, he did not know what was his 
and what was alien (to him). (4) 

rrqy TirmuRg i ffrrmffiH oqfoshH qy i | 

dR^ln^m I $Plrtldl4^uj|qdl: qftaRT: SRfTOt I S I 
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H TJ5IR. fofsRTfesfaRJ ?rl: ^t^RTPTO ^f|^: I 4 I 

tJ5TWli ^T^eR, ^5TT IJ^vchR ^TH W.I ^5T: UHTI^ I R I 

Tjgg^n^jfTf^ I fg^q^5T«ZJrT I ? o I 

ft g tf»rj,fauMr^rT: H^MI<4>: I 1^1 

OTtTO I EwflfMdlHJ ^ I Tgfipl 5Rtm f^lfldHrld: I lil^imdlH, I X* I 

While he thus tasted sensual delights with her, his mind (reason) clouded by passion, 
his youth passed away—half a second as it were, O king of kings ! (5) Emperor Puranjana 
begot through that PurahjanI (as many as) eleven hundred sons and one hundred and ten 
daughters. These latter brought glory to their parents and were endowed with a noble 
character and virtues like generosity and so on. They became (collectively) known as 
Pauranjanis (daughters of Puranjana and Puranjani),0 ruler of men. By the time (he begot 
all these) half his life was spent. (6-7) That ruler of Pancala duly united his sons, who 
propagated their ancestral line, with (worthy) brides and his daughters with suitable 
bridegrooms. (8) A hundred sons were born in due course to each of his sons. By these the 
race of Puranjana considerably grew in the land of the Pancalas. (9) Through a deep-seated 
feeling of mineness in respect of his sons and grandsons (the heirs of sons), houses, 
treasury and dependants (servants, ministers and so on), he got attached to the objects 
of sense more and more. (10) And, prompted by manifold desires, he worshipped, as you 
did, the gods and manes as well as the lords of ghosts through (a number of) horrible 
sacrifices involving animal-slaughter, after being (duly) consecrated for them. (11) While he 

thus remained unmindful of all that was conducive to his welfare, his mind being attached 
to his family, the period of senility stole upon him—a period (most) unwelcome to those who 

are fond of women. (12) 

rras^TT TSTTflT TTSjgffilufd'fq 1 I 1 •e(USc|',l 

TTSJ^rgr R-HIWdl: I RfcWlRd ucfehmfeiPiWant, I V* I 

f Trrrf^T: f^rarr wf *mr: i Troffgu ^ti^i 

IJdifWL, sf^T^SJT I f%RTT XTTT ddlMI^: I X'S I 

Tig Tjqf ISMdfa Sffe TJfR, | 

(Now) there is a chief of the Gandharvas, known by the name of Candavega, O king ! 
Three hundred and sixty strong Gandharvas (celestial musicians), forming his retinue, and 
Gandharva women, equally strong, half of them fair and others dark (of complexion), pairing 
with them, ravage by rotation a city which is well provided with all objects of enjoyment (even) 
when it was built. (13-14) When these attendants of Candavega commenced pillaging the 
capital of Puranjana, Prajagara (the serpent) offered resistance there. (15) For (full) hundred 
years that powerful guard of the city fought single-handed with those seven hundred and 
twenty (Gandharvas of both sexes). (16) When his relation (Prajagara) began to lose 
strength as a result of his combat with many, Puranjana felt (extremely) distressed with his 

(entire) dominion and city and kinsmen (too), and was filled with great anxiety. (17) Being 
the only drinker at his own capital in the kingdom of Pancala and thus receiving the tribute 
brought by his own retainers, that hen-pecked monarch knew nothing of (the impending) 

fear. (18) 

chl«*d <^6'll ckPhWi I MUd-Hl R gfjfoR Wedded eFSR 
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sHiI^-iiwhI c5T% fejcTT ITT I ^TT TJgT TRT^ TJ <3rlltil4£Tcj ^7^ I ^o | 

chCif^d.dHHl 7TT ^^JrtlchHT^f TTrT^ig^ ITT g THR<ft cHM-l4lf^HI 1^1 

TTfa TTT^T PujwHcnsuLi ^:7T^I AJI^Th q^iT iTUTSSTTferg# 

HrTT fo?cTT7gFc*7T chichi ^4NfegMWI£J 3?t RTFT ^ 

3^7 <TcRRT T3T ^tfr cfuPmd qffTHJ R^-cMFc^Kt 'JJ-TFTT ^kT: fes R R* I 

Ijfanqra^TTcTprT sfrcStofl^ciygl | SIwilch^llWlLHd R TTfTT R ctfc^ld l^m 

3T8TT ^T7^ ^TT *T3FtTT XT ^TT ^ I TTdNI^ q|W SPTf ^IdfH-jchmd I ^ I 

There is a daughter of Kala (the Time-Spirit), who ranged over the three worlds, desirous 
of (securing) a husband. Nobody (however) would welcome her, O PracTnabarhi! (19) Due 

to her forbidding nature she became known in the world by the name of Durbhaga (an 

accursed woman). Accepted (once) by the royal sage Puru (the youngest son of Yayati) she 
conferred on him the boon of sovereignty, highly pleased (with him). (20) On a certain day, 
when I had (just) descended to the terrestrial globe from the realm of Brahma (the creator), 

she in the course of her peregrination (came and) wooed me, infatuated as she was with 
passion, even though she knew that I was vowed to perpetual celibacy. (21) Enraged at my 

refusal, she pronounced a formidable curse, saying : "Having turned a deaf ear to my 

advances, you shall never stay at one place (long), O sage !" (22) Her will (thus) crossed, 
the maid thereafter approached the lord of the Yavanas, Bhaya (Fear) by name, as 

instructed by me, and accepted him for her husband (with the following words): "I court you, 

the foremost of the Yavanas, as my coveted husband, O gallant youth ! The hope centred 
by creatures (men) in you never goes in vain. (23-24) Both he who does not part with and 

he who refuses to accept that which offers itself as worth giving or taking—according to 

usage and (the injunctions of) the scriptures—are ignorant and perverse; the wise feel sorry 
for them. (25) Therefore, O blessed one. be gracious to me and accept me, who offer my 

hand to you. To compassionate the afflicted—that is the sacred duty of a man." (26) 

Chico<Wifcdc<Tj| H7l*<j I fd<4,1^0^ TT flfad rtnT^tmTT 1I 

FRIT L|fHdri1R4lf£RT I RTT^H^Id c5TcFts*T Tgm^lMRUIcilH' Rd I 

^HonTt^ilci^.a^ ^tldfafUdH i «nf| ■r y^i-nVi wrerfr? i 

N'KtKlSri TTR IJTrTT it TI T 'MPmI I x\<ityqrszrf | 30 I 

iFf MKhsWi xrgsfesr H'aidollSHpT: IT'S I 

Hearing the words addressed by the daughter of Kala, the lord of the Yavanas, who was 
eager to accomplish the secret mission of the gods (viz., to bring about the death of living 

beings), smilingly replied to her (as follows): (27) "With the help of my intuitive vision I have 

found out a husband for you. The world does not welcome you because you are inauspicious 
and despised. (28) (Now,) moving about imperceptibly, enjoy you the (whole) creation owing 
its existence to Karma (thus treating everyone of it as your husband). Sally forth with my 
army and you will bring about the destruction of (all) created beings. (29) Here is my brother, 

Prajwara (mortal fever), and be you sister to me. With you both and followed by a formidable 
army I shall range over this worid unperceived. (30) 

Thus ends the twenty-seventh discourse forming part of the parable of Purahjana, 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

v r^/r^y 
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3TWiyiRi^U5?2TFT: 

Discourse XXVIII 
Puranjana is reborn as a woman and attains liberation through the 

teaching of his friend, Avijnata 

^fachf H5RT5I ^ <dfi&H feg^rfhJT: I y^Kehlrt*^|«JT I ^ I 

h 3 tcftt i ^sj^rtromresri iR^rawferrr^ I 3 I 

chinch-OTft ^*pt 3R^I ^nfcr»JT. TtlTT ft:*mrtl(H4ilrtJ 3 I 

rT^ry^LlMi ef ^IcRT: flefdlRs^l't^l irfit: ^J5T yi^<H«h«i I * I 

rTFIT yt[l^J4FTT4'WfclMITI I 3icim'|+ilqyi«wi-^ <Ji^l HMdi^iw: I H I 

Narada continued : Accompanied by Prajwara and the daughter of Kala; the hordes of 
the lord of the Yavanas, Bhaya by name, who were the agents of fate, O Barhisman, ranged 
over this globe.(1) On a certain day, O king, they besieged with (great) speed the capital of 
Puranjana, rich in (all) earthly enjoyments and guarded by the old serpent (Prajagara). (2) 
The daughter of Kala too took possession of the city of Puranjana by force. Overcome by 
her, any man would become powerless at once. (3) The Yavanas (the troops of Bhaya) 
entered the city, which was (thus) being forcibly enjoyed by her, through the (various) 
entrances on all sides and oppressed the entire population very much. (4) The city being thus 
tormented, Puranjana, who loved it as his own self, and who had a large family and was 

troubled with the feeling of mineness, fell a prey to manifold agonies. (5) 

ch«*TlHJ|<gl TSJSrt: fcWUlrtl*: I H^Jll ^HyetaeH^wir^ I ^ I 

r^Hui) Wjff y(H<£rtMTISrTRJ rpTR Mlai^UHi^iaaiilj Mntilg^lH, I ^ I 

3JT3TR ^v^RTT ITOT I ^rri^fTTFim^T ^ I 4 I 

cfilUHfartM’^IHI UldUmiSJ I T^nrTWTfrt^l: ^sUSKlSJ I R I 

Ti^jctilcHlshl^fl etilrtch^lMMldrim^l 3T«ravR U<HI rTT l^o| 

^-iHiyioydi wt i^ff f^ri firafsrafrfar in i 

Embraced by that maid (the daughter of Kala) and divested of (his) glory, Puranjana felt 
(very) wretched, his mind being engrossed in the pleasures of sense. Nay, forcibly robbed 

of his power and affluence by the Gandharvas and the Yavanas. he lost his power of 
discrimination (too). (6) Seeing his city destroyed, his sons and grandsons, servants and 
ministers rebellious and disrespectful, his wife cold and indifferent, his body caught in the 
snares of that maid and the land of Pancala overrun by the enemy, he was plunged in 
anxiety which was hard to overcome, and found no remedy for it.(7-8) Miserably hankering 
after the objects of enjoyment, rendered insipid by that maid, and affectionately taking care 
of his progeny and wife, the king lost his spiritual moorings as well as the affection of his 
people and reluctantly proceeded to quit that city, which had (now) been taken possession 
of by the Gandharvas and Yavanas and devastated by the daughter of Kala. (9-10) (In the 
meantime) Prajwara, the elder brother of the lord of the Yavanas, who bore the name of 
Bhaya, made his appearance (there) and set fire to the entire city with intent to please his 

brother. (11) 
HWT TPTtT: I ct%ffejeF: IS? I 
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ilttiwi chicoeh-44(i I tjqf i£WlcFlv<3diiJd I ^3 | 

R 'Hisf^ rT3f | ^SHcbl<dJ|(dci ITRcTI^ I ^ I 

f%TT81WIC|t|q| I tiqdvR^ ?I^HI 

5^: ^Hlxig MllfH'JlIHKJMiqV^ I k(r=l|ct^ifj cfTli 1*4RdI ^ | 

3?i teTi«j»«4 ^hw^jVi i sszrr 5n?^n tPtt feraPT 

TpjgfH tR2Rj8n i gfdt^d cR?i sii^H^iHdl iui 

R FFHRtRrT ^rh di’Sllrt Wlfd R<*RT I TTTO ^JR5RRT ''-lddH'iRTT?tv I ^ | 

5raTSRTf?T RTT^T o^Rd $ii <*><*, Rid I I cTu.^Im dbtjfd I ^ o I 

3 5R^T 3HT dKehlcllLKiijUH: | dldt^-d Rfa T]% fgt^sft 1^1 

When the city was in flames, Purahjana, the head of his family, suffered (untold) agony 
with the entire city, his own retinue, the mistress of the family and his sons and daughters. 
(12) When Prajagara's own abode was besieged by the Yavanas and the city was occupied 

by the daughter of Kala, the said guard of the city felt sorely distressed as he closed with 

Prajwara. (13) When he was unable to defend the city while on that post and found himself 
in great straits, he shook violently and sought to fly away therefrom even as a serpent would 
try to escape from the hollow of a tree on fire. (14) With his limbs enfeebled, and himself 

deprived of his manliness by the Gandharvas, he actually wept when intercepted by his 
enemies, the Yavanas, O king ! (15) Purahjana (the master of his house), whose mind has 

been perverted by the thoughts of T and 'mine' in respect of his (body and) house etc., felt 

(very) wretched when the hour of separation from his wife came, and (anxiously) thought of 

his daughters, sons and grandsons, daughters-in-law, sons-in-law and retainers, house, 
treasury and (other) belonging, whatever (still) remained his in name only. (16-17) (He said 

to himself,) "When I am gone to the other world, how should this widowed mother of the. family 

eke out her existence, lamenting the lot of her children? (18) (Entirely) depending on me, she 

would not take her food until I had been fed nor would she bathe until I had taken my bath. 
(Nay,) she would get awfully frightened when I was angry and would hold her tongue out of 

fear when scolded by me. (19) She would admonish me when my judgement failed, and 

would grow emaciated through grief when I was away from home. (Now) will she be able to 

follow the way of the householders (when I am no longer with her), even though she is the 

mother of heroic sons? (Very likely she will not; rather she will try to follow me to the other 

world by ascending my pyre.) (20) And how will these helpless sons and daughters, who 

have no one else to depend upon, survive when I am gone? On the other hand, they will 
perish like the inmates of a broken vessel in mid ocean." (21) 

tret spguT TTfnj ^TOHmi,grqra?r 1331 

RRRTR: *3% SRRJ shiism \^\ 

felTWTH 3TRSST 'JpT^FR: I U3T 3ft fe^ilUN JpfffR trtt I ^ | 

3RT?T I dlfq-^Tm^iSSfog: FI<414 tJT: l^m 

H I pgr: 

3PFRX7R fTOftr xnrr dg^fd: tun: i wm^pNd: 13m 

^ zPPTr WP WItWI | 3RTtR 

I ^fll f^fer <M’^Hstnrr§5T: q^ij^q: 13^ | 
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cTW 7T WlfS 3H^4IMffTrI§nJTT^I UtfRIR: 77H ^HR. 7TH srfg^JrT: l}o| 

^cfiFn^Hm TTSra^q^^l 'WCTW ^T«mr?T *RFrR W[J^I 

3TWI: W^TT^cm SJrTsFTTR^I ^ROT ^3JrTF ^TTcT ^SMcHfTHMI tjft: 1^1 

While Puranjana was sorrowing thus with a feeble mind, even though he should not have 
done so, there came up the lord of the Yavanas, Bhaya by name, bent upon seizing him. (22) 
When he was being taken by the Yavanas to their own place, bound as a beast, his 
attendants (too) followed him, sorrowing in extreme perturbation. (23) When the serpent 
(too), that had been held up (till now by the Yavanas) deserted the city and came up (to his 
master), the city was completely destroyed after him and reduced to the elements. (24) 
(Even) while being forcibly dragged by the mighty Yavana, Puranjana failed to remember his 
old friend and companion (Avijnata), seized as he was with infatuation. (25) The sacrificial 
animals that had been mercilessly slaughtered by him (now) chopped him with axes in anger, 
remembering that cruelty of his. (26) Steeped in ignorance, to which there was no limit or end, 
and having lost his memory, he suffered (untold) agony (in hell) for numberless years, his 
mind being perverted through attachment to his wife. (27) Mentally clinging to her alone 
(even at the last moment), he was then born as a most beautiful girl in the house of the (then) 
ruler of Vidarbha, a veritable lion among kings. (28) Malayadhwaja, a ruler of the Pandya 
kingdom, who had conquered (all) his enemies' cities, married this princess of Vidarbha, who 
was offered as the prize of valour, after vanquishing all the other princes in battle. (29) 
Through her Malayadhwaja begot a lovely daughter with dark eyes and seven younger sons, 
who became the seven rulers of the Dravida kingdom. (30) A hundred million sons were born 
to each one of these latter, by whose descendants the earth will be ruled over for a whole 
Manvantara and (even) beyond it. (31) Agastya married the first-born daughter (of 
Malayadhwaja), constant in virtue; of her was born the sage Drdhacyuta, who (in his turn) 
had a son, Idhmavaha by name. (32) 

: I ejiWI H jPTPT I 33 • 

fl^T Trfsrtstnn i mu^j i 3* i 

wx sRicH-n tto diymriT ^14*11 

yqrril^ijfrcr4>: I WTT5^R rTC 3TTfem:l^l 

^ndlwididduffui STPrUMm fiTOlfaq I ^133:73 ffir I ^ I 

cTW fasraT fWT5TO:l^3f 1^41 

3TT^ ^lUjftdchd fcpQ fefT: I ctiy?y '99=^ TRTR^ I I 

7T ct)iMchd't4iSi4<H cqfnRTbd'MiSi^Pi I Io&k 799 f3Ty^T7Tlf§T'T[ fc^m ^ l^o | 

7JWT #un I I'*9, I 

97 srsifar TjidiN m trsnsswfq i efr^mum ? 1*71 

Having divided the earth among his (seven) sons, that royal sage, Malayadhwaja, betook 
himself to the Kulacala mountain, eager to worship Lord Sri Krsna. (33) Abandoning her 
house, sons and luxuries, the lovely eyed daughter of the king of Vidarbha followed the lord 
of the Pandyas, even as moonlight follows the moon. (34) (Three) rivers, Candravasa, 
Tamraparni, and Vatodaka by name, flow in that region. Cleansing the impurities of both his 
body and mind with their holy waters everyday, and subsisting on bulbs and seeds, roots and 
fruits, flowers and leaves, as well as on blades of grass and water, he practised austerities, 
which gradually emaciated his body. (35-36) He triumphed over pairs of opposites such as 
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heat and cold, storm and rain, hunger and thirst, the agreeable and the disagreeable, 
pleasure and pain, viewing all with the same eye. (37) With his latent desires eradicated 

through asceticism and worship, and having controlled his senses, breath and mind through 

the religious vows (of purity—both internal and external, muttering the divine name and 

sacred texts) etc., and the various forms of self-discipline (viz., non-violence, truthfulness 

etc.), he united (identified) his self with Brahma (the Infinite). (38) He sat motionless like a 
stump at one place for a hundred celestial years. (And) having found (supreme) delight in 

Lord Vasudeva, he ceased to be conscious of everything else. (39) With the light of pure 
wisdom imparted by the divine Sri Hari Himself as a preceptor, which shed lustre all round 

in his heart, O king he perceived the Self, who is the witness even of the activities of the mind, 
as illumining the body etc., and (therefore quite) distinct from them—even as a man sees 

himself apart from his severed head etc., in a dream—and verily grew indifferent to 

everything else. (40-41) He realized himself as one with the transcendent Brahma and the 
transcendent Brahma as identical with himself and (then), giving up even this conscious¬ 
ness, actually rose above (quitted) this world. (42) 

’TTWti STOTT ^tmt^ TRT Mfd^dl 1*3 I 

^ffT^TOT SFT8TTOT gPmgdfeulfrgl I ^TT^S 3TTriT f^TT I** I 

S^T Udj^dl I 

3TTtHR #cTcTT I 

dRiglfrig <m4 

fqwMfll ciirtl Icifadi^idl qpiH. I 

feftT dTWff f%R^T TTFJT tTc$: 

3TTFrdifd"ii^i4i ^jsrsrgr Tpff sani*^i 

W4lc(IW*4 fefqq *TT l*V9l 

aTSeRpzit 1*41 

sfen i*<? i 

3TP=TTO rll^MJU) fyrtM'dl Trqt ^ m° I 

rt5T ?t1?JUT 311 4 RJ HI^H. 4<rJJHI MI TTTTO? ^TT W I 

Renouncing (all) sensuous enjoyments, the aforesaid Vaidarbhl (the daughterof the king 

of Vidarbha), who looked upon her husband as a veritable god, lovingly waited upon her 

spouse, Malayadhwaja, who was conscious of his paramount duty (viz., that of propitiating 
the Lord). (43) Clad in tatters, and emaciated through fasting and other vows, her hair stuck 

together in knots, she shone beside her husband like a subdued flame by the side of a 

flameless fire (live coals). (44) Going up to her most beloved spouse, who was seated in a 

steady posture even when he had expired, the lady waited upon him as before, little knowing 
that he was dead. (45) When (however) she did not feel any warmth in the feet of her husband 

while serving them, she was much perturbed at heart like a doe that had strayed away from 
its herd. (46) Lamenting her lot as she was now friendless and miserable, she felt greatly 

alarmed and wept loudly in that forest, bathing her breasts in tears. (47) "Arise, stand up, O 
royal sage ! Be pleased to protect this earth, girt by the ocean, (terribly) afraid as she is of 

robbers and renegade Ksatriyas." (48) Weeping and wailing thus, that young woman, who 
had followed her spouse to the forest, fell prostrate at her husband's feet and shed (profuse) 

tears. (49) Piling up a pyre of fuel, she laid the body of her husband (thereon) and, setting 

fire to it, made up her mind (proceeded) to follow him to the other world, weeping (all the 
time).(50) That very moment an old friend of hers, a Brahmana who had mastered his self 

(appeared there and), soothing her with sweet words of consolation, (thus) addressed the 

weeping woman, O king. (51) 

3TT c?j ch^iR-l 35T STS t>l4lHl SFT SlNfa I try 14 ST SSTTt f^cTctaf ? I U,? I 
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3Tfq mrfH ^IritMbkMMTKd W 1 fl^TT RT ‘RPT^TRRtTr RTT: 1^1 

fRJR? ^ 4TORt I ST^dlM-rUI 4^: TT?*=tMp,cjcFKK ' A* I 

r fa?ra rt sRir trit j4i^mPi4^ih i ra^H WfSiaft: ^crrf%rf%rfifrT feu 1^1 

wi qgiRWTM m^hui n^y^Pd 

R#f%RTTSlf STRIRT IR: STMT Ref W I ddlW^IH chiyiR fR^faPsRRTO?: I <A31 

fggui^ f3Rnw^jcT3^f?RSERn i ^gsfr?T: srfoTr Ric^zra i a<s i 

dfcHRg TWRII ^t JMMTnTlS5Hdi4jd: I d<^£ldl<ii>N 3TTHT ^IT tmTRRTT SHTT m<? I 

The Brahmana said : Who are you and whose daughter may you be? And who is the 
man lying (on the funeral pile), whose death you mourn ? Do you know me, your friend, with 
whom indeed you moved about of yore ? (52) Can you recall yourself as one who had a 

companion, Avijnata by name, O friend, leaving whom you went in search of an abode, 
addicted as you were to earthly enjoyments ? (53) You and I, O noble one, were swans living 
on the bosom of the Manasa lake and remained there for thousands of years without any 
shelter. (54) Leaving me, O friend, you came down to the earth with your mind set on carnal 
pleasures; and in the course of your excursions you saw an abode erected by some woman, 
with five pleasure-gardens, nine entrances, one porter, three surrounding walls, six families 

of merchants and five market-places. It was built with five materials and had a woman for 
its mistress. (55-56) The objects of the five senses constituted its gardens and the nine 
appertures locating the Indriyas constituted its nine entrances, O king. Fire, water and earth 
served as its (three) surrounding walls; the mind and the five senses were its (six) merchant 
families. (57) The (five) organs of action constituted its market-place ; the (five) elements 
served as its undecaying materials. Dominated by the intellect, the man who entered this 

abode ceased to be self-conscious. (58) Overpowered there by (the wiles of) the woman 
(the mistress of the dwelling) and enjoying life with her, you forgot your divinity, heard of in 
the scriptures; and it is through her fellowship that you have been reduced to this most 

wretched state, O master of your self! (59) 

r rt fe»fef?fTT rt4 3R: t r mwr3 RcnjT? i i 

RRTT P7T *RTT TJST '■TAjHlP fwj TFTFT1 <T3 ?TTT I ^ I 

srt 'Rcra carinsT? farera^ ^tt: i r tt tRTwfu 11 

TT2JT ^ I figpjrRraSFf ^c)1^1 

You are not the daughter of the king of Vidarbha nor is this hero your husband. Nor are 
you the spouse of Puranjani by whom you were held captive in the city of nine gates. (60) 
It is (nothing but) a piece of illusion created by me. under which you thought yourself 
(formerly) as a man and (now) regard yourself as a virtuous lady; (really speaking) you are 
neither. You and I are a pair of swans; (just) realize our true nature (going to be described 
hereafter). (61) I am you and you are no other (than me); mark you, you are just the same 
as I. The wise never perceive the least difference between us. (62) Just as a man sees 
himself (his image) differently in a mirror and in the pupil of another's eye, the difference 

between us two is of the same type. (63) 

TJcj T7 RRRTT ?Rt yldtfriipT: I dymin TJT: I ^61 

•gfftqadgarrer sefwt i ^Ttrfrarforr sm fosnrTcR: i ^ i 

?iw^l'ldd WJTM WTiNi 
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DcfoK?TnJShld thUS by the fellow-swan’the swan of the Manasa lake was (once more) 
stablished in his own self and regained his self-consciousness, which had been lost due 

?niHtna,7'?,9tParted COmpa,ny With h,S friend- {64) 0 Pracinabarhi, I have imparted this 
spiritual truth to you in an indirect manner; for the glorious Lord, the Maker of the universe 
loves to remain incognito. (65) ' 

Thus ends the twenty-eighth discourse forming part of the parable of Puranjana, 
in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa -Sarhhita. 

3T^eh)H(3^i)5SZJFT: 

Discourse XXIX 
The Dialogue between king PracTnabarhi and the sage Narada (continued) 

d4btHifrF? 1 ehctAJwl&ilHPd q ^4 3i44lfedl: I ^ I 

Pracinabarhi said : O divine sage, we are unable to follow your teaching correctly It 
is the wise alone who can rightly grasp it; not we, who are deluded by attachment to the 
niUciis . (l) 

•1HG. 3WM 

W® Pd-cJ^ ^-tdrdlrUd: q^i 3 I 

?TL>j4jiini§fi±d*4 WSJ?: I f^INd TjfwfafTOlf fwPJTT: I ^ | 

^ wh 5tf,d-]uiK I qcrsr? %*di^P4 , * , 

ffjj 3 TO fasiTHTETT^TiTra I I I 

????T?r 51-5-M •* I <j 11 3TR rf yc<j)rlHI Fi<?^K1i^t14|: STM: H-St (444)1*1: | ^ | 

^ f4sjid^<JFs'-Mi<4ch*i i WTOT: w fgw wsg I *3 l 

Narada replied : One should understand Puranjana (lit., the maker of a city) to be the 

Jiva (an embodied soul), inasmuch as it is the Jiva that produces a stronghold for itself in the 
shape of a body with one, two, three, four or numerous feet or without any feet. (2) The friend 
of the Jiva referred to under the name of Avijnata is (no other than) God, so-called because 

lie is not fully known by the Jivas as having names, actions or attributes. (3) When the Jiva 

wished to enjoy all material objects, it thought the human body endowed with two hands 
and two feet and nine appertures as the best among all. (4) One should understand the 

young woman (Puranjam) to be (no other than) the (human) intellect, which gives rise to the 
notions of I and 'mine'. Identifying himself with it the Jiva in this body enjoys the (various) 

sense-objects through the senses. (5) The (ten) Indriyas (the five senses of perception and 
the five organs of action), which bring about (all) knowledge and action, are the male 

companions (of Purahjani); their activities are her female companions and the vital air with 

rSk 'VjL°!d ,a?IVI!y 'S referred t0 as a (five-hooded) serpent. (6) One should understand 
Bfhadbala (the eleventh mighty warrior waiting on Purahjani) to be (no other than) the mind 

the ruler of both the types of Indriyas. The kingdom of Pancala represents the five sense- 
objects, in the midst of which stands the city with nine gates. (7) 

3jf8Turt hi(44> csuff ^ 11 | srct srfprffa ^idPad^d: i ^ i 
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nature) the Jiva is a (mere) witness. (17) 

: I fechiHshfol^uisgsT: WT^RJT: \^6\ 

pfr§T £•£$«<<: I u4)PsWlsfa$[Tl: xr^snr(cr^8I^: |^<?| 

Stie£>(ctI<^st>Hl 3l$Jl 'JyrRJWTT H^iictid I trchK^lP&q-ct*^: M^f+jHifcetl^ejic^ 19 ° I 

The body is the chariot having the senses of perception for its horses and coursing swiftly 
(on the face of it) like the year, though (really) motionless. The two varieties of Karma (good 
and evil actions) are its two wheels; the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) are its three 
flagstaffs and the five vital airs (Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana and Samana) are its five 
cords.(18) The mind is its (single) rein; the intellect, the charioteer; the heart, the seat (for 
the occupant of the chariot); the pairs of opposites (just as joy and sorrow, honour and 
ignominy and so on), the poles (to which the yoke is fixed); the objects of the five senses, 
the recesses (into which the weapons are deposited); the seven constituent elements (viz., 
chyle, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow and semen) make the seven protective sheaths; and 
the five organs of action (the tongue, the hands and feet and the organs of copulation and 
defecation) are its five kinds of outward motion. (In this way) the JTva runs after the mirage 
(of sense-gratification), followed by the ten Indriyas (the five senses of perception and the 
five organs of action) and the mind (the inner sense) as his army and unlawfully enjoying the 
five forms of sensuous pleasure, which have been figuratively spoken of as the slaughtering 
of animals. (19-20) 

BcfHTTStrsgTT: eFTcTt iHIUrtfairT: I HWItfl-Ag TOcrf TRjozrf WT: ^JrTT: I 

^RT TTT§(lmtftcbtdi dlfa-Kfd I 33TTTT TJFJ: 8FTF7 1I 

sttw omygww ^crtsitt: i ^diuwui^tg: sr*mi fgrasn ^7:13^1 

The year, which symbolizes the (passage of) time, is (referred to under the name of) 
Candavega (the chief of the Gandharvas); the days and nights (comprising the year) have 
been spoken of as the three hundred and sixty male and the same number of female 
Gandharvas, forming his retinue, who steal the life (of a human being) by rotation. (21) Old 
age is personified as the daughter of Kala (Time), whom the world does not welcome. Death 
in the person of the Yavana chief (Bhaya) accepted heras a sisterfor (help in) the destruction 
of the world. (22) Mental anguishes and physical disorders are the Yavanas, the mobilized 
troops (of the Yavana chief). And the fever of two kinds’ is (personified as) Prajwara (the 
brother of the Yavana chief) who is described as having a swift career in tormenting living 

beings. (23) 
Tig si^(ct‘^cticm■HI i$3<Jhh: dMl«gti: 19Y I 

yiuiPs!,gu4muMi^^iizrFT 19m 

tR MtMd ■rpftj 33^19^1 

JJUIlfanidl TT 3T2T cbuffrl $3SUc(3l: I ^ f^OT o5Tf|rT *T8JlcbMlf*M|iW 13^91 

3J$ldT^I3l^fagWleHdTCJlld <*>[?fc(dj 5:yidehl<f*4JWmiWM: I 94 I 

t-frfad^K ^ »f3ratWT^rsft: I ggt ■q^ETreTO^T *TSJT3FFpi TO: 13^1 

StdlPlril TOT 3TT7TOT (et^fd <rftg dusHknUq ^Tl^ol 

9TSTT TUTrotrsiT snfo I55 (ygifyuMj^1 

* Sitajwara (fever accompanied with fits of cold) and Dahajwara (inflammatory fever) are the two types of fever obviously 

referred to here. 
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Afflicted thus by manifold sufferings, brought about by divine agencies or other fellow- 
beings as well as those relating to one's own body or mind, and enveloped in ignorance, the 
JTva dwells in the (human) body for a hundred years, bound by the sense of T and 'mine'. 
(Essentially) attributeless, the Jiva ascribes to itself the qualities of the vital airs, the Indriyas 
and the mind and remains contemplating on the trivial pleasures of sense and performing 
actions of various kinds (in order to secure them). (24-25) (Thus) not realizing the Lord, its 
supreme teacher and very self, when the Jiva, that is (really) self-seeing, gets attached to 
the modes of Prakrti, it identifies itself with those qualities and helplessly performs Sattvika, 
Rajasika and Tamasika actions and is born (in the various species of life) according to those 
actions. (26-27) Sometimes through Sattvika actions it attains to spheres abounding in light; 
now (through Rajasika pursuits) it goes to worlds which lead to suffering and involve exertion 
through action and now (through Tamasika actions) it is hurled into regions dense with 
darkness (ignorance) and sorrow. (28) The deluded Jiva is sometimes (born as) a male, now 
(as) a female, and now it is (born) without sex either as a god or as a human being or in the 
sub-human species, the birth being determined by its past actions and the mode of Prakrti 
(predominating in it at the time of death preceding that birth). (29) Just as a poor dog seized 
with hunger and wandering from door to door (in quest of food) receives (good beating with) 
a cudgel or cooked rice—whatever is ordained by fate—so does the Jiva whose heart is 
possessed by (the demon of) desire reaps a welcome or unwelcome destiny, ranging by 
paths high and low through the upper (celestial) or the lower (infernal) or the middle 
(terrestrial) regions. (30-31) 
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There is no (such thing as absolute) freedom for the Jiva from even one of the three types 
of sufferings, viz., those brought about by divine agencies, those inflicted by one's fellow- 
beings and those relating to one's own body or mind. Even if there is a remedy in particular 
cases, it only proves to be the precursor of another suffering. (32) Just as a man carrying 
a heavy load on his head may place it on one of his shoulders (in order to get relieved of the 
burden), so are all remedies. (The remedy, employed to counteract an evil, itself proves to 
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be a source of fresh trouble). (33) Even as a dream in a dream constitutes only a change from 
one dream experience to another, but does not bring about the cessation of the dream, so 
mere action (divorced from the realization of Truth) is no ultimate remedy for (the sufferings 
brought about by one's own) actions, both being conceived in ignorance, O pure-hearted 
monarch I (34) Just as for a man roving about in the dream-world with the mind, which 
conditions his soul, there is no cessation of dream experiences, so also (the vicious circle 
of) transmigration does not cease (for the man who is buried in the sleep of ignorance) even 
though the phenomena of the world have no reality. (35) Now freedom from ignorance- 
ignorance, which brings in its train a chain of evils in the form of transmigration to the eternally 
existent soul, is secured through supreme devotion to the Lord, the (supreme) Guru. (36) 
Contact firmly established with the Lord through Devotion will automatically induce aversion 
to the pleasures of sense and bring enlightenment. (37) That contact through Bhakti, 
depending as it does on the stories of the immortal Lord, becomes an accomplished fact 
before long, O royal sage, for him who devoutly listens to or reads such stories everyday.(38) 
In a place where there are pious and pure-hearted devotees whose mind is impatient to 
repeat and listen to the praises of the Lord, O king, there flow in all directions streams of pure 
nectar-like stories oi Lord Visnu (the Slayer of the demon Madhu) recited by exalted souls. 
Hunger and thirst, fear, grief and infatuation never afflict those who drink in such stories with 
intent ears knowing no satiation, O PracTnabarhi I (39-40) Ever harassed by these natural 
enemies, people do not indeed take delight in the ocean of the nectarine stories of Sri 
Hari.(41) Brahma (the lord of all divinities presiding over procreation) himself, Lord Siva (who 
lives on Mount Kailasa), Swayambhuva Manu, Daksa and the other lords of creation, 
Sanaka and other sages vowed to perpetual celibacy and expositors of the Vedas—Marici, 
Atri, Ahgira, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Bhfgu, and Vasistha, including myself—all masters of 
speech—have not been able even to this day to behold the supreme Lord, the Seer (of all), 
in spite of our efforts to perceive Him through asceticism, worship and concentration of 
mind. (42—44) Moving about (freely) in the vast expanse of the Veda, the depth of which 
cannot be easily sounded, and worshipping the forms of Indra and other gods endowed with 
characteristics (such as the thunderbolt etc.) as indicated in the texts of the Vedas, we fail 
to know the Supreme. (45) When, contemplated upon in the heart, the Lord showers His 

grace on some particular individual, the devotee so blessed gives up his faith, however 
deep-rooted, in the worldly usage as well as in the Vedic rituals. (46) 
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Therefore, O Pracinabarhi, do not regard rituals as real—rituals which, though their 
accounts are alluring to hear, have no relation whatsoever with the (ultimate) Reality. They 
appear as real only through ignorance. (47) Men of impure (clouded) understanding,, who 
speak of the Vedas as devoted to rituals, are not (really) conversant with the Vedas, 
inasmuch as they do not know the truth about the Spirit, that is their own essence and where 
dwells Lord Janardana—in other words, which is the same as Lord Janardana. (48) Having 
strewn the whole terrestrial globe with blades of Kusa grass, their ends turned towards the 
east, you have grown arrogant and proud of your extensive slaughter of animals. You know 
nothing about the ritual nor of what is higher than that (viz., wisdom). That alone is (classed 

as) the ritual, which conduces to the pleasure of Sri Hari; (and) that alone is wisdom, which 

f564] B. M. 16— 
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leads to faith in Him. (49) Sri Hari is the Self as well as the lord of (all) embodied beings, 
and He is their independent Cause (too). The soles of His feet (alone) are their (true) 
asylum; for in them lies the safety of men in this world. (50) Indeed He is the most loved 
one, nay, the (very) Self, from whom there is not the least fear. (And) as a matter of fact 
he(alone) is wise, who knows this (truth); (and) he who is wise is the (true) preceptor, nay 
Sri Hari (Himself). (51) 
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Narada continued : Thus (far) indeed has your question been answered, O jewel among 
men! Now hear from me as I tell you a hidden truth which has been fully ascertained. (52) (Just) 
find (the identity of) the deer fondly consorting (with its female companion) in a garden of 
flowers grazing tiny blades of grass with its ears charmed by the sweet humming of swarms 
of bees, going about unmindful of the blood-thirsty wolves before it and pierced from behind 
by the shaft of a hunter. (53) 
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(The import of this is given below.) 
O king, you would do well to perceive yourself as one seeking after a dose of sense- 

delights such as the pleasures of taste and copulation—obtained as a result of actions done 
with an interested motive, and most insignificant like the odour of the honey in flowers—in 
a house full of women sharing the nature of blossoms (that fade too soon)! Nay, pairing with 
women, you have given your mind to them, your ears completely lured by the exceedingly 
charming talks of beloved women and children, resembling the sweet humming of swarms 
of bees. You enjoy life at home setting no value on the moments of time culminating in days 
and nights that prey upon your life like a pack of wolves ahead of you; and here is Death, 
the hunter, stalking you and striking you with his veiled arrow from a distance an lo I your 
heart has been pierced with the same. (54) Thus pondering the career of the deer, restrain 
your mind within the four walls of your heart and (the outward flow of) the stream of your ear 
in the mind. Bid adieu to the life of a householder, where you (mostly) hear stories of 
unrighteous (libidinous) people; (try to) please the Lord (the shelter of all living beings) and 
gradually withdraw from everything else. (55) 
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King PracTnabarhi said : I have heard and pondered, O holy sage, on what you have 
said. (Surely) my preceptors (who instructed me in the rituals) are not aware of this; (for) had 
they known it, wherefore should they have failed to teach the same to me? (56) The great 
doubt raised in my mind by their words on this subject has been fully resolved (by you), O 
(worthy) Brahmana. Even sages are bewildered in a domain which is beyond the reach of 
the senses. (57) Leaving here the body by which the Jiva performs (certain) actions, he reaps 
the (good and"evil) consequences (of those actions) in a future life through another body.(58) 
This doctrine of the knowers of Veda is heard of everywhere. (But how can this be ?) 
(Moreover) whatever action, recommended in the Vedas, is (actually) performed goes out 
of sight and is no longer visible. (How can a thing which has altogether disappeared yield 
good or evil consequences?) (59) 
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Narada replied : The Jiva itself experiences (the good and evil) consequences of its 
actions hereafter through the same subtle body, (mainly consisting of) the mind, by which 
he performs (those) actions and which continues uninterrupted (even in the lives to 
come).(60) Just as (in a dream) a man ceases to identify himself with this (physical body)— 
which remains lying asleep and breathing (as heretofore)—and experiences the fruit of his 
actions, which are stored in his mind (in the form of impressions), so does he reap the fruit 
of his actions done in a previous life through another body similar to this or belonging to a 
different species. (61) Whatever body the Jiva cleaves to with his mind, saying: "These (wife 
and children) are mine and this (body) is I", he (also) ascribes to himself the actions 
performed through that body, whence follows his rebirth. (62) Just as (the existence of) a 
(directing) mind is inferred from both the types of activities of the Indriyas (viz., perception 
of the objective world and reacting upon the same), so are the actions wrought through a 
previous body (and surviving in the form of impressions) inferred from the (diverse) 
propensities of the mind. (63) What has nowhere been experienced and is unseen and 
unheard of in this life is sometimes perceived with the mind in its actual form and character 
(in a dream or a reverie). (64) Therefore, O king, be positive in your mind that such an object 
was experienced in a previous life by that Jiva identified with a subtle body; for an object that 
has not been experienced (before) can never (even) flash on the mind. (65) 
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The very mind of a man, God bless you, reveals (the nature of) his former existences 
as well as the future ones in the case of the man who is going to be reborn and even so 
(indicates) the liberation of the man who is not going to be so reborn. (66) Sometimes (in a 
dream) a thing (altogether) unseen and unheard of in this world in relation to a particular 
place, time or action (such as a sprout of barley on a burning flame, the sun shining at dead 
of night or the flying of a creature living on dry land) is seen flashing on (one's) mind. How 
this happens should be inferred (from the attendant circumstances, e.g., a disturbed sleep) 
and does not disprove in any way the proposition enunciated in verse 65 above.(67) Such 
objects alone as are perceptible by the senses flash on the mind in groups in order of 
succession and disappear (when they have been enjoyed). (For) all embodied beings are 
(invariably) endowed with a mind (full of impressions of past experiences). (68) (As a rule, 
things appear before the mind only successively; but) on a mind established in the quality 
of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and Tamas and staying by the side (in the presence) of the Lord 
(during meditation) the whole of this universe flashes (simultaneously sometimes), being 
united as it were with the Lord, just as Rahu (which has been recognized as a planet in Hindu 
astronomy and is nothing but a mass of darkness) appears (before our eyes) in conjunction 
with the moon (during a lunar ecJipse). (69) The feeling of T and 'mine' (with regard to the 
physical body), inhering in the JIva, does not cease so long as the subtle body—which has 
existed from time without beginning and which is a product of the three Gunas and a 
conglomerate of the intellect, the mind, the Indriyas, (the five senses of perception and the 
five organs of action) and the five subtle elements—persists. (70) During sleep, in the 
unconscious state and in agony as well as at the time of death and high fever the I- 
consciousness (though persisting) does not manifest itself due to the suspension of sense- 
activity. (71) The senses being not fully developed during gestation and infancy too, the 
conditioning ego appearing in the form of the ten Indriyas and the mind in a young man is 
not (distinctly) perceived in those periods any more than the orb of the moon on the last night 
of a lunar month. (72) Even though the world of senses does not (really) exist, (the cycle of) 
birth and death does not cease, for the Jiva who is (ever) engrossed in the thought of the 
pleasures of senses, any more than the reverses experienced in a dream (until one wakes 
up). (73) 
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In this way the subtle body, made up of the five suDtle elements, and (further) developed 
into sixteen modifications (in the form of the five vital airs, the mind and the ten Indriyas), and 
which is a product of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), is spoken of as the Jiva 
when the same is endowed with consciousness. (74) It is through this (subtle body) that the 
Jiva assumes and casts off (physical) bodies and (again) it is through this that he 
experiences joy and sorrow, fear, pleasure and pain. (75) Just as a caterpillar does not leave 
its foothold (until it has caught at another) and leaves it (only) after it has firmly set its foot 
on another, the Jiva does not give up (its) identification with the previous body (the one he 
casts off) even while dying until it takes another body (earthly or aerial and so on) with the 
exhaustion of Karma (responsible forthe existence of the previous body), it is the mind alone, 
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0 ruler of men, that brings about the birth (and death) of living beings. (76-77) When a Jiva 
resorts to actions again and again, thinking of the pleasures enjoyed (by it) through the 
senses, it is bound by such actions of the body so long as they continue to be performed by 
it through ignorance. (78) Therefore, in order to get rid of this bondage, worship Sri Hari with 
all your being, looking on this universe as one with Him inasmuch as it proceeds from Him, 
stays in Him and is (also) dissolved in Him. (79) 
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Maitreya continued : Having (thus) revealed the truth about the swans (in the shape of 
the soul and the Oversoul) and taking leave of king Pracfnabarhi, the glorious Narada, the 
foremost among the devotees of the Lord, then proceeded to the abode of the Siddhas (a 
class of superhuman beings naturally endowed with mystic powers). (80) Leaving instruc¬ 
tions for his sons to take care of the people, the royal sage Pracfnabarhi (too) retired to the 
hermitage of the sage Kapila (at the mouth of the Gariga) for practising asceticism. (81) 
Constantly and devoutly adoring the lotus-feet of Lord Govinda with a concentrated mind and 
completely rid of attachment, the hero attained (after death) a form similar to the Lord's. (82) 
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He who reads (to others) and (even so) he who listens to this allegorical dissertation on 
the Spirit, delivered by the celestial sage (Narada), O pure-hearted Vidura, is rid once for all 

of his subtle body. (83) He who assimilates, as sung (by others), this self-purifying 

discourse—that issued from the lips of the sage Narada (the foremost of celestial seers) and 
sanctifies the whole world through the glory of Lord Visnu and which confers the highest 
reward (in the form of final beatitude)—is freed from all bondage and no longer revolves in 

(the whirligig of) metempsychosis. (84) Thus have I understood the meaning of this 

wonderful allegorical teaching on the subject of the Spirit. With the help of this the self- 

identification of a Jiva (embodied soul) with Buddhi (that has been depicted here as a 
woman) is eradicated and all doubts regarding life after death resolved. (85) 

Thus ends the twenty-ninth discourse entitled "The Dialogue between king Pracfnabarhi 
and the sage Narada." forming pari of the Dialogue between Vidura and Maitreya, 

in Book Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

V-p-V V 
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3?2J f^TteSZTFJ: 

Discourse XXX 
Bhagavan Visnu confers a boon on the Pracetas, who then return to their 

city and marry the foster-daughter of the trees 
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Vidura said : What reward did the sons of Pracinabarhi, mentioned by you, get, O holy 
sage, by propitiating Sri Hari through (the repetition of) the hymn sung by Sri Rudra ? (1) 
Having accidentally met with (secured the presence of) Lord Siva (who lives on Mount 
Kailasa), I am sure, the Pracetas, who were able to win the grace of that divine Personage, 
the favourite of Bhagavan Narayana (the Dispenser of Liberation) must have eventually 
accomplished the supreme object of their life (in the shape of final beatitude). What (else) 
did they achieve, O Maitreya (pupil of the sage Bfhaspati), either here or hereafter ? (2) 
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Maitreya replied : In obedience to the commands of their father (king Pracinabarhi) the 
Pracetas propitiated Lord Sri Hari (the Creator of all bodies) through worship in the form of 
repeating the hymn sung by Sri Rudra and austerities carried on in water in a lake almost 
as extensive as the ocean (vide IV. xxiv. 14). (3) At the end of a myriad years Bhagavan 
Narayana (the supreme and eternal Purusa) appeared (before them) in His placid form 
(consisting of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and Tamas), soothing by His (very) effulgence their 
agony (caused by long and severe austerities). (4) Mounted on the shoulders of Garuda (the 
king of the birds), He looked like a cloud settled on a peak of Meru (the mountain of gold), 
was dressed in yellow and had the Kaustubha gem suspended from His neck, by the 
splendour of which (and above all by His own effulgence) He drove away the darkness from 
(all) the quarters. (5) Not only His cheeks but His entire face shone brightly with brilliant gold 
ornaments presenting a variety of attractive hues (due to the various precious stones 
embedded in them): He wore (on His head) a glorious crown and was waited upon by His 
eight weapons (viz., a conch, a lotus, an arrow, a bow, a mace, a sword and a shield, 
appearing in living forms, though usually adorning His eight arms) as well as by (a number 
of) attendants, sages and rulers of gods (Brahma and others), His glory sung by Garuda like 
the Kinnaras (through the music of his wings). (6) Encircled on the bosom by a wreath of 
sylvan flowers whose splendour vied with that of Goddess Laksmi, adorning the space 
enclosed by His eight long and rounded arms. Lord Narayana (the most ancient Person) 
spoke to the sons of Barhisman—who had sought His protection—in a voice (deep) as the 
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rumbling of clouds (as follows), casting a merciful look at them. (7) 
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The glorious Lord said : Seek you from Me any boon you choose. God bless you, O 
princes, observing as you do the same sacred vows by virtue of your amity. 1 am (really) 
pleased with your mutual affection. (8) The man who.will remember you everyday at dusk 
will not only have the same affection for his brothers as for his own self but will cherish friendly 
feelings for (all) living beings. (9) And I will confer the desired blessing as well as a brilliant 
intellect (even) on them who will glorify Me every morning and evening with a concentrated 
mind through the hymn taught by Sri Rudra. (10) Inasmuch as you have joyfully carried out 
the command of your father, your bright renown will accordingly pervade all the (different) 
worlds (comprised in this universe). (11) An illustrious son will be born to you, who will be 
in no way inferior to Brahma (the creator) in point of virtues and who will fill all the three worlds 
with his progeny. (12) 

37031: gr^lggi rTSJT3FF3T I TFT rlinfa^i ^IH-RHI: 1^3 I 

STcSfTHRT 1^3 7F3TT HR: tfRjqgTHoftlI T^RT TRRMlill TT cRlf-cH: I X't, | 

y^lfcWI STTf^gT: fdHT RMgcHHI I 33 3FF3T giKlgl Hlg^d MlklTH, 1^1 

3Tg2ng4^nWHi 7733T 3: 1RHRT I ^irUHtfUdl^lill 1^1 

Flri^M^HMFI: I HTRTIHTSgH HPTR.Sf |^| 

3rg RZHmfRHT m^juii^iai: i 33wrg Rgm Frfe'a f4'<--udd: 1^41 

Hlfa iHT gRItfcbquilHj Hg,ldliJld3mHi 3 33ITH RTF: |^| 

RHjg^g wT y^d^dlRlH: I 3 TpjFFT 3 iiligiH 3 ?RKT 33T HcFT: Ro | 

The sage Kandu got a girl with eyes charming as the lotus through Pramloca (a celestial 

nymph). And the (spirits presiding over) trees, O princes, took charge of the girl, who had 
been abandoned (by the nymph). (13) Moved with compassion, the celebrated moon-god, 
the king (of herbs and annual plants), put his index finger, dripping with nectar, in the mouth 
of that girl, who was oppressed with hunger and crying. (14) Commanded by your father— 
who is (now) devoted to My path—to beget children, marry that girl with lovely hips without 
delay for the said purpose. (15) Let that girl with a lovely (slender) waist be a wife, (equally) 
devoted to you all, who are observing the same vows and are possessed of a similar 
disposition; and she too (I am sure) will observe the same vows as you all and is possessed 
of a similar disposition (so that there will be no fear of conflict either between yourselves or 
between you and her and you married life will be quite happy). (16) For a million celestial 
years with undiminished strength of body you will enjoy by My grace earthly as weli as 
heavenly pleasures. (17) Thereafter, with the impurities of your heart (in the shape of lust, 
anger and so on) burnt through unceasing devotion to Me, and recoiling in disgust from those 
hell-like pleasures, you will ascend to My (divine) Abode. (18) In the case of those whose 
actions are dedicated to Me and whose hours are spent in talks relating to Me, even though 
they have entered the life of a householder, home life is not recognized to be a source of 
bondage. (19) For, through the aforesaid talks, given by the expositors of the Vedas. I. the 
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all-knowing Lord, enter the heart of such devotees as if in an ever new aspect. This 
(manifestation of Mine in the heart) is (the same as the realization of) Brahma as (is evident 
from the fact that) those who attain to Me never given way to infatuation, grief or joy. (20) 

Tig s£3Tnf ^T8im3R jRT^T SWdR: I 

PlthJUI-T I 

Maitreya continued: Even as Lord Visnu (He who is supplicated by men), the Bestower 
of (all) the objects of human pursuit and the greatest friend (of all), spoke thus, the Pracetas, 
who had been rid of all impurities in the shape of Rajas (passion) and Tamas (ignorance) by 
His (very) sight, addressed Him (as follows) with joined palms in a voice choked with 
emotion. (21) 

H^tlH 3r*J.' 

44T 44: $BlkHIBMI4 J^uil^qiil I 

MHIo(-c4lJ14J|-rfyI-_4 xraT8T4FRTT4TSa4 44: I 

^gT4 ijlMH 44: 444JUig I 

44T JJ^HHI'-IMjU|fc|H^|'4 1^1 

44t W* #4spft i crrcjbrro <*>wuq 444 404M4IH, i w i 

44: cE4<3HI4T4 44: ^LlrtMlPr-rq I 44: 444T TOanT RM 

44: i 4444(441414 44njs^84f| TnfaT’JtR^i 

44 -JTrrarTT 31lfahff4 4 IftgMl ^hH-M^-jchRurTH. RV9 I 

TiHT^g f? zm 44T?s: i --K-jw-Jd crto 4r3^n43[4*J4 \?c\ 
4-i'iM^npTi'ajrrnT yw^<*Hm,tfr^diH.i <*>wiai 43 RTf^m: r^i 

34444 grTS444n4444T -srmr: 44 i 444T 444T4 W4444rj44f4: 13° i 

gt <juFiM^sgrTfa 4Tg 34444: 444,14 TTrs^rT ?f4 4414 i3’J 

PlRdld^^nm 4534 XTTTfTS^ra #44 I ^di-fyii.c^TWia 4T84f?4v T% quriHpi I3B I 

gig# 4T44t 4jgr ^mrm s? 444#: i 414^4414^141 4f: 4jrgT 44 44 ibb i 

cBdHlfu 4 344 4Tq4444, | 44434ff4f34 44JT4T kh^dlRm: I B-* I 

gsrur# cF2jt ijyivjtun^n: mbimi 44: i Rrar 44 134^ niadi 44 4i?j4 i B^ i 

44 HKI4P1: 4T$n3(44T3TTf44i 7Tf?T: I R^d ^T:IB^I 

Hqi kHHI mgTRT MlddTsigi I ^TPTBd 4 7T#T dld*Ri 4WI44: I ^v9 I 

The Pracetas said: Hail, hail to You, who relieve Yourdevotees of (all) afflictions, whose 
excellent virtues and names have been declared(by the Vedas) as the source of all blessings 
and who surpass in quickness both mind and speech ! Hail again to You, the way of whose 
approach lies beyond the range of all the senses ! (22) Hail to You who are unconditioned 
and serene by virtue of Your being (ever) established in Your essential nature, and in whom 
duality falsely appears due to (the existence of) the mind ! Hail to You. who for the purposes 
of creation, preservation and dissolution of the universe assume various forms (the forms 
of Brahma, Visnu and Siva) through the attributes (Sattva. Rajas and Tamas) of Maya! (23) 
Hail to You, known by the name of Sri Hari and consisting of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and 
Tamas, whose realization puts an end to (the cycle of) transmigration! Hail to Sri Krsna. son 
of Vasudeva, the Lord of (all) devotees! (24) Obeisance to You who have a lotus sprung from 
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Your navel! Obeisance to You who are adorned with a wreath of lotuses ! Obeisance to 
You, whose feet resemble a pair of lotuses I And obeisance to You, O Lord with lotus-like 
eyes ! (25) Salutations to You, who are clad in stainless robes yellow as the filaments of a 
lotus! (Once more) we offer our obeisance to You, the abode of all creatures as well as their 
Seer. (26) To us, who are afflicted (with threefold agonies), You have revealed Your form, 
which puts an end to all miseries! What other favour could be bestowed (on us)? (27) Only 

this much should be done by masters who are fond of the poor that they remember the latter 
at the opportune moment as their own. O Destroyer of all that is inauspicious; for such 
remembrance brings solace to those who are thus remembered. Seated within the heart 
even of the most insignificant creatures as their Inner Controller, how could You fail to know 
that which is sought by us (Your votaries) hankering after some object ? (28-29) To us, that 
have won the pleasure of the Lord (Yourself)—who is not only the teacher showing us (the 
way to) final beatitude but (our) goal too—that (Your pleasure) alone is the desired boon, O 
Lord of the universe I (30) Yet, O Lord, we do seek one boon from You—who are beyond 
(even) Prakrti (the ultimate cause of the world). And indeed there is no limit to Your glories: 
that is why You are extolled under the name of Ananta (the Infinite)! (31) When the celestial 
tree of Parijata is easily got, a bee does not resort to another. (Even so) having directly 
reached the soles of Your feet, what other things should we seek (from You) ? (32) So long 
as we revolve in the whirligig of birth and death under the impulse of our actions, dominated 
as we are by Your Maya (deluding potency), let us have in every life the fellowship of Your 
loving devotees. (33) We are not prepared to equate with the fellowship of Your loving 
devotees, enjoyed even for halfa moment, the delights of paradise nor (even) final beatitude 
(freedom from birth and death), much less the blessings sought by mortal men. (34) (For) 
in the company of such devotees are sung the delightful stories (of Sri Hari) which slake the 
thirst for enjoyment, and we find no enmity with nor fear of any kind for any being. (35) In 
their midst is glorified Bhagavan Narayana Himself, the goal of the recluses, through 
beautiful stories again and again by men who are free from attachment. (36) How can the 
meeting of such devotees of Yours, who go about (from place to place) with the intention of 
purifying the sacred places with (the touch of) their feet, not be welcome to him who is afraid 
of transmigration ? (37) 

^f 3 HT&r*M|cH TtTOFT TR?^: I 

Fft fht: ft 1341 

Fst: 7prg: y-fTTfedl I 

3TR7T FFT: WTS FcfTTUT 1^1 

<*JEtT cpfmt F uRfliquilij i^ol 

3tdyU|J.I 3Tfa FJcRFSTt FnSSrFHF Tjuffa: I** I 

FF: FFTF TJWF FFF g | dltyMW FtFTF ^ZT FFFF FF: L4? I 

As for ourselves, O Lord, we have, through a moment's association only with Your 

beloved friend, Lord Siva (the Source of this world), found today our refuge directly in You, 
the best physician for the malady of birth and death, so very difficult to cure. (38) Whatever 
we have properly studied (at the house of our teacher), the efforts we have made to propitiate 

our teachers, the Brahmanas and the elders by constantly waiting on them, the salutations 
we have offered to (all) worthy men as well as to our kinsmen and brothers, nay, to (all) living 

beings in an uncavilling spirit, the austerities duly practised by us in water for a long time 
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without food—all this, 0 Lord, we desire to convert into a means of pleasing You, the all- 
pervading Spirit. (39-40) Swayambhuva Manu, Brahma (the self-born) and Lord Siva (the 
Source of the universe) and others whose intellect has been purified through asceticism and 
Self-Realization (constantly) extol You, though unable to perceive the end of Your glory. 
Hence we (too) glorify You according to our own (poor) lights. (41) Hail to You, the Supreme 
Purusa, the same to all and untainted by Maya. Obeisance to Lord Vasudeva, who is 
(absolute) Sattva personified ! (42) 

4OT 337w 

ff?T irdcilftlTf^npTT sTiriwSWIg I 

3Tfr55HT 3Tt ^jmTRWT3T3: 1*3 I 

3T8J fojfa yfortldl^dR 34-elh: I 3T ^TT fRfcjfoctlfeX 1**1 

fldbfym^dl I trfT facJT*>£f SFTJ *iddcfc fcjld-13 l*c^ I 

^WRlfrtk44IUTiwl^,hl-L 3T83 T93l4g: I 3TRTrT: WTFTTR TJTFT 31^dI R3: 1*3 I 

'dyw^iBi ^ ^ftprt htt i sracrt^r sqfesT: *3H9jgn*\9i 

ct 3 srpn 3dIR-311y,Mi|fM4 I 33T gift'd: l*£l 

3TTH 3TTWf chlrtfd^d I 3: TTCTsf 5RH fgl: H ^ 33d I fed: 1*8 I 

-4141414: H4W4lWl 33T I tddThKd ST^ITir cF3nT 38*4^3^ 1 4o1 

3 y-4l^k8ll4W4lfelfafa3 ^ I ^JTT3T 4J$5TS^IT8J H 3 TkfikjTTMriX > W I 

W AdHI^JIui wrtw ^33% miTSSTR: l3o I 

Maitreya went on : Thus glorified the Pracetas and (highly) pleased with them, Sri Hari, 
who is full of affection for those seeking refuge in Him and is possessed of irresistible might, 
said,"Be it so!" and returned to His own (divine) Abode, even though the princes, whose eyes 
had not been sated with His sight, did not want that He should go. (43) Now the Pracetas 
emerged from the water of the ocean-like lake and were filled with anger to see the earth 
covered (all over) with trees, that had grown (very) tall as if to block the way to heaven. (44) 
Then, like Kalagnirudra (the god of destruction presiding over the all-destroying fire) at the 
dissolution of the three worlds, they breathed out fire and wind through their mouths in rage, 
O king, in order to strip the earth of all vegetation. (45) Seeing the trees being reduced to 
ashes, Brahma (the creator) arrived (there) and pacified the sons of Barhisman by words of 

wisdom. (46) Seized with terror, such of the trees as had survived (destruction) bestowed 
their daughter upon the Pracetas under the advice of Brahma (the self-born). (47) Bowing 

to the commands of Brahma, the Pracetas too married Marisa (the daughter of the trees), 
through whom Daksa, (a mind-born) son of Brahma (who himself owed his existence to the 
birthless Lord Narayana) was reborn as a result of his having slighted the great Lord 
Siva.(48) He was the same Daksa who begot, as directed by God. progeny of his choice at 
the dawn of the Manvantara presided over by Caksu (the sixth Manu), the former creation 
having been dissolved by flux of time. (49) Even while being born, he overshadowed with 
his own splendour the brilliance of all resplendent beings and they called him Daksa 
(dextrous) because of his proficiency in rituals. (50) Having installed him (to the office of the 

chief of the lords of created beings), Brahma (the beginningless creator) appointed him to 
the task of extending and preserving the creation, while he (in his turn) charged all the other 
lords of creation with their respective duties. (51) 
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Thus ends the thirtieth discourse in Book Four of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3?$cFf^TtS£im: 
Discourse XXXI 

The story of the Pracetas 

rtrT 3TT3J£rt8f3T^iifadHj I ^ I 

3tf8FTT I ^dl-oni f^% elcoi^i I ^ I 

dlfaWdyiulMFlcMl^ fctdlfHI< ^N-dUMIdfai^HJ 

4lPjidiwd: y<iy\syl Ft RTT^: I $ I 

dMMId F 33JTF yfuiUdJlfad-il ^ I F8JTF3T ^mldManf^ I * I 

Maitreya continued : After that (i.e., after enjoying earthly and celestial pleasures for 

a million years—vide verse 17 of the last discourse) when wisdom dawned on the Pracetas, 

they remembered the words of Lord Visnu (vide verse 18 of the same discourse) and, 
leaving their wife (Marisa) to the care of their son (Daksa), immediately quitted their home 

(by way of renunciation). (1) On the seashore in the west, where (the celebrated sage) Jajali 
had attained perfection (in the form of God-Realization) they took a vow of enquiry into the 

Supreme Spirit, which culminates in the realization of the same as the one animating 

principle permeating all life. (2) The sage Narada; who deserves the praise of gods and 
demons (alike), saw (called on) the Pracetas, who had fully controlled their breath, mind, 
speech and sight, who could remain squatting in a particular posture as long as they would, 

keeping their body absolutely motionless and straight, and had concentrated their mind on 

the transcendent Brahma untainted by Maya. (3) Seeing him come, they rose (from their 

seat), fell prostrate at his feet, welcomed him and worshipped him with due ceremony. And 

when he was comfortably seated they spoke to him (as follows). (4) 

WMlrt % fc^gj-541 Ft ^5TF FF: I FF ■oi^OiHui si 4^1*4 F8JT I M I 

TO rt I F^ ^ ITCTORT yTF^T:§rfqF STFt I ^ I 

rT5T: yaidMI&MId^H FFFSTd^MMJ -qdl^JFT dR bit I Ml ^Fft 'MctUHUHJ « I 

The Pracetas said : Welcome is your visit (to this place) today, O celestial sage! Thank 
God that you have appeared before us. Your going about (from place to place), like the 

revolution of the sun, O holy one, brings fearlessness (to the world). (5) What was taught (to 

us) by Lord Siva and Bhagavan Visnu (who is beyond sense-perception) has almost been 

forgotten (by us), strongly attached as we were to our home, O master. (6) Therefore, kindle 
(once more) in us the light of spiritual wisdom, revealing the truth of things, whereby we may 

easily cross the ocean of mundane existence, which is so difficult to cross. (7) 

ffH y-ddUl ^ FFFTjTKFT Tjft: I FFFFtFF^^FFt 3TTfegTFn5Tcrte|FFL I c I 

Maitreya went on : Requested thus by the Pracetas, the divine sage Narada, whose 
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mind had entered the most glorious Lord, addressed those rulers of men (as follows).(8) 

Rift ehqffui R^riJRRRRT era I ^JUTT ifR? f%RTRTT ?fr%T: I ^ I 

I ch4FMc11 yifiyRK: tjgrsfo fR^JRJRT I ^ o I 

i <3pg*n ctr m i 9J?|R rHTRT cJT 

cTT RTRR Tm°OR I RT iHlpMRRSJ R ityi^ydl #: I w I 

ityRmfi fHmnitqi flqfiugfa: I RRRIRfa RHTRT gfRTRHSSRIR: T5JR: I ^ I 

RTSJT HTTtfc^fRRetRR tfzrfRT RRRP8rg#5TR3T: I 

ymfmguig Raik<Miufi Rsra i w i 

zr?}R ^R: tJRS RfFTR I 

RRTfR RRt feRMi^-Mlfn R8IT ^trac) <juiye<i$: 1^1 

ttprct^ rrsrn^iRTR: rr RfrfsrnR Rfarj^sn itot i 

^tsiRrar strafa (iH^iTf>ai 5rafen?rRf^rwRra: i^i 

W R’qW9HR:y<*>l$ll ‘RR^R RRT R R^ri^RTTR I 

T1R RR j^rfuT RlRRRRRRftrfR 3JRTg: l*V9 I 

RReFRTRT1RRRRRf|Rt SFTcR 5RTTR *JRR RR^TR. I 

RFT3RTT SRRRpraRT?RTrtrat^raR I ? CI 

Narada said : That birth, those actions, that period of life, that mind and that speech 
alone of human beings are worth anything in this world, through which Sri Hari, the almighty 
Lord and the Soul of the universe, is resorted to. (9) Of what avail to a man in this world are 
the threefold birth—viz., through good parentage, through investiture with the sacred thread 
and through consecration (as a preparation for the performance of a sacrifice)—duties 
enjoined by the three Vedas, or even a span of life extending to the life-time of a god ? Again, 
of what use is learning or asceticism or flowery speech, or the (unique) faculty of attending 
to a number of things at one and the same time? Or, what benefit shall a man derive from 
a penetrating intellect, strength of body or the keenness of the senses? Or what shall a man 
gain by (the eight forms of) Yoga (such as Pranayama), Sarikhya (the knowledge of the Spirit 
as being distinct from the body etc.), Samnyasa (renunciation), or a study of the Vedas? And 
what benefit will flow to him from other means to the attainment of salvation (such as sacred 
observances and dispassion) if all these are not employed in the service of Sri Hari, who 
bestows His very Self (on His devotees)? (10—12) Truly speaking, (the realization of) the 
Self is the culmination of all blessings. And Sri Hari (alone ) is the beloved Self of all living 
beings and it is He who enables the JIva to realize its true character. (13) Even as the stem, 
boughs and side-branches of a tree are nourished by watering its roots and just as all 
the Indriyas (the senses of perception as well as the organs of action) are nourished 

by sustaining life through food, so by offering worship to the immortal Lord all are 
worshipped.(14) Even as water (in the form of rain-drops) emanates from (the rays of) the sun 
during the rainy season and returns to the same source in the dry season and just as (the 
physical bodies of all) mobile and immobile creatures evolve from the earth and return to the 
earth, so does this animate and inanimate creation (which is product of Matter) proceeds from 
Sri Hari and returns to Him. (15) As sunshine has no existence apart from the sun, this (material) 
creation is (no other than) that (well-known) absolute (unqualified) essence of the Universal 
Spirit (wherefrom it has evolved), inasmuch as it appears (like a phantom only) at times (and 
remains out of sight at other times) even as the Indriyas (the senses of perception as well as 
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the organs of action) appear (to function) in the waking state and remain dormant in sound 
sleep. As a matter of fact, however, (the three modifications of the ego in the shape of) the 
five gross elements, the five organs of action and the five senses of perception as well as the 
phantom of diversity arising from it are (ever) absent in Him. (16) Just as clouds, darkness 
and light appear, O rulers of the globe, and disappear in the sky by turns so do the potencies 
of Brahma in the form of Rajas, Tamas and Sattva appear and then disappear in the 
Absolute. So does the process (of creation and dissolution) continue uninterrupted.(17) 
Therefore (since He is the Cause of all), worship you as one with yourselves Sri Hari (the 
Ruler even of the highest gods, Brahma and others) Himself, the one (undifferentiated) Soul 
of all embodied existences, who is (the same as) Time (the efficient cause), the Unmanifest 
(the material cause) and the Supreme Purusa (the doer), and who has by His energy (in the 
shape of Consciousness) cast out the material creation. (18) 

’i'-i'-ii TRJtpIT ^TR %R I hc| 1-5.4 m 311*^1 'r(UjrUli( -HHIdH: 1^1 

*TTf?T %sfcr;§T7: *RT f| Ro I 

r *nrfR *r 3^n ffrryRTRiyRmT r?i: i 

fessriR ttrj i ? ^ i 

flraR^RRI RRTSJR*J fgqRRRTR fepJTSJ URcl^UI: | 

R ^HTTR fRU^cjRd^l: W.UHHhT^4MIR fFTjT: I I 

By kindness to all living beings, by remaining contented with anything whatsoever and 
by taming the senses Lord Janardana is soon propitiated. (19) Lured into the heart of pious 
souls—rid of all cravings and (thus) purged of all dross by their constantly growing 
devotion—the imperishable Lord surely does not escape from it any more than the ether 
locked in it, (thereby) proving His amenability to the control of His servants. (20) Sri Hari, who 
loves the destitute looking upon Him as their (only) wealth, and knows the bliss inherent in 
Devotion, does not accept the worship of those foolish men who through their pride of 
learning, affluence, pedigree and (remarkable) deeds show disrespect to such destitute 
devotees. (21) How can a man who has any sense of gratitude in him give up even for a while 
(the thought of) Him who has no regard (even) for Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity 
and His own Consort)—even though She (ever) waits on Him—much less for kings (rulers 
of men) and gods seeking Her favour—inasmuch as He is perfect in Himself—but who is 
(nonetheless) subject to the will of His sen/ants ? (22) 

fTR 3I#TRT URd^SJT: I TJTR: I I 

R5TR r^rtr-ttr <7# i hrtr UIN-rtW^ft 13*1 

RRRimftR R RFRggiR I 5RTRRT RT7RRI ^RdTlRHH, 13^ I 

Maitreya resumed : Having thus told the Pracetas what has been reproduced just now 
and discoursed on other topics relating to the Lord, O Vidura. the sage Narada (son of 
Brahma, the self-born) returned to the abode of Brahma. (23) Having heard the praises of 
Sri Hari—which wipe out the sms of the world, and which were uttered by the mouth of 
Narada—and contemplating on His feet, the Pracetas too attained to His realm. (24) I have 
thus repeated to you. O Vidura. the dialogue between the Pracetas and Narada, containing 
the praises of Sri Hari—which was all you asked me. (25) 

mr* Rctfw 

^ TR jRTRRRI RTRcPRTRgftrH: I %T: failfH^-llfa fRiTT^t flRrfn 13^1 
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Sri Suka continued : I have thus told you (all) about the posterity of Uttanapada, the 
(vounqerrson of SwJyambhuva Menu. (Now) O jewel of kings, hear about he hne of 

Priyavrata (his elder son) as well, who, having received instruction 
Narada, and subsequently enjoyed the sovereignty of he g obe, divided 

among his sons and duly attained to the divine Abode. (26-27) 

^ 3 ehWtfauiludfftfai i 

Vidura was overwhelmed with emotion when he heard the sacred sto^ interspersed 
with an account of the invincible Lord Sri Hari, as told by the sage Ma.treya (the son of 
Kusaru). With his eyes full of tears he bore the sage's feet on his head and installed (an image 

of) Sri Hari's feet in his heart. (28) 
TWgT 3W7W 

TtgratfiR, tfcWJIIHIRT I ^fTTT 

Vidura said : Your merciful self, O great Yogi, has brought me within sjght or the other 

shore of (the ocean of) ignorance, where dwells Sri Han, who (Himself) goes to meet those 

that have nothing to call their own. (29) ^ _ 

f^i Trawf^llWRT Wl TO P#TT^:l?ol 

TJtt: Tm ^*^**^1 ^T: ^ ' 

smwiati wjk mkm^-w'i ^rsai^M^iWk-vHi Rfwrar 

^TcT2I: TZFT'ZX: TmTFT: 

2& rmfl 

Sri Suka went on ■ With these (polite) words (expressive of gratitude) Vidura bowed low 

mzmssmmm 
and prosperity. (31) 

Thus ends the thirty-first discourse entiiled "The story of the Pracetas , in Book 
Four of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana. otherw.se 

known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. composed 
by the sage Vedavyasa and consisting of 

eighteen thousand Slokas. 

«. J>». v?'. M rzjrrzs 

c end of book four 
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SrTmad Bhagavata Mahapurana 
Book Five 
Discourse I 

The story of Priyavrata 

ftragrfr vrFraH 3tic*mi«i: ^ i ijtswr *4=*-y.- -qrm^: i ^ 1 

^ Hi^vini rg^m i 4ttt 191 

TT^rTT farat a-d^VHlt+iMId^l: I t$|i||[d4dfdTlHi ^ ^71% T*7?mfrT: I ? I 

tT?T^ ^ dKHIK^dlfdM I T^rT^I Wlf^J^lfr ^ nfdT^jdT I * I 

The king (Parlksit) said: Priyavrata was a (great) devotee of the Lord and revelled in 
the Self. How did he, O sage, rejoice in family life, which obscures one's true nature and 
subjects one to the bondage of actions ? (l)Certainly it is not desirable, O chief of the 
Brahmanas, that people like him, who are free from attachment, should get identified with 
their home in this way. (2) indeed, O Brahmana sage, exalted souls whose mind has found 
peace in the (cool) shade of the feet of Sri Hari (enjoying excellent renown)cannot conceive 
a fond attachment to their family. (3) I have this great doubt in my mind. O holy Brahmana, 
as to how Priyavrata, who was attached to his wife, house, children and so on, attained 
perfection and (what is still more difficult) come to develop unswerving devotion to Lord Sri 
Krsna. (4) 

3n<dPyid^d4l^ldcjdM^4tdP4dchglf 

fafafrrUNfafcdi ^f?ra?rqf Py^dd: 

lannnid'dl HK<i'W ^<UM44c)ai^^ldJldL|J'MiaiflrlTcj'l grgmrrn -^ff^ C-MHI uTlicirLidcd- 

MRMIHHI^I^Myd^dUmu')chl-d^Mdr^n WNdimMpEfrTT TOR qi^d.3 iiqitxiqy mm mi lil^VM 

iEli5tCaijiL!hH!EirJEElliEiEE<H!lElEiUBCIEK; 
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trtiiti itrartrUrirto Sticrti Urtrti- 

Sri Suka said : What you have stated is (quite) right. They, however, whose mind is 
engrossed in enjoying the (sweet) honey of the charming feet of Lord Sri Hari (of exalted 
fame) do not generally give up their most blessed path (habit) of listening to the narrative of 
the Lord, who is the beloved of His devotees and ascetics of the highest order, even though 
it may be (temporarily) obstructed by some impediments. (5) And it is a well-known fact, O 
king, that when that prince Priyavrata—who was a supreme devotee of the Lord and had 
through the adoration of Narada's feet easily come to know the true nature of the highest 
Reality, and was about to undertake a vow of (lifelong)contemplation on the Spirit—was 
called upon by his father (Swayambhuva Manu) to rule over the earth because of his being 
a unique repository of hosts of excellent virtues mentioned in the scriptures, he did not 
welcome it, although the command (of his father) was inviolable; for he had through constant 
absorption of his mind in Lord Vasudeva completely resigned all the activities of his senses 
and organs of action to Him and he thought that on his assuming the reins of government 
(the true nature of) his self would be obscured by (contact with) the non-self, even though 

the latter has no reality. (6) 

3T2T IT HMclHinffte TJ^T MUlPcWIW 

SIlritMlPHTRadPi^hP-i^MUIMRdPtjd: I '31 TT 7TT WTHTT <j^mPciR<4 

xrfgr Ml«l cl^cvSa^T: P^^I-y^l^^KU|MPdJ|uUMMlMHM') 

I C I c^Pm'^'MITH ftclt p6<ut|<i^ijM<n*iHH: 

^TF PMdl4dl'3-yiHcif6rti3*rH*MdWJ I I ^Kd d^M-Plni^Oi: 

^cHcfl^Pdd-ilMPdddUMIUllddl'I^d^: Py^ddMlPdMd MPT UdM^Mcd'l* ?PT 5I0M I ^ ° I 

Thereupon the glorious Brahma (the self-born), the first among the gods—who kept 
himself acquainted with the designs of all the worlds, being ever engaged in the thought of 
promoting the creation, which is a product of the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti) came 
down (to the earth) from his abode (the Brahmaloka), surrounded by all the (four) Vedas (in 
visible form) and his retinue (consisting of the sage Marlci and others). (7) Shining like the 
moon and being worshipped at many points on his way through the heavens by the foremost 
among the gods, who rode in their aerial cars, and glorified along the route in separate groups 
by troops of Siddhas (a class of heavenly beings endowed with supernatural powers from 
their very birth), Gandharvas (celestial songsters), Sadhyas (another class of celestial 
beings), Caranas (celestial bards) and sages, he approached the prince, illumining the 
(entire) valley of Mount Gandhamadana (by his brilliance). (8) Recognizing there from his 
mount, a swan, that he was no other than his father, the glorious Brahma, Narada (the 
celestial sage) quickly rose and waited upon him with articles of worship along with the father 
(Swayambhuva Manu) and son (Priyavrata), his palms joined (in prayer). (9) The glorious 
Brahma too, the first among embodied beings, who was offered (many an article of) worship 
(by Narada) and whose hosts of virtues, coming down to the earth (to bless his devotees), 
and excellent glories were sung in appropriate words, spoke as follows to Priyavrata, casting 

at him a smiling look full of compassion indeed. (10) 

mvmFpnw 

Rratsj dlddMd dcTtfa 

■p^pt HrT tht pg Pd^ii 

P tTFT chPvtMrlMTTT T^IPT PT T TOTH 

W: T9KT PT ^PT f^FPT 

c^n4wy£wH.i 

PPT fejRjni 

■ MHIMtlf PTI 

TPpjfgrWTcL1 VI I 
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&-Kr*T*1ifrTr3?r:t:*rfTv^rr9rtr1ririTvn&*yrr^^±t:*rxr^&&v**tr**r ft iririrtr ****** n*f***r ft**** trtrtirltr 

nzm wra to ^ vn«hN wft tot *rarei 

TnTO ^T ^^JIMoy'<W(d.a TOHT^ £T^ I I 

«Tgrf%r a-oyi ■^pToF^mr^T: <hckiWoh '^Tlf^TrfT: I 

■ar^rifr stR-wii^M tot totct fgFrt ^rp-K: i ^ i 

f?TTf^nj? ira^gql^ T[^ W TJTOpfa^l 

TOTO TTtTTO^^tT HTSiycT^TOTPSTT JS[ TOTOT: I I 

The glorious Brahma said : Listen, dear child : I speak this truth to you. You ought not 

to find fault with the Lord, who cannot be known through the ordinary means of cognition, and 
whose bidding we all compulsorily obey—I as well as Lord Siva (the Source of the entire 

universe), yourfather (Swayambhuva Manu) and this great seer (Narada, your preceptor).(11) 

No embodied creature is capable of undoing what He has ordained, through asceticism or 
erudition, through Yogic power or intellectual acumen, through affluence or religious merit, 

with the help of another or by oneself. (12) Living beings, dear Priyavrata, ever maintain their 
connection with a body, bestowed on them by the unmanifest Lord, for (going through the 
experiences of) birth and death, grief, infatuation and fear, joy and sorrow, as well as for doing 

work. (13) Fastened strongly, dear child, to a big rope in the form of the Word of God with 
the tight strings of the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti), as well as of duties and denominations 

bearing the stamp of these Gunas, we all bear offerings to God even as quadrupeds with a 

string passed through their nostrils bear loads for human beings. (14) Taking whatever form 
the Lord has ordained for us according to our attachment to actions dominated by a particular 
Guna (mode of Prakrti), and conducted by Him even as the blind are led by one endowed 

with vision, we undergo pleasurable or painful experiences decreed by God, O dear 

Priyavrata. (15) 

TprfrsftT I 

■Jrarpp uPdTOldst: jpiM 

TOrrei wro: arret 1 

fsrM^rororerasrer -«jFrsre: fg> ^ cm^c^hj *V9 i 

<T: Pci R*i •* H «=( m i u 11 I-ifcl^ <rrld ^4*^1 

3Tr0frT ^TTFTO ATTOUFL ^ffTO TOT ^4 I 

^ojRT^I^fVIfltl^ehlVI^nrTOt fdPddq^'HLI'3: I 

rarorre^: ■jpsreriHi 

Reaping the fruit of his destiny without identifying himself with the body, even a liberated 
soul maintains it till that destiny has been reaped, even as one who has woke up from sleep 

still remembers what one experienced in a dream; but he no longer indulges in actions or 
cravings which may invest him with another body. (16) He who has not been able to subdue 

his senses is exposed to the fear of rebirth even though he may roam about from forest to 

forest; for the six (internal) foes (in the shape of the five senses and the mind that have not 
been controlled) are (ever) with him. (On the other hand,) what harm can the home do to 
the wise man who has subdued his senses and delights in the Self? (17) He who is keen 

to subdue the (above-mentioned) six foes should in the first instance strive to conquer them 

while remaining at home; for he alone who has ensconced himself in a stronghold is able to 

overcome even powerful enemies. When these (internal) foes grow weak, the wise man may 
roam about at will. (18) Resorting to the citadel of the lotus-like feet of the Lord whose navel 
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is the seat of a lotus, you have thoroughly conquered the six enemies. (Therefore, first) enjoy 
on this earth the blessings bestowed (on you) by that Supreme Person and (then), wholly 
freed from attachment, be established in the Self. (19) 

^fcT qmfaPstrr ngimnMd) rra^ncRflf^rrryrr ctrefafa 
I dictum TpftT ^I^Ucf,r^TdlMp€rPl: Pyi|?tdHK«t4ltfifNM- 

TO5rapiraHWTOi;i ^ I 

Sri Suka continued : Thus instructed, Priyavrata (that eminent devotee of the Lord) 
most respectfully accepted the command of the glorious Brahma (the preceptor of the three 
worlds) with the words "Very well !," his head bent low as a token of his smallness 
(humility).(20) The glorious Brahma too, who was duly honoured by Manu, left for his abode 
(the Brahmaloka), contemplating on his own asylum (the supreme Brahma)—who is beyond 
the ken of speech and mind and is incapable of being dealt with—while Priyavrata and 
Narada kept gazing on him with a serene look. (21) 

Tirofa yfauftydudusii: ^rNcju^ddidtvdundHytinu^Hftyrd^^ stmmzr 

WqMfriretMUrUblurciM^dlVNIVIMI MPimi ffcT F ^ TT dMdlMPd(iV cA 

Pt^rvidcbUffKldiltliRdH'ddg'ysq,fldM'(T^'Mi<a4*t 

MRtPdMdchqiuivi4iye<didN)sfq-qpT^Hr^di M^idH^dvivim 133 i3T2r^ryf?5dj g-dmdP4^r*4TJT 

Hmi I 31HHIPd^'<1 d^ 1^c-1 JlJJu<Rdl^dM^-HMIPdfw JlPdijl^1 

Tt^ tj,c)lPddlMM: RA I tr^rt ^Ism^lcfTT: ItcR ffa ^ StW^tcHdWfrl 3tl^^MIW’Nlc*ldK'«T 

<J)dqfryui: MKH^Wqui^mrm^PT I ^ IdifU^F'^T-iMVIHVPlcHI: LC(q'M<J: ■Hcficd'dldPidiMIcfraHI 

crRJ^cJFI ^TTHHT VKUI^dW ^l4T=j{U||{Pc)Md.irciJdfUltu||pc|J|rcddUti1'itreWqiJ||jj^m 

MpWlPetdRTid'MWI^ ^Mpd fHMi ^dHTltlrit'^yr-|J|ldJ-4dlriidfdldlri<JMrdV)t|U| WMTc(: I W I 

'dliliui WJ: TJ^T atiy-jrmfdlM'Hl T^TfftT H-c|.d<lfyMd'4:1 "RC I 

Manu too, whose ambition (of bequeathing the kingship to his son and retiring to the 

woods for meditation and worship) was thus fulfilled by Brahma (the highest of the gods), 
appointed Priyavrata (his son) with the concurrence of Narada (the foremost of celestial 
sages) to maintain stability of rule on the terrestrial globe and himself gave up the desire of 
enjoying home life, which is like a most fearful lake full of poisonous water in the shape of 
sensuous pleasures. (22) Thus appointed by God's will to do work, the emperor (Priyavrata), 
whose impurities of mind had been burnt, nay, who had become (extremely) pure by virtue 
of constant meditation on the feet of the Lord, the most ancient Person—whose supreme 
glory is capable of destroying the bondage of the entire creation—ruled over the earth just 
in order to show his great regard for the exalted (by obeying their command). (23) He then 
married a daughter, named Barhismati, of Viswakarma (the architect of the gods), a lord of 
created beings; and how wonderful that through her he actually begot ten sons—who were 
evidently as great as he in amiability, virtues, actions, comeliness of form and prowess—as 
well as a daughter, OrjaswatT by name, who was younger than all of them. (24) They all bore 
the names of the fire-god, viz., Agnidhra, Idhmajihva, Yajnabahu/MahavTra, Hiranyareta 
Ghrtaprstha, Savana, Medhatithi, Vltihotra and Kavi. (25) Three of these—Kavi, Mahavira 
and Savana—were lifelong celibates; they took to a study of the science of Self-Knowledge from 
their very infancy and (eventually) entered the order of recluses. (26) Continuing in that Asrama 
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(stage of life) and given to (perfect) self-controi, these foremost seers indeed wonderfully 
attained absolute self-identity with the Lord, who is the very Self, nay, the Inner Controller 
of all living beings and whom they realized within the heart, purified by virtue of their 
uninterrupted and supreme Devotion resulting from their ceaseless remembrance of the 
charming lotus-like feet of Bhagavan Vasudeva, the abode of all species of living beings and 
the asylum of the fear-stricken. (27) By another wife too he had three sons—Uttama, Tamasa 

and Raivata, each of whom presided over a Manvantara (associated with his name). (28) 

TO* mi 
(Three of) his sons being thus given to self-control, the high-minded emperor (Priyavrata) 

ruled over the globe for 1,10,00,00,000 years. (During his reign) the enemies of righteousness 
were scared away by the very twang of the bow-string pulled by his stout arms, possessed 
of (inordinate) strength, which consummated all his efforts without any obstruction. Nay, like 

a man who has forgotten his self, he had his judgment clouded as it were by Barhismati's daily 

growing expressions of excessive joy (on his visiting her), her rising from the seat and going 
forth to meet him, amatory gestures natural to women, smiles and glances half-concealed 

by bashfulness and delightful jokes etc. (29) 

^M^MrFrdlMp^dird^yy^rci^^TfaH-^ tot ^rtfOTOT TOTmfrr fOT chRwtmlPd 

3TTTT^OT ^kTT: W sJM: 13^1 

OTTT TISiraTs^ r^UIMHd TTOTTH dMcj^Ldl: I ^ I 

arm^-widttli'^OTsPi*1nui)d^idiott OTtOT: w £|lnRi3t $ c| | Vergil MW 4RI 

fn^Py Tjy^yRd Mi^iPd^ 

^fi^dlMPdX^dHIrM^IHl^P^^^^ell^P^^Ucirdl^d^&tTfMgtdlPd^Nfi^l^ W#- 

^ehPwH^AdlRjMPrt I dPTIVHTT TnOTSJSROTTRTT^ ^OTPff -^TUT 

OToy^fn 1 3* 1 

xpTT OTlftTTOT pHdN4jJUIHI^I 

fOT Pd^Pd^ld: Ffr diddl'd ildmyqMiiJ'TT IT ?qi 

(Once he observed that) even to the extent the glorious sun-god lights the earth's surface 
(viz., up to the Lokaloka mountain) in the course of his circuit round Mount Sumeru (the 
mountain of the gods), he shines only on one-half of that portion and leaves the other half 
shrouded in darkness. He (however) did not like this. His superhuman glory having been 
enhanced by virtue of his adoration of-the Lord, he thereupon like another sun made seven 
circuits (round the earth) after the sun, in his effulgent car, as swift as the sun, determined 
to turn night as well into day. (30) The tracks that were sunk by the fellies of the wheels of 
his chariot came to be the most celebrated seven oceans, which divided the earth into (what 
are known as) the seven Dwipas (or main divisions). (31) The Dwipas are (severally) known 
as Jambudwipa, Plaksadwlpa, Salmalidwipa, Kusadwipa, Krauncadwipa, Sakadwlpa and 
Puskaradwlpa. As regards dimensions, each succeeding one is twice as large as the 
preceding one and is placed beyond the ocean and encircling it. (32) The seven oceans 
(severally) contain salt water, the juice of sugar-cane, wine, clarified butter, milk, fluid curds 
and pure water and serve as a moat as it were one for each of the seven Dwipas. They are 
equal in extent to the Dwipa enclosed by them and are situated one beyond and encircling 
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each of the seven DwTpas severally.* Priyavrata (the spouse of queen Barhismati) severally 
made his dutiful sons—AgnTdhra, Idhmajihva, Yajnabahu, Hiranyareta, Ghrtaprstha, 
Medhatithi and Vitihotra by name, each the ruler of one of these divisions—Jambudwipa and 
so on. (33) And his daughter, Urjaswati by name, he gave away to Usana (the sage 
Sukracarya, the preceptor of the Asura kings); it was of her that Devayani, the celebrated 
daughter of Sukracarya (nicknamed as Kavya or Kavi) was born. (34) Such an achievement 
on the part of devotees of the Lord (who measured the three worlds in a couple of strides)— 
devotees who by resorting to the dust of His feet have been able to conquer the six senses 
(the five senses and the mind)—is not to be wondered at; for even a pariah immediately 
shakes off his bondage if he utters the Lord's Name only once. (35) 

TRJMR 3tl<-qRl<?ct $<*Mlg I 3^ I 3T^T 3TTTT^4HPyri faRstS- 

<Pcj^Kn4dPdNMPe<M^I^-g ^fdrimT fcHl^i fltfnjftTfrT I 3^9 I 

M^adlUWIdiryJIdl^Urd-dHyTHI^y^riWI: '^rn?T<T ^j^rT^trrrf rT nf^T 

IjddRpqa fl^M^lPa^PdMM^ia P-tP^dPH^dl JJgld^Hfd^KHW^r ^4adV| HK<HI MddT 

4,H>c|l'iflHK I I 

Thus possessed of immeasurable strength and prowess, king Priyavrata once felt 
(much) disgusted at heart since he regarded himself very unhappy as it were on account of 

his contact with the world of master (a product of the three Gunas), which dogged him even 
after he had taken shelter under the feet of the celestial sage (Narada), and said this (to 
himself); (36) "Oh, what a wrong I have done in that I have (allowed) myself to be hurled by 
the senses into the terrible and deceptive pit of sensuous pleasures—which are products of 
Avidya (nescience)! Therefore enough, enough of these! Fie upon me, a veritable ape for 
the amusement of this woman!" In this way he condemned himself. (37) In the light of 

wisdom, recovered by the grace of the Supreme Deity, he proportionately divided the earth 
among his devoted sons and abandoned the queen, whom he had enjoyed as a source of 

pleasure, along with the imperial fortune, like a dead body; and, disgusted at heart (with this 
world) he followed once again the path (of renunciation) chalked out for him by the divine 
sage Narada, realizing in his heart the glory of the pastimes of Sri Hari (that had given him 
the strength to renounce his all). (38) 

f T^t VriteTT: — 

Py-Hdd<jR cftf I'STT HlMHjjUcbtl'eSS'lili cnTOTT^I I 

*£RT«JR fR "SR yRptRdHlfdP^: I WR R ^dRf<f~I fftT f^FTPT: I *0 | 

#4 chu'aRMH, 1 ^MH^RPya: 1 ^ 1 

ffff WT^Nt 4 U'feriwi 4VWISVlm: I ? I 

These are the verses actually sung of old in praise of Emperor Priyavrata :— 

' The relative position of the seven Dwipas and the seven oceans should be understood as given below. The first in 
order is Jambudwipa, which has a width of 8,00,000 miles and is girded by an ocean of salt water, equal in width to Jambudwipa. 
Beyond the ocean of salt water and twice as much in width (i. e., 16,00.000 miles wide) is Plaksadwipa, which is in its turn 
enclosed by an ocean containing the juice of sugar-cane and equal in width to the latter. On the other side of this ocean and 
twice as large in extent (i.e.. 32.00,000 miles wide) is Salmalidwipa, encircled by an ocean of wine as large as the Dwipa itself. 
Lying immediately after the ocean of wine and twice as large (or 64,00,000 miles wide) is KusadwTpa, surrounded by an ocean 
of clarified butter equal in width to Kusadwipa. On the outer coast of the ocean of clarified butter and twice as large (i.e., 
1,28.00,000 miles wide) is Krauhcadwipa, girded by an ocean of milk equal in width to the latter. Beyond the ocean of milk and 
twice as large in extent (i.e., 2,56,00,000 miles wide) is SSkadwipa, enclosed in its turn by an ocean of fluid curds as large as 
the Dwipa itself. On the other side of the ocean of fluid curds and twice as large (i.e.. 5.12,00,000 miles wide) is Puskaradwipa, 
itself encircled by an ocean of pure water equal in width to the latter. 
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"Who else than the almighty Lord could do the work accomplished by Priyavrata, who in 
his attempt to disperse the darkness (of night) produced the seven oceans out of the tracks 
sunk by the fellies (of the wheels of his chariot), nay, who divided the earth (into so many 

Dwlpas) for the convenience of living beings (inhabiting the same) and fixed the limits of 
every Dwtpa by allocating separate rivers, mountains and forests (to each). (39-40) Devoted 

to the servants of the Supreme Person, he looked upon as akin to hell the fortunes of the 

subterranean worlds, the heavenly regions and the terrestrial globe as well as those acquired 

through actions (performed in a previous existence) or Yoga (concentration of mind or mystic 
powers)." (41) 

Thus ends the first discourse, forming part of the story of Priyavrata's conquest, 

in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TSI SSJfFI: 
Discourse II 

An account of Agnldhra 

^ cT^^TTTFT 3TF5Tfcif 

^ I IT if cF^Tfrlfrq^t^i^nTT: 'WcHetPidlskldl 

T: yvxii 

if f^rprf 

Sri Suka began again : His father (Priyavrata) being thus engaged (in the practice of 
Devotion), Agnldhra, who followed his commands, duly protected the people of Jambudwipa 
as his own progeny, keeping his eye on Dharma (righteousness). (1) Seeking (an abode in) 
the realm of the manes (i.e., desirous of getting a worthy son), he collected (all) the requisites 
for worship and with (deep) concentration of mind and asceticism adored the glorious 
Brahma (the ruler of lords of created beings) in a valley of Mount Mandara (the pleasure- 
ground of celestial damsels). (2) Having come to know this, the glorious Brahma (the 
foremost of all created beings) sent down (to him) an Apsara (celestial nymph), Purvacitti by 
name, who used to sing in his court. (3) There was a most delightful garden attached to his 
hermitage. It contained ponds and lakes (full of lotus beds) that charmingly resounded with 
the cries of waterfowls, Karandavas (a species of ducks), swans and the like, that were 
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awakened (in their turn) by the notes uttered by pairs of land birds perched on golden 
creepers intertwined with the boughs of densely-growing trees of every description; and 
Purvacitti sauntered about that garden. (4) The steps she took in the course of her 
exceedingly graceful stroll exhibited the charm of her gait and at her every pace the beautiful 
ornaments she wore about her feet made a jingling sound, hearing which the prince slightly 
opened both his eyes—resembling a pair of lotus buds—till now closed in the practice of deep 
meditation, and espied her. (5) Like a female honey-bee the celestial damsel was enjoying 
the (sweet) odour of flowers not very far (from him), and carving a passage for Love (using 
flowers for his weapons) intolhe minds of men by (the witchery of) her gait, sport, bashful 

and modest-glances, musical voice and (graceful) limbs—all ravishing the mind and eyes of 
(both) gods and men. And her full breasts, head of hair and girdle were thrown into a state 
of charming agitation as she walked with quick paces, when assailed by swarms of honey¬ 
bees maddened by the sweet fragrance of (her breath in the form of) words—accompanied 
with a smile—that escaped from her mouth and which were (sweet) as nectar and 
(inebriating as) wine. The prince succumbed to the dominating influence of the most powerful 
god of love—who had found an open door to his heart the moment the prince saw her—and 
addressed her like a dunce in the following words:— (6) 

■9FT 7^ Pclchlcff^i ^ ^PHc*4 ffH hihiRh cfelfa vnraHH^eJdiyr: I 

fsWfa &FJSTT TJJTPJTOTT fdNd TTRtTTT.I 'S I 

Finnic* hI ^TToRT: yid^yci'l Vii’tfic<^kFcHldfdf<Ftld’d1 I 

'fct-A SJTTnr % 7TW I C I 

^4 »T*ra7T: trafnT TraftT TTR 

VjR^fWJTT cldVIKdr: I 1 

tft "y {UTM # 7Td irl <1UI i ^Jd7cMi-K=Hi *JU|cf|U 

dTSJT 4WI'HHIdMRfa: ^ rf cR&ci 7* I \ o I 

faf> TTWJ7T TTE& ^FTT ejfST: faTrTT it I 

Mffbocii: WSI# tf I n I 

click yc^ta ^tih niqcji ft yctcy I 

fcjnld st^'^d gaffl I 

^iT ^T5^cHqfruc;n»s;fcc(^- id cull: '^iHTT^lRtftWRT^rtT rt ^>uff | 

■dfsHnid^iH rs'Jtn^rcwvnr^fwst^^rdcki w fn^i 

<4)c>4-ft eh<H<i'Ji5ri: yd^-1 T^ST VtTTT Tt3ra?T5f^pJTT tf I 

TJ3?T T ft WIRt ekfftsfdHT IgTfcT TmtS- 7^7 ^raT^J ^ I 

<c\M cm'liH cmyicudi dMly sid'd chd flMHl 

^ duli'^fki w ttf for tiff fo w wrnfd tt ^ tr i 

T T^f cd'Jllfil diHci Is'd^cmTi 'yffH-Mdl H fotlld cfHHJ 

ttf -idH’jflci 7T fort <TcT: yfa^K-ij fyiai: Trf^TocT: I %% I 

"Who are you and what do you intend to do on this hill, O great sage ? Are you the 
inscrutable Maya (deluding potency) of the all-powerful Supreme Deity? (Pointing to her 
eyebrows) O friend ! do you wield that pair of stri’ngless bows for your own protection or are 
you in search of (some) unwary game (creatures like me, who have no control over their 
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senses) in the forest ? (7) (Pointing to her shaftlike sidelong glances) These two arrows of 

your worshipful self, winged as they are with lotus-petals (in the shape of eyes), are (very) 
gentle and lovely (even) without hilt, yet extremely sharp-pointed. We wonder whom you 

intend to aim them at, wandering as you do in the forest. May this expedition (valour) of yours 
conduce to the good of us dull-witted creatures. (8) (Pointing to the bees hovering about her) 

These pupils of your worshipful self are chanting about you the (hymns of) Samaveda 

alongwith the Upanisads (embodying its esoteric teaching) and incessantly glorifying the 
Lord (thereby). They (eagerly) resort to the showers of flowers dropped from your locks even 
as hosts of Rsis (holy sages) accept the recensions of the Veda traditionally followed by their 

own school. (9) (Pointing to the sweet jingling of her anklets) We simply hear, O sage, the 

(dulcet) notes of the partridges locked up in the cages of yourfeet—notes which are distinctly 
heard though (their source in the shape of the birds is) invisible. (Referring to her loin cloth) 

Wherefrom did you get the yellow splendour resembling that of a Kadamba flower on your 
beautiful circular hips? (Pointing to the girdle) They are (also) girdled with a belt of fire ! But 
(by the by) where is your bark-covering? (10) (Pointing to her conical breasts) What lies 

treasured up, O holy Brahmana, in (yonder) two horns of yours, which you carry (in your 
bosom)—though you are (so) slender at your waist—and upon which my eyes are riveted ? 
(Again) unique is the scarlet and fragrant paste on your horns, with which, O beautiful one, 

you are perfuming my hermitage ! (11) Be pleased to show me your native place, O great 

friend, the inhabitants of which carry on their bosom in this way such a strange pair of limbs 
that agitate the mind of people like me, and many a wonderful treasure like sweetness (in 

the shape of sweet words), amorous gestures and nectar (flowing from their lips) in their 
mouth. (12) (Pointing to the betel leaves that were being chewed by her) What is the (kind 

of) food with which you nourish your body? For from the chewing thereof, O dear one, issues 
(from your mouth) an aroma as of oblations poured into the sacred fire. Surely you are a ray 
of Lord Visnu (the Protector of the universe); that is why your ears (like His) are adorned with 

brilliant ear-rings resembling two unwinking alligators. (And) your countenance is akin to a 

lake with its bewildered eyes resembling two leaping fish, its snow-white rows of teeth 
corresponding to swans and its mass of curly hair appearing like swarms of honey-bees 

hovering close at hand. (13) The yonder ball, which when struck by your lotus-like hand flies 
about in all directions, makes my eyes roll about, my mind being (already) confounded. (Oh), 

do you not mind your unloosed braid of curly locks ? (And) lo ! this mischievous and lustful 

breeze is blowing off your lower garment. (14) Through what (kind of) austerities did you 

secure this beautiful form, O great ascetic, wrecking as it does the austerities of others 
practising them ? You ought to practise asceticism with me, O friend ! Or may be Brahma 

himself (who is intent on extending his creation) has shown his grace to me (by sending you 
to me for a wife). (15) I shall not forgo you, my beloved friend, who have been conferred on 
me by Brahma (lit., the adored of the twice-born). Neither my mind nor my eyes turn away 

(from you), fastened as they are on you. Be pleased (therefore) to take me, your servant, 

O fair-bosomed damsel! wheresoever you please, and let these obedient companions (of 
yours) follow me. (16) 

ffo cHcHHI'TTillfrlfctVIKctl U l«t<^5ZRTT trir^TTW rTT 

TT^-iI <41HI *1 I ^ 'S I TIT ‘ST dci«-dt<1 TRTf&t m-11 Hi n 

^TTrf 'd^^fxjMfddl MWT»TFTFL I K I 71WJJ ^ '3T 

7T TF3rar 3TTRTyT HTfarch^'bM^n.ci^cdltjdWchr^T^H^^^'Msi.lVdd-.dmH^^Na 
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Sri Suka went on : By thus employing a language clever in expressing sensual things, 
prince Agnidhra, who possessed the intelligence of gods and proved a past master in winning 
over the young woman, propitiated that celestial damsel by showing her great regard. (17) 

She too, whose mind was captivated by the intelligence, amiability, comeliness, youth, 
splendour and nobility of that leading hero, then enjoyed with that lord of (the entire) 
Jambudwipa earthly as well as celestial pleasures for a period extending over ten crore 
years. (18) Through her, it is said, that foremost of kings, Agnidhra, begot nine sons—Nabhi, 
Kimpurusa, Harivarsa, llavrta, Ramyaka, Hiranmaya, Kuru, Bhadraswa and Ketumala by 

name. (19) __ . „ „ =^ 

fi^dddcd'lMdl: ^iwnc^niHiid «TSJTWrT 

|^| 3TTRhit <Mldt3: ehIMHIM Hrdiehni 

ZR p4d<1 I 33 I UU-frd ftFTTT HeT%tldPl yPdtem^tid^f TfiTTTdt -ml 

[1^1 

vfwziHicift wi$u$ TOFPff nfedwi rsJmis&m: i ? / 

Having brought forth (as many as) nine sons, (one) each year, and leaving them (all) in 
that very house (of Agnidhra), Purvacitti once more joined the service of the (supreme) god, 
Brahma (the birthless one). (20) The aforesaid sons of Agnidhra, who were well-built and 
strong by birth through the grace of their (celestial) mother, were allotted their due share (in 
his kingdom) by their father and ruled over the divisions of Jambudwipa apportioned to them, 
which were (also) named after them. (21) King Agnidhra, who was not (yet) sated with sense- 
delights, constantly thought of that celestial nymph as superior (to everything else), and 
secured through deeds enjoined by the Vedas residence in the same heaven with her, the 
heaven where the manes live in delight. (22) On the demise of (their) father the nine brothers 
married the nine daughters of Meru (the deity presiding over Mount Sumeru), Merudevi, 
Pratirupa, Ugradamstri, Lata, Ramya, Syama, Nari, Bhadra and Devaviti by name. (23) 

Thus ends the second discourse entitled "An account of Agnidhra" in Book Five 
of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TST tpfcfrsSETTO: 

Discourse III 
The descent of Lord Rsabha 

.3c?m 

PdVksiHMH ^^|cf,IHM-=df^gr&iU||PeiMH JHINM-Kjl <^P^l4tsfq-,HWT 

*tHlc<ddlrHc^dm fWdlcfi SHiOH-iMM'iP^d Pl'H-niif^lilrtl6j[c(iyrHqi 

MdHddH-dHMt^TfiKIMMlPciV^^H; R I 3TSI f dMlPcIt^d^d^lcdgtf f%TWT M^PccdM 

eh pH v I chi H c( IW ^I Ph 

$cf|-dHUdljl|H«I Uc<|MHMgUHIcHdVfiNKn 3Md**tf: I 3 I 
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Sri Suka began again : Desirous of obtaining progeny, king Nabhi alongwith (his wife) 
queen MerudevI, who had no issue, worshipped with a concentrated mind Lord Visnu (the 
Deity presiding over sacrifices). (1) The Lord, who is'possessed of a (most) charming 

personality, is difficult to attain even when (all) the means (of propitiating Him)—such as the 
materials, place and time (of worship), the prayers (muttered in the course of worship), the 

priests conducting the worship, the fees paid to them and (the due observance of) the 

procedure (laid down for the worship)—are fully employed. Yet, while Nabhi was (thus) 
reverently (engaged in) worshipping Him with a pure (devout) heart and while the rites known 

by the name of Pravargya (which serve as a prelude to the performance of a Soma sacrifice) 

were proceeding, the heart of the Lord was seized with a longing to accomplish the desired 
object of His servant because of His affection for His devotees, and He revealed before him 
His most independent captivating form, which ravished the soul by its limbs, which were 

(individually most) pleasing to the mind and eyes. (2) The Lord actually appeared with two 
pairs of arms, was clad in tawny silk and had the splendid Srivatsa mark on His bosom. He 

was distinguished by His peerless conch, lotus, wreath of sylvan flowers, discus, the 

Kaustubha gem, mace and so on and adorned with a crown, ear-rings, bracelets, girdle, 

necklace, armlets, anklets and other (such) ornaments of the body, all made of radiant 
jewels. Seeing the all-effulgent Supreme Person, the priests officiating at the sacrifice as well 

as the directors of the sacrifice and the sacrificer (himself) waited upon Him, their heads bent 

low, with water to wash His hands with (as a mark of respect), receiving Him with the same 
high regard as penniless people would receive a rich treasure. (3) 

The priests said: (Though self-perfect in everyway,) be pleased, O most adorable One, 

to accept again and again (by Your own grace) the homage offered by us, Your servants. 

(Incapable of extolling You,) we have been taught by worthy souls only to repeat the word 

'Namah' (Obeisance to You). (As a matter of fact,) what man whose mind is engrossed in the 

phenomenal world (which is a modification of the modes of Prakrti) and who is (therefore) 
powerless can hope to determine Your essential character with the help of the names and 

colours and forms of this material universe (which cannot even touch the fringe of Your 

being)—You who are the Supreme Lord transcending (both) Prakrti (Matter) and Purusa 
(Spirit). (4) The utmost he can do is to recount a part of Your multitudinous excellent virtues, 

which drive away the sins of all mankind and are most auspicious (by nature). (5) On the other 
hand, O Supreme One, You are propitiated in everyway through worship offered even with 

prayers lovingly uttered by your servants in a faltering voice, water, undefiled young leaves, 

(particularly) leaves of the holy basil plant and sprouts of panic grass. (6) 
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3TSI felcjyiHi Tu<uim *qRmul4¥ll<4mfil 

Otherwise we do not perceive any gain worth the name to You even through this 
sacrifice—cumbrous with elaborate details—(being carried on) here inasmuch as You are 
the very embodiment of all the (four) objects of human pursuit perennially and directly flowing 
in an abundant degree from Your own Self and not conflicting with each other. In our case, 
however, who seek blessing (of various kinds), O Lord, this (sacrifice) should only prove to 
be a means of propitiating You (and thereby fetching the desired boon). (7-8) That is why, 
out of abundant compassion for us, ignorant as we are of our highest good, O Supreme 
Person, who are greater than the greatest. You have appeared here of Your own accord, like 
one expecting homage, with intent to reveal to us Your own glory known by the name of final 

beatitude as well as to bestow (on us) our desired blessings—even though You have not 
been (properly) worshipped—just as a sage would approach ignorant people of his own 
accord. (9) Now that You—the foremost of those who grant boons (to their votaries)—have 
manifested Yourself before the eyes of Your own devotees at the sacrificial performance of 
this royal sage (Nabhi), this itself constitutes a (unique) benediction, O most adorable 
one.(10) O Lord, Your hosts of virtues are incessantly recounted (even) by sages revelling 
in the Self—who have burnt all their sins with the fire of wisdom fanned by detachment 
(dispassion) and who have (as a consequence) imbibed Your nature—inasmuch as the 
uttering of Your praises is the (only) source of the highest blessings for them (since they too 
are not easily graced with Your sight). (11) Therefore, while stumbling, sneezing, falling down 
and yawning, when placed in a sad plight and so on even in (high) fever and while dying— 
when we are powerless to remember You—let Your name descriptive of Your virtues and 
dispelling (all) our sins somehow appear on our tongue. (12) 

■fevURT tT^tr ^raT^TfnTTVTRTPT fcUINcHi4'NRl 

^iMcdUR: WlcMUUij ^ | grr 

MHiiri'KiaiSTT^TT Mil’ll iwiSJ^ctscdd TraPT UTdcil^lladmijJ ^ | 

Moreover, this royal sage (Nabhi), who is desirous of (obtaining) progeny, has resorted 
to You—competent as You are to grant (all) desired boons, including (an abode in) heaven 
and (even) release (from the toils of birth and death)—with the hope of (having) a son like 
You, and regarding progeny as the (highest) object of human pursuit, even as a pauper would 
approach Kubera (the god of riches) with the hope of obtaining husk. (13) Who is there on 
this earth that has not waited on the feet of exalted souls and (yet) who has not been worsted 
by Your invincible and inscrutable Maya, whose understanding has (accordingly) not been 
clouded by that Maya and whose nature has not been obscured by the vehemence of poison 
in the shape of pleasures of sense? (14) Be pleased to ignore, by (Your) undifferentiating 
outlook towards all, O God of gods, the disrespect shown by us ignorant people to You, the 
Supreme Deity, in the sense that You, O Lord of unlimited activity, have been duly 
(respectfully) called here by us, who are so stupid as to look upon progeny as the (highest) 
object of human pursuit. (15) 

?frT Pijicj’iif'HgtiHi'ii ^um^ciirddifaciKdxw>ji: ^driTuduis i ^ i 

Sri Suka resumed: While He was thus being extolled through a hymn couched in prose, 
and when those priests (the adored of king Nabhi, the ruler of an entire subdivision of 
Jambudwipa) bowed at His feet, Lord Visnu (the foremost of the gods) graciously spoke the 
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following words. (16) 

■%^qr?sirffr <a$icu<A t ^rfeRjrnffw % ■ya' ^ l rRT 

3HM'll^l^VI^<^lddR^|UJ|ci1dC'i|i1'|Uc't'iWH: I \6 I 

The Lord said: Oh, sages, (you have indeed placed Me in a difficult predicament in that) 
you, whose speech is infallible, have asked Me the rare boon that a son like Me may be born 

to this royal sage; (for you know) I alone am My compeer, matchless as I am. Nonetheless 

the words of Brahmanas should not prove false either, inasmuch as it is My own mouth that 

is represented by the Brahmana race (the adored of all the other twice-born classes). (17) 
Therefore, not finding My equal (anywhere), I shall descend (on earth) through Nabhi (the 
son of Agnldhra), exhibiting a part of My own. (18) 

mpF 3?7? 

PiJi'UHHT'41 ■'ifrrafayraRTgif ^Idl^l I cffw-Ad fabUJ^-d ^13)^ 

mHfcffa: Tmrfgrrr ^TO: fy^chltiui yilf^yffAJrjchw't dldlVUMi 

einuiHiqtriuil^tdnRHt yjckHAII 'd^lcfddH I ?o \ 

jfrf zmwmfi hzih<iu'i mwdwi tifgdwi FWFWsr difirdfid wmrnmt dm i ? / 

Sri Suka went on : Having thus addressed the consort of queen MerudevI within her 

hearing, the Lord disappeared (then and there). (19) Propitiated by great seers at that very 
sacrifice, O Parlksit (who had been restored to life by Lord Sri Krsna, manifestation of Lord 

Visnu—vide I. xii. 7—10), the Lord descended (on earth) in the gynaeceum of king Nabhi 
in a divine form (consisting of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and Tamas) with a view to obliging 
that monarch and (also) with intent to teach to the world (by personal example) the sacred 

vows observed by sages that have no covering on their body except the atmosphere, lead 

an ascetic life and are pledged to perpetual celibacy (lit., have directed the flow of their 
generative fluid upwards). (20) 

Thus ends the third discourse entitled "The descent of Lord Rsabha", forming 
part of the narrative of king Nabhi, in Book Five of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TST -5R|8jfsS5TnT: 

Discourse IV 
The sovereignty of Rsabha 

TTSrr yi^niTI A'dHTT>ywlddH4WcH|i|irddti I ^ I rTC^T cjujtJTT 

<s^d T8T*TT ^itHi df ffeRTT ’TFT -ciehK I d I 
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Sri Suka resumed : Now, finding marks of divinity (such as the figures of a thunderbolt 
and goad in the soles of His feet) manifest in (the person of) Lord Rsabha from His very 
birth and His glory mounting everyday alongwith (the qualities of) viewing all alike, control 
of the internal and external senses, aversion to the pleasures of sense, universal 
domination and perfection in everything, the ministers as well as the people, including the 
Brahmanas, and gods too eagerly wished that He should rule over the earth. (1) 
Considering His personality—which was so exquisite and formed the theme of many a 
laudatory verse—majesty, strength, splendour, glory, dominating influence and energy, 
his father (Nabhi) gave Him the name of Rsabha (the foremost). (2) 

•fretFte: ^Viycu: y pm twi miaui 

ff 4TTTCRT TTriUliprn' HIOlfaHmditfdcioH cTT^fa hH^HI^UcdlH^RTT 

fR^TWR: 111 

Envying Him, the mighty Indra did not rain (at all) in his land. Having come to know this, 
Lord Rsabhadeva, the Master of Yoga (marvels), laughed heartily and sent down showers 
throughout his land, known by the name of Ajanabha, by dint of His Yogamaya (divine 
potency). (3) Having been blessed with a worthy son, as desired by him, king Nabhi for his 
part was overwhelmed with a transport of excessive joy and felt supremely happy as he 
fondly caressed the divine Child—who was really the most ancient Person, having assumed 
a human semblance of His own will—addressing Him in a faltering voice as "my child, my 
darling", his mind deluded by the divine Maya (which led him to mistake the Lord for his own 
child). (4)^ 

■'.mi -iil^mctM TTRRfRTSTraTRfRfaaT TTj? 

faVIMiqf UflRHMUR TOT flMlTuyVn RRcRT yi^cWUlfTR: RtT#T 

RRfprRTRTRI I 
Having come to know that his son (Rsabhadeva) was popular with all including his 

ministers and citizens, king Nabhi, who was guided by the popular sentiment, installed him 
on the throne for the preservation of moral standards and entrusted him to the care of the 
Brahmanas. (And) worshipping Lord Vasudeva as known by the name of Nara and 
Narayana through austerities which, thoi/gh severe, caused no annoyance to others as 
well as through the practice of profound meditation with (his spouse) Merudevi at Visaia 
(in the holy retreat of Badarikasrama, the modern Badrinatha), he attained oneness with 
Him at the proper time. (5) 

cF> •% rT^Ttf Tl^dmt-airHryMI-pI 3tMr4dWi|l<il'W ?HgR ehMUIT I ^ I 

^nnrrs^T: ^rrRwfsryT n^cdyPddi: i er*<T arffft dVMiUMif'Mwi i^i 

People cite the following two couplets in praise of Nabhi, O Parlksit (a scion of Pandu):— 
What (other) man can imitate the celebrated doings of the royal sage Nabhi, attracted by 

whose pious deeds Sri Hari (Himself) became a son to him ? (Again) where could be had a 
devotee of the Brahmanas other than Nabhi, propitiated by whose (liberal) sacrificial fees the 
Brahmanas by dint of sacred hymns made the (very) Lord of sacrifices manifest Himself 

during the sacrifice? (6-7) 
3T8I ^ *cRn# RTJT&IdiJ^^HR: ydfyidd^HctWl cdSycAA^PAtd^lHT 

Tj^rflRT ERfrRpyiaprnjfr rr yyiyrmyidRfM^HiAMi- 

dmrrywyiHTdi tr -ddmmy 161 wtacjRsimR atnfiydtj ^ ^udfiifd 

oucrfavip-a I ^ I 7RR cpTTcTff fHTcRf ^JMd't TRTR: eh)"&£ RR 

ddfdysiRT: I ^ o I 
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ImlliHMH: I «lf^hfu«r 1^1 

fftT ^Miqn^M^fii ^ HgmMiqniKim 4^qR<i *Fra^rfinTP7^%rt c(^)cHKciUc(lct- 

iTO?WWH4MRyiSU|R4bijm; I ^ I -qefrara TTcHVflfrRiRj^ill: Pn<Jtl^¥l<4>tl *WllcHHI 

■R^TSTtf^TT il^yflHI: chRpyyj^l stimuli 1^1 

Now indeed Lord Rsabhadeva, who knew His land to be the land of action, showed (by 
His own example) how one should live at the residence of one's preceptor. (Again,) permitted 

(to marry) by His preceptors, who had received (from Him) the boons of their choice (by way 

of the teacher's fees), and teaching (to the world) the duties of householders, he performed 
both the types of religious rites ordained by the scriptures (viz., those enjoined by the Vedas 

and those prescribed by traditional law) and begot through (His consort) Jayanti, bestowed 

on Him by Indra, a hundred sons, who were His own replicas. (8) Of them the eldest and the 
one possessed of the highest attributes was Bharata, who was indeed a great adept in Yoga 

and after whom they speak of this land as Bharatavarsa (the land of Bharata). (9) Next to him 
came the nine (brothers)—Kusavarta, llavarta, Brahmavarta, Malaya, Ketu, Bhadrasena, 

Indrasprk, Vidarbha and Kikata—who led the (other) ninety. (10) Kavi, Hari, Antariksa, 
Prabuddha, Pippalayana, Avirhotra, Drumila, Camasa and Karabhajana—these nine were 

eminent devotees of the Lord who taught (to the world) the conduct prescribed for the 
votaries of the Lord. We shall narrate hereafter (in Book XI), in the form of a dialogue between 
Vasudeva (the father of Lord Sri Krsna) and the sage Narada, their sacred story imbued with 

the Lord's own glory and (thus) inducing peace of mind. (11-12) The (remaining) eighty-one 
sons of Jayanti, who were still younger, were obedient to their father, very modest, highly 
well-versed in the Vedas and habitually engaged in performing sacrifices. Purified by their 
(pious) conduct, they passed for Brahmanas. (13) 

3R7PRP5T: TTcT 

R*M<Mqn*>HfutjH,*iHiui: chip’ll ■I'm flM 4MVII-dl <*>|*>(u|cb) 

RiqnqqJ ^ I *lc{.<I^sWuiiiqRd rmd'jq^d c-Tien: I ^ I 

qsjpy ’(-qiqPfii Rqic'ttnf "(Tgi <ai$iu|<{R>MHHTui ttmiRjPVs'1^1 

sto^^VI^IHelilr^PrelRelPcI^l^riMPrl^: R^tPu ^dP^OT^I I I*pr<ddtfcfrT 

TftT&^iinh MdR-Mi. gff ^ TSRt 'etToSryPcl^MHrMetlfitHli^WIcthSI^T RfcMpI 

^ffP^ddSTd 'HdJdRcH Pcj^R-'MdHTlPHIi'I^M'dtUI | ^6 I TT cfcdlPrlddRId! 

tf^JIddddl <d^jPN«cK4HTraf y^HHI PdVI W^'dldroTrM'dldraPgdl^d: 

V^’jyuiiJ^^^RydHL^MpVl^ilPHpfl ^)4N 1^1 

xm&Fm wi%m mw&ri riferimi tow */ 

The Lord, who was (rightly) called Rsabha (the foremost), was God Himself— 
(altogether) independent, eternally free from all evils by His very nature and (ever) enjoying 
absolute bliss (which constitutes His very essence). Yet, performing actions like an ordinary 
mortal, He taught to the ignorant by His own example the duties that had been forgotten 
through (passage of) time; and, remaining equipoised, calm and controlled, friendly 
disposed (towards all) and full of compassion. He ordained the people in household life by 
acquiring religious merit, worldly possessions and fame, begetting children, enjoying the 
pleasures of sense and attaining final beatitude. (14) (For, as a rule,) the world (blindly) 
follows whatever is done by men of topmost rank (in society). (15) Although He Himself knew 
the hidden truths of the Vedas, which represent the essence of all Dharmas (rules of good 
conduct) He ruled over the people according to the (four recognized) policies of persuasion 
etc., following the line of conduct chalked out (for Him) by the Brahmanas. (16) He 
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worshipped the Lord (strictly) according to precept through all (kinds of) sacrifices, performed 
a hundred times each and provided with (all requisites in the shape of appropriate) materials, 
place, time, age (of the sacrificer), faith and (the guidance of) priests and intended to 
propitiate different gods. (17) In this land (subsequently known by the name of Bharatavarsa), 
(when it was) ruled over by Lord Rsabhadeva, nobody ever sought for one's own use on any 
account anything whatsoever from another—any more than one would have a thing 
(altogether) non-existent—except an incessantly growing and profound love for their Ruler; 
nor did anyone cast a (wistful) look on another's property. (18) On a certain occasion, while 
touring (over His kingdom), Lord Rsabhadeva happened to be in Brahmavarta and (there), 

in a gathering of the foremost Brahmana sages, He thus addressed His own sons—even 
though they were (fully) self-controlled and thoroughly disciplined by virtue of their modesty 
and excessive devotion (to their divine Father)—with a view to admonishing them within 

the hearing (in the presence) of His subjects. (19) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse, in Book Five of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T2T WWSSZim: 
Discourse V 

Lord Rsabhadeva instructs His sons and Himself takes to the life of an 
ascetic who has shaken off worldly feeling and obligation 

rhTt f?3i Tpren- ^R jrm tfgRfitsa \ i 

ITORrfTT: yyfRII f^Rra’: IJiR: % I ? I 

if W Uiflfl tHM I 

R ylldUddl Rf% I 3 I 

wfT: atnpftfrT I 

T TTTSJ TRJ «FT ekHVId 3TO I * I 

man ferrarr 

XRT ef etfTTTH^cf; iR IHI 

TT^ TTT: chMdyt I 

R TJwR ^inR 

WrT: WI 

dlMHWia 
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Lord Rsabha began : This (human) body in the mortal world does not deserve to be 
given up to (the pursuit of) sensuous pleasures, which are (really) a source of misery and 
which are enjoyed even by swine, dogs and other animals (that feed on ordure). It is worthy 

of being devoted, My beloved sons, to sublime austerities whereby the mind is purified; and 

from purity of mind follows the unending bliss of absorption into the Absolute. (1) The wise 
speak of service rendered to exalted souls as an open gate to liberation and the fellowship 

of those who are fond of women as the door opening into hell. (And) they alone are (really) 
great who are. even-minded, exceptionally calm and composed, free from anger, kind- 
hearted and pious or again they who regard love offered to Me as the (only) object of human 

pursuit, who take no delight in (the company of) men (solely) engaged in pursuits (merely) 
calculated to nourish their body nor in a household consisting of wife, children and (earthly) 
riches, and who have no selfish interest in the world beyond the maintenance of their 

body. (2-3) An erring soul commits sin only when he endeavours to gratify his senses. I 

(however) do not regard those actions as good, from which has followed this body, which 
though (really) non-existent, is (yet) a source of misery to the Jiva. (4) The real nature of the 
soul remains obscure due to ignorance only so long as the Jiva does not enquire into the truth 

about the Spirit. (Again) so long as actions continue to be performed, the mind remains 
disposed to activity, and it is due to such a mind that the Jiva remains tied to a body. (5) (The 

true nature of) the Spirit being thus veiled by ignorance, the past actions of a man render his 
mind prone to activity. And so long as there is no love for Me, Lord Vasudeva, the Jiva is not 
rid of its identification with a body. (6) So long as the Jiva, oblivious of its (real) self-interest, 

does not come to its senses and realize the activity of the Indriyas (the senses of perception 

and the organs of action) as unreal (something not belonging to it), the fool soon forgets its 
own essential nature and finding a home providing sexual enjoyment (as a characteristic 

feature), suffers torments (of various kinds) there. (7) 

frrqr rraffijsit .•1 

^3R: TT3rT: XR yiritfrfliq I 

xrfiT 'McMH^I faqwwi ^rdfrtSTxrT rf I 

'j<-dio4mra<ictji dM^iPifwi i i 

w- 

3TrTt 

^r 

rt^T 

FFT 

■Rchr 

FH^flluimyiAH w F^Will IH I 

fsrfemrwiT yiuir-stqidtiFM^iH TRitra^i 

tfcqKqi 3TOHrai^*r dMIHJ ^ I 

MsRIcdq-OgH uil ?1lA*1 (cftfllfcHlPrlrl'l I 

tthh frrf ^i 

3#T XTFH ‘m^FSITTrpXRmT ^ViT^I WI 

The union as husband and wife of a man with a woman, the wise speak of it as another 

knot binding their hearts together (apart from the subtle knot, in the shape of identification 

with the body, already existing in their heart individually). It is due to this (other knot) that (over 
and above the body, mind and senses etc.), a man erroneously regards a house, fields, 
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children, kinsmen and wealth as either himself or his own. (8) When (however) the hard knot 
in the shape of mind—formed in the heart of this Jiva by its Karmas (past actions)—gets 
loose, then (and then alone) does it turn its back on this relation of husband and wife and, 
shedding its ego (the cause of transmigration) and freed from all bondage, reaches the 
Supreme. (9) By adoring Me and depending on Me, the pure Self and Preceptor (of all); 
through freedom from thirst for enjoyment as well as by enduring pairs of opposites (such 
as heat and cold, pleasure and pain); by realizing the fact that a living being is beset with 
calamities everywhere (evenjn the other world); through a spirit of enquiry (into the truth of 
things) through asceticism and by abstaining from actions done with some interested motive; 
through actions done for My sake by hearing My stories everyday; through the fellowship of 
those who look upon Me as their sole deity; by singing My praises; through even¬ 
mindedness, tranquillity and freedom from animosity; through a desire to give up identifying 
himself with the body, house etc., through a careful study of scriptures dealing with the Spirit; 
by living in solitude; by thoroughly controlling the breath, the Indriyas (the senses of 
perception as well as the organs of action) and the mind; through faith in saints and the holy 
books; through continence, through constant vigilance (in performing one's sacred duties); 
through control of the tongue; through wisdom illumined with realization and penetrating 
enough to perceive My presence everywhere; and through deep meditation, My sons, and 
equipped with firmness, diligence and discretion, a clever man should (endeavour to) tear 
the veil known by the name of Ego. (10—13) Remaining vigilant (all the time), he should 
completely shake off by this means, as taught by his preceptor the bondage in the shape of 
the knot (of egotism) in the heart, which has been brought about by ignorance and which, 
again, is the storehouse where (all) the latencies of Karma lie deposited. Then he should 
desist even from this endeavour. (14) 

%En^cr iprgf TTcrii<*ichmi i 

Wlcb: snifn fnlfid fHchlMeblM: I 

^l"r TT^JT: yqMqddJOT 1 

'’T^f TT 'WIcW'jHI H TT ^ TT 43M-HI T IST T<TTr^l 

^ ^ tfrWM qriHy-Cj TT WFR’ 1 

A king or a father or a preceptor, whoever aspires to reach My abode or looks upon My 
grace as the (sole) object of human pursuit, should thus instruct his ignorant subjects, sons 
or pupils, and should in no case urge them to actions (done with an interested motive), getting 
not angry with them (even if they do not listen to him and persist in doing such actions), 
knowing that they erroneously regard such actions as the only way to happiness. What object 
would a man gain by directing a fellow-man to such actions? For thereby he would be 
throwing the blind fellow into the abyss of metempsychosis. (15) Men who crave for objects 
of sensuous enjoyment alone, possessed as they are by an inordinate lust for such 
enjoyment, are (really) themselves blind to their (real) well-being. That is why they enter into 

enmity with one another for crumbs of pleasure and have no idea of the endless misery 
(which lies in store for them as a result of such enmity), deluded as they are. (16) Seeing 
such foolish men steeped in ignorance (in the form of worldly activity), no sensible and 
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compassionate man, who is himself aware of his own (real) interests, would urge them to 
resort to such ignorance again, any more than he would direct a blind man who is following 
a wrong track to continue on that path. (17) A preceptor is no preceptor, a relation is no 

relation, a father is no father, a mother is no mother, a deity is no deity, nor is a husband a 
husband, who is unable to redeem his pupil, relation, son, votary or wife fallen into (the 
whirlpool of) transmigration. (18) 

Tlftt FF d Pd Fid Fr^ % ^ FT yrf; | 

TJB ^ F^IF 3TRT^ 3FTt % FFJFF FTfFFf: IH I 

dwi^cw'i rtctt: f3 FftFiFFij HWfl 

3lf5FHy<^JI FFT FFTSF TJ3JFTTT d<£Fli y^Hl^l^o I 

d'^dHI ^ TRI^MI^d^ FMiyPd^l: I 

rRT FFETT: yyyifddhfij F"-Fc}IFc6;I fF^FFJFT 

■^di+A'arr itycirtiym F§n^Ft -y^j^di^ 

FF: FT: FtSF RtR^JcTl4: F FFTFSt p£ddddd: I ^ I 

(The mystery of) this human semblance of Mine (assumed of My own free will) cannot 

be easily understood. Indeed (pure) Sattva is My heart, where resides Dharma (righteous¬ 

ness), and unrighteousness has been left far behind by Me. That is why worthy souls call Me 

Rsabha (the foremost). (19) You are sprung from My heart (which as I have told you is made 
up of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and Tamas): therefore, with a mind free from envy, wait upon 

that brother of yours, Bharata, who is a very noble soul; that will be (as good as) rendering 
service to Me and (tantamount to) taking care of the people. (20) Mobile creatures are higher 
than plants, which in their turn are by far the best among (other) created beings (such as 

minerals and stones); and among these (again) beasts etc., (who are endowed with 

intelligence) are the highest. Higher than these are human beings; while Pramathas (spirits 
and genii forming the retinue of Lord Rudra, the god of destruction) are higher even than 
human beings. Still higher are the Gandharvas (celestial musicians); the Siddhas (a class 

of demigods who are naturally endowed with mystic powers) come next; while higher still are 
the (other) attendants of gods (such as the Kinnaras). (21) (Still higher are the Asuras or 

demons;) the gods with Indra as their leader are superior (even) to the Asuras and higher 

still rank the (mind-born) sons of Brahma—Daksa and others. Of these (again) Lord Siva (the 
Source of the universe) ranks the foremost and He in His turn is an offspring of Brahma (the 
creator, who is, therefore, naturally higher than Siva). I am superior (even) to Brahma (the 

creator), while the Brahmanas (the adored of the other twice-born classes) are worthy of 
adoration even to Me (and therefore superior to Me). (22) 

dlfH-jiF: FfF 

SJrFT 'd^VIrfi 

TTFt FF: 

HdliUH-dld-Ud: 

FFT fcRF 7FT 

F^FlPn foVT: TFTFF: FT I 

cFTTf F FmPHij)^ 133 I 

"if yiuTl FtF FFT MiddHJ 

FfFFFtnTPF dMHdldyijFciyy FT I I 

Fd.vnui d^nuPehsHMi FfF fPffftfiihj ^ i 

I place no other living being on a par with the Brahmanas; what (other) creature, then, 

can I regard as higher than they, O Brahmanas (assembled here)? ! eat My fill the food 
offered to them by men in liberal quantities with reverence, but not so the oblations poured 

[564J B. M. 17— 
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into the sacred fire at a sacrifice. (23) It is by the Brahmana that My glorious and eternal body 
(in the form of the Vedas) has been maintained on earth and it is in him that the most 
sanctifying quality of Sattva, control of the mind and the senses, truthfulness and compassion, 
asceticism, endurance and wisdom are found. (24) The Brahmanas who are rich in devotion 
to Me, though destitute of worldly possessions, have nothing to seek even from Me, the 
Lord possessed of infinite power and higher than the highest (Brahma and others) and the 
Bestower of heavenly bliss and final beatitude ! What can they have to do with anything 

else? (25) 

Tfgff&T nRs[HJ4dUI Harmful iJHTft TJ3T ^TfOTI 

I fa doit I Fh U? ^ Pdfactd^P'itW'^.l^ui ^ I I 

WStTcfuT ^ uR<4ui % I 

fSRT 'qFT ^dl-dUiyiM Mlc^rfCTTsT1 I 

With a pure (ungrudging) mind all living beings, mobile (animate) as well as immobile 
(inanimate), My sons, ought to be respected by you at every step as (so many) abodes 
of Mine; that alone will be My true worship at your hands. (26) My propitiation is the (only) 
reward of the activities of the mind, tongue, eyes and the other Indriyas. For, without 
propitiating Me a man cannot hope to escape from the greatly confounding noose of 

Death. (27) 

fdUHjPvigHpM HI*HVIIW;il8l 

4nyiMi>ric-rdmMtd<frmTvi Hgu^fni 

*R|c(>*jHiHRJlii SJTH iHPuiyiHHR'IHtPy«J yq'iciRciyiFWHistyRy 6 -3-htI 

JHHuRyiH: yaPluf^iVI aUrM-^lPirydl^ddlUl 'd^JMdlryc(?J|,5T I I 

Tit^T^^<MP^<PMVII^l^ld.*^4,dH'd4MljfiWIU44lurisftT VSURT JJ^IdM'H^d^Ujrf 1 ^ I 

(T?HST iMt-!l£iRiR'=i'ii%)HiR:«*'i44yHciRi-cHi4*^: mRhidl 

Trf^TTf^Rc)<ddy^'W'dddr^,l,ct4^.dyiddyic(Vl^si::d:'9'&ll44jddld^<WWdrct’,l'ui'M'dc(i^wwi'i 

M'dPffld d^lMcdSm WteM'UT f<=4MF^J-lIIHHtI>PlPUd14^^lf^lMiHrc<|<- 

Pet^Pu^dMHT: TjfaicfiqcfciJT: trfrgyiq I ?o I 3tPd'Heh'ttRch<qturH:'^cdrc(Mcdqi@M<iH- 

ct^dl^lci^crfa^rH: y Prl td-d J fcTM M £ I fURsi) '14HR4R3,dl44Rfyir?Kam^ uiim- 

dHZR»P^t: PdJp^R^dctddy^TrW^d UtctPddl^ TRilT 

Jll4C1<^)P^!|llet-yi^}U'jdl<l^<^^51M[CT'lRl Jl5'l<KUI ti6"'J51d 

^i^V'Ud I 31? I 

Sri Suka continued : Having thus admonished his sons, who were themselves 
(thoroughly) disciplined, for the guidance of the world, the most glorious Lord Rsabha, their 
greatest friend (and well-wisher) installed on the throne the eldest of His hundred sons, 
Bharata—who was not only a great devotee of the Lord but was devoted to His servants as 
well—for the protection of the earth (His kingdom). (Then) in order to exemplify (in Himself) 
the mode of life of recluses, characterized by Devotion, Self-Realization and aversion for the 
pleasures of sense, and followed by great ascetics given to self-control and retired from 
(worldly) activity, He Himself renounced even at home everything except His body, which 
was the only possession left with Him, and, having absorbed the sacrificial fires into Himself, 
and taking to the life of a recluse, departed from Brahmavarta as if mad, with dishevelled hair 
and having no covering on His body except the sky. (28) Behaving like a stupid, blind, dumb, 
deaf or madman or (even like) a goblin, he put on the appearance of one who had lost all 
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sense of the body and, having taken a vow of silence, remained mute even when accosted 
by the people. (29) In towns and villages, mines and hamlets, flower-gardens and habitations 
at the foot of hills, military encampments and cow-pens, in hutments of cowherds as well as 

in the midst of caravans, in mountains and forests, hermitages and other places, wherever 
He happened to be, He was insulted on every road—even as a wild elephant is assailed by 

bees—by vile men, who threatened and (even) beat Him, passed urine and spat on Him 
threw stones, dust and (even) ordure on Him, farted (in His face) and showered abuses on 

Him. He (however) ignored (all) this inasmuch as He never looked upon, as His own self or 
(even) as His own, this illusory habitat in the shape of a body, (wrongly) called as real— 

established as He was in His own glory (glorious essence) consisting in the realization of both 

being and non-being—and roamed about all alone on (this) earth with an undivided 
(undistracted) mind. (30) Appearing in a (charming) form with very soft hands and feet and 

chest, long and rounded arms, shoulders, and neck, an attractive face and other limbs (all) 

symmetrically disposed, and a lovely mouth lit up with a spontaneous and naturally 
captivating smile, He appeared (all the more) lovely with His reddish and large refreshing 

eyes resembling the petals of a fresh, blown lotus. His cheeks, ears, neck and nostrils were 
not only beautiful but uniformly shaped. By the extraordinary gracefulness of His face 

adorned with an enigmatic smile He kindled love in the heart of the women of the city, and 
with the curly yet matted and auburn luxuriant hair flowing over His face as well as with His 

uncared for and unclean body He looked like one possessed by a demon. (31) 

When, however, the Lord saw this world directly opposed to His practice of Yoga as it 

were, and the counteraction of such opposition reprehensible, He adopted the mode of life 

of a python (remaining fixed to one spot and working out one's destiny) and not only ate, 

drank and chewed (crisp articles of food) but also passed urine and stool lying down, rolling 

in the faeces till all His limbs were thoroughly daubed with it. (32) The wind perfumed by the 
fragrance of His excrement indeed surcharged with sweet smell the whole area within a 
radius of eighty miles. (33) Similarly, living the life of a bull, deer or crow, he behaved (just) 

like a bull, deer or crow and ate, drank and passed urine while moving about, standing, sitting 

or lying down. (34) Thus adopting various modes of life helpful to the practice of Yoga (in 

order to set an example before Yogis striving to surmount obstacles in the way of their 
practice of Yoga), Lord Rsabhadeva, the Dispenser of final beatitude—who embodied in 
Himself the constant realization of the highest bliss—was endowed in the fullest measure 
with all the objects of human pursuit, which were naturally present in Him, inasmuch as no 

veil in the form of a subtle body existed between Him and Lord Vasudeva, the Soul of all living 
beings, with whom He was perfectly identified. That is why, O king, He did not welcome at 
heart the (extraordinary) powers of Yoga that actually came to Him unsolicited in the form 
of ability to traverse the air, acquiring the swiftness of thought, the power of remaining 
invisible and entering a dead body, the faculty of seeing distant objects and hearing distant 
sounds and so on. (35) 
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■WlWM^d^u^cb^UMIdliJ^MHcdfdSHillrlfd^M: W^TT^T?‘I^ I 

Lord Rsabhadeva was the very ornament of the protectors of the world (Indra and the 
other gods); yet His divine glory could not be perceived on account of His behaving as 

aforesaid like a stupid fellow and because He had adopted the weird appearance, speech 

and conduct of one who has renounced all worldly attachments and connections. Now, in 
order to teach to the Yogis the process of giving up the ghost He thought of quitting 
(concealing) His body and, constantly viewing the Supreme Spirit—who was directly present 
in Him—as (absolutely) identical (with Himself), ceased to think of His body and gave up His 
identification (even) with the subtle body. (6) When Lord Rsabhadeva was thus rid of (His 
identification with) the subtle body, His visible form continued to wander over this globe due 

to seeming egotism induced by the vestiges of Yogamaya (the divine will to carry on the sport 
of roaming about the earth as a wandering recluse) and, visiting as directed by Providence 

the territories of Konka, Vehka, Kutaka and South Karnataka, traversed the forest of the 
Kutaka mountain stark naked, like a madman, with dishevelled hair and with a piece of stone 

in His mouth. (7) Meanwhile a fierce forest conflagration broke out due to the friction of 
bamboos tossed about by the force of wind and, enveloping the forest on all sides, consumed 

the body of Rsabhadeva too alongwith the forest. (8) 

rewind: ^S>WHslfa'dMHfrnil I I 

^ rt^IMfldl <dHFtl4lPgdl: HdFdMsKfTPd 

Pi'Hpi'd*s9<JI $ H i 3H*'iHlii'etH'il¥ifl'd«fo chlrMi?j4s<^HdlM6rirLlUl 

d^dl&U|d^4*NH)ehPd<£Nehl: ?F7TTT ijfarzrfFT I ^ o I H ^ IFtfatTW 

On hearing about His (queer) ways and imitating them, and deluded by what was 
destined to happen, a foolish ruler of the territories of Konka, Vehka and Kutaka—Arhat by 
name—appearing in the Kali age, when unrighteousness will be on the rise, will actually 
abandon the course of his own duty, which is free from risk in everyway, and duly propagate 
according to his own whims an absurd, wrong and heretical creed. (9) Led by him an 

infatuated by the deluding potency of the Lord, many an accursed soul will fall from the 
standards of personal purity and good conduct enjoined upon them by scriptural ordinance 

and, adopting of their own free will impious vows constituting an offence against the gods— 

such as abstaining from bath and Acamana (rinsing the mouth), neglecting personal 

cleanliness and pulling out the hair and so on—will more often than not condemn the Veda, 
the Brahmanas, Lord Visnu (the Deity presiding over the sacrifices) and His devotees, their 

judgment being warped by the Kali age, which is dominated by unrighteousness. (10) And 
assured (of their salvation) by their own arbitrary mode of life—which is not supported by the 

Vedas and which has been indiscriminately followed (as one blind man follows another)— 

they will descend into the dark abyss of hell by their own choice. (11) 

3TOTFTrTTfr I I rT^TT^pTFL7TFlfFT— 

•TTTOfcr TJ7TT: cfFrfftT ‘MsflUUddKdPd I ^ I 

3# ^ ^?fr dVIflld^ld: ttHFL '^TUT: 1 

^rTTddTT: TT OT ** I 

dHIHFTT: gJUddl I ^ I 
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Thus ends the sixth discourse forming part of the Narrative of Lord Rsabhadeva, 
in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

/es/1 

3TST WqfSSJmr: 
Discourse VII 

The story of Bharata 

mpF zctm 

Hsl-Hi'icifli ^-I'lciriicd^rlcHMRmHHIil 'Flf^RddFd^llFHm: q-sHHl' 

I ^ I dF^W J W 3*1^1-^ ^Ir^Jdl jF\MHIdfd: ^ xiHitmift ijdlfdRcl 

I ^ I TJirf?T tj^IhHicuui S£T%rrftrfrT I 3T3RW dl$d£4 »tRdftlfd '37T 3TTT«J 

o4MrdVlRd I 3 I 

Sri Suka began again : When Bharata, who was a great devotee of the Lord, was 
mentally appointed by Lord Rsabhadeva (before He retired to the woods) to the rulership of 
the earth (the kingdom of his father), he married Pancajani, a daughter of Viswarupa, intent 
as he was on obeying the command of the Lord. (1) Even as Aharikara (the source of the 
subtle elements) begets the five subtle elements, he (too) begot through her five sons— 
Sumati, Rastrabhrt, Sudarsana, Avarana and Dhumraketu by name—who were entirely 
after him. It is from his time that they call this Varsa (subdivision of Jambudwipa)— 
(heretofore) known by the name of Ajanabha—as Bharata. (2-3) 

■*rl4<jrMdW3'ydddrFtcHddl ^^ *4fil| ciMHI: TT^TT: 

^Mic-mrt.m ^ 'itsl*d^M STITTS ygflTpHg) ddVf^f- 

y^fdfd^fdfiHdFIcH xJId^rdUPTT 1I Fl'm'SRr^ HHmHlq 

Pd<P^ni^P«i^ccn|4 ddlrchdli+xd m4fs4 TJT sTjUfui Ft4<ddlPcdflldl 

H^IUim4Pl«tlHchddl TtT^n'o^dTt tH^ddlili *rildPd dl^d Remind 

mu'l y TT 

^ I chdTdVX^JI Fdl-diU UI cfc IVIVI PR W^T *rirafd 

^PlcIrFlehlFd^eldmHlPtd^ldlPdP^FMHP^m 

Pivii^titl&fcTiRadurHP'i WTOW PdPl^tlH 3^Fd«l ^PoW'IdPddAyitMl'iJI'diyd I V9 I 

Remaining devoted to his duty like his father (Lord Rsabha) and grandfather (king 

Nabhi), the said monarch, who possessed an extensive knowledge and was extremely 
fond of his subjects, duly protected the people, who (strictly) adhered each to his 
prescribed duty. (4) He also worshipped, with (due) reverence at the appointed hours, 

the Lord appearing (both) in the form of Yajrias (sacrificial performances conducted 
without the Yupa or sacrificial post) and Kratus (those distinguished by the presence of 
such a post) through sacred rites (both) big and small—in the form of Agnihotra, Darsa, 

Purnamasa, Caturmasya and Pasusoma of both kinds—those complete in every detail 
and those lacking in some particular—undertaken under proper authority and performed 
with the co-operation of four officiating priests (viz., a Hota, an Adhwaryu, an Udgata and 

a Brahma*). (5) When the various sacrificial performances were duly carried on with special 

The duties of all these have been mentioned in the footnote on I. iv. 19. 
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attention to all supplementary rites, and when the Adhwaryus took the oblations (in their 
hands in order to pour them into the sacred fire), the said sacrificer (Emperor Bharata), 
mentally offered the reward, which was expected from a particular sacrifice, in the form of 
a virtue known by the name of Dharma (religious merit), entirely to Lord Vasudeva, the 
transcendent Reality and the Supreme Deity, who is not only the Soul of sacrifices but their 
actual doer too, being the Ruler of the gods represented by the several Mantras (sacred 
texts) symbolic of the different deities. And his passions (in the form of likes and dislikes) 
having been attenuated by his sagacity (in offering the fruit to the Lord), he contemplated on 
the deities enjoying a share in the sacrificial offering as so many limbs of (rather than as so 
distinct from) the Supreme Person. (6) When his mind was thus thoroughly purified through 
the extreme purity of his actions, there arose (in his heart) loving devotion—which grew 
exceptionally intense everyday—to Lord Vasudeva, the transcendent Reality, appearing in 
the space within his heart in the form of the Supreme Person (Bhagavan Narayana), 
distinguished by the mark of Srivatsa (the foot-print of Bhrgu), the gem known by the name 
of Kaustubha, a wreath of sylvan flowers, a discus, a mace and so on, nay, remaining 
immovable like a portrait in the heart of his devotees and shining brightly in his own mind as 
the Inner Controller.(7) 

■qcf ddldd^HM4^ldPfldchMTHdfu|ldWT44^qH Wddd«TT ftcfsi Py^qdWg 

'^4 wehdWwrfH*dicwfdet)dicL y<^M ^idFL. 

$(h^iPmi ddrdldi PiMi^i'ini qirHc^H | ^ | 

HTTT tlHdJdtl Tt4rT: qPddleMlPd I *o I 
Having concluded at the end of ten million years that the store of merit responsible for 

his royal fortune must have thus been exhausted by that time, he proportionately divided 
among his own sons the hereditary fortune he had been legitimately enjoying (till then), and 
himself retired as a recluse from his own residence, which was the abode of all prosperity, 
to the hermitage of the sage Pulaha (situated on the bank of the river Gandaki and known 
as the Salagramaksetra*). (8) Impelled by His paternal affection for His own devotees 
residing in that hermitage, it is said, Lord Sri Hari reveals Himself there in their desired form 
even today. (9) The holy river Cakranadi (Gandaki or Gandaka) hallows on all sides the 
(various) places of this hermitage through contact with circular (wheel-like) pebbles having 
nave-like marks on both sides (above as well as below). (10) 

dPffl-L 'gTg tt TjHfTsrmwr P*whucjhPfran^ptr: 
mflsnnl otttot PdPdcH ^r^ditryiM: w 

p-r^fdMdm i^i 
Duly performing all alone the worship of the Lord through flowers and tender leaves of 

various kinds, particularly the leaves of the holy basil plant, and water as well as through 
edibles such as bulbs, roots and fruits, in a lonely retreat in the grove of the said hermitage, 
Bharata was rid of all craving for the pleasures of sense and, developing (great) tranquillity 
of mind, derived supreme gratification. (11) 

3flrehU*JUdriy U|dd|bMpit>«siqc-i'ieh'i«^ 

id^{r|U|ITTQId<uiKfd<ih£AiHq prdd^PdddVH MRkHdmm^idJrwPu^d^diddi^PuyuiwmPM 

PdRThimi' UddrEPraf R TtFTTTI^I ^H^lctgd 

ltu|4|irjH<?lt14tH^qr1ir^ltlehlRchlMi'l<JiliiC,)'J1Cieh<nil-IH ^ PumHIh: ^^1 lfUuH<4 

* So-called because i! abounds in Salagrama-Silas or sacred stones symbolic of Lord Visnu and found rolling in the 

bed of the river Gandaki. 
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His heart melted and was benumbed (as it were) under the pressure of exceptionally 
increasing love for the Lord, occasioned by incessant worship of the Supreme Person carried 
on in the aforesaid manner. The hair stood on their end all over his body as a result of intense 

delight; his eyes were bedimmed by tears of love proceeding from an ardent longing (to meet 
the Lord); and his consciousness being drowned in the deep lake of his heart, brimming over 

with supreme felicity flowing from devotion—which was enriched by constant thought of 

the feet of his beloved Lord, red as a lotus—he forgot even the worship that was being done 

by him as aforesaid. (12) Having thus undertaken vows of propitiating the Lord and looking 
very bright in his covering of deerskin and with his head of tawny, curly and matted hair wet 

through ablutions performed thrice (everyday), he waited upon the all-effulgent Lord 
Narayana (the Supreme Person)—as manifested in the orb of the rising sun—with hymns 

addressed to the sun-god and prayed as follows :— (13) 

xrfrr^T: to? i 

$fw ylwidd mRt&i U'fcdldi VitNRtl WMrtRdmi m: I 19 / 

The Light (constituting the very essence) of the sun-god, which lies beyond the material 
plane (is made up of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and Tamas), dispenses the fruit of our 

actions, it is the same Light which evolved this (phenomenal) universe by Its mere thought 
and again, entering it (as Its Inner Controller), protects the Jiva, seeking Its protection, with 

Its power of consciousness. We resort to that Light, which propels our intellect.* (14) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse, forming part of the story of Emperor Bharata, dealing 
(mainly) with the worship of the Lord, in Book Five of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse VIII 

Bharata conceives an infatuation for a fawn and is reborn as a deer 

mpF 3 Wd 

TJ MsCR^li <£dimN<*H'4rHcbMVd*l ta^TT&UMfH'JUIIdl J^d'd^chl^ I * I 

(T? cT^T iumtidl I ^ 1 rRTT flidc(qi|e^ui 

"diJHT 3 I rTmTSJrST ITT yejiIalcteKneii ^fchdPiPltfPJTT 

TtdTlHpM UlRkHc^r&KddtjNI ^nTTTLW^rsET^TTTT I * I 

Sri Suka began again : Having bathed in the great river (Gandakl) and having finished 

his routine of religious duties (both of an obligatory nature and those demanded by particular 
occasions) as well as other unavoidable duties (such as easing nature), one day, Bharata 
squatted on the bank of the river for three Muhurtas (nearly two hours and a half), repeating 

the sacred syllable Orh. (1) Meanwhile, on that spot, O king, a deer approached the river bank 

This explains the meaning of the holy Gayatri-Mantra. 
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thought of fetching (blades of) Kusa grass, flowers, sticks for the sacrificial fire, leaves, fruits, 
roots or water, he repaired to the woods alongwith the young deer, apprehending danger 
from wolves and dogs and other (carnivorous) animals. (12) Nay, when due to its innocence 
it got stuck up at some place on the wayside, he picked it up and bore it on his shoulder out 
of tenderness with a heart full of great affection and, holding it thus on his lap and bosom, 
experienced supreme felicity in fondling it. (13) Even while (actually) performing (some) ritual 
act, the emperor would rise at frequent intervals (to cast a look at it); and, when he had seen 
it, he pronounced his benedictions on it with a reassured mind, saying "May you be safe on 
all sides, my darling !" (14) 

3T^T -^stfaUT Jc( tfrqTJT: «eh3>TTTMPdcf6fTTT 

chYMH fffr f)e>ra I ^ I 

3TpT Stct TT t LiUMMcfcl ^d^Rufl^dlSFt TTXIMI^ Yldfa'UdUftTcfrdtffidHj 

^dPdWJ-IT ^IrMy d^PcHIUli^ I^FTfwf^T I ^ I 3Tfcr U11P^ HI Wm c(3 

Yl^lPui ^TTFT <ddLd 1 ?V9 I STfa 1 ^3rS: fllHI^cMT^dMl tcFTcTT l^rR) cfT 

U^PTfcTI I Pdkdl^Pd T ^FMI^ ^ 

31Hl^fd 133 1 StPjR^d^jd^dMHM ilf tRsjfiH-yfd $ftuui3l'<£t||{) vfdiil- 

Pd'diJd^KchPcH'l^tl'd'lfci WHmM-idll 3° l^dPcdeHiliTTf *jMITmiRRT33M)PHdfYi flWT»frT 

■dPchdTslPchd 3TR7?T NPdMIUlHjTIT <=£SfcT I 3 3 I 3TTWdrTfM^ srff fa 

^fa£ MMIcd®fcfr »famTcT: +m0LUdtlU ^PM<^mtc<ddP^dehtUR,dN 3TTT^ I 33 I 

At othertimes (whenever he failed to see it) he would feel extremely perturbed like a miser 
who had lost his fortune and, sorrowing for it alone with a heart full of agony and 
overwhelmed with grief at his separation from that young deer, and actually infatuated by an 
inordinate longing to see it, pitifully exclaimed, it is said, as follows:—(15) "Oh, will that poor 
young deer, the offspring of a deceased mother, return (to this spot), reposing confidence 
by virtue of its own credulity in me—a wicked and unlucky soul, deceitful as a cheat and hard¬ 
hearted like a hunter—and overlooking like a saint my wicked nature ? (16) Shall I see it (once 
more) grazing in safety tender blades of grass in the grove of this hermitage, protected by 
Providence ? (17) May it not be that a wolf or a dog or any other (carnivorous) beast roaming 
all alone (such as the tiger) or going about in herds (as for instance the boar) will devour it ?(18) 
Lo! the Lord (the sun-god) who has the three Vedas for His body and who rises for the welfare 
of the whole world is going down; but the pledge of the doe is not yet returning to me. (19) 
Will that prince of a deer (ever) come back and delight me—an unlucky soul relieving the 
sorrow of its kith and kin by its manifold, delightful and charming fawn-like sports ? (20) When 
I closed my eyes in jest putting up a false show of meditation, it would approach me greatly 
agitated and, feeling indignant through love, would strike me with the end of its horns, soft 
as a drop of water. (21) When, on the Kusa grass—with the offering for the sacred fire placed 
on it—being polluted (by it through the impure touch of its mouth), it was scolded by me, it 
got much frightened and instantly abandoning (its) playfulness, would sit (motionless) like 
a young hermit with all its senses fully controlled. (22) 

fal ^JT 3TT 3TTrrffa dMWitPw-4H'4I RfeWctfa: uPcHA^bUWKrf^d j," 

fg^tnf WJlNcR<*midi dcUMH ^TTRI 331 3TftPfdR# 

^IMldUm^dHTdt TJWTrR; MffalPd 13* I fa) 

•gTSidt'dRtYHN^tdcl^dryiyir^dtldUJUH^d'-I^HdPHdlcP HUt^d^Dddii 

fYirYTtYII-d'r^tMl^ruidPd'dyddWPcTcdl^dHyd^rwPH: J^iRMlpT'En ^ | 

"Oh, what austerities have been performed by this fortunate Earth, who by the series of 
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impressions imprinted (on her bosom) by the feet of that docile young of a black antelope with 
their tiny, lovely, most propitious and soft hoofs not only reveals the tracks of my fortune to 
my wretched self, robbed of his wealth and therefore miserable, but at the same time adorns 
her own person on all sides and turns it into a sacrificial ground* for the twice born seeking 
after heaven or final beatitude. (23) (Observing the dark spot in the moon, which is likened 
by poetic fancy to the figure of a deer, and imagining it to be his own pet deer) May it be that 
the glorious moon-god (the lord of the stars), who is (so) kind to the afflicted, is protecting 
(has taken under his own fostering care) that young deer, whose mother died from fear of 
a lion, and that has strayed'from its abode ? (24) (Deriving solace from this idea as well as 

from the cool and refreshing moonbeams) Or is it that he is soothing—by the cool and placid 
slobber, in the form of nectarean rays flowing copiously from his mouth through iove—me, 
the lotus of whose heart has been burning with the flames of wild fire, in the form of agony 
caused by separation from my pet (that was like a son to me), and who had followed (in 
search of) that young of a deer." (25) 

niehlHH THT Chdcu t i ■rvs i rranrftr f etT 3rn*Rt 

3TT^I I 3T{fr 

item srrmft w<?nwi<*Hi 

Troubled at heart with such fantastic ideas, Bharata (who was engaged in austerities for 
union with the Lord through Devotion and spiritual enlightenment) was diverted from the 
practices leading to such union as well as from (devotional) practices in the form of worship 
of the Lord by his own (evil) destiny appearing in the form of that young antelope! Otherwise 
how could there appear (such a strong) attachment for the young of a deer, that belonged 

to a different species, in (the mind of) one who had already left his own sons, so difficult to 
part with, as a direct impediment to (the attainment of) final beatitude. While the royal sage 
Bharata was lost in self-oblivion, the practice of Yoga commenced by him having been thus 
interrupted, and his mind (ever) engrossed in the thought of nourishing, protecting, 
humouring and caressing the young deer, the hour of death, which is difficult to overpass and 
which approaches with terrible speed, arrived even as a serpent would run up to the hope 
of a rat. (26) Continuing even at that time to look intently on the deer, that was lamenting by 
his side like a (real) son, with his thought fixed on that animal alone, Bharata, on quitting that 
body (the body of a royal sage) simultaneously with the deer, attained (in his next birth) the 
body of a deer as any other mortal would do (under similar conditions). Of course the memory 
of his previous life did not leave him as did the dead body. (27) Recollecting—by virtue of the 
sustained endeavours (in his previous existence) to propitiate the Lord—even in that 
incarnation the cause of his being reborn as a deer, and repenting bitterly, he said (to himself 

• The sanctity of a tract of land inhabited by the black antelope is proclaimed by the Smrtis in the following words :— 

T-pt: ircHirsfran i 
“Acquire the knowledge of your duties in that land where resides the black antelope." 
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as follows):— (28) “Oh, how painful it is that I have strayed from the path trodden by the self- 
poised in that, even though I had completely shaken off all attachments, and, strong-willed 
as I was, had retired to a lonely and holy forest, my mind—which had been wholly devoted 

to and thoroughly concentrated in Lord Vasudeva, the Self of all (individual) selves, in course 
of time, every hour of which was (fully) utilized through diligent application to sacred pursuits 
such as constantly listening to, fixing one's mind on and duly chanting His names and 

praises, worshipping Him and incessantly thinking of Him—slipped in no time after the young 
of a deer, a fool that I was." (29) 

fVjdfdcf^l 1=1^^ 'JJ’ff TTTrTT VII Hill 4 

t* *)lc4yilrtlo!IMJim I 3° I difU-ffa ehIH UdlyHIUI: ^VI^feH 

VjfchMui<jU|dU&JT c^mr'dl ^MPdPn-dlcmHlM TOiyafTVllU I 33 I 

ffn tm&Fmt mwpri mddRdstmls&mj: / z / 

With this feeling of remorse fully disguised, Bharata (reincarnated as a deer) forsook his 

mother (the doe) and returned from (the mountain of) Kalanjara (his birth-place) to the 
hermitage of the sage Pulastya and Pulaha, also known by the name of Salagrama-Ksetra, 

a site consecrated to the Lord and a favourite resort of hermits naturally given to self- 
control.(30) Awaiting his death (every moment) and terribly afraid of attachment, he lived 
there too all by himself, subsisting on dry leaves, blades of grass and low shrubs and looking 

forward to the exhaustion of the stock of Karma responsible for his birth as a deer, and 

(eventually, when the hour of death arrived) cast off his bestial form, a part of which had been 
laid* (by him) under the water of the holy river (Gandaki). (31) 

Thus ends the eighth discourse, forming part of the story of Bharata, 
in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T$I TOFtSSSTFI: 

Discourse IX 
Bharata reborn for a second time in a Brahmana family 

3TST 

Tt TOK1WT UlilNJIHJ ? I ^ TO TJJTTCT MfU'MITOd TT^TOT 

^TTT^JSJfTVTfft rHUVHUUI fatTO I ? I TOffa TO^TTOfTW ^jVl^fe^THIHt ^TTOrT: 

TOIcl-yrcl^flH^clU-niltUI^UircIcl^UM^UIKrcl-d^lH TTTOT fa^lcUd: yfdyidMIVI^H') 

^[vf'MIHI'H Ftlcfcfq I 3 I 

* Death with half of one's body immersed in the water of a holy river or lake or the ocean is believed to confer great religious 
merit on the dying soul and the posture has been referred to in the scriptures under the name of Ardhajala. The great Bharata 
was evidently put in mind of this purificatory process while casting off the form of a deer. 
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Sri Suka resumed : Now from the loins of a certain holy Brahmana—the foremost in 
the line of the (celebrated) sage Arigira ( a mind-born son of Brahma)—who had (duly) 
controlled his mind and senses, was rich in asceticism and the study of the Vedas, liberality, 
endurance, modesty, the knowledge of rituals, freedom from jealousy, knowledge of the 
Spirit (as distinct from the body etc.), and felicity (arising out of piety) were born through 
the same mother nine sons—(all) like himself in learning, good character, purity of conduct, 
comeliness of form, generosity and other virtues—and a son and a daughter (born as 
twins) through the younger wife. (1) Of these twins the male child was, they say, (the same 
as) that supreme devotee of the Lord, the foremost of royal sages, Bharata, who, having 
shed his bestial form, had in that last incarnation attained the state of a Brahmana. ( 2) 
Apprehending his fall through attachment to his people in that incarnation too and 
(therefore) terribly afraid of such attachment—remembering as he did, by the grace of the 
Lord, (the story of) a series of his previous incarnations—he showed himself to the world 
as an insane, stupid, blind and deaf fellow, clasping firmly with his mind the Lord's lotus- 
feet, that break asunder the fetters of Karma in the case of those who hear of those feet, 
think of them or utter their praises. (3) 

^ fT: yfkMUHIcfl'L % 'UTo’T fq<T: 

■^iftfd m 'W^frfrT 

The Brahmana, whose heart was knit with (ties of parental) affection to the child, actually 
performed all the Sarhskaras (purificatory rites) up to the ceremony of Samavartana* 
(returning from the house of the preceptor after finishing one's study of the Vedas) according 
to precept even with respect to such a (stupid) son indeed, and, on the boy being invested 
with the sacred thread, he further instructed him well in the method of personal purity, rinsing 
his mouth (after easing nature, eating something and on other similar occasions) and other 
rules of conduct—even though they were not liked (by the boy)—believing as he did that a 
son must be instructed (in the rules of good conduct) by his father. (4) The child, however, 
did everything (taught by his father) topsyturvy as it were in the very presence of his father, 
with the result that the Brahmana, who wanted to start instructing him in the Vedas (as soon 
as the rains set in) was able to teach the boy the three-footed (holy) Gayatri-Mantra (sacred 
to the sun-god) along with the Vyahrtis (the mystic syllables Bhuh, Bhuvah and Swah, 
prefixed to the Gayatri-Mantra each time it is repeated) and the sacred syllable OM, the 
(very) crown of the Vedic texts, only in a disjointed fashion (without proper intonation) 
although he learnt it continuously all the (four) months of spring and summer. (5) 

TJcj 37TfHra^rnT%%af%TT: 

ehlrHiyiWH TJF TTef WfT I ^ I 3T8I 

Having thus fondly given his heart to his son, who was his very self, he taught him 
personal purity, the recitation (with proper intonation) of the Vedas, austerities, self- 
discipline, service of the preceptor and offering worship to the (sacred) fire and other duties 
of a religious student observing celibacy for a limited period only, even though they were 

‘The Brahmana had no intention to marry the boy obviously because he was stupid to all appearance. Hence there was 
no occasion for the performance of other Sarhskaras beyond the ceremony of Samavartana, which is in ordinary cases closely 
followed by the nuptial ceremony. 
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neglected by the boy—clinging to the ill-conceived notion that a son must be taught (under 
all circumstances). But, before his ambition (of seeing his son a learned man) could be 
realized, the Brahmana, who was himself steeped in error, was snatched away by the ever- 
vigilant Death at his very home. (6) Thereupon the younger wife of the Brahmana entrusted 
her twin-born children to (the care of) her co-wife and herself attained to the realm where her 
(deceased) husband had gone, by (ascending his pyre and) dying after him. (7) 

yTrTT ^ ^TTRf?TftfrT 
yirj>H?TT41Hrd4>yi-^l^rHTl I 4 I 7T Tl I ^ q ^ q ^-H ^ r&JTrerf^T^-l I t»UI MIU h -q^r 

(Td^mfui ch^frui 7T C*)l4niui: qWui <*klfd Pdlgdl 4ddd'l qiT^qi -q^RTT 

«JlMWlfciditc4 sTf Tj£ ^=T ^TWId^Pd TTT ^qytPdPdfilTlHJ 

rd^r^^Ttr-irHTi^r^^M^i^^H^^irMcHi^rrfurnTT: 4i 4^: Pd Pm -d 4i - 

T^^Tf^T^Tf^nTR: I ^ I yiln|wj|ciir|c|4q cfq $cn-iicjcll£-: ifhT: 'k^ddl^-: 

H5iMpJ[p<yi-ii%ioyc«va5Jq4M: <jiMi[<^flehfci^M41rldl^MrNU|| 

P^-dlPdRPd <sl^Jq-^jfTRT tijjWld-yl'jHIeWd'l f^cTEITT I I -q^T r[ tTTrT 3TTjnT <4ilf^rldd 

|^ii: %t*K<*>4p0| Pm Rid Hi dP^ =hPiffl P*>-d T TT^T [4 cm h fa <*7 fn fd 

chuipMut|icbit)cTlch<ui<jic'Mim-S4ioPiMpimc"i-mcqrjri =1 d3-qd£{M I ^^ I 

On the father's death, the brothers (of the boy)—who were ignorant of his greatness and 
who had concluded the knowledge of the three Vedas (throwing light on rituals alone) to be 
the highest knowledge and attached no importance to the knowledge of the Self (which is 
the highest knowledge)—decided to give up their insistence on teaching their brother, taking 
him to be a dunce. (8) As for Bharata, when he was addressed as a lunatic, a dullard or a 
deaf fellow by the common people, the two-footed brutes, he spoke words befitting such a 
description and would do work as desired by others when compelled to do so. (Nay,) he 
would eat any food got through forced labour or by way of remuneration (for services done 
by him), by begging or without asking, no matter whether it was scanty or plentiful, tasteful 
or bad, but never for the gratification of his senses. For, having realized his oneness with the 
all-blissful Self—that is of the nature of absolute Consciousness, ever without cause and 
shining by Itself—he never identified himself with the body in joy or sorrow occasioned by 
pairs of opposites (such as honour and ignominy). (9) He roamed about like a bull, bare¬ 
bodied alike in heat and cold, as well as in storm and rain, yet stout and muscular, with his 
spiritual glory concealed under (a coating of) dirt that he had put on by lying down to sleep 
on the (bare) ground, and because of his never rubbing or washing his body—even like a 
precious jewel (whose splendour had been obscured by dust)—his loins covered by a dirty 
rag, and a still dirtier sacred thread on his person, and slighted by men who were ignorant 
of his worth by being (contemptuously) called a Dwija (a member of the twice-born classes), 
the son of a Brahmana (a Brahmana in name only) and so on. (10) When, however, he was 
seen seeking his morsel of food (livelihood) from others-through work done on wage, and was 
(accordingly) set to work at the field even by his brothers, he did the same. But he never cared 
to know whether the ground was level or uneven and whether he did more or less (than what 
was required of him), and ate as ambrosia even broken rice, oil-cakes, husk, worm-eaten 
grains and the charred remains of boiled rice etc., sticking to the bottom of a cooking-pot and 
other such things. (11) 

3T8I c^lpclo^py^ ^NHMfd^chl'c^ I ^ I f ^cjiJcWW 

wt: detail: Tiffaicnji Pr% PmTsrcm TTW-sifcTiqimPyjidMyict 3n<*,Pfn4H fafinrr 

^KI^dUlflHH ijJ|cmg|fd«T:^ 3 13T8I cT lidUdd^cd^umd^yq 
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^f^rtfft^rfrt T^prar ^ifuschl'Jgyrfi-^^l ldthftldclc;4l: I ^ I 

Now on a certain occasion a chieftain of the Sudras (thieves), desirous of an issue (a male 
child), proceeded to behead a human victim (as a sacrifice) to Goddess Bhadrakali. (12) 
Pursuing at dead of night the tracks of the man intended to be sacrificed, who had 
providentially escaped, the servants of that chieftain were unable to find him out in that dark 
night and by chance saw Bharata (the son of a Brahmana who was foremost in the line of 
the sage Arigira), busy guarding the fields against (the intrusion of) deer, boars etc., from a 
shed overlooking the fields. (13.) Finding him faultless in every limb and (thus) feeling assured 
that the purpose of their master would be accomplished, they bound the sage with a rope and 
took him to the shrine of Goddess Candika, their faces blooming with joy. (14) 

3T8I quiiiw T^fgflpTTMNIT&dd ^UTTcTU^PdHchIM cf 

civtAWWII Mgdl Alif^Pd^<#iIU'|c<u)tlU| 

-cT VsT.cMHJI: TJT7T I 3T8T ^HcdtTdUPUl: tl'dH 

*K*hld7 tT^4IUitddP^HP^^^dcMlrlPdPvid4i|ld^ 1^1 

Then the burglars washed him according to their own traditional usage, provided him with 
a new piece of cloth and graced him with jewels, sandal paste, a wreath of flowers, a sacred 
mark on the forehead and so on, and, when he had had his meal, they seated the human 
victim (with his head bent low) in front of Goddess Bhadrakali according to the standard rules 
of animal sacrifice, offering incense, light, a wreath of flowers, parched grains of paddy, 
young leaves, sprouts, fruits and sweets etc., (to the goddess) and loudly singing (devo¬ 
tional) songs and hymns and sounding clay and wooden tomtoms (as an accompaniment 
to their music). (15) Then the thief officiating as a priest to the chieftain of the Sudras took 
up a most fearful and sharp-edged sword, that had been (duly) consecrated by pronouncing 
on it a Mantra sacred to Goddess Bhadrakali, with a view to sating Her with the inebriating 
blood of a human victim. (16) 

$fri r)yt ejqcHHi ■(mikih:ycfim-ii ^4■*IccficiIcTl■«.<^>cn eh<;>y7<£>re4lc4«)'i 

f^FTrrf fJiuiiggKiuii gruffa^nnjf Pd^tw 

tidramuHdUdMIHWPT ^Jd-dAriTddid Ms* U| 

^sfdfTIcdl I ^ I %jyiM4M7iqMyK^AP^HRld^PdPddM<$P4H4^l^^l4>mrd*iqrdchci3dl 

pr^chTildd T^Tf?TTmfH7tTt^TTT HH arCTPT tJTTTPTOf ^gPTt ^aflRtdl fg^JT^fhajif 

JlMir«q^iH^J|lflc|itryuJi WR PdMl4lfdMldi1<fc)£cd'lTj3 Adtl W ‘^Pit Tdrf ^ 

[q-JigH '^tlTTTroh’^'tiCdlcl^l I I iicjdq HedPA^mldshd: chUd-4dl4td ^hcdld I 

T^T%WT^tT M?d<^d wPsTT^^cpI 3HMfddsftf PcHlcH^l^ldl^ncl^fd^Tl^ldi 

Tlc|?rW^lc*Hi facfriuii TTT^TcS * I Cj dlfd pMmRcHM*7 TOd 4 ilPlifrdHIUlldi 

ddTR^dq'*dPy^^.U^M^dldi MHMdWtHSUIdlMJ | 

mw&i vftflFii yyyfosy7y: / % i 

Perceiving the immolation, not permitted even when falling in the category of a slaughter 
permissible in the face of imminent danger to life, of the son of a Brahmana sage, who had 
actually become one with the Infinite, and who not only bore enmity to none but was friendly 
to all living beings—a most horrible act on the part of those Sudras, in whom the qualities of 
Rajas and Tamas naturally predominated, nay, whose mind had been puffed up with the 
pride of wealth, which taints one's souls, and who wilfully trod the evil path, disregarding the 

Brahmana race—who represent a ray of the Lord—and delighted in acts of violence, the 
same Goddess Bhadrakali suddenly emerged (from the image), Her (divine) body severely 
burning with the spiritual glory of the Brahmana, most difficult to bear. (17) With Her arched 
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eyebrows thrown up in the vehemence of extreme indignation and intensity of rage, curved 
teeth and wild bloodshot eyes She assumed a most dreadful aspect, as if intending to destroy 
the (whole) world, laughed a terrible horse-laugh in great anger and, springing up from the 

altar and lopping off the heads of those wicked sinners with the same sword (with which they 
were going to behead the Brahmana), drank to satiety along with Her retinue the exceedingly 
hot and inebriating blood streaming forth from their necks. Then, overpowered with 

intoxication through excessive drink, She sang at the pitch of Her voice along with Her 

attendants and also danced and played with the (amputated) heads like balls. (18) Even so 
indeed does an act of transgression against exalted souls in the form of an attempt to kill them 

recoils in its entirety upon the offender himself. (19) Nor is this any great wonder, O 

Visnudatta (a name of Pariksit, who was so-called because of his having been restored to 
life by Lord Visnu Himself appearing in the form of Sri Krsna), that perfect equanimity should 
reign even on the eve of being beheaded in the mind of sages who are at the same time 

devoted to the Lord, who have succeeded in resolving the exceptionally hard knot existing 
in their heart in the form of self-identification with the body, mind and senses etc., who are 

friends, nay, the very Self of all living beings, who bear enmity to none, and who are protected 

on all sides by the (ever) vigilant Lord Himself with the help of His equally Vigilant weapon, 
the great discus (Sudarsana), and through various forms (such as that of Goddess 

Bhadrakali), inasmuch as they have resorted (for protection) to the soles of His feet, where 
there is no fear from any quarter. (20) 

Thus ends the ninth discourse, forming part of the story of Jadabharata 

in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 
otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T2T 

Discourse X 
The meeting of Jadabharata with king Rahugana 

%ispr T$Tn 

3T8I fa^faefHUd 't^iuifq sTjITT f^MoUlFdi tTr$cdL|frRI 

ddHlM^lfdd: tn?TfmTZTctT ^.ddljfl <?TgH<dfafa Mjfarfyjjiffa: W 

UTWTfTS'f dcilij falfaefci I ^ I 

Sri Suka began again : A (certain) king of the principalities of Sindhu and Sauvira, 

Rahugana (by name), was (once) going (in a palanquin to meet the divine sage Kapila to 

receive instruction in spiritual knowledge). While looking on the bank of the Iksumatl river for 
a man to serve as a bearer of his palanquin, the mate of the bearers came across this eminent 

Brahmana as pre-arranged by Providence. On the ground that he was stout, young and 

muscular and fit to carry a (heavy) load like an ox or a donkey, he was caught hold of by force 
along with those already employed to work without any wage, and that highly dignified soul 
bore the palanquin, even though he did not deserve such humiliation. (1) 

umfgdi Msqjiid«Tc(i fgwrai wfaifa<*,i 

7TOT4 3Tn? %■ #517: WWiflshUd f#fafrT fewp# AIM fa fd I 9 I 

When the gait of the (other) men (bearing the palanquin) did not fall in line with that of 
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the holy Brahmana, who stepped forward only after (carefully) surveying the ground (ahead 
of him) up to a distance of three feet only (the standard length of an arrow), king Rahugana, 
on finding his palanquin irregularly borne, said to the bearers, "O bearers ! March properly. 

Why is the palanquin borne irregularly in this way ?" (2) 

3m rt f gcHcrei: #qMMIcfrUqfqI^%dH HHI 3 I 

Now, on hearing the reproachful words of their master and afraid at heart of punishment 
(the last of the four methods of correcting a man, viz., conciliation, gift, sowing seeds of 

dissension, and coercion), they submitted to him (as follows):—(3) 

H yUrll ^r^MHUaiT: flJIH: I 3mH5^-|e) -T-ll'H 

W W*TTTT I * I 

"We are not remiss, O ruler of men; (strictly) obeying your commands, we bear the 
palanquin quite well. Though engaged just now, this (new) man does not walk quickly. We 

are, therefore, unable to bear the palanquin with him." (4) 

Hearing (their) piteous words,king Rahugana concluded that the fault appearing in one 
through contact (with others) is sure to become the fault of all who are connected with that 
person. Even though he had sat at the feet of sages, his Ksatriya spirit prevailed over him. 
His judgment having been clouded by the element of Rajas, he felt a bit enraged and spoke 
(ironically as follows) to that Brahmana, whose spiritual glory was not distinctly perceived 
like (the brilliance of) fire (embers) covered with ashes:— (5) "What a pity, brother! You are 
evidently very tired, (it seems) you have borne the palanquin single-handed all this long way 
(and) for long hours (too) and none of these other associates (of yours), O friend, have shared 
your burden (at all). (Besides) you are neither very stout nor possessed of an adamantine 
frame and are oppressed with old age (too)." Even when taunted unsparingly in this way, the 
sage, who had become one with the Infinite and never entertained the false notion of T or 
'mine' with regard to his ultimate body—which was nothing but a concatenation of various 
limbs put together in a particular disposition, consisting as it did of the five gross elements, 
the (ten) Indriyas (the five senses of perception and the five organs of action), the 
(impressions of) past actions (both meritorious and sinful) and the mind (the seat or 
storehouse of such impressions), evolved by ignorance, and (therefore) unreal —quietly bore 

the palanquin (even) as before. (6) 
3m i£T: ^rvir^rai fewmf r<*>rnd.m ^ttcrtwt *tt 

K2I 

ffrT I \S I 

King Rahugana, however, flew into a rage on his palanquin being borne irregularly again, 
and said,"Oh, what does this mean ? Though living, you are (as good as) dead in that you 
ignore me (my presence) and transgress the commands of your lord. I shall accordingly 
correct you, perverse as you are—even as Yama (the god of punishment) chastises the 

people—so that you may recover your senses." (7) 
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To Rahugana who had in his pride mixed with anger (a product of Rajoguna) and 
infatuation ( a product of Tamoguna or ignorance) slighted (through Bharata) all the 
devotees of the Lord (who constitute His favourite abode) and thought himself to be a wise 

man although he was not much acquainted with the (queer and deluding) ways of masters 
of Yoga, and was at the same time talking much nonsense, accounting himself to be a ruler 

of men —that worshipful Brahmana, who had become one with Brahma (the Infinite) and was 
a friend, nay, the very self of all living beings, smilingly spoke as follows, even though he was 
altogether free from pride:—(8) 

mm 

M4)P<d TT Tf ^Tl^Pd 'HTT: I 

widfy^^r 4mfa wit ^ f^i i i 
Tsftcsi cfciyy ^iPhR^ji rti 

Pisfl 4^Pd I ^ o | 

wwrEmrat sra rr^i^ydifft lafy^riiiild:itt i 
o 

H-iicjo ^ H^MIH WH W^TTtTTJWr^l 

^ fy^tfd^ fwiflrvid&i wnRr tfjfl fgj % i ^ i 

y-MdU-dvd^cJrWfiwt WTW ^ fePchPrtfTR I 

3Tsf: Pch-ui-L *raw IttP^t w=yyndw ^ fcrygm.- i ^ i 

The Brahmana said: What has been (ironically) hinted at by you (just now*), (viz., that 

I am in no way fatigued and that I have not borne the palanquin to a long distance) is evidently 

true and constitutes no reproach. It would be a slur if this burden borne on (the shoulders of) 

its bearer (the body), O valiant king, had rested on me (the incorporeal Spirit, who has no 

burden at all) and if the goal to be reached or the way (leading to it), existing in the eyes of 

the goer (the moving body), had reference to me (the all-pervading and, therefore, 

immovable Spirit). (Even so) the epithet 'stout' is used by the wise with reference to a body 

(a conglomerate of the five gross elements) alone and never in relation to the incorporeal 

Spirit. (9) Stoutness and leanness, (bodily) ailments and (mental) worries, hunger and thirst, 

fear and strife, desire and old age, sleep and attachment to the pleasures of sense, anger 

and vanity arising from egotism, and grief appear (only) in one who is born with a feeling of 

identification with the body and not in me (the pure Self). (10) Death synchronous with life, 

O king, is as a rule perceived in everything which undergoes transformation; for whatever 

undergoes transformation has a beginning and an end (too). And orders should be given 

by one and carried out by another without fail only where the relation of servant and master 

is fixed (unchangeable), O praiseworthy monarch ! (11) (In our case it is not so; for you can 

become a servant and I your master if there is a revolution.) And we do not find the slightest 

occasion (justification) for the notion of difference (as between a master and servant) apart 

from usage or convention. Under such circumstances who is the ruler and who, the servant 

(fit to be ruled) ? Nevertheless, O king, (if you account yourself a master, tell me,) what can 

we do for you (what service can we render to you ?). (12) And what object will be gained 

• Vide passage 6 above. 
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by you, O valiant monarch, by correcting me or teaching a lesson to me, who behave like 

a lunatic, a sot or a dunce, even though established in my own Self. And if I am (really) 

stupid or drunk, giving a lesson to me will be (as unprofitable and preposterous as) grinding 

flour. (13) j, 

-gr^m TTfW 4MVIMVMH dlUdHIrUtfafitTl T'Wt^FT cKnf-TS&j 

o^iMdi)^ tMdHUN tT8fmr?-i^i u ^crrffr Miu^d'y =TIt 1 fdwrdPhji*ii*if 

r^dlfuchKfd<8j'dditP^tfldd %"dcTEJ 3TT9Tf?T s^AJimj^yujd odtdTci^^l 

(VUt-tl Mld^HMM^d: f^TrnfT^WT 3c(M I I 

SrT Suka continued: Having made this brief reply in the form of a bare statement of facts, 

the great sage (Bharata)—who was tranquil by nature and in whom the cause (in the shape 

of ignorance) for identification with the body had (altogether) ceased—bore the palanquin 

even as before in order to exhaust the stock of Karma which had already begun to bear fruit, 

by reaping its consequences. (14) On hearing the reply of the Brahmana, which was capable 

of resolving the knot (of ignorance) existing in one's heart, and was (at the same time) borne 

out by many a work on Self-knowledge, the said ruler of the territories of Sindhu and Sauvlra 

too, who had by virtue of (his) genuine faith acquired the (necessary) qualification for 

enquiring into the Truth, quickly alighted (from his conveyance) and, asking forgiveness (for 

his fault) and approaching (touching) the soles of his feet with his head, spoke (as follows), 

completely rid of his pride of sovereignty :— (15) 

Is'JiMi fomfM cnriMl.5^2JfT: I 

chHIlfR cjntrST SSlftr ehWIrt, 8T*Tm HtrT TTeJH: I ^ I 

■^rt ^ Vied FI WZT ^rgT^i 

HI4'il<i4tUtllHedfddL(iwr«^ ^1 

rf^ feRWTTT: I 

^5iiRt 4i*mf«mTf^T ttmr ^ srmn Tpmrfa ■Mt^i i 

3lt ^ qptVdtMIdJHr^Pd^T Tj#rf "OTtf $1 

W TT^rT: PdiPM^Hui 71^ tTrgtngft ^H*edlddlui^l I 

c( 1-1 cHc-ril chfdfrgH u | m M cc| <*r| p-i^'| [c(^<r4p<P<1e^l 

4li)vdtT0li dPdM^<dPg: f^T^TeT l^o I 

"Who are you, that go about incognito and wearthe sacred thread (a distinguishing mark) 

of the twice-born ? If you are an Avadhuta (one who has shaken off all worldly feeling and 

obligation), which (of the well-known Avadhutas, such as the divine sage Dattatreya and 

others) may you be ? (Again,) whose son are you and born at what place, and wherefore 

are you here ? If (you have come here) for our good, are you not the sage Kapila (who is 

Sattva personified) ? (16) I fear neither the thunderbolt of Indra (the lord of paradise) nor the 

trident of Lord Siva (the three-eyed) nor (even) the rod (of punishment) of Yama (the god of 

retribution) nor (again) the weapons of the fire-god, the sun-god, the moon-god, the wind- 

god and Kubera (the lord of riches); but I am terribly afraid of showing disrespect to the 

Brahmana race. (17) Tell me (all) this, (as to who you are) roaming about as you do like a 

dunce, with your greatness in the shape of profound wisdom fully disguised, free from 

attachment and possessing infinite glory. Your words which are replete with Self-Knowledge, 
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O pious sage, cannot be penetrated (correctly understood) even with the help of intuitional 8) 

Moreover, I was (just) proceeding to ask Lord Kapila—who is no other than Sri Hari, 

descended (on earth) with a view to imparting (true) knowledge, nay, who is the Master of 

Yoga and the supreme preceptor of sages knowing the truth about the Self—what is the (true) 

asylum in this world. (19) May it be that you are the same Lord Kapila going about incognito 

in order to examine the condition of the world ? How can he who is tied to his home and whose 

intellect is blinded (by infatuation) understand the ways of Masters of Yoga ? (20) 

'fg': 3TR: 3<kmi"i et ^^f'rj>'4c|rlV'=ll'JM”i) I 

^lEraKHUTOmic^ oilc^KUnt: 199 I 

^I^II'Wlii'HfllHchMf^ rloFiljfrl: 

*11*11^1! *1! ■jMfrt: tFHRf et 

rFF »Tc(IH^c||faMHi^H 

t^t^TOTcf^TT •3T8IT rft 

fdtfrTina 

■=t fmtff 

favi^iryulu^i 93 i 

dx^^dfl-dMW i 

I 9* I 

cftTTTftTO^fdeflfq I 

•d^T^^ldPt VjHUlPui: I 9k I 

ffw tfiwMcl wrymt vnwzm u'fedwi ?wftsvm:i ?o / 

"I have known weariness being felt by me through activity (in the form of fighting in war) 

and infer that the same must (likewise) be experienced by you while bearing a load and 

walking (with the same). The phenomenal world too ought to have a reality at its bottom; for 

otherwise it will have no utility nor will it be possible to take any work from it, any more than 

one can fetch water and so on in an unreal jar. (21) (It is a matter of common experience that) 

in consequence of a kettle being heated by fire the water (contained in it) also gets fully 

heated and due to the heat of the water the grains of rice (that are being boiled in it) get 

softened (first) and (then) their interior too; and the heat thus conducted from the pot to the 

water and from the water to the exterior of the grains in the first instance and later on to their 

interior as well is not unreal. Even so, due to contact (identification) with the body, as well 

as with the Indriyas (the senses of perception and the organs of action) and the mind, their 

experiences (in the form of fatigue, the feeling of heat and cold and so on) are (gradually) 

transmitted to the soul (as well) because of its taking upon itself the attributes of its 

conditioning vestures. (22) (Granted that the relation of master and servant subsisting 

between a ruler and his subjects is not permanent or unchangeable) a king is (nevertheless 

for the time being) the ruler and protector of the people. He who is a servant (of the Lord, that 

is, he who does his duty as a piece of service to the Lord) does not grind what is already 

ground (undertake an unprofitable business), for (although he may not be able to rid a dunce 

of his stupidity by upbraiding him for his remissness, he thereby carries out the Lord's behests 

and) by offering worship to the Lord in the shape of performing his duty he is able to get rid 

of his stock of sins. (23) Therefore, may you be pleased, O friend of the afflicted, to cast a 

kindly look on me, who have slighted the most holy (like you) through vanity arising from 

consciousness of my being a ruler of men, so that I may (be able to) get rid of the sin incurred 

by showing disrespect to pious souls. (24) Although there is no agitation in you, who are a 
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friend and a well-wisher of the (whole) universe and have entirely ceased to identify 

yourself with the body because of your undifferentiating outlook, a man like me is sure to 

perish at no distant date as a result of his own misdeed in the shape of despising exalted 

souls, even if he were (as great and powerful as ) Lord Siva (the Wielder of a trident) 

Himself." (25) 

• Thus ends the tenth discourse in Book Five of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XI 
Bharata's teaching to king Rahugana 

mm tmr 
3tch)fa<: chlPei<teii<t=ii<{ii ct^Rrerr ^irdpc^i gfrg: i 

^ % c£ic)^KMd ht^icihvTh ugimPd i ^ i 

H % cTfcjcd^: TO y<*|P*d RT«J:m 

h trtRT dT^y^uim Rrgn^ rtr: 

^4 fd^ickiii JjpiPyRTteM r rrt ^yi^Pijd Rrcr rh^i 31 

XJlcRRTT RSTRT i£bHR4 Rr^T RT <TRRT 

'af^tfRTT^lTTfRTTaRtfcT Pk^i <j>yici %cTT cfTl'iSI 

TT cfiwdldHi fem<itmeMi ([UlUdl^'l fc(«Jid: Ml^VlIr*41 I 

fgWJST^-dmPq- R M^RHlPd I ^ I 

TJti cyPdRcW rT tfm chlHI4MH ^dMIodJdPdd I 

^iPcd^y MiyKPydl-dtldtl R3^P;H RtjPd^^d: 1^ I 

dlcddii oyy^K; R^rfsT: Rclfr I 

rRRRTTr PH ^-Mdl R^PrT JjU"JJU|<y W RR^TRTI^I 

TJOTT^H ccJTRTR ^RTT: 8TRTR %iuRq*TT TRT: rjt^i 

RSJT Ucp)m) f§TC9T: *T3Tf?T '^RT?T 

Xf^ rfSIT TJTrrenrf^S ^rft44: %RTdi-^ 6 I 

The Brahmana (Bharata) replied : Though ignorant, you make speeches like the 

rejoinders of learned men. Hence you are in no way the best among those who are 

exceptionally wise. For the knowers of truth never discuss these mundane relations (e. g., 

that of master and servant) along with an enquiry into the (absolute) Reality. (That is to say, 

they never recognize them as an absolute truth.) (1) Even so, O king, in the Vedic texts 
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glorifying heavenly enjoyments and the means of attaining them—extensively figuring in the 

branch of knowledge (known by the name of Kalpa and) elaborating the numerous rituals 

connected with household life—an exposition of truth containing no suggestion in favour of 

injury to life and free from partiality and prejudice does not, as a matter of fact, generally 

appear. (2) Even the utterances (of the Upanisads) which are (held to be) the .most sacred 

(representing as they do the very crown of the Vedas) have not proved adequate to reveal 

the truth directly to him by whom the (heavenly) bliss resulting from sacrificial acts pertaining 

to household life is not spontaneously concluded to be worth throwing away on the analogy 

of a dream. (3) So long as the mind of a man is dominated by Sattva, Rajas or Tamas, it 

continues unchecked to yield him (a crop of) virtue or sin through his senses of perception 

and organs of action. (4) This mind (which is a conditioning vesture of the soul and therefore 

stands identified with it) is a storehouse of impressions (of virtuous and sinful actions), is 

attached to the pleasures of sense, tossed about by the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and 

hence liable to disturbances in the form of lust, anger and so on. It is the foremost among 

the sixteen constituents of the subtle body and, (successively) clothing itself with diverse 

forms under different names, makes for a higher or lower form of life. (5) Embracing 

(enveloping) the embodied soul connected with it, the mind—which is an adjunct of the soul, 

brought forth by Maya (the deluding potency of the Lord), and which inveigles the soul into 

the whirlpool of birth and death—yields at the proper time pleasure and pain and the other 

inevitable fruit different from both (viz., insensateness). (6) It is only till then (so long as the 

mind exists) that these phenomena of the waking and dream states ever shine forth and 

continue to be perceived by the knowing subject. It is therefore that the knowers of truth 

declare the mind to be the cause of the degraded state of mundane life (the state of being 

identified with the three Gunas or modes of Prakrti) as well as of the highest state of liberation 

(which lies beyond the realm of the three Gunas). (7) A mind attached to the pleasures of 

sense (which are modifications of the three Gunas) leads to misery (in the shape of birth and 

death); while that which is free from their influence makes for final beatitude. Even as a light 

so long as it consumes a wick soaked in clarified butter emits a flame crowned with soot, while 

at other times (when the butter has been consumed) it returns to its original (unmanifest) 

state, so does a mind attached to the objects of sense as well as to actions flows in various 

(impure) currents, whereas it returns to its (pure)essence (the quality of Sattva) when it is no 

longer attached to them. (8) 

IJcbldyiW-mfil fr ^tTcT 31l<£rli|: w f&ratsfaJTR: I 

'MNlPui ekMlfui TJT Timf t'^Kyi I ^ I 

y.chiGSi'i *cfleh<ui TTO7T STOTRF SKVlAcfc OTjT: I ^o | 

sreq id>41 ei i y i <*>4* IrUcbi <y 114i ttoT fachni: i 

WT: chlPdViyrJ aTORTT ^ fasTT ^ 1 ^ I 

$T3T? TJTTT TO T^HUHIcIHI TOTTfaTOT PTt?1T: I 

OTfgffrTT: 3^ facts 1^1 

The five organs of action, the five senses of perception and the ego-sense—these are 

the eleven currents through which the mind-substance flows. And the wise declare the five 

forms of organic activity, the five subtle elements and the body as the eleven receptacles into 
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which these currents flow, O valiant king ! (9) Smell, colour, touch, taste and sound are the 

objects of the (five) senses of perception; defecation, coition, locomotion, speech and 

grasping or releasing an object—these are the (five) functions of the organs of action; and 

acknowledging the body as 'mine' —which is the eleventh—is the function of the ego-sense. 

Others declare awareness of the body as one's own self (T) as the twelfth current of the mind 

(their contention being that it is the sensible alone who acknowledge the body as 'mine', i.e., 

something other than their self, the ignorant regarding it as their very self). And they speak 

of the body (the object of the'aforesaid awareness) as the twelfth object (of the activities of 

the mind). (10) Due to the endless variety of objects, as well as to the very nature of things 

(which are ever in a state of flux), and to the diversity of predispositions and Karmas (past 

actions) and the action of time (which disturbs everything), these eleven modifications 

(currents) of the mind are multiplied (first) into hundreds, (then into) thousands and 

(eventually into) tens of millions. They (all, however,) proceed from God and have no 

existence of their own nor do they owe their existence to one another. (11) God, who is (ever) 

pure (unattached to the world) merely looks on (as a witness and never gets identified with) 

these (manifold) waves—appearing in an endless series, now manifest (in the waking and 

dream states) and (now) disappearing (in deep sleep)—of the mind, which is an adjunct of 

the Jiva and a creation of Maya, and which (ever) indulges in impure activities (leading to 

transmigration). (12) 

3TmTT TJhTH': T?T^lcW4''4lfdFj1: FTyT: i 

numuit ‘mic^ ^Miwr-Sic^qyitiHi-i: i n i 

xrej XTTt 31^3: I ** I 

MiMI 1 

3dlrMdf3 yFtTTF ^1 

3tldtfcd# MMHdIMIdMR I 

d rtM ch g m d tpreft 

7T^^cTl4MMS<dlidliidHyMTi: I 

cAHleh fdMMIdtMINHJ WI 

jfo TJ&r&Fzr di&m&mii'irt H'tiwiisam: / ?? / 

(The aforesaid) God is ail-pervading, the most ancient (the first cause of the universe), 

all-perfect, (ever) patent, self-effulgent, free from birth (and death), the Ruler (even) of the 

highest beings (Brahma, Siva and others), the almighty Lord Vasudeva (the abode of the 

universe), (Himself) dwelling as the (Inner) Controller of all the Jivas in every heart by His 

own Maya (wonderful divine power). (13) Even as the air, entering in the form of breath (all) 

mobile (animate) and immobile (inanimate) beings, controls them, so the supreme Lord 

Vasudeva has interpenetrated this universe as the all-witnessing Inner Controller (of all). 

(14) Man (lit., an embodied soul) continues to revolve in (the whirligig of) mundane existence 

so long as he is not able, O ruler of men, to realize the true nature of the Self—by shaking 

off this Maya (illusion in the form of identification with the body) by means of the light of 

wisdom, having got rid of (all) attachment and conquered the six (internal) enemies (in the 

shape of lust, anger, greed, infatuation, arrogance and jealousy), and so long as he is not 
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able to recognize the said mind—a conditioning vesture of the soul, which brings with it an 

uninterrupted succession of grief, infatuation, disease, attachment, greed and animosity and 

occasions a feeling of mineness—as a fertile soil yielding the agonies of birth and death for 
man. (15-16) Therefore, (ever) circumspect and armed with the worship of the (holy) feet of 
Lord Sri Hari in the form of your preceptor, get rid of this enemy (in the shape of the mind), 

that possesses enormous strength and has grown very insolent through (your) connivance, 
and, which though illusory in itself, yet robs you of your very self (true nature). (17) 

Thus ends the eleventh discourse, forming part of the Dialogue between the Brahmana 
(Bharata) and king RahOgana, in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XII 
Bharata answers the query of Rahugana 

Ttfr 'mT: 

TtrrsgsjtT ri| I -WWtT cppi ^ I 

•gr^rrfTT ■g^'rspi 
JIuRdTct dcjleHUHsUifg ^1 

Rhyi^hci 

"R IJ^FTT d-nd[dMVIdlil yttH tFTf ^ I 

31 

* I 

Rahugana said : Hail, hail to you, who have taken this godlike form (for the protection 
of the world) and have ignored your body in (the supreme bliss of) Self-Realization ! Hail to 
you, O master of Yoga, who have concealed your realization of Eternal Truth under the garb 
of an unworthy Brahmana (a Brahmana only in name). (1) Like a palatable medicine to one 
suffering from the disease of fever, or like cold water to one scorched by the heat (of the sun), 
your word, O holy Brahmana, has proved a nectar-like remedy to me, whose vision 
(judgment) has been bitten (warped) by the serpent of self-identification with this worthless 
(perishable) body. (2) I shall, therefore, refer my doubt to you later; (kindly) explain to me 
(just) at— present—inquisitive as I am—your teaching, which is pregnant with deep spiritual 
import, in such a way as to make it easily intelligible. (3) My mind is bewildered by the 
statement, you have made, O master of Yoga, that actions (such as carrying a load and so 
on) and their visible effects (on the doer in the shape of fatigue etc.), though not illusory, are 
(only) relative and cannot easily stand a sifting enquiry into the Truth (are not fit to be 
recognized as the absolute truth). (4) 

•3Rf ■'jftrajf d: ■cnrfgfo: tnfsra %7ft: I 
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3msf&T ^raf Pyrrol *r '<Mi<msih^i 3tr?t i 

^isPi'jiiNhiHI TTSTlfFT f^PSjfefcT ^>*-lci'?J: I ^ I 

^h®jnPiiiif^tiryei5a<Hi'^ fyy^i PH^PHHJj^iiRi i 

^PPRI dlkilPfM Pc(ch-rtTHH'! ?fmrf «J£:|\9I 

A^i f^ni^q ^Tr«ITPT fq^m t^JT THra1 ^ PicdHJ 

rT^TTOTr^l^ 'HrafTT^JH Piw^di fgitJilT^iiil^l C. I 

The Brahmana replied : That which is a modification of earth (itself), traversing its 

surface for some reason (or other), O king, comes to be known as this man (a palanquin- 

bearer). And above the feet of this (modification of earth) are located the two ankles, the two 

shanks, the two knees and the two thighs, the waist, the chest, the neck and the two 

shoulders. (5) On one of the shoulders lies the wooden palanquin, in which is seated another 

modification of earth bearing the title of Sauviraraja (the king of Sauvlra). Having identified 

yourself with this, you account yourself as the ruler of the Sindhus (the people of the Sindhu 

territory), blinded by vain pride. (6) Nay, constraining these people—who were already 

afflicted with great misery (due to poverty) and (therefore) deserved to be pitied (rather than 

oppressed)—to do work for you without any remuneration, you are (but) proving your 

heartlessness. (Yet) shamelessly bragging that you are a guardian of the people, you 

(indeed) cut a sorry figure in the assemblies of the wise. (7) When we know that the (entire) 

mobile (animate) and immobile (inanimate) creation invariably springs up from earth and is 

reabsorbed into it, tell me if there is any ground for (our manifold worldly) activities—other 

than (the) names (of the various earthly objects that we have to deal with in the course of our 

activities)—that may be concluded to be real by virtue of the work that we take from it. (8) 

TJcf ftfccki P^PdVI«^-ditUpHyHld4^IUM| if | 

TPTW cfcPc^dlW spirit I I 

apirf fg[rftslHJ I 

?TR fctfUsi LH^MchMd'dt TTr^l 

yrtjc£> yyilfi cp)C(4) ^RTI^I 

t^nfid-dMUl H •STfrT 1 PddM'UII^ iJ^TI 

^CTlfH^gPcHI H I 

qalnMSt^leh^uii^m: tTCcJUd tJIUlchyilolUld: | 

*£J$Tmf?T TTrff 'U^Pd 1^1 

What is denoted by the word 'earth1 is (also) similarly explained because of its being 

(ultimately) resolved into the finest atoms (its constituent factors). As for the atoms, by whose 

concatenation the element known by the name of earth has been brought into existence, they 

have been postulated by force of reason through ignorance (because, as a matter of fact, 

all these phenomena are but a creation of the Lord's own Maya or creative energy). (9) 

Similarly whatever other objective (phenomenal) existence appears to us as lean or stout, 

small or big, of the nature of cause or effect, animate or inanimate, know it to be a creation 

of Maya (the beginningless creative energy of the Lord) known by various names such as 
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substance (the gross elements), nature (the mutability of all phenomena), predisposition, the 

Time-Spirit (that which disturbs the equilibrium of the three Gunas or modes of Prakrti) and 

Karma (good or evil destiny). (10) Consciousness alone is true—Consciousness which is 

pure, absolute, one (differenceless), having no inside or outside, all-perfect, directed 

towards the Self, immutable and (commonly) known by the appellation of Bhagavan (the 

almighty and all-glorious Lord), and that sages call Vasudeva (the abode of all beings). (11) 

O Rahugana, one does not attain this (consciousness) through asceticism nor through 

(Vedic) rituals, nor (again) by dealing out food and other necessaries (among the needy), nor 

by (duly) performing one's religious duties (pertaining to household life—such as entertaining 

an unexpected visitor, service of the afflicted and poor and so on), nor through a (proper) 

study of the Vedas nor through the worship of (the gods presiding over) water, fire and the 

sun, (nor by any other means) except by sprinkling one's body with the dust of feet of exalted 

souls. (12) In their assemblies are held discourses on the excellences of the Lord, which shut 

out (all) talks of worldly pleasures and which, when listened to everyday, concentrate the 

pure mind of a seeker of liberation on Lord Vasudeva. (13) 

I was formerly (in a previous birth) a king (like you), Bharata by name, and, having 

completely got rid of (all) bondage resulting from attachment to (all) that is seen (in this world) 

or heard of (as existing in heaven) endeavoured to propitiate the Lord, but was reborn as a 

deer through attachment to a deer, and (thus) lost my purpose (in the shape of God- 

Realization). (14) The memory of past life, awakened in me by the worship of Lord Sri Kfsna, 

(however) did not leave me even in that bestial form, O valiant king. It is therefore that I move 

about incognito and unattached, afraid as I am of mixing with the people. (15) Therefore, 

having completely severed (all) ties of infatuation with the sword of wisdom developed 

through the blessed company of exalted souls (who are free from attachment), and attained 

God-consciousness by (constantly) recounting and listening to the stories of Sri Hari, a man 

reaches the highest goal of his journey, the Lord (Himself). (16) 

Thus ends the twelfth discourse, forming part of the dialogue between the Brahmana and 
king Rahugana, in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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3TST ’^qt^frssgFT: 

Discourse XIII 
Bharata allegorically represents this state of worldly existence as 

a forest and the doubts of Rahugana get resolved 

w term 

Pi^m! 

TT TiW ■HTSjfsskT: tufa 

^TF^TTfiTR 'NU^Jdd ^tef: TTTO fopptfcr 

■ji)irra4t zrz ^rf^r Tnfsi^ 

h ?nf 

■^rsTRuf 

f^foi s i 

e*diqj 

^T: I 3 I 

TT\n cj) <» tj u i d f+t * i 

■q«rf%rrr 

ehdHtjVWvi&fcM^d: I 

«N?t|Pl e^pcifeteircletll^Ktil^ehy^^l $ I 

Pic|KHdl'MS\f^3lld4<Nf^^dWdl SiraftT *it 3Tg'cmqj 

'cdruilrydNi^ui Pr?fr ^ ^nnifd i * i 

3^¥^wlWHebuf^d '3<!j*giP’Mo4fydMd(*tl I 

3T^TnraaTPi snm ^rwffrrr uPlP^rdi-41-ajPtvraPr ejgf^i ^ i 

^MgwroT: ^rimsfa-qTm ■urwt eiiHNd Prw.-1 

37mra ^T4 ^Wl'VdPddMl fdP4&d ^cT I ^ I 

V£t4d*d: ^ eT Pi|c}uui4di: f4 -^N ij I Pi ebyt|<dl{j 

yPoa: y4)<;rt ^9 I 

c^piyrchu-rcHVIc^Jlf^y H-'I'l-h+i^fyi-i-ii I 

^ 'U^'S^idHcir^dlld.d: cti'kPoch: ^S2Tpt ef ^Hiy I t I 

ewfiiPdNiuifi^xmfgdi ^rfr Pt-iP^PgPiHonPd^: i 

® w # w ^ TTfadfdPud i \ i 

-m ra-^JUK raf%r-4 4<i fetch i P*tc4 Panfr f^rpr.-1 

ddlPl^ie^RyPldeU^H'l dHlfd^uj-riiiii ^ fTcTtS^ | 9 o I 

^f^rsr yfl did Nc)| del NUPlPliilT 3TR?11 

cHP^PmSTT PiMlJi-i^ «TeET PtiP^j^ fdd^^dUd f4riyil<}i1|clj ^ ^ I 

cWr^dWpdf^miiaRf^ dP-Md 9immHKt1Hf4gKg)d: I 

till'd M<ic.Mptrd«4«hlH: 1I 

The Brahmana began again : Put on the path (of worldly activity)—the end of which is 
(so) difficult to attain—by Maya (the beginningless deluding potency of the Lord) and 
devoted to activities: divided into various categories according as they are dominated by the 
qualities of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, this company of merchants, ranging everywhere with 
the object of acquiring wealth (in the shape of lasting bliss), enters the forest of mundane 
existence, where it finds no delight (whatsoever). (1) In that forest, O ruler of men, there are 
six high-waymen, who rob this company led by an unworthy chief; and, finding access to their 
camp, jackals drag away an unwary member of the company even as wolves carry away 
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a strayed sheep. (2) Harassed by cruel gnats and mosquitoes, in a place dense with 
numerous creepers, grass and shrubs, they witness here an imaginary city in the sky, while 
at other places they behold a fleeting ogre appearing like a firebrand. (3) Looking upon a 

habitat, water and wealth as their own, they run about here and there in the forest, O 
Rahugana; while at some places they cannot distinguish the quarters smoky with the dust 

raised by a whirlwind, their eyes being blinded with dust. (4) The (shrill) notes of unseen 
crickets jarring upon their ears and their mind disquieted with the hooting of owls, they betake 

themselves to unholy trees when oppressed with hunger; while at some places they run after 
a mirage (in order to quench their thirst). (5) Here they march towards streams without water 

and, when starving, they seek food from one another; there they meet with a forest 
conflagration and get scorched with fire; while at a third they give way to despair when about 

to be killed by Yaksas (a species of demigods ruled over by Kubera; the god of riches). (6) 

When dispossessed of their wealth by (other) heroic men, they feel depressed in spirits; nay, 
grieving and getting confused, they faint away. And, entering an imaginary city somewhere, 
they rejoice (there) for an hour or so as though (quite) happy. (7) Desirous of climbing up a 

hill, they sometimes proceed in that direction to some distance; but, (the soles of) their feet 
being pierced with thorns and gravel, they sit down like one sad at heart. Burdened with (the 

maintenance of) a large family (but unable to support them) and tormented with hunger 
(lit.,the gastric fire), they indeed get angry every moment with their own people. (8) Cast (to 

their fate) in the forest now and devoured by a serpent belonging to the species known as 
the boa constrictor, they have no consciousness left in them; and now bitten by poisonous 

creatures (snakes etc.), and fallen in some covered (and therefore deceptive) well, deprived 
of their sight, remain lying down there in darkness. (9) Sometimes seeking after honey 
(stored by bees), they are tormented by bees and feel frustrated in their attempt. (Even) if 

they achieve (some) success in that direction with great hardship, others forcibly rob them 
of the booty and (while they are engaged in an encounter with these) yet others snatch away 

the prize. (10) And at some places they are unable to ward off (provide against) cold, the sun, 

storm and rain and sit down (helpless); while elsewhere they sell between themselves 
whatever commodity they have with them, and make enemies of one another, on the 
contrary, because of their greed. (11) On some occasions, when impovarished and deprived 

of a bed, a mat etc., to squat on, a dwelling and conveyance (for a pleasure trip) in that forest, 
they ask these of another. But, on failing to secure the desired object, they cast a (wistful) 
look on others' property and incur ignominy. (12) 

^ 41 -4 Pa -d h j h ^ -yT i 

mawrldIUTTO4fagJ-p faPOFT: I ^ I 

diwi-p fartFtFL % wz rnr ^nrf wjHi titsJ: i 

3HaRT?T5inffT "d chfSrJdd HKM^Pd ^FT^I ^ I 

■mPfSHl pTpjidPdTTra-dl xmffT TP? sjfe I 

ijij yniHH d^^Pd dd^tlsfwfdi ^ i 

In spite of their feeling of animosity having been aggravated by their attraction for one 
another's wealth, they enter into marital relations with one another and, while sporting along 

this road, are reduced to a miserable condition through great many hardships, monetary 
losser and (other) calamities. (13) Leaving behind all their deceased companions at different 

stages of their journey and taking with them every new-born babe, the company marches 
onward and onward. None of this company has returned (from the journey) to this day, O 

brave monarch, nor does anyone take to (the practice of) Yoga (methods of God- 
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Realization), leading to the (other) extremity of the road. (14) (Even great) heroes, who have 
completely subdued the great elephants guarding the quarters as well as the four intervening 
corners, all bite the dust on the field of battle, having contracted confirmed hostility with one 
another for the sake of (dominion over) the earth, claiming it as their own. None of them, 
however, attains the goal which is reached by the recluse (who has completely shaken off 
all forms of violence and) who is free from enmity. (15) 

etdlfa I 

dcSOddl yfliHijfiPd cJTTtl-lJ 

<54<4Ilc<ci?i: I 

qtfll JJ51rqi TFrofTT 3TTfT®FT: I 

3TcT: cfc8J%rFT 3TO^: TJ-Ty^T TTTO grayi^'^.M I 

sts^TOrfro-TTOT f^fyrar %nT^%snrfrr ^ ■qry^R i 

T^TTTJT SWIM ^ld^dAd: I 

31«R=1dlrMI *R£dqi fyicT ?(THlRtHI<m dtrfdUHHJ 

U I 

U I 

I 

Clinging to the arms (tiny shoots) of creepers and full of longing for sweetly warbling birds 
perched on them, they get strongly attached to some (unknown) place. And sometimes 
afraid of tigers, they make friends here with cranes, herons and vultures. (16) Betrayed by 
them, they seek to join a flock of swans; but, not finding their behaviour to their liking, they 
approach monkeys and, their senses being fully gratified with the amorous sports natural to 
the race, each pair get so absorbed in looking at each other's face that they forget (even) their 
(fast approaching) death. (17) Seeking delight in trees and fond of sons and wife, they are 
(ever) impatient with the animal desire for sexual indulgence and powerless to get rid of their 
bondage. When falling into some ravine through inadvertence, (a stray member of) this 
company catches hold of some creeper and remains suspended by it, afraid of the elephant 
(below). (18) Somehow extricated from this calamity, however, he joins the company once 
more, O chastiser of foes! No one put on this track by Maya (the deluding potency of the Lord, 
that has no beginning), and wandering (along it) is able to cognize the supreme object of life 
even to this day. (19) You too have been put on this track, O Rahugana; (therefore) 
completely abjuring (all forms of) violence and making friends with all living beings, do you 
take up the sword of wisdom, sharpened with the worship of Sri Hari and with a mind 
unattached to the pleasures of sense get to the (other) end of this road. (20) 

TRfTWT^ 

3# TOTTORsTFrJTTO'TTiFT 

^ T5jT: ttittto:i^i 

^ dw * mjht i m ^ fd ^: i i 

tot to: fyiyr^jt tot totot to 3tt i 

■a <sti£prn TOT^dPH^iy^/Rd iter.- lyiemw 

The king (Rahugana) said : Oh, (this) human birth is the best of all (other) incarnations. 
Of what avail are births of the highest order in heaven, where the fellowship of exalted souls 
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(like you)—whose mind has been purified by (singing and hearing) the glories of Lord Visnu 
(the Ruler of the senses)—is not had in abundance? (21) It is no wonder that unalloyed 
devotion to Lord Visnu (who is beyond sense-perception) should spring up in (the heart of) 
a man whose sins have been scoured off with the dust of your lotus-feet, when I find that my 
ignorance, which had its root in fallacious reasoning, has been rooted out by an hour's 
fellowship with you. (22) Hail to the Brahmanas who are advanced in age! Hail to (those who 
are yet) infants! Hail to the young! Hail to all down to the youngsters! May (all) kings receive 
blessings from those Brahmanas who traverse the earth in the garb of ascetics that have 
shaken off alf worldly feeling and obligations ! (23) 

mpF TWd 

^ciHruiHid: TT ^ d Pi 41 d: fTF^Trni 3Tld141dTd fd'iuidd: 

PuichddluPdVd Tfduld ,41cb4>umf»raf^d’6l4<n 311i£UIfUfcf f^dffTIUMUtlfyidt 

ytluilHHi Pddxm I 3*1 nldimPdlPM H41H«dJ|td'TTJ-lIr*141 d-rd 3Ud4-dPdaig-17l4)PMdf ^ 

^gldtuPd Pd 414id 1T^cf U^TddIr^TrTTftTrfR'llTd': I ^ I 

Sri Suka resumed : O Pariksit (son of Uttara) having thus explained the true nature of 
the Self out of supreme compassion to the ruler of the Sindhu territory (the modern Sindha) 
even though he had slighted the Brahmana—that son of a Brahmana sage, who possessed 
the highest glory, and whose feet were (now) adored by Rahugana in a pathetic way, roamed 
about the earth like an ocean which is full on every side, with a mind whose waves in the form 
of the Indriyas had been stilled. (24) Having fully realized the true nature of the Supreme Spirit 
as taught by that saintly soul, Rahugana (the lord of the Sauvlra territory) too (forthwith) shed 
the wrong notion, planted on his mind by ignorance, that he was (no other than) the body. 
Such, O king (Pariksit), is the greatness of those who have taken shelter with the devotees 
of the Lord ! (25) 

TTW^TW 

■^T f d^Pc^i tTFT^HIdd rddlfaffcT: W d"l dHldi'iTdT&^T 47 

^JldH-Pmdl ^fc^MdPdNdl 'dl^4HodrMHHId)41MPsnrtT: I 3TSJ rl<^d^4d<IM 41H d d Id'dt rT? 

M^YddlPnPd I 3^ I 

tfPJgFlq?! FWFftW VTTWFTi FfgdWi FWT&fFir ’WFKfftSWTFt: I ?? / 

The king (Pariksit) said: The course of transmigration of embodied souls, that has been 

described by you in the form of an allegory, O great devotee possessed of varied knowledge, 

has been fancifully conceived by the inventive genius of wise man and (as such) it cannot 

be readily and clearly understood by untrained minds. Therefore, (kindly) point out the hidden 

meaning by bringing out the corresponding ideas. (26) 

Thus ends the thirteenth discourse in Book Five of the great and 

glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 
the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

t-' 
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3tst wevasszrm: 
Discourse XIV 

Jadabharata elucidated the meaning of the allegory 

Tf $ m 

^ ^ d^omin-ii «rqirsMUifciy|fc|[c(ebrrMd<*VlcHI<JiVlcHim^^K- 

rdr^r4rtr^rci^^jqr^r^r4'4id^<jHiiijHird.H4iJH.'ir^cq' TrfvPTwrfvT 

nrVn^ifs^cid^idSicj'yiMfdri f ycHW MJidrTl r4uJUcfy|c)fd-UI TTRTOT 4!eMle4)S*T TTSJT 

dRj|c(-Hi8lf5?rcn': t«(d5pitMiPdrtehHl^^ra: Vxt^m'HddPVNd^Mi fTHUIdctli 7Tdt diaiPM 

PqLf,Cr1q|y|>tq'|ri5^nnimM^iH'fr ^Rd'd-dJ uiH.Pd-dL|yd5ll'j>iidcPmd'b'y <1^ ^ gT -q^ 

mFsP^diiHM: =h4oii h i ^ i wusjt la<54X4144) 

RTatiRR M Ml t!SRTHSRnT SPTRT <T TTRIRRT ddl^T-d I &pf 

d^H^M^fi^l=('Jll'K(idHMyiU|f|^;cdodd41ldJi|^dl4m4H'H ■^TT^’WrPddlrddl ‘ZTSIT 

|cici*dPd I 3 I 3T8I "ST dililidchi dKidrdKS>il •TT¥T di4uii <^cfc4^IMI l(c| I Id d'l sfa 

^dP^dd dJU|chdrH4a^dlU| fwdlipg fTRR I 3 I «T8JT IPTdrRT ^reTMnrmmdJ&rafct 

M-iPc)ic)Mdd1i4i dc^fjUldl+if^i.dgirMd *Tdrd'dMd TJIRSRT: ^RT8T5T dP-d-d % 
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He (Sri Suka) said : The six Indriyas (the five senses of perception and their ruler, the 
mind) are the only media (for the Jiva) of going through the beginningless (ordeal of) 
metempsychosis in the shape of being united with and torn away from, as well as of 
undergoing the pleasurable and painful experiences of, a series of (corporeal) bodies 
brought into existence by virtuous, sinful or mixed actions—prompted by Sattva and other 
qualities—on the part of human souls looking upon the body as their very self. Lured by 
these into the aforesaid track, which is as difficult to tread as a (mountain) defile, and swayed 
by Maya (the principle of cosmic illusion that makes the Jiva forget his essentially blissful 
character and seek delight without) functioning under the control of the all-powerful Lord 
Visnu, the multitude of embodied souls mentioned heretofore, like a company of (itinerant) 
traders intent on amassing wealth, enters the forest of worldly existence which is most 
inauspicious like a crematorium and where they reap the fruit of actions wrought with their 
own body. And, even though their endeavours (generally) prove abortive and are impeded 
by many an obstacle, they fail even to this day to get to the path of those who resort like the 
honey bee to the lotus-feet of Sri Hari in the form of their preceptor—the path (of Devotion) 
which (when duly followed) relieves the agonies experienced in that forest, where dwell the 
aforesaid six, which, though (passing as) Indriyas by name, are actually robbers by action.(1) 
For whatever fortune —acquired with great hardship—belongs to a man is of use only when 
it is directly conducive to (the practice of) Dharma (virtue); and that (alone) is Dharma, which 
consists in the worship of the Supreme Person Himself and it is such Dharma that the wise 
declare as contributory to happiness in the other world. In the case of those who are guided 
by a perverted intellect and whose mind has not been subdued, as in the case of a company 
of (itinerant) traders led by an unworthy chief and having an unsubdued spirit, the Indriyas 
take away that wealth which is fit to be devoted to (the practice of) such virtue through the 
medium of sensuous enjoyment at home in the form of seeing, touching, hearing, tasting, 
smelling, seeking after and determining (the nature of the various) objects. (2) Nay, in that 
forest members of their family, wife and children by name but really wolves and jackals by 
action, snatch away before their very eyes the wealth of those stingy householders, unwilling 
though they are (to part with the same)—wealth which is being jealously guarded (by them) 
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even as a lamb (by shepherds). (3) Just as a field, in spite of its being ploughed (and cleared 
of weeds and grass etc.), every year, grows dense as it were with shrubs, grass and creepers 
at the time of sowing seeds again; in cases where the (very) seeds have not been burnt (by 
fire), so is the case with the life of a householder—a field for sowing the seeds of actions— 
where actions never come to an end; for this stage of life is (after all) a storehouse of desires 
(which are the seeds of actions of various kinds). (4) 

In the aforesaid stage of life their wealth (which constitutes their external life-breath as 
it were) is squeezed by men, vile as gnats and mosquitoes, as well as by locusts, birds 
(peacocks etc.), thieves, rats and so on. Now, sauntering on the aforementioned road (of 
worldly life) with a mind corrupted by ignorance, desire and actions, they erroneously regard 
this mortal world—which is as unreal as an imaginary city (seen in the sky through optic 
illusion) as real (lit., something whose existence is proved). (5) Again, on that road they 
pursue sometimes the mirage-like pleasures of sense, fondly addicted as they are to the 
vicious habits of eating (delicious food), drinking (wine), copulation and so on. (6) Now, even 
as one tormented with a longing to get fire may pursue ignis fatuus, they run after gold, the 
(mere) excreta of fire and the abode of all evils, their mind being swayed by the quality of 
Rajas which is of the same colouras gold and therefore bears a natural affinity to it. (7) Again, 
sometimes, with their thought centred on their dwelling, water, wealth and other things 
essential to life, they run about here and there in the forest of worldly existence. (8) And 
now placed on the lap (embraced) by a young woman throwing dust in their eyes like a 
whirlwind, and steeped as it were in ignorance due to the element of Rajas prevailing at 
the time, they abandon the path of the virtuous. And their reason being entirely clouded 
with passion, they—like one whose eyes are blinded with dust—no longer perceive (mind) 
the deities presiding over the quarters (who witness all their doings). (9) Sometimes, in 
spite of their having spontaneously realized but for a moment the illusory nature of sense- 
objects, they are deprived of their reason by identifying themselves with the body (which 
is other than their self); and, guided by the same (perverted reason), they run after those 
very objects, which are as deceptive and tantalizing as a mirage. (10) Now their ears and 
heart are extremely tormented by the threats of enemies and the royal court; conveyed in 
the sternest spirit and with an overbearing demeanour before their very eyes, like the 
hooting of owls, (by the king's servants) and behind their back, like the (shrill) notes of the 
cricket (by the enemies). (11) 
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When they have exhausted their merit earned in previous existences, and are (thus) 
themselves reduced to a dying state, though (actually) living, they seek the protection of men 
whose wealth is of no use (to-them) either here or hereafter (who neither use it for their own 

gratification nor for the gratification of others and thus indirectly for their own benefit in the 
other world), and who (thus) resemble accursed trees and creepers like the Karaskara and 
Kakatunda (two species of poisonous trees) and wells containing poisonous water and are 
as good as dead, though living. (12) On some occasion, their mind being perverted through 
close association with vile men, they embrace a heretic creed, which entails misery both here 
and hereafter like slipping into (the rocky bed of) a waterless stream. (13) When no food is 
forthcoming for themselves even through persecution of others, they indeed proceed to 
devour their own father or sons or those who are in possession of (even) a straw belonging 
to these. (14) Now, reaching their home, divested of (all) agreeable (enjoyable) objects and 
attended with miseries, like a forest conflagration, they are scorched with the fire of grief and 
give way to extreme despondency! (15) Sometimes, robbed of their very life in the form of 
wealth—which is most dear to them—by the demon in the form of a king's household, 

angered by (adverse) times, they appear quite dead, destitute as they are of all symptoms 
of liveliness. (16) Now, recognizing to be real their deceased father, grandfather and so on 
as appearing in fancy, they experience joy like that in a dream. (17) Sometimes, eager to 
carry out the huge mountain-like volume of precepts relating to household duties, they are 
distracted by worldly calamities and feel miserable like one entering a stretch of land full of 
thorns and sharp-edged gravels. (18) Now, with their energy sapped by hunger (lit., the 
gastral fire burning within their body) which is hard to bear, they vent their anger on their own 
people. (19) Again, caught in the grip of a boa constrictor in the shape of (deep) sleep and 
steeped in ignorance, they remain lying down, cast off like a dead body in a lonely forest and 

unconscious of everything else. (20) 
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Sometimes, on their teeth in the form of pride being crushed by biting animals in the 
shape of wicked men, they are unable to get (even) a wink of sleep and, their consciousness 
getting fainter and fainter because of a distressed heart, they fall like a blind man into a 
covered well. (21) Now when, seeking after small drops of honey in the form of sensuous 
enjoyment and laying their hands on another's wife and property, they are killed by the king 
or by the husband or owner, they descend into the abysmal (depths of) hell. (22) Therefore, 
the wise speak of action in both forms (virtuous as well as sinful) on (the part of those 
treading) this path (of worldly activity) as a field bearing to the JTva (the crop of) mundane 
existence in quick succession without fail. (23) (Even) if they escape from bondage (etc., 
inflicted by the king or the husband and owner by bribing them), a Devadatta snatches away 
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from them the woman and property seized by them and from the said Devadatta a Visnumitra 
wrests them. In this way the objects of enjoyment never.stay (with a single individual). (24) 
And sometimes unable to ward off (provide against) cold wind and many other (adverse) 
situations brought about by divine will or (by the will of) other created beings or related to 
one's own body or mind, they remain cast down with anxiety difficult to get rid of. (25) Now, 
carrying on business transactions on a very small scale with those of their own company 
or snatching from others even (a trifling sum of) twenty cowries or any amount (even less 
than that), they incur (their) hatred due to their (own) grabbing nature. (26) 

There are on this path (of worldly activity) these (obstacles, viz., great hardships, 
monetary losses and so on—vide verse 13 of Discourse XIII above) and other obstacles 
too—such as joy and sorrow, likes and dislikes, fear and pride, error and insanity, grief and 
infatuation, greed and spite, jealousy and ignominy, hunger and thirst, worries and ailments, 
birth, old age and death. (27) Sometimes folded by woman—who is (no other than) the 
Lord's (own) deluding potency (personified)—in her arms, (tender and slender) like a pair 
of creepers, they are deprived of their discriminating wisdom; and, anxious at heart to build 
a pleasure-house for her and lured by the (sweet) words, (affectionate) glances and 
(delighting) gestures of their sons, daughters and daughters-in-law.brought together under 
her protection, these men of uncontrolled mind hurl themselves in the bottomless and dark 
(regions of) hell. (28) 

Now their heart is filled with terror at the thought of the discus of the almighty Lord Visnu, 
manifested in the form of the ever-wakeful time (with its manifold divisions) from the minutest 

point (corresponding to an atom) to the period covering two Parardhas (the life-span of 

Brahma, equivalent to 31,10, 40, 00, 00, 00, 000 human years), which sweeps away all 
created beings—while they keep looking on—from Brahma (down) to the (merest) clump of 

grass, by means of its quick movement representing the passage of time (from childhood 
to youth and from youth to old age and so on). Nevertheless they ignore that very almighty 
Lord, who is no other than the Deity presiding over sacrifices and wields the wheel of time 

as His own (characteristic) weapon, and betake themselves to the deities worshipped by 
heretics and discarded by Vedic tradition—deities who are no better than buzzards, 

vultures, herons and quails (which are unable to protect one against the lion of death)—on 
the authority of the sacred works of heretics. (29) When they are grossly betrayed by those 

self-deluded heretics, they take up their residence with the Brahmana race. But, not liking their 
(pious) way, such as investiture with the sacred thread and the worship of Lord Visnu (the Deity 

presiding over the sacrifices carried on by them) through the performance of rituals enjoined 
(both) by the Vedas and the Smrti-texts, they join the Sudra community, who like the monkey 
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race get paired and maintain theirfamiiies by recourse to (what is regarded as) impurity when 
judged from the standard of right conduct as laid down in the Vedas. (30) Indulging in 
unrestrained licence there too, they feel sorely distressed in mind and remaining engrossed 
in vulgar pursuits such as looking at the the face of their wife and vice versa, forget (even 
the time of their) death. (31) Sometimes, seeking delight in the household life, which like 
trees serves their worldly interests alone, they conceive (excessive) fondness for their sons 
and wife and find pleasure like the monkey race in coition (alone and are thus unable to 
secure release from the bondage of worldly existence). (32) 
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Thus experiencing joy and sorrow on the way, they fall into adversity in the form of 
ailments and so on, fearful as a ravine, and remain in (constant) terror of the elephant 
(there) in the form of death. (33) Now, unable to counteract manifold unpleasant 
experiences—such as cold, wind and so on—brought about by divine agency or any other 
being or those relating to one’s own body or mind, they are worried with (the thought of) 
innumerable objects of sense. (34) Sometimes entering into business dealings with their 
own fellow-men, they secure some wealth through stinginess. (35) Now, reduced to poverty 

and deprived of (all) enjoyments (comforts) in the shape of a bed (to sleep on), a mat to squat 
on, food to eat and other such things, they make up their mind to attain (by foul means such 
as theft) the objects of their desire when denied to them and meet with ignominy and so on 
at the hands of (different) people. (36) In this way though their feeling of enmity (with others) 
is enhanced through (mutual) attraction for wealth, they enter into matrimonial alliances with 
one another and subsequently dissolve them according to the tendencies of their past 
lives.(37) (Nay,) if anyone, afflicted with manifold agonies and obstacles, meets with a 
calamity or dies on this road, others—as is well-known—leave him wherever he is and, 
taking (with them) every new-born child, give way to grief, infatuation and fear, quarrel (with 
those who oppose them), cry (in distress), are transported with joy (under favourable 
circumstances), sing (in a sprightly mood) and are bound (by others stronger than they). With 
the exception of pious souls this company of men, however, never returns even to this day to 
the point (God) whence this road (of mundane existence) commences and which the learned 
declare as the end of the road (as well). (38) The aforesaid men do not take to the discipline 
of Yoga (Devotion) nor do they attain the supreme state (which can be reached through 
Devotion alone and) which is easily attained (only) by sages who have shed (all forms of) 
violence, who are naturally given to self-control and who have withdrawn their mind from all 
worldly objects. (39) Nor do the royal sages who have conquered the elephants guarding the 
quarters as well as the four intervening corners, and who perform (big) sacrifices listen to 
this teaching; they would rather bite the dust in battle (and remain lying) on the very earth 
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for whose sake they entered into enmity with others, accounting it as their own, and which 
they had ultimately to abandon, themselves withdrawing (from the scene). (40) Then clinging 

to the creeper of Karma (action in the shape of remedial -measures) and somehow rid of the 
hellish tortures in the shape of ailment and other troubles, they revert to the path of 

transmigration as aforesaid and join (back) the company of men; and similar is the case with 
those who have risen above (to the higher regions such as heaven). (41) 

Thus do they sing of Bharata's career:— 
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No (other) king can follow even mentally the example of the high-souled royal sage 

Bharata (the son of Lord Rsabha) any more than a fly can think of emulating the speed of 

Garuda (the king of birds). (42) (With a heart) full of longing for the Lord of excellent renown, 

he abandoned, while still young, (his) wife and sons, kinsmen and kingdom, (so) difficult to 
renounce and (so) delightful to the heart, even as one would throw away excrement. (43) 
(Lo!) he did not long for (the sovereignty of) the earth, sons, kinsfolk, riches and wife—so 

hard to renounce—nor even for Sri (the goddess of fortune), who, though coveted (even) by 
the foremost gods, cast Her gracious look on him. This was (only) as it should be; for, in the 

eyes of exalted souls whose mind is devoted to the service of Lord Visnu (the Slayer of the 
demon Madhu), even liberation (immunity from rebirth) is of no value. (44) "Hail to Lord Sri 

Hari, who is Yajfia (personified), the Defender of righteousness, punctiliously carrying out 
the injunctions of scriptures (Himself in order to set a noble example before the world at 

large), an embodiment of Yoga (the diverse methods of God-Realization) and the principal 
theme (as Brahma) of Sankhya (the science of Self-Realization), the Lord of Prakrti (Maya, 

the divine energy that brings forth this cosmos), the Ruler of all Jivas!"thus did he loudly 

(piteously) and distinctly pray even before casting off the form of a deer. (45) 
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Whosoever repeatedly listens to or recites and celebrates this story of the royal sage 

Bharata, whose spotless virtues and actions are extolled (even) by (eminent) devotees of 
the Lorda story which brings good fortune and confers longevity, wealth, celebrity, heavenly 

bliss and even final beatitude— attains all his desired objects by himself and seeks nothing 
from others. (46) 

Thus ends the fourteenth discourse entitled "The allegorical meaning (of the description 
of the forest of mundane existence) elucidated, “ forming part of the story of 

Bharata, in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 
otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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3M M^^hssJIRr: 
Discourse XV 

An account of Priyavrata’s posterity continued 
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Sri Suka began again: We have (in VII. 3 above) already spoken about the (eldest) son 
of Emperor Bharata, Sumati by name, who followed in the footsteps of Lord Rsabha (lived 
the life of an ascetic who had shaken off all worldly feeling and obligation) and whom certain 
heretics, having no respect for Vedic traditions, will set up according to their own perverted 
intellect in the Kali age as a deity not mentioned in the Vedas (the Vedic pantheon). (1) A 
son, Devatajit (a conqueror of the gods by name, was born to him through (his wife) 
Vrddhasena. (2) Then through Asuri (Devatajit's wife) sprang up his son, Devadyumna; from 
Devadyumna, through Dhenumati, was born a son, Paramesthi (by name); (and) from the 
loins of Paramesthi, through Suvarcala, was born Pratiha, who, having taught self- 
knowledge (to.many) and himself thoroughly purified (thereby), realized the Supreme 
Person as his own self. (3-4) From (the loins of) Pratiha, through (his wife, also known as) 
Suvarcala, sprang up three sons, Pratiharta and so on (the other two being known by the 
names of Prastota and Udgata), who were (all) well-versed in (performing) sacrifices; and 
from Pratiharta, through Stuti, were born (two sons) Aja and Bhuma (by name). (5) From (the 
loins of) Bhuma, through Rsikulya, sprang up Udgitha; from Udgitha, through Devakulya, 
was born Prastava; from Prastava, through Niyutsa, sprang up his son, Vibhu; from Vibhu, 
again, through Rati, followed Prthusena; from Prthusena, through Akuti, was born Nakta; 
and from (the loins of) Nakta sprang up the illustrious Gaya, son of Druti, the foremost among 
royal sages and a ray of Lord Visnu Himself—who has assumed the quality of Sattva (a form 

consisting of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and Tamas) with intent to protect the universe— 
Gaya, who attained to the rank of an exalted soul by virtue of (his) self-possession and other 
attributes. (6) He had his mind repeatedly chastened and rendered extremely pure through 
(the disinterested performance of) his own duty—in the shape of looking after, providing with 
means of subsistence, humouring, treating with tenderness and admonishing the people 
and undertaking sacrifices and other pious acts in a spirit of complete dedication to Lord 
Visnu (the Supreme Person), who is higherthan the highest (Brahma, Siva and others) and 
no other than Brahma (the Infinite)—which had rendered it capable of yielding the highest 
results (viz., final beatitude, the supreme object of human pursuit), as well as through the 
habit of Devotion to the Lord, acquired by constantly adoring the feet of those who have 
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realized (their oneness with) Brahma. In that mind, which had now been (completely) rid of 
all identification with the body (which is other than the self), he realized his oneness with 
Brahma (the Supreme Spirit), whose presence was felt therein as a matter of course (without 

any conscious effort on his part). Yet he had no pride in him and as such (in such an 
unegoistic spirit) he protected (ruled over) the (entire) globe. (7) 
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The knowers of the past (those well-versed in the Pauranika lore), chant the following 
verses in praise of Gaya:— (8) 

What king, other than a part manifestation of the Lord could (dare) emulate by 
his deeds Gaya—be he a (great) sacrificer (one who has performed a number of great 

sacrifices),a high-souled man of extensive knowledge, a defender of righteousness, one 
who is wooed by the Goddess of Fortune, the leader of an assembly of holy men and a (true) 

servant of pious souls ? (9) It was him that the pious daughters of Daksa (Sraddha, Maitri, 
Daya and so on)—whose benedictions (always) come true—along with (the deities 
presiding over a number of holy) rivers (such as Gahga) sprinkled with water (at the time 

of his coronation) in supreme (ecstasy of) joy. And attracted by his virtues, like a cow whose 

udders begin to flow at the sight of her calf, mother Earth yielded to his subjects (all their) 

desired objects, even though he(himself) had no desire (whatsoever). (10) The Vedas (that 
had been duly propitiated by him through a reverential and devoted study) as well as the 

Vedic rites (scrupulously and diligently performed by him) yielded to him all (sensuous) 
enjoyments even though he was free from (all) cravings. Again, honoured (by him with 
volleys of arrows) on the battle-field, (hostile) kings brought him (rich) tributes; while the 

Brahmanas, when propitiated with righteousness (the scrupulous performance of his sacred 
duties), yielded to him in the other world one-sixth of the blessings (earned by them through 
their religious austerities and sacrificial performances). (11) While Indra (the chief of the 

gods and the lord of paradise) got inebriate at his sacrificial performance, where copious 
libations of the (intoxicating drink called) Soma were offered (to the gods entitled to a share 

in the sacrificial offerings), the Lord (Himself), who is the Soul of (all) sacrifices, accepted (in 
person) the reward of the sacrifice (in the form of religious merit), duly offered (by him) with 

reverence and in a spirit of pure (unalloyed) and unflinching Devotion. (12) By propitiating 
the Lord, the entire creation from Brahma (the creator) down to the (other gods), men and 

the sub-human species of animate life as well as plants, including the smallest blade of grass 
is at once gratified. The selfsame Lord (the Soul of the universe), who is (ever) pleased (all¬ 
blissful by nature), Himself felt palpably gratified at the sacrificial performance of Gaya! (13) 
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41<ddWdl Mtsrraf tr^grr^ wrfr t4: «rMi<ui vfrad^rfT) ^mraf rdFMpHH 

rag PcJ-Ti-d-iitii f^T^fr f^T^TRT TTrTf^TTSraT TT3T?TTf <*>-<u f^wTT fctjcH ^ I 

TT^nt — 

vt^sid oiViIhh - fc^MiycuHl^ci: I ^child^c-i chiral fqujj.: *j{J|ui ’^rSTT I I 

?fft effagFmd wiy<iv) wot u'fedMi fiidsiddWj<t>W wj v&<i?r)sem: i ?(, / 

From (the loins of) Gaya, through (his wife) GayantI, sprang up three sons, Citraratha, 
Sugati and Avarodhana by name; and from Citraratha, through lima, came Samrat. (14) 
From Samrat, through Utkala, sprang up Marici and from (the loins of) Marlci, through 
BindumatT, Binduman was born. From Binduman, through Saragha appeared (a son) Madhu 
by name; from Madhu through Sumana, sprang up Viravrata and from VTravrata, through 
Bhoja, Manthu and Pramanthu were born; from Manthu, through Satya, appeared Bhauvana; 
from Bhauvana, through Dusana, Twasta was born; from Twasta, through Virocana, came 
Viraja; (and) from the loins of Viraja, through Visuci, were born a hundred sons, the eldest 
of whom was Satajit, and a daughter (too). (15) About Viraja runs the following verse:"Viraja, 
the last-born (in the line), adorned this race of Priyavrata by his glory even as Lord Visnu 
brought glory to the gods (by appearing in their midst as Vamana, the divine Dwarf). (16) 

Thus ends the fifteenth discourse entitled ‘The posterity of Priyavrata, “ in Book 
Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TST ¥RyTlSSJTRT: 

Discourse XVI 
A description of the terrestrial world 

iilcKlRimr WSt ■^TtfrPTf c|T W 

I * I rHTTfiT Pu^dtargtunrft'idl^: wm: TTCT ?itcK^I 'Em TTctTETT: 

WgmPdy)NPc<<fc^kc|4l TjfaRT t37T^T%HTTf TTPmt 

fEtPd^nUPt I ? I ^rroRTt 4'tnMU TSJcdtePI 3tl<dPvid TRT IFJtffsfa TT^TrnCT 311W »4) PtfPM 

-sl^lPui *T7Tcrf?T SrlMMI^fVld rt^|7T^dll■WddUl PudPnPd I 3 I 

The king (Parlksit) said : You have described the extent of the terrestrial globe as 
covering the whole range where the sun shines and where, on the other hand, the yonder 
moon with the host of (other) heavenly bodies is visible. (1) Within that very extent are 
comprised the seven oceans formed by the seven furrows dug by the (revolving) wheels of 
the chariot of Emperor Priyavrata; and it is to these (oceans) indeed that you have ascribed, 
O glorious sage, the division of the earth into seven distinct Dwipas (subdivisions). I have 
a desire to know all this in detail with the extent and characteristic features (of the various 
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divisions, the oceans and so on). (2) For, (when) focussed on the Lord's gross material form 
(in the shape of this universe) the mind becomes (gradually) fit to be concentrated on the 
immaterial, most subtle (hard to perceive), self-effulgent and transcendent Brahma (the 
Infinite), known by the name of Lord Vasudeva. Therefore, be pleased to describe the same, 
O (my) preceptor! (3) 

■=t 3 MjjHi'ii vn^TTt nijjuiPer*^: ^rr$i wm f^yi±t*nPM 

^MM^PcIvlM HWteMt|Hcd8T<TTrfr oilHsHIWm: | *I -qt cfrij £frT: 

•^^HtjehUHefTlVIim-d^lvn fsRJ?rifr3Rfa?TTH: ^8JT AI 

c<qfpui na4l^Hti^^rami^tgP^i4af?fPiPTp^: ^Pd^cHiPd i ^ i t^jt -qv$ ^crr^rf 

qHI^^MIMejPfgTH:TT^T: tfNmf: <$HplPUM'l $4>gfmilWfWHlg: cfcfxjfchl^: 

^ciei'MchMeit^i TJsfPf giPiylrp M5«iii'Ji’irc(ani ids^mew cii^ai-a*|Aui yfc<a: I ^9 I 

4-dPHtu'lHl^d ^TFT: 737T: ^c||In-^jt 4UJehPg4Um4<£teU|i c|t|furT Milf^rPUfl: UMlMdl 

ffiPlg-rasrat P^-H'^Hsara- i^wid^fm^rH 3rrft dyiiyufacfiiyfa t’sf 

^rri^ri c i 

The sage (Sri Suka) replied : No man, O great king, can ever succeed in ascertaining 

with his mind, much less (describing) in words, the full extent of the vast display (in the form 
of the universe) set up by the Gunas of the Lord's Maya (deluding potency) even if he strives 

for a whole lifetime of the gods. Therefore, we propose to discuss at length only the salient 

features of the terrestrial globe with the names, position, extent and characteristics of the 
various subdivisions. (4) As for this (particular) Dwipa (the one inhabited by us), it represents 

the innermost of the (seven) sheaths of the lotus-like terrestrial globe, with a diameter of one 

lakh Yojanas (8,00,000 miles) and round (in shape) like the corolla of a lotus. (5) In this Dwipa 

are comprised nine Varsas (subdivisions of a Dwipa)— each nine thousand Yojanas (72,000 
miles) in extent—clearly divided by eight mountain ranges which form their (natural) 
boundaries. (6) In the middle of these continents stands the inner Varsa, called llavrta, at the 

centre of which is situated the king of (all principal) mountain ranges, Meru (Sumeru), entirely 
consisting of gold and possessing a height equal to the extent of the Dwipa (viz., one lakh 

Yojanas). It forms the pericarp of the lotus-like terrestrial globe and has a diameter of thirty- 

two thousand Yojanas (2,56,000 miles) at the top and (only) sixteen thousand Yojanas 
(1,28,000 miles) at the foot, with its root lying under the earth’s surface to a depth of sixteen 

thousand Yojanas. (That is to say, the mountain is only eighty-four thousand Yojanas high 

above the earth's surface). (7) To the north of llavrta are situated one after another the three 
mountain ranges called Nila, Sweta and Srhgavan, severally forming the boundaries of the 

Varsas bearing the names of Ramyaka, Hiranmaya and Kuru and extending east and west 
as far as the salt ocean, each two thousand Yojanas (16,000 miles) wide and every exterior 
range being shorter in length alone by a little over one-tenth of the next interior range (but 

equal in height and breadth). (8) 

^fsrtrRHT^f fwtT Hi H Id 41 UHlIiTHl ^«TT dlHI<4li^<i'yi'ddlr*lyT 

gpc|MTcfrUUiM*iKdHi'3TSil414s4HJ I cT8J^cdl^d4LUU| i^cjui 

Pgftg-H %dHIH*i;tiyci4l: #FFT f^TT^ I ^o| 

j^^ddVddPdHUlHI^-l I n I 

r|d -d d. ^ -Till Si 1r3T7: Mld^cRI: i|c}d*d<d Scjim^tt^dd^Hlgl^M^P^iMpqad^: 

Vld j'MHMRun^r: I \ ? I4^44-4 fyfa Iu11 -yVlyWPui 

HTfr^ uit^iP^t i %31 ^ d-<d ^rrsj 
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97eftfT*r?tfaPd I w I frgrerqft^T: 9Tf ^HrUHc^TH'^smcI^ 

fsFTcT P^tPd I 9k I 

Likewise to the south of llavrta, and extending from east to west, stand the (three 
mountain ranges called) Nisadha, Hemakuta and Himalaya—each possessing a height of 
ten thousand Yojanas (80,000 miles) and severally marking the boundaries of Harivarsa, 
Kimpurusavarsa and Bharatavarsa.(9) Even so to the west and east of llavrta stand the 
(mountain ranges of) Malyavan and Gandhamadana respectively, severally extending as far 
as the Nila mountain (on the north) and the Nisadha mountain (on the south) and covering 
a breadth of two thousand Yojanas (16,000 miles) each. They mark the boundaries of (the 
Varsas called) Ketumala and Bhadraswa (respectively). (10) On the four sides of Mount 
Meru stand the Mandara, Merumandara, Suparswa and Kumuda mountains, forming its 
buttresses (as it were), and having a length and height of ten thousand Yojanas (80,000 
miles). (11) On these four (mountains) stand four big trees of mango, Jambu (rose-apple), 
Kadamba and banyan (respectively) looking like theirflags, each possessing a height of one 
thousand and one hundred Yojanas (8,800 miles) and a diameter of a hundred Yojanas (800 
miles) (at its trunk), and its branches extending within a diameter equal to its height. (12) 
(Besides these trees) there are four lakes (as well) of milk, honey, sugar-cane juice and fresh 
water (respectively). The demigods (the Yaksas, Kinnaras and so on) who drink of these, 
O Parlksit (the foremost of the Bharatas), enjoy mystic powers as a natural 
consequence.(13) There are also four celestial gardens, called Nandana, Caitraratha, 
Vaibhrajaka and Sarvatobhadra. (14) In these gardens the foremost of gods, leading a bevy 
of most charming celestial beauties with them, carry on (their) sports, their glories being sung 
by hosts of demigods. (15) 

li* | dyiyirt ti^- d q T^rifyK >1 PiPR'ioi^c-nPi 

Trafcn ^ i ?mi rciyn4MiuiHmrd4sj^Tf^T^Tfiye<^Hi^uK>KHi^uri<i 

i|4ulHi^d4MkHiy4rd i 9^ i 

MU^|'dde)^dm<d4ei^yitj)Jl-^rrTr W?IT^^TTrafrT I 94 I tra' vH^k5<HHWr^- 

Pmirlfc(yriUMdlMdl>yyi<yiuiiPi^etii'4pi'Hiii <*hi -icTl H*Hnj,^p'i<3^ic;<in4i'Ji'tiGC(PiaH 

fmrd-cff ^TtfRTrtTR J-l I ejPjd I d d 4 H H-W'-J Pd 199 1 fTUHtsrf JjPdcfn 

rlstflTT^Pd^MMI dl^ch^^PlPdm^d vdl^d< ^^rafrTI 9° 1^ 

f gra w 4<dPrTvi4<j,<i*(i**Pi^iiimtui^MTJi tsh yrtrrPrr 1991 

From the top of the celestial mango tree, eleven hundred Yojanas high, standing on the 
bosom of Mount Mandara, drop down fruits as colossal as a mountain-peak and luscious 
as nectar. (16) A river, Arunoda (lit., having red water) by name—so-called because of its 
carrying as water the most delicious, (naturally) fragrant and highly perfumed (with other 
scents), abundant and scarlet juice of these fruits bursting open (with the fall)flows from the 

summit of Mount Mandara and irrigates the eastern part of llavrta. (17) The breeze perfumed 
by contact with the person of Yaksa ladies forming the retinue of Goddess Parvati (the divine 
Consort of Lord Siva) surcharges with fragrance the whole area about them as for as ten 
Yojanas (80 miles), (which is possible only) because of their drinking this water. (18) Similarly 
a river, Jambu by name, emanating from the juice of rose-apples of the size of elephants and 
having very small seeds, burst open as a result of their fall from an exceedingly high level, 

falls from the summit of Mount Merumandara, ten thousand Yojanas high, on the earth 
(below) and waters the whole of (the southern part of) llavrta, standing to the south of that 
river. (19) The clay on both the banks (of this river), getting saturated all over with that juice, 
and undergoing a chemical change under the joint action of the wind and the sun, is 
transmuted into (high-class) gold, known by the name of Jambunada, which ever serves to 
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adorn the person of immortals. (20) Indeed, as the tradition unmistakably points out, the gods 
and other heavenly beings (such as the Gandharvas) with their spouses wear this (on their 
person) in the shape of diadems, bangles, girdles and other ornaments. (21) 

Hei<*)C.K=<: <HMiy4Rmsl tfcTdlWTr fefHrlJtTT: 4-yi4l44R<J|lgl: msj XRjmTT: 

I ^ I m ^JU^HHi ^tslRtfclfRtd) 

tiM-ril i*9fl4l'*144^4 W4Rl I I 

Five torrents of honey, each measuring five fathoms in diameter—that stream forth from 
the hollows of that great Kadamba tree which stands firmly rooted on Mount Suparswa— 
when falling from the summit of Suparswa, delight with their aroma (the region of) llavrta, 
lying to the west of those torrents. (22) The breeze surcharged with the odour issuing from 

the mouth (breath) of (celestial) damsels drinking of those torrents perfumes an area of one 
hundred Yojanas (800 miles) all round. (23) 

■Qc* Tt: YlfTcIrtMl HTXT cTTTcTFS HMIhI: 

H3l:^<IUT^cl4t4^TAu)frfT- 

'<^4 441^14^ I 3*1 4l-j4^HNIU|Hi '4HI14314 g^Hi 4ri1uRHdeHMf^34lJl'«FjRT- 

XHPd 414^4 RuR^M*^ I I 

In the same way from the boughs of that banyan tree, Satavalsa by name (so-called 
because it has hundreds of boughs), which stands firmly rooted on Mount Kumuda, issue 
(a number of) streams—all flowing downward and capable of yielding the objects of one's 
desire, such as milk, curds, honey, clarified butter, jaggery, cereals and other edibles as 
well as raiment, beds, seats and ornaments—and, falling from the summit of Mount Kumuda, 
benefit the region of llavrta lying to the north of the said mountain. (24) Afflictions of various 
kinds—such as wrinkles, grey hairs, fatigue, perspiration, foul smell, old age, disease, 
(untimely) death, (sensations of) cold and heat, pallor and (other) troubles are never 
experienced by those created beings that make use of these rivers; nay, they enjoy the 
greatest happiness throughout their life. (25) 

HH31341 PciviPdRH4] frn: ^ruiehltjlig^rrnRTT^d^VI Mftd 4Mefrjktl: I ^ ^ 

^V|iyi3^4l^34^434l4d1 TjaRTpfr »TSrT: I l(c|44>ui 4cH4Tft4Ml 

&dW<*rr4U1 ymi4dM4iiTlHR4^^cMI4KRK%: nR^dliRdRcl nRd¥4<*)lR<t <*,|£FlRlR: I WI 

4444441 4H41£'44 44€TtH41 i TTI dcftHlff I ^£ I 

HURT tTfTrTt <HI*4ldHI4y HI xrsnf^T ^ftS^T^T^pn: I 3*? I 

?frt ifprnmv viwtwi ufertwi irsyfrsvwj: i ?? / 

Like filaments surrounding the pericarp (of a lotus), there are twenty mountains— 
Kurariga, Kurara, Kusumbha, Vaikahka, T rikuta, Sisira, Pataiiga, Rucaka, Nisadha, Sinivasa, 
Kapffa, Sahkha, Vaidurya, Jarudhi, Hartisa, Rsabha, Naga, Kalanjara, Narada and so on— 
situated round about Meru near its foot. (26) (Again,) to the east of Meru stand the Jathara 
and Devakuta mountains, extending north to south to a length of eighteen thousand Yojanas 
(1,44,000 miles) and possessing a hight and width of two thousand Yojanas (16,000 miles). 
Similarly to the west (of the same mountain) are situated the Pavana and Pariyatra; to the 
south (of Meru) stand the Kailasa and Karavlra extending east to west—and to the north 
are situated theTrisrhga and Makara. Enclosed on all sides by these eight mountains, Mount 
Sumeru (the mountain of gold) shines as a sacred fire surrounded by blades of Kusa grass 
(marking its boundaries as it were). (27) On the summit of Mount Meru, at the very centre, 
they say, is situated the city of Brahma (the self-born), built (entirely) of gold, with an area 
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of fourteen* thousand Yojanas (1,12,000 square miles) and rectangular in shape. (28) After 
this model and round above the same have been built the eight cities of the eight Lokapalas 
(guardians of the spheres—Indra and others) in a style befitting their master and in the 

direction allotted to him, each city being one-fourth (in extent) of Brahma's city. (29) 

Thus ends the sixteenth discourse entitled "A description of the terrestrial 
world" in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TSJ WMdynSSJRt: 

Discourse XVII 
An account of the descent of the holy Gariga and a song of praise to Lord 

Sahkarsana by the divine Sankara 

<TB ■tRctH: TTTSTWf^FT fabuiffeishMdi 'ctmVTBI^B'ttaftfyHIwfiJdehtdlgf^cAuirAf:- 

T7T§ll<^JNrl4cflcilHL|df^dq^'isfiTSriciHMirdH6fli 4ilHH y'tHsWNci8TVR Idcti tJ?J^raBBTT 

I ^ I <T? IT BTB cJl^drl SilrtHmlc.: iJtM^Hicidlc>wrrjcnd.qni'iyfUH<[e*'ql rich fold 

^lhHttc)HlTr<^^MIU|'iH'i|aqR(cWMl''H <|<j fcK'ISJHI-ll'Ct^.'IH 3tlrqiucyu|c<c(juiHl[Md(rll'W-1H'llc'1- 

^>^MCd!c(drcdniH<n«(|t>MchCd^lf^(ayj4)HMdHl;!jCdch^iCdchl5i^HirM MfMIcjlui f*H«i f^lftT I 3 I 

Sri Suka continued : (Standing) on this terrestrial globe (referred to in the foregoing 
discourse) when Lord Visnu Himself, appearing in the form of Trivikramaf at the sacrificial 
performance of Bali, raised His (left) foot (in order to measure the heavenly regions after 
having measured the earth including the subterranean worlds with His right foot), a stream 
from the (immaterial) waters existing outside the egg-like cosmos, which rushed inside 
through a breach made in the upper shell of the cosmic egg as a result of its being pierced 
by the nail of His left big toe, flowed down to the realm of Dhruva (forming the crest of the 
starry heavens)—which they call Visnupada (the abode of Lord Visnu)—after a very long 
(measure of) time covering a thousand revolutions of the four Yugas (Satya, Treta, Dwapara 
and Kali). While washing the lotus-foot of the Lord (on which it fell in the very first instance), 

* The compound epithet at^n^M-f'Hl^n.could be taken on the face of it to mean 'covering an area of a thousand times 

ten thousand i.e., one crore square Yojanas or eight crore square miles', as almost every renowned commentator of SrTmad 

Bhagavata has done. Considering the extent of Mount Meru, which is mentioned in passage 7 above as only 32,000 Yojanas 

wide, however, this figure strikes us as enormous. Hence, following a learned commentator, we have split the compound as 

at jjttql-it-ii fllija'i "stand taken Tiwt to mean 'covering an area of four thousand square miles'—TTgwfar mUhIv’i 

WtT: Ttt. Thus interpreted, the compound will mean 'having an area of ten plus four, i.e.. fourteen thousand square Yojanas, 

which exactly tallies with the figure given in the Visnupurana. In that we come across the following description of the city of 

Brahma on the summit of Mount Meru :— 

ttijtHifrl q'H-il-ti Ttgiyt I TOgqft ^53 asH: Hfqai fera 11(11. if. 31) 

t For an account of the Lord's descent as Vamana (the divine Dwarf) and His assuming a cosmic form (as Trivikrama) 

at the sacrificial performance of Bali, the celebrated demon king and a great devotee of the Lord, see Discourses XVIII-XX of 

Book VIII. 
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it got coloured by its red pollen-like dust and thus acquired the virtue of wiping out by its very 
touch the dirt of sin of the whole world, itself remaining untouched by the sin, and was 
(thenceforth) expressly and directly called by the (sacred) appellation of "Bhagavatpadi" 
(that which proceeds from the foot of the Lord Himself)—to the exclusion of other names 
(Jahnavi, Bhagirathi etc., suggesting other later and less momentous associations). (1) In 
the aforesaid realm indeed that foremost devotee of the Lord, Dhruva (the celebrated son 
of Uttanapada), steadfast in his vow (of devotion), bears (sprinkles) on his head even to this 
day (the water of) the (holy) Bhagavatpadi (later known as the Gariga) with supreme 
reverence, remembering that it has washed the lotus- foot of his family Deity, his heart deeply 
saturated with an incessant flow of constantly growing devotion, with tears of pure love 
escaping from his eyes—resembling a pair of lotus buds—half-closed in a fit of self- 
forgetfulness induced by ardent longing (for his beloved Lord), and the hair on his body 
standing on their end. (2) 

rrtT: W c*i ^ cHm 3TT'~-IM*| PflRsRdlcldi UcfRi* pH 

cll^diHMtd^rcWq^lcdl^d^rVP&ldl-ijmfrilJM'qi JHPcWPMcIHIdi ^mRHaiPM 

vdHT^'b^P-d I 3 I •d~rTT5Tchftg^ctriPdPc1ltHMl4ijtTgHde)'MHdMdt^ri^iMU^HMIc)|4 

<slSJ'Sdd PdQdPd I * I 

Further on (in the next stages of the descent of this stream) the seven seers 

(responsible for the maintenance of the world order and having their abode immediately 

below the realm of Dhruva, where the seven stars of the Ursa major are located), who know 
the greatness of this (holy) stream, receive (sprinkle) it with great reverence even to the 
present day on the tuft of their matted locks—in the same way as the seekers of liberation 

would hail final beatitude coming to them (in a concrete form of its own accord). accounting 
it the supreme reward of their austerities—having spurned (all) other objects of human 

pursuit including Self-Realization, simply due to their having achieved the boon of 

unceasing devotion to Lord Vasudeva, the Soul of the universe. (3) Descending thence 

through the heavens (the passage of the gods), crowded with many billions of aerial cars, 
the stream washes the lunar sphere and comes down to the city of Brahma (on the summit 
of Mount Meru). (4) 

■Erar^ftT i i tfmT <r fiddi n* 4* t mh iPdRiRPyilA^rrsutssj: tocrtt 

TTpH^I-flTUI UsTTVc*cPt VTcZTf 81N flMstMP^yPdTTfd I 5 I Mlc~-*clP*iJ.ciJ iPHtMri^fl 

dd'lidytdcAll •SFdHlcTHp^r ■gaT: ydlwjj fdfcT TTp.dfR yPcmfd I \9 I ^ 4trTtdl wPvKfn O O 
PdMPddl PIR Py Ksl 41 PdPnV 14=14T*fd £ I H sfp*rT: *ffTCcPF!t^rRT 4 rifled ThWhI 

fdfyr cTHfinrf^yPdviPd i c i rT&ciiHcbd^i ^fartTR PiP^TT^rd^'RT 

^Hc^<il4M<^dl^lPdf^4TdR^.fn 'Hd'-l-dT 'dHdUpl* cR ^PsnHW fem •3THpytff^yf4i>ird 

xrxsrf IRRTTsf dId: I*t TR STcft***4I d*4 qId IHi WR cRWmftT I I 3*^4 c*^T d^JS/c* 

c*4 C*4 ^f?fr McWpdRlRdPgdf: STHST: I ? O | 

Branching forth into four streams there, the Bhagavatpadi flows in four directions under 

four (different) appellations —Sita, Alakananda, Caksu and Bhadra —and (finally) enters the 

ocean (the lord of streams and rivers). (5) Passing through the city of Brahma and gradually 
descending from the principal summits of one of the many mountains represented (in XVI. 
26 above) as so many filaments surrounding the pericarp-like Mount Meru, the Sita falls on 
the peaks of Mount Gandhamadana and, coursing through Bhadraswavarsa. enters the salt 

ocean on the east. (6) Likewise, reaching Mount Malyavan and descending from it. the 

Caksu flows with unabated speed in the direction of (the land of) Ketumala and enters the 
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ocean on the west. (7) Descending from the summit of Mount Meru in a northerly direction 
and leaving one mountain-peak after another, the Bhadra flows from the peak of Srrigavan 
in the direction of the northern Kurus and enters the ocean in the north. (8) Even so flowing 
to the south of Brahma's city (on Mount Meru) and passing through many a mountain-peak, 
the Alakananda reaches the mountain-range of Hemakuta and, rolling down from 
Hemakuta to the peaks of the Himalaya mountain with a tremendous speed and coursing 
through Bharatavarsa, enters the ocean in the south. And for a man who goes forth to 
bathe in this river, the reward of Aswamedha, Rajasuya and other (great) sacrifices 
becomes easy of access at- every step. (9) There are in every Varsa (subdivision of 
Jambudwfpa) hundreds of other rivers, both big and small, having their source in Mount 
Meru and other mountains. (10) 

^mriAq cjtJful 'Wpiuii MfalfH 

o^Mfc^iPri 1^1 ^qlullH^d^om^ciqiuii c(c|eh<HIHi THIlUdyiuilHi 

^■1^ | <qMdq: 

7T2IT '^IMcd vdcdlVlij^ 

'dd«PsifdP-lP^P;(^P:<i'l5: chinchicicdPlcdlfl^lfldlHIdHIcdl^yitd'l^yU: 

Pcf^Pd I ^ I 

Of (all) these Varsas, the learned declare Bharatavarsa alone as the land where a man 
can shape his destinies through actions. They speak of the other eight Varsas as the places 
for enjoying the fruit of such merit as still remains to be enjoyed by those who return from 
heaven (after exhausting the stock of merit which entitled them to a residence in that realm), 
and designate these as the celestial spots on earth. (11) The god-like men inhabiting these 
Varsas, live to an age of the thousand human years and are endowed with the strength of 
ten thousand elephants. The couples there are extremely happy with their adamantine 
frame, (never-failing) strength, (lasting) youth and (abundant) sense-delights, and are 
possessed of extraordinary venereal capacity; while the wives conceive only once and that 
too during the closing year of their life, which (also) marks the end of their (period of) sexual 
enjoyment. The conditions prevailing there are (throughout) the same as obtain in the Treta 
age (here). (12) Here indeed in the precincts of hermitages and the valleys of the principal 
mountains,forming the boundaries of these Varsas, with their picturesque woodlands 
looking (very) graceful on account of trees with their branches and the creepers supported 
by them bending low under the charming load of bunches of flowers, fruits and tender foliage 
of all seasons, as well as in the lakes of limpid water, resonant with the noise of swans, water- 
fowls, Karandavas, cranes and ruddy geese—ravished by the fragrance of diverse species 
of blooming young lotuses—and with the humming of various species of black bees, the 
lords of gods divert themselves at will with aquatic sports and various other amusements, 
the chiefs of their respective retinues adoring them with rich presents and their mind and 
eyes captivated with the dalliance, (winsome) smiles and playful glances, charged with love, 
of charming celestial ladies. (13) 

dq^qpM q ^■Mqi—IKiquu I M <■> q I u 11 d C -1 U £ IqI cL d rq cq d I rq d ISJI Pm >3 nJ O O 
TtfWITH I ** 

Wt^rrafdAr5'dl^5<ITft' I I 

r^i-rmviiLTFrfMTijn 

In all these nine Varsas Lord Narayana, the Supreme Person, remains personally 
present in His (diverse) manifestations even today in order to shower His grace on His 
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devotees (in the manner to be shown hereafter). (14) In llavrta, of course, the only male 
(available) is Lord Sankara (the Source of this universe); none else who is aware of the 

circumstances which led to the curse pronounced by (Lord Siva for the satisfaction of) 

Goddess Parvati (the divine Spouse of Siva, whose divine sports had been interrupted by 
the unannounced and hence unwelcome presence of sages in Her pleasance) dare enter 
this land. How a male attempting to enter it is transformed into a woman I shall narrate later 

on (in Book IX). (15) 

•MiJIUI|^f|^rt3'b£<JtllHI IMTi'^W TJTfaT rTHTlff ijf?f 

irfrRTRTfSR: 'flTdyii^'ddritJJU'l-^^ -SMyicifd I ^ I 

Waited upon by hosts of women, numbering billions and forming the retinue of Goddess 

Parvati, Lord Siva (the Source of the universe) adores (there) His own Cause, the fourth 

manifestation, presiding over destruction (the function of Tamoguna) and known by the 
name of Sarikarsana, of Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person)—appearing in four forms 
(Vasudeva, Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Sankarsana)—realizing His presence in the mind 
in the form of a conceptual image and muttering the following (prayer). (16) 

■=t uNimnfrjTt^rar^rdftsmr ^judfa ^Pm^O i 

^TOT -%iPddH-d^fli H *RTH Pd'M^ldld: I 

3TH^?Tt "*!: yld'Hlfd Ml'-ldl 8TT5T5 Mv^i^qdiycdl'cjd: I 

•T ^PT^KTrstw ff?lT P@di ^rmcyl: ‘-yyi'mPmPs.'Mi: I 

dtrifi.w fetPri-i-^fidM rantPci^H' i 

in? fegTsifro ^gparfcsn? i 

dWIil 3rmT^ MUlPcnj^'l TToPp 'midl-M: fedTI 

■SfrFtrai^r^t f^rTT WRTHT eTchlReji dlRH^P-^4 I 

T37t ^ cOT Vl-f-dl ^ ^dP-ddl: I 

MoFTfi •dc^ddl'TOWdT: ^tm Tt3 dd-f^lPc^l 

dP-dPMdi chgim chu'iicjuff utzit 4ui4P?4if?td: i 

H % PdfdKUMPmsWI rn=£r WFt PdHdld'dldH I 

*4 I 

H I 

I 

33 I 

33 I 

3*1 

ifd fmr&mrfr wr^m mw&ri u'fedwi mizwrsvm: i ?is / 

Lord Siva prays : "Hail, hail to the infinite Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person), denoted 

by (the mystical syllable) OM, and manifesting all virtues though (Himself) unmanifest. (17) 

O adorable One 11 adore You, the supreme Lord, whose lotus- feet afford shelter (to all), the 

highest Abode of all divine attributes (viz., universal lordship and omnipotence, piety of all 

kinds, entire glory, all wealth and splendour, omniscience and unattachment to everything) I 

You have fully revealed before (Your) devotees Your divine form (that protects all created 

beings) and put an end to their rebirth; while You perpetuate (the bondage of) worldly 

existence in the case of those who are not devoted to You. (18) Who that seeks to subdue 

his senses would not esteem You, whose vision is not at all coloured by the objects of senses 
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(which are products of the Gunas of Maya) nor by the activities of the mind—even though 
You witness all with a view to controlling everything—unlike our vision, who have not been 
able to curb the vehemence of wrath. (19) To him who looks upon the body (which has no 
reality whatsoever) as his own self, You appear through (Your own) Maya (deluding potency) 
as though drunk, with Your eyes reddened by the use of spirituous liquor and distillates 
(toddy etc.). Nay, the wives of the Nagas (the denizens of Patala, the nethermost of the 
subterranean regions) are unable to worship You through bashfulness, their mind being 
excited (with love) at the very.touch of Your feet. (20) The sacred texts (of the Vedas) declare 
You as responsible for the evolution, existence and dissolution of this universe, though 
beyond these states Yourself eternal as You are. You never feel (the presence of) the 
terrestrial globe, lying like a mustard seed somewhere on the (sublime) base of Your 
thousand hoods. (21) Your very first manifestation, springing up from the three Gunas 
(modes of Prakrti) was (known as) Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence), which 
(in the form of Citta or the faculty of ratiocination) is rooted in Sattva and which (when 
considered from the point of view of the Spirit presiding over it and visualized as one with 
the Supreme Deity) came to be known as Lord Brahma. (And) descended from him, I (Rudra) 
bring forth—through My own glory (in the form of Ahahkara or the Ego), consisting of the 
three Gunas (because evolved from the Mahat-tattva, a product of the three Gunas)—the 
deities (presiding over the ten Indriyas and the mind) and the mind itself (that are Sattvika 
in character), the five gross elements (which are rooted in Tamas, being inert by nature) and 
the ten Indriyas (which are predominantly Rajasika). (22) Remaining under the control of the 
Supreme Person (in You) (and) unified (by the active principle in the shape of the vital airs) 
like birds held by a string, we all, viz., the Mahat-tattva, the ego, the deities mentioned above, 
the five gross elements and the Indriyas, evolve this creation by Your grace (alone). (23) 
Deluded by the objects of senses (which are the creation of the three Gunas), this JIva (that 
is subject to birth and death) can never know (except by Your grace) the Maya (the principle 
of cosmic illusion) which has been conjured up by You and which subjects it to the bondage 
of Karma (action prompted by interested motives); much less can it know with any amount 
of ease the means of getting over that Maya. Moreover, the creation and dissolution (of the 
universe) are nothing apart from You (inasmuch and both these events take place in You). 

Therefore, obeisance to You !" (24) 

Thus ends the seventeenth discourse, in Book Five of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

vp-\ v p>\ \ rzztrsz/ 

3T8tiyKyiUSHIF!T: 
Discourse XVIII 

A description of (the various Varsas) of the terrestrial globe continued 

7TSJT zt "RET WCJT EfT&ll c(i01 lyyi cR 

yTTWT IHMIII ETinfiRT ETR%4i‘*lcn[iujui-<i aMyicd-i I 9 I 

SrT Suka went on : Even so in Bhadraswavarsa a son of Dharma (the deity presiding 
over righteousness). Bhadrasrava by name (the ruler of this Varsa) as well as the chief men 
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of his retinue adore the favourite manifestation of Lord Vasudeva Himself, known by the 
name of HayagrTva—who is piety personified—realizing His presence through supreme 
concentration of mind while muttering the following prayer. (1) 

3Tf : 

Sio iiil ^iJlc)d SJJhI-mirHfc^vTiS4Hi-ih $fd I ^ I 

3lfr fdi>3 ^iN^^ryd '5RT ■^PTT^T ff TOFT M^Pd I 

STOFTOlff fsT3RT TT ftcTT P^ dlP^Pd 13 I 

cf^fFf RT?cT ^TOJ: TR MV^P-d t||UjldlPcidl PdMPv^ld: I 

rrSJTpT Tprf^r rrara TOTO dPdPfMd ^FTOiT RrtlipUl rTR^I | 

<T3tT T Pc43 <73 f«J chl«IehKU| ^qlrMpi oylrlP.cH RT ct^d: IVI 

fIRt rTOTT RR^rTF^ TUId'HIOl I 

yrdldd ^ g^T5fwira?r RTO HH4diPddyf$d|i| ifrt I ^ I 

Bhadrasrava and his men pray : "Hail to the almighty Dharma—denoted by the 
mystical syllable OM—who purifies the mind !" (2) Oh, (how) marvellous are the doings of 

the Lord (Your Maya), deluded by which this Jiva fails to perceive Death (who kills all), though 

endowed with vision, when he desires to survive (even) after cremating his father and son 
(old and young), contemplating evil deeds in order to enjoy the carnal pleasures (which have 
no reality whatsoever)! (3) The learned have spoken of the world as perishable; while those 

wise men who have realized the Self even perceive it as such (through deep concentration 
of mind). Yet are people deluded by Your Maya, O birthless one ! Highly wonderful are Your 
ways and I (simply) bow to You, the birthless Lord. (4) The functions of creation, preservation 

and dissolutions of the universe have been attributed (by the Vedas) to You, who are (really) 
a non-doer and unveiled (by Maya). This is (however) not (at all) surprising in Your case; for 
activity is (but) proper to You, who are everything (through Maya) and (therefore) the cause 

(the progenitor) of (ail) effects; while, as a matter of fact, You are unconditioned (unveiled 

by Maya and therefore actionless). (5) Appearing in the form of a man-horse (a man with the 

head of a horse), it is You who rescued from the bottom of the ocean and restored to the 

supplicating Brahma (the first seer) the Vedas, that had been stolen away by the demon 

Madhu (who was ignorance personified) at the time of universal dissolution. (Therefore,) hail 
to You of unfailing resolve !" (6) 

ifrcn? rl^lTiri 
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ARZIlftd -RtmfpRT^ MM TJTT: I 

'§'■0cT*T5raMT <*xil HiUta-imla &Jic(dl 1^3 1 

iftff TrrsHiqriJNit ymRurinidti ^miuiiPm^ dV-4MifwH.i 

ffrctT Hgifd ^ TT^TH TJF ct^T WIT ^ I 

%^T TJF fi^Pd’dd-.dld •jW^trra *t'ddl$d'm4fafd I I 

Again, in Harivarsa the Lord abides in the form of Narahari (a man-lion). The circumstances 
that led Him to assume that (queer) form I shall relate later on (while narrating the story of 
Prahrada in Book VII). The great devotee, Prahrada, who is an abode of all good qualities 
inhering in exalted souls and whose virtue and (ideal) conduct brought sanctity to the (entire) 
race of the Daityas and Danavas, adores this form, beloved of him, through a course of 
uninterrupted and undivided devotion, alongwith the (other) people inhabiting that Varsa, 
and repeats the following (prayer):—(7) "Hail to Lord Narasirhha, who is denoted by the 
mystical syllable OM I Hail to the Light of all lights !! Fully reveal Yourself, O Lord with 
adamantine claws and adamantine teeth II! Burn down, O burn down (our) latent desires (the 

seeds of future actions); swallow up, O swallow up (all) darkness (in the form of ignorance). 
We offer our worship to You, O Lord, O appear (in the horizon of) our mind in such a way 
as to make us fearless, to rid us of (all) fear Ksraum*!“ (8) "May all be well with the world; 
may the wicked become gentle. May (all) living beings contemplate good to one another with 
their intellect and may their mind resort only to that which is good; and may our thought as 
well as the thought of others be fixed on You (Lord Visnu) without any motive (whatso¬ 
ever).(9) If there be (any) attachment in our heart, let it be for the loving devotees of the Lord 
and on no account for (our) dwelling, wife, children, wealth and kinsmen. (For) he who is 
contented with the (bare) necessaries of life and self-possessed attains blessedness at no 
distant date, but not he who loves the objects of the senses. (10) Entering through the ears 
the mind of those who repeatedly listen to the purifying accounts of the exploits of Lord Visnu 
(the Bestower of Liberation)—which possess a unique glory of their own and which one gets 

to hear in the'company of such devotees—the birthless Lord takes away the impurities of 
their mind ! Who (then) would not resort to such devotees ? (11) In (the heart of) a man who 
is blessed with exclusive devotion to the Lord permanently dwell the gods with all (their) 
virtues. (But) how can the qualities of exalted souls exist in him who, far from being a devotee 
of the Lord, runs after the illusory objects of senses under the impulse of desire ? (12) As 
water is dear to the fish as their (very) life, Lord Sri Hari indeed is the (veritable) soul of all 

embodied beings.Ignoring Him, if a man, however great he may be, remains attached to his 
home, his greatness, then, is reduced to that type which couples claim in advanced age. (13) 
Therefore, renouncing the home—which is the root avidity (the thirst for pleasures), 
attachment, grief, anger, pride, longing (for another's wife and wealth etc.), fear, wretchedness 
and mental anguish and, as such perpetuate the cycle of births and deaths—take refuge in 

the feet of Lord Nrsimha, the only safe retreat." (14) 

nJiarrr ftrmrarefnrarT ^rrraf 

dg^MdHi ^MNMrFHMMRytsdHIdi TT^rf L^NA.HM^.i^d ■JHiigPNji<m-i*n' frasraMTT 

oERTra': fidcHtl-d fafdMdRd I I STcfm ^dPcdddPdPcMIfir^Hrydfcrt^gltf wyiicicdl*- 

1MdPHp^-4lPui I ^ 

* A mystical syllable sacred to Lord Nrsimha. 
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I ^13 I 3-of T^3-b Ttfr vft-*, y11 i| 4-1 <=< I v'l ry <HPaTrlI rM311 e£i dlHi 

r^rfni ^cITTT Pdyi HIu|| ■gmnTrT^ Ml^lehHM^^mdldMffdldltjdf-ldld 

■h§*-1 3TFjTH ^HToT ^TRTTCT dilHIU Tmki ^3^T5T ijdlrfj ^6 I 

So in Ketumalavarsa the Lord stays in the form of Kamadeva (Pradyumna) with intent 

to please Goddess Laksmi (His own divine consort) as well as the daughters (the female 

deities presiding over nights) and sons (the deities presiding over days)—the rulers of that 
Varsa— of Sartivatsara (the deity presiding over a year, a Lord of created beings), (severally) 
numbering 36,000 (as many as there are days and nights comprising the full span of human 
life, viz., a hundred years). The embryos born in the womb of the former (the daughters of 

Sartivatsara), whose mind gets frightened by the (dazzling) brilliance of the mighty weapon 

(the discus Sudarsana) of Lord Visnu (the supreme Person), perish at the end of a year and 

get discharged in a lifeless state. (15) By the elegance of His lotus face, lovely with the 
shapely arches of His brows, which are slightly raised on account of His playful glances 
accompanied with a winsome smile—which in its turn is embellished with the charm of His 
highly graceful gait—He brings excessive joy to Goddess Rama (who is His other Self) and 

(thereby) delights His own senses. (16) Accompanied by the daughters of Prajapati 
Sartivatsara during nights and by their spouses (the deities presiding over days) during the 

daytime, Goddess Rama waits upon the aforesaid manifestation of the Lord, an embodiment 
of His own will (or creative energy), by recourse to supreme concentration of mind and 
repeats the following (prayer):—(17) "Hram I Hrim II Hrum III* Hail to Lord Hrsikesa (the 

Controller of the senses), denoted by the mystic syllable OM, distinguished by (all) 

extraordinary qualities, the Ruler of (all) the organs of action and the senses of perception, 

as well as of the (four) aspects of the internal senses (viz., the intellect, the ego, the 

understanding and the mind) including their functions and objects, who is manifested in the 
form of the sixteen limbs of a subtle body (viz., the mind and the ten Indriyas and the five 
subtle elements), who is Veda personified, who in the form of food sustains the physical 
body, who is immortality (final beatitude) itself, nay, who is everything and who is the fountain 
of (all) strengtlrof mind, the potency of the Indriyas and physical strength. Hail to You, (our) 
beloved Lord, Love personified, both here and hereafter." (18) 

f^rat gfr^r pwi ^ffr ijittsst uPdmyimd^nj 

rTTTTT T ^ 3? LiPm-r^qcq ftpl cld'lifdd-dl: 1^1 

TT cT W: WT FIH-dd: 'mfrT *TTffiTT 

TT ■q^cTTOT fa$if f?o I 

tT^ v.ranmdMIlc+tdliHidl WaTtM^I 

cPT pT-ddPOT: | 

Ud'liPdd I v? | 

JHIrddlHJ 

ftwirPTi i 

■ The Tantras mention a number of mystical syllables (Bija-Mantras) whose utterance is believed to possess a unique 

power to propitiate and reveal certain deities. Hram, Hrim and Hrum are three such syllables well-known for their efficacy to 

please a number of gods and goddesses. They are obviously intended here to propitiate Lord Pradyumna (who is Love 

personified). 
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"Women (maids) in this world desire (to obtain) another man as a husband by propitiating 
Yourself, the very Director of the senses, through sacred vows (of various kinds). They (the 
earthly husbands obtained by them) are surely unable to protect the beloved offspring, 
wealth and life of these women, since they (the husbands) are anything but independent 
(themselves). (19) He alone is a master in the real sense, who has no fear from any quarter 
himself and is able to protect on all sides a person stricken with fear. You are the only lord 
(answering these qualifications),since You account no other joy higher than the realization 
of Your own blissful nature. Otherwise (if Your joy depended on others, You would be far from 
independent and in the event of there being a number of independent rulers) there would 

be fear from one another. (20) (Again,) she who exclusively desires to adore the lotus-feet 
of such a lord in You succeeds in attaining all the objects of her desire (and yet enjoys the 
fame of being a disinterested devotee), if, on the other hand, You are worshipped (by a 
woman) and approached with a longing to secure from You her sought for boon, You 
bestow (on her) that boon alone, with the result that on the said object of her longing being 
destroyed (in course of time) she feels much afflicted, O Lord ! (21) (Even) Brahma (the 
birthless creator), Lord Siva (the all-powerful), gods (like Indra), demons and the like, 
whose mind is attached to the objects of senses, practise severe austerities for winning 
me (my grace), but fail to secure me—barring him who is devoted to You—inasmuch as 
my heart is fixed on You (alone), O invincible Lord ! (22) Be pleased, O immortal Lord, to 
place on my head Your adorable lotus-like hand, which You have (so often) placed on the 
head of devotees. (I certainly enjoy Your esteem in that) You bear me by way of an emblem 
(in the form of a golden streak) on Your (blessed) bosom, O adorable one ! (Yet I am 
deprived of Your grace, which is the exclusive privilege of devotees—an anomaly which 
I am unable to understand. This is, however, no cause for wonder; for) who can (hope to) 
divine the raison d'etre of whatever is wrought by Your Maya (deluding potency), 
omnipotent as You are?" (23) 

MTFW 4 <4*11*4 yTeW?f?fd Tf <pdIHIT)ft 

■m?: TTrcTRI UlUlldldU %ifeM<4ViHmy*rm? i i si w itwr 

ctHTS UglMrWiq TtTlfrTI I 

And in Ramyakavarsa, the (present) Manu (Sraddhadeva, a son of the sun-god, known 
by the name of Satyavrata in the sixth or Caksusa Manvantara) the ruler of that Varsa adores 
even now with an unceasing flow of great (exclusive and disinterested) devotion, the most 
beloved form of the Lord—the form of the Divine Fish—revealed to him before (at the end 
of the Caksusa Manvantara,* when the three worlds were inundated by the ocean), and 
repeats the following (prayer):— (24) "Hail to the Lord as revealed in His very first descent 

(on the material plane) and denoted by the mystical syllable OM ! Hail to Him who is an 
embodiment of Sattva (unmixed with Rajas and Tamas), and who is the very life-giving 
principle as well as (the source of) the potency of the Indriyas, the strength of mind and 
physical strength (too)!! Hail to the great (divine) Fish !!!” (25) 

3t-ddTgSMlRsltfH]<WH*1<f2*4'l I 

HldiMIcHI: foe* UrMI-dll fodT ^feforsftT trfor cf I 

TTfij T yfoPgUdyddUld: Him 4 TS7T0T ^T*| I 

^iiMiura sfinfiPmhmi4Isramat f^rfin^i 

trtt wns dddJiumundH -mr i 

' For the story connected with the Lord's descent as the divine Fish vide Discourse XXIV of Book VIII. 
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"Though Your form is unseen by (remains hidden from the view of) all the guardians of 
the spheres (Brahma and others). You move about (in the form of the vital airs) within and 
(as the atmospheric air) without (all living beings), making a loud noise (in the form of the 

Vedas and thereby proclaiming Your existence). You are that (supreme) Ruler who has 
brought this universe under control by means of (various) denominations (such as the 
Brahmana, which serve as a basis for the varied injunctions and interdictions of the 

scriptures), even as a showman controls a wooden puppet (by a wire). (26) Suffering from 
the fever of jealousy, the guardians of the (different) spheres (indra and others) were unable 

without You (the life-giving principle) to protect the bipeds or quadrupeds, the mobile or the 

immobile creatures—(in short,) whatever is seen in this world—in spite of their striving 
severally as well as unitedly. (27) Holding (by a cord) this earth—a storehouse of annual 

plants and creepers (etc.)—including myself (then known as Satyavrata) You, the birthless 

Lord, sported far and wide with (great) vigour in the ocean, that was, at the time of universal 
dissolution tumultuous with waves. Hail to such a Lord, the (inner) Controller of the 
multitudes of animate beings !" (28) 

%Ttn^rsfTT 'MWN'-M'Hrrl TmUUlWfiJ rtfonirTOT 

rHq‘iuii|yqfn^Muic*m h-^Phm 1| 3-b "Ttfr iHMd 

Ttfr arEq-cft w -mfd 130 1 

In Hiranmayavarsa, again, the Lord resides in (lit., having assumed) the form of the 
(Divine) Tortoise. Alongwith the denizens of this subdivision of the earth, Aryama, the lord 
of the hosts of manes, adores that most beloved manifestation of the Lord, and repeats this 
prayer:—(29) "Hail, hail to You, the divine Tortoise, denoted by the mystical syllable OM and 

possessed of a form consisting entirely of Sattvaguna, whose position is not open to 
perception (because of Your staying under water)! Hail to the most ancient one !! Hail to the 
omnipresent Lord !!! Hail, hail to the Support of all!!!!" (30) 

4s^rtTHpH 3|>MfrPi|dHJ 

THSTT H rTC^T dUFdicUM^I^PMUl.1| 

^3T: ^ fsrffT: 7THRtests'!rUfifim | 39 | 

TH5TT W 7frg^TTWd?r -TIT: gi'JSTPddVlHI'U H ^f?Tl33l 

"The objective world, manifested as it is by Your own Maya (creative energy) and 
observed in multitudinous forms, but whose extent cannot be correctly estimated because 
of its being falsely perceived, is (as a matter of fact) Your own manifestation (nothing apart 
from You). Your (essential) form, however, cannot be described (in words). Hail to You as 

such ! (31) It is You alone that are called by the name of a mammal a sweat-born creature, 

an oviparous being, a plant, a mobile or immobile creature, a god, a Rsi (a superior class 
of human beings endowed with preternatural vision or clairvoyance), a Pitr (mane), an evil 
spirit, the world of the senses, the heaven-world (the celestial regions), the aerial world (the 

space intervening between heaven and earth and inhabited by beings endowed with an 
aerial body), the earth, a mountain, a river, an ocean, a Dwipa (one of the principal divisions 
of the terrestrial world), a heavenly body or planet, a star (and so on). (32) Even though You 

possess a numberless (endless) variety of names, forms and shapes, yet a (specified) 
number of categories, (say, twenty-four) has been assumed in You by seers (like the divine 
Kapila). The knowledge of Truth by means of which this number (plurality) is set aside is no 
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other than You, the embodiment of true wisdom. Hail to You !" (33) 

■3rft5 »TfraT^ UshT^N: 3TTTFT TT rj tw *J: W 

^f^t«3RHd^fiW'!4lfH'|ity|c)rd S*TT rt TTT^TT^TPm^rramTfrt I I 3S0 -=riTt 

M-dd-rclfn^-W g^ncf T^T^culceyctiq UglM'BNIAJ TtT: *4thckdI4 fd^lM *T>T^-r1 I I 

In the land of the northern Kurus (the subdivision of the terrestrial world known by this 
name) the Lord presiding over sacrifices dwells (is worshipped) in the form of the divine Boar. 
Alongwith the Kurus (the denizens of this subdivision) this Goddess Earth (that serves as 
our abode) adores Him through an incessant flow of unfaltering devotion and repeats the 
following supremely esoteric prayer:—(34) "Hail to the divine Boar, denoted by the mystical 
syllable OM, truly known (only) through the Mantras (sacred texts of the Vedas), the Deity 
presiding over sacrifices both without and with a sacrificial post, (nay,) whose (divine) Body 
is constituted of the (varieties of) great sacrifices ! (vide III. xiii. 38) ! Hail to the Supreme 
Person !! Hail to You who (in the form of a sacrificer) are pure* of actions, and who manifest 
Yourself (in the form of sacrifices) only in the (last) three Yugas."t (35) 

tjft tfcrt PsrefNm Tjtrnj *ttct^h.i 

TTSTfer TPTCTT TJS' IsbuiS-m ^DnirH-i I I 

f^h iJl^rc|<yHlil»|cf,^r^-IHf’i-IMJiUI|c4 4-cj^M ^1 fSTrl I r^T% I 

TtTT ^T: I I 

cfjftfTT ruVUfejrdW'UMMU ifWPmd HfUjd4)fffT^Tat: I 

irraT TreipTr rt^rsra Tnoofr -gnTFr ^uieh4^ifsnrr i ^ i 

tmszr ufrrafitui mf *rr *tt --Hidifd^cM: 1 

rdtdl^d^d: yuidlPfH rt fwftrftT I 3^ I 

?fw m&FMd y&yuul mw&i ufemi -iwrmws&m: 1 \c 1 

"Even as those well-versed in rituals churn out the fire hidden in pieces of (sacrificial) 
wood with the help of the fire-producing wooden stick, so the wise, keen to perceive Your 
reality, obscured by (attachment to) actions and their fruits, try to discover it (as the all- 
pervading self) in the discipline of their body and senses etc., (which are products of matter) 

with the help of (their) discriminating mind (reason). Hail to You who reveal Yourself through 
this process (of chastening the body and senses). (36) By them whose intellect has become 
capable of keen discernment through reflection as well as through (the practice of) the (eight) 
limbs of Yoga (Yama, Niyama and so on). You, the Supreme Self, are truly and directly 
perceived alongwith (as distinguished from) the attributes of Maya (Prakrti), viz., the gross 
elements, the organs of action, the senses of perception, the all-powerful Kala (the Time- 
Spirit) and the doer (the ego). Hail to You as such and hail to You, whose form is not the 
creation of Maya (Prakrti)! (37) Even as a piece of iron moves due to (the very presence of) 
a loadstone, turning its face towards the latter. Your Maya carries on through the three Gunas 
(Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) the creation, preservation and dissolution of the universe- 
sought after (by You for the evolution of the JIvas) though not desired (by You for Your own 

• The Lord Himself declares in the BhagavadgTta that the performance of sacrifices and the practice of charity and 

austerities are conducive to purity— 

sR rTtg? ^le-itH m'lfquilH. 1 (XVIII. 5) 
t That is because no sacrifices are performed in the first Yuga. the Satyayuga or because according to another 

interpretation, the Lord remains unmanifest in Kali age. 
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sake)—Yourself remaining a mere looker-on. Hail to You, the Witness of (all that is evolved 
from) the (three) Gunas as well as of the Karmas (of the various Jivas) I (38) I bow to that 
omnipotent Lord who, having assumed the form of the divine Boar, the Cause of the 

universe, and placing me on the end of Your tusk, emerged, through the entire depth of the 

Deluge water, from its very bottom, sporting like an elephant after crushing to death in an 
encounter the demon (Hiranyaksa) who stood (before Him) as a rival elephant." (39) 

Thus ends the eighteenth discourse entitled "A description of the terrestrial world" 
in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

\ p*. v f»\ 

ST^Hlciyils sEtm: 

Discourse XIX 
The description of JambudwTpa concluded 

fflrllf\Hlii -(IM d-£HUmfdchb|ff»TTrT: Tirq-^tFTcRff 

5? jd 11 TtZ ^ q i M J. d V| PcM d i| | W I 9 I 3TTfgNUH W TPSIcfrd dl^MIdl 'Mt M <*> I u lT 

^ 3MirLincil<^m -m.-TTHra'IdlHch tjU|H ^pPt U-UddH Nld TTgl 4 |dld 

•nr ffrT I 3 I 

Sri Suka continued : In Kimpurusavarsa that foremost devotee of the Lord, Hanuman, 

who takes great pleasure in remaining by the side of his Lord's feet, adores with unremitting 

devotion, alongwith the Kimpurusas (the denizens of that Varsa), the most ancient Person 

in the form of Lord Sri Rama, elder Brother of Laksmana and the Delighter (Beloved) of 

Sita.(l) (There) accompanied by Arstisena ( a chief denizen of the Varsa), he listens with 

great interest the most auspicious story of his divine Lord, sung by the Gandharvas and 

himself repeats the following (prayer):—(2) "Hail to the glorious Lord (Sri Rama), denoted 

by the mystical syllable OM ! Hail to Him who is possessed of noble characteristics and an 

ideal character and conduct! Hail to Him who fully disciplined His self (and) followed the 

wishes of the people ! Hail to Him who is the (very) touch stone of reputation for goodness ! 

Hail to the Lord who is resplendent with His devotion to the Brahmana race ! Hail to the 

Supreme Person in the form of a great Ruler!" (3) 

idWJiyioddWrT I 

■STrd^i TTSIM TTfuuiMHi-'tR FRf tThlb I I 

Hnytarnvf*^ drdfyigpjf Tgframtra' ^ ebdd f^TT: I 

^kTTS^TSJT *dlS.Hd: 3TTclR: tfldl^dlid bdfHld'iycH4-d I I 

*T ^ ft SilrHlSjrticirii ■Hg.-rih: HdTiRdcdld---ll ^ cu^dd: | 

^ PM'f.rt d^UHdiHefld H 'ETTTTr Pd^ldH^Pd I ^ I 
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jR R^TT H ^ H rdUfitfi^fdWIN^: I 

ra cjH'i^v^chiJ xr^r ckt Ha^uiiii^.-1 \91 

rarasi cfHTT RT: fTdfrmi «T: 

V5RT TUT ^ft «I 3TlJ.H44r*raHlf^c)fi|fa I (. I 

"I resort to Him who is of the nature of pure Consciousness, the only entity, who has by 
His own divine energy (that constitutes His very being) distanced His potency known by the 
name of Maya (consisting of the three Gunas), (nay,) who is other than this objective world 

and perfectly serene, who can be realized (only) by those possessed of a pure mind, and 
who transcends all (material) names and forms and is (absolutely) egoless. (4) The descent 
of that omnipotent Lord in a human semblance on this earth is really intended to teach 
mankind (the ways of the great) and not merely to exterminate the demon race (which could 
be done by His mere will)! Otherwise how could there be any woes caused by (separation 
from) Sita (His divine Spouse) to the supreme Lord, the Soul of the universe, revelling in His 
own (blissful) nature ? (5) He is the same as Lord Vasudeva (the abode of the whole 
universe)—the greatest friend, (nay,) the very Self of (all) wise men*— not (in the least) 
attached to (anything in) the three worlds. He could not (therefore) give way to infatuation 
occasioned by (separation from) His Consort nor could He abandon (send into exile) 
Laksmana1 (except in order to teach the world the ways of the great). (6) Indeed neither 
pedigree nor physical charm nor eloquence nor intellectual calibre nor (again) race (the 
species of life in which one is born) is conducive to the pleasure of that Supreme being; for 
lo ! Sri Rama (elder brother of Laksmana) admitted to His friendship even us, wild beasts 
(monkeys), bereft of all these (qualifications)! (7) Therefore, whether a god or a demon, a 
monkey or a human being—whatever one may be—one should resort (for protection) with 
all one's being to the noblest Sri Rama—Lord Sri Hari Himself in human semblance—who 
is supremely conscious of services done to Him and who (while returning to His divine Abode 
at the end of His pastime on earth) led to Heaven (all) the people of north Kosala." (8) 

HgiioqcMJIMV^rH 1^1 rf H 4 cf IHI fc{'l 

^vTTarawrm^frrfrm: j-ii^4mrrai RJNdHiti4mcfUH j-i i uT a^nrroT: 

TTTJWfsFWIcHNWJfd ^ I » o I 3B» W 4TO bR VIilVM<HITTHHI 

wsfch^rrciTi'ra -4* Fm 4? Mirra hhhwuim w 

rarffrr i ^ i jimm — 

■ The Lord is, in fact, the friend as well as the Self of all embodied souls without distinction; yet He is spoken of here as 

the friend and the Self of wise men in the sense that it is the wise alone who recognize Him as such. 

t We are told in the Ramayana that Lord Sri Rama was once closeted with a messenger of the gods Laksmana guarded 

the entrance under orders of the Lord, who had strictly warned him not to enterthe room himself nor allow anyone else to do 

so under any circumstance, adding that anyone who did so would be beheaded by Him. Meanwhile the irascible sage Durvasa 

appeared on the scene and peremptorily demanded that the Lord should at once be apprised of his presence, threatening to 

curse Him if Laksmana declined to do so. Laksmana preferred to be killed by his divine Brother rather than invite the sage's 

curse on Him and informed the Lord of his arrival. The sage was then ushered into the Lord's presence and respectfully 

dismissed after being duly entertained. The Lord now felt very miserable when He thought of the terrible fate which awaited 

Laksmana. and remained mute. He then summoned His counsellors and invited their opinion, whereupon the sage Vasistha 

exhorted Him to exile Laksmana. which was as good as beheading him. The Lord accepted the advice of His preceptor and 

did accordingly. 
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SFHmr <fr H cRZTFT H ^T?T ^TcitsftT 

T'TZJWI Truir^d^d rTRT TqU^cHrdNcH'Miram 1^9 1 

% <T!%RT %HTO %7XRTTTOf 'HW^nr^ ^1 

'-Id-nchlH rcrfzT f=PJOT W ^rarZir ??-Mt P'fldd ^H d t: 1^1 

zrai^c*1iHl^ict)cMMintM';: TJ?PT ^TR| y%ij f^FrRT^I 

. ?T|PT Idgi^ ^ichcWinuicji^ ZRdf-U <TrT: 5RT TTR %g^c{j WI 

rFT: '5WT ^^)HRTTTOTT <^-Hi«4i||£4L|dWijrgr3T I 

f^rm ZFTT7T gzj ^raftfei fgyf? <rnt ^t: ^1 

Again, in order to shower His grace (by setting a noble example) on those who have 

controlled their mind, the Lord compassionately practises in Bharatavarsa (in the holy retreat 
of Badarikasrama)—under the name of Nara-Narayana, till the end of the Kalpa, His 

movements remaining unperceived—austerities, which, while enhancing one's religious merit, 
enlightenment, aversion to the pleasures of sense, Yogic power, self-control and freedom from 

egotism, (eventually) lead to Self-Realization. (9) Intending to instruct Savarni (one of the 
prospective Manus, who is going to preside over the next or eighth Manvantara) in the 

Pancaratra Agama (describing the greatness of the Lord) as well as in (the principles of) 
Sarikhya (the process of realizing God as identical with oneself) and Yoga (the process of union 

with the Lord as distinct from oneself) as taught by the Lord (Himself) in Srimad Bhagavadgita, 
the glorious Narada, along with the people of Bharatavarsa, who follow the rules of Varnasrama 

(the division of society into four Varnas or grades and four Asramas or stages in life), adores the 

Lord (Nara-Narayana) with a feeling of supreme devotion and repeats the following 
(prayer):—(10) "Hail to the Lord, denoted by the mystical syllable OM, who is given to self- 

control and is (absolutely) free from the attributes of body and senses etc., (which are other than 

the Self)! Hail to Nara-Narayana, the foremost of sages, the wealth of those who have nothing 
(to call their own)!! Hail, hail to the supreme Teacher of ascetics of the highest order and the 
Lord of those who revel in the Self!!!'' (11) Again, he sings the following (praises):—"Hail to 

Him who, though the Maker of this (universe), does not get bound to the functions of creation 
etc., (by recognizing Himself as the doer), who though invested with a body, is not affected by 

the attributes of a body (hunger, thirst and so on) and whose vision, though He is all-seeing, 

is not tainted by the qualities (of that which He sees)—(to sum up,) who is (absolutely) 
unattached, pure and a (mere) witness. (12) Indeed here in, O Master of Yoga, lies the 
proficiency in Yoga (mind-control), of which the glorious Brahma (who was born of a golden 

lotus sprung from the navel of Lord Visnu) has spoken, viz., that, having given up (all) 

identification with the body, one should concentrate one's mind on You, who are beyond the 
modes of Prakrti (all material phenomena), at the last moment (of one's life) through (the 

practice of) Devotion (continued from one's very birth). (13) (All) effort (in the direction of 

attaining wisdom through learning and other means) is mere (fruitless) labour on the part of 
him who, though learned (well-versed in the scriptures) is afraid of the loss of (his) contemptible 
(frail) body (even) like him (an ignorant person) who is addicted to the pleasures of this world 
as well as of that (the other world), and anxious about his sons, wife and possessions. (14) 

Therefore, administer You to us that (supreme) remedy in the form of loving devotion to You, 

whereby we may (be able to) shake off soon, O Lord who are beyond sense-perception, the 

feeling of T and 'mine' with respect to this contemptible (material) body, which (feeling) is so 
difficult to renounce, occasioned as it is by Your Maya (deluding potency).'' (15) 

■RRftSTZlIWL ^ TTRT WT TR1l<*>p4<£cL '3PW: 
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In this Bharatavarsa too there are a number of rivers and mountains, viz., Malaya, 
Marigalaprastha, Mainaka, Trikuta, Rsabha. Kutaka, Kollaka. Sahya, Devagiri, Rsyamuka, 
Srisaila, Venkata, Mahendra, Varidhara, Vindhya, Suktiman, Rksagiri. Pariyatra, Drona, 
Citrakuta, Govardhana, Raivataka, Kakubha, Nila, Gokamukha, IndrakTIa and Kamagiri, and 
other hundreds and thousands of mountains and there are countless big and small rivers 
flowing from their sides. (16) The people of Bharatavarsa touch with their body too the water 
of these rivers, which purify them by their very names. (17) Candravasa Tamraparni, 
Avatoda, Krtamala, Vaihayasi, Kaveri, Vent. Payaswini, Sarkaravarta, Turigabhadra, Krsna, 
Venya, Bhimarathi, Godavari, Nirvindhya, Payosni, Tapi, Reva. Surasa, Narmada Carmanvati 

(and) Sindhu, two big rivers—Andha (Brahmaputra) and Sona (Sone)—Mahanadi, Vedasmrti, 
Rsikulya, Trisama. Kausikt, Mandakini, Yamuna. Saraswati. Drsadvati, Gomati, Sarayu, 
Rodhaswati Saptavati, Susoma, Satadru, Candrabhaga, Marudvrdha, Vitasta, Asikni (and) 
Viswa are (the names of) the principal rivers. (18) It is by men born in this Varsa alone that 
manifold states of existence—celestial, human and infernal—are earned for the soul 
through actions of a Sattvika, Rajasika and Tamasika character respectively, performed by 
themselves; for all forms of existence can be attained by all according to (the quality of) their 
actions and final beatitude can also be achieved (by them) by discharging (in a disinterested 
spirit) the duties prescribed for each Varna or grade of society—final beatitude, which 
consists in an incessant flow of motiveless devotion to Lord Vasudeva, the Supreme Spirit, 
the Inner Controller of all living beings, who is free from partiality (and prejudice etc.), is 
beyond the range of speech and has nothing to rest on. It appears only when (the rare 
privilege of) close (loving) association with the servants of Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person) 
is had, which (again) is possible only when the knot of ignorance, the occasion for the various 

states of (mundane) existence, is cut asunder. (19-20) 

% HcTT JI'Rlf-a— 

arfr srontf fexrarrfr tor thit ?ft: i 

feF 'pRH MiHpTT I 

■H ^ WHJJIfdVI<4P-siIrTTclIrlI ?? I 

cfcirMiqtii T%IH'4UlryH,»raT?[ 8TXTTTW URTfipraT TOII 

gniFT Mc4H fi'-tlPTO^t TO ?T: I I 
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T ^a- cl^uoch^i^ym^n 'a TTnrat ^IHIdrllWtilSIcn': I 

H ■aar uivwtsll L|£lrHdl: yUlHIcHSfri -a -a -JT PoiidlHJ ^ I 

yFTTT ft^ if rT -H-dril 3Mf*4lsfc4<*cd|Lm«fTTH4 

H ^ UtfTR(H'4c|l4 H *J*Tt cH^chl J$ xnRT ^ I 

The gods too extol human life (as follows):"Oh, what meritorious deed was performed 
(in a previous birth) by them—or it may be that Sri Hari was pleased with them of His own 

accord (through His own compassionate nature, such a meritorious deed being most difficult 

to perform,)—who have secured (the rare boon of) birth among human beings in the land 

of Bharatavarsa—(the only birth) suitable for the service of Lord Sri Visnu (the Bestower of 
Liberation), (and therefore) coveted (but not attained) even by us ! (21) What has been 

gained by us through sacrificial performances, austerities and (other) sacred vows, (practice 
of) charity and other (meritorious) acts, so difficult to perform, or even through the fruitless 

attainment of heaven (earned through those meritorious acts), where one gets no opportunity 
for the remembrance of Bhagavan Narayana, which is eliminated due to excessive 
gratification of the senses ? (22) (Nay,) securing (birth in) the land of Bharatavarsa on the 
part of men with a short span of life is preferable to the attainment of the abode (the spheres 

higherthan Indra’s heaven, viz., Maharioka, Janaloka, Tapoloka and Satyalokaor Brahmaloka) 
of those who live for a (whole) Kalpa (the lifetime of the three worlds, covering a thousand 

revolutions of the four Yugas, or 4,32,00,00,000 human years)—an abode which leads to 

rebirth (after one has enjoyed one’s allotted span of life there). For, offering (to the Lord) the 

actions done in the course of an instant (even) with their mortal body, wise men (in this land) 

attain to the fearless Abode of Sri Hari. (23) That region—be it the abode of Brahma (the 
highest ruler of the gods) himself—should in no case be resorted to, where streams of nectar 
in the shape of the stories of Lord Visnu do not flow, where there are no pious devotees of 

the Lord, living on those nectarean streams and where there are no sacrificial performances 

intended to propitiate Lord Visnu (the Lord of sacrifices) and accompanied with grand 
festivities (in the shape of sacred music and dancing etc.). (24) Those JJvas (embodied 
souls), however, who do not strive to secure immunity from rebirth (even) after attaining birth 

in the human ’race—fully equipped with knowledge (discrimination), capacity for actions 

leading to knowledge and substances helpful to such activities—fall into bondage again like 

wild birds (disentangled from the fowler's net, yet carelessly sporting on the same tree where 
they were once entrapped). (25) 

if: grfftr PcriuM-ddHd: i 

Tjy^nmPiHl^dl TT?r iTfjm W: ^UMIlVrai 19^ I 

TF7 id.yirursjrmfsrm' HUTi I 

H^diHH^nirMTSsifayii Pi JimciMc'H'dHJ 3^91 

xg-jj^r^virtlri riridPU fTcPPI TTr^T^I 

ddi^Fnir h.- yf rRrfir i i 

"Invoked in sacrifices under diverse names (Indra, Agni and so on) by the people of 

Bharatavarsa, the same Lord—who is (not only) perfect (in every respect) but who is the 
Bestower of (all) blessings (sought for by men)—Himself gladly accepts (nay, eats) the 
oblations set apart (for different gods) in (due) proportions and poured into the sacrificial fire 
(for being conveyed to those gods) with reverence according to the correct procedure, while 

reciting the sacred text (consecrated to the deity invoked) and with (particular) regard to 
substance (which is different in the case of different gods). (26) True, the Lord grants men’s 
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prayer, (when) implored by them; but certainly He does not confer the real boon (on such 
men) as (is evident from the fact that) their supplication is renewed (not long) after their 
prayer is granted. To them (however) who adore Him, seeking nothing (of Him), He 

vouchsafes (reveals) of His own accord His own lotus-feet, which satiate (one's) longings 
(for all time). (27) If there is (any) religious merit—following from a good sacrifice duly 
performed, a religious discourse properly delivered or (any other noble) act done by us (in 
a previous existence)—still left (to our credit) after (enjoying) the pleasures of heaven, O, 
let us be blessed with an incarnation in the Ajanabhavarsa* (Bharatavarsa), endowed with 
(the) consciousness (that Sri Hari alone is worthy of adoration), inasmuch as (we know that) 
Sri Hari extends (His) blessing (grace) to those who worship Him. (28) 

^ d'.i'-iMs'mMBi TTf^?TfTT W'Rfrrf TTjff Tjpfjt 

I rrasir 4^U| y ^yy^yjckd tHUIcfcl 

faWi n§i;M i i tt? ^udiitti ~-r^g‘me)nTeivnfr *rsfm^iMi|cirufd ffiri i 

$f<T tTqT^W VFMWFFt ■Hlbriwi HlticbHld^llSCqjrj: I 1 

Sri Suka went on : Some (wise men), O king, speak of eight minor Dwipas (islands), 
comprised in Jambudwipa and brought into existence by the sons of king Sagara while 
digging up this globe on all sides in the course of their search for the horse (released by their 
father preparatory to the performance of a horse-sacrificef). (29) They are known as 
Swarnaprastha, Candrasukla, Avartana, Ramanaka, Mandaraharina, Paricajanya, Sirhhala 
and Lanka. (30) In this way the division of Jambudwipa into (so many) Varsas has been 
described to you, O jewel among the descendants of Bharata, even as I was told (by my 
preceptor). (31) 

Thus ends the nineteenth discourse entitled "A description of Jambudwipa," in Book 
Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
v«*?*^*£s3*r* 

3TST iwrsszrRT: 
Discourse XX 

A description of the other six Dwipas and the 
mountain-range called Lokaloka 

mpTi Sdid 

3TrT: xrt T^randldi uMiuiH&iu'mwPTrfr ■gtTfgaTFr jqau4d i q i 

'4MdJi-IIUircifdH4-di<ddl: 

<s?4-i LiRPaTtaT ■stsjt uP.-tai tcrafr dL^yriiun jjimtseJithPl rsf^rr 

wf^WWlPuTT?T: rUctgdlfit'.dfSErf^Tf :T4&iq ^u-MMlPui mdctMHIH'rei 

• We have already seen how this subdivision of the terrestrial globe, was previously called Ajanabhavarsa and came 

to be known as Bharatavarsa after the name of its illustrious ruler. Emperor Bharata (vide. V. vii. 3). 

t Vide IX. viii. 8-9. 
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trlryMrn 1; *< *<*:V: ft Hi <t<tnis■»/»r Hi Hi Hihihi▼/ *rfr-»f <■ Vf H< y <?-*rrrt:t.- *r*r«r -«fr-¥rt/Vf H;frifr «? »/ Hr tft #rIfr-ftifr ft Hrft ftft ft ft ft ft ft ftftftftft Hi He HeHr Hi 

3TTrtR?T**T Silked--4 WHIH^VhN'JIM I ? ifyra^FT'ff^rsrWFf emfpTTT 

i^fr TrcicnfiTHTrTT: i 3 i mPui^-jt ^#Tt WiPdbtii^ wrff f^nrcqfrcft- 

PramH ffir fid VI HI: I 3TFnTTT TnJTTSSf^HFfl dliV/i FrgtnrTT '3*rTWTTT TRSPWT M^IHSJ: I 

^rmf 4cH14-Wi>IHrcl^dJ^FdM4il ^FIMrTfT^I'-JdFIdlJI^Fi^lV^rellPl ^if: 

fe^yiMMFI-ditHy^dHI: w4^P, 3nzn PdlTdl T4lM<4 FpJdlrdld tRF^ I * I 

yrTW f^wrr ^ iJrHr4F<4dFd d^JUl: I 3T^dF4 "ST ifriiiyg dldglPd I ^ I 

■CRf&TTf^ y^yiU||HI<yp.P-s!,dM'Ud:Wr WRT <4F^M*-iT xf f| ml dl Pd cf,T 

Hh J Pcjy IM u i i ^ i 

Sri Suka resumed : Hereafter the division of Plaksa and the other Dwlpas into Varsas 
is going to be described with (particular) reference to their extent, distinctive character and 
configuration. (1) Even as Mount Meru is surrounded by JambudwTpa, this JambudwTpa (in 
its turn) is encircled by a salt ocean, as wide as the Dwipa itself; and the salt ocean too is 
hemmed in (on the other side) by what bears the name of Plaksadwipa—which is twice as 
wide as the salt ocean (or two lakh Yojanas wide)—even as a moat may be enclosed by an 
outer garden. (In that Dwipa) stands an effulgent Plaksa tree—of the same dimensions as 
the Jambu (rose-apple) tree (in JambudwTpa)—which is responsible for the name of the 
Dwipa and at the foot of which dwells the god of fire with seven tongues. Its (very first) ruler, 
Idhmajihva, (the second) son of Emperor Priyavrata, divided his Dwipa (into seven parts) 
and, having entrusted (these) seven Varsas (subdivisions) to (the care of) his (seven) sons, 
bearing the name of the seven Varsas himself attained liberation by being united with the 
(supreme) Spirit. (2) The Varsas are called Siva, Yavasa, Subhadra, Santa, Ksema, Amrta 
and Abhaya. The well-known mountains and rivers in those Varsas are severally seven only 
(one in each). (3) Manikuta, Vajrakuta, Indrasena, Jyotisman, Suparna, Hiranyasthiva and 
Meghamala are the (principal) mountains forming the boundaries (of the Varsas). (And) the 
principal rivers are called Aruna, Nrmna, Aiigirasi, Savitri, Suprabhata, Rtambhara and 
Satyambhara. The four classes (of people here) bearing the title of Harhsa, Patahga, 
Urdhvayana and Satyanga respectively (which correspond to the four castes in Bharatavarsa), 
are (gradually) able to shake off Rajas and Tamas by bathing in the water of these rivers; 
they live to an age of a thousand years, possess a form (free from fatigue, perspiration etc.), 
similar to that of the gods, bear children like the gods and worship the (almighty) Lord, the 
Soul of the universe, in the form of the sun-god, the gateway to heaven and the veritable 
embodiment of the three Vedas (being their preserver and teacher, nay, their very theme) 
through the rituals taught in the three Vedas. (4) (They repeat the following prayer:)— "We 
resort to the sun-god, who is a manifestation of the most ancient Lord Visnu and the very Soul 
of (the Deity presiding over) Satya (regarding all with the same eye, Rta (speaking politely and 
truthfully), the Veda (that reveals the true nature of both these types of virtue) as well as of good 
(resulting from righteousness) and evil (resulting from unrighteousness)." (5) I n the five Dwipas 
commencing from the Plaksadwipa, long life, soundness and potency of the Indriyas (the 
senses of perception as well as the organs of action), strength of mind and bodily vigour, 
intellectual acumen and bravery are the natural endowment of all men without distinction. (6) 

■G^TST: y|r^T: 4THRH FHI^dl^d: 

nP, qI la l'3"S''Q"cr ync-Mc-ii 'RdSn'-UHl 3 id fehci M <1 frail mi t-d 

ttt gii^prq aTTRTssra i c i Pydddimdi dddi^: TnTT^ifd'nmrft 

^idyMifui 4md^i muicp, Tcfcre "rTTfr^-imiu<-iihmRd i<-!Fmfrj cttifstiiT 

TSTSrT WgrfWRT: *<7^7: TRTSffT cflTIdcl: TJcF=?: WcPT: W^SjfdPifd I 3WdPd: 

OddMlHI ^jLcRj-^T=RTT^TTi%f7TI ■M'ld-d 
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Vr it: -rr+r *r *r*r tr 

tilHHIcHM <=1^-1 1^1 

fWJTT ^TQJlMcW'il: I TRHT Wlfli TraTS^I: TTPTT ^ 3uf^gf?T I n I 

Even as Plaksadwipa is surrounded by an ocean of sugar-cane juice, equal (in width) 
to the Dwipa itself, so does Salmaladwipa, which is double in width (as compared to the 
Plaksadwipa) shine as enclosed (on the other side) by an equally wide ocean of wine.(7) 

It is a well-known fact that in that Dwipa indeed there is a Salmall (silk-cotton) tree, of 
the same dimensions as the Plaksa tree, on which the learned proclaim the existence 
of the abode of the glorious Garuda (the king of birds), who glorifies the Lord by means 
of Vedic hymns (which constitute his very limbs*) and this tree is considered as 
responsible for the name of the Dwipa. (8) The (first) ruler of that Dwipa, king Yajnabahu, 
(the third) son of Priyavrata, divided among his seven sons the seven Varsas (divisions 

of this Dwipa) bearing the name of the princes—Surocana, Saumanasya, Ramanaka, 
Devavarsa, Paribhadra, Apyayana and Avijnata. (9) In those Varsas the well-known 
mountains demarcating the different Varsas and rivers are (severally) seven only—viz., 
the Swarasa, Satasmga, Vamadeva, Kunda, Mukunda, Puspavarsa and Sahasrasruti 
(mountains) and the Anumati, Sinivali, Saraswati ,Kuhu, Rajani, Nanda and Raka 
(rivers). (10) The (four classes of the) people of those Varsas known by the names of 

Srutadhara, Viryadhara, Vasundhara and Isandhara, worship with (the recitation of) 
Vedic hymns the Lord who is the Soul of the universe in the form of the moon-god—) who 
is Veda personified. (11)) (They repeat the following prayer:—) "May the moon-godf— 
who during the dark and bright fortnights distributes by his rays nourishment (in the 
shape of nectar) to the manes and the gods as well as to all (other) created beings — 
be our ruler (protect us) on all sides I" (12) 

^ ^Vislew^rsMui; fmH-iicjri) wrtn ttotijcT: <£yigmi uIVh 

tht -*cf ^nt stiPdgri 

citjc)^ii<j<3t>r^-limJJjid4drdgidMrcjcWcimddHm'«T: I 9* MMi -ttUydlP^TTITT: 

TTCfT ■HKlct %c) Id left *Wp| ‘Sjgtrr ff?T 

ft^i arrfcK'l tgTTRT t^d^dl RRfHlcdPd I I -TTRT wm: 

<5yiCrichllqdllR<R'*d($ci<*)«;ll R'13-ri "Ji|dcldRI=\Pi|U| 3n4cf>'lVI<Hd --l-T^d 1^1 

TTP? <a$JU|; TIT^MIdiddliifl I d^ldi TTV-lflg-Hi #1 Wtf -STHfrr I ^V9 I 

Similarly, beyond the ocean of wine and twice as large, the Kusadwipa. which like the 

Salmaladwipa, (mentioned in passage 7 above), is encircled (on the other side) by an equally 

wide ocean of clarified butter. In that Dwipa there is a clump of Kusa grass, brought into 

existence by the Lord (Himself), which is responsible for the name of the Dwipa, and which, 

like another (heatless) flaming fire, illuminates the quarters by he effulgence of its (tender) 

shoots. (13) Its (first) ruler, O Parlksit, king Hiranyareta by name, (the fourth) son of 

* The Sruti texts declare that Garuda represents in his person the various parts of the Vedas :— 

’fTvfls'fa f?TCt riFR TFTTR StlrPl BTF % it rRff flgtuuH ftrfsJT ’Clf-Tvrigt TTFI 

T It is believed that the orb of the moon is constituted of nectar, the nourishment of the gods and the manes, which it scatters 

by its rays all the thirty days of a month. The vegetable kingdom, the natural food of earthly creatures, including men. is also 

believed to derive its nutritive properties, succulence and savour from the moonbeams. It is in this sense that the moon-god 

is declared in the above verse as distributing food to all created beings including the gods arid the manes. 
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Priyavrata, divided his Dwipa, in due proportion among his seven sons—Vasu, Vasudana, 

Drdharuci, Nabhigupta, Stutyavrata, Vivikta and Vamadeva—and himself took to religious 

austerities. (14) In their Varsas the well-known mountains, forming their boundaries, and 

rivers are severally seven only—viz., the Cakra, Catuhsmga, Kapila, Citrakuta, Devanika, 

Urdhvaroma and Dravina (mountains) and the Rasakulya, Madhukulya, Mitravinda, 

Srutavinda, Devagarbha, Ghftacyuta and Mantramala (rivers). (15) Purified by their 

waters, (the four classes of) the inhabitants of Kusadwipa—enjoying the title of Kusala, 

Kovida, Abhiyukta and Kulaka—worship the Lord manifested as the God of fire, by 

means of their proficiency in rituals. (16) (They repeat the following prayer:—) "You are 

the Carrier of oblations to Bhagavan Narayana (the transcendent Brahma) Himself, O 

God of fire ! (Therefore,) by means of the worship (offered through you) to the gods, who 

are (so many) limbs* of that Supreme Person (Cosmic Being), propitiate (convey our 

oblations to and thereby contribute directly to the pleasure of) Sri Hari (the Supreme 
Person)." (17) 

cTSTT mdiesis: : 8micH HP.d 3~Uck-jidl cjtil WOTMl 

'SlfWL'gft# THT s'|LHWrHcld<* 3TTT^ I I tfryHT 

*111*1 w^hiiI c|WHiP*PHdl IIrTft-HHPy (Hddl 4rlMfepl HmiP&PTfrT: 

^ ciniru, fjtfr ^ Mddmti Tmr witpw xgrf *FracT: 

MtMcnrqiumyiH i i 3imr Trspnft PruMij: ttotitt 

yrftrgt cdiPeniuiT cHt-yPdRPd emnrni: w Tmhr TO?wP*n§iTTrTT: 

^insR^raffufr^frr 3n^Tsnjcrhrr3ii4*i fffamtft'cjPri^Mcidi 

ylcoctdi y^cKdln i i iit-HiHi-^r: irf^TmTHWtpiFTT: 

3Tt4W4 '^uThi^Pchhi i ^ i 

3TTTT: M^^cTltil: f8I Mi-rfl: TT^: I 7n"=T: ^HlrllMlcjyi: ^IVIHimdHI I I 

Likewise, beyond the ocean of clarified butter lies the Krauhcadwipa, twice as wide (as 

that ocean) and surrounded (on the other side) by an ocean of milk of the same width as itself, 

even as the Kusadwipa is enclosed by the ocean of clarified butter (as mentioned in the last 

paragraph). There stands the king of mountains, Krauhca by name, which is responsible for 

the name of this Dwipa. (18) Though it had its ledges and arbours riven and destroyed by 

the weapon (spear) of Guha (the younger son of Lord Siva), the mountain became fearless 

(immune from danger), sprayed (constantly) by (the billows of) the ocean of milk and 

protected on all sides by the glorious Varuna (the god of water). (19) Its ruler, (the fifth) son 

of Priyavrata, Ghrtaprstha by name, (who lived) in that Dwipa of his own (share), carved out 

seven Varsas and, having installed his seven heirs in those Varsas—which were named 

after his sons—as their rulers, himself resorted to the lotus-feet of Lord Sri Hari of most 

auspicious renown, his own inner Self, enlightened as he was. (20) The sons of Ghrtaprstha 

were named Ama, Madhuruha, Meghaprstha, Sudhama, Bhrajistha, Lohitarna and Vanaspati. 

The well-known mountains of their Varsas are seven (only)—viz., Sukla, Vardhamana, 

Bhojana, Upabarhina, Nanda, Nandana and Sarvatobhadra; and the rivers also are seven— 

viz., Abhaya, Amrtaugha, Aryaka, Tirthavati, Vrttirupavati, Pavitravati and Sukla. (21) Using 

the sacred and purifying water of these rivers, (the four classes of) the people of these 

* This is borne out by the Sruti text: t^ttt; i 
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Varsas—bearing the title of Purusa, Rsabha, Dravina and Devaka—wait upon the Deity in 

the form of water * with the hollow of their joined palms full of water. (22) (They repeat the 

following prayer:—) "O (god presiding over) water! You are endowed with the energy of God 
(the Supreme Person). (Therefore) consecrating the three worlds (heaven and earth and the 
space intervening them), (and) capable of wiping out sins by your very nature, (pray,) purify 
our bodies as we touch you." (23) 

i ^i 

■y|U||JUlnia££rH'i1Witfl: T| 4 H I iiHT I ^\9 I 

3T^T:yfe*Vd ^JfTTfr «TT f^icdlcq^dfa: I 34-ddI4lYd4: 34 I 

Likewise, situated beyond the ocean of milk and round about it is the Sakadwipa with 
a width of thirty-two lakh Yojanas (or 2,56,00,000 miles) and enclosed by an equally wide 
ocean of liquid curds. In that Dwipa stands a tree bearing the appellation of Saka, which is 
responsible for the name of the Dwipa and whose most fragrant odour they say perfumes 
the (entire) Dwipa. (24) The (first) ruler of that Dwipa too was a (the sixth) son of Priyavrata, 
Medhatithi by name. He too carved out seven Varsas, that were named after his sons, and, 
having installed there as (their) rulers his own sons—bearing the names of Purojava, 
Manojava, Pavamana, Dhumranika, Citrarepha, Bahurupa and Viswadhara—himself 
entered (retired to) a forest suitable for religious austerities, his mind given to Lord 
Ananta.(25) The mountains forming the boundaries of these Varsas, as well as the rivers of 
these Varsas are severally seven only—viz., the Isana, Urusrnga, Balabhadra. Satakesara 
Sahasrasrota, Devapaia and Mahanasa (mountains) and the Anagha, Ayurda, Ubhayasprsti, 
Aparajita, Pancapadi, Sahasrasruti and Nijadhrti (rivers). (26) (The four classes of) the 
people of those Varsas—severally bearing the title of Rtavrata, Satyavrata. Danavrata and 
Anuvrata—worship the Lord in the form of the wind-god through supreme concentration of 
mind, having shaken off (the elements of) Rajas and Tamas by means of Pranayama 
(breath-control). (27) (They repeat the following prayer:—)"May that Lord, the very inner 
Controller (of all)—under whose sway this visible universe exists and who, having entered (the 
body of all) animate beings (as air), sustains them by His (fivefold) functions of inhalation, 
exhalation and so on (that serve as a token of His own existence)—protect us!" (28) 

TTdiia TTPFTH dUckR-dd: 444ldd 4^l^d*d 

* The worship of God in the form of water (as in any other form, since all forms, are His) has been recommended in 

the Vedic text— cld st&ilmfflrt and is thus quite in keeping with the spirit of scriptures. 
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Even so, extending beyond the ocean of fluid curds and encircling it (on one side) lies 
the PuskaradwTpa, double in width as compared to it and surrounded on the other side by 
an equally wide ocean of fresh water. In that Dwipa stands a gigantic lotus with hundreds 

of millions of gold petals bright as the flames of a blazing fire, which is intended to be the seat 

of the glorious Brahma (who is universally known as having a lotus for his seat). (29) In the 

middle of that Dwipa rises only one mountain-range, named Manasottara, which forms the 
boundary of the inner and outer Varsas and possesses a height as well as a width of ten 

thousand Yojanas (eighty thousand miles). On this mountain stand (built) in the four quarters 
the four cities of Indra and (three) other guardians of the world (Yama, Varuna and Soma) 

(and) over it revolves the (other) wheel—in the form of a year—of the sun-god's chariot, 

going round Mount Meru (to which the first wheel stands fastened) in the space of a day and 
a night of the gods (which correspond to the northern and southern courses of the sun). (30) 

The (first) ruler of the aforementioned Dwipa as well was a (the seventh) son of Priyavrata, 

Vltihotra by name. Having appointed his two sons, Ramanaka and Dhataki by name, as the 
rulers of the two Varsas (comprised in his Dwipa), he himself took solely to the service 
(worship) of the Lord, like his elder brothers. (31) The people of these two Varsas worship 

the Lord in the form of Brahma (the Creator) through rituals leading to (the attainment of) 
Brahma's heaven and other such rewards (which are achieved through actions alone) and 
repeat the following (prayer):—(32)"Hail to that glorious, yet tranquil form (of the Lord), which 

is attained through (meritorious) acts and by resorting to which (the truth about) Brahma can 

be known, which men worship (as Brahma), (and) which has the one supreme Reality for its 
goal and is (therefore essentially) one without a second." (33) 

M<wicrilehlHlchniHi^cii nichiHIcMU-rUIH Mftd -3i||§n<T: 1I H-fTirt-tM{ 

d|c,rt"1 ■STTSIT T eESjf^d: yrimioHc}- 

LlTciMU^riiSi'tilqJ Bq I nlehiciich ifrT 'FWhshi Medina rii HlehlHlcFHH'd4lrid|c(fy|ii|d | 35 | 

TT c-iiehUMi-?! XTfTrT fgf^rr -STWIr^KHi ffiTWlfaf 

TniLn'-ilc>q|^i'iitoum'lehniiqri-qMi ^ cr,cimr^Ki4'i'ii I I 

The sage (SrT Suka) went on:— Beyond that (the ocean of fresh water) stands in the 

form of a ring the mountain-range called Lokaloka, which constitutes the dividing line 

between the region lighted (by the sun) and that which is not so lighted. (34) (A stretch of) 
land as wide as that lying between the Manasottara and Meru mountains extends (on the 

other side of the ocean of fresh water). Beyond that there is another (tract of) land with a 
surface of gold and (bright) like a sheet of mirror. Anything dropped there is on no account 

to be found again (apparently because it is changed into gold and assimilated with the 
surface): hence it is shunned by all (earthly) life. (35) The mountain-range referred to above 

is rightly called 'Lokaloka' inasmuch as 'Loka' (the region lighted by the sun) and 'Aloka' (that 
screened from the sun s rays) are clearly defined by it, standing as it does between them.(36) 
That mountain has been placed by the Almighty beyond the three worlds (heaven, earth and 

the intermediate region) as a boundary extending on all sides. And it is so high and 
extensive that the rays of the multitudes of heavenly bodies from the sun (right) up to the 

pole-star, enveloping (illuminating) as they do (all) the three worlds on this side, are never 
able to reach the other side. (37) 

TT^M^IVIc*hlfdJ|PuidHI 

c-il^ic-uehiric-i: I B<£ I WltWlfHHlRsic'Md^u11(11144U>ldl 

1564] B. M. 19— 
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V %T^TtT ‘a^^r: TTOFTEfjr dUHliiRIMd 4M TT37Hc^f?«ri7TfrT=L- I 3R I W 

Hl^TMIrlRT^TferfsTU4i4f H 4%U11^ ’M"'!!^q7iH-IgT^'V. 4l *TgIPd^PdM Pd / -d d IMI HjHI fegT^rg 

EpfjlH^T^Vel^f^a^^r^^nTcH^nrf f^oroFFRTRf^: WUIM^Ucft: MRdlRdR 

Rri) eH | ^atwifird H ^’ipdut: TRJR-UMIUlwRil^ FTTW fm-dlcHebcHH)4>WW4| 

3TT^I^o| 3tl*r94cj -5T# TiTT '^WWTdTW^PTT fgrRaorf^yrftei- 

■zrraT 7fnfr?jra^T?T: i** i ^ih-dRIwH tt?r ^ihi^mRmiui' sthpitw 

<4S'f^cdfcHTHIehlrlcHI^I TTH: iRWltiVlVcH'lPd RcIVUaWdl^Rfl I W I 

Thus far has been reckoned to be the disposition of the terrestrial world by the learned 
with (particular) reference to the extent, distinctive character and configuration (of its 

various parts). As for the region extending from Mount Sumeru to the aforesaid Lokaloka 

mountain, it covers a quarter of the entire diameter of the terrestrial globe, which is 

calculated to be fifty crore Yojanas (or four thousand million miles).(38) Beyond that 
mountain live the (four) great elephants—Rsabha, Puskaracuda, Vamana and Aparajita 
by name—that have been posted in the four quarters by Brahma (the self-born), the 

adored of the whole universe, and are (held) responsible for maintaining (the balance of) 

the entire globe. (39) By way of augmenting the various powers of those elephants as well 
as of the guardians of the world (Indra and others)—who are (partial) manifestations of the 

Lord's own glory—and for the welfare of all the worlds, the almighty Lord, the supremely 
exalted Person, the Possessor of the highest glory, the Inner Controller, dwells on all sides 

on this great mountain, surrounded by His foremost attendants, Viswaksena and others, 
and manifesting His divine form (consisting of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and Tamas), 
characterized by (supreme) virtue, omniscience, (the highest form of) dispassion, 

omnipotence and other divine attributes as well as by the eight superhuman powers (such 
as that of assuming a form as minute as an atom) and distinguished by His (four) stout 

arms—adorned with His own (characteristic) weapons (conch, discus and others). (40) 
What I mean is that the Lord has assumed the aforesaid form for the maintenance of the 
career of the various worlds evolved by His own Yogamaya (wonderful creative energy).(41) 

The extent of Aloka (the region not illuminated by the sun's rays) too, which stretches on 
the other side of the Lokaloka mountain, has been explained by (as equal to) the extent 

of the area falling on this side (of the said mountain). Beyond Aloka the learned declare 
(the existence of) the sacred region which can be traversed only by Masters of Yoga (divine 

personages). (42) 

OTTmZFTrT: -ijcjf iJldl'iRUJI'jd-'-HH I 3^: TZ: M-sjidyiid: 1 I 

-qnSTTg THT IjdR-M-t ^JrTHr HldU^ fFT I fFT I M I 

feST: ifhTfT I WTfwfr ^TT3tT JJHlohiPfl ^ I ^ I 

del fa 4 411-wiii rf i ■MddMHcf^rHi ffrygr: i *4 i 

jfu jjfpj&iwH ymt&ri vfmvi 

fcmrsvm: / ?o / 

(The orb of) the sun is located in the middle of the egg (of this universe), which 
corresponds to the centre of space lying between the upper and lower shells of the cosmic 
egg. The (extent of) space between (the orb of) the sun and (the outer shell of) the cosmic 
egg (on all sides) is twenty-five crore Yojanas (or two thousand million miles). (43) Because 
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the sun-god appeared in this lifeless (inanimate) egg (as the Cosmic Being), the appellation 
of Martanda (*FT 3?^ ^:) has been applied to him (ever) since. He is (also) called 

Hiranyagarbha inasmuch as he (as the sun) represents the embryo (located) in (the centre 

of) the golden egg (of this universe). (44) By the sun indeed are divided (clearly defined) the 

quarters, the heavens, the celestial region, the earth and (other such) distinctions (divisions), 
the worlds* of enjoyment and supreme bliss (final beatitude), the infernal regions (where one 

undergoes tortures of various kinds), the subterranean worlds (Atala and so on) and all 
(other divisions). (45) Of gods and human beings as well as of the subhuman creatures (that 

are oblong in shape), of reptiles and plants (the vegetable kingdom), nay of all species of 

living beings, the sun-god is the very Self (the animating spirit) as well as the deity presiding 
over their eyesight. (46) 

Thus ends the twentieth discourse—delineating the relative position, extent and distinctive 

character of the oceans and Varsas as a part on the description of the 
terrestrial world—in Book Five of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 
as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XXI 
A description of the stellar sphere as well as of the 

chariot of the sun-god and his entourage 

mpF TZTTZ 

T^dldldd 'SPTIUIcdSTOTtTT oUl^JId: I ^ I TJTPT % f^cTT HU^cHHId cTfg? 

TRfdVir-d <TSTT PsdHdlP-t H 3T^rlt u11-dR§T TT?*RTrp£TTTHJ ^ | 

Wcti-WMdTUjrdFdMd 3Tlditd fstcdlchT TdMrUd^mTrbldl^nTrT TT T^T 3<44ddf^UH.L|d- 

TTfyras'HMlfui ^fU^t^nTMIHird fesT# I ? I ^dHdTddd d^ltPuidlPui TTMIdlPd iJcrPtT 

4^)*j.'5r{lfvil}> -d<fd ddl^.l-dd gsOTf ^•Hfrl rTTTTfTT i-l 14-d ch cfc | uPdcbl TTf3PJ I 'k I 

^PyrlehlPiV!, d^l^HlstlPui Pd M 4 -4 ITU I I I dld^Ullddn^ird crsP£ 

dld^JIdd TOT; | ^ | 

SrT Suka began again : To this extent alone has the disposition of the terrestrial globe 
been described (by the learned) with (particular) reference to the extent and distinctive 

character of its parts. (1) By (referring to) this (the extent of the terrestrial globe) the knowers 
of the subject (indirectly) describe the extent of the heavenly sphere as well, even as by 

referring to (the size of anyone of) the two halves of peas and other pulses (that of the other 

half is also made known). Between the two (heaven and earth) intervenes the sky (the aerial 
region), which is joined both to heaven (above) and earth (below). (2) Placed at the centre 

’ Of the six spheres above the terrestrial globe, the first two viz., the aerial world (Bhuvarloka) and the heavenly sphere 

(Swarloka) are the worlds of enjoyment; whereas the four higher spheres (the Maharloka, the'Janaloka, the Tapoloka and the 

Satyaloka or Brahmaloka are the regions inhabited by those (Rsis and others) who either enjoy supreme bliss (JTvanmukti) 

or strive for the same, turning their back on the pleasures of sense, 'with which they are abundantly provided. 
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of the sky, the glorious sun, the lord of the luminaries, warms by its heat and illuminates by 
its light (all) the three worlds (heaven, earth and the space lying between them). (Coursing) 
by slow, swift and regulated marches, known by the names of Uttarayana (the northerly 
march from the equator to the summer solstice and back to the equator), Daksinayana (the 
southerly march from the equator to the winter solstice and back to the equator) and the 
Vaisuvata (the march across the equator at the equinoxes) and rising higher (in the 
heavens), going down and taking a mean position whenever and wherever such positions 
are inevitable (under the divine law), the sun, while passing through the signs of the zodiac, 
from Makara (Capricornus) onwards, lengthens the days while shortening the nights and 

vice versa and brings their duration on a par. (3) When the sun traverses the signs* of Mesa 
(Aries) and Tula (Libra), the days and nights are (more or less) of equal length and when it 
traverses the five signs from Vrsabha (Taurus) onwards (viz., Vrsabha, Mithuna, Karkata, 
Sirtiha and Kanya or Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo and Virgo), days become longer and 
longer only while nights become shorter (on an average) by nearly half an hour (24 minutes) 
every month. (4) When (however) the sun traverses the five signs from Vrscika onwards (viz., 
Vrscika, Dhanus, Makara, Kumbha and Mina or Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius 
and Pisces), days become shorter and nights (proportionately) longer. (5) Days grow in 
length till the sun takes to the southward course and nights become longer and longer till it 

takes a northward turn. (6) 

Tier -ira-Hni MHkWr^n.MUcHdwiMrd.vifo 

■qfr i^c?fHi4ni^ETpfr nm ■srrerf -bto fdkHMdl ■rm 4-dTH: 

Ti^f^^r^'^dil^dU^^l^lkl^yrdyrisniTftT'ifrTPTf U^Mrd^rrndrnrnfd kMUPdVlMUl 

19 I d^otlldi Pdc(kI1&zrftTT^'ff^S6Pdc4^MPd TToddldFI ?f§TURT cMlPd 14 I 

U-ildPd rTFI ? ■HHH4j4P-rqTVl f=TWSf?T W! cRTER *4KHlP»TrmfH rTRI +41H4^PhL|IH 

y^lMUfd rT5T TRT ^ tT 4TMHi|y^TiJ 9 I 

The learned declare the distance t covered by the revolution of the sun on the top of the 

(circular) Manasottara mountain as described heretofore (vide V. xx. 80) to be nine crore and 

fifty one lakh Yojanas (or seventy-six crore and eight lakh miles) and (further) mention the 

■ As the sun never remains at a fixed position according to the ancients and is constantly changing its course, turning more 

and more either towards the north or towards the south, days and nights are of equal duration, strictly speaking, only on two 

days in a year, viz., on the vernal and autumnal equinoxes. But the disparity in their length is very negligible during these two 

parts of the year, covering a total period of nearly two months, as it never exceeds 24 minutes. It is therefore that days and 

nights are spoken of as equal in length during this period. Similarly the length of days gradually increases and the length of 

nights is proportionately reduced only when the sun traverses the signs of Vrsabha and Mithuna; while during the other three 

months, viz., when the sun traverses the signs oi Karkata, Sirtiha and Kanya, the order is reversed, that is to say, the length 

of nights gradually increases and that of days diminishes. Days, however, nonetheless continue to be longer than nights till 

the sun takes to the southward course— vide passage (6) above, it is in this light that the statement in the latter part of 

passage(4) above should be interpreted. And the statement made in passage (5) above should also be construed likewise. 

Even so the monthly rate of fall in the duration of nights during the five months of the sun's northward course and in the length 

of days during the corresponding months of its southward course is not uniform every month: sometimes it exceeds 24 minutes, 

while at other times it is less than 24 minutes. 24 minutes should, therefore, be taken to be the average rate. 

t By adding together half the diameter (fifty thousand Yojanas) of Jambudwipas—which lies at the centre of the lotus-like 

terrestrial globe—-and the width of the five other circular Dwipas surrounding it. each of which is twice as large as the one 

preceding it, as well as of the six belts of oceans encircling the six Dwipas, each of which is equal in extentto the Dwipa enclosed 
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existence on that mountain of the city of Indra (the deity presiding over the eastern quarter), 

named Devadhani, the city of Yama (the deity presiding over the southern quarter), called 

Samyamani, the city of Varuna (the deity presiding over the western quarter), Nimlocani by 

name, and the city of Soma (the moon-god, the deity presiding over the northern quarter), 

known as Vibhavari, to the east, south, west and north respectively of Mount Meru. When the 

sun makes its way into these cities (one after another) at particular periods (of the day), there 

are on the four sides of Mount Meru sunrise, midday, sunset and midnight respectively— 

which serve as occasions for activity and suspension of activity on the part of living beings.(7) 

For those dwelling on the Meru the sun ever shines as at midday. And though (actually 

moving in an easterly direction with its face turned towards the lunar mansions and) keeping 

the Meru on its left, it appears to (move in a westerly direction and) keep the Meru on its right 

(because of the movement in an opposite direction of the entire stellar sphere including the 

sun, which is going from east to west, being pushed by the wind known as Pravaha, which 

is always blowing with the Meru on its right). (8) It is a well-known fact that it sets (goes out 

of sight) just on the opposite side of the point where it rises (comes to view) and it sends the 

world to deep sleep (causes midnight) just opposite to the place where it torments people 

(by its heat), so as to make them drip with perspiration. (Similarly) they who clearly see it 

continually (from sunrise to sunset) no longer perceive it when it has gone to the other side 

(That is to say, when the sun shines overhead on the opposite side, there is midnight on this 

side). (9) 

•q^r Tjqf: Picfcimqfuji TTTygId¥IH^nfirT 

wfy^rrR qiLiqifd i ^ o i x^r rmT ^Rrtrff ^ rr tt^t: umid.qi 

''qlPis^di P-<i 7^- gr P-ik-i'i^Pti I ^ i 

tffft Tsi^rtfrws^rr -chfin mPchh tpro i ? f? i 

When the sun proceeds from the city of Indra to that of Yama, it traverses, in the course 

of fifteen Ghatikas (six hours), (a distance of) two and a quarter crore, twelve and a half lakh 

and more (twenty-five thousand) Yojanas (i.e., two crore, thirty-seven lakh and seventy-five 

thousand Yojanas all told or one-quarter of its total orbit). (10) In the same way (in the same 

period) it travels from it (from the last-mentioned city, the city of Yama) to the city of Varuna, 

and (thence) to the city of Soma and (then) back to the city of Indra (all of which are situated 

at an equal distance from one another). So also other planets such as the moon alongwith 

the lunar mansions rise as well as set together in the stellar sphere. (11) Thus covering (a 

by it. and joining to the total width of these six Dwipas and the same number of oceans surrounding them half the width of 

the seventh and largest Dwipa (Puskaradwipa) at the centre of which the mountain-belt called Manasottara is placed, the 

figure of one crore. fifty-seven lakh and fifty thousand Yojanas is arrived. This represents the radius of the circle described 

by the revolution of the sun’s chanot on the top of the Manasottara mountain with Mount Meru, standing at the core of 

Jambudwipa, as its centre. The double of this number or 3 crore and fifteen lakh Yojanas represents the extent of its diameter. 

According to the established rules of geometry the extent of the circumference of a circle is 3 ’/7 times as much as its diameter. 

Multiplying the length of the diameter as calculated above by 3 V, the figure comes to nine crore and ninety lakh Yojanas. This, 

however, does not tally with the figure cited in the text, which is 39,00.000 less. A learned commentator, however, points out 

that, really speaking, the distance from the centre of Mount Meru to the orb of the sun itself should be reckoned as the radius 

of the circle and this has been ascertained from other authoritative sources to be in the neighbourhood of one crore and fifty- 

one lakh Yojanas only. Thus calculated, the diameter of the circle works out at the figure of three crore and two lakh Yojanas 

approximately. And by multiplying this figure by 3 V. the result arrived at exactly corresponds to the figure quoted in the text. 
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distance of) thirty-four lakh and eight hundred Yojanas (or two crore, seventy-two lakh, six 

thousand and four hundred miles) in the course of two Ghatikas (forty-eight minutes), the 

chariot of the sun-god, which represents the three Vedas (Rgveda, Samaveda and 

Yajurveda), continues to travel through the four cities (one after another in the order 

mentioned above). (12) 

£idyiii firaTTfVr ficffmiAJS> TnTTTRpR Rmarr ^Trif&rfR ^Frfr 

HHUItA ftRRTWnT RR TTrf 7fRT8T5r£ VtT^TPWTFRfnfr RfTTJTTTrT 1^1 

dT^Hasr yrujdWHil-^ISTRd;, MR t-dlMfJAtFT: I ^ I 

The wise speak of this chariot as having one of its wheels in the shape of a year with 

twelve spokes (in the form of the twelve months), a rim with six segments (in the form of the 

six seasons) and a hub with three pieces joined together (in the shape of the three parts of 

four months each). Its axle-tree is fixed (at one end) to the top of Mount Meru and has its other 

end placed (somewhere in the air) over (the belt of) the Manasottara (on the same level as 

the Meru). Fixed through and rotating on this like the wheel of an oil-press, the wheel of the 

chariot of the sun-god revolves over (the entire length of) the Manasottara Mountain. (13) 

(Besides this) there is a second axle-tree, measuring one fourth of the length of the first, (i.e., 

thirty-nine lakh, thirty-seven thousand and five hundred Yojanas, the length of the first being 

one crore. fifty-seven lakh and fifty thousand Yojanas as already pointed out), with its lower 

end joined to the aforesaid (first) axle, like the axle of an oil-press, and its upper end fastened 

to the pole-star (with an aerial cord). (14) 

^c<H||^ U14lRjIrIT R^P-R ^ 1 Ml TdlrHPcH 1 b U|: cjy-ctlHUcM: Rtc^T RTtfm 

PctTrtl-kl I ^ I rTSIT dlcHn^c-ill Mpywg Wlftn W: H^cWI: 

t-iktdPrt i ^\91 TrsiT^f rt wsrat "myai mj -hi rftt Trrmrqt rtrstrt rrt fRfcH^ryft wrr: thr 

Tld^VI Hlffl HiRh 'Mulct'd 4^441 d-IH iHMmH sm*Hd I \i, I 

H#rtT TIT U d d * I Pd ilM d M U M U =; r-i STTJTR M^o^rU'-di P^d^W-UMdlPd TT 

TJWFprt iKWwi yl&rmi ■iiH'bfeyiis&m: i ?? / 

The interior of the chariot is thirty-six lakh Yojanas (or two crore and eighty-eight lakh 
miles) long and a quarter of it (or nine lakh Yojanas) in breadth. The yoke of the chariot of 
the sun-god is (also) of the same extent (nine lakh Yojanas long): joined to this by Aruna 
(the charioteer), seven horses, severally bearing the names of the (seven Vedic) metres 
(Gayatri, Brhatf, Usnik, Jagati, Tristubh. Anustubh and Pahkti), carry the sun-god (seated in 
the chariot). (15) Charged with the role of a charioteer, they say. sits Aruna in front of the sun- 
god but with his face turned towards the west (towards the sun-god in order to avoid showing 
disrespect to him by turning his back towards him). (16) Even so, entrusted with (the duty 
of) uttering his praises (and ever seated) in front of him, sixty thousand sages, (known as) 
the Valakhilyas, (all) equal in size to the forepart of a thumb, extol the sun-god in a chorus. (17) 
Similarly other Rsis (sages), Gandharvas (celestial musicians), Apsaras (celestial nymphs), 
Nagas (serpent-demons), Yaksas (a species of demigods), Yatudhanas (Raksasas) and 
gods—fourteen (in all) taken singly and forming seven groups when taken in pairs (each pair 
consisting of two individuals of the same species), and bearing diverse names—wait upon the 
Lord, the (universal) Spirit, in the form of the sun-god, called by different names, through 
different services* and in distinct batches (of fourteen) every month. (18) (It has already been 
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pointed out in passage 7 that) the circumference of the terrestrial globe (at the belt of the 
Manasottara mountain situated in the heart of the outermost Dwipa, the Puskaradwfpa) is 
nine crore and fifty-one lakh Yojanas. (Out of this) the sun covers ( a distance of) two 

thousand and twoYojanas in a moment. (19) 

Thus ends the twenty-first discourse entitled "A description of the stellar sphere as well as of 
the chariot of the sun-god and his entourage" in Book Five of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3787 

Discourse XXII 
The relative position of the planets and their movements 

dddqgmd OTfer^T m r7 y^faTtm nfT*IU7TT TTSmrafiTW UdPdd 

•mddNdPuldUmd =777^aWdiMWifird I * I 

The king (ParTksit) asked : How are we to understand (accept the truth of) what your 

glorious self has (just) stated (in passages 8 and 14 of the last discourse) with respect to 
that glorious sun, viz., that while appearing to revolve about Mount Meru (on the one hand) 

and the pole-star (on the other) with both these on its right, it (actually) moves (through the 
various signs of the zodiac) facing the lunar mansions, with the Meru (and the pole-star) 

on its left ? (1) 
77 WFfTZ 

77877 <f MTHdsRTJT TJmT 77^ Tjmf mT3ldlU|i ftl if I Rdd-i I df-TT dPdl^d 

(jtiVii'ditctujyH'^-iMM'^ida chic-t^tchgi mr "^rmfsnmtrfwrardT 

TTf yRyicUtHHi ^STSRTTrTT Tjdldldi -U I m I TTTHT^^ * I -d t fli^-df ■dlitci^HMcctiqJ ^ i 

77 tnr itiMHlPdMTitf TTT&IMHNufl Hldvldl 7=3^77 371 dm diflMd c^MTd^P^PdRtd 

^Mirrnr fgfmT^nmr f^Rcr mrr dfi-diPd^dy ^yN^i^dduii^ 

fg^yTTTT I 3 Id4df4% cp-,tjl(-d'-UI PdtLMI dU|i^M|dHHM87T3^7Td^:'gr4P^7iyid4fMrcldl:^yd 

ST^TT -mmrtr^TTT 2T77: mfyd'-^P-d I * I 3787 77 37Tc*TT cdlchldi iJIdltfPsjoyU-dT'UI 

^T*71dHd7<1 =HHdcMldl 5T?5T Umi-t^TfoFr 7lPym'dll7idoH<lddc||-47T77: TT87^7 mrf 

"Em TTTTrd'&t ^'-IM.MPdi'lpTT dldfll 4^471 ^TTT 77cT dtdftrtJllfeVd'd 4drfUlddd: I I 3787 "57 

' The diverse functions discharged by the seven groups of attendants of the sun-god enumerated above are described in 

other books as below :— 

^JH'-.ehiUpi rr7: I rj(S|=??ns-arcw *7tf=t fdTTWd: II 

a5TrS WTi 'bit: Virjt-lil#: I c,Hp3r-4IM§ta 'kKcJFt JTftTtH II 

(VisnupurSna) 

"The sages extol him through hymns of praise, the Gandharvas sing before him. the Apsaras go dancing in front of him, 

and then follow the Raksasas. The Nfigas draw the chariot (aiongwith the horses), the Yaksas hold the reins and even so the 

Valakhilyas sit in the same chariot surrounding him (on all sides)." 

For the names of the attendants as well as for these of the sun-god changing every month vide,. XII. xi. 33-34. 
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zngHTijR q^TfgtszjT 3RR§T cfclcriMAHqra^ffi 1^1 3TO rf eiictyMlHusrt TT ? 

fl|c|Pjfac4)4u3rl>l'gn c^lnUi-i ^ ^TrT t cFTW WrUi LiRcirH^rM^MrHW^cm 

drWPufd TTT%ira?hpWiraf^: TTtmRRT I 'S I 

The sage clearly said: (Even) as the course of ants etc., crawling on a potter's wheel— 
which is rotating (on its axle)—and (thus) revolving with it, is indeed different (from the course 
of the wheel) as is evidenced by the fact that the ants etc., are observed in different parts 
(of the wheel even while it is in motion), so the course of the sun and other planets—which 
are subject to the wheel of Time, symbolized by the (various) constellations and the signs 
of the zodiac, and revolve with it even as the wheel in the form of constellations revolves 
round the pole-star and Mount Meru—is certainly different (from the course of the said wheel 
of Time, with which they move), as is clear from the fact that the sun and other planets are 
observed as conjoined with different constellations and at different signs of the zodiac (from 

the one where they were seen before). (2) It is no other than the glorious (omnipotent) Lord 
Narayana, the most ancient Person (the ultimate Cause of the whole universe) Himself, who 
is critically inquired into by the Vedas as well as by the wise (those well-versed in the Vedas), 
that for the welfare of (all) living beings splits up His body (in the form of Time, symbolized 
by the year)—the theme of the three Vedas (Rgveda, Yajurveda and Samaveda), (nay) 
which is responsible for the right (timely) performance of rituals—into twelve parts (the 
twelve months) and manifests (by turns), in the six seasons, spring etc., the (distinctive) 
characteristics (in the form of heat and cold, showers and winds etc.), of each season, so 
as to provide the JIvas with the means of reaping the fruits of their past actions. (3) Devoutly 
worshipping in this world the aforesaid Lord (in the form of Indra and the other deities) 
through (the different orders or grades of) rituals, (both) high and low, prescribed in the three 
Vedas, and (in the form of the Supreme Person) through the elaborate system of Yoga 

(courses of spiritual discipline or methods of God-Realization, e.g., Bhakti, Jnana, Yoga), 
men following the path chalked out for the various Varnas (grades of society) and Asramas 
(stages in life) easily and duly attain the (desired) blessings (in the form of heavenly bliss- 
in the case of those who worship Him through rituals—or final beatitude in the case of those 
who worship Him through Bhaktiyoga, Karmayoga, Jnanayoga and so on). (4) Now, 
entering (in the form of the sun) the wheel of Time (as symbolized by the stellar sphere) 

existing in the firmament between heaven and earth, the same Lord who is the soul of all 
living beings passes through twelve months, the (twelve) parts of a year, known by the 
names of the (twelve) signs of the zodiac (Mesa, Vrsa and so on). The learned declare that 
a month is equivalent to a couple of fortnights (one bright and the other dark, according 
to the lunar calendar), a day and night (in the eye of the manes) and the period taken in 
traversing two constellations and a quarter (from the point of the sun). And the fraction of 
a year in which He (the sun-god) covers the sixth part (of His orbit) is called a Rtu (season). (5) 
And, again, they refer to the (duration of) time in which He traverses one-half of His 
passage through the heavens as an Ayana (a half-year). (6) And, further, the learned 
speak of the (length of) time in which the same sun traverses the whole extent of the sky— 
bounded by the heavenly sphere on one side and the terrestrial sphere on the other— 
along with these two spheres in slow, rapid and moderate marches as a Sarhvatsara,* 

Parivatsara, Idavatsara, Anuvatsara or Vatsara. (7) 

xrg -d-jm 3T#)7T^tRrT«I iMRjJlWr&tiiMHd ri'&TT'^TT 

UMKSTT'ttrf [riddel TT8THHWM'tltlITT I 6 I 3T8I' 

'For the significance of the names Sarhvatsara. Parivatsara and so on. vide footnote below III. xi. 14. 
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^fcT ciufiif-rl I | 

Similarly, the moon, which is observed at a height of a lakh Yojanas (eight lakh miles) 
beyond the orb of the sun, and which moves faster than the sun and (therefore) leads all the 
other constellations, completes in the course of a month (two fortnights) the circuit made by 
the sun in a whole year, traverses in two and a quarter days the distance covered (by the 
sun) in a month, and the distance covered in a fortnight in the course of a day. (8) Determining 
by its gradually growing and declining splendour, associated with the first (bright) and 
second (dark) half-months, the day* and night of the gods and the manes respectively, the 
moon—which is the very life (sustenance) of all the species of living beings as well as (their) 
life-giver (sustainer)—passes through each constellation in the course of thirty Muhurtas 
(twenty-four hours). (9) It is this glorious being appearing in the form of the moon (with its 
orb consisting of sixteen parts or digits), the deity presiding over the mind, the foodt of all 
living beings and the very embodiment of nectar, who, being by his very nature the nourisher 
of the life of (all living beings including) the gods and the manes, human beings and spirits, 
beasts and birds, reptiles and plants, is one with all: so declare the wise. (10) 

TTfr ~3HUy IPrH<41 -TTdt "TOtfTfuI Tfi; ^TcTTcR f yen 4) Uriel I Id 

TTFrfM i-H rl I y I fcf y I id : I 9^ I drl aMp.yi^ym r^&f4v^ddT'TH*Tffi1T^: 

' wrerRT' 

I 1TTcT:1 

t im tftttt -m~- 

At a height of three lakh Yojanas (or twenty-four lakh miles) beyond the moon (or five lakh 

Yojanas beyond the earth's surface) are placed the twenty-eight lunar mansions ^inclusive of 
Abhijit. They revolve with the Meru on their right alone (having no separate course of their own) 

’Although the scriptures declare that the dark and bright fortnight of a lunar month constitute a day and night respectively 

of the manes—a species of living beings inhabiting a part of the aerial region which evidently remains lighted by the sun's rays 

throughout a dark fortnight and screened from its rays for the whole length of a bright fortnight, the same is not the case with 

the gods, whose realm—so declare the scriptures—remains lighted by the sun so long as the latter continues to traverse the 

northern skies, and remains screened from the sun's rays throughout the rest of the year. Thus the period of six months 

commencing from the day on which the sun enters the sign of the zodiac called Capricornus constitutes the day, and other six 

months commencing with the sun’s entry into the sign of the zodiac called Cancer constitutes the night of the gods. By the 

statement, therefore, that the moon divides the day and night of the gods and the manes by means of the bright and dark halves 

of a month, the sage Suka evidently means that the moon determines by means of the bright and dark fortnights the periods 

of worship suitable for the gods and the manes respectively; for the Sruti text nwtdH'-in'riMS restricts the worship of the 

gods, to the bright fortnight. Similarly the Sruti text rj.^ijii*i assigns the dark fortnight to the worship of the manes. It is 

in this sense that the bnght fortnight should be understood to be the day of the gods, and the eight of the manes and the dark 

fortnight to be the day of the manes and the night of the gods. 

t The moon-god has been referred to in the scriptures as 'Osadhisa' (the ruler and protector of herbs and annual plants). 

Elsewhere he has been spoken of as supplying food to all living beings (vide V. xx. 12). It is in this sense that he should be 

understood as constituting the food of all. 

T The Naksatras or lunar mansions are ordinarily reckoned as twenty-seven only. Their names are: Aswini. Bharani, 

Krttika, Rohini or Brahmi, Mrgasira or Agrahayani. Ardra. Punarvasu or Yamaka, Pusya or Sidhya. Aslesa, Magha, Purva- 

phalguni. Uttaraphalguni. Hasta, Citra. Swati VisakhS or Radha. Anuradha (so-called because it is placed next to Radha), 

Jyestha, Mula, Purvasadha. UttarasSdha. Sravana. SravisthaorDhanistha, SatabhisS. Purvabhadrapada. Uttarabhadrapada 

and Revati. The twenty-eight constellations, viz.. Abhijit. is located midway between the two Asadha and Sravana. as is borne 

out by the Sruti text—' sfvfa5OT ^’•^Hiti»i5i'«i*iii*tt4*ri'»jiuii<<i:. 
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fixed as they are to the wheel of time by God. (11) At a height of two lakh Yojanas beyond 
them is observed Usana (Venus), which traverses the heavens in rapid, slow and moderate 
marches like the sun, (sometimes) going before, (at other times following) in the rear, and 
(at still other times) keeping pace with, the sun. Bringing showers (in its train) almost 
invariably, it is ever propitious to (all) living beings and by its flitting (across certain 
constellations) is concluded to be neutralizing the influence of planets (such as the Mars) 

obstructing rainfall. (12) 

dVHfll smr oiJUsmdWd 4MRjJI< T|^&l4l~-Hd'l TO'd TrTH«TTTPT: TP^T 

y^^'a<lchf^<x<PdR^d ddlRTen~dl^gNHI^^dlPd'M^rirVI41d I ^ I 3TrT M#IiehVsfcT 

'Jl'ddHgrfgrRT: TT&H4>*vi1 J ^^ 

■gTOW7rw?t^r?m: i i cm a m Peg re f^HaWi^TAitJrer uddi-t tf^PdYefc^fw^ 

TT?ft uRdrHt Tiffed ^rd% ^: pyid/TWHcg#- I ^ I 

By describing (the course of) Venus, (the course of) Budha or Mercury (too) stands 
described. Observed at a height of two lakh Yojanas beyond Venus, Budha, an offspring of 
the moon, is generally beneficent (in its influence). When (however) it outstrips the sun, it 
forebodes storm, a cloudy weather almost throughout (that period), drought and other 
unwelcome conditions. (13) Beyond Mercury, Angaraka (Mars) too is observed at a height 
of two lakh Yojanas. It passes through the twelve signs of the zodiac at the rate of one in three 
fortnights, unless it takes a retrograde course, and is an inauspicious planet, often 
portending evil. (14) Placed at a height of two lakh Yojanas beyond Mars, the glorious 
Brhaspati (Jupiter) passes through one sign of the zodiac in a whole year unless it takes a 
retrograde course. It is generally propitious to the Brahmana race. (15) 

cR dMP{yi^l^Mata4ldJdl4dH: l(cb R-MWT P^RTOI-L 
41dIddldM4PddNn^H<d^:'qmTJTf|fl3M|t1VriPddTr: |9^ 17Riicfc|<?VI<HW41-ddl-dt 

cd I eh HI STiRHIdU-dl iRaRTT 1^4 UJ h 4 rM < *4 TR '5Rf8m USJURd I ^3 I 

ffcf vflhiril'Idd tlfhtiltil v&H+cfi-d -niilb^tishtititi gjftiyrtS&jnJ: I ?? I 

Observed at a height of two lakh Yojanas beyond Jupiter, and tarrying in each sign of the 
zodiac for thirty months (two years and a half), the planet Sanaiscara or Saturn (so-called 
because of its slow moving nature) passes through all (the twelve signs) in exactly the same 
number of years and is indeed mostly a source of anxiety to all. (16) At a height of eleven 
lakh Yojanas beyond Saturn are observed the seven Rsis (the seven stars known by the 
name of the Big Bear or Ursa Major), that move clockwise round what they call the highest 
abode of Lord Visnu (viz., the pole-star or Dhruvaloka), (ever) contemplating the (unmixed) 

good of all living beings. (17) 

Thus ends the twenty-second discourse, forming part of an account of the stellar 
sphere, in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana. 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Vf>'. *. P-*. \ 
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Discourse XXIII 
The disposition of the stellar sphere represented in the form of a dolphin 

mr^ 3c?r? 

3T8I ipfrfgwft: tmt TRTTfacfdfcT ^ TTfTHHItfrTr ^ 

^MHMirdirHd^UI g^mPddl chyuAtn UUchlH^P^T: T?f8TUR: PdvUHIUI 

^dHTTTpM chrMdlPddmi-dlc<J ^ dW^I^^ dM<dPufd: 1^1^% TT#^f -4lPd4uildi 

TTFH^dldHmPiPlMUIIoUdd^fll’ *FT=RT cFT#T yi^muini ^lU^Rdldyt.^ f-yoftnT fsr%rT: 

1 3 1 

Sri Suka continued : Now, at a height of thirteen lakh Yojanas beyond the Great Bear, 
lies (in the form of the pole-star) what they call the highest abode* of Lord Visnu, where 
indeed resides the great devotee of the Lord, Dhruva, son of Uttanapada, who is being 
circumambulated clockwise with great reverence even to this day by Agni (the god of fire), 
Indra (the chief of the gods), Kasyapa, a lord of created beings, and Dharma (the god of 
virtue)—all moving synchronously (in the form of stars)—and who is the mainstay (resort) 
of (all) those who live (even) at the time of Pralaya (when all the three worlds perish). His glory 
has (already) been described rn (Book Four of) this (holy) book (Srimad Bhagavata). (1) 
Indeed he shines eternally (in the form of a star), fixed as he is by God, like a post holding 
together all the multitudes of luminaries, including planets and lunar mansions, that are being 
made to revolve by the ever-vigilant and all-powerful Time of incomprehensible speed. (2) 

-STSTT Aeflfcim 3tlskUU|Tryra: fi<JIPddIHiTgcdrft 

“i-l-MU11 JJ^Idd 'aFTHdsF 3Hl<PlPnai ^ctActiqcl*^ qI <4hlc{M HI b11 3-11chC'MItI 

uRd^-diUT-d ■5TSTT W: SjAhIcJUI dR^II: <*-,AKUSTO: mRcRR T3=T ^ilPddun: 

Ucjild^q^iqbii'^isini: ehAPirUd'iri^l "d MnPd I ^ I 

Just as (pairs of) oxen, trampling corn (in order to thresh it) while (remaining) tied to a 

post in the middle of a threshing-floor, walk round in their respective spheres, in three circles 

(gradually receding from that post), so the hosts of luminaries including the planets— 

fastened as they are to the aforesaid wheel (revolving movement) of Time either in the inner 

circle (remote from the earth) or in the outer one (nearer the earth) and propelled by the wind 

(called Pravaha and referred to in passage 8 of Discourse XXI)—revolve round the pole-star 
as the pivot till the end of a Kalpa (the life-time of the three worlds) in three courses 
(northward, southward and along the equator). (And just) as clouds and birds such as the 

hawk move about in the sky, suspended in the air and helped by their destiny (which keeps 
them floating in the air and prevents them from falling down), so the hosts of luminaries 

(which are no other than particular Jivas appearing in those form)—brought into existence 
by the union of matter and Spirit (occasioned by the destiny responsible for their assuming 
such forms) and reaping the fruit yielded by their (past) actions—-(move about in the air 

and) do not fail to the ground.(3) 

A-l^Hd^JlPdHIch PviymuA^H^ ^FRctT dlJ-JddW dHiyH.UIIdlMjdUwRd I * I 

• In the region of the pole-star Lord Visnu ever remains manifest. It is in this sense that it has been spoken of here as well 

as at other places as the highest abode of Lord Visnu. It is surely different from the Lord's own realm, known by the name of 

Vaikuntha, which lies beyond the material plane. 
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T: <JUddl^d^W «r^y«*»fc*MWW dl<JjVi &nf $Pd 

strtt feymT ri w*fa: i rR^T ^Tgt uiicH'^u^tfT^dyifrny iii-yciJiiHi'fa ^fanrmT^ ^ 

?fg)Uimifd <T■^oETl«TSIT fvi^Rfil^iU^Hm^m(H^VIW4IW4R5^4KU4ct<Jc||: 

iTBrfcriTji ny^cfigfr^i^iyiJ'r^i ^lgTfi: m i yd4^yb4)?fgiuiyw4i: arnnim^fyH^ 

ri^fyurym^i: -qf^ETW: nK^lrfar^TKinia nfgtumi h4hi Py <*414sn 4m srarujgiTrt 

^giuMM4i^d4f&Tf%T tj^r ^ ?fgiuMm4i: *uf4i4m<3MSJ ^ar^TfuT ^fgnrmRTft 

cT&cr Tfjmmi^T^WTTR ?fyuiMiv4y^?hM yiPddiM,;t y^#n 

YrafMyiMjy T^Psnfr^f^uMm4i44^i g i Trm^TT^TfeTTtiw^ ■smt tt#t* *ii#u<*>: 

TT^TcTT^TT^^lTyiTT: ^r^if^^g) Wlldt4l licM -MMui) mF4 -c4-^i TT*<JiHS'l’ll M-MKlyeHl 

mi: yiuimnii'i <i|#i %rra.- tmi#^frarr tt3 'dm'nui: i V91 

Some people declare the stellar sphere as capable of being meditated upon through 
deep concentration of mind as a form of Lord Vasudeva, (existing) in the shape of a dolphin. (4) 
At the end of the tail of this (divine) dolphin, whose body lies coiled with its head downwards, 
is allocated the pole-star; at its tail (below the end) are located one after another (the four 
stars representing) the Prajapati (the sage Kasyapa), Agni (the god of fire), Indra (the chief 
of the gods) and Dharma (the god of piety); at the root of its tail, (the stars representing the 
gods) Dhata and Vidhata; at the hip, the seven stars (of the Great Bear, representing the 
seven seers); on the right side of the dolphin, whose body lies coiled from left to right, they 
locate the (fourteen) constellations that mark the northern course (viz., from Abhijit to 
Punarvasu) and (the other fourteen, viz.,) those marking the southern course (i.e., from 
Pusya to Uttarasadha) on the left side, (even) as on both sides of a (common) dolphin whose 
body is disposed in concentric rings, the parts are equally divided. (To mention the limbs 
separately) at its back is placed the (group of constellations known by the name of) Ajavlthi 
(consisting of Mula, Purvasadha and Uttarasadha) and at its belly, the milky way. (5) One 
should locate Punarvasu and Pusya at the right and left loins, Ardra and Aslesa at the right 
and left hind legs, Abhijit and Uttarasadha at the right and left nostrils, Sravana and 
Purvasadha at the right and left eyes. Dhanistha and Mula at the right and left ears 
respectively and the eight constellations from Magha onwards, marking the southern 
course, at the ribs on the left side; and even so one should place the (other) eight, marking 
the northern course, (viz.,) Mrgasirsa and so on, at the ribs on the right side in the reverse 
order (i.e., from Purvabhadrapada back to Mrgasirsa), and locate (the remaining two, viz.,) 

Satabhisa and Jyestha at the right and left shoulders. (6) (Again,) at the upper jaw should 
be placed (the star representing the sage) Agasti (Agastya) and (the star representing) 
Yama (the god of punishment) at the lower jaw, (the planet) Mars as the mouth, Saturn at 
the penis, Jupiter at the hump, the sun at the chest, (the star representing the divine sage) 
Narayana at the heart, the moon in the mind, Venus at the navel, (the two stars representing 
the twin gods) Aswinikumaras (the celestial physicians) at the breasts, Mercury in the 
outgoing and incoming breaths, (the planet) Rahu at the neck, the Ketus (comets) all over 
the body and all the hosts of (other) stars in the hair (on the body). (7) 

tr?rg|'gvHMtn Pawn: TT^zrraiTOrfrf^ffgrimrTaHfdgtT 

w MlPddfcfrM chldMdHlPdPuqf TTt H*.IUIfVsTlM^1 Id I C I 

tuttof M-y<£dl’ PychMMj 

iacfcici -iV'-lfl rtr^hioi'SiHi^M 414*^1 g I 

mw&ri *ife<iwi i ?? / 
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And actually fixing one's gaze on this very form of Lord Visnu, representing all the gods, 
in the evening from day to day, one should wait with a concentrated mind upon the same with 
the following (prayer) silently:—"Hail to the Supreme Person, (manifesting Himself as) the 

wheel of Time—the backbone of the luminaries—the Ruler of all the gods! (Thus) do we 
meditate on Him." (8) The form of Lord Visnu (the Ruler of all the gods), consisting of the 
planets, lunar mansions and other stars, wipes out the sins of those who repeat the foregoing 

prayer thrice (in the morning and evening and at noon) everyday. (Nay,) the sin committed 
in the immediate past by him who bows to or even thinks of this form three times (a day) 

disappears at once. (9) 

Thus ends the twenty-third discourse entitled " The disposition of the stellar sphere represented 

in the form of a dolphin" in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 
Purana, otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3tst lissom: 
Discourse XXIV 

The position of Rahu etc., and the limits of the 

heaveniike subterranean regions 

S77?pr JWTd 

3TyfdlrHi3rt4t'jHI<4>d '*?!'•>HIctH<TO ygro 

■^njTTru^re; -ffpiFrqt ^JddTTdm ctra ^<*trfPui -cTiMRai^^mT: i ^ i 

UdUHfdPgkHdl 4MHMdMlr(8TH 4tlHm >l4)dyiW*=i TT^f: 

I 9 I dlH¥ll4)»TO5||fil ^Hlddl T^nTTR? yycw 

•^yN^m^metd ^PjdUfd dd-dFI'ldfcfa%,ij)f: UPtddMHM^eiP^arfr^l^rg^Hy^Pchrrid^ 

3TTTT^T Pdcidd d^lRHlfaPd ^Prt WTcFT: I 3 I 

Sri Suka went on : Some people (well-versed in the Pauranika lore) declare that ten 

thousand Yojanas below the sun (a heavenly body called) Rahu moves about like a lunar 
mansion. The deity presiding over it, who was by birth a vile demon, having been born of (a 

mother,) Simhika (by name), attained by the grace of the Lord immortality and the (exalted) 
rank of a planet (thus, influencing the destiny of men), though unworthy of these. (The story) 
of his birth and deeds, O dearson, we shall narrate later on (in Books, VI and VIII). (1) They 
declare the sphere of the burning sun, that shines yonder, as ten thousand Yojanas, that of 
the moon as twelve thousand and that of Rahu as thirteen thousand Yojanas in extent—(the 
same Rahu) who assails the sun and the moon on the day when the two dwell together and 
the day of the full moon (respectively), nursing a grudge against them ever since he 
interposed himself between them (in the garb of a god to share the feast of nectar, which was 
being doled out to the gods by the Lord Himself appearing in the form of a bewitching woman, 
Mohini by name vide Discourse IX of Book VIII—and his identity was disclosed by the sun- 
god and the moon-god). (2) Seeing the celebrated and favourite missile (discus) of the Lord, 
Sudarsana by name, placed by Him by the side of both the aforesaid (planets) for their 
protection—on coming to know their (delicate) plight—and formidable by its splendour, 
constantly revolving, he (Rahu) stands facing it for an hour or so (lit., 48 minutes), shaking 

l 
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with fear and bewildered at heart and retreats even from a distance. It is this incident (his 
proceeding against either of the two planets in a hostile manner and standing awhile in front 
of it in a menacing attitude) that the people refer to as a (solar or lunar) eclipse (as the case 
may be). (3) 

Wetf-d Mflldl rf I ^ I 

At (a distance of) quite as many (ten thousand) Yojanas (as Rahu stands below the sun) 
below Rahu lie the abodes (realms) of (demigods such as) the Siddhas (a class of beings 
possessing mystic powers from their very birth), Caranas (celestial bards) and Vidyadharas 
(celestial artistes). (4) Below these lies the aerial region, the sports-ground (abode) of the 
hosts of Yaksas (the attendants of Kubera, the god of riches), Raksasas (ogres), Pisacas 
(goblins), Pretas (spirits) and Bhutas (ghosts), extending as far (below) as the wind fiercely 
blows and clouds are met with. (5) At a distance of a hundred Yojanas below that (the aerial 
region) lies this earth (the terrestrial region), extending as far (high) as the foremost of birds 
such as the swans, vultures, hawks and eagles (are able to) soar. (6) The situation of the 
earth as well as the arrangement of its parts has (already) been described as it is. Even below 
(in the bowels of) the earth there exist seven holes in the earth (subterranean regions)— 
situated at a distance of ten thousand Yojanas (from one another) and each extending to the 
(same) length and breadth of ten thousand Yojanas, viz., Atala, Vitala, Sutala, Talatala, 
Mahatala, Rasatala and Patala. (7) In the houses, gardens, pleasure-grounds and stadia in 
these heavenlike subterranean regions—houses etc., exuberantly rich in sensuous 
enjoyments, affluence and joy born of power, surpassing even those enjoyed in heaven— 
live as householders Daityas and Danavas (two species of superhuman beings noted for 
their herculean strength and gigantic form) and serpents (born of Kadru, one of the wives 
of the sage Kasyapa), whose wives and children, relations and kinsmen and servants are 
ever highly delighted and devoted (to them), whose desires are never thwarted even by most 
powerful gods (like Indra) and who divert themselves with their uncanny skill in (various) 
arts.(8) In these regions, O great king (Pariksit), shine forth cities built by the miraculous 
architect Maya, and richly adorned with wonderful house, defensive walls, gates, town halls, 
places of worship, quadrangles and resting-places etc., built of various excellent gems of best 
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type, as well as with grand mansions of the lords of these regions, whose terraces are (ever) 
crowded with pairs of Nagas and Asuras (demons), pigeons and parrots and Mainas. (9) The 
gardens too (in those regions) surpassingly dim the glory of the celestial world by the 
splendour, delighting the mind and senses (of the spectators), of (their) trees—whose 
charming boughs are weighed down by bunches of flowers and fruits and lovely young 
leaves and which are embraced by the body of creepers—(as well as) of their lakes etc., full 
of limpid water and resorted to by various species of birds living singly as well as in pairs; 
and (even so) they excel the heavenly world by the sweet and varied notes of birds that have 
taken up their abode in the beds of lotuses and lilies, Kuvalayas, and Kalharas, blue and red, 
lotuses and lotuses with a hundred petals (and so on) in the water of those lakes etc., shaken 
by the leaping of fish—notes that bring a feast of joy (to the hearers) and are confused by 
their uninterrupted sport. (10) There indeed, they say, no fear caused by divisions of time 
such as day and night is observed (among the people since the sun and the moon do not 
shine there and the denizens of those regions are very long-lived). (11) As a matter of fact, 
in those regions the gems on the hoods of the foremost of the great serpents (inhabiting 
them) drive away all darkness. (12) Nor indeed do anxieties and ailments, wrinkles, grey 
hairs and old age (the root of all these) etc., paleness of the body, foul smell (coming from 
the body), perspiration, fatigue and langour—these as well as the changes in age (too) do 
not afflict those residing in these regions because of (their taking) miraculous herbs, saps, 
elixirs, foods and drinks, baths and so on. (13) In fact, death from no cause except from the 
might of the Lord going by the name of his discus (Sudarsana) prevails against those blessed 
souls. (14) (And) the moment that discus enters those regions the embryos (carried in the 
womb) of the Asura women generally slip out (from the womb) in their earlier or later stages 
of development through sheer fear (of the discus). (15) 

3TS[TrTH MUM-ilo^'l ^ tT^T: tfUTJl<4^*11: chiyddiaifg MldlPdk) 

UKdPd 'MtsIrUoM: *yWIU|| <sd.M<y-d cfclfa-d; HT cf 

fdcdldd yfdy TTFEr T^T §i£qiitsyi TTTSjfdr3T Tchi I+HI q HI <*H H td fi HmiMHI 

T&T Idled eHdPn MIT-h-q.M'-{dd 1?yq<lS?C f^e£l.ig.lHry«:jriH5i<i'Ji5(riHlrHl’lHfs-IM’<4*tH: 

Now, in (the region of) Atala, lives the demon Bala, son of Maya, by whom, indeed, they 
say, were released ninety-six (varieties of) conjuring tricks, some of which conjurers practise 
even today. From the mouth of this demon, even as he was yawning (once), sprang up three 
groups of women, called Swairinis (those copulating with men of their class alone), Kaminis 
(copulating with people of other classes too) and Pumscalis (the most fickle-minded among 
the Kaminis). (All) these women render a man, entering this subterranean region, sexually 
fit by (giving them) an elixir called Hataka and afford them sexual delight at will, so they say, 
by their (peculiar) dalliances and sportive glances, love-begotten smiles, affectionate talks 
and embraces etc. When that elixir is taken, a man begins to feel that he is all-powerful, that 
he is all-perfect and, thinking himself as possessing the strength of ten thousand mighty 
elephants, brags like one blinded by intoxication. (16) 

TTtTTSii^iilSdH Ifft ^idid^.i-icbyeH.: *dMiyd'Hd*|U|iqri: y'HmfdfHlfUsj£U||4j irat 

"drT: ^ wftdJ'dtl ^ Id eh I HR Hd<M4u| ^ pHd'itrdMIdPycHI flfltWWM 

3fraW ft&rfrt dPdkWdfldehl^j-ggTlf ^UHI■H)HIc){IWETT: Ug ^NlfwjUitPd I ^1 

Below that, in (the region of) Vitala, resides Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the universe), 
(known by the name of) Hatakeswara, surrounded by troops of ghosts, forming His retinue, 
and united with His (divine) Spouse (Goddess Parvati) under the name of Bhava (the Source 
of the creation) for multiplying the creation of Brahma (the lord of creation). From Him has 

issued the great river Hataki, charged with the energy of both Lord Bhava and Goddess 
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Bhavani (His Consort), where fire, kindled by the wind, absorbs with (great) vigour the water 
(of the river), and the same, thrown out (in the form of froth), is condensed into (the variety 
of) gold, known by the name of Hataka which both males and females (who are equally 

strong) in the gynaeceums of the Asura chiefs wear (on their person) in the form of 
ornaments. (17) 

rmtsywirydd Muaydi^T fgfrcRTrq^Tr t)^hi ftrd 

ndehltfuiUHirdd^sy^lit'l ^T'e)dc<mH^MU| iHlPaTidHIeh^al ^Teldi^ui^citR; gafvid 

\c I’rrij^dcHistirchm 

WTTHPd c(|^<d cffsfrm tm? 3TO TTRtT 9T^tT 

fo*fm7T "SPPT fst gfdstlSTT ^8T^TSR 3 cRcdVRT I I 

H'lrU^lrUd 3TI<dMim 17^1 H ^ VIrfdIHdMqWldvSTUTg' 

ni'4m<u»M?^f'flrc(idddfH i ?^ i y^^'icfdidr&Frdi^-i'rQMd 

ftgrcr i i ’JjT ^rmi ^ 

• n r r-> MIR MIM irr;rj r 

■p^'dJMp.^-ri' fe-4crTl*'dctrMdH,l I ^ Wlddl WPdtdW* : f^TcT eR T rT 

re di-4red mPuTd vrreRnrerr trer wrudPt 1 1 rrw 

TT^R Wc) W^trsiu^ pil'd eh MIU: cFT gTW^U: TTp^ruiVRe<dd''iJF TqPfrnfMMcfiPd I I 

P'l'JiMldM^PiMa^d'y i ^"TT^T XRT '57R)V&rfr 4Kidl>Udl4ui Pdff eMAJ TSTTfcT: I I 

Below that, in (the region of) Sutala, resides, free from (all) fear, even to this day (the 
demon king) Bali of sacred renown, the illustrious son of Virocana. (Once) robbed of (the 
sovereignty of all) the three worlds (heaven, earth and the intermediate region) by the Lord— 
who in order to please the mighty Indra (the chief of the gods) descended through (the womb 

of) Aditi (the mother of the gods and a wife of the sage Kasyapa) and appeared (before him) 
in the form of a celibate dwarf—he was admitted (into this realm) through the Lord's very 
grace and endowed once more with overflowing wealth, (the like of) which is not forthcoming 
even with Indra and others, and continues to worship the same adorable Lord through (the 
performance of) his duty. (18) The (great) fortune which is enjoyed by Bali in the subterranean 
region of Sutala is certainly not the direct result of the gift (made by him) of land (in the 

shape of the sovereignty of the three worlds), inasmuch as it was duly bestowed, with 
supreme piety and with a calm and composed mind full of highest regard, on the celebrated 
Lord Vasudeva (the Abode of the whole universe)—the Supreme Spirit, the very life 
(animating principle) and Soul (the Inner Controller) of all species of living beings, the holiest 
recipient presenting Himself (before him)—and was (therefore) directly conducive to final 
beatitude. (19) A man helplessly (involuntarily) uttering His Name (only) once (even) while 
sneezing, falling down or stumbling and on other (such) occasions actually shakes off 
without delay, it is said, the shackles of Karma (that kept him tied down to worldly existence), 
the means of overcoming which the seekers of liberation find in altogether different 
processes (courses of spiritual disciplines other than the repetition of the Divine Name, such 
as Karmayoga, Jnanayoga and Dhyanayoga, which are so difficult to follow). (20) Hence the 
fortune (referred to above) could not be the fruit of the gift (of land) made—as to one's own 
self—to the Lord, who is the very Self of all (living beings), (particularly) of those who have attained 
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Self-Realization, nay, who bestows His own Self on (places Himself at the disposal of) His 
devotees. (21) Nor indeed can it be said that the Lord showered His grace on Indra in that 
He bestowed on him only the illusory pleasures of sense and affluence, which, on the other 
hand, take away the remembrance in relation to the Lord Himself. (22) For, (when) robbed 
of (the sovereignty of) all the three worlds (and allowed no other possessions) except his 
mere body and thrown into a mountain-cave, tightly bound with the cords of Varuna (the god 
of water), by the Lord (who did all this) under the pretext of begging for three paces of land) 
because He found no other means (of depriving him of his glory and possessions), Bali 
actually uttered the following memorable words:—(23) "Alas! this glorious god who is called 
Indra is surely not clever in attaining the object of (his) life in that he—whose counseller is 
(the celebrated sage) Brhaspati, exclusively chosen (by him) for deliberation—ignored that 
sage and asked me through Lord Vamana (younger brother of Indra) Himself for (the 
sovereignty of) the three worlds (the objects of his desire) and on no account the service of 
that Lord. (After all) of what account are these three worlds, which change hands at the end 
of a Manvantara (the period of sovereignty of a Manu, extending to a little over seventy-one 
rounds of the four Yugas), a (minute) fraction of Time, which has an infinite duration. (24) 
It is well-known that my grandfather (the great devotee Prahlada) asked for His service only, 
but not the throne of his father (Hiranyakasipu, the suzerain lord of the three worlds), which 
had (now) no fear from any quarter, even though it was being offered by the Lord on the 
latter's death, (only) because it was something other than the Lord. (25) What individual like 
me, whose passions have not been attenuated and who has totally rejected the Lord's grace, 
can possibly hope to tread in the footsteps of that noble soul?" (26) The narrative of Bali will 
be told at length later on (in Book Eight), at whose door stays, mace in hand, the divine 
Narayana Himself, the adored of the whole universe—Narayana, whose heart is full of 
compassion for His own devotees and by whom Ravana (the ten-headed monster) was 
thrown a hundred million Yojanas away with His toe (when he appeared there) in the course 

of his (expedition for the) conquest of the quarters. (27) 

Writs tIHMHIrid W WTW OTf^mWcTWT WtlPfUII P^WlTT ferefrf TJTT 

MMiPcHiTTMrwf nPrifarwr 

WjTRTH I I 
Below that, in (the region of) Talatala, resides the demon chief, Maya by name, the lord 

of three cities, who had all his three cities (formerly) reduced to ashes by Lord Siva 
(thenceforth known as the Destroyer of the enemy's city) in His eagerness to bring happiness 
(thereby) to all the three worlds, (but) who (later on) secured a footing (in this realm) by His 
grace. He is the teacher of (all) those who are expert in conjuring tricks, stands protected on 
sides by that great deity (Lord Siva) and (therefore) immune from the fear of Sudarsana (the 
discus of Lord Visnu) and is held in great respect (by the denizens of that region). (28) 

cbIstcMIUli 44 C| r U11 ^ «+> ft*i < 4-fi WiTUW?fr WTW W^T: 

eKWgTW&la-,IPcHHMuttPiuiTHT W^mWcRT: WwffWTrWTfimH: MF.N^KHcUd^Pg^l^n: 

cHpddJUrn Pc^lP-d I I 

Below that, in (the region of) Mahatala, lives a many-headed brood of serpents, born of 
Kadru, called the Krodhavasas, the chief of them being Kuhaka, Taksaka, Kaliya, Susena, 
and so on. Though possessed of a gigantic form, they are constantly afraid of Garuda (the 
supreme lord of all the rulers of birds)—who carries (on his back) Lord Visnu (the Supreme 
Person); sometimes they sport recklessly through attachment to their wives, offspring, 

relations and kinsmen. (29) 
rTWToUTWITRTrTH t?RIT dlddl: MUTtfl WhT Fddldcfcctrd: W7THWT ffTtrmjTWTfTR' ffcT 

Pc^yyr-Hlcfcl sdt-r-ll J4*HHToFilTMIciW ^T{c| d'dfll yPdgdueilciHm 
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f^c^VNI ^ cfflPd I ?o l 

Below that, in (the region of) Rasatala, reside (in holes); like serpents, the (notorious) 
sons of Diti and Danu (two of the many wives of the sage Kasyapa, the progenitor of the 
various species of living beings), known as the Panis and (further) divided into three classes, 

viz., the Nivatakavacas, the Kaleyas, and the denizens of Hiranyapura. (Natural) enemies 
of the gods, they are very powerful and extremely daring by birth, their pride of strength 
being quelled only by the brilliant weapon (discus) of Sri Hari, the divine Lord whose glory 
pervades all the worlds. Thanks to the threats in the form of sacred (Vedic) texts employed 
by Sarama*, the (canine) female messenger of Indra, they are (terribly) afraid of that ruler 

of the gods. (30) 

TTrTtsyWIdlldliA dn,Jlcdl<*>Hdii) eti*jfehy*j<gi: ?i§$ltt«hM6i¥ij|4'cid'6j'i3J4|^d<i«>£¥i§Ti{S- 

ctiMHiycidKcicfTiidrui t $ M^ttLd^idfi^wvriMiuii 

1+>U||^ fgrf^RTT MgIHUIMI <| bpI q ; MMICIIctcHfdlH-ti'tetit ■<-ct -t 1 fr^ ca| | fgtPTprT I ^ ^ I 

$fjr wgrprti mwtwi tifedMi ugiRrwftMdwmhr-iwui wj / ?x / 

Below that, in (the region of) Patala, dwell the lords of the realm of the Nagas (demon¬ 
serpents), Sahkha, Kulika, Mahasankha, Sweta, Dhananjaya, Dhrtarastra, Sarikhacuda, 
Kambala, Aswatara, Devadatta and others, (all) provided with extensive hoods an extremely 
furious (by nature), the chief of whom is Vasuki. The big and shining gems fixed on the hoods 
of these serpents—that are possessed of five, seven, ten, hundred and (in some cases even) 
thousand heads (respectively)—drive away by their splendour the (entire) mass of darkness 

prevailing in the (nethermost) region of Patala. (31) 

Thus ends the twenty-fourth discourse entitled “The position of Rahu etc., and the limits of the 
heavenlike terrestrial regions" in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T8I M-slPciyilSSTRI: 

Discourse XXV 
A supplement to the description of the subterranean system 

>xly=h o qf/tj 

TTRT PdyitdHH^hlM't 3TTC?T 1JT t cFrTT TOTOTO fWlt34MH-d fffT 

•ftirjrfhn st^^rtTi: f^tfum^PMdtiP^nidciam tt^MuiPuncrr^sT^ i ^ i tift? farfrmtrsH 

^Md'lid-d^cf: U^PyUfl S'fmTui f^ttmui PVj^iST I 3 I TT*<I F fcj 

chic^^M^P^^Nd^ttMTct<ndd^P^^r^<Jit-H>ui ■HifTtq-n uchid.vic^^yPwP^Td 

• According to a Vedic legend, the Panis once stole away the earth and hid it under water. Indra sent down a heavenly bitch 

(the mother of the canine race), Sarama by name, to trace out the globe. The Panis tried to confer with Sarama with a view 

to compromise; but Sarama spurned their offer and uttered the following words by way of a threat:—‘'?nt s-iui 

(Killed by Indra, lie down on the battle-field, O Panis!) The Panis are terribly afraid of Indra, the legend further tells us. ever 

since they heard this threat from the mouth of Sarama. 
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•imTTTTcr 

•SqU&dmmiMcHII cHlehHI 3TTRT I 5 I 

Sri Suka resumed : At a distance of thirty thousand Yojanas below (the region of) 
Patala, resides that part manifestation of the Lord, presiding over destruction (a function of 
Tamoguna), who is known as Lord Ananta, and whom the followers of the Satvata 
(Vaisnava) cult speak of as Sankarsana because it is He who fully draws together (perfectly 
unites or identifies) the subject—the perceiver—and the object—that which is perceived — 
by presiding over the ego and is characterized by the l-consciousness (with respect to the 
body, senses and soon). (1) Being (actually) supported on only one of the heads of the Lord 
appearing in the form of Ananta (Sesa) with a thousand heads, this terrestrial globe looks 
like a mustard seed. (2) From between the agitated eye-brows—knit in anger, yet possessing 
a peculiar charm—of the same Lord, when He intends to dissolve this universe at the proper 
time (the time appointed for its destruction), springs up the god of destruction called 
Sankarsana (one born of Sankarsana) appearing in eleven (different) forms, with three eyes 
and holding up a trident. (3) Bowing (at His feet) alongwith the foremost of devotees with 
exclusive and intense devotion, the lord of the serpent-demons indeed behold, in the ruddy 
and spherical nails—bright as rubies—of His pair of lotus-feet, their most charming faces 
with the cheeks brightened by the sheen of their brilliant ear-rings, the sight of which fills their 
mind with rapture. (4) Painting with the pigment-like paste of aloe-wood, sandal-wood and 
saffron the bright, long, snow-white, elegant and charming arm—strikingly set in the lovely 
sphere of His body like silver pillars—and seeking blessings—(of Him), the unmarried 
princesses of the serpent-demons, it is said, put on winsome and graceful smiles under the 
sway of love stealing into their hearts thrilled with the touch of His person, and bashfully look 
at His lotus-like face, delighted through love and inebriety, with His ruddy eyes swimming 
through intoxication and casting a merciful look at them. (5) The selfsame Lord Ananta, an 
ocean of endless virtues, the most ancient deity, resides (there) for the welfare of (all) the 
worlds, having restrained the force of His indignation and wrath (as appropriate to the 
occasion of destruction of the world but inopportune at other times). (6) 

SSTRTtrR: 

He is being meditated upon by hosts of gods and demons, Nagas and Siddhas, 
Gandharvas and Vidyadharas and hermits, and is ever cheerful through inebriety has rolling 
and restless eyes, and continues to delight His (own) attendants as well as the leaders of 
the heavenly hosts (waiting upon Him) with the nectar of His most charming speech. Clad 
in blue, and having only one ear-ring (in one of His ears). He has one of His graceful and 
beautiful hands placed on the top of a plough (His favourite weapon) and, (while) like the 
great elephant (known by the name of Airavata) of the mighty Indra wearing (its) girth of gold, 
Lord Sankarsana of beneficent activity wears (on His person) His own sylvan wreath, (called) 
VaijayantI, whose elegance is enhanced by the melodious humming (all about it) of swarms 
of bees drunk with the fragrant and sweet honey of the new Tulasf (basil) blossoms of 
unfading loveliness. (7) 
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q xjq gzmnTRt ■TO8^uimHir<c*,Mch4c(mHHjlyHnrc)iiiM4 f^qqRsi 

7TTT 3TT9T ftftfafrT WPq^qTqT^ qqqT^ iqiqr^ '=TTT^: TTF ^^nHT 

fprrat ww: TrwrWimm i c i 
Heard of as aforesaid from the mouth of a preceptor and being contemplated upon 

(accordingly), Sankarsana enters the heart of the seekers of Liberation and quickly breaks 
asunder the knot of ignorance formed in their heart as a result of tendencies to action, 
existing from time without beginning and constituted of (the three modes of Prakrti, viz.,) 
Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. The glorious Narada, son of Brahma (the self-born) duly extolled 

(on one occasion) with Tumburu (the celebrated Gandharva) in the court of Brahma (his 
father) the glories of the selfsame Lord (as follows):—(8) 

^IriR^ldr-i^acll-^ TTr^UTT: y^Id^uu q^TStqTSSqFJ 

q^q %(c|H<£d *41^11 •TFnVTr^snj F q^ HT3 qt*T1 ^ I 

■Jjfrf T: qqiT FTPS' TTTTqj Wd^fdd ^lld cTS I 

q evil Hi w^Hmi^dKefiJ: i i 

ilHI*-l ^dMdchldiidch^-mdldt qT qfq Mldcl: WT»PTrgT I 

F^SF: FTSfe '^JTTq?tWq qt VIM^Md 3TTaiq^g^: 1^1 

»jntrf yPiRHRoH^sUiTqHJ 

^Id-<qidlTrf4dPcfrfPTHt 4JJ: oFf cTNITniPsjJIUliloH^HPd^: 1^1 

licjuj^rrat q'lqM-RTT I 

Tjqt T^TTST: fepr ^IrUrhqi qr HldSI CTT fFSItTS fqqfft I ^3 I 

"How can one possibly know in reality the ways (the truth) of that Brahma by whose 
thought (resolve to create the universe) the modes of Prakrti, Sattva and so on—which are 
(severally) responsible for the creation, continuation (preservation) and dissolution of this 
universe—are able (to function), (nay,) whose character is eternal and uncaused 
(beginningless) inasmuch as, though one (before creation), it (produced and) bore in itself 
(this) multiform universe ? (9) The same Brahma (transcendent Reality), in which appears 
as distinct this manifest (gross) and unmanifest (subtle) creation, assumed out of abounding 
compassion for us a form—consisting of Sattva (which is) entirely pure (unmixed with Rajas 
and Tamas)—by which He chose to enact faultless (innocent) sports in order to captivate 

the minds of His devotees, possessed as He is of unlimited energy like a lion (the king of 
beasts). (10) (Even) if a falten man in distress utters His name (as) heard (from the mouth 
of a preceptor or anyone else) or even by chance, or (even) in a spirit of ridicule, he (not only 
purifies himself then and there but) wipes out at once all the sin of (even other) men (who 
merely think of him, much more of those who see him)! Whom other than Lord Sesa (who 
grants the privilege of His service to those who seek refuge in Him) should one seeking 
Liberation have recourse to? (11) Who can (hope to) exhaust by counting, even if endowed 
with a thousand tongues, the (list of) exploits of that infinite Lord, whose prowess cannot at 
all be measured because of its unlimited nature, and on whose (one) head has been placed 
(by Him of His own free will) the terrestrial globe—with (all its) mountains, rivers, oceans and 
(numberless) living beings like a (mere) atom, while He is possessed of a thousand (such) 
heads? (12) Such is the glory of Lord Ananta, possessed of infinite strength and numberless 
virtues and potencies, who supports the earth (on one of His heads) as a (mere) sport 
(without any effort) for the maintenance of the entire creation, residing below the earth, 

Himself supported by ( none but) His own Self." (13) 
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tjttt Tnnfr 'zrsrr^rifR=«fnfM-rii ^yiM^vinH^rufcn: 

^m^tTT^:l ^1 lidMdir^ TjH: VgnTH8T^TT<T Pc<q|ch4|dU ^SETm^T 

Pci■hvii y VH wrenssr -yrchy«jii-i jf?r i ^ q i 

jfe tfrjwrm mw&i life mi wiot Hfecnfe^^i-i wt vw Twits &m: i ?<, i 

These indeed are the only destinations (regions) in this universe to be reached (as a 
reward for merit) by men—seeking (their) desired blessings—according to (the nature of 
their) actions, and created (by God). They have been described (by me) as I was taught (by 
my revered father and preceptor, the sage Vedavyasa). (14) I have described at length, in 
response to your queries, the diverse destinies (both) high and low, reached as a reward of 
virtue in the form of activity practised by man, which are only so many, O king, (ParTksit)! What 
else shall we discourse upon? (15) 

Thus ends the twenty-fifth discourse entitled "A supplement to the description of the 
subterranean system" in Book Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3TSI fcl^iyitSSZrRT: 

Discourse XXVI 
A description of the infernal regions 

iMMM 

HI<*W ^SlfofcT I ^ I 

The king (ParTksit) asked : How is this heterogeneity in the universe (to be accounted 
for), O great sage? (1) 

TttfoWM 

cb4Jld<J: TJSlf^IT: tTcrf dltd^FI I ? I 3T^rff 

rt^ra q^.- sngraT Pdw^yi ^rafrT ^tt inrafarerm' 

'tJidcbllTHi ddtRUlWdSTTJlT: tpTO: flg^T?T: y^rUWIfli I 3 I 

The sage (SriSuka) replied: A doer being swayed by (one of) the three Gunas (modes 
of Prakrti), the destinies reached through the various actions (done by him) vary according 
to the (nature of) faith (by which those actions are prompted, and which is also of three kinds 
according as it is Sattvika, Rajasika orTamasika in character), and all (those) destinies are 
attained, more or less, by everyone (at different times). (2) Exactly in the same way, the fruit 
of action accruing to a perpetrator of sin—which is (only) distinguished by the interdiction 
attaching thereto—varies according to the diverse types of faith. Accordingly, we shall now 
describe the more prominent of the thousands of (infernal) states, ordained by God, and 
resulting from sins committed by those who cherish desires (of various kinds) through (the 
darkness of) ignorance prevailing (in their heart) from time without beginning. (3) 

iHIcIN 

■=TTcFT -Rrn dyipciyini 3T?raT dPePWcHlcWI 3TT?Tn^H^TTTFT ^frT I I 

The king inquired : Are the infernal regions referred to by you, O divine sage, particular 
sports on the face of the earth or are they located outside the egg-shaped universe or inside 
it (between some spheres)? (4) 
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3rem<H TTg fs[% ^fyu|Wm6IWI«4M*iMnaiTx4 ^HlillKIWpHktMKAt: 

P^hmi f^r w^rtifmmf m^ui urnfiRT^tcstti^iTvto auviiwm f^rf^ri m^nr? 

ftlJTFifr qq^ctd: ^giwf y i FhcI H *-l-A rl q ^T&iichMfqsJ 

^mAcll^rcHr^n^'ici^SiMi: ««iuh ?JT STTrsrfrT I ^ I rf? ijeh -i-tchkH«hfci^l 1^1 ••iui<<i-n 3T8I clifri 

^ 'J M U rM bM IM HI d I Pm ^ fK j) ngltHd: ^WP7ra: ebld^nfaHjfeH 

,4t^¥l WM^TUeJ-a <*>«£<*> ^iic^ncdl clcnuPl >^«Plq: «iuiPl*itlci¥i+H' 

l*r§T: WI'(A>iJlddMc^r^'(^:MHlMrd llcu^j I T& I' I u I HU-i-i: ^nst'ini c o q c Phi <J5: 

HijfcJtid: f^l^tsjfarqsirqyiifl'Hchl IqPqyqIflll^: I V9 I 

The sage replied : They lie within this universe below the earth and above the water 
(filling the rest of the space up to the shell of the mundane egg) on the southern side. In that 
quarter reside the groups of the manes called the Agniswattas and so on, contemplating on 
the Lord through supreme concentration of mind and invoking only real blessings on their 
scions (on the earth). (5) There also, it is said, resides the glorious Yama (son of Vivaswan, 
the sun-god), the ruler of the manes, along with his attendants, and inflicts punishment in the 
same form as the crime itself on the departed JIvas (embodied souls)—brought to his realm 
by his servants—strictly in proportion to the sin attaching to their (evil) deeds, taking care not 
to violate the commands (the penal code) of the almighty Lord (neither showing any favour 
to the evil-doers by remitting the rigour of his rod nor inflicting a penalty heavier than what 
they deserve, thus holding the s'cales even). (6) Some (learned men) actually declare the 
number of hells (the departments of punishment) in that region as twenty-one. Now, we are 
going to describe them to you, O king, in order along with reference to their name, 
appearance (the forms of punishment inflicted in each) and character (the nature of sins that 
are sought to be expiated through them). They are named as Tamisra, Andhatamisra, 
Raurava, Maharaurava, Kumbhipaka, Kalasutra, Asipatravana, Sukaramukha, Andhakupa, 
Krmibhojana,Samdamsa,Taptasurmi,VajrakantakasalmalI, Vaitarani, Puyoda, Pranarodha, 
visasana, Lalabhaksa, Sarameyadana, Avici and Ayahpana. Including seven more, viz., 
Ksarakardama, Raksoganabhojana, Sulaprota, Dandasuka, Avatanirodhana, Paryavartana 
and Suclmukha, there are (all told) twenty-eight hells, places where tortures of various kinds 

are gone through (by the sinful). (7) 

stHlP-HMIrUd cnyHWHi^ifqa 

IjrsiUjlWlfd dlPu^yra I C I (Je(£|c{R4dlHJ*d q-aTqrqi CI<ISHM<4^-cW *I<I0 

PdMIrrjmdt ^Id-TTWT djjMPddfei^PkV-a *raf?T cHWrr1^¥^MH^HWWI<^cllfa^ 

dMMPd>IPrf | <* | 

Of these, he who takes away (by force or fraud) another's wealth, child or wife is indeed 
bound with the cords of Death and forcibly thrown by the most dreadful servants of Yama 
into the hell called Tamisra. Being tormented in that utterly dark region by being deprived of 
food and water, belaboured with cudgels, and severely scolded and with other (such) 
tortures, the Jiva is filled with dismay and falls into a swoon that very moment. (8) Even so 
he, indeed, who enjoys the wife etc., of another by deceiving the man is cast into (the hell 
called) Andhatamisra. (As it is) being thrown into that hell and (while) undergoing the tortures 
(peculiar to it), the Jiva (embodied soul) is deprived, through agony, of its consciousness and 
vision, like a tree which is being cut at the root. Hence they call this (particular) hell (by the 
name of) Andhatamisra (that which is full of blinding darkness). (9) 

,11 TTrT^fftrfrT MM'dfafa chqH UWTtfa TT 1=16144 
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fhf^ fHMdfrl I ^ o I ^ f^fg H-Irll ^TrT^: TJTP yHillddl^Mdd H 

R01 ^>T^T ^c3l cT8JT d^d f^T^iri^T n*-hisC'k«=iih04i^ d o RRi MM[qRis£ •(^rrcfd^m^yi: I ^ I 

Again, he indeed who fondly nourishes from day to day his own family exclusively 
through hostility to (other) living beings in this world, regarding the body alone as his self and 
the objects of this world (viz., his wife, children, house and other belongings) as his own, 
leaves them (the body and everything else) here and himself alone (accompanied by none) 
falls into (the hell called) Raurava because of the sin resulting from such hostility. (10) 
Further, the very creatures that were killed by him here are born as Rurus in the other world 
(in that hellish region) and kill the same fellow—when he goes through the tortures inflicted 
by Yama—in the same way as they were killed by him. Hence they speak of that region as 
Raurava (the abode full of Rurus), Ruru being the name of a creature more ferocious (even) 
than a snake. (11) Quite similar is (the hell called) Maharaurava ( a class of) Rurus, called 
Kravyadas (flesh-eaters, so-called because of their being carnivorous by nature) kill for the 
sake of flesh the man who solely nourishes (here) his own body (hating others), and 
(consequently) falls into that region. (12) 

yiuin 

3hiw ylrl nRyiqm <4ic(f^i MVlIlMlIui dldgy^Hliui I ^ I 

Again, in (the hell called) Kumbhlpaka in the region, the servants of Yama fry in boiling 
oil that merciless fellow, censured even by the Raksasas (those feeding on the human flesh), 
who is actually so cruel as to cook beasts and birds alive. (13) Further, he who is hostile to 
his (own) father, a Brahmana, or the Vedas is thrown into the hell called Kalasutra, 
(consisting of) a burning level sheet of copper, having a circumference of ten thousand 
Yojanas and being excessively heated (both) above and below by the sun and fire 
(respectively); and his mind and body being tormented with hunger and thirst, he continues 
(there) for as many thousand years as there are hair on the body of a beast (for, in fact, he 
is no better than a beast)—(now) sitting, (now) lying down and rolling about (restlessly), and 
(now) springing on his feet and running in every direction. (14) 

^ Rr^r^TTOT^nrwTH: UKgui -g'iiHMfdMRiU3)cH y<w *ymi ygtRd hp 

SIFIlRldWdl yiann IP FTfSWffrT 

*iRsid: TJ^tr^ftndrd MKsiU^l^ld PiH I 

Him, again, who actually deviates here from the path chalked out for him by the 
Vedas, otherwise than in an emergency (warranting such a course) and embraces a 
heretic creed, the servants of Yama throw into (the hell called) Asipatravana (a cluster 
of trees having sword-like leaves) and beat with a whip. Actually running there to and fro 
with all his limbs being torn by the sword-like leaves—sharp-edged on both sides—of the 
palmyra trees in that grove, and crying 'Ah ! I am finished!' he drops down unconscious 
at every step through excessive agony and, apostate as he is, reaps the fruit of the sin 
attaching to heretics. (15) 

t 7F3TT TRPJW W ?uf yumPd yi^nn CJT -p 

■SJ3TPJ1# fd'CTrrfd ddlPds^P4RlPa|UtMIU||ctddl 3TTtfWlU| dejP^^R^d: 

cF^C'WMdd'l 1^1 

Again, a king or a king's officer who inflicts punishment on one undeserving of 
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punishment cr corporal punishment on a Brahmana—such an atrocious soul falls hereafter 
into the hell known as Sukaramukha. With his limbs being crushed by most powerful hands, 
even as a piece of sugar-cane is crushed (in a cane-crushing machine) here, he is filled with 
(great) consternation (now) shrieking in a piteous tone and now fainting, even like men who 

were detained by him here, though not found guilty. (16) 

oumm^upd fT d<fas^UI RiMflfd cTF FHfr ci^-dfa: 

Pd^dPlsi.lPt^rdtdoUMWR: MRsblMM TT2JT <j)^iPk I 9^ I 

Again, he indeed whose mode of life in this world (regulated by a number of injunctions 
and interdictions based on the division of society into so many Varnas or grades and 
Asramas or stages in life) has been determined by the Cosmic Person Himself (by assigning 
the different parts of His Body to the four Varnas—the mouth to the Brahmanas, the arms 
to the Ksatriyas, the thighs to the Vaisyas and the feet to the Sudras) and by whom the agony 
of others is (easily) understood (inferred from his own experience) and who (nonetheless) 
inflicts pain on creatures whose means of living (such as sucking the human blood) have 
been (similarly) determined by God (appearing as the Creator) and by which the agony of 
others is not known (inasmuch as they are devoid or reason and as such incapable of 
drawing conclusions) descends after death into (the hell called) Andhakupa because of his 
hatred towards those creatures. Being actually hated on all sides in that region by deer and 
other beasts, birds and reptiles, mosquitoes and lice, bugs and flies and other living beings— 
whatsoever were killed by him (here)—he has his sleep and peace of mind disturbed and, 
finding no rest (anywhere), roams about in darkness just as the JTva (an embodied soul) 

remains restless in an unsound (diseased) body. (17) 

tTfcfgf ^TT 3TTrfW*TT?HTft Wd: TrTTT? 

PHUrlfd cT? *T8<<hiu|: cjiPH^I'Jl'ii 

■'-IMrldy-HN^dldUpt^VIHIWPt flld'ilil I I ef sungi P^'J^cihplPd «l$iui*n 

dldlMPd 3fifUj£uRdPl|uI: Rit^qRd I 99 I 

3T7rcjf pLddM^ <3T WS UlPMciP^M^'m dldHd chVMI ms*f-riRkfR'4l 

cdV-M^t ^ 1 9o I RTT^ 

cjdUR ejvlehUdehVlleMHmiPltq Ph^TRI 99 I 

Again, he who eats here whatever comes to him, without sharing* it (with others) and 
without performing the five (kinds of daily) sacrifices! (obligatory on a householder) has 

• It is laid down in our scriptures that a householder should take his meal only after he has fed a stranger waiting at his door, 

the servants of his household, the young children and the aged of the family, married sisters and daughters and so on. 

t The five kinds of daily sacrifices enjoined on a householder are given in a nutshell in the following couplet of the 

Manusmrti:— 

JtszjlTR sifpilji: n4"IH t TRt '^risffsftifST’JyRri II 

(111.70-71) 

They are :— (1) Brahmayajria or propitiation of the Rsis (to whom we owe all our knowledge, both temporal and spiritual), 

consisting in teaching and chanting the Vedas and thus sharing with others the benefits of the knowledge bequeathed to us 

by the Rsis: (2) Pitryajria or acknowledgment of our debt to the departed ancestors including the eternal Pitre in the form of 

Tarpana or pouring water for their gratification; (3) Daivayajria or propitiation of the gods through Homa or pouring oblations 

into the sacred fire in their name; (4) Bhutayajria or acknowledgment of our debt to the sub-human creation by offering a portion 

of the daily meal to all creatures; and (5) Nryajfia or worship of our fellow-beings, which consists in offering homage to a stranger 

who calls at our door by feeding and affording shelter to him. 
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been likened to a crow and falls hereafter into the worst of (all) hells, called Krmibhojana. 
Born as a worm in a pool full of worms, a hundred thousand Yojanas in extent, the fellow who 
(thus) ate food a part of which had neither been given to others nor offered as oblation to fire 
lives there on worms, himself preyed upon (in his turn) by those very worms, and subjects 
himself to (suffers) tortures for as many years as there are Yojanas constituting the extent 
of that pool, unless the sin was already expiated by him (during his very lifetime). (18) Again, 
the servants of Yama, O king (Parlksit), tear hereafter (in the hell called Samdamsa) with red- 
hot balls of iron or pairs of nippers the skin of the man who actually takes away here by theft 
or force gold or jewels etc., belonging to a Brahmana or, otherwise than in an emergency 
warranting such a course, (even) to another. (19) Again, thrashing with a whip hereafter (in 
the hell called Taptasurmi) the man who actually copulates with a woman, unworthy of being 
so used, and the woman, who unites sexually with a man unworthy of being so approached, 
the servants of Yama force the man to embrace a red-hot iron image (of a woman) and the 
woman, a similar image of a male. (20) And him who actually commits here sexual 
intercourse (indiscriminately)^ with all (including animals), when he reaches the infernal 
region (called VajrakantakasalmalT) hereafter, they place on a silk-cotton tree bristling with 
adamantine thorns and (then) drag him (down along the thorns so as to tear his body). (21) 

if Pccis ^ TFjrqw swiousi ^ tftApu cfcrruqi fwrfcr 

Pi«4MR<gi»J<TRTi ^HluiRdfddl ^^W|U|| 3TRRT ^ 

ehMmcfcH'jt+H'di fgu^^VnruM*^H^irwcr?r- 

gw^rdu^v^tmtdi^uiiufdf^dP-d d<ciiPd4i*iPrHdni/dP-d i 33 infers <t 

WT^^nTrnrr 'dlsy'mcRi TJWfelTTT 3Trfr^ Tf ^11 PHij Pd rTPTftr WtdjVHCT%|7Tr^ 

I I 

Again, those Ksatriyas (men belonging to the ruling class) or officers of a king who 
transgress here the bounds of piety (as prescribed by the Vedas), even though they have 
not embraced a heretic creed (and still profess the Vedic religion), fall on their death into (the 
river called) VaitaranT for having violated restrictions (imposed by religion). Being gnawed 
in that river which serves as a most round (the region of) hell and carries in its flood ordure, 
urine, pus, blood, hair, nails, bones, fat, flesh and marrow—by hosts of aquatic animals here 
and there, yet not disunited from their body or life and sustained by their own sin, they feel 
(greatly) distressed by the thought of the (bitter) fruits of their (evil) deeds. (22) Again, they 
too, who having kept here a low-caste woman (though themselves born of a noble pedigree) 
and cast to the winds (all) purity, pious conduct and restrictions (about food etc.), lead the 
life of a beast, abandoning all shame, fall after death into an oceanlike pond (called Puyoda), 
full to the brim with pus, faeces, urine, phlegm and dirt, and feed exclusively on that most 
detestable stuff. (23) Again, the servants of Yama pierce (in the hell called Prananirodha) 
with arrows, as a target, those Brahmanas and others, on their death, who, rearing dogs and 
donkeys here and taking delight in chase, actually kill animals otherwise than as enjoined 
(by the scriptures). (24) 

dld^PutVcdld. MPddlP-d{4Hd4) 

iunpqrcii Pc<?i*iP-ri I 1 ^ qu11’ 'mqf f^*jtTiT: VH4Pd ^TmiPlP^dFd T11| 

VcTrcfRIT^T TTTrrfaHrr TtT: FtmiiMPd I ^ I *T f^T t 'dHHl SPRgT fTT^T FTT8rf\cfT 

fcic^uPti tl'Jil’i'l TT*WHT "9T rriV^lPM % THRI y'Fddl y^R: FHdVIdlPd Pd'yiPd!;^ 

TtT»1Tr <al$r~ri I I 3FfrT dqPfi TTT$5T sfc*jPclPt44t WT g>ST%rFT cf 

-I'ciiicnr^Mrtiy.-fyrTr frrygrrsT ifi*Hyid'i^Mi<^ FimiriiA yy RoTfiry 

ncqir^MPn^Si'U RSfl4itlUIVlPlPl T fy<R|U|; TR < I Pi fWl PdMdid I I 
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Again, those in charge of the infernal region (the officers of Yama) put to (great) torture 
and (then) hack to pieces in the other world those hypocrites who actually slaughter animals 
here in sacrifices performed for mere show (to deceive others), when they fall into the infernal 
region called Vaisasa (Visasana). (25) Again, they throw into a river of semen (the hell known 
by the name of Lalabhaksa), in the other world, that sinful Dwija ( a member of the twice- 
born classes) who, blinded by passion, actually causes his wife, belonging to the same caste 
(as his own), to drink (his) semen here, and make her drink his fill of that semen. (26) Again, 
seven hundred and twenty hounds with adamantine teeth, which are no other than the 
messengers of Yama (representing the three hundred and sixty days and the same number 
of nights constituting a year), indeed veraciously munch in the other world in (the hell called) 
Sarameyadana, those robbers, kings or soldiers of a king's army who, resorting to arson and 
poisoning actually loot here villages and companies of merchants travelling together. (27) 
He, again, who actually tells a lie here while giving evidence (in a law-suit), in bartering 
(buying and selling) goods or while making a gift, on any account whatsoever, is hurled 
headlong after death from a (steep) mountain-top, a hundred Yojanas high, in the hell called 

Avicimat, where there is no support to stand upon (because of the steep nature of the 
mountain) and where land with a rocky surface appears like water; hence the name 'Avicimat' 
(having no water* ). There the man does not die even though his body continues to be 
shattered to minute particles, and falls down the moment he is lifted up (to the mountain-top) 
again. (28) 

Ttfaere f fgyt trsRti %*fr err +frmfigtmh H7 ctt tth sfq err fwfa 

ftnr*r HlrfFTw.fcr sfdmui i ^ i 3wsr cjt 

3TTrMTT^<iTra^R WTOOTT ^-MdH'lPeiaMUclUU STTTcfdf WUtTT ^ oTf T^TcT Tt TJtTcF 

PnmPrlrn TITrHT flVHd I ?o I 

Again, if a Brahmana (a member of the priestly class) or his wife or (for that matter) 

anyone observing a sacred vow actually drinks wine here due to perversity or if a Ksatriya 
(one belonging to the ruling or warrior class) or Vaisya (one belonging to the trading and 
agricultural classes) drinks the extract of the Soma plant, the servants of Yama pour iron 
melted with fire into their mouth when they are taken (after death) to the infernal region (called 
Ayahpana), pressing their bosom with their foot. (29) And further he, for one who, (though) 
himself belonging to the lowest strata of society, indeed refuses through self-esteem to 
respect here his superiors in pedigree, austerity, learning, pious conduct, Varna (grade in 
society) and Asrama (stage in life) is as good as dead (through actually living) and indeed 
suffers in terminable tortures when thrown, head foremost, after death into the hell called 
Ksarakardama. (30) 

if cf ^cr 

TTStlT qicfl: I 3^ I'5T ar'tFRTTSTrrcf lii*J "9T ^ 

ilMUr-IHSftTrTyry UMiKtTHl’y. VJHlfcty UTTflritH: 

^rf»TlTTT: chgailP^y^dWdPfd^dulJ.l^iIMI 'fMtR! I 33 I 

As regards men who propitiate Goddess Bhadrakall, the god Bhairava and other deities 
here by actually sacrificing human beings to them and women who eat (the meat of) such 

human victims, the men (thus) slaughtered like beasts are reborn as torturing agents in the 

* A sheet of water with a ruffled surface is called 'Vicimat' (having waves or ripples). Therefore, 'Avicimat' means a place 
where there is no such sheet of water actually present but which only appears to have such a sheet of water. 
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form of troops of Raksasas in the abode of Yama (in the hell known as Raksoganabhojana)and, 
cutting up those men and women into slices with their sword like butchers, drink their hot 
blood and dance and sing in (great) merriment even as those (very) men and women who 
ate (the meat of) their human victims did here. (31) Again, they who actually torture here 
(either) in the woods or in their village (itself) innocent creatures, anxious to survive— 
inspiring them with confidence by allurement (of various kind) when they have come near; 
and treating them as playthings when they have been transfixed with an iron pin or tied with 
a thread—recollect their sin when their bodies too are transfixed with stakes etc., in the 
course of tortures inflicted by Yama (in the hell called Sulaprota) on their death, and they are 
further tormented with hunger and thirst and are assailed on every side at every step by 
buzzards, quails and other birds with pointed bills. (32) 

l^naPd ■JHT ^fT 3TRJHT TUTptT '3T2JT f^H^PTT^I 33 I ^ 

^J7TTf=rf^r^rf^FT rTamr^ cTiV'U TmTTrTg%HT i 3* i 

^P^S 3TfrT?fRV^Miril^^T 7J3 l|PrHf|<£d M JIrt^1 -^4fc{^rgJtTT TiTJt T5Trft' 

f=rm MiM<jjj<i8mTT q'adusi i 3<^ i 

sTT^mii m Tn {$ Pd Pw 4 chi amTT^rfrsM^n^t 3rgiou.‘HiyiPrt-ti4i 

Pi<^Pflmc(-m'i uff^Tsnrf^rr^rfcTwirgrra rid^KHi^Mui^t&ioryracHii^: ^Pirna 

PlMrtPrt J fWrTTrt WP Sr4<MM*>TTT dlilchl Trf^rfrt 13^ I 

Again, those men who, fierce by nature like serpents, actually molest (other) living beings 
here, themselves fall after their death into the hell called Dandasuka, where, O king 

(Pariksit), serpents with five and even seven heads approach and devourthem as they would 
devour rats. (33) As regards these who actually shut up living beings here in dark holes, 

granaries and caves etc., the servants of Yama likewise thrust them (in their turn) into holes 
etc., in the other world (in the hell called Avatanirodhana) and confine them there with 
poisonous fire and smoke. (34) Again, vultures, buzzards, crows, quails and other birds with 
adamantine bills forcibly pluck out with great might in the infernal region (called Paryavartana) 

the eyes of that sinful-eyed householder himself who, full of wrath, looks on strangers or 

(other) known visitors here with a malicious eye again and again as if he would actually burn 

them. (35) Again, he who, proud of his opulence and full of egotism, looks askance at others 

and distrusts all (including his elders), and who, with his heart and face withering through 

anxiety about his wealth being exhausted or lost and himself knowing no peace of mind, 
guards his treasure like a devil, accumulates sin in the process of earning, augmenting and 
preserving wealth and (consequently) falls after his death into the hell called Suclmukha, 

where, it is said, the servants of Yama (the deity presiding over righteousness), like tailors, 
stitch, all over, the body of the sinful man, clinging to wealth like a demon. (36) 

?T7T5T: TtTWTWTS xl ^TcT TTgT&nfafrHt ZT 

■#)P«rc^iPcrii SHPdais^iciPdMd MUIUUl PciVlP-H yHHdpHH JrTT? <T <T 

pHpctVlP-d I 3V9 I 

There are hundreds and thousands of such infernal spots in the abode of Yama; and all 

those treading the path of unrighteousness—whosoever have been spoken of here as well 
as those that have been left unmentioned—enter all these spots one after another, O ruler 
of the earth. And even so those following the path of virtue enter other regions (heaven etc.); 

and with the residue of both virtue and sin (when the fruit of the bulk of their stock has been 
reaped) they both (the virtuous as well as the sinful) return to this land of Bharatavarsa (the 
land of rebirth). (37) 
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PtcjfrlHfyuraiM oimsyid: I lTdlc)Hc(|U^*|yn uy^^VISTT Pa<*PH-ld 

^JuMd TT 04<l«i ^lJic(d: m<himi'iiy igjMp-t STtgT'MPddfdVJaSl<^.PfJ<?4 I $4 I 

The path characterized by Nivrtti or cessation of worldly activity (leading to final 
beatitude) has been told in detail at the very outset (in II. ii. 24 et seqq.). Of this extent only 
is the egg-shaped universe, which is depicted in the Puranas as divided into fourteen 

spheres and which is the (most) well-known (and) grossest form of the Supreme Person, 
Bhagavan Narayana Himself, consisting (as it does) of the (three) Gunas (modes) of His own 
Maya (deluding potency known by the name of Prakrti or matter). He who, full of reverence, 
reads (all alone), hears (as recited by another) or recites (to another) the account of it (as) 
told (by me) comes to realize even the incomprehensible (most subtle) aspect of the 
Supreme Spirit, the theme of the Upanisads, his mind being purified through faith and 
devotion. (38) 

TSJTT rTSJT TJW "^TCT Ufa: IfaRRmidtlH ?T%: 4J!?T ftjSJT I I 

TTTtTT Hcii 7T<? TTefcH'dMpIcfcliiyN I "So I 

ffw 

^PivnsajFT: i ?$ / 

ffcT M^JH: 

II gR: a£b rlrHrl^ll 

Having heard of the gross as well as of the subtle (incomprehensible) aspect of the Lord, 
the striver should gradually fix his mind with the help of his subtle intellect on the subtle 
aspect, when it has been fully concentrated on the gross aspect. (39) In this way has been 
described by me for you, O king (Pariksit), the relative position of the earth with its (various) 
divisions (Dwipas) and subdivisions (Varsas), rivers and mountains, of the aerial region, the 
(seven) oceans and the (seven) subterranean regions, the (four) quarters and the infernal 
regions, as well as of the luminaries and the spheres, constituting the wonderful gross 
(material) Body of the almighty Lord, (and) the abode of all species of living beings. (40) 

Thus ends the twenty-sixth discourse entitled "A description of the infernal regions" in Book 
Five of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita, consisting of eighteen thousand Slokas, 
composed by the (divine) sage Vedavyasa. 

Q END OF BOOK FIVE 

r&r&sn* *:*>.*• \ 
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3T«J% TTimFT 

Wra&uiMHd: | -nlilirfMI fs^TMt W 

-Haiix: I ^RflHTTrRT^TTrr^ 

The king (Parlksit) said : The path of Nivrtti (cessation from worldly activity)has been 

duly delineated by your revered self, following which final beatitude (in the form of non-return 

to this world) is attained along with Brahma (the creator) when He (Brahma) has been 

reached by gradual stages (such as the attainment of the abode of the fire-god). (1) And the 
path characterized by worldly activity has also been described (by you in Book III), O 

(venerable) sage—the path which has for its goal (the attainment of) heavenly and other 
sense-delights (the product of the three Gunas) and which leads to repeated embodiment 

through the (same) Gunas (for the enjoyment of such pleasures) in the case of the Jivas on 
whom Prakrti has not ceased her hold.(2) The various regions of hell, which are symbolic 
of unrighteousness, have also been depicted by you. And so has been told at length (by you 
in Book IV) the story of the first Manvantara, over which presided (the Manu called) 

Swayambhuva (son of Brahma, the self-born), and so the posterity of Priyavrata and 

Uttanapada as well as the story of (both) these kings. You have also narrated how the 
almighty Lord brought into existence the (seven) Dwipas (the principal divisions of the 
earth's surface) and (as many) oceans, as well as the mountains and rivers, gardens and 

trees, the disposition of the terrestrial globe—with (special) reference to its divisions, their 
distinctive character and extent—and (likewise) of the luminaries and the subterranean 

regions. (3—5) Now be pleased to explain to me, O highly blessed one, how a man in this 
world can (manage to) escape from hell, full of various horrible tortures. (6) 
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R ftcTRI ^famfuifa I 

SJ? R t iw -Hefcl^qid ^ chlRdl ^ RddRdUJdIHHI: I S I 

dRTTFjW%? 'TTMld^di *T?tH ^TRfyR?IHT5SWRT I 

^gT ^p*RRR R2TT TR^j RiTT Pi^MfdR I C I 

SrT Suka replied: If a man does not atone during his very lifetime and in the proper way 
(as laid down in the scriptures such as Manusmrti) for sins committed (by him) with his mind, 
speech and hands (body), he inevitably and actually goes after death to the infernal regions, 
that have already been described by me to you, and which are provide with means of severe 

torments, (7) Therefore, with a body not (yet) incapacitated (for penance), one should take 
prompt measures here, even before death, for the atonement of one's sins, after weighing 
the gravity and lightness of the crime, just as a physician who knows the cause of maladies 
would adopt prompt remedies before it is too late, duly considering the seriousness or 
mildness of a complaint. (8) 

iMHM 

J RRT f^TR: WTfarm^it I I 

TTfJT: I tRT I ^ o | 

The king said : Since a man, though knowing a sin to be hurtful to his self on the 
testimony of what is actually seen and heard of by him, repeats it (even after atoning for it), 
having lost control (over his self), how could there be (any) atonement (for his sins) under 
the circumstances (so long as the sinful propensity is there)? (9) Now he is absolved from 
a sin and now he does it again. Such being the case, I account (all) atonement fruitless 
like the bath of an elephant (which throws dust on its body immediately after it has washed 
itself). (10) 

^rrfun d4ld;jfti R ai^r-rt-?. ?HT?T I 'M fd d> I fAd I dl I d fSTd fdM$MR 1^1 

RTSlcT: RSZjifora STTSJRfsfRRdPri T? I TJR fadHehRMR RR: SJ1RTR ch<*4d | ^ | 

dRRT d^Jdifui RRq R 5RR R I cdFR Rc?T$ftRTRJT RRR PfdMd ttl^l 

Wd<d>dtfdl 

sflri RR3TT: 

RcRIT dlRd,dUtldU|| 

I few | ^ | 

i rr %rrftra rtrr: i?m 

R rtSTT ^jydK. TTiTR rjRH dd RTfefR: I RRT f5WftH5nnTW*J?RfmRRT I ^ ^ I 

RRtRhrt ?ir c^r% rrt: ^Rrsf^raR: i ^Dtfi: tmrar rr ditiduiimdun: i ^ i 

RTR%rTTfT diUTTTd ^HldURtlR^RI d fq^JdRt RRdt \^6\ 

RfdOd: fraJiq^RfeRytf^ftm d^jmiPl Rft? I 

d RR WRrTSJ dtSSIR R^Rfdt f| dluffdbfrdl: 1^1 

SrT Suka replied: Indeed the counteraction of a (sinful) act through (another) action (by 

way of penance) is not accepted as radical (since there is every possibility of a man's 
falling back into sin even after the process of expiation has been undergone, so long as he 
is identified with the body), the ignorant (those identified with the body) alone being qualified 
for it (the expiatory process). Self-knowledge (alone) is (therefore) the (true) atonement (for 
it is knowledge alone which eradicates ignorance, the root of sin). (11) Maladies do not 
actually attack him who eats only wholesome food. In the same way, he who practises self- 
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discipline, O king, gradually becomes qualified for blessedness (final beatitude). (12) 
Through concentration of mind and continence,* subjugation of the mind and control of the 
external Indriyas (the senses of perception and the organs of action), charity, truthfulness 
and purity (of body and mind), the vows of non-violence etc., and sacred observances (such 
as the muttering of prayers), the wise, who are conversant with (the spirit of) Dharma 

(righteousness) and full of reverence are able to get rid of even the greatest sin, committed 

through body, speech and mind, just as fire destroys a (whole) thicket of bamboos. (13-14) 

A few (rarely blessed) souls, who are devoted to Lord Vasudeva, destroy (the stock of) their 
sins completely (with their very root in the form of ignorance) through mere devotion, even 

as the sun destroys mist in its entirety. (15) Indeed a sinner, O king, is not purified so well 

through asceticism and other (expiatory) processes as the one who had dedicated his (very) 

life to Sri Kfsna through the constant service of His devotees. (16) For in this world this path 
(of Devotion) is the best of all, in that it is full of bliss because it has no fear from any quarter. 

On this path tread pious (desireless) souls who are amiably (kindly) disposed (towards all) 
and devoted to Bhagavan Narayana. (17) (All sorts of) atonements done fail to purify in a 
thorough way, O King of kings, him who has turned his face away from Bhagavan Narayana, 

even as (a number of) rivers (combined) cannot purify a jar of wine. (18) They who have (but) 

once in their life fixed on the lotus-feet of Lord Sri Krsna their mind, that has conceived an 

attachment for His excellences, never behold even in a dream Yama (the god of retribution) 

and his servants, carrying a noose (in their hand), since they have actually done (all) 
atonement. (19) 

^ <£dMi febjjUUUi: H3I<W fryfy ifi^ol 

^fsr^lfTmfd^irMrt: I RUT RRT: TTfuftjfNd: 1^ | 

^ Hn 35T ^rr 3 yrsyR: 1 quitiun rr i ^ \ 

tt ebWHifafui 1 irrat ^nri^m 

^R: TTTTT. I RtiTTR, q I 

Further, (as an illustration) on this point, the learned narrate the following old legend, in 

which there occurs a conversation between the messengers of Lord Visnu and Yama, (Now) 

hear it from me. (20) In (the city of) Kanyakubja (the modern Kannauja) there lived a certain 

Brahmana, Ajamila by name, who had kept a maid-servant (a woman of the servant class) 
and, polluted by intercourse (cohabitation) with that Sudra woman, had cast to the winds (all) 

pious conduct (enjoined on a Brahmana householder). (21) Making a reproachful living by 
robbery, gambling, cheating and theft and (thus) maintaining his family,the impious fellow 

Brahmacarya (continence) is declared in our scriptures to comprise eight aspects, which consist in scrupulous 

abstinence from all of the eight phases of sexual intercourse mentioned below:— 

=nirin *ld: ftstvj 
rtiiftiui: 1 fq'J'Jri 

"The wise speak of sexual intercourse as consisting of the following eight phases, viz., (1) the recollection of an act of 

copulation, (2) uttering words denoting it, (3) dallying with a woman, (4) looking at a woman with lustful eyes, (5) holding secret 

(amorous) talks with a woman, (6) intention to have sexual commerce with a woman, (7) making a firm resolve to have such 

intercourse and (8) the actual act of copulation. The reverse, i.e., the negation of all these is what they call the eightfold 

continence. 
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tortured (and put to death) living beings (and supported his family on their flesh when food 
could not be got by other means). (22) As he thus maintained (his) existence, fondling the 
(many) offspring of that Sudra woman, O king, a considerable period, equivalent to eighty- 
eight years of his life, rolled by. (23) The old man had ten sons (by that woman); he who was 
the youngest of them, Narayana by name, was yet a child and was (therefore) greatly loved 
by his parents. (24) Having fastened his heart on that sweetly lisping infant, the old fellow 

felt extremely delighted while watching its sports. (25) Feeding it while (himself) taking his 
meals or chewing anything (by way of refreshment), and giving it water to drink while 
(himself) drinking it, bound as he was by (ties of) love to the child, the silly man did not 
perceive (the hour of) death, which had (now) arrived. (26) 

H Tlcf *^ehlcO I -tKlilUII^A I ^ I 

S 3TRTR 1 

shW-lchiMTti 

farms fyumuiw ^gnt i qraaj: i 

^c«<w^:RT: I % STfaA<4ltl I 3? I 

^ WT 3TFTTHT: cbWKW ttwi I fat 35IT fat I 

<4<UHtfl$ll§TT: Hldehl^lildiyy: | famtfc?: I ^ I 

*[cf g Tfa ^rRH^I: I U-tr4y^lfRJ|dlil|-U*l^diara: l^qi 

fa5Tt fafafmi«fa,|: ^rT: faq tlfetqi I fawT SJifiJTcW facial faq«TO|^| 

Thus continuing, the fool thought of his juvenile son, named Narayana, when the hour’ 
of death (actually) arrived. (27) Beholding three most terrible male figures with wry faces 

and hair standing on end, that had come to take him, noose in hand, Ajamila, (greatly) 
agitated in mind, called by name his son, named Narayana, who was busy with (his) 
playthings away at (some) distance (from him), in a loud and lengthened tone. (28-29) 
Hearing the loud utterance of Sri Hari's (blessed name by the dying man (Ajamila), who was 
calling (though unconsciously) the name of their Master (Bhagavan Narayana), O great king, 
His attendants rushed to the spot (there) all of a sudden. (30) The messengers of Lord Visnu 

stopped by force the servants of Yama, that were (at that moment) tearing (the soul of) 
Ajamila, who had kept a maid-servant, from inside his heart. (31) (Thus) forbidden, the 
servants of Yama said to them: "Who are you that (thus) interfere with the authority of Yama 
(the deity presiding over righteousness)? (32) Whose representatives are you or whence 
have you come, and wherefore do you forbid his being taken away (by us)? Are you (some) 
gods or demigods or some foremost Siddhas (a class of demigods endowed with mystic 
powers by their very birth)? (33) With eyes resembling the petals of a lotus and clad in yellow 
silk, you are all adorned with a diadem, a pair of ear-rings and a shining wreath of lotuses!(34) 
Besides, you are all in the bloom of youth and all possessed of four lovely arms and graced 
with a bow, quiver, sword, mace, conch, discus and lotus. (35) Driving away the darkness 
of the quarters and overshadowing (all) other (material) lights by your splendour, what for 
do you hinder us, the servants of Yama (the protector of virtue)?" (36) 

I rTR Aufa^Kqi fan I $*31 

Sri §uka continued : In reply to the aforesaid questions asked by those messengers 
of Yama, the servants of Lord Vasudeva heartily laughed and addressed the following 
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(words) to them in a voice (deep) as the rumbling of clouds. (37) 

qfe fqt&fchlRui: | Sjrfer Sjqqt I r±61 

fe cflW WRtftTOTrT^I <;u.si4i: fa, chiRm: qsf3TlglfWt*fafa^uim^ 1| 

The messengers of Visnu said: If you are really servants of Yama (the deity presiding 

over righteousness), (please) tell us the true character of virtue and also the means of 
ascertaining it. (38) How is punishment meted out and who is intended to be its object? Are 
ail the doers subject to punishment or (only) some (doers) of the human species? (39) 

3^: 

clqilf'Jiffidi srirf irsnferfgTT^: I -mi<4U|: Tn§TT?W<dW]Rfd |Xo I 

^i<*i T5T:wqflH)Htu: I ^UMmis^i||^iy,i4|oy^| qgTTdiitH, IYS| I 

^JsJfsfjT: 13 TTHT: TRZTT^TT I % ef: qqqst ffd %TR I* 3 I 

T*Wff TO zpjH I 4,H|^>jq ^U^Rh cjnftW: I*} I 

TVZ&fa f? srSTfal fgcRfrnfq ^R^TT: I ^Tfrut ^pi^Rd |*y I 

qq iiiqin, qsrraqf mrf tnfrftd: i f twirt ^5% qsq ^ 1 

^rarrafeigcrcwiH 1 

ddlTRT^Tr: TpnRtdTW dSJT I Ttd l~*\3 | 

TR^d ^ ^Cf: ijcfeq fa M* 4 ft I tr^T SPMH^: |^| 

^rsn^WRTT ^Tti % 1 q ^ dgqnrqjfdqT?iT i-^*? 1 

wf^r: ^ tdTSSrH ^ ^T8t Wf^T: I tTg^ %g^R 3TT^ tdd I do | 

d^ ^s^iehw fof ^Tfedd q^| qq^R^fd ^llchHqiRfti^ | 

df^Ttsfdddldqf q^5^ dTqffrrT «hi4d I dd^TdiTT fdTdTR ddfmS5d?IU *prft I d^ I 

d % dj%?8ttJTiTfq ftgoMchtjfotJ dd4d ^Jd^T: ddf ~^t: tdl^rfd^isf^l^ I d3 I 

^58dT fqfMdMoij4> SJtRSTtP ^Tdc^d I ddTdtfq ddldfd tcntldq ddddHF Id*I 

T*T 3ffddH|q ^5dW fdtnfd: I 3TTOH H T£T iddi 

The messengers of Yama replied: Dharma (righteousness) is (that which is) enjoined 
by the Veda and the reverse of it (that which is forbidden by the Veda) is Adharma 

(unrighteousness). And we have heard (from Yama and others) that the Veda is Bhagavan 

Narayana Himself (from whom it has emanated) and self-born (in the sense that it flows from 
His nostrils by way of respiration without any conscious effort on His part). (40) it is by 

Narayana that all these existences (living beings) made up of (the three modes of Prakrti, 

viz.,) Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, are duly evolved in His own being with (their distinctive) 
qualities, denominations, activities and forms. (41) The sun, the fire, the sky, the air, the 
Indriyas (the senses of perception and the organs of action), the moon, the morning and 
evening twilights, day and night, the (four) quarters, water, the earth, Time and Dharma (the 

god of piety)—these indeed are the witnesses of (the good and evil actions of) a Jiva (an 
embodied soul). (42) Unrighteousness as ascertained by (the evidence of) these are 

determined to be a fit occasion for punishment. And all doers (without distinction) deserve 
punishment in consideration of their (sinful) actions. (43) For good as well as evil deeds are 
capable of being done by men given to action, O sinless ones, inasmuch as they are (ever) 

[564] B. M. 20— . 
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associated with the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti), and no one invested with a body can help 
doing action (with one's mind, speech or body). (44) He alone by whom a virtuous or sinful act 
was performed in this world reaps in the other world the fruit of it in the same manner and to 
the same extent it was actually done. (45) Just as in this world, O jewels among gods, there 
are found three varieties of living beings (viz., those living a life of ease, those dragging a 
miserable existence and those who are partly happy and partly miserable, or again those who 

are tranquil by nature, those who are ferocious and those who are dull, or, according to a third 
classification, those who are pious by temperament, those who are vicious by nature and those 
who are of a mixed temperament, and as this heterogeneity cannot be explained except by 
assuming that the said three types of beings severally performed meritorious, sinful and mixed 
deeds in the past), so from the diversity (in the proportion) of the three Gunas (manifested in 
the form of virtuous, sinful and mixed types of actions on the part of men in this world) it is 

inferred that they will reap the three corresponding types of fruit (in the form of happiness, 
misery and a mixture of both) in another life. (46) (Again,) just as a current period of time 
indicates the characteristics of the past as well as the future rounds of the same period, so the 
current life (of a man) is illustrative of the merits and sins of the past as well as of the future 
incarnations. (47) (Our master,) the omniscient Yama, who is (another) Brahma (as it were), 
clearly perceives (while) at his (own) capital (Samyamani) by his very mind the former state 

of existence (including the record of virtuous and sinful deeds) of a departed soul and reflects 
with his mind on his future (destiny) too. (48) (Even) as a man in sleep (the dream state) treats 
as his self the body revealed in the dream alone and not the one existing before the dream 
state nor that which will follow the dream state, so the ignorant Jiva (too) identifies itself with 
its existing psycho-physical organism (the one revealed by its past actions) alone and has no 
knowledge of the one preceding it nor of the succeeding one, having lost (all) memory of its 

past incarnation. (49) The Jiva, itself constituting the seventeenth principle (over and above 
the sixteen constituents of the subtle body, with which it stands identified, viz., the ten Indriyas, 
the mind and the five objects of senses, viz., the subtle elements), discharges its own functions 
(of grasping things, locomotion and so on) with the five organs of actions, perceives the five 
objects of senses with the five senses of perception and experiences with the sixteenth (viz., 
the mind) the threefold objects of the senses of perception, the organs of action and the mind, 

all alone. (50) This well-known subtle body, consisting of (the aforesaid) sixteen parts, and a 
product of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, endowed with the three potencies of 
illumination, activity and obscuration respectively) and exceedingly tenacious, subjects the 
Jiva again and again to transmigration, which is a source of joy and sorrow, fear and 
affliction. (51) The ignorant Jiva (which stands identified with a body and), that has not subdued 
the five senses of perception and the mind, is prompted (by that subtle body) to fall back upon 
action, though unwilling (to do so), and veiling itself with a network of Karma, even as a silk¬ 
worm wraps itself in a cocoon, stands bewildered (finding no way out of it). (52) Indeed none 
remains actionless at any time even for an instant; for everyone is forcibly impelled—by 
attachment etc.,(born of the three Gunas—Sattva, Rajas and Tamas—and) resulting from the 
impressions of past actions—to do action against his will. (53) Having found an occasion in 
the form of merit or sin resulting from one's past actions, a psycho-physical organism 
(consisting of a gross and a subtle body) actually moulds itself either after the womb (the 
mother's body) or after the seed (the body of the father) according to the irresistible tendencies 
of the Jiva (occupying it). (54) This degeneration of the soul (in the shape of loss of its blissful 
character and its being reduced to a wretched state as a result of identifying itself with a psycho¬ 
physical organism) has been due to its association with Prakrti (Matter). (And) the degenera¬ 
tion ceases before long through devotion to God (and by no other means). (55) 
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'Sfrc^rFjaTTcTO: I ^rn^i’vi-slfq^Fij: l<^l 

Ucf^tdfilcj^Ri I ^^d^cWI^UddHHqjISh: I ^ I 

^TH: I 3TT3TO ctrt 3TT^rT: ^tf^flfa^lH I <a4 I 

^f ^nfin tt? Itfzmm i vm ^ ■M^jJofrRsraT i i 

tot fa^sgaioZTT si^fT Rrrwn^i toftt fFRmronf%% i ^o i 

^gT rfT cfcWfc-^H siTfpT ^ftrfo^WT^I ^FTm f^T^T 1^4) fed: 1^1 

^i^^5)|(iHISSclTR illcJdTT^ ^TSTTajcTC^I ^T i>l^llc*> WOTcj ^HTT H^RdM^ I ^ I 

dfafa-HW°MMJ4glt5n Id^rT'l: I rmTa *HFT KIT^ ^Wf&«W ? 15,3 I 

dlM-qmia fc^unsfe ^ncrrn i m^4>trw: ^m: trarfr w rtsn i i 

fen k<^NIMyWl ^ TTftfr tflWTIMJ MfW^fRTCWra: *lR<J-4mi$-tci«s*ft: IVO 

^rfWSjmf^ -HHHIi-yradl 5RHJ ^KiWI: f^ficRTT: ^5^ ■q^m^R. I^^I 

i^fil ^ina^c-d^S^i ^T^TraWnffH': I 3T^RfrT Rat ewcwwiy^RtJwlc^ I ^\91 

"Q^T <U4MIU): flehlVl <fidRbfc^fcmj H^iHl^nPicf^i ^ | I 

jfm^Hletd qglfflfr 4R^t4l *Jg^i4lfatflMK°MH WTTSOJPT: 1*1 

This fellow (Ajamila) was indeed endowed with learning (the knowledge of the Vedas 

and other scriptures), a (veritable) abode of amiability, good conduct and virtues (like 

forgiveness), had taken a vow of worship, prayer and so on and controlled his senses, was 

gentle (and) truthful, well-versed in sacred formulas and pure (in habits). (56) (Nay,) he 
worshipped the sacred fire (by pouring oblations into it) and served his preceptor, strangers 

(calling at his house) and elders, was a friend to all living beings, free from egotism, pious, 

taciturn and uncavilling (by nature). (57) One day, this Brahmana went to the woods in 
obedience to his father's command; and as he returned therefrom, taking fruits and flowers, 

sticks for the sacrificial fire and Kusa grass, he saw (on the way) a (most) profligate Sudra, 
who was a (most) libidinous and shameless fellow, drunk with spirituous liquor distilled from 

meal, sporting with a harlot of the same class—who was not only (similarly) drunk, with her 

eyes swimming through intoxication but stood by his side in a half-naked condition (with the 

knot of her loin-cloth loosened)—and (also) singing and joking with her. (58—60) Seeing her 

folded in the arm of that Sudra, which was painted with unguents exciting lust,.this man 

(Ajamila) was inspired with extravagant passion and succumbed to (the darts of) love all at 
once. (61) Though controlling his mind by recourse to reason with all his firmness and by 

dint of his learning, he could not compose it, agitated as it was with love. (62) Possessed 

by the devil of love excited by (the sight of) that (lewd) woman, and (thus) deprived of reason 
and thinking of her alone with his mind, he actually deviated from his duty (neglected all his 

sacred obligations). (63) With the entire fortune of his father (at his disposal) he indulged her 
alone through carnal pleasures delightful to her mind so that she might be pleased (with 
him).(64) The sinful fellow, whose judgement had been crippled by the sidelong glance of 
that lewd woman, abandoned before long his own wedded wife, a Brahmana girl, still in the 

prime of youth and bestowed on him (by herfather) in view of his noble pedigree. (65) (Having 

spent on her all the fortune of his father,) this stupid fellow brought money from here and there 

by fair and foul means and maintained the family (progeny) of this woman, who was (soon) 
the mother of many children. (66) Because this fellow—who having violated (the injunc¬ 

tions of) the scriptures, acted according to his own will and was (therefore) censured by 
(all) worthy men—led a sinful life and lived for a long time in an impure state; eating the food 
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polluted by the touch of a harlot, we shall accordingly take this sinner, who has done no 
atonement (for his crimes so far), to the presence of Yama (who wields the rod of 
punishment), where he will be purified through punishment. (67-68) 

Thus ends the first discourse, forming part of the story of Ajamila, 
in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3TST ftcfcfrlSHTFT: 

Discourse II 
The messengers of Lord Visnu expound the Bhagavata 

Dharma (the cult of Devotion) and Ajamila 
ascends to the Lord's supreme Abode 

3ft^y dR/R 

Sri Suka went on: Having thus heard and (duly) followed the dissertation of the messengers 
of Yama, the aforesaid messengers of the Lord, who were masters of the moral science, now 
replied to them (as follows), O king (Parlksit)! (1) 

/q^d/ 

5T3TRT M $ ^TTWR: TtTSra: TTRT: I Sfft 3RRJ Ri ^ITfRT inn: I 3 I 

SfcnfRRTRfr^fst I H I X I 

*Tsn|? ftR 3TT«rm fn^T: i torn snfasnt Rrr r ft n«rr | ^ | 

tr nrsi frd^n^rHMj f^wjfhrr sjrtrt tt^ofr ^i^m^Ih i ^ i 
The messengers of Visnu said: Oh, what a pity that unrighteousness should penetrate 

the court of the knowers of Dharma (the secret of virtue), where punishment is unnecessarily 
inflicted by those very knowers of Dharma on sinless people who do not deserve any ! (2) 
If iniquity appears in (the heart of) those who are protectors (like a father) and teachers of 
the people and are beneficent and even-minded (to all), whom shall the people resort to for 
protection? (3) Whatever a superior man does, that very thing the common (ignorant) man 
(also) does. The people (at large) follow that which the former sets up as a standard (to be 
followed). (4) Like a brute, the common man himself has no knowledge of righteousness or 
unrighteousness and (generally) sleeps at ease (over this question), resting his head on the 
lap (utterly depending on the wisdom) of another (his ruler or preceptor). (5) How can it be 
worthy of the latter, if he is full of compassion and deserves the confidence of (all) living 
beings, to seek to harm the unwary world that has thrown itself entirely at his mercy, reposing 
(full) trust on him ? (6) 

3t4 ft <£)d(ndVl 'dHJch)*igfimfa I RT oRraiR RTR I | 

THRR WHUfd4>dR,l RRT RK|4JU||4fH ^TRT? I C I 
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^T: TJ^WT: I MTFSTfaFTlfTTT 4 rT qidfaHI6iR I <? I 

■fl^mujyddirMdMcj yfdb^dH I ^TO'<^I;^U| faMJu4d*dfenm *rRr:l*o| 

*T Piojia^Rrlsf^icdf^riitflSn fq^csyc^yqi^ 'ddlfdR?: I 

^1 ?R-4m M^bdl^d'W^d Mitfl cMJU FlU cW ^ | ^ | 

^chiPdct, hR? fiHsfa fd^d *FT: I 

-n«)4RtgRH4fliH<ii ^{jjun^cdc;: ^ tR^TT^: I ^ I 

This man has actually done atonement (not only for the sins of this life but) even for sins 
committed (by him) through millions of lives (in the past) in that he uttered, though in a 

helpless state, the name of Sri Hari, which (apart from its being the highest atonement for 

past sins) is a (direct) means to the attainment of (supreme) felicity (final beatitude). (7) The 
atonement for (all) the sins of this (erstwhile) sinner must have been made by the mere fact 

that he pronounced a mere semblance of the four-syllabled name of the Lord, 'NAR AYAN A', 

while exclaiming (calling his son in the words): "Narayana, come (here) !"(8)The articulation 
of a name of Lord Visnu—that is the only thorough atonement for the sins of all classes of 

sinners, be he a thief, a drinker (of spirituous liquor), one guilty of treachery to a friend, a 
Brahmana-slayer, one sharing the bed of a preceptor's wife, a slayer of a woman, a king, 

one's own parent or a cow and whatever other (types of) sinners there may be; for thereby 

(by the utterance of the Lord's name) the Lord's (own) mind is directed towards the utterer 

(who is thenceforward remembered by Him as His protege). (9-10) A sinner is not purified 

to that extent (so thoroughly) through fasting and other processes of expiation recommended 

by the expositors of the Veda (Manu and others) as he is by words standing as names for 

Sri Hari, articulated (merely with the tongue); forthe utterance of such words puts him in mind 

of the (divine) attributes of the glorious Lord (and thus qualifies the man for final beatitude 

by drawing him towards the Lord, the Bestower of Liberation, unlike the other forms of 
expiation, which exhaust themselves in wiping out the sins). (11) For, the process of 
expiation is not complete if one's mind runs back to evil ways even after the said process 
has been gone through.Therefore, in the case of those seeking the eradication of their (stock 

of) sinful Karma the uttering of the praises of Sri Hari is the only remedy; for the same 
undoubtedly purifies the mind. (12) 

3T&T ITTCR^T ^dliimuRlt^dHJ fWTM: I ^ I 

Therefore, do not take, by a wrong path (the path of the sinners), (the soul of) this man, 
who has done atonement for all (his) sins in that he articulated the Lord's name in full (while, 
as a matter of fact, it wipes out one's sins even when uttered in part) and at a time when he 

was about to die (when there was no possibility of his reverting to the path of sin and thereby 

incurring any more sin; for one cannot ordinarily be expected to take the Lord's name 
precisely at the moment of death). (13) 

miR^iw err etrwAc) en i i w i 

HfdTT: Hsfcotll *HT: 3TT?H: I $RR<^c(t*l-ii5 tJMIvll^fd illdHTR. I ^ V | 

Tprcri rf c^TT W Tj^fbT g rt I SrafgTTTRt tniTRt ?1k4lThlfd |^| 

ftwi-qyifd duidM'iWiRfRr i ^Tsnfcr rHMl^u^fyRdyi i *\91 

3tjtMR8I^T ?1MI£diti!rtl<*Hm ^1 U£Tf4dH4 ijaf mtRF5:l^<SI 

ITSIFT^ cj)4dM*jM<yTti y^ill | 3T3n'dd'liii|TdFJUI ^>-UIHJ-4liU|dl^d: 1^1 

The learned recognize the articulation of a name of Lord Visnu as capable of eradicating 
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all one's sins, even when it is intended to denote someone else, or when it is uttered jestingly 
(in love but not jeeringly) or as an interjection in the midst of a song or out of (seeming) 
disrespect (but not real; for disrespect actually shown to the Lord or a jeer flung at Him 
constitutes in itself an unpardonable sin). (14) A man who articulates the word 'Hari' (or, for 
that matter, any other name of the Lord even) involuntarily (without any conscious effort on 
his part) when fallen down, stumbled, bitten (by a snake or any other poisonous creature) 

heated (by fever etc.), injured (by a blow) or when he has broken a limb, no longer deserves 
(to suffer) torment (in hell). (15) Arduous and easy processes of expiation have been 
thoughtfully prescribed by the great sages (law-givers) in the case of (comparatively) great 
and small sins. (16) Those sins are (certainly) got rid of by the said processes of expiation 
such as austere penance, charity and Japa (muttering of prayers), but not the kernel 
(vestiges in the form of impressions) of those sins, which is (also) traceable to the 

unrighteous acts. Those impressions too are obliterated through the service of (devotion to) 
the Lord's feet. (17) Any name of the Lord of excellent renown, which is distinctly pronounced 
(by a man)—(whether) knowingly (with the consciousness that it wipes out all one's sins) or 
unknowingly (without such knowledge)—destroys a man's sins (as surely) as a fire 
consumes the fuel (under all circumstances, no matter whether it has been kindled by a man 
who knows its burning properties or by an innocent child who is unaware of its burning 
capacity). (18) Just as a medicine possessing the highest potency is sure to produce its 
salutary effect even on one who is unaware of its efficacy, though taken by chance, so does 
the Lord's name (which is as holy as any sacred text or formula) reveal its efficacy (in the 
shape of wiping out all one's sins) even in the case of him who is unaware of it, when uttered 
by him (even) casually. (19) 

cT ^jfsrfRUTfa srf WTeR ^ IH ^ o | 
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Sri Suka resumed: Having thus expounded in a well-reasoned and conclusive way the 

cult of Devotion to the Lord (with particular reference to the marvellous efficacy of the Divine 
Name), O king (Parlksit), and extricated the said Brahmana (Ajamila) from the noose of 
Yama (the god of punishment), the messengers of Lord Visnu secured his release from (the 
grip of) Death. (20) Thus foiled in controversy (by the Lord's own messengers), the 

messengers of Yama returned to the presence of Yama (their master) and faithfully reported 
everything to king Yama, O subduer of foes. (21) 
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Disentangled from the noose (of Yama) and rid of fear, the Brahmana (Ajamila) was his 
foimer self again (became healthy and pious as before) and, delighted with their sight, 
bowed his head to the servants of Lord Visnu. (22) Perceiving him eager to speak, the 
servants of Bhagavan Visnu (the Supreme Person) suddenly disappeared at that (very) 
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spot, even as he looked on, O sinless one! (23) Having heard from the mouth severally of 
the messengers of Sri Krsna (Lord Visnu) and Yama an exposition of the cult of Devotion 
to the Lord—which is untainted by the three Gunas (inasmuch as it is concerned from the 

beginning to the end with the worship of the Lord, who is entirely beyond the realm of the 

three Gunas and takes one beyond the world of matter, which is a product of the three 
Gunas)—and the path of worldly activity (which is mainly concerned with the world of matter 

and holds out the promise of heavenly bliss, a product of the three Gunas, and has been) 

taught by the three Vedas (which mainly deal with rituals), Ajamila too now soon conceived 
devotion to the Lord as a result of hearing the glories of Sri Hari (the Destroyer of all sins) 
and great was his repentance as he recollected his (past) sin. (24-25) (He said to himself,) 

"Oh, it was the worst tragedy for me, who forfeited my Brahmanhood by being born* 
(reproduced in the form of sons) through a Sudra woman, because of my being unable to 

curb my (lower) self (animal passions)! (26) Fie upon my wicked self, condemned by (all) 

good men, the blot of my race, who kept an unchaste wench given to drinking, having 
abandoned a faithful wife who was yet very young. (27) Oh, my aged parents, who were 

without a protector and had no other relation (such as a son) and were much afflicted 
(because of me), were forthwith deserted by my ungrateful self as by a vile man. (28) As such 

I shall surely fall into a most dreadful hell, where lustful men, who have violated Dharma 

(righteousness) suffer tortures inflicted by Yama. (29) 
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"Was (all) this wonder seen by me in a dream or with my own eyes here (in waking life)? 

Where have they now gone, who proceeded to tear me (my life) from my body, noose in 
hand? (30) Again, where have those four angelic persons gone, who were (so) good-looking 

and got me released while I was being taken to the infernal regions (situated below the 
earth), fastened with nooses? (31) Though I have been so accursed (in my present birth), 

yet I must have earned (in my previous lives some) extraordinary merit which blessed me 

with the sight of those foremost gods, as a result of which my mind is so calm and cheerful 
(today). (32) Otherwise (but for such extraordinary merit) my tongue, the tongue of an 

impious fellow, who kept a Sudra woman, was not fit to utter the name of Lord Visnu—the 
only means of capturing Him—in this helpless state and at a time when I was on the verge 
of death.(33) The two stood poles asunder—myself, a wicked swindler, lost to (all) shame, 

who violated his Brahmanhood, and the (most) auspicious name of the Lord, 'Narayana'.(34) 
Having controlled my mind, Indriyas (the senses of perception as well as the organs of 

action) and breath, I shall as such so endeavour that I may not drown myself in the 

* There is a Sruti text declaring that a man himself is bom for a second time in the form of a son through his wife, thus 

accounting for the epithet 'Jaya' used with reference to a wife :— 

'3TT«?T 'H=tlc1 'Jn: I 
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blinding gloom of transmigration again. (35) Having got rid of the bondage of mudane 
existence—so well-known (in the shape of ties of attachment toson, wife, house and 
so on), and resulting from ignorance (manifested in the form of self-identification with 
the body etc.), and from the craving for the gratification of the senses and activity (in 
the shape of endeavour to procure such gratification)—benevolent to all living beings, 
free from craving for the pleasures of sense, friendly and compassionate (to all) and 

with (my) mind fully controlled, I shall redeem myself, completely dominated as I am 
by the Lord's Maya (deluding potency) in the shape of woman, by whom my wretched 
self has indeed been fully toyed with even as an animal kept for pleasure. (36-37) 
Giving up the sense of T and 'mine' in relation severally to the body and whatever 
is connected with it, and with my thought fixed on the real substance (the Spirit), I 
shall devote my mind to the almighty Lord when it has been purified by chanting His 

names and praises and other ways of Devotion (such as hearing His praises and 
remembering Him)1.' (38) 
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SrT Suka began again: Having thus conceived a thorough aversion to the pleasures 
of sense, thanks to a moment's association with the pious servants of Lord Visnu, and 
throwing off all fetters (in the shape of affection for his mistress and children), Ajamila 
retired to Gangadwara (the sacred spot where the holy river Ganga descends into the 
plains, and which is now known by the name of Hariksetra or Haridwara). (39) Settling 
down at that holy place (an eternal abode of the Lord) and betaking himself to the path 
of Yoga, he withdrew all his senses (from their objects) and fixed his mind on the 
supreme self. (40) Then, dissociating the mind from the body and senses etc., through 
concentration of the same, he devoted it to the essence of the Lord, (known by the name 
of) Brahma, that is all consciousness. (41) When his mind was (thus) irrevocably fixed 
on the aforesaid Brahma, the Brahmana beheld in front of him the same (angelic) 
persons and, recognizing them, as seen before, bowed his head to them. (42) Having 
quitted his (earthly) body at that sacred place (Gangadwara) on the bank of the (holy) 
Ganga (immediately) after their sight, he forthwith assumed a (divine) body similar 
to the form of the Lord's attendants (dwelling by His side). (43) Mounting an aerial 
car made of gold, the Brahmana (Ajamila) ascended with those servants of Lord 
Visnu (the Supreme Person) through the heavens to the (divine) realm (known by the 
name of Vaikuntha), where resides the Spouse of SrT (the goddess of beauty and 
prosperity). (44) 
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•In this way that Brahmana, who, consequent on his having kept a woman of the 
menial class had transgressed all his sacred duties and broken his vows (of fidelity to 

his wife and so on) and who had not only fallen (from his Brahmanhood) due to his 

reprehensible conduct but was going to be cast to hell (by the servants of Yama), was 
at once completely freed (from the noose of Yama) by uttering the Divine Name. (45) For 

those seeking liberation there is nothing more efficacious in cutting the root of sin (in the 

form of identification with the body) than chanting the Name and glories of Lord Visnu 

(whose feet purify those who resort to them). Thanks to the chanting of His names, the 
mind does not (ordinarily) get attached to (sinful) actions again, whereas it remains 

tainted with Rajas and Tamas (even) after purificatory processes other than this have 

been gone through. (46) 
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He who, full of reverence hears this legend, which is a most profound secret (of the 

scriptures) and is capable of destroying (all) one's sins, as well as he who repeats it with 

devotion (after hearing it) never goes to hell nor dare the servants of Yama look at him. 
However accursed (sinful) he may have been, such a mortal is adored (hereafter) in 

Vaikuntha (the realm of Lord Visnu). (47-48) Even (a great sinner like) Ajamila, who 

uttered, while dying (in a helpless state without reverence) the name of Sri Hari and that 
too in its secondary application as denoting his son, ascended to the Lord's (divine) 

Abode I What wonder, then, if one who pronounces it with reverence should attain to His 

Abode? (49) 

Thus ends the second discourse, forming part of the story of Ajamila, 
in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3?«r ifftertsszrra: 

Discourse III 
A dialogue between Yama (the god of retribution) and his messengers 

{rfldM 

^dl^fuld 3reiT? 1% rTH, 3rf?T SJlfojT: I 

c3c(*I ff?f ^ foftfgrPT I ? 1 

The king (Parlksit) said : What did the god Yama (the deity presiding over righteous¬ 

ness), under whose sway all this (animate) creation is and whose authority was thus 
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obstructed, say in reply to his servants—who had been foiled by the messengers of Lord 
Visnu (the Slayer of the demon Mura)—on hearing their report ? (1) (Such) supersession 
of the authority of the glorious Yama at the hands of another was never heard of before, O 
(holy) sage I (And) none other than you can resolve the doubt which will arise in the popular 
mind on this point; that is my conviction. (2) 

TT3PL 4l*<(i: ylrtgtileim: I rrffl f^TTOSTTOT^pfiT I $ I 

Sri Suka replied : The messengers of Yama, whose efforts (to execute the commands 
of their master) were interrupted by the servants of the Lord, O king, submitted to their 
master, Yama, the ruler of the (city of) Sarhyaman! (as follows). (3) 
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The messengers of Yama said : How many in this world are the rulers of human 
beings performing actions of three kinds (virtuous, sinful and of a mixed type)—rulers 
who are responsible for the manifestation (dispensation) of their fruit (in the shape of 
happiness, misery and a mixture of both)? (4) If there be in the world many a ruler 
wielding the rod of punishment, who would suffer death (the tortures of hell) and who 
would enjoy immortality or heavenly bliss (in the event of a split, resuiting in a complete 
deadlock); whereas (in the reverse case , i.e., in the event of harmonious relations, 
obtaining between them) who would not experience the tortures of hell as well as 
immortality too (for, while one ruler may ordain hellish tortures in the case of a particular 
man in view of a grievous sin committed by him, overlooking his meritorious acts, 

another may condone his faults and reward his virtuous deeds with immortality and the 
orders of both will be executed as carrying equal force). (5) If there be a plurality of rulers 
in this world for (the control of) the vast number of men engaged in action, their 
authority will (no doubt) exist. Such authority (however) would be only secondary 
like that enjoyed by tributary chiefs (inasmuch as it would extend over a limited 
section of humanity and would not be absolute and primary, thus rendering it necessary 
to postulate another ruler exercising primary, and universal authority). (6) Therefore (a 
plurality of rulers being out of the question), you are (to our mind) the one Supreme Lord 
and ruler of all living beings—including the guardian deities—capable of distinguishing the 
merit and sin of men (who alone enjoy freedom of action), and (actually) wielding the rod 
of punishment (for the evil-doers, and rewarding the virtuous). (7) Such as you are, your 

authority stands superseded and no longer prevails in the world today, as is evidenced 
by the fact that your command was set at naught by four wonderful angelic persons ! (8) 
They forcibly released a sinner who was being taken by us under your order to the infernal 
regions (the places of suffering), cutting the nooses (with which he had been fastened).(9) 
We are keen to know them (their particulars) from you, if you deem it good for us (as 
otherwise by showing disrespect to them through ignorance we may bring harm even to 
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you). The moment the word 'Narayana' was uttered (by the sinner) they hastened in saying 
"Do not be afraid !” (10) 

TT 3TFJ5: I sffa: '**^1^3311? |^| 

Sri Suka continued: Thus interrogated the celebrated god Yama, the controller of living 

beings, was (greatly) delighted and replied to his messengers (as follows), contemplating 
on the lotus-feet of Sri Hari. (11) 
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Yama said : The Supreme Lord of the mobile and immobile creation is other than me 
(and all other guardians of the spheres—Indra, Varuna and others). It is by Him that the 
whole universe stands pervaded on all sides as a piece of cloth by its warp and woof. (Nay,) 
it is from His part manifestations (Brahma, Visnu and Siva) that the evolution, maintenance 
and dissolution of this universe proceed and the (entire) creation is subject to His control 
even as a bullock tied with a string passed through its nostrils is controlled by the man holding 
the string. (12) Just as a farmer ties (his) oxen with tethers to a big cord (to keep them 
together), He binds men with (different) denominations (Brahmana, Ksatriya and so on) to 
His own Word (the Veda)—allots them different duties as enjoined by the Vedas; and, bound 
by (these) strong ties in the shape of class, names and obligations (attaching thereto), the 
aforesaid men meticulously bear offerings (do homage) to Him (through the scrupulous 
discharge of their duties). (13) Myself (Yama, the guardian of the southern quarter), the 
mighty Indra (the guardian of the east), Nirrti (the demon presiding over the south-west), 
Varuna (the god of water, presiding over the western quarter), the moon-god (the guardian 
of the north), the god of fire (the guardian of the south-east), Lord Siva (the guardian of the 
north-east), the god of the air (the guardian of the north-west), the sun-god, Brahma (the 
creator), the (twelve) sons of Aditi (presiding by turns month after month, over the sun), (the 
group of gods known as) the Viswedevas, the (eight) Vasus (another class of gods) and (the 
group of gods called) the Sadhyas, the (forty-nine) Maruts (wind-gods), the (eleven) Rudras 
(the gods presiding over destruction) along with the Siddhas (a class of demigods endowed 
with mystic powers from their very birth), the creators of the world like (the sage) Bhrgu, the 
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rulers (adored) of gods (such as the sage Brhaspati, the preceptor of the gods) and others 
too who are untainted with Rajas and Tamas and in whom Sattva predominates have no 
knowledge of His intention—dominated as they are by His Maya (deluding potency)—much 
less those other than these. (14-15) Even as colours (the objects of sight) cannot perceive 
the faculty of vision, which reveals them, the JTvas cannot grasp or reach with (their) senses 
of perception, mind or organs of action (which predominantly manifest the activity of the vital 
airs) nor with (their) intellect or speech Him who is the seer of all living beings, though 
dwelling in their very heart (as their Inner Controller). (16) Charming messengers of the 
aforementioned Sri Hari, the Supreme Person, the absolute and transcendent Lord, the 
Controller of Maya (Prakrti), generally go about in this world (for the good of the Jivas), 
endowed as they are with a form, virtues and disposition similar to those of their (divine) 
Master. (17) Those most wonderful servants of Lord Visnu, who are adored (even) by the 
gods and whose (transcendental) forms cannot be easily perceived (by earthly beings), 
protect mortals devoted to the Lord from enemies as well as from myself (Death), yea, from 
everyone else. (18) 
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As a matter of fact, neither seers nor even gods nor the foremost of the Siddhascan precisely 
know (the secret of) virtue (as) expounded by the Lord Himself; how, then, can the demons, 
human beings, Vidyadharas (celestial artistes), Caranas (heavenly bards) and others know 
it?(19) Brahma (the self-born), the sage Narada, Lord Siva (the fountain-head of blessedness), 
the sage Sanatkumara, Lord Kapila, Swayambhuva Manu, Prahrada, king Janaka, Bhisma, 
the demon king Bali, the sage Suka (son of Vyasa) and myself (Yama)—these twelve (alone) 
know (the essence of) Dharma (as) taught by the Lord—secret, pure and difficult to 
understand—by knowing which one enjoys immortality (in the shape of final beatitude). (20-21) 
To develop loving attachment to the Lord through the utterance of His Name and so on— 
this alone has been declared to be the paramount duty of (all) men in this world. (22) Realize, 
my boys, the glory of uttering the name of Sri Hari, by which alone (pronounced unintention¬ 
ally once only) even (a vile sinner like) Ajamila was liberated from the noose of Death I (23) 
To celebrate duly the virtues and exploits of the Lord and to chant His name—this much is 
not needed for (merely) wiping out the sins of men ! For even the (most) sinful Ajamila 
attained liberation by (simply) calling his son at the pitch of his voice (and not with proper 
intonation) as Narayana (and that too) while on the verge of death (when neither his body 
nor his mind was in a sound condition). (24) Alas ! the average learned man (well-versed 
in the scriptures—whose judgement is completely bewildered by the all-powerful (divine) 
Maya (deluding potency) and whose thought is focussed on (the teachings of) the three 
Vedas, full of sweet and attractive encomiums (on the efficacy or rituals as leading to 
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heaven)—generally does not realize the aforesaid glory of the Divine Name, and remains 

engaged in grand sacrificial undertakings. (25) 
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Pondering thus, the wise indeed resort with an undivided mind to the practices (the chanting 

of the Divine Name and so on) making for loving Devotion to the Lord possessing infinite virtues. 
They do not merit punishment at my hands (because ordinarily there can be no question of their 

committing sins). Even if a sin is ever committed by them (through inadvertence), the (very) 
utterance of the Name of Lord (who is widely sung) obliterates it. (26) The sacred stories of those 

pious souls who regard all with the same eye and have taken refuge in the Lord are constantly 
sung even by the gods and Siddhas. Never approach such men, protected as they are by the 

mace of Sri Hari. Neither we nor the Time-Spirit has the power to punish them. (27) Bring those 

impious men (alone to me) who are averse to the joy inhering in the honey-like sweetness of 

the lotus-feet of Lord Visnu (the Bestower of Liberation)—incessantly tasted by flocks of 
noblest swans in the form of ascetics of the highest order, who have nothing to call their own 

and who are connoisseurs of sweetness—and have given their heart to the delights of home 
life, which lead one to hell. (28) (Further,) bring those wicked fellows (for punishment to me) 

whose tongue neither recounts the virtues nor utters the name of the Lord, whose mind never 

contemplates on His lotus-feet and whose head does not bow even once to Sri Krsna, and who 

have never rendered (any) service to Lord Visnu (in their whole life). (29) Ah, may that most 

ancient Person, Bhagavan Narayana, put up with the offence* committed, through the 

instrumentality of our messengers, by ourselves, His ignorant servants, who crave His 
forgiveness with joined palms; for forgiveness (alone) becomes the greatest of the great, Hail 

to the all-pervading Supreme Person ! (30) 
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Therefore, O Pariksit (a scion of Kuru); know the chanting of the names and praises of 

Lord Visnu as a source of blessing to the (whole) world and the complete atonement for the 

greatest sins. (31) The mind is not purified so well through fasting and other means as 
through Devotion easily engendered in the heart of those who repeatedly hear or narrate 

* The messengers of Yama argued with the servants of Lord Visnu and insisted on taking away the soul of Ajamila to 

the abode of Yama not with standing their remonstrances. This is evidently regarded by Yama as an offence against the Lord, 

for which he seeks His forgiveness here. 
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accounts of the extraordinary exploits of Sri Hari. (32) He who enjoys like a bee the 
sweetness of Sri Kfsna's lotus-feet (by contemplating on them) delights no more in the 
enjoyments brought forth by Maya (Prakrti) , once they have been given up by him as 

conducive to suffering. The other man (who does not enjoy the sweetness of those feet and) 
who is (consequently) buffeted by desires takes to action (alone in the shape of an expiatory 
process) in order to atone for his sin—action which leads only to sin again (inasmuch as it 

does not purify the mind and thus proves no better than the path of an elephant, which throws 
dust on its body as soon as it emerges from water after the bath). (33) 

*ro<f7Tf^T *FTcFq%g hrih fafwrfasrr i 

31% ^ 3HJ% HT TT3R IV* I 

gfogmiMM Tj§j ■mftctr $ar*nstcr: i gwiwiu hot 3W%t 

WrnSTOrT WTf# HTIdWi ^4TS«TT4: 131 

The servants of Yama were not at all surprised to (hear and) realize as such the 

greatness of the Lord, depicted by their master (Yama). Afraid of men depending on the 
immortal Lord (Visnu) they shuddered even to look at them from that moment, O king 
(Pariksit) I (34) Dwelling on (the summit of) Mount Malaya and worshipping Sri Hari, the 
glorious sage Agastya (who was born of a pitcher) narrated (to me) this secret legend. (35) 

Thus ends the third discourse, forming part of the dialogue between Yama and his sen/ants, 
in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T8T ^srfozTTH: 

Discourse IV 
Daksa extols the Lord who appears in person before him 

mRm 

OTf HFTRT TfTHfgJTJTTHJ flWlfflcM^I I \ I 

rf^tcT oUmPteSlfa Wt % HOTR OTT I 3Rmf OTT OTtHT HOTR HT: I ^ I 

The king (Pariksit) submitted : The genesis of the gods and demons, human beings 
and Nagas (serpent-demons), beasts and birds in the (very first) Manvantara (period 
covering seventy-one and odd revolutionsofthefourYugas), presided overby Swayambhuva 

Manu, was described by you in a nutshell (in Book III). (1) I desire to know from you the 
details of it, O glorious sage, as well as how and with what power the Supreme Lord evolved 

the subsequent creation (referred to in IV-xxx. 49). (2) 

13J%H^I MgWrifi *JRHtTHT: I 3 I 

Suta continued : Suka (the son of Badarayana), the great contemplative sage ever 
united with the Lord, welcomed this noble inquiry of Pariksit (the royal sage), on hearing it, 

and replied (as follows), O jewels among sages ! (3) 

3R%H: ■'J5TT 3IT5f%=#I: I 3^:^! £4 iA I I * I 
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Sri Suka began again: When the ten Pracetas, the sons of king Praclnabarhi, emerged 
from the lake (which was as extensive as an ocean) and saw the earth covered with trees 

(due to the suspension of all agricultural activity and the state of anarchy that prevailed 

consequent on the retirement of king Praclnabarhi from active rule at the instance of the 
celebrated sage Narada), they got angry with the trees and breathed out wind and fire from 

their mouths with the intention of burning them, their wrath having been stimulated by 

asceticism. (4-5) Finding the trees being consumed by (the joint action of) wind and fire, O Pariksit 

(a scion of Kuru), Soma (the moon-god), the mighty ruler of (the deity presiding over) the 
vegetable kingdom spoke to the Pracetas (as follows), as though appearing their anger:— (6) 

"It is not (quite) becoming of you to bear hostility to the poor trees, since you are declared 
to be the rulers of created beings and (as such) eager to promote their growth. (7) Oh, the 

immortal and all-pervading Lord Sri Hari, the Ruler of (all) Prajapatis (the lords of creation, 

Brahma and others) has brought into existence the (various) trees and annual plants (cereal 

crops) as the (source of) food of the manes and gods (respectively), (8) (Flowers and fruits 

etc., the produce of) the immobile creatures (viz., trees and plants) constitute the food of the 
mobile ones (the winged creatures); the footless (viz., grass and sprout etc.), of those 

walking on feet (the graminivorous quadruped); (from among the quadruped) the handless 

(the deer etc.), are the food of those provided with hands (the lion and other carnivorous 
beasts); while quadrupeds (such as the bovine species and other milch cattle) as well as the 

annual plants (cereal crops) are the source of food for human beings (the milch cattle 
supplying them with milk and oxen helping them in their agricultural pursuits and producing 
their staple food in the shape of cereals). (9) Moreover, how can it be worthy of You—who 
have been commanded by your father (king Praclnabarhi) as well as by the Lord (the adored 

even of the gods) to procreate children, O sinless ones—to burn away trees (that sustain 

all living beings)? (10) (Therefore,) follow the path of the virtuous—trodden by your father, 
grandfather and great grandfathers—and curb your intensified anger. (11) The parents are 

the (true) friends of children; the eye-lashes, of an eye; the husband, of a (married) women; 
the sovereign, of a people (and through them of all living beings including trees); the 

householder, of mendicants; and a wise man is the friend of a ignorant. (12) The almighty 

Sri Hari indwells the hearts of (all) living beings as their Inner Controller. (Therefore,) regard 

the entire creation (both animate and inanimate) as His abode; in this way He will be really 
propitiated by you. (13) He who subdues by means of an inquiry into (the true nature of) the 
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Self, violent anger gushing forth from the cavity of the heart in his body is able to transcend 
the (three) Gunas (the realm of matter). (14) Add no more to the number of trees (already) 
burnt, helpless as they are, and let the surviving ones enjoy your protection. Let this excellent 
maid (Marisa by name), brought up by the trees (as their own daughter), be accepted as a 

wife (by you)." (15) 
cuiiigj ehwjwimwf itptt tfstt to) % tyifuiMirr} i^i 

frmroai y^ifafufui 3ii4f<di«ii: i w i 

TISJT TRFif SJUTft ^ I I ^61 

Having thus pacifie'd the Pracetas and handed over (to them) the beautiful daughter of 
Pramloca (a celestial nymph), king Soma (the moon-god) returned (to his abode) and the 
Pracetas wedded her consistently with virtue (as this union, though forbidden by the Sastras as 
falling under the category of polyandry, had been permitted by the Lord—vide IV. xxx. 15-16—and 
had thus been more than legalized). (16) From their loins through her was sprung Daksa, the 
Pracetasa (son of the Pracetas, as distinguished from his previous incarnation, which owed 
its existence to Brahma himself), by whose progeny* and their descendants all the three 
worlds were filled on all sides. (17) (Now) hear from me attentively how Daksa, who was 
(extremely) fond of his daughters, procreated beings (both) by his mind (sheer force of will) 

and by seed. (18) 

dycjRidmtflcW mih'I y-nmfa: I %***>< rf1?: 1I 

tnmmfui tot M totft tRUj ^m^i^ch m i 

3T^M^rr^R TOW-TOgifaTTOU R3I 

Daksa (a lord of creation) procreated these beings, dwelling in the air, on land and in 
water—gods, demons, human beings and so on—by his mind (thought-projection) alone in 

the first instance (to begin with). (19) Seeing the procreation of his race not multiplying, the 
said Prajapati (Daksa) proceeded to the hills adjoining the Vindhya mountain and practised 
austerities (that were) hard to perform. (20) Bathing there thrice a day (in the morning and 
evening and at midday) in the holy lake called Aghamarsana (that which washes off one's 
sins), which was supremely efficacious in destroying one's sins (as could be expected from 
its very name), he propitiated Sri Hari through (his) asceticism. (21) He extolled the Lord, 

who is beyond sense-perception, by means of (the hymn called) Hamsaguhya. I shall (now) 
repeat to you that hymn through which Sri Hari was pleased with Daksa. (22) 

MNlrlMM 

TO: I 

3T?gTO5T M 

q TOJ FM >£*>yiicifa MI TTTOffi: 1 

TjTnt tott Jj,farci ciiTtx^ww TO^frfif i w i 

• It should be noted here that while this Daksa was born in the very first or Swayambhuva Manvantara of the present Kalpa 

(round of creation), he begot offspring only in the sixth (Caksusa) Manvantara, i.e., after a period of five Manvantaras—vide 

IV. xxx. 49. Thus it will appear that he devoted this inconceivably long period of his life in austerities as a preparation for his 

momentous role of creation and in order to regain the extraordinary and surpassing splendour and eminence acquired by him 

in his previous incarnation. 
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qsnfqq: qififcmilsrrr tjtjt q q ^qqpqqtrqq^ r* i 
The PrajSpati prayed : I offer salutations to the self-effulgent Supreme of infallible 

consciousness—the Controller of both the Jiva (the soul as reflected through the three 
Gunas or matter) and Prakrti (the basis of such reflection)—whose true nature is not 
perceived by those that take the objects of senses (the products of the three Gunas) to be 
real, and who is beyond (all) the means of cognition. (23) I make obeisance to that Supreme 
Lord whose beneficent nature and friendly (helpful) attitude (as the Prompter of the senses 
and the mind) the Jiva dwelling in this body, His constant companion, does not know—even 
though the Lord lives with the Jiva as the latter's Friend (in the same body), He being the seer 
of this visible universe (and therefore not open to perception)—just as an object of 
perception cannot perceive the illuminating quality of the sense that perceives it. (24) The 
body, the vital airs, the senses, the internal senses (the mind, understanding, intellect and 
the ego) and the gross and subtle elements know neither themselves (individually) nor any 
other (among themselves) northat which is beyond (all these, viz., the Jiva). The (conscious) 
Jiva (however) knows all (these, including itself) as well as the (three) Gunas (the root of all 
the aforesaid categories except the Jiva); but, though knowing (all) these, it does not know 
the all-knowing Lord who is infinite (and therefore unknowable). I (hereby) extol Him. (25) 
Hail to that pure Substance (Brahma), revealed (only) in a pure mind, that is realized through 
Its absolute existence (consisting of consciousness and bliss) when the mind, which 
manifests this world of names and forms, (altogether) ceases to function (attains the state 
of Samadhi or complete absorption into the Self) due to the extinction of all cognition and 
recollection. (26) The wise find Him out by their purified intellect (as distinct from their lower 
self, referred to as I and) as installed within their heart—though veiled by His nine potencies 
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(viz., Prakrti or primordial matter, Purusa or the individual soul, Mahat-tattva or the principle 
of cosmic intelligence, Ahankara or the ego and the five Tanmatras or subtle elements), 
consisting of (or dominated by) the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), as well as by 
the sixteen other principles (viz., the mind and the five senses of perception, the five organs 
of action and the five gross elements viz., earth, water, fire, air and ether)—(even) as those 
well-versed in rituals produce the sacrificial fire hidde/i in (pieces of) wood by reciting the 

fifteen sacred texts known as the SamidhenI Mantras. (27) indeed He is realized in the form 
of the joy of Liberation when Maya (Prakrti), the source of all distinctions, has been negated 
(by the process of elimination). (Yet) it is He who bears all names and assumes all forms, 
possessed as He is of potencies too numerous to be described and which constitute His very 
essence. May He shower His grace on me. (28) Whatever is described in words, determined 
with the intellect, or perceived with the senses or even pondered with the mind cannot be 

His essential nature. For all that is a manifestation of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and 
Tamas); while He, as a matter of fact, is (but) indicated by the evolution and dissolution of 
the universe (which is a product of the Gunas as being the cause of such evolution and 
dissolution). (29) Wherever, from whatever motive, by whatever means (or with whatever 
instrument), for whomsoever (or whatever purpose), whatever, however and whosesoever 
work whoever does (by himself) or is prompted (by someone else) to do, all that is Brahma, 
which is their cause (and therefore identified with them) inasmuch as It is known to have 
existed before them (all), and which is the ultimate cause of all (other) causes, both earlier 
(such as Brahma) and later, and is without a second, whether of the same category or of a 
different kind. (30) Hail to that all-pervading Self, possessed of endless virtues, whose 
manifold potencies (Prakrti and so on) indeed become the ground of disputation and 
concurrence between theorists putting forward their claims (with eloquence), and delude 
their mind now and again. (31) In Yoga (which is primarily a system of religious worship) and 
Sarikhya (the science of Self-Realization), which, though professing faith in the one Reality 
(viz., God), ascribe two distinct and mutually contradictory attributes to It—the one claiming 
that (when conceived in the form of the Cosmic Person) It has hands and feet etc., 
(corresponding to Patala and the other Lokas), and the other denying them (and declaring 
It as without name and form)—and (yet) have a common basis (in the shape of God), that 

which is found to be common and beyond dispute (the dispute centring on the issue of Its 
having hands and feet and so on) and which is (equally) acceptable to both (viz., God 

Himself, whose existence is presupposed by both and who is the ground of all negation) is 
Brahma (to whom all controversy relates). (32) May that almighty and infinite Supreme be 
gracious to me—who, though devoid of (material) name and form, manifested from time to 
time forms (consisting of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and Tamas) through descent (into the 

world of matter) and names through (various) exploits, in order to shower His grace on those 
who resort to the soles of His feet (for protection). (33) May that Lord grant my wish, who 
though dwelling in the body of (all) men (as their formless Inner Controller), appears 
diversified (in the form of different deities) according to their (individual) tendencies (formed 
in previous lives) and in consonance with the systems of worship of recent origin (followed 
by them), even as the air breathes fragrance of various kinds on coming in contact with the 

odour of different flowers etc., (which is an attribute of earth) or appears dusky-white when 

the colour of dust is transferred to it. (34) 

33M 
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Sri Suka continued: Thus extolled, the celebrated Lord, who is (extremely) fond of His 
devotees, appeared (in person), O Pariksit (the foremost of the Kurus), before Daksa (even 

while he was glorifying Him) on the strand of that sacred lake called Aghamarsana. (35) He 

had His feet (legs) flung across the shoulders of Garuda (the king of the birds) and was 
possessed of eight mighty and exceptionally long arms, in which He carried a discus, a 
conch, a sword, a shield, an arrow, a bow, a noose and a mace. (36) Clad in yellow and 

dark-brown as a cloud, He had a cheerful countenance and eyes sparkling with joy. His body 

was adorned with a garland of sylvan flowers (extending up to His feet) and bore the brilliant 

mark of Srivatsa (a curl of hair covering the footprint of Bhrgu) and the (famous) Kaustubha 
gem. (37) He wore a large crown (on His head) and precious bangles (about His ankles) and 

a shining pair of illigator-shaped ear-rings, and was (further) adorned with a girdle, rings, 

bracelets, anklets and armlets. (38) Possessed of a form that captivated (the people of) all 

the three worlds, the Lord of the whole universe (consisting of the three spheres, viz., earth, 

heaven and the intermediate region) was surrounded by His (own) attendants—Narada, 

Nanda, and so on—as well as by the chief among the gods (the guardians of the spheres) 

and extolled by Siddhas (a class of demigods possessed of mystic powers from their very 
birth), Gandharvas (heavenly musicians) and Caranas (celestial bards), who were singing 

songs (of praise) behind Him. Filled with awe and yet extremely rejoiced at heart to behold 
that most wonderful beauty, Daksa (a lord of created beings) fell prostrate on the ground and 

could not speak anything because of his senses (the channels for the outflow of the mind) 

being flooded with intense delight as rivers with mountain-torrents. (39—41) To that 
Prajapati, who was a (great) devotee (of the Lord) and desired to be blessed with progeny, 

and who was (still) crouching as aforesaid, Lord Visnu (who is supplicated by men), the 
Knower of the mind of all living beings, spoke as follows. (42) 
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The Lord said : 0 highly blessed Daksa (the son of the Pracetas), you have fully 
achieved your end through asceticism in that you have developed supreme devotion to Me, 
thanks to your reverence solely directed towards Me. (43) I am pleased with you, O lord of 
created beings, inasmuch as your asceticism is conducive to the growth of this creation; (for) ^ 
it is My wish (too) that all created beings should thrive. (44) Brahma (the creator), Lord Siva 
(the source of the universe), yourselves (the lord of created beings), the Manus (the 
progenitors of mankind, presiding over different Manvantaras or periods covering seventy- 
one and odd revolution of the four Yugas), and the chief of the gods (the guardians of the 
spheres, Indra and others)—indeed these are My glorious manifestation making for the 
prosperity of (all) created beings. (45) Asceticism (in the form of contemplation accompanied 
by the practice of Yamas* and Niyamas) is My (very) heart; worship (in the form of the 
muttering of prayers with all auxiliary practices, Nyasa etc.), My body (because it gives a 
concrete shape to meditation and serves as a protective covering for it even as the body 
protects the heart); the (mental) activity (preliminary to meditation in the shape of forming 
a conceptual image of the object to be meditated upon), My exterior; sacrifices well- 
performed are the (various) members of My body; the merit resulting from such scrifices, My 
mind (which has its seat in the heart, i.e., has its source in meditation); and the gods (enjoying 
a share in the sacrificial oblations) are My vital airs (which are sated through such obla¬ 
tions).^) Before creation I alone existed and that too in a state of absolute inactivity; there 
was nothing else in the form of the perceiving subject or the percieved object. I was mere 
consciousness and unmanifest (too); it seemed as if a state of deep sleep prevailed on all 
sides. (47) When in My infinite Being, possessed of endless attributes, sprang up through 
Maya this cosmos made up of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), there arose in that 
very cosmos Brahma, (the self-born), the cause (creator) of all, not born of a mother’s 
womb.(48) When that great god girded up his loins for the work of creation, he as a matter of 
fact thought himself unequal to it as it were, though supplemented with My energy. That 
all-powerful divinity accordingly practised severe austerities as enjoined by Me, by recourse 
to which he evolved at the very outset nine lords of creation including yourself (your previous 
incarnation). (49-50) This daughter of Pahcajana, a lord of created beings (like you), Asiknl 
by name, should (now) be accepted (by you), O dear Daksa, as wife.(51) Following the 
righteous course of sexual intercourse between a (duly) married couple, you shall again beget 
progeny in large numbers through her, who will (also) follow (like you) the prescribed course 
of sexual union between a (duly) wedded couple. (52) All created beings (coming) after you 
will be born (again in the form of their children) (only) by copulating with My Maya (enchanting 
potency in the form of woman) and bear offerings to Me. (53) 

ira sflH-ril'Ma RfFJTM rxi 

Sr! Suka went on ; Having spoken thus, Lord Sri Hari, the Promoter of the universe, 
disappeared on that very spot, like an object seen in a dream, (even) as Daksa looked 

on. (54) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse in Book Six of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

• For the import of the Yamas and Niyamas vide IV. xxii. 24. 
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Discourse V 
Narada subjected to an execration (by Daksa) 
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Sri Suka resumed : Indeed energized by Lord Visnu's Maya (creative power), 
the aforesaid Daksa (a lord of created beings) begot through Pancajam ten thousand 
sons, known as the Haryaswas. (1) Alike in conduct and disposition, all those sons 

of Daksa, O king (Panksit), proceeded in a westerly direction (to practise austerities) 

when commanded by their father to beget offspring. (2) There they reached a most 
extensive and holy lake called Narayanasara, situated in the area where the river 

Sindhu (the modern Indus) falls into the sea, and resorted to by sages and Siddhas 

(a class of demigods endowed with mystic powers from their very birth). (3) By 
merely bathing therein they not only had their mind thoroughly cleansed of all 

impurities (in the shape of likes and dislikes and so on) but also developed an 
inclination to follow the path of ascetics of the highest order (the path of Renunciation 

and Self-Knowledge). Yet they practised severe austerities alone, bound as they were 

by the command of their father. Narada (the celestial sage), it is said, saw them intent 

on increasing the population (of the world) and forthwith said, "O Haryaswas, without 

having seen the end of the earth how will you actually (be able to) beget progeny? 

Though protectors (of men), alas! you are ignorant! (4—6) Similarly, without fully knowing 
the country inhabited by a single person, the hole with no visible outlet, the woman assuming 

different forms (at will) and even so the man who is the husband of a harlot, the river running 

both ways (both forward and backward), the wonderful house built of twenty-five materials, 
the swan, at one place, which has a strange story to tell, and something exceptionally sharp 

and strong (as though made of razors and adamant), independent and revolving, and 

without having understood the command of your omniscient father, suitable for you, how will 
you proceed with (the work of) creation?" (7—9) 

SffiFfFFmFTFFT I FTF:^ 3 ^g?f: FtF fFF^PFFT M>o I 

taTOFFj 3*|gT FFT ftFfoT fFiFFcF*l% I I 

^FF^Ff FFFR TFT5TF: FT: I HF^gTFF rjF: £kfF<**T^^ I ^ I 

F^ F^FT TFcWT FFT FFT I ^ fFJFFcFFffFF^ | ^ , 
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HRIfrMISSSTRt JJUIlPddl I 

qg*imq*<T tttot ^i^tfi-H^PMULi RtW htoI^tw 

qjjEttlEtffWHi ^i^d^UlHJ 3T«x!4ld4M^y^^ 

ifcgt sRmt^i^idH.i fiferBq^ra 

*ic^*> wd-ym^y^ 

farJ^T R tg fae<<i*HJ g^r dT-i^MN 

oyyffMi TF3R^ jnfsiT Ucb^d44: 13n7^T 4ft*uj 

W^gjfrl I 3H3TJ5 [y-dMI^y \^\ 

3r! Suka continued: Hearing these enigmatic words of Narada (the celestial sage), the 
HaryaSwas themselves presently pondered over them with their own intellect, which was 
endowed with innate quickness of perception. (10) (They said to themselves): "The earth 
(referred to by the celestial sage) is (no other than) the field (in the shape of the subtle body, 

yielding the crop of merit and sin, happiness and misery etc., and) known as the JIva 
(because conditioning it), which has existed from remote antiquity and serves as a fetter for 
the soul. Without seeing its extinction what is to be gained through useless actions (actions 
not conducive to Liberation)? (11 )The Lord is the sole (almighty) Ruler (of the country in the 
shape of this universe), the witness of all the three states of the mind (the waking state, the 
dream state and the state of deep sleep) and hence known as the fourth or transcendent 

principle, who is supported by (none else than) His own Self and is higher than (the cause 
of) all. Without seeing Him who is eternally free from birth (and death), what purpose can 
be achieved by man through useless activities (which are not dedicated to Him)? (12) What 
is to be achieved in this world through useless acts (serving as a means for the attainment 
of heavenly bliss and other enjoyments of a transitory nature) by him who has not realized 
the self-effulgent Brahma, on attaining which a man does not return (to this mortal plane) 
any more than one who has reached the heaven-like subterranean regions returns to the 
earth (in the same life). (13) The intellect of a Jiva, which is imbued with the three Gunas 
(Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) and which takes the shape of the various objects of senses 

(colour, taste and so on) is like a wanton woman appearing in various (attractive) guises and 
possessed of (many alluring) qualities. What can be gained in this world through useless 
(feverish) activities by him who has not risen above such a diversified intellect (and attained 

discrimination)? (14) (Again,) what is to be gained here through useless (indiscriminate) acts 
by the man who does not recognize himself as having fallen from his greatness through 
identification with such an intellect and follows, like the husband of an unchaste woman, its 
courses (in the shape of joy and sorrow and so on)? (15) What can be achieved through 
useless actions by the man who is so forgetful (under the sway of Maya) that he fails to 
recognize the frightfulness of (the river of) Maya, that (alternately) brings about (both) creation 
and destruction (thus flowing both forward and backward) and acquires (great) impetuosity (in 
the shape of an unusual outburst of anger, pride and other undesirable impulses) near the 
ghats and banks of its stream (in the shape of meditation, worship and other spiritual 
practices). (16) The Purusa (the Lord dwelling in the body of every human being as the Inner 
Controller) is the wonderful mirror (ground and illuminator) of the twenty-five categories 
(constituting the human personality, viz., the soul, the Unmanifest or primordial matter, the 
Mahat-tattva or the principle of cosmic intelligence, the ego, the five subtle elements, the mind 
and the ten Indriyas and the five gross elements). Without knowing Him as presiding over the 
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(a oresaid) collection* of causes and effects, what is to be gained here through useless 

actions (that are done with the consciousness that the doer is a free agent, and which 

gf r® °'’en ferJd tCJtVheilh°n,e'S ftrue nature)‘ (17> goring (refraining from the study of and 
S110^ ?! y °VeaC;hin9S estoblishing the existence of God, which not only 

stinguishes Spirit from matter (even as a swan, according to the traditional belief 
instinctively separates milk from water where the two are mixed), but further enables one 
to perce've the true nature of bondage and liberation, what can be achieved here through 

whJf iiK tend t0 dlrect one‘s mind towards the external world)? (18) (Again ) 
what wi l be gamed here through useless actions (whose fruit is swept away by the ravages 
of Tmie) by him who has no knowledge of the wheel of Time, which is (ever) revolving sharp- 

edged and independent and destroys the whole creation (and who resorts tcfvarious 
activities under the belief that their fruit is eternal). (19) How can he who does not know the 

precepts of his (second) father, the Sastra (which invests him with a second body in the 

°f sacred thread and whose advice is as salutary as that of a father—precepts 

“ T37 r°m WOrldly activitV-and who has faith in the path of worldly activity 
(wh ch has reference to the three Gunas, i.e., the world of matter), proceed to act in 

conformity with such precepts ?■ (20) Thus resolved, O king (Pariksit), the Haryaswas, who 
were (a !) of one mind, went round the sage (from left to right, as a mark of respect) and took 

^ w eadr9 t0 God-Realization) which does not bring one back to the mortal 
p ane.(21) Having fixed his undivided mind on the lotus-feet of Lord Visnu (the Controller of 

n!nSHS as revealed In the notes of the gamut, which stand as a symbol of the 

sphere's ^22)9 Bnhma ^ l° '*S realization)- the sa9e (Narada) went about the 

%5fq ftrar 5T3TTFrff I ^Ul^f ft^. 

I ^ m TO ^ 

| 3TT7T^ 

^ ^ qR^UTHT I TTfTjjfim sffiT% |^| 

^TTOUTT: Tj^t Pt-iH I 3tfe^dl^Md4T 'STRUTT |^o| 

'STfJTT ICTcTT ^ktgfo H ^ TTT^|^| 

TTfrra^T qudliMly^fd: i nsfa ^fin-ynl ^unAd Tnfcu^i 

• According to the Sarikhya system of philosophy, which recognizes the twenty-five categories enumerated in the above 

forth ,h or pnmordlal matts' '3 'He cause of all causes. From Prakrti follows the Mahat-tattva. which in its turn brings 

forth he ego and the ego gives rise ,o the five subtle elements, the mind and the ten Indriyas (the five senses of perception 

t f"6Th°r9anS°f aC"0n)' and from ,he ,ive 3abtle elements are evolved the five gross elements (earth, water, fire air 

... e°' ." "* appear ,hat wh,le Prakr1i 13 an ^caused cause, the Mahat-tattva. the ego and the subtle elements are 

tbirt'lT p 6ffec,s-causes in relation 10 the'r effects and effects in relation to their causes. The remaining sixteen 
the Purusa or soul), vtz.. the mmd, the ten Indriyas and the five gross elements are mere effects inasmuch as they 

!er«aUfSk Tther Ca,e9°ry: Wh"e ,hS PUfUSa °r S0Ul iS nei,her a Cause n0r an effect- ™s is summed up in the following 
verse of ISwara Krsna s popu'ar manual on me Sarikhya system, known by the name of Sarikhya-Karika:- 

IcI4ik') ^ ilyfri-i fa+ld: It 

It is in this sense that the human body has been spoken of in the above verse as a collection of causes and effects. 
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'SfrfraR iHWI^TSj TTrTT: I d!£Jlfa % T?%tn <4lfa4)Rq 1^3 I 

I TJ^gRcff^ PTVFk, I ^ I 

TjgSTSJ HH<KJIui I ^qiRw^RfliMt: l^m 

Having heard of the straying of his virtuous sons (from the path of worldly activity) at the 
instigation of Narada, Daksa fell a sorrowing and felt (much) distressed. (Indeed) it is a source 

of grief to have good children. (23) Fully consoled by Brahma (who was not born of a mother's 
womb), Daksa begot through Pancajanl (his wife) a thousand sons more, known as the 
Sabalaswas. (24) Expressly enjoined by (their) father to beget children, they made a firm 
resolve to practise austerities and repaired to (the lake) Narayanasara, where their elder 

brothers had achieved their object (in the shape of God-Realization or divine love). (25) Their 
mind thoroughly cleansed of (all) impurities through a mere bath in that lake, they practised 
great austerity there, muttering the most sacred syllable 'OM' (a symbol or appellation of the 
highest Reality). (26) Living for some months on water (alone) and subsisting for several 
months on (nothing but) air, they worshipped Bhagavan Visnu (the Lord of all sacred texts), 
repeating the following sacred formula: (27) "We make obeisance to Lord Narayana (the goal 

of all the JIvas), denoted by the mystical syllable OM, the highest Person the Supreme Spirit, 
appearing in a form made up of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and Tamas, the purest of the 
pure."(28) The sage Narada, O Pahksit (a King of kings), approached those (other) princes 

also, who were thus intent on renewing the creation, and addressed to them enigmatic words 
similar to those addressed (to their elder brothers) before:—(29) "Duly hear from me as I tell 
you, O sons of Daksa, the following precept. (Try to) discover the path trodden by your (elder) 

brothers, for whom you cherish such (great) affection. (30) A brother who knows his duty 
(towards his brothers) and follows the exalted path of his brothers, and who is followed 
(everywhere) by his virtue rejoices (in the realm of the Maruts) along with the Maruts (the forty- 
nine wind-gods, who are all excessively fond of their brothers)". (31) Saying this much, the 
sage Narada, whose sight never fails to bring its reward, withdrew; and they too followed the 
path of their brothers alone, O noble one! (32) Having taken to the noble and agreeable path 

leading to (the realization of) the Supreme—a path which can be reached only by those whose 
thought is turned onward (away from the world)—they, like the bygone nights, do not return 
even to this day. (33) Seeing many an evil portent at this time, the Prajapati (Daksa) heard of 
the ruination of his sons at the hands of the sage Narada as before. (34) Overpowered with 
grief for his sons, he got angry with Narada; and, on meeting with the sage, addressed him 

(as follows), his lips quivering through rage. (35) 

3T?t 3THmt 4W4I I 3TCTTid*l4%Rh|UTi 13^1 

i feira: cM<*>4u>*rat: fR: 11 

TJcf <4 I ^TSTTftT RhLsTO: 1^41 

^ STFTcrm Ht^t 3 

%tT*T: WcL^TT I IXo I 

q ■jliqTfd TJITFL faN4Jd)S<ITtTnU PlHdtT ^4 HFTTvt rTSJT fasRft: 4^: I 

eh4ft^nHi wsjrt <j>dc<Mfa ^44 f4fsro tra i 

d-rfo'-rR ^T: I dWI<rtfi4>^ H ^ 1 SRR: ^444*3 I 

Daksa said : Ah, appearing in the garb of a holy man, O wicked one, you have done a 
(great) disservice to our youngsters—who were (all) virtuous—in that you showed them the 
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path of a mendicant. (36) You have ruined their interests, O sinful one, in both the worlds 
(here as well as hereafter), while they had not yet been exonerated from their threefold* 
obligations, nor had they pondered over the futility of (worldly) activities (and were thus 
unqualified1 for taking to the path of renunciation). (37) Mercilessly unsettling in this way the 

mind of youngsters (intent on promoting the righteous cause of creation), you have tarnished 
the fair name of the Lord, and (yet) you shamelessly move in the midst (count as one) of His 

attendants ! (38) Barring you—who have trampled (our) love and actually shown enmity 

(even) to us,.who are not enemies—the votaries of the Lord are undoubtedly ever anxious 
to shower their grace on (all) living beings. (39) Vairagya (freedom from attachment to the 

world) cannot be engendered in the mind of the people in this way by you, who have assumed 

the guise of an ascetic without true wisdom, even though you regard (Vairagya as conducive 
to quietism and) quietism as a means of cutting asunder the bonds of attachment. (40) (For) 

a man cannot realize the bitterness (painful consequences) of the pleasures of sense 
without tasting them. (Therefore) he whose mind has been unsettled by others would not feel 
disgusted with the world so fully as he might of his own accord (through such realization).(41) 
We (quietly) put up with the wrong which you did to us, householders, vowed to the 
performance of rituals and intent on achieving heavenly bliss, even though the wrong was 
such as could not be easily forgotten. (42) (Yet) inasmuch as you have done an offence 

against us for a second time. 0 fool responsible for breaking the continuity of our race, 
therefore, you will have no halt as you wander through the spheres. (43) 

srfosnTT? wire i i>r# i 

^NiS.Hiqci MKHf.Wl TO WTtSHIPf: im 

SrT Suka went on : The sage Narada, who was esteemed (even) by the virtuous, 
accepted the curse (pronounced by Daksa) with the words "Very well !“ That he who is 
himself powerful (enough to retaliate by uttering a counter-curse), should put up with 
another's offence, this alone entitles a man to the title of a pious soul. (44) 

Thus ends the fifth discourse, entitled "Narada subjected to an execration", 

in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

• Every member of twice-bom classes is born, so declare the Vedas, with a debt to the Rsis, the manes and the gods. 

It is (1) by studying the Vedas with a vow of strict celibacy in the prime of his life, (2) by marrying and begetting children after 

finishing his studies and (3) by performing sacrifices that he discharges these three debts 

■sfriPtHt ^ srrat 5t>?re%T ^tff=t : trshti ft^wt rn? gr at^rfr ■q: ■jwf i 

' We read in the Manusmrtithat a member of the twice-bom classes should set his mind on Liberation only after he has 

discharged the aforementioned threefold debt, and that he who strives for Moksa without having discharged these three debts 

falls in the scale of spiritual evolution 
^IlPt *T=ft Pi^lritLI 

SHyieir-l tfra 5 ftaMI-i! It 
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3T§I RjtSSZJFT: 

Discourse VI 
The posterity of Daksa through his sixty daughters 

I ^f| WWW ifej: ftnjg^T 

snrra aRTORtffq^ furore <tIciri 3 t rTTfi-sfcr ^nun 

R WIUcMRt ^ ^ sftgi^TOT 3ii>iRm^q 

I * I 

I ? I 

i 3 I 

Sri Suka resumed : Pacified and prevailed upon by Brahma (the self-born), Daksa (the 
son of the Pracetas) then begot through Asiknl (his wife) sixty daughters, who were (very) 
affectionate towards their father. (1) He gave away ten (of them) to Dharma (the god of 
piety), thirteen to the sage Kasyapa (son of Marici), thrice nine (twenty-seven) to the moon- 
god, two each to the sages Bhuta, Arigira and Krsaswa and the rest (again) to Kasyapa (who 
is also known by the name of Tarksya). (2) (Now) hear you from me their names as well as 
of their offspring, by whose children and their descendants (all) the three worlds (heaven, 

earth and the intermediate region) were filled on all sides. (3) ^ 

eFvf33nftrf%T htszit i mw. ^1^1 

?^RWt I fast Id 3u*TiW>*=<i<4i«in5J I H I 

etTl<*><iWd4l I £Jlffui 'SIPfcl: Wit nP<ittirtl5^MrL I ^ • 

fciyiqi Sfy-dltdlH, 5Tct8tH I TTT^Zri il'J|^^TT^yi'Ml 3t4(4Ps.^ rld^n: I ^9 I 

TT^gfsj M+xddti I ^RTT oi^cPri 3^5 4 fe<|: I C I 

ui^TdcKi dd<iun 14 ^ yu^P-d *Jctrt W5W( i * 1 

’TfrR: eFTO: W- 1 RUTR * *P3 1 * 0 I 

4hJT: 3ntm ^diichfiPydftii 1 SRrenfatR: trit 1**1 

y|U|^i)4^d4l tTRT TT? 3TPJ: ^l-act: I '^TOT euluutjd T3fo«CT: ^7: 

durdi wrf i arimraf ^Trafn af4*Ji*Ku 

^lid^l^yi 4 P^IK'tld.UWH: 1 ^i4Pl^: f^RKT ?&: ^5T I I 

fcJta*ufsi<J>dlL|fd: I rffittRSJT^4tS^i4^l ^T: I *m 

famic<^R4jdlMI 0^5 PlFdMUIdd^l U^UIMlsq ^^1*^1 
Bhanu, Lamba, Kakubh, Jami, Viswa, Sadhya, Marutvati, Vasu, Muhurta and Sahkalpa 

were (the names of) Dharma's wives; (now) hear (the names) of their sons. (4) Of Bhanu, 
in the first instance was born Devarsabha and from (the loins of) Devarsabha, sprang up 
Indrasena. (Even so) Vidyota was the son of Lamba and from (the loins of) Vidyota appeared 
(the spirits presiding over) the clouds. (5) (Again), the son of Kakubh was Sahkata and 
Sankata's son was Kikata, from whom appeared (the spirits presiding over) the fortresses 
on earth. (Similarly) Swarga was the son of Jami and from (the loins of) Swarga appeared 

Nandi. (6) The sons of Viswa were the Viswedevas (a group of gods, ten in number); the 
learned speak of them as issueless. Again, the group (of gods) called the Sadhyas was born 
of Sadhya and Arthasiddhi was (the name of) their son. (7) Marutvan and Jayanta were born 
of Marutvati; (of these) Jayanta was a part manifestation of Lord Vasudeva (Visnu); he is 
(also) known by the name of Upendra. (8) Again, a race of gods called the Mauhurtikas (the 

1**1 
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deities presiding over the thirty Muhurtas—each consisting of 48 minutes—comprised in 
every twenty-four hours) was born of Muhurta. They actually dispense to (all) living beings 
the fruit (of their actions) appropriate to the division of time presided over by each. (9) Of 

Sahkalpa, again, was born Sahkalpa (the deity presiding over thoughts); (and) Kama (the 

god of love) has been declared to be the progeny of Sahkalpa. The eight Vasus (another 
group of gods) are the sons of Vasu; (now) hear their names from me;—(10) (They are) 

Drona, Prana, Dhruva, Arka, Agni, Dosa, Vasu and Vibhavasu. (And) of Abhimati, the wife 

of Drona, were born Harsa, Soka, Bhaya and others (the deities presiding over the emotions 
9^ joy, grief, fear and so on). (11) Urjaswatl was (the name of) the wife of Prana; and Saha, 

Ayu and Purojava, his sons. (And) Dhruva's wife, DharanI, bore (the deities presiding over) 

the various cities and towns. (12) Vasana (the deity presiding over latent desires was (the 

name of) the wife of Arka and Tarsa (the deity presiding over excessive longing) and others 
are known-to be his sons. (Similarly) Dhara is (the name of) the Vasu named Agni and 

Dravinaka and others are his sons. (13) Skanda (the god Kartikeya) was the son of Krttika 
(the other wife of Agni); while (the gods) Visakha and others sprang up from (the loins of) 

Skanda. The son of Dosa through Sarvari (the deity presiding over nights) was (known by 
the name of) Sisumara (the deity presiding over the stellar sphere, already described in 
Book V as resembling a dolphin in shape), a scintillation of Sri Hari. (14) Viswakarma (the 
architect of the gods), the husband of Akrti, was the son of Vasu through ArigirasI (a daughter 

of the sage Angira). From (the loins of) Viswakarma appeared Caksusa (the sixth) Manu; 

(the group of gods called) the Viswedevas and the Sadhyas are the sons of Caksusa 

Manu.(15) Usa, the wife of Vibhavasu, gave birth to (three sons,) Vyusta, Rocis and Atapa. 
From (the loins of) Atapa sprang up Pancayama*(the deity presiding over the daytime), 

because of whom (all) living beings remain awake and engaged in (their) activities. (16) 

TtWTTCJjT ^<1*4 wrf | XdHlWl *raf WRT 3!Tt ^qichfo: | | 

I trmsjSJRI STHT ^TfdHIdeH: |^| 

iwiiHJWIfjrW rm fitJTO | 3T8Tc|%U 3? *nch<V ^^1 

rTT^I^I f^TrTT 9a^-l dllnHllrl I ridJll>l 'dlfu-fl ^TcWRSI 1^^ I 

JI-^S TTTSTF^ 

Again, Sarupa, the (first) wife of Bhuta, brought forth the Rudras (a class of gods 
presiding over destruction) in crores. Of these, Raivata, Aja, Bhava, Bhima, Varna, Ugra, 

Vrsakapi, Ajaikapada, Ahirbudhnya, Bahurupa and Mahan were the foremost. And the 

terrible attendants of Rudra (appearing in the aforesaid eleven principal forms), (viz.,) the 

Pretas (spirits) and Vinayakas (a class of evil-minded demigods), were distinct from the 

Rudras (being born of the other wife of Bhuta). (17-18) Again, the wife of Angira, a lord of 
created beings, Swadha (by name), accepted the manes for her sons; while (his other 

wife) SatT adopted Atharvaveda (the fourth Veda, henceforth known by the name of 
Atharvahgirasa) as her son. (19) Krsaswa begot (a son named) Dhumrakesa through his 

(first) wife Arci, and (four more sons, viz.,) Vedasira, Devala, Vayuna and Manu through 

(his second wife) Dhisana. (20) Vinata, Kadru, Patangi and Yamini were the (four other) 
wives of the sage Kasyapa (who was also known as Tarksya because of his father, the 
sage Marici, who bore the title of Trksa). (Of these) PatarigI gave birth to birds, while 

■ The deity presiding over the daytime is called Pahcayama because the period of time presided over by him consists 

on an average of five Yamas or fifteen hours including Pratyusa and Pradosa, the morning and evening hours, leaving only 

three Yamas or nine hours for the night which is therefore called Triyama. 
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YaminI brought forth moths. (21) Vinata (also called Suparna) bore Garuda, who carries 
(on his back) Bhagavan Visnu (the Lord of sacrifices) Himself as well as Aruna (who is 
thighless*), the charioteer of the sun-god; while Kadru brought forth the numerous 

varieties of Nagas (serpent-demons). (22) 

RSHlufi-ril: ^TTTH I 38^1191^ TTTiHUcTraiy ^neitdn: 

^T: 7T TTfa: %TT: I qrorfr '«!<*> HI tTTtptt *l£-ufui *11 r* I 

3TST ch$4JUHfclWl 'MrtXjnfHS SifajriRjrid't,: ^TgT ^<^i $coi RH 

Tjfe Ml TPTTT fofe I fdM<HIU|| 3TRR. ^FT^T: I I 

yfAAIjifclHileh ^ foltRl ^ I diyifll: ^A-njinSIT MR: I 3*31 

<H^f>Td4: *fe TF5FL sRt^||«itMll: I foMJT *JP?T: Tl3 qi^MHlS 77TTTn: 1^41 

3TfrgT7JT2J ehigi4l foi4>cUI: I ^TTT STOifnehi't, 1 1 

%J«jf fjlWTIsftgl ^ntmt feRgg: I 3titl*J7fl: Sl^feul: Chlq^lotiui: 130 I 

^ lich^sfcli^dNH: I fA7<\L|l^t lAjjfolriS 

TTOfe: gSPTT <*1-41^1;? MJT%T: fed1? I ^fclUcJui^J t>lWg! aaifcHT^l 13? I 

aWTTQriT aT2J I dUctWefl ?q%TT ‘JWIHI chico <*,1 TOT 133 I 

3d^Raf fr?TUi||$T: st>rjgat?Hi ^7 I yAni efiiochl rT 5 TORT^H 7J ^>: I 3Y I 

HTOasa ITTOT^ RWTT aithJlfea: I al^iqr: chlc-Wng gR^T 13m 

to): ^ry^^-Mifui arona fej: fen i ttor wfe <m**> g-stfsi^t: 13^1 

fesrfefn: Rif^chiai w 4jeMJvjf|>iHclJ <1^8 ch^in ngcd a 4MMld: I 3^ I 

Again, (the deities presiding over) the (twenty-seven) lunar mansions, Krttikaf and so 
on, are the wives of Soma (the moon-god), O Pariksit (a scion of Bharata)! Plagued with the 
devilish disease of consumption due to the curse of Daksa (who got enraged with his son- 
in-law because of his partiality and excessive fondness for one of his twenty-seven wives, 
viz., Rohini, and consequent neglect of others) however, the moon-god got no issue by (any 
of) them. (23) Propitiating Daksa again, Soma secured (from him the boon of regaining) the 
digits (of light) intercepted (from the lunar orb) during the waning (dark) fortnight (but no 
issues even then). Now hear the auspicious names of Kasyapa's wives, the mothers of (all 
species of) living beings, by whom (the whole of) this universe was brought forth—(viz.,) 
Aditi, Diti, Danu, Kastha, Arista, Surasa, lla. Muni, Krodhavasa, Tamra, Surabhi, Sarama 
and Timi. Of (the last-named,) Timi, were born the (numerous) species of acquatic 
creatures; while wild animals (the tiger etc.), are the offspring of Sarama. (24—26) Of 
Surabhi were born the buffaloes, the bovine race and whatever other (ruminant) beasts with 
cloven hoofs there are, O king ! of Tamra, were born the hawk, the vulture and other 
(carnivorous) birds; while the hosts of celestial nymphs were born of Muni. (27) Reptiles such 
as the snake, O king (Pariksit), are the progeny of Krodhavasa. From (the womb of) lla 
appeared the whole vegetable kingdom; while the Raksasas (ogres) are the offspring of 
Surasa. (28) The Gandharvas (celestial musicians) are the progeny of Arista, and beasts 
with uncloven hoofs (such as the horse and the donkey), of Kastha. The sons of Danu 
number sixty-one; hear (the names of) the chief of them. (29) They are Dwimurdha, 
Sambara, Arista, HayagrTva, Vibhavasu, Ayomukha, Saiikusira, Swarbhanu (Rahu), Kapila, 

* The tradition goes that the egg that bore Aruna was broken before time and hence Aruna was in an undeveloped 

condition without his lower limbs. 

t For the names of the lunar mansions vide foot-note below V.xxii. II. 
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Aruna, Puloma, Vrsaparva and Ekacakra, Anutapana, Dhumrakesa, Virupaksa, Vipracitti 
and Durjaya. (30-31) Namuci, it is said, married Suprabha, the daughter of Swarbhanu; 
while the mighty Yayati,* son of Nahusa (a human king), wedded Sarmistha, the daughter 
of Vrsaparva. (32) Now hear (the names) of the four daughters of Vaiswanara (another son 

of Danu), who were (all) charming to look at, (viz.,) Upadanavi, Hayasira, Puloma and 

Kalaka. (33) (Of these,) Hiranyaksaf espoused Upadanavi; and Kratu, Hayasira, O Pariksit! 
And urged by Brahma (the creator), the glorious Kasyapa (a lord of created beings) married 
the other two daughters of Vaiswanara, (viz.,) Puloma and Kalaka. Of these (Puloma and 

Kalaka), were born sixty thousand Danavas (great grandsons of Danu), (known as) the 

Paulomas and Kalakeyas, who distinguished themselves in battle. When in heaven (on a 

friendly visit), your father's father (Arjuna), O Pariksit, slew them (all) single-handed in order 

to please Indra (the lord of paradise), inasmuch as they wrecked his sacrificial perform¬ 

ances.(34—36) Vipracitti begot through (his wife) Sirhhika a hundred and one sons, the 
eldest of whom was Rahu, who (along with his hundred brothers) attained (through divine 
grace) to the position of a Graha (the deity presiding over a planet), the other hundred being 
(called) the Ketus. (37) 

3T8im: SJ^rTT g^Tt ^Icri^^cJoi: | qHWUM gs*: fgg: | 

fnfqdl ^P7: I Stlrri fggmT fef: TTgf I | 

HjiiijUri g fasp g g?rgFTT gg i*g gqf gsn i 

gg 'ggng gggT gw<4i ^jfjg sjfg i^o i 

0igT grgffi g i g^jj g gr g gg gggfr i** I 

3T*fanT gnjgjT ggt ggrgguig: ^gr: i gg g MufdsJ^jun gtggrfcqgT i^^ i 

4C4ihmc«4: fgugr gg^Tsggg, i gt^ sang frfgg i^ i 

cggc&gppTT gigf TggT gm grggq i gfgggrcggr# fgwr^j gfggr^ i-** i 

g gfgr ^frg fsggmfg i fgggq gfeggn 7jgnnssf|T^T gr^i^m 

wpig yy^g tnjt5«jig i 

Now from this point onward hear (from me) in order of sequence (an account) of the race 
that proceeded from Aditi, in which the almighty Lord Narayana Himself appeared by 

manifesting a part of His own Being (in theform of the divine Dwarf). (38) Vivaswan, Aryama, 

Pusa, Twasta, Savita, Bhaga, Dhata, Vidhata, Varuna, Mitra, Sakra (Indra) and Vamana (who 

took colossal strides after assuming a cosmic form)—these are the (twelve) sons of Aditi 
(who preside over the sun one after another month by month). (39) The highly blessed 

Sarhjria, a wife of Vivaswan, brought forth Sraddhadeva, who rose to be the Manu (during 
the present Manvantara), and a son and daughter, born as twins, (viz.,) the god Yama (the 

god of punishment) and Yam! (the deity presiding over the holy river Yamuna). Then 
appearing as (assuming the form of) a mare on earth, the same (celestial) lady gave birth 

to the twin born Aswinlkumaras (the celestial physicians). (40) (His other wife) Chaya (who 
was no other than a shadow of Sarhjria) got through her husband (a couple of sons, named) 

Sanaiscara (the deity presiding over the planet Saturn) and Savarni (another prospective) 
Manu, as well as a daughter, Tapati (by name), who indeed chose king Sarhvarana for her 
husband. (41) Aryama's wife was Matfka and their sons were called the Carsanis (because 

they were full of wisdom). It was after them (as endowed with a special aptitude for self- 

* Vide Discourse xvili of Book VIII. 

t The stor/of Hiranyaksa has already been told at length in Discourses xvii-xix of Book III. 
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examination) that the human species was evolved by Brahma (the creator). (42) Pusa (the 
third son of Aditi), who had his teeth broken of yore because he had shown his teeth and 
laughed at Rudra seeing him angry at Daksa (vide IV. v. 21) and consequently lived on flour 
(vide IV. vii. 4), remained without issue. (43) A girl, Racana by name, who was a younger 
sister of the Daityas (the sons of Diti, whose account will follow in Discourse xviii below); 
became the wife of Twasta. Of the aforesaid couple, were born (two sons,) Sannivesa and 

the powerful Viswarupa. (44) The hosts of gods (unanimously) chose Viswarupa for their 
preceptor—even though he was a nephew (sister's son) of their (sworn) enemies (the 
Daityas)—inasmuch as they had been deserted by their (own) teacher, the sage Brhaspati 

(son of Ahgira), who was insulted by them. (45) 

Thus ends the sixth discourse, in Book Six of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3?8T 

Discourse VII 
Deserted by the sage Brhaspati, the god choose 

Viswarupa for their preceptor 

(MMH 

cFTW ^Tt: llftcAW-il 3HH|ifu||d-M: ^TT: I |Uim*i) Tj^ I ^ | 

The king (Parlksit) said : For what reason were the gods forsaken by their own 
preceptor (the sage Brhaspati)? (Kindly tell me, O glorious sage, the transgression made 
by the disciples with respect to their preceptor, which brought matters to such a pass. (1) 

whiz; 

TITS&SJ trfrfkrT: I 

faumtrcrctfasj fert: towt: i (HMoiwiun to i * i 

WThTTOTT I qTXJ^>irTTrtH^U| I q I 

I uVl«4l I ^ I 

H IUMWI4 4dWIMIriJH5J ? I WtlH WWHIRRT: I V9 | 

ctNHlfd Hi-yyfa WP(I C I 

TOT frfet I 3TTTOTT tJMJM I R I 

Sri Suka replied : Indra, who had transgressed the path frequented by the virtuous 

through arrogance caused by the lordship of the worlds, O king (Pariksit), was (one day) 
seated on the throne in his court, surrounded by the Maruts (the forty-nine wind-gods), the 
(eight) Vasus, the (eleven) Rudras, the (other) Adityas (sons of Aditi), (the classes of gods 
known as) the Rbhus, the Viswedevas and the Sadhyas, as well as by the (twin-born) 
Aswinlkumaras (the celestial physicians). The (great) Maghava (another name of Indra) 
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was being waited upon and extolled. O ParTksit (a descendant of Bharata), by the Siddhas, 

Caranas, Gandharvas, sages who were (great) expositors of the Vedas, as well as by the 
Vidyadharas (celestial artistes) and Apsaras (celestial nymphs), Kinnaras (another class of 
celestial musicians), birds and Nagas (serpent-demons) and his praises were being sweetly 
sung. (Duly) provided with a white (royal) umbrella, charming as the orb of the moon, and 

other insignia of supreme royalty such as chowries and fans, he shone most splendid with 

(his spouse) Saci (the daughter of Puloma), who shared the throne with him. (2—6) When, 
as would appear from the following account, he did not welcome—by rising (from his 

throne), offering a seat and other (appropriate) honours—the chief preceptor of (all) the 

gods including himself, Brhaspati, the foremost of sages, adored (alike) by the gods as 
well as the demons, as he came in, nay, (when) Indra did not stir from his seat even on 

seeing the sage (actually) present in the court, the enlightened sage, a (worthy) son of 

Arigira, went out of the court at once and quietly returned to his own residence, though 
powerful (enough to correct his disciple ), (fully) aware of the aberration brought about by 
pride of affluence and power. (7—9) 

‘J^co-ihiwh: I qdRt I ^ o | 

3T?t =hd ^ I cblccjid: 1^1 

fafegnncufa I ^ffTtTS^T fg^g*; | ^ \ 

V fgttUmfgfggq^ q ^Ijq I UdiFd&fefd % q qt fg^: |^| 

M qqqj rTOfa fTO: I it 3Tp%sfg*d g |g | ^ | 

3rm?gwcnwTTgfiraTiT smi^fcitq frsra: wwrf quruT i 

Realizing that very moment the disrespect shown by him towards his preceptor, Indra 
spontaneously himself reproached his own self in the court (in the following words):—(10) 

"Oh, my conduct has been deplorably unrighteous in that the preceptor was slighted in 

(open) court by me, a creature of poor wits indeed and maddened by power and 

opuience.(11) What prudent person will covet the fortune even of the lord of paradise, by 
which I, the ruler of the gods (who are predominantly Sattvika by nature), have been dragged 

into (the slough of) egotism (a demoniac propensity)! (12) They do not know the highest 

(standard of) morality who declare that one occupying the throne of a suzerain lord should 

not rise (from one's seat) to receive anybody. (13) They that believe the words of the 

aforesaid misleading guides—who undoubtedly (themselves) fall down into the dark 
regions of hell—surely sink (into the abysmal depths of hell) like those embarking on a ship 
of rock. (14) Guilelessly touching his feet with my head (therefore), I shall presently propitiate 
the (kind-hearted) Brahmana, the preceptor of (all) the gods, who is endowed with 
fathomless intelligence. (15) 

^ fa-dddww wqr qqcnq ijgr^i <^w[d4di^yi mi 

TFTTTfsFTW: UUqq^ fgqT yJ^rh: qioFMdldld: 1^1 

dT^dcn^<|: qg 3TTfelrMhHfi qgqj qgtq^ 31lddlfiM: mi 

I ^rdt grg; qqqi^JTT: mi 

di+AStl^l^Ai-t I qr^T qq iqi-ci 19o I 

While Indra was pondering thus (even at the court), the all-wise Bfhaspati (who knew 

what was going on in Indra's mind as well as what was in store for him) disappeared from 

his house by dint of his extraordinary Yogic power. (16) Getting no clue to the whereabouts 
of his preceptor, though looking for him all round, the glorious Indra reflected by force of 
reason (how to get the better of his powerful enemies, the demon hosts, in the absence of 
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a wise counsellor), but felt no peace of mind, though united with (closely and devotedly 
followed by) the gods. (17) As soon as they heard of it (the weakness of Indra) the haughty 
demons all took up arms and made preparations for war against the gods, following the 
advice of the sage Sukracarya (their wise preceptor). (18) With their (foremost) limbs 
(heads), thighs and arms torn asunder by the sharp-pointed arrows discharged by the 
demons, the gods, led by Indra, approached Brahma (the creator) for protection, their heads 
bent low (with humiliation). (19) Seeing them afflicted on all sides in this way, the glorious 
and birthless god Brahma (the self-born) was moved with supreme compassion and spoke 
comfortingly (as follows): (20) 

sT&MR 

ft<e: w uafrun^ (|4(dsK*tWLI ehloMMTnszi 'arferT: I 

tTTTTfq R3 I 

faRtyu ^Jiyim^ilasRTraf: i 

^ ^I'ddl^j, fei duRdd redgmmrMcRtqj 

TWTfertsaiH H eft ■qf? ^rfosTSd^dlFJ Rkl 
Brahma said : Alas ! your conduct has really been most unwelcome, O jewels among 

gods,in that, proud of power and pelf, you did not welcome a Brahmana who had not only 
disciplined his self but who had (also) realized (his identity with) Brahma (the Absolute)! (21) 
It was the fruit of that misbehaviour (on your part) that you suffered defeat at the hands of 
others (the demons)—who are your (sworn) enemies and had grown very weak—in spite 
of your being rich and powerful, O gods! (22) O Indra, look at your enemies, who had (once) 
grown extremely weak because of the disrespect (shown by them) to their preceptor 
(Sukracarya) but who have now gained in strength again by propitiating the sage Kavya 
(Sukracarya) through (their) devotion. (Nay,) devoted as they are to Sukra (a scion of the 
celebrated sage Bhrgu), they may (one day) take possession of even my abode 
(Brahmaloka)! (23) Treasuring the precepts of the Bhrgus (Sukracarya and others) as their 
(only) wealth and their secrets being impenetrable, they hold (the dominion of) heaven as 
of no account (easy to acquire). (As a matter of fact,) no evil can (ever) befall the kings who 
look upon the Brahmanas, Lord Visnu (the Protector of cows) and the cows as their masters 
(Protectors). (24) Therefore, immediately resort (for protection) to Viswarupa—son of the 
god Twasta—a Brahmana given to austerities and self-controlled. Treated with respect (by 
you), he will (surely) accomplish your ends provided, of course, you tolerate what he does 
(his partiality towards the demons, with whom he is connected by blood on the maternal 
side—vide, VI. vi. 44). (25) 

%?^ 337^ 

rf IJclijRtdl 7T5FL d$iuii I I ^ I 

Sri Suka continued : Thus spoken to by Brahma (the creator), and relieved of (their) 
anxiety, O king, the gods approached Viswarupa (son of Twasta), the seer, and, embracing 
him (as a younger kinsman), spoke (as follows). (26) 

crci Hsfrtsrq: 5TTHT 3TOW rf I cfcm: yujiadl cTTrT fepit 7TM<MlRfd: I ^ I 
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H*1011 ^ srT^: ^aihJ 3TTT ^qcii "ri^WlRuili^ | \ 

3TRrr^T 35JU'' TiJ^: 3T3TF7H: I ^TTTT *R>8JrU|$Mfdl TfT&TTr^ %d4d^: 1^^ I 

^TT<7T ^fiRT W-W^'l^irdfe: 3^7^Midi *P%Tft |^o| 

rfRR; ft^uimididmifd tRtrrrq^i rr^nh^wh tr^t 

^ufm? r^nrajra snsm t^tetttt: 

q ^gl^HflP^itRqj ^^S^qs^cRTT^^WcHWHJ^I 

The gods said : We have called at your hermitage as unexpected visitors (deserving 
your kind attention); may all be well with you. (Now) be pleased, dear son, to fulfil the timely 
wishes of your uncles (ourselves). (27) Indeed service of parents is the highest duty of 
virtuous sons—even of those that have been blessed with sons. O holy Brahmana, much 
more of celibates. (28) A preceptor (who invests one with the sacred thread and teaches the 
Vedas) is Veda incarnate; a father (or uncle) is an image of Brahma (the lord of creation); 
a brother is an effigy of Indra (the chief of the gods); (and) a mother is a direct incarnation 
of the goddess Earth. (29) A sister is an embodiment of tenderness; an unexpected visitor 
is the very incarnation of virtue; a guest is an incarnation of the sacred fire and all living beings 
are embodiments of the (supreme) Self (Lord Visnu). (30) Therefore, getting rid, by virtue 
of your asceticism, of the affliction of your parents in the shape of their discomfiture at the 
hands of their enemies, O dear child, you ought to do our bidding. (31) We choose you, a 
Brahmana established in (identity with) Brahma and (therefore) worthy of adoration (for all), 
as our preceptor, so that we may easily and fully conquer our enemies through your 
(spiritual) glory. (32) Indeed, as a means of accomplishing one's ends, the wise do not 
condemn the act of bowing at the feet of the younger. Setting aside (the knowledge of) the 
Vedas, O (holy) Brahmana, (mere) age is no criterion of seniority. (33) 

3TOfsfcT: RTT%cJf 'R^Trfm: I F 3TFT5T: f^HT 13* I 

The sage (Sri Suka) went on : (Thus) importuned by the hosts of gods to accept the 
office of their priest, the said Viswarupa, (who was) a great ascetic, felt delighted and replied to 
them in soft words (as follows). (34) 

fa7#* I cFSj 3 xrfggfr RSTT I 

RTfe^T: ^TSf l^qi 

3tPh3HHl % £R IWlosjH ct% fHcflddmiffiPshq: I 

^21 IchiSJ ^ RTtSRT Ij^qld *R 1^1 

W«ITfq q Slfd^TT 5tTfsfd feRJ SJTTCR *Tcf *TT«TO 1^1 

Viswarupa said: Priesthood has been condemned by the virtuous as involving the loss 
of the spiritual glory investing a Brahmana. Yet how shall a person like me, O masters, 
(venture to) turn down the solicitation of guardians of the spheres (like you), by whom he 
deserves to be commanded; for obedience alone is declared (in the scriptures) as conducive 
to his good. (35) Sila (gleaning grains left in a field after reaping the harvest) and Uhchana 
(picking up grains lying scattered in a market-place after the piles have been removed from 
there) are the (only) wealth- of the destitute (Brahmanas). (All) acts (such as pouring 
oblations into the sacred fire and feeding an unexpected visitor), appropriate to noble souls 

’ Sila and Unchana have been glorified in our scriptures as the best means of livelihood for a Brahmana. 

[564| B. M. 21_ 
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being accomplished in this household life by me with the aforesaid means, how shall I take, 
O suzerain lords, to the reproachable vocation of a priest, with which a fool alone remains 
pleased. (36) Yet I dare not decline what is earnestly asked for by you (my elders), which 
is of no account. (On the other hand,) I shall (presently) accomplish all that you have 
solicited, even at the sacrifice of my life and my (highest) interests. (37) 

Zilljcfr dqiH 

JlfHBpq few I WtOT *mTT£RTI?dl 

yxfaqi fciSiifl I abU|ci|| fgggr |$<?| 

XWT 7JJT: tWTStt I rtT HT? 33R?ft: l*o| 

|f?r yfedrai My i\si 

Sri Suka resumed : Having thus promised them (the gods), Viswarupa, (who was) a 
great ascetic, discharged, as requested, the role of a priest with supreme diligence. (38) 
Viswarupa (who wielded extraordinary power by virtue of the Lord's grace) snatched, by 
means of a prayer addressed to Lord Visnu (in the form of what is known as the Narayana- 
Kavaca and stands incorporated in Discourse viii below), the fortune of the Asuras (the 
enemies of the gods)—though protected by means of the prayer taught by Usana 
(Sukracarya)—and restored it to the great Indra (the lord of paradise). (39) The said 
Viswarupa, noble-minded as he was, taught to the great Indra the above-mentioned prayer, 
protected by which that mighty god with a thousand eyes was able to conquer the demon 
hosts. (40) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse, in Book Six of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse VIII 
The text of the (holy) Narayana-Kavaca (a prayer invoking the 

protection of Lord Narayana) taught (to Indra) 

TJR: XWT8X: sJTtefqra frrtlcWI <£tpt fagi^ ' ? I 

*nicifri-i<MKoqrfg gif ^HTAiungrcfcHJ ^rensvfdifiH: ^ i ^ i 

The king (Parlksit) submitted : O divine sage, teach me that prayer (serving as a 
protective armour against all evils knd) invoking the succour of Lord Narayana (hence 
spoken of as identical with Him, there being perfect identity between God and the means 
of realizing Him), protected by which Indra (who is endowed with a thousand eyes) 
thoroughly and entirely subdued as though in sport the enemy's troops along with their 
mounts and enjoyed the fortune of all the three worlds (heaven, earth and the intermediate 
region); and (further) tell me how, protected by that armour, he was able to conquer the 
enemies who came to take his life on the field of battle. (1-2) 
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=pT: H^-si^i^T«ri | iki<4uii<?m dfr^ehmi: »jnj I 3 I 

Sri Suka replied: Appointed as a priest, Viswarupa (son of Twasta) taught the Kavaca 
(prayer serving as a protection), named after Lord Narayana, to the great Indra, who had 
inquired about it. Listen to it with undivided attention on this occasion. (3) 

yini^fwMifui'tMWJ fNfo* I TT^TTW gpTCJH: I * | 

HUiquin<i gif ■gg 3TFTH i lagrrfe i ^ i 

f?RFTT^sif?t^RT^r fgig^i 3S0 gift WKiguiiiild fgq4<ynarrfq gi i ^ i 

grtigw gg: ^j^n^rfgirgT i gmgTi<gglKMit^g^-ai-t4^ i \s i 

^H^g fcchKH-j, ijgfit i wf 3 ^4rmg wi fwgT f^r?L i i i 

^gtR itggT^gTg^nr Tr4rrfti^ i MehKiR^f^g i <? i 

^f5RT4 i+istI rf?L L)4fc:St (4Pi(4^V1 |4bU|c) qrj | ^ 0 | 

3tritr mm grrg^ «gg g^Tfef^ag.i fagJirMwiii^jdfaM i^i 

Viswarupa began : In the face of danger, a devotee who has finished his bath and 
other purificatory rites (such as Sandhya) should wash his hands and feet, (thrice) sip 
a little water (with the Lord's names Kesava, Narayana and Madhava on his lips) and, 
(thus) purified, squat (on a proper seat) with his face (turned) towards the north and 
wearing a ring of the sacred Kusa grass (on the ring finger of each hand). (And) after 
silently performing (what is known as) the Nyasa (consecration or spiritualization) of the 
(various) members of his body and hands with the two Mantras (sacred formulas 
mentioned hereafter), he should arm himself with the protective covering (in the shape 
of the following prayer) sacred to Lord Narayana. (To commence the rite of Nyasa or 
consecration) he should (first of all mentally) locate the syllables of the (eight-syllabled 
Mantra) "OM Namo Narayanaya"—OM and so on—in order of sequence in his feet, knee- 
joints, thighs, belly, region of the heart, chest, mouth and (crown of) the head (thus identifying 
his body with the Mantra and thereby spiritualizing it and making it fit for putting on the divine 
armour), or even in the reverse order (known as the Samhara-Nyasa, as opposed to the 
Utpatti-Nyasa, placing the syllables 'YA' and so on—followed by an Anuswara or nasal 
sound represented by the letter'm'—in his head, mouth etc.). (4—6) Thereafter he should 
perform the Karanyasa (consecration or spiritualization of the parts of both his hands) with 
the twelve-syllabled Mantra (OM Namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya), locating the syllables 
beginning with OM and ending with 'YA' in his (eight) fingers and (upper and lower) thumb- 
joints. (7) (Thirdly) he should place the (first) syllable 'OM' of the following Mantra “OM 
Visnave Namah" in his heart, then 'Vi' (the first letter of the second syllable) in the crown of 
his head, and 'S' (the second letter of the same syllable) in the middle of his eye-brows, and 
the (third) syllable 'Na' in the Sikhan (the tuft of hair more or less in the rear of the crown). 
(8) He should (mentally) unite (identify) the (fourth) syllable 'Ve' with his eyes and the (fifth) 
syllable 'Na' with all the joints (of his body). Then putting the (last) syllable 'Ma'—followed 
by a Visarga (a distinct hard aspiration, represented by the letter 'h') and the interjection 
'Phat'—to the use of driving away evil spirits, he should assign it to all the (ten) directions 
(in order to block them against the inroads of evil spirits and demons etc., repeating the 
formula "Mah Astraya Phat" and snapping the thumb and the middle finger together 
successively in each direction sought to be so blocked). (In this way) the wise devotee 
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becomes a (very) embodiment (as it were) of the Mantra. (9-10) He should (then) visualize 
himself as (one with) the Supreme Self, possessed of six divine attributes (viz., power, virtue, 
fame, affluence, wisdom and aversion to the pleasures of sense, each in its fullest measure), 
the object of his meditation, manifested in the form of learning, glory and asceticism, and 
repeat the following prayer:—(11) 

3»b 

^TRTSgTprrsg^: 

tit ct*>uiw wit( 

bifqshH: 

farpm WI?th felt %raig 

Tar^FTt TTT«srfq ^F^T: W^qijTwmT <?TT? 

TriTTSTSf^fSJ RtilcjlU TTc^^quMioill^ ‘RtdliMlitRI-L 

Mtrfyynici.Rctrti^ sro^renTratn: rtsj 

«i 

^ i 

RFFHISy: 7JOT5T: cFTRsRJTcL 

ehmdctlsail^riqf "RT qfSI 

y'd-nR‘4<ic(i*is mcqMSZtT^ a-siA. RiRfnirm 

^TSJ rtlehldddMdMI^ stcfl WTr^ tKTH^IKifK: 

Iuftri ^ddwy-atarT^ Rna^miid. Mm<id, 

chR^h: 35%: cbi^drtid, xqirj yHl<aHiql*xjifliqrm: 

*TT %?rat TJ^TT St Id {oy 4tRk 3tra^cJMId4uj: 

dKI-MUl: STT^ ^iT^lRhtfejfc^ fgHJ^^iRui: 

?V9| 

Ul 

m 

^01 

ddliuti^ xr^iyy-di 

sdttfrra 

smra 

Ttrn f^yiMidrt, Ttragt itth. 

ftsfol tRRm; 

^ftiin^RT dRI<d: 

femrn ^rrar^ 

^ i 

w i 

"May Sri Hari, denoted by (the mystical syllable) OM, afford me protection on all sides 
as well as from all dangers—Sri Hari, who has His lotus-feet placed on the back of Garuda 
(the king of the birds), nay, who wields in His eight arms (hands) a conch, discus (lit., that 
which is provided with a number of spokes), shield, sword, mace, arrow, bow and noose and 
who is (naturally) possessed of the eight mystic powers (the faculty of assuming an atomic 
form and so on). (12) (Appearing) in the form of the divine Fish, may He protect me in water 
from the (various) species of aquatic creatures, representing the noose of Varuna (the god 
of water). May He, who appeared of His own will in the form of a religious student, dwarfish 
in stature, guard me on land; and may the same Lord, appearing in His cosmic form as 
Trivikrama (He who measured the entire universe in less than three paces) guard me in the 
air. (13) May the almighty Lord Nrsirhha (who appeared in a queer form, half man and half 
lion), the Slayer of Hiranyakasipu (the leader of the demon hosts), protect me in places full 
of danger, such as a forest (infested with wild beasts etc.) and the fore-front of a battle—Lord 
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Npsimha at whose tremendous peals of laughter, when He raised them, the quarters 
violently echoed and embryos were discharged (from the wombs of Asura women). (14) May 
the celebrated divine Boar, in whose (sacred) person the (various) sacrifices stand 

represented, and who lifted up the earth on His tusk, protect me on the road, May Rama 

(Lord Parasurama) guard up on mountain-peaks and may Sri Rama (the elder brother of 

Bharata), accompanied by (His still younger brother) Laksmana, protect us (when we are) 

away from home. (15) May (the divine sage) Narayana keep me aloof from violent religious 

practices (such as the employment of spells for malevolent purposes) and all (sins of) 
omission; and the sage Nara, from pride. May Datta (Lord Dattatreya), the Master of Yoga, 
guard me against (the risk of) abandoning the practice of Yoga and may Lord Kapila, the 

Lord of Prakrti (consisting of the three Gunas), save me from the bondage of actions 

(prompted by the aforesaid three Gunas). (16) May (the divine sage) Sanatkumara guard 

me against (the shafts of) Love; Lord Hayagriva (having the head of a horse), from (the sin of) 

neglecting (omitting to salute) the (images of) gods met with on the way; Narada (the foremost 

of celestial sages), against drawbacks in the worship of the Deity (in the shape of the thirty- 
two transgressions* enumerated in the works on Devotion); and may Sri Hari manifested as 

the divine Tortoise keep me away from every description of hell. (17) May Lord Dhanwantari 
guard me against unwholesome diet and Lord Rsabhadeva, whose mind is perfectly subdued, 
from the fear of the pairs of opposites. Again, may Lord Yajfia save me from public scandal; Lord 

Balarama (the elder Brother of Sh Krsna), from death at the hands of a human being and Sesa (the 

lord of serpents), from (the clutches of) the class of serpents known as the Krodhavasas. (18) May 
Lord Dwaipayana (the divine sage Vedavyasa, so-called because He was born in an island) 

guard me against ignorance and Lord Buddha, against heretical creeds and neglect of duties. 

(And) may Lord Kalki, who assumed that glorious manifestation for the preservation of 

righteousness protect me from (the impurities of) the Kali age, the refuse (dirtiest period) of 
time.(19) May Lord Kesava (the Supreme Deity the Ruler of even Brahma and Siva) protect 

me with His mace in the morning (the first of the six divisions of the day, each consisting of two 
hours); Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows), who holds a flute (in His hand), through the Sangava 

hours (the second part of the day); Lord Narayana (who has His abode in water and who weild 
an uplifted javelin), in theforenoon and (the all-pervading) Lord Visnu, carrying Sudarsana (the 

chief of all discuses) in His hand, at midday. (20) May Lord Madhusudana (the Slayer of the 
demon Madhu), who wields a terrible bow, protect me in the afternoon and Lord Madhava (the 

■ The thirty-two transgressions to which a worshipper of the Deity is liable are as follows:—(1) To ride into the premises 

sacred to a deity or to enter a place of worship (even) with wooden sandals under one's feet; (2) failure to celebrate or attend 

(when invited) sacred festivals such as the Raihayatra (conducting the Deity in a festive procession on a chariot on the day 

appointed for the same). Janmastami (the Birthday of Lord Sri Krsna) and so on; (3) failure to salute an image of the Deity 

after beholding it; (4) to visit a temple in a an impure state; (5) to salute the Deity by raising only one hand; (6) to go on walking 

round the Lord without pausing a while before Him after every full round, or merely walking round in front of the Lord; (7) to 

squat with one's legs stretched in front of the Deity; (8) to squat with one's kness up and encircled by one's arms before the 

Deity; (9) to lie down before the Lord; (10) to dine before the Deity; (11) to tell a lie before the Deity; (12) to speak loudly before 

the Deity; (13) to talk with another before the Deity: (14) to exclaim in front of the Lord; (15) to quarrel in front of the Deity; (16) 

to torment another before the Lord; (17) to bless another before the Deity; (18) to speak harsh words to another before the 

Deity; (19) to cover oneself all over with a blanket before the Deity: (20) to revile another before the Deity; (21) to extol another 

before the Deity; (22) to utterindecent words before the Deity; (23) to fast before the Deity; (24) to worship the Lord with ordinary 

materials even when one can afford to offer Him more valuable articles; (25) to eat or drink anything that has not been offered 

to the Deity ; (26) failure to offer to the Lord a fruit peculiar to the season before giving it to anyone else; (27) to offer some fruit 

or vegetable with its front part removed from it for being cooked as food for the use of the Deity; (28) to sit with one's back over 

against the Deity; (29) to salute anyone else before the Deity: (30) failure to greet one's preceptor, enquire after his health and 

extol him; (31) to indulge in self-praise and (32) to revile any Deity whatsoever. 
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Spouse of Goddess LaksmI) manifested in three glorious forms (Brahma, Visnu and Siva), at 
dusk. May Lord HrsTkesa guard me in the first part of the night (and) Lord Padmanabha (who 
has a lotus spring from His navel), alone, during the second part (till midnight) as well as at 
midnight (during the third part). (21) May the Lord bearing the mark of Srivatsa (a white curl 
of hair representing the foot-print of the sage Bhrgu) on His chest, protect me in the latter 
(fourth) part of the night; Lord Janardana (who is supplicated by men), carrying a sword (in His 

hand), at the close (during the fifth part) of the night; Damodara (Lord Sri Krsna as bound at 
the waist with a string to a wooden mortar used for threshing paddy etc.), by mother Yasoda 
as a punishment for His childish pranks), at dawn and Lord Visweswara (the Ruler of the 
universe), manifested as the Time-Spirit (or Death), during both twilights (morning and 
evening). (22) 

=F8T W gidfltjn fTT^r:R3l 

fafiMfud fnrmu*j(LddfiiiiirH i 

inr %fcr i 

iiwr? fenmuM'i ^ 

(Addressing Sudarsana, a divine attendant of Lord Visnu, who when commanded by Him, 
assumes the form of a discus and is employed by Him in destroying His adversaries or the 
enemies of His devotees,) Revolving all round, (when) hurled by the Lord in the form of a discus 
with a rim fierce as the fire raging at the time of universal dissolution, (pray,) completely burn, 
(O) completely burn (my) enemy's host at once, (even) as fire helped by the wind consumes 
(a pile of) hay. (23) (Similarly addressing the Lord's mace, Kaumodaki in living form,) Beloved 
as You are of the invincible Lord (whose servant I am), and sending forth sparks whose 
impact is as deadly as that of a thunderbolt, O mace, (pray), thoroughly crush, (O) 
completely pound the Kusmandas (a class of imps), Vainayakas (a class of malevolent 
demigods who are living obstacles to all noble and benevolent undertakings), Yaksas (a 
species of ghosts), Raksasas (ogres), Bhutas (ghosts) and Grahas (a class of evil demons 
who seize upon children); and pulverize, (O) crumble to dust, (my) adversaries. (24) 
(Addressing the conch of Sri Krsna, named Paricajanya,) Blown by Sri Krsna and shaking 

the hearts of (my) foes with your terrific blast, O lord of conches, may You (be pleased to) 
drive away the Yatudhanas (ogres), Pramathas (a class of attendants of Lord Siva), evil 
spirits, Matrkas (female imps posing as mothers), goblins, Brahmaraksasas* (the ghosts of 
Brahmanas who in their lifetime carry away the wives of others and the property of a 
Brahmana) and other evil-eyed spirits. (25) Directed by the Lord, O sharp-edged Nandaka 
(the foremost of all swords), may you (be pleased to) cut down, O mow down, my enemies' 
host. (Pray,) cover the eyes of (my) wicked foes, O shield with a hundred moon -like buttons! 

and blind the eyes of the evil-eyed. (26) 

^raf riifairsTjfL ^ ^ ^ i ij^rfs^rKr gr i ^ i 

uciMdifa *rsrt $ R: £rri:ydim*i: 1941 

“ ■tTTT<7 TflfTffi l£r3T ^ I f'l'.’H II 

Also cf. Manusmrti XII.60. (Yajnavalkya-Smrti 111. 212) 
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TRIgT ^RcTR. WI-^WmV^IM'-l: IHJ: I f^jcHIH: (cHwfe |^| 

^clfu^Bjt qT: I ejc£lPsWiH:5rmR. qRJ m^W:l?o| 

W f| H'ldMcJ c^pT: ^RT 1: R3 *IFtJ |^^| 

<4«jchiwi^iqMi ■feaR^TTf^T: td^Hj ^duii^lc^-Kayi sj% ^Trfft: ^cihi^I II 

?m UrMMH-t TT^TT 'Mrid!*^ ^T: | tjt^ W^04: R3T Stefa *Tcf*T: 133 | 

farf^St wtTT^^f^Rrar^ -mRfg: i 

»5i4Mwl5T*ni *d4-l tqd'Ji^i ntntHH^lrl^li: l^l 

From whatever evil spirits, comets and even men, reptiles and other biting (carnivorous) 

animals, ghosts or even sins we have had fear, all these and whoever (else) have stood in 
the way of our welfare may go to complete destruction through the (mere) utterance of the 

(infallible) weapon of the Divine Name. (27-28) May the glorious and mighty Garuda, who 

is extolled through hymns (of the Samaveda, such as the Brhad and Rathantara), nay, who 
is Veda personified, and (even so) Viswaksena (one of the principal attendants of the Lord) 
protect me from all dangers with their (very) names. (29) May (all) the names and forms and 

weapons of Sri Hari, and whoever carries Him on his back, protect us from all adversities 

and may the foremost of His attendants guard our intellect, Indriyas (the senses of 

perception as well as the organs of action), mind and life (itself). (30) "Even as, really 

speaking, it is the Lord alone who constitutes whatever there is with form and without form, 
may all our troubles come to an end as a corollary to this truth (since this prayer too is inspired 

by the Lord and must therefore turn out to be an accomplished fact.) (31) (Nay,) even as the 
Lord, though undifferentiated in the eye of those who have realized their identity with Him, 

Himself acquires by (dint of) His own Maya (creative energy) potencies (of various kinds) 

as well as forms and names, jewels and weapons, may the same omniscient and all- 

pervading Lord Sri Hari protect us on the strength of this very fact by all His manifestations 
at every place and time. (32-33) (Finally) may Lord Narasirhha (the divine Man-Lion) defend 
us in (all) the quarters as well as in the intervening corners, above and below and all round, 
inside as well as outside, dispelling the fear of (all) His people (devotees) by His roar and 

having eclipsed all luminaries by His own (all-absorbing) effulgence." (34) 

4Ucifa<MKoi||<j grf quiquiirijchHj qq I 

^ I an 4*<J5TrLW: farpuri 1I 

q ^ rm feri wrom czrrenf^rsj Eiffel.. 1i 

fRT idejl tJTT I ^JFT^lKuiid I ^6 I 

hwimR fenM-r i zRTt ferrar: arar 13^1 

mHIjqLMrL ufaHMI iraT^RTTT: I H ^f^WcnTT^SIRTT^r faRriri: I 

3tnq yi-cTlfUW^i ^JTc^T OTri ^W^rilrL lUo I 

O Indra, this prayer, imbued with the spirit of Lord Narayana (and affording protection 
even as an armour), has been (duly) taught to you. Protected by this, you will easily and 

completely conquer (all) the generals of the demon troops. (35) Anyone whom the man 
wearing (protected by) this armour may behold with his eyes or duly touch with his feet, is 
immediately and completely rid of (all) fear. (36) (And) no fear from a ruler, robbers, evil 

spirits and so on, nor from a tiger and otherferocious animals norfrom any other quarter can 

ever seize the man who has his mind fixed on this sacred text (prayer). (37) Of yore, a certain 

Brahmana, who was a scion of the sage Kusika and had his mind fixed on this sacred text, 
cast off his body in a desert through concentration of mind accompained by retention of 
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breath. (38) Surrounded by ladies, Citraratha, the chief of the Gandharvas once flew in his 
aerial car over the spot where the Brahmana had died and instantly fell down with his car, 
head downwards. Picking up the bones (of the deceased Brahmana) according to the advice 
of (the sages known as) the Valakhilyas (who apprised him of the wonderful efficacy of the 
Narayana-Kavaca and told him that it was impossible for him to proceed further unless and 
until the bones had been removed from there), he dropped them into the (holy) river Saraswati, 
which flew in an easterly direction (close by), bathed (in the sacred stream) and (then) returned 
to his own abode (the realm of the Gandharvas), amazed (over the incident). (39-40) 

mjzzscim 

v ^ anrafa i w -rowPd sjrTTft gain ^mf i 

TJrTT faeJiHfeuwl fa%i'^Mltj_sri5hn: I I 

sil4i4Hlelri RgiyjCRI mw?wi 4fedl4l ^TRFWmsRSH \C\ 

Sri Suka continued : (All) beings (men) bow to him who listens to this (prayer) at an 
opportune moment (when he is threatened with some danger) and who fixes his mind on it; 
nay, he is rid of all fear. (41) Having learnt this prayer from Viswarupa, Indra (who performed 
a hundred sacrifices in his previous life, which entitled him to this rank) completely and 
decidedly conquered the demons in battle and enjoyed the sovereignty of (all) the three 
worlds (heaven, earth and the intermediate region). (42) 

Thus ends the eighth discourse, entitled"The text of the Narayana-Kavaca taught" 
in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

othemise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3TST WTTSSZmi: 

Discourse IX 
Indra slays Viswarupa; and routed by the demon Vrtra (the younger 

brother of Viswarupa), the gods call on the sage DadhTci 

at the instance of the Lord 

tfapF 33M 

Rjk'iFw jfrfm 'min i ftiMulsi ^jnmyn?tidjljld i ^ i 

h ^ srfpt ■*rm iwaRpret: i ferft ^t: Rrasra 3^191 

h *tft qrt^ir^ti^ sfo i *rm 1 3 1 

HRt ynWlefc ^Jt3TT: I 3tTH8*T HTRT W I 'k I 

TfRPTOj tj rtW f^R 3-1 It-Tlrt I ^Tr[^ R [didR: I V I 

dglgdJIM^ItfHI ^TTI I RcIRTTPH cRS ^JjTRT R I 

I 5 I 

lr 1 fftm st^tt wt •ijtfr i « i 

cRUT I ?rai Pl4jfa*».UU| g^J^cifl I 6 I 
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jPJ|: fest: I -MRcWUI 1# infe TTTf%T I <? I 

st^-ytsfoTw^tfe i trrg ^dCMi'eri rr^fw 

SrT Suka resumed : The said Viswarupa had three heads (and the same number of 
mouths), O Pariksit (a descendant of Bharata), by one of which he drank the sap of the Soma 
plant (the common drink of the gods, usually offered in sacrifices), by another he drank 
spirituous liquor and by the third of which he ate food; so we have heard. (1) Indeed with 
(great) reverence he visibly and loudly proclaimed the oblations poured into the sacrificial 
fire as the share meant for the gods sw-w and so on), since the gods were his 
fathers (his father, Twasta, being one of them), O king! (2) But he secretly offered a share 
(of the sacrificial oblations) to the demons (as well), as he (somehow) managed to convey 
the same to them even while pouring oblations into the sacred fire; for he had his sympathies 
with the Asuras because of the affection his mother (Racana) bore to them. (3) Coming to 
know of this behaviour on the part of Viswarupa, which amounted to an offence (breach of 
faith) against the gods (whom he thus deprived of their rightful share) and a religious fraud, 
and afraid of him (lest he might bring about the destruction of the gods one day), Indra (the 
ruler of the gods) angrily cut off his heads with (great) expedition. (4) The head by which he 
drank Soma turned out to be the (bird) Kapihjala (the francolin); that by which he drank wine 
became the Kalavinka (the common sparrow) and that by which he ate food was converted 
into the partridge. (5) Indra accepted with joined palms the sin of having assassinated a 
Brahmana, even though he was powerful (enough to ward it off). (Remaining tainted with that 
sin for a year,) Indra divided it at the end of a year into four parts and assigned them (in equal- 
proportions) to the earth, water, trees and women with a view to self-purification in the eyes 
of (other) beings. (6) The earth accepted a quarter (of the sin) along with the boon (the explicit 
assurance in return) that a hollow dug into it would be filled (by itself in due course). A barren 
soil (which is prohibited for all sacred rites) is vividly seen on earth as an external sign of the 
sin of killing a Brahmana. (7) The trees assimilated another quarter along with the boon 
(clear understanding) that their chopped off parts would grow again (in due course by 
themselves). The sin of killing a Brahmana is clearly perceived in them in the form of gum 
(which should not, therefore, be eaten). (8) (Young) women took a third quarter of the sin 
with the boon of constant sexual urge (capacity for sexual union even during gestation). The 
sin is clearly perceived in them in the form of the menstrual discharge from month to month. 
(Hence a woman is regarded as untouchable and unfit for sexual commerce during the 
period of menstruation). (9) Water absorbed the fourthe quarter of the impurity with the boon 
of an abundant supply of the material (from springs etc.). It is seen in the water in the form 
of bubbles and foam (which are therefore regarded as impure and unfit for consumption); 
anyone imbibing these imbibes the impurity*. (10) 

i fe=rsm infer qrf| feigns i \\ i 

yUdSfa: I <£>HM Icf c=51chMI 

i«i 

kife-y ^ 3nfnzr frern i 

Hgm dscgui I rfe fe^Tt I I 

Then Twasta whose son (Viswarupa) had been slain (by Indra), poured oblations into 
the sacred fire (by way of retaliation) in order to procure a mortal enemy for Indra, with the 
(following) prayer: "O enemy of Indra, may you grow in power to an enormous degree and 
kill your mighty foe (Indra) without delay." (11) Now from (the sacred fire called) 

■ This accounts for the practice, prevalent among the orthodox Hindus, of throwing away the bubbles from water before 

drinking it; and it is therefore that the use of aerated water etc., is prohibited in their eyes. 
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Anvaharyapacana (or Daksinagni) rose a demon of terrible aspect, who looked like Death 
appearing (in the form of Kalagnirudra) at the time of universal dissolution forthe destruction 
of the worlds. (12) He rapidly grew to the extent of an arrow's throw on every side from day 
to day, presented the appearance of a burnt hill (by his colossal size and dark colour) and 
possessed the glow of a mass of evening clouds. (13) With a beard and moustaches and 
hair (too) red as heated copper and eyes as fierce as the midday sun he danced as if holding 
the vault of heaven on the end of his brilliant trident, gave a loud roar and shook the earth 
with (the stamp of) his feet. (14-15) Terribly afraid (of him), all created beings ran to and fro 
(in all directions) as they saw him respiring again and again with his extensive gaping mouth, 
containing fearful teeth and deep as a cavern, which seemed to imbibe the firmament, lick 
the stars with the tongue and devour (all) the three worlds. (16-17) 

^ WTeHWiWI cdTg^lddl I 7? g Tfg ffg glrTT: gig: gtg<lfrU|: |^| 

IT WTUTT fg^gg^T: | nalti: FTSiWd^HTft 1^1 

drttd faftHdi: gg fd^uun ittdrMW: I gmfgdl: |T?o | 

That (apparently) sinful and most ferocious demon was rightly named as Vrtra inasmuch 
as (all) these worlds were enveloped by that (gigantic mass of) darkness appearing in the 
form of Twasta's offspring. (18) Rushing against him with their troops, the generals of the 
gods assailed him, each with his hosts of celestial missiles and weapons; he (however) 
swallowed them all. (19) With their splendour eclipsed (his) nay, amazed and dejected (at 
their discomfiture), they all thereupon composed themselves and (mentally) approached 
Lord Narayana (the most ancient Person), dwelling in their very heart (with the following 
prayer). (20) 

dfw^Tiehlwi fggfo •‘-TWIdtUl rTHt g: 

atfgfgrg g 

fedld'HddtMj t| 

ThTHT 

^fg gg i 

I I 

rtrIK I 

TT Tig dt-rllrL gTrTTSSfemTT gTftggsfg Tjggj^l 

Ti^tSTfg^lr^ ufddtddH ggT^ gg g gf5^ gR: IWI 

^ ^ g: ggg ggi-^dm fg^ i 

gg g g^nfg ijg gwg Tjggtwrfgg; i^m 

gr g: ^gg^minTRRL egfgfgg^j^ fggr gg i 

f^rggrog^fg: ^ggiggT fJcgrorggR^ gTfH Tjg gi^i 

H^g ggggglgg gt ggn ijgg fgsjggggj 

ggm gg wn wig ^grgt g gr grgrfg i?t g^tgg i^\si 

The gods prayed : May our safety follow from Him (the Supreme Person), of whom is 
afraid (even) the well-known Death (the Time-Spirit)—Death, to whom (the five elements, 
viz.,) ether, air, fire, water and earth, the three worlds (heaven, earth and the intermediate 
region, including their inhabitants, the creation of the five elements), nay, Brahma and others 
(the rulers of these worlds) and we (gods, who owe our allegiance to these), all pay tribute 
(homage), trembling (with fear). (21) An ignoramus is he who resorts (for protection) to 
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anyone else than the aforesaid Lord—who is (ever) free from egotism, who is perfectly 

tranquil (free from likes and dislikes), who has all His desires fully satisfied by the (very) 

realization of His own (blissful) Self and who is (ever) uniform (unconditioned)—in that he 

desires to cross the ocean with the help of a dog's tail. (22) The same Lord in the form of the 

divine Fish—to whose colossal horn king Satyavrata (destined to be the seventh Manu) 

fastened his boat, which was no other than the earth, and duly got through the peril (in the 

form of the Deluge)—will surely protect even His dependants, against the danger from (the 

demon) Vrtra,-which is (so) difficult to get rid of. (23) At the dawn of creation Brahma (all but) 

fell from the lotus (sprung from the navel of the Lord) on the water that had submerged 

everything during the period of universal dissolution and which had assumed a frightful 

aspect due to the roaring of its billows raised by the fierce winds. May the same Lord be our 

saviour, with whose help (by whose grace) the same Brahma—who was all by himself—got 

over that peril. (24) That (supreme) Lord, though (all) alone, evolved us (gods) by His own 

Maya (creative energy); and with His help (by His energy and guidance) we (are enabled 

to) create the universe already created by Him. Yet. regarding ourselves as independent 

rulers, we are unable to behold His form although He has been fully active even prior to us 

(as our inner Controller and Director and the actual Creator of the universe). (25) Though 

ever existent, yet manifesting Himself through (various) forms among the gods, Rsis (seers), 

human beings and lower animals by His own Maya (divine will), He protects us in every Yuga 

and (sometimes) even more than once in a Yuga, treating us as His own, when He finds 

us excessively tormented by enemies. (26) We all resort for protection solely to that Shining 

One, our object of adoration, and (final) Cause manifested in the form of the universe and 

yet transcending it, appearing (both) as matter and spirit, and affording protection to all. That 

Supreme Spirit will bring happiness to us, His devotees. (27) 

- mjcF 

ffn M MtjKM ^tluiHidfdBdlH.1 SldTail T^il^rra: 

StldTffia; I M I fa d rf.SI J I 

dMcHl *T3 I TOtHT tMotfdW*! 

Sri Suka continued: While the aforesaid gods were thus praying, O great king, the Lord 

appeared (first) in their hearts (in the quarter occupied by the Inner Controller), wielding His 

conch, discus and mace. (28) (Again,) they beheld Him (before them) being waited upon on 

all sides by (His) sixteen attendants—who were (exactly) similar to Him but without (the mark 

of) Srivatsa (the curl of hair on the breast, demarcating the foot print of the sage Bhrgu) and 

the Kaustubha gem (the two distinctive marks of the Lord)—and with eyes resembling a pair 

of full-blown autumnal lotuses. Overwhelmed with joy at His sight, they all fell prostrate (like 

logs) on the ground, O king, and (then) slowly rising, offered (their) praises (thus). (29-30) 

5^7 3r^: 

TOB W H TO: I TOTH TO: ^^dd 1^ I 

% TOfat TTTO TTO.I dMWldl f^FTTOJ yid^R^Mfftd \^\ 

The gods said : Hail to You, whose power (to confer heavenly bliss and other rewards) 

stands revealed in the form of sacrificial performances ! Hail to You even as the Time-Spirit 

(that limits the duration of those rewards)!! Hail to You, who have indeed (on many occasions 

in the past) hurled Your discus (to destroy the demons that obstruct the performance of 

sacrifices !!!) Hail to You who have (by virtue of such exploits and glories) acquired 

numberless blessed names !!! (31) No one born after creation, O Lord, is fit to know Your 
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highest essence (absolute nature), which lies beyond the three courses (of Sattva, Rajas 
and'Tamas), You being their Controller. (32) 

3& HKIilU! gi^dll^N xrgRXTTcr qTMUfrrt qTqg^lUI 3/3 XFTcR^ HKIilUl gi^dll^-bN xjgTTjgg XT^ng qTMUfrd) qTqg^lUI 

LKMebloluich %gc=5 ^FTcfraR rti4)<*Hig W^gRTg 

M^unwqVi^iHiRnT ^^ifqa4R^i<iLiKit^yxfuI'|(jy|fdHdM:^m3Sn: fg^>qi<jd 

3TR*Tr5t% ^iiqMrt=yrHdyyK,xraT Sigigj^l ^ggfg ?g ggig fgglRiWl 

M^I<U|)^|0< 3tlwdc(|fqfsh4<HIUM ^PJOTOTJOT: ■ydff) mffl 

fddil RRtR 

• M<H^iMic<dl TT^rrhrRT <*TTTcrtrT 

? gi tjh xr^xrsR xp: ingrfgggsg: 

fg^prRg g gg tjgrg R*mqgfgg: i^<?i f^ggigrogg 

fatasfcH fgggg fgc^tg5xi%g^xng g^g fg^ggt fefddd^didgjjTfq gqm^iissxr 

Hggtsgftrfg wRggrggT ^H^qfHfod^gii^fdf^gTggg gag gagyg ggsf 

ggg^H '^lyyd gfg xrw iyo i 3tftt^ gragqgT gg ggRT gg ggmg 

lEHKilEUHlHut^niPrwir 

xi fcRjH, i tf ? i 3?g 

Ig4)<w W^rtvdldfdeh 

T: 1*3 I 

3T«rt f?T gf| ^gr| tttrt ^jggggx^ i TRiTfg ^g g: frarr g iirs i 

fFng ^fgg5grg fgftsrgiTg ^wng fggqgrgrg i 

ggrg?Tg gggrgyfggiswiHM'H mly'idi) ^g gxrcg i*m 

Obeisance be to You, denoted by (the mystical syllable) OM, O Lord Narayana (dwelling 
in water), O Vasudeva (the Abode of the universe), the most ancient Person, the supreme 
Person, possessed of infinite glory, supremely auspicious, supremely blessed, supremely 
merciful, One without a second, the Support of the universe, the undisputed Ruler of all the 
worlds, the universal Lord, the Spouse of Laksmi (the goddess of fortune)! You are the same 
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as the realization of the Bliss inherent in the Self and revealed of itself in the region of the 
Self when the gate leading to it the shape of the mind is opened consequent on the door of 
ignorance being set aside through the practice of Devotion to the Lord (the religion of the 
Paramahamsas—ascetics of the highest order), which is awakened and realized by 
ascetics and recluses by means of supreme concentration of mind through meditation on 
the Self.(33) Devoid of (any) support, bodiless and transcendent as You are, You create, 
preserve and destroy this qualified universe by Your own Self, undergoing no transformation; 
and not expecting (any) co-operation from us (the deities presiding over the arm and other 
organs of action, the seats of strength etc.)! The course of this pastime of Yours is really 
something difficult to understand. (34) Moreover, we do not actually know whether, entering 
(the various) bodies (which are products of the three Gunas). You (as a Jiva) helplessly reap 
the good and evil consequences of Your own actions, just as a Devadatta builds a house 
on his earth and experiences joy and sorrow there, or whether, revelling in Your Self and 
given to self-control and with an unruffled consciousness You remain (only) a witness. (35) 
Really speaking, the two alternatives are not incompatible in You, the almighty and absolute 
Lord, possessing countless varieties of excellences and unfathomable greatness, (nay,) 
transcending all phenomena (which are the products of Maya) and (therefore) beyond the 
range of controversies of theorists holding perverse views due to their mind being 
bewildered by (so-called) scriptures full of doubts, enquiries, hypotheses, specious argu¬ 
ments and sophisms not even touching the fringe of truth. In fact, what predicate is there 
which cannot be conveniently applied to You, who stand placing by Your side (as Your 
handmaid) Your own Maya (which is capable of bringing even the impossible into the region 
of possibility), while both (the aforesaid) alternatives are absent in Your (absolute) 
essence.(36) Just as a piece of rope assumes the shape of a serpent and so on in the eye 
of those who are prepossessed by the idea of snake and the like, so You appear in Your true 
perspective (as Brahma, that is Truth, Consciousness and Bliss combined) to those 
endowed with a balanced (correct) judgment, and what You are not to those of a deluded 
understanding. Again, You are the only truth in all phenomena, the universal Lord, the cause 
of causes (viz., Mahat-tattva etc.), of the entire universe. Your presence is clearly indicated 
by the illuminating power of the intellect, senses and so on (which are products of matter and 
therefore unable to shed any light except when inspired by You), since You are the Inner 
Controller of all the Jivas; (nay,) You are the only entity left over (when everything else has 
been negated by the Sruti as 'not this', 'not this' and so on). (37-38) Under such circum¬ 
stances, then, O Slayer of Madhu, how can these saintly and supreme votaries of Yours— 
who are exclusively devoted to You and look upon You alone as their beloved friend, nay, 
who are adept in achieving their (highest) object—even think of actually giving up the 
constant service of your lotus-feet, on clinging to which further revolution in the whirlpool of 
transmigration ceases. For, due to the never-ceasing (stream of) joy flowing copiously into 
their mind from a (mere) drop of the sweet ocean of Your nectar-like glory, tasted (but) once, 
they are made to forget the small bits of seeming delights of sense, whether (actually) enjoyed 
or heard of (as enjoyed in heaven), their mind finding incessant and excessive delight in (You,) 
the almighty Lord, the Soul of the universe and (therefore) the beloved friend of all living 
beings. (39) O Soul and Abode of (all) the three worlds, O Lord who wield Your power over 
the three worlds and whose glory captivates the mind of (the inhabitants of) the three worlds, 
O Guide of the three worlds! (to say nothing of gods, Rsis and other beings,) even the Daityas 
(the sons of Diti) and Danavas (the sons of Danu) are Your own glorious manifestations. (Yet,) 
considering that this is not an (opportune) time for their (nefarious) activities (which are called 
for only at the time of universal destruction), You have (in the past), O Wielder of the rod of 
punishment, meted out punishment (to them) according to (the degree of gravity of) their 
offence, manifesting Yourself through Ypur own Maya (will-power) in the form of gods (e.g., 
that of Vamana), human being (such as Sri Rama and Balarama), beasts (such as the divine 
Boar), half men and half beasts (such as Nrsirnha and Hayagriva) and aquatic creatures 
(such as the divine Fish and Tortoise). In the same way, O Lord! (pray,) get rid of the yonder 
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Vrtra (son of Twasta) too, if You deem fit. (40) (Nay,) be pleased, O sinless one, to cure the 
fever within our heart by your (kind) glances, accompanied with a gracious, artless and 
charming and refreshing smile, as well as by drops of nectar, in the form of sweet and polite 
words, cozing from Your mouth, since we, who were (already) Yours, have (now) been 
accepted (by You) as Your own by revealing Your form (before us), and are bent low before 
You, O divine father, nay, grandfather, our heart being bound by the chain of love to Your 
lotus-feet through contemplation on them. (41) Now, as a matter of fact, O Lord, there is no 
particular purpose to be made known by us to You here any more than sparks, etc., (which 
depend for their very existence on fire) can bring illumination to fire (their cause), since You 
divert Yourself with Your divine Maya (creative will)—that is instrumental as it were in 
evolving, maintaining and destroying the whole universe—and dwell within the heart of all 
the multitudes of living beings as Brahma and as their Inner Controller and outside as Prakrti 
(primordial matter). As their material cause and revealer it is You that directly know all the 
JIvas with (due) regard to the peculiarities of their place, time, body and condition. (Nay,) 
You are the witness of the (course of) thought of all, taintless by nature as the sky, the 
unconditioned transcendent Reality and the embodiment of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and 
Tamas. (42) Therefore, (omniscient as You are,) pray, accomplish Yourself (without 
awaiting our submission) that object of ours, the hankering for which has prompted us to 
seek the shade of Your lotus-feet, the (only) means of relieving the toil of transmigration, 
caused by manifold sins, You being the almighty Lord and supreme Teacher. (43) Hence, 
O Master, do away with the demon Vrtra (son of Twasta), who is devouring (all) the three 
worlds (heaven, earth and the intermediate region) and by whom, 0 Enchanter of all, our 
glory, missiles and weapons (too) have (already) been swallowed up. (44) Hail to You, the 
stainless Sri Hari (the Reliever of agonies), of delightful renown, having Your abode in the 
cavity of the heart, and without beginning, the Witness (even of the mind, intellect and so 
on), the embodiment of Bliss', the wealth of the righteous and the universally approved 
avenue leading the traveller (drudging) on the path of metempsychosis to his home at the 
end (of his journey on that path). (45) 

aT^HlfWl TFJTT. I '■W‘i1WHmcfcu4 3TT? cfTRf'RHl^H: lY^I 

Sri Suka went on : Thus extolled, O king (Pariksit) with (great) reverence by the gods 
(who pass through only three stages in life, viz., childhood, adolescence and full manhood, 
and never grow old), Sri Hari was highly gratified to hear the prayer offered to Him and 
addressed them (in the following words). (46) 

sfcrtsi cf: I 3TTcfojtf?jfR: ijST ^TT TTTO IWI 

fepWRT: I 'RideH'HRfrHPd’iMi c^lo^fd dfcffarL lYd I 

R ^3 fTCHT: 3TTRTRT ^Ulc^dcfr I HRT Rifted) TTfcfq | 

fR:5TTRT folJFL ^ I R TTfo TtPlUMOTSR dlo^dl % fiTOrhR: | \o I 

RTH «T5 fafUlsHHR:TrR ttTR ^trart ITT f%7RJ I 

h gr 3t^rt rtr HdUmdi i 

RdltRdiRJ IdlrLcdgl TJ?L<giT«ITRm: I ^ I 

' The word ‘Krsna' has been etymologically explained as follows in an old couplet given below :— 

'nI9 f-i'jfnni'q=r.: I ci4TWi ^rqpttiHd II 

The root 'Krs' implies 'absolute existence', while the syllable 'na' signifies bliss or beatitude. The supreme Reality, which 

is a combination of these (viz., absolute existence and bliss), is thus spoken of as Krsna. 
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^TTfcidiify'eri ^iwfd i ra^cirufafcWd: i 

^f^RT fpff HrivJl 3t^%T: I !<)£ I 

rTfFTl, ^M6rl I ^1: *T3 RT q QflPd TRtRT^ I ^ I 

WfcT SW-fil'Idd WW UftSaMI ^qt5t2IR: IS. || 

The Lord said : I am pleased, 0 jewels among the gods, with the sacred text by which 

you have offered prayer to Me and by (repeating and revolving) which consciousness of the 
transcendent nature of the soul as well as devotion to Me will be awakened in (the mind of) 

men. (47) What is there which cannot be easily attained when I am pleased, O great gods I 

Yet, he, who knows the truth and is solely devoted to Me does not seek anything else than 

Myself. (48) The fool who looks upon the material objects (which are products of the three 
Gunas) as real is not alive to his highest good. (And) if anyone bestows those objcets on the 

individual seeking them, such a one is of the same description (no better than a fool). (49) 

Indeed he who is himself conscious of the highest good (final beatitude) would never tell 

(show) an ignorant person the path of action (worldly activity). Surely a good doctor would 
never give unwholesome food to an ailing man longing for it. (50) Indra, may all be well with 
you; seek ye Dadhyan (more popularly known as Dadhica or Dadhici),the noblest of seers, 
and beg of him without delay (the gift of) his body, which has grown (exceptionally) strong 

through the repetition of Mantras (prayers such as the holy Narayana-Kavaca), religious 
observances and asceticism. (51) Having actually realized (his identity with) Brahma (the 

Absolute), free from (every) tinge (of Maya), he imparted that knowledge to the two 

Aswinikumaras (who are twin brothers-and are the physicians of the gods)—the knowledge 
which is named Aswasira* (because it was imparted by the sage with the head of a horse) 

and which contributed to the immortality (liberation during their very life-time) of the 

aforesaid gods. DadhTci, the son of the sage Atharva, (again) taught to the god Twasta the 
prayer (serving as a protective cover and therefore known as the Narayana-Kavaca), full of 

My essence and incapable of being superseded (by any other Mantra or prayer), which 

Twasta (in his turn),taught to (his son) Viswarupa and which you have received from 
Viswarupa. (52-53) Solicited (by you), the sage (who knows the essence of virtue) will part 
with in your favour and (particularly) in favour of (his disciples,) the two Aswinikumaras (your 
physicians) his (own) limbs. Then out of (the bones of) those limbs will be produced a 

thunderbolt (the best of weapons), forget by Viswakarma (the artisan of the gods), by means 

of which and (further) strengthened with My power, (O Indra) you will be able to sever the 
head of Vrtra. (54) When he is slain, you will regain your (past) glory, missiles, weapons and 

riches, and everything will be well with you; for enemies can never destroy those who are 
devoted to Me. (55) 

■ Having come to know that the sage DadhTci was well-versed in Brahmavidya (the knowledge relating to the Supreme 

Spirit), the two Aswinikumaras once approached him and sought from him the knowledge of Brahma. The sage, who was then 

engaged in some religious rite, politely dismissed them assuring them that he would impart that knowledge to them on some 

other occasion. No sooner had they left than Indra (the chief of the gods) called on the sage and asked him not to teach 

Brahmavidya to the Aswinikumaras, who were physicians and as such hardly qualified to receive it, and threatened to behead 

the sage in case he insisted on imparting the said knowledge to them. When the Aswinikumaras approached the sage again 

and learnt from him of Indra's threat, they offered to cut off the sage's head even before and replace it with the head of a horse, 

and requested him to teach Brahmavidya by the horse's head, so that if Indra actually came and severed the sage's head in 

the course of the latter's discourse they would easily restore his original head. The sage, who prized his word more than his 

head, readily agreed and allowed himself to be beheaded by the heavenly physicians and taught them Brahmavidya by the 

horse's head. 
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Thus ends the ninth discourse, in Book Six of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T$T ^TRts«znR: 

Discourse X 
An account of the conflict between Indra and Vrtra 

Sclt-ct 

FRTfeR RRRRL fRgRTRR: I RSRrlTRfRRRTUTT r1i)Rl-vl<$ ift: I ^ I 

RRTfRRTfRHT RjHRJ RI<;hm Belled SlgRbtcJ RTCR I ^ I 

3Tft 3JR R ^TRT8I SRtfRJTTRJ RR4TRT %:Rg£)rfRTl|g: I 3 I 

f^fe^piT ^fmiRmTRTT Rg flfUld: I RT BcRgR R RTtj fRflR|U|M fRMJIR | * \ 

Sri Suka began again : Having thus fully instructed Indra, Lord Sri Hari, the Protector 
of the universe, disappeared on that very spot, while the gods (who are noted for their 
unwinking eyes) kept looking on. (1) Solicited by the gods in the aforesaid manner (as 
instructed by the Lord), and (greatly) rejoicing, the magnanimous sage Dadhici (the son of 
Atharva) replied as follows, as though jesting, O Pariksit (a scion of Bharata):— (2) "O gods, 
have you no idea of the pain that is actually caused to embodied beings at the time of death— 
a pain so hard to bear that it robs them (even) of their consciousness ? (3) The body is the 
dearest object in this life, (particularly) sought after by living beings that are eager to survive. 
Who would have the courage to part with it even for Lord Visnu, should He ask for it ?" (4) 

tRI dn-^r 

•fe RBJR^'jHT ^rlPjcfcfutRTRJ RRfgRTRt RjtRT HUUi^l^SJ'RRUirR I | 

R^ RITRRR rReRT R R5 RTRR^RJ Kfe. % R RTRH RfR Rl? RRP3J7: I 5, I 

The gods replied : Now what is that which is difficult to part with, O (holy) Brahmana, 
for magnanimous souls like you, who are compassionate to (all) living beings and whose 
(noble) deeds are extolled (even) by men of sacred renown? (5) Surely selfish people do not 
realize the difficulty of the donor; if they know it, they would not ask a gift (of him). And a donor 
(too) would not say "No", when capable of granting their request. (6) 

jfe/WRM 

R: silrjchiita 3JR R yc^Cljjcii: I TJR R: fRRRRRTR RHTRT I ^ I 

RtSSJ^JTRRRT RT2JT R R R^T: XJRTRJ 'qRd.RRI R RIlejRfu I C I 

RRTRTRRTRt RR: ^OR5cRRrRRTfRrT: I RT ‘JJR^TTRqSRTRJTRRRT ^TfcrfR 'gfetlfa I I 

3# ^RRF Rt£ RTTRR: STRR^T: I 4*IM$4H«IRRtR': ^iPdfanij: I ^ o I 

The sage (Dadhici) said : I replied to you (as I have done) only because I wished to 
hear from you about Dharma (righteousness), Here do I cast off this body, which is (so) dear 
to you (coveted by you) and which is sure to leave me (one day). (7) The man who fails to 
earn by means of his transient body, O lords, neither religious merit nor fame through 
kindness to living beings deserves to be pitied even by immobile creatures (trees, plants and 
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so on, that exist for others). (8) The everlasting virtue practised by men of sacred renown 
consists merely in this that a man himself grieves and rejoices in sympathy with the grief and 
joy of his fellow-beings. (9) Oh, what a pity, Oh, how painful it is that a mortal should not serve 

others with his wealth, sons and other kinsmen and body, which besides being transitory (by 

nature), are not only of no use to him but (really) belong to others. (10) 

Tier ^ncqciKHdi TT st^prcnUTR Tf?ra^TlHI 

ipgw-ry d'l, i anferH: ppr Tmii i ^ i 

Sri Suka continued : Having thus made up his mind and merging his (individual) self in 

the Lord, the Supreme Reality, the sage Dadhici, the son of Atharva, dropped his body. (11) 
Having controlled his senses, vital airs, mind and intellect, his eyes fixed on the (absolute) 

Truth and (all) fetters (in the form of virtue and sin) broken, he established himself in 
supreme Yoga (perfect identity with Brahma), so that he did not know when the body 
(actually) fell. (12) 

^erilUl: 

rm: ^<|Uim^ TUT: qWdlfrUI: 

TTEWR T^TT T3TOT 

i cjfcmed ^T y^fd^TdOd^w: 

^jfTTif^RiTcTTTHT ^idcfOMi^iP^ri: 1^1 

TJ-UqiHI gfWJUJTT^rtlcHj l^l 

WTTinumT ttutt pgr p i ^ m 

5T8t4 pr I ^ I 

TT^T ^ pp:FTT: IUI 

^ig(^Ki mf%rf%r?rppT: i ^ i 

pin PTcTT np Tpfe rf T7pT5T: l?o | 

sfrfqszj^Tm Tjnrrrfu 

■pifwr: uftyajfui: ITT I 

ftcTHlicIlkM-L WTW2J feppfrlR.1^1 

^p^rfnH^rMmfg ir*i 

%?TT: -fegu^ TTPTOT RM 

3T^Jq4'L fefepTTSJ ^cfdr^ I 9 P 

3n#rapTrr: fnprp ^tfpipifar: uftyyfui: wh^huA: itti 

^5: war: 3ldrfifa*&fqgfa: I flcHlvaifaH 

n nspinrT ttsjstt: trutP: TnnTRT: i I R* | 

t w iR5ntejyqfyi ^fteRnj %=tt; <y^W: ttptot irm 

3T8i siluii^iWlyi fnfrsjfpraH: i fefeprig TJ^T 19P 

Now, taking up the thunderbolt, forged by Viswakarma (the heavenly artisan) out of the 

bones of the sage Dadhici, and endowed with the Lord's energy, Indra felt very strong. (13) bones of the sage Dadhici, and endowed with the Lord's energy, Indra felt very strong. (13) 

Surrounded by all the hosts of gods, he was being extolled by crowds of sages and shone 
on (the back of) Airavata (the king of the elephants), as though delighting (all) the three 
worlds (heaven, earth and the intermediate region). (14) In order to cut down Vrtra, who was 

surrounded by generals of demon cohorts, he assailed the demon with (great) impetuosity 
and full of wrath, O Parlksit, even as Rudra (the god presiding over destruction) rushes 

against Death (at the time of universal destruction). (15) Thereupon ensued a most fierce 

conflict of the gods with the demons on the bank of the (holy) Narmada (river) at the 
beginning of Treta during the very first round of the four Yugas (of the current Manvantara, 

the Vaivaswata Manvantara). (16) The demons headed by Vrtra, O king (Parlksit), could not 

bear to see Sakra (Indra), the king of the gods, armed with the thunderbolt and resplendent 
in his native glory on the field of battle and accompanied by the Rudras (the gods presiding 
over destruction), the Vasus, the Adityas (the sons of Aditi), the two Aswinikumaras (the 
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celestial physicians), the manes, the gods of fire, the Maruts (the wind-gods), the Rbhus, the 
Sadhyas and the Viswedevas. (17-18) Namuci, Sambara, Anarva, Dwimurdha (who had a 
pair of heads), Rsabha, Ambara, Hayagriva (so-called because he was endowed with a 
horse's head), Sankusira (lit., spear-headed), Vipracitti, Ayomukha (who was endowed with 
a snout of iron), Puloma, Vrsaparva, Praheti, Heti and Utkala, and (other) Daityas (sons of 
Diti) and Danavas (sons of Danu), Yaksas and Raksasas (ogres)—led by Sumaliand Mali— 

who numbered several thousand and were adorned with gold ornaments resisted and 
harassed the vanguard of Indra's army, which was difficult to approach even for Death. With 
a lion's roar the furious demon's, who were not the least agitated, (virtually) covered the 
generals of the celestial army on all sides with showers of maces, iron bludgeons, arrows, 
barbed darts, Mudgaras (a kind of hammer-like weapon), lances, pikes, axes, swords, 
Sataghnis* ( a cylindrical piece of wood four cubits long and studded with iron spikes), 

Bhusundis (another similar weapon with iron spikes one exceeding the other in length) and 
other weapons and missiles. (19—23) Completely screened all round with volleys of arrows, 
each of which got stuck into the shaft of another, they (the celestial generals) could not be 
seen like luminaries hidden by clouds in the sky. (24) Torn in thousands of pieces (even) in 
the air by the gods, who were skilled archers, those volleys of missiles and weapons surely 
did not reach (touch) the celestial troops at all. (25) Their stock of missiles and weapons 
being depleted, they now showered mountainpeaks, trees and stones on the celestial host 
and the gods split them as before. (26) 

wfWMdt ftSTTUj WTWjmST foHWI: I 

IRT9TT 3WR, fa*TPitl: f^T: I 

sr|: SPJrfiT 9*tTflT 9>8fcJT5r: 1941 
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B^ItWKI: 1991 
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e 
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Finding the aforesaid warriors of Indra secure and unhurt by their volleys of weapons 
and missiles and unscathed even by the trees, stones and peaks of mountains of every 
description (hurled by them), the demons led by Vrtra were filled with dismay. (27) All the 
efforts repeatedly made by the demons (the sons of Diti) against the gods, to whom the all¬ 
blissful Lord was favourably disposed, proved entirely infructuous even as the maledictory 

■ Sridhara Swami in his well-known commentary on Srimad Bhagavata quotes the following couplet from a lexicon in 

order to show that a Sataghni and a Bhusundi are almost similar in appearance:— 

^3 drikTat HltichUiichtJretn I 'ftjril II 
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and harsh words employed by the vile against exalted souls fail to provoke them. (28) 
Finding their efforts fruitless, the aforesaid demons, who cherished no devotion to Sri Hari 

and had their pride crushed in battle, nay, who had been robbed of their energy (by their 

enemies), resorted to (the expedient of) fleeing away (from the battle-field) deserting their 
leader (Vrtra) in the very initial stages of the conflict. (29) Seeing those Asuras—who had 

(till then) followed his lead—fleeing away, and (further) observing his ranks (too) broken and 

run away through intense fear, the valiant and self-possessed Vrtra heartily laughed and 
spoke as follows. (30) That heroic personage made the following speech, which was not only 

appropriate to the occasion but thrilling to the brave—"Hullo Vipraciti, Namuci, Puloma, 

Maya, Anarva and Sambara, Oust) listen to me. (31) This death (which is so abhorrent to you) 
is sure to befall everyone that is born, wherever one may be; and no means (whatsoever) 

of avoiding it in this world (of matter) has been devised (by the creator). If, therefore, (an 

abode in) heaven (hereafter) and fame (in this world) could be had from it, who as a matter 
of fact would not actually court such a desirable death ? (32) The following two modes of 

death are approved of in the scriptures and do not easily fall to one's lot. viz., (i) that he who 
is devoted to the practice of Yoga should, after controlling his vital airs and senses, cast off 

his body through deep concentration of mind on Brahma (the Absolute) and (ii) that, placed 
in the forefront of a battle, a man should give up the ghost on the battle-field, taking care not 
to turn his back on the enemy." (33) 

Thus ends the tenth discourse entitled "An account of the conflict between Indra (the 
chief of the gods) and the demon Vrtra," in Book Six of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T^chl^i)3SZJFT: 

Discourse XI 
Vrtra's teaching to Indra 

cT Tjg WTTt snf I TOW: MrtNHUrt ^71^1 
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Sri Suka went on : Frantic with fear and robbed of (all) good sense, and intent on flight, 
the demons paid no heed at all to the advice of their chief, who was thus preaching virtue to 
them, O king (Pariksit)! (1) Roused to indignation and enraged to see the demon host being 

shattered and put to flight—as though it were masterless—by the gods (who pass through only 

three stages in life, viz., childhood, adolescence and full manhood and never grow old, and) 
to whom time (fortune) appeared propitious, Vrtra (the enemy of Indra), the foremost of the 

demons, felt agonized (at heart). Warding the gods off by his (own) might, O Pariksit, and 
scolding them, he actually addressed the following words to them:—(2-3) "What will be gained 
by you through these fugitives—who are no better than the excreta of their mother—being 
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struck from behind ? Indeed the slaughter of the terror-stricken is neither praiseworthy nor 
conducive to heavenly enjoyment for those who account themselves as brave. (4) If you are 
keen about fighting or if there is courage in your heart, O vile creatures, and (again) if there 
is no craving (in your heart) for sensuous enjoyments, stand but for a moment before me". (5) 

tgrnuTH, sftqjr ■qtare^ rejre fccpj yugunun ire turret ferem: i ^ i 

<£mun: ^ ^rfrerererer at i irefcjiffe£re ^rt reared Phi ?ht: i « i 

■tre? q^ret fa Ml fad 18T JUK^Md: I 
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Thus threatening the host of gods, his enemies, by his (words as well as by his gigantic) 
figure, and full of rage, Vrtra, who was possessed of vast strength, roared in such a way that 
people fainted (to hear the sound). (6) Rendered unconscious by that (terrible) yell of Vrtra, all 
the gods actually dropped on the ground just as they would when struck with lightning. (7) Taking 
up his spear and shaking the earth by his strength, Vrtra (whose ardent passion for the pastime 
of warfare could not be easily repressed) trod down under his feet the troops of the gods—(that 
were) lying unconscious with their eyes closed—even as a lordly elephant would trample down 
in its mad fury a bed of lotuses. (8) Indra (the wielder of the thunderbolt) was seized with great 

indignation to see him and hurled a huge mace at his enemy, who was (now) rushing towards 
him. The demon (however) sportfully caught that most formidable weapon with his left hand even 
as it approached him. (9) Roaring in fury, the said enemy of Indra, who was possessed of terrible 
prowess, struck on the head with that mace the elephant (Airavata) that bore the mighty Indra 
on its back. All those present on the battle-field admired this feat of his, O Parlksit! (10) Smitten 
with the mace hurled by Vrtra even like a mountain struct with lightning and much afflicted, 
Airavata along with Indra (mounted on its back) retreated to a distance of twenty-eight cubits, 
reeling and vomiting blood, its mouth broken. (11) That noble soul (Vrtra) did not aim the mace 
for a second time at Indra, who felt dejected in mind and whose elephant was stunned (with the 
blow). (Meanwhile,) O king of kings, Indra, whose wounded elephant was rid of its pain by the 
(very) touch of his hand, that shed drops of nectar, stood (once more) before Vrtra. (12) Seeing 
the aforesaid Indra (his own enemy and) the slayer of his (elder) brother (Viswarupa), standing 

(before him) armed with the thunderbolt and seeking a (single) combat with him, O king of kings, 
Vrtra was filled with grief and infatuation as he recollected that cruel and sinful deed of his 

adversary, and spoke laughing (as follows): (13) 
rer 33M 
c 

fegre ^ RMciferer fajqf retjn at i 
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tgyi-junwji^n^q ^rtPiRf^n^iKui^ i i 
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Vrtra said : Luckily enough (for me) you, who slew a Brahmana, your (own) preceptor and 
my brother (all in the person of Viswarupa), have firmly stood before me as my adversary. How 

glad am I that through you, O most wicked one, when your stone-like heart has been pierced 
through before long by my trident, I shall have discharged my debt (to my brother) today. (14) 

You ruthlessly lopped off with a sword the heads of my innocent brother—who besides being 
a Brahmana and your preceptor, had realized the Self and reposing (full) confidence in you, was 
(duly) engaged in a sacrifice (on your behalf), (even) as one aspiring to (an abode in) heaven 

would sever the head of an animal to be sacrificed. (15) When your body has been torn asunder 

by my trident, vultures will feast (before long) on you—forsaken as you are by shame, grace, 

compassion and glory and fit to be censured (even) by Raksasas (who devour human beings) 

because of your sinful deeds—since you will get no fire (to burn you). (16) Nay, I shall indeed 
propitiate the god Bhairava and others (the leaders of ghosts) with their retinue through (the 
blood of) those other foolish gods who, following (the lead of) your cruel self, have raised their 
missiles to strike me on this field of battle and whose neck will be (presently) pierced through with 

my sharpened trident. (17) If, on the other hand, O valiant Indra, you actually succeed in crushing 
my army and severing my (own) head with your thunderbolt in this encounter, I shall in that case 

offer my body as a (propitiatory) oblation to birds and beasts (such as vultures and jackals) and 

(thus) freed from all debts (of Karma), attain to the dust of feet (destiny or abode) of enlightened 
souls (Narada and others). (18) O ruler of gods, wherefore do you not hurl your unfailing 
thunderbolt at me, your enemy, stationed before you? (Pray) do not entertain any misgiving (in 

your mind). (Rest assured that) the thunderbolt will not prove ineffectual as your mace or as an 
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entreaty seeking its fulfilment from a miser. (19) Surely this thunderbolt of yours, O Indra, has 
been whetted by the energy of Sri Hari as well as by the asceticism of the sage Dadhlci. Prompted 
by Lord Visnu, get rid of your enemy (myself) with the selfsame weapon; (for) victory, fortune and 
virtues lean to that side alone on which stands Sri Hari. (20) Concentrating my mind on the lotus- 
feet of Lord Sarikarsana (even) as He has instructed me, and with the cords of attachment to the 

pleasures of sense cut asunder by the force of your thunderbolt, and having (thus) cast off the 
body, I shall attain to the destiny of a sage given to contemplation. (21) The Lord does not of 
course bestow on His own people, exclusively devoted to Him, the riches that are available in 
heaven (the higher worlds), on earth or in the subterranean regions, and from which follow (as 
a matter of course) hatred, fear, mental anguish, arrogance, discord, suffering and toil. (22) Our 
Master (on the other hand), O Indra, frustrates the efforts of His servant for the attainment of the 
three objects of human pursuit (viz., religious merit, worldly riches and sensuous enjoyment). 
From such frustration is to be inferred the grace of the Lord, which is the lot of (only) those who 
have nothing (to call their own) and is difficult to attain for others. (23) 

^ 'MfcHTfw ■JJS: I 
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(Turning mentally towards the Lord,) May I, O Hari, be born again (after death) as a 
servant of those devotees who have solely taken refuge in Your (lotus) feet. Let my mind 
ponder and tongue celebrate the excellences of the Lord of my life (Yourself) and let my body 
do Your service (alone). (24) O Storehouse of all blessedness and grace ! without You I 
crave neither the abode of Dhruva (which is placed above Indra's paradise) nor even the 
realm of Brahma (the highest heaven) nor the sovereignty of the entire globe nor the lordship 
of the subterranean regions nor the (superhuman) powers (Anima and so on) attained 
through Yoga nor Liberation (freedom from rebirth). (25) Even as unfledged birds (left behind 
in their nest) are eager to see the mother bird, young calves tormented with hunger (and kept 
away from the mother cow) seek the milk (of its udders) and a beioved wife, depressed in 
spirits (due to desolation) longs to see her beloved husband, absent from home, my mind, 
O lotus-eyed one, is keen to behold You. (26) Let there be my friendship with the devotees 
of the Lord of excellent renown, revolving as I do in the whirligig of transmigration due to 
my own deeds. And let him whose mind is attached through Your Maya (deluding potency), 
to his body, offspring, wife and home, O Lord, have no friendship with me. (27) 

Thus ends the eleventh discourse entitled "Vrtra's teaching to Indra," 
in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
* - 
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Discourse XII 
The demon Vrtra slain 
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The sage (Sri Suka) resumed: Thus desiring, O king (Pariksit), to drop his body on the field 
of battle and accounting death preferable to victory, Vrtra seized his trident and rushed at Indra 
(the ruler of the gods) even as the demon Kaitabha attacked Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person) 

on (the) water (that flooded the entire universe during the final dissolution). (1) Then whirling his 

trident, whose prongs were formidable like the flames of the fire that breaks out at the time of 
universal destruction, and hurling it with great force at the mighty Indra (the lord of paradise), 
the valiant Vrtra (the chief of the demons) roared and angrily exclaimed:" You are killed O wicked 
one !" (2) Not (at all) perturbed to see the trident—dazzling as a planet or a meteor—darting 
through the air with a whirling motion, Indra (the wielder of the thunderbolt) cut it down, as well 
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as his arm, round and thick as the body of Vasuki (the king of serpents) with his thunderbolt, which 
had a hundred joints. (3) With one of his arms (thus) lopped off, and full of rage, (the demon) Vrtra 
approached Indra, who still held his thunderbolt, and smote him as well as Airavata (the celestial 
elephant) in the jaws with his iron club and (lo !) the thunderbolt dropped down from Indra's 
hand.(4) (Both) the gods and the demons as well as the hosts of Caranas (celestial bards) and 

Siddhas (a class of demigods endowed with mystical powers from their very birth) admired that 
most marvellous feat of Vrtra and (at the same time) cried again and again 'Alack! Alack!!' to 
see the critical plight of Indra (who is invoked by many). (5) Much ashamed (at his discomfiture), 
Indra did not pick up again in the presence of his foe the thunderbolt slipped from his hand. To 
him Vrtra (now) said, "Taking up your thunderbolt (once more), O Indra, kill your enemy (in my 
person); this is not the time for despondency. (6) Nowhere does victory invariably woo the 
bellicose armed with weapons, but only on particular occasions, since they are all subject to their 
destiny except the Lord (the eternal Person), the all-knowing Cause, the one Controller of 
creation, preservation and dissolution (of the universe). (7) That Lord alone (in the form of Time, 
the propeller of all) is responsible for (their) victory and defeat; for it is subject to His control that 
(all) these worlds along with their guardian deities (Brahma and others) helplessly carry on their 
activity like birds caught in a net. (8) Not recognizing the Lord (Time) as the (real) Cause in the 
shape of the potency of the Indriyas (the senses of perception as well as the organs of action), 
the powerof the mind and bodily strength, life, immortality (final beatitude) anddeath as well, man 
looks upon the gross body as the cause (of victory etc.). (9) Just as a wooden puppet or even 
as a mechanical toy-deer is subject to the control of the showman or the individual winding up 
the toy, likewise know (all) living beings, O Indra, as subject to the control of God. (10) Without 
His help (inspiration) the Jiva (individual soul), Prakrti (primordial matter), Mahat-tattva (the 

principle of cosmic intelligence), the ego, the five elements, the (ten) Indriyas and the mind fail 
to create, maintain and dissolve the universe. (11) He who is ignorant of this (fact) regards 
his own incapable (dependent) self as capable (of doing everything independently). (Really 
speaking,) it is He who evolves beings through other beings (their parents) and devours them 
Himself through (carnivorous) beings (such as a tiger). (12) Whatever blessings in the form of 
(long) life, affluence, fame and power are coveted by a man are obtained by him at the time 

appointed for the same as surely as their contraries (in the shape of death, poverty, infamy and 
so on), even though he may be unwilling to have them. (13) Therefore, one should remain 
balanced in joy and sorrow (severally) proceeding from fame and disrepute, victory and defeat 
and even so from life and death. (14) Sattva, Rajas and Tamas are the (three) modes of Prakrti 
(Matter) but not the attributes of the Self. He who recognizes the Self to be a (mere) witness of 
these is not bound (by them). (15) Look at me, O Indra, exerting to the best of my power with intent 
to take your life, though (already) vanquished in battle and having my weapon (trident) and arm 
cut down (by you). (16) This warfare is (after all nothing but) a game of chance, in which life (itself) 
is staked, arrows are thrown as dice and the animals etc., carrying the warriors are the gaming- 
boards. It is never known here (till the last) whose lot is victory and whose, defeat." (17) 

c^cM: 7j£lrt<*3: nrtfewi: 1^41 

Sri Suka continued : On hearing the guileless speech of Vrtra, Indra welcomed it. 
Picking up his thunderbolt and feeling no wonder (at his foe's extraordinary presence of mind 

and charitable disposition), he laughed heartily and replied to him (as follows). (18) 

1^337W 
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Indra said : Oh, you have (really) achieved your object, O demon (chief), blessed as you 
are with such a (catholic, discerning, resolute and devout) mind (even at this critical moment), 

and devoted with all your being to the Lord (the Ruler of the universe), your (very) Self and (true) 
Friend! (19) You have actually reached the end of the (insurmountable) Maya of Lord Visnu— 

which deludes people—in that, having shed the demoniac disposition, you have attained to 

the level of an exalted soul. (20) It is really a great wonder that, though Rajasika by 

temperament, you have conceived such an unflinching devotion to Lord Vasudeva, who is 
Sattva (unmixed with Rajas and Tamas) personified ! (21) What use can he have for the 

shallow ditch-water (in the shape of heavenly and other trivial enjoyments) who sports in an 
ocean of nectar, blessed as he is with devotion to the almighty Sri Hari, the Bestower of final 
beatitude? (22) 
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Sri Suka went on : Thus talking to each other with a view to ascertaining (the true nature of) 
Dharma (righteousness), Indra (the chief of the gods) and the demon Vrtra, who were both 

endowed with extraordinary prowess and were (great) leaders of warriors, fought on. (23) Whirling 

his terrible bludgeon made of black (wrought) iron with his left hand, Vrtra, the chastiser of his 
foes, hurled it at Indra, O noble Pariksit! (24) That (mighty) god (indra), however, synchronously 

cut down with his thunderbolt—which had a hundred joints—the bludgeon as well as the hand 

of Vrtra that resembled the trunk of an elephant. (25) With both (his) arms cut asunder at the very 
root, and streaming blood (form the shoulders), the demon (Vrtra) shone like a mountain struck 
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by Indra (with his thunderbolt) and dropped from the air with both its wings chopped off. (26) The 
demon, who was possessed of inordinate strength and extraordinary prowess and whose 
gigantic form was exceedingly tall, (now) stretched his lower jaw to the ground and extended the 
upper one to heaven; as though devouring (all) the three worlds (heaven, earth and the 
intervening space) with his mouth, deep as the sky, tongue fearful as the serpent's and teeth 
fierce as Death, nay, shaking mountains with (great) violence and pounding the earth under his 
feet like a huge mountain walking about, he went up to Indra (who was armed with his 
thunderbolt) and swallowed him with Airavata (that carried him on its back) even as a python 
would swallow an elephant. Seeing him devoured by Vrtra, the gods along with the lords of 
creation (Brahma and others) and eminent sages were seized with despair and exclaimed, "Ah, 
what a pity!" (27—30) Though swallowed by Vrtra (the chief of the demons), and reaching his 
stomach, Indra did not die, protected as he was by Lord Narayana (the Supreme Person in the 
form of the armour-like Narayana-Kavaca) as well as by mystical powers and the powers of 
conjuration. (31) Ripping up his belly with his thunderbolt, and coming out (in this way), the 
powerful Indra (the slayer of the demon Bala) with (great) vigour lopped off the enemy's head 
like the top of a mountain. (32) Though revolving with a quick speed, and cutting on all sides, the 

thunderbolt (of Indra) felled the neck of Vrtra in as many (three hundred and sixty) days as are 
taken by the northward and southward marches of (the sun and other) heavenly bodies, at the 
time appointed for the death of the demon. (33) At that time drums sounded with a loud noise 
and the Gandharvas and Siddhas along with hosts of eminent sages joyously showered flowers 
on him, glorifying him with sacred hymns celebrating the prowess of the slayer of Vrtra.(34) 
Issuing forth from the body of Vrtra in the form of an effulgence, O Pariksit (a chastiser of foes), 

the soul of Vrtra entered and merged into the Lord (who is beyond all the material worlds, while 
all the people (present there) looked on (with wonder). (35) 

Thus ends the twelfth discourse entitled "Vrtra slain," in Book Six of 
the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T2T sl4)<&i)S«zn*T: 

Discourse XIII 
Indra's Victory 

^ 5pit rtlchi 3lskul I TTTTcST fTeptf^JT: I ^ I 

^IT ddK-'ii: *<*<■) Hj WoT5F3T5*TFT?T: I 3 I 

Sri Suka began again : Vrtra having (thus) been slain, (all) the three worlds with their 
guardian deities, excepting, of course. Indra, O munificent Pariksit, were immediately rid of 
anxiety and felt gratified at heart. (1) The gods and sages, manes and spirits, the demons 
and the attendants of the gods (Gandharvas and others) returned to their (respective) 
realms of their own accord without taking leave of (Indra) and then Brahma (the creator), 
Siva, Indra and other (great) gods (too) dispersed. (2) 
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5**W l W ^ I 7>Hlfl< 3=fT ffers*^ I 3 I 

The king (Parlksit) said : I long to hear (from you). O (holy) sage, the cause of Indra's 
unhappiness. Why should there be agony to Indra (the chief of the gods) from something 

as a result of which the (other) gods felt gratified ? (3) 

Iffe ifeT: TTffefa: | tTgSIFTTSfaflrS ^5^ ^fmt I I 

Sri Suka replied : Frightened with the prowess of the demon Vrtra all the gods along 
with the sages implored Indra to slay him. He, however, did not feel inclined to do so, afraid 
as he was of killing a Brahmana. (4) 

fey*=\Me<lM!<6c<Hj W TTFfetvqj A I 

Indra said : The sin caused by the slaughter of Viswarupa has (since) been graciously 
shared by women, the earth, water and the trees. (But) how shall I (be able to) atone for (the 

sin proceeding from) the slaughter of Vrtra? (5) 

mjzF zcim 

t^-MW^IIcfcUif M^fedM^cH | StrafeiSTm sfe % TTT T4 I ^ I 

HKi-yui *fe fea^rfesfa i \9 i 

fe^gT -mfe TTT^TSSgfe^iydK I yTd: TJFcfcW*! Ml fa c+Tlr?Wlr^ I C I 

(WWI TT?nT#T y^lffedlS^lfa<^dH I 

iscrrfe *r?r?i :crtcr fe q fercm fe? td^fanifai i <? i 

Sri Suka continued: On hearing this the sages replied to the mighty Indra as follows:— 

"We shall get you to propitiate the Lord by means of a horse-sacrifice and all will be well with 
you. (Pray) too not be afraid. (6) Having worshipped Lord Narayana, the Supreme Spirit, the 
Inner Controller and Ruler of the universe, through a horse-sacrifice you will be absolved even 
of the sin proceeding from the extermination of the (whole) world. (7) Through the (very) 

utterance of His Name the murderer of a Brahmana, the slaughterer of a cow, the slayer of 

one's father, mother or preceptor and any other sinner, (nay,) one who eats the flesh of a dog 

and even a man of sinful birth are purified (at once). (8) Propitiating Him with reverence through 

the great sacrifice, Aswamedha, which will be performed by us, you will not be touched by sin 
even after killing the (entire) mobile and immobile creation including the Brahmana race, much 

less by the sin that may follow from the subjugation of an evil-doer (like Vrtra)." (9) 

Tfe Wlkril fea46<HH*Hfci4H,l cjMIchfal-^ | ^ o | 

Hfest: FrRTM, fe^feTTgiTTfe^1 ffefe ^rajHt 3fTH fe Tjijn: | ^ | 

fectfl4 fegfe ^TTfecrn^l TftFFSSigiRlq | 

■Wt ffet feT: Traf: TTfW8TT fe^fe I STFpfcff 3tfefe TTtHfl^ I ^ | 

^nTui femar^i am 
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TT 

WTO 

d(dfM*^MH4l 1^1 

rtrtl 

ferddrWI -TTTST^cijctd f^fcUjg^l 1 ^\9 | 

Sri Suka went on : Thus urged by the Brahmanas, Indra killed Vrtra (his enemy). On 
his being (thus) slain, the sin of having killed a Brahmana came upon Indra. (10) Due to 
(the consciousness of) that sin Indra suffered (untold) agony and no peace of mind 
returned to him (even fora moment). Even (fortitude and other) virtues fail to bring relief 
to him who, while endowed with a sense of shame, has incurred obloquy. (11) He saw the 
aforesaid sin running after him in human form, resembling that of a pariah woman suffering 
from consumption, clad in blood-stained clothes, her limbs trembling due to old age, and 

throwing about her grey hair, crying "Stop I Stop I!" and befouling (the air of) the road with 
her breaths stinking like (rotten) fish. (12-13) Indra (who is possessed of a thousand eyes 
located all over his body), O Parlksit (a ruler of the people), ranged through the sky and 
(then) in all directions and, (finally) betaking himself to the north-east, O king, quickly entered 
the Manasa lake. (14) Pondering within (himself) the means of absolution from the sin of 
having slain a Brahmana and getting no subsistence, because he remained under water 
and had the god of fire (who could not obviously enter water*) for his purveyor (agency 
conveying sacrificial offerings), Indra lived unperceived (by Brahmahatya) in the fibres of 
a lotus-stalk (in the Manasa lake) for a thousand years. (15) Till then (the famous king) 
Nahusa (of the mortal world)—who had acquired the capacity to rule over Swarga by virtue 
of (his) worship, asceticism and mystical powers—ruled over (acted as the regent of) the 
third heavenf (the celestial region). His intellect (however) having been blinded through 
arrogance caused by opulence and power, he was cast (through an ingenious devicei) into 
a sub-human species (the serpent race) by Saci (the virtuous spouse of Indra, whom he 
claimed as his wife). (16) Called by the invocation of the Brahmanas (sages), Indra—whose 
sin had (in the meantime) been neutralized through meditation on Sri Hari (the Upholder of 

‘ A famous commentator of Srimad Bhagavata, however, points out that the god of fire does enter water when carrying 

oblations to Varuna (the god of water residing in water), so that it was not impossible for him to enter the Manasa lake and 

purvey food to Indra. The Manasa lake, however being closely guarded by the attendants of Sh Rudra, he could not easily 

enter it without disclosing the secret of Indra's hiding there. 

t Swarga (Indra's paradise) is called the third heaven inasmuch as it is the third in order of the seven upper spheres 

of the universe from the earth onwards, the terrestrial sphere (which has also been declared to be a place of enjoyment 

of the fruit of one's merits, with the exception of Bharatavarsa, which is pre-eminently a place for action—Karmabhumi— 

vide V. xvii. II). 

i Having ascended the throne of Indra, Nahusa—who was attracted by the extraordinary charms of the former's spouse, 

Saci, claimed her as his legitimate wife and invited her accordingly to live with him. Saci, who was the wedded wife of Indra 

and was, therefore, exclusively devoted to him, naturally disdained his invitation and sought the advice of the sage Brhaspati 

(Indra's preceptor and family priest, who had since returned and resumed his office) how to elude the grasp of Nahusa, whom 

she could not openly defy because of her forlorn condition. The sagacious Brhaspati, who naturally sympathized with the 

virtuous lady advised her that she should offerto meet Nahusa provided he should visit herin a palanquin borne by Brahmana 

sages. Nahusa, who was blinded with passion, readily agreed and commanded Agastya and other sages to carry him in a 

palanquin to Gael's palace. In his eagerness to see the celestial lady, he goaded the bearers to proceed apace, and even 

touched the venerable sage Agastya with his foot saying ’Move on, move on (*rc, ~=H)'.’Enraged at this insolent behaviour on 

the part of the arrogant monarch, the sage pronounced a curse agaist him that he should fall down and be reborn in the serpent 

race. The execration uttered by the sage could not be otherwise and the king fell down at once from heaven and was 

transformed into a python and eventually redeemed in the following Dwapara age by the virtuous king Yudhisthira. 
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truth)-returned after that to heaven; and the sin (of having killed a Brahmana)-that had been 
deprived of its force by Sri Rudra (the deity presiding over the north-east)—could not assail 
him, protected (as he was) by Goddess Laksmi (the divine Consort of Lord Visnu, dwelling in 
the bed of lotuses in the Manasa lake). (17) 

if v sigi«f4is«teT i RsiraffaRn^; ^muisi^t ? ihi 

3T8UIMM HctddriillritfH 1 fedf st^IcfTf^fq: I 1 

Tf ^ RgTgeRTT ^J!TRfq RKRTriT ^fll %R fcf ^TTRol 

tt cjiLdqiR ^r?rrf^n i 

fglfgRl^ ^lUlflTrsy MglHIft fejjttW: R? I 

^ MgRoiJHq’jlqmLMJri rftSTM<l-£5Tr)-t»<, I 

■qc^r^Kj ^rfwRrjgrjfq q^-sriTIgi %5RT 1^3 I 

TRT ^SfT: sjUcFRTSn t^far qefuflfc^ I 

^ wi pTRrirtiyqwn fr^i wwrw nsnssjenTR} i 

# grcsmcra rifFjcpJt ww Rfwrr ^ii^TrsaiTR: i^i 

Brahmana sages (now) approached him, O Pariksit (a scion of Bharata), and duly 

consecrated him, they say, for a horse-sacrifice intended to propitiate Sri Hari (the Supreme 
Person). (18) Now, while the Supreme Person, who embodies in Himself all the divinities, 

was being worshipped by the mighty Indra in the course of the (aforesaid) horse-sacrifice 

elaborately performed through the instrumentality of sages who were (great) expositors of 
the Vedas, even that huge mass of sin in the shape of the slaughter of the demon Vrtra (son 

of the god Twasta), O king, was actually reduced to nothingness by that very sacrifice just 

as the hoar-frost is melted by the sun. (19-20) By propitiating the most ancient Person, the 

Deity presiding over sacrifices, through the (said) horse-sacrifice—which was being 
elaborately performed according to the scriptural ordinance through the instrumentality of 
Marici and other sages—the aforesaid Indra was completely rid of his sins and became 

great (once more). (21) This great narrative is (decidedly) instrumental in washing off all 

one's sins and conducive to the growth of Devotion, replete as it is with the praises of the 

Lord (whose holy feet enable one to ford the vast ocean of metempsychosis), containing an 

account of His (great) devotee (Vrtra) as well as of the absolution and decisive victory of the 

mighty Indra, nicknamed as Marutvan. (22) Therefore, the wise should always recite or hear 
(at least) on every festival this story relating to Indra, which beings wealth, fame and 

longevity, is a means of ridding one of all sinful propensities, and a source of (all) blessings 

and helps one to conquer one's enemies. (23) 

Thus ends the thirteenth discourse entitled "The victory of Indra" 
in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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3tsi d^iisszrra: 

Discourse XIV 
The Lament of Citraketu 

w?r. qroq: i rhi-mvi ^idfa qfo: i % i 

^TRT ^fMMI^Mluii dlUrtldHRI ^fr+R^tidtui q y|i|uniM|i|H | 3 | 

T3Ttf^T: mfsftft? jRT4: I Tfat ^ %Tcjq?R SWI g XRsn^T: I 3 I 

srat ggareRm fg^i-rm i ^fsrgsiri %«jfq i * i 

■fegRT 4UI4|U|i|<|i)U|: | STjlWWI chlfetjfu I I 

Tf WT: fltfRIeHiRNH: I f3J TqJitfH: 3TT^ HITTO 3c^TTf I ^ I 

m r: #ii ^iiio^iri ckr^ smr i q: 4rwn w wwamdiMdri. i « i 

ParTksit submitted : How did (such an) unflinching devotion to the almighty Narayana 
appear in the heart of the sinful Vrtra, whose nature, O holy Brahmana, was predominated 
by Rajas and Tamas? (1) Devotion to the feet of Lord Visnu (the Bestower of Liberation) 
does not ordinarily develop in the heart of (even) gods, whose intellect is (generally) pure, 
and sages, whose mind is untainted by sin. (2) Living beings in this universe are as numerous 
(innumerable) as there are particles of dust. Of them, only a few human creature and other 
(higher) beings, as a matter of fact, practise virtue. (3) Of them (again) seekers of liberation 
are ordinarily only few, O jewel among the Brahmanas ! And among thousands of those 
seeking release scarce one is completely rid of attachment (to his home etc.) and attains 
success (in the shape of Self-Realization). (4) Even among tens of millions of those who 
have been rid of identification with the body etc., and even realized the Self, he whose mind 
is perfectly serene (entirely free from the craving for sense-gratification) and solely devoted 
to (the feet of) Lord Narayana is most difficult to find. (5) How, then, did the sinful Vrtra, the 
tormentor of all the worlds, who gratified by his valour on the battle-field (even) Indra (the 
thousand-eyed lord of paradise), remain so steadfast in (his) devotion to the Lord (the 
Attractor of all) in the midst of a fierce combat ? Great is our doubt in this matter and so is 
our eagerness to hear about it, 0 Master. (6-7) 

3clM 

*nraR dHiidfui: i sissrrqR 1 ' 

Suta continued: The glorious Suka (the son of Badarayana, more popularly known as 
Vedavyasa) welcomed the relevant enquiry of the devout king Pariksit, when he heard it, and 
then made the following reply. (8) 

<Mfyfrl*wfMM *18TT I «J?T |md-R<4ldlRlgdrl>l<Pq | | 

3TW)stMI TTlctRq: g ^7 I feddRUPd WR dWTOR R° I 

<TPT ^mWfcHUl'l RHlfirr <#imcRI m-HllHchgifa ^qf q M HR 44-rtfdR I % % I 

^tit<i4c(4)'jmfda^ffwnfd.f«r: i TT#r: mfgHTT gp-zqqHTJR i ^ i 

H HR 7HR: TtHT I qra'qMHt 'JJSJHTTOHH. Slfd^dd: R3 I 
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XT 

^raRTT^TrT f8TXTt I srirH^i) TTgKM 

I'* I 

^WT%T: |'m 

Sri Suka said: Hear attentively, O king, the following legend as heard (by me) from the 

mouth of (my father,) the sage Vedavyasa (who was born in an island), as well as from the 

sages Narada and Devala. (9) In the Surasena country (the tract lying about the city of 
Mathura), so-the tradition goes, there was a king, called by the name of Citraketu, O Pariksit, 

who ruled over the entire globe and to whom the earth yielded everything sought after (by 
him). (10) He had a crore wives; but, though capable of procreation, the emperor got no issue 

by (any of) them. (11) Anxiety now laid hold of Citraketu, who, though (fully) endowed with 

beauty, generosity, youth, noble lineage, learning, (universal) sovereignty, imperial fortune 

and all other virtues, was (yet) the husband of barren ladies. (12) All his riches, fair-eyed 

queens and (even the sovereignty of) this earth did not prove a source of delight to that ruler 
of the entire globe. (13) Ranging through these worlds, however, the glorious sage Ahgira 
on one occasion came to his house by chance. (14) Having honoured him with due 

ceremony by rising to greet him and offering him articles of worship etc., the emperor sat with 

a collected mind near the sage, who was now comfortably seated, having been (fully) 

entertained as a guest. (15) The great sage (Ahgira). O emperor, showed every courtesy 

and consideration in return to Citraketu, who sat close to him on the (bare) ground, bent low 
with modesty, and, calling his attention (to him), spoke the following words. (16) 

37^7 W 

3Tfa SfidMi TOTSSTIR: | TOT 

3TRJTR ttstt tot 

3Tfq^RT: 3TTreTTS«nTfepJT: I TOT TJ7T 3TRTT3TT 

I'd I 

1^ I 

flgftMli I WrTT I I 

3TR£R: sfacT Hld-ll ^RrT: XTO I T3T faTOTT TJTTO, I ' ' I 

tot^ T^fqqTfq *r: i TO*TTORny«TT? iMichinwdt xjfroj^i 

Ahgira said : Is everything well with your person as well as with your Prakrtis (the 

constituent elements of a state, viz., the high priest, the chief minister, the territories, i.e., the 
people, the fortresses, the treasury, the police and army—that enforce law and order—and 

the allies ) and are you enjoying a sound health—you as well as your Prakrtis ? (Even) as 
a JTva (the embodied soul) is protected by the seven material sheaths (viz., Mahattattva or 

the principle of cosmic intelligence, the ego and the five subtle elements), so the king too 

is protected by the (aforesaid) seven constituent elements. (17) A king can enjoy the 
blessings of sovereignty by actually placing himself under the control of his Prakrtis; (and) 

the Prakrtis are likewise enriched by the king (by following his will and carrying out his 

commands), O ruler of men. (18) Are your wives, subjects, ministers, servants, people 
following particular trades, counsellors, citizens and inhabitants of the other parts (of your 
state), tributary chiefs and offspring obedient to your will ? (19) All these (unquestionably) 

follow the will of the man whose mind is under his control. (Nay,) all the worlds along with 
their guardian deities dutifully offer tribute to him. (20) (It seems to me that) your mind is not 
pleased either with others or with your own self. (For) I find your face discoloured with 

anxiety, and (thereby)'conclude that you have not attained the object of your desire. (21) 
Subjected thus, O Pariksit, to various presumptions by the sage, even though the latter knew 
everything (by intuition), Citraketu, who was full of longing for a son, and was bent low with 
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modesty, thereupon replied to the sage (as follows). (22) 

R rRt^TR^nnfefiT: I RlPHi 48*1141-11 Rf^l-8: ^Rffajl^l 

rtSIlfR ^nl ^RT si^airnfH fcJKHMJ RRRT fRRRSJTTR IT* I 

RT8Rf: I R Tit 8^-^<«*IHFm-=11MJ 13<^ | 

RR: RTf? OTTOTT *jsf: 3T? RR RR: I RRT RTR jwii JTRRT R^ TRRT| R: | ^^ | 

Citraketu submitted : O worshipful sage, what is there without or (even) within (in the 
mind of) embodied beings, which is not known to Yogis (like you) whose sins have been 
wiped out through asceticism, spiritual enlightenment and deep concentration of mind ? (23) 
Yet, prompted by your command. I should speak out, O holy Brahmana, the thought (which 
is foremost) in my mind to you, who ask me about it even though you know it. (24) The 
sovereignty of the entire globe and the power and affluence attending it—which are worthy 
of being coveted even by the guardians of the spheres—bring no delight to me, issueless 
as I am, just as other things do not rejoice him who longs for food and drink under pressure 
of hunger and thirst. (25) Therefore, (be pleased to) protect me, O highly blessed one, and 
do that for us whereby we may be able with the help of a son to get out of the dark abyss 
of hell (the lot of those who die issueless) which has (all but) been reached by us along with 
our forefathers, and which is so difficult to cross over. (26) 

fRfsfa: R OTTRR^ I OTPlOT R% OT£ fOTj: |^| 

^81 StgT ^ RT TT^TT H^lun R RRR | RTRT f^3T: \?C | 

3TSJT?; ^rfR 7T3TR. I OT^IIRiy (4 R^j^dl RRM3^| 

RTTfrt f45t4idl<£fR<irFI ^Td^fd^l fiW8>|yH8ld-l8H I 3o | 

ROT R*f: ^T8T 133 I 

SrT Suka continued : Implored thus, that glorious, merciful and mighty son of Brahma 
got a special oblation prepared for being offered to the god Twasta, and propitiated the said 
god with the same. (27) The (holy) Brahmana further gave the remainder of the sacrificial 

offering to the queen known by the name of Krtadyuti, who was the eldest and the foremost 
(in other respects too) of all the king's spouses, O Pariksit (a descendant of Bharata)! (28) 
The sage Ahgira (Brahma's son) then said to Citraketu (a ruler of men), “O king! a son, who 
will be a source of (both) joy and grief to you, will be born to you !“ and left. (29) Merely by 
eating the remainder of that sacrificial oblation even Krtadyuti (who was barren) conceived 
a child through Citraketu just as the goddess Krttika (the deity presiding over the constellation 
of that name) conceived a son through the god of fire. (30) The embryo in the womb of that 
lady, which owed its existence to king Citraketu (the ruler of the Surasena territory) gradually 
developed from day to day, (even) as the moon (the lord of the stars), O king (Pariksit), waxes 
during the bright fortnight. (31) 

3T8T RiTcS dMl^rl fRR: RRRTR8 I OT8T. 3JTOTTRT sjURRT RTRt Tj^j^i 

TTOT <§OTOT OTR: I RTRfROTSSfOTT fOT: RilOTMIR RTROT^ 133 | 

ROT f|OTi RRR RRIOTOTOTfR R I I 3~4 I 

ROT ROTROTi RIOT |R JtfjHRJ OTT WHIfj cfri|| J-Hl 13m 

f.T^rtd458J TTOTOTTRSjfRR I RSSJT fR:OTR OT Rt^TSOTrsfR 13^1 
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*n^(d<Hi n'l^^ci: i f,dtyd: W(4)di ii 

fel%rTnfd5ftfd<T?n ^17 y-dldfd I q HSIF^ TT^f rtl<^TdlVd£R I 3 <£ I 

rTT: u4diR?||cRH qgR-rRtS’Ul^ill I 3THyd4d ^:73q R^lidl«UM TTI^I 

■fiFT5TiTt ■fera RIRT R^Snj^RiRd|i<l yyvdlRr: TWdlpRcjWlfad fd^dlR^ l*o I 

difTr-ri ^ ^rttr: wifm: ulwki i 3m8?T RsmtqTqt <r«it tnfm: i** i 

1*3 ■R'd^JTTTdMi 7-JMr-UI: I far^T oTR^Tq^ I^ | 

fa&HgRdR: T^rat ^RiUNdR: I qt ^iRKIR grfaf ^jqfq 3rf?T 175^ I 

^d^frH^H-dl RRcTHIRy TT%fw ^TER^ i]? IV* I 

^TtTR ■gfet aicoijMiyra tRifyufi i ystMMR q «T5 ffn yiymyrqiid, i'sri 

7TT yiUlf^Rldlf^WI-d) gHKRldWd^fcl lU^I 

Now, when the time (of delivery came, a son was duly born, causing supreme delight to 
(all) the inhabitants of the Surasena territory, who heard of it. (32) The king, who felt (much) 

delighted (at the news), took his bath and, (thus) purified, he adorned himself with 

ornaments. Then, getting the Brahmanas to pronounce benedictions (on the babe), he 
caused the rite called Jatakarma (the ceremony of touching a new-born babe's tongue thrice 
with ghee after appropriate prayers) to be performed (for the purification of the child). (33) 

To the Brahmanas he gifted gold and silver, clothes and ornaments, and villages, horses and 

elephants and sixty million cows. (34) Like a rain-cloud sending down showers according 
to the will of the people, the generous king (Citraketu) gratified the desire of other men (as 

well) by making gifts calculated to bring riches, glory and longevity to the babe. (35) The 

affection of the father, the royal sage (Citraketu), for his son, who had been got after great 
hardship, constantly grew from day to day like the love of a pauper for his hard-earned 

money. (36) The attachment of the mother to her son, however, grew to an excessive 
degree, caused as it was by infatuation; while agony in the shape of longing for a son 
appeared in the heart of the co-wives of queen Krtadyuti. (37) Even as Citraketu fondled the 

babe everyday, no such type of excessive fondness appeared in his heart for his other wives 

as he developed for the one who was blessed with a son. (38) Reproaching themselves 

through jealousy, they felt agonized (in their heart) due to the grief caused by issuelessness 

and the indifference shown to them by the king (their husband). (39) Fie upon the accursed 

woman without a child, (who is) not esteemed at home by her husband and is insulted like 
a maid-servant by her co-wives blessed with good children. (40) What agony can be the lot 
of maid-servants (who are) constantly honoured because of their service rendered to the 

master ? We wretched women (however) are (no better than) the maid-servant of a maid¬ 
servant (worse even than a maid-servant). (41) In this way there sprang up (a feeling of) bitter 

hatred in the heart of those queens whose life was neglected by the king and who were fully 
burning with jealousy at the fortune of their co-wife in the shape of a son. (42) The cruel- 
hearted ladies, who had lost their good sense through deep malice and were full of 

resentment towards the king, administered poison to the babe. (43) Queen Krtadyuti, who 

had no idea of the grievous misdeed of her co-wives, thought on looking at it that the babe 
was asleep, and went about in the palace. (44) Perceiving (however) that the babe had been 

sleeping too long, the wise queen commanded the nurse who suckled the child in the 
following words: "Bring me the babe, O good woman !" (45) When (however) she went near 

the babe lying in bed, and found that the pupils of its eyes had turned upwards and that life, 
the senses and other faculties and the soul (too) had quitted it, she cried "I am finished !" 

and dropped on the ground. (46) 

[564] B. M. 22— 
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HWIW<ilS5^nf ^TT^t R? ?FRT: 4sliRfa I 

7T?ft ^<,4i-5iW'iiiPn4i <nico 7T?7Tr 'JJH I'tf'S1 

w ■jjm uR^aii miyRui^iRti i^di 

HHt ^TM:yc)idHI ^RT HW HFfSJ fHSTR ft^TR, I 

3TFTR rj,(r^on^Mi:^:(<3ni^ii5J «4Wl<*> R>^: ^RPTTT: 1"#^ I 

3$rt tjit raqytfft: stch^ H4?h qf«i i 

^fi^q<4iv^n ' ^jarr ^ ferj^rrs^sifjfMl^rr: moi 

Xfqm HTRR TT TJHR ra^rRTmrep^T: I 

3J7R g(HRchrtlLR18RT M^4chUg1 q W I\\ I 

qfq fqfl$4lR^l(4d rTdT TJ1T ^ 5TR ydR^R-rlMH, I 

3RR 7Tjft TTfRSJ I^T WT ^STRI RltftfN fajSTOT I <R I 

Rqgq $|H<IRHfed RfogHT I 

ftcbTif %?TR ^TTEf fef fTRTcf *JRR I ^ I 

Hearing at that time the most painful cry of the nurse, who was violently beating her 
breast too with both hands, the queen qickly entered into the presence of her child and 
found her infant son a victim of sudden death. (47) Due to excessive grief she fainted 
and fell on the ground, her hair flung about and garments thrown out of order. (48) 
Hearing the wail, the inmates of the royal gynaeceum, both men and women, 
thereupon came (to the spot) and, sharing the queen's grief and, therefore, much 
distressed, fell to weeping; (nay), even the queens who had perpetrated the crime 
shed crocodile tears. (49) Hearing that his son had died, though the cause of his death 
was (still) unknown, the king lost his vision through grief intensified beyond measure 
by uninterrupted love. Followed by his ministers and other people and surrounded by 
the Brahmanas (priests), he (too) came stumbling and falling on the way and, sighing 
deeply, dropped unconscious near the feet of the dead child, his hair dishevelled and, 
clothes thrown about in disorder; and, his throat choked due to obstruction caused by 
tears, he could not utter a word. (50-51) Seeing her husband overwhelmed with 
excessive grief and the infant son, her only progeny, dead, the virtuous queen then 
wailed in various ways, (thereby) enhancing the heart-ache of the people as well as of 
the ministers and others (present there). (52) Bathing her breasts—painted with 
saffron and sandal paste—with the drops of her tears mixed with collyrium and throwing 
about her hair with the flowers dropping from them, she mourned (the death of) her child 

like a female osprey in loud and diverse tones (as follows):— (53) 

3RI fe&IIH'MUdlc) snf^Tt I 

HT ^fdFcM'Ugr^nfa SJH: HT: l«Ofl 

q f| <iUlRuiW^ I 

^m4i qfqq mm 

R HR RT#T at HT frqfUTTtRTStT Rrj> Rjqj HH STTcfcdHH, I 

3TRR7q ^cMiy^W< ^ S=TRT q J4l£ldvhUH qqq ^7^ 1<^ I 

HUT H Rltldl cRRURWI£a4r ^RRq ' 
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pro rt ^JETt ^T: I ^9 I 

qT? H^5T T^T H TfSITFR I 

f% ■ilfliisjul'i PkW I U,6 I 

"Alas, O creator, you are extremely foolish in that you act contrary to (the interests 

of) your own creation. Oh, the death of a youngster while an elder is (still) living points 

(unmistakably) to this. If (however) you are (just) the reverse (a wise fellow doing all this 

designedly),.you are our constant enemy (and no benefactor). (54) If (it is urged that) 

there is no (strict) regularity in this world in the matter of death and birth of embodied 
beings, then let everything happen according to their Karma (independently of you). (It 

is, however, strange that) you are cutting asunder (by wresting babes from the hands 

of their parents) this cord of affection, which was produced by yourself for the growth of 

your creation! (55) (Addressing her dead child,) and you, dear child, ought not to forsake 

me, a wretched and helpless woman; (O) look at your father, burning with grief. With you 
(as our pilot) we could easily cross the dark region of hell, which is difficult to cross for 
the issueless. (Please) do not go far in the company of cruel Death. (56) Arise, darling! 
These infant playmates of yours, O prince, are calling you to romp freely (with them). You 

have slept long and must be seized with hunger. (Therefore,) eat something, suck my 
breasts and take away the grief of us (all), your near and dear ones. (57) Having lost (all) 

good fortune, I could not (get to) behold (when I came by your side to see you) your lotus¬ 
like countenance with its innocent smile and cheerful glances. Or, taken by the cruel 

Death, have you gone to the other world, whence you are not going to return ? (For) I 

no longer hear your sweet words." (58) 

whjqi <sqM 

d4)faV>UHl: I 

TTcj ?iic<arT%<i 

flW.mejd ^1^1 ^g&Tistzira: i^i 

Sri Suka resumed : Along with the queen, (who was) mourning her departed son 

through such varied laments, Emperor Citraketu (too) wailed at the top of his voice, 

extremely agonized as he was. (59) While the couple were (thus) wailing, all those who were 

devoted to him, men as well as women, wept and everything was lifeless (as it were). (60) 

Knowing the king to have lost (all) consciousness due to his having given way to despair, 
and without a guide the sage named Ahgira appeared (at the scene) along with Narada. (61) 

Thus ends the fourteenth discourse entitled "The lament of Citraketu, “ 

in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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3T?i w^nsszrm: 

Discourse XV 
Citraketu consoled 

mijzzctm 

^T^jddEiilM 3%<t' ^rlehim-U-^l ^<55lf^T TF3TR 3t3*Rrt I ? I 

3FtS3 33 TFJPst *f3R 3*R5TT3f3 I R 3TC3 ehdU: ^fjgf M-WRIMd: 3R I 3 I 

33T yiUprl ^R3lfT5 dlrtchl: I 33T ^7TF5^T %f%=T: I 3 I 

33T srRig 3 stftt q '33fcr 3 i i?3 ^ sjmft difediHi^middi i * i 

33 3 <3 3 3 aw ^RWTRaTSjTraRT: i ^rwjwrafsn 3£jR3TiR33Sj:TTT3 3T: i i 

^fr^T: •^'Jiciicifd gTii'Ji: | 3tl3J^ytWd4l'HU8Trsf3 yitfcR I 3 I 

cll^nl TT3R <^i5($|.sf^-Ml«4rl I cTl'iHcet aTSTT 3T3 3113 13 TTT3J3: I 3 I 

31^llf3^ldl53d[d3*<^d: TffT I ^Tfdo3fafa*1ldtS333T3RFT 3ifc33: I C I 

Sri Suka began again: Enlightening, by means of wise utterances, king Citraketu, who was 
lying by the side of the dead babe like a dead man, overwhelmed as he was with grief, the sages 
Angira and Narada spoke (as follows):—(1) "In what relation did the boy whom you are lamenting 
(just now), O king of kings, stand to you in a previous birth, what is he to you at present and what 
will he be to you hereafter ? Again, what were you to him in a former incarnation, what are you 
at present and what will you be hereafter ? (2) Just as stands part (from one another) and come 
together by the current of a stream, so are embodied beings brought together and parted by 
Time. (3) Just as seeds do spring up from (other) seeds (in some cases), and do not spring up 
(in other cases), so do living beings prompted by the Lord's Maya evolve from (other) living beings 
(in some cases) and do not (in other cases). (4) You and we and all these mobile and immobile 
creatures belonging to the present time do not (really) exist even now (just) as we did not before 
birth and shall not be after death, O Citraketu ! (5) It is God (the Lord of created beings) who, 
though unborn (and imperishable) and (absolutely) unconcerned, creates, protects and destroys 
living beings (sportfully) as a child through (other) beings evolved by Himself and (therefore) not 

independent. (6) The body of one embodied being (in the shape of a son), O king, is evolved from 
the body of another embodied being (in the shape of the mother) united with the body of a third 
embodied being (in the shape of the father), just as one seed springs up from another seed: while 
the soul inhabiting all these bodies is eternal like God (the only Reality). (7) The aforesaid 
distinction of body and soul has existed from eternity and has been conceived through 
ignorance even as the distinction of the generic property and the individuality of a thing 
assumed as inhering in the thing itself (although the two are interdependent and cannot 
therefore be really distinguished)." (8) 

mFFZcrm 

IJcWl’yiifTHl 7131 fet3Rf|3TtfefW: I Wp? mfURT 3333Tf3W3T3[33 I 9, I 

Sri Suka continued: Thus consoled by the words of the (holy) Brahmanas (Angira and 
Narada), king Chitraketu wiped his face, withered through mental anguish (caused by his 
son's death) with his hand and spoke (as follows).(9) 

773/373 

35T 7J3T jIHflUlW'l 3 MIWWIH.I 3T3SJH3 W ipfef TWPIdl I ^o I 
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^RfrT jo^iT ai?juii irTTciRii-yi: i m^ii uiuj^Ki ^gFTPcrfrfeT^: 1^1 

g>HKI 3T7? slt^JTf^TT dtctwufaa: I 3WI-rHdMl m4>U^i||S8T ifTrTR: I I 

d%gl H'ldH TTO: ^TcRnRiI: I cTTjra^IS^chUilWaTTSST^JT: I ^ I 

TTR^araqr ^rf 37T7JR: I y#t4<R>HI ^TSZTT ijft: IjlftlWSn I ^ I 

%1TCRTO: ehlfl^; ^vTS^T: I tR ^ %.&ll5J7f% Rm 

HWI^dj y|U|L(^UMM tpfira: SHJI 37^ 7717% ITTRS id|4d|i< R 5^ I 

The king said : Who are you, rich in wisdom and the most adored of the adorable, that 
have come here, disguised in the form of ascetics absolutely unconcerned with the world ? (10) 

Indeed Brahmanas (lit., those identified with Brahma), who are beloved of the Lord, go about 

the earth at will, disguised as mad men, for admonishing sensually-minded people like 

me.(11) Sanatkumara, Narada, Rbhu, Arigira, Devala, Asita, Apantaratama, Vyasa, 
Markandeya and Gautama, Vasistha, the glorious Parasurama, Kapila, Suka (son of 

Badarayana), Durvasa and Yajnavalkya, Jatukarnya and Aruni, Romasa, Cyavana, 
Dattatreya, Asuri with Patanjali, the seer Vedasira, the sage Bodhya, Pancasira, 
Hiranyanabha, Kausalya, Srutadeva, and Rtadhwaja—these and other lords of Siddhas 
(enlightened souls) range (over the earth) with the object of imparting wisdom (to qualified 

souls). (12—15) Therefore, you two are the masters of my stupid self, a sensual brute. 
(Pray,) hold aloft the lamp of wisdom to me, plunged in blinding darkness (in the shape of 
ignorance). (16) 

37^77 3^' 

37? 7t ^lif^-tl if7 I in* d?J^rl: ^7T^7I^IK<I I 1 

73T ^fra^T 1717 7Ti7f77 ?77R I 37rf??l7^9J37 it^T^^irTcTTiL IKI 

37^i7?ra Hcft: yiniaidifa? m i a?ju4i 3ra77ffi*7ji7#T r i 

H % 5TF7 ??riiT i]?)7IMrl: I sUrdl-tlifilfn^Vl W ^5%^ <WMgi^Ro I 

37SJ3T ijBpJTT 7TTO I TJcj SRT 1J?T 7T4t f4f44%R%»7d: R$ | 

^|oc;ic;il5J (4t|i|IUc^T TT37l%^r7t7: | I7?t TFSJ ^ gtT^TT 1J77TT17T737T: ^JfSRT: R^ I 

^J7%TO ^MchHl5^H«4iRci: I iRT^TiTOR^TT: WilUIUIMHItSTT: R$ I 

<j7<7HmI 3 di'-M -cpTT^raT: I ^tlfPTWRTTTI HHIchUlftl 1737713^7^ I ^ I 

374 1? 5%7t 3?t ?cUilHf*UlfH<*: I ?%7t %f4y^l77'rlN<^d<l?d: R^l 

rRJTTr^ 75RSP7 1717m f%^!I TTHUIdR: I t?T iJcTTm^STisi ^m^lMMlfdljl I ^ I 

The sage Angira said : I am (the same) Angira, who blessed you with a son when you 

longed for one, O king ! (And) here is the divine sage Narada, son of Brahma (the creator) 
himself. (17) Knowing you, a devotee of Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person), plunged in (a sea 

of) despondency—difficult to get through—due to grief caused by the loss of your son, 
though not fit to be drowned in it, we have come down here to shower our grace on you, O 
Citraketu ! (For) a votary of the Brahmanas and a devotee of the Lord does not deserve to 

be despondent. (18-19) I was going to impart the highest wisdom to you even then when I 
visited your house (for the first time). Coming to know of your insistence on having something 
else (however), I conferred on you (the boon of) a son alone. (20) Now the agony of those 

blessed with a son is being directly experienced by you. Even so a wife, house, riches, power 
and prosperity of various kinds, sound and the other objects of sense, the fleeting glories 
of sovereignty, lands, kingdom, army, treasury, dependants and ministers and friends and 
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relations—all these, O ruler of the Surasena territory, are sources of grief, infatuation, fear 
and affliction. (Nay,) they are (of a momentary nature) like an imaginary city seen in the sky 
and are of the nature of (similar in character to) a dream, illusion, and fancy. (21—23) They 
are (merely) conceptual in that they are perceived without reality and disappear (the very 
next moment). (If it is urged that the acquisitions mentioned above are rewards of 
meritorious acts done in a previous life and not merely conceptual), the various actions (too) 
proceed from the mind of a man thinking of such material possessions under the force of 
tendencies of action (acquired in former existences). (24) As a matter of fact, this body 
(alone)—consisting of the gross elements, the senses of perception and the organs of 
action—has been spoken of (by the knowers of truth) as causing afflictions and agonies of 

various kinds to the embodied soul who regards it as his own self. (25) Therefore, 
investigating with a composed mind the true nature of the Self, give up faith in the abiding 
reality of the objective world (implying duality) and resort to quietism. (26) 

Tim TTmmlmrd wte m mr i m srgK i w i 

?fc1 -IN l^m 

Narada said : Having been purified (through a bath and other purificatory rites after 
disposing of the dead body), receive from me the following sacred text (quoted in xvi. 18—25) 
as an abode of the highest blessing. By repeating and fixing your thought on it you will be 
able to behold Lord Sarikarsana (only) after seven nights. (27) By resorting to the soles of 
His feet, O king of kings, devotees belonging to the (remotest) past—Lord Siva (the 
Destroyer of the universe) and others—got rid of the illusion of this world (implying duality) 
and forthwith attained to (oneness with) His unsurpassed, nay, unequalled greatness, and 
you too will attain before long the same supreme result. (28) 

Thus ends the fifteenth discourse entitled “Citraketu consoled", 

in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 
otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XVI 
Citraketu realizes (his oneness with) the Supreme Spirit 

3TST TT3FL ^l<*T3THJ 3TcTTET aidHI4^INdlH. I \ I 

Sri Suka began again : After that, O Pariksit, Narada (the celestial sage) showed (by 
his Yogic power) to the sorrowing kinsmen (the ghost of) the departed prince (in an aerial 
body with which the soul is clothed when departing from the physical body and travelling to 
the other world), and spoke thus as the tradition goes. (1) 

'jflciitM*^ % TTRTT ftcTT ^ H I m^KTTTT ^viH I 9 I 
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ch^cR WMlfcliil ^mT^: ygtjtjd: I STFTR. ft^5RTRfi#g ^TTCRR. I 3 I 

Narada said : O embodied soul, may you be blessed. (Just) look at your father and 

mother. (Your) kinsmen and relations (too) are deeply agonized with grief caused by 
(separation from) you. (2) Entering your body (again), and surrounded by your kinsmen, 

enjoy the luxuries provided by your (royal) father, for the rest of your life (which has been 

apparently cut short by your untimely death), and ascend the imperial throne (when your 

father is no more). (3) 

S4m 

w faHTT *TTrI7tS<*TcRJ ^TTfmif^HIUI^ I * I 

I *Tcf TicT f| TP=fat -Hcffo sFR# fiTST: I H I 

^rsrr cRgft wnft ddwd: i nifcFn iftcjf zfrfq^ i ^ i 

fd^HIIsfet ^T^JT ^jfddJl ^ I -Mld^JVJ f| RI5RIT ITRFT dlc)^ I \9 1 

^ffdmrr sfta: r ferr [d^-d: i ^rrairanTcwm tricirw^ f| tra ^ i 4 i 

f^fSotra: *3^ I 3tkiWMI(iUlfy>aHlrqH ^pffH 3HJ: I ^ I 

^JWlfdfilil: efc%jnf5RT: tRtsfa cJT I TJ-3?: RcffsTOT 3gT ^U|d|b|4l: I I 

Hid'd 3TT1TTT f? ^OT f^JTOc^l : 1^1 

The soul replied : In what (particular) incarnation were these people (the souls of 

Citraketu and his numerous queens) parents to me, who have been revolving by force of 
Karma (destiny) through the species of gods, lower animals and human beings ? (4) 

Indeed by turns (during different incarnations) all people actually come to be relatives and 
kinsmen, adversaries and mediators, friends and neutrals and even bitter enemies in 

relation to one another. (5) (Even) as gold and other commodities pass from one place to 

another among (different) men, so does an embodied soul pass through (different) wombs 
and (different) procreants. (6) The relation with men (even of an) animals (cow etc.) yet 
living (not torn away by death) is indeed perceived to be temporary (and not abiding). (And) 

the feeling of mineness with respect to (such) a being really continues only so long as there 

exists a relation with it. (7) Similarly a Jiva that has found its way into a (particular) womb 

(and thereby entered into the relation of a son with another embodied soul that has 

begotten or given birth to it) is (really) unrelated with any inasmuch as it is eternal 
(birthless) and free from the consciousness of being a son etc. It is only so long as it is seen 

related to another (as a son) that the other Jiva (that begot or gave birth to it) can claim 

it as its own (and not after that relation has ceased). (8) (Being essentially the same as 
Brahma), the Jiva is everlasting, free from decay and unmanifest (free from birth etc.). It 
is the ground of all (body, mind and so on) and self-illuminating. Being all-powerful, ,it 

manifests itself in the form of the universe by means of the Gunas (Sattva, etc.) of its own 
Maya (Prakrti). (9) Indeed none is very dear and none unwelcome, none is akin and none 
alien to it. On the other hand, it is the one (dispassionate) witness of the varied minds of 

friends as well as of foes (those who do a good or ill turn to him). (10) In fact, the Self earns 

neither virtue nor sin nor does it enjoy the fruit of actions (in the shape of joy and sorrow) 
and remains (altogether) unconcerned as it were. For it is the witness of both causes and 

effects and (altogether) independent. (11) 

7TWT jfmt jilrRTCdW % H3T I fafaHI I V* I 
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■ftvcjti-ttr ts XsXtTtx; xt XtXsXrrtrfaX; Xi xjttxrxrxrirr*ttrTfTre{T:ie;ir:xrxrxrxrie:rixr&xr?:*:TrxzxTW*:rrxrKrZ7*irrtrxrx?xrX'Kxr9TX?xtxir(Srxr&irrift*!X!*rfrinirs1trxriir'ti’1?:#: 

Ih^c4 ?iinq| jiidc^g <^>c=iIrlI: [*<41: I Wt; ^uebMlsiH^ik^H. I I 

silfedIWd «4lrt^lgdSI<qT: I sdrtgcflNd I 

illJHWi ilgKM WTtMI fg^lfadH^ I ^ I 

H ^ yfrfaf4ldn ly:4<^fid^fTbf*T: I JJ^|4J<^m[i<t5hl-d: Wolfed flCT: l^m 

cblfe^JI I tTT^T f)<4d3TTU|| st^ldd^ 1^1 

3T2i snraFi y<4didid i ^raiTtu^: sntrr [damdiy^ra ? i i 

3& qn4^«j ^ran cii^d<ji<M sforf? i y^ywifd^N r*t: st^urra wiki 

qTTT I 31ldmWI<M iill'diq fdfdld^ 1^1 

3HdHd-dl^^5^ qij: I gtf|*$IN 

^ T<=FT Trq^i Tt? I 3Tqra^q%^ITjf: TTTScZJTiT: Wd.UAH: 1^1 

qfiqfad ^T93. [dgAl^fd jTFJH I ^ifdWW H ^PTT q*T: I 

UtJ gftlEd q rddddl^lP^dlfld: I 3T^fggJ fettT o4IMdrlddlo«d^^ R3 I 

dife.-4y|UI4dlRCTOTr ddilld^l: y^Rpd I 

Rdi^i ^ftsfacrrsRTH ^ sg^raft i w i 

& w spran Mgrg+>tira p^’qTctFT ^rttfradMU^fasMcM- 

chM^^MrtNrtlfodTdi'JlIJN'd^W TTPT lhm[£}7WW 1^1 

Sri Suka continued : Having spoken thus, the spirit (of the departed prince) 
disappeared; and, struck with wonder, those kinsmen of his then gave up mourning (for him), 
cutting asunder their ties of affection. (12) After cremating the body (of the dead child) and 
performing the rites appropriate to the occasion, the kinsmen (of the prince) set aside their 
affection, which is so difficult to get rid of and which is a source of grief, infatuation, fear and 
agony. (13) Remembering the words of the sage Arigira (which opened their eyes) the 
queens that had brought about the death of the child (by poisoning it) and had lost their 
splendour due to (the sin of) child-murder, felt (much) ashamed and performed penance on 
the bank of the (holy) Yamuna in that city (Mathura)'by way of atonement for infanticide, as 
prescribed by the Brahmanas, O great king (Pariksit). (14) Having thus realized the Self 

through the words of the sages (Ahgira and Narada), Emperor Citraketu rose from the 
deceptive well of metempsychosis even as an elephant (lit., that which drinks with two 
organs, viz., the mouth and the proboscis) would from the mire of a lack. (15) Having 
performed his ablutions in the water of) the (holy) Yamuna with due ceremony and gone 
through other sacred rites accomplished with water, and with his senses entirely subdued, 
he bowed in silence at the feet of the two (celebrated) sons of Brahma (the creator). (16) 
Then the divine sage Narada joyously taught, it is said, the following prayer to that devotee 
(Citraketu), who had resorted to him (for protection) and had fully controlled his mind:—(17) 
"Hail to You, the divine Vasudeva (presiding over the intellect and) denoted by the mystical 
syllable OM, and obeisance to You as Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Sankarsana (presiding 
over reason, the mind and ego respectively). We contemplate on You (in all these four 

manifestations). (18) Hail to You, who are absolute consciousness and an embodiment of 
supreme bliss, who revel in Your own Self and are (perfectly) tranquil and whose eye is (ever) 
turned away from duality (who look upon everything as non-differentfrom Yourself). (19) Hail 
to You, who have kept aloof by the very realization of Your, blissful character (all) 
disturbances (in the shape of likes and dislikes) caused by Your Maya (deluding potency)! 
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Hail to You, the mighty Controller of the senses, having the cosmos for Your body. (20) 
May He protect us—He, who is absolute Consciousness without any name or form and 
lies beyond the cause and the effect, and who shines all by Himself when speech (as well 
as the other Indriyas) along with the mind has withdrawn, failing to reach (comprehend) 

Him. (21) Hail to You, the selfsame Brahma, in which this universe stays and (finally) gets 
merged (at the time of universal dissolution) and from which it evolves (at the time of 

creation) and that pervades all even as earth pervades all earthen vessels. (22) I bow to 
that (transcendent Reality) which the organs of action fail to reach (through their active 

power) and the mind, intellect and the senses of perception fail to comprehend (by their 
cognitive faculty), and which extends (both) within and without like ether. (23) The body, 

Indriyas (senses of perception and organs of action), vital airs, mind and intellect—these are 

stirred into activity only when charged with a ray of the (aforesaid all-conscious) Spirit (viz., 

during the waking and dream states alone) and not at other times (during deep sleep, 

unconsciousness etc., when they are not so charged), even as iron which is not fully heated 
cannot burn. (How, then, can they reach or comprehend that which is the source of their 
activity ?) And it is Brahma alone that acquires the name of 'subject' (the conscious Self) 

during the waking and other states (Hence there is no question even of the Jiva's knowing 
the supreme Brahma). (24) Hail to Lord Sahkarsana (the Supreme Person), denoted by 

(the mystical syllable) OM and possessed of supreme might, the Spouse of Goddess 

Mahalaksmi (who embodies in Herself the highest glory and fortune) ! Hail to You, O 
supreme Ruler of the universe, whose lotus-like feet are fondly and softly kneadeJ by all 

the hosts of principal devotees with the lotus-buds of their hands. (25) 
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Sri Suka went on : Having taught the aforesaid prayer to that devotee (Citraketu), who 
had sought his protection, the (celestial) sage Narada returned with the sage Ahgira, O king 

(Pariksit), to the abode of Brahma (the self-born); while EmperorCitraketu duly repeated that 
prayer taught by Narada for seven days (consecutively) with perfect concentration of mind, 

subsisting on (mere) water. (26-27) And then at the expiry of seven nights the aforesaid king 

attained the permanent lordship of the Vidyadharas (the artists of heaven) by virtue of the 

prayer being (still) repeated (by him). (28) After that, in a few days, the course of his mind 
having been (fully) the illumined through (the repetition of) the same prayer, Citraketu betook 

himself to the (holy) feet of Lord Sesa (the serpent-god), the adored (even) of the gods. (29) 
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He saw the Lord in a form white as a lotus fibre, clad in blue and adorned with a brilliant 
diadem, armlets, girdle and wristlets, marked with a cheerful countenance and reddish eyes 
and surrounded by rings of Siddheswaras (the chief among those who have attained 
perfection). (30) All his sins having been wiped out by the (very) sight of the Lord, and his 
mind clear and rid of all impurities, Citraketu silently approached the most ancient Person 
with intensified devotion; and with tears of love in his eyes and hair standing on end, he 
bowed to Him. (31) Repeatedly wetting the support under the lotus-feet of the illustrious Lord 
with his tear-drops of love, and all utterance having been hindered by (an outburst of) love, 
he was not at all able for a long time to extol Him properly in a loud voice. (32) Then, having 
composed his mind by dint of reason and restrained the outgoing tendency of all his senses, 
he recovered his faculty of speech and addressed in the following words that Preceptor of 
the universe, whose (divine) Body stands described in scriptures (such as the Pancaratra) 
treating of Devotion. (33) 
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Citraketu said : O unconquerable Lord, You stand conquered by the righteous, 
that have subdued their self and are possessed of an unruffled mind; and they too 

are conquered by (none else than) You—You, who bestow Your very Self on those 

that adore You in a disinterested spirit, exceedingly compassionate as You are. (34) 

The evolution, maintenance and dissolution etc., of the universe, O Lord, are, as a 
matter of fact, a (mere) sport on Your part. (And) the creators of the universe 
(Brahma and the other lords of creation) are (so many) parts of the Cosmic Being 
(who is only a part manifestation of Yours); yet in vain do they try to outshine one 

another due to the consciousness of their being an independent lord. (35) You exist 

before (the appearance of) the atom (the minutest cause) and at the end (after the 

dissolution) of the infinite universe (the final product) and likewise pervade the 

intermediate stages (too); while You are without beginning, middle or end. That 
which is constant at the beginning as well as at the end of phenomenal existences 
is constant in the middle too. (36) This egg-shaped universe—which further resem¬ 

bles a bud inasmuch as it is enveloped, they say, by seven sheaths in the shape of 

earth etc., each outer sheath being ten times thicker than the one enclosed by it—is 

swimming within You like an atom alongwith countless millions of (other similar) eggs. 
Hence You are (spoken of as) infinite. (37) They are (really) brutes in human form, who 

in their thirst for the pleasures of sense worship the gods (who represent so many 
sparks of Your infinite glory) but not You, the Supreme. The blessings enjoyed by them 
(as gifts from those gods), O Lord, perish (as a matter of course) after (the end of) 

those gods even as the blessings enjoyed by the dependants of a royal house 
(automatically) come to an end after (the extinction of) that house. (38) Entreaties 

made to You—who are possessed of a body which is all consciousness and not a 

product of the three Gunas—even for the pleasures of sense, O Supreme Lord, do not 

make for rebirth any more than fried seeds put forth shoots; for pairs of opposites 
(such as likes and dislikes, which lead to rebirth) proceed (only) from the (three) Gunas. 

(While You are entirely free from them and therefore people adoring You even with an 
interested motive gradually get rid of the three Gunas). (39) (Such being the value of 
adoring You even for the attainment of sensuous enjoyments,) You surpass all (confer 

an incomparable boon on Your devotees) on such occasions, O unconquerable 
Lord, when You preach the flawless Bhagavata Dharma(the easy means of attaining 

to the Lord as taught by the Lord Himself), which even sages (like the great Sanatkumara 

ever) revelling in the Self and having nothing to call their own resort to for (the attainment 

of) loving Devotion to the Lord (which transcends all the four objects of human pursuit 
including Liberation and is therefore known as the fifth object—Pancama Purusartha).(40) 

Differential notions such as T and 'You1, 'mine' and 'Yours' do not disturb (the mind of) men 
treading on this path, as they do in the case of (those following) other cults (such as the 

cult of rituals). (Besides,) a ritual act which is performed by one having a differential 

outlook is ideed impure (because characterized by likes and dislikes), yields a perishable 
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fruit and is fraught with sin (in the shape of violence etc.). (41) What good can be expected 
either to oneself or to another and what object can be gained through a ritual which is 
harmful to one's own self as well as to others? On the other hand, pain is inflicted on You* 
through self-mortification and sin is also incurred (as well as Your displeasure) through 
persecution of another. (42) Your point of view (viz., that people should achieve the object 
of their life through devotion to You), with which as a matter of fact You preached the cult 
of Devotion—the cult which is exclusively followed by the worthy who regard the 
multitudes of living beings, both mobile and immobile, as their very self—is never 
belied.(43) It is not at all impossible, O Lord, that all the sins of men should be wiped out 
by Your (very) sight, when (it is known that) even an outcaste is freed from (the bondage 
of) birth and death by hearing Your name (only) once. (44) Therefore, O Lord, we now have 
(all) the impurities of (our) heart (in the shape of sins and evil proclivities) wiped off by Your 
(very) sight. How could that which was predicted by the divine sage (Narada) Your 
(celebrated) devotee, be otherwise? (45) All that is done by the people in this world, O 
infinite Lord, is known to You, the Soul of the universe. There is nothing in particular to be 
revealed to You, the Supreme Preceptor, just as there is nothing to be shown to the sun by 
fire-flies. (46) Hail to You, the almighty God, the Controller of the creation, maintenance 
and dissolution of the universe, the purest of the pure, whose true nature cannot easily be 
understood by the sensually-minded strivers due to their notion of difference. (47) The 
creators of the universe (Brahma and the other lords of creation) are active (only) when 
You (the Cosmic Person) are active (inspire them with activity); the senses of perception 
are able to perceive their objects (only) when You (their Controller) are disposed to 
perceive (the objective world); (and) the terrestrial globe appears on one of Your heads 

like a mustard seed. Obeisance be to You, that (celebrated) Lord with a thousand 
heads.(48) 

Sri Suka went on: Duly extolled in this way and (highly) pleased, Lord Ananta spoke (as 
follows) to the said Citraketu, the chief of the Vidyadharas, O Pariksit (a scion of Kuru). (49) 
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* The Lord says in Srimad Bhagavadgita :— 

»Jira!*tHdtW:l di 't?RT:dlfrr?si fq^l'^HadPTII 

(XVII. 6) 

■Men who emaciate the elements constituting their body as well as Me, the Supreme Spirit, dwelling in their heart—know 

these senseless people as having a demoniac disposition.' 
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The Lord said : You have fully achieved your purpose through the instruction which 
was given to you by the sages Narada and Angira about (the means of propitiating) Me 
and the prayer (taught by Narada) as well as by My sight. (50) In fact, all created beings 
are (the same as) I; nay, I am the Self (the Inner Controller) as well the Creator of (all) living 
beings. The Veda (which, as the Word of God, is identified with the Supreme) and the 
transcendent Reality (revealed by the same) both are My eternal bodies. (51) A man 
should recognize his own self as extending through (pervading) the (whole objective) 
universe (as the subject) and the universe as comprised in his own self (as the object of 
his experience). Nay, he should regard both (his own self as well as the universe) as 
pervaded by Me (the Prime Cause) and even so both as conceived in Me. (52) (Just) as 
a man dreams himself as fast asleep and (also) perceives (in another dream forming part 
of the first dream) the world (in the form of mountains, forests and so on existing 
elsewhere) within himself and (again), on waking from the (second) dream, visualizes 
himself as lying (on a bed) in a part of a room (realizes himself as awake while still 
dreaming), (even) so, realizing awakeness and the other states of the mind (which is an 
adjunct of the JIva) as mere products of the Maya (deluding potency) of the (Supreme) Self, 
(one should fix one's mind on the Supreme Spirit, the witness of these states. (53-54) Know 
Me to be that transcendental Reality, the (real) Self (of a Jiva), identified with which an 
embodied soul, (that is) fast asleep, is conscious of its deep sleep at that time as well as 
of the supersensuous gratification (enjoyed by it). (55) The consciousness that runs 
through (the state of) deep sleep as well as through awakeness and continues (even) 
beyond the two in the case of the Jiva (embodied soul) that is aware of both is (no other 
than) that transcendent Brahma (the Absolute). (56) If the aforesaid Brahma—which is My 
own essence—is forgotten by the Jiva, It comes to be viewed as different from the self; and 
from this (differentiation) follows the (circuit of) mundane existence of the soul, which consists 
in passing from one body to another and undergoing one death after another. (57) He who fails 
to realize his own essential nature (even) after attaining here (birth in) the human 
species—where one can hope to acquire (both) knowledge (of the Self, based on the 
scriptures) and wisdom (direct knowledge of the Self)—can get no peace of mind 
anywhere. (58) Remembering the hardship (involved) in (all) worldly endeavour and the 
contrary results following from such endeavour, and even so (bearing in mind) the 

fearlessness consequent on the withdrawal from worldly activity, a wise man 
should cease from (all) volition in regard to such activity. (59) A husband and wife 
(generally) undertake activities for (the attainment of) happiness and for freedom from 
suffering. From such activities (however) ensues neither cessation of suffering nor 

attainment of happiness. (60) Thus perceiving the contrary results met with by men who 
think themselves clever, and realizing the subtle nature of the Self—which transcends the 

three states of the mind (the state of awakeness, the dream state and the state of deep 
sleep)— nay, rid of (the craving for) the pleasures of sense, both of this world and of the next, 
through one's faculty of discrimination, and contented with one's knowledge and wisdom, 
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one should cultivate devotion to Me. (61-62) To realize the oneness of the Supreme Spirit 
and the individual soul that is the sole interest deserving to be known by every (possible) 
means by men whose intellect has acquired acuteness through concentration. (63) 
Carefully bearing in mind and acting up to this exhortation of mine with reverence, O 
Citraketu, you will soon acquire (true) knowledge and wisdom and attain perfection. (64) 

3TTWr i fgwn |s=m 
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Sri Suka continued : Having reassured Citraketu in this way, Lord Sri Hari, who is not 
only the Preceptor of the world but the soul of the universe (too), disappeared from that place 
while he stood looking on. (65) _ K 
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Thus ends the sixteenth discourse entitled "Citraketu realizes the Supreme Spirit", 
in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T2T 

Discourse XVII 
Citraketu cursed (by Goddess ParvatT) 
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Sri Suka began again : Having made obeisance to the quarter in which Lord Ananta 
had disappeared, Citraketu, the Vidyadhara (chief), went about flying in the air. (1) 
Panegyrized by sages, Siddhas (a class of demigods endowed with mystical powers from 
their very birth) and Caranas (celestial bards), and getting Vidyadhara women to sing 
praises of Lord Sri Hari, that eminent Yogi (ever united with the Lord) sported for ten 
thousand million years in the valleys of Mount Sumeru (the chief of the principal mountains 
of the terrestrial globe)—where one realizes (as a matter of course) the various objects of 
one's desire—his (physical) strength and organic power not (at all) diminished (through 
;hese long ages). (2-3) On one occasion, while flying in a resplendent aerial car bestowed 
on him by Lord Visnu, he beheld Lord Siva (who dwells on Mount Kailasa) surrounded by 
Siddhas and Caranas, having folded in His arm His divine spouse (Goddess ParvatT), 
seated on His lap, in an assembly of sages. Going near them, Citraketu laughed loudly and 
spoke (as follows) within the hearing of the goddess. (4-5) 

in* TIT§n^Tf gw ^KIRuiihj 3TTFT THTTgt g fgsppjjq %TT?fqT l S, | 
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Citraketu said : Here sits Lord Siva (the Preceptor of the universe) Himself, the chief 

figure in this assembly, engaged in expounding (the essence of) righteousness to (all) 
embodied beings, yet actually embracing His Consort in open assembly ! (6) Wearing 

matted locks and practising severe austerities, nay, the (recognized) head of assemblies of 

Brahmavadis (expositors of the Vedas) He sits hugging a woman shamelessly as an 
uncultured person ! (7) Even rustics ordinarily embrace a woman only in seclusion, while 

this (great) god, who has undertaken solemn religious vows, is clasping His Spouse in an 
open assembly! (8) 

3ff^PT 3qTR 
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Sri Suka went on : Even on hearing these (critical) remarks, Lord Siva, whose mind is 

too deep to be fathomed, heartily laughed, O Pariksit, and kept quiet; and so did the worthies 

present in the assembly and devoted to Him. (9) While Citraketu, who was ignorant of Lord 
Siva's greatness, was thus uttering much that was unbecoming of Him, Goddess Parvati 

spoke in (great) anger to that impudent Vidyadhara, who (apparently) regarded himself as 
one that had subdued one's self. (10) 
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Goddess Parvati said : Is this fellow the (only) lord now ruling over the world and 

wielding the rod of punishment and competent to treat with disrespect wicked and 

shameless people like us ? (11) Surely neither Brahma (the lotus-born creator) nor the sons 
of Brahma—Bhrgu, Narada and so on—nor indeed the sage Sanatkumara, Lord Kapila and 
Swayambhuva Manu know (the essence of) righteousness; for they do not prohibit Lord Siva 

(the Destroyer of the universe) from violating (the principles of) righteousness. (12) This 

fellow surely deserves to be punished inasmuch as he, a vile Ksatriya, is impudent enough 

to insult (great) sages (assembled here) and teach Lord Siva (the Preceptor of the universe) 
Himself, whose lotus-feet are worthy of being contemplated on by the aforementioned, nay, 
who is the most auspicious of the auspicious. (13) This self-conceited and arrogant fellow 
is not fit to resort to the soles of feet of Lord Visnu, the very act of approaching which is 
esteemed by the virtuous. (14) Hence be reborn in the demoniac species—a most wicked 

species—O evil-minded one, so that you may not perpetrate again in this world, such 

offence against the exalted souls my son. (15) 

sew 
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Sri Suka resumed: Thus subjected to an execration, the said Citraketu alighted from 
his aerial car and propitiated the noble lady (Goddess Parvati) with his head bent low (in the 
following words), O Pariksit (a scion of Bharata). (16) 
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Citraketu said: I accept Your imprecation (as a welcome and loving gift from You), with 

my palms joined together O Mother! For whatever is pronounced by divinities with reference 
to a mortal is undoubtedly that which was predestined for him. (17) Deluded by ignorance 
and revolving in this whirligig of mundane existence, an embodied soul experiences joy and 
sorrow everywhere at every time. (18) Neither oneself nor anyone else is responsible for 
(one's) joy and sorrow. A fool alone holds himself as well as another responsible for them. (19) 
In this world of matter (which is a product of the three Gunas or modes of Prakrti) what 
distinction is there between an imprecation and a blessing, heaven and hell or even joy and 

sorrow ? (20) The one Lord brings forth living beings by His own Maya (creative will) and 
(further) ordains their bondage and liberation as well as their happiness and misery, though 
free from bondage (Himself). (21) To Him, who is alike to all and free from attachment, none 
is dear or hateful, none is a kinsman or relation, and none is His own or alien. He has no love 
for pleasure; how (then) can there be anger (in Him)? (22) Yet action, which (is either virtuous 
or sinful and) flows from His energy (in the form of Maya) conduces to the joy and sorrow, 
welfare and injury, bondage and liberation, birth and death and the circuit of worldly life of 
embodied souls. (23) Hence I do not propitiate You with a view to being rid of Your 
imprecation, O noble lady. (Only be pleased to) forgive what You consider as unjustly said 
by me (even though it was uttered in a purely good spirit), O virtuous lady ! (24) 

ffn srrra PiR^rt Rm^R-^ i wt iwr): rm 

rtrTCIJ 'WcTR, JW.luFlfadHricTlrLI ulM4Wi ^ siUddiq.1^1 

Sr! Suka resumed: Having thus appeased Lord Siva and Goddess Parvati (who have 
their abode on Mount Kailasa), O Pariksit (a chastiser of foes), Citraketu went his way by 

his aerial car, while the aforesaid (divine) Couple looked on wondering. (25) Thereupon 
Lord Rudra spoke as follows to His Spouse (Goddess Parvati) within the hearing of the 
gods and sages, demons and Siddhas, as well as of His attendants. (26) 

■^cIcijRl ^STrfuT ^{cffich4ui: I UlgM4 f4:^jgTU|| *ntTrBRT*L 1 1 
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■•mmuiHu: q fiHSR WTfq^T^fq | 9 </ \ 

^TT a-S.l'Tl^y| TTg vl | | 

^rqqch^d: ^7t sisfite ^Tcqfq 1 Tjur^fg^q^ l^ol 

^rrrai% 'Mhr>*j&6rii ^uii*^i ^R^TP^raraftnt % sjmara: 13^ i 

^T? f^fwr *T ^iMKdKdl q si^j^i Tjqq: ^n: | 

^CIH ilW^nM^ichi^ichi q HrW^M ^gTHt^impH: l^^l 

q far: g^fgJ^Tfsm; q?: TTOSW cTT I 3Tmi^l^4'ijcfTqt Tt^hjcTfolT ^1331 

rfw q?mTTTrgq%5: fw^: I W& WZ& W Uf 1^1 

fovn: 7*m: -R$m§ I jTH<P^ \^\ 
Sri Rudra said : You have seen (with your own eyes), O fair one, the glory of the high- 

souled servants of servants of Lord Sri Hari of marvellous deeds, who are free from craving 
(of every kind). (27) All those (who are devoted to Lord Narayana have no fearfrom any quarter 

whatsoever for they find the same use (no use) for heaven, for final beatitude and even for 
the infernal regions (perceiving as they do the same Reality pervading everywhere). (28) 
It is (only) through the deluding potency of God that souls are invested with a body and it 

is due to their connection with a body that pairs of opposites such as joy and sorrow, life and 

death, execration and benediction are experienced by embodied souls. (29) The notion of 
desirability and otherwise (with reference to pleasure and pain etc.), too is really the outcome 

of a man's ignorance (and therefore illusory) just like the distinction of pleasurable and 
painful experiences etc., with reference to one's own self (in a dream), and has been 
precisely conceived as the notion of a snake etc., with reference to a wreath of flowers. (30) 
There is no object in this world worth resorting to in particular for men cherishing devotion 

to Lord Vasudeva and equipped with the strength of wisdom and dispassion. (31) Neither 
myself nor Brahma (the creator), nor the sages Sanatkumara and Narada, nor even the 

(other) sages (Bhrgu, Arigira and so on) begotten by Brahma nor the rulers of gods (Indra, 
Yama and others) know His intention. Much less can those accounting themselves 

independent lords (of the universe), though mere parts of His partial manifestations, know 

His (true) nature. (32) None indeed is dear and none hateful to Him; none is His own and 

none alien to Him either. Being the very Self of all living beings, Sri Hari is the beloved of all 

creatures. (33) And this highly blessed Citraketu is His beloved servant, looking on all with 

the same eye and tranquil (by nature); and indeed I too am a devotee of the immortal Lord (and 
hence did not feel perturbed by his behaviour at all). (34) Therefore, you should have no wonder 
in regard to (the behaviour of those) high-souled men who are devotees of Lord Visnu (the 
Supreme Person) and tranquil (by nature) and who view all with the same eye. (35) 

Sqm 

*FT3rT: I ^ 5TKm TPR Heft f^tdfuWUI 13^1 

*nwr 35-iT: SrfrlliiyiJtf’TlU: I lj|jf | | 

^ ^P«nnnrr ermf ^TTfruifem: i gq ^HpcMH^d: 1^1 

■QrTd Mcfm<otu<i d-m I <3dWiy<j|lrl2J eJiTTUT tpid-lH: 13I 

^ f^^ohniMgirviH: I 8j?=n |*o | 

* TTrTcSfTH^smi St^TT gpsm: ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ IX? I 

im aWl'iqd H*lH<ri| 3iq qreSTnsqR: |?VS| 
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Sri Suka went on: On hearing this speech of Lord Siva, Goddess Uma (Parvati), O king 
(Pariksit), was freed from astonishment and felt pacified in mind. (36) Though fully capable 
of pronouncing a counter-curse, Citraketu (a devotee of the Lord) accepted the curse of the 
divine lady with reverence. Such (ideal non-violence) is the characteristic of a pious soul. (37) 
Hurled into the demoniac species, he sprang up from the sacred fire, called Daksinagni, of 

the god Twasta and became known as Vrtra, (still) endowed with spiritual knowledge and 
wisdom. (38) I have thus told you all that you inquired of me, viz., the cause of Vrtra's birth 
as a demon and what accounted for his devotion to the Lord. (39) By listening to this sacred 
episode of the high-souled Citraketu, revealing the glory of the votaries of Lord Visnu, one 
is completely rid of (the) bondage (of mundane existence). (40) Rising (early) in the morning, 
he who recites this episode with reverence, remaining silent (refraining from all other talk) 

and remembering Sri Hari (all the time), attains the supreme goal. (41) 

Thus ends the seventeenth discourse entitled "Citraketu cursed", 
in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T8tiai^i)S«ZfFT: 
Discourse XVIII 

An account of the birth of the Maruts (the forty-nine wind-gods) 

cscr/tv 

TjfSTOJ qcft TTTfeff ^ I I 

ftrfigTfwr ufai-i rasj srsjqj 3tTf^ra w crkVi ^rai imjrr ^smih. i 3 i 

^ fHHtciirtl Tran- cii^Mldwm i *rra esrasj lira: 4yiMWM^*'mrL i 3 i 

3ntt^ ’grtrarmra rerarai wrarr: i ^raoff ^^uiwifTi^Hii i y i 

cjicrifiMigj Tt^ratra ci(rUichidsrafairs i 3rrnra£j cmrggj ftirrastrrat^raf i i 

^T: fW acf^: ^tfefr ^TITct^JT fa* =WfJfaiTg fara^ I ^ I 

MMiraiiM-j. 3trart jTH. ^IHPd P: I jH-riym 7TTH <pfra I *S I 

dcIfU Mitiicnm^.fqui: | cfldf m~mi I C I 

dcfrduuwWm Tiwra i q^JisasTratsf^rat ^tan graHrar ? i <? i 

Sri Suka began again : Prsni, the spouse of Savita (the fifth of the twelve sons of Aditi, 
the progeny of the first four—viz., Vivaswan, Aryama, Pusa and Twasta—having already 
been dealt with in the foregoing discourses), brought forth (three daughters,) Savitri (the 
deity presiding over the holy Gayatri-Mantra), Vyahrti (the deity presiding over the three 
mystical syllables, Bhuh, Bhuvah and Swah prefixed to the said Gayatri-Mantra while 
repeating it and severally denoting the three worlds—earth, the intermediate region and 
heaven) and Trayi (the deity presiding over the rituals, the subject-matter of the three 
Vedas—Rgveda, Yajurveda and Samaveda) and (nine sons, viz.,) Agnihotra (the deity 
presiding over the act of offering oblations into the sacred fire), Pasu (the deity presiding over 
animal sacrifices), Soma (the deity presiding over a Soma sacrifice), Caturmasya (the deity 
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presiding over the three sacrifices of the same name performed at the beginning of the three 

seasons of four months each) and the five deities presiding over the five great daily sacrifices 
enjoined on every householder of the three twice-born classes (viz., Devayajna Rsiyajna 

Pitryajha, Manusyayajna and Bhutayajna)? (And) Siddhi, the spouse-of Bhaga (the sixth 
son of Aditi), dear Pariksit, bore (three sons,) Mahima, Vibhu and Prabhu and a beautiful and 

virtuous daughter, Asisa (by name). (1-2) The (four) wives of Dhata (the seventh son of 

Aditi)—Kuhu (the deity presiding over the last night of a dark fortnight), Sinivali (the deity 
presiding over the fourteenth night of a dark fortnight), Raka (the deity presiding over the last 
night of a bright fortnight) and Anumati (the deity presiding over the fourteenth night of a 

bright fortnight) severally gave birth to (four sons) Sayam (the deity presiding over dusk), 

Darsa (the deity presiding over the last day of a dark fortnight), Pratah (the deity presiding 

over the morning) and Purnamasa (the deity presiding over the last day of a bright fortnight). 

(3) Vidhata (the next or eighth son of Aditi) begot through (his wife) Kriya the (five) deities 
presiding overthe sacred fires bearing the name of Purisya. (And) the spouse of Varuna (the 
god of water and the ninth son of Aditi) was Carsani, of whom was reborn the sage Bhrgu 
(a mind-born son of Brahma). (4) And the great Yogi Valmiki (another son of Varuna and the 

celebrated author of the Ramayana) sprang up, it is said, from an ant-hill (Valmika); while 
the sages Agastya and Vasistha (the sons of the sage Pulastya and Brahma respectively) 
were reborn as the sons of the gods Mitra (the tenth son of Aditi) and Varuna, who discharged 
in a jar their vital fluid, that had escaped in the'presence of (the celestial nymph) Urvasi. The 

god Mitra (further) begot through (his spouse) Rewati (three sons, viz.,) Utsarga, Arista and 

Pippala. (5-6) Indra, the lord of paradise (and the eleventh son of Aditi), procreated through 

(his wife) Saci (the daughter of the demon Puloma) three sons, O dear Pariksit—Jayanta 

R?abha and Midhwan, (who constituted) the third: this is what we have heard. (7) From (the 
loins of) Lord Upendra (the twelfth and youngest son of Aditi, who took colossal strides in 
order to measure three paces of land promised to Him by the demon king Bali and) who 

(originally) assumed the form of the divine Dwarf by His (own) Maya (creative will), through 
His spouse KTrti, sprang up (a son) Brhacchloka (by name); and from (the loins of) the 

latter sprang up Saubhaga and other sons. (8) We shall recount later on (in Book VIII) the 

distinguished achievements, excellences and deeds of valour of that high-souled son of 
the sage Kasyapa and (also) how He actually descended (on the meterial plane) throuah 
Aditi. (9) a 

3T8I chfafalfa % I TR *tmdd: SfT^t gfcRd W I ^ o I 

feW®' TiWt I ft*IUi|iaT£J cfOfadT 1^1 

g^TT^rm sFTmi^naw tot ^tt gga 

fT5 y^l^Aci ^ | rlr^ccHl ftfechl 4TJT TTji fay fad'liilglrt. 1^1 

ffrSJifcUT faddi^dHj tj^rR rTrT: I I 

c5f?Taro TO did I fa fardel: |^| 

^fai ijfgq+dsrr i favj-cH^ 1^1 

5"g|'^8 pnrorai rTrTtSVrarLI | | 

stroszi ^ rT^UI^oijdli^l ZRn# WdHI^T |^| 

^TTSlcqiR^iaqiRTSFiT: I H 3tHd9tiMi: ^ qfrTT XTRirTTl^ 1^1 

I now (proceed to) tell you about the scions of the sage Kasyapa by Diti, among whom was 

’ A detailed account of these sacrifices has already been given in the foot-note below V. xxvi. 18. 
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born the illustrious devotee of the Lord, Prahrada, and even so Bali (Prahrada's grand¬ 
son)^ 0) Diti (at first) had only two sons, adored by the Daityas and the Danavas (alike), who 
have (already) been spoken of under the name of Hiranyakasipu and Hiranyaksa (in Book 
lll).(11) Hiranyakasipu's wife, Kayadhu by name, who was a daughter of Jambha by Danuand 
had been given away by the former (to Hirnayakasipu), gave birth to four sons—Sarhhrada, 

in the first instance, and (then in order) Anuhrada, Hrada and Prahrada as well. Their sister, 
Sirhhika by name, got from (her husband, the demon) Vipracitti (a son named) Rahu, whose 
head, even while he was drinking nectar (disguised as a god in the assembly of the gods), 
Sri Hari lopped off with His discus (vide VIII. ix. 24-25). Krti, the wife of Sarhhrada 
(Hiranyakasipu's eldest son) bore through him (a son named) Pahcajana. (12—14) Dhamani, 
the wife of Hrada (Hiranyakasipu's third son) brought forth (two sons) Vatapi and llwala. It was 
llwala who cooked (his brother) Vatapi (in the form of a ram) for the sake of his (honoured guest, 
(the celebrated sage) Agastya. (15) Baskala and Mahisa were the two sons of Anuhrada 
(Hiranyakasipu's second son) by (his wife) Surmya; while Virocana was the son of Prahrada, 
and Bali was the son of Virocana by (his wife) Devi. (16) From (the loins of) Bali through (his 
wife) Asanaya (the deity presiding over hunger), were born a hundred sons, the eldest of whom 
was Bana. The glory of Bali, which deserves to be celebrated in beautiful verse, will be 
recounted only hereafter (in Book VIII). (17) Having propitiated Lord Siva (who has His abode 
on Mount Kailasa), the demon Bana attained the first place among His attendants. As the 
guardian of his capital, the Lord actually stays near him even today. (18) (Besides 
Hiranyakasipu and Hiranyaksa) Diti had forty-nine more sons, (known as) the Maruts (wind- 
gods). They all remained issueless and were converted into his own class (godhood) by 

Indra (the ruler of the gods). (19) 

3 3ThEJT Tjft I illfadl: l?ol 

^ 2T?33 rigl^Ngl f| 33T TT? I 1313^1 1^1 

The king (Parlksit) said: Having rid them of their demoniac disposition, which was innate 
to them, O (my) preceptor, how were they converted into godhood by Indra? What good offices 
did they render to him (which prompted him to bring about this change in them)? (20) Even 
these seers, O (holy) Brahmana, are keen to know this truth along with me. Therefore, be 

pleased, O worshipful sage, to explain this to us. (21) 
TgTZcfM 

Suta continued : Having heard this reverent, brief and (yet) significant inquiry of king 

Parlksit (who had been protected by Lord Visnu Himself in the form of Sri Kfsna), and 
welcoming it with a heart full of joy, the omniscient and well-known sage Suka (the son of 
Badarayana, more popularly known as Vedavyasa), spoke (as follows), O Saunaka (who 

stand vowed to a long course of sacrifices)! (22) 

TRJ3T ^llehcl^'i 3*ff3:33gj ^ 3 I 

3T3 313f3c3T TT3 

rl<<£>rl WT3 f3> 33 33: l^qi 

'JJ3T3R ^3T f? 31ISIWMW 33*3 
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FT^q FT FtfogFHTFfferaF'l ^Sjqqi^mui 5RTFUT ^qq F I ?V91 

F^TT qFFTT TRTF qqt#g^pFfq?T: I qqf *m% FTcT?TT ^HdNI^^rfr: | ^ \ 

1& h&Mfa i grafqqni fgg^rt q qf%q fl znfqfrT i 
fctwIc^cbi-rl'^nifH \ni^ici JRTTqfq: I fetT 3% FFT ijFT qfrl^rll l^o | 

^ ^Pif^nwid F^cfi-^ gr^qq: F5FTI 5Tj?FT tFMSj'ldl T^fqFIfrfFq^I Fl^l 

SrTSuka resumed : Diti, whose sons (Hiranyakasipu and Hiranyaksa) had been slain 
by Lord Visnu, the Ally of Indra (the chief of the gods), and who was (consequently) burning 

with rage kindled by grief, pondered as below :—(23) "When shall I have an undisturbed 

sleep, having brought about the death of the voluptuous cruel, hard-hearted and sinful Indra 

(who has been instrumental in causing the death of his own half-brothers) ? (24) He who 

seeks to hurt (other) beings for the sake of his (own) body—which, though (once) designated 

as a king (ultimately, when dead) goes by the name of (is transformed into) worms (if buried 
and thus consumed by worms), or that of excrement (if exposed and devoured by 
carnivorous beings such as dogs and jackals, vultures and crows), or that of ashes (in 

cremated) is he alive to his (higest) interests ? (Certainly not). For damnation (invariably) 
follows from such hostility to (other) beings. (25) (Therefore) let me devise some means 

whereby a son may be born to me, that may quell the pride of the aforesaid Indra, who looks 
upon this (perishable) body as everlasting and whose mind knows no restraint." (26) With 

this idea (uppermost in her mind) she constantly pleased her husband (the sage Kasyapa) 
through (personal) service, affection, humility and self-control. (27) Knowing as she did the 
heart of her husband, she captivated his mind, O Pariksit, by her supreme devotion, 

charming and sweet words winsome smiles and sidelong glances. (28) Thus infatuated by 
that clever lady, and powerless (against her womanish charms), the sage, though learned, 

said. All right I (Your wish shall be granted.)" Such stupefaction of men by a woman (through 

her devoted conduct) indeed is not to be wondered at. (29) Finding men (absolutely) 
unattached at the dawn of creation, Brahma (the lord of created beings) converted one half 
of his body into the fair sex, who robbed men of their judgment. (30) Waited upon in this way, 

O dear son (Pariksit)! by that lady (Diti), the glorious sage Kasyapa felt highly pleased; and! 
welcoming her, he laughingly spoke (as follows). (31) 

dclM 

m grate FTrRqs^qfqterq i f^rr Ftffr gran g?: grra fftf: 1331 

qfmg f? qRmri rara Ffraj fhf: Fg^nqi ai^d: fan-. qfq: 1331 

TH: I SFTdi^TjfraT: wffFsj qfrTFWjgj 13^ I 

steFBTFT: ^jmzra I FSHiH^Fraq 

Fts? rqyify<ii Fit f^Fraq Flrfin: i gg Fraigg grraFFTftqt ^^ff. 13^1 

Kasyapa said : Ask (of me) a boon of your choice, O beautiful one; I am pleased with 

you, O irreproachable lady. When the husband is fully pleased, what desire of a woman 
remains unattainable here as well as hereafter ? (32) The husband alone has been declared 
to be the supreme Deity for women. Although (as a matter of fact,) Lord Vasudeva, the 

Consort of Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity), dwelling in (presiding over) the mind 
of all created beings, is the supreme Deity, it is the said Lord alone who is worshipped by 

men in the guise of (various) divinities diversely conceived under (different) names (Indra 
and so on) and forms (wielding a thunderbolt and other distinctive weapons); and it is He 
(again) who is worshipped by women as appearing in the form of their husband. (33-34) 
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Hence, women devoted to their husband and desirous of blessedness, O fair one, worship 
their husband as (an image) of God, the Soul of the universe, with undivided loyalty. (35) 
Therefore, devoutly worshipped by you, O blessed one, with such God-consciousness, I 
shall forthwith accomplish your desired object, which is something very difficult to attain for 

unchaste women. (36) 

Diti replied : If you would confer on me the boon of my choice, O holy one, I—who have 
lost my sons—seek (of you) an immortal son capable of slaying Indra, who caused both of 
my sons (Hiranyakasipu and Hiranyaksa) to be slain (by Lord Visnu). (37) 

d&cTl I 3TOT: 

4lfad: I %§c c«(RtdpR^: l^o I 

WTT *FT ^ ^tgrTR. I'k^ I 

q 1| grfsjfera: Tin ^ wt i 

Slfasjq «IMlfa eMSra TfTt «1&U cTO a4^<^Hd 1*3 I 

I -3«l« Rh(^J0.3>^d 3HKHM I** I 

Hearing her prayer, the Brahmana sage (Ka§yapa) became sad and fell a repenting. (He 
said to himself,) "Alas I a very great sin has overtaken me today. (38) Oh, given up to the 
gratification on my senses, I, a wretched fellow—whose mind has been caught in the grip 
of the Lord's Maya (deluding potency) in the form of woman today—shall surely fall into (the 

abyss of) hell. (39) What fault is there of the woman, who has (but) followed her own nature 
in this matter ? But fie upon me, ignorant that I am alas I of my own (real) interests, as (is 
clear from the fact that) I have not been able to conquer my mind. (40) The face of women 
is blooming like the autumnal lotus and their speech is nectar (itself) to the ears, while their 

heart is (cruel) as the blade of a razor. Who can know their ways ? (41) None is truly beloved 
of women; who have their mind (thought) fixed on the object of their own desire. To serve 
their (own) end they murder or cause to be murdered their own husband, son and 
brother.(42) My plighted word, that I shall confer (on her) the boon of her choice, should not 
prove untrue; and Indra too does not deserve death. Under such circumstances the 
expedient that I have hit upon is (quite) in the fitness of things". (43) Pondering thus, the 
glorious sage Kasyapa (the son of Marici), O ParTksit (the delight of the Kurus), spoke a bit 

angrily, condemning himself at the same time. (44) 

^ I'HcTSTC sTrTfa3. ^1# smRwRt l*m 

Kasyapa said : A son will be born to you. O blessed one, who will slay Indra if you will 
duly observe this vow for a year, but who will prove to be a friend of the gods if it is not properly 

observed. (45) 

chiiiffui i IhI4«sj(h r wRd ^ i*^1 

Diti replied: I shall (certainly) observe the vow, O holy Brahmana I (Kindly) tell me (all) 
that has to be done by me and all that is prohibited during the period of this vow, and also 

that which (though not obligatory) may not violate the vow (if done). (46) 
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Sqm 

•T fB'WI^HvrlldlfH F 3IL)*l^d dfo^n?Kd<mi(ui F I 

^TTig W[ fTOF F F^INd I F e)Fldl4tdctlF: FHT ^ f^SJrft §4%!^ W6 I 

Hlfesg FfngeRTF F Flfaq <^oi$dHj ^Idl^ew^i Fg TFF: I 

^ifoyi^aflfortl Tr^ZTRTT TJrTFJsfcTT I 3TFj%TFFcTFT^FTF4tcTT I ko | 

^ttfTfft^tffft nid4i4i 3^f^RT: i ^tfth fiihi^hhU fttt f er fsf4t: i i 

&i'lriciitHi: I ^^dlldtl^lldjmijfayi^ feTFFr^dH, I ^ I 

fe4t <dKc)d1?jr6fdNiTFyyfot|U^d: | trfn rjMfufdgd EZIMdfrlfejdd ^ FF. m3 I 

WicktH TJFFF ridAdciP^dHJ yufabyjF etrjFj W^T FforTT ^JF: I I 

Kasyapa said : A woman observing this vow must not injure (much less kill any one of) 
the multitudes of living beings nor curse any one nor should she tell a lie. She must not pare 

her nails or cut the hair on her person nor should she touch that which is impure. (47) She must 
not bathe in water (by diving into it) nor should she lose hertemper nortalk with wicked people. 

She must not wear a cloth that has not been (duly) washed (after being used) nor a garland 

that has (already) been worn on her person. (48) She must not eat the leavings of what has 
been eaten by someone northe food offered to Goddess Candika (Bhadrakali) nor (again) that 
which contains meat nor that fetched by a Sudra nor that which has been seen by a woman 
in her menstruation: nor again should she drink water with the hollow of her joined palms. (49) 

She must not stir out (of her house) with the remants of food sticking in her mouth (without 

rinsing her mouth after eating something), nor without washing her hands and feet nor at dusk 

nor with dishevelled hair nor with her person unadorned and unwrapped (with an outer 

covering) nor with her speech uncontrolled. (50) She must not retire with her feet unwashed 
nor in an impure state nor with wet feet nor with her head towards the north or the west nor 
in the same bed with others nor bare-bodied nor again in the morning and evening. (51) Putting 

on a pair of clothes that have been (duly) washed, ever pure and decked with all auspicious 
ornaments, she should worship before breakfast the cow, the Brahmanas, Goddess Sri (the 

deity presiding over beauty and prosperity) and (the immortal) Lord Visnu. (52) She should 
also worship women whose husbands are living, with garlands, sandal-paste, offerings of food 

and ornaments and, offering worship to her husband, should wait upon him and contemplate 
on him as having entered her womb (in the form of his vital energy). (53) If you observe this 

vow, (known as) the Purhsavana (yielding a son), which is of a year's duration, without violating 
it, a son will be born to you, who will be able to slay Indra. (54) 

Mgimi: i ftrff ffftsitt ff f*tr ft mm 

3tt?ttf fiff i ^jmnFTSTFFJT u4yt<chf4: i i 

fFFT FFF5 FFFT FFTTTFL IW91 

1*4 FFTT fldwini ridfost I SFJ: tP-WJpnl^l ^J|l<£>fd: mil 

FT&yJ|TS9g,df4ssi HtqfrSSI FgfcrH I (Wl did! FF: FTFi: %FF *dlfo4 Pdg II 

T^HT FT $ F^ZJFTTrjfeST arlchfeldl | 3^y<dl44idl^fy: ^JfTF fsrfyqifedl l^o I 

^55*^ FFFTT 3ishl fFFTFfFFFF: I fF^: yf4g 3FT 4FT5TI FFTFFTFTIF^I 

fh^tt f^ot fsft ftfjfjft ft F^frfrr ftf, tjf: 

% F^JEJ: MKRJHHi: F^ STT^tfdl ^F I Ft TSTETTfIf TFiPm-F WTT FWWd 1^3 I 
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HT %Tg ^nrTTT tt^T cfclfeleh: | 3T^TMl^iH, mi^miw-iI nW'l 'iun*l, I ^ I 

i to ^IPieiwi^ujfn i ^«jt siiu-y-wm w i ^ i 

^IffflgTSSf^^ *ITf?T UlUldiqj i^FT Mo&kiRJfl: 1^1 

fl^R^OI M^I^Kell^ Wtsxra^l 3FW ^ ?f^T f^T: 1^1 

l<fd»^iq c^MKMHrtil'MT'U tffedK ^g^Hpcai 1^41 

3T8p5*TT? dldl^lfddll^i 3Tq?jfq^TiraT 

Tjcfi: Tlff^RT: ^T: FH W^T «R«I*U^ H ^ ^ W I^So I 

Expressing her willingness (to undertake the vow) in the words "Very well", the strong-willed 
Diti, O Pariksit, then concieved the seed of Kasyapa and she also duly undertook the (sacred) 
vow. (55) Having come to know the intention of his mother's sister (Diti), O respectful king, the 
clever Indra waited upon Diti, who was living in a hermitage (as a hermitess), through (personal) 
service (of every kind). (56) Hefetched everydayfrom the woods atthepropertimeflowers, fruits 

roots, small pieces of wood for the sacrificial fire and blades of (the sacred) Kusa grass as well 
as (sacred) leaves and sprouts, earth and water. (57) Keen to discover a slip in the observance 
on the part of Diti, who had been duly adhering to the vow, O Pariksit, the croocked Indra 
continued to serve her like a hunter disguised as a game (to remove its suspicion). (58) Though 
intent upon detecting some fault in her observance, O ruler of the earth, Indra did not find any; 

he was now filled with grave anxiety as to how his welfare could be ensured in that life. (59) One 
day, however, she fell asleep (even) at dusk with remnants of food still in her mouth and without 
either rinsing her mouth or washing her feet, enfeebled as she was by her (austere) observance 
and deluded by (an adverse) fate. (60) Finding that weak point, Indra, the master of Yoga (mystic 
powers), entered by dint of (his) Yogic power the uterus of Diti, who had been robbed of her 
consciousness by sleep. (61) By means of his thunderbolt he cut the embryo, brilliant as gold, 

into seven. Addressing the crying embryo (as though with affection) in the words" Do not cry!" 
he further cut those pieces each into seven. (62) (Even) while being rent (by Indra), O Pariksit, 
they all submitted to him with joined palms, "Why do you seek to get rid of us, O Indra ? We are 
Maruts (the wind-gods), your (own) half-brothers!" (63) "Do not be afraid; you are (all) brothers to 
me !"—so did Kausika (Indra) reply to the (aforesaid seven) groups of the Maruts, his (future) 

attendants exclusively attached to him. (64) By the grace of Lord Visnu (the Abode of Goddess 

Sri, the deity presiding over beauty and prosperity), the embryo in the womb of Diti could not be 
killed, though cut into numerous (forty-nine) pieces by the thunderbolt (of Indra), any more than 
you (O Pariksit) were killed by the missile discharged by Aswatthama (the son of Drona). (65) 
Worshipping Lord Visnu (the most ancient Person) only once, a man attains a status similar 
to the Lord's; whereas (in the present case) Sri Hari was worshipped by Diti for a little less 
than a year (so that the miracle that happened in the aforesaid case should cause no 
wonder at all). (66) (Taken) together with Indra (their friend and leader), these Maruts 
(wind-gods) came to be (known as) fifty gods. The stigma (of demonhood) attaching to 
them because of their mother was wiped off and they were converted into gods (entitled 
to a draught of nectar) by Indra. (67) On waking up, the worshipful Diti, who (having now 
worshipped Sri Hari for close upon a year) had acquired a disposition absolutely free from 
reproach, saw the babes, brilliant as fire accompanied by Indra, and felt highly gratified. 

(68) Then she said to Indra, "Dear son ! desirous of obtaining a son that might prove a 
source of terror to the sons of Aditi (you and your brothers), I observed this vow, which 
is most difficult to undertake.(69) But, while (only) one son was coveted (by me), how did 
these forty-nine babes come to be born? Tell me the truth, if known to you; but don t utter 

a falsehood." (70) 
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3^ ^ 7nf*r%f^f sp^,^, 
^irTT R 'HHSJT RR 3TTTR HR I Rsfa -d^ctt^Fi ^J||: RR&n qifq Trfgr ( 

Hd*iWHi*j4 gt^rrsz^mcT w I Rll^M^Nl: fafe ^W^-ufl |^| 

3TRTSRT RRgcT fpTRT fitlRjlM: I ^ 3 R^qftr RT H ^Tg%^l^l: ?fTT: 119* I 

3TTTTSzrRq3I5 ^TrRR RR ^ufla TJUIW^ «|ST: HllsHe^ifa R^IVsm 

RR 5T1RT ^rfew Hsinfa I SFtJM^R-I RTHRR %RT RRf RHtfelH: |V9^ | 

Indra replied : Mother, having come to know of your vow, I sought your presence and 
having discovered your fault, cut the child in your womb, bent as I was on achieving my 
(selfish) end and lost to all sense of righteousness. (71) The embryo was cut by me in seven 

and there appeared seven children. They too were cut each in seven; yet they would not 
die.(72) Seeing that great miracle, I at last concluded that it must be some incidental reward 
of the worship of Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person). (73) They alone are declared as clever 

in accomplishing their object, who while engaged in propitiating the Lord are (entirely) free 

from desires and do not aspire even to attain final beatitude (as a reward for their 
worship).(74) Having propitiated the Lord, the ruler of the universe, who is not only the Self 

of us all but who bestows His very Self on His devotees, what wise man would ask of Him 

the pleasures of sense, which could be had even in hell ? (75) Therefore, may you be pleased 

to forgive, O mother, this act of wickedness on my part, foolish as I am, O highly noble lady1 Thank 
God ! the child in your womb has risen to life (as it were) after death. (76) 

mjcFzmw 

$•*^1^51 id: ^srt I RRfc: r? Hi r<rt wm fs?%r jrg: \m i 

^r^rr ^ i r^c* r**tt sfr i 

?frl ^lyj'JI W.’Hr.fMI WRHR:«R^Tqr^5Tt5aTR: l^| 

Sr? Suka went on : Permitted by Diti, who was pleased with his sincerity, the powerful 
Indra bowed to her and left for the third heaven along with the Maruts (wind-gods). (77) In 

this way I have told you all that you enquired of me, viz., the story of the auspicious birth of 
the Maruts. What more shall I speak to you about ? (78) 

Thus ends the eighteenth discourse entitled "An account of the birth of the Maruts" 

in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T&hlHf^|)sssnR: 
Discourse XIX 

The procedure of observing the sacred vow of Purhsavana 
hqlq/q 

^ RRHT i|<j<{lRdHj RRT RfegjR^jrfR RT | ^ | 

The king (Parlksit) said : I wish to know the procedure of observing the (sacred) vow 
of Purhsavana, which has just been mentioned by you, O holy one, and by which Lord Visnu 
is (easily) propitiated. (1) 
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^ qpffsft ^ I 3TTWH sJcTfa? fll4chlPMchmi<H: I ? ! 

fRTTKI M'WHI MfiJ rf I WRTT?5|Hn^ I 

Tj^ilcyirui^iidiM'iiJicjH flrar TT? I 3 I 

3T^ % Pu'I^TO iJJHcFfPT H I M^ifcc^fd^n^ qq: tt'tic'jfoog.'y I 'i I 

*TOT fTO ^J^TT rl'Jl+Hl Mf^Hll^l-HI I 3Jg f^T Tjcrf: F^WdliRl »Wc(IH.3HJ: I | 

ipra ’ i ifrasn ^ q?mrq e£itfiqid4qtsqj % i ^ i 

Sri Suka replied : A wife should start observing this vow, which is calculated to grant 
all one's desires, from the very first day of the bright fortnight of (the month of) Margaslrsa 
with the permission of her husband. (2) Having listened to the story of the birth of the Maruts 
(the forty-nine wind-gods) and (duly) consulted the Brahmanas, she should after cleaning 
her teeth and finishing her bath cover herself with a pair of white pieces of cloth and adorn 
herself (with ornaments). She should (then) worship the Lord along with His (divine Consort) 
Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity) before her breakfast (and pray:) (3) "Whatever 
You already have is enough for You, (absolutely) unconcerned as You are, O Lord whose 
desire is (ever) sated ! My obeisance be to You, the Lord of Mahalaksmi (who embodies in 
Herself the highest glory and fortune)! Hail to You, the Abode of all mystic powers! (4) You 
are fully endowed with compassion, fortune, glory, majesty, virility and all other excellences, 
O Lord; You are therefore the almighty Ruler. (5) O (divine) Consort of Lord Visnu, O 
Embodiment of marvellous powers, possessing as You do the characteristics of the 
Supreme Person, may You be pleased with me, O highly blessed one. (My) obeisance be 
to You, O Mother of the universe !" (6) 

3& qqi snraH q?iy,*><*TO q?Ffqraiq IT? 

yi£|^U<{iu)U?KI^MrlKi^ mrfp 3q?fc^|VS| 

qqr qgifa^fdudfl tststh i c i 

f5PT g cK^icnf^iqi yq^T^Tt I 'qcfcitl I ^ I 

yinM^dc^Ml ^Rby^ui %TTTI^raR tTH: TTTt5Tg^T^LI^o I 

"Hail to Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person), denoted by the mystical syllable OM and 
possessed of the highest glory, the Spouse of Goddess Mahalaksmi! Let me offer worship 
to You along with Your highest potencies (Goddess Laksmi and others)!" While repeating 
this sacred text the worshipper should offer everyday to Lord Visnu with a concentrated mind 
(loving) invocation, water to wash His hands and feet and rinse His mouth and water for His 
bath, a pair of pieces of linen to cover His Body, a sacred thread and ornaments, sandal- 
paste, flowers, burning incense, light, food and other articles of worship. (7) Out of the food 
left after being offered to the Lord one should pour twelve oblations into the sacred fire-while 
repeating the following prayer:—"Hail to Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person), denoted by the 
mystical syllable OM, the Spouse of Goddess Mahalaksmi! I offer this oblation to Him I!" (8) 
One should duly worship with devotion everyday Goddess Sri and (Her Consort) Lord Visnu, 

both of whom are disposed to confer boons (on Their devotees) and yield one's desired 
blessings in an abundant degree, if one is desirous of having all kinds of fortune. (9) (Nay,) 
one should fall prostrate on the ground with a mind humble through devotion, repeat the 
aforementioned sacred text ten times and (then) utter the following hymn:—(10) 
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3 fogw Unj ITTrT: <3FRTJT WIJ JQ H STfftft: 1^ I 

rTW 3T«ft9T: HT^Itc<*)c< T77: I tTk^^TOFL I ^ I 

IIuicuRtjRm ^ °M$*I ^T^raT^I f| HH^lM^I «ft; 3llftF#l|$|q| | 

^TTWT *P'|c|<fl 5r?TOmBra: I ^ I 

^rsn ^ott Qioiehw cR3T qTftfg-il i ttsit *r srra^ra; ^ wit i ^ i 

"You are the Sovereigns of the universe as well as the ultimate cause of the world. (And) 
She (Mahalaksmi) is undoubtedly the unmanifest Prakrti (primordial matter), as well as the 
deluding potency, (so) difficult to overcome. (11) You (O Lord) are no other than the 
Supreme Person, the very Controller of Prakrti. You embody all sacrificial performances; 
while She is an embodiment of faith (that inspires and sustains all human endeavours to 
carry on such sacrificial activities). While She is (worldly) activity, You are the enjoyer of its 
fruit. (12) This goddess is the manifestation of the (three) Gunas (in the form of the universe); 
while You are the Time-Spirit (that prompts the three Gunas to manifest themselves in this 
way) as well as the Cosmic Person (who enjoys the Gunas so manifested). (Again,) You are 
the Soul of all embodied beings; while Goddess Sri represents their body, the senses and 
the inner sense. (Nay,) the almighty goddess represents the various names and forms 
(constituting the universe); while You are their illuminator and ground. (13) (Just) as You 
are the supreme Rulers of (all) the three worlds, conferring boons on Your devotees, so let 
my lofty aspirations prove true, O Lord of excellent renown." (14) 

aftftram fwn w i TTfo:*n4fMgtuj i ^ m 

W: tfJcTlri TRTfftuT TM I ^?ilfogqc|y|4| \%^\ 

tftft TO STWIT I WT qfft: I 

(jinftcfccRuiifa SWIWTOftrfft I Wit tft?RTTTL I ^ c I 

fqoj?lsfafa<S. few ^21^ I ^tTOrft: wwrafewgft: I 

3T^S^T^TWn ^ej |^| 

TSHEH ^ SITftl I 3I£JI<lc*lfcI^|<iSHls!f TTSITI^ol 

T^PT 4^llfqfiRT TITWr I335T ?T*T'TTU 1^ | 

3WJTO f^nwaf TjcTWj vg|HhjfrU|| W | 

3TTf^R: %WSS?TO sftft: TPftfftTT: I i|U|UJ %TTTT %7WIT ^tcT d^dl I I 

^raidHUd: WW: TT? ^jf*T: I <£IIKIr4 ^PT: ^ft^TmT IW I 

Having thus extolled Lord Visnu (the Abode of 6ri, the goddess of beauty and prosperity), 
the Bestower of boons (on His devotees), along with Goddess Sri, and after removing the 
food (served before Them) and offering Them water to rinse their mouth, one should 
(continue to) worship Them (by offering betel leaves etc.). (15) Then with a mind humble 
through devotion one should extol Him by means of a hymn and, after smelling the remnants 
of the offerings, should duly worship Sri Hari once more. (16) The woman should serve her 
husband too with supreme devotion, offering him his beloved objects and accounting him 
the Supreme Person (Himself); while the loving husband should personally assist in all the 
duties of his wife, high and low (alike). (17) A thing done by even one (member) of a married 
couple is conducive to the benefit of both. (Therefore,) in the event of the wife being unfit (due 
to illness or menstruation etc.) the husband should do (all) this with a concentrated mind. (18) 



A man obsemng this vow sacred to Lord Visnu should not break it under any crcumstance 
whatsoever (Thus) observing (strict) discipline, one should worship everyday with devotion 
the Brahmanas as well as women whose husbands are (still) living by offering them wreaths 
of flowers sandal-paste, (articles of) cooked food and ornaments and should (also) worship 

the Deity (Lord Visnu). (19) Having requested the Deity (as devoutly as He had been 
invoked) to retire to His (divine) Abode one should eat what was offered to Him, after feeding 

in the first instance one's preceptor and others, for the purification of one s min^ as we''as 
for the gratification of all one's desires. (20) After spending a year of twelve months (an year 
other than an intercalary year) according to this (aforementioned) process of worship, a 
pious wife should observe a fast on the last day of (the month of) Kartika (the day immediately 

preceding the bright half of Margaslrsa). (21) Having bathed at sunrise on the following day 
and worshipped Lord Visnu (the Enchanter of all) as before, the husband alone should 
pour into the sacred fire twelve oblations of rice boiled in milk and mixed with clarified 
butter according to the procedure laid down for a Pakayajna (a venetyf osacrificial 
performances mentioned in the Gthya-Sutras). (22) Receiving with his head bant low the 

benedictions duly pronounced by the Brahmanas, (highly) pleased with him, and devoutly 
greeting them with bowed head, he should silently take his meal with their permission 
along with his kinsmen after feeding his preceptor in the first instance. He should (t e ) 

give to his wife the remnant of the sacrificial offering, which ensures a good progeny and 

the height of good fortune. (23-24) 

Jid-gar sFrafr wt^i^i 

few ^ 3tlM-iJlcriPst^<*c^d^l 

ch4utM*rujfH: I ^ I 

^gi: uwRft fimdehRFL I 

TTfT’J’Ft ^nf^WSI^raTf^fl MKH5^l 1OT 

Wm' 

ifft: 3&> rlrMrl^ 

Duly observing this vow, sacred to the Lord, a man attains his coveted object during his 

(verv) lifetime; while a wife, undertaking it, should secure good fortune, affluence, progeny 
the lonqevity of her husband, glory and a (comfortable) house. (25) Nay, a maid should 
secured rn^tch endowed wrthall good characteristics, while a widow should attain final 

beatitude after being rid of (all) sins. A woman who has lost her issue should get long-lived 
progeny a woman who, though owning a large property, is highly ill-fated is blessed with 

good fortune; and an ugly-looking girl is endowed with exquisite beauty 
from a malady is rid of his acute illness and is blessed with a sound body and healthy Indnyas. 
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Nay, there ensues the eternal gratification of the souls of the departed ancestors as well as 
of the tutelary deities of the man who recites this discourse on the occasion of auspicious 

undertaking (such as a sacrificial performance and Sraddha). (26-27)'(Nay,) pleased with 

him, the fire-god, Goddess Sri (the divine Consort of Lord Visnu) as well as Lord Sri Hari 

(Himself) confer on him all the objects of his desire at the end of a sacrificial performance. 

O king (Pariksit), the highly sacred story of the birth of the Maruts (the wind-gods) as well 
as of the very sacred vow observed by Diti has (hereby) been related to you. (28) 

Thus ends the nineteenth discourse entitled "The procedure of observing the vow of 

Purhsavana detailed“ in Book Six of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita, 
composed by the (divine) sage Vedavyasa and 

consisting of eighteen thousand Slokas. 
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Srimad Bhagavata Mahapurana 
Book Seven 

Discourse I 

A dialogue between Narada and Yudhisthira : the story of Jaya and Vijaya 

fSR: W I * I 

q ^RTT8f: 'gTmif: I Rlpt ^Tgrr$JFpTO f| I ?. I 

ffa q: -mRUIJpil^ 3rfH I F?R: U^I^M^cjiswT^fa I 3 I 

The king (Pariksit) submitted : How did the Lord, who is alike to everyone and is the 

beloved friend of (all) created beings, kill the demons (the sons of Diti) for the sake of Indra 
like a partial being, O holy one? (1) Indeed He who is the very embodiment of highest bliss 
could not have any (selfish) end to be served by the hosts of gods and in no case could He 
who is untainted by the Gunas (mode? of Prakrti) actually have any specific grudge against, 
much less fear of, the demons. (2) In this way, O exceptionally blessed one, a grave doubt 
has arisen in our mind with regard to the excellences of Lord Narayana, which you should 

kindly resolve. (3) 

xjS ^ ^nct<&[rT>q£fTO,1 * 1 

<tr i tott fwrra i h i 

3Tf^t: m: I WTRFJOITTTf^R gTUIsllUcKfli TO: I 5, I 

TO T5TTOT ff?t y<^rHfcUH) ^JOTT: 11 IJR 3T I 'S I 

Mjqchic^ tj dc<'^T’1s rtHMl 

'j4lfrUl(<Rc)|'i4lid RRHtrT I Rf*t;T4ti?HMHid-i4y irfSTTOT cfccRiyTO: 
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^T2T tJT 3J1HR: XRt T3f: I 

*in 37T8T2j HSJR1J02IT H<^e( * 

V '<M?rfq cRTc? ff^RTT I 

HrUcAH'lehH^I^ g{fy4l Slfauild£WsraT: 1^1 

3T5raRI^: TJ^ftrfrTfRT: ^f$J|| I M Mglshdl TTST^ 1^1 

^gT HigT^d TT3TT TT3I^ iJglsTdl I <dl^ 'M'ldfd |^ | 

d^IfTld y^fti TT3TT MIU^JH: sfirft I fafWdMdl Tpfqi g[P<jdlfa<H, I Vi I 

Sri Suka replied : Well have you asked, O great king (Pariksit), a question relating to 
the wonderful and most sacred story of Sri Hari, which is replete with the glory of His devotees 
(like Prahrada), nay, which goes to intensify one's devotion to the Lord and which is sung 
by sages like Narada. Bowing to (my father,) the sage Krsna Dwaipayana (Vedavyasa), I 
shall (accordingly) narrate the story of Sri Hari. (4-5) Though really transcending Prakrti and 
(therefore) beyond the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti), unborn and devoid of (a material) 
form, the Lord assumed the role of a chastiser in relation to those deserving punishment by 
presiding over the Gunas of His own Maya (Prakrti). (6) Sattva (harmony), Rajas (activity) 
and Tamas (inertia) are the adjuncts of Prakrti (Matter) and not of the Spirit. Their decline or 
growth, O king (Pariksit), is not simultaneous as a matter of fact. (7) Conforming to the spirit 
of the times, He fosters the gods and the Rsis (sages) when (the quality of) Sattva is in the 
ascendant,the Asuras (demons) when (the quality of) Rajas is predominant, and the 
Yaksas (a class of demigods) and the Raksasas (ogres) when (the quality of) Tamas 
preponderates.(8) Like fire and other elements (which, though undifferentiated, appear as 
differentiated through diverse media), the Lord (though one) appears endowed with various 
forms (in the shape of the numberless JIva); yet He is not distinguished from the psychophysical 
organism (occupied by Him). It is only the discerning that are eventually able to realize the 
Self dwelling in their own heart after carefully investigating it. (9) When intending to create 
bodies (as a means of enjoyment) for the Jiva (the individual soul), the aforesaid Supreme 
evolves(the element of) Rajas as a distinct entity (out of the chaos hitherto prevailing) by His 
own Maya (creative energy). (Nay,) keen to sport in the midst of (all) these heterogeneous 
bodies, the omnipotent Lord evolves the Sattvaguna and when about to retire (from His 
sportful activities), He fosters the element of Tamas. (10) The Lord, who is the infallible 
Creator (of the universe) in conjunction with Prakrti and Purusa (the grounds of creation), O 
ruler among men, brings forth the running Time, which stands as the support (an assistant) 
of Prakrti and Purusa. Now that which goes by the name of Time, O Pariksit, fosters the 
element of Sattva (at the dawn of creation); hence the Lord too, who enjoys an extensive 
fame, fosters as it were the host of gods as their friend and exterminates their enemies, the 
Asuras, dominated as they are by Rajas and Tamas. (11) To illustrate this very fact (of the 
Lord being entirely free from hatred etc.) a legend was lovingly narrated in the past by Narada 
(the celestial sage) to the inquiring Emperor Yudhisthira (in whose eye whom no enemy was 
ever born) during his great sacrificial performance (of Rajasuya), O Pariksit! (12) On seeing 
the most wonderful absorption of Sisupala (the ruler of the kingdom of Cedi) into (the divine 
person of) Lord Sri Krsna (Son of Vasudeva) in the course of the great sacrificial performance 
called Rajasuya, the celebrated king Yudhisthira (son of Pandu) asked the celestial sage 
(Narada)—seated there—with a wondering mind the following question in the presence of 
(other) sages, who were (all) listening. (13-14) 
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3T?f 3Tcq^T iM^cHPrHWfa I ctl'^ TO TO% STfHSRTO 1^1 

*tc? xjcr toi i ihhRkaii tot f^mfe toRth: 1^1 

ciM^myd: TOT 3TTT«T chc^'MIMUIIcl^l RHtdTTOf e-ddTOS I ^\91 

t?IUd~Kfl<ftPgmi} <T£p TOMe^HJ q ^ R|£|A|i TO^ l*dl 

^sj rtf^T wmfo ^3ipi^ I TOTOT R^lchHi Wmi^WTI^I 

tTOlft ^ ^<f«4lWRo ^FTTO I s£g]d<^ddri TOTTOW OTH^Rol 

Yudhisthira said : The absorption into Sri Krsna (son of Vasudeva), the supreme 
Reality—which could not be easily attained even by those exclusively devoted to Him— 
of Sisupala (the ruler of the kingdom of Cedi), His bitter enemy—Oh, this was indeed most 
wonderful. (15) We all as a matter of fact wish to know (the reason of) this, O sage; (for we 
know that) king Vena (the father of Prthu) was (all but) hurled into hell by the Brahmanas 
due to his blaspheming the Lord. (16) The sinful Sisupala (the son of Damaghosa), as well 
as the evil-minded Dantavaktra, had a grudge against Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) 
ever since he (Sisupala) began to lisp till now (when he was slain by Him). (17) (Patches 
of) white leprosy (leucoderma) did not appear on their tongue even as they blasphemed 
more than once Sri Krsna (the all—pervading Lord), who is (no other than) the supreme 
and imperishable Brahma (the Absolute); nor did they enter the blinding darkness (of 
hell).(18) How did they attain absorption directly into the aforesaid Lord, whose reality 
cannot be easily grasped, while all the people (assembled on the spot) stood looking 
on?(19) My mind is wavering on this point even as the flame of a light is unsteady under 
the action of wind; (for) this was (something) most wonderful. Omniscient as you are, kindly 

tell me the cause of it. (20) 

TT?TO3^T 3J|cfcu4 RH# TOTTOjfa: I TJg: STT? TOWW sjOcTOTTOTO: 13* I 

SrT Suka went on : The divine sage Narada was pleased to hear this question of king 
Yudhisthira and, addressing him, narrated the following stories within the hearing of his 

courtiers. (21) 

^cKHJ TOTIdm4l TFSTsTfa^TOT <*R<TdHJ^ I 

fiSTT dcfolUHd <U^|^bM4l42IT I Kmtffafd mf&u^i 

4|[vi<qcg).sf^(HiHl.i4 H5.STR5nfin-ri TOT: I rTSTT R TOTT ckq<r^icF»HHMl.}RqwiW'i: I 

TOST ^TTOfflf f|ST *HISJ dh<rUTd IW I 

Hwitrjsren fMfTor to to I pm 

tott ucrod-MiidifaTOdj R wsrr ^(totVh ffn ^ frfsro sfa: 

TOTS: fr^dl TOS^TORJ TOCTOTOTFR fTO^fl dcSSTOiqj^l 

xr4 fjrot TOrafa im i toot lyuiumdWMigsjRHTTO r<si 

qrtttt^ to: i 3rraror fern sHTOd^fs tot: i 

TOTO: TOWTO5TO S^rikireTO I TOTOTO^TOTO TOTO TOT fTOTT l^o I 

TOTOTTsfa R ^R: q^T 5Tf?T | <TTOT?t 4idl^ril4d TO: fddSTTOdJ^ I 
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•ETTcJSW g-gSTT drlcjcMSJ mngg | H|^yy(l f^JUJnHJy^|IMId-I^IW^cfl 13^1 

Narada said : The body is brought into being through lack of discrimination, O king, 
between Prakrti (Matter) and Purusa (the Spirit, which lies beyond Prakrti) for (experiencing 
pleasure and pain through) calumny and eulogy, honour and contumely. (22) Just as due to 
identification with this body appears in (the mind of) living beings in this world differentiation 
in the shape of "I" and "mine" and there (also) arises (a feeling of) pain as a result of resort 
to force and reproachful language, and even as the destruction of living beings is (considered 
as) non-different from the destruction of the body to which attaches the aforesaid notion (of 
"I" and "mine"), there is no such notion (of identity) in Sri Krsna, the Universal Spirit, because 
of His being One without a second. On what ground, then, can violence be ascribed to Him, 
who was indeed the chastiser of His foes (in their own interests)? (23-24) Therefore, one 
should (anyhow) fix one’s mind on Him either through constant enmity or through devotion 
(which is free from enmity towards any creature whatsoever) or fear or affection or love. By 
doing so he will in no way perceive anything else (than the Lord). (25) A mortal may not attain 
such absorption into Him by fixing his mind on Him through devotion as through constant 
hostility: such is my conclusion. (26) The caterpillar imprisoned by a wasp in (its nest on) a 
wall and constantly thinking of the latter through (intensity of) hatred and fear attains a form 
similar to the wasp. (27) With their sins thus washed off by constant contemplation through 
animosity on the almighty Lord Sri Krsna, who appeared as a human being by His own will, 
people attained to Him (easily and speedily too). (28) Fixing their mind on the almighty Lord 
through concupiscence, hatred, fear or attachment as through devotion, and getting rid of 
their sin standing as a barrier against His realization, many attained union with Him. (29) The 
cowherd women (of Vraja) attained to Him through concupiscence; Karfisa, through fear; 
Sisupala (the ruler of the Cedis) and other kings (like him), through hatred; the Vrsnis (the 
kinsmen of Lord Sri Krsna), through kinship; you (the Pandava brothers), through attachment 
and we (the sage Narada and others), through devotion, O lord! (30) Vena (stood no chance 
of attaining to the Lord inasmuch as he) did not fall under any of the five categories 
(mentioned in verse 29) of those contemplating on the Lord. Hence by any means 
whatsoever one should fix one's mind on Sri Krsna (the all-enchanting Supreme Deity). (31) 
Sisupala (the ruler of the Cedis), your maternal aunt’s son, as well as Dantavaktra (son of 
another maternal aunt of yours), O Yudhisthira (son of Pandu), were (no other than) the two 
foremost attendants (Jaya and Vijaya) of Lord Visnu, (that had been) hurled down from their 
(divine) abode (Vaikuntha) under the curse of the Brahmana sages. (32) 

^t^T: 3T WTT I 3T3H3S ^lUlfd sTUfclRrH! 133 I 

Yudhisthira said : What kind of and whose curse was it that prevailed (even) against 
the servants of Lord Sri Hari ? The incarnation of those exclusively devoted to Sri Hari 
appears as something incredible. (33) Be pleased to narrate the episode connected with the 
corporeal existence of the denizens of Vaikunthapura (the abode of Lord Visnu), devoid (as 
they are) of a (material) body, Indriyas and life-breath. (34) 

I 'JjgqSRTqj 3 m 

q^g|RTqmmT: TjcTiTT: I 135 I 

ffacTT TTcj 7{cii gra q HI#: I T# H&jfeq: I 

uwmigw: i3\s i 

[564] B. M. 23— 
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TJ^ 31 ^1 W^eHIrL Mn-ri'l tf: efimcjfct: I xt-ml M-utapHcn (slf^lofehlM ctxr^lniH, 1^41 

Narada replied : (While) traversing the three spheres (heaven, earth and the 
intermediate region), the sage Sanandana and his (three) brothers, sons of Brahma (the 
creator), once went to the realm (Vaikuntha) of Lord Visnu by the Lord's (own) will. (35) 
Though born before the elders (in Brahma's creation, Marlci and others), they look like 
children of five to six years of age and have no covering on their body except the quarters. 
Accounting them infants, the two gate-keepers (Jaya and Vijaya) stopped them. (36) Full of 
anger, they (the sages) cursed them thus : "You do not even deserve to dwell at the soles 
of (much less serve) the feet of Lord Visnu (the Slayer of the demon Madhu), which are free 
from (all tinge of) Rajas (passion) and Tamas (ignorance). Therefore, enter you at once, O 
fools, the most sinful demoniac womb !" (37) Cursed in the aforesaid words, the two gate¬ 
keepers (of Vaikuntha) were, while falling down from their abode, addressed once more (as 
follows) by the merciful sages (Sanaka and others): "Let this imprecation make for your return 
to your realm at the end of three incarnations." (38) 

m^TTH ?Tt xpri I fprmTSTtS^STW: 13 I 

FTt [^{uyehf^iy^Run f^sftrnn i flTTmTarr yli^u raw ^ftoR cpj: r*oi 

xpi 3tft3 ch$Miyyqj wm Tj^raiY^i 

wi wch^i T>jg i 

They were born as Hiranyakasipu and Hiranyaksa (the two sons of Diti), the adored of 
the Daityas and the Danavas (alike). Hiranyakasipu was the elder; while Hiranyaksa, the 
younger, was born afterwards. (39) Hiranyakasipu was slain by Sri Hari, who had taken the 
form of a lion (Lord Nrsirhha); and Hiranyaksa was killed by Him even as He assumed the 
body of a boar for the sake of lifting up the earth (from water). (40) Anxious to get rid of his 
son, Prahrada, the beloved of Lord Visnu (the Protector of both Brahma and Siva), 
Hiranyakasipu inflicted on him tortures of various kinds in order to bring about his death, but 
could not kill with (all) his devices that perfectly tranquil boy, who had identified himself with 
all living beings, looked upon all with the same eye, and was invested with a divine 
glory. (41-42) 

trarat TT8mt sw fera^rfr i Tram: w<Wi*l4diiHi 1*31 

wfa Traeft 'jjrar 1 jimcTi4 aiujfa ra iv* 1 

dictd 8Tf5rat Miitil <ra I 3TSJTT 3imRi^jrt>l I'tfq I 

Then (in the next birth) they were born as a pair of Raksasas (ogres), the tormenters of 
all the worlds, Ravana and Kumbhakarna (by name), sons of the sage Visrava by Kesini. (43) 
In order to redeem them from the curse the Lord slew them in that birth too, assuming the 
form of Sri Rama (a scion of Raghu). You will hear about the valour of Sri Rama from the lips 
of the sage Markandeya, O king ! (44) Those very Raksasas (Ravana and Kumbhakarna) 
were born (again) in the Ksatriya race as Sisupala and Dantavaktra (sons of your maternal 
aunts). Their sins (in the shape of their impure bodies that were guilty of offence against the 
Lord) having been destroyed by the discus (Sudarsana) of Lord Sri Krsna, they have now 
(at the end of three incarnations) been redeemed from the curse (of Sanaka and his three 
brothers). (45) Having (first) been exalted to the state of absorption into the immortal Lord 
(Sri Krsna) through contemplation intensified by constant enmity, they (eventually) returned 
to the (divine) presence of Sri Hari as attendants of Lord Visnu. (46) 
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gf*j/§? 3w 

1%t^T ^farT ^ ^rcrnfrtI?Tc*TR I ^f? ^ TOFR^T y$l444Nj,dl<iJdl I'tf'a | 

sfa ym^MWd ■Rfiym Rfcdwi wro! ypr^fwi4*A wfrsRm: i * i 

Yudhisthira submitted : How did intense hatred come to be developed (in the mind of 
Hiranyakasipu) towards his high-souled and beloved son (Prahrada)? (Also) tell me, O 
glorious sage, the circumstances under which exclusive devotion to the immortal Lord 
sprang up in the heart of Prahrada. (47) 

Thus ends the first discourse, forming part of the Introduction to the story of 
Prahrada, in Book Seven of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3TO HcffesgTO: 

Discourse II 

Hiranyakasipu rids his mother (Diti) of her grief (caused by the death of his 
younger brother, Hiranyaksa) 

mzscrrw 

fafaftrt sfcl^Rdl I RHUilcfcRilii ^JEfT I ^ I 

3TT? W ^OT: I I 3 I 

cMIc-^glil^l I dMcIlPtdUjtci)^ I 3 I 

«Tt dMd^d'UI fgTjfer^T ^7 | £4JifM -^t mef? I X I 

fefe tot gR: i>i<$di<M: i »{ujdH-di fecmn^j to fei, i h i 

fH^uffdd: ^ Mlftuhtl^ui ife f|iR|UJTOJTcR: | ^ | 

rTOT v^umtOTddlcK^: I TORT OTTO <dlo>>T4dlfeHldH: I ^9 I 

^«^Wdifidw Tjfron ^Ty>m r i dufrou wi ^ totczto: i p \ 

<rffe <j?isffd to? 3-TWdl i fen ^ ystPd fejyiun fcarfer: i ^ i 

didgrm duiii^wi«itmsid<ifTd: i^oi 

R?TT TOTTOT: TO R TOTTOTTOJ ^ I 

■JR 'SR fgllT TORt otuilillli: feTOT: I a TT muh^ Min fl'd'lMMd ^SJcT I ^ I 

Narada replied': On his (younger) brother (Hiranyaksa) having been slain thus (through 
seeming partiality towards the gods) by Sri Hari, who had assumed the form of a boar, 
Hiranyakasipu (the elder brother), O king (Yudhisthira), felt agonized with anger and grief.(1) 
Whirling with rage, he closely bit his lips; nay, with his eyes burning through anger he gazed 
intently at the sky, which looked misty (due to the smoke issuing from those fiery eyes as it 
were) and spoke thus. (2) With a frowning aspect, terrible to look at because of his fearful 
teeth and fierce glances, and raising up his trident, he spoke as follows to the Danavas 
(assembled) in his court. (3) O Danavas and Daityas, hullo Dwimurdha (lit., a two-headed 
monster), Tryaksa (a demon with three eyes), Sambara, Satabahu (a demon with a hundred 
arms), Hayagnva (one endowed with a horse's head), Namuci, Paka, llwala, Vipracitti, 
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Puloma, Sakuna and others, listen all to my word and then let it to be carried out at once; there 
should be no delay. (4-5) My beloved and devoted (younger) brother (Hiranyaksa) has been 
caused by the petty enemies (the gods) to be slain at the hands of Hari (the god Visnu), who, 
though impartial, has been won overto theirside through services (rendered to Him). (6) With 
the copious blood of that god—who, though all effulgence (in essence), assumed the 
semblance of a wild animal (boar) through a deceptive trick and has relinquished his (very) 
nature (impartial character), nay, who follows anyone who adores him and is (therefore) 
fickle-minded as a child—when his head has been severed by my spear, I shall gratify (the 
spirit of) my blood-thirsty brother and be (thus) relieved of my agony. (7-8) When that wily 
adversary* (in the person of Visnu) has been disposed of, the gods (the denizens of heaven), 
whose (very) life is Visnu, will wither away like the boughs on a tree whose roots have been 
cut off. (9) Meanwhile resort you to the earth, made prosperous by the Brahmanas (the 
sacerdotal class) and the Ksatriyas (the ruling and warrior class) and exterminate those 
engaged in austerities, sacrificial performances and the study of the Vedas, observing 
sacred vows and practising charity. (10) God Visnu depends for his existence on the rituals 
of the twice-born, being Yajna (worship) personified and an embodiment of righteousness. 
He is the ultimate resort of the gods, the Rsis (seers), the manes and other living beings and 
the final goal of righteousness. (11) Repair to each such territory where there are Brahmanas 
(lit., the twice-born), cows, the (four) Varnas (grades of society) and (four) Asramas (stages 
in life) and rituals. Set fire to them and cut them (their trees etc.) to pieces. (12) 

i wan stwtrt i^i 

1 ytftayiyima' ^ nwRifw ^ \ ^ i 

StTWSR^IWJTRM 3RTFTT l?m 

TJW WWnSPJWTflj?: I !c?ct -clMCif^TWT: I ^ I 

Reverently bowing to the aforementioned command of their lord (Hiranyakasipu), the 

demons (who were fond of bloodshed) began to oppress the people accordingly. (13) They 
burnt towns and villages, cow-pens and gardens, corn-fields and parks, hermitages and 
mines, farmers' hamlets, villages at the foot of mountains and stations of herdsmen and 
(even) cities. (14) Some (of them) demolished with spades bridges, defensive walls and city- 
gates; while others, with axes in their hands, cut down (fruit-bearing) trees which served as 
a means of livelihood (to the people). And (still) others burnt down the dwellings of the people 
with flaming brands. (15) When the people were thus oppressed again and again by the 
followers of Hiranyakasipu (the lord of the Daityas), the gods deserted heaven and 
wandered over the earth unperceived (by the demons). (16) 

1 ftwn <*didchi<itH i W i 

rpmwt fdfw W fTTTT I 

Having offered water and other oblations to (the spirit of) his deceased (younger) brother 
(Hiranyaksa), Hiranyakasipu, who felt (very) miserable (himself), comforted his brother's 
sons—Sakuni, Sambara, Dhrsta, Bhutasantapana, Vrka, Kalanabha, Mahanabha, Harismasru 

and Utkaca. (17-18) Knowing as he did what was appropriate to a particular time and place, 

* The expression 'fzftit' (which has been split up in the above translation as may also be taken as a compound 

word and interpreted as'^>2 rfpi vm (a fellow whose actions are of a puzzling nature). 
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he addressed the following to (them as also to) their mother (and his own sister-in-law), 
Rusabhanu, as well as to Diti, his (own) mother, in soft words, O lord of men I (19) 

feW'bftiij+ciM 

3TWTC3 | cfSJ: TJ5U cftt tTT^ST gcWJ: ^TTW ffatcT: Ro I 

*JcTHT% 1W: yMlitlfMci *pm | R3 I 

fq^t 3T1^|Sra: ^g: **^TT: SMlddtt: I IrMHI WH7T R9 | 

^arrwmn y^cwi trratsfq d rb i 

xrg Jjury[ujM|l]| TRWfgcFK^: yfHJ *7Tf?T HcHmtd'l ^iPc-^-l fefrc)|pra R^ | 

1*7 3TTtqfgrnTOT flfaff fof<qTcRT I T*t fiWlliliWHi) cfc4ti^(d: RM 

Tnsrerg f^TRT^J ^ i t^ftt ^ fcH<*>i^fd)d ^ r^i 

St^l^l^lltrMfd^lti ^nrRH.I<ra^I ifclsRJTt *TcfTg <T ft^TSRT RV91 

Hiranyakasipu said: Mother, O mother, sister-in-law and sons! You ought not to lament 

the hero (Hiranyaksa). The death of the brave in front of their enemy is praiseworthy and (as 
such) coveted (by them). (20) The dwelling together in this world of created beings (first) 

collected at one place (under one roof) and (then) separated by Providence on account of 

their (past) actions, is (just) like the gathering of men in a shed (on the roadside) containing 
a reservoir of water (for the wayfarers), O virtuous mother ! (21) The soul is eternal 
(deathless) free from decay, taintless, omnipresent, all-knowing and transcendent. It 

assumes bodies (of various kinds), procuring the (numerous) objects of senses by its own 

Maya (ignorance). (22) (Just) as due to (proximity to) a running stream the trees (standing 

motionless on its edge and reflected in it) appear as though moving and (even) as due to 

one's rotating eyes the earth (around) appears to revolve, so when the mind is agitated by 

the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti), the soul, which is really unagitated (free from the morbid 
feelings of grief etc.), acquires homogeneity indeed with the mind, O blessed one, so 

that, though (really) detached from body etc,, it appears as if endowed with a body and so. 
on. (23-24) To identify with the body the self, which has no connection (whatsoever) with a 
body—this is the perversion of the soul. (And) it is from such identification that there ensues 

its union with agreeable objects and separation from disagreeable ones and vice versa, 

(egoistic) action and (consequent) transition from one embodied state to another, birth and 

death, grief of various kinds, mentioned in the scriptures, want of discrimination between 

matter and spirit and so on, anxiety and forgetting the aforementioned distinction (even 

though having known it once). (25-26) On this subject the wise narrate the following ancient 

legend too in the form of a dialogue between Yama (the god of retribution) and the relations 

of a deceased person. (Please) listen to it. (27) 

^iNTi^^TI ^7? fejfT: I ^ jtlditWyMIWf R<SI 

MchiufeRi arena* WHT ^ Ro I 

In the Usinara territory there lived an illustrious king Suyajna by name. He was killed by 

the enemies in a battle and his kith and kin sat around him even as he lay on the field of battle, 

stained with blood and biting his lips in anger, his jewelled armour smashed, his ornaments 
and wreaths of flowers fallen off (from his person), his heart pierced through with an arrow, 

his hair thrown about (in disorder), his eyes sunk deep, his lotus face covered with dust and 

his weapons and arms cut into pieces. (28—30) 
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4^1 h")** RlRlRT WSJT ejifl qfd STRlffS*! ^:Rqni: I 

FTT: "m ^T ?Fm ^WcMd'MI'bMNddJ^ I 

isldRidistil M^d Rf-g^ 3R=T: cjnye£>^-Hi<)u|: | 

f^34d%TTRTrUTT: ^JUTT ^'Ji-r<< 3usbTiH<4l fetch fa < l$?l 

3# femwR q: w wrat ^irfta<i ^tt^i 

45fh{iuimf^ rjrt fK^s^rr %t ^jgi 1331 

c^TT <j>d7lH ^5T n^fad ^81 T^TT T5TTR yg-dtld % I 

ddl^M ^R WTt: ^Md'MI f^T ^ <UI*ijRt 1^1 

T?^ fao^dWi mR<J5J l-i(dH, I ^fa^riWi Pi^fiMchfotd 44—M«=ir?n I ^ k I 

d5T ? ijd<44i|H|t||^r qft^fadMJ 3TTg cTFt^<sllc4>chl ^T ^RT: W^HHId: 13^1 

Closely observing their husband, the lord of the UsTnaras, reduced to such a (pitiable) 
plight by Providence, the queens felt (much) distressed. Violently beating their breast with 
their hands again and again and exclaiming “We are lost. O lord!" they dropped down beside 
his feet. (31) Weeping loudly and bathing the lotus-feet of their beloved husbend with their 
tears, tinted reddish with the saffron paste on their breasts, and causing grief in the heart of 
men, the ladies wailed piteously, their locks and jewels loosened and displaced : (32) "Alas, 
by the pitiless Providence, O lord, you have been reduced to a state (of existence) beyond 
the range of our sight! Once the life-giver (support) of the Uslnaras (the inhabitants of this 
land), you have now been made by Him the augmenter of their woes. (33) How can we, O 

ruler of the earth, live without you, our dearest friend, who were disposed to appreciate 
whatever was done to you (by way of service)? (Therefore,) permit us, servants of your feet, 
O brave one, to follow you to the place where you will go." (34) While they lamented as 
aforesaid, clutching their dead husband and unwilling to have him carried out for cremation, 
the sun actually sank below the horizon. (35) On hearing the lament of the relations of the 
deceased monarch, it is said, Yama (the god or retribution) himself appeared there in the 
form of a child and addressed them (as follows). (36) 

3# 3Rfcri y4J4rrfy*Hi fau^di feirr?: i 

if5llJldW5l 1TJST RSRTT 3TfcT 1^1 

3T^t FTrHT: q fakJ-diJIU: I 

3m^RTTUn H 7%<TT T$rfrT <7T f| ^1^41 

R f^T5T: ^Hl^Moilii) R ^ T^c4c<rtmd ^ V: | 

dHINrtl: snjrl^l 

rrfsi -o^n Irtgfa fdgifefH '’Jf felH df&^H fcH^eifa I 

jft^TTTSnsfR d^rf^THf <jjbfa j?rTT R efTorfd l^o | 

Yama said : Oh the infatuation of these, my superiors in age, who clearly perceive the 
course of the world (the inevitability of death for everyone that is born)! Though themselves 
alike in nature (equally mortal), they bewail in vain the man who has returned to the source 
(the Unmanifest) whence he came ! (37) Ah, most blessed are we that have no anxiety 
(whatsoever) and who are not being devoured by wolves and other carnivorous animals, 
though weak and forsaken here (in this world full of woes) by our parents (who were 
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recognized as responsible lor our protection)! For, He alone is the protector (everywhere), 

who protects us in the (mother's ) womb (where there is nobody to look after us excepting 
the Lord). (38) The wise, O ladies, call the animate and inanimate creation a (mere) plaything 

in the hands of that (very) Lord who creates it by (sheer) will, who alone, all-powerful as He 

is, protects it and who, though imperishable (Himself) destroys it. He (alone) is competent 

to maintain and dissolve it. (39) A thing protected by destiny remains intact even though 

dropped on the road; while that which is consigned to destruction by (an evil) fate perishes 

even though staying at home. A forlorn creature watched over by Providence survives (even) 
in the forest: while he whose doom is decreed by Providence will not survive though guarded 

at home. (40) 

rttdlH'Jl'MllHehHI^^IcjiTi chlrt ^ ^TcT^T: I 

-T rf5I fRRT ijcfirllciN felrlkWI 1JU1 J-JJrlMI ftsTHR IX ^ I 

^ Trftt trnrjf *ren rpmlifachtfiqd 1 
<T24k4>: mfsicRTiRTlR: 3TRTT facial IX^ I 

SRitJ fajT |5RT 3?RRT: RSRT: I 

^fSJT ^7: M^l-i ^ TT5RT rTSTT tJtTH WcRJU'llSR: tR: IX^ I 

The bodies (of living beings) of every description come into being and perish at the 

appointed time due to a variety of Karmas determining their species. The spirit, however, 
which is altogether different (from the body), is not bound by the laws relating to the body even 

though dwelling in it. (41) This body is born (as something identical with the spirit) due to the 

ignorance of the Jiva, though (as a matter of fact) it is different (from the JIva) because it is 

perceived (as such) and is material (too) as a house. Like an object made up of aqueous, 

earthy or fiery atoms, the body, which is made up of the atoms of water, earth and fire (put 

together) gets transformed in course of time and (ultimately) perishes. (42) (Just) as fire 

(though) existing in pieces of wood is observed to be distinct (from them as having the 

capacity to burn and illuminate things), nay, (even) as the air, though existing (everywhere) 
in the body, appears as existing separately (in the different parts of the body such as the 

mouth and nostrils), and (just) as ether, though pervading everywhere, does not cling to any 

substance, so the spirit, (which is) the foundation of all products of matter (such as the body 

and the senses) is distinct (from them). (43) 

FpraT 1JST | XT: 37RTT 77 q chfffidrL IXX I 

^ strtt i 77 ^tr*t: snui^qi: ixm 

ftnj: 1 #3RTTIX^I 

lIRqT rrrarL^R HsHRM. I rRTT Pw4i|: ^TT MTqRTPn^jc^ 1X^3 I 

fcld8TTfi|PicJ^lls4 ^ I <TSTT 1RR8I: 735T: tH4Mp£«j4i tJ'TT IXdl 

3TSI RR7RTpR4 cR TTraRR rTfg?: I qFRKfT TTcFJRl Tc^TT^: ^cRTTfafTT IX<? I 

Indeed, O fools, here lies (the body called) Suyajna, that you lament. He (however) who 
was the hearer and the speaker in this body could never be seen even before. (44) Nor is 

the great vital principle—(which inspires all the Indriyas and) which is (therefore said to be) 

the foremost—the hearer or the speaker. As for the soul, which (while remaining) in a body 

is endowed with the senses (perceives the various sense-objects through the different 

senses), is (altogether) different from the (said) vital principle as well as from the body (both 
of which are devoid of consciousness). (45) The (aforementioned) all-pervading spirit, that 
is different from the body, accepts (as identical with it) bodies (of various kinds)—(both) high 
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and low and characterized by the (five subtle) elements, the Indriyas (the five senses of 
perception and the five organs of action) and the mind—and (in the long run) even actually 
gives up such identification by force of its own discrimination. (46) Action proves to be a 

source of bondage only so long as the soul stands identified with a subtle body. From such 
identification follow the perversion of the (all-blissful) Soul and (the attendant) misery, which 
are (however both) conceived in illusion (and not real). (47) To look upon the (three) Gunas 
(their products in the shape of pleasure and pain arising from the contact of the senses with 
their objects) or speak of them as real—this is a false prepossession. Like a fanciful 
conception or a dream every sensuous pleasure is unreal. (48) Hence the knowers of Truth 
grieve neither for that which is abiding nor for that which is transient in this world. Nor can 
the nature of those who are given to grieving be changed. (49) 

«<sfciehl faRH ^fSJr^fsnJTT I 7T3T I | 

7T5T | W*TT: TTIHT <g3U4H ScSTfacTT I I 

TIHt'oSFt ftWfcHAli cKlrt4p9trtl I cTSTTSSTraT I 

■H^ldchrM: fFtHT: f^UTT iTifecTOrt I ^ I 

3# 3TcRTCTr Ijcf: feTTSSef-^URn I fRpJT Rl^irSMI % chfwld I I 

cfcm H7 t| if I HPR ifrarTT 2:t=fRRH fgsjTRjm I I 

3F)Sj cc('Jll<l48tl*ni'L HiqglHK I H-^iTPVT: 5RTT87% -TiS Hint 5T3TT: I V-0 

TJ^t rdrtL|TtMHI(T 1Tct4l>IldJM^chUdq^ | 

TT <T ^ll^fHcH: fasrTSJ ehltfiffedl fartM: l<^ I 

TJcj i-jU^lciJN|i|i-l<^4'i4: ! 4R Girl'S: gthjlrnfa I | 

A certain fowler, who had been created (by God) as a (veritable) death (as it were) for' 

birds, spread his net in a forest and employing (all sorts of) allurements, caught them 
wherever he could. (50) A pair of fork-tailed shrikes was seen moving about there. Of them 
the female bird was precipitately allured by the fowler. (51) Subject to the control of Time, 

the said female bird got entangled in the meshes of the net. Sore afflicted to see her thus 
involved in (mortal) danger, yet incapable (of doing anything), the helpless male bird 
bewailed (the lot of) his miserable mate out of affection (as follows):— (52) "Oh, what will the 
mighty yet merciless Providence do with my wretched wife, pitiable in everyway and grieving 
for my miserable self ? (53) Rather let the Deity take me (as well); (for) what is the use to me 
of this wretched half body, surviving miserably and dragging a desolate existence (when the 
other half in the form of my mate has been snatched away by Him)? (54) My youngs of poor 
luck (keenly) await in the nest (the return of) their mother. How shall I (be able to) nourish 
those motherless little ones still unfledged?" (55) Hidden close by and impelled by Death, 
the same fowler pierced with an arrow the male shrike (too), sore with separation from its 
beloved mate and wailing thus, its throat choked with tears. (56) Not foreseeing your own 
death and lamenting your husband in this way, you foolish women will not (be able to) get 

him back even in hundreds of years. (57) 

feWchfeiyMM 

sfTcS TTg farWWrUt: I aTTrRTT Ttf=R I I 

Ud^HK°!4l4 I jTTWSfa I I 

HtT: RT rrt rJIdtMMd cF 3tTKTT TO cfTst dTTcFS ^ cTT | 

WTcrf^riRsrsrR ferraTTr cijjHiH. i i 
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Hiranyakasipu went on : While the child was thus discoursing, all the relations of king 
Suyajha felt astonished and realized everything as transient and unreal. (58) Having 
narrated this (legend), Yama (the god of retribution) disappeared on that very spot. The 

relations of Suyajna too performed what was conducive to his future (other-worldly) 
good.(59) Hence don’t you grieve for another nor even for yourselves. Apart from the 
preconceived notion distinguishing one's own self from another, which is nothing but 

ignorance, what distinction is there between one's own self and another or again between 
one's own possession and that belonging to another in the eyes of embodied souls in this 

world ? (60) 

?f?r fefd<ichu4 i 4,^11* atuiMcfccii to% f%rrosmTO, 1^ 1 

hsiw mr^.Wi yfedw'i www Efd<ir«FTO<n to fsTOTs*TO: r i 

Narada continued : Hearing this speech of Hiranyakasipu (the lord of the Daityas), Diti 
(his mother) along with her daughter-in-law (the widow of Hiranyaksa, his younger brother) 

instantly gave up sorrowing for her son (Hiranyaksa) and fixed her mind on the (highest) 

truth.(61) 

Thus ends the second discourse entitled "Diti rid of her sorrow", 

in Book Seven of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 
otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

<p*s v p*v •. 

3T«f grfcltSSZTFT: 

Discourse III 

Hiranyakasipu asks a number of boons (of Brahma, 
who is pleased with his austerities) 

TTTOTTOTOrmTTOJ cqfsr^TcT | ^ | 

TT TO M'tfTSIU'JI TO: | S^cTI^WI^Tg: Uldl^glfadldM: I ^ I 

gcli^ TOIdlfafTOTT TO UcMIch 

tW Tgf: TT^T 

TO rTHT 1^4 cTOTO fleuwlch 

M-stTOVI THT W4 TOTtj 1 TTfTT 

i TOmrowznro tot: TOFnfq qfro i 3 i 

I fTO^: MH51WKI iron to I H I 

1 sro fdjrraiimi^cidct i ^ i 

1 tot fmtft zfc tttoft i 

TOTO T TOTOT^Tfcr 5TO?TTO7cnfm£ | ^ | 

TOTO fros TO: I SJTOT TO? 1 fdfd.TOtdl8nftT Id^TTO: I 6 I 

TJgT ^TTOTrfTO TOT^ITOTOfTOT I 3TSHTOT TOTfiPTO'«T: mm# PMW-H I I 

TO? cTTOTTO TOTTOTTOTTTTOT I TOTOTOTT&fTTOTOmufm# WSTOR: I I 

3TOTTO f4sm4s?TOT?TnjTOrTOrT I fTOTOT: cHtffasffr: TOTO#TOTOTfefq: I n I 

ffa 7J3jq HTOj TO: TOTOTfem: I TOSJTOTTOT7 tto fmgrosn 1^91 
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ddlfR f&ifW UK4£N ^lAld I ^TH ^ Stum fojRFT ^ \ ^ | 

Narada resumed : Hiranyakasipu, O king (Yudhisthira), (now) wished to make himself 
invincible, free from old age and death and the sole monarch of the three worlds, having no 
rival. (1) In the valley of Mount Mandara he practised asceticism of the severest type, keeping 

(both) his arms lifted up and his gaze fixed on the sky, and touching the ground with his great 
toes. (2) With the (dazzling) splendour of his matted locks he shone as the sun with its rays 
at the time of final dissolution. While he was (thus) practising austerities, the gods (that had 
been dislodged from their home took advantage of his absence and) returned to their 
(respective) abodes. (3) The smoky fire of asceticism sprung from the crown of his head 
spread on all sides and began to scorch the higher and the lower worlds as well as the 

intermediate region. (4) The rivers and the oceans swelled; the earth with its (seven) main 
divisions and mountains shook; stars and planets shot out (from their respective positions) 
and (all) the ten directions flamed forth. (5) Scorched by that fire, the gods left heaven and 
went to the realm of Brahma and submitted to the creator (as follows):—"Tormented by the 
asceticism of Hiranyakasipu (the chief of the demons), O god of gods, O lord of the universe, 
we can no longer stay in heaven. (Pray,) devise some remedy against it, O perfect one, if you 

think fit, before the worlds that bear tributes to you perish, O universal lord ! (6-7) The 
following is his avowed purpose in practising the austerities so hard to perform. Although it 
is not unknown to you, yet listen to what is being submitted (by us). (8) 'Having evolved this 
mobile (animate) and immobile (inanimate) creation by virtue of his devotion to asceticism 
and Yoga (contemplation), Brahma (the supreme deity) occupies his abode (Satyaloka), 
higher than all (other) spheres. (9) Through increasing devotion to austerities and Yoga 
(concentration of mind) and because time and the soul are eternal, I shall likewise secure 
that very position for myself. (10) By (sheer) strength of asceticism I shall change the world 
order (by exalting sin and depreciating virtue and by driving away the gods and the Rsis to 
the subterranean regions and placing the demons in the higher spheres) so completely as 
to make it (look altogether) different from what it was before. What shall I do with other 
spheres such as the realms of Visnu and so on, which are destroyed by Time at the end of 

a Kalpa* (the period covering the entire life of the three worlds)?' (11) We hear of his 
resolution in this behalf and it is with this intention that he has undertaken austerities of the 

severest type. (Kindly) do yourself at once what is advisable (under the circumstances), O 
lord of the three spheres ! (12) Your supremely exalted position, O lord of the universe, is 
conducive to the growth, happiness, prosperity, protection and triumph of the Brahmanas 
and the cows. (If he succeeds in replacing you, there is no hope for the Brahmanas and the 

cows.)" (13) 

ff?T RmiKihI 1 TfrHI 'Jjjpantnftrt I I 
q ye)<rif|eb<jU|cbhelcfi: i 

TTOtT WQHT rtlchK Tfan.l fafWT: 5tT? 1^1 

Thus addressed by the gods, O king (Yudhisthira), and accompanied by the sage Bhfgu, 

Daksa and others, the glorious Brahma (the self-born) went to the hermitage of Hiranyakasipu 
(the lord of the Daityas). (14) (At first) he did not find the Daitya, who was covered all over 
with ant-hills, grass and bamboos and whose fat, skin, flesh and blood had been consumed 
by ants. (15) Brahma (who was mounted on a swan) was (later) amazed to see him scorching 

* Even though the divine abode of Lord Visnu and other manifestations of the Supreme Deity are all eternal, 

Hiranyakasipu regards them as limited by time because of his perverted intellect, which showed him everything upside down. 
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the worlds with his asceticism, like the sun wholly screened by clouds, and spoke lauqhinqlv 
(as follows). (16) 

ddtn: 3tlfeic<: 

pit H&tejHHJ UTOTT ^l^dl 

=hr<«4pd I g fecilfmi: ^5T?TC[ 1^1 

fERTtn mftdHiH,I HUtfafeH *1331 farTtS? fefd-K'l I ^o | 

| TRW % 3TWW ^TFFc^ Tm I ^ I 

Brahma said: Arise, arise, O son of Kasyapa! May good betide you; you have achieved 

your purpose through austerities. (It is therefore that) I, the bestower of boons, have come 
over to you ! Any boon desired by you may (now) be asked. (17) I have witnessed this 
extraordinary and marvellous stamina of yours, that your body having been eaten away by 
gnats, your life actually hangs on your bones (alone). (18) Neither did the former sages 

practise such asceticism nor will the coming ones do it. Indeed, who can support life 

without water for a hundred celestial years (or 36,000 human years)? (19) Through this 

perseverance of yours, (which is) hard to practise even for those who have controlled their 

mind. I have been conquered by you, intent as you are on austerities, O delighter (son) of 
Diti. (20) Therefore, I bestow on you all your desired blessings, O chief of the demons. My 
sight, immortal as I am, cannot go in vain for you, a mortal. (21) 

S^ctreiissf^rar 33T ftuifriefc: I M41grfg o£|HIMIU<1 &I7TT 177 I 

TT 7TI3HMnrtiPc<r|: I XTcHditel^Wgi 3J3T | 

afcHWHf.MI'm f^Tra^fjdSTFT: 1331 

ft eg ^rra ■jjrfr g^fqg^tgrg; 1^1 

yi^frt: IsnTTnTT ^TT l f^KT J| I 

Narada continued : Having spoken thus, Brahma (the first-born deity) sprinkled the 
demon, whose body had been eaten away by ants, with the water of his Kamandalu (a water- 

pot made of wood or the hard shell of a coconut)—water which was supernal (in substance 

and of unfailing virtue. (22) From the ant-hill covered by bamboos, he then emerged like fire 
from fuel, endowed with potency of mind, keenness of the senses and strength of body, 

perfect in all limbs, possessed of an adamantine frame, youthful and brilliant as molten 
gold.(23) Perceiving the god Brahma (who was mounted on a swan) standing in the air, the 

demon greeted him with his head resting on the ground, transported with joy at his sight. (24) 
(Then) rising with joined palms in a suppliant posture and gazing at the powerful god with 

unwinking eyes, he offered (his) praises in faltering words (as follows) with tears of joy (in 
his eyes) and hair standing on end. (25) 

ekHU-rl chl^SH rTtlHTSS^rT^I ggf^ ^ggsjffg: Wlfgm |^| 
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3TTRTRT iR^RT %5 4fH«4dfa cfUfd I TRiR-reMM'imR R7TR R?H RR: R\91 

RR 3hisJim sfi'flN *iHlcijiH*jjRl I :>nu|f^HHi<j[^facbHc4(Tb4)iJN Ril 

c^tftf^IM ^JldW^RSJ 3miR TpRR nf?T: STSTTRIR, I 

farm fe-HM-^f^lUlj fFTl^T: R<?l 

foulfq R^RT pHZTT ^l<pf;)cbf3£J4J| rt I 

^R*TRi 3TRRT-SSR1RRTRRTfRTRTtRR: cofct^'rl<lr*-iI I 3° I 

r=rira ehirili&fati'l *HIRlRl^elteJI<N«W: fSTOTtfR I 

3TTRTT RTR^rat jfratflehW R iffR 3TTRTTI3^| 

tRrT: T? iih<hwj'I'ji<;m15I R^r^ld oi|fdRr+)Mrw I 

f=<SJI: <*><^lW RR3£I 'R^T 1%TCrer>T^Tfsf%T ^tfepjg: 13^1 

^TtF fRRT ^wfnc ^rff? rrI^jjiuimhi^uii^i^ i 

^ felHT SJTRfR RR%R 3toRR? 3TTRTT rjRR: TJRTJT: 133 I 

3H’dioyTt>^RU| <4H<SHRqrt RRRJ RRT RRRR RR: 13>f | 

Rf? HJRTRITRRRTR^ R7FR cKdHR I ^JH'ig^fR^y'iRT ijRJRf lJJ=RR URI 13m 

RlTl4R13c(l RrRR^TRn^fR RFJSJ: I R ^JRt RP3T RR$ ipUfq |^^| 

^TigTR#Tn: i 3TR%^Rt ^ TTefiRRj R t$!RTRJ3^l 

I RRTRTRRRTRFITT RR R^fri I 3 <£ I RRRT rtT^MIrtHi RTfRTR RRT5SRTR 

|TR %HHs5.l'lq'q RUWT mkhbWi -hRciIAI RTORAi %<|J«l'*F?lliwWNR RTR RRIRTSSRPT: 131 

Hiranyakasipu said: Hail to the all-pervading Supreme, the Ground of (the three modes 
of Prakrti, viz.,) Sattva, Rajas and Tamas (the principles of harmony, activity and inertia 
respectively), who—self-effulgent as He is—manifests (again) by His native splendour this 

universe, enveloped at the end of a Kalpa (the life-time of the three worlds) in blinding 
Tamoguna evolve.d by Time, and who by His own Self—associated with the (aforesaid) three 

Gunas—creates, protects and destroys it. (26-27) Salutations to the First Cause, who is an 
embodiment of both (scriptural) knowledge and wisdom and who has (objectively) 
manifested Himself in the form of the vital airs, the Indriyas (the five senses of perception and 
the five organs of action), the mind and intellect and the (five gross) elements (which are 

modifications of the five subtle elements). (28) (It is) You (who) rule over the mobile (animate) 
and immobile (inanimate) creation with the Prana (the life-breath), the foremost of the five 
vital airs, and are (thus) the lord of created beings. (Nay,) You are the Controller of their 
reason and consciousness (the modification of reason) as well as of the mind and the 
Indriyas and are (thus) supreme, being the ruler of the (five gross) elements and their 
properties (viz., sound, touch, sight, taste and smell), the internal senses (viz., the mind, 
intellect, reason and ego) as well as of (their) cravings. (29) Through Your body in the form 
of the three Vedas and the science of rituals conducted with the help of four officiating priests 
(viz., Hota, Adhwaryu, Udgata and Brahma) You popularize the seven types of sacrificial 
performances (namely, Agnistoma, Atyagnistoma, Uktha, Sodasi, Atiratra, Aptoryama and 
Vajapeya). You are the Soul as well as the Inner Controller of (all) embodied beings; for You 
are omniscient, indivisible, without beginning or end and unlimited (in space). (30) You alone 
are the unwinking Time and (as such) shorten the duration of life of (all) men by Your divisions 
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such as a Lava (the sixteenth part of the twinkling of an eye). (Nay,) You are the immutable 
Self, occupying the most exalted position, birthless and all-pervading, the Life-giver and 
Controller of the (entire) animate creation. (31) There is nothing apart from You, cause or 

effect, mobile or immobile; nay, all the branches of knowledge (such as the Vedas and 
Upavedas) and sciences auxiliary to the Vedas (Grammar and so on) areYour bodies; for 
You are (no other than) Brahma (the Infinite) holding the (entire) universe (in the form of a 

golden egg) within You, existing beyond Prakrti (consisting of the three Gunas). (32) This 

visible universe, O all-pervading Lord, is (nothing but) Your physical Body, with which You 

enjoy the objects of the senses, the vital airs and the mind, though continuing in Your most 

exalted state; while You are (as a matter of fact) the unmanifest Spirit and the most ancient 
Person (the Inner Controller of all). (33) Hail to that almighty Lord (viz., Yourself), endowed 

with the faculties of illumination and obscuration (both), by whom in His infinite and 

unmanifest state all this stands pervaded. (34) If you will confer on me (my) desired 
blessings, O Chief among the bestowers of boons, let not my death occur at the hands of (any 
of the) living beings created by You, O Lord. (35) Let there be no (fear of) death (to me) 

indoors or outdoors, by day or by night, even from anyone else (than those beings of Your 

creation) and even through weapons, neither on earth nor in the air and neither from men 
nor from animals.' Nor should I meet my death at the hands of animate or inanimate beings, 

gods, demons or great serpents. (Also be pleased to) grant me the boon of having no 

adversary in battle as well as undisputed lordship over (all) embodied beings, (towering) 

glory like Your own in the midst of all the guardians of the spheres and unfailing mystic powers 

enjoyed by those who have risen to pre-eminence through austerities and concentration of 

mind. (36—38) 

Thus ends the third discourse entitled "Hiranyakasipu asks a number of 

boons (of Brahma)", in Book Seven of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse IV 

Hiranyakasipu's atrocities and Prahrada's virtues recounted 

TJcf c£ri: WjfaflWchfcmHSJ I ilkM-HUHl StfcTT cHIWW ^ I 

Narada began again : Thus solicited and pleased with the asceticism of Hiranyakasipu, 

Brahma then conferred on him boons which are most difficult to obtain. (1) 

Brahma said : These boons, my child, which you seek of me, cannot be easily secured 

by living beings. Nevertheless, I confer (on you), O dear one, those very boons though (so) 

difficult to obtain. (2) 
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TT fefeq i2^T: Rcrf | HRngRFJEPSH, I <■* I 

fes^mrirfginOTjm^ fa<fraH ^8rr^:fqw^iH ifcnjaqtffcra i 5 i 

Wci^tlcflf^n y*IHHk H?TT WRTft R? H3RTT I ^9 I 

^STRteTOT T^giTKTTOf W fafegm*.! ^I^TcR W^Tf^TH f^c^UII | 

^ fo^TOTOHT MgWKehHI I m y^W^U^*!: I <? I 

-m FyyfetHifa M-arr-'ii'HHTfH *ri ^tt g^n^raqft^i: i ?o i 

^lodii'T^ ?dWi: I TpH-SJc^J I W I 

MgMril M^imi faMdrtlcfc TJ3RT3J 

■gTT^T: SWlfad^fydyu^llfH: |^| 

rTOjf TTrt !T%4l^iPyH[ fcj^-ddiyi^M^IMiytUiim: | 

'Snui^WHMlMWI felfl I 

y| iMd d^fy £1 IU7T 3TRTR?:§J mngg I \X I 

tt gn-rferfafiT: i fsmRr ^ rteraii^m 

srfjgtran dAmlid, TTHflwT xrwricrsn y,wdui ung ^r: i^^i 

T^n^Tgj t y iu i +d <u ~ia npf•?m: i fflT#^^rrsgfa#<i^4ehi: 1^1 

liRST ^nTTfmrafrt ^4^ ^ITT: | gsTR 'tfiyiUltfHl4y> Tr$ TjgpTJJTF^ | \ i, | 

tt ?c8i fdWdcfc$yeMi< T^yyT\ fen^i ^trt diguKkidfcy: i^i 

The glorious and mighty Brahma of unfailing grace thereupon returned (to his abode), 
worshipped by Hiranyakasipu (the foremost of the demons) and being (still) extolled by the 
lords of created beings. (3) Having thus secured boons (desired by him) and acquiring a 

golden (effulgent) form, the demon (Hiranyakasipu) nursed a grudge against the Lord, 
constantly recollecting as he did the death (at His hands) of his (younger) brother 
(Hiranyaksa).(4) Having completely subjugated all the (four) quarters as well as the three 
spheres (heaven, earth and the intermediate region) and having conquered and brought 
under control the gods and demons, rulers of men, Gandharvas (celestial musicians), birds 
of the species known by the name of Garuda (secretary bird) and serpents, Siddhas (a class 
of demigods endowed with mystic powers from their very birth), Caranas (celestial bards) 
and Vidyadharas (heavenly artistes), Rsis (seers), the chiefs of the manes. Manus 
(progenitors of mankind, each presiding over a Manvantara), the lords of the Yaksas 
(another class of demigods), Raksasas (ogres) and Pisacas (goblins), the leaders of the 
Pretas (evil spirits) and Bhutas (ghosts) as well as the rulers of all other species of living 
beings, the great Asura (Hiranyakasipu), who had (thus) conquered the (whole) universe, 
now usurped the thrones of guardians of the (various) spheres along with their glory. (5—7) 
He established himself in heaven, (which is) enriched with the beauty of the celestial garden 
(known by the name of Nandana), and took up his residence in the palace of the mighty Indra, 
built by Viswakarma (the architect of the gods) himself, the abode of the wealth of all the three 
worlds and rich in all luxuries, where there are stairs of corals, floors of most precious 
emeralds, walls of crystals and rows of pillars of cat's-eyes, canopies of various designs and 
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wonderful workmanship, thrones of rubies and beddings white as the foam of milk and 
fringed with festoons of pearls, and where celestial ladies possessed of charming teeth 
and producing a sweet sound with their jingling anklets here and there see their pretty faces 

(reflected) in the pavements of precious stones. (8—11) In that palace of the great Indra 

revelled the mighty and proud Hiranyakasipu, who had conquered (all) the worlds and was 

(now) their sole monarch, (nay,) whose feet were respectfully tended by gods and 
others severely oppressed by him and who ruled with a strong and iron hand. (12) Upon him, 

O dear one—who remained inebriate with a strong-smelling wine and whose coppery eyes 
ever kept rolling (through intoxication), (nay,) who was a reservoir of austerity, Yoga 

(concentration of mind) and strength of body and acuteness of the senses—waited with 

presents (of various kinds) in their hands all the protectors of the worlds barring (of course) 

three (viz., Brahma, Visnu and Siva). (13) Him, who had occupied the throne of the great 

Indra by (sheer) force, glorified (the celebrated Gandharvas) Viswavasu and Tumburu and 

singers such as myself (Narada). (Nay, other) Gandharvas and Siddhas as well as seers, 
Vidyadharas and Apsaras (celestial nymphs), O son of Pandu, extolled him again and 

again.(14) Propitiated by men belonging to the different Varnas (grades of society) and 
Asramas (stages in life) through sacrifices with liberal gifts, he alone appropriated (all) the 

sacrificial offerings by his own might. (15) The earth consisting of its seven Dwlpas (principal 
divisions) yielded to him (all) its produce unploughed; even so heaven showered (on him) 

everything desired; while the sky presented many a wonderful phenomenon. (16) The 

(seven) oceans (lit., reservoirs of precious stones of various kinds), full of salt water, wine, 

clarified butter, sugar-cane juice, curds, milk and pure water respectively, as well as the rivers 

falling into them (which are spoken of as so many wives of the oceans in view of the fact that 

each of the seven oceans is presided over by a male deity who has a number of wives each 
presiding over a river) bore (to him) heaps of jewels on their waves. (17) Mountains provided 

him with a pleasure-ground in the shape of their valleys, while trees bore him (excellent) 
flowers and fruits in all seasons. (And) he singly possessed (usurped) all the distinctive 

qualities (functions) of the guardians of the (various) spheres. (18) Having thus conquered 
(all) the (four) quarters, the demon (who was the undisputed sovereign of all the three worlds) 

did not feel satiated even though enjoying as he pleased his beloved objects, since he had 

not been able to subdue his senses and mind. (19) 

TT^ir»d4rM4<4 I ^Tc^T RfFl. «4dl'Ui<4 19° I 

TOT 3>I8I4 ^lari I R^gTR fagrWt WHT: U'-UlftlHIiUtfl: I 

ffo H TRHTrCTR: ■H<-iInT4lljRTOTRT: I fgftstT gFpTRRT: R3 I 

wqTRrnpnfr 3T^m 1 fWk.g-rfi 1 r* 1 

TTT ng fg«|gSFgT: ct: I f? ^HRT RAI 

diHitui g 1 chfwifa grr<% di<3did1$ra 13^1 

£gg 3^5 7TP| fospj i git Trfg-g i 3^31 

frgjN iRTRtra i y^id.u g<l tern hj 341 

In this way a considerable time slipped past Hiranyakasipu, who, having been subjected 

to an execration by the Brahmanas (Sanaka and his three brothers), was (not only) arrogant 

and drunk with power and pelf, but violated (the injunctions of) the 6astras (holy books). (20) 
Unnerved by his stern rule and finding no shelter elsewhere, the inhabitants of all the worlds 

along with their guardian deities resorted to the immortal Lord (Visnu) for protection. (21) 
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(They prayed as follows:-) "Salutation be to that quarter where resides the almighty Sri Hari, 
the Universal Spirit, and on reaching which the pure-hearted recluses of tranquil mind do not 
return (to the mortal plane)." (22) With their mind and intellect (duly) controlled and rid of (all) 
impurities, they waited upon Lord Visnu (the Controller of the senses) with the aforesaid 
prayer, remaining without sleep and subsisting on air (alone alt the time). (23) A voice without 
(any trace of the speaker's) form and deep as the rumbling of clouds, was heard by them, 
filling the quarters with its echo and bringing with it assurances of safety to the righteous :(24) 
“Do not be afraid, O jewels among gods; may good betide you all I My sight (as well as the 
hearing of My voice) is undoubtedly conducive to the attainment of all blessings for created 
beings. (25) The wickedness (tyranny) of this vile demon is (already) known (to Me) and I 
shall put an end to it. (Please) wait till then. (26) When hatred develops in the mind of an 
individual towards the gods, the Vedas, the bovine race, the Brahmanas and (other) pious 
souls, nay, towards righteousness and Myself, the fellow surely perishes before long. (27) 
When the demon seeks to harm his own high-souled son, Prahrada, who is free from 
animosity and extremely calm, I shall slay him, even though he is powerful by virtue of boons 
(bestowed on him by Brahma)." (28) 

tfra-iU-Hvn t feci'ic^: i -jch-h ii'Ttfii qfqr 

Narada continued : Thus addressed by Lord Visnu (the Preceptor of the universe), and 
bowing down to Him, the denizens of heaven, who were (now) free from anxiety, returned 
and accounted the demon (already) slain. (29) 

%qq?t: qtMI^MI: I I Bo I 

sTSHni: SfloHIUIsl: flc^-UT fctdPsW: I | B ^ I 

dwf^yiui$mjsn: trt y^iHehiMi 1331 

qRq-qg£U|| TT3TL eKfgrfaiJ|: | q HS^TTTqsfMr ^T8TT W<4fffs<JT 1I 

^ *TTSjm2IT*refrr frqgTSfq TJ7T | ilMMM 3$dPr| reriJTRJ ‘Mdl^ll: 

wPfeKi TfH: ib^i 

Four most marvellous sons were born to that ruler of the Daityas. Prahrada, (who was) 
a votary of exalted souls, was pre-eminent among them (all) in point of virtues. (30) Devoted 
to the Brahmanas, rich in amiability and true to his word, he had his senses under control and 
was the unique beloved friend and the greatest well-wisher of all living beings as their own 
self. (31) Like a servant he bowed low at the feet of the venerable: like a father, he was kind 
to the poor; he was affectionate like a brother to his equals and looked upon his elders as 
God Himself. Though endowed with learning, wealth, personal charm and high birth, he was 
altogether free from pride and arrogance. (32) Always unperturbed at heart in the midst of 
calamities, he had no craving for sense, objects seen or heard of, since he looked upon them 
as unreal. He had not only controlled his senses, breath, body and intellect, but he had 
thoroughly conquered his desires (too); though a demon (by birth), he had relinquished the 
characteristics of a demon. (33) The qualities of exalted souls (present) in him. O king 
(Yudhisthira), are constantly imbibed by the wise and are not obscured even now (at this 
distant date), any more than the excellences present in the Lord. (34) Even gods, his 
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the lives of pious'souls IWhat wonder'then ^Thafotherri^^'h5 hold'n9 dlscourses on 
(indeed) to recount his excellences wh ch » ’ t?6 you Should d° « ? (35) It is futile 
whom could be seen a natural affinity for Lord u™rable- The 9reatness of Prahrada, in 
words), (36) ly '0r.Lord Vasudev£d is (only) hinted at (in the following 

T*. TfefSH TR.R: sfeH ^^ 

7^... _ , I afewta t*=H^ sfej,,,, 

| 3^|jU|.4H^JL|rr>;r>,|4|Irt^aTUT: 

^ oW4sr5i<^4c:|jf^^4lfHq44irch^HJH^o,13STOT | 

p ^ H^fn^kt-Hi ^:-H^mi--jhh:7TXT o^STTr^ 1^^ | 

reas^n^fhis^nd^etng^fully^absorbed^n^kedli'kfa'dunce by 

speaking, he was never conscious of the^p artQ ..a kin9, ,eatin9 or drinking, lying down or 

of Lord Govinda (the^ Protect of coS ^ 
disappearance of the Lordl hk minn , w e wou^d cry (in agony at the sudden 

(whenthe Lord appeared^lin he lauohTandT^ th°U9ht °f Lord Visnu; "°w 
sing His praises at the pitch^f his voice^sqt No h ° dell9ht at His thought he would now 

would dance casting all bashfulness to the winds tat m '^ open.throat and now he 
(none else than) the Lord and comniatPh/ m ^ ■ w'ere^ Now ima9'ning himself to be 

Enraptured by the thought of having become one wrthH^Thi16 'm|!!,ated H-S doin9S' (40) 
hair on his body standing erect anri hic h^t, . ' he WOuld now Slt mute with the 
constant love. (41) By devoted service to 'fhtttt eyes briJnful Wlth tears °fj°y brought by 
obtained as a °f the Lord of client renown, 
only brought supreme felicity to hTmsSfh, f claimin8 nothin9 as their own, he not 
boys who were his totow-s f,dL 7 ! S° S00lhed tbe mind of “'hots (other Daitya 
pleasures of sense). (42) It was such anllkistriou^^rt h 6h' incllna,l0n (attachment to the 
.he Lord, O Yudhi?!hL,S^S^~^ad Sd"'a 9real d— °> 

to gwr ' ^ ^ m, 

rrainrm 
t^pppsiR wsjmpH WHH,W fern , 

4aoj Ua u'wia tf-i]Md: |'sa | 

trom yo7wh7refor7Hiranyakasta7prahS°de'7eXaellenl V°WS' We are a"“ba <° k"* 

would. Much less would they oppress obedient andpious sons Nk^Prahrada.'who took upon 
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their father as a deity. (Pray,) remove this curiosity of ours, O holy one, as to how the hatred 
of the father for his son was directed towards the latter's death, my lord ! (45-46) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse forming part of the narrative of Prahrada, 
in Book Seven of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T8T WTtSSTOT: 

Discourse V 
Hiranyakasipu attempts the life of Prahrada 

TOT 3^7T 

UltlferMlA TO4R. ^rT: 4TOT: I tmsiWf ^TT TOT TOTWJ?lf^H% I ^ I 

tft Tr?rr snfro to* s$tt 44*1 fa to, i araroroi: i 9 i 

TTTO JJ^UTT TOT 4MI6 TT I "P TTTSJ TOHT TO I 3 I 

IJ*TI^UI<L ^siM^-MKI'a m«sa I TOT5 *8ZTrTT TOT TOTH TTTSJ TOTTOT, I "4 I 

Narada began again : We are told that the glorious sage Kavya (Sukracarya) was 

chosen by the demons to (fill) the office of their priest. (Hence) his two sons, Sanda and 
Amarka, lived close to the palace of Hiranyakasipu (the ruler of the Daityas). (1) They taught 

(all) subjects that were worth teaching to Prahrada—who had been sent (to their house) by 
the king (Hiranyakasipu) and, though (yet) a child, was skilled in reasoning—as well as to 
other children of the Asuras. (2) He listened to and immediately reproduced what was taught 
to him by his teacher there; but at heart he did not approve of it. based as it was on the false 
notion distinguishing a friend from a foe. (3) Placing his son (Prahrada) on his lap, one day, 
Hiranyakasipu (the ruler of the Asuras), O Yudhisthira (son of Pandu), addressed him . 

"Tell me, my child, what you regard as good (for you)." (4) 

J7f7T 6QH 

TOTT^T, TOTTOTTO HfTOT TOT TT^fTOfTOTTOTOcR' 

f|c^T55TOTO -iJfTOT^T TO TOT 4«&f<Hi9TTO I A I 

Prahrada replied : For (all) embodied souls whose mind is ever disturbed with the false 
ideas of T and 'mine’, I hold this to be good, O chief of demons, that having abandoned one's 
home, which degrades one's soul, and is just like a well whose mouth is hidden, one should 

go to the woods and take refuge in Sri Hari. (5) 

TOT TOTT 

SJ^T t^Plft TOT: TTTTOWMlferTT: I TOTO ^RgTOTOT TOUT M^L#T: I ^ • 

^i^TOfcTT TO*T TJTO? rrfd'fa: I tTOJJTO: mPiwH fiTTOTOT TOTSTT I V9 I 

Narada continued: On hearing the words of his son (Prahrada), full of faith in Lord Visnu 

(who belonged to the hostile party), the demon (Hiranyakasipu) laughed and said "The 
intellect of youngsters is perverted by the machinations of others. (6) Let the child be properly 
guarded, so that his intellect may not be perverted by Brahmanas devoted to Visnu and living 

incognito at the preceptor's residence." (7) 
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■ it ih frit <r Hr4rtr«r#[ ifr »»nfr fi jfrfrtffr 

Sflf 3dWMehl: I ^gxmiT *mrfa: I C I 

y^ic *75 ^ tn TJ^T I qiWMlrl I I 

qTfJrT adlgl % 73Hts*7gTL I *7THJHT SncJefcWMi TpbvU|[ I \ o | 

Summoning Prahrada, who had (now) been brought back (from the royal palace) to their 
residence, the (family) priests of the Daityas praised him (by way of encouraging him and 

winning his confidence) and duly questioned him in a soft language and in coaxing words (as 

follows):—(8) Child Prahrada, may good betide you: speak the truth and do not tell a lie. 
Whence this perversion of your intellect, which is not to be found in other boys (your 

companions)? (9) (Please) tell (us) your teachers, anxious as we are to hear (the truth), O 
delight of your race, whether the aberration of your mind has been brought about by others 
or it has come about by itself. (10) 

H$IC acIM 

f*T: I feuifedfSTOT fgWt WotH qij: I ^ I 

*r I 3T^J T7^ ^HWdl |^| 

^ ^ 3TTttrr fq^rajcr i 

'Us^Th cjcqiid'ii si^ji(i4i fra f^Riw if ^rf?r^i^i 

w ■srasrerat stfR, Trqirrarasrfem i hot ^ fasra ^ragj^Miui4d^ui i ^ i 

Prahrada replied : Hail to that almighty Lord, by whose Maya (delusive potency) has 

been brought about the false notion that he is ons's own and he is another, which is 

observed (only) in men whose mind is deluded (by that Maya). (11) When He is propitious, 
(it is then alone that) the false notion in men, embracing the distinction that "another is he 

and another am I", which is generally found in beasts, is dispelled. (12) That (supreme) 

Spirit Itself is described (by the wise) as one whose ways cannot be easily comprehended 
by those that are labouring under the misapprehension that "he is my own and he is 

another", and in whose quest even (great) exponents of the Veda such as Brahma (the 
creator) get bewildered. Indeed it is He who is responsible for (changing my outlook and 

making it universal). (13) (Just) as iron, O holy one, moves of itself (without any ostensible 
cause or purpose) in the vicinity of a magnet, so is my mind unaccountably drawn towards 

Lord Visnu (who holds the discus, Sudarsana, in one of His four hands). (14) 

^nic^uuqicMi fgTTTO HfmfH: I W fatftrataj ftfra: H 4rar 7T3meTeF: | ^ | 

3imI*kiihJ. I flT: 15> ^ I 

dHM^'TSHcH Jiint5«T | ^^«i^>M<qni4uJNdftflf4dtS*fOT: | ^vs | 

# <r f4f44rai4'4fti4h 4h ifefa: i jtfts radium i u i 

^ TJH I I I 

wn: 9f?ra OTc^ 3fTTd-ill^raiyJ: I qp;^U f%TT 3T*4f q^Mimu 

3ii4^i^Hqyi--i TjOTH^wi^fa; | 3TTT*nH. |^ | 

Narada went on: Having said this much to the Brahmana (his preceptor), Prahrada (who 

was possessed of a lofty mind) stopped speaking. Reprimanding him, that poor Brahmana 
(who was a servant of the king) then angrily said :— (15) "O bring (me) a cane! The boy is 

bringing us into disrepute. The fourth expedient of punishment (alone) has been prescribed 
(in the Sastras) for this silly chap, who is proving to be the (very) ruin of his race. (16) He is 
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born a veritable thorny bush in the forest of Diti's sons, who are like so many sandal trees. 
(Nay,) the urchin has served as a handle to the axe, in the form of Visnu, cutting at the root 
of that forest." (17) Thus intimidating him with threats and various other expedients, the 

preceptor taught Prahrada only texts dealing with the first three objects of human pursuit 
(viz., earthly possessions, gratification of the senses and religious merit). (18) Thinking that 
the boy had mastered the four expedients worth knowing (viz., expostulation, gift, coercion 

and sowing seeds of dissension), the preceptor later on ushered the boy, when he had been 
washed and adorned by the mother, into the presence of Hiranyakasipu (the ruler of the 
Daityas). (19) Greeting with benedictions the child fallen at his feet, the demon kept him 

folded in his arms for a long time and derived supreme gratification (thereby). (20) (Then) 
placing the infant on his lap and smelling its head (out of affection) and bathing it with tears 
(of joy), he spoke as follows to the boy, whose face was beaming (with delight), O 

Yudhisthira. (21) 

Hiranyakasipu said : Prahrada dear, repeat (to me) something excellent that you 
have learnt from your teacher all this time, O long-lived one, and which you have fully 

mastered.(22) 

SraTJT fewfr: WTUT UKfUHHJ STER HTPi 

ffo ^flllifal fgtnTt I feH *TTleW4J rT^SgtrigrfR. 1I 

agjd-gt foAdrl fgggr 1sprit miirl grpst pterins 

nfo dfoisy^fauT: i Htnydryu g>r& tPt: mdfgHifag R\9i 

Prahrada replied: (1) To hearthe names, praises and stories of Lord Visnu and (2) chant 
them, (3) to remember Him (as well as His names and stories), (4) to wait upon Him, (5) to 
offer worship and (6) salutation to Him, (7) to dedicate one's actions to Him, (8) to cultivate 
friendship with Him and (9) to offer one's own body as well as one’s dependants and 
belongings to Him—if Devotion marked by these nine features is practised by a man as 

something already offered direct to Lord Visnu, I reckon that (such Devotion) to be the highest 
(form of) learning. (23-24) Hearing this observation of his son (Prahrada), Hiranyakasipu 
then spoke to the son of his preceptor (Sukracarya) as follows, his lips quivering through 
rage:— (25) "O vile Brahmana, having espoused the enemy's cause and disregarding me 
what is this nonsense that the child has been taught by your wicked self, O fool ? (26) Indeed 
there are in this world impious souls who have assumed a deceptive garb and whose 
friendship is of a vicious (most unreliable) type. Like the malady* of the sinful, their mischief 

comes to light (only) at the proper time." (27) 

^ Mrtiufld R MJyufM EJrTT 3dr4q I 

^flPfehlu hIthw TT3PL T4 PT T: R4I 

* We find the following Smrti-text quoted in the commentary of Sridhara Swam! 

"The murderer of a Brahmana suffers (in afuture incarnation) from the fell disease of consumption; a (habitual) drunkard 

comes to have discoloured teeth; he who has (ever) stolen gold comes to have diseased nails and he who has violatea the 

bed of his own teacher is afflicted with leprosy (after he has suffered tortures in hell and is bom again as a human being).- 
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The preceptor s son replied : This son of yours, O enemy of Indra, is saying something 
which has neither been taught by me nor by anyone else. This view is natural with him, O 
king! (Pray,) curb your anger and do not lay the blame at our door. (28) 

<scti-ci 

Tjwra jrffBffiFT 3TT?TgT: y<^<4)4 ?T firTtytTSnTTf uf?T: |^| 

Narada resumed : Thus replied to by the preceptor, the demon addressed his son 
(Prahrada) again: "If this vicious idea of your's has not been imbibed from the mouth of your 
preceptor, whence has it come, O inauspicious one?" (29) 

37f7g- 3WM 

irf?FT f^JT W: ftaTrsfartlfa JpgstdHIH, I 

SHCiTi-Mifafc^iril rrfir^ ^T: rj^jf^rMcJuiHiqj 30 I 

^ ^ gr%atUl(Hd: I 

3t^JT ■qaTRJWTfw^T ^5T: |^| 

Prahrada submitted : The mind of those who are devoted to their home (worldly 
activity), (nay,) who (repeatedly) fall into the hell-like whirlpool of transmigration because of 

their unsubdued senses and are engaged in enjoying over and over again the pleasures they 

have already enjoyed (in this as well as in previous lives), does not get attached to Lord Sri 

Krsna either by itself or through (the exhortation of) others or (even) through mutual efforts. 

(30) Indeed they whose mind is impure (attached to the pleasures of sense) and who, like 
the blind led by another blind man, esteem (only) those regarding the external (worldly) 

objects as their (only) aim (in life) are unable to realize Lord Visnu, the goal of those who 

recognize Him as the supreme object. (On the other hand,) through actions (done from 

interested motives) they remain bound (like so many oxen) to the rope of the Lord, in the 

shape of His Word (the Veda), with numerous (individual) strings in the shape of different 

denominations (Brahmana and so on).(31) The mind of these (people) fails to approach the 
feet of Lord Visnu (possessed of infinite strength)—the object of approaching which is to get 

rid of evil (in the form of transmigration)—so long as it does not seek a bath in the dust of 
feet of exalted souls who claim nothing as their own. (32) 

W I 3T*jj<£dlriJI Wldtfllfcuwd 

3TTfmwfog: I ctSZmTOm cTSZTT j%:FR^RT ^#TT: I I 

3T<!T if Vi^i TTTS^T fercii ^§e,l&PT: I 13m 

taaji'lcJ ^ I forPUU: 1^1 

Rs-cJItK^- ^ Mtlolfd I 3^91 

fc&.ni^TKxi: WWmimWt: I 1}d I 

Hiranyakasipu, whose intellect had been blinded by wrath, threw his son (Prahrada) from 
his lap to the ground as soon as the latter stopped after uttering the aforesaid words. (33) 
Possessed by indignation and anger, and with bloods-shot eyes he exclaimed, "Let this boy 
be killed at once, deserving of death as he is I Turn him out, O Raksasas I (34) (Surely) he 
is responsible for the death of my brother (Hiranyaksa); (for) it is this vile fellow who, 
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abandoning his own kith and kin, worships like a servant the feet of Visnu, the slayer of his 
uncle. (35) Indeed, what good turn will this wicked boy do to Visnu either—the boy who yet 
an infant of five years has spurned the love of his parents, (so) hard to renounce ? (36) Even 
an enemy (who is) beneficent as a medicine is a (veritable) son; while an inimical son, though 
begotten by one's own body, should be shunned as a disease. (Nay,) one should amputate 
even that limb which is injurious to one's body (as a whole) and by removing which the rest 
of the body may servive in good health.(37) He should (therefore) be got rid of by all 
(possible) means—through (poisoned) food or (by disposing of him) when he is lying asleep 

or sitting (unguarded). (For) like the corrupt mind of a hermit he is our enemy, though 

masquerading as a friend." (38) 

qjfeTTH fimfdgt sqsri ct I TdJH<ia*'UrtlWIWiyiiM^u'l^l: I?*? I 

^ ftrsnfa cnfcr: i 3TOR #: sfiti. wrfg i*o i 

tR I 1*3 I 

SKII&Ugft ^5: Mfaiffd: I ^FTT rTSitiHiHiiW-tRT 1*3 I 

ajfiwmdMkffr: I WI: ^FTCT&IJ 1*3 I 

i4cfdl*MUUfq I 1 ^ I 

HmfTHT yiH^ccf^ I** I 

TTCf ^ WNliJISJ ‘FTfifrTT: I fl'Ji^il l*m 

eHHIHhfclgt ct sn^rS^nT^yPRI^I ^ 1*31 

3tyfl4l^|cTl^M$dfgJ^CTT: I ^*Uifa<l«fcT ''Jc^ ^TIWI 

Actually commanded by the master (Hiranyakasipu), those demons, who had sharp 

teeth, fearful faces and coppery beards and hair and had spikes in their hands, struck 
Prahrada, who was sitting (still), with spears in all (his) vital parts, emitting hideous yells and 
shouting "Cut him down ! Rend him asunder!!" (39-40) Like the commendable acts of an 
unlucky fellow, their blows proved of no avail against Prahrada, whose mind was en rapport 
with the immutable and indefinable Supreme Deity, the Soul of the universe. (41) On that 
effort having been foiled, Hiranyakasipu (the ruler of the demons) felt greatly alarmed and 
resorted with pertinacity to (various) devices of despatching the boy, O Yudhisthira ! (42) 
When (however) the demon failed to get rid of his sinless boy by means of the elephants 
guarding the (four) quarters, serpents and destructive spells, by hurling him down (from great 
heights), employing conjuring tricks, confining him (in caves etc.) and administering poison, 

(nay,) by starving him, exposing him to frost, winds, fire and floods and even crushing him 
under rocks, and could not lay his hands on any (other) means to dispose of him, he was 
plunged in the deepest anxiety. (43-44) (He said to himself,) "The boy was reproached by 
me in a number of ways and devices were (also) employed to kill him. But (lo!) he escaped 
(unhurt) from all those mischiefs and destructive spells by virtue of his own glory. (45) Though 
standing close to me and a child yet, the fellow is really undaunted in mind and powerful (too). 
Like Sunahsepa* he will not forget my wrongs (and is sure to retaliate sooner or later). (46) 
Possessed of infinite glory and fearing none, he is immortal (to all appearance). My death 

will surely follow as a result of hostility to him. Or else it may not occur (at all). (47) 

•Sunahsepa was the second son of a sage, Ajigarta by name. Having been sold by his parents in favour of the famous 

king Hariscandra. the boy joined his fathers enemy, the celebrated Viswamitra. and adopted the latter's line as his parentage. 
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f^T cq44n yjlcH4 | 

q cTO f%Fr4 qq qm q t %5jqt Tpi<m4l: qqqj-^i 

5* 3 Www stqsctT fqirf? sftqr q q^Md qsrr i 

ifesj ^71 ^WTSo4^qqi qraq Tjq^fqg 3TFrTqqTfq I HO I 

To him, who sat with his face downward, his splendour having been blasted to some 

extent by his-anxious thought as aforementioned, Sanda and Amarka, the sons of the sage 

Usana (Sukracarya, the preceptor of the demon race), as the tradition goes, spoke thus in 

private:—(48) "You have conquered single-handed all the three worlds, whose guardians 

are frightened by the (mere) play of your eyebrows. Such as you are, we see nothing for you 

to be anxious about, O lord! Indeed the behaviour of children is no topic for judgment as good 

or bad. (49) Until, however, your preceptor (and our father), Sukracarya (son of Bhrgu), 

comes back, (please) keep the boy bound with the cords of Varuna (the god of water) so that 

he may not abscond through fear. A man's reason returns with (advanced) age as well as 
through the service of exalted souls." (50) 

sjqf ^rqTfq^gcEn Tr^rt 4 TjiptfiTqTiq i i 

antfqti g cFm ^ fqqrt rii^^i: i q§T4i4w^ T^rq amdMHdiq 

qsn fagTf TJsfcRTfRq 3q%fffqqj q qrr% qq qfeffT ^UIHNdjujdlH'IH^ I 

qqTSi-cii4: 4<iqni I 4mqd: ^qgqJT: | iq* | 

37SI WR, WTETT qpgSI: I fa&itdfafeii <£qqr Sl^flPdd | ^ | 

^ 1 qiih^NK^I: I q ^fqqfyqt a-qmuRdP^d: I| 

WITOrf d^Rdf^aqrn: I riMig qqTOTf q4t qgmfdc|dlt>^: IHV9I 

ffd ?ilH<iSi‘iqn qfFpiq Mkhswi disnr-fi q|lrfl^dHd d?iqTS«?Rl: IHI 

Having accepted the advice of the sons of his preceptor (Sukracarya), saying "Let it be 

so," Hiranyakasipu spoke as follows : “As a matter of fact, such duties (alone) should be 

taught to him as are proper to kings leading the life of a householder." (51) To Prahrada, who 

was not only modest but meek as well, O king (Yudhisthira), they always taught in the proper 

order only Dharma (the code of right conduct), Artha (the ways and means of producing and 

enhancing wealth), and Kama (the correct way of enjoying the pleasures of sense). (52) 

Prahrada, (however,) did not approve of the (aforesaid) three objects of human pursuit even 

when properly taught to him by his teachers, much less the teaching imparted by those who 

feasted their mind upon the objects of sense through feelings of attachment and aversion 

etc.(53) (One day,) when the preceptor was away (from the school) in connection with his 

household duties, he (Prahrada) was called there (for play) by the boys of his own age, who 

had (now) found time to make merry. (54) Answering their call in sweet words, Prahrada (who 

was very wise and) who was aware of their devotion (to himself), then kindly addressed them 

as though smiling. (55) Laying aside (their) playthings out of respect for him, however, all 

those boys, whose judgment had not (yet) been vitiated by the precepts and actions of those 

who delighted in sense-enjoyments through feelings of attachment and aversion etc., sat 

round him, O king of kings, with their heart and eyes fixed on him; and the Asura (Prahrada), 

who was an eminent votary of the Lord and who was (most) compassionate and friendly 

(towards them), spoke to them (as follows). (56-57) 
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Thus ends the fifth discourse, forming part of the narrative of Prahrada, 
in Book Seven of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

. 3T2T 

Discourse VI 

Prahrada's teaching to the demon boys 

J7f7? 33R 

gtrmr stwtdiTjn srm^ nmcwifa?; i neujsjgxrafei^ i ^ 1 

^isrr f| icjujfi: msPTFPfrTH i fsra ^jiFU ? i 

IH. I ^ctiejSlT H:<FtM<4wn: I 3 I 

rldt^TRTl R g^foZJT srr^oim: ^*1,1 -T HSIT f^rt OT * I 

rTHT tmrf $>^lc5: 8FTFT ,3^TOTT9TH: I ^RR (=<Hsld ytehrtMJ H I 

e^lfl -dlf^dlciH: I TT3TT iufanwH: I ^ I 

qtfiTH shl^HT ^TlftT I jR^IT foiffl: I « I 

*IMH TTf|q rf s)cfl4lfn I ^ *TtFFJ i<MntiiiM«4iin f| I 6 I 

Prahrada said: In this (human) life a wise man should practise virtues conducive to God- 
Realization in his very childhood; (for) birth as a human being alone bestows on us our 
desired object, (viz., lasting happiness), and (yet) such birth is obtained with (great) difficulty 
and is transient too. (1) The only course advisable for a man in this world is to betake himself 
to the feet of Lord Visnu; for He is the ruler and the beloved friend, nay, the very Self of all 

created beings. (2) Like suffering, sensual pleasure (too), O Daityas, is obtained by 
embodied beings in every birth by force of destiny without any effort through (mere) 

connection with a body. (3) No effort for (the acquisition of) such pleasure should (therefore) 
be made; (for) from such effort follows mere waste of (one's) life. (Moreover,) in that way one 
does not attain to the lotus-feet of Lord Visnu (the Bestower of Liberation), the Source of 
supreme bliss. (4) Therefore, having fallen into (the whirlpool of) transmigration (the root of 

all fear), a clever man should strive for (the attainment of) blessedness while the human body 
is yet sound and does not perish. (5) Indeed a hundred years is reckoned to be the (full) 
length of a man's life. Half of it (viz., fifty years) is of no use to a man who has not been able 
to subdue his mind; for, consigned to blinding ignorance (in the form of sleep) he remains 
lying down (in idleness) during the night. (6) (Out of the remaining fifty years) twenty elapse 
in (the form of) infancy, when the fellow remains steeped in ignorance, and in (the form of) 
boyhood, when he remains absorbed in play; and (another) twenty years roll by in (utter) 
helplessness, when his body is in the grip of senility. (7) The rest (of his life) actually passes 
away in (gross) negligence, when the man remains attached to his home through desire 
which cannot be easily sated and through overwhelming infatuation. (8) 

v ffotrT: i ^ skiun^gfcr: ijgsrat?: £=tcFT gfat^ i i 
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^ aT^fiPaidWI: W tRfj^ | 

^ %fTRT: f^pt ^T^^lUim^faTi: 1^ | 
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3^TT 4.4) g, TT^ flr^TTriT%^ | 

Ul 

What man whose senses have not (yet) been conquered can hope to liberate his own 
self, attached to his home and bound with the powerful cords of affection ? (9) Who indeed 
can give up the thirst for wealth, which is coveted more than life itself and which a thief as 

well as a servant and a merchant purchases even in exchange for his most beloved life? (10) 
With his mind attached to his relatives and bound by the affection of lisping children, how can 

a man forgo the private company and sweet friendly counsel of his sympathetic wife? (11) 

Remembering his sons and those beloved daughters (living at their father-in-law's place), 
brothers and sisters as well as his helpless (decrepit) parents, and dwellings provided with 
abundant articles of attractive furniture, hereditary vocations, animals and servants, how 

can he renounce them ? (Nay,) pursuing actions (of different categories) out of greed (for 
rewards of various kinds) like a silk-worm (which builds a nest in which it gets imprisoned due 
to its leaving no outlet from it) and thinking highly of the pleasures relating to sex and the 

palate, how can he feel disgusted with them, his desires remaining (still) unsated and his 

infatuation knowing no bounds? (12-13) Fond of his family, the careless fellow does not 
perceive his life wearing away in the endeavour to maintain his family nor his (real) purpose 

(in the shape of God-Realization) frustrated; and even though his mind remains afflicted by 

the three kinds of agony everywhere, he never gets sick of them. (14) Though knowing the 

sin attaching here as well as hereafter to the man misappropriating others' wealth, the 
householder whose mind is ever intent on (accumulating) riches nevertheless takes away 
others wealth, his senses being uncontrolled and his desires unsatisfied. (15) Indeed he who 

has a differential outlook, regarding this as his own and that as belonging to another, is not 

able to realize the Self while maintaining his family in the aforesaid manner, O scions of Danu 

even though he may be learned (in the scriptures). (On the other hand,) he is likely to enter 
the dark region (of hell) even like a deluded person. (16) Since none who is extremely 

passionate and a (veritable) toydeerforthe diversion of lustful women, in whom are forged 
fetters in the form of offspring, is ever and anywhere capable of liberating his soul, therefore, 
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avoiding from a respectable distance, O Daityas, the company of the Daityas, who have set 
their mind on the objects of senses, take refuge in Lord Narayana, the most ancient Deity; 
(for) He (alone) is the final beatitude sought for (even) by those who have given up 

attachment (for everything). (17-18) 

q fTSpr y)u|4M) s^Wiqli^U^I: I 3HKHcdia. facgjqitcte I?*? I 

^ ^Rol 

7jat5 !FT^f ^ iju|<x4W<*7 rTSJT SJlrMI ^TrraRt^ftSSj^: R^l 

^T^xpJT ^ oyiujocjmc^ftdi^l R^ I 

tTTERJT: I qi^i'riR&Sra R3 I 

rTFTTrL ^5 4l£<JR I 3Tigt ^Tt ^Ej^TT^FjT: R'k I 

TT5T fchMc^^mTi 3TI3 1% ri^uioyfaehtils? I 

smf^T: ^ cfclf^rH qU-^MI ^WraTWTFRT R: RM 

smfafem ^rrsfMtedfecFt f stt wr gr?tf i 

TRI d'dddRdrt ftqnei WT WrUTWr R^l 

jtr d^ddMcJ) grdiuqn '•nriquii R^n=r: fes rh^tci i 

IjcHlf^TR'l ^JlddWdfdi^dNI WTf3^T3*nSS8H£f|RT ^LI I 

^d^d-qqi ^ ?TR WFT^JcRJ &H7 «TFigH TH<I^ 1 

Indeed there is not much exertion to him who is engaged in propitiating the immortal Lord, 
O children of the Asuras, He being the very Self of all created beings and present everywhere 
in this world. (19) In (all) created beings, high and low, commencing from the immobile 
creation (the vegetable kingdom) and culminating in Brahma (the creator), nay, in (all) 
material products as well as in the (five) gross elements, in the (three) Gunas (modes of 
Prakrti), in Prakrti (Primordial Matter, which is nothing but a state of equilibrium of the three 
Gunas) as well as in the Mahat-tattva etc., (which constitute a mixture of the three Gunas in 
uneven proportions) exists the one and only one transcendent Spirit, the almighty and 
imperishable God. (20-21) Though really indescribable and undifferentiated Himself, He can 
be hinted at as all-pervading in the form of the subject and as pervaded in the form of the 
objective universe. (22) The supreme Lord consisting of absolute consciousness and bliss, 

He is realized as having His divinity concealed by Maya (His deluding potency), which gives 
rise to the material creation. (23) Therefore, giving up the demoniac disposition, show 
compassion and friendliness to all created beings, whereby is pleased Lord Visnu (who is 
beyond sense-perception). (24) When that infinite Being, the Cause of all, is pleased, what 
is there that cannot be attained? And what is the use of our worrying over religious merit etc., 
which are attained in this world of their own accord (without any effort) through modification 
of the three Gunas (in the form of destiny moulded by one's past actions); and what is the 
use of hankering after final beatitude (which lies beyond the three Gunas) to us who enjoy 
the nectar of His (lotus) feet and are (ever) singing His praises? (25) The triad which has been 
spoken of (in the Vedas) as the three objects of human pursuit—viz., religious merit, worldly 
riches and sensuous enjoyment—as well as the science of Self-Realization, the science of 
rituals, logic and political science and the diverse means of earning one's livelihood—all this 
subject-matter of the Veda I regard as true, (only) if it enables one to offer one's self to the 
supreme Person, one's Inner Controller. (26) (The divine sage) Narayana, the (eternal) 
Companion (and Brother) of (the sage) Nara (His divine Counterpart), it is said, taught this 
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well-known and pure wisdom—which cannot be easily attained—to (the sage) Narada. It 
can (however) be (easily) attained by (all) embodied beings who have bathed themselves 

in the dust of the lotus-feet of those exclusively devoted to the Lord, and claiming nothing 

as their own. (27) This knowledge with the immediate apprehension of truth as well as the 
pure (innocent) cult of Devotion to the Lord was received by me in the past through hearing 

from the mouth of the sage Narada, who has seen the Lord (with his own eyes). (28) 

3^.- 

31^ CT*} wftr foa? T^lllHT^rt TJ^rejt gic-MHmfq |^| 

I q: ^ I ? o I 

# wrtw sfedw'i ^i^idi^Rd wrsaira: i^i 

The sons of the Daityas said : Prahrada, you as well as we know no other teacher 
except these two sons of Sukra (the preceptor of the Daityas) and indeed these two have 

been our masters ever since we were mere infants. (29) (And) association with an exalted 

soul (like Narada) was (most) difficult when you were an infant (shut up) within (the four walls 
of) the gynaeceum. Resolve our doubt, O gentle one, if there is any (valid) ground for giving 
credence to your words. (30) 

Thus ends the sixth discourse, forming part of the Narrative of Prahrada 

in Book Seven of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T8T 

Discourse VII 

(Prahrada's) teaching to the Daityas’ sons 

Narada resumed : Questioned thus by the Daityas' sons, the Asura (Prahrada), that 
great devotee of the Lord, smilingly addressed them (as follows), calling to mind my teachinq 
(to him). (1) 

forfr i 3 1 

f^TT rtl*Nd|LH: I mfo cnfeqt 1 3 1 

I mmTRT: ^HfcTT ^cfdlPci^ | * | 

*™^Ph*ihHJ*I^uRt^|^ I qr^ffiTIUHMftdl: m snoiuOntd; I V I 

<wRiKuhh<i TOchif^m: I JMUpW wt TJP 

^ratfgJTT T?HT ^i<Pimhc( I SJ^^TTSSTTTOTjr qf%r I \3 | 

5TT? ftrr ^jWwhhwhj ^ 1 c 1 

Prahrada began : Our father (Hiranyakasipu) having left for Mount Mandara to practise 
austerities (and having been eaten away by white ants), Indra and the other gods launched 
a great military campaign against the Danavas, saying: "Fortunately (for us) the evil one 
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(Hiranyakasipu), the scourge of the world, has been eaten away by his own sin as a serpent 
by ants." (2-3) Perceiving their mighty undertaking and being struck by the gods, the terror- 
stricken Asura generals, who were all anxious to save their life, hastily fled in every direction, 
paying no heed to their wife and children, friends and relations, houses, animals and other 
household goods. (4-5) Desirous of victory, the gods looted the king's residence; while Indra 
(the ruler of the gods) even seized the queen, my mother. (6) Narada (the celestial sage), 
who came there by chance, saw her being taken on the road, trembling with fear and crying 
like a female osprey. (7) He peremptorily said, "You should not take this innocent lady, O lord 
of divinities ! Leave, leave, O blessed one, the good woman, who is another's wedded 

wife."(8) 

3Tlkk>OT 3T3* cTl4nfaqgi I 3TTWT 4lclAlfM iTTa^Ssfa^ ^ I 

Indra replied : There is in her womb (in the form of an embryo) the formidable seed of 
Hiranyakasipu (the enemy of the gods). Let her (therefore) stay (in my captivity) till (the time 
of) delivery. I shall let her go when I have achieved my object (by killing the new-born 

babe).(9) 
3cim 

3*g faferfere: TrrarTVijgmiJMrfi it?hj ^tt g snw ^ i^o i 

fagiq-a ^dtfqRy-cra: i su-diiwudtAHi qftanzi fef ^ftint 

Narada said : He (the child in her womb) is not only (absolutely) sinless but a great 

devotee of the Lord and eminent by his own qualities. This mighty servant of Lord Visnu will 
not meet his death at your hands. (10) Thus addressed (by Narada) and accepting the advice 
of the celestial sage, Indra left her (my mother) and going round her (as a mark of respect) 
out of devotion to me (the beloved of the eternal Lord), returned to heaven. (11) 

cFTt q) HHtrjfa: fmiHTO 3TPyiWi?l'=aH1 1*3 1 

HgicMdidiK ^ciniPh uiuj^irnsrqT i ^qfd^UirL t i i 

sTjftT TT3T TTTTT I 3T-rlckfl I V* I 

Then the sage took our mother with due honour to his own hermitage and, comforting her, 
said, "Stay here, my daughter, till the return of your husband." (12) She too signified her 

assent in the words "So be it!" and lived near the celestial sage, free from all fear, so long 
as my father (the ruler of the Daityas) did not cease from his terrible austerities. (13) For the 
well-being of her embryo (myself) and in order to deliver it at the desired moment (after the 
return of her husband) the virtuous and pregnant lady waited upon the sage in that hermitage 

with supreme devotion. (14) 

TTjft: chl^ruichfrlgn: I rTnj jTTq xl mnujfe><4 

rfij Cbltftil ^tefejTrL I ITT q%im^lrL I ^ I 

•McjdlMfq Tjfe 8T^£TH ^£1: I e^IKdl «JT: STTgRT: WtauWi *T <T2IT I ^ I 

jptrraT: gfeiT «rrar ^gr Hidw: i 1^41 

3TRITT fHcql^oqg: TrgT: ^5T5T 3TTSRT: I 3lld[*4: i<^n: I I 

Ud&k^lfaW&MIdWI T58TO: I 3T? H 4 dJ *)«,?: Id SfTOf XTTf3T 1I 

wfi ^TSIT iligg jWehU: ^mtcisfajT STI^IO. I 

^ TT«nSSdigVu«iTldTfe^ stolid (TO 19^1 
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In order to assuage her grief and for my sake too the compassionate and powerful sage 
imparted (to her instruction in) both the essence of religion (in the shape of Devotion to the 

Lord) and pure wisdom (discrimination between the Self and non-Self). (15) That teaching, 

however, disappeared from the mind of my mother due to (the inordinate) length of time (that 

has since elapsed) and because of her womanly nature. Its memory has not (however) left 
me, the favoured of the sage, even to this moment. (16) That devotion and wisdom can take 

root in you too if you give credence to my words. Through faith such sense as is proficient 
in uprooting the feeling of identification with the body etc. can appear even in women and 
children as it has dawned on me. (17) Through the agency of Time, which is by its very nature 

capable of bringing about transformation, the six well-known states of being commencing 
with birth (viz., birth, existence, growth, ripeness, decay and destruction) are seen in relation 

to the body (so long as it is connected with a soul) and not in relation to the soul, just as they 

are observed in the fruits of a tree (so long as they exist on the tree, and not in the tree itself, 

which stands comparatively longer). (18) The Spirit is eternal, free from decay, taintless, one 
(without a second), the knowing subject, the ground (of everything), changeless, self-seeing 

(self-effulgent), the cause (of the universe), all-pervading, unattached and having no sheath 

(of Maya). (19) With the help of these twelve transcendent characteristics of the Self a wise 
man should give up the false notion of T and 'mine'—sprung from ignorance—with reference 

to the body and persons and things connected with the body. (20) Just as a goldsmith 
acquainted with the process (smelting etc.), of extracting gold from its ore is able through 

those processes to find gold in the ore existing in gold mines, so is a man well-versed in 

the science of the Spirit able to discover the (true) nature of Brahma in the bodies (of the 

various JTvas)—which are so many fields (as it were)—through the (diverse) processes of 
ascertaining the true nature of the Self. (21) 

3T^T fTTrFT^f TT3 % 'lyjyn: | [ctehKi: Mls^i: CjMMcfc: | | 

^*3 flctaui<il -JVia I 1^3 I 

Hny&Hi it TtflKI HUIchMidsl'tR 

I ?TT HT5SHI8T: tjt: |^m 

I 3iJiM*irtlSqT8lfsftT gflmH I ^V9 I 

(Out of the total number of categories into which the entire creation has been ultimately 

resolved) by teachers (of the science of the Spirit, the sage Kapila and others) eight (viz., 
Prakrti or primordial Matter, the Mahat-tattva or the principle of cosmic intelligence, the ego 

and the five subtle elements) have been declared to be the causes; three (viz., Sattva, Rajas 
and Tamas) are as a matter of fact only modes of Prakrti (and therefore not distinct from it); 

sixteen (viz., the five senses of perception, the five organs of action, the mind and the five 
gross elements) are modifications and the Spirit is spoken of as one because of its 
connection with all (as their witness). (22) Of course, the body, (which is) a concatenation 
of all (these), is of two kinds—mobile (animate) and immobile (inanimate). It is here (in the 

body) that discarding everything else as ’not this', the Spirit, should be sought for by men 

coolly reflecting on the creation, continued existence and dissolution of the universe with a 
mind purified (rendered acute) through reasoning (both) on the lines of Anvaya (the all¬ 

pervasiveness of the Spirit) and Vyatireka (the distinctness of the Spirit from everything 

else). (23-24) Wakefulness, dream and deep sleep—these are the (three) functions of the 
ntellect. (And) he alone by whom they are (directly) cognized is the transcendent Spirit, the 

witness (of all material phenomena). (25) By means of these modifications of the intellect. 
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(which are) products of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas respectively) and the 
result of actions, and which are rejected (as attributes of Matter) one should ascertain the 
essential character of the Spirit (which is connected with these states) through its association 

with the intellect (as the very ground of the latter), even as one comes to know (the presence 
of) the air through the (different) odours (that are borne through it). (26) In fact, metempsychosis, 
which is perpetuated by the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and actions prompted by them, 

is brought about through the intellect. Though rooted in ignorance and (therefore) unreal, it 
is postulated as a dream. (27) 

eh4ui’l sfiMifn^uj S|cj|g|ij<4l R4I 

dsita'ilU^I'Uimq %UlcMlkM: I W 4^1 Tf?T: I ^^ I 
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T3p (df^dM^rf: fg^TrT I SFTcrfH *T5TT Tfonj33l 

Therefore, the (very) seed (in the form of nescience) of actions prompted by the three 

Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tanias) ought to be burnt by you. This is (what they call) Yoga (the 
highest achievement), which stops the functioning of the intellect. (28) Of the thousands of 
devices helpful to it, this alone has been recommended by the Lord, viz., the practice of 
virtues through which love may be duly and easily developed for the almighty Lord. (29) This 
can be accomplished by serving one's preceptor and by offering (to him) with devotion all 
that is got by one, nay, through the fellowship of pious devotees and worship of God, 
through reverence for stories of the Lord; by celebrating His virtues and exploits, through 
contemplation on His lotus-feet and through the sight and worship of His images and so 
on. (30-31) (Nay,) one should (as far as possible) duly gratify (the various) living beings with 
their objects of desire under the belief that the almighty Lord Sri Hari is present in all created 
beings. (32) In this way devotion to the all-powerful Lord Vasudeva is practised by those who 
have subdued the six senses (including the mind, the internal sense)—devotion through 

which one fully develops love (for Him). (33) 
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When, on hearing (accounts) of His (brilliant) achievements, incomparable virtues and 
heroic deeds wrought through His (various) forms assumed for sport, the devotee sings 
loudly with an open throat and in a voice choked with tears, shouts and dances, his hair 

standing on end due to excessive delight, nay, when he, like one possessed by an evil spirit, 
now laughs, now weeps, now sits in meditation, now greets the people and now, devoid of 

shame, exclaims: "0 Hari! O Lord of the universe !! O Narayana !!!" with his mind fixed on 
the Lord (his very Self) and heaving a sigh every now and then, all his bonds get loosened 

at that time and his ignorance and latent desires are burnt; and his mind and body being 

attuned to Him through contemplation on His pastimes, the man attains to Lord Visnu (who 

is above sense-perception) by recourse to the highest device of Devotion. (34—36) The wise 

recognize (mental) communion with Lord Visnu as a (sure) means in this world of putting a 
stop to the cycle of birth and death in the case of an embodied soul of impure mind and they 
(further) recognize it as identical with the bliss of absorption into Brahma. Therefore, worship 
that Ruler of your heart in (the very lotus of) your heart. (37) What extraordinary exertion 

O demon boys, is involved in the worship of Sri Hari, one's own Self and friend, (nay) present 

in ones own heart like the space there? What is to be gained through efforts for the 

acquisition of objects of senses, such efforts being common to all embodied creatures ? (38) 
Riches, wife, animals, sons and other relations, houses, land, elephants, treasury and 
luxuries (of various kinds) (nay,) all kinds of wealth and enjoyments are momentary and 

fleeting. What delight can they afford to a mortal? (39) Similarly the well-known (ethereal) 

worlds earned by means of sacrifices are (also) perishable and excelled by other (higher) 

worlds and are not free from impurities either (because exciting envy in the minds of others). 
Therefore, with a view to Self-Realization, worship, with absolute devotion, the supreme 
Lord, in whom no fault is seen or (even) heard of. (40) 

gqszigzfj? c^hFRu i i*q i 
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(Besides) a man accounting himself wise (also) invariably obtains results which are quite 
ne opposite of the object aiming at which he performs actions in this world time and 

again.(41) The aim of a man given to action here is to secure happiness and freedom from 

^ery. But he who was (formerly) filled with joy due to desirelessness ever reaps misery 
-'ough desire (afterwards). (42) The very body for which the Jiva (an embodied soul) 

=nkers after enjoyments through actions performed from interested motives actually 
relongs to others (in that it is sure to be devoured by dogs and jackals, crows and vultures, 
* eft uncared for after death) and (is something that) hugs the soul and (having served it for 

' xed time) departs (leaves it). (43) How much more so are one's progeny, wife, house, 
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wealth and so on or (in the case of a sovereign) one's kingdom, treasury, elephants, 
ministers, servants and friends, that are connected with the Jiva only indirectly (through the 
body) and are treated as one's own (and not the very self)! (44) Of what avail can these trifling 

things—which are sure to disappear with the body and are (veritable) evils, though appearing 
as something worth seeking—be to the soul, the very ocean of eternal bliss ? (45) (Just) 
consider what interest (enjoyment) can there be in this world, O demon boys, to the embodied 
soul, suffering through its (past) actions in all the stages commencing from conception (till 
death)? (46) With the body as its (obedient) servant the embodied soul undertakes actions 
(of various kinds, both good’and evil) and with (the aforesaid) acti6ns moulds a (future) body 
(and the circle goes on from birth to birth) inasmuch as both (actions as well as the body) 
proceed from ignorance. (47) Therefore, worship through desirelessness the desireless and 
almighty Sri Hari, your very Self, on whom (our) riches, enjoyments and pious acts 
depend.(48) Lord Sri Hari is the (very) Self, Ruler, beloved friend and Inner Controller of all 

living beings (whose bodies have been) fashioned by gross elements evolved (in their turn) 
by Himself. (49) Taking shelter under the feet of Lord Visnu (the Bestower of Liberation), a 
god, demon, human being or Yaksa and even a Gandharva (a celestial musician) bids fair 

to become blessed as I. (50) 
fssra i ylunra h^.hi ^ ^ i 
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Neither birth as a member of the twice-born classes, god or Rsi nor character nor 
versatility nor charity nor austerity nor the performance of sacrifices nor purity (of mind and 
body) nor sacred vows are conducive to the pleasure of Lord Mukunda, O Asura boys ! Sri 
Hari is propitiated through unalloyed Devotion (alone). All else is empty show. (51-52) 
Therefore, practise devotion, O Danavas, to the almighty Lord Sri Hari, the Soul of all created 
beings, by treating every creature as though it were your very self. (53) For there are (many) 
Daityas, Yaksas and ogres, womenfolk, Sudras (members of the labouring and artisan 
classes), cowherds, birds, beasts and those living by sin that have attained immortality 
(through Devotion). (54) Exclusive devotion to Lord Govinda (the Protector of cows)—which 
is the same as beholding Him in every creature—this alone has been declared to be the 

highest interest (goal) of man in this world. (55) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse, entitled " (Prahrada's) Teaching to the Daityas' 
sons", forming part of the Narrative of Prahrada, in Book Seven of 

the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 
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Discourse VIII 

Lord Nrsimha extolled on the death of the demon king 

(at His hands) 
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Narada resumed: On hearing his (Prahrada's) exhortation all the Daityas' sons forthwith 
accepted it because of its faultlessness, but not the teaching of their preceptor. (1) Alarmed 

to perceive their mind intent on (the realization of) a single purpose (viz., devotion to the 

Lord), the preceptor's son thereupon quickly and correctly reported the matter to the king.(2) 
Hearing of that unwelcome misdemeanour on the part of his son (Prahrada), which was hard 
to bear, Hiranyakasipu made up his mind to dispose of his son, his limbs shaking under the 
impulse of anger. (3) 

fjftw 1^441 qrqT y$«Udd#imj 3TT?8TmTJT: tnfo fesftq q^RT I * I 

3rcc4ie<dd 3HT <*4l3lfaHc|RydlLI qq: fq | | 

1 dRRfld qRldt-^rtildcMiqq I qfe TO qra TOTOR I ^ I 

^ qqf cTOiT: I TO q.sq)dc|R<£ $||*M I \9 I 

Reproaching in a harsh language Prahrada—who was not only (thoroughly) disciplined 
but was bent low with modesty and standing with joined palms and (as such) was (altogether) 

undeserving of such treatment—and regarding him with a wicked and crooked eye, the 
demon, who was cruel by nature, spoke (as follows), hissing (all the time) like a serpent struck 
with the foot:—(4-5) "O unruly, stupid wretch, causing discord in our family, I shall despatch 

you this (very) day to the abode of Yama (the god of death)—you, who have grown (so) 

obstinate and have slipped away from my authority ! (6) By whose might, 0 fool, have you 

violated, like an undaunted person, the authority of one, viz., myself, before whom, when 
angry, (all) the three worlds, including their guardians, shake (with fear)?" (7) 

’t ■q thr q q qferi quA^R i 
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Prahrada replied : He is unquestionably the strength not only of mine but yours as well, 

[564] B. M. 24— 
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O king, nay, of other powerful beings (too). It is He by whom (all) these (creatures), (both) 
high and low, animate and inanimate, commencing from Brahma (the creator), have been 
held under sway. (8) He is the (supreme) Ruler; He, the mighty Kala (Time-Spirit) and the 
(very) embodiment of organic and mental powers, physical strength and fortitude. The 

supreme ControllerofthethreeGunas (modes of Prakrti), it is He alone who creates, protects 
and devours (dissolves) the universe by means of His potencies (in the form of Rajas, Sattva 
and Tamas). (9) Abandon you this demoniac disposition of yours and keep your mind 
equipoised. There are no enemies other than an unsubdued and errant mind. For that (viz., 
maintaining the poise of the mind) constitutes the eminent and correct procedure of 
worshipping the Infinite. (10) Some regard the four quarters, the four intermediate points, the 
sky overhead and the subterranean regions below as conquered by themselves, without first 
having curbed the six marauding thieves (in the shape of the five senses of perception and 
the mind). (Indeed) whence can there be enemies, born of one's own ignorance, in the eye 
of the knowing and pious soul who has conquered his mind and is (thus) alike to all embodied 
beings ? (11) 

osfti •q^nTtsfe trrsftmnr i *gi%ST f*R: i ^ i 
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Hiranyakasipu replied : "Evidently you are keen to die, now that you are bragging too 
much. For the words of those who are anxious to die, O slow-witted one, are sure to be 
incoherent. (12) Where is that Lord of the universe other than me, that has (just) been 
mentioned by you, O wretched one? If it is urged that he is (present) everywhere, wherefore 
is he not seen in the pillar (over there)? (13) I being all-in-all, here do I sever your head from 
your trunk, a braggart that you are. Let Hari, who is the asylum sought for by you, protect you 

today." (14) Thus tormenting again and again his son (Prahrada), that eminent devotee of 
the Lord, with abusive words (uttered) in anger, the great and mighty demon (Hiranyakasipu) 
sprang from his exalted seat, taking his sword, and knocked the pillar with his fist. (15) That 
very moment there rose in that pillar a most terrific crash, as a result of which the shell of the 
cosmic egg cracked (as it were) and on hearing which, as it reached the spheres of Brahma 
(the creator) and others, they for their part actually suspected the dissolution of their very 
abodes, O dear Yudhisthira ! (16) Displaying his valour in his anxiety to get rid of his son 
(Prahrada), he heard that unprecedented and weird sound; but he did not descry inside the 
court the source of that sound, due to which the leaders of the Asuras (the enemies of the 
gods) had got frightened. (17) 

kki fggTtj 'PrjnjtggrfeT °mi[h g gngg: i 
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In order to substantiate the utterance of His servant and His presence in all objects, the 
Lord appeared in the (aforementioned) pillar of the court, assuming a queer form, which was 
neither of a beast nor of a human being. (18) Thus looking intently on all sides, he 

(Hiranyakasipu) beheld a being issuing forthwith from the interior of the pillar and said to 

himself, "He is neither a beast nor a human being. Oh, what may be this strange creature, 
bearing the form of a man-lion?u(19) Before (the eyes of) Hiranyakasipu, who was (busy) 

musing on that most terrible figure, visibly stood the Lord in the form of a man-lion. It had 

fierce eyes shining as molten gold and a face swollen with its dazzling hair and manes. (20) 
It had fearful teeth and a tongue waving like a sword and sharp as the blade of a razor, and 

looked (all the more) frightful because of its frowning aspect. It had erect and motionless ears 

and a gaping mouth and nostrils amazing as a mountain-cave, and excited terror with the 

parting of its jaws. (21) The body touched the (very) skies and it had a short thick neck, a 

broad chest and a slender waist; it was covered all over with hair white as moonbeams, was 
endowed with multitudes of arms extending on all sides and had claws that served as 

weapons. (22) Hard to approach (because of its terrible aspect), it had driven away the 

Daityas and the Danavas with all its own and other choicest weapons (such as the 

thunderbolt). "Surely enough this is (nothing but) an expedient thought out for my death by 

Hari, who is adept in many a conjuring trick. But what can be done by him, though fully 
prepared?" (23) 
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Thus murmuring and arming himself with a mace, Hiranyakasipu (who was a veritable 
elephant among the Daityas) rushed roaring towards Nrsimha (the Lord appearing in the 
form of a man-lion). Fallen into the nimbus of Lord Nrsimha at that time, the said demon 

vanished like a moth fallen into a flame. (24) Indeed it was no wonder that the demon (who 
was darkness personified) should have disappeared into that Embodiment of Sattva 
(unmixed with Rajas and Tamas), who had of yore (at the dawn of creation) actually 
swallowed up the darkness (in the form of Tamoguna, which was responsible for the 
dissolution of the universe) by His own effulgence. Then, coming near, the mighty demon 
angrily assailed Nrsimha with his mace of tremendous force. (25) Nrsimha (who was no other 

than Lord Visnu, the Wielder of a mace) seized him even as he paced forward, mace in hand, 
just as Garuda (the son of Tarksya, nicknamed Kasyapa) would catch hold of a huge serpent. 
At that time the demon slipped from His hand, even as a serpent would from the clutches of 
Garuda sporting with it. (26) The divinities, including the guardians of all the spheres whose 
abodes had been usurped (by him) and who stood behind a curtain of clouds, O Yudhisthira 
(a scion of Bharata), regarded this as something not good. Believing Lord Nrsimha, from 

whose hand he had (just) escaped, to be afraid of his own prowess, the great Asura, who 
knew no fatigue in battle, encountered Him with vehemence, tightly grasping his sword and 
buckle. (27) Givincj forth a shrill peal of laughter, rendered (more) terrific by a roar (that 
accompanied it), Sri Hari, who was possessed of extraordinary impetuousity, seized the 
demon, who was darting up and down with the swiftness of a hawk, brandishing his sword 
in many ways so as to leave no weak point, but whose eyes had (now) closed (due partly to 
his enemy's roar and laughter and partly to His dazzling splendour). (28) Throwing down, at 
the entrance (of the hall) on His thighs, the demon—who was impatient at having been 
caught and was wriggling all over, and whose skin had remained unscratched (even) by 
(Indra's thunderbolt)—(just) as a serpent would knock down a rat, Lord Nrsirriha tore him with 
His claws in (mere) sport even as Garuda (the king of the birds) would tear a most venomous 
snake. (29) Licking with His tongue the corners of His gaping mouth, the Lord, whose frightful 

eyes were difficult to gaze at due to fury and whose manes and countenance had turned 
reddish, stained as they were with drops of blood, and who wore a garland of (the demon's) 
entrails, shone as a lion would by having killed an elephant. (30) Casting off the demon, 
whose lotus-like heart had been split open by His pointed claws, the Lord, endowed as He 
was with a multitude of stout arms, slew with His nails, weapons and heels his bodyguards 
that had followed Him on every side in thousands with uplifted arms. (31) 
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Shaken by His hair, clouds began to scatter away and the planets were robbed of their 
lustre by His (very) glances. Tossed by His breath, the oceans grew turbulent and, frightened 

by His roar, the elephants guarding the quarters trumpeted. (32) The firmament was 

overcrowded with aerial cars thrown up (from below) by His hair and, sore pressed by His 

feet, the earth was shaken from its foundations. Mountains flew as a result of His rapid 

movement, while the sky and the quarters were eclipsed by His splendour. (33) Nobody 

dared approach the almighty Lord, who had then taken His seat on the excellent royal 

throne in the court and had collected His (consummate) brilliance (in that person), (nay,) who 

was (yet) furious, even though no adversary was visible, and wore a most dreadful 
countenance.(34) 
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Hearing that the celebrated Hiranyakasipu (the first and foremost son of Diti), the 
headache of (all) the three worlds, had been killed in a combat by Lord Sri Hari, celestial 

women, whose faces were blooming with an outburst of joy, sent down showers of flowers 
upon Him again and again. (35) At that time the sky was crammed with rows of aerial cars 

of heavenly beings eager to have a look (at the Lord). The tabors and drums of the gods were 

then sounded; while the foremost of the Gandharvas (celestial musicians) sang and their 

wives (the celestial nymphs) danced. (36) Resorting to that place (the court of Hiranyakasipu), 

gods like Brahma (the creator), Indra (the ruler of the gods) and Lord Siva (who lives on Mount 

Kailasa), Rsis (seers), manes, Siddhas (a class of demigods endowed with mystic powers 

from their very birth), Vidyadharas (heavenly artistes), mighty Nagas (serpent-demons, 

having a human face with a serpent-like lower end), the Manus (progenitors of mankind, each 

presiding over a whole Manvantara), Prajapatis (the lords of creation), Gandharvas, Apsaras 
and Caranas (heavenly bards), Yaksas (attendants of Kubera, the god of riches), Kimpurusas 

(another class of demigods), Vetalas (celestial minstrels) and accomplished Kinnaras (a 

class of demigods with a human figure and the head of a horse and celebrated as musicians), 
as well as kll those attendants of Lord Visnu such as Sunanda and Kumuda severally 

hymned Lord Nrsirhha (the Man-Lion) of dazzling splendour, seated there, with the hollows 

of their palms joined together on the head and remaining at a short distance (from Him), O 

dear one ! (37—39) „ 
d&MH 
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Brahma said : I bow down to please the infinite Lord of wonderful prowess and holy 
deeds, whose potency is hard to fathom, (nay,) who duly carries on by way of His sport 
through the (three) Gunas (Sattva etc.)'the creation, preservation and dissolution of the 
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universe and is (yet) undecaying by nature. (40) 
m J. 3c(M 
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Sri Rudra said : The end of a Kalpa (a thousand revolutions of the four Yugas) is the 

(proper) time for (venting) Your anger and (if it was directed towards Hiranyakasipu,) this 

puny demon has (already) been slain. (Pray,) protect his son (Prahrada), a devotee of Yours, 
who has approached You (for shelter), O lover of (Your) devotees ! (41) 

SfiimftrTT: TTF -FcTFT jfFTrn F: FTTHT! cfcillshM I 

faqfcdT# RT2T % ^RhWyi F f| ^|FHT I 

Indra said : It is Your own shares (in the sacrificial offerings) that have been recovered 
by You, O supreme Lord, while protecting us; (for, seated in the hearts of us gods, it is You 
who enjoy all sacrificial offerings) I (Nay,) the lotus of our heart, which is Your abode (You 
being our Inner Controller), and which had till now been possessed by this demon, has been 
opened by You. Oh, of what account is this (sovereignty of the three worlds)— which is (soon) 
going to be devoured by Time—in the eyes of those who are eager to serve You ? (Even) 
Liberation is not thought much of by them, O Lord Narasimha; of what use (then) are other 

objects (of human pursuit to them)? (42) 
dr>%: 
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The Rsis said : By this body assumed for the sake of protection (of Your devotees), O 
Guardian of those needing shelter, You have once more countenanced this day (the practice 

of) that supreme austerity (in the form of meditation) which You enjoined upon us, (nay,) 
which is Your own glory and by (recourse to) which, O most ancient Person, You evolved this 
(cosmos)—that lay merged in You—and which had been stopped by this fellow. (43) 

/TUT 
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The manes said: This fellow forcibly appropriated and enjoyed the reverential offerings 
(in the shape of balls of boiled rice etc.) given by our sons (and their descendants) and even 
drank the water with sesame seeds offered by them at the time of bath in sacred waters. Hail 
to that Lord Nrsimha, the Protector of all righteousness, who recovered those offerings (as 

it were) from his abdomen, the omentum of which was split open by His claws. (44) 
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The Siddhas said : You tore with Your claws this demon, proud of his numerous 
achievements, who, impious as he was, snatched by dint of Yoga (breath-control) and 
asceticism our mystic powers acquired through concentration of mind. To You as such we 

reverently bow, O Nrsimha I (45) 
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The Vidyadharas said : Proud of his bodily strength and valour, this fool banned (the 
practice of) our art (of becoming invisible and so on) cultivated (by us) through concentration 

of mind on diverse objects. We ever bow low to the Lord, appearing in the form of a man-lion 

by way of sport, by whom the fellow has been killed in an encounter even as a beast. (46) 

dl4II 3rg: 
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The Nagas said : Our salutation be to You, O Lord, who have afforded delight to our 

wives (who are jewels among women) by splitting open the breast of this wicked fellow, by 
whom they had been abducted and our jewels (too) wrested I (47) 

333T 33 33 fe^IcblRujl 33 3fejcf4cl3: I 
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The Manus said : We are Manus—(ever) disposed to do Your bidding—the bounds of 
morality fixed by whom were set at nought, O god of gods, by this demon. That wicked fellow 

has been made short work of byYou, O Lord! What can we do for You (now) ? (Pray,) instruct 
(us,) Your servants. (48) 
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The Prajapatis said : We are Prajapatis (lords of created beings) evolved by You, O 
supreme Ruler! This fellow, prohibited by whom we procreate no more progeny, surely lies 
(before us) with his bosom split open by You. Your descent, O Embodiment of Sattva 
(unmixed with Rajas and Tamas), is conducive to the good of the world. (49) 

33 feTt 4 323T25FTT33>T ai-ijfevUffl fFTT: I 
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The Gandharvas said: We, O almighty Lord, are Your dancers and singers in dramatic 

performances. This fellow, by whom we were brought into subjection by dint of valour, 

physical strength and organic power, has been reduced to this plight by You ! Can one who 

has taken to evil ways attain happiness? (50) 

33fe33|F3 33T3333Tf3T3T: I 323 TTTSp£353^33F3T: HUlPMrl: I I 

The Caranas said : We have (once more freely) taken shelter under Your lotus-feet, 

which rid one of transmigration, now that this demon a thorn in the heart of pious souls, has 

been disposed of by You. (51) 
VW 3r^.' 

333^37^33: 3344*3 JJlfUHl 31^3^3^ I 

TT ^ 333fcfT3 3<fi3 3T33T 3 37^7 ciM-Dd: 3U3T mjfet 13^ I 

The Yaksas said : We, who are well-known as the chief among Your servants by virtue 
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of (our) agreeable actions, had hitherto been reduced to the position of mere palanquin- 
bearers by Hiranyakasipu (Diti's son). He, however, has (now) been put to death by You, O 
Narasimha, the Controller of the twenty-four categories* , knowing as You did the agony 

caused to the people by him. (52) 
dnT(: 

fW: I ^6^1 Rgt 1^ I 

The Kimpurusas said : We are Kimpurusas (insignificant creatures), while You are the 
almighty Supreme Person. This wretched fellow was no more (even) when he was 

reproached by pious souls. (53) 

<=/rf//c*?i/ 3T^: 

Tnng rlcjlHc^ «T5TT Tffr5T tTgrff I 

^fqf 1^1 

The Vaitalikas said : Celebrating as we did Your untarnished glory in assemblies and 
sacrificial sessions, we used to receive great honours (and handsome fees). This extremely 
wicked fellow, who had stopped it, has luckily been got rid of by You, O Lord, even as a 

malady. (54) 

fem 37f: 

cRTTfirr faid-HIUIlWctl^ll Rfa-dd ehlRrll: I 

^ Tf -h. [*H£ HI mm 

The Kinnaras said : We, hosts of Kinnaras, (who are) Your servants, O Master, were 
constantly made to do unpaid labour by this Hiranyakasipu (son of Diti). That wicked fellow, 
O Hari, has been slain by You. Make for our prosperity (henceforward), O Lord Narasimha.(55) 

fctUJjyMl 35^: 

3tSM<4ft'U«c\4M<4d H 5§ q: WT5 TlcMTchfjlM I 

TfT5*i % fsrfiravT fqfcHH*jn$i<4 |<^l 

Sffl tflHistMWd MltHriWl ■Hfisdldi USTO y$ldl-}dKd dlHlBHlSHJFT: ICI 

The attendants of Lord Visnu said : It is but today that this weird form of Yours, half 

lion, half man, which is a source of happiness to all the world, has been beheld by us, O Lord 
affording protection (to all) ! This demon was (none but) Your servant, cursed by the 
Brahmanas (Sanaka and others). (Hence) we know this death of his as an instrument of Your 

grace (on him). (56) 

Thus ends the eighth discourse, entitled "Lord Nrsimha extolled on the death of Hiranyakasipu 
(the demon king)", forming part of the Narrative of Prahrada in Book Seven of 

the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 
as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

* Mula Prakrti (Primordial Matter), the Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence), Ahartkara (the Ego), the five 

subtle elements, the ten Indriyas and the mind and the five gross elements: these are the twenty-four categories into which 

the whole range of objective existence has been broadly divided by the Sartkhya system of philosophy. God or the Spirit, who 

controls all these, is the tweny-fifth. This classification has been followed more or less by the other systems too. 
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*r-to ■& it tr it: jtrjtijtr-st-nv: *!■*: it-xmir 

3?8T q^RTSaiR: 

Discourse IX 
A Eulogy of the Lord (by Prahrada) 

mz 3W 

Tig ^<1^: ^ fl^s^O^TCT: I dldrjM^lch-U.-A^W I ^ I 

HT^T^t: ttfttHT rRtl^rT^I 3^59^4^ HT diOitld ^T%?TT I ? I 

^ts yM-umm ^iraferrrTTf^t% i hth wromfl ^444 fifatr sr^i 3 i 

3Md> <l'ii,^gi'mJlc(dl5^Tai: I cbltH HHIH fe*|ni^rd: I 'iS I 

*etmd*i5^ Mfriri dH^efc lctwl=*<< ^R>4d: I 
•O 

Htsira d^ltu4<sn^ cmi^4 <*>itfifef4dwf4tri g^cmr^i ^ i 

dd*)<w^liidiRacoi^l,^r: ^HM^lf^io4TnM<i^d^d: I 

HFTT^ra ffe f*ZJrTJ: f(pTf33£vfrsR: I ^ I 

3T^r4h#^rnTOFTOT ^mifed: i wt^tt d5iHdg<43nJT: i vs i 

Narada resumed: (Extolling the Lord) thus all the gods and other (heavenly) beings, led 
by Brahma (the creator) and Rudra (Lord Siva), dared not go near Him, possessed as He was 
by anger and (hence) most difficult to approach. (1) Sri (the Lord's own Consort and the 
goddess of beauty and prosperity) was personally sent by the gods (to appease Him). 
Perceiving that great wonder and full of misgiving (however), She dared not go near, the form 
having neither been seen nor heard of (by Her) before. (2) Brahma (then) sent Prahrada, 
standing close by, with the words; “Approach, dear one, and pacify the Lord, who has waxed 
angry at your father." (3) Uttering the words “So be it", and slowly drawing near, O king 
(Yudhisthira), the great child devotee (Prahrada) bowed down with his body (lying prostrate) 
on the ground and his palms joined together. (4) Overwhelmed with compassion on seeing 
the infant fallen at the soles of His feet, and lifting it, the Lord placed on its head His lotus hand, 
which has (ever) brought security to those whose mind is terribly afraid of the serpent in the 
shape of Time. (5) All (traces of) evil (in the shape of dormant desires or impressions left on 
the mind by good or evil actions of past lives) having been wiped out by the (most auspicious 
and sacred) touch of His hand and direct knowledge of the Supreme Spirit instantly revealed 
to him, Prahrada felt (supremely) gratified and with the hair of his body standing on end, his 
heart moistened (with love) and tears (of joy) in his eyes, he installed (an image of) His lotus- 
feet in his heart. (6) Perfectly composed, he extolled Sri Hari with a concentrated mind and 
in a voice choked with emotion, his heart and eyes fixed on Him. (7) 

5t£]ld--J: (i<J|U|l -gq^TSSI fegt: UTdchdHUd4! 3Tcn|: I 

qrmfirtj foj: 4Tgit#T 4 ?fw-Mrd: i 6 i 

■^TTTSRFI f| srafrT tj?Tt I I 
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kctirm: IT»JT«I Pt»iwm<£yH' TOT JUicfa^t: ^OTT cjufid 

^ ZT5RT 'iTTOH fe&TTH TOT HITTER illcTy^W TJOT XJ73$ft: 

dwi<^ (rodfafg i*gm RdfdRi *rf| Tprnffcr sttortto. 

^mfrs^nn ^uifq^dM^i(fc(y: ijto to t? rjTOT^fof^r 

TTof inrt fgfych'J.iwci tototo sf^rreR d-ufa^i 3 tjrfgdH: 

8TTOI '»JH<T 3TO*T^7TOT W fctsblfsri TOTOI kfeHIddlt: 

33, TO5 TOUTS' frTMkTSJ RtH TTT^ft ^fijJcKTOfrm 

o^TOST Pr^fdfddl: yfd^fd TO TO ^jfTO fTOTTOT TOT: TOfR 

TO? faTOrfro %5f^0Rd1ikrf^Mi4;ddiy«»dl7'^ii)ydyid. 

3TTTOTO: 

x+dUTO?; 2:^6lntikk-d5hd)ddl<. dkdi TOTR: 

«(4: tc(eh4fkti^lTm HS^fsPJc^ y'lnbMqd^M.ui @<tk ^>3T ^ 

TOTO^ fildlfildfddlJIkdMM'k^ilekirydl TOTOIRtl 3fTTOT: 

^TTlTO 33R 5:7TOdRg?Tlg ^TRSRTW TO R TO SlkJTOHL 

#51 feR TJTO q-fdOdTOI ^IrtlchTOTO faP.^rildl: 

3t^iwdkJ^d|-ijyifcty^Thl ddlfui 3 MdSjJlIrtd^kk#: 

TOTO 3? ^TOT ftrlTt TOTO TOIdM-TOPd TT^cTT 3t: 

3JTO dryfdtdPsm ^I^TOWIc)^ fTO7T H^JdT TORpgRTdiq, 

dRk'dd'l Trfjf TO ^T TOT TO7T3 TOT TTSTT kkTOT: TO ^T 

TOT: TOTfa fdeMlld tJST^TTOTO: k#fddW3fldrt TOd: WkMH 

Prahrada said : Hosts of gods headed by Brahma, contemplative souls and wise men 
too, whose mind is solely devoted to virtue, knowledge and asceticism (products of Sattva) 
have not succeeded even to this day in propitiating Sri Hari through streams of prayers 

abounding in many qualities. Can He (then) be pleased with me, born of a ferocious race 
(the demon race)? (8) Wealth, pedigree, comeliness of form, asceticism, learning, keenness 
of the senses, splendour, glory, bodily strength, self-endeavour, intelligence and Yoga 
(concentration of mind or breath-control), I believe, are not sufficient for the propitiation of 
the Supreme Person. For (on the other hand) the Lord was pleased with the leaderof a herd 
of (wild) elephants* through (mere) Devotion. (9) I account a pariah (a Candala)—who has 
dedicated his mind, speech, actions, wealth and life (itself) to Him—far worthier than a 
Brahmana that has turned away his face from (the worship of) the lotus-feet of Lord Visnu 
(who has a lotus sprung from His navel), though endowed with the (aforesaid) twelve 
attributes. (For) the former redeems his (whole) race, but not the Brahmana, (who is) full of 
inordinate pride (and therefore unable to redeem his own soul, much less his race). (10) This 
all-merciful Lord (present before me), who is sated with the realization of His own (blissful) 

nature, does not covet honour (worship) at the hands of His ignorant devotee for His own 
sake. (But He does it for the sake of the devotee himself.) For whatever honour the devotee 
offers to the almighty Lord redounds upon himself, (even) as the decoration of one's face is 
(immediately) reflected on its image (in a mirror, which cannot be decorated otherwise). (11) 

* Vide Disourses II to IV of Book Eight. 
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Therefore, with (all) my fear completely gone, I (hereby) celebrate with all my being and to 
the best of my understanding the greatness of the almighty Lord, by which, when praised, 
(even) a mean fellow, who has fallen into (the whirlpool of) mundane existence (a product 

of the three Gunas or modes of Prakrti) by force of Avidya (Nescience), is undoubtedly 

purified. (12) Indeed all these (gods), Brahma (the creator) and others, are Your devotees 

(who remember You with faith and love)—although (at present) they are afraid of You, the 

embodiment of Sattva (unmixed with Rajas and Tamas)—but not like us (demons, who 
though constantly thinking of You, look upon You as their enemy), O Lord ! (Besides,) the 

sport of the almighty Lord (in You) through (various) delightful descents (manifestations) is 

(only) conducive to the well-being and prosperity of this world as well as to final beatitude.(13) 
Therefore, be pleased to hold Your anger, now that the demon (who excited it) has been slain 
by You (for the gratification of pious souls); (for) even a holy man rejoices over the destruction 

of a scorpion or a snake (which is conducive to its welfare). Nay, all the worlds, relieved as 

they are (at the death of Hiranyakasipu), await the withdrawal of Your anger. People will recall 
this form of Yours, O Nrsimha, for being rid of fear (so that there is no more need of Your 

retaining this angry mood even for ridding Your devotees of fear hereafter). (14) (As for 

myself) I am not (at all) afraid, O invincible Lord, of Your (weird) form with a most frightful 
countenance and tongue, eyes (dazzling) like the sun, an overbearing frown and fierce teeth 

(jaws), manes crimsoned with blood, ears erect as wedges and claws that tear the enemy— 

the form which is adorned with a garland of intestines and whose roar terrifies the very 

elephants guarding the four quarters. (15) I am (certainly) afraid, 0 Lover of the miserable, 

of the formidable and terrible suffering involved in the cycle of transmigration, bound as I am 
with (the fetters in the shape of good and evil) actions of my own and thrown (as a 

consequence of such actions) in the midst of devouring (blood-thirsty) demons, O most 

shining One! Pleased with me, when will You call me to the soles of Your feet, the abode 
of final beatitude? (16) Since, O infinite Lord, I have been wandering through all wombs 

(forms of birth), identifying myself with the body and other meterial sheaths (which are other 

than the Self) and scorched with the fire of grief born of separation from one's beloved objects 

and being placed in unpleasant situations, and since that too which is (universally) regarded 
as a cure for misery entails suffering, (pray,) tell me the method of serving You (which is the 

only means of ridding oneself of sorrow and of which I am utterly ignorant). (17) Thus 

instructed (in the art of service and blessed by You with the rare privilege of serving You) and 

enjoying the fellowship of enlightened souls that have taken shelter in Your feet, and 

completely and finally rid (through such fellowship) of attachment and other evils (the 
products of the three Gunas or modes of Prakrti), I shall easily tide over (make light of) 
obstacles (in the form of worldly calamities), constantly repeating, O Nrsimha, the (soul- 

enthralling) stories—sung by Brahma (the creator himself)—of the (innumerable) sports of 
my beloved Friend and the Supreme Deity in You. (18) The parents are no protectors to a 
child in this world, O Nrsimha ! a medicine is no remedy for an ailing person; and a vessel 

is no protection to a person drowning in the ocean (inasmuch as they are all seen to fail in 
numerous cases). Whatever is approved of here as an easy cure against some evil for an 
afflicted person proves effective only for the time being (and not forever), O Lord, in the case 

of embodied beings neglected by You. (19) Whatever being, high or low, and possessing a 
distinctive nature (Sattvika and so on), produces or transforms a thing; wherever, 

from whatever motive, whenever, with whatever instrument, from whatever source and 

howsoever he does it; (nay,) whatever he produces or transforms, whosesoever the thing 

(produced or transformed) is and by whomsoever he is prompted (to do so)—all that is You 
(and nothing other than You). (20) 
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*ll«4l *T-T: <*>4h4 4 col*4: ehi^H ^Hf^rHJUII^ilH-4 tjq 

il^illRfrm'is^iK 4^1'WshtM ^TifdrlV^ c^I 

^ f| f^riarftTrn^pT: ^Tc^t c^Nfotfa^'rUfafHhlfo 

4t^ilH fgirr 

^ *rcr f^t f^4rs%"^r^<yraHim^: tIrit fe-qg ^jf?r 

^SFTfrtrJ: ^faflgiufq^Rqcr^fa^fcfrH rtfedl: H 3 H RnTrT: 

d^id.^^‘rni4^MlR!l4l ?[ 3TRJ: fSRT T?^cfq[^cjtj||dR^ld. 

^5TFT % fcn^fwdi^fcjttiMui qj RrerqfcliTTCJt^ 

^rrf^m: sjfa^n gfr^cuq^in^i fert?: 

fdfcfejd q <J 1RT MG’-Tild cwnurt qsjc^cf: 

^>6 I^T:il'Me( ?7T rtHlsfiicbiRHd^ 'did: gfi dqi^chmi 

R sl^juil q ^ q q TtTRTT <4-*taf4d: XRJcKt: TOTct: 

R^T H^ieunffl^Wi ^JI'5I-dl4mSid4^<l 3RMW8TTfq 

Q4d<lRc( H STFTT^: Rcil^.M^diil q 4{ld4rdH. 

19*I 

I 

mi 

I 

1991 

I 

mi 

i 

mi 

i 

mi 

i 

mi 

1*4 3R fdLitdd 5RHdlf5<j)4 ^nqifil^mq^ q; SUd-T IRT^T^ I 

fwgrsi^^y-ifMuii «rn^Tj?m: qrs? q;si ^ flnp qq ^rRcii^mi 

qoiiui^UTOd-H ftr[cfa£ q^ qrgqj igftdWijd I 

W *4^1^<wfafa^kqi4terct Mdyiiidrj % ?qfqmi 

l^chkq4c) Ji^iddGH^ qq cdHl€J-d4l: qqqqqjfq qszrq&J I 

‘jyioqfdeM Pt'dHiqijd RMcf drdR^dW^ilfdy: l^o| 

r4 %4cii^ddi^'*4i qi*ii ^tsid-mis^ia&Rtj ^mrsjf i 

*1^ ^rqr -dd4 fq«jq fefdRsiTJT H5 q q^q q^loWctlydcff: I ^ ^ I 

Maya (Prakrti or primordial Matter) with her attributes (in the shape of Sattva, Rajas and 
Tamas) thrown into activity by Kala (the Time-Spirit), representing the creative will of the 
Cosmic Being (a part manifestation of Yours), evolves the subtle body (chiefly consisting of 
the mind), which is a product of Karma (activity), is exceedingly powerful (hard to conquer) 
and full of (endless) latent desires, and constitutes the wheel of transmigration with sixteen 
spokes (in the shape of the mind, the ten Indriyas and the five subtle elements) provided by 
Nescience (which has no beginning). Who that is averse (not devoted) to You can cross over 
this wheel, O birthless One ? (21) As such You, who have by Your own energy (in the shape 
of Consciousness) ever kept underfull control the properties of intellect (e. g„ joy and sorrow, 
attachment and greed and so on) nay, who as Kala (the Director of Maya) have exercised 
full sway over the powers of both the effects and the causes, may (kindly) draw me, O 
omnipotent Lord, close to You—me who have been thrown by Nescience into this wheel of 
sixteen spokes and am being crushed thereby (as a sequel), and who have (now) sought 
Your protection.(22) The (inordinately) long life, riches and glory in heaven of all the 
guardians of the (different) worlds—which these (earthly) people (generally) crave for, and 
which were swept away by a mere play of my father's eyebrows, knit in the course of an angry 
laugh—have been seen by me. But (even) he has been disposed of by You. (23) Therefore, 
I do not covet those blessings, sought for by embodied beings—long life, wealth, glory and 
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sensuous pleasures, including those enjoyed by Brahma (the creator)—not even mystic 
powers, crushed by You in the form of the mighty Kala (Time-Spirit), knowing as I do their 
real worth. (Only be pleased to) place me by the side of Your servants. (24) How 

unsubstantial are the enjoyments (of this world), which are (only) pleasant to hear of and are 

of the nature of a mirage (tantalizing in character); and on the other hand, how frail is this 
body, the hotbed of all (kinds of) diseases ! (It is absurd to think of enjoying such pleasures 

through such a body.) Though knowing this, people do not feel disgusted with them, busy 
as they are quenching the fire of desire with drops of honfey (in the shape of trivial and 

momentary pleasures), (so) difficult to procure. (25) How undeserving of compassion, O 

Lord, am I, a creature of Rajas, born in this race of demons, characterized by an excess of 

Tamoguna; and how unsparing (on the other hand) is Your mercy, prompted by which You 
have placed on my head as a token of favour Your lotus hand, placed (heretofore) neither 

on Brahma's nor on Siva's nor again on Laksmi's head. (26) Surely such a notion of 

superiority and inferiority as that found in a worldly creature could not exist in You, the 
(disinterested) friend, nay, the very Self of the (entire) universe. Yet Your grace, like that of 

a celestial (wish-yielding) tree, could be secured only through devoted service; and the fruit 

(enjoyed by Your devotees) varies according to (the measure of) the service rendered by 
them, superiority or inferiority (of the devotee) having nothing to do with it. (27) Indeed how 

can I (afford to) give up the service of Your servants (devotees)—the self-same I, who was, 

O Lord, favoured by the celestial sage (Narada), after being accepted as his own, in this way 
(so as to ensure Your grace even during the period of my gestation) while I was about to fall 

headlong through excessive fondness into the (deep) well of metempsychosis inhabited by 

a (deadly) python (in the shape of Death), following the example of people hankering after 

the pleasures of sense (generally sought after) and (already) fallen into it (in quest of such 
pleasures). (28) The act of rescuing of my life as well as the slaughter of my father was done 

by You, O immortal Lord, in order to vindicate the words of the sages (Sanaka and his three 

brothers), Your devotees, when, taking up his sword, my father (Hiranyakasipu), who sought 

to do violence (to me), said, "If there is any God other than me, let him save you; I (hereby) 
sever your head !" (29) Indeed You alone constitute this universe, since it is You who exist 
apart (from the world) at its beginning (before its creation) as well as at its end (after its 

dissolution) and (hence) at the middle (in the form of the universe too). Having evolved by 

Your Maya (creative will) this cosmos (which is a modification of the three Gunas or modes 

of Prakrti—viz., Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), and forthwith entered it (as its Inner Controller). 

You appear as many (as its Creator, Preserver and Destroyer) through (association with) 
these Gunas. (30) This universe, consisting of (both) causes and effects, O Lord, is as a 

matter of fact the same as You; while You are different from it (existing as You do even before 
and after it). Because it is so, the notion that he is one's own and he is another is indeed 

meaningless and illusory. A thing is actually the same as that from which it originates and 

comes to light, in which it lives and into which it gets dissolved, just as a tree is essentially 

the same as its seed and a seed is identical with (its cause) earth (which is a product of and 
therefore identical with odour). (31) 

faff?: i 

IcHTf ^ TJTJltg 133 | 

'^<*fol<fcMdc(-i4£l<w1H, 1^31 

f’tH'siHMl cn^H^IMw4rT sJTjih 13^ I I 
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^ 3TTf^8JHtS5? rflsIHM'HT I 

cctiMIrM-Tl^i 'jjfe ^•yfHcdPi^gq f%HrT 13m 

w ^ ^<^jiei[d«irti TTt^rd^rK4 I 

^SSR^t^PTUTT^ ?ig ■&*f?TOT cRJtiimPH I ^ I 

^ femcram ^ishimi-l i 

Hgl^ ^TT-JfrT *3?T: cR^r ^ra%^Tt5?I TT ^\^6\ 

Withdrawing (dissolving) this cosmos into Yourself by Yourself (of Your own free will), 
You repose in the Deluge water, enjoying the bliss which is Your very nature, and devoid of 
(all) activity. Having closed Your eyes (in that state) through Yoga (Self-absorption) and set 
aside sleep by Self-illumination, and existing in Your absolute nature (transcending the three 
states of wakefulness, dream and deep sleep), You cognize neither Tamas (ignorance, 
which is characteristic of deep sleep) nor the objects of senses (which are presented to one's 
mind during the states of wakefulness and dream). (32) This cosmos is an embodiment of 
that very Lord in You, who spurred into activity, by Your own energy in the shape of the Time- 
Spirit, the (three) modes of Prakrti (viz., Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, which combine to produce 

this universe). (For) from Your navel—(even) as You reposed in water on the (cosy) bed of 
Ananta (the immortal Sesa, the serpent-god) and when Your trance came to an end—sprang 
up, like a banyan iree from a tiny seed, a huge lotus that had lain hidden in You (till then).(33) 
Sprung from that lotus, Brahma (the seer)—who failed to perceive anything other than that, 
and thought You, the seed, though pervading himself, to be outside his body—could not 
discover You, although he kept diving into the waterfor a hundred (celestial) years. Oh! how, 
on a sprout having shot forth, could one get at the seed ? (34) Utterly amazed (at not finding 
You) and perched on the lotus (once more), Brahma (the self-born), whose heart had been 
thoroughly purified in course of time through intense meditation, eventually discovered You, 
O Lord, in a most subtle form as pervading his own being—consisting of the (five gross) 
elements, the (ten) Indriyas (the five senses of perception and the five organs of action) and 

the inner sense—even as a Yogi would perceive the most subtle odour pervading the 

earth.(35) Brahma (the creator) experienced (great) joy on seeing the Lord (in that subtle 
form) and in the same way on beholding the Supreme Person (the Cosmic Being), a 
manifestation of His own Maya (creative will), (who was) endowed with innumerable faces, 
feet, heads, hands, thighs, noses, mouths, ears, eyes, ornaments and weapons, (and) the 
disposition of whose (different) limbs was symbolized by (the various spheres of) this (visible) 
universe. (36) Assuming the form of Lord Hayagriva (who was endowed with a horse's head) 
and having slain the two mighty enemies of Veda, Madhu and Kaitabha by name, the 
embodiments of Rajas and Tamas respectively, (who had snatched away the Vedas and 
were bent upon killing Btahma,) You restored to Brahma the Vedic texts, (which are a symbol 
of Sattva or enlightenment and which taught to him the means of pushing the work of 
creation). (For) they declare Sattva to be Your most beloved body. (37) In this way You 
protect the (different) worlds and destroy the enemies of creation through Your (numerous) 
descents in the form of human beings (such as Sri Rama and Sri Balarama), beasts (such 
as the divine Boar), seers (such as the sages Nara and Narayana), gods (such as Vamana, 
the divine Dwarf), and the (divine) Fish, and maintain (the standards of) virtue prevalent in 
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?! Yu9as’ ° slJPreme Person ! (And) because You remain hidden (unmanifest) in 
Kali age hence You as such are called Triyuga (the Lord manifest in the first three Yuqas 

viz., Satya, Treta and Dwapara only). (38) a ’ 

Aa-Hiwq TWii^d rfmq; | 

^TTn^t f^Ttrtcf i# f^nm 

f^a,^ Ml TTTfetJHT *cm fKT%^| 

yiUil^dgJM^ct, W> rt *4^ilrr>q^: ^TT^T J6( oRfR |^o | 

^ W7TfeT#Tq^ rrnwr cfhjft Xj^r^r |>f? I 

HSfwrjfr ^J|q-n«4W TdlJUIs^I ^Hmd^N^dt: I 

3TTdg^Tr f% % fsidvjHH^ddl ^T: | 

177 ^w'-fcin^uiJIfcdil^llildtl^l^ditftry-d: I 

ffetTSTOidi^iq fsnj^RJ^l 

-qd 

lh * 

^iw wtrf 

yl^u| ^ ^Tf% feR q tRT8ff%: | 

fRtmf^ar ^ ^ ^ wms^nm ,**, 

™s mind (of mine), O Lord of Vaikuntha, does not find sufficient delight in Your stories 

fel r?nH?*!! IS^y S?;iray,) ?r°SSly Wicked’morbid due to lust and afflicted with joy and grief,’ 
i 3 ? ?!threefo,d) craving (for progeny, wealth and fame). With such a mind how can 

’ a wretched creature, contemplate on Your essential nature ? (39) Not fully gratified the 
palate pulls me, O immortal Lord, in one direction (towards dainties); the generative organ 

drags me in another direction (towards sexual gratification); the tactile sense, the (empty) 

s omach and the sense of hearing pull me in other directions (viz., towards objects that are 
p easant to touch, substantial food and a melodious sound or voice respectively)- the 

°'ffd °ry sHense dra9S me in a quite different direction (towards sweet-smelling flowers 
cents and so on), while the eyes, which are (very) restless, and the faculties (organs) of 

action pull me in yet other directions (viz., towards things of beauty and the objects to be 

attained through the various organs of action). (All) these tear me (even) as a number of co- 

creaturZ6?^3 bouseholder <each to her bedroom). (40) Perceiving (all) these foolish 
creatures fallen thus in consequence of their own (evil) actions into the Vaitarani* of 

metempsychosis and exceedingly afraid of birth, death and suffering proceeding from one 

bodi?! T Th ma!"n9 f,;iendShip With the b0dies of their own Pe°P|e and enmity with the 
bodies of others (pray,) protect them this very day (by ferrying them across), feeling 

compassion for them, O Lord (ever) staying on the other side (of that river) i (41) Oh i What 

000?!!?! v° th6r! b6’ ° L°rd’the TeaCh6r °f al1*in this work of liftin9 up (rescuing) these 
people, to You who are responsible for the birth, existence (continuance) and dissolution of 
this umverse-? Indeed it is on the ignorant that the grace of the exalted ought to descend 
O Befnender of the afflicted I Such grace will be superfluous to us who are busy serving Your 

be oved devotees (and will cross the ocean of metempsychosis by serving them). (42) I am 

not at all afraid, O Supreme, of the (aforesaid) Vaitarani—which is (so) difficult to cross—My 

ItempnTJ? ITh6'56!'? ?e S°n9S °f Y°Ur Prowess- which are like an extraordinary nectar 
lament (only) those deluded persons whose mind is turned away from such nectar and who 

nfkTTu'TT6°f3mafkin9thSb°Undary°ftherealmofdePartedsPiri's.PresidedoverbyYama(theqod 
nbution). is descnbed as rushing with great impetuosity, hot, fetid and filled with blood, hair and bones etc. 



are carrying (on their shoulders) the burden of maintaining their family etc., for the illusory 
delight proceeding from the objects of senses. (43) Ascetics desirous of their own liberation, 
O Lord, generally practise silent meditation in solitude. They are (however) not devoted to 
the interest of others. I (of course) do not long to be liberated alone, leaving behind these 
miserable creatures. (For) I find no haven of rest other than You for these people wandering 
in the forest of transmigration. (44) 

1 
gxzrfcr % ftmnT gtuifaq-inR+ji &fpr: i*m 

3rnT: rrf rjqq % <4fcidf^qiuii girff 'qq-qra q qT5f 3 1*5 I 

^ fq FTdMdl rtq qT-jUg-llRtcl q qMdfrUchqj | 

^tRT; qqspyqqq faRa^ci <at 4m a q%fqq qrc^ HH-iri: qnqjwi 

TFpTT fq^uiSJ qnTqqqi 1*4 I 

^ q TjffrRt iT^<id-Mi q qt qq:3rjjqq: q^qatf: i 

wra f^f% f| qnqq fqij^q gfsqrr fqrqRq i*<? i 

qq^fnehH^jti: qrq qjfaaqTMi: srauT gjgrRmri 

q^dqt qtfq T% qfq? qq; mqgmHI ^rfl«^o| 

That which goes by the name of pleasures enjoyed by a householder, such as copulation, 
is trivial; for it results in suffering after suffering akin to that caused by the scratching of one 
(itching) hand with another. (But) though undergoing a lot of trouble, the wretched people 
(given up to sensual gratification) do not feel sated with these pleasures. (Only) some wise 
man is able (by Your grace) to curb passion like the itching sensation. (45) A vow of silence, 
fasting, the hearing of scriptures, asceticism, the study of sacred books, discharging one's 
sacred obligations, exposition of the scriptures, living in seclusion, the muttering of prayers 
and concentration of mind, conducive as they are to final beatitude, O Inner Controller, 
generally only prove to be the means of livelihood of those who have not yet been able to 

conquer their senses (and are prone to sell these for base gain in the shape of money and 

sensuous pleasures); whereas they may or may not be so in the case of hypocrites (whose 
pietism may or may not succeed). (46) Like the seed and the sprout (following in unbroken 
succession), the Unmanifest (primordial Matter) and the manifest (the visible universe)— 
these are (but) Your two forms (symbols) made known by the Vedas; (for there is nothing 
other than You, who are devoid of (a material) form. Through Yoga (the process of Devotion) 

men who have controlled their mind are directly able to perceive You in both these (forms), 
as fire in pieces of wood (through attrition), which is not possible by any other means. (47) 
You are the air, fire, earth, ether and water, the (five) objects of senses (viz., sound, touch, 
sight, taste and smell), the (five) vital airs (viz.. Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana and Samana), 
the (ten) Indriyas (the five senses of perception and the five organs of action), the mind, the 
intellect and the ego (or, according to another interpretation, the deities presiding over the 

Indriyas and the mind). That which is qualified (gross or material) and that which is 
unqualified (subtle or transcendental)—everything is You and You alone, O infinite One ! 
Whatever is revealed by mind or speech is no other than You. (48) Neither these Gunas 
(modes of Prakrti, viz., Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) nor the deities who preside overthe (three) 
Gunas (viz., Visnu, Brahma and Siva) nor the categories commencing from Mahat-tattva 
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(and ending with the Indriyas, that is to say, Mahat-tattva or the principle of cosmic 
intelligence, Ahankara or the ego, the five subtle and the five gross elements and the ten 
Indriyas), nor the mind etc. (viz., the mind, intellect and reason), nor (the various) living 

beings including the gods and human beings, all of whom have a beginning and an end (too), 
are able to know You in truth, O much-praised One! Thinking thus, men of good sense desist* 

from the study of the Vedas and other scriptures (and devote themselves exclusively to 
meditation). (49) Therefore, can a man develop devotion to You, the goal of ascetics of the 
highest order,- except through whole-hearted service to You, O most worshipful One— 

service consisting of (the following) six limbs, viz., salutation, glorification, worship in the form 

of offering one's actions to You, waiting on You, concentrating one's mind on Your feet and 
listening to Your stories? (50) 

T^cJifufdUUll *ra3JT q^q UUTH sffcTt 1^| 

Narada resumed : The Lord, who is beyond the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and 
whose so many (transcendental) virtues were celebrated with reverence by His devotee 
(Prahrada), and who had not only controlled His anger but was (highly) pleased (with the 
latter), spoke (as follows) to Prahrada, who was bent low (with respect). (51) 

WPiciqcjM 

WTUTd ft ih^gT qf q qgqfq I 
5TKrTl% qf sffrr: TT^Traq qTsra: I ^qtefciqi xrpqFTT: HetUtlMlfemi qfqq^ | \ 

3fc§t^qRt5fq | HTT^rrm: I I 

ib mi=h wjnq qrtrnqr wfoszjiq: i 

The Lord said : O noble Prahrada, may good betide you ! I am pleased with you, O chief 
of the demons ! Ask any boon liked by you; I am wont to gratify the desires of men. (52) To 
him who is unable.to propitiate Me, O long-lived one, I am difficult of perception. (And) having 

beheld Me (once), a living being has no longer any reason to bewail itself (to grieve). (53) 
It is for this reason alone that enlightened and pious souls, who are highly fortunate and 

desirous of blessedness (endeavour to) propitiate Me, the Lord (bestower) of all boons, with 
all their being. (54) Even on being thus tempted with boons that are so alluring to the world, 

Prahrada (the best of the Asuras) did not hanker after them, exclusively devoted as he was 
to the Lord. (55) 

Thus ends the ninth discourse entitled "A Eulogy of the Lord1', forming part 
of the story of Prahrada, in Book Seven of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

* This is borne out by the Lord Himself when He says in the Bhagavadgita:— 

=[[«&e4lddR«lEl I ti«T rraiflt file a (ll, 52) 

When your mind will have fully crossed the mire of delusion, you will then grow indifferent to what has been heard and 
■ hat is yet to be heard about this world and the next.- 
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3T8i ^rars«zrm: 
Discourse X 

(The story of) the conquest of Tripura 

JKZZcfH 

^RtxJpIfrU Uefa*TUI4H4l«Ni: I M'ilMMI gqiebVl d^Tef ? I ^ I 

Narada began again : Regarding all that (asking boons and so on) as an impediment 
to the practice of Devotion, the infant (Prahrada) smilingly addressed Lord Nrsirhha (the 

Ruler of the senses) as follows. (1) 
J7f7? 3c?m 

ITT Tfr cFT% H37: I r^f^TWt ftfifiTOTI T£$jA4li{crTfa?T: I 3 I 

^mifcTHiTrLi ^wkoTI'ji^ 3nrt i 3 i 

qF*T8JT Hsfwpjtr cb+>Ullrm: I W 3Ttf^ 3tl$IIW 3TT ciRiiet. I X 1 

1 Wlfil^lRra 3TTrtR: I qwfr^R: 441^14^-1^ *itrnaifclM: I 4 I 

3T? ^ I^FSRTTTSra: I 3RT2i?.lc<4l 427T v.i ,!i4ei<*>4iRc< I ^ I 

WT5T t? cfclMR. dJiM I <*>ihm'i 5«j4d? ^JT d'H I ^ I 

Spelful TR: RUT 3TTr*TT swf ^Pd4fd: I ft: RRUT: ^ 4W T&fe d-*RT I C I 

[4^-gffd TRT c6IMI-Um4i TR% fejHR I rTffa tJUSTtRT8T 'Mhd-rdW RrRH I <? I 

rtt «rrran rjei qj-.mu m?rr i rout Mim^d i ’ o i 

Prahrada said : Pray, do not tempt me, attached as I am to the pleasures of sense by 
birth, with boons in the form of those (very) pleasures. Afraid of attachment to them and fed 
up with them, I have approached You for protection, anxious to secure freedom (from the 
shackles of birth and death). (2) Eager to ascertain (make known to the world) the 
characteristics of a (true) devotee, You directed me to the pleasures of sense, the seeds of 
transmigration, serving as so many knots to bind the heart, O Lord ! (3) Otherwise such a 

thing would not be possible for You, who are (so) kind-hearted, O Preceptor of the universe! 
He who seeks (worldly) blessings from You is no servant (of Yours). He is only a business 
man. (4) One desiring blessings for oneself from a master is no servant in the true sense 
of the word. And (likewise) he is no master, who grants (such) gifts expecting the recognition 
of his mastership from his servant. (5) I, however, am Your devotee without any craving; 
while You are my master having no axe to grind. Unlike the interests of a king and his servant 
here, our interest (in each other) is not governed by any other (selfish) motive. (6) If You (are 
inclined to) bestow on me, O Lord, boons sought after by me, O Chief of the bestowers of 
boons. I solicit from You this boon alone that no more desires may (ever) sprout in my 
heart.(7) With the (very) appearance of desire the Indriyas (the senses of perception as well 
as the organs of action), the mind, vital energy, the body, righteousness, firmness, 
understanding, modesty, wealth, glory, memory and truthfulness disappear. (8) (On 

the other hand,) when a man gets rid of the desires rooted in the heart, then alone, O lotus¬ 
eyed One, he becomes qualified for (attaining) divine glory.* (9) Hail to You, the almighty and 

* This is corroborated by the following Sruti text:— 
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high-souled Sri Hari, the Inner Controller, the Absolute, the Supreme Spirit, appearing in the 
form of an extraordinary lion ! (10) 

^etiiPrMi it Tjf?r Mtltasifciq 3TTSTOHSIJ5r ^ ^ ^rafgSTT: I 

3Tmfit *T-dTHi)d<y i^i 

g^STT TT^htT ^Hiui: THUIrUfa 

^5 ^ale^HI^I «T3T^ ^TFR rf grit 

TUT %3T | 

^TTH fct^c&i ^eolet^nrii feniM uiijbyf^ 1^1 

^ tjrfr^ ofTl^'Hgj ^TT TTdfad TT: I M rf nt ^ ^feRJIr^Jfgaj^ I ** | 

Lord Nrsirhha replied : Those like you, who are exclusively devoted to Me, never seek 

(even) from Me benefits in this or the next world. Nevertheless enjoy here during (the whole 
of) this Manvantara continuously the luxuries of the lords of the Daityas. (11) Taking (great) 

pleasure in My delightful stories and enthroning in Your heart Me, the one Lord presiding over 
sacrifices and (equally) present in all creatures, worship you Me, renouncing (all) action by 

offering it to Me. (12) Exhausting (your) merit by means of enjoyment (of pleasures) and sin 
by meritorious actions and casting off (your) body in course of time and spreading (in this 

world) an unsullied fame which will be sung (even) in the celestial regions, you will 
(eventually) attain to Me, all your bonds being loosened. (13) A man who recites this hymn 

addressed to Me by you, thinking of you and Me as well as of this narrative will in course of 
time be completely freed from the bondage of actions. (14) 

J7f7T 

H cH^ii-vi^STC | ftTcTT ^ ^1 

taoS.iW^l'M: MSTFL ST^I TTfa SHUdl.^ | ^ | 

d^lrL fen T ^TTT^SncTI ^dWiLU^^W^I flUUld^ I ^ I 

Prahrada submitted: I solicit this boon from You, the Ruler of (all) bestowers of boons, 
O supreme Lord, that inasmuch as my father, who was ignorant of Your divine glory and 

whose heart was stung with indignation, spoke ill of You—who are no other than the 

almighty Lord, the Preceptor of the whole universe—labouring under the false notion that 

You had been the slayer of his brother (Hiranyaksa), and (further) bore ill-will to me, a 

devotee of Yours, he, my father, may (kindly) be absolved from that sin, which is so difficult 
to get rid of and so difficult to cross over, although (I am sure) he was purged (of it) the 
moment he was compassionately regarded with the outer corner of Your eye, O lover of 
the afflicted ! (15—17) 

far^THfa: ftHT tjjT: fejfa; I » tTeTF# freWIcH: 1*61 

m m ^ xr^rRT: JT5THTT: I TTTSTcr: ohWl: I | 

^ -gfc fsRTT: 13?a 'ms ii 

(Kathopanisad II. iii. 14) 

When all the desires rooted in one's heart are got rid of, a mortal forthwith becomes immortal and attains oneness with 
Brahma (the Absolute) in this (very) life.’ 
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wto-ti r fitor 's^ntoj ItoR i 3trrto| tost *rtoR Tirrej^nRoi 

^ctf-ct (£b'fl wl^i H<£Thi«<iiH^sffli: I <«trt ^TrFTRT I ^ ^ I 

^ <3 ^dcbioffui fot£ TJrW tol: I J^fFT^TTf otoRllwfa ^5^1: ItR I 

to g ^IMMlfdy to^ sf^ltoto I Tpznto *HFTTd chufftl tpqr: |fR I 

The Lord said: Your father, O sinless one, was purified along with (as many as) twenty- 
one past generations* by the very fact that you, the sanctifier of your race, were born in his 
house, O pious soul I (18)-Wherever there are My devotees, perfectly tranquil, pious and 
extremely noble in character, viewing all with the same eye, (all) those tracts of land 
get hallowed, (the desecrated land of) Kikata (and other such territories including their 
inhabitants) not excepted. (19) Those whose hankering has (totally) disappeared through 
devotion to Me, O ruler of the Daityas, persecute none among the multitudes of living beings, 
high and low, by any means (whatsoever). (20) (Even) persons following your way of life in 
this world will become My devotees. Indeed you will serve as a model for all My devotees.(21) 

(Now) perform you the obsequies with respect to your father (Hiranyakasipu), though he has 
been purified in everyway by the touch of My Person, O beloved one. Having been blessed 
with a noble son (like you), he will attain to the higher worlds. (22) (Also) occupy the throne 
of your father (as the ruler of the Daityas) and, fixing your mind on Me, dear son, and 
(completely) devoted to Me, perform your duties as directed by the exponents of the 

Vedas.(23) 

rfzrr to ftoto it*i 

Narada continued : Prahrada too did what was due to his (deceased) father by way of 

funeral rites in the same way as the Lord had commanded him (to do), O king (Yudhisthira)! 
He was (then) crowned (as king) by the foremost of the Brahmanas. (24) Finding Sri Hari, 
who was disguised as a man-lion, wearing a serene look as a token of grace, Brahma, who 
was surrounded by gods and others, (first) extolled Him by means of sacred hymns and 

(then) submitted (as follows). (25) 

I (dg<ti % Pt^d: fTFTT Wi<*>^TUH-iby<: RS, I 

to*rt cssito to r tor 1 i ^ i 

(ctgy i*u cFFI: W^-If.l'HMiqrllS'jfe: I f^TT fcan'lRaal WT HIUrifsspT Rdl 

-JliTcr^ SZJFPT: irarTPIR: I tofT ftolHrl: R<? I 

Brahma said : O god of gods, supreme Ruler of all, Protector of (all) created beings, my 
Father! fortunately (for us) the wicked demon (Hiranyakasipu), the tormentor of the world, 
has been slain by You. (26) He is the same fellow who having secured a boon from me (to 
this effect) was not to be killed by living beings of my creation and, proud of his strength 
derived from austerities and Yoga (concentration of mind), stamped out all virtues inculcated 
by the Vedas. (27) Luckily enough his son, a pious soul and an eminent devotee, though (yet) 
an infant, has been delivered by You from (the jaws of) death and it is good that he has now 

* Sprung from the loins of the sage Kasyapa, son of Marici, a mind-bom son of Brahma (the creator), Hiranyakasipu was 

in the third generation from Brahma. By alleging that he was purified along with twenty-one past generations, the Lord, therefore, 

evidently refers to the twenty-one generations of his parentage in his previous incarnation (in the preceding Kalpa). 
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duly attained to You. (28) This (divine) form of Yours, O Lord, is capable of protecting from 
all dangers, nay, even from Death bent on destruction, anyone who contemplates on It and 
whose mind is completely subdued. (29) 

euio^mii % 31^1: I ^7: ^mi^ol 

Lord Nrsirhha said : No more boon of this kind ought to be bestowed by you on the 

Asuras, O Brahma (sprung from a lotus). A boon conferred on those who are cruel by nature 
proves harmful as milk given to serpents. (30) 

$<*!<**" I 31^1: ^fchjjTHT HlAPgHI | 

rTH: TmjHI spTcjcchoM: 1^91 

rlrT: cbioyifcRr: chM^WH: I ^RdM'l 133 I 

3lf^ra tRTI ^T: 3T£pT I ^ TM-d^JISil: yfdijWdI: I 

Narada went on : Having spoken thus, O Yudhisthira, and worshipped by Brahma 
(the highest god), Lord Sri Hari, who cannot (ordinarily) be seen by all created beings 

disappeared on that very spot. (31) Then, duly worshipping Brahma (the creator), Lord Siva 

(the Source of the universe), the lords of creation (Marici and others) and the gods (Indra and 
others), who are (so many) rays (as it were) of the Lord, Prahrada made obeisance (to them) 
with his head (bent low). (32) After that, along with the sages headed by Kavya (the sage 

Sukra, the preceptor of the demon race), Brahma (who has his seat on a lotus) installed 

Prahrada as the ruler of the Daityas and the Danavas. (33) Then, felicitating Prahrada and 
invoking the choicest blessings (on him), and honoured (by him) in return, the gods, headed 
by Brahma, returned to their (respective) abodes, O king (Yudhisthira)! (34) 

TT3 rTt XTT^t fsreni: snfafTt I ^ ftTTtTTT ITT ^rTt 1^1 

fay*IN4 7T8TFT <Tt I ^rTf TTHfa*>4: 1^1 

wrt faftfagcfa) Trarrra^: i rTferTt *rsrr i ^ \ 

rTTfaim | 1361 

T^: ^ 7T3TH: <j,ajfaftui: | TTdlritM: oFfe: ^fT I 

w w qrwfarsT i srcj: i*oi 

In this way those two attendants of Lord Visnu (viz., Jaya and Vijaya) were reduced to 

the state of Daityas (sons of Diti) under the imprecation of the Brahmanas (the sages Sanaka 

and his three brothers). (And) due to their hostile feeling they were slain by Sri Hari, present 

in their heart. Again they appeared as a pair of Raksasas (ogres), Kumbhakarna (one having 

ears as big as jars) and Ravana (a ten-headed monster). They were disposed of by the 

prowess of Sri Rama. (35-36) Lying on the battle-field with their-heart torn open by the arrows 

of Sri Rama, they shed their body as in their previous birth, their mind fixed on Him. (37) 

Further, reborn as Sisupala and Dantavaktra (the son of Karusa) in this life, the two got 

merged in Sri Hari by virtue of their deep-rooted enmity as you have seen (for yourself). (38) 

Becoming one with Him at the last moment (by fixing their mind on Him), even as a caterpillar 

gets transformed into a wasp through contemplation on the wasp, princes inimical to Sri 

Kfsna got rid (through such meditation) of whatever sin had been committed (by them) 

before (their death). (39) Even as devotees attained similarity of form with the Lord (by 

contemplating on Him) through supreme Devotion characterized by a feeling of identity (with 
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Him), so did kings such as Sisupala (the ruler of Cedi) attain similarity of form with Sri Hari 

through contemplation on Him (as their enemy). (40) 

3TnstTH -HcjMFTFt ct W R ciMumgrlldMI ?T: WZRTq fs^l^l 

1TCJT sl^U^delW ^tURq x! MfTRtf-l: I 314r1Hch«TT iJOR ^SIT '-W IH<V-l4i: I 

TT^HMrlR ^ I *tfo#T RTfog R2IR4 RR 4 f£: IY3 I 

RTfisRnzrawt 

SWf MhlcRHi xt 

iHigvNi ^sirrt «w4i ivs i 

■RRRR 7TRH ntm 

u TpRnjZIR rctbuMuMfedHJ cfcM'j^UI SJRT *4uiilf%TiH 1^ I 

TJ^ ^ 3Hlfe^>MW ^K^ltfl SRR: W I 

^ RTT 5R7R rjo4 ajRT^Icm^,dl^RXff4 c^toF^ IW I 

All that you asked me in detail has (thus) been related to you, namely, the attainment as 

aforesaid of similarity of form with Sri Hari by kings such as Sisupala (the son of Damaghosa), 
even though His enemies; the sacred story, just told by me, of the descent (in the form of a 
man-lion) of Lord Sri Krsna, the Supreme person, a votary of the Brahmanas, in which has 
been described the death of the two most ancient Daityas (Hiranyaksa and Hiranyakasipu); 
the narrative of Prahrada, a great devotee of the Lord, as well as (an account of) his Devotion, 
spiritual enlightenment and dispassion and as a matter of fact the true nature of Sri Hari, who 

is responsible for the creation, existence and dissolution of the universe; an account of His 
excellences and exploits as well as of the great change of abodes, in course of time, of the 
higher and lower orders of creation (such as the gods and demons and so on), and the cult 
of the Bhagavatas (votaries of the Lord), by means of which the Lord is (easily and speedily) 
reached. (Further) in this chronicle has been discussed at length in all (its) bearings the topic 
of the Spirit. (41—45) Whoever, on hearing with reverence this sacred narrative, enriched 

with an account of the prowess of Lord Visnu, recites it (to others) is completely freed from 
the bonds of Karma. (46) (And) whosoever reads with a concentrated mind this story of the 
pastime of Lord Visnu (the most ancient Person) figuring as a lion, (mainly) consisting of the 
destruction of Hiranyakasipu (the ruler of the Daityas), who resembled a mighty elephant 
(the leader of a herd of elephants), after hearing of the hallowed glory of Prahrada (the son 

of Hiranyakasipu), the foremost of virtuous souls, attains to the realm (of Lord Visnu) where 

there is no fear from any quarter. (47) 

?j4 -jrvre> 'jjfTsrmr t-tht i 

JJgHIcFUdlfa R8TT^ ^ W 4’4b!J^#tL I'kC i 

R 3R 13IP M ^£4Fpjfo: I 

TjfcJ Rrim 3TRTTgnff4t I*1? I 

tfr^T lig^lUtlTR TTTRHT ufo: mol 

Tf TK? ^T: I W %=TR TRRFRRTTORT I 4* I 

Oh, exceedingly fortunate (far more fortunate than Prahrada) on earth (this world of 
human beings) are you (the Pandavas and the Yadus), to whose residences flock from all 
quarters sages sanctifying the (whole) world, inasmuch as the supreme Brahma bodily stays 
there disguised in the form of a human being. (48) This very Sri Krsna, your well-known 
beloved friend and cousin (son of your maternal uncle, Vasudeva), (nay,) your very self 
(body), worthy of your adoration, obedient servant (ambassador and charioteer) and 
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preceptor (all in one), is Brahma, the realization of absolute (unconditioned) supreme Bliss 
diligently sought after (even) by the great. (49) May this Sri Krsna, the well-known Protector 

of devotees, be gracious to us—Sri Krsna, whose essential character has not (so far) been 

depicted in its true colours with the help of reason (even) by Lord Siva (the Source of the 

universe), Brahma (the lotus-born) and others, and who is adored (by us) through silent 

meditation and enquiry, Devotion and control of one's senses and so on (unlike you, who are 

on such intimate terms with Him and on whom He lavishes His affection, a privilege which 
even Prahrada never enjoyed). (50) He is that very Lord, who spread (revived) of yore, O 
king, the renown of Lord Rudra, which had been marred by (the demon) Maya, who 

possessed an endless store of conjuring tricks. (51) 

IRIcfN 

I W dwkldl ^frfH: <£>uj'|4I44 cFSZJHT^ I I 

The king (Yudhisthira) submitted : (Pray) relate (to me) in what (particular) achieve¬ 
ment Maya marred the glory of Lord Siva (the Ruler of the universe) and the way in which 
it was enhanced by yonder Sri Krsna. (52) 

IdWdi 3TgtT HHRffciHHlUsjfed: I ri 11*141 tPUMI*! Tp? }KUim*l*£: | | 

h ^4‘u'iuji<lh4ii ^a^nqrsnFnrFTT ^dct4uR^i: i ^ i 

nifatd^<Rdi-4d rtlehi^ld. WTR I Wt-dl '41^1*11^$: JJcJcHrirtfSTflT: I I 

ddW Rytl colchi I qif| f^Tgffef^tlc^T: I I 

Narada replied: Utterly defeated in battle (once) by the gods, fostered by Sri Krsna, the 

Asuras sought as their protector (the demon) Maya, the supreme teacher of those skilled in 

conjuring tricks. (53) Having built three cities (flying fortresses) of gold, silver and steel 

(respectively)—whose coming and going could not be easily detected and which were 
furnished with articles too numerous to conceive—the powerful demon handed them over 
to the Asura chiefs. (54) Remembering their old enmity (with the gods), the aforesaid Asura 

generals set about devastating by means of these the three worlds with their rulers, O 
Yudhisthira, themselves remaining unperceived. (55) Approaching Lord Siva, the denizens 

of these worlds with their rulers then prayed to Him: "O Lord, protect us, Your own people, 

(well-nigh) destroyed by the demons ensconced in the three (flying) cities." (56) 

3T8ri^J?I UridlHlI *rsf?T ^iPcrg: I W o*l$dd I *V31 

nab^cuu smo I «T2IT 4I<^*M rjtf SRT: I ^61 

^pjT oyAncc ^ •fqTjg: qj I rl 14141*1 4^1*11 <Fl *R7: I I 

ew*im 1gsp ^ i^oi 

Reassuring the gods in the words "Do not be afraid!" the almighty Lord then fitted to His 
bow an arrow surcharged with mystic power and discharged it at the three cities. (57) From 
that arrow, like streams of rays from the orb of the sun, issued forth (many more) fiery shafts, 

screened by which the cities could no longer be seen. (58) Struck by these, all the occupants 

of the cities fell down dead. Maya, a great adept in conjuring tricks, fetched and put them into 

the nectar-like water of a well (built by himself within the cities). (59) Touched by that nectar¬ 
like fluid endowed with the property of restoring the dead to life, they emerged with an 

adamantine frame and possessed of extraordinary strength like fires in the form of lightning 
tearing the clouds. (60) 
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RTRtf^R faMHW ^fRSZF3Tqj R2RJ »jJ|c||feBJJW^|L|NM*cA|i|< 1 ^ 1 

arRftrt^T ^ipi fdtuj^j f| ift: I yfq^-4 ehl^ 

^ifcr R^RTT R RPHtf^Mlfedl: I fetTR R?RTr*Tt ■wmoifad *RTt I I 

[^l)cfi: ^ncHdl'W'<eP|fii «T rTTR^I Seali^l •ub'J) ^T R^RTiW^ ^2JR I V* I 

3TFRRTSRRR cIT f^g <J5RTtTTf|<j g<it: I 3i«ii«l 3l(rblR: «ifa:SI^:SraiFl*<®l*IHLIVO 

I T«j ^T digi^^cW ^Rtf^ R<U I 

^gj tsirrsjrt ^r y^uid.a i ^r sRjfa rrjtr Tj^fRfSTcfRR: i ^91 

33J? 7TR ^fefT ^frssj %R I Ufa ^RRT 1^4.1 

^gfrffrnjfog^TT *rafH ^RR^rf: I 3TRTfeW5fgT R^$JIRRRPJTT: I ^ I 

in? dTS^T y.M RRctl^T I st^JTfsfR: ^hH: RRITR 5fRIR?mi^o| 

g^foSfTRRR j&: WWMRI (c<s*«<hm*4 ■jrtlcbHiwH: I 

cflqflui JfldI"4fafRRjc^fc+il-C ^TRTRRR ddilM I'S^ I 

WTO RFT^m MKM^WI WTPTT RHHfcb-R #tlaHR<WI4 Bt^(q-i4l ^TTR TRRTSSZUR: l^o | 

Finding Lord Siva (who bears the device of a bull on His banner) depressed in spirits 
because of His will having been crossed, the aforesaid Lord Visnu (Sri Krsna) then contrived 
a plan for drying up the immortalizing fluid. (61) On that occasion Brahma (the creator) took 
the form of a calf, while the aforesaid Visnu Himself actually assumed the semblance of a 
cow and, entering the three cities at midday, drank off the immortalizing fluid of that well of 
nectar. (62) Though watching this, the demons in charge of the well did not forbid them, 
greatly bewildered as they were (by the deluding potency of the Lord). Coming to know of 
this, and reflecting on the course of destiny working in that (miraculous) way, the demon 
Maya (a past master in conjuring tricks), himself destitute of grief, addressed the following 
(words) to the demons guarding the fluid, who were stricken with grief:—"No one in this 
world—be he a god, demon, human being or anyone else—is capable of setting aside what 
has been ordained by fate with regard to oneself or another or both." After that, by means 
of His own (divine) potencies in the form of Righteousness, Wisdom, Dispassion, Affluence, 
Asceticism, Learning, Activity and so on, He (Sri Krsna) created the requisites for war for the 
use of Lord Siva (the Source of blessedness), viz., a chariot, a charioteer, an ensign, horses, 

a bow, armour, arrows etc. (respectively). (63—66) Clad in armour and mounting the chariot, 
the almighty Lord (Siva) then took up the bow and an arrow; and, fitting the arrow to the bow 
during the Muhurta known as Abhijit, Siva (the Destroyer of the universe) burnt with it (all) 
the three cities, which were (so) difficult to penetrate, O Yudhisthira! Dfums began to sound 
in heaven; while gods, Rsis (seers), manes and the lords of Siddhas (a class of demigods 1 
endowed with mystic powers from their very birth)—with their hundreds of aerial cars 
crowded together (in the heavens)—showered heaps of flowers on the Lord, crying "May 
You be victorious !" And hosts of Apsaras (celestial nymphs) sang and danced, full of 
joy.(67—69) Having burnt the three cities in this way, O king, Lord Siva (who henceforward 
became known as the Destroyer of the three cities) returned to His abode (Mount Kailasa), 
being glorified by Brahma and others. (70) There are similar (other) exploits—the accounts 
of which purify (all) the three worlds—celebrated by seers, of the aforesaid Sri Hari, the 

Preceptor of the universe, who by His own deluding potency imitates’(the ways of) His human 

world. What else shall I say (to you)? (71) 
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Thus ends the tenth discourse entitled "The (story of) the conquest of the three cities", 
forming part of the dialogue between Emperor Yudhisthira and the sage Narada, 

in Book Seven of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XI 

An inquiry into right conduct 

fepTOTTWlfer itgrlUliJUil I 

Sri Suka began again : Having heard the narrative—celebrated (even) by assemblies 
of pious souls—of Prahrada (the ruler of the Daityas), the leader of most exalted souls, 

whose mind was fixed on the almighty Lord Visnu,(Yudhisthira, full of joy, further inquired (as 
follows) of Narada (son of Brahma, the self-born). (1) 

Sqm 

vico^pHwrH Tni «nl whhhj ^im^h tr^i ^ i 

^di^Nrl: RTHH.lrM-i: I ^rTFti TWcTT I 3 I 

fen sut ^ m f^: | ch^uu: RT^: P HSlfe | * | 

Yudhisthira said: O divine personage, I am anxious to hear (from you) about the eternal 
Dharma (course of right conduct) prescribed for men, along with the ethical code governing 

the (four) Varnas (or grades of society) and Asramas (stages in life), by following which a 

human being (eventually) reaches the Supreme (either through devotion or spiritual 
enlightenment). (2) You are a (mind-born) son of no other than Brahma (the lord of created 

beings), the highest deity—(nay) the most beloved of (all) his sons, O holy one, by virtue of 

(your) asceticism, concentration of mind and deep meditation. (Hence he must have 

revealed to you the secret of Dharma, of which he is the first and foremost exponent). (3) 

(Only) kind-hearted, pious and tranquil Brahmanas like you, devoted to Lord Narayana, 

know the highest (conception of) virtue, which is a (guarded) secret; not so others (the so- 
called law-givers, the compilers of the various Smrtis). (4) 

rtlcfcMI UUgrtcl | ggST fHIcM HKiquiy<cj|T^i<^ I q 
O 

3 artfe i wferezife wh i ^ 

Narada resumed: Bowing (my head) to gain the favour of the birthless Lord (Narayana), 
the Promoter of righteousness among the people, I shall expound the eternal Law as learnt 

from the lips of (the divine sage) Narayana, who, taking His descent along with His part 

manifestation (the sage Nara) from Dharma (the god of piety) through (his wife) Murti 
(daughter of Daksa) is, as a matter of fact, practising austerities (even to this day) in His 

hermitage at Badrinatha for the good of the people. (5-6) The source of and the authority on 
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Dharma (righteousness) really are Lord Sri Hari, the embodiment of all the (four) Vedas, the 
body of Codes handed down by those well-versed in the Vedas, O Yudhisthira, and the 
feeling of self-satisfaction (that by which the mind derives real satisfaction) as well as the 

conduct (example) of the virtuous*. (7) 

[flirt 818TT oml I 3rffFT iqTSZnq 3-tI C I 

TRtfa: UMrfd? £cfT I ^JTT fau4i)fj8TT 'MHUIrUfau^HrL I I 

3-tvtl^J!^: ^f^TFTt 'Jjfcqsj *TOT#: I ^IcUd'drll^: fgffl ^ UTHgg | \ o I 

StguT qfcft WWT R^rTT *1%: I ITWTimTRnfnRL1U I 

•pimq qft srf: Hii<l^: I IJGTfal ^ I 

The highest virtue of all men, by which the Lord (the Soul of the universe) is pleased, 
has been duly proclaimed, O king, as consisting of the following thirty features, viz., (1) 
truthfulness, (2) compassion, (3) austerity (fasting etc.), (4) purity (of body), (5) 
endurance (of heat and cold etc.) (6) discrimination (the power of distinguishing right 
from wrong), (7-8) control of mind and the senses, (9) non-violence, (10) continence, (11) 

charity, (12) muttering prayers, (13) straightforwardness, (14) contentment, (15) service of 
those who look upon all with the same eye, (16) gradually withdrawing from (all) mundane 
activity, (17) pondering the contrary result of men's (egotistic) actions, (18) refraining from 
useless talk, (19) inquiry into the Self (as distinguished from body etc.), (20) equitable 
distribution among created beings, according to their worth, of rice and other eatables 
etc.,(21) and regarding them, particularly human beings, as one's own self or deity, O 

Yudhisthira (son of Pandu), (22) the hearing and (23) chanting of and (24) dwelling on the 
names and glories of, (25) waiting upon, (26) worshipping, and (27) bowing to, (28) offering 
the fruit of one's action performed in the spirit of service to, (29) treating as one's bosom 
friend, and (30) dedicating oneself (one's body and all) to, the Lord, the goal of exalted 

souls. (8—12) 

7TW7T H f£atS3f| faftMlft I 

(5t>4<i£JT£iH4)(c;ai: 1^1 

I TTjTT ^T: cHlfefa: I 

4^1*3 cddf^Rtg foq «r^i?m 

A Dwijat or twice-born (a member of the first three classes of Hindu society, viz., the 
Brahmanas, Ksatriyas and the Vaisyas, so-called because of their investiture with the sacred 
thread, which is said to constitute their second birth or regeneration) is he in whose family 
the (sixteen) purificatory rites (accompanied by the recitation of Mantras or sacred texts) 
have been performed in unbroken succession and whom Brahma (the birthless creator) 
has denominated as such (through the Vedas and other scriptures). Performance of 
sacrifices, study (of the Vedas and other sacred books) and charity as well as the duties 
prescribed for the (four) Asramas (stages in life, viz., Brahmacarya or student life, Garhasthya 
or the life of a householder, Vanaprastha or the life of an anchorite and Samyasa or the life 
of a recluse) have been enjoined on the twice-born that are pure by birth and conduct. (13) 

• A similar idea is brought out in the following verse of the Manusmrti:— 

^tsfWrff FjfrRM ^ !ifS<IH.I arrant "3II 

"The authority on Dharma are the entire body of the Vedas and the Codes of law handed down by those well-versed 

in the latter as well as their natural way of living, and the conduct of the virtuous as well as one's own satisfaction." 

♦ A Sudra is not called upon to undergo any such purificatory rite other than the nuptial rites as the Smrti says :— 

fdrilgMT’ltft'tiK Sfjstbft vTVtril 
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Study (of the scriptures and so on (viz., performance of sacrifices and charity, which along 
with study are of an obligatory nature; and three more—viz., teaching, officiating as a priest 
at sacrifices, and receiving gifts from those whose earnings are free from blemish—which 
are recommended as a means of subsistence and are therefore not obligatory*) are the six 
duties of a Brahmana. Non-acceptance of gifts is the rule for the other one (viz., the Ksatriya, 
or a member of the warrior class, who comes next in order to the Brahmana and is allowed 
to earn his livelihood by the other two means, viz., teaching and officiating as a priest at 
sacrifices in distress*. Of course, he is free to practise these otherwise than as a means of 
subsistence). Maintenance is to be sought by a Ksatriya, protecting the people, optionally* 
by recovering taxes and fines from his subjects other than a Brahmana (who is ordinarily 
exempted from such taxes and fines). (14) A Vaisya (a member of the trading and agricultural 
classes) as a matter of fact should make his living by agriculture, breeding of cattle, trade and 
usury* and should always follow the lead of the Brahmana race. Service to the twice-born 
classes has been enjoined upon the Sudra (a member of the labouring and artisan classes) 
and service to his master has been ordained as his means of subsistence too. (15) 

3TERT? hItihi V-rix: I 'Jflcfmuflj | ^ | 

^n^3nj<T ^OT I ^ I 

fet: |^o | 

(1) Occupation of various kinds (such as agriculture, breeding of cattle, trade and so on 
as enumerated in verse 15), (2) accepting gifts without the impudence of asking, (3) begging 
foodgrains daily (lit., the life of a vagrant mendicant) and (4) gathering ears of corn left by the 
owner while reaping the harvest or gleaning foodgrains lying scattered in a grain-market after 
the heaps have been sold off or removed—this is the fourfold means of livelihood sanctioned 
for a Brahmana (one belonging to the priestly class). (Of these four,) again, each succeeding 
one is preferable (to the preceding). (16) With the exception of a Ksatriya, a man belonging 
to a lower grade should not adopt a higher vocation except in distress. (Of course, a Ksatriya 
may adopts the means of livelihood of a Brahmana other than accepting gifts made by 
another.) In (times of) distress, however, all sorts of vocations are open to all without 
distinction. (17) One may live by (what are known as) Rta and Amrta or (even) by Mpta and 
Pramrta. One may (also) live by Satyanrta, but under no circumstance by Swavrtti (a dog's 

* Vide Manusmrti, which says :— 

VroiT cj "atfoT I VbfHiUllMri fay.SM Tjfiiag: || 

t Vide verse 17 below. 

* A king is entitled to receive voluntary presents from his subjects and to collect periodically tributes from feudatory chiefs 

is an acknowledgment of submission on their part or as price of peace or protection. He is also regarded as perfectly justified 

- extending his dominion by conquering other territories as a preliminary for the performance of a Rajasuya sacrifice. If he is 

--able to meet his expenditure from these sources, he has been allowed the alternative of filling his coffers by recovering taxes 

-i his subjects and fines by way of penalty from offenders. This is the force of the particle ‘^l’ in the above verse, which has 

=xordingly been translated as 'optionally'. An ordinary Ksatriya is also permitted to live by use of arms. 

The significance of the term 'Varta, has been explained elsewhere in the following couplet:— 

friretih ■"f'iittsi: fsmj i graf ngfmn ^- 

s Vide verse 14 above. 

II 
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living). (18) Gathering ears of corn left by the owner while reaping a harvest or gleaning 

foodgrains lying scattered in a grain-market after the heaps have been sold off or removed 

is called Rta (lit., right or true); that which is got unasked is called Amrta (nectar). Daily 

begging (of foodgrains) is Mrta (death); while agriculture is called Pramrta (lit., greater 

death, so-called because it involves the destruction of many living beings). (19) Trade is 

(what goes by the name of) Satyanrta (a mixture of truth and falsehood); while service 

rendered to those belonging to a lower grade is (what is meant by) a dog's living. A 

Brahmana as well as a Ksatriya should always shun this detested calling. (For) a 

Brahmana is an embodiment of all the (four) Vedas, while a Ksatriya (lit., a ruler of men) 
is the personification of all the gods. (20) 

?TR SilledIciM WQ ^ 

3TRu^rq: arer i a^di shrsj t?tt g 11 

3TTftfT^rgsrtrr fer %or g^T?5§TTJTqj331 

Control of mind and the senses, austerity (fasting etc.), purity (of body), contentment, 

forgiveness, straightforwardness, wisdom (discrimination), compassion, devotion to the 

immortal Lord (Visnu) and veracity are the characteristics of a Brahmana. (21) A martial 

spirit, valour, fortitude, audacity, liberality, self-control, forgiveness, devotion to the Brahmana 

race, benignity and protection (of the weak) constitute the characteristics of a Ksatriya. (22) 

Devotion to the gods, to one's preceptor and to the immortal Lord (Visnu); promotion of the 

three objects of human pursuit (viz., religious merit, worldly riches and sensual enjoyment);’ 

belief in the existence of God, in life after death, and so on; constant exertion (for the 

acquisition of wealth) and dexterity (in acquiring it) are the characteristics of a Vaisya. (23) 

(And) submissiveness, purity, guilelessly ministering to one's master, performance of (the 

five daily) sacrifices* unaccompanied by (the recitation of) Mantras (sacred texts), 

non-thieving, truthfulness and protection of cows and the Brahmanas are indeed the 
characteristics of a Sudra. (24) 

WITT ^ trffl^FTT I rTfJTOTWL I 3 Ml 

1 ^ ufagdi i^i 

'HTSgf JTCT^UT rT I gr^t:Wt:ffarn'cfelA1t?\91 

<*§TT SPT^TT fil'WctlcTlet) | STiJlCdl 7WSJT qfH cdufad 

*TT trfq ffr^T^q (INTI I qqiT 8TTfe qr<?H t 

And the duty of women devoted to their husband (lit., looking upon their husband as a 

deity) is to serve him, to do good offices to him, to humour his relations and constantly to 

observe his sacred vows. (25) Herself remaining adorned and keeping her utensils etc., well- 

scoured at all times, a virtuous wife should serve her husband by thoroughly sweeping her 

house and plastering it (with cow-dung etc.), by drawing auspicious diagrams and spherical 

designs (on the floor with colours), through sense-objects—great and small—desired by 

him, through modesty and control of the senses, through truthful and agreeable words and 

(above all) through love at opportune moments. (26-27) Contented (with her resources) and 

* The Sastras have made it obligatory for a Sudra to perform the five daily sacrifices, reciting the name of the gods etc., 

to whom oblations are offered in the dative case and adding the word 'Namah (Hail!) instead of 'SwSha' after it (as 'Agnaye 

Namah', (Hail to the god of fire!). Says the law-giver Yajnavalkva :— 1 
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not coveting even that which is available (to her), diligent, conversant with Dharma (what is 

right), agreeable and truthful of speech (not only to her husband but to all), vigilant, pure (of 

body) and full of affection, she should gratify her husband unless he is fallen* (guilty of any 

of the five major sins). (28) A wife who serves her husband, regarding him as an image of 

Sri Hari (Lord Visnu) and devoted to him as Goddess Laksmi is to Her Consort, rejoices in 

Vaikuntha (the realm of Sri Hari) like Sri (Laksmi) in the company of her husband, who (by 

virtue of her devotion) is sure to attain a form similar to that of Sri Hari (Himself). (29) 

cffrl: clTlojxTxfitfl '*1^1 BtriWiuiiHHlMMILI’rAM |^o| 

3trt: ^otr surf i 7*frr Trains ?i4f>rij^ i 

ciHhm: ^cb4ef)flj T^TT^ST ^MRfjuidlfaillr^ I I 

3*zrara *j|: m 3h 133 i 

■qcj %fr oBiTiHmH^ciiii i farter w iMaiiiici^ cHufamfo: 13* 1 

U<rto8WT Mlrti ijtFn cfuiffiioil^ehnj ,4-ld*^4>ISm dqUd rfr^ rMU fafnl^qir^ I I 

ffo 'HKHkWi 4feal--li ■MdMWPl'441 HlA<WrJ$IISHM: l»^| 

The calling of mixed* races such as the Antyajas ? (those belonging to the lowest grade 

in society) and Antevasayls* (lit., those living at the end of a town or village), other than those 

who are thieves and given to (other) sinful pursuits, should be the same as has been 

(hereditarily) followed in their respective families. (30) Generally the course of conduct 

determined by the innate disposition (according as it is Sattvika, Rajasiks or Tamasika) of 

men (belonging to the various grades of society and stages in life) in all ages has been 

declared by men whose eye is the Veda as conducive to happiness both here and hereafter, 

O Yudhisthira ! (31) A man following a vocation determined by his natural disposition (as 

revealed by his birth) and (scrupulously) discharging his duties bids fair to attain by degrees 

the state of a Gunatita (one who has transcended the three Gunas or modes of Prakrti), 

relinquishing (later on) his natural pursuits (as well). (32) Being repeatedly sown (with 

seeds), a field will automatically become sterile (one day). It will no more be capable of 

yielding any crops; may, (even) the seed sown (in it) will perish. (33) (Even) so by over- 

indulgence in the objects of senses the mind, the seat of desires (in their latent form) is sure 

to get fully disgusted (with them), O king, but not so by driblets of enjoyment, like fire (that 

is extinguished by pouring large quantities of ghee but not so by drops of it)®. (34) If what 

• The five major sins are:— (1) killing a Brahmana, (2) drinking intoxicating liquors, (3) thieving, (4) committing adultery 

with the wife of one's preceptor and (5) fellowship with anyone guilty of one or more of these crimes. 

t Mixed races are of two kinds : (1) Pratilomajas or those sprung from the union of a female of a higher caste with a 

male belonging to a lower grade in society, which is considered as quite the reverse of the natural order: and (2) Anulomajas 

or those sprung from the union of a male belonging to a higher caste with a female of a lower grade, which is not considered 

so bad. The former are naturally regarded as the most low-bom in society. 

$ (1 (Washermen, (2) Carmakaras (workers in leather), (3) Natas (rope-dancers) (4)Burudas (basket-makers), 

‘5)Kaivartas (fishermen), (6) Medas (those living by any degrading profession) and (7) Bhillas (Bhils, a wild mountain race)— 

these are the seven tribes known by the name of Antyajas. 

a The Antevasayis are regarded as even lower than the Antyajas and comprise the Candalas, the Puikasas, the 

Matarigas and so on. All these mintue details show to what inconceivable lengths the science of ethnology was developed by 

the Hindus and what great value they attached to racial purity, which is so very essential for moral and spiritual evolution. 

s Possessed as he is by innumerable cravings of a latent type is not possible for a man to conquer his desires all at 

once. If, however, he enjoys a variety of sensuous pleasures according to the restriction laid down in the Vedas, he is likely 

•: get disgusted with them in course of time even as his mind gets purified by the performance of obligatory and other incidental 
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has been declared to be a characteristic of the grade in society of a (particular) man is 
perceived even in another (a man belonging to a different class), the latter should be 
distinctively called by that very denomination (caste).* (35) 

Thus ends the eleventh discourse entitled "An inquiry into right conduct, * forming 
part of the dialogue between Emperor Yudhisthira and the sage Narada, 

in Book Seven of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 
otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XII 

An inquiry into right conduct (continued) 

-TRcf <iqrci 

^Tcnff cch^i-tiI ’FrffrT^I 3^T€R^FFra^Mt TJTt I ^ I 

HTO TRHf rl ydcfHL. Emifed: I 9 I 

^'Hl^dgrt ^Pdd: I ^Wt R?H-H1 I 3 I 

fHqwifcuctwiRH jfdf^ehiiu^dj f4^i||^l4ld ^nfui^VlfddH. I "# I 

Wi<4 5TRTSrt^8T db>i4<s4dj «TST^TTrTT ^Tt 4dHd4d, I I 

Wtrft ftrRfL 3t^£TRT fadPs^: I *Jlftf4d^ ii ^ | 

5R?mT8ninj?WT I WSiftft I \9 I 

I J^lfa^dfdfct: chltq?lldtdl I t I 

R^fjT: ilM<l HIM ^aej>«4<-iH: tjmdj *jdl^fM T?T I I 

*1lcJd.miiRfMd4'l%R: I |cT tTra?T rTrTT Nd4^: I ^o I 

Narada began again : Dwelling in the house of his teacher, humble as a servant, with 
his senses (fully) controlled, and doing him good offices and bearing the strongest affection 
for him, a Brahmacari (a celibate student) should worship in the evenings and mornings his 
teacher, the sacred fire, the sun-god and Lord Visnu (the Chief of the gods) as well as (the 
deities presiding over) both the twilights (and noontide), silently muttering the holy GayatrT- 
Mantra with a concentrated mind. (1-2) Well-regulated (in life), he should learn (take his 

lessons in) the Vedas from his teacher if (and when) called (by him) and should (invariably) 
bow (to him), touching the latter's feet with his head at the beginning as well as at the end 
(of his lessons). (3) Carrying (blades of) the (sacred) Kusa grass in his hands, he should wear 

duties and he realizes the futility of his pursuit after pleasure even like Emperor Yayati and the sage Saubhari, whose accounts 

find place in Discourses XVIII. XIX and VI respectively of Book-Nine. 

" What is sought to be conveyed by this assertion is evidently this that if a man belonging to a lower grade in society 

evinces the characteristics of a higher grade, he should be accorded the same honour as is due to the members of that higher 

caste. But this should in no case be taken to mean he should adopt the vocation of a higher grade, as such deviation will create 
confusion. 
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a gridle (of a species of rush known by the name of Munja), deerskin and (two pieces of) cloth, 

the sacred thread and unkempt hair, and should (also) carry a staff and a Kamandalu (a 

water-pot generally made of cocoanut-shell) as enjoined by the scriptures.*(4) (Every) 

evening and morning he should go about begging for food and offer it to the teacher. He 

should partake of it, (only) if allowed; if not permitted on any day (e.g., on the Ekadasi day, 

when everybody is expected to observe a fast or live only on fruits etc., or on any other day 

by way of penalty for some transgression or even as a test as to what effect it is likely to have 

on his mind), he should fast. (5) Possessing a good moral character, moderate in (his) diet, 

active, reverent and exercising control over his senses, he should deal with women as well 

as with those enslaved by women only as much as it is (absolutely) necessary. (6) Anyone 

other than a householder, who has undertaken the great vow of continence, should shun (all) 

talk of women; (for) the senses, which are very turbulent (by nature), forcibly carry away (with 

them) the mind (even of one who is fully controlled). j7) An adult student should never have 

(such personal service as) the combing of his hair, massaging and washing his body and 

inunction etc., done by the young wives of his teachers (even if they offer their services out 

of pure motherly love, treating him as their own son). (8) it is a truism indeed that a young 

woman is (like) fire and a man is (akin to) a jar full of ghee (clarified butter). One should avoid 

(the presence of) even one's daughter when (she is) all by herself; (nay,) at other times (too) 

one should remain with her (only) so long as it is (absolutely) necessary. (9) Until one has 

mastered his self, having (clearly) apprehended through self-realization that (all) this (the 

body, the senses and so on) is (only) illusory, the sense of duality (the feeling that woman 

is an object of enjoyment and I am the enjoyer) does not cease. (And) from that (sense of 

duality) indeed follows the perversity of the embodied soul (through identification with the 
body and other material things). (10) 

Tra FHiyM ’-IrUfa i i ^ i 

HI3 y | fim I SJcT^TT:l^l 

3t3T TJTT: ^TCJT: I ^ eR oTT cTT I ^ I 

3TTTT ^ TF^ffsitaT^T I gfefeicHJ 3AI 

TTSfmif rigwifl ^HSTCSif srfdjjgl I rKNcffedfatfM: TJ* 1^51 

All this (whatever has been stated in verse 6 above) has been enjoined upon a 

householder (too), (nay,) even on a recluse (much more on an anchorite). Service to one’s 

preceptor (also) is optionally laid down in the case of a householder, who is (ordinarily) 

expected to approach his wedded wife during the period favourable for procreation (sixteen 

days after menstruation). (11) Those who have undertaken a vow of continence should give 

up (the use of) collyrium, inunction, massaging the body, (fellowship with) women, drawing, 

meat, spirituous liquor (in the case of those who are ordinarily allowed to drink it or honey 

in the case of others), garlands, perfumes, unguents and ornaments. (12) Having thus lived 

in a teacher's house and studied and grasped the import of (all) the three Vedas (Rgveda, 

Yajurveda and Samaveda) along with the (six) sciences auxiliary to them and the Upanisads 

(philosophical treatises forming part, nay, the quintessence of the Vedas) according to his 

eligibility and capacity, and having made available to the teacher, if capable of doing so, the 

object of his desire, and (duly) permitted by him, he should enter (according to his 

' For example, it is laid down in the scriptures that a Brahmana student should carry a staff of the Palasa tree alone 

' simrIi S’rsT ’ etc. 
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predilections and fitness) the life of a householder (marry and beget children) or retire to the 
woods (take to the life of an anchorite) or renounce the world and wander forth as an ascetic 
mendicant (recluse) or continue there (in the teacher's house as a lifelong celibate). (13-14) 

He should visualize Lord Visnu (who is above sense-perception) as having entered (taken 
up His abode in) the sacred fire, the teacher, his own self as well as all the (five) elements 
(viz., earth, water, fire, air and ether)—including the (diverse orders of) living beings dwelling 

in them—as their Inner Controller, even though He has not (really) entered them (having 
been already present in them by virtue of His pervading all as their very Cause). (15) 
Following the rules of conduct laid down for his Asrama, and having (thereby) come to know 
that which ought to be known, a Brahmacari (religious student), anchorite, recluse or 
householder of this type (visualizing the Lord as present in all) realizes the transcendent 

Absolute. (16) __ ~ 

q ■cjiuiehltf'd: l 1^41 

4,11 ^1^1 K HdMd. oFTc^nfeTRJ ^Oui rj MR^-drl, 1 ^ 1 

^RUI^d^ aif^avdllM^I 1 1 

cFt ^lladHai =fT Tjft: I cJT I 

I shall (now) tell (you) the rules of conduct prescribed for a Vanaprastha (anchorite) and 
approved of by sages, by following which in this life an ascetic bids fair to ascend easily (after 
death) to Maharloka (the realm of the Rsis and then attain Mukti in due course). (17) An 

anchorite must not eat anything which ripens on cultivated soil (viz., the products of 
agriculture) and not even the products of uncultivated land before time. He should neither 
eat food cooked on fire nor anything raw, but only that which has ripened under (the rays of) 
the sun (in season). (18) He should prepare Caru (an oblation of rice, barley and pulse boiled 
with butter and milk) and Purodasa (a mass of ground rice rounded into a kind of cake and 
usually divided into pieces placed on separate receptacles), enjoined at different times (for 

being offered to the gods through the sacred fire), with wild corns. Each time a fresh (natural) 
supply of cereals and other eatables is obtained, he should, however, reject the old 
stock.(19) Himself enduring (remaining exposed to) snow, winds, fire, rain and the heat of 
the sun, he should betake himself to a shelter in the form of a hut of leaves or a 
mountain-cave only for the sake of (preserving) the sacred fire. (20) Wearing matted locks 
(on his head), preserving the (other) hair (such as those in the arm-pits and other private 

parts), as well as the hair on his body, nails, moustaches and beard, and the dirt* (on his skin) 
and keeping (with him) a Kamandalu (a water-pot made of cocoanut-shell or gourd etc.), 
deerskin (to be wrapped about his loins), a staff, the bark of (the birth and other) trees (as 
a covering for his body) and the accessories of fire-worship (alone), a hermit should practise 
austerities in the woods for (a period of) twelve, eight, four or two years or (only) one year 
(as the case may be) lest his reason should get perverted through hardship. (21-22) 

* This should not be taken to mean that an anchorite is forbidden to take his bath or that he is asked to remain positively 

unclean or allow dirt to accumulate on his body. What is sought to be conveyed by all these restrictions is simply this that he 

should be unmindful of his exterior,that he should not devote particular attention to cleanliness etc., that his bodily needs should 

be reduced to the minimum and that he should completely subordinate his physical self to the higher self. 
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3TT?tRTjfK WRM W ^ W#T: 1^1 

^ info ?nrt fq^mi^^siiuiMirtraiH.i i 

cfHMifl cJRTcrfcn tfgrft M T?ilMW y^lMcft 1^5,1 

ijc^ msj Urcpf ^ fdfafdiiHi ^ ate w^tmdidjfH ira^i^i 

•frmfuT wtott tfh^ ^rrf^f^rarr^i 3T^ yddfii ydyiu'i %m Ri i 

TT^T hHUsIS’S ^fig aTSZf: dxft) mt I ^TfuERZiraRT ^gHHAllshdl I 

^Tr%ra ■f%TrT $te^ -ijylefehiRch I I 

farRmtn ^nf^qsr ^tert i hw ragfo dg&y-^sar* w ^130 i 

g^81TrraT55^TR FdHJMlfc^lfadHJ jflcdrgdlSSJ g^difdRcIHtf: l^^l 

?flM*Mi=(d dsin^l MUh^I rat glgSItSSJFf: 1^1 

When incapable through ailments or old age of performing his (religious) duties and even 

of pursuing the knowledge of the Spirit, he should resort to fasting etc * (23) Withdrawing 

the sacred fires into himself and giving up the feeling of identification with the body as well 

as the feeling that the body etc., are 'mine', he should (mentally) merge his psychopnysical 

organism in its causes, assigning each constituent to its proper place (as explained in the 

following verses). (24) A wise man should merge the apertures of his body (viz., the two eyes, 

the two ears, the two nostrils, the mouth and the organs of urination and defecation) in ether, 

the (five) vital airs in the (cosmic) air, the heat (of his body) in (the element of) fire; the blood, 

phlegm and pus (etc.) into water and the rest (viz., solid matter such as bones, flesh and so 

on) in earth, everything being consigned to its origin. (25) (Again,) he should merge his (organ 

of) speech along with the function of speaking in Agni (the god of fire), the two hands as well 

as the function of grasping and releasing things in Indra, the feet along with (the function of) 

locomotion in Lord Visnu (conceived in the form of the Time-Spirit), the faculty of procreation 
along with sexual enjoyment in Prajapati (the god presiding over procreation) and the organ 

of defecation as well as the act of voiding excrements in Mrtyu (the god of death), directing 

each organ and its function to its proper place (the deity presiding over it). (Likewise) he 

should merge the sense of hearing along with sound (the object of hearing) in the (deities 

presiding over) the quarters, the tactile sense as well as touch in the wind-god and the 

(various) colours along with the faculty of vision in the sun-god (the source of light), O 

Yudhisthira. He should (further) merge the palate along with (the different) tastes (towards 

which the mind feels excessively drawn) in (the deity presiding over) water, the olfactory 

sense along with the various smells (the objects of the olfactory sense) into (the goddess 

presiding over) the earth, Manas (the mind) along with the (various) projects (indulged in by 
the mind) in the moon-god, Buddhi (understanding) along with the objects capable of being 

understood in Brahma (the highest and the earliest seer,) (his) actions along with self- 

consciousness in Rudra, from whom proceeds (all) action prompted by egotism and self- 

interest, Citta (reason) along with Sattva (consciousness) in Lord Vasudeva (the deity 

presiding over Citta) and the Jiva (who is tainted with the morbid feeling that I am the enjoyer 
and so on) along with the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti, which are responsible for the 

aforesaid morbid feeling) in the transcendent Brahma (the Absolute). (26—29) (Then) he 

' It is laid down in Discourse XIII that even after completing the maximum period of twelve vears an anchorite should 

continue to practise austerities in the woods if he is still able-bodied and fit to perform his religious duties, or that he should 

enter the fourth stage and lead the life of a recluse (Samnyasi) if he is no longer fit for austerities but is intellectually fit and 

mentally alert enough to pursue the knowledge of the Spirit. When, however, he finds himself both physically and mentally 

unfit, he is advised to adopt the course suggested in this and the following verses. 

[564] B. M. 25— 
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should merge earth in water, water in fire, the latter in the air, that (again) in ether, the last- 
named in Ahaiikara (the principle of self-consciousness), the latter in Mahattattva (the 
principle of cosmic intelligence), that in the Unmanifest (Prakrti or primordial Matter) and the 

last-named in the Indestructible (Brahma). (30) (And) recognizing the Self—left (as a 
residue) in the form of absolute Consciousness by this process (of eliminating all its 
vestures)—as (no other than) the Indestructible (Brahma) and thus remaining without a 
second, he should cease functioning even like fire that has consumed its own support (in the 
shape of wood). (31) 

Thus ends the twelfth discourse, entitled “An inquiry into right conduct (continued)” 
forming part of the dialogue between Emperor Yudhisthira and the sage Narada 

in Book Seven of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T«T ^Tt^TTISZrra: 

Discourse XIII 

The course of conduct prescribed for a SamnyasT and a dialogue between 
an Avadhuta and Prahrada 

77^- 3=77X7 

gra: eMifMivyid.H tttr: i a fetifiiyHUjfa. i ? i 

TJct I 'HUMUTlKWU'l: I 3 I 

f^sr wpttwt 1 3narR Tt xit sr?r Trasr 1 v 1 

JIMMIrUdef) I TTT8T qf UNIUM A ^rT: I ^ I 

&jg gpg jTlfeRR.1 XR 5Jrff^rT ^TTRT 3We)|iyyHJ ^ I 

^r5TrT HlUjfldd jflfacWHJ aidaidRrdii^ TT-^I-Uat 31 ^ q I d I 

a f^THTH^gifra insjTlranzra^ y^qqq HiJWHRWtffefi c i 

q yxtrrsm: 3rrm u4^4^idn: 1 31 wumhw =g 1 <? 1 

3<otiTt>fr>^-l otirMSrf H-n«J-^Tl!aiWcnt I ttilcitichqfiirHM TT I \ o I 

Narada began again : He, however, who is (intellectually and mentally) fit should enter 
the life of a recluse (by renouncing everything) in the aforesaid manner; and, with the body 
alone left to him (as his possession), and free from all desires, he should roam about on the 
globe, (strictly) observing the rule of staying only one night in a (particular) village. (1) If (at 
all) he should put on any covering, he should wear only a strip of cloth to cover the privy parts 
and should not except in times of distress, carry (about him) anything (already) renounced 
by him, other than the distinguishing marks of a Sarhnyasi, viz., a staff and a Kamandalu. (2) 
Living on alms, delighting in his own Self (indulging in no other delights), shelterless, friendly 
to all living beings, tranquil and devoted to Lord Narayana, he should go about all alone 
(without any companion). (3) He should view this (objective) universe (as dwelling) in his 
immutable Self transcending (both) cause and effect, and himself as the transcendent 
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Brahma, interpenetrating the whole universe,consisting of (both) cause and effect. (4) With 
his eyes turned towards the Self, he should discover the true nature of the Self at the point 
of contact between deep sleep and waking life and look upon (both bondage and release as 
a mere illusion and not real. (5) He should neither welcome death which is inevitable, nor life 
which is uncertain. He should only await (the course of) Time, which is responsible for the 
birth and death of created beings. (6) He should never indulge in profane literature (books 
not treating of spiritual subjects), nor should he make his living by any profession (such as 
medicine, astronomy and so on). He should avoid (all) controversial reasoning and should 
never espouse any (particular) cause (in a partisan spirit). (7) He should not attach (a number 
of) disciples to himself nor should he study many a book (that may divert his mind from the 
object of his pursuit, viz., spiritual enlightenment). He should neither take to discoursing nor 
should he engage in undertakings (such as the construction of a monastery and so on) on 
any account. (8) In the case of a high-souled recluse, tranquil (by nature) and equable of 
mind, (observance of the rules of conduct prescribed for) the (particular) Asrama (stage in 
life) is not generally intended to secure (any) religious merit. (When spiritual enlightenment 
is attained,) he may continue to observe such conduct (and retain the emblems of his 
Asrama) or may give it up. (9) Though no (outward) sign (of his greatness or of his being a 
Sarhnyasi) may be visible (to others), his object (in life) should be (quite) evident. Though 
intelligent, he should show himself (behave) as though he were a madman or a fool and, 
though wise (eloquent), he should show himself as dumb in the eyes of the people. (10) 

IT -$HR iHIM'W chlctil'l I 

^Ichll^-clWl^HT^fdfdHI’ai I ^Ttsqret: 1^1 

eh^UHSVftfdfclcJHI I F fecPn TOTT TJ g TTfWlfefa R ^1^*1 

<r ^T^raf iwr IW 

fsnrftr tn^R gnurr %rrwRf?n i fari Trmr ferrarnfa? i 

srtf*RT Tfrarr rrtsjt i ^ i 

R H TOW 5tpT ^ ITSlf *FT TT^ ^FT: I 

3T^Tff^RtSTi T5 m ??: TO® R: #^1^1 

chirMI Mquidct RwliWcby: TTR: i ^7R njUgldlRt RT I I 

On this very point (the conduct of a recluse as recommended in the above verses) the 
wise narrate (by way of an illustration) the following old legend (mainly) consisting of a 
dialogue between Prahrada (the demon king) and the ascetic (Lord Dattatreya*) who was 
(then) following the mode of life of a pythonT (11) Going about the (various) worlds with intent 
to ascertain the truth concerning the people and accompanied by a few ministers (alone), 

• We have been told In I. iii. 11 that the Lord appeared in the form of Dattatreya (son of Atri through Anasuya) and taught 

the science of the Spirit to king Alarka. Prahrada and others. From this it may be safely concluded that the ascetic referred 

to here was no other than Dattatreya. 

t a python is represented to be an unwieldy creature capable of little or no locmotion and catching its prey with its 

jaws and devouring only when it falls within its easy reach. Anyone following its mode of life is, therefore, expected to remain 

lying down on the bare ground in an open space all the time, stirring on no account and making no effort even to pick up 

food if offered. He is supposed to answerthe calls of nature in that very posture and would accept food only when it is thrown 

into his mouth. He is practically dead to the world and drags his existence only to work out the Prarabdha or destiny 

responsible for his birth. Only a Jnani of the highest order, who has lost all consciousness of the body and to whom life and 

death are alike, can think of following this mode of life. 
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Prahrada, the beloved of the Lord, saw him lying on the (bare) ground on the sloping side 
of the Sahyadri hills (now known as the Western Ghats) along the bank of Ihe Knm, his 
spotless (spiritual) glory concealed by his limbs covered (all over) with dust. (12-131 By his 
conduct, appearance (gestures), speech and marks indicative of grade in society and stage 
in life etc , people could not be sure about him that he was so and so, nor that he was not 
so and so. (14) Having greeted and duly worshiped him and touching his feet with his head 
Prahrada (the demon king), the eminent devotee of the Lord, who was eager to know the truth 
(about him), asked the following question:-(15) "You carry a robust body hke one given to 
exertion and enjoying the comforts of life. Wealth is the lot of only those who exert 
themselves; white enjoyment in this world falls to the lot of the moneyed (alone) (And) indeed 
the corporeal frame of (only) those who are given to luxuries grows fat, not otberwise^Cj 6) 
Lvinq supine as you do, O holy one ! you surely and obviously own no riches, from which 
atene follows (all enjoyment). (Pray,) tell us, if you deem fit, O Brahmana ^ 
this body of yours is (so) corpulent; even though you indulge in no luxury. (17) Learned able 
bodiedEndowed with a penetrating vision and possessing a wonderful and charming 
eloquence, you remain lying down undisturbed white the world is (actively) doing work, even 

though you perceive everything clearly. (18) 

* to ^0 *m*-- I W 
Narada continued : Directly questioned thus by Prahrada (the ruler of the Daityas) a" 

captivated by his nectar like speech, the great ascetic (Lord Dattatreya) smilingly addressed 

him (as follows). (19) _ 

-t-cn4u^d: I ^NtM-UlfJli Ro I 

3T8nfq wz ^rwTT^Trsfr f| ^r^dUL i ^' 

■gOTFTT ^ddlfiHl ^TPT€T: ehlAt^l I chlMHIuilS? >1Ml4lPl^ I I 

cftchPtM snfcm: srffwni wdfnd44teR ^Rsn 

3i5nfii d»-irftR'i g i 
The Brahmana replied : Esteemed as you are of the righteous (wise), O chief of the 

demons you undoubtedly know by your spiritual insight (all) this, viz., the consequences of 
SS and cessaL from activity. (20) Ever present in your heart by virtue of your 
absolute (motiveless) devotion, the glorious (self-effulgent) Lord Narayarja dispeIs you 
ionorance even as the sun disperses (external) darkness. (21) Nevertheless, O king, we 
(proceed to) answer your questions in the light of what we have heard (on the ®^®c fr°|" 
the wise) For, you deserve to be respected by (all) those seeking the purification of (the ) 
heart (22) Impelled to actions by the stream of Avidity, which brings in its train a succession 
of berths (anTdeaths) and which cannot be sated with adequate enjoyments I have been 
mrown imo various wombs (states of existence). (23) Wandering about from one species 
Of life to another) by force of actions I have been luckily endowed with this (human) body, 
which leads to heaven (through virtuous deeds), to final beatitude (through spiritua 
enlightenment or Devotion), to (birth in) the lower order of beings (through unrighteousness) 
and to this (human) life again (through a mixed type of actions). (24) P^cewing 'n this hfe 
too the frustration of married couples undertaking pursuits (of various kinds) for (securing) 
happiness and driving away calamities, I have ceased from all activity. (25) 
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fl^Ntfdtd^: I TFT: ^M^r^gfT ^VrW^MlPM fjfc^l-^ |?S 1 

^HcfldH: ^T?l W ^ tJiTRJ fafewwufd trt UHimyifa tf^HHJ^I 

'Jltf H^T33t5sT f^3TjTf mico<*ii*<4^i I ^'irjoJin^myi^c^ ^TSrRTjTTsfs^ ^5rf: R4I ytfchiujAii i 

^SHigri: I ^:<c(!<A|'y rd-fl^i**! [sh^i hIdi: ^TrlT: ^TrTT: l?^l 

cfifgfadj Tn?fe fr^RHTlf: =FTI*: fSFNfa | 

.srf^nT ^i «<syMiMnumcmiHj «41<^.«r>cfeiPiri«j11 ficJctlsfilfei^itfjHiH, 13? I 

<|v*irlSJtTrr: 3l4t: tqvJUkM^MfSTH: I 3Tf?fal: eh Inn: yiuiis|q<^qi^ 139 | 

^iWnl 5^*1 1^*4: I t^un 'JlSIKV'FJjfT mun^Ril^: 1331 

Bliss constitutes the (very) essence of this Self and cessation from all activity is the 

medium of its manifestation. Realizing (all) enjoyments to be the creation of fancy (alone), 
I remain lying down (supine), reaping the fruit of destiny. (26) Thus forgetting the object of 

its pursuit, viz., happiness, which is the (very) essence of its being and is eternally dwelling 
in it, the JIva (embodied soul) actually undergoes transmigration—consisting of diverse 

states of existence (such as gods, human beings and the lower orders of creation) and (so) 

terrible (being characterized by birth, death, old age and so on)—through duality, which is 
(really) non-existent. (27) (Even) as an ignorant man impelled by the longing for water may 

run after a mirage, leaving (actual) water covered with duck weeds etc., sprung from (that 

very) water, a man seeking happiness (the object of his pursuit) elsewhere than his own Self 
runs after the objects of senses. (28) Fruitless are the actions repeatedly done by him who, 

though unaided by Providence, seeks through his body etc.,—which are controlled by 

Fate—happiness and cessation of suffering for himself. (29) (Even if they bear fruit,) what 

(good) will be done by riches and objects of desire (enjoyments sought after by men and 

procured by wealth), got with (great) hardship, to a mortal who is never free from bodily and 

other affliction ? (30) I perceive (everyday) the torment of moneyed men, who are (often) 

avaricious, (nay) whose mind is uncontrolled and who get no (sound) sleep for fear, greatly 
apprehensive as they are of everybody. (31) To those possessed of (anxious to preserve) 

life (virility) and wealth there is (constant) apprehension (of danger) from the king, thieves, 
the enemy, kinsmen, beasts and birds, beggars, death and (even) their own self (lest such 

wealth may be squandered given away or misplaced by themselves). (32) A wise man should 

(therefore) give up the craving for life (virility) and wealth, from which follow grief, infatuation, 

fear, anger, attachment, unmanliness and exertion etc., to men. (33) 

^tiMl I 3TRT mRciI^i 5ITTTT '-ifoST^JT <y<MH 13X1 

fSRFT: f^TfaTHT ^ TTSJstcn^l fT^TH JT^cT^ferT ^FZRTt I?AI 

MRr^airMI I 4t #^t 

I '^R^uiiUri I 313 I 

St^TPTTgtT aiifu ^5* ^et^l2JchR4[£r^f75T 1341 

sfhr cfrcScTOcf ctt 1 ow^-idfq wth 

i sFfenr ixo i 

: ^TTTT: I 7&W&S? a^T f^nTTT ftrqt IX? I 

1 ^ ^rrfcr ^rrafwi tt^t m 3tt3tt£ xr^idtR ix? i 
The very best among ourteachers in this world are the bee and the python, by (following) 

whose example we have acquired (first) dispassion and (then) contentment. (34) Killing the 
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(rightful) owner, another may usurp even his hard-earned wealth like the honey that has been 
collected (by the bee) with great pains. (In this way) aversion from all objects of desire has 
been learnt by me from the bee. (35) (Just) like a python I remain effortless and contented 

in mind with whatever is got by chance. (Even) if I get nothing, I remain lying (without food) 
for many days, depending on my own strength (power of resistance). (36) Now I eat a scanty 
fare and now plentiful, no matter whether it is delicious or tasteless; now I partake of a meal 
rich in many qualities and now gulp worthless provender. (37) Sometime I eat food offered 
with reverence, while at other times I (am compelled to) eat food which is served without (any 
tinge of) honour. At some places I eat even after having eaten (once); while (at other places) 
I eat by day or by night according to chance. (38) Enjoying what is ordained by fate and 
contented in mind I put on silk or linen, deerskin or rags, the bark of trees or even (any) other 
fabric that may be easily obtained. (39) Now I lie down on the earth's surface (bare ground) 
and now on straws, leaves a slab of stone or ashes. (And) now I repose on a quilt stretched 
on a bedstead inside a palace in compliance with another's will. (40) Sometimes having 
bathed and besmeared my body with sandal-paste and finely dressed, nay, wearing a 
garland and decked with jewels, I drive in a chariot, or ride on horse-back or on an elephant; 
while at other times, O king, I roam (about) stark-naked like an evil spirit. (41)1 neither revile 
nor eulogize men who are diverse of disposition (due to the predominance of any one of the 
three modes of Prakrti, viz., Sattva. Rajas and Tamas). On the other hand, 1 (only) wish them 
welfare in the shape of (their) unity of being with Lord Visnu (the supreme Spirit). (42) 

rlT I 4<£TR<4> 1*3 I 

3TTctn^Tr rtf tTFIT I rTrTr HTtp fejtT: I** I 

cjfuidMJ STOTT tfT^lieTI'^ |*m 

(In order to attain such a state) one should (mentally) merge the notion of diversity in the 

mental faculty of perceiving such diversity and that faculty (itself) in the mind, which is 
responsible for our misconception of things (mistaking the body for the Self). (Again) 
merging the mind in the Sattvika aspect of the Ego, he should then merge the latter (through 
the Mahat-tattva) into the Maya (Prakrti or primordial Matter). (43) A contemplative soul 
should merge the said Maya in the (Self-conscious) Brahma and then, fixing his eyes on the 
(supreme) Reality and established in that self-conscious (supreme) Spirit and devoid of 
effort, he should become actionless. (44) In this way, since you are beloved of the Lord, I 
have told you about my own conduct, although it is very mysterious and repugnant to (all) 

secular and Vedic (religious) canons. (45) 

spf qTtMgW g I 45Tf?4^41 ricT: ifftT 3TTTR3T 

im sfrwicm qgpj,w 4fedi4i 

Narada went on : Having (thus) attentively heard from (the lips of) the sage (Dattatreya) 
an account of the course of conduct prescribed for ascetics of the highest order and after 
(duly) worshipping him and taking his permission, Prahrada (the lord of the Asuras) returned 

thence to his home, full of delight. (46) 
Thus ends the thirteenth discourse, forming part of the dialogue between Emperor 

Yudhisthira and the sage Narada and bearing on the course of 
conduct prescribed for a recluse, in Book Seven of the 

great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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3TST W^TTSSUFJ: 

Discourse XIV 

An inquiry into right conduct (continued) 

qfirfST 33M 

Tg&J TT3T -fefSRT 3TP I 333^ ^f| XTT^fr I * I 

Yudhisthira submitted: O celestial sage, (pray) tell me the method (course of conduct) 
by which a householder like me, whose mind is excessively attached to his household, may 

easily attain the said state (final beatitude). (1) 

4RT JcIH 

U'JlPshMf: cj>c|*L ■‘jsjlfclm: I 

sfjg^TTT^m5^TT^JIMc<dK*2mjrTT^I I 

I J-Tl H1 ^ Ti| ^ TTfogrT: I 

^TTr^T: ftrRT *J3T » ^%Sq7 I 

f^aj 44 fddMT^dfnrMd^l 

1RR f? djrHTRJ 

^?iywWt4ml^u4Jwr§i3iT: I 

fwf dlfd^vc^JI STJTrT | 

cji^amfui TrTati^Ttiid m^hX1 3 • 

%5#gajTTT% i ^ i 

■rararr m ^ i 

^R c^fcr Tdl^m^d fqrftT: I ^ I 

■qrT^f^lff^tgrTr I \S I 

3Tfsiefi <IT3P-lM'drl Tt ^rM c^uSH^frl I C I 

3TTtTR: U^-d^lM'dt feRJ <? I 

^ISJR^T ^SIT^TR iJN^mUl^dM, I ^ o I 

3mJiyi’di^«iri1«T: ^mRTfe^TH^^TSTT I 3lUlchWldJd) ^RT ^OTT *R: 1^1 

m15JI<^ ^Rsf ^UMF^TT^ at ftrR ^iHndl f3R: H*l 

r^j «KReUHJ W eblilRTHJI RSRSfc 1^31 

Narada replied : Staying in his house, O king (Yudhisthira), and (duly) performing the 

duties proper to the life of a householder as an offering to Lord Visnu Himself for His pleasure 

alone (expecting no reward for them), a man should wait upon great sages (devotees of the 

Lord). (2) Surrounded by (associating with) men who are tranquil (by nature) and reverently 

hearing again and again according to his leisure the nectar-like stories of the Lord's descents, 
he should gradually give up through the fellowship of saints attachment to his body, wife, 

progeny, etc., who are themselves going to be severed (from him), (even) as he who has 

woke up (from a dream) gives up attachment to (the objects seen in) a dream. (3-4) Serving 
his body and household only to the extent it is (absolutely) necessary to do so and (outwardly) 

appearing like one attached to them, though (inwardly) disgusted (with them), a wise man 
should exhibit (his) humanity (behave like ordinary men) in the midst of men. (5) And not 

recognizing anything as his own, he should give his assent to whatever his kinsmen, parents, 

sons, brothers and other relations say and whatever they desire (so that there may be no 
occasion for tussle with them). (6) A wise man (aware of the infinite resources of the Lord) 

should do (all) this (the duties enjoined on a householder) while enjoying the wealth acquired 

by the grace of the Lord as well as that obtained from the earth, nay, (even) that got as a 
windfall, everything having been produced by Visnu (the immortal Lord). (7) That much (and 
noi more) constitutes the (rightful) due of living beings (men), with which their belly may be 
filled (their body and soul may be kept together). He who claims more is a thief and deserves 
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punishment. (8) He should look upon deer, camels, donkeys, monkeys, rats, reptiles, birds 
and flies as though they were their (own) children What is that which distinguishes these from 
those (children)? (They deserve his fostering care as much as his own children). (9) Even 
a householder should not seek after the (first) three objects of human pursuit (viz., religious 
merit, worldly possessions and sensuous enjoyment) with great pains, but (only) as much 
(of them) as has been assigned (to him) by fate and (that too) with due regard to place and 
time. (10) He should unsparingly divide in due proportion (all) objects of enjoyment among 
all including dogs, sinful creatures and those belonging to the lowest strata of society (lit., 
those living at the end of a town or village); (nay, not minding his own inconvenience,) he 

should allow those deserving of service the (legitimate) use (unobjectionable services) even 
of his only wife, whom people regard as their (sole) possession. (11) The Lord (who is 
conquered by none) is veritably conquered by him who (inwardly) ralinquishes his claim on 
that (his) wife for whose sake a man is prone to lay down his own life or (even) to kill his (own) 
father and teacher (in the event of their being suspected to have illicit connection with 
her).(12) How despicable (on the one hand) is this worthless body, which is sure to be 
reduced in the end (after death) to the state of worms (on getting decomposed if interred) or 
converted into ordure (if left unprotected and devoured by carnivorous animals) or into ashes 
(if cremated) and equally despicable is (the body of) a wife, who is loved for the sake of such 
a body; and how exalted (on the other hand) is this soul (our real Self), which is all-pervading 
(lit., covers the entire space by its glory)! (13) 

331-jNR, I igR | ^qi 

I cldllHehH wfiRT I ^ I 

T fs-in1I jfWW 7T3RT2n ^cT: l^l 

stlgjuij^ ^TSTT^rT: 1 HTrT: 51WR 8W3T \%6\ 

Rfe "STTgRH 1|3T: I STTIg ft^fsnfgrT ^ fcHWH 1^1 

3t?r fspjg oertrih for aw i g-aifeyiiium ^ wi^i 

<ffwwT qarwmat thiM* i hstt i ?^ i 

Wd rt %rTTTHWt MyKIehlflMMIM I fRRtJI W 'RmarffoT ijdl-itfa I?? I 

H^TFTJTTSJT TtTTT: I WTSSg IWTsfannWFT^ I 

H ^UTT I fWR. I?*! 

^ft^TTERHJ ^ ^rT l?qi 

WehKchlrtl 31I4II4JI 3TMWRIdHTd«n I itrRttSJT TJTTTfSJ ^ I ?^ I 

A householder should sustain himself with (live on) articles (of food etc.) obtained by 

force of destiny and left after (the performance of) the five great sacrifices (respectful 
offerings to the animal kingdom, human beings, manes, Rsis and gods). Forgoing his claim 
on everything else, a wise man bids fair to attain the position of exalted souls (ascetics of 
the highest order). (14) With the wherewithal earned through one's own vocation he should 
daily worship the (highest) Purusa (the Inner Controller of all) separately in the form of the 
gods (the divine intelligences presiding over the various departments of Nature), Rsis 

(seers), human beings, the animal kingdom, manes (the spirits of the departed) and his own 
self. (15) When all the requisites for (the performance of) a sacrifice including his eligibility 
for it are forthcoming, he should worship the Deity by means of oblations poured into the 
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(sacred) fire and other sacrificial rites in accordance with the procedure laid down in the 
sacred texts detailing such procedure, (16) Indeed the said almighty Lord, the enjoyer of all 

sacrifices is not (so) fully propitiated by oblations offered through the (sacrificial) fire, O 

Yudhisthira, as by offerings (in the shape of morsels of cooked food) dropped into the mouth 

of a.Brahmana (a member of the priestly class). (17) Therefore, worship the aforesaid Lord 

(the Inner Controller of all) through the Brahmanas and the gods, as well as through other 

human beings and other living creatures, (of course) after the Brahmanas, according to their 
respective worth, through various objects of enjoyment. (18) A Dwija (a member of the twice- 

born classes) possessed of the wherewithal should perform, in the (lunar) month of 

Prausthapada (i.e., Bhadrapada, if a month is taken to commence with the bright fortnight, 
or Aswina if it is taken to commence with the dark fortnight) according to his means, the 
Sraddha pertaining to the dark fortnight (and known by the name of Mahalaya) in honour of 

his (deceased) parents as well as of their relations and others. (19) He should (similarly) 
perform their Sraddha at the time of the summer and winter solstices and the vernal and 
autumnal equinoxes; during the particular (seventeenth) astronomical division of time called 

Vyatipata; on the day when a Tithi (a lunar day begins and ends without one sunrise or 
between two sunrises; during a lunar or solar eclipse; on a twelfth lunar day as well as during 

the period when the constellations known by the name of Sravana, Dhanistha and Satabhisa 

are ascendant; on the third (lunar day) of the bright half of Vaisakha as well as on the ninth 

(lunar day) of the bright half of Kartika; on the four Astakas (the eighth lunar days of the dark 
fortnight) during the seasons known by the name of Hemanta and Sisira (the months of 

Margasirsa, Pausa, Magha and Phalguna); on the seventh (lunar day) of the bright fortnight 

of the month of Magha; on the full-moon day (of Magha) when the constellation called Magha 

is ascendant; (nay,) even when the constellations associated with (and accounting for the 

names of) the (other) lunar months (also) appear on a full moon or even when the moon rises 

one digit less than the full on that day; on any twelfth lunar day when (the constellations of) 
Anuradha, Sravana and (any of) the three constellation associated with the name of Uttara 

(namely, Uttara Phalguni., Uttarasadha and Uttara Bhadrapada) are ascendant; or when the 
eleventh lunar day (of any month) is conjoined with (any of) these (constellations); (and 

lastly) on any day when the constellation under which one was born or (the constellation of) 
Sravana is ascendant. (20—23) These aforesaid periods are suitable (not only for Sraddha 

but) for all virtuous acts to be performed by men inasmuch as they enhance to a large extent 

the merit of the performer. One should practise virtue (in any form or shape) on (all) these 

days with all one's being; (for) there lies the fruitfulness of one's life. (24) Ablution, Japa (the 

muttering of prayers), Homa (offering oblations into the sacred fire), any sacred vow and 

worship of the gods and the Brahmanas that may be undertaken, and any gift that may be 
made to the manes, gods,human beings and (other) living beings on these occasions surely 

become imperishable (bring everlasting good). (25) (Nay,) one should undertake such acts 
of virtue (even) when the time comes for (the performance of) any purificatory rite for the 

benefit of one's wife or son, nay, of one's own self, the cremation of a dead body and the death 
anniversary of one's parents and others and (also) on the occasion of any (other) ceremony 

intended to promote one's welfare, O Yudhisthira ! (26) 

3T8J &H3Tct8<TTfiT STqff3&I3TTelSHJ F t L£Ui|rlMI ^T: m RV9 I 

Upg STiram ? sJTSHJTf^S 

cT3 cRT Tf t&T: 2TTOT TO: ^ fepTT: 

TRTtfTT ytMIdlPl &WIUA4Sffe|dl^ | hilRiK: 5TOFT: I I 
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Tfaw tRT^p ^<J: 5WRTTS5J I cmiUlffl WJJTt W fd-^WWSJT 13^1 

HHIdUll^nrr ^T «MUmi«WR^: I ^ $tfWril <M-ri;btM^4l44: 133 I 

TJH L^uildMI ^TT fTTEtffeRng ^ I UdFdidH^ fatT3V1 ild^lMr ^mt$0T3T: | 

SWf gjjjl^d: HjStalfa'+iWUJR: 133 I 

Now I shall fully enumerate the places conducive to religious merit and other good. That 
is unquestionably the most sacred tract where can be found a worthy man, the (very) 
likeness of the almighty Lord—in whom dwells the whole of this creation, animate as well as 
inanimate—and where stays the Brahmana race endowed with austerity, learning and 
compassion. (27-28) (Again,) that area is the abode of (all) blessings, wherever there is an 
image of Sri Hari, and where there are rivers like the (holy) Ganga celebrated in the Puranas 
and other sacred works. (29) Lakes such as Puskara and sacred spots inhabited by 
venerable souls Kuruksetra, Gaya (the spot where fell the head of the demon Gaya), 
Prayaga (the confluence of the Ganga and the Yamuna rivers), the hermitage (known by the 
name of Salagrama-Ksetra) of the sage Pulaha, (the forest of) Naimisa (the modern Nim- 
saror Misrikh), Phalguna (the Kanyatirtha, now known as Cape Comerin), the (holy) bridge 
(attributed to Sri Rama and existing at Rameswaram), Prabhasa (also known by the name 

of Sarikhoddhara and famous for its historical shrine of Somanatha) and Kusasthali 
(Dwaraka), Varanasi (the modern Banaras), Mathura (the capital of the demon chief 
Madhu, killed by Satrughna, Sri Rama's youngest brother, and the birth-place of Lord Sri 
Krsna), lake Pampa and Bindusara (on whose strand stood the hermitage of the sage 
Kardama, father of Lord Kapila), Badarikasrama (the modern Badrinatha, the hermitage of 
the sage Narayana), the river Nanda (better known as Alakananda). Citrakuta (the hermitage 
of Sita and Rama) and so on, O king, and all the principal mountain-ranges such as Mahendra 
and Malaya and places which are consecrated by the (fixed) idols of Sri Hari—these are 
(by far) the holiest tracts. Surely one desirous of blessedness should repeatedly sojourn in 
these places. For virtue practised here yields fruit a thousand times more than at other 
places.(30—33) 

fttvrb chlciR}: I ■chi-cuh. 13^ I 

del *4^ g 1 tM-t|di|i£j||4|i -RH: 13m 

'sflq<ir?ifTt<icb)u| 3Hius<*ii3iisJam HqHJ 47^sfl<=lia4di|U|i^ 13^1 

^fdqjjfNdctdl: I WH ^ TJSRT fRTt 13«1 

ri^ ctdd I Wt MIM f? 4.dq| I 36 I 

By the seers standing foremost among the judges of worthy souls, indeed, Sri Hari and 
Sri Hari alone, of whom the mobile and immobile creation is surely constituted, O ruler of the 
earth, has been concluded to be really worthy of honour in this world. (34) For in that 
(Rajasuya) sacrifice (performed by you the other day), in the presence even of gods, Rsis 

(seers) and adepts (in austerity and Yoga etc.) such as Sanaka and his (three) brothers (the 
mind-born sons of Brahma, the creator), O king, Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord) was 
recognized as worthy of being adored in the first instance. (35) The great tree in the shape 
of the egg-shaped universe is crowded with multitudes of Jivas (embodied souls). He being 
the root of this tree, to worship Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord) is to gratify all living beings as 
well as one's own self. (36) The (varied) dwellings in the form of (the bodies of) human beings, 

animals, Rsis (the mind-born sons of Brahma, the creator) and gods have been evolved by 
Him. He is (known as) the Purusa (the dweller in these habitations) inasmuch as He dwells 
in these abodes in the form of the embodied soul (and also as their Inner Controller). (37) 
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In these aforementioned bodies, O king, the Lord is present in different degrees (according 
to the proportion of intelligence, power etc., manifest in them). Hence (because according 
to this principle, a human soul manifests divinity in a greater degree than the sub-human 

creation,) a human being (alone) is really deserving of honour. (Even) human beings are 

worthy of respect more or less in proportion to the degree of self-consciousness manifest in 
each (individual case)*.(38) 

cR? ffcrsrr ^UimajIHIrUdi ^ I sMlfetj, fvrlTI^I 

dntanUii <*>FclrL I 3PIWlfa tJwf&mHJ'Xo I 

TOPS ^JTO stT^TUT I TOTST fgiPTT £1% M I 

'TOPd stimuli TTH^UJl^ I tJTO: TOPHST fac-ileH TT^I^l 

|f?l aiHifcl'iqd M6I^<.|U| HKH5W1 «l5fll4i OTtW WNI<fnu)4l | 1 

Perceiving the inclination among the aforesaid human souls to despise one another, O 

Yudhisthira, the image of Sri Hari was instituted by the wise for worship in Treta and the 
following Yugas. (39) Thenceforward some people began to worship Sri Hari in images with 

(various) articles of worship, viewing them with great reverence. Though (reverently) 

worshipped, an image does not yield the desired result to misanthropes. (40) Even among 

men, O king of kings, the wise recognize a Brahmana (a member of the priestly class) as 

eminently worthy of respect. (For) by virtue of (his) asceticism, learning and contentment he 
preserves the Veda, constituting the body of Sri Hari. (41) Sanctifying the three worlds 
(heaven, earth and the aerial region) with the (very) dust of their feet, the Brahmanas, O king 

are indeed worthy of great adoration even in the eyes of Sri Krsna, the Soul of the 
universe.(42) 

Thus ends the fourteenth discourse entitled "An inquiry into right conduct (continued)", 
in Book Seven of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T8T 
Discourse XV 

An inquiry into right conduct (concluded) 

cFWftgT flqtfqgT ^JTOT | ^szjms^T STOR T( I * I 

sluRtgi'-t HSTft fibril | 3% vt r(3^rra Wlf<rlt«Tt TTSTrirT: I ? I 

it 3% 1 stpg tjzrfo tar 1 3 1 

srt ^ fimiH ipra ^R^driH 1 to 1 ^ 1 

3TOR WviHN I 3TsT ^^1^^ I 5 I 

* This is corroborated by the Sruti text 'yri (the self is manifest in a greater degree in human kind). 
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Narada began again : Some Brahmanas are devoted to rituals (laid down in the 
scriptures as pertaining to their grade in society and stage in life), while others , O ruler of 
men, are intent on (the practice of) austerities. (Still) others are those that have pinned their 
faith in the study and teaching of the Vedas and other scriptures; while (yet) others are given 
to the pursuit of Jfiana (spiritual enlightenment) and Yoga or Devotion (each succeeding 
class being regarded as superior to the preceding one). (1) By one seeking immortality (for 
oneself or for the departed soul), oblations of food etc., intended for the spirit of a deceased 
relation (on the occasion of a Sraddha) as well as for gods in a ritual intended to propitiate 
the gods should be offered to one devoted to the pursuit of spiritual enlightenment. In the 

absence of such a Brahmana (of course) the offering may be given to others (those devoted 
to rituals etc,) according to their merit (giving preference to the higher types if a choice has 
to be made). (2) One should feed (only) two Brahmanas in the course of a rite intended to 
propitiate the gods and three in a ceremony (Sraddha) in the interest of a deceased relative 
or (only) one on either occasion. Though very rich, a householder should not invite a large 
number (of Brahmanas) during a Sraddha feast. (3) (For) due to (his) feeding alarge number 
and offering food to his relatives, (the amount of) reverence befitting the place and time (of 
the ceremony) the (quality of) materials (of food etc, used on the occasion), a worthy recipient 
(for the offerings) and (the correct procedure of) worship—(all) these cannot be adequately 
ensured. (4) When a (proper) place and time are available, food fit for (the consumption of) 
hermits (such as wild rice), offered (in the first instance) to Sri Hari and (then) served with 
(due) reverence and in accordance with the scriptural ordinance to a worthy recipient yields 

the desired fruit (to those who crave for it) and proves (to be a source of) everlasting (good 
to a seeker of blessedness). (5) Duly distributing the food (cooked on such occasions) 
among the gods, the Rsis (the seers), the manes and other living beings, one's own self 
and one's relatives, one should look upon all these as (so many) forms of the Supreme 

Person. (6) 

q yMrlT^fcH I ^T5T: WIKUI ^ffH^STT 1 I V9 I 

trn surf ^nr 4: m 

yilfHHI I I I 

TgT ‘iJHTfc fer«jf?T I t^ SJcPT I ? ° I 

suffer I $<4kld4df4Fdc4l: fg^T: 1^1 

■fel4: qTSTRSJ 3TTtThR 3^41 37-5: I WJlf^inST: m^jhi ilH?il5tj4cirb rM^icL 1^1 

snrann fesr4: wit mryirfi-y^ifed: 1 uiyuii sort 1 ^ 1 

^JiyUldTJ8^ 1 STO: cf*q %: 5T5IRl^ I I 

One who knows the essence of piety should not offer meat (to the manes) in a Sraddha 

ceremony nor should he eat it (himself). The type of supreme gratification caused (to the 
manes as well as to the Lord Himself) through cereals fit for (the consumption of) anchorites 
(because involving no destruction of life) is never brought about through (meat etc., obtained 
by) the killing of animals. (7) For men seeking true piety there is no other such virtue as 
abstinence from violence to living beings, perpetrated through mind, speech and body. (8) 
(That is why) some wise men, (who are) foremost among the knowers of the truth about 
sacrifices and free from desire offer sacrifices consisting of rituals into the fire of self-control 
kindled by Knowledge (of the Self). (That is to say, they completely withdraw themselves 
from external rituals.) (9) Seeing one proceeding to propitiate the Lord through sacrifices 
conducted with material substances, animals grow apprehensive lest the merciless fellow, 
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who is ignorant of the truth of the Spirit and is (therefore) given to the (mere) gratification of 
his self, will surely kill them. (10) Therefore, (remaining ever) contented, he who knows what 

is right should perform from day to day (his) obligatory and occasional duties even with the 

cereals fit for (the consumption of) hermits and obtained by force of destiny (rather than 

undertake big sacrifices involving destruction of life). (11) He who knows (what is) piety 

should give up Vidharma, Paradharma, Abhasa, Upama (Upadharma) and Chala—these 

five offshoots of Adharma (vice) (even) as vice (itself, which is directly prohibited). (12) 
Vidharma is that which interferes with (the pursuit of) one's own prescribed conduct even 

though practised as a virtue; while Paradharma is that which is prescribed for another (and 

not for one's own self). A course of conduct recommended in a scripture opposed to the 

Vedas or intended to deceive another is Upadharma (or Upama) whereas Chala is that 

course of conduct which is justified by distorting the sacred texts, (13) (And) that which has 

been originated by men according to their own whim as apart from the (four established) 
Asramas or stages in life is (known by the name of) Abhasa. (The aforesaid five surely lead 
to frustration.) And in whose case has a course of conduct enjoined by one's own innate 
disposition (on the other hand) not proved capable of alleviating distress? (14) 

STdTsfafa <TF5rra | ^ q | 

^ f^T: 1^1 

■umisi ' drhlN ciiRuii I | | 

feiW 7T3Tf f4UT rHTT <T5T: I ?TR 4c(|cicb)4rl 1^1 

chiH-ttH-ri ^ jRT^Tfw<>J3: l?o | 

Rfen I 773^Hlrl4li4|4, 37fMmirl^ TTrTWt: |^ | 

An indigent man should not endeavour to obtain wealth even for the sake of piety or for 

maintenance. Effortlessness proves to be a means of subsistence to a man who ceases to 
strive (even) as it does in the case of a python. (15) How can that (supreme and lasting) 

happiness which falls to the lot of a contented and effortless man delighting in his own self 

be enjoyed by one running in all directions in quest of wealth out of greed for objects of 

sense?(16) To a man ever contented in mind all directions are full of happiness, (just) as 

there is (complete) security from gravel and thorns etc., for him whose feet are protected by 

shoes. (17) With what cannot a contented man get on, O Yudhisthira,say, even with water? 
It is (only) due to (his) longing for the delights of sex and the palate that a man behaves 

(knocks about from door to door) like a dog.(18) The glory, learning, austerity and fame of 
a discontented Brahmana disappear and his wisdom gets dissipated due to the vagrancy of 

his senses. (19) A man reaches the end of (is able to conquer) passion through hunger and 
thirst, and the end of wrath on the appearance of its sequel (in the shape of violence); but 

he fails to reach the end of greed (even) after conquering the (four) quarters and enjoying 

the sovereignty of (many) lands. (20) Many a learned man, possessing extensive knowledge 
and capable of dispelling (others') doubts, O king, and even some heads of assemblies 
descend into depths of hell through discontent. (21) 

3TRfcaTF5rart OT 5&T4 3Tajmf$RTT *74 I ?? I 

3TT*sf(f8^IT I 4m ffTTT c^P-llil4l^l I I 

*3?T3T 3:73 I 37T3T3T 4Hl4i4*U| Rtstf TMfatjdill | ^ | 
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TTTSTT^ ^ictPt tfl-RHiyd *pr I 8JH HR ~m I 3^ I 

■Q^ H '4‘hHRTTSnH, uyHqJ-.tJsjT: | 4lj)%wfdi^i|l^jytffcfc| ?j ITRH HTq i ■pvs | 

One should conquer desire through lack of determination to gratify it, wrath by eschewing 
desire, greed by looking upon wealth as an evil, fear by pondering the true nature of things 
(unity of life), grief and infatuation by distinguishing matter from Spirit, hypocrisy through 

service to exalted souls, impediments (such as worldly gossip) in the path of Yoga 
(concentration of mind) through (a vow of) silence, violence (to others) through inactivity of 
body etc., (giving up all efforts for securing religious merit, worldly riches and sensuous 
enjoyment). (22-23) He should get rid of pain resulting from (other) living beings through 
compassion (friendly behaviour to those very beings), suffering brought about by divine 
agencies (natural phenomena) by recourse to composure of mind (calm resignation to the 

divine will), bodily distemper by dint of Yogic practices (such as breath-control and so on) and 
sleep by recourse to Sattvika food etc. (24) (Again,) a man should conquer Rajas (passion) 
and Tamas (inertia) by dint of Sattva and Sattva through freedom from attachment and 
indeed all these (the evils enumerated above) with ease through devotion to one's 
preceptor.(25) Analogous to the bath of an elephant (which throws dust on its body 
immediately after washing it) is all sacred knowledge possessed by a man who entertains 

the perverted notion about the teacher—who has conferred on him the light of wisdom and 
(as such) is no other than the Lord—that he is a mortal (like himself). (26) Just as Sri Krsna, 
present before you, is the ruler of (both) Prakrti (primordial Matter), and Purusa (the individual 
soul), and His feet are worthy of being sought after even by masters of Yoga (like Siva), and 
yet the world looks upon Him as a human being, so is the case with the preceptor, who is 
(invariably) the same as the Lord. (27) 

*tcri H4|t|rJldHI: | HHRT HI ^FTRTct^t: i^i 

mil USri STbTRTSJ H Mfitl 3R8IR <£Tfiiy H2TTRT: 1=^1 

All precepts of the nature of an ordinance (such as those enjoining sacrifices and works 
of public utility etc.) solely aim at the subjugation of the five senses and the mind. (Even) 
though aiming at this, they entail (only) fruitless labour if they do not bring in their train the 
(three) stages of contemplation on the Lord (in the shape of Dharana, Dhyana and 
Samadhi).(28) (Just) as (vocational) pursuits like agriculture (and their rewards in the shape 
of a bumper crop and so on) do not evidently contribute to Liberation (the object of Yoga or 

concentration of mind), (on the other hand,) they make fortransmigration (which is a positive 
evil), so do sacrifices and works of public utility (such as digging of wells, tanks and so on) 
under-taken by him who has his face turned away from God lead to metempsychosis (alone 
rather than to Liberation). (29) 

<T%?lfera HH: I ftfWrkilJUM I Bo I 

^ ^prr tw TRRremznwTTriH: i fert xw tjr arrftrPriB^i 

yiUHMHl I cKRH WHWli|[Vl8TOT: 13= I 

hr hr hr wt i HdiRi rs1331 

TJHHHIHcrfiSJTT HH: I 3TpT5T HR Mc(iui HfRpnyHH%HH. 13^ I 

HHHTiRHTHTfRg y^fT-diR'i^w hhj t%th HRfH-yn rIjsFoh 13m 
He who is intent upon the subjugation of (his) mind should become a recluse (renounce 

the world) and live alone in a secluded place, free from attachment and devoid of possession 
and subsisting on scanty fare obtained by begging. (30) Arranging his seat (consisting of a 
mat of Kusa grass, covered by deerskin with a piece of cloth spread on it), O king, on a clean 



and level ground, one should squat on it with his body erect in a steady, straight and easy 
pose, repeating (the mystic syllable) OM. (31) Fixing his gaze on the tip of his nose, he should 

thoroughly control his expiration and inspiration by (first) inhaling the air, (then) suspending 

the breath and (finally) exhaling the air (and repeating the process in the same order) till his 

mind gives up (indulging in diverse desires). (32) A wise man should gradually hold in the 

heart his roving mind, smitten with desires, withdrawing it from all those objects towards 

which it goes. (33) The mind of that striver, constantly exerting himself in this way, attains 
quiescence irra very short time, (even) as a fire without fuel goes out before long. (34) A mind 

which is no longer agitated by lust etc., (nay,) all whose operations have been completely 

set at rest and which is immersed in the bliss of absorption into Brahma (the Absolute) will 
never feel distracted (again). (35) 

^ TfT: I <TT2 HTf^TST: H g | 3^ | 

tf: -ilrMl I H TtflU4hH l$V9| 

3TT£)hn^<ji gFt <q^cd^nfc<s*«(chi: I dctniqiiq^siwi^M^rll^ctiUjAii 

3Tritr ■ra^Ffran?^ gt i ^bunfa 1^0 1 

3TT|: W? TSTfokwifol gsTFmr^ xr I 

cHUTR TTT^T fljgUTT g g TO ^ 1^ I 

3?^ ^ntnwsnhwf ^sf^nqR twr w gfgi^ i 

rTO 3TO TFT $ tRTO I 

TFTt cTm*J ^IchHigl HH: I HHIicWHIi4£4l u TTWI TpTT ^ TRTT: 1*3 | 

■^T: | TTrSWfRg: |** | 

jiMiRnHT^nqrti 33351313: WTTTOTJg 3CT5TTO fg ferfn<T l*m 

•T XHTiH«Ic:Fs^c)irji^(ii qTOnqg HfOTKT I 

H flg<^rtH*i rrcTTS^r TiflK<£4 Tmf%l*^| 

If a recluse, having first retired from (taken leave of) his home—a field for the culture of 

religious merit, worldly riches and sensuous enjoyment (the first three objects of human 

pursuit)— seeks after them again, he is indeed a shameless fellow and (virtually) eats what 

has been vomited. (36) Those very fools who (once) thought of their body as not-self, mortal 

and sure to be converted into ordure (if left unprotected and allowed to be consumed by 

carnivorous animals), reduced to the state of worms (if interred and thus allowed to rot) or 

reduced to ashes (if cremated), treat it (once more) as their (very) self and get others to extol 

it. (37) Neglect of religious duties on the part of a householder, violation of the vow of chastity 

etc., on the part of a Brahmacari (religious student), reversion to a village life on the part of 

an anchorite and lack of self-restraint on the part of a recluse (are most blame-worthy;)—men 

guilty of these (aberrations) are indeed the vilest among those embracing (any of) the (four) 

Asramas (stages in life). They actually bring their Asrama to ridicule; out of compassion (for 

them) one should ignore such men, infatuated (as they are) by the deluding potency of the 

Lord. (38-39) If a man has come to recognize his self as (one with) the Supreme, he must 

have (all) his cravings uprooted by this knowledge. Seeking what (gain) and for what purpose 

should he (then) remain addicted to sensual pleasures and nourish his body ? (40) They 
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(figuratively) speak of the body as a chariot,* the senses as the horses (drawing the chariot), 
the mind—the ruler of the senses—as the reins (guiding the horses), the objects of senses 
(sound, etc.,) as the paths (to be traversed by the horses), reason (or understanding) as the 
charioteer and the intellect as his capacious seat, (all) made by God. (41) They actually refer 
to the ten+ vital airs as the axletree, (past) virtue and sin (responsible for the existence and 
functioning of the body) as the two wheels, the Jiva (embodied soul) identifying itself with the 
body as the owner (occupant) of the chariot, (the mystic syllable) OM as his bow, the (pure) 
Self as the shaft and the Supreme Itself as the mark. (42) Attachment and aversion and 
cupidity, grief and infatuation, fear, vanity, the feelings of pride and ignominy and a carping 
spirit, deceitfulness, violence and jealousy, instinctive clinging to worldly life and bodily 
enjoyments, negligence, hunger and sleep and so on are the enemies (to be conquered). 
They are (all) born of Rajas (passion) and Tamas (ignorance); (while) sometimes 
propensities (such as compassion) born of Sattva (the principle of goodness too) prove to 
be our enemies (as they did in the case of Emperor Bharata—vide V. viii). (43-44) 
While (yet) the Jiva retains the chariot in the shape of a human body with (all) its 
appurtenances (in the shape of the senses etc.,) under his control, he should body with (all) 
its appurtenances (in the shape of the senses etc.) under his control, he should get rid of 
(all the aforesaid) enemies, wielding the sword of wisdom sharpened with the worship of 
the feet of most exalted souls and finding his strength in (depending on) Lord Acyuta 
(alone). (Then,) sated with the bliss which constitutes His very being and tranquil (of mind), 
he should cast off the chariot (too). (45) Otherwise the unruly horses in the shape of the 
senses inclined towards the world as well as the charioteer (in the shape of a feeble 
understanding) lead the unwary occupant of the chariot astray (put him on the path of 
worldly activity) and betray him to robbers in the shape of the objects of senses. (And) 
these robbers hurl him, horses, charioteer and all, into the pit of transmigration, dark with 
ignorance and beset with the great fear of death . (46) 

Pt^rl I Yield'd ycjrH (4cjrMI9J^irjrTlL IW I 

I 33T& 4.UIMI-HSJ ^niW l*<£l 

Jlkunara: I HT8TJT 141 3TTmtraR5SJ: I qo I 

^f?T CTTT fad'd M 1JT*ra: I I 

MMcMId^IMM: 1WR: TRf^TT ff3T: I fsMld?ll-L 3TII 47 I 

^difai i gri yurmiyiii 1 

3TT1pTT Hid 34^ STTfa MSd-i^R I 43 I 

1 Hen TT^ItR 14^1 rT3Tl: 3TR1T IM-cfdlrL I 4"* I 

^444471:1 andt^is^u^ii-Tiiciii 1 ftenfa 1441 

Action recommended in the Vedas is of two kinds : Pravrtta Karma (that which turns the 
mind towards worldly objects) and Nivrtta Karma (that which draws the mind away from the 
external world and turns it inwards). By means of Pravrtta Karma one is likely to return to 
mundane existence (in order to enjoy its fruit); while through Nivrtta Karma one enjoys 
immortality (final beatitude). (47) A ritual (such as Syena-Yaga or hawk-sacrifice) having for 

Compare the following verses of the Kathopanisad: 

wtfma t Tism Ms vmr t g 1 gfs a w7«i Ms a=?: r 11 

Tag 1 (|. iii. 3-4) 

t For the names and respective functions of the vital airs vide footnote below III. vi. 9. 
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its object the destruction of an enemy, or that conducted by means of material substances, 

such as Agnihotra (the daily offering of oblations into the sacred fire), as well as Darsa (a 
fortnightly sacrifice performed on every Amavasya, the last day of a dark fortnight when the 

sun and the moon dwell together) and Purnamasa (another fortnightly sacrifice performed 

on the full moon), Caturmasya (one of the three sacrifices performed at the beginning of 
every four months), an animal sacrifice, a Soma sacrifice, Vaiswadeva (a rite which must be 

performed by every householder both morning and evening and especially before the 

midday meal and consists in homage paid to the Viswedevas) and even so Balikarma 
(offering, before the daily meal, morsels of cooked food such as rice, bread etc., to certain 

gods, semi-divine beings, household divinities, spirits, men, birds, other animals and all 

creatures including even lifeless objects)—(collectively) known as Ista (sacrificial acts)— 
and Purta (works of public utility) such as the construction of a temple, a garden, a well or 
a place where water is supplied to wayfarers, cattle and so on—(both) these are designated 
as Pravrtta Karma, if they are undertaken from interested motives, and bring uneasiness (of 
mind) in their train (accompanied as they are by excessive attachment). (48-49) The subtle 

modification of material substances (thrown into the fire as oblations, and entering into the 
constitution of an ethereal body), (the deities presiding over) smoke, the night-time, the dark 

fortnight, the winter half-year (representing the sun's progress south of the equator) and (the 
sphere of) the moon, (which mark the gradual ascent of the departed soul, and dissolution 
of the ethereal body (as illustrated by Amavasya, when the moon altogether ceases to 

appear), annual plants and creepers, foodgrains and vital fluid (which mark its gradual 

descent)—these, O ruler of the earth, make the path* of Pravrtta Karma (known by the name 

* The idea is that the soul of one devoted to Pravrtta Karma here is invested after death with an ethereal body made 

up of the subtle modifications of material substances thrown by him during his lifetime as oblations into the sacred fire; and, 

united with this body, the soul gradually ascends to the sphere of the moon, being escorted on the way one after another by 

the deities presiding over smoke, the night-time, the dark fortnight and the winter half-year. Having enjoyed the pleasures of 

the moon-world (which is a part of heaven) and thus exhausted the merit responsible for its stay there, the soul takes a 

downward course. As the soul falls from heaven, the ethereal body with which it was clothed in heaven gets dissolved even 

as the orb of the moon ceases to be visible on an Amavasya. Descending on earth with a rain-drdp, it enters an annual plant 

or creeper and appears in the form of a grain. Then, finding its way and getting absorbed into the system of a male human 

being, it is transformed by stages into the generative fluid, which, on entering the uterus and getting united with the ovum during 

the process of conception is gradually developed into a male orfemale embryo. This process of ascent and descent of a human 

soul devoted to Pravrtta Karma has been outlined in the verses translated above and is corroborated by the following 6ruti 

text:— 

TtriT TETJf? <Ttf4r*JMWrt ^ 'cTOT*Wr>ra II ? II 

ATTP3: Nijeiti rMijCTi4>l<l=n(^|i|l+hiWi!.M«An TTpcft TRtT d^URm*' tf Wtfai II YII 

^1 rnert >jt^t rtf? Tlrf ^PrlSrfr ct 73^ $PimMrU 

Rtaid TJcj vqm n % u (Chandogya Upanisad V. x. 3-6) 

Also compare the following verse of the BhagavadgTta:— 

tpr ttfwsnf^T: mJAFTT ^lTrl4T'fl Ttra II 

The other path is that in which are stationed the gods presiding over smoke, night, the dark fortnight and the-six months 

of the southward course of the sun; the Yogi (devoted to action with an interested motive and) taking to this path, after death, 

is led by the above-said gods, one after another, and attaining to the lustre (region) of the moon (and enjoying the fruit of his 

meritorious deeds in heaven) returns to this mortal world. 
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of Pitryana or Dhumamarga, the Dark Path), characterized by rebirth. Having gone through 
each one of these stages in the order mentioned above, the soul is reborn on this earth. (50-51) 
(Only) a member of the twice-born classes (duly) consecrated by (all) the purificatory rites 
from Garbhadhana (the ceremony of impregnation performed before conception) down to 
Antyesti (the funeral rites perfomed at the crematory) follows this course. Those devoted to 
Nivrtta Karma (on the other hand) offer sacrifices in the form of ritual acts (themselves) into 
(the fire of) the senses lighted by Knowledge (of the Self). (In other words, they look upon 
the functions of the senses-as the manifestation of the senses themselves). (52) (Again,) 
such a man merges his senses in the mind, representing the thinking faculty; the mind, full 

of morbid thoughts, in speech (because it is speech in the form of scriptural ordinance etc, 
that propels the mind to pose as the doer and so on, which is truly speaking only an 
aberration); speech, in the body of articulate sounds (because it is in these specific forms that 
speech reveals itself); the latter, in the compound vowel sound OM; (the mystical sound) OM, 
in (what is known by the name of) Bindu (the nasal sound); the latter (again) in Nada (the 
echo); Nada, in Prana (the JTva as associated with the vital air); and the last-named, in 
Brahma (the all-pervading Spirit). (53) (The deities presiding over) fire, the sun, the day-time, 
the close of day (eventide), the bright fortnight, the full moon (the closing day of a bright 
fortnight), the summer half-year (representing the progress of the sun to the north of the 
equator) and Brahma* (that mark the ascent of the departed soul to Brahmaloka, the realm 
of Brahma, the uppermost and the subtlest sphere of this material universe and representing 
the climax of material enjoyment), the Viswa (the soul identifying itself with gross matter), 
Taijasa (the soul identified with subtle matter), the Prajfia (the soul indentified with the causal 
matter), the Turya (the soul standing as a witness of all these states), so-called because of 
its being associated with each of these states (as its witness), and Atma (the pure Spirit)— 
the Vedas speak of these as (marking) the path of the gods (also known by the name 
of Arcirmarga or the Bright Path, which culminates in Liberation). Going through (all) 
these stages one after another, the tranquil-minded votary of the (supreme) Spirit (God), 
established in the Self, never returns (to this world). (54-55) 

* Verse 54 likewise delineates the path of the human soul devoted to Nivrtta Karma. Here the soul of the deceased 

gradually ascends to the abode of Brahma (the creator), being conducted on the way by the deities presiding overfire, the sun, 

the day-time, eventide, the bright fortnight, the full moon and the summer half-year. There it enjoys the luxuries of that realm 

and finally attains Liberation along with Brahma. The latter half of this verse outlines the process of Liberation, which 

commences with the soul, which was till now known by the name of Viswa, merging its physical body in the astral and remaining 

identified with the latter, when it is designated as Taijasa. The Taijasa merges its astral body in the causal sheath and enjoys 

the title of Prajfia so long as it remains identified with the causal frame. Then, merging the causal sheath in the all-witnessing 

Self, which is united with all bodies, it assumes the title of Turya; and finally casting off the role of a witness too, it remains in 

its primary state as the pure Self or Absolute. In other words, it is shorn of all adjuncts and gets liberated. 

This is corroborated by the following texts of the Chandogya Upanisad :— 

fra 1 ^ ^ nyprq 35! 33 TirarjRTT^II ? I 

Also compare the following couplet of the Bhagavadgita:— 

tf? yqrni ‘i^el-fl act artllq<;l qfTI: II (VIII.24) 

"(Of the two paths) the one is that in which are stationed the all-effulgent fire-god and the deities presiding over daylight, 

the bright fortnight and the six months of the northward course of the sun respectively, proceeding along it after death Yogis, 

who have known Brahma, being successively led by the above gods, finally reach Brahma." 
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^ T3% fej^nRTWr ^IdHlUd I WI ^tarUT 33 IR^nsfa q zpjlfr I I 

STRra^T -HHI TJ3 •fll?.J'Tl: '-KlcffHj ?TR |f3 33T 3T3J rpqt ^r!j|W4^<j I I 

3ti dll 33137? «IT^IIfll 32IT ct^ctdl ^n: I dytrctiiji-stdcb rfjjgaffecbfcdJdH, I ^6 I 

%FITmTftr?T8jf^T WFTl 3 cKdMlfM f| I 3 TT3T3T f^*|7|sfq 3 ^ETiqiPcHI ?J3T I | 

31 ndl Odd feted I si rt-M 1stid«jcii | 3 '^Wc^dUld-dW^dUeNi-rB: l^ol 

win, ^n^rsnrerra^ttb 33j3: 1 ^lynniMi <?3T bjt rrarr T3firi333rn 15.^ 1 

(Even) he who discerns these two paths presided over by the manes and the gods 

(respectively)—conclusively and distinctly made known by the Vedas—with the eye of 

scriptural knowledge never gives way to infatuation even though remaining in (this) 

body.(56) (For) as a matter of fact, he (the knower of these two paths) himself comprises 

what exists before (as the cause of) and after (as the background of), outside (viz., the 
objective universe) and inside (viz., the subject or the ego) all bodies; and he is the high 
and the low. (Again,) he is the understanding (the cognitive faculty) as well as that which 

is worth knowing, the word and the thing denoted by it, darkness as well as light. (In other 
words, there is nothing other than him, which may infatuate him). (57) Even as a 

reflection is taken to be real, even though (logically) disproved in everyway, so all 

objective existence (impinging on our senses as material) is (only) fancied to be real 
(though not real), being difficult to be reconciled with reason. (58) The psycho-physical 

organism, which is (popularly believed to be) a combination of the (five gross) elements, 

earth and so on, is indeed none of the following possibilities : it is neither their collection 
nor compound nor even modification; (for) it is neither distinct from them nor pervaded 

by them. Hence it is illusory. * (59) The (five gross) elements (the constituent of the body) 

too cannot exist apart from their finer components (in the shape of the subtle elements) 

because of their being compounds themselves (whose existence as apart from their 
components has already been disproved). (And) indeed, in the event of a compound as 
such being (proved to be) non-existent, a component too ultimately proves to be non- 
entity;(for there is no proof for the existence of a component other than the fact that the 

appearance of a compound cannot be otherwise accounted for). (60) (It may be asked 

here : how do you account for the identity of an individual at different periods if you deny 

the existence of an individual ? (Our reply to this is that) the delusion about the identity 

of an individual (whose existence as apart from his limbs along with that of the limbs has 
just been shown to be a mere illusion) persists (only) so long as we attribute diversity to 

* The body of an embodied soul is believed to be a combination of the five elements. Now, that which is supposed to 

be a combination of two or more units falls under one of the following categories: (1) It may be a mere collection of those units 

as. for instance, what is known as a thicket is nothing but a collection of shrubs, trees etc., growing close together. (2) Or it 

may be a compound, i. e., a combination of elements just as water is declared to be a combination of hydrogen and oxygen(3) 

Or again it may be a modification of two or more substances as, for instance, curds is a modification of milk combined with 

an acid. An organism falls under none of these three categories. It is neither a mere collection of the five elements of which 

it is believed to be constituted, as a thicket is of shrubs, trees and so on. For, the shrubs etc., of which a thicket is constituted 

do not cohere in the same way as the elements do in the case of an organism. Nor can an organism be said to be a compound 

or modification of the elements. For, a compound or modification of substances must be either distinct from or pervaded by 

those substances; and an organism cannot in the first place be conceived as altogether different from the elements. If, on 

the other hand, it is believed to be pervaded by the elements, the question arises: does the whole pervade every part of it in 

its entirety or only partially ? If il pervades every part in its entirety, even a finger will pass for the entire body. And if it is urged 

that it pervades every part only partially, there will be no end to the process of partition. Hence the existence of a whole as 

apart from its parts is only illusory and not real. And since every part is a whole in relation to its own parts the separate existence 

of the parts too is similarly disproved and thus the whole range of objective existence is proved to preved to be a colossal hoax. 
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God (the one Reality). The injunctive and interdictory force of the sacred texts (also) 
remains intact in the same way as the distinction of waking life and sleep persists (even) 
in the course of a dream. (61) 

'MlciISj.d fSFvJTTgd So^liicl cTSTTSifiH: I cj eta*jfq: 1^1 

5il4eFWU|dMcWM^fd Udd-rJeldJ fetxdTAJ ^TT^T^T | ^ | 

^ WfaT 4* TTT^ ^chM'fWMUiqj msf fam&d dfaiH 1I 

3tidt5ndiydrdjdiiRNi - u4<fedmj ^ ^T«Jchm4uo*4 rfsn'id tr^am i^m 

Pondering the unity of thought, action and material substances, a contemplative soul 
shakes off through Self-Realization in this( very) life his three dreams (in the shape of the 
three states of waking life, dream and deep sleep). (62) To contemplate the substantial unity 
of causes and effects—on the analogy of (the unity of) cloth and its warp and woof—their 
diversity being unreal: this is called Bhavadwaita (unity of thought). (63) To resign with mind, 
speech and body all (one's) actions to the supreme Spirit directly (without expecting any fruit 
for one-self), O son of Prtha (KuntT)—this is what is called Kriyadwaita (unity of action). (64) 
To identify one's own interests and enjoyment with those of one's wife, progeny and other 
relations as well as of all other embodied souls—this is what is called Dravyadwaita (unity 
of material substances). (65) 

^ dlfqfeg ddT ^7 I ddjld cfcilffui qtf d|4jtdN(< I ^ I 

T(iMr3J 4dl4'cJrjmd: I TjIsiZRq qfq <Mtds&fo1*TT^TT: I ^V9 | 

W f? f ^WJ^IdW*U|ft*TT<dl4rd: STOT: I 

By whatever means, at whatever place and time and from whatever source a (particular) 
material is permitted to be acquired by a particular man, O protector of men, he should 

perform (his allotted) duties (sacrifices etc.,) with that material and no other materials except 
when in distress. (66) Making his living by his own (vocational) duties enjoined by the Vedas 
and enumerated before and (similar) other duties, a man blessed with Devotion can attain 
the realm or state of Sri Krsna (who is present before you), even (though staying) at home, 
O king. (67) Even as you and your brothers, O king of kings, have been able to get over a 
series of calamities, (so) difficult to get rid of, by the grace of Lord Sri Krsna, the supreme 

Spirit, by serving whose lotus-feet you (duly) performed a number of (big) sacrifices (such 
as Rajasuya and Aswamedha), having entirely subdued (all opponents including) the 
elephants guarding the quarters, so shall you cross the ocean of mundane existence also 
by the grace of Sri Krsna. (68) 

3T? TRra I diyid'ld iR^fuiT ^f|idd: 1^ I 

l#OTT fililrTOI ftdj ijftrtmd: |Vso | 

TJ«fic(T ^ TOdhmfil W: I 3T£dl I19 $ I 

3T? Wtf4: qR^al dd: I ^ti^i [qy^^d-q IjdR ^PjTPjTCTT I 

^rrfl dt ^stdlMry R^rf: ^d^-W: |\9^ I 

dlcl^lHJIM^ ^ ddlfa dgJdlfedlMJ 3TTHt5? st^sldiqj^ I 

gfilfa: UlUdliH: I I 

Formerly, in the previous round of creation (the regime of the previous Brahma), I was 
(once) born as a Gandharva (celestial musician), Upabarhana by name, highly respected 
among the Gandharvas. (69) (Most) pleasing to the eye by virtue of (my) comeliness of form, 
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grace, sweet voice and fragrance, I was most beloved of women and was constantly drunk 
and excessively fond of women. (70) Once in a sacrificial session commenced by the gods, 
parties of Gandharvas and Apsaras (celestial dancing girls) were invited by the creators of 

the universe (Daksa, Marici and others) for (the purpose of) singing the stories of Sri Hari.(71) 

Coming to know of that invitation and surrounded by women, I too went there singing (profane 

songs even on the way without permission). Taking it to be an offence on my part, the creators 
of the universe cursed me by dint of their ascetic power, saying : "Shorn of (all) splendour, 

attain you at-once the state (body) of a Sudra, since you have behaved disrespectfully 

(towards us)." (72) At once I was born of a maid-servant and through service even in that life 

to sages who were (all) expounders of the Vedas, and thanks to their fellowship I attained 
the (present) state of a (mind-born) son of Brahma. (73) I have (thus) explained to you the 
(course of) conduct prescribed for a married man which is capable of destroying (all) sin, and 

by (following) which a householder (too) can speedily attain the goal of recluses (viz., final 
beatitude). (74) 

^ 'JjfWFTr TJTRT I 

77T3TT^ tri 
77 377T | 

TjRJ MlricW 37T7H#ITTOT |\9^| 

^ TO TTiaTT^RRTTf^rf ^ fsRIT g^dUlildluid^ I 

MIHh TjfllrT: 77 TTTcddl xrf?T: IVSV91 

Oh, exceedingly fortunate (far more fortunate than Prahrada) on earth (this world of 

human beings) are you (the Pandavas and the Yadus), to whose residences flock from all 
quarters sages sanctifying the (whole) world, inasmuch as the Supreme Brahma bodily stays 

there disguised in the form of a human being. (75) This very Sri Krsna, your well-known 

beloved friend and cousin (son of your maternal uncle Vasudeva), (nay,) your very self 
(body), worthy of your adoration, obedient servant (ambassador and charioteer) and 
preceptor (all in one), is Brahma, (that may be described as) the realization of absolute 

(unconditioned) supreme Bliss and which is diligently sought after (even) by the great. (76) 
May this Sri Krsna, the well-known Protector of devotees, be gracious to us—Sri Krsna, 

whose essential character has not (so far) been depicted in its true colours with the help of 

reason (even) by Lord Siva (the Source of the universe), Brhama the (lotus-born) and others, 
and who is adored (by us) through silent meditation and enquiry, Devotion and control of 
senses and so on (unlike you, who are on such intimate terms with Him and on whom He 

lavishes His affection, a privilege which even Prahrada never enjoyed). (77) 

Sqm 

ffw ctctfquil strfi I tpiJWIfl TJsftrT: ^isot W |\9£ | 

TJpfrT: Wit I SpJT fTSTT m st^I msf: mMfafcHd: I 

3T8TFnftai % TJSTWT: Scfclfddl: I ^T^t^nSTT c^T I Co I 

?fiT #T^FTctcf 

•HdMKpWi 4^diil5t2|PT: l^l 

TT^TTR: 
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Sri Suka went on : Hearing the discourse of the celestial sage (Narada) as reproduced 
in the foregoing verses, Emperor Yudhisthira (the foremost of the Bharatas) felt much 
delighted and, overwhelmed with love, (duly) worshipped him as well as Sri Krsna (who was 
present there). (78) Taking leave of Sri Krsna and Yudhisthira (son of Prtha) and honoured 
by them, the (celestial) sage left (for his abode). (And) Yudhisthira felt highly amazed to hear 
of Sri Krsna as (no other than) the supreme Reality. (79) In this way I have related to you 
separately the accounts of the posterity of the daughters of Daksa in which are comprised 
(the various) orders of animate and inanimate creation, such as gods, demons and human 

beings. (80) 

Thus ends the fifteenth discourse entitled "An inquiry into right conduct (concluded)", forming 
part of the dialogue between Emperor Yudhisthira and the sage Narada, narrating 

the story of Prahrada, in Book Seven of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 
otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita, composed by the sage 

Vedavyasa and consisting of eighteen thousand Slokas. 

C END OF BOOK SEVEN ) 
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SrTmad Bhagavata Mahapurana 
Book Eight 

Discourse I 

The Manvantaras described 

il'Jtlqrcf 

7J^ gtJTteg fq«iKit^T: | gg ^rff XT^H^il-gd^ q: | ^ | 

m ^ *** g I ipr% g^gr gt gg sjuggr^i ^ | 

^RhW< ^prr^g^fm: I fTddi^ gjgf gr i * i 

The king (Parlksit) submitted: I have heard at length in this context, O preceptor, (an 

account) of the line (daughters' children) of Swayambhuva Manu (just narrated by you), in 

which figured the posterity (sons and grandsons) of Marici and others (the creators of the 

universe). (Pray,) speak to us (now) about the other Manus (as well). (1) Tell us who are 

listening (with rapt attention), O holy one, (an account especially) of those Manvantaras with 

which the learned associate any (particular) descent and exploits of Sri Hari, the greatest of 
the great. (2) Relate to us, O holy Brahmana, what the Lord,(who is) the Protector of the 
universe, actually did in which past Manvantara, what He is doing now or what He is going 
to accomplish in which future Manvantara.(3) 

^ | 3TTST& ^fecTt gg e)d|^Vl g g«rg: I * I 

3TF^gi g g uni: i gggpjgHt gg: i i 

^ g^Tgg; ^dgpswPjgfaTrrHj 3rn?gTgit gggr^jf gugrrr ^atgg i ^ i 

The sage (Sukadeva) replied: In the current Kalpa (cycle or Brahma's day) six Manus 

(Manvantaras), Swayambhuva and others, have (already) passed. Of these, an account of 
the first (viz., that presided over by Swayambhuva Manu) has been narrated to you as well 
as the story of the creation of gods and other (orders of) creatures such as demons and 
human beings.(4) (I have told you how) the Lord actually assumed the role of a son to (the 
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blessed) Akuti and Devahuti, daughters of the aforesaid (Swayambhuva) Manu, in order to 
teach (the former)piety (in the person of Yajna) and (to the latter spiritual) wisdom (in the 
person of the sage Kapila) respectively. (5) (Of these) I have already related* (to you) the 

achievement of Kapila (in the shape of instruction in Devotion and spiritual wisdom imparted 
to Devahuti, which led her to renounce everything and, fixing her thought exclusively on the 
Lord, attain final beatitude). I shall (now) recount, O chief of the Kurus what Lord Yajna did.(6) 

foTTtf: iilcHssMNfd: SPJ: I TP? TITO TTOTTlf I ^9 I 

^Kiqi cTEforT ^ dUWHWd) Tnrft^T^Tl ^TRtT I C I 

Fed up with the enjoyment of sense-objects and having relinquished his kingship, 
Emperor Swayambhuva Manu (the spouse of Satarupa) withdrew to the forest for 
(practising) austerities along with his consort. (7) Practising rigid asceticism on the bank of 

the (river) Sunanda for a hundred years and touching the ground with(only) one foot, he 

repeated the following (prayer), O scion of Bharata !(8) 

r 4f WTfn a ^5 ta tt= i ^ 1 

3tiati5iiwn^ fog ft&r ^fsnTn^jsf: 1 

tt r TT5rrf?T r fprfa 1 <r ^rftrc^r 1^1 

R ^TS2i ^ T5: ^TTt RTtTT «ifg: I TI^TlW^T^j Rt <1^T I ^ I 

TT f^FFT: EJT^rT TTFT: T^PTrfHPt: EJTM: I 

qrtasq 'iraravirens^icftqt at fart? 3ttt%i??i 

3T2JTJt jJSER: ehtjfun^t>ch4^d^ I |{5Ml4) f| 3TPtS%T I I 

|gct ^IcTRKjil f% TT5T I 3tldJc6I^T TjTJifsff RTctTrafcl ^ I ^1 

dUlgHTR fd<^-d 

3nj yb^)iRdc^y4^iradH. • ^ i 

Manu prayed: Oh, how strange (that) the individual soul does not know Him—although 
He knows the individual soul—because of whom (whose presence) the world (of matter, viz., 
the body, senses, mind and so on) is endowed with consciousness but to whom the world 

does not lend consciousness (He being conscious by His very nature), and who keeps 
awake(as the witness) while the world is asleep.(9) Whatever animate( or inanimate) 
creation there exists in the world, all that is pervaded by the (cosmic) Spirit (who not only 
sustains it but also enlivens it). (Therefore,) live upon what has been assigned (to you) by 
Him (or what has been consecrated to Him); do not covet the wealth of anyone (else).(10) 
Flee (for protection) to that self-effulgent Lord, the abode (Inner Controller) of (all) created 
beings, (and who has been figuratively depicted in the Upanisads as) a bird with beautiful 

wings( dwelling on the tree of this body as an unconcerned witness along with the JIva, 
represented as its companion attached to the tree), whom, as the Perceiver (of all), the 
world (or the sense of sight) cannot perceive(because He is above sense-perception and 
because the knower cannot be known by the means of knowledge) and whose perception 
(knowledge) never fails (inasmuch as it constitutes His very being, unlike the consciousness 
of the finite Jiva, which disappears with the disappearance of its object). (11) The all- 
pervading Brahma (alone) is that (supreme) Reality to which neither beginning nor end nor 
middle can be attributed, nay, in whose eye there is neither friend nor foe. (It being the Self 

•Vide Book III. 
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°f a i)’ne'ther ins,de nor outside(because of Its pervading all), to which (all) these stages 
(viz., the beginning, middle and end) of the universe are attributable and which is (manifested 
in the form of )the universe.(12)The aforesaid Lord has the universe for His body and bears 

innumerable names; He (alone) is true, self-effulgent, unborn and (most) ancient By His 
own (creative) Energy (called Maya, which is unborn like Himself; because Sakti and 

Saktimanare identical in essence).He undertakes the creation etc., (namely, maintenance 
and dissolution as well) of this universe and, having set aside the said Maya by His (other) 

Energy (in the shape of consciousness) He remains actionless (in His primary state of 

Brahmahood). (13) (Because the Lord Himself first undertakes and then withdraws from 
action in the form of creation etc., of the universe,) therefore, the sages (too likewise) 

undertake actions (consecrated to the Lord) in the first instance for the sake of actionlessness 
Liberation). For a man performing (his) duties (as an offering to the Lord) generally attains 

liberation (which exonerates one from all duties).(14) The almighty Lord does enqaqe in 

action but does not get attached to it inasmuch as He has all His objects accomplished 
through the realization of His own (blissful) character. (Hence) they who follow in His 

footsteps never suffer (bondage).(15) I (therefore) take refuge in that Lord, who, thouqh 

engaging in action is yet (altogether) free from egotism, being all-wise, perfect (in Himself) 

and (therefore) above (all) cravings and is (absolutely) independent (lit, not impelled by 
others), (nay,) who teaches humanity (by His own example), (Himself remaining) steadfast 

to the course of conduct prescribed by Himself because of His being the protector and 
upholder of righteousness.(16) 

ifr AhiIshhj ^gi^.i ^ywi stsjt i 

dKnedqfaai-t, *1?T: *i4<idi jdT: | 3TTO: qR^rt) | \ 

Sri Suka continued: Finding him repeating (as though in a dream in spite of himself) the 
aforesaid mystical prayer consisting of sacred texts* (based on the Isavasyopanisad 

formmg part of Yajun/eda-Sarhhita), (though) absorbed in profound and abstract meditation' 
(and therefore oblivious of himself), demons and ogres, impelled by hunger, assailed him 
on all sides with intent to devour him.(17) Seeing them thus resolved, the all-pervading Sri 

Han, in the form of Lord Yajna (the deity presiding over sacrifices and born of Dharma and 

Akutit), surrounded by (His sons) the gods known as the Yamas, (appeared there and) slew 
them and ruled in heaven (as Indrat, the Lord of paradise).(18) 

The Upanisads, referred to as the crown of the Vedas, have been classified under two heads, viz.,(l JMantropanisads 

(those forming part of the Samhita portion, consisting of hymns) and (2) Brahmanopanisads or those forming part of the 

Brahmanas or exegetic texts giving rules for the employment of the hymns at particular sacrifices and so on. The Isavasya, 

the Swetaswatara and the Mundaka. Upanisads forming part of the Sukla and Krsna Yajurveda and Atharvaveda respectively' 

are thus classed as Mantropanisads; while all the rest fall under the category of Brahmanopanisads. 

t Vide verses 4 and 5 above. 

*We find it mentioned in Book XII. vii. 15 that every Manvantara is presided over by a body of divine administrators 

consisting of a Manu as its head, a group of gods, the Manu's sons, an Indra ruling overthe three worlds, the seven Rsis(seers) 

and a part manifestation of God Himself. In the first Manvantara of the present Kalpa, known as the Swayambhuva Manvantara 

after the name of the Manu presiding over it, the Manu was known as Swayambhuva (born of Brahma the creator himself)' 

Priyavrata and Uttanapada ( whose accounts are given in Books V and IV respectively) were his two sons; the gods were 

known by the name of Yamas; Lord Yajha( a part manifestation of the Lord) Himself held the office of Indra; while Marici. Atri, 

Arigira, Pulaha. Kratu, Pulastya, and Vasistha were the seven seers—vide Book IV. 
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TO TOTiJ^I TOT ^ TO ^TT fo^JTOfafgSpT: I 

^gl^Rw^irui gTO ^ SJTTTO: I TOT3T8TTO TO ehW«^Tinftu|: 1^ I 

Now Swarocisa was( the name of) the second Manu,( who was) a son of Agni (the god 
of fire); while Dyuman, Susena, and Rocisman were the chief among his sons. (19) In that 
(Swarocisa) Manvantara, of course, the Indra was known by the name of) Rocana; while 

Tusita and others (viz., Tosa, Pratosa, Santosa Bhadra, Santi, Idaspati, Idhma, Kavi, Vibhu, 
Swahna and Sudeva) were the gods. Urja (son of Vasistha)'Stambha (son of Kasyapa, a lord 
of created beings) and others (namely, Prana, Bfhaspati, Atri, Datta, also known as 
Dattatreya, son of Atri, and Cyavana) were the seven seers, (all) expositors of the Vedas.(20) 
Again, the wife of the sage Vedasira was named Tusita. Through her from (the loins of) that 
sage appeared the Lord Himself, known all over by the name of Vibhu. (21) Eighty-eight 

thousand sages, who had(all) undertaken a vow of austerity, followed the example of the 
aforesaid Lord, who had remained a bachelor since His (very) boyhood.(22) 

<JTO 3TOt TO failddtyil ^:ITR: TJ^TT ^7 1331 

gfagTOTT: TTR 3TO: ITMTTO: I TOT *T5T ^cTT TO^ IW I 

SUfa 7£fTO7 g I TO*U TpTOT TOT: TOTO 7T? 1^1 

#i-Jdstd^:^nc5PWdl TO7T3TTO.I’JHlfr TOfactRd: 1^1 

The third Manu, son of (the celebrated Emperor)Priyavrata, was known as Uttama. 
Pavana, Srnjaya, Yajnahotra and others were his sons, O Pariksit! (23)Pramada and others, 
sons of Vasistha, were the seven seers. The Satyas, he Vedasrutas and the Bhadras were 
the (names of the three groups of) gods; while the Indra was (known by the name of) 
Satyajit.(24) Again,from (the loins of) Dharma (the god of piety) through (his wife) Sunrta 
appeared along with (the class of gods known as) the Satyavratas. the Supreme Person 
(Himself) celebrated by the name of Lord Satyasena. (25) And with Satyajit (the then Indra) 
as His helpmate. He killed the wicked Yaksas and Raksasas, who were vowed to mendacity 
and given to evil ways, as well as hosts of evil spirits who were enemies of created 

beings.(26) 

grjsf 3TOWT Wj-tfar XT TOST: I TOtMt ^RdJISIl 55T TT^JcTT: R»l 

TO*I ^TT CTRT c^lRslfeua I TOfTOMKM: TTH 1 

TO fejTOTO ^ftl ^TgT: ^3T fejrTT: TO HTOT I 

TOfa ^ fTRit?ITT: I SjftiTOTTO ^=T "TTOr Ml [TO 
The fourth Manu, Tamasa by name, was a brother of Uttama. Prthu, Khyati, Nara, Ketu 

and others were his ten sons. (27) The Satyakas, the Haris and the Viras were (the three 
groups of) the gods; Trisikha was (the name of) their ruler (Indra); while Jyotirdhama and 
others (viz., Prthu, Kavya or Sukracraya, Caitra, Agni, Dhanada and PTvara) were the seven 
seers in that Manvantara, which went by the name of Tamasa.(28) The (other) gods (in that 
Manvantara), Vaidhrtis by name, were the sons of Vidhrti, by whom the Vedas, that had 
been lost (forgotten) in course of time, were preserved (retained in their memory) by their 
own intellectual calibre, O king ! (29) In that Manvantara the Lord too was born through 
HarinI from (the loins of) the sage Harimedha (her husband) and was named Sri Hari, by 
whom the (celebrated) leader of (a herd of) elephants was extricated from (the grip of) an 

alligator. (30) 
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r^STT Hlrer ^ ^Rd ’ST5T tljTlrm^rtlehl FdclHfiiTr) i | 
The king (Pariksit) submitted : O son of Badarayana (the sage Vedavyasa, so-called 

because he had his abode in a thicket of jujube trees), we long to hear from you the story as 

to how Sri Hari delivered the (said) king of elephants, seized by an alligator. (31) That (alone) 

of (all) stories is highly sacred, praiseworthy, conducive to blessedness and auspicious, in 
which Lord Sri Hari of excellent renown is celebrated. (32) 

7j[cJ 

MrifSTHg TT <| euc^iqfui: CT^Ufc&d 4ffeT: I 

3^TcT fefT: StffR^I TTMcf TJgT FT 133 I 

?lcl Sfld<fil'l=ld TTlT^tM wttw FflttFTTOiTFF^ H-dTKIddRri 3T«?JTt5HTl4T: | ^ | 

Suta went on : Thus urged by Pariksit, who sat determined to die (of starvation to make 
amends for the indignity offered by him to a holy sage absorbed in meditation by throwing 
a dead serpent on his person), to continue his discourses (on the pastimes of the Lord), the 
sage Sukadeva (son of Badarayana,) O Brahmanas, congratulated the emperor and 

joyously spoke (as follows) in that assembly of sages who were (all) listening ( with rapt 
attention). (33) 

Thus ends the first discourse, forming part of the story of the (various) 

Manvantaras, in Book Eight of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, othenvise known as the 

Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T8T fedliTlSSZTTd: 

Discourse II 
The lord of elephants is caught in the grip of an alligator 

mjcF 33TW 

3TTtfl^ PifWl ffH T3$pT: | ^klddl^d: STftTRifSRTCpTijfe^: I \ I 

modi iq«3d: L4ct> sjlf: u4l(dfaHJ f^T: 73 TTCtlitflf^TUUil: | ^ | 

3T^rs Traf wtr<jfarf%rf3ra: i didi£Mcwx4ffu4$R^<iwwiH, i ^ i 

F rnafd: TPRtTITL I ^fr% Tjfa gfcdTT<frdltjMfc: I t I 

RT^HUIJWcf^lUTU^H/l: I forsfWrtfaSJ I I 

^ Mnldustiddc.^HH^l I jRF: ^lfad: I ^ I 

HHITU-yLi^id^rtsflu^rt^d: I fo^M^aidcfrrtchUdfa^iT: I ^ | 

^7FT7rfTTT^?r^: ^fwdJfuidicjcb: I 3<dteriM.Hd I dl dfil 7 ’iTT^ fdtf<t|d: I 6 I 

Sri Suka began again : There was a great mountain, celebrated by the name Trikuta, 
(which was) encircled by the ocean of milk rich in mineral wealth and was ten thousand 
Yojanas (or eighty thousand miles) high, O Pariksit I (1) Wide to the same extent (as its 
height) on all sides, it stood illuminating the ocean (around), the (four) cardinal points as well 
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as the sky with (its) three (principal) peaks of silver, steel and gold (respectively), and lending 
charm to all the quarters with (its) other peaks rendered picturesque by (their wealth of) 
precious stones and minerals( of diverse colours), by (their) trees, creepers and shrubs of 

various description as well as by the murmuring sound of the water of their cascades. (2-3) 
With its foot being (constantly) washed by the waves of the ocean on every side, the mountain 
made the lowlands (enclosing it) look dark green (as if covered by turf) by its emeralds 
scattered on all sides (by the corrosive action of the waves). (4) Its caves were frequented 
by sporting Siddhas (a class of demigods endowed with mystic powers from their very birth), 
Caranas (celestial bards), Gandharvas (celestial musicians), Vidyadharas (celestial artistes) 
and great Nagas( serpent-demons having a human face and serpent-like body) as well as 
by Kinnaras (another class of celestial musicians with a human figure and the head of a horse 
or vice versa), and Apsaras( celsestial nymphs). (5) There haughty lions roared in indignation 
aroused by the suspected presence of another lion, with their face turned towards the part 
where the caves echoed with the music (of the Kinnaras etc.). (6) The mountain looked 
charming with (its) valleys infested by herds of wild beasts of various description. And birds 
sweetly warbled in (its) celestial gardens rich in a variety of trees. (7) It was adorned with rivers 
and lakes of limpid water and banks carpeted with the sands of gems and fanned by breezes 
charged with drops of water scented with the fragrance lent to it by the bathing of celestial 
ladies.(8) 

I 3TTsbU I ^ I 

1^1 

f^ij4rc^4: | ^ | 

I 1^1 

l«l e'HchHusqieblul TTRHTfa I 'Afed I d 

«$><«!<*> 1311 <*>: feid4: I u|<i«riP^-l•TfT'lI•• Ivx||i 

XTTqcflsifr^c^lfefa: | ^:ini 

In a (particular) valley of that mountain there existed a garden belonging to the glorious 
and high-souled Varuna (the god of water), which bore the name of Rtuman and was the 
sporting-ground of celestial ladies. (9) On all sides it was graced with celestial trees ever full 
of flowers and fruits and was fenced with Mandaras (acacias), Parijatas (coral trees), 
Patalas, Asokas and Campakas, different species of mangoes, Priyalas and Panasas 
(bread-fruit trees) as well as with Amratakas (hog-plum trees), Kramukas (arecas) and 
cocoanut-trees, date-palms and Bijapuras (citrons), Madhukas, Salas, Palmyras, Tamaias, 
Asanas, Arjunas, Aristas (soap-berries), Udumbaras, Plaksas,banyan trees, Kirhsukas and 

sandal-trees, Nimba-trees, Kovidaras, Saralas (a species of pine trees), deodars, vines, 
sugar-canes, plantains and rose-apples, plum-trees, Aksas, the yellow myrobalan and 
myrobalan trees, Bilvas (wood-apples), Kapitthas and Jambiras (lemons),as well as by 
Bhaliatakas (the marking- nut trees) and so on. In that garden there existed a very extensive 
lake studded with splendid golden lotuses. (10—14) It looked grand with the splendour of 
lilies and lotuses of various species (such as Utpalas, Kalharas and Satapatras) and was 
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resonant with the humming of intoxicated bees as well as by sweetly warbling birds. (15) It 

was swarmed by swans and Karandavas( a variety of ducks) as well as by Cakravakas 
ruddy geese) and cranes, and resounded with the noise of swarms of water-fowls, Koyastis 

(paddy-birds) and Catakas.(16) Its water was overlaid with the pollen of lotuses shaking with 

he movements of fishes and tortoises and was hemmed in with Kadambas, canes, Nalas 
(a species of reeds), Nipas (a variety of Kadambas) and Vahjulas. (17) It looked most 

T '*? KU?daJ (a SpedeS °f jasmine>’ Kurabakas (red amaranths), Asokas 
^!jas- ,n9udls- Kubjakas,Swarnayuthis(yellowjasmines), Nagas.Punnagasand 

Jatis, Mallikas and Satapatras, Madhavis (spring- flowers), Jalakas etc., as well as with other 

trees growing on its margin and bearing flowers and fruits during all the seasons. (18-19) 

<4 ^Mi5*i«a<qi aTTc^JTTT: I 

^ctl1 7TT^5TTTc:57^vtT^Tr*J | 

3F ^TT: q^4ui \ 

TT SjifajT: craRf^T: I 

j|R«jii qftd: ^o4q|UM6^A4dl^l^: |^| 

PiiyPci<^l'qdfd^rt^TtrT: | 

^T: dd, TR)d<IU||^my|J|q<^ I ^ | 

feW dfFrarjdT^ fmfo »TKM<M^uj«j|fadHvl 

^ i 

spit §tfer drag fraj f^uni^qiyyi 
In that garden, one day, the leader of a herd of elephants, that had its abode in the forest 

of that mountain, was roaming about with (a number of) female elephants, breaking (its) 

thorny trees and a large thicket consisting of various types of bamboos (such as Kicakas) 

and canes.(20) Perceiving it by scent alone, lions and (other) leaders of elephants, tigers and 
other beasts of prey, including rhinoceroses, and even huge serpents, black and white 

Sarabhas (eight-footed animals, now extinct, represented as stronger than the lion and the 
elephant) and CamarTs (female yaks) took to flight out of fear. (21 )The weaker animals, viz., 
wolves,boars, bisons, bears, porcupines, baboons, hyenas and monkeys as well as 

antelopes,hares etc., fearlessly roamed about elsewhere (outside the range of its sight) by 
its sufferance.(22) Surrounded by (other) elephants (of its herd) and female elephants (too) 
and followed by their youngs, the elephant, that was emitting temporal fluid (all along) and 

was consequently being dogged by swarms of black-bees that fed on that fluid, was shaking 
the mountain on every side by its (huge) weight. Scenting from a long distance the breeze 
blowing from the lake—charged as it was with the pollen of lotuses—and accompanied by 

its herd, which was (likewise) oppressed with thirst, the elephant now swiftly made to the 

vicinity of the lake, afflicted as it was by heat, its eyes rolling under the influence of that 

temporal fluid.(23-24) Making its way into the lake, bathing itself with its water, and thus 
relieved of fatigue, it drank to its satisfaction the clear and nectar-like water perfumed with 
the pollen of golden and blue lotuses with the tip of its proboscis. (25) Spraying the female 
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elephants as well as their youngs with drops of water drawn by its own trunk and making them 
drink it, full of compassion (as it was for its herd), like a householder, the proud elephant, 
infatuated by the deluding potency of the eternal Lord, did not foresee the (impending) 

peril.(26) 
IT rT? dci-cdkdl TTTft sjefltiigJTUT 

*1# TFHT gSTMc^ «lofris(wl 

eMU|cj) 

41^5$ AH cZTTR 

Ajawfd 

Wtl^TrLI 

fa-cTSfiA I ^V9 I 

s|«fa*ll I fe^uimui hhtt 

Tpm: mftuli^TWKfyci, H 

-(d) 

HITT: TW o4JMH< ««IUWlfeslM*HTdliUI: 1^1 

Directed by destiny, O protector of men, some very powerful alligator indignantly seized 
the elephant by the foot in that lake. Thus fallen into adversity by the will of Providence, that 
mighty elephant struggled to the utmost of its strength (to shake off the enemy's hold). (27) 
Perceiving the leader of their herd being thus forcibly dragged by the mighty foe, and unable 
to help itself, the female elephants, whose mind was (greatly) perplexed, (merely) shrieked; 
while the other elephants, even though they tried (their utmost) to help their leader (from 
behind), could not liberate it. (28) While the lord of elephants and the alligator were thus 
contending and pulling each other, the one outside and the other inside, both remaining 
alive, a thousand years rolled by, O ruler of the earth. The gods (too) looked upon this (event) 

as (something) strange. (29) 

TTTTt TTJteRq gqfac#TOT 3H^T 3J4: I 

fd<fT24JTIUTHi 'drtlchW: 13° I 

ffa H T^TSOT H3R 3TMHT fag# Aj^jill I 

3TtTTHl9rTgrfaHf8M fafT ^tznfaHT #tglT8JTWra?T I 3 % I 

R HTfi# jTTrRI 3TTTJT H5TT: fJTT: gjfajg: STOgfat | 

m^U| fagnjTT^rTTSrHT? g H difa HT mai^uih. 133 • 

g: swu^iKfagigar i 

gfa ggg uRmfd g^gp^: ggidcAtTui rtrffgfti^i 

sffit tflH-ftl'iqrl HKHi'WI fg^FTiSHM: |. 
After this (due to lack of nourishment, however,) there came about a great depletion 

of spirit, strength and vitality of the king of elephants, as it was being dragged in water for 
(such) a long time and was now languishing; while in the case of the alligator (that had its 
abode in water and derived its nourishment from water) all this (strength etc.), turned out to 
be otherwise (came to be redoubled). (30)When the lord of elephants, that looked upon the 
body (alone) as its self, unexpectedly came face to face with this danger to life and felt 
(absolutely) powerless, and incapable of liberating itself (from the hold of its enemy), it 
pondered for a long time and presently arrived at the following conclusion.(31) (The elephant 
said to itself,) "These, my kith and kin, have no power to extricate me, fallen in distress (as 
I am); how (then) can the female elephants do it ? (Therefore,) entrapped as I am in the snare 
of Providence in the shape of the alligator, even I (a beast) flee (for protection) to the 
Supreme, the ultimate refuge (of all). (32) Whosoever being the almighty Lord Protects on 
every side a suppliant very much afraid of the powerful serpent in the form of Death, 
possessed of terrible speed and advancing in every direction, and from fear of whom Death 



(himself) runs to and fro (to devour living beings), let us approach Him as our asylum."(33) 

Thus ends the second discourse, hinging on the legend of the king of elephants forming 

part of the story of the Manvantaras, in Book Eight of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T2T 

Discourse ill 
The leader of the elephants extols the Lord and is rescued 

from the dangerous situation 

ITe* eZIclfWl TOT!} XPTT ffe I ^Ji'UN I 5j | 

Sri Suka resumed: Having thus resolved by force of reason and steadied the mind in 
the region of the heart, the king of elephants proceeded (mentally) to repeat the (following) 

excellent prayer(worth repeating again and again), learnt by heart in its previous incarnation 
(as king Indradyumna).* (1) 

qqf 'M'ldd qqt tw 4UiimfrEftqf| i ^ i 

qq3 g ^3 igqq)i ttottu ttst to 3 i 

tetiNdld fq^qW-Mlfifd foPTH ^3 3^ I 

3Tfeg^ 33t^m q 33dJ^rtlic^ lit 3TT3R: I * I 

3W3T55Ht^ TIP TO 41WW qTOfafatMr) fesj: I I 

3 TTI 3*33: 33 Tjq: 33S?f3 T^cftfr^ I 

Hcwi^InrVilcf^gdi TT qi3|J I 3 I 

f^8T3T TTT 33 fsnjrHTtfT 7jq3: ^333: I 

WT3P5T3?33Wr 33 <q3T3rg3T: q 4 71%: | \s | 

T fasid 3qt 3 jin 33T 3T q 113 gj I 

HSTTfr rtlchiK44|^i%jc(i^ 3: ^ihih^i I 6 I 

tw q*T: 4^533 31>W.Sqqr5TTB3 | 3i<c\iHi«iit*c\L|l<J qq 3TT^4«+i4>J| I ^ I 

TT 3tlN>i({lmq PlfgtTTI I TP frnt f3^TT3 qqqgfcqmlM l^o | 

TR^q qfqcwmr W4ui f3q%3Tiqq: fqgfuTg^tf^ i n i 

’W: ^T33T3 Ulu^ <jui&iIhui | fqf33T3T3 WJ qqt ^MUH|i| 3T I ^ I 

8fa?TTT •Tqqpq q3T^38TT3 qTf833 | qq: |^| 

■ Vide Discourse IV. 
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■Hcn^MJJU|£y | 3H*t<ms$iy«tlTbiU ■Hdi^twiif 

qjjt HMfrhfcrttfrKUIN f4tehUUINI^d*UU||iI 

^cjfMmyi<y4^iuic(N HHioUcpiIct m^nuiui 

tJUIkfoh^fe^sqUW 

4teh>4^rraR f^c<Nriijmw<uy<4ii^i'ra Rsrwrfa 

% RR: 1^1 

I 

Hm 

l 

H*l 

The king of elephants (mentally) prayed: We mentally offer (our) salutation to that 
all-powerful supreme Lord—denoted by the mystical syllable Om—because of whom 
(animated by whom) this (psycho-physical) organism appears as conscious and who enters 

the (various) bodies (as their causes) in the shape of Prakrti (primordial Matter) and Purusa 
(the Spirit). (2) I (mentally) approach(for protection) that self- existent Lord in whom (as its ground) 
this universe rests, from whom it has emanated, by whom and by whose instrumentality it is 

brought into existence, (nay,) who Himself constitutes this universe, and (yet) who is beyond 
this phenomenal existence as well as its unmanifest Cause (Prakrti).(3) May that 
self-revealed Lord protect me—He who transcends (reveals) even the revealing agencies 

(the eye, mind and so on), and who because of His unobstructed vision regards as a 
(disinterested) witness this aforesaid universe, projected (evolved) in His own Self by His 
creative energy, both when sometimes (at the time of creation) it becomes manifest, and 
when at other times it likewise gets screened from view (at the time of dissolution being 
merged in Prakrti). (4) (At the time of final dissolution) when (all) the (fourteen)* spheres and 
(the bodies of) their guardians (Brahma and others) are reduced to the state of (their causes,) 

the five (gross) elements (earth, water, fire, air and ether) and all the causes (viz., the five 

gross elements, the five subtle elements, the five senses of perception, the five organs of 
action, the mind, the ego and the Mahat-tattva or the principle of Cosmic Intelligence) get 
dissolved (into their ultimate Cause, Prakrti or primordial Matter) by lapse of time (to the 
extent of two Parardhas, the lifetime of a Brahma), impenetrable (incomprehensible) and 
fathomless darkness (ignorance in the shape of the Unmanifest) prevails at that time. May 
that all-pervading Lord protect me, who sheds His lustre all round (even) beyond that 
darkness, nay, whose reality (even) gods and seers cannot comprehend—any more than 
an ordinary spectator can discover the identity of an actor acting differently in diverse 
appearances—much less can any(other ordinary and ignorant) creature know or describe 

it, His course of conduct being hard to fathom.(5-6) He alone is my refuge, whose most 
auspicious nature (even) contemplative souls that have completely shaken off (all) 

attachment and are identified with, and benevolently disposed towards, (all) created beings 
and exceedingly pious (in character) are eager to perceive, for which they scrupulously 
observe in the woods (away from the bustle of worldly life) sacred vows(of continence etc.), 
beyond the capacity of ordinary people. (7) Hail, hail to that all perfect supreme Lord of infinite 
potencies and wonderful activity, devoid of form, yet possessed of innumerable forms, for 
whom there is neither birth (brought about by past Karma) nor actions(inspired by the sense 
of doership), neither name nor form (when He is conceived of as devoid of attributes), and 

■ The fourteen worlds comprise the seven higher worlds, viz., (1 )Bhurioka (the earth); (2) Bhuvarloka (the space between 

the earth and the sun, inhabited by Munis, Siddhas and so on);(3) Swarloka (Indra's heaven above the sun or between the sun 

and the pole-star); (4) Maharloka(a region above the pole-star and inhabited by Bhr-gu and the other sages who survive the 

destruction of the three lower worlds); (5) Janaloka (inhabited by the sage Sanaka and his three brothers—Sanandana. 

Sanatana and Sanatkumara); (6) Tapoloka (inhabited by ascetic sages) and (7) Brahmaloka (the realm of Brahma, the creator, 

ascent to which exempts one from rebirth); and the seven lower worlds called in the order of their descent below the earth as 

(1) Atala, (2) Vitala, (3)Sutala, (4)Talatala, (5)Mahatala, (6)Rasatala and (7)Patala, which have already been described in detail 

in Book V (Discourse 24). 
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in whom there is neither merit nor demerit, nevertheless who assumes (all) these from timp 
•o time (according to the exigencies of time) by His own Maya (will-power) for the destruction 

to Him ST no other'Ight t0 reveal Himself) and stands as the witness (of all) i Greetinqs 

minriTi Mnm/Th \ (the ken °f) speech and mind and the (diverse) faculties of 
_ " ^ ^My^bow t0 Him who is attainable by a wise man through purity of mind acquired 

thpT rtn?B°f ?e!SSa!IOn r0m worldly activity (and by means of devotional practices) Sho is 

beamudi (Ti ? Hai to IT' be?^de. and (also) institutes the realization of the bliss of final 
11 H'm Wh° havin9 ad°Pted the characteristics of the (three)modes of 

of ( in H-«eV6ra y appears as serene, dreadful and infatuated, but who is (really) destitute 

dS HrHnfCe ao unif0rm (in every respect>- Hail t0 Him who is wisdom oystalHzecffas 

conSsnessHTa) S’bow^o undifferentiated and unif°mi like Him, is devoid of 
consciousness).(12) (My) bow to You, the Knower of (all) psycho-ohvsical omankm* tho 

ssrrr o,1a"! saiu,f °ns to ,he source °< - 

Sp9Sf thePerceiverof a" senses of perception as well asofTheir^lb lets the 
fjfkot !he var,et,es of) cognitions, who are indicated (even as a material body bv its 

by the Phenomenal existence (in the shape of the psycho-physical orqanisml as 

‘he aha^ Nfesciance (t.he root of al1 Phenomena) inasmuch as it is You who are reflected in 
YmiraT 6X!StenCe In everyphenomena).(l4) Hail, hail to You, the Cause of all (effects) 
Yours If without a cause, and a wondrous cause (in the sense that unlike other causes You 

cnnS?,,^ fhn9ed eV6n th°U9h assuminS the form of the universe). Salutations to You 

hike QLUtm9 h6t 9reat °Cean t0 whlch al1 Tantras (such as the Pancaratra) and Vedas 
nrott i?rT=TiyKS reamS 3re directed’the embodiment of final beatitude, the refuqe of the 
great 11(15)1 bow to the Lord, who is the fire of Consciousness hidden in the Aranis (pieces 
of wood used for kindling fire by attrition) of the Gunas (the modes of Prakrti) whose creative 
will is aroused when the equilibrium of the Gunas is disturbed, and Jto^SateHiSSjS 

H.s own accord to (the mind of) those (enlightened souls) who havete^l?StetaI2^hP 

“s and interdlc,ions 0,) ,he fes,ras by dint of 

W'l,'h ydldiM^I qiT^ |^| 

Tpjm^WdUl I 

fTMldtq qq \ ^6\ 

* l-TT^nnaffd^rTnchiMi stcrt ggj T^m^pd , 

*nr%*rr mm ^ 

W ? 3^TTSf TOftr * i ^middlMyi: i 

3Tcq^d TOfcr TOW mm 3TR^giT7TT: Ro | 

^*TfMUlfd^m-dhld xrftrjjifjftt 

(My) bow to the Lord of boundless compassion who is not only ever free (Himself) but 

soulfakin^o me fallen'^ h"^"9 ^ C°rdS(°f ignorance) bindin9 the beast-like (ignorant) 
souls akin to me faNen.at His mercy, nay, who knows no weariness (in doing this work )i (Mv 
greetings to You, the almighty and infinite Lord, who by a part of Your being appear as thP 

°f a" emb°died S0U,S !!<17) Hail t0 the all-powerful Lord Who, 
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being entirely free from attachment to the objects of senses, is (consequently) unattainable 
by those attached to their body, children, friends, house, wealth and kinsmen and Who being 

hearten 8^IV^vthaU nrd c°ns^ant^c°n^emP*a^e<^ aP°" by emancipated souls in their own 
r inthll nHH V ♦ unbounded mercy bring about my complete deliverance (from the 

Whom thnir monster as wel1 as from the bondage of worldly existence), by worshipping 
finh?h ht t ! seekln9 religious merit, objects of sensuous enjoyment, (worldly) riches and 

Mde °ihe'r deS'red 9oal' nay’ Wh0 Slants them other (unexpected) boons 
mnprtch h aS an undeaayin9 (dlvine) body (in which they sport with Him). (19) I glorify that 

Run?Jmp ?h6^a Pfi?adin9’ (m0St) SUbtle (mysterious). infinite and absolutely perfect 
WhnTn h (Vefy) .^Irst Princ|P'e, the Ruler(even) of the greatest (Brahma, Siva and so on) 
Who, though unmanifest (to those who do not worship Him) is attainable (by His worshippers) 

• !h 1UQh J°9a (concentratlon of mind) directed towards the supreme Spirit (Himself) Who 

' nn!I°nd tha(ran?e of the mater,al) senses and (though near at hand, being our very self) 
appears as though exceedingly remote (being veiled by His deluding potency), and from 
w om people exclusively devoted to Him, (nay,) even those who have sought shelter in the 

!rld!n° lre any boon (in the shape of religious merit and so on), but are immersed in 
an ocean of bliss while singing His most marvellous and highly auspicious stories.(20-21) 

^ dcUi^l c^T5JTRRT: I RTqwrfsTO^t TT^sn rT ^HT: |^| 

ZTSJTf%^t^: fqgrff% , 

7pmscrr?r 731ft 1^31 

h t ^ # r- trust q q , 

qro 7pr: gqf q Wdl^'ltt: l^| 

rawTRira suidi^fcr m trqqj^i 

I ^rf^RTT qfrft^T H I 9vs , 

y^TtMlWiq ^Tl^lrh-u ^fsfec||U||qdc||Ujqdf4 \?6\ 

^ ^HI^H '^eKqigfSRn 0<T^I tT ^Fra-df4d~l6W^ I I 

The Lord by whose minutest ray (all) the gods with Brahma as their head, the (four) Vedas 
and (both) the animate and inanimate worlds have been created with an infinite variety of 
names and forms and from whom, the self-luminous One, this phenomenal world—which 
is(nothing but) a modification of the three Gunas, consisting as it does of the intellect, the 
mind, the (ten) Indriyas (the five senses of perception and the five organs of action), the 
bodies with which a Jiva is invested in the course of its mundane existence—emanates and 
into Whom it returns in the same way as flames emanate again and again from fire and rays 
from the sun, and then return (into the fire and the sun respectively)—that Lord is, really 
speaking, neither a god nor a demon nor a human being nor again an animal; He is neither 
a female nor a male nor a person of neither sex nor is He an asexual creature, He is neither 

an attribute nor an action, neitheran effect nor a cause. He is that which remains (as the basis 
of negation) after everything else has been negated, and (yet) constitutes all. May He reveal 
Himself (for bringing about my release)! (22—24) I do not long to survive (by being extricated 
from the grip of this alligator); what have I to do here (in this mortal world) with this elephant- 
life, enveloped as it is with ignorance in and out ? I (for my part only) seek the lifting of the 
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“/'S' !?"°r:^ce> th,lSCrrns ,he "S'11 (knowledge)of the Spirit, and the tearing of which 

alone (Zsfsuch ae a™ TTTTk ln,luence 0,1 ,ime (but by spiri,ual enlightenment alone) (25) Such as I am, I (simply) bow to that all-pervading Spirit which not onlv creates 
the urnverse but (also) constitutes the universe and is yet other than the universe (nay) 

SEEK? tbe 'iniverse and is the Soul OnnerController) of the universe, which is devoid 
of birth(etc-). and is the supreme goal (of all). (26) (Again), I do homage to that Master of Yoaa 

h«vp8hnaf f?h Pr?rS) Wh0m Y°9'S'(mystics or those practising concentration of mind) that 
have burnt the.(entire stock of) their Karma (past actions) by means of Devotion directly 

S hpn I" ve'r hfeart Purified throu9h <the practice of) Yoga (concentration of mind).(27) 

th! w Th°U °l T P°tenCy’the protector of those wh0 have taken refuge in You 
Gunas Sattva6 XK °?*•} °f Wh°Se threefold ener9y 0" the form of the three 
Gunas Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) is irresistible, who manifest Yourself as the objects of all 
the senses of perception and whose (very) path is unattainable by those whose senses are 
directed towards the (outside) world. (28) I have sought that Jd whose g°f^ cannot be 

own self'TpiSpnt-ar ?Ue * W^°S! Maya (deludin9 P^ency) this Jiva is unable to know its 
S (29) Character)l obscured <as « is) by the ego-sense (a product of that 

w ftsro f^f; ^ I 

7T^|q ^TrTT TT#s(: 13* | 

3TTfTf IfgT ^ 3UItH*>MJ 

Hi^ne^. Pkhis «^t^l5JHNU|ir<c|rt^r 139 | 

rT tfllsnH'Ji: TmtlRT^J TfTTT: I 

^ ^ mtti ^h^^iuiimj-^ 1 

'W-jWlSRT ^fmtsaiFT: 151 

Sri Suka continued: When these (aforementioned) gods, Brahma (the creator) and 
others, who are identified with their respective distinctive forms, did not approach the king 
of the elephants, that had referred to (glorified) the Lord as devoid of any particular form al 

Harim * an ri)‘ T"' (wd°had taken H|S descent from the loins of Harimedha through his wife, 
mandLf H MWh0 ®mbod,es 3 th® 9°ds (in H|S Person) because of His being the Soul of all 
mamfestecd Himself on that (very) spot. (30) Finding the elephant distressed like that f and 
aving heard the hymn (mentally recited by it and reproduced in the preceding verses) the 

thpnniuo Wle dSlhe fcus (Sudarsana) as His (characteristic) weapon and S9of 
the universe forthwith arrived where the king of the elephants was, being swiftly borne (on 
his back) by Garutfa (the king of the birds)— possessed of a speed that depends on his will— 
anci accompanied by celestial beings who were duly extolling Him. (31) Beholding Sri Hari 

hnidil? Sd ?nt thtbaHk °f) Garuda in the air with the discus uplifted (in one of His arms), and 
olding up its trunk with a lotus (plucked by way of an offering*), the elephant, (that had been) 

* Vide VIII. i. 30. 

r See Discourse II. 

tThe Indian tradition is that one should never approach a king, deity or preceptor empty-handed (without a present)- 
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seized inside the lake by the mighty alligator and felt (much) distressed, uttered with (great) 
difficulty (on account of pain) the words "Hail to You, O Lord Narayana, the Preceptor of the 
universe I" (32) Perceiving the elephant afflicted and alighting all at once (from the back of 
Garuda) out of (extreme) compassion, the birthless Sri Hari speedily pulled the king of the 
elephants (by its trunk) along with the alligator out of the lake and, (even) while the gods stood 
looking on, extricated it from (the hold of) the alligator,whose jaws had been rent open with 
the discus. (33) 

Thus ends the third discourse, bearing on the deliverance of the king of the elephants, 
in Book Eight of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3Tsr 

Discourse IV 
Deliverance of the lord of the elephants 

rt^t dqfiH'tig’T BgteTHgfrTOT: I l^FmTT WrT: ^ cT^t: I ^ I 

f<®4l JW=tl I 3R^T§JRnTT: IJh'TMmT I ^ I 

^SHt T7T?: TT ^ TTSI: I TJrfit | 3 | 

3FTTOH ^TTOTR | ^ \ 

tfletrW cold) WUtll'i^TbRtoR'rstN: I I 

Sri Suka resumed: Applauding the aforesaid feat of Lord Sri Hari, the gods, Rsis (seers) 

and Gandharvas (present there), headed by Brahma (the creator) and Lord Siva, discharged 
(from the air) a shower of flowers (on the person of the Lord by way of felicitation). (1) 
Heavenly drums sounded; the Gandharvas (celestial musicians) danced and sang (songs 
of praise); while Rsis, Caranas (celestial bards) and Siddhas (a class of demigods endowed 
with mystic powers from their very birth) glorified the supreme Person. (2) That which was 
(till now) an alligator due to the curse of the sage Devala* has been (in his previous 

incarnation) the foremost of the Gandharvas, Huhu (by name). Redeemed (from that curse 
by the Lord), it forthwith assumed a really most wonderful form.(3) Bowing with his head (bent 
low), he hymned the supreme immortal Lord of excellent renown, the Abode of (all) glory, 
whose (innumerable) virtues and sacred stories (alone) are worth celebrating. (4) (Thus) 
favoured by the Lord, he had (all) his sins washed away; and, walking round Him(as a token 
of reverence) from left to right and greeting Him, he returned to his home (the realm of the 
Gandharvas) while the (whole) assembly (of gods and seers present there) stood gazing 
(with wonder).(5) 

J STTHt 'SFratit ^7 UldyWigr£)J3T: I ^ I 

TT Tt TRT UlU^Jl I ^TTcTt 

* We are told that this Gandharva was once sporting in a lake along with a number of women. The sage Devala too entered 

the lake for a bath at that precise hour. Seeing him enter the lake, the haughty Gandharva pulled him by the leg under water. 

The sage, who at once knew who had played the prank, cursed Huhu that he would be thrown into the womb of an alligator. 
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6 i 

* l 

^ 3tlweti-^ | 

^STTTTTTTT ^l^nl^n fWrRimifl | 

^ ^1^511 gft: fmmuRamWi: TTirfem: i 

^ ^IlHHa^i^r l^IriTTf^f^I I 

fencfiRTT f^rat rmszj Jjzn 7T3T: ^M(d: ^ T^I5>o| 

th/6 ^onda9e of 'Snorance through the touch of the Lord, the leader 
of (the herd of) elephants (in his turn) attained a form similar to the Lord's, being clad in yellow 
and endowed with four arms.(6) Indeed the elephant was in its previous birth a Pandya kinq * 
known by the name of Indradyumna, the foremost of the people of the Dravida country (now 
known by the name of Tamilnadu), and devoted to the worship of Lord Visnu (7) The 

™"ardh’ WhC^ha2 t,Um^d an aSCetic' wearing matted locks on his head> and having his 
hermitage on the Kulacala mountain, nay, who had taken a vow of silence and subjugated 
his mind (too) once proceeded to worship the almighty and immortal Lord Sri Hari with due 
ceremony at the hour appointed for devotions, having finished his bath (beforehand) (8)Bv 

hnlTnf rh6r? a™ed or\the sPQt the sa9e Agastya of surpassing glory, accompanied by 
hosts of (his) pupils. Finding him mute (lacking even in polite words) and waiting upon the 
Lord in seclusion, and perceiving that the king had neglected to offer (him) water to wash his 
hands with and other articles of worship (to which he was entitled as a venerable newcomer) 
the sage grew indignant as the story goes. (9) On Indradyumna he pronounced the following 
imprecation. This impious, evil-minded and uncultured fellow has insulted a Brahmana (in 

miniw i'!m0meInt' uet h'm (therefore)be steePed in blinding ignorance; and since he is dull- 
minded like an elephant, let him be born as an elephant." (10) 

W5J5> 

^ ^1^1 rtcTTOTSST <FtT^T^ ^TT TTEJrt: I TFTfrtffg 1^1 

3nq5r: |^| 

^ (^HlS^T JM^yUHtwnrU^-tifa UMc^ifd | 

cMRril W ^WII^HI , 

cnIr>cr»wc(N5 ch^i-HlVl ^UddlH^ I 3* 1 

%TTrTT:I^T: ^I^Im4 1^1 

^ I sjUeRT Tra\dHi ?Tchjdn4t | ^ | 

Sri Suka continued: Having cursed Indradyumna as aforesaid, the glorious Agastya 
went his way along with his followers, O Pariksit! Taking the curse to be a freak of (his own) 
destiny, the royal sage Indradyumna too entered the womb of an elephant, that obliterates 
the consciousness of the Self. It was by virtue of (his) adoration of Sri Hari that God- 
remembrance was awakened in him at the right moment even in the body of an elephant.(11-12) 
Having thus liberated once for all the leader of the herd of elephants and accompanied 
even by that elephant—(immediately) transformed into the state of a divine attendant—and 

* The Pandyas were a race of Ksatriyas that ruled over the land called Dravida Desa in South India. 
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taking His seat on (the back of) Garuda (the king of birds), Lord Sri Hari (who has a lotus 
sprung from His navel) withdrew to His transcendent realm (Vaikuntha), His feat (viz., the 
deliverance of the elephant) being celebrated by Gandharvas, Siddhas and gods. (13) The 

glory of Sri Krsna (Lord Sri Hari), O great king, has (thus) been narrated to you by me in the 
form of the aforementioned deliverance of the king of elephants, (the story of) which leads 
to heaven, is conducive to renown, wipes out the impurities of the Kali age and eliminates 
(the possibility of) bad dreams in the case of those who listen to this story. O chief of the 
Kurus I (14) Rising (early) in the morning, and getting purified, members of the twice-born 

classes, seeking (their own) welfare, duly recite this story for neutralizing (the evil effects of) 

a bad dream and so on. (15) full of joy, the all-pervading Sri Hari, who embodies all created 
beings, told the (quondam) king of elephants as follows, 0 jewel of the Kurus, all living beings 
(present there) listening. (16) 

^ ttT PlReh'H<ehl-MHj ^st«W'ciehc(UjH| <^0*11 fa I 

faHJitifa ^nft 4 ^ i §nfr^ flfei siw ^ 

STteni eFftgsf -qi^T TT^t ehThfacW TTO | I ^ I 

^ ^ •feRT wk y^ld.Mcj tri^ol 

t|^,4cirT?ld<4dK: fKTT^T 4 I *t|ftrqHHy,Ui||fa #4 grfT^THHJ^ I 

ynra wiMoSTti yquonqqj dT^i4vfiy4ucfi: 1331 

fl<Wdf cblfai-di faldcmuiqj !J3 s^ntFTHTH *TTT5rRJ^ I 

MOTTOl^Trl y<4dl: I W<fai Mh y*jTi 5fa*Hl.if<swi<V I I 

% ^ fa^lldtq l%qt yiuircqy feurti 

The Lord said: Rising at the close of the third watch of the night (that immediately 
following midnight), nay purified and fully composed (in mind), they who remember Me and 
yourself as well as this lake, the yonder mountain (Trikuta) with (its) caves and the forest 

(clothing it), the clusters of canes and bamboos, (both) of the hollow and solid types, the 
celestial trees (comprised in this forest), these (three) peaks (of the Trikuta mountain), the 
realms of Brahma (the creator), Lord Siva and Myself, the ocean of milk and the resplendent 

(transcendent) Swetadwlpa, each being My favourite abode, Srivatsa (the curl of hair on My 
breast), the Kaustubha gem (on my bosom) as well as My garland of sylvan flowers or My 
necklace of pearls (known by the name of Vaijayanti), My mace, KaumodakI, (My discus) 

Sudarsana, (My conch) Pancajanya, (My mount) Garuda (possessed of beautiful wings), the 
king of birds, Sesa (the serpent-god), who is My subtle emanation, Goddess Sri (Laksmi, 
the goddess presiding over beauty and prosperity), who has Her abode in Me (on My very 
bosom), Brahma (the creator), the sage Narada, Lord Siva (the Source of prosperity) as well 
as (My eminent devotee) Prahrada, the (numerous) deeds performed through My (various) 
descents such as the (divine) Fish, Tortoise and Boar, (the very stories of) which yield an 

inexhaustible store of merit (to the listeners), the sun-god, the moon-god, the god of fire (the 
consumer of oblations), Pranava (the mystical syllable OM), truth, the Unmanifest (primor¬ 
dial Matter), the cow and the Brahmanas, the immortal religion (the cult of devotion to the 
Lord), the daughters of Daksa who are the wives of Dharma (the god of piety) as well as of 
the moon-god and Kasyapa, the (rivers) Gariga, Saraswati, Nanda(Alakananda) and Kalindl 
(Yamuna), the white elephant (Airavata, the mount of Indra, the lord of paradise), (My 
immortal devotee) Dhruva, the seven Brahmana sages and men of sacred renown (such as 
Nala, Yudhisthira and Janaka), (that are all) My (glorious) manifestations, are actually freed 
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from all sin (17—24) And to them who, waking at the close of night (the commencement of 
the period known as the Brahma Muhurta, which extends over two hours and twenty-four 
minutes berore sunrise), extol Me by means of this hymn (mentally recited by you), O dear 
one, I vouchsafe unclouded memory (of Myself) at the moment of death.(25) 

3tSTRT 'JicWItihhJ ^U4f^<^t|l4lcbi|IWIg 19^1 

iffT It?T’jrro toph ^ iyi 

^!^uj<awent 0n: Having sP°ken thus and blowing His excellent conch (Pancaianya) 
and (thereby delighting the host of gods, Sri Hah (The Controller of the senses) mounted 
Garuda (the king of birds). (26) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse entitled" The deliverance of the king of 

elephants" in Book Eight of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sariihita. 

3T?I WhTSSZTm: 

Discourse V 

The gods resort to Brahma and the latter 
glorifies the Lord 

J.I'^RoHflfV ^ c^rTT sjoj | ^ | 

WTT T^Tt TW | 3T^4efchl: I ? | 

^■3^?: WTT I %TnrfmT ^f?RT 3i^|<4) %3T: I ? | 

'm f^U3T %TJ§: I rRTT: %tjsT I * | 

93,uo: ebl^rt"1 ^ I Tmrr srazmm afouwmqi i <, i 

TpTT# tprtrteqT: I qjnTTTTnj-H few ZTT femi)efu?4)^7pn^ | ^ , 

Sri Suka resumed: O king ! the sacred account of the aforesaid exploit of Sri Hari in the 
s ape of deliverance of the king of elephants, which wipes out one's sins, has (just) been 
narrated to you. Now hear the story of the Manvantara presided over by Raivata (1) The fifth 
Manu, Raivata by name, was a co-uterine brother of Tamasa (the fourth Manu, son of 

riyavrata). Bali, Vindhya and others, the eldest of whom was Arjuna, were his sons.(2) Vibhu 
was the Indra (the lord of paradise); while the Bhutarayas and others were the hosts of gods 
OPariksit! (And) Hiranyaroma.Vedasira, Urdhvabahu and others* were the (seven)Brahmana 
seers. (3) Vikuntha was the wife of the sage Subhra; from the union of these two appeared 
m His partial being the Lord Himself under the name of Vaikuntha along with the foremost 
of the gods known by the name of the Vaikunthas. (4) It was by Him as requested by (His 

ivine Spouse) Goddess Rama (Laksmi) and with the intention of pleasing Her that the 
divine) region of Vaikuntha, the adored of (all)the worlds, was brought into existence 

The names of Ihe other four seers, as gathered from the Harivamsa, are:— Devabahu, Sudhama, Parjanya and 
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^»»^^*Ttir^Ttr*^i>iy»TTpyi»iV^*r-«r*rfrfr-*r^r'g~g,Tgr'<r^irarp-«r-<r i:srersr**iB&irert:it:-iT£!-si'tr-t:1r±-&ntr-*r-tr1sitirir-*rtr-ft-6rir-tritTilr'tiT-&itr1tr1it-ir-ir-tt:itritr1ti 

(revealed). (5) His glory and excellences (such as devotion to the Brahmanas) as well as 
(His) supreme elevation have(already) been recounted * He who would (undertake to) 
exhaust the virtues of Lord Visnu might (as well) count the particles of dust of the (entire) 

globe. (6) 

qgSJ tpgTSPP qm <1 TP|: I 4^4^^ 4,<4 ’ffT&reiHI-d I: IV9 I 

37P27T5dT ^PJTT: I xpPTTrTjl ^ <id^fctal£Uebld’ii: \6\ 

c151i(m '^TOJcJIT ^Tr5TWX73rL ^JrT: I 3Tf^TrTt RTC iPTrT: qf?I: I ^ I 

tratfli fttfszr ^mri Tnfijcn gsn i WTMtaarfH spr: xt^t: i^oi 

Indeed, the sixth Manu was son of Caksu, Caksusa by name; while Puru, Purusa, 
Sudyumna and others were the sons of Chaksusa.(7) Mantradruma was (the name of) the 
Indra during the Caksusa Manvantara; while Apyas and others were the hosts of the gods. 
Similarly Havisman, Viraka and othersf were the (seven) seers in that Manvantara, O king! (8) 
In that very Manvantara the divine Lord, the Protector of the universe, appeared in His partiai 
being as the son of Vairaja through the latter's wife, Sambhuti, under the name of Ajita, by 
whom nectar was made available to the gods after churning the ocean (of milk) and by whom, 
in the form of the (divine) Tortoise, Mount Mandara revolving in the water was supported (on 
His back).(9-10) 

WWW 

*t?TT SFP3RTT sflFUfSB: aiHWFR: I XJ38if cTT XJHSJTfs ^HP^HIdfdl 1^1 

*I?7PJrT Stiff HcT: I TJrl^ mHiqSjflH, I ^ I 

fgxiT ^ffsznrm xrftFT fii^di tm: 1 difdrjuifd n ilm ■gfer nmdifqdHj^ 1 

The king (Parlksit) submitted: (Pray), describe (to me) that most marvellous feat of the 
almighty Lord, how and what for the ocean of milk was churned by the Lord, O (holy) 

Brahmana; wherefore He, in the form of an aquatic animal (tortoise), propped up Mount 
Mandara (on His back); how nectar was obtained by the gods and what else than this 
happened (on the said occasion). (11 -12) My mind, afflicted by (the threefold) agony for a 
pretty long time, does not feel sated with the glory of Sri Krsna (the Lord of the Yadus), which 
is being told at length by you (and which is so charming). (13) 

^7 3=77? 

MTidHtj gHIildfp fg3TT: I 37fcPPSI SWf*>4 I I 

Suta went on: Implored thus (by Parlksit), O Brahmanas, and welcoming his inquiry, the 
omniscient sage Suka (son of Dwaipayana), proceeded to describe in detail (as follows) the 
feat of Sri Hari (in the form of the churning of the ocean).(14). 

mft 3=77*7 

^I ^#^1 smzniHT: I ^IdlTTOl HUfadl Hlfrtyt-W ’tgW: 

^ ^TTtn^ tflchl^d! ^7 I fgPTT: I ^ I 

fd^ll*4drL I RT«Hj7T^3Rq4 fofpSFTR; I 1 

rim TR&T: I ra7twqrg$: SPUrTT: \^c\ 

mi 

• Vide Book III. 

t The names of the other five seers, as gathered from the Harivamsa, are: Sumedha, Uttama, Madhu, Atinama and 

Sahisnu. 
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TRlf^rR TR*TT ■deRII'Rc^c^Hl ^RT SReTPCR: Ro I 

m *rat RRsitSRTI^Tr I 

yWMdKhlchrtlfyfirifdl ?T3TR ^ WT iW^I^I 

q rs gsgt ^T rf t^tiM ^yunyi<{uriyLissT: i 

3T8JTR u4Ryfd*iymsi y% TjT:TTr3?RTfTr I I 

-3R rf Rg felld^c-MgRT: TPtt vi^RIW TO ^f?RR 1 

rRTTR sTiRT: ^RTJT *PT|$ *cTRt R R SIRlfo R RffSTC: \^\ 

Sri Suka continued : When, pressed hard on the field of battle with sharp-edged 

weapons, the gods fell dead in large numbers and did not rise again, and when as a result 

of the imprecation pronounced by the sage Durvasa*, O ruler of men, (all) the three worlds, 

(viz., earth, heaven and the intermediate region) along with Indra (their lord) were divested 

of their splendour, (all) sacrificial and other (sacred) performances disappeared (fell into 
desuetude). (15-16) Observing this (state of things), the great Indra (the lord of paradise), 
Varuna (the god presiding over water and the western quarter) and other hosts of gods, 

though deliberating (among themselves) through (mutual) consultations, did not arrive by 
themselves at any definite conclusion (regarding the course of action to be followed by 

them). (17) Thereupon they all went to the court of Brahma (the creator) on the summit of 

Mount Meru and submissively made everything fully known to that supreme ruler.(18) 
Seeing Indra, Vayu (the wind-god) and others destitute of (all) strength and shorn of 

splendour, the worlds devoid of auspiciousness as it were, and the demons full of strength 
and splendour unlike the gods, the all-powerful Brahma began contemplating on the 
supreme Person with a fully concentrated mind. With a cheerful countenance that supreme 

lord (Brahma) spoke to the gods (as follows): (19-20) "Lord Siva (the Source of the universe), 

myself, you (gods) as well as the demons and other (species of ethereal) beings, human 
beings and animals, the vegetable kingdom and the sweat-born creatures (bugs and so on) 
have (all) been evolved (either) by His (very first) manifestation (the Purusa or the cosmic 

Being) or by a fraction of the latter (viz., myself) or (lastly) by my own rays (MarTci and the 
other lords of creation). Let us all (therefore) seek refuge in that immortal Being. (21) There 

is none deserving of death or protection at His hands and no side worthy of neglect or respect 

in His eyes; yet, for the purposes of creation, continuance and dissolution of the universe, 

He severally assumes at the proper time the qualities of Rajas, Sattva and Tamas.(22) And 
the present is the time for maintaining the equilibrium (proper functioning) of the universe on 

the part of the Lord, who is embracing (at present) the quality of Sattva for the welfare of 

embodied souls. We, therefore, seek shelter in the (said) preceptor of the universe. The 

beloved of the gods, He will ensure the well-being of us, His own people. (23) 

fRTRrst RIRhTT: TT? I 3Tfad*q XR rRTT: RR I 3* I 

tEnprewra 3pReifq t Ttror iRdf-sy: i^i 

Sri Suka went on : Having thus addressed the gods, 0 chastiser of foes, the creator 

* The sage Durvasa was once returning from Vaikuntha (the divine realm of Lord Visnu). He wore on his bosom a wreath 

of flowers bestowed on him by the Lord as a token of His pleasure. On the way he met Indra riding his elephant, Airavata. The 

sage, in his turn, gifted the garland to Indra, who in his pride disdainfully threw it on the head of the elephant and the latter 

playfully tore it from its head and trampled it under foot. At this the sage grew indignant and pronounced the curse that Indra 

as well as the three worlds ruled over by him would soon be divested of their splendour. 
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along with the gods went to the realm of Lord Ajita Himself, that lies beyond the darkness of 
Maya (ignorance). (24) There, indeed, with a collected mind, O lord, he uttered (the following) 
hymn, of course, in divine (Vedic) language, intended to propitiate the Lord, whose essential 
nature had not been perceived but about whom he had already heard (much). (25) 

#S/)qf/R 

HcRNR-dMI^ I 

HHHU'MM RRHTfRRrT dc(c(< I ?^ I 

fRqfSR I 

hr r ijsmart hr§r 73 fojR h^ttr? i^i 

TlMl+i) ■Rsb cHR^TfRM MhIh<4 R^^^TTTRT^ I 

f5nmfH H^HntR^d 

H ^cul TTOTT: RT dd^chAtoej-di'rtd-dUKH, I 

STIRI^chKN^UUlMd^mfid HfHTHR RRT: 13^1 

R HRI HTStIMiddRf RTHT HHT *!Rt RTSf^ I 

H fdPifdldtlrM^UI R^T RRTH SJFTg HR rRRTRJ^ol 

?R HR HfHRRR TRRT Rr%R 7JST Rf|t-d7lfa: I 

RfR R 73SRPJRR2J fHJRj fRTt^JTTSTT ^rKilRHI: I?? I 

RTRT RffR Wfi'dd HRt HTjfRRT HR % SJRRH: I 

H ^ RfTXJRR 3TRRRRT: yRI<rri R?I R^TfaRjfR: 13? I 

3RRRJ R3R <J<u4)4 lRsrfRT yicj^d H^RTRT: I 

tfRfcl^SRlRdtftflckUltfl: SJtilddi R^TfHTjfH: 133 I 

HTR RRt RRT HHTRrRr fdcfTdrH'i R RoSRRJ 3R7J: I 

RRTRT 3T3TR: 3T5TTRt SlUM R: R RfTf^jKl: 13* I 

RRT T| Jlidcldl ^TTR: feRTRRagftftfrT^rRT I 

3TR7:Hy35RRHR3HT<2T, y^Kdi R: R HUfHRfR: l^m 

RH^HIWX dtflll^eUtH RRfRRt H^IUT RR fRHJRR^ I 

IR H -gRRiJR H TjRJ: 51#<di R: R Rgif^TR; |^| 

i)|VTI<^ RRT 'sRWtIUli SWT: H§T HRSHTRS HTR: I 

3RHTRT HHlHfHHH[RT HR STRIddl R: R H?TfH7jf?T: I3V9I 

i^Tt RRT 332J WfR Rdf|R 73 rjRRHT RTW: I 

y|Ulf^i||dtl^KU*d yRlddl R: R HfTfsnjfR: |^| 

sTc^Ht^ffet^ll: yflTgpR-MlFfPl^ll flTHRTT^ fnfW: I 

73^t*J R^T: HT: yffiddi R: R HfTTfH'JjfH: 13? I 

StfRatH: fRH?WTRRTSSHR. H^f: tddH^dt: WTS^ I 

sfl4RT '^ft^RfSRTTRT fHgKTTL HH^dT R: R HflfHTjfH: 1*0 I 

(4lit R[73 a5-1 H RRt ^pp 7T3RH 3TTR7^ ijci4)4cr) H I 
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^.ciiTdikiii^ryyfTirfdi tt i-** i 

c^r^rsyTIrT ylPd^Mchj^ ^fddW: W5m: FT#? cFTTT: I 

IW: cFTFJ: yfTl'OTI ^T: TT LS^ I 

jai to ^unPctiiy q^Hmiyify^di^<Pd i 

^ ^f^TTcHT 3T^anfW«i yfTlddi H tT^Tfe^T: 1*3 I 

rWT <W$ll^lThi} ^1<M^1^rfd4^HTrM^ I 

Tpfcj MWRfyd^ TTSTTTRm ^T*TR^J I** I 

Brahma prayed : We, O Lord, bow to You, the foremost (of all), true (at all times), 
ihangeless, infinite, most ancient, dwelling in the heart (of all), unconditioned, incomprehensible 
hrough reasoning, quicker than the mind, indescribable through speech and worthy of being 
sought for (as one's protector). (26) We resort (for protection) to that all-perfect One, the 
mower of the vital airs, the mind, the intellect and the ego, and appearing as the senses of 
jerception and their objects, who is devoid of sleep (ignorance), bodiless and 
ill-pervading (as ether), in whom (both) nescience (which is compared to shade or 
iarkness) and saving knowledge (which is compared to sunshine)—the attributes of a Jiva 
sharacterized by attachment etc.— are absent and who manifests Himself (only) in the 
first)three Yugas (the Kali age being unfavourable to His manifestation). (27) The Vedas 
ieclare that the fast rotating wheel (in the shape of the body etc., which are constantly 
hanging) owned by the Jiva (who is as a matter of fact devoid of birth and death both), which 
s being set in motion by Maya (the beginningless energy or will-power of the Lord), consists 
chiefly) of the mind and is provided with fifteen spokes (in the shape of the ten Indriyas and 
he five vital airs), three naves (in the shape of the three modes of Prakrti), eight fellies (in 
he shape of the five gross elements, the mind, intellect and the ego), is fleeting as lightning, 
ind has God (Himself) for its axle. To Him, the (only) Truth, I fly (for protection). (28) Being 
he same as that imperceptible and undifferentiated Reality which is of the nature of absolute 
'onsciousness, beyond (the realm of) Prakrti (ignorance) and unlimited in time and space, 
t is He who (as the inner Controller and constant companion and friend) dwells (in every 
ieart) by the side of the Jiva and (again) it is Him that the wise seek through the discipline 
)f Yoga (concentration of mind). (29) Let us bow to that Ruler of the highest gods, moving 
squally in all created beings, whose Maya (deluding potency) nobody can overpass—that 
Tlaya due to which men get bewildered and are unable to know the truth (their reality)—but 
vho has completely subdued that Maya-Sakti of His own and its properties (in the shape of 
Sattva, Rajas and Tamas). (30) Though created by means of Sattva (the quality of goodness) 
constituting) His favourite body, (even) we, the gods, and the Rsis (seers) are unable to 
mow His subtle essence, manifest within (as the inner light) as well as outside (in the shape 
)f existence). How much less can the demons and others, in whom the other qualities 
namely, Rajas and Tamas) predominate, do so ? (31) Evolved by Himself, this earth—on 
vhich indeed dwells the fourfold living creation (consisting of the viviparous,the oviparous, 
he sweat-born and the vegetable kingdoms)—constitutes His feet ! May that supreme 
3erson—who is surely self-dependent and possessed of infinite power, nay, who is the same 
is Brahma (the Absolute)—be gracious (to us) ! (32) Similarly water, possessed of vast 
strength—from which proceed the three worlds (earth, heaven and the intermediate region) 
is well as the guardians of all the spheres and on which they (all) subsist and flourish— 
institutes His generative fluid. May that Lord possessed of immense glory, who is the same 
is Brahma, be gracious(to us)! (33) (In the same way) the Vedas declare the moon—which 
ictually constitutes the food of the gods and (therefore the source of) their strength and 
ife,(nay,) which is the ruler (protector) of plants (inasmuch as it nourishes them by its 
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nectarean rays) and the father of created beings (in that it is favourable to the growth of corn 
etc., which contain the germ of life)—as His mind. May that Lord possessed of boundless 
power be gracious to us. (34) Again, fire—which conveys (to the gods, for whom it is 

intended) whatever is poured into it (by way of oblation), nay, which was brought into 
existence for the sake of rituals alone (mentioned in the part of the Veda bearing on the same) 
and which (in the form of gastric fire) constantly assimilates digestible substances (thrown 
into it and in the form of submarine fire ever consumes the water of the ocean)— came to 
be His mouth (in the cosmic Body). May that Lord possessed of infinite power be gracious 
to us ! (35) (Again,) the celebrated sun-god —who figures on the path of the gods (or the 

bright path, leading gradually to the divine Abode of the Lord), whose body is constituted of 
the three Vedas (Rk, Yajus and Sama),(nay,) who is (recognized as) a seat of Brahma (in 
relation foghorn Brahma is contemplated upon), who (figuring as he does on the path of the 
gods) not only represents the door to Liberation, but (as a manifestation of the supreme 
Deity) is immortality itself and who (being a symbol or Kala or the god of destruction) is 
characterized as Death (as well)-constitutes His eye. May that Lord possessed of infinite 
glory be gracious to us. (36) May He propitious to us, the Lord possessed of infinite 
splendour, from whose life-breath proceeded the air, which, (when manifested) as Prana 
(the vital air) in relation to the mobile and immobile creation constitutes their strength of mind 
and body and potency of the Indriyas, and which we (Brahma and others, the deities 
presiding over the intellect etc1 have (always) followed as servants would follow an 
emperor.(37) May He be favourably disposed towards us—the supreme Person possessed 

of unbounded power, from whose auditory sense sprang up the (four) quarters, (nay,) from 
(the cavity of whose heart emanated the (various) appertures in the body and from whose 
navel issued forth the (fivefold) vital air, the (ten) Indriyas (the five senses of perception and 
the five organs of action), the inner sense, the (other five)airs* functioning in the body (viz., 
Naga, Kurma, Krkala Devadatta and Dhananjaya), the body (itself) as well as the ground of 
(all) these, the ether. (38) May He be favourably inclined towards us—the Lord possessed 
of unbounded glory, from whose strength sprang up the mighty Indra (the lord of paradise); 
from whose grace, the gods; from whose wrath, Lord Siva (the Lord of Mount Kailasa); from 

whose intellect, Brahma (the creator); from whose appertures in the body, the (various Vedic) 
metres (Gayatri and so on) as well as the Rsis (seers) and from whose membrum virile, 
emanated Prajapati (the deity presiding over procreation). (39) May Hebe propitious to us— 
the Lord possessed of infinite glory, from whose bosom issued forth Sri (the goddess of 
fortune and beauty); by whose shadow were brought forth the manes; from whose breast 
sprang up Dharma (the god of piety), from whose back, Adharma (the spirit presiding over 
unrighteousness), from whose head, heaven; and from whose recreation, proceeded the 
Apsaras (celestial nymphs). (40) May He be gracious to us—the Lord possessed of infinite 
power, from whose mouth sprang up the Brahmana (the sacerdotal class) as well as the 
Veda treating of subjects falling beyond the scope of the senses; from whose arms, the 
Ksatriya (themartial class) as well as the strength(the capacity to rule); from whose thighs, 
the Vaisya (the trading and agricultural class) and the skill in business; and from whose feet 
emanated (the vocation of) service (which has been excluded from the range of the study 
of the Vedas) and the Sudra (the labouring and the artisan class, which has been declared 
fit for this vocation). (41) May He be favourably inclined to us— the Lord possessed of infinite 
glory, from whose lower lip emanated greed; from whose upper lip, love; from whose nose, 

splendour, by whose touch was engendered concupiscence, which is (so) agreeable to 
animals and those akin to them; from whose eyebrows', sprang up Yama ( the god of 

* For a detailed description of the ten vital airs vide foot-note to III. vi. 9. 
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retribution); and from whose eyelashes came forth Kala (the Time-Spirit). (42) The learned 

declare the (five gross) elements, Time, destiny(of the Jivas), the (three) modes of Prakrti 
(viz., Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) and the material universe—which (being products of Maya) 

are not only difficult to comprehend but are (totally) disregarded by the wise—as brought 

about by His Yogamaya (wonderful creative energy). May that Lord possessed of boundless 

power be favourably disposed towards us. (43) (My) salutation be to Him in whom (all) 

energies (in the shape of the three Gunas—Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) have become 

dormant, whose mind (ever) remains sated with the enjoyment of supreme Bliss (which is 
His very nature), who never gets attached to the (aforesaid three) Gunas, created by Maya, 

through His faculties (of sight etc.), and whose role is (thus) similar to that of the air (which, 
though moving everywhere, does not get attached anywhere). (44) 

f^Tpit TTf^RT % 

^T59isjft ^7: I 3^4 <dfcffc(g ZT5tt |*^| 

I ^TT fdMilldfwi T d$M|fiJd c^tl^l 

^TraTT: ch4ch<dilsfq f4i+irtl414Hlftfd: I F fTRTT cffadt 1%cT: 1*41 

wh^9ii<3mi ri^i^rtid^rHH^i i^cwuisr fgwit: 

^fqawirHchHui | 7J0^5IT?T ffr^^lil WIHIdH^mo 1 

ltd tfiHiRMietri hsih^'i qRd^dii wtrs’strT mi 

Such as You are, be pleased to reveal Yourself— in such a way as to come within the 
range of our senses (of perception)— to us, that have resorted to You (for protection) and 

are eager to behold Your smiling lotus-like countenance.(45) For, through diverse forms 

assumed at His own sweet will from time to time, O Lord, the Almighty Himself (in You) does 

that work which is beyond our capacity. (46) The actions of embodied souls who are attached 

to the pleasures of sense involve much hardship and are of little consequence. Nay, (more 
often than not) they prove (altogether) futile. Action (however) which has been resigned to 
You is never like that (It involves little exertion, yields very substantial results and is never 
futile). (47) Even a poor semblance of action resigned to God (Yourself) can never lead to 

frustration; for, being the (very) Self of the Jiva, that (celebrated) Lord is beloved of and 

friendly to the latter. (Anything resigned to a beloved friend should never cause 

disappointment).(48) Even as watering the roots of a tree is nourishing its trunk and boughs 
as well), so indeed to propitiate Lord Visnu is to propitiate all as well as oneself. (49) Hail to 

You, the infinite Lord, whose spontaneous movements are hard to comprehend, who, while 

transcending the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti), are their Ruler (too) and are now 

established in Sattva (the quality of goodness, essential for the preservation of the 
world).(50) 

Thus ends the fifth discourse, forming part of the story relating to the 
churning of the ocean for the sake of nectar, in Book Eight 

of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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3?2T ^Tgt^HTRT: 

Discourse VI 
Transportation of Mount Mandara (to serve as a churn-staff 

for stirring the ocean of milk) 

TTci qjtT: I I 

HStll ^T: I foi: SiIRmhiwm gidl I 

fqR-gl qg ^tcfui HT rT^qj <*>3tJ|iJt>U|JH,Jliqv I 

dH^MWdldH I imsTdlwe^d I 

bk<£il«ji ^ ehuita<U|RiJdc^co^1^<.qi*5'JiiH, | 

ehl-yl'*»^lLic<c,5'i45i<*jy,<^iif^aiH. I c-SSFTT fsjtHdl eMHlItf-ilH,1 

^gfcrfqfa: wi^iJRqfebuifadTHjqsTcf: tpri q*qj 

^df^gR ^T%: I VS I 

% I 

? I 

3 I 

* I 

A I 

* I 

Sri Suka resumed:Thus extolled by the hosts of gods, the almighty Lord Sri Hari 
appeared before them, O king, with the effulgence of a thousand suns rising together. (1) All 
the gods had their eyes dazzled by that very effulgence, so that they could not perceive 

the sky, the quarters, the earth and even themselves; how (then) could they perceive the 
Lord ? (2) The glorious Brahma (the creator) along with Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the 
universe) beheld that very spotless form, dark green as the emerald, with Its eyes ruddy as 
the interior of a lotus.(3) Clad in a shining silk piece, yellow as burning gold, It was graceful 
and charming in every limb, had a lovely countenance and beautiful eyebrows.(4) It was 
adorned with a crown set with precious gems and a pair of armlets (one on each arm); and 
Its cheeks, illumined by (brilliant) ear-rings, added to the charm of Its lotus-like face. (5) It was 
(also) decked with a girdle, a pair of wristlets, a (pearl) necklace and a pair of anklets, and 
was (further) adorned with the (famous) Kaustubha gem and a wreath of sylvan flowers 
(about Its neck). (Nay,) It bore (on Its bosom) Goddess Laksmi (in the form of a golden streak) 
and was waited upon by His own weapons, Sudarsana and others, endowed with a personal 
form. Accompanied by Lord Siva and ail the hosts of gods, who fell prostrate with all (their) 

limbs on the ground, Brahma (the foremost of the gods) hymned the supreme Person (as 

follows).(6-7) 

3^ld^f^R^qiqi(j,uil^ Rdfuiyyiuicriil I 

atuiHfaiyiurpiuiiOT? n'gi^rara qqt qqqf i c i 

WT ncJrlri^ $qft.ST5!nqelTc;ehriip5^ui I 

qhfa srm: q? dR?Jrti<*>i< ii^iu^Iuh 3 ? i R i 

3TRTfT TT&ZT 3tl*I)^ 3Hi*Tifc^HKHci’5) I 

^qratsqr -qui 'zm qq qqqrqj*°i 

^ qrqqTSOTTSiqqT fqqm dd^yRiy: I 

^tRT qqqr qqtfaurt <juicti<di4bui^u'i fgq%?r: 1^1 
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^srifyAy^d ^ tttij ^srarn^mq t? <ff%nj 

4V'i4^i aTfsnrpFT f| ^5 ^s?it 

IT c5T TT2J ^njfer^R t^l'H-U'MifciRAfRiciisfi^ I 

fgl TRTT TT%‘ *RT ^ 1^1 

^ c3 fgyrWlRdrtrtlehmrtl W\ ^SlfacT I 

TrqFrm^ ^RuTHidH f% ^T^ntgrr^wf^nT: 1^1 

3T?? PlRa^I ^m4*! ^SHlddliitRei c(jflc<trl I 

cTT fddl^l TJSjfe^rmT f^SJr^ ^T ^T %nT5nT5TllJ * q I 

Brahma prayed: Hail, hail to You, the ocean of (unmixed) bliss in the form of final 

beatitude, of whom birth, continuance and destruction have never been predicated, who 
transcends the (three) Gunas, who is subtler than the subtle (most difficult to comprehend), 

(the extent of) whose form cannot be actually measured and whose glory is inconceivable.(8) 
This (divine) form of Yours, O supreme Person, deserves to be worshipped by (all) seekers 
of blessedness through methods laid down in the Vedas and the Tantras (such as the 

Pancaratra). Oh, in this form (of Yours), which embraces the (whole) universe, O Maker (of 
all), I clearly perceive all at once ourselves (the gods) as well as (all) the three worlds. (9) In 

You, who are (absolutely) independent, existed this universe at the beginning (before its 

creation); in You (alone) it continued in the middle (of its existence) and in You (again) it will 
get merged in the end (after its dissolution). (Nay,) You (alone) are the beginning, the middle 

and the end of this cosmos, even as clay is in relation to a jar, since You are higher than the 
highest (Prakrti). (10) Having created this universe by Your own Maya (creative energy), 

depending on You, You have subsequently entered it (as its inner Controller). (Hence) the 

wise, who are well-versed in the scriptures and have (duly) controlled their mind, perceive 

You, with their mind, as unaffected by the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti) even (though You 
stand projected) in the universe (which is a product of those Gunas). (11) Even as (the 
common run of) men obtain by proper means fire in a pair of wooden pieces, milk in (the 

udders of) cows, foodgrains and water in the soil and livelihood through (personal) exertion, 

so do the wise realize You in the (various) objects of the senses by (their purified) intellect 

through the (various) means of God-Realization and (then) describe You (in terms of their 

realization). (12) Having seen You as such, the object sought for (by us) very long since, 

appearing in person (before us) today, O Lord with a lotus sprung from Your navel, we have 
all attained supreme bliss similar to the one which elephants oppressed by a forest 

conflagration do on perceiving the water of the (holy) Gariga.(13) Accomplish You as such 
the object for which we, the guardians of all the worlds, have duly sought the soles of Your 
feet. O inner Self, what is there to be made known outside by others to You, the all- witnessing 

Lord ?(14) Appearing as distinct from You, like the sparks of a fire from the fire itself, how 
can Lord Siva (the protector of mountains), myself (Brahma), the gods and other ethereal 
beings, Daksa and other lords of created beings and whoever (else) there may be, know 
(where lies) our welfare, O Lord ! (Therefore, pray,) impart to us the counsel that may be 

beneficial to the Brahmanas and the gods (on whom depends the welfare of all others). (15) 

f^TFI rfsta I 
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SrT Suka went on: Thus extolled by Brahma (the creator) and others and having fully 
known their heart just as it was, the Lord spoke, in a voice deep as the rumbling of clouds, 
to the gods, who stood with joined palms and had fully controlled their senses (to receive His 
command). (16) Though capable of accomplishing the purpose of the gods all alone, Lord 
Visnu, (the supreme Ruler of the gods) addressed them (as follows), eager as He was to 
divert Himself with the churning of the ocean (of milk) and other sports. (17) 

WWMfm 

t nn ’JTifNrTMj ihg g: 

^TRT U Pyfcfa'kdlHj gf 'gg 3TtgR 

3T7^5fq f| Ttfg g>igfeRf|<e) I sJTsfer gggT 

g^: gw TftrRST # 

faw^T sftftggt *rgf 

M<MI ^cll Pi4'«I?«(HriPftdl 

nd-jHkia -gn 

IUI 

m i 

1^0 I 

I 

i gfgwRg ggn ^jg g,c5ngi: 133 1 

1 g 3rgspg Rrsggg ^r^ssrf: wgggr gsn 1 3* 1 

R 4g=g fggMtffg^psrgrgj ^t«T: gggfggr gT^gg: grmgigg^ i^m 

The Lord said: Hullo Brahma, Oh Lord Siva (the Source of (all) blessings), O gods and 
(other) heavenly beings (Gandharvas and others)! listen you all attentively to My word, so 
that good may come to you. (18) Go forth and let peace be concluded with (your cousins) 
the Danavas and Daityas (the sons of Danu and Diti), who are favoured by time (the tide of 
fortune), till prosperity returns to you of its own accord. (19) In the event of the object to be 
accomplished being of great moment, enemies too must be won over(through alliance). 
Once you have achieved your purpose, O gods, you may certainly behave with your enemies 
even as a serpent does with a rat. (20) Efforts should be put forth without delay for producing 
nectar, by drinking which even one who is in the jaws of Death would become immortal. (21) 
Casting into the ocean of milk all (kinds of) plants, grasses, creepers and herbs and making 
Mount Mandara a churn-dasher and Vasuki (the king of serpents) as a cord for whirling it 
round, churn the said ocean unweariedly, O gods, with Myself as your helper. The Daityas 
will (only) reap (fruitless), toil while you shall, enjoy its fruit. (22-23) Approve you heartily of 
that which the Asuras want, O gods. All one's objects are not accomplished well by anger 
as through kind words.(24) You should not be afraid of the poison, called Kaiakuta, that will 
come out of the ocean (of milk). Nor should you ever evince covetousness or greed with 
respect to the objects (that may be churned out of the ocean) nor give vent to anger (if they 
are coveted or even taken by force by the demons).(25) 

mifF 337W 

?fg ^gRWTfg^g 1 

aw gw ggg^ gg^gr fogm?: 1 

% grtg-fggrgfg TjH gr^jgjgg: 1 

g^:^$argr gigr grRgfggrr g?mfg: 1 

a^-eid rtgRT g^glSPIT: I 

gat c(cuyu: I 

ggg* m kjfi 1R 4ra 41 i *j gggr: 1 

^gggg^g TFsRg^ggfgfreiT: 13^1 

W w ymiggairt gn: 1^1 

ggfgg2gm^c:5Tgg: ^rRgfgrifgn^fgg^ 13 c 1 

ferai mggT spj fggr£rgirgTgggj33 1 

g?L gg %farg 1301 

g g T5l^rgifi-H: 1331 

3u4 goi gifrgjgrg m-gu 1331 

gggt ggfit Rt-^: ^itLi: uRychfscc 1331 
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f*ntt3gNMI: ^MtkHId.it: I 3TTTVU-HW cftf fer5TT ft3T|: trfsn 3*, 

THL|n."el ^IHtCMqi^l ^Tlfilimy T^fT «n^TT efRehlrlrt: l^m 

,tho oSrT ^ukaDcontinJied : Hav'ng thus duly instructed the gods, the almighty Lord Sri Hah 
the supreme Person), whose movements are (altogether) guided by His own free will 

vanished out of their sight, O Pariksit! (26) Bowing to the Lord, Brahma (the father of the lords 

of creation) as well as Lord Siva (the Source of the universe) then returned each to His own 

realm, while the gods (headed by Indra) called on Bali. (27) King Bali (the ruler of the Daityas) 

St°hThe SSmT?hyt(ln ®vefyway)and knew when to wage war and when to come to terms 

if thP S’ Re? ^nd6r restraint hls own generals, who got excited at the (very) sight 
of the enemy (the gods), even though the latter were not (at all) prepared for action.(28) The 

gods (now) approached Bali (son of Virocana), who sat (on his throne) guarded by leaders 

of Asura troops and, having conquered all (the three worlds), was invested with the hiqhest 

SalBaii with his polished language’the hi9h|ytalented 
p th he had received instruction in from Lord Visnu (the supreme 

werp°iri tTth6 proposal-found favour with the Da'tya king (Bali) as well as with whosoever 
Triif.ro V'Z" ?ambara’ Ar'stanemi and other demon chiefs and denizens of 

whn h H f1 Hf Vii9 amved at a (mutual) understanding, the gods and the Asuras (demons) 
Ihlhradn(r lCUltlVated fr,endship’ hereupon put forth their best energies for (obtaining) 

S^rSer °f 063 (32) Th6n’ uprootin3 Mount Mandara by their might and roaring 
( e hons), the arrogant gods and demons, who were (all) full of energy and whose arms were 

strong as bludgeons, proceeded to take it to the seashore. (33) Exhausted by carrying their 

ntf f rf l fi9 ,StHnCe and Unab'e t0 Carry il (any) further’lndra- Bali (son of Virocana)and 
SSmW-ST^ dr0ppe'VI °n the way- {34) WhNe fallin9 down, that mountain, which 
esemblecI Mount Sumeru (the mountain of gold), crushed under its huge weight numerous 

gods and demons on that spot.(35) 

ftfftmftftft^ifWiowm«.Hdk i ^Twinm Muiwm i i 

ftf^ gifnzr ^ i 3tt^u sranwfai \?6\ 

ftft ^qnf: rnrcTT cf?: | ^ ^frun H ^ , 

Finding them disheartened and with their arms, thighs and necks broken, the Lord 

appear®b tbare on the back of Garu9a (the king of birds). (36) Perceiving the gods and 
demons badly squeezed by the falling down of the mountain, He revived the gods by His 
(mere) look as though they were (quite) unhurt. (37) Nay, placing the mountain on (the back 

of) Garuda with one hand by way of sport and mounting the bird (Himself), He flew to the 

ST°,Unded by the 9°dS and demons‘ (38> Takin9 down the mountain from his 
u der and placing it on the seaside, the celebrated Garuda (possessed of beautiful 

wings), the foremost of winged creatures, withdrew, when discharged by Sri Hari (so as to 
make room for Vasuki, the king of serpents, who was too much afraid of Garuda his mortal 
enemy, to arrive in the latter's presence). (39) 

Thus ends the sixth discourse, entitled "The transportation of Mount Mandara", comprised in the 
story of the churning of the ocean for nectar, in Book Eight of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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3T2T FFPTtSSHlFT: 

Discourse VII 
The gods and demons proceed to churn the ocean and Lord Siva drinks the 

poison appearing out of it 

mj?R 

% WWR cfTyf*MJ uRcflii Rnt rriTER^ dSmfej ^d.rfmdl: I ^ I 
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Sri Suka resumed: Summoning Vasuki, the king of serpents, by assuring him of his 
(due) share in the rewards (in the form of nectar) and twining him round that mountain as a 
cord (for whirling it round), the gods and the demons, full of joy, commenced churning the 
ocean (of milk) for the sake of nectar, fully prepared (for the uphill task), O scion of Kuru! Sri 
Hari, first of all, grasped the serpent in the fore part (at its head) and the gods (too) ranged 
on that side.(1 -2) The Daitya generals did not like this act of the Supreme Person. "(Surely) 
we, who are enriched with a study of the Vedas and other scriptures and renowned for (our) 
birth and deeds, are not going to hold the tail, the inauspicious limb of a serpent." Perceiving 
the Daityas standing quiet (motionless) after uttering these words, and leaving the fore part 
(of the serpent), with a smile, the Supreme Person along with the gods caught hold of the 
tail.(3-4) With their position thus defined, the sons of the sage Kasyapa (the gods and the 
demons) began to churn the ocean for the sake of nectar,exerting their utmost.(5) 

TradjtiHiute HTiisr-Hiym £i4iif4$idj fim4iuusfq «ifrtFTmReii<L i ^ i 

H ^fdRfuuwqU: I 3Tm^ WTRf Rg im~dlfd<rfRflil4l I ^9 I 
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3TjfKW l^chdl l^dddVl^l: I 
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rT^TTriWT^rTSmT^ ^l^t^cUch^chHHI-tJ 

Tnr^ra^-io(&t5ii srt Tfgsn^tnj^Fra: i^m 

On the ocean being churned, the aforesaid mountain( Mount Mandara), which had 
nothing to support it, sank into the ocean due to its (heavy) weight, even though it was held 
by the mighty gods and Asuras, O scion of Pandu! (6) Their effort having been frustrated by 
a much more powerful destiny, they felt much dejected at heart and their faces too grew 
Pale.(7) Perceiving (behind this setback) the hand of Vighnesa (the god ruling over the 
agencies that interrupt ambitious undertakings), and assuming the wonderful and gigantic 
form of a tortoise, the Lord of unlimited prowess and unfailing resolve then plunged into the 
water (of the ocean) and bore up the mountain.(8) On seeing the great mountain rising, the* 
gods and the demons girded their loins once more to proceed with the churning. Like another 
great division of the globe, the Lord (in the form of a tortoise) bore the mountain on His back, 
which was one lakh Yojanas or 8,00,000 miles in extent. (9) Supporting on His back, O dear 
Pariksit, the mountain shaken by the might of arms of the principal gods and demons and 
(consequently) set revolving, the infinite Lord, manifested as the First Tortoise regarded its 
revolution as the (mere) scratching of His back. (10) Stimulating the strength and energy of 
the demons, Visnu (the all-pervading Lord) entered the demons in His demoniac aspect 
(Rajasika nature); and animating the hosts of gods, He entered the divinities in His godly 
aspect (Sattvika character). (Again,) He entered Vasuki (the king of serpents) in the form of 
suspended consciousness (so as to deaden him to the pain that he would have otherwise 
felt as a result of his being pulled and rubbed against the rugged surface of the mountain). (11) 
Pressing Mount Mandara (the chief of the mountains) with one hand (in order to prevent the 
mountain from springing up), the Lord, who was endowed with a thousand arms, stood on 
its summit, like another huge mountain, under a shower of flowers by gods headed by 
Brahma, Lord Siva and Indra (the lord of paradise) singing His praises in heaven. (12) 
Strengthened by the Supreme—as pressing the mountain from above (in His thousand¬ 
armed form) and supporting it below (in the form of a huge tortoise) and entering the body 
of the gods and the demons (in the form of His Sattvika and Rajasika nature), the mountain 
(in the form of stubbornness), and the serpent (in the form of suspended consciousness)— 
and intoxicated with pride, the gods and the demons began to churn the ocean with the help 
of the great mountain (Mandara) with such violence as to cause a (great) stir among the hosts 
of crocodiles (and other aquatic creatures living in the ocean).(13) With their brightness 
marred by the breath, fire and smoke issuing from the thousand fearful eyes and mouths of 
Vasuki (the king of serpents), the demons, headed by the Paulomas and Kaleyas, Bali and 
llwala, looked like (a row of) Sarala (a species of) trees scorched by a forest conflagration.^ 4) 
On the gods, however—whose splendour had been obscured by his flaming breaths 
and whose raiment, excellent wreaths of flowers, coats and faces had been soiled with 
smoke-clouds under the (direct) command of the Lord poured down copious showers,and 
breezes moistened by the waves of the ocean fanned them.(15) 

xrauuHi-T Hsrr 
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When nectar (however) did not appear from the ocean (of milk), being churned in the 
aforesaid manner by the commanders of the heavenly and Asura forces, Lord Ajita Himself 
took up the churning. (16) Holding the serpent (Vasuki) with His (four) triumphant arms 
vouchsafing protection to the world, and agitating the ocean with the churn-dasher (in the 
form of Mount Mandara), the Lord—who was dark-brown like a cloud, had a cloth of golden 
hue wrapped about His loins, was adorned with a garland (of sylvan flowers) and a pair of 
ear-rings that flashed like lightning, wore glossy and wavy locks on His head and was 
possessed of reddish eyes, and who (in the form of the divine Tortoise) bore Mount Mandara 
(on His back), now shone like a rival mountain. (17) From the ocean—which was teeming 
with Timis (a fish of enormous size), sea-elephants, sharks and whales (big enough to 
devour even Timis) and which when it was being churned, disturbed the fishes and agitated 
the alligators, snakes and tortoises—first issued a most deadly poison called Halahala. (18) 
Seeing that effervescent, unbearable and irresistible poison possessing tremendous force 
and spreading in all quarters, as well as above and below, and finding no protection 
(anywhere), living beings along with their leaders got (much) frightened and flew for 
protection to Lord Sadasiva (the ever-auspicious), O dear one! (19) Beholding the aforesaid 
Chief of the gods—seated (dwelling) on Mount Kailasa with His divine Spouse for the welfare 
of the three worlds and practising austerities, so dear to ascetics, (in order to set an example 
before them) for their emancipation—they greeted Him with hymns. (20) 

SJjTIHt’T fWI I jfTft I 
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The lords of created beings prayecf: O god of gods, O supreme Deity, the Protector, 
nay, the very Seif of (all) created beings, save us, that have sought refuge in You, from this 
poison, which is burning (all) the three worlds.(21) You are the one Lord competent to enthral 
and liberate the whole world. Such as You are, the wise worship You, the Preceptor (of the 
universe), capable of relieving the agony of those who have sought refuge in You. (22) (It is 
only) when You undertake through Your own energy (Maya), consisting of the three Gunas, 
the (work of) creation, maintenance and dissolution of this universe, O self-seeing Lord! 
( that) You (severally) assume the title of Brahma, Visnu and Siva, O perfect One I (23) You 
are the supreme, mysterious Brahma (the Absolute),' the Creator of all beings, (the gods, 
beasts and so on), high and low. It is You, the (supreme) Spirit, that stand manifested as the 
universe by virtue of (Your) manifold energies (in the form of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) and 
are its Ruler (too). (24) You are the Source of the Word (the Veda); the cause of the universe 
(in the form of the Mahat-tattva or the principle of cosmic intelligence); the (cosmic) Ego- 
characterized by the (three) Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), that bring forth the (eleven) 
Indriyas (the five senses of perception, the five organs of action and the mind), the (five) vital 
airs and the (five) subtle elements (respectively); the intrinsic nature of everything (which 
brings about transformation); the Time-Spirit (which disturbs the equilibrium of the three 
Gunas) and Kratu (the creative will) as well as Dharma (piety), consisting of Satya 
(truthfulness) and Rta (polite speech). The wise (further) declare that which is known as the 
Indestructible (primordial Matter), consisting of the three Gunas, as depending on You. (25) 
Fire, which represents ail the gods, is Your mouth; the wise conceive the earth to be Your 
lotus-like feet, O Source of the universe; Time, to be Your movement, while You are 
conceived of as representing all the gods in Your person; the quarters as (representing) Your 
ears, and the god Varuna (the ruler of the waters) as Your palate.(26) The sky is Your navel; 
the air, Your respiration; the sun, Your eyes; and water is Your generative fluid, Your ego is 
the support of all the JIvas (embodied souls), (both) high and low (from Brahma down to the 
minutest creature); the moon embodies Your mind; and heaven, Your head, O Lord 1(27) The 
oceans represent Your abdomen; the mountains, Your framework of bones; all the annual 
plants and creepers, the hair on Your body; the (seven Vedic) metres (viz., Gayatri, Tristubh, 
Anustubh, BrhatT, Pankti, Jagati, and Usnik), no other than the (seven) constituents (viz., 
chyle, blood, flesh,fat bone, marrow and the generative fluid) of Your body; and the entire 
range of Dharma (piety as enjoined by the Vedas), Your heart, O Lord with a body constituted 
3 three Vedas (Rk, Yajus and Sama)! (28) The five sacred (Vedic) texts (known by the 
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names of Tatpurusa, Aghora, Sadyojata, Vamadeva and Isana), 0 Lord, from (the thirty- 
eight parts of) which the thirty-eight fragmentary Mantras came into existence, constitute 
Your (five) faces (bearing the same names as the sacred texts themselves). Again, that self- 
effulgent Principle, constituting the supreme Reality, which is known by the name of Siva, O 
Deity, is (nothing but) Your absolute state. (29) Your shadow is seen in waves of 
unrighteousness (greed, manifested in the form of hypocrisy and soon), by which destruction 
is wrought; while Sattva, Rajas and Tamas constitute Your three eyes. (And) the eternal 
Veda, mainly consisting of metrical compositions, O Lord, represents a glance from You, the 
all-wise originator of the sacred lore.(30) Brahma (the Absolute)—which is not accessible to 
the guardians of all the spheres, nay, not even to Brahma (the creator), Visnu and Indra (the 
ruler of the gods), O Protector of mountains, (nay,) in which Rajas and Tamas and Sattva 
(too) find no place and which has all differences cast away from it—is (nothing but) Your 
supreme effulgence.(31) The act of Your destroying many an enemy of living beings—such 
as the god of love, the sacrificial performance undertaken by Daksa, the three (flying) cities 
(built by the demon Maya), the god of death and the poison (Halahala)—is no matter for 
praise on Your part, who (remain so deeply absorbed in meditation that You) do not even 
perceive this universe, created by Yourself, as having been reduced to ashes by the sparks 
and flames of fire shot by Your own (middle) eye at the time of (universal) dissolution I (32) 
They, on the other hand, that revile You as living in the company (excessively fond) of 
Goddess Uma (Your divine Spouse)—even though Your feet are contemplated upon in the 
heart by teachers (of mankind) revelling in their Self—and as fierce and violent and 
particularly fond of the cremation-ground, even though You stand thoroughly disciplined by 

austerities, have surely not understood Your pastimes and have cast (all) shame to the winds 
(as otherwise they would not have the impudence to rail at You in this way).(33) (Even) 
Brahma and others are not capable of correctly comprehending Your essential nature, much 
less extolling properly You, the perfect One, who are (so mysterious and) higher (even) than 
that (Prakrti or primordial Matter) which lies beyond both causes and effects. How can, 
therefore, we, who (are very recent in that we) have been created by Marici and others (the 
creation of Brahma), feel equal to it ? Yet, we have tried to extol You according to our barest 
capacity. (34) We clearly perceive this (visible form of Yours) alone and not Your transcendent 
reality, O supreme Lord! As a matter of fact, Your manifestation is intended (only) to gladden 
the world, even though Your activities are not (always) open (to the world). (35) 

rT5t8*T eq*R HTOT fW I ^ Ttrff ftTCTRJ I 

Sri Suka went on: Perceiving the aforesaid distress of theirs and sore stricken with 

mercy, the Lord, who is the Friend of all living beings, told Sati, His beloved Consort, as 
follows:—(36) 

3# sr?T 'Moll^dcL 13*3 I 
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Sri Siva observed: Oh, how distressing it is! Observe, O Bhavani (Consort of Lord Siva, 
the Source of the universe), this calamity that has come upon these creatures from (the 
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poison called) Kalakuta, produced by the churning of the ocean of milk. (37) Security must 
be vouchsafed by me to these people, anxious (as they are) to preserve their life. For, to 
protect the afflicted, this much is the concern (duty) of a great one (who is endowed with 
power). (38) The virtuous protect (other) living beings by (sacrificing) their own transient life. 
Sn Hari, the Soul of the universe, O good lady, is pleased with a man who shows mercy to 
created beings that are bewildered by the deluding potency of the Supreme Spirit and have 
contracted enmity with one another. (And) when Lord Sri Hari is pleased, I (too) feel gratified 
along with the (whole) mobile (animate) and immobile (inanimate) creation. Therefore, I 
(hereby) swallow this poison. May a happy (prosperous)life be assured to (all) created beings 
through Me.(39-40) 

^hih-^4 ^PIcTT-STcru'I I1^ I 
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SrT Suka continued: Having thus sought leave of BhavanI, Lord Siva (the Delighter of 
the universe) proceeded to swallow that poison. And SatT, who was aware of His greatness, 
heartily gave Her consent.(41) Then, squeezing into (the cavity of) His paim the Halahala, 
which was spreading all round, Lord Siva (the supreme Deity), the Protector of (all) living 
beings,swallowed it out of compassion.(42) The poison (which was the concentrated 
impurity of the oceanic water) showed its power even on His person in that it made Him (look) 
blue at the throat, although the spot became a special ornament to that benevolent Soul. (43) 
Generally noble souls are afflicted at the agony of the world. For, that (viz., sharing the 
affliction of others) constitutes the highest worship of the supreme Person, the Soul of the 
universe.(44) Observing that (benevolent) act of Lord Siva (the Source of blessedness), the 
god of gods, who showers blessings on His devotees, the created beings (who had 
approached Him), as well as Sati (Daksa's Daughter), Brahma and Lord Visnu (too) 
applauded it. (45) Scorpions, snakes and poisonous herbs as well as what other biting 
creatures (dogs, jackals and so on) there were took in what little (of the poison) leaked from 
the palm of Lord Siva (even) while He drank it. (46) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse, forming part of the story of the 
churning of the ocean for (obtaining) nectar, in Book Eight of 

the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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3TSnS^t5«ZIFI: 

Discourse VIII 

The manifestation (in a personal form) of the Lord's 
(own) enchanting potency 
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Trip;: ifiddii^VdcJiwn yy,mgtdj ^rsf ^snrrff trtjRT 'JTfr^q^rtLi^m 
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Sri Suka resumed: On the poison having been drunk by Lord Siva (who bears the 

emblem of a bull) the aforesaid gods and demons, full of joy, churned the ocean (of milk) with 
(redoubled) vigour; and from the said act of churning came forth the cow of plenty (the store¬ 
house of milk, ghee and so on, the principal substances fit for being offered as oblation into 
the sacred fire). (1) Seers who were exponents of the Vedas (and engaged in sacrificial 
performances) took that cow (the source of milk etc., fit for being poured as oblations into the 
sacred fire) for (obtaining) sacred material (milk, ghee and so on)to be used in sacrificial 
performances capable of taking (the sacrificer) to the path of gods (leading to Brahmaloka 
and so on), O king I (2) Next sprang forth the (celebrated) horse, Uccaihsrava by name, 
which was white as the moon. Bali longed for (took) it and not Indra because of the 
admonition given by the Lord. (3) Then issued forth the (moon-white) king of elephants, 
Airavata by name, which by its four tusks (resembling the four peaks of a mountain) obscured 

the splendour of Kailasa (the white mountain forming the abode) of Lord Siva. (4) Next rose 
from the ocean (of milk) a jewel of the ruby type, bearing the name of Kaustubha. Sri Hari 
(Himself) longed for (took) that gem as an adornment for His breast. (5) Then appeared (the 
tree known by the name of) Parijata, the ornament of the celestial world, which incessantly 
gratifies petitioners with the objects sought for, even as you (Pariksit) do it on earth. (6) Then 
came forth the Apsaras (celestial nymphs) adorned with gold necklaces and clad in excellent 
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robes, who delightthe denizens of heaven with theirchanming gait and playful glances.(7)Then, 
again, appeared Goddess Rama (Laksmi), who is Affluence personified and is devoted to 
the Lord, and who illumined the quarters with Her splendour like (a streak of) lightning 
flashing against the crystalline mountain-range called Sudama. (8) All including gods, 
demons and men conceived a longing for Her *, their mind overpowered (through astonishment) 
by the glory of Her comeliness, nobility, (young) age and (fair) complexion. (9) The great 
lndra(the lord of paradise) brought for Her a most wonderful throne, while the principal rivers 
(Gariga and so on) in their personal form brought sacred water (for Her ablutions) in jars of 
gold. (10) (Mother) Earth gave (Her) all (kinds of) herbs required for Her ablutions. The cows 
yielded to Her their five sacred products (viz., milk, curds, ghee, excrement and urine); and 
Spring yielded (Her) the produce of the two vernal months (in the shape of flowers and fruits 
appropriate to that season). (11) Rsis (seers) laid down the procedure of Her ablutions 
according to the scriptural ordinance. Gandharvas (celestial musicians) sang auspicious 
songs and their wives (too) danced and sang. (12) (Spirits presiding over) clouds sounded 
with great force clay tomtoms, tabors, drums, double drums and clarionets, that produced 
a tumultuous fanfare—as well as conchs, flutes and lutes. (13) Then the elephants guarding 
the (four) quarters bathed Goddess Sri, who held a lotus in one of Her hands and was an 
embodiment of virtue, with (gold) jars full of water to the accompaniment of hymns chanted 
by Brahmanas.(14) (The god presiding over) the ocean offered Her two pieces of yellow silk 
(one for being wrapped round Her loins and lower body and the other round Her upper limbs). 
Varuna (the god of water) gave Her a garland called VaijayantI, accompanied by black bees 
drunk with the honey of its flowers. (15) Viswakarma, a lord of created beings, offered Her 
wonderful ornaments; Saraswatl (the goddess presiding over speech and learning), a 
necklace of pearls; Brahma (the birthless creator), a lotus; and Nagas (serpent-demons) a 
pair of ear-rings.(16) 
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Holding in one of Her hands a wreath of lotuses with (a swarm of) black bees humming 
about it, and wearing a most charming face with a bashful smile playing on it and (brilliant) 
ear-rings hanging against Her lovely cheek, Goddess Sri, who (in the form of a golden streak) 

4<d|c>yL|l3PT: 1^0 1 

snfd<\ hit 

fST.: 

* Here it should be noted, as a learned and saintly commentator points out, that all those present in that assembly coveted 

Goddess Laksmi only because they knewthat. She being the deity presiding over fortune. Her grace would make them masters 

of fortune. Otherwise they were all great devotees, as is evident from the fact that they all offered presents to Her as a token 

of reverence and homage (vide verses 10 to16). 
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had (already) taken Her (permanent) abode in the auspicious bosom of Sri Hari, moved 
about (in search of a match of Her choice).(17) Having a pair of symmetrical and closely set 
breasts, painted with sandal-paste and saffron, and marked with an exceedingly slender 
waist and moving hither and thither (in that distinguished assemblage) accompanied by the 
sweet jingling of anklets, She shone like a (mobile) creeper of gold. (18) Looking out among 
the Gandharvas, Yaksas, Asuras, Siddhas, Caranas, gods (lit., the denizens of heaven) and 
others for a husband for Her—a husband free from blemish, eternal and possessed of 
everlasting virtues, She did not find any. (19) (She said to Herself:—)"There is no full control 
of anger in him of whom asceticism can be surely predicated. (Likewise) wisdom is found in 
some individuals; but it is not free from attachment. A third one is great (no doubt); but there 
is no complete mastery of concupiscence in him. And how can he be a lord, who depends 
(for his existence and power) on another ? (20) There is righteousness in some; but there 
is no love for living beings in them. (Again) there is liberality in some individuals; but in their 
case it is not conducive to Liberation (their liberality being actuated by some interested 
motives). (Similarly) there is prowess in a certain individual; but it is not immune from the 
ravages of Time. (And) surely he who is (entirely) free from attachment to the objects of 
senses cannot be a (fit) companion (inasmuch as he will choose to remain absorbed in 
abstract meditation and will have nothing to do with me). (21) There is long life in some; but 
there is no amiability nor auspiciousness (of the kind coveted by women). In some (others') 
there is amiability and auspiciousness too; but the duration of their life cannot be (easily) 
known. In some rare individual both these qualities (longevity as well as amiability) exist; but 
he too is inauspicious (in outward conduct). (Of course) there is one who is very auspicious 
too (besides being long-lived and amiable); but he does not long for me." (22) 

Bra ere frBpjuHmarei w £refr%<4iPmdHj331 

rrem: ferafesM'ld! ^ fesjTt: I 

?fh *e(i: il'fli: f^ret§T&T*T eieH 'felrtsreR | | 

^r: i erai-yinl twit ^ra?rt 

fei’a^Mil iJlMejfNllI: l^^9l 

flren fatfiPbdi ^T: snrr: i WU34I 

Having thus deliberated, Goddess Rama (Laksrni) chose for Her husband (none other 
than) Lord Visnu (the Bestower of Liberation), the most worthy of all from the point of view 
of His everlasting virtues (such as righteousness and wisdom) and (absolute) independ¬ 
ence, who is beyond the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and was coveted by Her, nay, 
who is wooed by all excellences, even though He does not feel interested in anyone- (23) 
Placing on His shoulders the charming wreath of fresh lotuses resonant with the humming 
of swarms of maddening black-bees, and having attained to His bosom, Her own 
(permanent) abode, through Her (lotus-like) eyes blooming with a bashful smile, she stood 
by His side (awaiting His grace as it were). (24) Lord Visnu (the Father of the three worlds) 
made His bosom the permanent abode of Goddess Sri, the Mother of the three worlds and 
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the Source of (all) riches.Ensconced there, Laksmi promoted (the welfare of) Her creation 
the three worlds and their rulers, by Her benignant look. (25) A great noise issued forth from 

conchs, clarionets and clay tomtoms and other musical instruments, as well as from 

Gandharvas (attendants of the gods) and their wives singing (on that occasion).(26) All the 
creators of the world, headed by Brahma, Rudra (the god of destruction) and the sage 
Ahgira, celebrated the Lord by means of sacred texts purporting to describe Him and 

representing the bare truth, and showered flowers on Him. (27) Looked at by Sri, the gods 
and other created beings including the lords of creation became rich in amiability and other 

qualities and attained supreme felicity. (28) The Daityas and Danavas (on the other hand) 

became dispirited, rapacious, effortless and devoid of shame, O Parlksit, when they were 
overlooked by Laksmi. (29) 

3T8JTHts^ eh'■Ml ehHCWl'cH 

MlflcdMi M^k^eh: ^yqfui^iU^rt 

3T*Jd|iiy|ehtf$i g^el^fqTT: 

I 3T^TT Tnj^TT I^Mdd % I ^ o | 

I Ita^^l^jdeh^iiTi: ^»T*T: frijjfdsbM: 1^3 I 

I TT 3 -HTTcm: 

fgyuuim^l ^TTUIHH^: | 

T: TT^ chtfVl gi^dl^R, l^m 

fld^Jd faSTTSSJ | | 

Then appeared the goddess presiding over the wine called VarunI, in the form of a 

maiden with lotus-like eyes.The aforesaid Asuras (Daityas and Danavas) caught hold of her, 
of course, with the approval of Sri Hari. (30) Next arose from the ocean even as it was being 

churned by gods and Asuras (the sons of the sage Kasyapa), seeking nectar, O great king, 

a most wonderful personage with long and plump arms, a conch-shaped neck and reddish 

eyes,dark-brown (of hue), youthful (in age), wearing a wreath of flowers and adorned with 
all (kinds of) ornaments. (31-32) He was clad in yellow, had a broad chest, was graced with 
a pair of very bright ear-rings made of gems, wore glossy and curly hair-tips (on his head) 

was charming (of every limb) and possessed of the gait of a lion.(33) He carried (in his hands) 
a jar full of nectar and was decked with a pair of bracelets. Indeed he had emanated from 

a minute ray of Lord Visnu Himself. (34) He was known by the name of Dhanvantari; (it was) 

he (who) revealed (to the world) the science of medicine and he enjoys a share in the 
sacrificial offerings. Perceiving him as well as the jar brimful with nectar, all the Asuras, who 

were eager to secure everything (churned out of the ocean), quickly snatched away the 
(precious) jar. On the aforesaid jar containing nectar being carried away by the Asuras, the 

gods felt dejected at heart and resorted for protection to Sri Hari. Noticing their helplessness 

as aforesaid, the Lord, who grants the wishes of His servants (devotees), said," Do not feel 
depressed; I shall accomplish your purpose by stirring up feud among them as well as 
through My own deluding potency (in the form of a bewitching damsel). (35—37) 

■pm: 'rf^dHIHJ m ijcfat !=* R ^ R I 

^ ^ ^i^i^gricf: | fiaum qrf: qnidd: 13^ 1 

^ WTSPTWg 3TOT SUdUdHI: I <^c5T: I'ko I 
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A quarrel arose in their ranks inter se, O king, their mind being seized with a thirst for 
nectar. "I shall have it first, I shall have it first; not you, not you!" This is what they said to one 
another. (38) "The gods, who have equally contributed to this consummation through (their) 
exertion, deserve their share in this prize as much as in (the merit resulting from) a sacrificial 
performance* undertaken by a community for common weal: such is the eternal law". (39) 
In these words indeed did the weaker Daityas, in whom jealousy was aroused (by the 
selfishness of the usurpers) repeatedly protest against the stronger ones, that had taken 
possession of the jar, O Pariksit. (40) In the meantime Lord Visnu, who knows (all) 
expedients, assumed the most amazing form of a damsel, which could not be described (in 
words). (41) It was worth looking at intently, blue as an Utpala (a variety of lotuses) and 
comely of every limb. Its well-matched ears were decked with ornaments (ear-rings); its face 
was marked with lovely cheeks and a prominent nose. (42) It had a waist slender (as it were) 
due to the weight of breasts fully developed as a mark of budding youth. Its eyes looked 
frightened by the humming of black bees attracted by the fragrance of its mouth. (43) It bore 
on its head of hair a wreath of full-blown Mallikas (a species of jasmine); its neck was 
embellished with a necklace and the form was (further) graced with a pair of armlets worn 
round its shapely arms.(44) (Nay,) it looked exceptionally charming due to its girdle that 
added to the beauty of its broad hips covered by a loin-cloth which was spotless white; and 
a pair of anklets adorned its feet that walked in a winsome manner.(45) (Again,) it incessantly 
kindled passion in the breast of Daitya generals by its bashful smiles,dancing brows and 
amorous glances.(46) 

Thus ends the eighth discourse entitled "The manifestation (in a personal form) of the Lord's 
(own) enchanting potency", in Book Eight of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa- Sarhhita. 

3JST WTtSSZira: 

Discourse IX 
Appearing in the form of MohinT (an enchanting damsel), 

the Lord deals out nectar among the gods 

i fatwr atiiirai i ^ i 

* A Satrayaga has been defined as below:— 

/r^rA eisciwai i ii 

” a Satra is that in which there are a number of sacrificers and a number of deities to be worshipped and in which gifts 

are bestowed on many.' 
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3# W# «im 3# 3TW qra g?T: I ff?T % cTTtffa^T MM^fd^^l: I 9 | 

*T cW$<3: R^RIc^KUl: I HT^^l ITmImI c^^gT ^TTTt ^f*T: I * I 

•?? ^ ferf^TT •af^TTfH ^lORuiiqj TT^f^5mR:3jtffl %SJTTj Tf^UM | | 

w (? t hiWh i fn'TMi ^<iuii fgsjr^ ■gir&g^ i ^ i 

<*>;>qMdl<MI<JI TOT: fidul^l: I fa*Fjf*c( ySJI-ill-y ^TSTT I ^ I 

f^mrfeRTr I TO5 ■bR)TNI^ff(i§Tfel<Msi<dX I 4 I 

Sri Suka resumed: Having taken leave of (all) amity and adopted the ways of the 
robbers, and snatching the jar (of nectar) from and abusing one another, the Asuras caught 
sight of the approaching damsel. (1) Running up to her with the words "Marvellous beauty! 
Amazing splendour I! Charming is her youthful age !!!" they questioned her (as follows), 
passion having been kindled (in their heart); (2) Tell us, who are you with eyes resembling 
the petals of a lotus? Where do you hail from?(Already) churning our hearts as it were, what 
do you intend doing (further) and whose daughter are you,0 lovely one ? (3) It is not that we 
do not know you as untouched (undefiled) before by immortals and Daityas, by Siddhas, 
Gandharvas and Caranas, (nay,) not even by the guardians of the spheres, much less by 
human beings. (4) Have you been sent (here) by the merciful creator, O pretty one, in order 
to afford delight to the senses and mind of (all) embodied souls ? Certainly it is so.(5) Such 
as you are, (pray,) bring peace (of mind) to us, who are contending for a common object and 
have (consequently) sontracted enmity (with one another), even though we are kins, O proud 
lady with a slender waist I (6) Being sons of the sage Kasyapa, we are (all) brothers and have 
exerted (our) strength (for the common good). (Pray,) divide the prize equitably, so that there 
may be no more quarrel (among us). (7) Thus urged by the Daityas, Lord Sri Hari, who had 
assumed a feminine form through (His) Maya (deluding potency), beautifully laughed and 
spoke as follows, looking at them through the lovely corners of His eyes.(8) 

1 few mTu^ti 'chRh!^ t *ttRt f| i i 

Ultf|<3<*,|U|j *sft# g WRuiWl I ^ ^ I ^o I 

The Lord observed: How, O sons of Kasyapa, have you reposed trust in me, a wanton 
woman ? Indeed a wise man would never put faith in lustful women. (9) The wise declare the 
ties of friendship of wolves and wanton women, who are looking out for newer and newer 
delights, O enemies of gods, as inconstant.(IO) 

ddl 

T: I 1^1 

?fcTOFT RRT I 

cJSngtfcT Wi ^ 3TT fTO TOTT Tgsnfamqj^ | 

f^rRTSTTfTT rPPTT ^ichUM^^-cii: I cfaj^-cWfld I ^ | 

Sri Suka went on: The Asuras, whose mind felt reassured by these jocular expressions 
of her, laughed a significant laugh, which was too deep (for the common man) to 
comprehend, and entrusted the jar of nectar to her.(11) Having taken possession of the jar 
of nectar, Lord Sri Hari then said in a voice brightened with a gentle smile, "If you accept 
whatever is done by me, whether right or wrong, in any wise, I am prepared to divide this 
nectar among you (but not otherwise)." (12) Hearing this utterance of that (divine) maiden, 
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the leaders of the Asuras, who had no idea of Her greatness, agreed to Her condition, saying 
"Be it so". (13) 

fJrT^RT fcST q 2r^T qifeyajjfrq: fg3T: I ^ I 

qqfqqfq qwifa qftsnqigrTTfH i^m 

yi^Tj^iifgy^ ^ q I SjqTqff^RTTcqqT ^graT ¥^4.: 1^1 

rT^JT ^Tt^l^T|<^cWrtJndd^Jlfd4^^l^n I 

RT fplrff chdcP^<^T%^H $«M5Tq) cj*5$mrftl<81lfq^l I ^ I 

flt SfartjTT chH^~f.U^<^l'M-)UM|f||ef1irir,)c|dd| Wg?TTWH. I 

qqtgq fi^^^wddlar'iR ^qiyti f^<rfedw^fg*wiH.ii 

3t^TTU|'| ^qT5JR q^T ^Tf^raRT q rfT eqq^tf^rl: 1^1 

d^rM^i tjsi^ rr^Thi^wn ^Jidifd: i rnsjm^nmrm ^ ^ q q^fo^ i^o i 

q^q^TO#: ipR, MiqqTHIfl SHI^pUl ^qtqj^l 

% HlcHI-d: WW^Tt: t^fTcT ^ I ^fecN^LH-yi \^\ 

HW <^dlfdSfU|i||: yuj-urqii|ebirRt: I <4^4 qiq<£I THg: fqfaqq, R3 I 

<dP^yf?r^?i: qrMi^qqfe 13rf%rg: wqqfqqiF5TqT*qt q ^jqH: I w I 

J^Rq^T Mi^lt fqqH: f^R: I $Rw*y qiqqjqj ^qtii^ifecib^riq^ I ^qi 

klU^Mtdl RTdM^t UgMq)$i4<l,l ^ q=frf&T q^Tiqqqfqqiqfq t?qt: R^l 

qldyiiii^d ^^ictk^iidi^rraR: i q^fqqy^iuii ^ qtq ^r»j% jtfr: 13^1 

d^Ujd yinun: ^IT: \?t\ 

q^ ^^sgq^qqqfqqrfq^lfq^TTT^ rjqcRdld. I 

$*q R^qqfq q^foqHSrjWcMIdJTcfcq tT^qqfn qq_ R<? 1 

ifq afw^Md qirjw TOtw ^dwwsH^.-qsqawr ^qifiswq: 1 

Then, having fasted (for a day) and finished (their) bath, (nay,) propitiated the fire through 
sacrificial offerings and bestowed (appropriate) gifts on cows and the Brahmanas as well as 
on (other) living beings, they had auspicious rites (such as the recitation of benedictory 
prayers) performed (for their success) by Brahmanas. (14) (Again,) putting on a set of clothes 
altogether new according.to their pleasure, and graced with ornaments in every limb, they 
all squatted on blades of Kusa grass that had their ends pointing to the east.(15) When the 
gods as well as the Daityas (the sons of Diti) had taken their seat, with their faces turned 
towards the east, in a hall scented with fragrant fumes and adorned with wreaths of flowers 
and lights; that beautiful damsel, slow of gait due to her bulky hips, that were covered over 
with a charming piece of linen, with eyes swimming (as if) under intoxication and breasts 
resembling a pair of (small) vases, forthwith made her way into that chamber, jar in her hands, 
and warbling (as it were) through the jingling of her gold anklets, O ruler of men I (16-17) 
Looking intently at her, who was no other then the supreme Deity and a counterpart of 
Goddess Sri (Beauty personified), (nay,) who was adorned with a pair of gold ear-rings and 
had charming ears, nose, cheeks and mouth and from over whose breasts the end of the strip 
of cloth covering them had slightly slipped (thus partially-exposing them), the gods and 
Asuras felt completely enchanted (particularly) by her glances accompanied with a smile.(18) 
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Thinking it unwise to offer nectar to the Asuras-as milk to serpents-both of whom are 

nwcnfUS bi T'T' L°rd ACyUta d'd n0t 9'Ve 3Share of jt t0 them-(19) Providing separate 
rows of seats for the two races, Lord Visnu (the Ruler of the universe) seated them in those 
'ows each race in the midst of their own people. (20) Beguiling the Daityas by His winning 
attentions, polite words and movements beside them with the jar held in His hands He aave 
tie gods sitting at a distance to drink the nectar that prevents old age and death (21) 
Respecting the promise made by them (that they would accept whatever might be done bv 
he girl) 0 king, the Asuras, who had bestowed their love on Her, kept quiet (also) because 
hey abhorred (the very idea of ) wrangling with a woman. (22) Cherishing the utmost 
iffecfon for Her and afraid of losing it, and restrained by excessive regard (shown to them 
>y Her), they uttered nothing unpalatable.(23) Disguised in the garb of gods, and entering 
e row of the gods, Swarbhanu (Rahu) drank the nectar and was pointed out by the moon- 

|°d a™ the sun-god (between whom he had surreptitiously placed himself).(24) Sri Hari 
Dpped off his head by His discus (Sudarsana), which was sharp-edged as a razor, even while 
ie was drinking the nectar, with the result that the not trunk, which had been touched by 
lectar, dropped down (dead). (25) The head (of the demon), however, which was raised to 
ie position of an immortal (by coming in touch with nectar), Brahma (the birthless creator) 
lade a deity presiding over a planet, who actually assails the sun-god and the moon-qod 
n the new moon and the full moon respectively, cherishing enmity (towards them). (26) 
/hen the nectar was well-nigh consumed by the gods, Lord Sri Hari, the Protector of the 
mverse, assumed His original form (once more), while the Asura generals looked on (27) 
) this way the hosts of gods and demons differed in their result even though they worked 
the same place and time, with the same means (Mount Mandara and the serpent Vasuki) 

nd material (herbs and plants), and though (the nature of) their activity and intention (too) 
ere (just) the same. Of the two parties, the gods easily obtained the reward in the shape 
nectar due to their resorting to the dust of His lotus-feet, but not the Daityas (who did not 

isort to that dust). (28) Whatever is done by men with (their) life, wealth, organs of action, 
ind and speech with reference to (their) body, progeny and others having an eye to their 
stinctive character is futile. That (however) which is done by those very means with an eye 
their identity (divine nature) becomes fruitful; and it redounds to the benefit of all, even as 
e watering of the roots (of a tree) tends to the nourishment of all its limbs.(29) 

Thus ends the ninth discourse, comprised in the story of the churning of the ocean 

for the sake of nectar, in Book Eight of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T«T 

Discourse X 

Outbreak of hostilities between the gods and the Asuras 

^R^TT ^7 I eRlff&T ZTtTTSJ 

TT^TRT 

TPTSfHT HgT % fcfru^ni: I 3PJU|q|U|| I HI ^ HI ffiJT 

HrT: ^MT: TT^t gERTT qin^fsicTT: I 

I 9 I 

* I 

I 3 I 

I * I 
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H^T t^Tgrt Rm TUT: H^IVJI: I 

d>n-4M r TTOsnrrot wt i 
^CUMRUli xrfRJ 

tfSRT Tfsrf«reT5T xrf%rf^T: ft? tirTO: I 

sf: %fe?q7 TjR: I 

Tjil: ch^-ctchf'M I 

%f%t^f^fTO: ^RiRT: I 

^c^oH^d: ^ndicjefirifqnig: I 

TT^^C^ril TT3n*J^t TR?^T: I 

fl^lfll^l[fl^ts<lU1^^fdSn^: I 

l^T^RStUrffTT R^tTT f^T:t^:Tf5'*WT I 

?*TT #f^7Tg^r: 'fttifT^-d I 

%f%r^ i 

Ld^/ldf^deWlWl: I 

f^3JTftH#m^r g ^RT: I 

I 

^ I 

*3 I 

6 I 

S I 

u\ 

Sri Suka resumed: In this way the Danavas and the Daityas could not obtain nectar, O 
ruler of men—even though they stood united and had been intent on doing (their) work (of 
churning the ocean)—because they had turned their back on Lord Vasudeva.(l) Having 
caused nectar to be obtained, O king, and made His devotees, the gods, drink of it, the Lord 
mounted on (the back of) Garuda (the king of birds) and departed, while all living beings stood 
gazing. (2) Observing the highest good fortune( success) of their enemies and jealous of it, 
the Daityas (sons of Diti) marched against the gods with uplifted weapons. (3) Reinvigorated 
by the nectar drunk by them and having taken shelter in the feet of Lord Narayana, all the 
gods thereupon offered a united resistance with their weapons.(4) There on the seashore 

raged a most dreadful, thrilling and hand-to-hand fight, known by the name of a conflict 
between the gods and the demons,O king! (5) With a mind full of rage, the aforesaid enemies 
met at close quarters on that battle-field and struck one another with swords, arrows and 
various(other) weapons.(6) Tremendous was the flourish of conchs and clarionets and the 
noise of clay tomtoms, tabors and Damans (a kind of drum) as well as of the trumpeting 
elephants, neighing horses, rattling chariots and roaring foot-soldiers.(7) In that battle car- 
warriors closed with car-warriors,infantrymen with infantrymen, horses with horses and 
elephants with elephants. (8) Some warriors fought on the back of camels, some on 
elephants and others on donkeys, (still) others fought on the back of Gaurampgas, bears, 
panthers and lions. (9) Others fought on (the back of) vultures, buzards, herons, hawks and 

Bhasas(a bird of prey soaring very high in the skies), Timingilas (whales), Sarabhas (an 
eight-footed animal said to be stronger than a lion, the species of which has now become 
extinct), bisons, rhinoceroses, bulls, Gayals and Arunas.(IO) Some (more) fought on (the 
back of) jackals, rats, chameleons, hares and men; others, on goats, black antelopes and 
swans and still others on boars.(11) Some (again) fought on (the back of) birds of land and 
water and (other) animals with deformed bodies. The warriors of both the armies, O king, 
penetrated farther and farther (in their effort to worst their opponents). (12) 

kras-cMTi tnratrm?: I i^i 

i Tgrrfefsfr?: ^j?rt iv*i 

^rcrarctkirnT syfa-oi i j d m i d fdfi i Fm d wnti^m 

srrt^TT ws^tiuri I ^TPT RTO HdfdWdH. | ^ | 

STctfgtfrnr I StydddMMdV-i I ^ I 

lddldli{4 Llc(f4l*|fyq^H: I c||tfoi|sjHsMliL±i 73t ^ |^| 

Mddli^'ll: I dyfo: TH^TT : 1^1 
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cfcftrtl MUd^fcr 

3qRyiiRy^fMsj wig fspjufatr 

3Tc=raj^TFTr: ^WlfTR: 

^<i<^d fapriwmss: 

rWW4Mdl t^T qHIdlgEflvHl^m: 

H^TRrqf^TO^r fgrwr mffaWsi: 

qfwU-Sui rmchui TJ$)Wd 

dilC'HI'^T TcRJefv^f cf 
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^Ulchfat^ ^rwn qf^yui 
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^ g? W^3 3fpTT Idf^dim!: R^ I 
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^T ^dd)«c)U|^lfey^>Jfd: Rm 
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3hi§<4ti'| [c^i-disit ^iJ,^'^4lf*3R: I ^ I 

^°TT j)(rHI4J*yfHtst) <M-H*jfdHI R£| 

c^gT ylcjyi 3 fgrfsR: r^i 

■*3?rf ^Pco^d^ gmr^f: ^roi 

fd^^i^cfl ^s^ehlrti rURddl R* I 

Tf? eHdlfrsfgJ^tR'^lJ R^ I 

^wfdS^HWI HRiU| ^T%?: R^ | 

mI«|4 ^5T: ^tSRT^: ^ R^ | 

With the ranks of warriors distinguished by (their) ensigns of various colours, spotless 
white costly umbrellas with handles of diamond, fly-flappers of peacock feathers and the 
bushy tail of Camaris (a species of deer found in the Himalayan region), turbans and pieces 

of cloth used as upper garment waved by the wind, brilliant coats of mail and ornaments and 
burnished weapons shining brightly under the rays of the sun, O king, the armies of the 

celestial and Asura heroes shone like two oceans with rows of sea-monsters.(13—15) In that 
battle the celebrated Bali, son of Virocana, was the commander-in-chief of the Asura forces. 
Seated in his famous vehicle, Vaihayasa by name, the foremost of (all) aerial cars— which 

had been manufactured by (the demon) Maya and could fly at will, (nay,) which was equipped 

with all implements of warfare and full of all wonders, O lord, which was incomprehensible 

by reason and could not be precisely located (because of its uncertain and wonderfully swift 

movements) and which, though perceived (now and then), defied perception (because of its 

dazzling splendour)— and surrounded by ail troop-commanders, he shone in the midst of 
a pair of chowries (which were being waved on his right and left) and under an exquisite 

umbrella like the moon on the eastern hill (while rising). (16—18) On all his sides appeared 

in (their respective) aerial cars (other) Asuras, the commanders of the (various) squadrons— 

Namuci, Sambara, Bana, Vipracitti, Ayomukha (steel-mouthed), Dwimurdha (possessed of 
a pair of heads), Kalanabha and Praheti, Heti, llwala, Sakuni, Bhutasantapa (the torment of 

created beings), Vajradarhstra (possessed of adamantine teeth), Virocana (shining brightly), 
Hayagriva (having the head and neck of a horse), Sarikusira (spear-headed), Kapila (tawny 
of hue), Meghadundubhi, Taraka, Cakradrk (having wheel-like eyes), Sumbha, Nisumbha, 

Jambha, Utkala, Arista, Aristanemi, Maya, the lord of the three (flying) cities, and others, viz.[ 

the Paulomas and Kaleyas, the Nivatakavacas and so on. (19—22) Having not received any 
share in the nectar (churned out of the ocean of milk), they had only suffered hardship (in 
toiling for the nactar). All these (however) had on many an occasion utterly defeated the 

immortals at the very qommencement of the operations.(23) Sending forth the roars of a lion, 
they blew loud-sounding conchs. Seeing his foes puffed up with pride, Indra (the destroyer 

[564] B. M. 27— 
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of the demon Bala), got highly enraged. (24) Mounted on Airavata, an elephant guarding the 
(eastern) quarter (with the temple-juice streaming from its temples), Indra shone like the sun 
(lit., the ruler of the day) appearing on the eastern hill with cascades falling down (its sloping 
sides). (25) All round him stood the (other) gods, mounted on their diverse mounts and 
carrying different ensigns and weapons, as well as the guardians of the (various) worlds— 
Vayu (the wind-god), Agni (the god of fire), Varuna (the god of water) and others—with their 
retinue. (26) Rushing violently towards and reproaching one another with words that cut to 
the quick, (nay,) challenging one another and rushing forward, they fought in pairs. (27) Bali 
contended with Indra; Guha (the younger son of Lord Siva) cast his lot with Taraka; Varuna 
fought with Heti and Mitra with Praheti, O Pariksit! (28) Similarly Yama tried his strength with 
Kalanabha; Viswakarma (the architect of heaven), indeed with Maya (the architect of the 
demons); Sambara, with Twasta (a lord of created beings) and Virocana (Bali's father and 
son of Prahrada) with Savita. (29) Namuci crossed arms with Aparajita, the Aswins (the twin- 
born physicians of the gods) with Vrsaparva, and the god Surya (the sun-god) with the 
hundred sons of Bali, of whom the eldest was Bana. (30) Soma (the moon-god) likewise 
fought with Rahu; Anila (the wind-god) with Puloma, and the powerful Goddess Bhadrakall 
with Nisumbha and Sumbha. (31) Vrsakapi (Lord Siva) for His part closed with Jambha; 
Vibhavasu (the god of fire), with Mahisa and llwala, accompanied by Vatapi, with the sage 
Marici and others (the sons of Brahma), O chastiser of foes ! (32) Durmarsa (one hard to 
withstand) had an encounter with Kamadeva (the god of love); Utkala with the Matrkas (the 
divine mothers or personified energies of the principal deities); the sage Brhaspati (the 
preceptor of the gods), with Usana (Sukracarya, the preceptor of the demons) and 
Sanaiscara (the deity presiding over the planet Saturn and a son of the sun-god) with Naraka 
(the demon born of the union of the Lord manifested in the form of the divine Boar with Mother 
Earth). (33) The (forty-nine) Maruts (wind-gods) entered into a conflict with the Nivatakavacas; 
the (group of the eight) gods known as the Vasus with the Kaleyas; the (gods called) 
Viswedevas, with the Paulomas and the (eleven) Rudras (the gods of destruction), with the 
Krodhavasas (a class of serpents, extremely ferocious by nature, residing in the lower 
regions). (34) 

tT ^ | 

IdjyM r^l: I 

marr: Hifr^r^r farfw fewscrt: 1 

1^1 

lujt&I: Tji ?JlTfbT g I ^61 

f^KI fa^d faI 

W y'l^jdl I I 

<*i^ll*d3 Mfdd^ftmsfgTm: I ^dl^ydKU^tiyidHl ^ I'ko I 

Fighting in pairs as well as collectively on the battle-field in the aforesaid manner and 
approaching one another, the Asuras as well as the leaders of the gods violently struck one 
another with sharp arrows, swords and iron clubs in their eagerness to win. (35) And they 
lopped off the heads of one another with Bhusundis (a kind of-weapon perhaps of the nature 
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Thickly strewn with heads—from whirh L!? 9 d f the wounds of the warriors). (38) 
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^5 sfe* Wfe: I TdU^H^dd<^d<Hm: ,^, 
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^FTJlM^^Tr xtt^T m^TT TTf^: I 
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Bali assailed the mighty Indra with ten arrows, Airavata (his elephant) with three, the four 
guards of Airavata with four (each with one) and its driver with one. (41) Quick in showing 
his valour, Sakra (Indra) cut them with the same number of (eighteen) sharp Bhallas, as 
though smiling, as they came flying (towards him), even before they reached him. (42) 
Observing his superb feat, Bali, who could not easily tolerate this discomfiture, took up a dart 
glowing like a mighty firebrand. Indra (however) cut it while it was (yet) in Bali's hand (before 
he was able to discharge it). (43) Bali thereupon took up a spear, then a Prasa and then 
(again) a Tomara (iron club) and double-edged swords. (But) whatever weapon he took in 
his hand (the powerful) Indra cut down all of them (in no time). (44) Going out of sight, the 
demon (Bali) next let loose his demoniacal Maya (illusion) and thereupon came into view a 
mountain over (the heads of) the celestial forces, O king! (45) From that mountain fell down 
trees burning with forest fire and rocks with (their) tops sharp as (the edge of) a chisel, 
pulverizing the enemy's forces. (46) Further (from that mountain) rused forth large serpents 
and (other) snakes with scorpions, as well as lions, tigers and boars crushing gigantic 
elephants. (47) There also appeared in hundreds nude ogresses with pikes in (their) hands, 
exclaiming "Cut down", "Break asunder!" and ogres too, O lord! (48) Then large thundering 
clouds, buffeted by winds, rained live coals with a deep and terrific roar. (49)Conjured up by 
the demon, a very extensive and most formidable fire, helped by the winds, began to burn 
the celestial army like the fire appearing at the time of final dissolution of the universe. (50) 
Then was observed on all sides an ocean that transgressed (all) limits and looked terrible 
on account of (its) whirlpools and waves tossed up by fierce winds.(51) In the midst of 
illusions that were being likewise created by other Daityas (too), who were great adepts in 
conjuring tricks and were (most) formidable because of their imperceptible movements, the 
celestial warriors grew despondent.(52) When Indra and others, O protector of men, did not 
know how to counteract this evil, the almighty Lord, who is the Protector of the universe and 
was called to mind (by the gods), manifested Himself there. (53) Presently there appeared 
the Lord, clad in yellow robes and endowed with eight arms wielding (different) weapons, 
with eyes resembling a pair of budding lotuses and His feet, tender as young leaves, placed 
across the shoulders of Garuda (who had a pair of beautiful wings), and on whose person 
shone forth Goddess Sri (in the form of a golden streak on His bosom), the Kaustubha gem, 
a priceless crown and a pair of invaluable ear-rings. (54) The moment He entered the battle¬ 
field the illusions created by the conjuring tricks of the demons yielded to the glory of that 
mighty Lord even as a dream is broken the moment wakefulness returns (to a sleeping man). 
For, (to say nothing of the Lord's actual presence), the (very) thought of SrT Hari is the (only) 
radical cure for all ills. (35) Perceiving Lord Visnu (the Rider of Garuda) on the field of battle, 
and revolving his dart, (the demon) Kalanemi (who was reborn as Kamsa in his next 
incarnation and) who rode on a lion (the enemy of an elephant) presently flung it (at Him). 
Seizing it by way of sport as it was about to descend on Garuda's head, Visnu (the Lord of 
the three worlds) despatched with it, O protector of the people, the enemy (kalanemi) along 
with his mount (the lion). (56) Encountering the Lord, by whose discus (Sudarsana) the 
mighty Mall and Sumall (too) had their heads lopped off and fell on the battle-field, Malyavan 
(another general of the Asurika forces) was just going to strike Garuda (the king of birds) with 
a pointed mace when Sri Hari (the most ancient Person) severed the head of the roaring 

enemy with the same discus.(57) 

Thus ends the tenth discourse, forming part of the story of the war between 
the gods and the demons in Book Eight of the great and 

•glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 
the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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Discourse XI 

Conclusion of the conflict between the gods and the demons 
mjcFZcrm 

Slshfl4Uu|k'iRdiWI< 4{fa4*dl: TJTT I ^ | 

^TTcRITT FTSJT | ^ cT2 3H1T U^T I ^ I 

q^UlfuiWHlfiS. (d«^ t$T:RsRRJ MdRdd fdrH-d I $ I 

Hicj't^s mili^H^ll^ qt fsrnfafo I fTTRT stltfl^fqy^IgTTq^qET ^rf?T dTgqr^ I * I 

^TITT&TRI Hi«HiRit>lrW^mPrl ^ T^qj dT^jfe^TTRI^P^FTTir q^SJ: I q I 

FftS? R3RT ^IdMdun | %Tt LKIdlAJdW jTTfqfir: TT? I ^ I 

SrT Suka resumed: Having regained (their) presence of mind by the supreme grace of 
Lord Visnu (the supreme Person), the gods headed by Indra (the ruler of the gods) and 

Samlrana (the wind-god), now struck hard each one of those (Asuras) by whom they had 
been jointly assailed before. (1) When the glorious Indra (the chastiser of the demon Paka), 
full of anger, took up his thunderbolt in order to strike Bali (the son of Virocana), his subjects 

cried "Alas !" "Alas I" (2) Reproaching the heroic Bali, who was well-equipped (with arms) 

and was ranging fearlessly before Indra in that great conflict, Indra (who wielded a 

thunderbolt in his hand), addressed him as follows:—(3) Conquering fools whose eyes have 
been enchanted, a conjurer takes away their money. (Even so,) though no better than a 
conjurer, O fool, you seek to overpower us, lords of Maya, by means of incantations I (4) 

Those foolish robbers who seek to ascend to heaven, nay, rise (even) beyond heaven (to 
still higher regions) by means of spells, I cast still lower down than their former abode. (5) 

As such I shall lop off your head today with (my) thunderbolt having a hundred joints, even 

though (I know) you are an adept in the use of melevolent spells. Exert yourself with (all) Your 
kinsfolk, O dull-witted one ! (6) 

WR ddcWlfcdchiJuili^| cfVlid44hd4l qqj: I V9 | 

cRT: TJRT: I q i^frl q ^TWpd ?R | 6 I 

q qq TRIMHIdmidlH rR TTRRqj fmT R: qrfdhHI: I I 

Bali replied: Fame, triumph, discomfiture and death fall in succession to the lot of all who 
are engaged in hostilities and whose actions are impelled by (a propitious or unpropitious) 
Time (Destiny). (7) Therefore, wise men view (all) this (fame etc.), at determined by Time; 

they neither exult nor grieve over it. You are (however) ignorant of this truth. (8) We (for our 

part) do not take to the heart your words that sting one to the quick, since you deserve to 

be pitied by pious souls in that you account your own self instrumental in bringing fame and 
so on. (9) 

4rn dKWdf^dq: i sTicbuj^uY^ddiafqrr^q tjqri^oi 

fqTTfRT dRuil rT^cnfedl I dl^bLid. dHl£d | ^9 | 
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aif^ Tgfeil rWT 3TOg KMdd: I ggRT ^RT^. TJTTt fegg$T $c|Wrt: IR I 

WP7 ^fart fgT ^3TOt <dfcHH3: *pt.l RTli UTf^dWlfa 1 

H ftt?gT? 3TTW tpTT I <rldlc)dlrjih5is*> 7T1T g IR I 

■n^raiRoafamr fagfa'di gg: i ott^wit srutt gjijr «hw< g^i ggr Rm 

rRTt T8jt Mldfe>?l I 3J1RT8T TSIFTR^? I R I 

ggj gg^ <*>4' I ^JpT ^com 3 r| tHgnl'il.ifS'f'*^ I I 

7J3T ^MUl Mlrlfo: I ^51 d^U||Ufmfo{: R4I 

SrT Suka went on: Having thus twitted the powerful god (Indra) the valiant Bali, the 
vanquisher of heroes (in battle), struck him again with arrows pulled (right) up to the ear— 
him who had (already) been stung with taunts. (10) Thus reproached by the enemy, who 
spoke the truth (all the same), the god (Indra) could not bear his insulting speech any more 
than an elephant pricked with a goad. (11) Indra (the vanquisher of foes) hurled (his) unfailing 
thunderbolt against him so that, like a mountain that had its wings * clipped, Bali fell to the 
ground, car and all.(12) Finding his friend (Bali) fallen (in battle), the demon Jambha, a (great) 
friend and well-wisher of Bali, assailed Indra, (thus) rendering good offices even to his fallen 
friend.(13) Riding on a lion, Jambha, who was possessed of great might, approached Indra 
and, lifting his mace, struck him with (great) impetuousity on the collar-bone, as well as his 
elephant (Airavata). (14) Tormented by the stroke of the mace and utterly confounded, the 
elephant touched the ground with its knees and fell into a deep swoon. (15)Thereupon was 
brought by Matali (Indra's charioteer) a chariot drawn by a thousand horses; and, leaving the 
elephant, the mighty god mounted the chariot. (16) Admiring that (prompt) action of the 
charioteer and smiling too, Jambha (the foremost of the Danavas) struck the latter with a 
burning dart in battle. (17) Taking recourse to fortitude, Matali bore the pain (caused by the 
dart), which was most difficult to endure; and (greatly) enraged, Indra severed Jambha's 
head by means of his thunderbolt. (18) 

3W lit 373 affirm I IR I 

ggtfa: gifg i amfaRg gcfg^Roi 

1^873 «R55: 517: I R? | 

nidfrt gigg 7«i wiggg i dd^'M^p rii 

qgra: i|$K3lfa: I 3TTH3 333137733 7T3tg f3 3T31: R^l 

77cfg: 5H<fTld 5131 7T72I7TRfggj I <3131 ^1^71: sn^jsffiraT^: R* I 

3Tc*313Hfrmdig fg^T Ttl^T: I 

stdigchi: ft War dfuigqm rggggr ggrng rhi 

dd^<igT%^g<4U^I(d fgTTFTa: 7TT»JTgj^^|t|uri: I 

g^t fp: 73 ^jmgf g 733 ?g ggugg rii 

ftrctgg rjiRt ig: utfuifidi wr i dd'-ir^a fgj ?gj g^ crggfi gn^i 

7i cftgig*mm feiwfl ggsgigrgi: i 5TT3RT g533T Trg^in gg3pgggj74i 

* We read in the Puranas that mountains had wings in the earliest times and could fly and settle down wherever they would. 

Finding them a great menace to organic life, Indra clipped their wings and thus rendered them incapable of motion for all times. 
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Hearing from (the lips of) the sage Narada about Jambha having been slain (by Indra), 
his kinsmen, Namuci, Bala and Paka, arrived there in (great) haste. (19) Stinging Indra to the 
quick with their pungent words, they struck him repeatedly with arrows even as clouds would 
assail a mountain with torrents.(20) The swift-handed Bala simultaneously struck in battle 
(all) the thousand horses of Haryaswa (Indra) with as many arrows.(21) With a hundred 
arrows each (the demon) Paka struck separately Matali (the charioteer) and the chariot with 
(all) its parts by fitting to the bow and discharging (all) the arrows at one and the same time. 
That was (indeed) a (great) marvel in that battle. (22) Piercing Indra with fifteen large arrows 
furnished with hilts of gold, (the demon) Namuci roared on the field of battle like a cloud 
charged with water. (23) The demons covered Sakra (Indra) including his chariot and 
charioteer on all sides with a network of arrows (even) as clouds would obscure the sun in 
the rains. (24) Not perceiving him (on the battle-field) and extremely perturbed, the celestial 
troops with their retinue, who were (now) left without a leader and were utterly vanquished 
by the enemy, uttered a plaintive cry like merchants whose ship had been wrecked in mid¬ 
ocean. (25) Presently Indra (who was capable of overpowering the mighty) issued out of the 
cage of arrows along with the horses, chariot, flag and charioteer. Illuminating the quarters, 
sky and earth with his splendour, he shone like the sun at the close of night.(26) Observing 
his army overpowered by the enemies (the demons) in battle, the god (Indra), the wielder of 
the thunderbolt, lifted his thunderbolt in anger with intent to slay his enemy. (27) With the 
same eight-edged weapon he severed the heads of (both) Bala and Paka, inspiring terror 
in (the heart of) their kinsfolk, who stood looking on, O Parlksit! (28) 

TffT <iichmd+>qiPc(d: I Rfy'l^R-i ^JTTFT rTTTR tHM'iaUK, 10^ | 

yifeuii^&HMiij ms^mifey 130 1 

fdfe|R*$d ?RR^Rt: 1 

^ifwslH 3vS77 ^SlRddRddfil'lfd: f^RT 

T HF7 f| cFd iifjTil *7: ^p.ufrHNflRd: I 

TTRfJtTT 133 I 

dwifq'SlS^Wlcffl; yidfjdi Urt: I feftJS TcP-IMd *$3 'c^l fed -Ml I 33 I 

tq TT 4dM5lu(i q$r353: il'Jllcqt) | ^TT Rlfdfildi ^TTT: 17337: 3331 'gfe I 3* | 

cqig ^Tt 33 RtmRd: I 3737 rufq ^rtf^ldl: fldRsH^iM-d: l^m 

yfd$nl 3# 33T l 3T? 33T33 30i ^grddl^uichKUIH^ 1351 

ffw w; cfFRRTfrtm I 3T3 ^5B?STT 3#m#T 3T33: I ^I 

nqitH <73. 37T 3tTT 4^<113*1^41 

3T 3eff pKUIebUiJ UUdl^MlP^d 

3 3 3fR 3*J3: %? 

3737Stqg I 

I 3TrTrsqTT2JrHlilW 33F7f W( f37t: 133, | 

I SZTT33. %332TT3$y^liyii‘i7y|d7<*4J33 I 

I 3 3gd,4HJ|ui| 3T33SJIdlRM^ fe'JJiT 1*0 I 

1 3^1W7t ddddVdi 31^31 i 

*7S7T 1*^ I 

yftdl 3di^qRdK3l ^7 I 3T7*TT3TTr 1*3 I 

Perceiving their death, Namuci was filled with grief, indignation and rage; and in his 
eagerness to kill Indra, O ruler of men, he put forth his best energy. (29) Taking up a lance 

of steel, furnished with bells and adorned with gold ornaments he darted, full of rage, 
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threatening in the word "You are slain!" and flung it at Indra (the ruler of the gods), roaring 
like a lion (the king of beasts).(30) Hari (Indra) cut it with (his) arrows into a thousand pieces 
(even) as it flew towards him through the air with great speed. Full of anger, the ruler of the 
gods (then) struck him (Namuci) with his thunderbolt in the neck, aiming to chop off the latter's 
head.(31) The powerful thunderbolt which was hurled with (great) force by Indra (the king of 
the gods) did not as a matter of fact pierce even the skin of Namuci. This was most wonderful 
that the weapon which smashed the mighty Vrtra was baffled by the skin on Namuci's 
neck.(32) Indra (now) got afraid of that enemy (Namuci) from whom the thunderbolt had been 
repelled. (He said to himself,) "through a conspiracy of Fate what has this happened, that has 
bewildered the world? " (33) By means of this (very) thunderbolt, in old days, I clipped the 
wings of mountains, that flew with (those) wings and settled down on earth on account of their 
(huge) weight, thus conducing to the destruction of created beings.(34) (Nay,) by this was 
rent asunder (the demon) Vrtra, the vigorous austerity (personified) of Twasta ( a lord of 
created beings), and others too, who were endowed with (extraordinary) strength and whose 
skin could not (even) be scratched with all the missiles.(35) (When) hurled by me at this puny 
Asura, the same thunderbolt has been rendered ineffectual! A (mere) staff, I shall no more 
handle it; though embodying the (spiritual) energy of a Brahmana (the sage DadhTci), it is 
unavailing (now).“(36) To Sakra, who was thus sorrowing, an incorporeal voice said, "This 
demon can be killed neither with dry nor with wet things, since a boon has been conferred 
on him by Me to the effect that death will surely not come to him through any wet or dry 
substance. Hence any other contrivance should be thought of by you for (the death of) this 
enemy, O Maghava (Indra)! (37-38) Hearing that ethereal voice, Indra fully composed his 
mind and contemplated; and presently he discovered a means in the shape of foam (of the 
sea), which combined both (the aforesaid) attributes and could not therefore be called 
exclusively dry or wet). (39) With that foam, which was neither dry nor wet, he severed the 
head of Namuci; (and) hosts of sages glorified him and showered flowers on the mighty 
Indra. (40) ViSwavasu and Paravasu, the chief among the Gandharvas (heavenly musi¬ 
cians), sang songs, the celestial drums sounded and (heavenly) dancing girls danced with 
joy. (41) Similarly other gods too, headed by Vayu (the wind-god), Agni (the god of fire) and 
Varuna (the god of water), destroyed their rivals with volleys of missiles just as lions would 
kill deer.(42) Perceiving the extermination of the Danavas, the celestial sage Narada was 
sent by Brahma (the creator) to the gods, O protector of men, and he remonstrated with the 

gods (in the following words).(43) 

Narada said: Nectar has been secured by you by resorting to the arms of Lord Narayana 
and (besides) all (of You) have been blessed by Goddess SrT (His divine Spouse). 

(Therefore,) cease you (now) from hostilities.(44) 

MHa-rll I 44^4141^1% ^ fefayiTTL 1*41 

^ctfelgl TUt rriWRL % 1 faMsWKW 3^T Plfhpri4< 1 

35HT 'aRcKimm wfaroi n*\s i 
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Sri Suka continued: Accepting the advice of the sage (Narada), the gods gave up anger 
as well as the zeal for fighting; and being glorified by their attendants, all returned to 

heaven.(45) Those who survived in that conflict took with the concurrence of Narada the 

lifeless (body of their leader) Bali and made for the western hill (the mountain where the sun 
is believed to set). (46) There Usana (Sukracarya, the preceptor of the demons) restored to 

life, by his (secret) science of reviving the dead, those whose limbs were intact and whose 

neck was (still) whole. (47) Bali too had his senses of perception and consciousness restored 
the moment he was touched by the sage Usana. Though vanquished (in battle), he did not 

feel sorry, fully conversant as he was with the truth relating to the world (viz., that victory and 

defeat etc., depended on one's good or evil destiny). (48) 

Thus ends the eleventh discourse, forming part of the story relating to 

the war between the gods and the demons, in Book Eight of the 

great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 
as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3Tsi ir^Tfsszmr: 

Discourse XII 
Infatuation of Lord Sankara 

■cprea^ri) fTsrere 4tfas$ui <Mdr<i ut#wi y^iun^R: utumiiddetj * i 

^fc|URi|J RlR^T: | TT? I A I 

TWTfam tttsR 'em! i terras wu^Rh, I 3 I 

Sri Suka (son of Badarayana) resumed: Having heard that, enchanting the Danavas 

by assuming the form of a (bewitching) damsel, Sri Hari had given nectar to drink to the hosts 

of heaven, Lord Siva (who bears the device of a bull on His ensign and) who dwells on Mount 

Kailasa, mounted. His bull along with His divine consort (Goddess Parvatl) and, 

surrounded (accompanied) by all the multitudes of evil spirits (forming His retinue), went to 

the region (Vaikuntha) where Lord Visnu (the Destroyer of the demon Madhu) has His 

(permanent) abode, in order to see Him. (1-2) Received by the Lord (Visnu) with (due) 
reverence along with Uma (Goddess Parvatl) and comfortably seated, the aforesaid Lord 
Siva (the Source of the universe) smilingly spoke to Sri Hari as follows, paying homage to 

Him in return. (3) 

el eld eRUTnarpji ileitchlUl 

r& 3<m 

dJIHJU I *TTcJF?t edUldfl I 

I ddlieddW Art I R-t I 

PuifilM: I 1 

TT^T Tjulu'jja R|^lt<*>UH'eiUldUrcld1KUH'd<'deL I 

Ijchfcdfrd SdUgq et WTT <^rll^dfild* q I 

3T^TReTT^Rt d4H^r?l fd*dqi ^T«TT^ I C I 

* 1 

I 

\ I 
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sstgJ chfry^qcl^a SWReR HT ^ '•U31H, I 

qit q qrtf^rtpZTT STTRfct STTfd^RT ^ I 

■’iHllirm drMMrJkd: fejcT I ^o I 

^ wtfgdM^: fejfd'jTtuki ^rr%T h I 

^T^I8n ^ rRTcRnsi ^ra ddldtchd<JlcrtlMlid*>-t*t 1^1 

31cmm mu Twmm % Tpfr: I #5? dlfa^dM. I ^ I 

qq fUqlf^dl %qt: qTferTTSjnjtT ^TT: I ^ l^tcf 3Trami: m f| R: 1^1 

Sri Mahadeva (the great god) prayed: O god of gods, O Lord pervading and 
constituting the universe, O Ruler of the universe! You are the Cause as well as the Controller 
of all substances, the (universal) Spirit. (4) You are that Brahma which is all truth and all 
consciousness; from which are traceable the beginning (appearance) and end (dissolution) 
as well as what they call the middle (life) of this (objective) universe, and (yet) to which— 
unchangeable as it is—(all) these (states) cannot be attributed; (nay,) which constitutes this 
(the visible universe) as well as the ego (the subject), that which lies outside (is enjoyed with 
the senses) as well as the other (the enjoyer). (5) Sages seeking blessedness and devoid 
of all (other) aspirations duly worship Your lotus-feet alone, giving up attachment to both (this 
and the other world). (6) You are the all-perfect, immortal, attributeless and immutable 
Brahma (Infinite), which is not only devoid of sorrow but is also of the nature of absolute bliss, 
and which, though without a second, is (yet) distinct (from everything else). You are (at the 
same time) the Cause of the appearance, continuance and dissolution of the universe, and 
the Ruler of all Jivas (embodied souls)—sought after by them (all), though seeking nothing 
(Yourself). (7) You alone are both cause and effect and neither of the two (being the ultimate 
cause of both). Gold moulded (into the shape of an ornament) and unmoulded (too) is gold 
(alone); there is no difference of substance between the two. It is through ignorance (of Your 
essential nature) that diversity has been attributed to You by men. For, diversity in You, who 
are free from (all) adjuncts, is due (only) to (Your association with) the (three) Gunas (modes 
of Prakrti). (8) Some (viz., the Vedantis) know You to be Brahma (the Absolute); while others 
(the Mlmamsakas) recognize You as Dharma (virtue). Some (viz., the followers of the 
Sahkhya school of philosophy) regard You, the supreme Lord, as transcending both Prakrti 
(matter) and Purusa (spirit); while others (the followers of the Pancaratra school of the 
Vaisnavas) know You to be the Supreme endowed with the nine divine potencies (viz., 
Vimala, Utkarsini, Jnana, Kriya, Yoga, Prahvi, Satya, isana and Anugraha) and (still) others 
(viz., the followers of the Yoga system of philosophy) recognize You to be the foremost 
Purusa, changeless and independent. (9) Neither I (Siva) nor Brahma (whose life extends 
to a couple of Parardhas or 31, 10, 40, 00, 00, 00, 000 human years) nor indeed sages 
headed by Marici (one of the mind-born sons of Brahma)—who are (all) creations of Sattva, 
(yet) whose understanding is obscured by Your Maya— are able to know (the true nature of) 
the universe created by You (much less Your own essential nature), O Lord! How, then, can 
the demons, human beings and others—who are ever engaged in activities of a Rajasika or 
Tamasika character—know it ? (10) As such You, who are consciousness (itself), know Your 
own activity as well as that of (all) created beings, the appearance, continuance and 
dissolution of this universe, the bondage of mundane existence and release from it. (Nay, 
even) as the air pervades the multitudes of mobile and immobile beings as well as the sky, 



so do You pervade the whole universe, You being its very Soul. (11) Your descents (in the 
world of matter) when You carried on (Your) sport with the (three) Gunas (modes of Frakfti) 
have been seen by me. As such I long to behold that (bewitching) form of a damsel which 
was assumed by You (the other day). (12) Eager to behold that form by which the Daityas 
were greatly enchanted and the gods given nectar to drink, we have come (to You)- for great 
is our curiosity (with regard to that). (13) 

TJoTCTWfsfrTt ^UlfuMI I ^WTOffT SWUmd |^| 

Sri Suka continued: Thus entreated by Rudra (the Wielder of a trident), Lord Visnu 
heartily laughed a laugh which was pregnant with meaning and replied (as follows) to Lord 
Siva (who has His abode on Mount Kailasa). (14) 

'ERTT I | 

T^8Tt: I efuRni TTrTST I ^ I 

The Lord said: The jar of nectar having disappeared (passed into the hands of the 
Daityas), the form of a (bewitching) damsel was assumed by me—for (exciting) wonder in 
the minds of the Daityas— having regard to the interests of the (outraged) gods (which could 
best be served in that way alone, woman being the most effective and appropriate means 
of infatuating and beguiling the treacherous and greedy Daityas, who had wrested the jar of 
nectar from the hands of Dhanvantari and thus deprived the fair-minded godsof their rightful 
share). (15) To You, O chief of the gods, who are eager to behold it, I shall (presently) reveal 
that form, which excites passion (in the hearts of males) and (as such) is (so) valuable in the 
eyes of libidinous souls.(16) 

mpFlcTM 

i^rufr wiqi«i£eu-m«fcra i 3tt^ i w i 

rr fosjcri <*w<*Aui i 

fqPiKnlH'q^ui ^fTT^mT^IT I ? % I 

trg ht ^ IgirsFrsn few |^| 

I *T^RTT 3tfq L|i>il^| ^Tt l^i\l 

Sri Suka went on: Saying thus, the Lord vanished on that very spot; while Lord Siva (the 
Source of the universe) waited (there) with Goddess Lima, casting (His) look all round.(17) 
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Presently, in a garden (before Him) full of trees rich in blossoms of various kinds and rosy 
leaves, He beheld a most beautiful damsel with a girdle lying about her hips, that were 
wrapped with a brilliant piece of linen, delightfully sporting with the movements of a ball.(18) 
She was so delicate that at every step she was getting broken as it were at the waist by the 
heavy weight of her (full) breasts, shaken by her bending and rising (with the downward and 
upward movements of the bounding ball), as well as of her exquisite (and solid) necklaces, 
and was taking her nimble feet—tender as young leaves—to and fro.(19) The pupils of her 
big and restless eyes looked very much agitated due to the unsteadiness of the ball, which 
was moving in every direction, and her countenance made lovelier by cheeks resplendent 
with a pair of ear-rings shining in her ears, as well as by dark tresses. (20) Tightening her 
loosening garment and disturbed braid with her lovely left hand and striking the ball with the 
other, she was enchanting the world by her own Maya (ravishing power). (21) Looking 
intently at her, the divinity was seduced by her glances flung at Him with a covert smile 
induced by slight bashfulness because of her playing with the ball as aforesaid. His mind 
being overpowered by His gazing at her and being gazed on by her in return, He lost (all) 
consciousness of Himself, of (His Consort) Uma standing close by as well as of His own 
attendants. (22) When, in the meanwhile, the ball escaped from her fingers to a long distance, 
lo I the wind blew off the fine texture (wrapped about her loins) girdle and all, (even) as she 
ran after the ball, while the god Siva (the Source of the universe) stood looking on. (23) 
Beholding that fair-eyed and soul-ravishing girl, (so) beautiful to look at, in such a condition, 
Lord Bhava actually gave His heart to her, who gazing at Him with sidelong glances (and 
thus appeared to be enamoured of Him). (24) Deprived by her of His good sense and 
overpowered with love evoked by her, He sought her presence unabashed even while 
Goddess Parvati (His own divine Spouse) stood looking on.(25) 

W fclc^l sftfeTT fatftanHI cf&g Hl-clfogd 1351 

dlH-cPhs^ SFraR, I 5WW St qftT: cfiTiyfacI R\9| 

feroiTI w 44HKI 

cfcftuTT cFftnft vzn I 

^T?r«ri 1341 

(cj5Tc*Tl uir^ Kl I R3I 

3TTrHR 1-rHldJ UlsWcHI gipTOTT TT^T 130 I 

3i5t fdUJ|'|^rl*4'JI: I Sidled 9>lAd e)Ru|<d fgfdf^frt: 1$^ I 

crerFJSJRfTt TrrSJ^dWiyfdfl: I dlRldlM-J Sjra?T:l^3l 

m 4diqdH^i WWW ngidtd: 1 1331 

gi^5f W> fa fed I w- iv*i 

I *lii<£d 3 m 

3T2JI<7nvmiijldi| 3TTrHRt <if7TSIdJ4: I R ^ gl^dHJ35l 

1 -&im mnywi Trrwf 1' 
The girl, stripped as she was of her cloth, felt much ashamed when she beheld Siva 

drawing near. Hiding behind the trees, she kept laughing, but did not tarry (anywhere). (26) 
The almighty Siva, whose mind had been stolen (by that girl) and who was swayed by 
passion, followed her (even) as the leader of a herd of elephants would follow a she- 
elephant.(27) Pursuing the damsel with great speed and seizing her by braid, He brought her 
close to Him and folded her in His arms (even) though she was unwilling. (28) Hugged by 
the Lord (even) as a she-elephant is covered by an elephant, she wriggled on this side and 
that (in order to escape from His grip), her hair getting dishevelled (in that attempt). (29) 
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(Eventually) extricating herself from the embrace of Lord Siva (the foremost of the gods), O 
dear one, the said girl, who was no other than Maya (the deluding potency) conjured up by 
the Lord, ran away, even though she had large hips.(30) As though completely overpowered 
by Love, His enemy, the aforesaid Rudra followed the steps of Lord Visnu of wonderful deeds 
in that form. (31) Even as He pursued her, as the ruttish leader of a herd of elephants would 
run after a she-elephant desiring copulation, the seed of Lord Siva, possessed as He was 
of unfailing procreative energy, escaped. (32) The spots on earth where dropped the seed 
of that great soul-came to be fields of silver and gold, O ruler of the globe! (33) (In the course 
of His pursuit of that girl) Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the universe) was (found) present (near 
her) on the margin of rivers and lakes, on hill-tops, in forests and groves and wherever (else) 
sages dwelt*. (34) The seed having escaped, He perceived Himself befooled by the Lord's 
Maya, O jewel among kings,and (now) completely recovered from infatuation. (35) Having 
forthwith realized the glory of Lord Visnu, the Soul of the universe, (nay,) His very Self, whose 
power cannot be fully known, He did not consider the event (of His being befooled by the 
Lord's Maya) as actually wonderful in any way. (36) Lord Visnu (the Destroyer of the demon 
Madhu) was supremely delighted to find Lord Siva unperturbed and unabashed and, 
resuming His (original) masculine form, spoke (as follows). (37) 

f^n ft fogsrerg ttt PigmiFHi fern: i fTh^i ^rt ttrrtt i ^61 

TFT ttt«TT F rFraf»TJTfdkTid IW TH^TT ^JTF5F STF^T: Uo| 

The glorious Lord said: I am glad, O jewel among the gods, that You have by Yourself 
regained Your (unruffled) natural state even though, O dear one, You were easily duped by 
My Maya (deluding potency). (38) Indeed what male, other than You, can, when (once) 
caught in it, overcome My Maya, which creates various objects (of attraction) and cannot be 
easily got over by those who have not been able to control their mind. (39) This aforesaid 
Maya, consisting of the three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), which gets united with Me— 
appearing in the form of the Time-Spirit—in time (at the time of creation, preservation and 
dissolution of the universe) by parts (in the form of Rajas, Sattva and Tamas respectively) 
shall no longer overpower You. (40) 

mjcF 

SRcTHT TF5TT TTTfFT: I 3TF?oZT F i|Rsh«T TTHUT: TTTFFT ZJZTt 1*3 I 

3ncTTt^fTT FT *TFTT *TFRT I SjffFFjfa^pUMj sfteTTSJcTgTST *TT7F 1*3 I 

arfa oilUSUkdW'jIFT XTKlt tRTU tjTT: MTddFPTI: I 

3Tt foljgl ^«Tld3M5^ fFTJFTT9cF5TT: 1*3 

TT tTmg^5TcFgdFT STPITF, TWlflgHM TFTTF t I 

Tt tjtt Tn^rifL f •qrr fesiF f ff: 1**1 

Sri Suka continued: Thus kindly treated (embraced) by Lord Visnu (bearing the mark 
of Srivatsa—in the shape of white curly hair—on His bosom), O king, and asking His leave 
and walking round Him (as a mark of respect), Lord Siva, accompanied by His retinue, 
returned to His own abode (Kailasa). (41) Presently, in the midst of the foremost of seers, 

* By visiting in the form of that bewitching girl the hermitages of saints and sages while being pursued by Lord 3iva, 

Lord Visnu indirectly showed to the sages how difficult it is to conquer the charms of a woman, which even Sartkara, the 

crown-jewel of Yogis, failed to resist, much less others, who are an easy prey to lust. 
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who stood glorifying Him, Lord Siva (the Source of the universe) lovingly spoke to His 
Spouse (as follows) about the aforesaid Maya, the (divine) energy of Lord Visnu (His own 
self).(42) "Did you behold with your own eyes the deluding potency of Lord Visnu (the 
birthless One), the highest Person, the supreme Deity, under whose influence (even) I, the 
foremost of His rays, helplessly fell a prey to delusion! What wonder, then, that others, who 
are not masters of their self, should do so. (43) He is actually the same eternal Person about 
whom you inquired, approaching me when I had just ceased from deep meditation at the end 
of a thousand (celestial) years, (nay,) whom Time cannot set bounds to nor can the Veda 
comprehend.(44) 

derm 

ftifafgnin f^isfvP: I «)d ngi'ciw: |>iqi 

ehWqalS^ucIrtl R 3TI^ ^>kJd. I 

q^d^tflcfc^UII^UM 1*5. I 

%^T8Zri^ | 

ch^cr^Ml ^TTTRtTO^njrrRT PTOTJT 1*^91 

9(lHiRmrl H5I^|U| HKH5W1 'dfeaWmgMt+.-y BTR ST^TtSKJRT: | 

Sri Suka went on: In this way has been narrated to you, O dear one, the story of the 
exploits of Lord Visnu (the Wielder of the Sarnga bow), by whom (in the form of the divine 
Tortoise) was supported on His back the huge mountain (called Mandara) during the 
churning of the ocean (of milk). (45) The exertion of a man reciting or listening to this story 
again and again never goes in vain anywhere. For, a narration of the virtues of Lord Visnu, 
enjoying excellent renown, relieves the entire fatigue of birth and death. (46) I bow to Him 
who grants the wishes of those that approach Him for shelter and who, having assumed by 
His illusive power the form of a (bewitching) damsel and deluding the demons( the enemies 
of the gods), gave nectar, churned out of the ocean (of milk), to drink to the foremost of the 
gods, that had sought refuge in His feet—inaccessible to the vile and attainable through 
devotion (alone). (47) 

Thus ends the twelfth discourse entitled “The Infatuation of Lord Sankara" in Book 
Eight of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, othenvise 

known as the Paramahamsa- Sarhhita. 

3T8T SrateSTteznST: 

Discourse XIII 

An account of the (concluding eight) Manvantaras 

ff?r $pT: | RJRTT gHMRI iRTctUdJTft R »fqj | ^ | 

SJg: 5Pujfd>5( BT | qfcZRTm RTORT: RJRTT % ^SlrT I 3 I 

eB^tSJ TJRST2J ^RTT ggRRJfl: I Hdl&RddWd ^1 TJ5TT: RTtR I 3 I 

3TTfeqT ^51 WP: I 3Tf^TT^rat TTpf^Pm I * I 
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eh^^Mi^BtcJItHgisj fg^ifWissi fiff: i ^ra^nwTsra fin fh^f: fjft: i ^ i 

3TFlfF FFcMHJ cb^lllclR'^^jTI 3Tlfd.cFHWeH^I fgbUjdfmw^ I ^ I 

TT^PRTt H«4lrblPt FR R’CItkiRji ^ | ^f^)U4td ^aFlfF feinTT: ?’cfcdircidllH F I \9 I 

Sri Suka began again: The seventh, the present Manu is a son of Vivaswan (the sun- 

god), who is known by the name of Sraddhadeva. (Now) hear from me (the names) of his 

sons.(l) They are Ikswaku and Nabhaga, Dhrsta and Saryati, Narisyanta and Nabhaga; and 

the seventh is called Dista. (2) Add to them Karusa and Prsadhra and the tenth is 

remembered by the name of Vasuman.These are the ten sons of the Vaivaswata Manu, O 
tormentor of foes! (3) The (twelve) Adityas (the sons of Aditi, the gods successively presiding 

over the sun month after month), the (eight) Vasus, the (eleven) Rudras, the (ten) 

Viswedevas, the (forty-nine) Maruts (wind-gods), the two Aswins (the twin physicians of the 

gods) and the (three) Rbhus are the (seven orders of) gods (in office), 0 Pariksit, Purandara 

being (the name of) their Indra (ruler). (4) Kasyapa, Atri and Vasistha, Viswamitra, Gautama, 
Jamadagni and Bharadwaja are recognized as the seven (principal) seers. (5) In this (the 
present) Manvantara too the descent of the Lord took place from the sage Kasyapa (a lord 

of the created beings)and (his spouse) Aditi. The youngest of the Adityas, who assumed the 
form of a dwarf, is Lord Visnu ( Himself). (6) Thus (the first) seven Manvantaras have been 

briefly described by me to you. I shall presently tell you of the coming (seven) as well, whibh 

are (likewise) connected with the descents of the Lord.(7) 

fading i FTF 3F I FjTT T5TFT F TF3F3 F i-imfFfed HF I 4 I 

TJFtFT qjjqiRek HTFT F^TT^JFTFRI: I FFT FFT ^lc&^ct$ej>|i||i||£j ydlo^Uj | ^ | 

FraPuSwUdl FPFT FRIT FFFITFI FT I ^RgR^dWlTJ^Rt e^dldT'dl I ^ o | 

3JRF5FT7 3TMid FlctfulFfcwi FJ: I FTFfiifFFFT ^JF I ^ I 

FR 3FT: ^pTMFI fFTFT 3F3FRFT: I M feHMdyHi Ffamfd 1^ I 

FTFFT FT5TFTFTF (d'HJId F: F^RFR. I TTI’TFtTFF %FT FF: %figFFTCFlfF I *3 I 

FT-SFT FFFFT 34: sfirH ynrt tJF: I Piclf?ifli.sfiTFi ^md.SJTTSSTF Fife I I 

FTcSFt <ifHRI-L FFT SlUigF: <£L|WFT I RjSI^: fqdIWIFi FFFRn^FFFT: 1^1 

^F FRFFFTR FfaklPd TFFPJF: I |2IFlFlFF TUPL ^ ^ 3TTSIFFng^5 1^1 

^FJJgTTcFFFFIT FTFFfF ffa 3HJ: I FIR ^11^1 Fo5F ^RRFfejT: I ^ I 

Now, there were two wives of Vivaswan, both daughters of Viswakarma (the architect 

of heaven), Samjna and Chaya (by name), O king of kings, that have already* been spoken 
of (by me) to you. (8) Some refer to Vadava as the third.f Of these (three), Yama (the god 

of retribution), Yarn! (sister of Yama, the deity presiding over the river Yamuna and married}: 

by Lord Sri Krsna) and Sraddhadeva are the three progeny of Samjna. Also hear (the names) 

of the sons of Chaya. (9) They are Savarni (a future Manu) and a daughter, Tapati (by name), 

who became the wife of Samvarana and Joanaiscara (the deity presiding over the planet of 
the same name, now known as Saturn) came to be the third; while the two Aswins are the 

sons of Vadava. (10) When the eighth Manvantara will have commenced Savarni will 

• Vide VI. Vi. 40-41. 

t According to Suka, however, it was Samjna herself who took the form of a Vadava (mare) and gave birth to the two 

Aswins—vide VI. vi.40. 

t Vide. X. 58. 17—23, 29. 
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become the Manu (in relation to that Manvantara); and Nirmoka, Virajaska and others will 
be the sons of Savarni, O protector of human beings! (11) In that (the eighth) Manvantara, 
the Sutapas,(the Virajas and the Amrtaprabhas will be the (three orders of) gods (in office); 

and the demon Bali, the son of Virocana (Prahrada's son) will be their Indra (ruler).(12) 
Having (already) gifted (in the current Manvantara the whole of) this earth to Lord Visnu (in 
the form of the divine Dwarf) when the latter asked for land measuring (not more than) three 
paces, and relinquishing the office of Indra (which will be) attained by him (through the grace 
of the Lord in the next Manvantara), he will then achieve perfection (in the form of final 
beatitude). (13) He is the same Bali who was (first) bound by the Lord as a token of pleasures 

and then installed in (the subterranean region of) Sutala, which is (even) richer than heaven, 
and where he continues to this day like (another) Indra.* (14)Galava, Diptiman, Rama 
(Parasurama), Aswatthama (the son of Dronacarya, a preceptor of the Kauravas), Krpacarya 
(another preceptor of the Kauravas), Rsyasrnga (who officiated at the sacrifice performed 
by Emperor Dasaratha for obtaining progeny) and our father, the divine Vedavyasa (who has 
his abode in a grove of jujube trees)—these will be the seven seers in that (the eighth) 
Manvantara by virtue of their Yogic attainments. At present they are (all) living each in his 
own hermitage. (15-16) Sprung from the loins of Devaguhya through Saraswati, the Lord will 
be known as Sarvabhauma. Wresting the throne (of heaven) from Purandara (the present 
Indra), the all-powerful Lord will bestow it on Bali. (17) 

mn i?3T i r<? i 

I srfoTT HTHgT RrtlcW 4Tl^m3^T: 13o I 

Daksasavarni, son of Varuna (the god of water) will be the ninth Manu. Bhutaketu, 
DIptaketu and others will be his sons, O protector of human beings.(18) The Paras, the 

Maricigarbhas and so on will be the (orders of) gods and Adbhuta has been declared to be 
their Indra (ruler). Again, Dyutiman and othersf will bethe (seven) seers in that Manvantara.(19) 
Sprung from (the loins of) Ayusman through Ambudhara, an emanation of the Lord will 
appear under the name of Rsabha. (And) Adbhuta will rule over the three worlds conquered 
(on his behalf) by (the said) Rsabha. (20) 

«in) WTJ ^RMuilSJl fpTT: R^l 

TT?it "3TR ft^TT: I ^T: Rt? I 

^ ^nart: I ^TTH: W5R f^ptT TBTlj: R3 I 

The great Brahmasavarni, son of Upasloka, will be the tenth Manu. Bhurisena and others 

will be his sons and Havisman and so on will be the (seven) Brahmana sages. (21) Havisman, 
Sukrti, Satya, Jaya and Murti will be (the names of some of) the Brahmana sages in that 
Manvantara. The Suvasanas and the Viruddhas will be the (orders of) gods (in office) and 
Sambhu will be the Indra (the ruler of the gods). (22) Born with a part of His divine essence 
in the house of Viswasrk through Visucl under the name of Viswaksena, the almighty Lord 
will actually make friends with Sambhu (the then Indra). (23) 

3RIMdl*ddtdl3J RXI 

cFTWTT fHcrfui^q: ^TT: I Rm 

■ A reference to the story of Bali’s overthrow, told at length in Discourses XIX to XXIII below, will show that the Lord divested 

Bali of his sovereignty of the three worlds only in order to shower His grace on him. 

f According to the Harivamsa, Savana, Dyutiman, Harvya. Vasu, Medhatithi, Jyotismari and Satya are the names of the 

seven seers holding office in the ninth Manvantara. 
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3ii4<*5*4 ^JrT: I ^S](TRTT jUklfclrtleH STRftrsrfH R ^ I 

The high-minded Dharmasavarni will be the eleventh Manu; while Satyadharma ar 
others are going to be his ten sons.(24) the Vihahgamas, the Kamagamas and tf 

Nirvanarucis are going to be the (orders of) gods (in office) and Vaidhrta will be their Indi 

(ruler); while Aruna and others * will be the seers.(25) A part manifestation of Sri Hari, boi 

of Vaidhrta through Aryaka, and known by the name of Dharmasetu, will maintain the thre 
worlds. (26) 

oswiqufT 7T5R^ aicpm'i I I I 

TUtifM^ld TFURt: I 3T^Tt ^TRJflgfl: ^dNI: gRT l^^l 

Rudrasavarni, O king, will be the twelfth Manu; and Devavan, Upadeva, Devasresth 
and others will be his sons. (27) Again, Rtadhama will be (the name of) the Indra and th 

Haritas and so on will be the (orders of) gods. And Tapomurti, Tapaswl, Agnldhraka an 

others will be the (seven) seers. (28) The almighty son of Satyasaha and Sunrta, Swadham 
by name, a part manifestation of Sri Hari, will protect that Manvantara. (29) 

H^yksil '*TTaTf ^RietfrUlrRcinJ fej|fHfelkl:>ll£JI Id filled I: |^o| 

^T: f^l fdR tM Id: I HrafehdT^ckltejl I 3 * 1 

3tnSTT fcoi*Md: I zrfrrafr j&kll TPatfamld 133 1 
The high-souled Devasavarni will be the thirteenth Manu; (and) Citrasena, Vicitra an 

others will be the sons of Devasavarni. (30) The (orders of) gods bearing the names c 
Sukarmas and Sutramas will remain in office, while Diwaspati will hold the office of Indra 

(Even so) Nirmoka, Tattvadarsa, and so on will be the (seven) Rsis t in that Manvantara.(31 

A part manifestation of Sri Hari, Yogeswara (by name), will be born of Brhatl as the son c 

Devahotra and will (prove to) be the benefactor of Indra (the ruler of heaven).(32) 

-qwf?T 1 5^it*m»^£jiai 1331 

trfekjrsrm ^t: ^jf%rfNr 1 3rfrraT|: wTsrrarcmfeq: 13* 1 

TraTOTTTSJ rT^rr #: I fed HI ill TTflm*l ffr^ld-TjPcHlRHI 1^1 

Indeed Indrasavarni will come to be the fourteenth Manu; while Uru.Gambhirabuddl' 

and so on will be the sons of Indrasavarni. (33) The Pavitras and the Caksusas will be thi 
(orders of) gods and Suci will be (the name of) the Indra. (Even so) Agnibahu, Suci, Suddha 

Magadha and so on will be the (seven) ascetics (sagest in office). (34) Born as the son c 

Satrayana, Brhadbhanu (by name), through Vitana, O great king, Sri Hari will propagate thi 
rituals.(35) 

7T3t^3d(lHIM OlehWI^WirH % I ylT+il^r^pMd: cRRtTT zpTTTWWr: I 3^ 1 

?fcT Mil'll wn RfedldlHtiM^-it RTR ^TR^TISKJrq: 1*31 

O king, these fourteen Manvantaras—covering the past, present and future—have beer 

* The Harivarhsa mentions the following as the seven Rsis holding office in the eleventh Manvantara: Havismar 

Vapusman, Aruna, Anagha, Urudhi, Niscara and Agniteja, 

t Nirmoka, Tattvadarsi, Niskampa, Nirutsuka, Dhrtiman, Avyaya and Sutapa are the names of the seven Rsis of tf 

thirteenth Manvantara according to the Harivarhsa. 

tThe seven seers in the fourteenth Manvantara, according to the Harivarhsa, are: Agnldhra, Magadha, Agn:bahu. S-: 

Mukta, Suddha and Ajita. 
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described to you. It is by these that a Kalpa—consisting of a thousand revolutions of the (four) 
Yugas (Satya.Treta, Dwapara and Kali)-is measured. (36) 

Thus ends the thirteenth discourse entitled " A description of the 
(concluding eight) Manvantaras", in Book Eight of the 

great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TST ^J^TtSSZTFT: 

Discourse XIV 
Functions of a Manu and other functionaries holding 

office in his administration 
* c 

M'cerK'j 'JTTTg^rsji i n ^ i ^ i 

The king (Parlksit) submitted : (Pray,) tell me this, O worshipful one, as to how and 
which of these, Manu and others, are employed in what work and by whom in the (various) 
Manvantaras. (1) 

trrat I TZJ: ^IU||^g TTsf I * I 

^TT: ^fstrlT: Hl+>&4*nyi ^fT I R-yidgi R^nf^T: ygifcdl: I ^ I 

^n,4'n^ WTo^fmMRTsn I rWRT gpnrtstr^RJcTt spf: TRTtR: I * I 
■o 

rtwt srf RfiJSTTR ifNtfsm: I ^tRT: ^ Tiff I ^ I 

Mi<r><4Pri fe^Fi^r: i ^TjmFT^n v ^ nyrfeidig' i ^ i 

*nra?rr ^rlT y^TcwRuy^HdlH.l RTTR c£leFTfcfn^m WTfd I P I 

?tr yi^i ^=t #: i ^nt i c i 

JTHTRsqrrr 4*^^ in. 1 frygm^ngiy ’jsrnpi: 1 1 

f^iHlHl JidtRmleieii Hiy^gyi | raRlf^dldtmdHId^Hd et ^~ad I \ o I 

The sage Suka replied : The Manus and the sons of a Manu, the sages and the Indras, 
as well as the (diverse) orders of gods, O ruler of the earth, are all under the (direct) command 
of the supreme Person (in the form of His part manifestations in each Manvantara). (2) 
Whatever forms (part manifestations) of the supreme Person, Lord Yajfia and so on, have 
been mentioned (by me before), O protector of men—directed by these, the Manu and others 
carry on the administration of the universe. (3) At the end of (each round of) the four Yugas, 
the seers by virtue of their asceticism discover as they are (and teach) the collections of the 
Vedic texts, swallowed by Time, with (the help of) which (the truth of) the eternal religion is 
perceived. (4) Instructed by Sri Hari (dwelling in their heart) and (fully) alert (in their mind), 
theWlanus then directly propagate on the earth in their own time piety with (all) its four limbs 
(asceticism, purity of mind and body, compassion and truth), O protector of human beings!(5) 
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The protectors of created beings (viz., the sons of a Manu along with their descendants from 
generation to generation) protect religion (as well as the earth) till the end (of a Manvantara) 
by parts (each generation carrying on the work of protection for a part of the Manvantara 

alone). And the gods along with those (others, viz., the Rsis, the Pitr%,"human beings and 
other living beings) that are connected with the Performance of (the five great) sacrifices 

enjoy a share in the sacrificial offerings (and thus they too protect religion). (6) Enjoying the 

limitless wealth of (all) the three worlds (heaven, earth and the intermediate region), 

conferred (orrhim) by the Lord, Indra protects those three worlds and sends down profuse 

showers in the world according to his will.(7) Nay, assuming the form of Siddhas (perfect 

beings like the sage Sanaka and his three brothers—Sanandana, Sanatana and Sanatkumara) 

Sri Hari imparts wisdom in every Yuga; taking the form of Rsis (seers like the sage 
Yajhavalkya) He preaches (the cult of) rituals and, appearing in the form of Masters of Yoga 

(like Dattatreya) it is He who teaches (the methods of) Yoga (to the world). (8) (Appearing) 
in the form of lords of created beings (like the sage Marici), He carries on creation; taking the 

form of an independent ruler, He destroys robbers; (and) assuming diverse characteristics 
(such as heat and cold) in the form of Time, it is He who makes forthe disappearance of all.(9) 

Though depicted (diversely) by these (so-called learned) people—whose understanding is 
(as a matter of fact) deluded by Maya, consisting of (so many) names and forms— through 
different systems of philosophy, the Lord is (actually) not perceived (by them). (10) 

■q?rL 5WM qftcHfddMJ ^ |^| 

The aforesaid has been precisely declared to be the duration of a minor Kalpa (covering 
a day of Brahma and) forming part of a Mahakalpa (covering the whole lifetime of Brahma). 

In this Kalpa, those well-versed in the ancient lore say, are comprised fourteen 
Manvantaras.(ll) 

Thus ends the fourteenth discourse in Book Eight of the great and 

glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TSI m^TTSS2JKJ: 

Discourse XV 

Conquest of heaven by Bali 

4^51 q SJR: chwic&lutii-qri I eJii-|U|c(<rr53£IT2lfsfq rTH, I ^ I 

The king (Parlksit) submitted: (Himself) being the almighty Lord, wherefore did Sri 
Hari ask, like a miserable person, three paces of land of the demon Bali? (And) why did 

He bind him even though He had attained the object sought for (by Him)? (1) This we desire 
to know (from you); for the very fact that the Lord of sacrifices, who is perfect (in Himself), 
should have asked something of Bali and then bound the innocent demon is a great wonder 
to us. (2) 
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d<*M 

LW&WSffagfsT# ITfqtTt 7T5R. ’j’jfa: *T ^ftfgtT: 

^fdTRT Ri«4 MSKHisiRicicH'i 

<T fli^jun iTi^Hiun 3T*TT5raf^rfHHT fauilehq^ 

r^l-ntmiui fgfsRTf^ft-oM iTfT^TigT: 

HrTT 78T: chl^HMgd^l ^TT§J ^y^cjUlf: 

sg^TSJ f7%T ■femnTRT ^TI^Hr<W gfaftfRyirL 

SJ^SJ ^st ^d|LH4 ^UTTc<RtH 3^T5T ^ 

ftdhrgWW ^3T rT ^JsF: 

3T^f&)ui]<£AI (fTIMUira: y^ldMm-sM q*T£J3tR 

3 I 

* I 

^ I 

^ I 

\9 I 

3rmu T8i f^ai tr?R8i: i ^pert-sst #i?j sraf 73^7 i c i 

^Hl^WtfgJfi: I TTT3T T^HI^SI ^ gosjcjl^ | ^ | 

1 ftrafeRa 73 ^fefrRrai^oi 

^Tt R<<*>4-t H^rflHi^'Tl SdRi-lT f^J: I «raTfe^57T Tf^T <*>u^Rtcj 714ffl I \ \ I 

SriSuka replied: Since Bali, who had been worsted (in battle) and (thus) divested of (his 
royal) splendour (nay,) even deprived of (his) life by Indra, 0 Pariksit, was brought back to 

life by the Bhrgus (Sukracarya and other descendants of the sage Bhrgu), that high-souled 
demon, their disciple, served the Bhrgus with all his being by offering (them) all that they 
desired. (3) Having consecrated him with a grand ablution (appropriate to Indra) conducted 
with due ceremony (as laid down in the Bahvrca Brahmana of the Rgveda), those Brahmanas 
of the Bhrgu race, (who were all) possessed of extraordinary power and favourably disposed 
(towards their disciple), helped him propitiate the Lord by means of a Viswajit sacrifice (in the 
course of which one is required to give away all one's possessions), anxious as he was to 

conquer (the dominion of) heaven. (4) Thereupon arose from the fire, worshipped by means 
of sacrificial offerings, a chariot covered all over with plates of gold as well as horses of the 
same colour as those of Indra (viz.,green) and an ensign adorned with the emblem of a lion, 
also an ethereal bow plated with gold, a pair of quivers containing an inexhaustible stock of 
arrows and an ethereal coat of mail (too). Again, his grandfather (Prahrada) gave him a 
wreath of never-fading flowers and Sukra (his preceptor), a conch.(5-6) Thus equipped with 

the necessaries of war procured (for him) by the Brahmanas (the Bhrgus) and having the 
(necessary) auspicious rites performed (for him) by them, Bali forthwith went round the 
Brahmanas keeping them (always) to his right (as a mark of respect); and, having bowed low 
to them, he asked leave of Prahrada and saluted him. (7) Presently mounting the ethereal 
chariot bestowed (on him through the sacrifice) by the Bhrgus, Bali (the great car-warrior) 
wore the excellent garland (offered to him by Prahrada); and putting on the armour, he then 

armed himself with a bow and sword and (further) equipped himself with a quiver.(8) Mounted 
on the chariot with His arms resplendent with gold armlets, and adorned with radiant alligator¬ 
shaped ear-rings, he shone like a fire burning in the sacrificial pit.(9) Surrounded by his own 
retinue in the person of Daitya generals— generals who were equal to him in wealth, strength 
and splendour and were drinking in the sky and burning the quarters as it were with their 
eyes—and leading a huge army of the Asuras, the powerful Bali marched against the most 
prosperous capital of Indra (in heaven), shaking as it were earth and heaven (both). (10-11) 
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1^1 

^fo-4l m shUPri 3TR^T: ffiflfadl: I ^ I 

34lct)l3l‘l5'«ll doMI ^FTT | 3TT<+>UU11fi4<dUfn TTTgl?tHI'j)rtH 

UT: I *jgT 1^TrS5nT8lt 

Tnrra^TJ-azrTurr si^ii4i4fum^cJ^rd^Mdftm: 

^ r^qqiwi: ^nm f^TjraTHH: I spUffcffe | ^V91 

I il5d4K*iMldli| *TFT TTHkT: |^| 

I Hiu^ui afd^MlJf ^nfrT ^TfW: |^| 

^Ti>ifqdH4fui^4>r|)f4HfHIMdlehMrt,4tf4{|^dlH^ I 

RkqRisMKiqd^diRdi ^t1l[HdiWld)^ridt1^rtlH. Ro | 

fldlrtcTlU||^vdf44ujRT: | 

^cii4iw<dJrid4i4dUM! 19^ i 

d'JiT^yWgi: <d«i ^d^: ^T3T: I hiPh: 35lf44l TjfafpTT a^TprT ^ I ^ | 

HT ^s<m7 g^faidlqfddi?: TRtTI^ ^5*1 ijd^l^l I 

*n q 

3Trai4?rt ^5T ^IWH ^JTt SH^-mifa^4lFmdIH. I I 

The city looked charming with (its) splendid orchards and gardens, such as Nandana, 

crowded with warbling pairs of birds and black bees humming in intoxication, and full of 
celestial trees whose boughs were overloaded with leaves, fruits and flowers. (In those 

gardens) there were (a number of) lotus ponds—abounding with swans, cranes, Cakrawakas 
(ruddy geese) and Karandavas (ducks)—in which sport celestial women accompanied by 
gods. (12-13) It is hemmed in by the worshipful heavenly Gariga (MandakinI) by way of a 
moat, as well as by a high fortification wall of gold furnished with watch-towers (here and 

there).(14) Built by Viswakarma (the architect of heaven), it is provided with entrances (of 

houses) whose doors are plated with gold, and with city gates made of crystal, and has its 

roads well-arranged. (15) It is rich in public halls, quadrangles and streets and is full of 

numberless mansions as well as of cross roads paved with gems and containing platforms 
of diamonds and corals at the centre. (16) Lovely women of everlasting youth and unfading 

beauty, clad in spotless raiment and decked with jewels, shine there as fires with flames. (17) 
Through every pathway in that city blow breezes wafting the fragrance of fresh wreaths of 

white water-lilies dropped from the locks of celestial ladies. (18) Celestial nymphs there walk 

through paths covered with yellowish fume escaping through air-holes of gold and bearing 

the fragrance of (burning) aloe-wood. (19) It is shaded (here and there) with canopies of 

pearls, flags with staffs of gems and gold and balconies with smaller flags of various colours 
fixed in them; is resonant with the noise of peacocks, pigeons and black bees and wears a 

gala appearance due to the sweet songs of celestial ladies. (20) (Nay,) it delights the mind 

of the people by the sound of clay tomtoms, conchs, drums and kettledrums; by(the musical 

sound of) lutes, wooden tomtoms, Rstis (another musical instrument) and flutes accompa¬ 
nied with (that of) cymbals, as well as by dances and the songs to the accompaniment of 

musical instruments of demigods (Gandharvas and others); and outshines the deity 
presiding over splendour by its brilliance. (21) Those who are extremely unrighteous, wicked, 
fraudulent, proud, lustful and greedy and are enemies of created beings cannot enter it: 
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(only) those who are free from these defects find access to it.(22) Bali, the (supreme) 

commander of his forces, besieged the aforesaid city of the gods on all sides by his army from 

without and blew his sonorous conch given (to him) by his preceptor (Sukra), infusing fear 
into the ladies (of the household) of Indra. (23) 

I %RwTri-4*ilfctd: 1^1 

3>fll e|||i| I ftrarf^g fagfsra f^if g5T I 

fg5TT^f^f: TicMfrilReTlfera: 1^1 

ift ^KU'l^dW qfsqt: I 3TT3T: W <3c* %3Tf cRT 

Perceiving it to be the supreme effort of Bali, Maghavan (Indra), accompanied by all the 

heavenly hosts, approached the sage Brhaspati (his preceptor) and spoke as follows:— (24) 

"The undertaking of Bali, our old enemy, is great, O worshipful one ! (To tell you the truth,) 

I account him irresistible; by what power has he become so strong? (25) (In fact,) none is able 

on any account whatsoever to beat him back. As though drinking in this (universe) with his 

mouth and licking the ten directions (with his tongue) and burning the (four) quarters with his 

(fire-shot) eyes, he has sprung (upon us) like the fire of final dissolution.(26) (Pray,) point out 

(to me) the cause of such formidableness of my foe, from which have proceeded the strength 

of his organs, mind and body as well as his glory, whence this thorough effort (on his part) 
has been possible. (27) 

^Hlfn MUc<oyi4lt>>d<W chRUiqj f$rsq|q|ir*fT ^5tT l?<SI 

STcrfgsrt ^ c| Ml pq cl^Rlc^t TOW: iJT: fRTFHSI W ^3HT: I 

^ ^ smT^rTt *ra: i^oi 

fciiistwid'fi: I H^rRcliqtlHd [cH^qfd l ^^ | 

^iUTTSlf^g^faT I f^rdi 3im*s\fi|U|: 133 | 

gfrt'tlNd: tJORJ ^iTIdfqryaiq 3TT SFTBTSrHJ^I 

IT fciy^Rl-i *RTg: (^loqqcHrti: I IV# I 

HcTRT^n^T [dd-cIH: 3fTTf%^ l^m 

^ f$Ft ^gj ft^.d'lUtffwidlHJ fRI^MfaclldlH TRPTRT TTgiUdl: |^| 

The preceptor (the sage Brhaspati) replied: I know, O Indra, the cause of the rise of 

yonder enemy of yours. (Surely) by the Bhrgus (Sukracarya and the other scions of the sage 

Bhrgu), who are (all) exponents of the Vedas, (their own spiritual) energy has been infused 

into their disciple (in return for his having surrendered his all to the Bhrgus). (28) Barring (of 

course) the almighty Sri Hari, none like you nor even you can stand before him any more than 

created beings can stand before Death.(29) Therefore, quitting heaven, go you all out of 

sight, awaiting a (favourable) time which may bring a reverse (of fortune) for your enemy. (30) 

Rising more and more by the (spiritual) strength of the Brahmanas, he is at the height of 
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power today. By insulting those very Brahmanas (the Bhfgus) he will perish with (all) his 
wealth and so on.(31) Having thus been offered a wise counsel about their (course of) 

conduct by the preceptor (the sage Brhaspati), who could foresee things in their reality, the 
said gods went out of paradise, capable as they were of assuming any shape at will. (32) The 

gods having disappeared, Bali, the son of Virocana, forthwith occupied the city of Amaravati 
(the city of the gods) and brought under subjection all the three worlds (heaven, earth and 

the intermediate region). (33) Full of affection for their disciples, the Bhrgus got their 
aforesaid disciple (Bali), who had (now) conquered the universe and was (fully) devoted to 

them, to propitiate the Lord by means of a hundred horse-sacrifices (in order to stabilize his 

dominion). (34) Diffusing virtue of those sacrifices in (all) the quarters (even beyond the three 
worlds) his renown, already well-known all over the three worlds, Bali now shone like the 

moon (the lord of the stars). (35) And, considering himself as having accomplished all his 

objects as it were, the high-minded Bali enjoyed the overflowing wealth (most prosperous 

kingdom) bestowed on him by the Brahmanas (the adored among the twice-born). (36) 

Thus ends the fifteenth discourse, in Book Eight of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita 

3T8T 

Discourse XVI 

The procedure of (observing the vow of) Payovrata disclosed to Aditi 

mjzFZcjm 

^ ^4ldl(dfdW4l I 444^4181^' ^ I 

tig^T 3TT8W frh-4 Tnrryfgjrif^jTTT i 3 i 

tt dm dMcWH'i wrrmftTT?: i TmTfarrr i 3 i 

3TW3q? q faiiiuii q-5 ?5t%SSJ4TSSTT?RJ ^ y%T d ij 4113 ^1^(4 4: I * I 

1 yifonans gtinw mt 4ptt fp4iEi4iH. i h i 

3rfii grfHsnrrswt ^tt i j^K^di *mn: ^4^144 err 1 ^ 1 

4ffH8l4t 'iiR4rti: I *4^ faqifrl 4 I d I 

'T frr ffem t44 1 <d4ifeiifimT its 44^4 *44 oFftffec^ 1 c 1 

^rm^UWlfd rtichMJ^lEcJd: I gH^JU||6p4gr4 famjl; TTcfecTIHHI | I 

344 $3lfW4Wc< t$3T 44(44(4 I 058T4s44^y4lri|l4 I \ o | 

Sri Suka resumed: On her sons having disappeared and onlhe (sphere of) heaven 
having been taken possession of by the Daityas (the sons of Diti), Aditi, the mother of the 

gods, now felt much distressed like a helpless woman.(1) Having risen from Samadhi 

(abstract meditation) after a long time,the glorious sage Kasyapa (her husband) visited her 
hermitage, which was cheerless and bereft of joy. (2)Suitably welcomed (by his wife, 

according to place and occasion) and having accepted a seat (offered by her), he spoke as 
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follows to his wife (Aditi), who wore a melancholy aspect, O jewel among the Kurus! (3) I hope 
no harm has come to the Brahmanas in the world at present, O good lady, nor to (the cause 
of) righteousness nor (again) to the people, who (have to) follow the whims of Death.(4) Or 
is there any hindrance, O mistress of the house, in the pursuit of piety, wealth or enjoyment, 
(experienced) in the life of a householder, where God-Realization can be attained (through 
the mere disinterested discharge of one's sacred duties) even by those who fail to practise 
Yoga, (contemplation on God)? (5) Or did strangers, having unexpectedly called at your door 
on any occasion, return from your house un’honoured by you even with (the courtesy of) rising 
from your seat, while you remained engrossed in the duties and cares of your family? (6) 

These houses are undoubtedly no better than the den of a leader of jackals if newcomers 
calling at their door go away unentertained even with water.(7) May be the sacred fires were 
not fed with oblations at the proper time on some occasion, O good lady, by you, perturbed 
as you were in mind, 0 blessed one, due to my being away from home. (8) The Brahmana 
and the (sacred) fire, by whose worship a householder attains to worlds that yield all one's 
desired objects, actually represent the mouth of Lord Visnu, the Soul of all the gods. (9) Are 
all your sons faring well, O proud lady ? From outward signs (your facial expression etc.) I 

perceive your mind not at ease. (10) 

*15 fprncrT agj-yijwiw g-i BicHw trt srg ^ i^i 

3TTWTSf?T8^Tr f^T^t ^ rt I *tcf SFrarTT stgj^SHlRTTt I W I 

dcjcj hk|tm *-m:3kK'J1i: TT3TT $m: I 

w ^diwwgiiRtj, irm cTOTfa i^si 

cfWcfei "R irafsFm ■ggni?gf«T«Tr mf| g: snrri^m 

lUlddlfadl TTT? xnTT I frTTft 

^T8TT Tuft rj4: HTSIT ^IW^TT: I XTSTT g^TM fSTOT *^IU|^-dM I I 

Aditi replied: All is well with the twice-born (the Brahmanas) and the cows, O holy sage; 
and so is virtue prospering, as well as this servant of yours. (And) this house (the life of a 
householder), O master of the house, is the best field for (the culture of all) the three objects 
of human pursuit—viz., religious merit, worldly possessions and gratification of the senses 
(and everything regarding them is going on smoothly). (11) The sacred fires, strangers, 
servants, beggars and whoever else expect anything (from us) have (all) been (properly) fed 
by me. (In fact,) nothing is (found) lacking by virtue of my incessant thought of your worshipful 
self, O holy Brahmana! (12) Indeed what desire of my mind, O holy one, would not be fulfilled, 
to whom you, O lord of created beings, teach my duties in this way ? (13) (All) these created 
beings, (mainly) partaking as they do of Sattva (goodness), Rajas (passion) and Tamas 
(ignorance), are born of your mind and body alone, O son of the sage Marici! (Although) you 
are alike to them, the Asuras and others, yet (even) the supreme Lord is (particularly) 
attached to His devotees (alone). (14) Therefore, O lord of holy vows, (pray,) consider what 
is good to me, your servant. (Kindly) protect us, whose wealth has been usurped and whose 
abode has been taken possession of by the enemy, O my master 1(15) Having been exiled 
by the foes, I, Aditi, am plunged in an ocean of misery. My fortune, splendour, glory and abode 
have (all) been usurped by the mighty ones. (16) (Therefore,) by your (sound) judgment, O 
most beneficent one, (kindly) devise some salutary means by which my sons (the gods) may 
(be enabled to) retrieve them (their fortune and so on), O pious soul! (17) 
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>3q/m 

T3^TTHlf?HTsfejrT wn? W-ufad I 3T?t mifRW f^Eoft: ^d«gfH4 3PT?lJ*<il 

efS ^lfrtchliHirm W> ^in-li s«jirl: ^TT: I % 4lfi^3ti£ii 41$ TTd % ehKuiH^ I I 

<3Hkigt«i Viq-ri dl^d vn<iWH, Ro | 

Tf foOTSTfa H ?ft#TT^WR: I 3TTTOT Wd^j^rAfd ^4m I 

Sri Sukacontinued: Thus entreated by Aditi, the sage Kasyapa said to her as though 

smiling, "Wonderful is the might of the delusive potency of Lord Visnu, due to which this 

animate creation is bound by (ties of) affection ! (18) How widely divergent are the material 

body, which is other than the Spirit, and the Spirit, which lies beyond (the realm of) Prakrti 
(Matter)! Who and whose are the husband, son and others? Ignorance alone is the root of 

(one's) attachment to them. (19) (Therefore,) worship Lord Vasudeva (the all-pervading 
Visnu), the supreme Person, solicited by (all) the people, and dwelling in the heart of all 

created beings, the Preceptor of the universe. (20) The selfsame Lord Sri Hari, who. 
compassionates the miserable, will fulfil your desires. Devotion to the Lord (alone) is unfailing 

in its results, but not so devotion to others: such is my conviction."(21) 

=*/■=/ 

fgfiFTT WfWim W ^ Ucilfl^Wl I ?? I 

3TTfel ^ fgsrag flrfii a^tlltNqj 3TT^J gsjfa ^ tfl«W4l: TT? I 

Aditi submitted: By what method, O holy Brahmana, shall I wait upon the Ruler of the 

universe, so that the said Lord of true resolve may accomplish my object ? (22) (Pray,) tell 
me, O chief of the Brahmanas, the method of propitiating Him, whereby the Lord may be 
quickly pleased with me, suffering as I am with my darlings. (23) 

TJrFtT SMIehlMW tRnT: I % HgCTTfa sTT 

^ U^TT? UiTlstd: I 3TET3^Tf^T8T SRRqT 

| ^ ^rT 3 -N^rl-Wd 

d^lddlUUI^ I I 

i?m 

I 

■doUlfdclll^UI T^TRTT: TOHftlTsMI I 35«jmfTT ^ MUIlijlii 19^91 

fatffddldlftdMI flUlfed: I 3RlM TJlf ^ cT^f ^raft l?4l 

The sage Kasyapa replied: I shall (presently) speak to you about the following sacred 

vow, intended to propitiate Lord Kesava (the Ruler even of Brahma and Siva), of which 
the worshipful Brahma (the lotus-born) told me when questioned by me,desirous of 

progeny.(24) Full of supreme devotion and subsisting on milk (alone), one should worship 

Lord Visnu (of lotus eyes) for twelve days during the bright fortnight of (the month of) 

Phalguna. (25) Besmearing his body with the earth turned by a boar, if actually available, 

on the Amavasya (the last day of the dark fortnight), the devotee should, while standing in 
the middle of a stream, recite the following prayer: "O goddess ! you were lifted up from the 

bottom of the deluge water by (the Lord appearing in the form of) the very first Boar, who 

sought a footing (for living beings). Hail to You! (Pray,) wipe out (all) my sin!" and then-bathe 
(in that stream).(26-27) Having finished his (daily) routine (of duties both of the obligatory and 
occasional types), he should worship the Lord with a concentrated mind in an image, altar, 
the sun, water, fire or even his preceptor (invoking Him by reciting the following prayer): (28) 

xpro 4^414 i cti^cnq i i 
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HMlioiiTblAi 3J$RTR Rf | 

RHi feftwf T5l^:Si^l«4 ClTlCt I 

RR: f?|c(|4( RstTR HR: ^rfRTERTR I 

RRt r^iHi'irtq- jmnra sritRiRtH i 

RR*<T 3TTf^ra wfaT^rTRT % RR: I 

cR 4-fcJcf J.cT: 1JRT RRJR R7^fR I 

V ^RT: 5fr*J HdlK4<ij4l: I 

suiJll'M 7JRTR^RTR?RR 

rrtr RRrfRsnRiR rr: 

RRIc^iRjRRR ^HTRt RRR RR: 

RPTy R^RKIR RRRT RtRitRR 

RTRRnTTR R4RR RRR ??R RR: 

%5rai?I RRRJRT RRRT RldRIRR 

3TRRT StR^ RfcT: Hlc^UjyMIRd 

RJ^TR ^RIRR RRRFR URt^dlH. 

l?o I 

13*1 

13* I 

•331 

13* I 

I3m 

13^1 

I 3V9 I 

"Hail to You, Lord Vasudeva, the supreme Person, the greatest of the great, the abode 
of all created beings, the Witness. (29) Salutation to the Lord who is unmanifest and most 
subtle, who is (both) Pradhana (primordial Matter) and Purusa (Spirit), the Knower of the 
twenty-four categories (besides) the Purusa, the twenty-fifth, recognized in the Sarikhya 
system of philosophy), the founder of the Sarikhya philosophy (which enumerates the 

twenty-five categories or ultimate principles into which the entire range of existence can be 
reduced). (30) Hail to You as the deity presiding over sacrifices— endowed with a couple of 
heads (in the form of the rites known as the Prayaniya and Udayanlya, which are performed 
at the beginning and the end of a sacrifice respectively), three feet (in the form of Savana or 
the pressing out of the Soma juice, which is done thrice a day, viz., in the morning, at midday 
and in the evening), four hor'ns (in the form of the four Vedas, Rk, Sama, Yajus and Atharva) 
and seven arms (in the form of the seven Vedic metres, Gayatri, Tristubh, Anustubh, Bfhati, 
Parikti, Jagati and Usnik)—the Bestower of rewards of sacrifices, whose essential nature 
has been described in the three Vedas (treating mainly of rituals). (31) Salutation to You as 
(the all-blissful) Lord Siva and Rudra (the Destroyer of the universe), the Wielder of (all) 

power! Hail, hail to the Master of all sciences, the Ruler of ghosts !!(32) Salutation to You as 
Hiranyagarbha (Brahma), the Sutratma (consciousness identifying itself with the cosmic 
subtle body), the Soul of the universe ! Hail to You, who are an embodiment of the mystic 
powers acquired through (the practice of) Yoga, nay, who are the very Source of (all) 
Yoga!!(33) Salutation to You, the first Deity! Hail to You standing as a witness!! Hail to Sri 
Hari appearing as the (divine) sage Narayana and (His younger brother) Nara !!! (34) 

Salutation to You, who are endowed with a body dark green as the emerald, and have won 
(for Your Spouse) Sri (the goddess of prosperity and beauty)! Hail to You as Lord Kesava 
(the Ruler even of Brahma and Siva)!! Salutation to You who are clad in yellow!!! (35) You 
are the Granter of all boons to the people, O Lord who are sought after by all, Chief of the 
bestowers of boons! It is therefore that the wise adore the dust of Your feet for (attaining) 
blessedness. (36) May that Lord be gracious to me, whom the gods as well as Sri have (all 
along) served as though seeking the fragrance of His lotus-feet." (37) 

VriM-^l^rRMI 3TRRRJ3RT RIRIU WHlfcFR: 1341 

Rf^RT RRJRI<rRT3: RRRT RTMR?. TR1JRI RRJTRRTRTRRRRrafRRRSTRRTR: I 

13* 1 

sjR RRfR ^TIRRR fRRR RfR I RRfR: RPJg RtRT ^p^TIRJc^fRURT l*o I 

fR^f^R R^ RRiTR SpflR RT 3RRH,I RTRTSSRRRRf%fcRT RT^R5 R fRRRRRJ*^ I 

^STtRSTR RJRfR RjfRfR: RSJRJ f*RT RRfgm SJRt RUTR^ 1*3 I 

fuRT R#RT 3^J§JRRR. RR: I sJRRR^RTRRR^ fRRRRRRR RRlfedR^ 1*3 I 
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^ TT^ifcirl: I si-cii^ai dsfWi l-#-# | 

^m: ^f444f%R fofiRT ^HHiferi: I XRTTT WMMrdlHd l*m 

1[raT^T?Tf ridfad [qaidTj-iisi: I gi^JuljajTfq' 41^4^ l-*^ I 

1j4 ^rgT?: $<4^ &i«ug L|4lfld: I gttHlisR fTHM^u'l fg^RTfoRj'^ | 

Imbued with reverence, he should wait upon Lord Visnu (the Controller of the senses) 
with water for washing the feet and rinsing the mouth with and other articles of worship, after 
His presence has been secured through invocation by (reciting) the aforesaid Mantras 

(sacred texts). (38) Having decorated the Lord with sandal-paste, flowers and so on, he 

should bathe Him with milk. Then he should deck Him with raiment, a sacred thread and 
ornaments and wait upon Him (once more) with water for washing His feet and rinsing His 

mouth with, sandal-paste, burnt incense and so on, reciting the twelve-syllabled Mantra 

(while offering all these articles of worship). (39) Offering (to the Deity), by way of repast, rice 
boiled in milk with clarified butter and jaggery, if there is wealth enough(to do so and if not, 

any simple diet), he should pour it into the sacred fire (as well), uttering the Mantra sacred 

to the Lord (the twelve-syllabled Mantra). (40) He should give the food (thus) offered (entirely) 
to some devotee or take (a part of) it himself (at the end of the worship after distributing the 
rest among those present at the (function). And (then) giving water for rinsing the mouth with, 

he should offer betel-leaves after seasoning them (with areca-nut parings, catechu, lime, 

cardamom seeds, dried cloves and so on). (41) He should (now) mutter the Mantra one 

hundred and eight times, glorify the Lord by means of (the aforesaid and other) praises and, 

circumambulating Him clock-wise, should fall prostrate on the ground (before Him) with 

delight. (42) Placing on his head (as a mark of reverence) the offerings (flowers etc.), kept 

before the Deity, he should then (respectfully) allow the Deity to retire. He should (afterwards) 
properly feed at least a couple of Brahmanas with rice boiled in milk with sugar etc. (43) 

Permitted by those Brahmanas, (duly) honoured (by him by offering a wreath of flowers, 

betel-leaves, gift of money and so on), he should share the remnant (of food) with his beloved 
ones and observe (strict) continence on that night. Having taken his bath the following 
morning, (viz.,) on the first day (of the bright half), and remaining undefiled and fully 

composed, he should bathe the Deity with milk and worship Him according to the procedure 

mentioned beforehand should continue to do so from day to day) till the end of the vow. (44-45) 

Full of reverence for the worship of Lord Visnu, he should observe this vow, subsisting on 

milk (alone). As before (on the previous day) he should pour oblations into the (sacred) fire 
and feed the Brahmanas as well. (46) (Strictly) observing the vow of a milk diet, he should 

n this way daily practise for full twelve days adoration of Lord Sri Hari (in the form of extolling 
Him, bowing to Him and muttering prayers to Him), offer oblations into the sacred fire, 
worship His image and feed the Brahmanas.(47) 

'5lfauf^riU'«T I stgw4M«:^JT feUclUl 

1q-chjdHi qj^miqui: n^i 

feWt: w ns&fcwr: i f4f«RT retired f4d: m<?i 

4^1 ^ c£<4<^ [4x1311(5*4 (qqWri: I (h^U4 f^rfa(4yw f4w|4 14^ I 

rR <^(1 y+HHlferi: I I4^ I 

3Trai4 ^TRTRra I dRj^miSR I 43 I 

(RL TjUTcRT TP^R ^(4(wd I 3RH2J •■HMIRdl: I 4* I 

'Vide verses 38 and 39 above. 
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* 

^Hicfrf^rMsj 

w?fT: I 

^Tf^T: ^fWcJIril*: I 

yiaw<*iy,dMidHj m^i 

TgWTRddflUH f^RpTH *T? g^jfa: I 

,pi 1| 

From the first day till the thirteenth of the bright fortnight (of Phalguna) he should observe 
(a vow of strict) continence, sleep on the ground and bathe thrice (everyday, viz., in the 
morning, at midday and in the evening). (48) Harmless to all living beings and devoted to Lord 

Vasudeva, he should avoid talking with the vile as well as on unholy topics and abstain from 
luxuries (of every description), whether great or small.(49) Now, on the thirteenth he should 
arrange a bath of Lord Visnu with five substances (viz., milk, curds, clarified butter, honey 
and sugar) according to the procedure found in the scriptures, under the direction of those 
conversant with such procedure.(50) And absolutely free from (the fault of) niggardliness, he 
should perform a grand worship of the Lord. Preparing an oblation (intended) for Lord Visnu, 

(who is encircled by rays of light), he should with a fully concentrated mind propitiate the 
supreme Person by means of that oblation boiled in milk (and poured into the sacred fire) 
and (also) Affer to Him by way of repast excellent food that may be gratifying to the Lord (by 
its appetizing flavour and freedom from impure ingredients such as animal food).(51 -52) He 
should (then) gratify the learned and wise Acarya (preceptor conducting the worship) as well 
as the other priests with (gifts of) raiment, jewels and cows. (For) know their gratification to 

be the propitiation of Sri Hari (Himself). (53) He should (also) entertain them as well as the 
other Brahmanas and whoever else might have gathered there with delicious and pure food 
according to his means, O (good) lady with innocent smiles I (54) (Nay,) he should offer 
according to merit Daksina (sacrificial fees) to the preceptor and the priests and gratify with 
cooked and other articles of food all those assembled including Candalas (those who cook 
the flesh of dogs). (55) All including the destitute, blind and miserable having taken their food, 
and knowing their gratification to be the propitiation of Lord Visnu Himself, he should partake 
of that food (himself) along with his relatives and friends.(56) (In this way) he should have 
the worship of the Lord conducted everyday with dances and music, (both) instrumental and 
vocal, as well as with the recitation of hymns, performance of auspicious rites and the 
narration of His stories. (57) 

rJHR TTltmm 3TRIHI fnilrllrMI 1| 

3RT fTctstrlfaPl *T3. g%Hd4UIH. I I 

H Tig ftW: HTOTrT Tig g gMMtTI: I TTOT 3R g^T gg fJETcgSTTSTiT: 1^1 

g? gggr g^gt gr i gggFgftrprjg crhi^ Igg^gfai^i 

im sTu-wicid qg.iHTPi witrsfr gq 1^1 

This supreme vow known by the name of Payovrata, which is intended to propitiate the 
supreme Person, was revealed (to me) by Brahma (my grandfather) and has (now) been 
made known to you in detail by me. (58) And, having fully controlled your mind, adore you 
the immortal Lord Kesava (the Ruler even of Brahma and Siva) with an intellect full of pure 
Devotion by means of this vow duly observed, O noble lady. (59) This is known as a universal 
sacrifice (yielding the fruit of all sacrifices) and is further called a universal vow (ensuring the 
reward of all vows). It is the quintessence of all austerities, O good lady, and a gift conducive 
to the gratification of God (Himself). (60) They alone are real religious observances and they 
alone are the best of all disciplines; (nay,) that alone is austerity, gift, vow, and sacrifice (worth 
the name), by means of which Lord Visnu (who is above sense-perception) is gratified. (61) 
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Therefore, fully disciplined, observe this vow with reverence, O blessed one! Highly gratified 
(through this), the Lord will speedily grant (all) the objects of your desire. (62) 

Thus ends the sixteenth discourse entitled "The procedure of (observing the 
vow of) Payovrata disclosed to Aditi" in Book Eight of the great 

and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T8I TTFR^ftSSHTRT: 

Discourse XVII 
The Lord manifests Himself before Aditi and grants her desired boon 

tfepFZcnw 

S'U7™ Tirfen TFJR^rf # i i \ i 

TRgchititii ^g5(T ^^cicqRqcoiwPi I WSfFT I 3 I 

^TT: yi^^nm | iftrlc||*tlgrpf|: 3I^)*><KISR: | * | 

it ^Rnfmr aroint qqm sjfo to iflfdfggpM i q i 

1UJU I ^ | 

^TT iiVi k«i FTTT # ^gTct TTT cl«lfrifd: | 

3Sf&Trff FT frrarfra ^tSTTT ■Wmfti itjiufri I ^ I 

Sri Suka resumed: Thus instructed by her husband, the sage Kasyapa, the celebrated 

Aditi unweariedly and duly observed the aforesaid vow for twelve days consecutively, 

contemplating (all the time) on the almighty Lord, the supreme Person, with undivided 

intellect. Curbing the unruly horses in the shape of the senses with (the rein of) her mind and 

focussing the mind with her one-pointed reason on Lord Vasudeva, the Soul of all, Aditi, who 
had reason for her charioteer (guide), duly observed the vow of Payovrata. (1—3) Before her 
(eyes) appeared, O dear Pariksit, (at the conclusion of her vow) the almighty Lord, the most 
ancient Person, who was clad in yellow, was endowed with four arms and bore a conch, a 

discus and a mace (in three of them). (4) Seeing Him suddenly before her (very) eyes and 

overwhelmed with joy, resulting from love, she rose (from her seat) and reverently bowed (to 
Him) with her body lying prostrate on the ground.(5) Rising (once again), she stood up with 
joined palms to glorify Him, but could not, her eyes flooded with tears of joy, and remained 
quiet, her body bristling all over with hair standing on end and her limbs shaking with 

excessive joy at His sight. (6) In a faltering voice, O jewel of the Kurus, that heavenly lady, 

Aditi, (who had in the meantime recovered a bit) lovingly and slowly extolled Sri Hari (While 

doing so) she stood looking up (Sri Hari evidently standing in the air before her) as though 

drinking with her eyes the (said) Spouse of Rama (Goddess Laksmi), the Lord (bestowing 
the fruit) of sacrifices and the Ruler of the universe. (7) 
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3lfc[a<>ciM 

gfftt g^JSgrajd rmftn? gfsfag: agum^rtdiugg I 

3n^c=TO^Rm^mt^nu ftghT sRggfa ?mra: i c i 

fowr #7 Jj^Mq,^IW+)J|UIN IJft I 

75WT frt qiT#r I ^ I 

3TT7J: ITT flebtfvfmJJUIlftetcHI: I 

^TT4 ^ ^dc-Wd-d «raHT ^gMdl xjUlt fgTJ TTcn^JTfeTT^fT: I ^ o I 

Aditi prayed: O Bestowerofthefruitof sacrifices, O Soul of sacrifices, O immortal, most 
ancient and almighty Lord, whose (very) feet enable one to cross the ocean of mundane 
existence, (nay,) whose glory (itself) sanctifies the world, whose name is (most) auspicious 
to hear and who manifests Himself in order to relieve the distress of those that take refuge 
in Him, (pray,) bring happiness to us; for You are the Protector of the distressed.(8) Hail to 
You, Sri Hari, the infinite Lord, who for the coming into existence, continuance and 
dissolution of the universe assume of Your own accord the Gunas of Maya (wielding infinite 
power), (nay,) who constitute the universe (itself) and are established in Your own Self and 
in whose being (the darkness of) ignorance stands dispersed by perfect and evershining 
wisdom.(9) From You, when You are pleased, O infinite Lord, are got by men the longest life 
(the life of Brahma, extending to 31,10,40,00,00,00,000 human years), a body of the desired 
type, unequalled wealth, (dominion of) heaven, earth and the nether worlds, all the powers 
of Yoga, (all) the three objects of human pursuit (viz., religious merit, worldly possessions 
and gratification of the senses) as well as immediate perception of the truth, to say nothing 
of such (trivial) blessings as the subjugation of enemies.(10) 

JIM 

Tgffr spraFL I TT^dMIWfd ffaTcI STRrT 1^1 

Sri Suka continued: Thus hymned by Aditi, O king, Lord Visnu (the lotus-eyed One), 
the inner Controller of all created beings, actually replied as follows, O scion of Bharata.(11) 

WljctM 

^e4Hld‘4ci<<jl if fdjlld flMd^dSliuil wufeidMl 

75FFFT£cTHT *jf«J fafeHRJ f^TCIT dd^rTKldlSJ ^rftjtrTT: 1^1 

3tl<tMld^<4ikd WfrPTST: fsm: I sETgrTT iqqi 

3ft4tS^n %SgT*J8rcTOT 3WHuf|i|l ffg %fg 4 tTH: I 

"T Cdlid 1^1 

3TSy|tyMI<UI XTO ^fg 9trl'cl4<JI ft I 

RT^fft *144*4 xf^jg^gr^ 1 ^ 1 

iWlrtddl^u'l fuflfed: I 

■^TR ’TirnfFT mfigdUWfgfgrt: 1^1 

TITO xtfd ^ SRN[dH<*><rUNHj XIT rT XTraildl Mdlldd^UUdfeldiLm I 

TORT 3Tn=q7T gtSTER IW5 TTOUft ^fg ^grp y^di(Ho I 

The glorious Lord said: O mother of gods, your long-cherished desire is thoroughly 
known to Me, which relates to (the welfare of) your sons, whose Wealth has been usurped 
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by their enemies (the Asuras), (nay,) who have been driven away from their home (10) v«,, 

pians * ,he a°ds' °—«-■ **■ 

mpF zwm 

*** * TTRTfW)q 

^8Mlwp1 ^ *&**«<* i ittmv* rmn I 

Tl^KI^Ucjfit ^TSJTpTc^: I33 | 

TRraq^i%THTTmf f^rra wm i^i 

*"?“■“ we"* on: Say|n9 this much- the Lord disappeared on that very spot Havino 
.ecured the rare boon of Lord Sri Hari's birth through her. Aditi waited upon her husband with 
jupreme devotion like one who has accomplished her purpose. 

he sa'd Kasyapa of true insight actually perceived a part of Sri Hari having entered his mind 

tevmg (fully) concentrated his mind, O Pariksit, the sage Kasyapa (who was alike to the 
,ods and he Asuras) placed (mentally, in Aditi his seed" long consmed though 

i “ewood e/2? !Wh,ClL‘iqually pervades «™ywhere, places (a spark of) fke 
firewood (21-23) Perceiving the eternal Lord having entered the womb of Aditi 

iranyagar a ( rahma) proceeded to praise Him with mysterious epithets (as follows). (24) 

d&faM 

*** =rn«! »iPm mmezm finptra =hft =m- 

at?!* aa*l, gpmro finjsra *** ft* „„ 

TOW-hWlfe 3* , 

traH7%ttift?T faa ana) aaramtaw irefttniTOi 

^ ^ ^TiTHt fevn^-HHi ilMtlLIrfHmRl | 

^ JJmm qffe 

II 
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Brahma prayed : May You triumph, O Lord hymned by many ! Let my salutation be to 
You, O Lord of mighty valour I! My greetings to the Lord who is friendly to the Brahmanas I Hail, 
hail to the Controller of the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti)!! (25) Salutations to You, the 

Maker (of all), who were born of Prsni (the previous incarnation of Aditi) and are revealed in 
the Vedas, who hold the three worlds (earth, heaven and the middle region) in Your navel, 
and (at the same time) stand above the three worlds; (nay,) who have entered all embodied 
beings as their Inner Controller and are all-pervading. (26) You, whom the Vadas refer to as 
the supreme Person of unlimited powers, are the beginning, end and middle of the universe. 
As the Time-Spirit, O Lord, You draw the universe (after You) even as a deep stream draws 
(after it) whatever has fallen into it. (27) Indeed You are the Creator of (all) created beings, 
(both) immobile (inanimate) and mobile (animate), as well as of the lords of creation. (Hence) 
You are the supreme refuge, O Lord, of heavenly beings (lit., the denizens of heaven) fallen 
from heaven, even as a boat is for one about to be drowned in water.(28) 

Thus ends the seventeenth discourse, hinging on the story of the descent of 
Lord Vamana, in Book Eight of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XVIII 
The Lord appears as the divine Dwarf and visits 

the sacrificial performance of Bali 

straw ci art 

f?5T: 

au-riRaj 

WTffi crara 

raf: 

■Rrar^ratFr RfoRrawam: 

ra*n ■frarrf^rH: strarrararat fft: 

i^rsrararer snsrr: ^jtrai ^pnfrarTT: 

Ttraf ftrat: 

Sri Suka resumed : The Lord, whose exploits and glory were thus celebrated by Brahma 
(the creator) and who is the Fountain-head of immortality (final beatitude), took His descent 
from Aditi. He was endowed with four arms—in which He carried a conch, a mace, a lotus 
and a discus—was clad in yellow and had eyes big as a pair of lotuses.(1) Bright dark-brown 

of hue, the supreme Person bore the mark of Srivatsa (a white curl of hair) on His bosom. 
The lustre of His lotus countenance was augmented by the brilliance of His alligator-shaped 
ear-rings; and a diadem, girdle strings and a charming pair of anklets shone (on His person) 
along with a pair each of wristlets and armlets. (2) Adorned with His (characteristic and) 
splendid wreath of sylvan flowers deeply resonant with the humming of swarms of black bees 
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and with the (celebrated) Kaustubha gem suspended from His neck, Sri Hari dispersed the 
gloom of the house of Kasyapa (a lord of created beings) by His own radiance. (3) At that 
time the quarters brightened up and the lakes and ponds etc., became clear, created beings 

felt much delighted, and (all the six) seasons exhibited their (own) characteristics (in the 
shape of fruits and flowers of every description). Heaven, earth and the aerial region, the 
gods (having the flames of fire for their tongues), the cows and the Brahmanas as well as 
mountains were transported with joy.(4) 

sifoTraT' SraTJTjJI^nr 3tTJ: I Tt4 ^^rarlKlilig^iW^'^ TfsmT i A i 

ufedlfdg-ilbufeHJI'll I qm w STtRT WT | s= | 

^f^rutcTHeFT: I | vs | 

sa?naim<«)^dHw4sicKi ^ 1irct: Msw. i c i 

■f^gfeUTSTThUTT: I xJUUII ^T£R8TtTH yqUM ^ril-dMl: I ^ I 

*»«<Ti'iiIriJiVwt1l fe^TFfTT: I 3Tlf^n 3TT$m^ KridlfeiH I I 

The Lord appeared on the Sravana-Dwadas! (the twelfth day of the bright half of 
Bhadrapada) when the moon happened to be in the mansion called Srona (Sravana) and in 

an hour known by the name of Abhijit (which is conducive to victory on all sides); (nay,) all 

the lunar mansions and other stars as well as the planets (the sun and so on) rendered His 
birth (most) propitious (by their benign influence). (5) The sun happened to be at the meridian 

(the point reached by it at midday), O protector of men ! The twelfth day (of the bright half 

of Bhadrapada), on which the learned know the birth of Sri Hari to have taken place is called 

by the name of Vijaya-Dwadasi. (6) Conchs and kettledrums (as well as) clay tomtoms, 

tabors and double drums sounded. (And) there arose a tumultuous din of various wind- 
instruments and other musical instruments. (7) Full of joy, Apsaras danced and the chief of 

the Gandharvas sang; while sages and gods, the Manus, the manes and the fire-gods, hosts 
of Siddhas and Vidyadharas along with Kimpurusas and Kinnaras, as well as Caranas, 
Yaksas and Raksasas, Suparnas (the secretary birds) and the foremost of Nagas (too) 
uttered praises. (8-9) (And) attendants of gods covered the hermitage of Aditi including the 

surrounding grounds with showers of flowers, singing and dancing and loud in their 
praises.(IO) 

fgTf^frTET fWTWBig rit TJtTTH faftridl I 

sremrftsjT? Trafr nPwd: i w i 

TTrL rt^ STrRTTOTTSngft: I 

^3^ rR^ TT dlH-il ~*Z: 1^1 

Astonished to see that supreme Person having assumed a personality by His wonderful 
creative energy and sprung from her own womb, Aditi experienced (abundant) joy and 
the lord of created beings (the sage Kasyapa too) was filled with (great) wonder and 
exclaimed: "May You be victorious !" (11) In that very form which Lord Sri Hari—who is 

unembodied consciousness—had assumed and which (only a short while ago) was 
obviously resplendent with jewels and weapons, He, like an actor of wonderful movements, 

became a short-statured Brahmana boy, (even) while the couple stood gazing. (12) 

TT TgT MIghmi I <*>»4fui 1 

n*ilM*fl«4HM*n ■Hlfo*! ^fqrnscTlr^I I V* I 

S3T ^cuiiPiiH ^jjddus 4)Hi I ^TTFTTn^TR TTFrTT ^J|d: tr^: | | 

(564J B. M. 28— 
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(Greatly) rejoicing to see (the Lord in the form of) that dwarfish Brahmana boy, eminent 
sages placed the lord of created beings (the sage Kasyapa) at their head and had (all) sacred 
rites (with respect to that divine Boy) performed (with due ceremony). (13) To Him, when 

being invested with the sacred thread, Savita (the sun-god, the deity presiding over and 
invoked through the sacred GayatrT-Mantra) taught the (famous) GayatrT-Mantra (a prayer 
to the sun-god, which every Dwija is acquired to learn and mutter everyday without fail); the 
sage Bfhaspati (the preceptor of the gods) gave Him the sacred thread (to be worn baldric 
wise at all times) and the sage Kasyapa (His own father), a sacred cord made of Munja grass 
(which every Brahmacari is expected to wear round his waist all the time and from which is 
suspended the strip of cloth covering his privy parts). (14) Goddess Earth gave to the Lord 
of the universe a deerskin and Soma (the moon-god), the lord of the vegetable kingdom, the 
sacred staff (which a Brahmacari must always carry in his hand). His mother (Aditi) gave Him 
a strip of cloth to cover His privy parts with as well as a piece of cloth (to be wrapped about 
His loins) and Dyauh (the deity presiding over the sky), an umbrella. (15) Brahma (the 
repository of Veda) gave to the immortal lord a Kamandalu (a vessel of wood or cocoanut- 
shell for carrying water); the seven seers, blades of the (sacred) Kusa grass and Saraswati 
(the goddess of speech and learning), a rosary of Aksa seeds, O great king ! (16) To Him, 
when invested with the sacred thread, Kubera (the lord of the Yaksas) gave a small vessel 
for (receiving and holding alms); while the all-virtuous Goddess Uma, the Mother of the 
universe, Her-self gave Him alms*. (17) Thus honoured (by all those assembled in the 
hermitage of the sage Kasyapa), that most worthy Brahmana Boy outshone by His 
Brahmanical glory the assembly graced by hosts of Brahmana sages.(18) Having swept the 
Vedi (raised ground for placing the sacred fire) with blades of Kusa grass (in order to drive 
away insects) and installing the sacred fire, and having strewn (other) blades of Kusa round 
it (in the prescribed manner by way of protection against evil spirits) and (then) fully lighting 
the fire, the Brahmana (boy) duly worshipped it in everyway and fed it by means of sacrificial 

sticks (daubed with clarified butter).(19) 

hIorji 

•yiJUM^UcfckudWd: I 

3FITR *riRn 7TT TTWTO? 

H h4g.I<4IWC. >4rddtd I 

SJTO: *r£d4 cZrcT&WKI^Rd ST8IT Tfsrx^ 13 * I 

H Stfersfr ddMR: tTdkcWI dimddffl ^ I 

(eboitiidjci fR^iciy: T3^^TT ^kTT: 1^1 

[ddewniun imai-H i 

didIjMdldlfdH HTqj RfST HldTHIUIdSi I 

* A Brahmacari (religious student) is enjoined to beg his food daily from the mothers of a number of families of the twice- 

born classes and begins this routine from the very day he is invested with the sacred thread, when he receives his very first 

round of alms from an elderly and respectable female relation whose husband is alive. 
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Having heard of the mighty Bali propitiating the Lord by means of horse-sacrifices 

conducted by the Bhrgus, Lord Vamana, who was rich in all strength, proceeded thence 
(from the hermitage of Aditi) to that place (the sacrificial hall of Bali), causing the earth by His 

(huge) weight to bend low at every step. (20) The celebrated Bh.rgus, who were conducting 

as the priests of Bali a horse-sacrifice (the best of all sacrifices) at the (holy) spot bearing the 

name of Bhrgu-Kaccha on the northern bank of the (sacred) Narmada (the modern Narbada 
river), keenly observed Him (resplendent) as the sun risen close to them.(21) Eclipsed by the 
splendour of the divine Dwarf, O protector of human beings, the said priests including the 
sacrificer (King Bali himself) and the superintending priests thereupon speculated whether 

the sun-god or Vibhavasu (the god of fire) or again the (divine) sage Sanatkumara 

was actually coming (there) with a desire to witness the sacrificial performance. (22) Thus 

speculated about by the Bhrgus and their disciple (Bali) in ways more than one, the said Lord 

Vamana (forthwith) entered the enclosure of the horse-sacrifice, bearing the umbrella along 
with the sacred staff (in one of his hands) and the Kamandalu full of water (in the other). (23) 
Observing Lord Sri Hari as having entered the sacrificial grounds in the form of a short- 

statured Brahmana religious student—encircled by a cord of Murija grass (at His waist), 

with a deerskin placed baldric-wise after the manner of a sacred thread by way of a covering 
for the upper part of His body, and having matted hair on His head—and completely 

overpowered by His lustre, the Bhrgus along with their disciple (Bali) as well as with the gods 
of fire welcomed Him by rising from their (respective) seats.(24-25) Overjoyed to see Lord 

Vamana,charming and worth seeing with limbs (quite) in proportion to His (diminutive) form, 

the sacrificer (himself) fetched Him a (suitable) seat. (26) Greeting Him with an enquiry after 

His health, and then washing the feet of the Lord, Bali worshipped Him who sported in the 

mind (even) of those that had given up (all) attachment. (27) Bali, who knew what was right, 

placed on his head (as a mark of respect) the water in which His feet had been washed and 

which had (thus) been rendered most auspicious, (nay,) which was capable of wiping off the 

sins of the people, and which (no less a personage than) Lord Siva (who has His abode on 

Mount Kailasa, nay), who is adored by (all the) gods and bears the crescent on His head, bore 
on His head with supreme devotion. (28) 

teiMld % Ttrepzt st£JP<* eMam % I dflqfuij tPT: I 

3TU ^ fag: ^ sraMrildl TJfriT 13° • 
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The gracious Lord replied: This speech of yours, O ruler of men, is (both) agreeable 
and full of truth and just (too), and (thus) not only worthy of your race but conducive to your 

(own) glory. For your authority in secular matters are the Bhrgus; whereas in the course of 

duty relating to the other world your guide is Prahrada (your grandfather), the eldest of your 

race and altogetherfree from passions.(2) Indeed there has never been in this race (of yours) 
any man who was so lacking in goodness (charity) as to refuse a Brahmana (waiting at the 
door for alms) or so niggardly as not to give a thing (even) after promising it. (3) In your race— 

wherein like the moon in the firmament shines forth by his untarnished glory Prahrada—there 
have never been kings who were so low-minded as to turn away their face when requested 

(for a charitable gift) by a mendicant on an occasion of gift or (for a combat) by one seeking 

an encounter on the battle-field.(4) Born in this race, Hiranyaksa could not find a rival while 
traversing this earth (all) alone, armed with a mace, for the conquest of the quarters.(5) Even 

though Visnu killed him with great difficulty when he appeared (before Visnu) at the time of 
(the latter's) rescuing the earth (from the bottom of the ocean), Visnu did not account himself 

victorious recalling Hiranyaksa's superior valour again and again (even after his death). (6) 

Hearing of his death, his (elder) bfother, Hiranyakasipu (Prahrada's father), full of rage, wtnt 

of yore to the abode of Hari in order to kill the slayer of his brother.(7) On observing him 

approaching, spear in hand, like Death (himself), Visnu, who knows what is opportune and 
is the foremost of those practising conjuring tricks, reflected (thus within himself):— (8) 

"(Even) as Death dogs the footsteps of living beings (wherever they go), he (Hiranyakasipu) 

is sure to follow wherever I go. Hence I shall enter his heart (and hide there), his eye being 

turned to the outer world (alone)" (9) Having concluded thus, Visnu—who was greatly 

agitated in (his) mind and who hid his body, reduced to a subtle state, in the ingoing breath 

of Hiranyakasipu—stealthily entered, through the latter's nostril, O ruler of the Asuras, the 
body of the enemy (Hiranyakasipu), who was rushing towards him. (10) Ransacking his 
abode, which was devoid of Visnu, yet not perceiving him, Hiranyakasipu roared in rage. The 

hero (then) searched heaven and earth, the (four) quarters, the aerial region, the (seven) 

subterranean regions as well as the (seven) oceans, but could not find Visnu (anywhere).(11) 
Not perceiving Visnu, he actually spoke as follows:— "(The whole of) this universe has been 
(thoroughly) searched by me (but in vain). The slayer of my brother has (therefore) surely 

reachecHTie realm (of Death) from which man does not return.(12) The persistence in enmity 
of embodied souls in this world goes only so far, viz., till (the adversary's) death. And so does 
their wrath (the father of enmity), which has its root in ignorance (about the true nature of the 
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Spirit, something distinct from the body) and which is nourished by egotism. (13) Yourfather, 
the celebrated Virocana (son of Prahrada), who was (so) fond of the Brahmanas, gave away 
his own life to the gods (his enemies), appearing in the guise of Brahmanas, when requested 
(by them), even though he knew their real character. (14) You (too) have observed the rules 
of conduct followed by Brahmana householders (like Sukracarya), your (own) forbears (such 
as Virocana)and other heroes of wide renown. (15) Of you as such, the foremost of the 
bestowers of boons, I ask a small strip of land, three paces long, as measured by my stride, 
O ruler of the Daityas I (16) I seek nothing else from your magnanimous self, the ruler of the 
world. Indeed a learned man receiving (by way of a gift only) as much as it is (actually) wanted 
by him incurs no sin (otherwise attaching to the man who accepts a donation). (17) 

«r/cX>«f/W 

3T^t cti-wtrl cjcg^Hdl: I suwl NcysjSTt I I 

ht fmrnar 1^1 

q I d+Hic^^31 iinl-<59 I 

Bali submitted: Oh, son of a holy Brahmana I your words are commendable in the eyes 
of elders, although you are (yet) a body of puerile intellect, not properly alive to your own 
interest, in that you who, having won over by (your) words me, the undisputed ruler of (all) 
the worlds and (thus) capable of gifting a (whole) continent, ask (of me only) three paces (of 
land), unwise as you are ! (18-19) Having approached (solicited) me, a man must not beg 
again. Therefore, O Brahmana boy, accept at will from me land enough to afford (you) a 

(decent) «ving.(20) sfwil^R 

illd-rl) few: yglfWlcWIM^fe^l R ^ T7 1 ^ 1 

frfa: ifcTTfa 1 I HddtWUHR 1^ I 
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ITtJgt IT* I 
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The Lord said : All the dearest objects (or territories) in the three worlds, whatever they 

are, cannot satiate one who has not been able to subdue his senses and mind, O protector 
of men. (21) He who is not satisfied with three paces (of land) cannot be sated even with a 
(whole) continent, consisting of nine Varsas (sub-continents), as he will be seized with a 
longing for (all) the seven Dwlpas (main divisions of the globe). (22) Pfthu (the son of Vena), 
Gaya and other kings, suzerain lords of (all) the seven Dwipas, could not reach the end of 
(their) thirst following from riches and (other) objects of desire: so have we heard. (23) A 
contented person subsists with ease on whatever is got by luck; (whereas) a discontented 
fellow of uncontrolled mind does not lead a happy life (even) with (the sovereignty of) the 
three worlds acquired by him.(24)This discontentment with wealth and sense-enjoyment is 
responsible for the transmigration of a soul; (while) contentment with whatever is obtained 
by chance has been declared as conducive to Liberation.(25)The glory of a Brahmana, 
contented with whatever is got by chance, grows; through discontent (however) it disappears 
(even) as fire gets extinguished with water.(26) Therefore, only three paces (of land) do I ask 
of you, the foremost of the bestowers of boons. I shall have accomplished my purpose with 
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this much alone; (for) wealth is desirable only to the extent of one's (bare) need. (27) 

TT 4io*jici: I ctlH-114 STrj mTT? 1^41 

fewra 8?tT U^RJTtT^RT 3T^T^TTTI ^TR%^nMff fwwfr: ftpsj 5TT? fg^tgr: I 

Sri Suka continued : Thus spoken to, he (Bali) laughingly said, "Take as much as you 
will." He (then) took up a pot of water* in order to (make a solemn vow to) give (three paces 

of) land to the divine Dwarf. (28) (The sage) Usana (Sukracarya, the preceptor of the 

demons), the foremost of the learned, who knew the object of Lord Visnu, warned his disciple, 
Bali (the ruler of the Asuras)—who was bent on gifting land to the same Lord—(in the 
following words). (29) _ 
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Sukra said: Sprung from the loins of the sage Kasyapa through Aditi, O son of Virocana, 
this dwarf is no other than the immortal Lord Visnu, who is bent upon accomplishing the 

purpose of the gods. (30) I do not approve of what you have promised to Him, ignorant as 
you are of the harm that will follow (from it). A great calamity has surely befallen the 

Asuras.(31) Appearing as a Brahmacari (religious student) through (His) Maya (deluding 
potency), this Hari will snatch yourthrone, dominion, fortune, splendour and glory (so) widely 
known, and bestow it on (His own brother) Sakra (lndra).(32) Assuming a form co-extensive 

* It is customary among the Hindus to make a solemn vow or declaration of purpose before actually undertaking any 

religious act of austerity, sacrifice or gift. The way to do it is to take some water with flowers in the hollow of one's right palm, 

to mention the time and place of the undertaking and the personal as well as the family name of the person undertaking it, as 

well as of the Brahmana on whom a gift is proposed to be bestowed or whose services as an officiating priest are going to be 

engaged for the occasion, and then to declare the purpose itself. This being done, the water in the hollow of one's palm is 

discharged on the ground, thus solemnizing the vow. 
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with the universe, He will cover (all) these (three) worlds (viz., heaven, earth and the 
intermediate region) in three strides. Giving away (your) all to Visnu, how will you (be able 
to) keep your body and soul together, O fool? (33) Where will place be found for the third 
stride of the all-pervading Lord, who will cover the (whole) earth with one colossal stride, 
heaven with the second and the intervening space with His gigantic person ? (34) For 
yourself, who will (thus) prove unable to redeem your promise, and fail to make the promised 
gift, I foresee a firm footing in the infernal region (alone). (35) The wise do not commend that 
gift (on the part of a donor) through which one’s (own) living is lost. For in this world charity, 
sacrificial performances, austerity and other (righteous) acts are possible for him (alone) who 
has a means of subsistence.(36) A householder dividing his income into five parts (and 
utilizing it) for the purposes of (1) (acquiring) religious merit and (2) celebrity, (3) (earning 
more) wealth, (4) enjoying pleasures and (5) maintaining his own people rejoices in this as 
well as in the life beyond.(37) On this point (viz., the question of truth and falsehood) too hear 
from me, O chief of the Asuras, the verdict of the Bahvrcas (the seers of Rgveda): "Whatever 
is expressed in terms of 'yes' (with reference to the prayer of a petitioner) is truth; (while) that 

which one utters in terms of 'no' is indeed untruth. (38) One should understand truth to be 
the flower and fruit of the tree of the body; for it is declared as such (by the Sruti texts). In the 
event of the tree (itself) not surviving, the fruit and flower (too) will vanish. (And) falsehood 
(refusal to part with one's possessions) is the secret of preserving one's body (life). (39) 
Therefore, (just) as a tree that has been uprooted withers up and falls to the ground not long 
afterwards, so does a body that has lost its support in the shape of falsehood soon dry up: 
there is no doubt about it. (40) That which is expressed by the syllable 'Om' (yes) (really) takes 
away wealth to a long distance and (therefore) leaves one devoid of wealth and unsatiated 
(too). For a man is certainly deprived of that (much of) wealth which—however little it may 
be—he agrees to part with, saying 'yes'. And he who consents to give everything to a 
mendicant does not find adequate enjoyment for himself. (41) Therefore, the false statement 
saying" No" not only keeps one full but also attracts the wealth of others to oneself. But he 
who utters the falsehood that he has nothing at all (to give) incurs a bad reputation and is 
(virtually) dead, though breathing. (42) (Uttering) falsehood is not (so) blameworthy (1) in 
relation to women (while courting them), (2) in jest, (3) during a wedding (while extolling the 
bridegroom etc.), (4) for the sake of keeping one's body and soul together, (5) in the face of 
danger to one's life, (6) in the interest of cows and the Brahmanas and (7) where violence 

(to another)is apprehended." (43) 

Thus ends the nineteenth discourse, in continuation of the story of the 
descent of Lord Vamana (the divine Dwarf) in Book Eight of 

the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, othenwise 
known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

__,__ 
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Discourse XX 

A vision of the Cosmic Body (of the Lord) 
33TW 

' Tj^qf^T: ^i«icii<|ui ^nfq?T: | tjqjff sj-gT StUT 1lif^c(Wlc(f^dl I ^ I 

Sri Suka resumed: Thus spoken to by the sage Sukra (the preceptorof the demon race), 

Bali, the sacrificer (lit., master of the house or head of his family) kept quiet for a moment and 

(then) with a concentrated mind submitted to his teacher (as follows). (1) 

TRI SFraHT SjItVj URfag TJ^irfSRT^ I 3T^ Rqit e|fg RT R gTStlT di(?fclrT I ? I 

TT cTTi 3JRTT5f8T ^ ff3TRJ gfR3£R RTTRlId 3TTfrfe fqjggf q?JT I ^ | 

R UTTR1FT RTtStm ftgrg I RcJ RTfRc* R^ g^rfoKMi R7R^ I * I 
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Bali said: Truly has it been observed by your worshipful self that such (alone) is the duty 

of householders, as does not at any time interfere with his wealth, enjoyment, fame and 
livelihood. (2) But, having promised (once) that I shall give, how can I, the celebrated Bafi (a 
scion of Prahrada) refuse, like a cheat, through greed of wealth, a (holy) Brahmana? (3) This 
Earth (once) clearly said: "Indeed there is no unrighteousness greater than falsehood. I 
regard myself capable of sustaining all other than a man given to lying." (4) I am not afraid 

(so much) of (the tortures of) hell, poverty and (even) an ocean of misery nor of falling from 
my position and death (itself) as of playing a Brahmana false. (5) Whatever wealth etc.,there 

is in this world will (surely) abandon a deceased person. (Why, then, should one not give it 
away oneself during one's very lifetime?) (And) what apology is there for parting with (only 

a portion of) such wealth if a Brahmana is not satisfied with that (much)? Pious souls likfe the 

sage Dadhici and king Sibi minister to living beings with their life (itself), (so) difficult to part 

with. What scruple can there be (under such circumstances) in giving away land etc., 

(external to the self)? (6-7) Time swallowed the enjoyments of those lords of the Daityas by 
whom, O holy Brahmana, (the whole of) this globe was ruled over and who never retreated 
(in battle), but not (so) the celebrity acquired by them on earth (which still survives). (8) 
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Warriors not turning back and laying down their lives on the field of battle, O Brahmana sage, 
are indeed easy to find, but not so those (liberal souls) who give away (their) fortune with 
reverence when a worthy recipient comes.(9) It is (rather) graceful for a magnanimous and 
compassionate soul that poverty should overtake him in consequence of (his) gratifying the 
desire of (ordinary) petitioners, much more of knowers of Brahma like you. Hence I shall 
(presently) confer the desired boon on this BrahmacarT. (10) Be he the selfsame Lord Visnu, 
the Bestower of boons, whom you, well-versed in the Vedic rituals, worship with reverence 
through Kratus (sacrificial performances in which the use of the Soma plant is indispensable 
and Yajnas (those in which the Soma plant is not used), or be he an enemy, I shall bestow 
on him the land sought for, O holy sage! (11) Even if he unrighteously puts me— even though 
faultless—in bonds, yet I shall not hurt him, my enemy disguised as a Brahmana, and 
(therefore) afraid (of me). (12) If he is really Lord Visnu (of excellent fame), he would not forfeit 
his fair name (by playing me false) and might (as well) wrest the earth (from me, even if I were 
loth to part with it) after killing me in battle; or, being slain by me, he might lie in (eternal) sleep 

(if he is an impostor). (13) 

i hrRcrm. i 
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Sri Suka continued: Impelled by Providence.Sukracarya (the preceptor) cursed (in the 

following words) his high-minded disciple (Bali), who, being true to his promise, had thus 
grown (apparently) irreverent (towards his preceptor) and refused to obey him:— (14) "You, 
who have grown so arrogant as to violate my command, a highly conceited fool that you are, 
will soon fall from your high position through disregard shown to us." (15) Though imprecated 
in this way by his own teacher, the great soul did not deviate from truth and gifted the land 
(asked by Him) to the divine Dwarf after (duly) worshipping Him and pouring water (from his 
right palm in order to solemnize the gift). (16) His wife, Vindhyavali, who was adorned with 
a pearl necklace, then came and brought a pitcher of gold, full of water to wash His feet 
with.(17) The sacrificer (Bali) himself washed with delight the glorious feet of the Lord and 
bore on his head that water, which was capable of consecrating the (whole) universe. (18) 
Applauding that action (of Bali) as well as his guilelessness, all the hosts of gods in heaven, 
as well as Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, Siddhas and Caranas, full of joy, greeted the lord of 
the demons at that time with showers of flowers, even though they were his enemies.(19) 
Kettledrums were sounded in thousands again and again; while Gandharvas, Kirhpurusas 
and Kinnaras sang (in the following strain):—"A most difficult task has been done by this 
noble soul in that he has knowingly given away all the three worlds to his enemy." (20) 

i^rt €rff4y<i: 

HTH-rfPI JjuiyyicilehHj 

H4^yi 3TPTT ildlfld 1^1 
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(In the meantime) that diminutive form of Sri Hari, the infinite Lord, which comprised in 
Itself the three Gunas (as well as their product, the universe) grew to such a wonderful extent 
that the earth, the sky (the aerial region), the (four) quarters, heaven, the subterranean 

egions and the (seven) oceans as well as (the various species of living beings such as) 
numan beings, gods, Rsis, and the subhuman creation (all) found their place in it. (21) In the 
3ody of that Lord (of extraordinary powers), which is the Ground of the three Gunas (of which 

his universe is constituted), Bali al6ng with the priests (officiating at the sacrifice), the 

xeceptor and the superintending priests beheld (the whole of) this universe, made up of the 

aforesaid) three Gunas, including the five (gross) elements, the (ten) Indriyas (the five 

senses of perception as well as the five organs of action),' the (five) objects of the senses (viz., 
>ound, touch colour, taste and smell), the mind (in its four aspects) and the Jiva (the 

smbodied soul). (22) Bali (who had an army as strong and equipped as that of Indra, whose 

hrone he was now occupying) saw the (seven) subterranean regions at the sole of the feet 
>f the Supreme Person, appearing in His cosmic form, the earth in His feet, mountains in His 
ihanks, (the realm of) the feathered kingdom (viz., the atmosphere) in His knees and the host 

•f gods (forty-nine in number) presiding over the air in His thighs. (23) He (further) beheld 

Jandhya (the deity presiding over the morning and evening twilights) in the loin-cloth of the 
imversal Lord, the Asuras headed by himself (Bali) in His anus, the sage Marici and others 

the lords of created beings) in His genitals, the firmament in His navel, the seven oceans 
i His sides and the host of stars in the chest of the Lord of wide strides. (24) Again, he saw 

)harma (the god of piety), O dear ParTksit, in the heart of Lord Visnu (the Slayer of the demon 

lura), (the gods presiding over) Rta (truthful and polite language) and Satya (seeing all with 

le same eye) in His breasts, and the moon-god in His mind, Sri (the goddess presiding over 
ches and beauty) with a lotus in Her hand in His bosom and the Samas (sacred texts forming 
art of Samaveda) as well as all sounds in His throat. (25) He also beheld the immortals with 
idra as their head in His arms and the (four) quarters in His ears, heaven in His crown, clouds 
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in His looks, the air in His nostrils, the sun in His eyes and fire in His mouth.(26) He further 
witnessed the Vedas in the speech of the Supreme Person. Varuna (the god of water) in His 
palate, the interdictory as well as the injunctive part of the sacred texts in His eyebrows, the 
day and the night in (the two rows of) His eyelashes, and Anger in His forehead and Greed 
precisely in His lips. (27) And He saw Love in His tactile sense, O protector of men, water in 
His generative fluid and Unrighteousness in His back, sacrificial activity in His strides, Death 
in His shadow and Maya (creative energy) in His laughter and the (innumerable) species of 
herbs and annual plants in the hair on His body. (28) The hero (Bali) beheld rivers in His 
arteries, rocks in His nails, Brahma (the birthless) in His intellect, hosts of gods (presiding 

over the Indriyas) as well as Rsis in His Indriyas and all created beings—(both) immobile 
and mobile—in His person. (29) 

SJcR ftftCT I 
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Observing this universe in the all-sustaining (person of the) Lord, all the demons were 

seized with fear, O dear one! His (well-known) discus, Sudarsana, possessing an effulgence 

(the sight of) which was unbearable, and the (famous) Sarriga bow (made of horn and), of 

thunder-like twangs, His conch, Pancajanya (by name), which roared like thunder, Kaumodaki, 

the mighty mace of Lord Visnu, His sword, Vidyadhara (also known by the name of 

Nandaka), pairing with (the shield called) Satacandra (so-called because it is adorned with 

a hundred studs resplendent as the moon) and the two excellent quivers containing an 

inexhaustible stock of arrows, and His chief attendants with Sunanda as their head, 

accompanied by the guardians of the (various) worlds, waited on the Lord all (in a living form). 

With a diadem, armlets and a pair of alligator-shaped ear-rings glistening (on His person) and 

adorned with (the mark of) Srlvatsa (a white curl of hair on His bosom) and the Kaustubha 

gem (the foremost of all jewels), and encircled by a girdle, clad in yellow and decked with a 

wreath of sylvan flowers hovered about by a swarm of black bees, the Lord of wide strides 

shone brightly, O king! With a single stride He measured the earth, which (entirely) belonged 

to Bali, and covered the sky (aerial region) with His person (trunk) and the (four) quarters with 

His arms. (30—33) To Him as He took a second stride heaven proved of no account (covering 

only a negligible part of His stride), so that indeed not an atom (of space) was left for a third. 

(For,) extending higher and higher, the foot of the Cosmic Person presently reached beyond 

Maharloka and Janaloka as well as beyond Tapoloka (as far as Satyaloka, the realm of 

Brahma). (34) 
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Thus ends the twentieth discourse entitled "A vision of the Cosmic Form (of the 
Lora) , in Book Eight of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XXI 

Bali put in bonds 
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SrT Suka resumed: Observing the Lord's foot as having reached Satyaloka, Brahma (the 
lotus-born), who was (now) encircled by (the lustre of) the moon-like nails (of that foot) and 
whose (very) realm was eclipsed by them, went forth to greet the foot. So did Marici and the 
other seers, lifelong celibates (tike the celestial sage Narada) and Yogis (united with the Lord 
through perception of identity), headed by Sanandana, O ruler among men, (deities 
presiding over) the (four) Vedas as well as the (four) Upavedas,* the (twelve) Yamas t(forms 
of self-discipline) along with the (twelve) Niyamas t (religious vows), (the science of) logic, 
Itihasas (works on history such as the Ramayana of Valmiki and the Mahabharata), the (six) 
Vedahgas (classes of works regarded as auxiliary to the Vedas and designed to aid in the 
correct pronunciation and interpretation of the text and the right employment of the Mantras 
in ceremonials), the (eighteen) Puranas and Sarhhitas (methodically arranged collections of 
sacred texts or verses, such as the Pancaratra-Sarhhita, Brahma-Sarhhita, Suta-Sarhhita 
and Garga-Sarhhita) and whoever else had their impurities in the shape of Karma burnt up 

with the fire of wisdom kindled by the breeze of Yoga (contemplation on God), and bowed 

to that foot, by virtue of whose contemplation they had ascended to the realm of Brahma (the 

self-born), (which is) not accessible through rituals.(1-2) Now Brahma of unsullied fame 

offered water as an act of worship to the upraised foot of Lord Visnu, from the lotus at whose 

navel he had himself emerged; and having duly worshipped the foot (in other ways too), he 

sang His praises with devotion. (3) That water poured from the water-pot of Brahma (the 

creator) came to be the (holy) Gariga (the heavenly river) because of its being hallowed by 

washing the aforesaid foot of Lord Visnu (of wide strides), O ruler of men. Falling through the 

heavens, the stream purifies (all) the three worlds (through which it courses) as the Lord's 

untarnished fame does.(4) Full of great reverence, Brahma and other guardians of the 

(various) worlds along with their followers offered worship to their own Ruler—who had (how) 

contracted His dimensions (once more resumed HTs diminutive form)—with water (to wash 

His hands and feet, rinse His mouth, and bathe Him with), presents (of various kinds), 

fragrant wreaths of flowers, ethereal perfumes and sandalpaste etc., to daub His person 

with, incense (of various kinds), lights, parched grains of paddy, unbroken rice, fruits and 

sprouts, songs of praise and shouts of victory marked by the glory of His power, dances and 

music—both instrumental and vocal—and the sound of conchs and kettledrums. (5—7) 

Jambavan, the king of the bearss, who ran swift as thought, actually proclaimed (while 

running) by (repeated) sounds of drum in all the (four) quarters the triumph (of Lord Vamana), 

(which was) marked with great festivity. (8) Enraged at finding the whole earth, which was 
till now in the possession of their master—who had taken a solemn undertaking to perform 
a sacrifice (and to abstain in consequence from all forms of violence till the end of the 

* A class of writings subordinate to the Vedas, viz., Ayurveda or the science of medicine, Dhanurveda or the military 

science, Gandharvaveda or the science of music and Sthapatyaveda or the science of architecture which are attached in order 

to Rgveda, Yajurveda, Samaveda and Atharvaveda. 

t & ♦ For a list of the Yamas and Niyamas vide translation of IV. xxii. 24. 

$ He is the same Jambavan who subsequently figured so prominently in the expedition of SrT Rama against Lahka in the 

Treta age and also unwittingly fought with Sn Krsna in the Dwapara age—vide X.55 of Grimad Bhagavata. 
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sacrifice) snatched away (from him) by recourse to a deceitful prayer for three paces of 
land, the Asuras said (to one another):— (9) "He is certainly not a begging Brahmana but 

Visnu (himself), the foremost of (all) conjurers, who—concealed (as he is) under the guise 

of a Brahmana—seeks to accomplish the purpose of the gods. (10) By this fellow, (who is 
no other than) an enemy disguised as a Brahmana boy, stands wrested, under pretext of 

begging, everything belonging to our master (king Bali), who has relinquished (all forms of) 
violence by reason of his sacrificial activity. (11) Falsehood is not possible for our master, 

who is ever vowed to truthfulness, particularly so long as he is consecrated for sacrificial 
activity, (nay,) who is devoted to the Brahmanas and full of compassion (to all). (12) 

Therefore, it is our sacred duty and a (distinct) service to our lord to kill this fellow." Saying 
so, the Asuras forming the retinue of Bali took up (their) arms.(13) Their anger having been 

roused, they all ran forward, Sula (an ancient spear-like steel weapon) and Pattisa (a kind 

of sharp-edged spear) in hand, to strike the divine Dwarf, even though Bali did not desire it, 
O Parlksit! (14) Seeing those Daitya generals attacking the divine Dwarf, the attendants of 

Lord Visnu heartily laughed and stopped them, their weapons uplifted (to meet their 
onslaught). (15) Nanda and Sunanda, Jaya, Vijaya, Prabala, Bala, Kumuda and Kumudaksa, 
Viswaksena, Garuda (the ruler of the feathered kingdom), Jayanta and Srutadeva, 

Puspadanta and Satvata, each possessing the strength of ten thousand elephants—they 
all proceeded to extirpate the Asura army. (16-17) Finding his own people being slain by 

the attendants of Lord Visnu (the supreme Person), and recollecting the imprecation 

pronounced by the sage Kavya (Sukracarya), Bali stopped them (in the following words), 

enraged as they were:—(18) "O Vipracitti, Hullo Rahu, O Nemi, listen to my word. (Pray,) do 
not make war, but retreat; (for) the present time is not conducive to our advantage. (19) No 

individual is able to prevail through (personal) prowess, O Daityas, over Him (the Time-Spirit) 
who is capable of bringing joy and sorrow to all created beings. (20) The same Lord who was 

formerly favourable to our growth and conducive to the decline of the gods (lit., the denizens 
of heaven), is proving the reverse of that (i.e., favourable to the growth of the divinities and 

conducive to our decline).(21) Indeed no created being can override the Time-Spirit through 
physical strength, (expert) counsellors, (a penetrating) intellect, fortifications, spells and 

medicines and through conciliation and other expedients. (22) These attendants of Hari were 

actually routed by you several times when you were fostered by fate. Having conquered us 

in battle, the very same people are roaring today. (23) We shall utterly vanquish them if fate 

turns out to be propitious (again). Therefore, await a time which may redound to our 
advantage. (24) 
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sn Suka continued : Hearing,.he^lato-esald) 
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Discourse XXII 

A dialogue between king Bali and Lord Vimana 

. ^«TTT7T7ira7-1 ftratmrrscif^TTfin y^if^ 1 % 1 
SrT^uk^esumedTrhus subjected to contumely bythe Lord, O^Parik?iL^Bal^thedenT^ 

gave the following calm reply. (1) 
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WWW 

*441^ H^Rrl d4i oqrolch ^{c(4 | 

3vfT!^T rT5T ^dn. HdWq tJrTRT ‘sfl ftJU? ^ finrr^ I ^ | 

qrg frran q^di q 

^sffT^ 1%ft3TII^TT^T^ ^1^^ W I ? I 

^7T 4coi»4dH F*T 2U^dHl(MdHI ^wfeiw ^<aifelpH ft I * I 

^ ■j.ih^iuii q: mfr^i: Tnjft ^ 14r qtsftsq^RjRt fSnfci i ^ i 

dii^q^T *ftq f^STHTT: I ftfcpf ftffg ^ |c^m4)PH: I ^ | 

f^PpfRTSTFT ^Iddl ^R=h4un | ^ggj qitiu'l: m^Wfridl^ q o!ig | \g | 

^ «ra<9d«tod: 3i^iq i 

’Mqftq&nr ■farfesra^ra Hsnftq^eftqrq: ^afen i c i 

arfTTH ^ftS^TrT: T% f^gT*: jcHBHsq^OTfir; | 

^ ^TCRTT THjfainpjrnTT qqfa Tf|: eZPT: | ^ | 

J& TT fq%a facTU# q^H4||&rat4t -q^rT: mdU<JH | 

^l^idl^RT •jhi^ ^ftrf: ^q^TgTquHAj TlrTO: I ^ o | 

3Tail^qw4iw(<HitdciipTieh 3%q qfa: 3TFq ^rfftqsff: | 

|S <^idi*diPdchc(fd -jflf^d ^TT?ja ^sqq | ^ | 

Bali submitted : O illustrious One, if You consider the vow made by me to be untrue, O 
,hief of the gods, I shall (presently) justify it, inasmuch as it was not intended to deceive You. 
ray, place Your third footstep on my head (which is certainly more valuable than my 

ossessions taken together). (2) Fallen as I (already) am from my position (sovereignty of 
le three worlds), I am not so very afraid of damnation nor of being bound with cords nor 

again) of a calamity which cannot be easily got rid of, much less of a financial crisis, (nay ) 

ot (even) of punishment at Your hands, as of being called ignoble. (3) I regard as most 

tudable for persons, punishment inflicted by the most worthy, (which is a blessing in 
isguise and) which as a matter of fact no mother, father, brother or friends can mete out.(4) 
isguised as an enemy, you are indeed the greatest benefactor to us, Asuras—You, who 

ave vouchsafed vision in the shape of a fall (from power) to us, (who were) blinded with 

'rogance from manifold causes, and by nursing (a feeling of) deep-rooted enmity towards 

horn many an Asura has actually attained perfection (in the form of final beatitude), which 
% those possessed of exclusive devotion could attain. (5-6) By You as such of manifold 
ctivity have I been taken prisoner and bound with the cords of Varuna (the god of water) 
et I feel neither much ashamed nor afflicted (thereby). (7) My grandfather, Prahrada, who 

esteemed by Your devotees and whose reputation as a pious soul is manifest, was 

Jbjected to a variety of tortures by his own father (Hiranyakasipu), Your (sworn) enemy, 

nly) because he was devoted to You. (8) "What purpose of a mortal will be served through 
is body, which will ultimately abandon him? What will be gained (by him) through robbers 

issing under the name of kinsfolk and carrying away his wealth? What object (of his) will 

; accomplished through a wife either, who is instrumental in bringing him transmigration, 
id what useful purpose of his will be served through houses? In (love for) these is involved 
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«y<rfr<r-ft fr<r«r«r-ft ft <rir<r<r ft «r«TTrft»«r*<r»T<r<r-«r*r ftftft^ftt»<rftft^ft*rftftftftftftft-«rft-«rftft-arftftftft-ftTfr-ftftft-ft-ftTlrft 

(mere) waste of one's lifetime." (9) Having concluded thus, the aforesaid Prahrada (my 
grandfather); an exalted soul possessed of unfathomable wisdom and the foremost of the 
virtuous, took shelter in Your lotus-feet— which are eternal and have no fear from any quarter 

(whatsoever), even though You destroyed his own kinsmen (the demons)—afraid as he was 
of (the company of) worldly people. (10) And I too have been brought to Your presence by 
(a propitious) fate, even though You pose as my enemy, and have been forcibly robbed of 
my fortune; for a man whose understanding has been rendered obtuse by wealth does not 
recognize this life, which is (always) within easy reach of Death, as uncertain.(11) 

trstei “himhiuiw *uic)f4jii: 1tichmfdRcrrfem: 1^1 

nfa-s.£h: fen feranR nferTOHanun i 

rrtr TpjfejfefloScfrcR: ? i i 

sjpt F?k4hi rrut *jsrf i \m 
Sri Suka continued: While he was thus speaking, Prahrada, the beloved of the Lord, 

appeared (there), O chief of the Kurus, as the moon above the horizon. (12) Indrasena (Bali) 
observed Prahrada (his own grand-father)—tall and handsome, though dark as collyrium, 
clad in yellow, with eyes big as (a pair of) lotuses and pretty long arms, and shining brightly 
with (his native) glory. (13) Bound with the cords of Varuna, Bali could not offer due worship 
to him as he used to do before. He (simply) bowed with his head (bent low), his eyes 
confounded with tears (brought by the thought of the insolent language used by him with 

reference to the-Lord), and remained with his head hung down evidently with shame. (14) 
Seeing the Lord (who is the Protector of the virtuous) sitting there and waited upon by His 
attendants, Sunanda, Nanda and others, the high-minded Prahrada was overwhelmed with 
tears and a thrill (of joy). He approached Him with*head bent low and bowed with his head 
placed on the ground. (15) 

J7f7? 3qM 

fTcTT fejfefr ^IHWIfHIdJ^I 

f| fainfa Tpra 4dw<L ^ ferg 4ifdmdtdi ^sit i 

(W RTttrt 'dJKiytl-y # HRIiJlllNlKdrtrtlchfllfeir 1^1 

Prahrada submitted: It was by You alone that this exalted position of Indra (the lord of 

paradise) was conferred (on him as a reward for the Viswajit sacrifice performed by him to 
propitiate You) and it has likewise been taken away by You today. (In other words You have 
only accepted what was Yours). 1 consider that alone (which You have been pleased to do) 
to be good (for him). Indeed a greatfavour has been done to him in that he has been deprived 
of (his) fortune, which is (so) instrumental in infatuating the soul. (16) Who can truly perceive 
the essential nature of his self despite such wealth, under the influence of which even a 
learned and self-controlled man falls a prey to delusion. Hail to that Lord in You, the Lord who 
has His abode in water, the undisputed Ruler of the universe and the Witness of all the 

worlds.(17) 



<SQM 
d^l^uqdi TT3T^ I ^u^M'hT 'MJMigdl-el I \ C I 

^ qftf TTTWr H^icTl I ill^ftf: i|UldlO*i gtf | | 

Sri Suka went on: Within the hearing, O king, of the aforesaid Prahrada, who stood with 
joined palms, the glorious Brahma (who had at the beginning of creation emerged from a 

golden egg) proceeded to speak to Lord Visnu (the Slayer of the demon Madhu). (18) (But 
before he opened his lips) the virtuous wife of Bali (Vindhyavali by name), who was 

overwhelmed with fear to see her husband bound, submitted (as follows) to Lord Vamana 
(the youngest Brother of Indra), with joined palms and a drooping face, bending low in 
supplication. (19) 

shlsisfalcMH 53 (Wicvrj 35T cfrfsTdlilH f$\ | 

STMUdd f=hH*tid 3TRff% cqTnf^<4*cd3d4lfaddvjdl3l: 19o | 

Vindhyavali prayed : This universe consisting of three spheres (heaven, earth and the 
intermediate region) has been created by You for the purpose of Your diversion. Over such 

a universe (which is Your plaything), however, others (like Bali) of perverse understanding, 

who have cast (all) shame to the winds and in whom the notion of their being free agents 

has been planted by You (through Your Maya), recognize their proprietorship (right to 
alienate it), O Lord! (But, as a matter of fact, when there is nothing which they can rightfully 
call their own), what can they offer (as a gift) to You, the Creator, Preserver and Destroyer 
(of the universe)? (20) 

wmm 

?,PW| (1T'1 ^nrfftfrTrsj ^ i Iddf^d w ficf^e)ijiftii|e<^criii firm i ^ i 

^wi^K^nssfi: 5t3TO wrfqj 

Trf^n «r;m frtfidT 3pgRfe$giTqT: 1 

Brahma submitted : O Creator of living beings, O Inner Controller (and Protector) of 

(those) created beings, 0 god (even) of gods, 0 Cosmic Being, (pray,) release this demon, 

who has been stripped of everything; (as such) he no longer deserves punishment (in the 

form of bondage). (21) The entire globe has been gifted by him to You, as well as the worlds 
(heaven and the aerial region) that were acquired (by him) in virtue of his (meritorious) 
actions. (Further) all that he owned, nay, his (very) self (body) has been offered to You with 

an unflinching mind.(22) Having given away with an unwincing mind (all) the three worlds to 
You—-by pouring (mere) water at whose feet with a guileless intellect and offering harmless 

worship even with sprouts of panic grass one can attain even the highest goal (final beatitude 
or residence in Your divine realm)—how can he reap affliction?(23) 

•s/W/qf/^d/d 

rffeTT ^sjt c^tcF qT rTTcm^tt I W I 

33T <E3Tf%r5fraTcHT qjTTg, FTSTgRiffit: I q'Hiqifay4)$ilOT trMT Tjfaniri^Rm 

I d£i*d q W^tWdld q3gyg: |^| 

^iddi W33: I qcf$Tq:SdldMi ?qr TqqT: | ^1 

3Rcl3cMMmyuri: eFtfqcfyq: I 3T3rqT3^n7T mqt qT<dfa q ggjfqi^i 
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I 3TTfrm*J qficKrhl 19^1 

U*ull W '*•51 R ^flcl: I H-41 iinf ^TRT Mc*4c<iet> |^o I 

T3^ ^ SlfacT: W4 ^hihmWUIm I HIctl/ft-rHWN *TfacFs(l i^TS: 1^1 

^dc-tiHsireTT fqjg<4)4fafnWdHj "sraTSTert srm^rsj pw urnra: i 

RTWTf fteTRHT ITO^TT 1^^ I 

tt^ttp3t *nf? h i ^j?tc5 mszS ?nfafk: rifonfkT: 1331 

•T <4llHF«wfa«tpTi <^T%^TT: fcfc^HliR I ^JTTRTf^TR, 3?JT£r3i XT ^f^bilfd I I 

Tf^ Tt^citS? cST FT^T fNR^dHJ TT^T TTfalfd gk fliT xn 

H5T <hc)^m'i % «rra 3TT^T: I ?§T x^xng g m: ^I3t 1^5,1 

ffr wraw hqim,<i«i •HKHe^i^ftdWwaH'^-^ dfocrw-f*ki<ii itf^TtsszM: i 

The glorious Lord replied : I take away the fortune (and power etc.) of whomsoever I 
show My grace to, O Brahma! For, intoxicated with wealth (and power etc.) a person 
becomes stiff (with pride) and disregards the world and (even) Myself. (24) Passing through 

diverse wombs (states of existence) according to its actions, this Jivatma (individual soul), 
dependent as it is, seldom attains to the human state.(25) On the part of him (however) in 
whom pride does not appear in consequence of pedigree, (meritorious) actions, youth, 
comeliness of form, learning, power, affluence and so on, this (absence of pride) should be 
regarded as (a token of) My grace (and in that exceptional case I am not reduced to the painful 
necessity of stripping him of his possessions). (26) Of course, one devoted to Me does not 

get infatuated in spite of (his) high birth and so on, which are not only conducive to pride and 
vanity but are in everyway opposed to (the attainment of) all forms of blessedness. (27)This 
Bali, the leader of the Danavas and Daityas and the promoter of their glory, has (already) 
conquered My invincible Maya (deluding potency). (That is why) though in distress, he does 
not feel perplexed; (28) Though impoverished and fallen from his position, (nay,) reproached 
and tied down by his enemies, forsaken by his kinsfolk (who have fled to Rasatala*) and 

subjected to (bodily) torture (by being tied down), and though twitted and cursed by his 
preceptor (Sukracarya), this demon of firm resolve did not abandon truth (retract 

his promise). (Even) when taught Dharma (righteousness) by recourse to ambiguous 
expressions by Me, he would not give up righteousness, truthful as he is. (29-30) He has 
been all but sent to My (divine) realm, difficult of access even to gods. (But before he is sent 
there) he will be Indra (the Lord of paradise) under My protection during the Manvantara 

presided over by (the Manu called) Savarni (because he wished to enjoy the position of 
Indra). (31) Till then let him occupy (rule over) the (subterranean) region of Sutala, whose 
(artificial) beauty has been enhanced by Viswakarma (the architect of heaven). Agonies and 
ailments, fatigue,- drowsiness, mortification and troubles (of various kinds) will never 
overtake the denizens of that region due to My (gracious) look. (32) Indrasena, O great king, 
may good betide you; surrounded by (your) kinsfolk, go to Sutala, which is worthy of being 

sought after (even) by gods. (33) Not even the guardians of the (various) worlds, much less 
others, will (be able to) overpower you. (And) My discus (Sudarsana) will put an end to the 
Daityas that may violate your commands.(34) I shall protect from all dangers you as well 
as your followers and possessions (too). (Nay,) you will ever find Me present there, O heroic 

* Vide verse 25 of Discourse XXI above. 
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king ! (35) Any demoniac idea suggesting itself to you there due to the company of Danavas and 
Daityas will be undoubtedly checked at once at the sight of My glory and die out. (36) 

Thus ends the twenty-second discourse entitled "A dialogue between king 

Bali and Lord Vamana",comprised in the story of the descent 

of the divine Dwarf, in Book Eight of the great and 

glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 
as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3TSJ 

Discourse XXIII 

Freed from bondage, Bali enters the region of Sutala 

SrT Suka resumed : To Lord Visnu (the most ancient Person in the disguise of a dwarf), 

who had spoken thus, the magnanimous Bali, who was esteemed by all pious souls,' 
submitted with joined palms and in a faltering voice (as follows), his eyes dimmed with drops 
of tears and his throat choked (with emotion). (1) 

3T?t snumm knifed: i 

^OlUIv'jJdistil Hd: I ^ | 

Bali said : Oh, a (mere) sincere effort made to bow low (at Your feet) is (found) intent 

on (capable of) securing (even to people like me, who can never claim to be Your devotees) 

the boon sought for by devotees that have sought You (for protection). For by that (very) 

endeavour has been vouchsafed to a vile demon (full of Rajas like me)that (unique) favour 
of Yours which was never obtained before (even) by the guardians of the (various) worlds 
and (other) gods (who are eminently Sattvika by nature). (2) 

tTO cTH: I ^ I 3 | 

^lc*id STPTRk ^fd^|f<d: chlHM^IIf|< TP3^ IFT^I * I 

^ H^liwt *tftt,ydU|: I I 

SrT Suka continued : Having spoken thus and bowed low to Sri Hari (disguised as a 

dwarf) and then to Brahma (the creator) along with Lord Siva (the Source of the universe), 
Bali, who was (now) free (from bondage) and full of delight, got ready to retire to Sutala (the 

third region below the earth), accompanied by the (other) demons (too). (3) Having thus 

restored (the kingdom of) heaven to Indra and fulfilled the desire of Aditi (Indra's mother as 
well as His own), the Lord ruled over the (whole) universe (as a younger brother and protector 
of Indra). (4) Seeing his grandson, Bali, who maintained the thread of his line, free from all 
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bondage and a recipient of the Lord's grace, Prahrada, who was steeped in Devotion, spoke 

(to the Lord) as follows. (5) _ 
J7f7? 

fofrWT 3THT3 1 sftf tJTef: fe^dm % | 

f^rrf^ra^rrft dKdi^fy: i ^ i 

4ldll^l'iJUeM'<(dfc|cl>Jld dglld.41: ^liui^etrl fet^dl: I 

eFFTT^ ST* $^dil: ^Tf^Uil^raMdcff *T5trT: SPlfcTT: I ^9 I 

fej d^[^dH^ifitd4)Jmi<itlrt1rtlfd^a^dW I 

TtdfdTq: fUT<^l) W<lA «RHf5Rf cKfrUd^gtra: I C I 

Prahrada submitted: To think that You, whose feet are adored even by those (Brahma, 
Siva and others) that deserve the adoration of the universe, should play the governor * of a 
fort to us demons I Neither Brahma (the creator) nor Sri (Your divine Spouse) nor (even) Lord 
Siva (the Destroyer of the universe) has (ever) won such (unique) grace; how, then, could 
those others (Indra and so on) do so? (6) (It is) by virtue of (their) addiction to the honey of 
Your lotus-feet (that guardians of the various worlds such as) Brahma and others enjoy 
opulence and powers (of various kinds), O Lord affording shelter to all! (Such being the 

case,) we are at a loss to understand wherefore we, those born of a wicked race and following 
evil ways should have been made the recipients of Your gracious look (kindness). (7) Oh, 
in Your case—who have released the (different) worlds through the sportful activity of Your 
inconceivable creative energy, are omniscient, nay, the (very) Self of all and (therefore) 
regard all with the same eye—a discriminating disposition, in the sense that You are fond of 
Your devotees (alone), is a wonderful gesture. (But) You (only) exhibit (thereby) the essential 
characteristic of a wish-yielding tree (which fulfils the desire of only those who betake 
themselves to it and cannot therefore be justly accused of partiality). (8) 

m 
crar sps ^ MkUM: wMm Arafat i * i 

fro Sgrfa TtT rT5T 1*0 I 

The glorious Lord replied : Prahrada dear, may all be well with you ! Depart to 
(the subterranean region of) Sut'ala and, rejoicing (there) with your grandson (Bali), bring 
delight to your kinsfolk.(9) You will always behold Me stationed there, mace in hand; (and) 
you will have your ignorance (the root of all Karma) wiped out by the infinite joy induced by 

My sight. (10) 

3TT?TT smcftTr TF3PT SfT?t I 1**1 

uRshmifcHW | StUldtdd^ld: Stf=Ni>l I 

TT3R, gRdR|4|uiUi^4> I TOT st£Je||lddTRJ*3 I 

WT3 feiwrw fad-cH: I ^ sf$Jdg TTR I ** I 

Sri Suka went on: Accepting the Lord's command in the word 'A men, and bowing down 
to Him with joined palms, O Pariksit, Prahrada of sinless mind, the generalissimo of all the 
Asura forces, walked round the most ancient Person (as a mark of reverence) and, permitted 

* Vide verse 35 of Discourse XXII supra. 
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by Him, withdrew to the subterranean world along with Bali. (11-12) Thereupon Lord Visnu 
(who takes away the sins of His devotees and) who has His abode in water, O king, spoke 
(as follows) to the sage Usana (Sukracarya, the preceptor of Bali), sitting near at hand in the 

midst of (other) priests in the assembly of seers (exponents of the Veda):— (13) “O (holy) 
Brahmana, (please) accomplish whatever has been left incomplete by your disciple while 

performing the ritual (sacrifice). (For) whatever is found lacking in rituals is made up (even) 

when noticed by a Brahmana (and much more when it is actually completed by a 
Brahmana)." (14) 

^ 3cfm 

q*q ehtfyi) qqRJ q^RTT Tjfarf: |^q| 

Igq^d: I TFHf qRlfq WfiKJsi qqi^l 

rT8nfq q? Hcll^l^UlcidM^ I ^V91 

Sukra replied: How could there be any defect in the sacrificial performance of one by 

whom You, the Prompter of (all) actions and the Lord (the Bestower of the fruit) of sacrifices, 
nay, the deity presiding over sacrifices, have been propitiated with all his substance (in all 
devotion)? (15) The very chanting of Your Name neutralizes all defects relating to (the correct 

intonation of) Mantras (sacred texts employed in a sacrifice), procedure, time and place (of 

sacrifices) as well as those relating to (the qualifications of) the priests (officiating at the 
sacrifice or receiving gifts on that occasion) or the material (or money) used. (16) Neverthe¬ 

less, since it is You who are saying so, O infinite Lord, I shall do Your bidding. (For) to obey 
Your command—this constitutes the highest good of men. (17) 

mj?F 33M 

3Tfcn^I '1-lJldlPlfd I qjrfe? qrtWilfypq: TT?I^4I 

TFSFL ^FTT I 33t 'tJTq MsHHJ fqfqq I I 

M'dlMfdqfd^l I sanjiqflTPpq: fTHHUl qqq qi?o| 

: qqq Rq^rrqqjq q i rsiehn'i tfiehuirtHmeMi^qrqq qfqqj^ i 

spfcq q^TTT: fltq: | h^wh’i ddni q q^q I?? I 

3^3 chc^iuia* qfq Ttqfq^qq 1 TT^T ■Hcjffui ^JrTTfr ^ ^q|^| 

ddfcq-3: dcfqMd cHMdMJ rtlef,mAR4 sst^JUll q I ^4] fed: I?* I 

5TFZI #3 TT^r^Ulfod: I mn iRUdl ^gt Tjgi? dd’fflsqTt: l^qi 

^iq: «fqrai gqqf ^jq I farTT: TTq^dTfq faqjr ^MlfdcblSJ ^ l?3l 

qrf fqwmfqrr: qrqi^dHj ftnaqild qnfq % d'ripfefd q i ^V91 

SrTSuka continued: Gladly accepting in these words the behest of Sri Hari, the glorious 

sage Usana with the help of other Brahmana sages accomplished what was wanting in the 
sacrificial performance of Bali. (18) Having thus begged the earth (as well as heaven), that 

had been usurped by his enemies (the demons), Lord Sri Hari, disguised as a dwarf, gave 

them (back) to His (elder) brother, the mighty Indra. (19) For the gratification of the sage 

Kasyapa and Aditi (his wife) as well as for the welfare of all created beings Brahma, the lord 

of Prajapatis, together with the gods, seers, manes and the Manus (the protector of the earth) 

as well as with Daksa, Bhrgu, Arigira and others, the sage Sanatkumara and Lord Siva (the 
Source of the universe) made the divine Dwarf the (suzerain) Lord of (all) the worlds and their 
guardians.(20-21) (Nay,) for the prosperity of all he further made Lord Vamana (the younger 

Brother of Indra), the custodian of the Vedas as well as of all the gods, of righteousness, 
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wealth and fame,of (all) blessings and sacred vows, nay, of heaven and final beatitude (too), 
capable as He was to protect them (all). On that occasion all created being rejoiced much, 
O protector of human beings! (22-23) Then, permitted by Brahma (the creator), Indra along 

with the (other) guardians of the (different) worlds placed the divine Dwarf before him and 
actually took Him in a heavenly car to heaven.(24) Having recovered (the sovereignty of) all 
the three worlds, Indra, whose fear was (now) gone, protected as he was by the arms of Lord 
Vamana (his younger Brother), was invested with supreme glory and rejoiced. (25) Brahma, 
Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the universe) and Sanatkumara, sages headed by Bhrgu, O 
protector of men, the manes and all (other) created beings, the Siddhas and whatever (other) 
heavenly beings (moving about in aerial cars) there were, (all) returned each to his own 
sphere, celebrating the aforesaid extraordinary and most wonderful deed of Lord Visnu, and 

extolled Aditi (as well). (26-27) — 

f|<Jt)d*renSST°3TrT 1 IRCI 

tTR irftF fasfcMcTI TpTRT 4lfs{c<|fq fa^TO TTctf: I 

vrfiaHH Sira gwsj 13^1 

sr ^ ^crei gu<^deh4ui: i ^adKi^Ra anfa mt 

failMIUl chMufld 35 feassi TTT^I^ itdl^dTldfd rTr^ H5T f^: I?? I 

Wisi.HMd yfedl4WSm=Ki*l qw-iiqaK-qRa ^4lR^ilSt2JFT: 1^3 I 

All the story of Lord Visnu of wide strides, which takes away the sins of those who 
listen to it, has been narrated to you, O delight of your race I (28) The mortal who 
presumes to describe the fullest extent of the glory of Lord Visnu (who took long strides as 
aforementioned) must as well (be said to) have counted the particles of dust of the (entire) 
globe (which is impossible). Can any mortal (already) born or going to be born (hereafter) 
reach the end of the glory of that perfect Person?—so says the seer Vasistha. (29) 
Whosoever hears (or recites or remembers) this story of the descent (as Vamana) of Sri Hari, 
the god of gods, of marvellous deeds attains the highest (divine) state. (30) In the course of 
whatever religious performance, intended to propitiate the gods, the manes or any human 
being (such as one's own preceptor) this story will be repeatedly recited by the performers, 

the wise declare that performance of theirs as well-executed. (31) 

Thus ends the twenty-third discourse, comprised in the story of 
the descent of the divine Dwarf, in Book Eight of the 

great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

__ 

3T2T T^fcjiTtSSZTFJ: 

Discourse XXIV 

The story of the descent of the divine Fish recounted 
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iMIQM 
^<iqo^|rj,fHTS9if!| 5^<§n«t)4ut: I 3T3HHebyiHI£|j 1 3 I 

^75?ftT3«JT^ WT roleh^^fl^iriH I tTO:y<j>(d tpM oh4ilW I ^ | 

■Qrrat Tra ^ i 'Sriri^ichriRd Tt^ToF^pjTcr^ i 3 1 

The king (ParTksit) submitted : 0 divine sage, I (now) wish to hear (from your lips) the 

story of the (very) first descent of Sri Hari—whose exploits are marvellous (indeed)—in which 

He appeared and behaved as a fish by His wonderful creative energy.(l) Be pleased to 

tell us precisely the reason why, like one subject to (the wheel of) Karma, the almighty 
Lord assumed the form of a fish—(so) detested in the world, because of its being 

(predominantly) Tamasika by nature and (therefore so) fierce(lit., difficult to resist)—and 

everything connected with that descent, O venerable sage. (For) the stories of Lord Visnu 
of excellent renown are conducive to the happiness of the worlds. (2-3) 

T 
fewjudn yicftwfui: I fc*wi)4cW^M(J| * | 

' Suta resumed : Requested thus by Pariksit (protege of Lord Visnu manifested in the 
form of Sri Krsna*)the all- knowing sage Suka (the son of Vedavyasa, nicknamed Badarayana, 

so-called because he has his abode in a grove of jujube trees) recounted (as follows) the 
deeds of Lord Visnu, performed by Him as manifested in the form of a fish. (4) 

mjcF 3 c?M 

^■HIMW I qiW?I H I ^ 1 

3irra^ 1 1 ^ 1 

^I^nlach^i-Tl 4I4(tic4| cTS: I ^teRT ^TT^TI I V9 I 

<*>i<-Wi<i[hsW ^lf44l<4rti I I 6 I 

5m4|c<^( idfydH.1 pSTTT gRf|%R: I <? I 

Sri Suka resumed : The almighty Lord actually assumes (various) forms (only) when 
seeking the protection of cows, the Brahmanas, the gods and the righteous and the Vedas 

too, as well as of righteousness and whatever (else) is worth seeking (in the world).(5) 

(Though) functioning in (all) creatures, high and low, (as their Inner Controller), the Lord, like 

the air, does not acquire a high or low status occasioned by the modes of Prakrti, because 

of His being devoid of the (three) Gunas. (6) At the end of the previous Kalpa (covering a day 

of Brahma or a thousand revolutions of the four Yugas) there came about an occasional 

dissolution of the universe consequent on Brahma's retiring to bed (at the end of the day's 
work). At that time (all) the (three) worlds including the earth were washed away by the ocean, 

O protector of men ! (7) The powerful (demon) Hayagriva (so-called because of his having 
the head of a horse), who was nearby, stole away (by dint of Yoga or concentration of mind) 

the Vedas, which (while being unconsciously repeated by him) had (automatically) escaped 
(as usual) from the mouths of Brahma (the creator), who was inclined to go to bed, overcome 

as he was by sleep under the influence of time (the close of the day). (8) Perceiving that action 
of Hayagriva, the Danava chief, the almighty Lord Sri Hari assumed the form of a fish. (9) 

rT5f TTrTridl ^RNUN<)6dU4< Hri: TT I ^ o I 

^T5RT=rfFR. HijichH ^ faeReM: | ffo Wflt ^5% gRuilfflri: | ^ | 

yoWMlliqj 3>lfeht$i+>4eH'iA|Lhyd |^| 

•Vide I. XII. 7—11 
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♦wsiflta^fwWi TT? <1|<MH l*TRrT I 4<lrtl4 ^TOTT R^ I 

flHl$ 'Hlfflehtiui M$ichnr>[uich ■J1TRkI ^T«n ^iifd*4l[rt*al ^tRT ITT ifhTcTcHc^ I 

ct>*4 f5TTJ3TCT I I 

ahKH-tb^eisif srten shsiim^T^rniyfy ^n+>^i: tt xrt 3$ 13 m 

<m\ cdcHim^r tt qftnfa: i c^iiqj forerri qai^-a ansrinTRsi 

ttt 3 H^rratn ^frriRT grqngc^t i ar^sgTsssrra^iT^T aT f^rr? i i 

■TTf? cKHU^tfiyfaH 7^%$ 3Tr[fafRT? I ^TriTcF: TT3TT? few ^T-P^R^I 

TT TJRT rRT 3TT3PT I %HT SW^Mdsfa |^| 

•T IT TFiT^ ^14 I TJ^ 3f? ^ TT^ ^T<T T^Tf? ^RUT nTTT R o | 

TTTT 3TT^FT TTT TT^TT %HT TT3\ *UleA | H^I^JTrtHT TTT5^ iTgHT)-ili-<4<4*fcT R * I 

TT3T^?g? TTfac^faTTT: I 7$mTFR ^ ^TFTra^TfTTK R^ I 

^rh: TTlSR^TcTTi a^ilq^ikHfa I ^irti^iti TTIhh ?T TT*JS I I 

f?yuwiuitdm?|<fag ITT McRldil: I 3T^r4[d<4rtl ^T? *TT H^T^N^M^Ph I I 

In that (very) Kalpa (the Kalpa that had just ended) there was a certain royal sage, 
Satyavrata by name, an exalted soul devoted to Lord Narayana. He was practising 
austerities, subsisting on water (alone). (10) That very king who was called Satyavrata (in 
the previous Kalpa) was known as Sraddhadeva, son of Vivaswan (the sun-god) in the 
present Kalpa and was exalted to the position of Manu by Sri Hari. (11) One day an unknown 
fish appeared in the water held in the hollow of the palms of Satyavrata, who was offering 
handfuls of water (to the manes) on the bank of the Krtamala river (in South India). (12) 
Satyavrata, who ruled over the Dravida territory, proceeded to drop along with the water the 
fish (as well) contained in the hollow of his palms into the water of the river, O scion of Bharata! (13)The 
fish most pitifully said to that monarch, highly compassionate as he was, "Wherefore do you 
throw me in the water of this river, O king who are so kind to the afflicted, helpless as I am 
and afraid (too) of aquatic creatures that kill their own species? (14) Not knowing the Lord, 
who had lovingly assumed the form of a fish in order to shower His grace on himself, 
Satyavrata made up his mind to protect the fish. (15) On hearing the very pitiful appeal of the 
fish, the said merciful king (lit., the ruler of the earth) put it in the water of the vessel (he had 
brought with him) and took it to his hermitage.(16) Growing in that Kamandalu (a water-pot 
made of wood or the shell of a cocoanut) in the course of a single night, however, and not 
finding (enough) space for itself in it, the fish actually said to the king as follows:—(17) "I am 
not able to live in this Kamandalu (even) with difficulty. (Therefore, kindly) find (for me) a 
sufficiently extensive abode, in which I may comfortably live." (18) Removing it from the 
Kamandalu, he placed it in the water of a pitcher. (Even when) thrown into it, the fish grew 
to a size of three cubits in the course of less than an hour (and said:—) (19) "(Even) this water- 
jar is not sufficient for me to live in at ease, O king! (Therefore, kindly) let me have spacious 
accommodation, since I have sought you as my refuge. (20) Having been removed from the 
water-jar, the fish was thrown by the king into a good (extensive) pond, O Pariksit! The same 
fish (however, instantly) grew to be a monstrous fish and covered the (whole) lake with its 
body. (21) (The fish said:) "The water of this lake (too), O king, is not to my comfort. 
(Therefore, please) put me in a (large and deep) lake containing (an) inexhaustible (store of) 
water with adequate arrangements for my sustenance during the transit."(22) Thus spoken 
to, the king took the fish by turns to a number of lakes of inexhaustible water (each 
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succeeding one being larger than the previous one); but, finding it equal in size to each (such) 
lake (eventually transferred it to the ocean. (23) While being led (into the ocean), the fish 
spoke to him as follows: "Mighty alligators and other (aquatic) creatures in this ocean may 
eat me, O valiant monarch! You should not (therefore) leave me here."(24) 

*Tc*=Rt i&svnfxT: apsfcr ^ m: 1^1 

1 ^Tt>ni ^T: ilM^ni ijteqr jgTriUifdfcbrt i^i 

^ *£THT I ^ WZrU 
q HSTfa^I^T TTTMHMUi Tpn ^ | 

^r^rRTTT ^nwdi Tmr H^k^n ^ ]| q: 1^0 I 

Thus deluded by the fish, that spoke (such) charming words, the king said (to it): "Who 
are You, bewitching us (as You do) in the form of a (gigantic) whale (25) No aquatic creature 

possessed of such (wonderful) power as You has (ever) been seen or (even) heard of by us— 

°.u' y!\°J?wVe 9r°Wn 'n 3 day large enough to cover the whole lake, eight hundred miles in 
extent.(26) You are undoubtedly the immortal Lord Narayana Himself, the Destroyer of sins 

who have assumed the form of aquatics (whales) in order to shower Your grace on (all) 
created beings. (27) Hail to You, O supreme Person, controlling the (cosmic) functions of 

creation, maintenance and dissolution! You are the true Self as well as the goal of us, Your 

devotees, that have sought You (for protection). (28) (Although, generally speaking,) all Your 
sportful descents are conducive to the welfare of (all) living beings, I wish to know (in 
particular) the purpose for which this form (of a whale) has been assumed by You. (29) It is 

not futile to take shelter under Your feet, O lotus-eyed Lord, as it is to approach the feet of 

those who are identified with the body, You being the disinterested friend, nay, the beloved 
Self of all, (as is evident from the fact that) You have revealed Your wonderful form to us Your 
devotees. (30) 

l^lrt 'Jl■■ lrMfrl: TR^sM I 

To king Satyavrata, who had spoken thus, the Lord of the 
universe—who desired to sport in the ocean for the dissolution of the universe at the end of 
the Kalpa (which was imminent) and had accordingly assumed the form of a fish, (nay,) who 
sought to do a good turn to the king, fond to He is of those exclusively devoted to Him—said 
(as follows). (31) 

ffa sjaiui 

SrT Suka continued 

WTOt g rrei 1 

^Tcrf ^FjTRprra^nfr rT 1 

ttt Tra tjmuui ^crrarrr 1 

3Ti TTTcF TTgdld^-dfd I 

qf$HH ST tTT st^jfd ilkdrlH, I 

5T^icHj 1 1 

sHwi'wid ^ft: tgt TTafrm 1331 

■Hd’HrdlMel^d: 13*1 

Munich i+itfluiiUd cldfll l^m 

^ 13^1 
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The glorious Lord said: "On the seventh day following this day, O subduer of foes, (all) 
these three worlds—Bhuloka (the terrestrial region), the Bhuvarloka (the aerial region) and 
heaven—will be submerged in the ocean rising for the dissolution of the universe. (32) When 

the three worlds are actually going to be submerged in the deluge water, a mysterious and 
spacious boat, sent by Me, will approach you. (33) Take (with you) in the meanwhile all the 
herbs and annual plants as well as seeds of all types (both great and small) and, surrounded 
by the seven seers, and accompanied by all (varieties of) animals, you shall board that 
commodious vessel and sail about undaunted in that undivided expanse of water devoid of 
light, guided by the effulgence of the Rsis alone. (34-35) Attach that vessel—tossed about 
by a mighty gale—by means of the great serpent (Vasuki) to My horn as I shall be present 
by your side (at that time). (36) Pulling you, boat and all, along with the (seven) seers, I shall 
roam about in the vast expanse of water as long as the night of Brahma (which is of the same 
duration as his day) lasts, O king!" (37) And (at that time) you will (come to) realize My glory- 
designated by the name of Para Brahma (the transcendent Reality)—revealed by Me in your 
heart through (answer to) your questions, though (actually) imparted by My grace. (38) 

I R<4fiie ITT: mqT Rj-riqq 4cWR^RjU|: r&o | 

rftT: gToTqq h^IhJ ^hhi qqq^TrT 1^ I 

SZJTqq RTcremrTTqj rimiMlij 1^ I 

rnjspfTO; 3TRTT ?T3Tq ^ fejTqjfq 1*3 I 

#S5&ttld^Tdl TT5TT yi^WIHjglUM I qqjq %XTT I** I 

qra rTc^f •smtrpf #UTT TJTT I diyuilfeni V^^yid 

Having thus instructed the king (Satyavrata), Sri Hari disappeared; (while) the former 
awaited the time which Lord Visnu (the Controller of our senses) had already told him*. (39) 
Spreading (on the ground) blades of (the sacred) Kusa grass with their ends pointing towards 
the east, the royal sage sat down with his face turned towards the north-east, contemplating 
on the feet of Lord Sri Hari disguised as the divine Fisti. (40) Then was the ocean clearly seen 
rising high on account of huge clouds pouring down (heavy) rain and (consequently) 
overflowing its limits and inundating the earth on all sides.(41) Revolving in his mind the 
command of the Lord, the king perceived the vessel arrived (by his side).Taking the herbs 
and plants (collected by him), he boarded it along with the great sages. (42) The sages 
lovingly said to him, "Meditate on Lord Visnu (the Ruler of Brahma and Lord Siva as well), 
O (good) king! He will surely deliver us from this calamity and bring happiness (to us)." (43) 
Thought of uninterruptedly by the king, the Lord then appeared in that vast expanse of water 
in the form of a golden (effulgent) whale, possessed of a horn and extending over an area 
of one lakh Yojanas (or eight lakh miles).(44) Fastening the boat to the horn of the divine 
whale with the king of serpents for a rope, as already enjoined by Sri Hari, king Satyavrata, 
full of joy, hymned (in the following words) Lord Visnu (the Slayer of the demon Madhu). (45) 

q: qrqt i 

ht rast>4ic4«*qfd irnsj q qr qs: iwi 

■ Vide verse 32 above. 
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337 
'tolrlrmtlritiitrltritrir-trftlrSrntltrtoiiri/nkUrtrerfr-to 

W faniNrtnWHfcW; , 

^rr **? fern ^ * £t: ,^, 

5mgf% pl%T <qf ?RTJT M !*<? I 

zrsrmfr: ^ , 

^TT ^ mj 3JTT^T ^ , 

^ ^7 5TTmm^TT sura* ^r frsr t^m^i 

^ pqr Tp^fqir^g f^. , 

rrsnfq <%ft ? ^HiRrara» ^t ^ ^m:i^i 

^ am? N sro sf^rsjqm, 

date!eses^rP/nTfnHPeh P'e tme knowled9e <* their own self stands obscured by 

sr7^“ 

fh ™ * wy th®msf''es show t0 a worshipper grace which is equivalent to one out of ten 
npnifnh^ P a ° S' '*15 that almi9hty Lord in You whom I seek as my refuge (49) An 

iorth tT\T Ch°Sen 38 3 preC6pt0r in re,ation t0 an ignorant person is oHhe same 
hnwpvif Pht 6SS person aPPomted as a guide in relation to another blind man By us 
however) who are eager to know the truth relating to the Self, You have been elected as 

pnZlCnfP °r Yt°U re n°* °nly self'illumined like the sun but also impart light to all the 
enses of perception. (50) A worldly soul (that is subject to birth and death) imparts to another 
nwise counsel (showing him the way to worldly riches and gratification of thesenses alone) 

i zznsir he,»e^'°r?)darkness (,n me shape oi mi worse, viz hell) which is hard to overcome. You, however impart (to the Iivat 

ndecaying and unfailing wisdom (knowledge of the Self), through’which the Jiva easilv 

sintp6^5HerSSeHt,aK (,bliSSfUl) character-<51) 'ndeed to the whole world You are ^ 
sinterested friend, beloved and inner Controller, the (very)Self the teacher wisdom nnd 
.e realization of (all) desired objects. Yet. having 

ndiscerning intellect, the world does not know You, though present in the heart (itself)'(52) 

t^h_as You are. I approach You-the almighty Lord, adorable (even) to gods ^worthv 

•The Sruti tells us that the tears shed by Rudra (the god of destruction, so-called because he cried as soor as he 
peared—vide I. ill. 8—10) were converted into gold and silver 

1 cT^ 7^ <7^c^fl4d n? Vtt 
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of being sought for (by all)—for instruction. (Kindly, therefore,) cut asunder, O Lord, with 

Your words throwing light on the (highest) truth, the knots (in the shape of egotism and so 

on) existing in the heart and reveal Your own Self (to me).(53) 

Wffii dcr/rf 

$dj,ThciTt 77ft mictHiffljfrU: i McW*4i Twit*** i i 

f^SJT «itp!Tli)J|fsf>UlcJdXl Ikkl 

37«1%faft7: UlehiLlcRH^RWililMJ dloiimX STn^rTT sf%! 

SWldSIcWNW dfetdW 77 %?TO I Md4l*<4R: It^S I 

77 ?[ TF5TT I icjtuil: JJ7TT?R^<3i^sf7,7?n7Tl^fl373flT 1 I 

RrMsMW <MtfuRllrirWW $lll$U|: I 77cfT3 l<V? I 

3TgdHT j&Tfssj ctiWilcHas R7: I %SEtRh 77 *nf?T 4*hi rilciH, I I 

5lc^raf77 SUfJ: 3J,fd>|Umi4.fl'd ildpdd I 

stgl RTRSdldl dM^Rdrteji Rri$4)d 'ddblw 1^? I 

‘Hc^WdKdRdyd'JH dP7 4(jRh]|5HtPT: l?« I 

W: 

|dT: 3~b rlrHO^ 

Sri Suka went on : Sporting in that vast expanse of water in the form of a whale, Lord 

Visnu (the most ancient Person) taught the (highest) truth to the king, when he had thus 

prayed. (54) He (further) revealed to the royal sage Satyavrata in its entirety the mystery of 

His own Self in the form of a divine collection of Pauranika lore (called Matsyapurana), (a 

book) dealing with Sarikhya philosophy (which teaches us how to differentiate between 

Prakrti and Purusa (Matter and Spirit), Yoga (union with the Lord through Devotion) and 

rituals.(55) Seated on board the vessel with the (seven) seers, the king listened to the 

discourse on the truth of the Self, (which is the same as) the eternal Brahma (the Infinite), 

delivered by the Lord (in the form of the divine Fish), so (attentively) as to leave no doubt (in 

his mind).(56) Having (already) killed the demon Hayagriva (and recovered the Vedas), He 

restored the Vedas to Brahma (the creator) when the latter rose (from his slumber) at the end 

of the Pralaya (dissolution) that (immediately) preceded the current Kalpa (known as the 

Sweta-Varaha Kalpa).(57) The same king Satyavrata, who was (thus) endued (both) with 

spiritual knowledge (as derived from the scriptures) and wisdom (Self-Realization) by the 

grace of Lord Visnu, figured in the present Kalpa as the Vaivaswata Manu (so-called because 

he was born as a son of the sun-god, and was also known by the name of Sraddhadeva).(58) 

A man is (surely) rid of (all) sin by hearing this great story consisting of the (foregoing) 

dialogue between the royal sage Satyavrata and Lord Visnu (the Wielder of a bow made of 

horn), disguised as a fish through His creative energy. (59) He who recites from day to day 

the story of that which is spoken of as the descent of Sri Hari In the form of a whale attains 
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form of a whale, who, (while roamino about! nt th» 1, ,° e0,al1’ dls3u,sed in the 

(entire) body of Sruti texts stolen away from “he momfeof m r' T*0"* (,° BrahmS> ,he 
creation etc.), lay dormant (becausp nf hic h* S ° he Creator—whose powers (of 
demon (Hayagriva) bysleep)-afterslaying the 

the (seven) seers (61) ® 303dea""9 W"h Brahma ,0W"9 Satyavrata and 

Z a toe Iwen/y-foM* d«oure9 en„ea Tfie 

S«jT3; 7jse kn0W" as ,hs Samhita, composed by the sage Vedavyasa, and 
consisting of eighteen thousand Slokas. 

c END OF BOOK EIGHT I 
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Srlmad Bhagavata-Mahapurana 
Book Nine 
Discourse I 

The story of King Sudyumna, son of Vaivaswata Manu 
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The king (ParTksit) submitted: The accounts of all the (six) Manvantaras (divisions of 

a Kalpa or day of Brahma, presided over by a Manu), as well as of the heroic deeds 
performed in them by Sri Hari of unlimited prowess have been heard by me as told by you.(1) 

I have (further) heard from you that the same royal sage, Satyavrata by name, the (then) ruler 

of the Dravida territory (in South India), who attained spiritual enlightenment through 
devotion to Sri Hari (the supreme Person) at the end of the previous Kalpa was, born as 
(Sraddhadeva) a son of Vivaswan (the sun-god) and became Manu (in the present 
Manvantara). The names of his sons, Ikswaku and other kings, told by you, have also been 

heard, (2-3) To us, who are indeed ever eager to hear you, 0 holy Brahmana, (pray,) narrate 

their line as well as the doings of those belonging to that line, O highly blessed one ! (4) 
(Kindly) recount to us the deeds of valour of all those kings of sacred renown—those who 

have gone by, those who will follow and those who are ruling at present. (5) 

^iT3377 

tp rrftffotT W st&dlfotWJ rjg: afaRt ^ I 

Suta resumed : Thus requested by King ParTksit in that assembly of (great) exponents 
of the Vedas, the divine Suka, who was well-versed in the cult of Devotion (the highest 

religion of mankind), proceeded to speak (as follows). (6) 
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Sri Suka began again : Hear an account of the posterity of (Vaivaswata) Manu in its 

important aspects, 0 chastiser of foes! It cannot be narrated in extenso even in the course 

of hundreds of years. (7) During the period of (final) dissolution Lord Narayana (the supreme 

Person) alone, the inner Controller and Sustainer of (all) created beings (high and low), 

represented this universe; nothing else existed (at that time). (8) From His navel sprang up 

the calyx of a golden lotus and in that calyx, O great king, appeared the four-faced Brahma 

(the self-born). (9) From the latter's mind came forth Marici and from (the loins of) MarTci, 

again, appeared the sage Kasyapa. And of Kasyapa by Aditi, a daughter of Daksa, was born 

a son, Vivaswan (the sun-god). (10) Of the latter by his wife, Sarrijna, O scion of Bharata, 

was born Sraddhadeva, the Manu (presiding over the current Manvantara); and through (his 

wife) Sraddha, the high-minded King Sraddhadeva begot ten sons—Ikswaku, Nrga, Saryati, 

Dista, Dhrsta, Karusaka, Narisyanta, Prsadhra, Nabhaga and Kavi. (11-12) 
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In the beginning (before Ikswaku and others were born) the glorious and powerful sage 

Vasistha (the preceptor of the solar race), it is said, conducted a sacrifice in propitiation of 

the gods Mitra and Varuna* for the sake of a son to the Manu, who was (yet) issueless. (13) 

During that sacrificial performance the Manu's wife, Sraddha, who was subsisting on milk 

alone, approached the priest invoking the gods and reciting the Rgveda and, falling prostrate 

before him, humbly requested him to conduct the sacrifice in such a way as to ensure the 

birth of a daughter. (14) On the oblation to be poured into the sacred fire having been taken 

in the hand (for being thrown), the Brahmana officiating as the Hota, who was thinking fail 

the time of the request made by the queen) and repeating the mystic word 'Vasat', propitiated 

the fire with a fully controlled mind by means of that oblation, as directed by the 

Adhwaryu.(15) Due to the aforesaid deviation made by the Hota the offspring turned out to 

’ The Sruti recommends the performance of a sacrifice in honour of the gods Mitra and Varuna for those desiring to have 

a son in the following words 
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be a daughter, who was named as lla. Not much pleased at heart so see her, the Manu 
submitted (asfollows) to his preceptor (the sage Vasistha)(16) "O glorious sage, how has 
this ritual conducted by you, exponents of the Veda, yielded such a contrary result ? Oh, what 

a pity ! Such a reversal of the fruit of the Vedic Mantras should not have taken place. (17) 
You are (all) well-versed in the (proper use of) the Mantras and (thoroughly) disciplined and 

have (all) your impurities burnt by austerities. How (then) could this frustration of your 
purpose be expected as untruth in gods (which is impossible) ?" (18) On hearing this question 
of Vaivaswata Manu the glorious sage Vasistha (the grandfather of my_ grandfather*) came 

to know of the deviation made by the Hota and replied (as follows) to Sraddhadeva (son of 

the sun-god). (19) "This frustration of you purpose has been brought about by the contrary 
intention of the Hota. Yet by virtue of my own spiritual glory I shall confer on you the privilege 
of having a good (male) progeny." (20)~Thus resolved, 0 king, the glorious sage (Vasistha) 

of extraordinary fame, extolled Lord Visnu (the most ancient Person) with the desire of 
transforming lla into a male child. (21) Pleased with him, the almighty Lord Sri Hari bestowed 

on the sage Vasistha the desired boon (of manhood for lla). (And) thereby lla (the daughter 

of Vaivaswata Manu) became Sudyumna, the foremost of men. (22) 

R mskm rjrRtT I 1I 
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Taking up a charming bow and most wonderful arrows and protected by an armour, and 

surrounded (accompanied) by a few followers, the hero (Sudyumna) rode a hunting on one 
occasion, O great king, through a forest on (the back of) a horse of the Saindhava breed 
(peculiar to Sindha) and proceeded in pursuit of a game in a northerly direction. (23-24) The 

aforesaid prince, it is said, entered a forest at the foot of Mount Meru, where Lord Rudra was 
carrying on (amorous) sports with (His divine Spouse) Goddess Uma (Parvati). (25) The 

moment Sudyumna, the slayer of hostile warriors, made his way into that forest, he found 
himself (turned into) a woman and his horse (into) a mare, O protector of human beings. (26) 

Similarly all his followers felt disconcerted to see the transformation of their sex, and stared 

at one another. (27) 
WWW 
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The king (Parlksit) submitted : How could there be a land possessed of such a 

(wonderful) potency (of changing the sex of an individual as soon as one entered it) and by 
whom was it rendered such O worshipful sage? (Kindly) answerfully this question (of ours); 

(for) great is our curiosity (about it). (28) 

' The pedigree of the sage Suka has been clearly delineated in the following well-known couplet in praise of 

Vedavyasa:— 

=!pL|yHHk 71%: | MHVKIrHii rlMlHfaT.il 

I bow to that storehouse of asceticism, the sinless Vedavyasa. the great grandson of the sage Vasistha, grandson of Sakti 

(Vasistha's son), son of ParAsara (son of Sakti) and father of Suka." 
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Sri Suka continued : Once upon a time sages of sacred vows repaired to that land 

(of llavrta) in order to see Lord Siva (who ordinarily lives on Mount Kailasa), driving away 

darkness as well as (all other) light from the quarters (by their superior splendour). (29) Much 

abashed to see them, Goddess Parvati (the Mother of the universe), who was uncovered 

(at that time) sprang immediately from the lap of Her Consort (Lord Siva) and put on Her 

raiment at once. (30) Observing the fond union of the (divine) Couple, engaged in (amorous) 

sports, the sages too withdrewfrom that forest and proceeded to the hermitage of (the divine 

sages) Nara and Narayana (which is altogether free even from such outward display of 
sexuality, the very sight of which is tabooed in the eyes of celibates and ascetics). (31) 

Thereupon, in His eagerness to please His beloved in Spouse (who was greatly disturbed 

in mind by having been seen in dishabille by other males), Lord Siva uttered the following 

(words):—"Whatever male enters this reserve shall (forthwith) become a woman." (32) From 

that time onward indeed males shun that forest. Sudyumna, for his part, who was (now) 

transformed into a (young) woman, roamed about from forest to forest in the company of her 

attendants (also likewise transformed). (33) Perceiving that excellent young woman 

roaming in the precincts of his hermitage, surrounded (accompanied) by (other young) 

women, the glorious god Budha (son of the moon-god, presiding over the planet of the same 

name, now known as Mercury) conceived a passion for her. (34) That pretty damsel (of 
charming brows) also (in her turn) coveted the said son of King Soma for her husband. (And) 

he begot a son, (known as) Pururava through her. (35) Having thus attained the form of a 

woman, King Sudyumna, son of Vaivaswata Manu, remembered the sage Vasistha, the 

preceptor of his race: so have we heard. (36) (Thought of by her and instantly appearing in 

person before her by dint of Yoga,) the sage was sore oppressed with pity to see that 
(changed) condition of Sudyumna and desiring the latter's (restoration to) manhood, 

(mentally) approached (prayed to) Lord Sankara. (37) Pleased with the sage (Vasistha) and 

in order to secure his gratification and (at the same time) to justify (maintain the truth of) 
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His utterance*, the Lord (Sankara) spoke as follows, O protector of the people:—(38) 
"Sudyumna, born in the family of your proteges (the solar race) shall be a male for one month 
and a female during another (by turns). Let him protect the earth with pleasure according to 

this arrangement." (39) Having regained manhood, the object of his desire, (of course 
subject to this condition) by the grace of his preceptor, Sudyumna protected the earth (as 
its ruler). (Since, however, he remained in hiding out of shame every other month,) the people 

did not approve of him. (40) Three sons—Utkala, Gaya and Vimala—were born to him, 0 
Parlksit! They became rulers of the southern region (the Deccan) and were (great) lovers 
of virtue. (41) Then, in the ripeness of time King Sudyumna, the ruler of Pratisthana (the 

modern Jhusi, a town situated near the confluence of the holy Ganga and Yamuna, on the 
left bank of the Ganga, opposite to Allahabad) retired to the forest, relinquishing (the 

sovereignty of) the earth in favour of.his son Pururava (begotten by Budha through his 

feminine form). (42) 

Thus ends the first discourse, forming part of the story of iia, in Book 
Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahartisa-Sarhhita. 
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Discourse II 

The posterity of Karusa and other four sons of Vaivaswata Manu 
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* Vide verse 32 above. 
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Sri Suka resumed : On his (only) son, Sudyumna, having thus left (for the forest), 
Vaivaswata Manu, desirous of (getting) a son, practised asceticism on the banks of the 

Yamuna for a hundred years. (1) Then the (said) Manu worshipped the almighty Lord Sri Hari 
for the sake of progeny and got (in consequence of that worship) ten sons, resembling 
himself, the eldest being Ikswaku. (2) (Of these,) the Manu's son, Prsadhra, however, who 

had been made a cowherd by his preceptor (the sage Vasisfha), tended cows at night, full 

of vigilance and keeping awake as a rule in a standing posture, sword in hand. (3) On one 
occasion at night, while it was raining, a tiger entered the cowpen and the cows, that were 
(all) resting, started up and, full of panic, ran about in the pen. (4) The powerful beast seized 

one (of them) and, stricken with fear, the cow uttered a piercing cry. Hearing that scream of 
the cow, Prsadhra, it is said, rushed forth with impetuosity, taking his sword, and unwittingly 
cut off the head of the red-brown cow, mistaking it for the tiger, in that dark night (when the 

stars had totally disappeared due to clouds). (5-6) The tiger too, that had been struck with 
the end of the sword and had one of its ears severed, escaped from that place in extreme 
fear, dropping blood on the way. (7) Prsadhra, the slayer of hostile warriors, who believed 

the tiger to be dead, was filled with grief when he saw at the close of night the cow killed by 
himself. (8) On him, even though he had unintentionally committed the sin (of slaying a cow 
and ought to have in the ordinary course been asked to undergo an expiatory rite), the sage 

Vasistha (the preceptor of his race) uttered the following curse:—"Due to this (sinful act) you 
shall no longer remain (even) a vile Ksatriya, but shall become a Sudra (outright)." (9) Cursed 

by his preceptor in these words, the hero (Prsadhra) silently accepted the imprecation with 

Joined palms and, remaining a lifelong celibate, observed a vow of (strict) continence, which 
is (so) dear to ascetics. (10) Friendly and alike to ail created beings, he exclusively fixed his 
mind through devotion on the supreme Lord Vasudeva, the universal Spirit, (who is) free 

from all blemish. (11) Having entirely given up attachment (to all sorts of enjoyments) and 
fully controlled his senses, nay, having no possession worth the name (beyond the bare 
necessaries of life) and maintaining his body by means of food etc., got by chance, he fixed 

his mind on the Self, and roamed about on this earth, tranquil of mind, sated through wisdom 
and fully composed though presenting the appearance of a stupid, blind or deaf fellow. (12-13) 

Conducting himself in this manner and withdrawing to a forest (one day), Prsadhra (who had 
taken a vow of strict silence) saw a wild fire raging. (Entering it,) he allowed his body to be 
consumed by it and attained oneness with the transcendent Absolute. (14) 
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Kavi, the youngest (son of Vaivaswata Manu), who was free from (all) craving for the 

pleasures of sense, quitted his kingship as well as his kinsfolk while tender of age; and, 
installing in his mind on the self-effulgent supreme Person, he retired into the forest and 
entered the Supreme. (15) From Karusa, (another) son of Vaivaswata Manu, the families of 
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the Ksatriyas known as the Karusas took their descent. Devoted to the Brahmanas and 
(themselves great) lovers of righteousness, they became rulers of the northern regions. (16) 
From Dhrsta sprang up the Ksatriya clan called the Dharstas, who attained Brahmanhood 

on (this very) earth (during their lifetime). Nrga's son was Sumati and Sumati's son was 
Bhutajyoti and from (the loins of) Bhutajyoti Vasu was born. (17) From (the loins of) Vasu 
sprang up Pratlkaand PratTka'sson was Oghavan, who was the father of (a son of the same 

name,) Oghavan. A daughter (too), Oghavati by name, was born of Oghavan. (A certain) 

Sudarsana married her. (18) Citrasena sprang up from (the loins of) Narisyanta and Daksa 
was the son of Citrasena. The son of Daksa was (one) Midhvan, of whom Kuroa was born; 
andlndrasena was the son of Kurca. (19) (Again,) Vltihotra was born of Indrasena, whose 

son was Satyasrava. Urusrava was the son of Satyasrava and Devadatta was born of 

Urusrava. (20) From (the loins of) Devadatta sprang up a son Agnivesya (by name), who 
was no other than the glorious Agni (the god of fire). It was he who came to be known 
(afterwards) as the great seer KanTna or Jatukarnya. (21) From Agnivesya originated the 
race of the Brahmanas called the Agnivesyayanas (scionsof Agnivesya), 0 protector of men! 

The posterity of Narisyanta has (thus) been told; now hear (an account) of the line of 

Dista.(22) 
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Dista's son Nabhaga, who is other than the one going to be mentioned hereafter, was 

degraded to the position of a Vaisya on the ground of his pursuits (such as agriculture etc.). 
His son was Bhalandana, of whom Vatsapriti was born. (23) Vatsaprlti's son was Prarhsu; 
the learned remember his son as Pramati. Of Pramati Khanitra was born; from (the loins of) 

Khanitra sprang up Caksusa and from Caksusa, VivimSati. (24) Vivimsati's son was 
Rambha, whose son was the virtuous Khaninetra. (And) Karandhama, 0 great king, was 

the son of the last-named, 0 protector of human beings. (25) His son was AvTksit, whose son, 

Marutta, became an emperor—the same Marutta whom the great Yogi Samvarta, son of the 
sage Ahgira, helped to perform a sacrifice . (26) No sacrificial performance of anyone else 

was so grand as that of Marutta. Every utensil etc., was actually of gold and whatever else 

there was in his sacrifice was commendable. (27) (In that sacrifice) Indra (the ruler of the 
gods) felt inebriated by (draughts of) the Soma juiceand the Brahmanas were sated with gifts 
of money. The (forty-nine) Maruts (wind-gods) performed the duty of serving up food (to the 

invitees), while (the class of gods known as) the Viswedevas (actually) took part in the 

deliberations of the assemblies. (28) 
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Dama was the son of Marutta and Rajyavardhana, of the former. Sudhrti was born as the 

son of Rajyavardhana and the son of Sudhrti was Nara, (also) called Saudhrteya (son of 

Sudhrti). (29) His son was Kevala, of whom Bandhuman was born; and from (the loins of) 

the latter sprang up Vegavan. His son was Bandhu, of whom (the famous) King Trnabindu 

was born. (30) A heavenly damsel, Alambusa, the foremost of celestial nymphs, chose for 

her husband Trnabindu, who was a repository of qualities worth acquiring. From their union 

were born a number of sons as well as a girl. Idavida (by name). (31) Through her the sage 

Visrava begot a son in the person of the god Kubera (the lord and bestower of riches) after 

receiving the highest knowledge (of the Self or of Brahma) from his father, the sage Pulastya 

(a mind-born son of Brahma and a master of Yoga). (32) Visala, Sunyabandhu and 

Dhumraketu were the sons of Trnabindu, (Of these,) Visala, who became a king and 

continued the ancestral line, built the (famous) city of Vaisali. (33) Hemacandra was the 

son of Visala and Dhumraksa, the son of Hemacandra. (And) of Dhumraksa's son, 

Sarhyama, was born Krsaswa alongwith (his younger brother) Devaja. (34) From (the loins 

of) Krsaswa sprang up Somadatta, who, having propitiated the supreme Person the Lord 

(Bestower of the fruit) of sacrifices, through (a number of) horse-sacrifices and depending 

on the Lord (the Master of all Yogas), attained the highest goal (viz., the divine state). (35) 

Sumati was the son of Somadatta and Sumati's son was Janamejaya. These were the kings 

born in the line of Visala, who preserved the glory of Trnabindu. (36) 

Thus ends the second discourse, in Book Nine of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, othemise known 

as the Paramahamsa Sarhhita. 
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Discourse III 
The story of the sage Cyavana and his wife Sukanya; 

the posterity of King Saryati 
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SrT Suka resumed : King Saryati, another son of Vaivaswata Manu, they say, was a 
master of the (highest) Truth, forming the subject-matter of the Vedas. It was he who 
authoritatively advised the ritualistic course of the second day at the sacrifice performed by 

the scions of-the sage Angira. (1) His daughter, Sukanya by name, had eyes beautiful as 
a pair of lotuses. Gone to the forest (one day) with that girl indeed, he happened to visit the 
hermitage of the sage Cyavana. (2) (While) remarking the trees in a grove (of the hermitage), 
surrounded (accompanied) by her girl companions, she perceived in the hole of an ant-hill 

a pair of bright things like two fire-flies, (3) Impelled by destiny, the girl in her childish 
innocence actually pricked the two bright things with a thorn and (lo!) a good deal of blood 

flowed from them. (4) That very moment there ensued on this side the obstruction of stool 
and urine among the troops (that had escorted the king to that place). Astonished to discover 
this (phenomenon) the roval sage spoke to his men (as follows):—(5) "Has any injury been 
wrought by you to the sage Cyavana (son of Bhrgu) ? Obviously his hermitage has been 
profaned by someone amongst us.” (6) Seized with fear, Sukanya (Saryati's daughter) 
submitted to her father, "Something (wrong) has been done by me. Ignorant as I was, two 

bright things have certainly been pierced by me with a thorn." (7) Fear having been roused 
in him, on hearing that report (confession of his daughter), King Saryati gradually propitiated 
the sage buried underneath an ant-hill. (8) Coming to know (from the drift of the sage's talk) 

of the latter's mind, the king gave away (the hand of) his daughter to the sage. Saved from 
the scrape (thereby), he asked leave of the sage and returned to his capital more cautious 

than before. (9) 
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Having obtained the most irascible sage Cyavana for her husband, Princess Sukanya, 
who had come to know his mind, and was (very) careful (too), tried to please him with her 

services. (10) After the lapse of some time hence, the two AswinTkumaras (the celestial 
physicians) called at his hermitage. Receiving them with respect, the sage submitted, 
"Capable as you are, (pray) bestow youth on me. (11)1 shall bear you both a cup of that juice, 
even though (I know) you are not entitled to a potation of the Soma juice in a sacrifice. Be 

pleased (therefore) to make my age and exterior such as may be coveted by young 
women."(12) Gladly accepting his prayer with the word "Amen" the two foremost physicians 

(of the gods) said to the Brahmana (the sage Cyavana) "Plunge you into this pool created 
by the Siddhas." (13) Cyavana, whose body was stricken with old age and who was covered 
all over with (protuberant) veins, (nay) who was forbidding on account of his wrinkles and 
grey hair, was made to enter the pool by the twin AswinTkumaras, after they had spoken in 
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these words. (14) (Presently) there emerged (from the pool) three very lovely males of like 

appearance, captivating to women, adorned with wreaths of lotuses and ear-rings (of gold) 

and finely dressed. (15) Finding them possessed of similar forms and a lustre resembling 

that of the sun, and failing to recognize her husband, that virtuous lady (Sukanya) of 

charming limbs sought the two Aswins as her refuge (invoked their help in distinguishing 

her husband by standing apart). (16) Pleased with her vow of fidelity, the two gods showed 

to her her husband and, asking leave of the sage, returned by their aerial car to heaven. (17) 
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Intending to perform a sacrifice, King Saryati visited the hermitage of the sage Cyavana 

(once more) some time afterwards and saw by the side of her daughter (Sukanya) a male 

possessing the effulgence of the sun. (18) When she bowed at his feet, the king, who was 

not much pleased at heart as it were (to see her) and did not pronounce (on her in return 

for her salutation) his benedictions either, reproached his daughter (in the following pungent 

words):—(19) "What is it thatyou intended to achieve, O vile lass (by this unworthy behaviour 

of yours)? Your husband, a sage adored by the (whole) world, has been betrayed by you in 

that, having deserted him, stricken as he is with old age and (therefore) not liked by you, you 

wait upon this vagabond as a lover! (20) How has your reason embraced a wrong conclusion 

in that bereft of (all) shame, you (have taken it into your head to) harbour a paramour ? This 

is indeed a stain on your family, O girl of noble pedigree ! (By this reprehensible conduct of 

yours) you will (surely) hurl the family of your father as well as that of your husband into 

hell."(21) To the father, who was talking in this strain, that girl of innocent smiles smilingly 

replied, “Dear father, he is (no other than) your son-in-law, the delight of the sage 

Bhfgu. (22) She (then) related to her father the whole story—the way in which her husband 

had regained his youth and acquired a charming appearance. Astonished and supremely 

gratified (at this), the king (lovingly) hugged his daughter. (23) 
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The sage Cyavana (then) enabled the heroic king (Saryati) to propitiate the Lord through 

a Soma sacrifice and by dint of his ascetic power bore a cup of the Soma juice to the two 

Aswinlkumaras, even though they were not entitled to drink it. (24) Full of indignation, Indra 

(who gets enraged in no time) took up his thunderbolt to kill the sage. (But) Cyavana (son 

of the sage Bhrgu) paralyzed the arm of Indra, holding the thunderbolt. (25) From that time 

forward all (the gods and others) consented to a cup of the Soma juice being given to the 

two Aswins, who being physicians had heretofore been precluded from a share in the 
offerings of Soma juice. (26) 
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Uttanabarhi, Anarta and Bhurisena—these werethethree sons of Saryati; from (the loins 
of) Anarta sprang up Revata. (27) Having built a city called Kusasthali (Dwaraka), in the heart 

of the ocean, and ensconced in it, the latter ruled the Anarta (the modern Gujarat) and other 

territories, O subduer of enemies I (28) A hundred excellent sons, of whom Kakudml was the 
eldest, were born of Revata. Taking his daughter, Revati (with him) Kakudml went to 
Brahmaloka (the highest heaven), which is uncovered by the sheaths of Rajas (passion) and 

Tamas (ignorance), in order to ask Brahma (the highest ruler of this material world) about 
a (suitable) match for the girl. As (however) music was going on (there), Kakudml failed to 

get an opportune moment (to broach the matter) and tarried a while. (29-30) At the end of 

the performance he bowed low to Brahma (the first created being) and spoke out his mind 
(to the latter). Hearing his submission, the glorious Brahma (the creator) heartily laughed and 
spoke to him as follows:—(31) "Oh, (dear) king, whoever might have been thought of (by you 

when you placed your foot here) have (all) been swept off by Time. We hear no more even 
of the races of their sons, grandsons and great grandsons. (32) Time computed at (the figure 

of) thrice nine (twenty-seven) revolutions of (all) the four Yugas (Satya, Treta, Dwapara and 

Kali) has (since) rolled by. Therefore, go; there is (now) the mighty Baladeva, a part 
manifestation of the supreme Deity. (33) Give away this jewel of a giri, O Kakudml, to that 

jewel among men. For removing the burden of the earth, the almighty Lord, the Protector of 
created beings, the very hearing and chanting of whose glories and names is sanctifying, 
has (Himself) descended (on earth) alongwith His (aforesaid) part manifestation (Lord 
Baiarama)." Thus instructed by and bowing to Brahma (the birthless one), the king 

(Kakudml) returned to his capital (Kusasthali), deserted (already) for fear of Yaksas by his 
brothers, staying here and there (in various quarters). (34-35) Giving away his daughter 
(Revati) of faultless limbs to the powerful Baiarama, the king retired to the hermitage of the 
(divine) sage Narayana, known by the name of Badarikasrama, in order to practise 

austerities. (36) 

Thus ends the third discourse, in Book Nine of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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Discourse IV 

The stories of Nabhaga and King Ambarlsa 
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SrTSuka resumed: A son of Nabhaga (anotherson of Vaivaswata Manu) was Nabhaga, 

to whom, the youngest (of his brothers) and (most) learned—(just) returned (from the house 
of his preceptor after an unusually long period) as a religious student—his (elder) brothers 

assigned (the maintenance of their (aged) father (Nabhaga) for his share of the ancestral 

property (which they had already divided among themselves, leaving nothing for Nabhaga, 

who they thought would remain a lifelong celibate). (1) “Brothers, what have you set apart 

for me ?" (he said.) "We (hereby) allot our father to you," (they replied). (Nabhaga then 
approached his father and said,) "The elder brothers have given you as my share, O dear 

father I" "Pay no heed to their word, dear child !“ (he replied). (2) "These (neighbouring) 

Brahmanas, scions of the sage Aiigira, are performing at present a (big) sacrifice. Coming 
(however) to the ritualistic course for every sixth day, the wise ones commit errors in that 

course, my learned son ! (3) Teach those noble souls a couple of Suktas (hymns) in 
propitiation of (the gods called) the Viswedevas-. While ascending to heaven (on the 

completion of the sacrifice) they will bestow on you (all) their wealth that may be left after 
the sacrifice. Therefore, approach them.” Then he did in the same way as he was told and 

the (said) Brahmanas rose to heaven having bestowed on him whatever was left after the 
sacrifice. (4-5) 
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Coming up from the north, a certain dark-looking person (who was no other than Rudra, 

the god of destruction) said to Nabhaga while he was about to appropriate that wealth, “(All) 
this wealth left on the sacrificial grounds is mine." (6) 
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Nabhaga (the scion of Vaivaswata Manu) thereupon returned:—“This is mine, (inasmuch 

as it has been) vouchsafed to me by the sages (who performed this sacrifice)." "Let our 
question be referred to yourfather!" (Rudra rejoined.) Nabhaga (approached and) asked his 
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father (Nabhaga) accordingly. (7) (Nabhaga said,) "At some sacrifice (performed of yore by 
Daksa a lord of created beings) the sages determined everything left on the sacrificial 
grounds as a share meant for Rudra; hence that god deserves all that wealth.11* (8) 

(Returning and) bowing low to Rudra, Nabhaga said, “The wealth left on the sacrificial 
grounds is undoubtedly yours, O lord: so says my father, O holy one ! With my head bent 

low (therefore) I pray for Your grace (apologize to You)." (9) "Since your father", (replied 

Rudra), "has spoken what is right and you too have uttered the truth, I (hereby) impart to 
you, the seer of Vedic Mantras, knowledge which is the same as the eternal Brahma (the 
Absolute). (10) (Please also) accept (for your subsistence) the wealth left after the sacrifice 

as a gift from Me." Saying so, Lord Rudra, who is (so) fond of truth, disappeared. (11) He 
who with a fully concentrated mind reverently remembers (mentally repeats) this story (both) 

morning and evening becomes a learned man as well as a knower of (the meaning of) Vedic 

Mantras and attains his goal (in the shape of final beatitude or God-Realization). (12) From 
(the loins of) Nabhaga sprang up AmbarTsa, an eminent devotee of the Lord and (highly) 
virtuous (too), on whom even the punishment (in the form of the magical fire known as the 

Krtya) inflicted by a Brahmana (the sage Durvasa)— a punishment that was not frustrated 

anywhere before—had no effect. (13) 
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The king (Parlksit) submitted : I long to hear the story of that royal sage, (so) full of 
wisdom, against whom the scourge fully released by a Brahmana—which is (so) difficult to 

avert—did not prove effectual. (14) 
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diy¥) undid d*t*5 b i siRt wra bt ftti t'jfrtr i i 

b t bb: <^ajiM<Kid"ddl4diiB %uarpn-icruft i 

BBt gWF«m4dli<^ d*KldJdBt+«it^ R4I 

BTOt B BBnBBBBBTtB BtBfJrBBTT 7BBT ddf4rl Rk I 

BI?t ftnf gtrUiilMdlfBd-d^ I 

BBB B 3TBt B 3 d,IU*Hddl BSlIrWrildwIdlBBT 7%: 17° I 

1JB B* *4dirtlMhldW: trfsftjB^t I 

BdirUBTcT [ddd'n^lieei dfdgidyifniid: BTTTB s> I 

BBT *55 BteW: BTBTT dtfa-dl BTBT: I cd^d-d ydlBB: R? I 

TSBf B jnfsftft BBT B^BBBm: I !Y,Bf^BBBIBfe7BTB5BtgvtfgBB. IT* I 

BU^dPd BIB, dilHi: WBdBBftBlfBBT: ! ^BT dlfv fBtglBT MBdd: RBI 

’ The Sruti also says:—‘ rs-^Mumi'u 't ^5:' i 
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*r*r*f>i-tf-B-*r-«rfr*"«*U!-«r<rtriT-W'>r 

Tf *rt*4M-i d4l<4^H dmfo: I # sfhlH' TlfR, TldWUijl 1I 

■^5 fe4iTin*iK-wifimldM i 

troi 3^R5ftgg; atiHl**iijrafni n,*w*i[*'Mi4d sftHt ■sjrEnf^TT^cm^ 1^*1 

SrT Suka replied : Having inherited (the dominion of) the (entire) globe with its seven 
divisions (DwTpas) and (alongwith it) an inexhaustible store of wealth and unequalled power 

and luxuries, the highly blessed Ambarisa regarded all that as equal in value to (no more 

valuable than) objects seen in a dream—even though it was most difficult to attain in the eyes 

of men (of the world—knowing as he did the perishableness of (all) wealth, through which 
man falls a prey to infatuation. (15-16) He had attained that supreme devotion to Lord 

Vasudeva and His pious devotees by virtue of which (all) this (untold) wealth was regarded 

by him as (no better than) a clod of earth. (17) He fixed his mind exclusively on the lotus-feet 

of Lord Visnu (the Enchanter of all); he employed his words (eloquence) in recounting the 

virtues of Lord Vaikuntha, his hands in sweeping the temple of SrT Hari and so on, (and) his 

auditory sense in hearing the excellent stories of the immortal Lord. (18) He employed his 
eyes in seeing the idols and temples of Lord Sri Kfsna (the Bestower of Liberation) and his 

tactile sense (pervading all the parts of his body) in touching the limbs of His servants 

(devotees); he devoted his olfactory sense to the fragrance of the blessed Tulasi leaves 

derived from (the contact of) His lotus-feet and his sense of taste to the food etc., offered to 

Him. (19) (Nay,) he employed his feet in repairing on foot to the tracts of land (Mathura and 

so on) consecrated to Sri Hari and his head in bowing to the feet of Lord Visnu (the Controller 

of our senses) and coveted the offerings (such as wreaths of flowers, sandal-paste, scents 

and dainties) made to the Lord not with a desire to gratify his senses (only) but with a view 
to (attaining) His service (as a token of His grace). And he did all this (merely) in order that 

attachment may be conceived (in his mind) for the servants (devotees) of Lord Visnu 

(enjoying excellent renown). (20) Thus resigning from day to day all his round of duties to 
the supreme Lord, who is above (all) sense-perception and whose worship excels all other 

sacred observances, and practising devotion to Him with his entire being, he ruled the earth, 
it is said, as instructed by Brahmanas (like the sage Vasistha) devoted to Him. (21) He 

propitiated the almighty Lord presiding over sacrifices through (a number of) horse- 

sacrifices conducted by Vasistha, Asita, Gautama and other sages in a desert land facing 

the stream of the SaraswatT river—sacrifices that had all their limbs as well as sacrificial fees 

(paid to the priests and other Brahmanas) supplemented by abundant riches. (22) In his 
sacrifices the superintending priests as well as the priests officiating at the sacrifice and 

other men (assembled there), who were (all) richly dressed (and adorned too) and were 

gazing with unwinking eyes* (in wonder), looked alike in appearance with the gods (present 
there). (23) (Even) the celestial region, beloved of immortals, was never solicited by his men 

(much less by the king himself—), who (constantly) heard and chanted the stories of Lord 

Visnu (of excellent renown). (24) (Nay,) pleasures of sense which were not easily attainable 

even to the Siddhas (a class of demigods endowed with mystic powers from their very birth) 
did not delight the aforesaid men—who (always) perceived Lord Mukunda in their heart— 

eclipsed as they were by the bliss of Self-Realization (enjoyed by them). (25) Thus 

propitiating Sri Hari through the practice of Devotion coupled with asceticism, as well as 

through (the performance of) his (sacred) duties, the aforesaid king gradually gave up all 
attachments. (26) With respect to his houses, wife, children and (other) relations, excellent 

* The gods loo are believed to possess eyes which never wink. 
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elephants, chariots, horses and foot-soldiers, inexhaustible (store of) jewels, ornaments and 
weapons etc., as well as regarding his endless treasuries he developed the notion that they 
were (all) unreal. (27) Pleased with his exclusive devotion and love, SrT Hari delivered to 

him His own discus (Sudarsana), the terror of His adversaries and the protector of his 

servants.(28) 

wTfirrafafj: nftsn i ai^Hstrin, i 3 % i 

Eltn#t *|H+ HlffT frflS IW: ctittlRj^lfo-^li 13o I 

1 3tfii(M'^it«i<icb<^4'iyMi7<4i^'Jii(<te i??i 

aW-fTC*n^1 44UIPW iWMj stl^junsjwRktT: 1331 

halt ■bcwfeNiurni +=\uyi^bTiui) ydiW9iqj1TO3ntfdulfdMe(dilM3*'i9ujiiiH. 1331 

iiiBui)< ■>j%5 hi^ajfh h^i hhsTfegr fert wiS fjuM-du^i^i 

dJdUcblht^ld: UKUIIdlM’sIcLP I rTfP ^meil-iSJITJ 3 m 

Intending to please ( the all-enchanting) Lord Visnu, the heroic king (Ambarisa) 
undertook (in right earnest) alongwith his wife, who had a similar disposition, a vow to fast 

on every DwadasT (the twelfth day of either fortnight of a lunar month) for a whole year.* (29) 
On one DwadasT day (the day following the fast) during the month of Kartika, the king, who 

had duly fasted for three (previous) nightst and bathed in the river KaiindT (Yamuna), 

worshipped Sri Hari in the (sacred) forest of Madhuvana (on the site of which was built the 
city of Mathura later on). (30) Having bathed Lord Visnu (the Ruler even of Brahmaand Siva) 
according to the procedure (laid down in the scriptures) for a royal bath, requiring a rich 

variety of accessories (such as sandal-paste and flowers for scenting the water with), he 
worshipped Him with his mind absorbed in Him by offering raiment and ornaments as well 

as sandal-paste, flowers, water for washing the hands with and other articles of worship, and 

(similarly) honoured with reverence the highly blessed (devoted) Brahmanas even though 
they had (all) their objects accomplished (and thus did not seek any honour). (31 -32) He 
(then) gifted so pious Brahmanas and sent to their houses sixty crores of cows endowed with 
(abundant) milk, good disposition, young age and a good appearance and accompanied by 

their calves and (necessary) appendages (which are usually given alongwith a cow, such as 

a vessel for holding milk while milking a cow) and which had their horns plated with gold and 

hoofs with silver and were covered with excellent pieces of cloth. He first gave the 
Brahmanas delicious and most excellent food to eat and, permitted by them, when they had 

received all their desired objects (such as presents of money), he set about concluding the 
fast (by taking his meal). That very momentthere appeared before him an unexpected guest 

in the person of no less a personage than the glorious sage Durvasa. (33—35) 

dui-wlldfe 1 ^ran%s^id^Kiq 1331 

TtfcH-^J TT cTHTSST ehjmdfrM* ?TTt: | PIHTT-g ^ 13*31 

^rhiteiR>iywi u^fl mwi itffn fththnw 1341 

slliiluii(d*A Sl^jf eRqrcnt I I 

* Although every Vaisnava or votary of the Lord Visnu is enjoined to fast on the eleventh day of either fortnight of each 

lunar month throughout his life. Ambarisa obviously took this vow for a period of one year only and that too in Madhuvana in 

order to impress on the people the advisability of fasting on this day. 

t Anyone observing a fast on the Ekadasi day is expected to have one meal only on the preceding as well as on the the 

following day and to observe a total fast, abstaining from ail food and drink including water, on the Ekadasi. It is in this sense 

alone that King Ambarisa should be taken to have fasted on three consecutive nights. 
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3H3WT %^1T8I aaqnoini fgjn srfw urfsra * mi.iisoi 

IWT: W TRrftfsWt H-WMJdMJ Hjirag fc4|l|mfa H: lY? I 

55fel 41*111"S!»in. itiHIct^cb 37FT6: I HflTfalRciWIH 55s 3fgW fsrsTT ITS^ I 

jp5=h MflwwJi ^grtdi^ifdrtw-i: i fgf$rag gro frdialrtummd 1*3 i 

3TW d^intd 'feTRRT5I 431m I sufsjfeBii [dtuiUiHTh^imfHH: IYYI 

4TT WldldlsjlIl'illdHlfdsd*? fopST 5 I 316761 y-*di*dW 7737^ t675T^ list, | 

^ 7pi»l oeyw 3137 TTOlddlltld: I 7767 77 foft 777fr ^3lt ^ilrtldrtlMHIH' IY6 I 

fTOTq?Rfr ^rtdl*irW6Wi T6T *PH.I trsRT? 77g£r$6 =7 7373175 q^np: mi 

uiff^g ijuresroi HWIT ustwhi I ^1? f«qi m gg: ^jfgfira urag;: 1*3.1 

^iraro a 5# *M fea ainmfliwii 1^1 

dH-<aS[ra^ H'ldsiaig- <ldli4ld^dRKdr 41lallf(jH, I 

',Zn3'R* ^77167171377 TIST fsrf^l: J1717777 $71: I qo I 

%it 47a: SHt fen^ TT^sfeiraH^ 77Mltfifef4cj 677: 77: I 

4IHr Tim £1ld(d (731 631 J17777? |l^ | 

37d5ai6ia: 77 661 ^rtfg^ TOWWd'lMUlilMillUl: | 

^ ftfta '4HMIC felTTdldIvIJIdldId^rddd-iRl 7717^ | t,7 | 

(Putting off his meal,) the king honoured the newcomer by rising from his seat, offering 

a (high) seat and other articles of worship and, approaching (bowing at) the soles of his feet, 

prayed him to dine. (36) Having gladly accepted his prayer, the sage went (out) to finish his 

routine work (for midday, viz., bathing and devotions) and, fixing his mind on the Infinite 

plunged into the sacred water of the Kalindi (for a bath). (37) Since (only) half a Muhurta (or 
twenty-four minutes) was left of the twelfth day (and it was necessary to conclude the fast 

during the hours of the DwadasI itself), Ambarisa (who knew what was right) began to 

deliberate with the Brahmanas on the question of concluding the fast in the face of such a 

moral crisis (conflict of duties). (38) (He said:) "Since there is sin in showing disrespect to 

a Brahmana (by inviting him to a dinner in the first instance and then taking one's meal before 

feeding him) and there is (also) sin in not concluding one's fast (for the EkadasI day) within 

(the hours of) the (following) DwadasI, pray, tell me a course of action consequent upon 

which good may betide me and sin may not touch me. (39) (Then, arriving at a conclusion 

in consultation with the Brahmanas, he said to himself,) Since to take water—so declare the 

Brahmanas that is as good as taking food (for the purpose of breaking one's fast) and at 

the same time it is no eating, hence I shall break my fast with water alone."* (40) Having 

thus taken water and contemplating on the immortal Lord with his mind, that royal sage 

(Ambarisa) only awaited, O jewel of the Kurus, the return of the Brahmana (the sage 

Durvasa). (41) Having gone through his (midday) routine, the sage Durvasa (too) returned 
(in the meanwhile) from the bank of the Yamuna and, (even when) greeted by the king, came 

to know his act (of drinking water) by intuition. (42) With (all) his limbs shaking through rage 

and with a face (looking) curved due to a frown, the sage, who was (feeling) extremely 

hungry too, spoke (as follows) with reference to the emperor, who stood with joined palms 
(before the sage):—(43) 'Oh, lookat the violation of Dharma (the principles of righteousness) 

on the part of this cruel monarch, intoxicated with fortune and lacking in devotion to Lord 

’ The Sruti also says:-' 3nrt5?=Tim n^in-ri i 
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Visnu, and looking upon himself as all-powerful, in that having invited me, arrived (at his door) 

as a newcomer, to accept his hospitality, has broken his fast without offering food to me! 

(Turning to the king himself,) I shall forthwith show you as such the consequences (of your 

unrighteous act).” (44-45) Speaking thus and pulling a matted lock (from his head), the sage, 

who was inflamed with anger, created by means of it a female evil spirit (Krtya), akin to the 

fire seen at the time of universal dissolution, in order to get rid of AmbarTsa. (46) Though 

clearly perceiving her overhead, emitting flames and rushing (toward him), sword in hand, 

making the earth quake under her feet, the emperor did not stir from his place. (47) Already* 

told off by Lord Visnu (the supreme Person), the universal Spirit, for the protection of His 

devotee (King Ambarlsa), the discus (Sudarsana) burnt the aforesaid Krtya (even) as fire 

would burn an angry serpent. (48) Frightened to see over his head the discus rushing 

towards himself (after burning the Krtya) and his own endeavour (to kill Ambarisa) 

infructuous, the sage rad in his anxiety to save his life in different directions. (49) Sudarsana 

(the discus of the Lord) pursued him (even) as a wild fire with its flames thrown upwards 

(by the wind) would chase a serpent. Observing the discus close upon his heels as aforesaid, 

the sage fled in his eagerness to enter a cave of Mount Meru. (50) (Flying in this way) 

Durvasa betook himself to (all) the quarters, the sky (the aerial region), (the various parts of) 

the terrestrial world, the subterranean regions, the (seven) oceans, the (different) spheres 

as well as their guardians and heaven (too). (But) Whithersoever he fled, he saw (at his back) 

in each such region the formidable Sudarsana. (51) When (however) no protector was found 

by him anywhere, he got frightened at heart and, seeking an asylum, approached the 

glorious Brahma (the creator) and prayed (as follows): "0 maker (of the universe), O Brahma 

(the self born), protect me from the might (in the form of the discus) of Lord Visnu (who is 

conquered by none)." (52) 

srKJ/n/n 

W TtffeTOIrL thlsicwin fsfAutW?) I 

tfMtfUlSui ■% irf^sr^T: cbWIrfHI 1TPJ fiRtqfafcrflrf I A? I 

31? *T=ft I 

crfi ulrfurj atraT tjswUIM afefga <a?ro mui 

y<4K°4|ldl fsrftipt (dWj-dsWUdlfad: I TRUT RTtT: ?Tcf 4rf)IUrflfti-IH. IAAI 

Brahma observed : After a period of two Parardhas, when the pastime (of the Lord in 

the shape of creation etc., of the universe) is over, my sphere alongwith (the rest of) the 

universe will surely vanish as a result of the mere contraction of brows on the part of the Lord 

in the form of the Time-Spirit, eager to burn away (all) this (objective universe). (53) Myself, 

Lord Siva (the source of the universe) and others with Daksa and Bhrgu at their head—the 

foremost of Prajapatis (lords of created beings), Bhutapatis (the lords of ghosts and other 

evil spirits) and the chief of the gods (such as Indra)—we all submissively obey His Law, 

beneficial to the (whole) world, as a burden placed on our head. (Hence we are unable to 

protect you against His wrath). (54) (Thus) refused by Brahma (the creator) and scorched 

by Sudarsana (the discus of Lord Visnu), the sage Durvasa sought as his shelter Lord Siva 

(the Destroyer of the universe), who lives on Mount Kailasa. (55) 

git rf tn? mram ^f|r Rfwr. ’Tfc'JfsonnteEftiT: i 

sraf=n R trap? #^TT: rf?hrfiTl R? 'StrfTrf: lA^I 

' Vide verse 28 above. 
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3T? AMc^iAKg =TTTnt STraWSt: 1 thfatfUqiTHrifl) qnsit Srif Strgft: I ms1 
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^t^TRTRtsfefT^l^^fltRT Mpid: 1 
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fn&f? dtqiqfafn ftyidijstd RT^tsfEf I I 

Sri Rudra remarked : "We have no power, O dear son, over the infinite (all-pervading) 

Supreme, in whom indeed other universes too—as vast as this—forming the body of JTvas 

(embodied souls) in the person of Brahma (the birthless creator) appear in thousands at the 

appointed time (the time of creation) and (then) cease (merge in Him at the time of final 

dissolution)—universes in which we (Brahma and Myself) are being tossed about (like tiny 

insects). (56) Myself, the sages Sanatkumara and Narada, the glorious Brahma (the 

creator), Lord Kapila, the sages Apantaratama and Devala, Dharma (the god of piety), the 

sage Asuri and other omniscient lords of Siddhas (inspired seers) headed by the sage 

Marici—we are all unable to penetrate (the veil of) His Maya (deluding potency), enveloped 

as we are by that Maya. (57-58) Since this is a weapon of that Lord of the universe and 

therefore hard to resist for us, (please) seek Him alone as Your protector. (I am sure) Sri 

Hari will bring you security.” (59) Having no hope (of help from any other quarter) left, the sage 

Durvasa went from there to the Lord's (own) realm, called Vaikuntha, in which resides Lord 

Visnu (the Abode of Sri) alongwith (His divine Spouse) Sri (the goddess of fortune). (60) 

Being scorched by the fire of Sudarsana (the missile of Lord Visnu, who is conquered by 

none), the sage fell shuddering at the soles of the Lord's feet and said, "0 immortal and infinite 

Lord, sought for by the righteous, O Protector of the universe, (kindly) do protect me, an 

offender (that I am). (61) An offence has been committed by me against those beloved of You, 

ignorant as I was of Your supreme glory. (Pray,) wipe off that sin, O Director (of the universe)! 

By the (very utterance of Your Name even a denizen of hell gets liberated." (62) 
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The glorious Lord said : My heart having been (completely) taken possession of by My 

pious devotees, I am really subject to the control of such devotees like one who is not self- 
dependent, O Brahmana. And I am the (only) beloved of My devotees. (63) As apart from 

My pious devotees, to whom I am the highest goal, I covet neither Myself nor Goddess Sri 

(My Consort), who is eternal (like Myself), O holy sage I (64) How dare I forsake them who, 

having renounced (all attachments for) their wife, house, children and relations, (nay,) their 

(very) life and wealth and (their welfare in) this and the other world, have sought Me as their 

protector? (65) Pious souls who have fastened their heart on Me and look upon all with the 

same eye enthral Me by (their) devotion (even) as virtuous ladies enthral their virtuous 

husband. (66) (Feeling) sated through Devotion, they do not desire even the four types of 

final beatitude, beginning with Salokya or residence in the same heaven with the Lord (the 
otherthree types being Samipyaorclose proximity with the Lord, Sarupyaorsimilarity of form 

with the Lord and Sayujya or absorption into the Lord), though attained (actually) through 

service rendered to Me. How (then) can they covet anything else (such as the position of 

Indra) which is subject to the ravages of Time? (67) Pious souls (devotees) are My (very) 

heart (most beloved of Me), while I am the (very) heart (the most beloved) of the righteous. 
They do not cognize anything else (dearer) than Me nor do I know in the least anyone else 

(dearer) than them. (68) I shall (however) point out to you a means of escape (from this 

calamity), 0 Durvasa I (Please) hear it Seek him alone because of whom this violence 

perpetrated by you has actually (recoiled on you and thus) proved to be an act of self- 

immolation. Force employed against the righteous brings harm to the striker (himself). (69) 

Asceticism and worship (offered to a deity) are both conducive to the highest good (final 

beatitude) for Brahmanas (endowed with humility and othervirtues). In the case (however) 

of a doer who is lacking in modesty, those very practices lead to contrary results (prove 

harmful). (70) Therefore, O Brahmana, may good betide you; approach King Ambarisa (the 

son of Nabhaga) and seekthe forgiveness of that highly blessed soul. Then (alone) will peace 

(of mind) come (to you). (71) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse, forming part of the story of Ambarisa, 
in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

r~_/ 

3T$T WTteZTFT: 

Discourse V 

The story of Ambarisa (Concluded) 

tjja ^Fiaarssf^gt <£afai&s*riifufl: i 2:U3nij’-nrK, i R i 

ars wf cftasT uiawliaorfaid: i 3tfhciX uUsdl'ipriLi ? i 

Sri Suka resumed: Thus directed by the Lord and scorched by His discus (Sudarsana), 

Durvasa came back to Ambarisa and, full of sorrow, clasped the latter's feet. (1) Observing 

the endeavour on the part of the sage (to seek his forgiveness), Ambarisa, who was much 

ashamed at the sage's touching his feet and sore stricken with compassion, began to extol 

the aforesaid missile of Sri Hari (in the following words). (2) 
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AmbarTsa prayed : You are Agni (the god of fire) and the glorious sun-god; You are 

Soma (the moon-god), the lord of the (other) luminaries (lunar mansions). You are water, 

You are the earth and the sky, the air, the (five) objects of senses (viz., sound, touch, sight, 

taste and smell) and the senses (themselves). (3) Hail to You, O Sudarsana, endowed with 

a thousand spokes and beloved of the immortal Lord I 0 Destroyer of all (other) missiles, 

may You be propitious to the Brahmans (the sage Durvasa), O Protector of the earth I (4) 

You are righteousness; You are truthful and polite speech as well as the faculty of regarding 

all with the same eye; You are the Deity presiding over (all) sacrificial performances as well 
as the Enjoyer of all sacrifices. You are the Protector of the worlds and the Soul of the 

universe; (nay,) You are the transcendent effulgence of the supreme Person. (5) (Altogether 

unable to glorify You,) 0 Sunabha (a discus with a beautiful nave), I simply address the 

exclamation "Hail” to You, the Upholder of all virtues, a veritable fire to destroy demons given 

to unrighteousness, the protector of (all) the three worlds, possessed of purest effulgence, 

quick as thought and credited with marvellous deeds. (6) By Your splendour, consisting of 

righteousness, the darkness (obscuring the vision) of great souls is dispelled and their light 

preserved. (Nay,) this (entire) creation, (both) manifest and unmanifest, high and low, is 
illuminated by You (in the form of the sun, the moon and so on). Unfathomable is Your glory, 

O Ruler of speech I (7) When, hurled by the Lord, who is (wholly) untainted (by ignorance 
etc.), You actually enter the force of the Daityas and the Danavas, O invincible One, You 

shine brightly in battle while unceasingly lopping off their arms, trunks, thighs, feet and 

necks. (8) As such You, 0 Shield of the world, have been detailed by Lord visnu (theWielder 

of a mace) for the extermination of the wicked, capable as You are of resisting all. Therefore, 

in order to bring good-luck to our race, (kindly) grant safety to this Brahmana (the sage 

Durvasa); for that would be an act of grace to us (in that it would save us from the sin of 

being an instrument in the death of a Brahmana). (9) If gift was (ever) made (by us) or a 

sacrifice (duly) performed or our allotted duty satisfactorily performed, and if our race has 
looked upon the Brahmana as a deity, let the Brahmana be relieved of his distress (as a 

reward for such a gift, sacrifice or the due performance of a duty). (10) (Nay,) if the Lord, (who 
is) the one abode of all excellences, is pleased with us by virtue of our looking on all living 
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beings as His own embodiments, let the Brahmana be rid of his trouble. (11) 
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Sri Suka continued: While the emperor (AmbarTsa) was thus hymning Sudarsana, the 

said discus of Lord Visnu, which had (hitherto) been scorching the Brahmana (Durvasa) on 
all sides, cooled down at the king's entreaty. (12) Rid of the (burning) heat of the fire of the 
missile (Sudarsana), Durvasa now felt relieved and applauded the emperor (in the following 

words), pronouncing the highest blessings on him. (13) 
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Durvasa observed : Ah, the glory of servants (votaries) of the infinite Lord has been 

witnessed by me today in that you, O emperor, strive for the good even of him (myself) who 
has wronged you. (14) Indeed what is there hard to accomplish for benevolent souls and what 

is there difficult to forswear in the eyes of the high-souled, by whom Lord SrT Hari, the 
Guardian of devotees, has been lovingly installed in their heart ? (15) What could there be 

wanting on the part of servants (votaries) of that Lord of hallowed feet, through the very 

hearing of whose Name a person is rid of all impurities? (16) O king, I have been (greatly) 
favoured by you, an extremely kind-hearted soul, in that my life has been saved by you, 

overlooking my offence. (17) 
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The emperor, who had not (yet) taken his meal (ever since) in the hope of the sage's 

return, sumptuouslyfed him after gratifying him (in thefirst instance) by clasping his feet. (18) 

Sated'at heart after partaking of the (rich) fare (appropriate to a guestjbrought to him with 
reverence and gratifying every wish (suiting every taste), Durvasa politely said to the king, 

"(Please) take your food, (19) I am really pleased and obliged by the sight, touch and talk 
as well as by the hospitality—offered with a mind fixed on the supreme Self—of a 
(great)devotee of the Lord in you. (20) Celestial ladies will repeatedly celebrate this 

blemishless deed of yours. Nay, this earth (itself) will loudly proclaim Your most sacred 

glory." (21) 
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Sri Suka resumed : Having thus acclaimed the king and asking leave of him, Durvasa, 
who was highly gratified, rose through the heavens to Brahmaloka (the region of Brahma), 
attainable (only) through disinterested action. (22) A (whole) year had elapsed before the 

sage, who had gone out (in search of aquarterto Brahmaloka andother regions), returned 
(to the capital of Ambarisa). And, longing for a sight of the sage, the king—so the tradition 
goes—subsisted on (mere) water (all these months). (23) And, when Durvasa left, the said 
Ambarisa ate the (remnant of) food that had been rendered most holy by being partaken of 
by aBrahmana(the sage Durvasa). And perceiving the evil plight and (ultimate) redemption 
of the seer (Durvasa), as well as his own firmness in remaining without any food for a whole 

year), he thought it (all) to be a glory of the Supreme. (24) Possessed of many such qualities, 
the said emperor (Ambarisa) practised devotion to Lord Vasudeva, the supreme Spirit and 
the ultimate Reality, through his multifarious duties (that stood offered to Him)—by virtue of 
which (devotion) he regarded (all) blessings including the position of Brahma (the creator) 

as (no better than so many) forms of damnation. (25) Now, leaving his kingdom to the care 
of his sons, who were (all) possessed of a disposition similar to his own, the wise Ambarisa 
retired to a forest. (And) fixing his mind on Lord Vasudeva, his own self, he (eventually) had 
his round of births and deaths brought to a close. (26) Anyone reciting and repeatedly 
musing on this aforesaid sacred story of Emperor Ambarisa bids fair to become a devotee 
of the Lord. (27) 

Thus ends the fifth discourse entitled ’The story of Ambarisa," in Book 
Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana. otherwise 

known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3TST 

Discourse VI 
The posterity of Ikswaku : the stories of Mandhata 

and the sage Saubhari 
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Sri Suka resumed : Virupa, Ketuman and Sambhu were the three sons of Ambarisa. 

From (the loins of) Virupa (the eldest of the three) sprang up Prsadaswa and the latter's son 

was RathTtara. (1) Prayed to for progeny (to continue the thread of Rathitara's line), the 

(celebrated) sage Arigira (a mind-born son of Brahma) begot through the wife of Rathitara, 

who was issueless, (a number of) sons invested with a glory resulting from the knowledge 

of the Vedas, (2) Though born of the wife of Rathitara (and therefore deserving the family 

name of RathTtaras), they actually became known as Aiigirasas (those sprung from the loins 

of Arigira). They were (recognized as) the foremost of the Rathltaras (the other progeny of 

Rathitara and their posterity), being Brahmanas endowed with the (martial) qualities of 

Ksatriyas. (3) From the nostrils of Vaivaswata Manu, even while he was sneezing, sprang 

up a son (called) Ikswaku. Of his hundred sons, Vikuksi, Nimi and Dandaka were the 

eldest.(4) Of those (hundred sons) twenty-five became rulers (of small provinces) in the 

eastern quarter of Aryavarta (the sacred' tract of land lying between the Vindhya range and 

the Himalayas), O Pariksit, and as many (another twenty-five) in the western region; three 

(eldest, named above) in the centre, and the rest in other parts (viz,, in the north and 

south).(5) Once on the occasion of a Sraddha (a rite performed in honour of the departed 

spirits of one's deceased relations) during the Astakas (the seventh, eighth, ninth and 

thirteenth days of either fortnight of a lunar month) Ikswaku peremptorily said to his son 

(Vikuksi), "Vikuksi, go and bring (me some) flesh fitforbeing offered to the manes. (Please) 

do not tarry." (6) Saying “Be it so!" the heroic prince (Vikuksi) went to the forest and, having 

killed (some) animals fit for (being used in) a religious rite (Sraddha ceremony), 

thoughtlessly ate of (the flesh of) a hare (after roasting it), fatigued and hungry as he was.(7) 

He gave the rest (of the flesh) to (his father) Ikswaku; but the latter's preceptor (the sage 

Vasistha), when requested to sprinkle it with water (and thus consecrate it) said, "This has 

been contaminated (by being eaten of beforehand) and is (thus) unfit for Sraddha." (8) 

Having come to know of the aforesaid (sacrilegious) act of his son as told by his preceptor, 

the king (Ikswaku) in an angry mood exiled from his country his son (Vikuksi), who had 

abandoned the practice of good men. (9) The king then held a talk (on the ultimate Truth) with 

the sage (Vasistha), his preceptor. As a result of such talk he became established in 

Jhanayoga (the path of knowledge or realization of one's identity with the ultimate Reality) 

and on casting off the body attained (oneness with) that which is higher than all. (10) His 

father (Ikswaku) being (now) dead, Vikuksi returned (home) and, While ruling this earth, 

propitiated Sri Hari through (a number of) sacrifices and became known as Sasada (the 

devourer of a hare). (11) His son Puranjaya (the conqueror of a city), was nicknamed as 

indravaha (the rider of Indra) and also as Kakutstha (one who rides the hump of a bull). (Now) 
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hear by (virtue of) what deeds he earned these (three) names. (12) 
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(In those very days) there was a conflict of the gods with the demons—a conflict which 

(all but) wiped out the (entire) creation. The hero (in the person of Puranjaya) was enlisted 

as an ally by the gods, (that had been) vanquished by the Daityas. (13) Desired (by 

Puranjaya) for the role of a mount to him, indra assumed the form of a gigantic bull at the 
instance of Lord Visnu, the god of gods and the soul of the universe. (14) Protected by an 

armour and taking a celestial bow and sharp arrows, Puranjaya, who was eager to fight, rode 
on the back of the bull, while being praised (by the gods), and took his seat on its hump. (15) 

Invigorated by the strength of Lord Visnu, the most ancient Person and the supreme Spirit, 
he besieged with the help of the gods the city of the Daityas in the west. (16) His fight with 

the Daityas was very close and thrilling and he despatched with his arrows to (the abode of) 

Yama (all) the Daityas that encountered him on the battle-field. (17) Quitting the range of 
flight of his shafts, which was hot as the fire at the time of final dissolution, the Daityas, who 

were being (severely) struck (all the time), fled to their home (Patala). (18) Having conquered 

the town (of the Daityas), (so) full of splendour, as well as all the wealth (contained in it), 

that royal sage made it over to Indra (the wielder of the thunderbolt). It was for these reasons 

that he was called by a number of names (Indravaha, Kakutstha and Puranjaya). (19) 
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Lord Rama the Marvadapurusottama 
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Childly pranks of Lord Sri Krsna (A) 
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The release of kings from the prison of Jarasandha 
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Liberation of Dantavaktra and Viduratha 
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Curse for the annihilation of Yadu dynasty 
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The glimpse of final departure of Lord 
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The son of Puranjaya was Anena (the sinless) and Prthu was the son of Anena. From 
(the loins of) Prthu sprang up Viswarandhi and Candra was born of Viswarandhi; and 

Yuvanaswa was the son of Candra. (20) The son of Yuvanaswa was Sabasta, by whom the 

.town of Sabasti was built; while Brhadaswa was the son of Sabasta and of the former, 

Kuvalayaswa was born. (21) With a view to obliging the sage Utahka, the powerful 
Kuvalayaswa, surrounded (accompanied) by his twenty-one thousand sons, killed a demon; 
Dhundhu by name, and (thereby) became known as Dhundhumara (the slayer of Dhundhu). 

(Almost) all the aforesaid sons of Dhundhumara, however, were burnt up by the fire that 
issued from the mouth of Dhundhu; only three, viz., Drdhaswa, Kapilaswa and Bhadraswa 

were left (alive), O Pariksit (a scion of Bharata)! Haryaswa was the son of Drdhaswa, while 

that of Haryaswa was called Nikumbha. (2224) Barhanaswa was the son of Nikumbha; 
Krsaswa, of Barhanaswa; and Senajit was the son of Krsaswa. senajit's son was Yuvanaswa. 
Being issueless and (therefore) full of despair, the latter (however) retired to a forest 

(hermitage) alongwith his hundred wives. The sages (of that hermitage) were (very) 
compassionate by nature. Lo! with (great) concentration of mind they conducted on his behalf 

a sacrifice intended to propitiate Indra (the Lord of paradise). (25-26) Feeling thirsty at night, 
the king (Yuvanaswa) entered their sacrificial hut and, finding the Brahmanas (in charge 

of the sacrifice) asleep, drank the water (that had been) consecrated with Mantras (and 
reserved for the principal queen) himself. (27) Seeing the (sacrificial) pitcher without water 
when they got up (in the early hours), 0 king, the priests now enquired (of the king) whose 

work it was that the water capable of producing a male child had been quaffed. (28) Having 

presently come to know that the water had been drunk by the king (himself) as impelled 

by Providence, they offered salutation to the Almighty Lord, saying: "Oh, the power of 
destiny (alone) is (the real) strength !" (29) Then, when the time came (i. e., after a period 

of nine months) a son, (who was) destined to be a rular of the (entire) globe, was born, 
splitting open, it is said, the right pelvic region of king Yuvanaswa. (30) When the babe cried 
much (for being suckled) and the Brahmanas anxiously inquired: "Whom will this prince 

suck?", Indra put into the babe's mouth his index finger (dripping with nectar), saying "The 
babe will suck me (Mam Dhata); do not cry, my child I" (Hence the babe became known as 

Mandhata). (31) The father of the babe did not die by the grace of the Brahmanas and the 

gods (even though he had his pelvic region split up). (Nay,) he forthwith attained perfection 
(final beatitude) in that very hermitage through asceticism. (32) Indra for his part gave him, 

O dear Pariksit, the name of Trasaddasyu (the terror of miscreants) inasmuch as villains like 

Ravana (the demon king of Lanka, who was subsequently killed by Lord Sri Rama, born in 

that very line) were (much) afraid of him and felt (greatly) agitated (because of him). (33) 
Powerful through the might of the immortal Lord, Mandhata, son of Yuvanaswa, ruled the 

(entire) globe consisting of the seven DwTpas (main divisions) as its one supreme Lord. 
(34) Although a knower of the Self, he propitiated Lord Visnu (the Deity presiding over 

sacrifices)— who not only represents all the gods (on His person*) but embodies all and 
is above sense-perceptionby means of (a naumber of) sacrifices in which liberal Daksinas 

(or presents of money) were given (to the Brahmanas). (35) (As a matter of fact,) the material 

(to be used in a sacrificial performance), the sacred texts (uttered in the course of a 
sacrifice), the procedure (laid down for conducting it), the sacrifice (itself), the sacrificer as 
well as the priests (officiating at the sacrifice), Dharma (religious merit resulting from a virtuous 

deed), the place as well as the time of a sacrificial performance—in fact, the whole universe 
represents His body. (It was such a Lord whom Mandhata worshipped through the aforesaid 

[565] B.M. Part 11—30 
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sacrifices). (36) The whole extent of land from the point where the sun rises to the point where 
it sets is called the territory of Mandhata, the son of Yuvanaswa. (37) 
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The emperor (Mandhata) begotthrough (hisqueen) BindumatT, the daughter of Sasabindu, 
(three sons, viz.,) Purukutsa, Ambarisa and Mucukunda, (who turned out to be) a mystic. (All) 
the fifty sisters of these (princes) chose (the sage) Saubhari for their husband. (38) 

Submerged in the water of the (holy) Yamuna and practising supreme asceticism (there), the 
Brahmana (Saubhari) conceived a longing for conjugal delight on seeing the happiness of 
a leader of fish pairing with other fish of the opposite sex, and (accordingly approached and) 

asked the king (Mandhata) fora girl (in marriage). The emperor too said (in reply), "Let a girl 
be gladly taken by you in the event of your being chosen by her of her own will, O holy 
Brahmana I" (39-40) The sage (Saubhari) thought within himsel—"I have been (indirectly) 
refused by the emperor, thinking me to be unwelcome to women, knowing (as he does) that 

I am disliked by them, being old, covered with wrinkles and grey-haired with my head shaking 
(all the time). (41) I shall (therefore) make myself so perfect (faultless of limbs) as to be 

coveted even by celestial women, much more by human princesses," Thus resolved, the 
powerful sage was ushered by the chamberlain into the gynaeceum set apart for the 

princesses, which was full of luxuries (of every description), And (lo I) that one individual 
was desired by (all) the fifty princesses to be their husband. (42-43) (Nay,) there arose a 
great quarrel over him among those girls, so that casting sisterly affection to the winds, they 
said to one another, "He is fit for me and not for (any of) you,” their heart being set on him.(44) 
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The said sage Saubhari (who, being a student of Rgveda, was a master of powerful 
Mantras) revelled with them everyday in mansions that were equipped with invaluable 
appendages by his inexhaustible wealth of saceticism, and which were not only crowded 
with men and women (servants and maidservants) well-decked with ornaments but were 
also full of singing birds and bees and panegyrists—as well as on the margin of lakes of 
limpid water studded with beds of Kalharas and in parks of every description, using valuable 

beds and seats, costly wearing apparel and precious jewels and taking delight in baths, 

pigments, eatables and flowers. (45-46) Observing the (luxurious) household life of 

Saubhari (even) Mandhata (the ruler of the entire globe consisting of the seven Dwlpas), 

* The £ruti says:—'Tr samr tarn: ’ (He is the body of which the other gods are (so many) limbs). 
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felt (greatly) amazed and gave up ( all) pride accompanying the fortune of a universal 

monarch. (47) Thus fully attached to his household life and enjoying sense-objects (of 

various kinds), Saubhari did not feel satiated with manifold delights (of sense) any more than 

a fire would with drops of clarified butter. (48) 

3TOtTOfcnTRJR: I ^ 

3ti?T spt "if ra-nrr 

a-rUrt ctiRxi-tsw^itt, jrsnfer 

duRcH: •HtiRddd'Pt I 

RtT SJd ^mol 

csifa fir^ddiddi ^3§T: ttdldtdl T s<fi!RRsf*1Tftl I 

IjataTT Tfftf fedim tjalin II 

•q^tpsjftTstmrra u^i4idraHd dwifwf: i 

dpr a^iiKjdd^iwe-iioaidi 'drappTi^rafdfa^f.ssfara: i 1 

5T*H ’I? «Kt$ ftrart -HIHUlTdaRT: I zrf radTOTprspacdt^T: dfd^cmt: II 
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|fd dld«tl<ldn dfl’JtM Wtfdlf -HftnWi #Hdk“tH dSiSSIFt: 1^1 

On a certain occasion, while sitting (at ease), that teacher of those professing Rgveda, 

perceived his fall from asceticism, brought about by his association with the fish through the 

agency of his own mind. (49) (He said to himself,) "Ah, look at this fall of mine, a saintly ascetic 

who had observed (sacred) vows (till recently), but whose asceticism, (though) maintained 
for long, has been swept away thanks to (a moment's) close association with aquatic 

creatures under water I (50) He who seeks liberation (from the trammels of worldly 

existence) should (therefore) eschew with one's mind, body and senses the company of 
those who have taken to a married life, and should never allow his senses to move out (in 

the midst of sense-objects). Living (all) alone (without any companion) in seclusion. He 
should concentrate his mind on the infinite Lord and betake himself (only) to pious souls 

devoted to Him, if at all company is desired. (51)1 was a companionless ascetic (till recently). 

Thanks to the company of fish under water (however), I later on became fifty (as it were by 

marrying as many wives), and again (by begetting a hundred sons through each) I became 

divided into five thousand parts (in the form of as many sons). Now that my judgment has 
been obscured by infatuation etc., (the adjuncts of Maya or Prakrti) and I have begun to look 

upon the objects of senses as worth seeking, I find no limit to desires relating to the duties 

of both husband and wife. (52) Thus, staying at home for a long time, he (eventually) got 
disgusted (with it) and, having embraced the life of an anchorite, retired to the forest; and his 

wives (too), who (all) looked upon their husband as a deity, followed suit. (53) Having 

practised there severe asceticism, that emaciated his body, the sage (who had now 
mastered his self) merged his soul alongwith the sacred fires in the supreme Spirit (attained 

final beatitude in the form of oneness with the Absolute). (54) Observing the absorption of 

their husband into the supreme Spirit, O great king, his wives (too) followed him (reached the 

same goal) by virtue of his spiritual glory even as flames get extinguished with the fire that 

has cooled down (for want of fuel). (55) 

Thus ends the sixth discourse, hinging on the story of Saubhari, 
in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 



Srimad bhagavata 

Discourse VII 
The story of the King Hariscandra 

^MeTTI I fading 3T^rTT 4lenijaSJ Hc^T. 
« N_1. . ,, , 
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Sri Suka resumed : The foremost of the (three) sons (Purukutsa and others) of 

Mandhata, who was celebrated by the name of Ambarlsa, was adopted (as a son) by his 

grandfather (Yuvanaswa) and Yauvanaswa was the son of Ambarisa. Harita was the son 

of Yauvanaswa. These (three) turned out to be the foremost of Mandhata's line (and the first 

of three branches of this line). (1) Purukutsa (the eldest of the three* sons of Mandhata)_was 

taken to Rasatala (the sixth of the subterranean spheres from above) by Narmada, as 

directed by Vasuki (the king of serpents)—the same Narmada who had been given to him 

in marriage by his brothers, the serpent-demons. (2) There indeed Purukutsa (who wielded 

the power infused into him by Lord Visnu) killed (a number of) Gandharvas who (being 

enemies of the Nagas and wicked too) deserved to be slain. (In recognition of this service) 

he secured from Vasuki (the chief of the Nagas) the boon of security from the serpent race 
for those who remember this anecdote. (3) Purukutsa's son (named after his grandfatherf 

was Trasaddasyu, who was the father of Anaranya. Anaranya's son was Haryaswa and o 

Haryaswa, Aruna was born; while from (the loins of) the latter sprang up Tribandhana. (4) 

Tribandhana's son, Satyavrata, became celebrated under the name of Trisaiiku.t Having 

got the rank of a Candala (pariah) under a curse from his father, he bodily ascended to 

heaven by virtue of the extraordinary might of the sage Viswamitra (a scion of Kusika) and 

can be seen in the heavens (in the form of a star of that name) even to this day, having 
been forcibly stopped (in mind air) by the same seer when hurled, head downward, by the 

gods (from heaven). (5-6) m 
^IJcft irfLgrSt layifitXclRlgdt: 1 ciIaiHTiHSj^ «55 rrf|(uiist(Klli3cnHJ « I 

TttVtU<4f fterramm -mrttMiM^TtT: I 3itui ^TTrt: '-1*1 4 -iigni tpjt I 4 I_ 

• Vide verse 38 ol Discourse VI. 
t It will be remembered that Mandhata. father of Purukutsa, was also given the name of Trasaddasyu by Indra vide 

verse 33 of Discouse VI. 

t Trisartku was guilty of three offences, which tormented him like as many darts or spikes. In the first place he displeased 

his lather and invited his curse by forcibly carrying away a Brahmana girl who was just being married. Secondly he killed a cow 

belonging to his preceptor (the sage Vasistha) and thirdly, he ate meat without having consecrated it by sprinkling^with water. 

The Harivarhga says:— ^ ^ „ . 
fggaltR.d'liiptT'yt^htifR^T^I 3tVtfeiamii|M fitfetra °Mla*k:ll 
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aaf ggt pifet: ^naP^aa tag i i 

Trisariku's son was Hariscandra, because of whom there raged a fight, lasting for many 

years, between the sages Viswamitra and Vasistha, who (having been mutually cursed) had 

been transformed into two birds*. (7) Devoid of (any) issue and (therefore) sad at heart, 

Hariscandra sought, under the instructions of (the sage) Narada, Varuna (the god of water) 

as his protector with the following prayer:—“Let a son be born to me, O lord ! (8) If he turns 

out to be a hero, O great lord, I shall propitiate you by sacrificing him (to you)." Varuna granted 

his prayer, saying "Be it so ! and through the agency of Varuna a son, Rohita (by name), 

was born to Hariscandra. (9) "Now that ason has been born (to you), propitiate me, dear king, 

by sacrificing him to me," Varuna (appeared and) said (to Hariscandra, who replied): "A 

prospective victim is (considered) fit for being sacrificed only when it has passed the age of 

ten days." (10) On the child having crossed (the limit of) ten days, the god appeared (before 

him again) and said, "(Please) sacrifice the child now.” Hariscandra (however) replied, "A 

prospective victim is (deemed) fit for being sacrificed only when it has teethed.” (11) After the 

dentition of the child, Varuna (approached and) said once more, “The teeth have (already) 

appeared; (please) propitiate me (now)." Thereupon the king replied, "When its (first) teeth 

have fallen, the victim will be fit for being sacrificed (only) then." (12) (On the teeth having 

fallen,) Varuna (appeared once more and) said, “The teeth of the prospective victim have 

(already) fallen, (please) worship me (now)." (To this) Hariscandra replied, “When the teeth 

of the prospective victim sprout again, then (alone) is the prospective victim (regarded as) 

*lt is well-known that under the pretext of demanding the Daksina due to himself for the Rajasuya sacrifice conducted 

by him on hehalf of king Hariscandra, the sage Viswamitra not only stripped him of his all but persecuted him in many other 

ways too; but Hariscandra remained true to his word and firm under the most trying circumstances. The sage Vasistha, the 

king's preceptor, flew into a rage when he heard this and uttered on him the curse that he would be transformed into an Adi 

(a species of cranes). Viswamitra too pronounced a counter-curse on Vasistha to the effect that he would be changed into 

a heron. 
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sacred." (13) (On the child having teethed again) the god of water (appeared and) said once 
more, "The teeth have grown again, (please) sacrifice the child (now)." Thereupon 
Hariscandra replied, "A prospective victim belonging to the Ksatriya race is (recognized as) 

sacred (fit to be sacrificed) only when he is able to put on his armour, O lord I" (14) In this 

way the god (of water) waited for the time he was asked to wait by Hariscandra, whose mind 
was bound with ties of affection and who was gaining time due to love for his son. (15) Having 

come to know of the aforesaid sacrifice intended to be performed by his father (Hariscandra), 

Rohita (who had now grown in years as well as in understanding) betook himself to the 

woods) bow in hand, anxious to save his life. (16) Hearing that, visited by (angry) Varuna (the 

god of water), his father had developed the disease of dropsy, Rohita was about to return 

to his home when Indra stopped him (saying that he would certainly be sacrificed to Varuna 

if he returned home). (17) Indra (further) counselled Rohita to undertake a holy tour over the 

earth by visiting sacred lakes and rivers and other places of pilgrimage (in order to atone 

for the offence of his father against Varuna and thereby rid him of his malady) and Rohita 

too (accordingly) tarried in the forest for a year (going from place to place as advised by 
Indra). (18) Likewise during the second, third, fourth and fifth years as well indra (the slayer 

of the demon Vrtra) came to him, disguised as an aged Brahmana, and repeated the same 
advice. (19) Having roamed about in the woods during the sixth year (as well), Rohita 

purchased from Ajlgarta (a descendant of the celebrated sage Bhrgu) his middle (second) 

son, Sunahsepa (by name), while returning to the city (in order to see his father); and, 
handing him over to Hariscandra (his own father) as a (prospective) victim (to be sacrificed 

to Varuna) bowed low to him (his father). Thereupon the highly-renowned Hariscandra, 

whose stories were sung by the great, propitiated Varuna (the god of water) and the other 
gods by means of a human sacrifice and was (consequently) relieved of his dropsy (stomach 

disease). At that sacrifice the sage Viswamitra officiated as the Hota; the sage Jamadagm, 
who had (duly) controlled his mind, as the Adhwaryu; the sage Vasistha as the Brahma and 

the sage Agastya as the Udgata* (the chanter of Samaveda). Pleased with him, Indra give 

him a chariot of gold. (20—23) 

I «c<wkI *{fif ^ft 't I I 

fenftaf ^ Sfttft TrftnjitT: Ijfsjsn flinfowKiwMbWH rHUW 

7^ wg SJHW3 sjaTCft H I SzntTt dilljil-t (afnis-t, 17 AI 

Htgr tri 'mtr Ptdiuiyrjwto? 13tW44iyd4<Jin twjt ferwOT: iw 

?f?r SpRSTOT Wt^Ri tffeWI TFTTWftSSaFt: Ml 

The glory of Sunahsepa (who was not eventually sacrificed but attained liberation during 

his very lifetime) will be recounted later (in connection with the story of Viswamitra's son)t 
And highly gratified to perceive (on another occasion) the firmness of the king (Hariscandra) 

as well as of his wife (Saibya)t—firmness which derived its strength from his veracity—the 

sage Viswamitra vouchsafed to him (as a boon) unobstructed knowledge (of the Self) 

(Mentally) merging his mind (which is said to be a modification of the food5 that one takes) 

in earth (the source of all food), he identified the earth with water, waterwith fire and the latter 

• For the respective function of these priests vide foot-note below l.v.19. 

t Vide discoures XIV below. 

X Vide foot-note below verse 7 above. 

* The Sruti says:—■* T? *i’l^ 
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with the air; and (again) merging the air in ether, the latter in the Tamasika aspect of the Ego 
and the said Tamasika Ego in the Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence), and 

laying aside its objective character, he contemplated its knowledge aspect as his very self 

and through such contemplation hefinally and thoroughly burnt his ignorance (that veiled the 

nature of the Self). (24—26) (Again,) giving up that contemplation (too) through conscious¬ 
ness consisting of unmixed bliss, and with (all) his bondage (in the shape of self-identification 

with the body and so on) shaken off he stood in his essential character, which is beyond the 

range of description and reasoning. (27) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse, entitled the "Story of Hariscandra," 
in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse VIII 

The story of King Sagara 

fafdftfdl I foSTOT I ^ I 

cjchWWUM <91^*: I TT3TT cHHife^ldJ 9 I 
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UMcflMg ?#5STOT I Tl? M* MUH: WKkM h«WII: I * I 

Sri Suka resumed: Harita was the son of Rohita and from (the loins of) Harita sprang 

up Campa, by whom was built the city of Campa. And of Campa was born Sudeva, whose 

son was ViJaya. (1) Vijaya's son was Bharuka; and from (the loins of) Bharuka sprang up 

Vrka, whose son again was Bahuka. His land having been usurped by the enemies, King 

Bharuka retired to the forest alongwith his wife. (2) Intending to follow (ascend the funeral 

pile of) the aged king, who died (in the forest), the queen was stopped by the sage Aurva, 

who knew her to be enceinte. (3) By her co-wives, who came to know this, poison was 

administered to her with her food (through jealousy); but (no harm came to her. On the other 

hand,) a highly renowned son was born of her alongwith that poison and (thus) came to be 

known by the name of Sagara (one born with poison). (4) 

HFTO g#: I UWIrt-dfR, ggRT*5cFR ^ I 
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Sagara turned out to be a universal monarch, and by his sons was dug out the ocean 

(which was thenceforward named after them as Sagara). (5) In deference to the advice 

of his preceptor (the sage Aurva) he did not kill (even though he conquered) the 

Talajahghas, Yavanas (lonians), Sakas (Scythians), Haihayas and Barbaras (Barbarians), 

but only caused them to be disfigured. Some he had thoroughly shaved, while others he 

left with beards and moustaches (alone); some he left with dishevelled hair (alone, causing 

their moustaches and beards to be removed), while others he left with their heads half- 
shaven. (6) Some he caused to be stripped of their under-garment, while he had others 

shorn of their outer garment. In the manner pointed out by the sage Aurva he (then) 

propitiated by means of (a number of) Aswamedha sacrifices Lord Sri Hari, his (very) Self, 
manifested in the form of all the Vedas and the divinities. Indra (the destroyer of his 

enemies' towns) stole away his consecrated horse released as a prelude to the 

sacrifice.(7-8) Looking for the horse in obedience to their father's command, the proud 

sons of Sumati (one of the two wives of Sagara), numbering sixty thousand, excavated the 

earth down to the sea-level on all sides. (While carrying on their excavation) in a north¬ 

easterly direction they perceived the horse by the side of the (divine) sage Kapila. “Here 

is the thief, who stole the horse, sitting with his eyes closed. Let this wicked fellow be killed 

and killed (at once)!" Shouting thus, they (all) rushed (towards Him) with uplifted weapons. 

At that moment the sage opened His eyes. (9—11) Deprived of their (good) sense by the 

powerful Indra and already killed by (the sin of) their having offended against an exalted 

soul (like the divine Kapila), they were instantly reduced to ashes by the fire of their own 

body. (12) It is not correct to say that the sons of Sagara (the king of kings) were burnt by 
the wrath of the sage (Kapila). How can Tamoguna (ignorance) in the form of anger be 

conceived in Him who is an embodiment of pure Sattva (Sattva unmixed with Rajas and 

Tamas), and whose (divine) person is capable of purifying the (whole) universe, any more 

than (prticles of) dust belonging to the earth can be conceived as attaching to the sky 

(which is absolutely unattached)? (13) How could there be a sense of difference (as 

between a friend and a foe) in the omniscient Lord Kapila, who is the same as the supreme 
Spirit, and by whom has been launched in (the ocean of) this world the strong vessel in 

the form of Sankhya (philosophy), with the help of which a seeker after Liberation is able 

to cross the ocean—so difficult to cross-of worldly existence, the pathway to death? (14) 

RttWRaW gtfaf: RT ffltiTS: I RW gjftsgRtg RRT fotTOgfftft RH: l?AI 

OTtRIR '•tllrlWt: H#l<RlJft *ii'IK, fen fart: l»kl 

srraRR, tHr rri% iiidftri Rrf (dlsrunj sKtetft rwi-l niw^t^sHH. 1 R's 1 

T33fit: qfctrR: fort ^^rftgi Rti qVvgtui cutfiwi-LssilRrai Rrai 1^41 

3reftsq|c(|pfH: Rift <dlore;i-(' g-HUIdHJ Rgl fafafaft RIRIR. Rrai emzpgRCtR 

3^piatfftat w rr( 1 ftijsraiRRjijai nwira ftift ftrjroi 

RRRftft gift ^ftwtaroft^RTRLI 3T5ftRJtRTT?RRRT: Rl^fo: 3RRTt RlEf. I ? ? I 

He who is referred to (by the ignorant) under the name of Asamanjasa (i.e., not good, 

although—really speaking—he was exceedingly good) was anotherson of Emperor Sagara, 
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born of KesinT (another wife of the emperor). And Asamanjasa's son, who was devoted to the 

interests of his grandfather (King Sagara), was named Arhsuman. (15) Asamanjasa— who 

was given to contemplation in his previous birth, but had strayed from the path of Yoga 

through evil association, although he (still) remembered his previous birth—showed himself 

as a wicked fellow. (16) He did what was reproachful (in the eyes of the world) and (as such) 

unpalatable to his relations (too). (For example) he hurled forth playing children into the 

(river) Sarayu, (thus) frightening the people. (17) Conducting himself in this way, he was 

actually forsaken (exiled) by his father, who set aside his (parental) affection. Showing (to 

his father as alive) the children (that had been drowned in the river and taken for dead) by 

virtue of his Yogic power, Asamanjasa departed from that place (Ayodhya). (18) Seeing their 

(lost) children as having returned (to life), all the residents of Ayodhya felt (much) amazed, 

O Parlksit; and the king (Sagara) too was filled with (great) remorse.(19) Commanded by 

the emperor, Arhsuman (Asamanjasa's son) went out in search of the (sacrificial) horse by 

the path dug out by his uncles, and discovered the horse near (a number of) heaps of 

ashes.(20) Beholding Lord Visnu (who is above sense-perception) seated in the garb of a 

sage bearing the name of Kapila, the great Arhsuman glorified the Lord with a collected mind 

(in the following words) bowing down (to Him) with joined palms. (21) 

sKjRijcim 
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Arhsuman prayed : (Even) Brahma (who is not born like us) is unable even to this day 

to perceive (directly) through Samadhi (abstract meditation of self-absorption) or (even) to 

comprehend through reasoning of various kinds You, who are higherthan his own self. How 

(then) could other living beings—belonging to various species (such as gods, men and sub¬ 

human creatures), evolved (severally) by his mind, body and intellect (the products of Sattva, 

Tamas and Rajas respectively), much less we (youngsters altogether) devoid of light 

(wisdom), perceive or know You ? (22) They who are identified with a body and are 

(consequently) dominated by the (aforesaid) three Gunas, (nay,) whose intellect is 

bewildered by Your Maya (deluding potency) and whose light (of wisdom) illuminates (only) 

the objects of senses (which are external to the mind), perceive (only such) objects of senses 

(during their waking and dream states) and (sheer) darkness (total lack of knowledge) in the 

other case (during deep sleep). They (however) are unable to realize You (who transcend 

the three Gunas), even though You (ever) dwell in them (as their very Self and Inner 

Controllertoo). (23) Such that You are, how can I, an ignorant person, (even) investigate You, 

who are knowledge personified (and hence incapable of being known) and are (only) fit to 

be contemplated upon by sages like Sanandana, who have by their very birth got rid of the 
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notion of difference and infatuation, bom of the attributes of Maya (modes of Prakrti, viz., 
Rajas and Tamas respectively)? (24) O Lord, let us (therefore, simply) bow to You, the most 

ancient Person, in whom the (aforesaid) attributes of Maya (Prakrti), actions prompted by 

them as well as bodies engendered by such actions are altogether absent, who have no 

(material) name or form, who are entirely free from merit and sin, (yet) who have (by Your 

own independent will) assumed (revealed) a (divine) form in order to teach wisdom (to Your 

devotees)! (25) In this world evolved by Your Maya (creative will) people revolve (are born 

again and again) in the midstof houses and other objects of senses, taking them to be real, 

their intellect being deluded by lust, greed, jealousy and infatuation. (26) Today, O Lord, the 

(very) Self of all created beings, by your sight (alone) the strong cord of our ignorance (in 

the shape of identification with the body and so on)—the root of all craving (for sensuous 

enjoyment), as well as of actions (prompted by such craving) and the Indriyas (the 
instruments of such actions)—has been cut asunder. (27) 

spitt 
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Sri Suka went on : The Divine sage Kapila, whose glory was thus sung (by Prince 
Amsuman), mentally blessed the said Ariisuman and spoke (to him) as follows, O protector 
of men I (28) 

rftrtcTT 331 fdniHgaywq 1^ ftfRt 373T 
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The glorious Lord replied: This horse, the animal to be sacrificed by your grandfather 

(Emperor Sagara), may be taken away (by you), dear child. And these uncles of yours, that 

lie burnt (here) stand in need of the water of the (holy) Gahga (for being redeemed) and 

nothing else." (29) Walking round Him (from left to right as a mark of respect) and bowing 

to Him with his head (bent low), the prince brought (back) the horse. And with that animal 

Emperor Sagara concluded the sacrifice, which had remained uncompleted (all these 

days).(30) Having entrusted the kingdom to Prince Amsuman, Sagara, who was (now) free 

from (all) craving and had thrown off his fetters (in the shape of identification with the body 

etc.), reached the highest goal (viz., final beatitude) by following the course recommended 
by (his preceptor) the sage Aurva. (31) 

Thus ends the eighth discourse, hinging on the story of Sagara, 
in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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3T$T qcrqtsSHTFT: 

Discourse IX 

The story of King BhagTratha: the descent of the holy Gaiiga 

3T?pTS rldFift iljjldddeblUldl I I \ 1 
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Sri Suka resumed : (Even like Sagara, who renounced his kingdom,) Artisuman too 
(abdicated the throne in favour of his son and) practised asceticism for a long time with a 

desire to bring down (from heaven) the holy Gaiiga, but did not succeed. Then, in course of 

time he passed away. (1) His son, Dilfpa (too) was unsuccessful like him and met his death 

(in the course of his efforts). Dillpa's son was BhagTratha and he (too) performed very great 

Tapas. (2) The goddess (presiding over the holy river) got pleased (with his devotion) and 

revealed herself (in person) to him, saying; "I am prepared to confer a boon on you." Thus 

spoken to (by the goddess), the king (BhagTratha), bent low (with humility) and submitted (to 
her) his object (in carrying on his austerities). (3) Somebody must sustain my force (even) 

as I descend on earth. Piercing the (hard) crust of the earth, otherwise, O protector of men. 

I shall penetrate into Rasatala (the sixth subterranean sphere from above). (4) Further, I am 

not inclined to go down to the terrestrial region; (for) people would wash away their sin into 

me. Where shall I wash off that sin (myself), 0 BhagTratha? Let some thought be bestowed 
on this point. (5) 
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King BhagTratha submitted : Pious souls who have given up attachment to actions as 
well as to their fruit, are pure of mind, (nay,) foremost among the knowers of Brahma and 

capable of purifying the (whole) world, shall wash off your sin through the (very) contact of 
their body (while bathing in your water); for in them (in their heart) dwells Sri Hari, the 

Destroyer of sins. (6) Again, Lord Rudra, the (very) Self of embodied souls—into whom this 
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universe is woven, warp and woof, as a piece of cloth into its threads—will bear your force.(7) 
Having spoken thus, the said king (Bhaglratha) proceeded to propitiate Lord Siva by means 
of his austerities. (And) after a very short time, O ParTksit, the Lord (Siva) became highly 

pleased (with him). (8) Having accepted the king's prayer, saying, "So be it!” Lord Siva, the 

Friend of the whole world, cautiously bore (on His head) the Gariga, whose water stands 
hallowed by (the touch of) Sri Hari's foot. (9) The said royal sage, Bhagiratha, led the Gahga 
(which is capable of purifying the whole universe) to the spot where the bodies of his great 

granduncles lay reduced to ashes. (10) (Closely) following Bhagiratha, who rode in advance 
in a chariot swift as the wind, and hallowing the lands on its way, the Gariga bathed the burnt- 

up sons of Sagara. (11) Though destroyed by their own offensive behaviour towards a (holy) 
Brahmana, the sons of Sagara ascended to heaven through the mere touch of its waters with 

their ashes alone! (12) When the (aforesaid) sons of Sagara rose to heaven through the 
(mere) contact of its waters with their body converted into ashes, what need be said about 

them who make use of this heavenly stream with reverence (everyday), having taken a vow 
to this effect? (13) That which has been said here with regard to this heavenly river- 

emanated (as it is) from the lotus-feet of the infinite Lord (Visnu) and (therefore) capable of 
ending transmigration—is not something which should excite great wonder. (14) (For) by 
fully concentrating their mind on those feet with reverence pure-hearted sages have speedily 
attained oneness with the Lord, shaking off their identification with the body (a product of the 

three Gunas or modes of Prakrti)—identification with which is (so) difficult to give up. (15) 
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From (the loins of) Bhagiratha sprang up 6ruta, whose son was Nabha. Of the latter was 

born SindhudwTpa; of SindhudwTpa, Ayutayu; and from him sprang up Rtuparna a friend of 

Nala, who received the knowledge of training horses from Nala, imparting to him (in return) 
the secret of winning the game of dice. And Rtuparna's son was Sarvakama. (16-17) From 
(the loins of) Sarvakama sprang up Sudasa and his son, O king, was Saudasa (the husband 

of Madayanti),whom people actually called Mitrasaha, while in some places they referred to 

him as Kalmasapada. Due to the curse pronounced by the sage Vasistha (his preceptor) he 

turned out to be an ogre and had no issue (sprung from his own loins) in consequence of his 

own action. (18) , 

% fHfirft TIFT: w1<IW7b MgltflR: I lpt\ =t»“wi R 7?t 1771 

The king (ParTksit) submitted: What was the occasion for the curse pronounced by the 
preceptor (the sage Vasistha) on the high-souled Saudasa? We desire to know this, which 

may (kindly) be pointed out (to us) unless it is a secret. (19) 
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Sri Suka replied: While roaming in pursuit of game, so the tradition goes, Saudasa (son 

of Sudasa) killed a certain ogre and let go his brother, who immediately left with the intention 

of retaliating. (20) Contemplating harm to the king (Saudasa), he assumed the form of the 

latter's cook at his palace and, having dressed human flesh, took it to his preceptor (the sage 

Vasistha), who had called at he palace with intent to dine. (21) Immediately perceiving 

human flesh (which is ever prohibited as food) about to be served to him, the glorious sage 

flew into a rage and uttered an imprecation on the king saying, "You will surely turn an ogre 

through this (improper) conduct of yours." (22) Learning (in the meantime) that it was the 

work of an ogre, the sage limited (the operation of) the curse to (a period of) twelve years 

(only); (while) Saudasa too (in his turn) took water in the hollow of his joined palms, fully 

prepared to utter a (counter) curse on his preceptor (who had cursed him for no fault of 

his).(23) Stopped by (his wife) Madayanti, and finding the (four) quarters, the sky and the 

earth all instinct with life, the king (Saudasa) dropped that harmful water (burning with the 

fire of his wrath) on his own feet (lest it might injure any other living being, thus justifying his 

appellation, Mitrasaha, which means he who is indulgent towards his friends and well- 

wishers). (24) Blackened in his feet (by the action of the water thrown by him and hence 

named as Kalmasapada) and having acquired an ogre-like disposition, Saudasa saw (one 

night) a Brahmana couple dwelling in a forest at the time of copulation. (25) Pinched by 

hunger, Saudasa seized the Brahmana (with the intention of devouring him), whereupon 

his wife pleaded like one afflicted:—"You are no ogre as such; you are (on the other hand) 

a great car-warrior among the scions of Ikswaku and the husband of Madayanti, 0 valiant 

monarch! You ought not to do what is unrighteous. (Pray,) restore (to me—eager as I am to 

have a son—my husband, who is a Brahmana and has not yet attained his object (in the form 

of a son). (26-27) This human body, O king, is capable of yielding all the objects sought after 

by a Jiva. Therefore, the destruction of this body, 0 heroic king, is spoken of as the frustration 

of all one's objects. (28) Indeed this Brahmana is not only learned but endowed with 

asceticism, an amiable disposition and other virtues. (Nay,) he seeks to worship Brahma (the 

Absolute), known by the name of Lord Visnu (the supreme Person)—which, though present 

in (all) created beings is screened by ego etc., (the products of the three Gunas or modes 

of Prakrti)—by looking upon all living beings as his (very) self. (29) As such how can he, the 
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foremost of Brahmana sages, deserve death, O lord knowing what is right, at the hands of 
the foremost of royal sages in you, any more than a son at the hands of his father ? (30) How 

can you, esteemed of the righteous, approve of the death (at your own hands) of this pious 

and sinless Brahmana, an expositor of the Vedas even when unborn, any more than you 

would the slaughter of a cow? (31) If (in spite of my protests) this Brahmana—without home 

I shall not survive even for a moment—is to be made a victim by you, then first devour me, 

as good as dead.” (32) In spite of her pleading pitifully in this way and crying like a helpless 

woman, King Saudasa, who.was deluded by the curse (of his preceptor, the sage Vasistha) 
devourd the Brahmana even as a tiger would devour a beast. (33) Finding her husband (lit., 

impregnator) eaten up by Saudasa (who behaved like an ogre), and lamenting herself, the 

chaste Brahmana woman, full of anger, cursed the king (in thefollowing words):—(34)"Since 

my husband, O wicked soul, has been devoured by you.while I was stricken with love, your 
death too, 0 foolish one, will be shown by me to follow from sexual intercourse." (35) Having 

cursed King Mitrasaha in the aforesaid words and consigning his husband's bones to a 
flaming fire, the lady—who looked upon the world of her husband (the region to which the 

soul of her husband had gone) as her ultimate destination—followed the course of her 
husband (burnt herself to death). (36) 
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Rid of the curse (of his preceptor) at the end of twelve years, and fully intent upon 

copulation, he was stopped by his wife (Madayanti), who had come to know of the curse 

pronounced on him by the (aforesaid) Brahmana lady. (37) Thenceforth he gave up the 
pleasures of sex and (consequently) did not have any issue due to his (own) action (of 

devouring a Brahmana). Entreated by him, the sage Vasistha begot an issue through 
Madayanti. (38) She actually bore the child in her womb for seven years; the boy (however) 

did not see the light (yet). Vasistha (thereupon) hit her abdomen with a stone; and the boy 

(who thus emerged from the womb) was for that reason called Asmaka. (39) From (the loins 

of) Asmaka sprang up Mulaka, who was effectively protected (against the wrath of 
Parasurama) by women (who actually shielded his body as an armour). (Hence) he was 

called by the name of NarTkavaca. When not a single Ksatriya was left (after the 
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extermination of the Ksatriya race by Parasurama), it was he who served as the stock of the 

regenerated Ksatriya race. (Hence he became known as Mulaka). (40) Of Mulaka, Dasaratha 

was born and from (the loins of) the latter sprang up a son, Aidavida (by name). Of Aidavida 

(again) was born Viswasaha, whose son, Khatwanga, turned out to be a universal 

monarch.(41) Hard to conquer (himself), he slew demons in battle atthe entreaty of the gods. 

On coming to know (at the conclusion of the battle) that (only) an hour's life was left (to him), 

he forthwith returned to his capital (by an aerial car lent to him by the gods) and concentrated 

his mind (on-God). (42) (He said to himself,) “Neither life nor sons nor riches nor earth nor 

kingship nor wife is dearer to me than the Brahmana race, the adored of my family. Even 

during my childhood my mind never took delight under any circumstance in 

unrighteousness.Nor did I (ever) find any other reality than the Lord of excellent 

renown. (43-44) Although a boon of my^choice was offered to me by the gods, the rulers of 

(all) the three worlds (heaven, earth and the intermediate region), I did not hanker after such 

enjoyment, engrossed as I was in the thought of Lord Visnu (the Maker and Protector of 

all beings). (45) (Even) the aforesaid gods, whose senses and mind (too) are bewildered (by 

the objects of senses) fail to discover their beloved Lord, ever present in their own heart as 

their very self; how, then, could others know Him? (46) Therefore, shaking off, by means of 

Devotion to the Maker of the universe, the attachment, rooted by the very nature of things 

in the mind, for the objects of senses (which are products of the three Gunas or modes of 

Prakrti), produced by the Maya (creative energy) of the Lord and no more real than a fanciful 

project, I (hereby) betake myself to Him." (47) Having thus resolved by force of his reason, 

which was drawn towards Himself by Lord Visnu (who has His abode in water), and shedding 

his ignorance in the form of identification with the body and so on (which are other than the 

self), Khatwanga forthwith regained his essential character (divine state), which is the same 

as that transcendent Absolute, which, though not unsubstantial, is conceived as intangible 

(because lying beyoud the range of speech and other organs) and is (very) subtle (too), (nay,) 

which devotees of God undoubtedly refer to as the almighty Lord Vasudeva. (48-49) 

Thus ends the ninth discourse, forming part of an account of the solar dynasty, 
in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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Discourse X 
An account of SrT Rama's pastimes 
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Sri Suka resumed : From (the loins of) Khatwariga sprang up Dirghabahu (the long- 

armed one), of whom was born Raghu of wide renown. From (the loins of) the latter sprang 

up the great king Aja, of whom Dasaratha was born. (1) Again entreated by the gods, Lord 

Sri Hari Himself (who has already been seen by you in your mother's womb and) who is 
(entirely) constituted of Brahma (the Absolute), assumed the role of a son to (the blessed) 

Dasaratha—appearing in (as many as) four forms under the names of Sri Rama, Bharata, 

Laksmana and Satrughna—Himself in His entirety and His brothers as His part 

manifestation.(2) The story in the form of a chronicle of the aforesaid Sri Rama (the Spouse 

of Sita) has (already) been narrated in detail, 0 Pariksit, by seers (like Valmiki) who had 

realized the truth, and has undoubtedly been heard by you time and again. (I shall 
accordingly content myself with reproducing it only in a nutshell.) (3) Having abandoned for 

the sake of (redeeming the pledge of) His father (King Dasaratha) (His title to) kingship, He 

roamed about from forest to forest by His lotus-feet, which were too soft (even) for the touch 

of the (petal-like) hands of His beloved Consort (Sita), His fatigue from the journey being 
relieved (nowand again) by (the blessed) Hanuman (the monkey chief) and His own younger 

brother (Laksmana, who accompanied Him to the forest and kneaded His feet and other 

limbs alongwith Hanuman). (The deity presiding over) the ocean was terrified by the (very) 

display of His brows knit in anger excited by the (grievous) separation from His Darling (Sita), 

which had been brought about by the mutilation of !=urpanakha (sister of Ravana, the demon 

king of Lanka, so-called because she had nails as big as a winnowing basket, nay, whose 

nose and ears were chopped off by Laksmana at the instance of Sri Rama, an incident which 

provoked Ravana to steal away Sita in the absence of Sri Rama and Laksmana). May that 

Lord of Kosala (Oudh)—who (subsequently) caused a bridge to be built across the sea and 

exterminated the host of wicked demons (including Ravana) even as a wild fire consumes 

a (whole) forest—protect usl (4) 
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(Earlier) in the course of a sacrificial performance of the sage Viswamitra, MarTca and 

other demon chiefs, who roamed about (and carried on their nefarious activities) at night, 

were beaten by Him (all alone), Laksmana standing (aloof) as a mere spectator. (5) Picking 

up in the midst of an assembly of world-renowned heroes the formidable bow of Lord Siva, 

lying in a hall (specially) builtfor the choice-marriage of Princess STta and brought (conjointly) 

by three hundred men, He strung it and, (then) drawing it, broke it in the middle, O protector 

of men, as sportfully as an immature elephant would snap a stick of sugar-cane! (6) Having 

won (as the prize for his feat of valour). Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity)— whose 

virtues, disposition, age, limbs and appearance (eminently) matched His, (nay,) who (in the 

form of a golden streak) had (already) secured an honourable place on His bosom and who 

(now) bore the name of Slta—He tamed, while on His way (back ot Ayodhya) the overgrown 

pride of Parasurama (the chief of the Bhrgus), who had thrice seven times swept the earth 

clean (even) of the seed of the Ksatriya race. (7) The Lord accepted with His head bent low 

the command of even His uxorious father (King Dasaratha), who was bound by the cords 

of truthfulness, and, relinquishing (His claim to) the throne, (of Ayodhya), the (imperial) 

fortune, His loving relations (mother and so on), friends and dwelling-place—even as an 

ascetic (who has shaken off all attachment) would give up the ghost, left for the woods along- 

with His (divine) Spouse (Slta). (8) (While in the forest) He mutilated the features of 

SOrpanakha (the sister of the demon king) a woman of unclean mind, slew her kinsmen, 

numbering (not less than) fourteen thousand, Khara, Dusana and Trisira being the foremost 

(of them), and roaming about with an irresistible bow in His hand, led a hard life (in order to 

teach a lesson to humanity). (9) Observing the demon MarTca deputed in the form of a weird 

(golden) deer, O protector of men, by Ravana (the ten-headed monster)—whose passion 

had been kindled on hearing a description of Slta (from the lips of Surpanakha)—and drawn 

away from His hermitage (by the aforesaid deer), He forthwith killed MarTca with an arrow 
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(even) as Virabhadra (who was no other than Lord Siva) slew Daksa* (a lord of created 

beings). (10) On SIta (the Daughter of Janaka, the ruler of the Videha country, now known 

as Tirhut in north Bihar) having been (forcibly) carried away in the forest during His absence 

by Ravana (the vilest of the demons), even as (a sheep is snatched away by a wolf), the Lord, 

who was (thus) disunited from His beloved Consort, wandered in that forest alongwith His 

(younger) brother (Laksmana) likeaforiorn creature, exemplifying in that way the (sad) plight 

of those attached to women. (11) Having cremated (like a devoted son) Jatayu (the king of 

vultures)—who had (all) his (stock of) Karma wiped out through his (heroic) action (in the 

shape of a duel with the mighty Ravana) for His own sake (for the deliverance of His beloved 

Spouse from the clutches of that tyrant)—the Lord slew the demon Kabandha (who had 

stretched his arms to seize Him). (Then,) cultivating friendship with the monkeys (Sugrlva, 

Hanuman and others) and ascertaining through them, when Vail had been killed, the where¬ 

abouts of His Darling, the Lord—who behaved as a human being even though His feet are 

worshipped (even) by Brahma (the birthless creator) and Lord Siva (the Source of 

creation)—marched with the forces of Sugriva (the ruler of the monkeys) to the seashore.(12) 

The deity presiding over the ocean found the crocodiles and alligators in it agitated by a fierce 

glance cast by Him in seeming anger (provoked by his failure to appear before the Lord in 

spite of His waiting for him for three days without food and water), nay, its very roar silenced 

through fear. (Therefore,) assuming a living form and taking articles of worship on his head, 

he approached the Lord's lotus-feet and spoke as follows:—(13) "Dull-witted as we are, O 

infinite Lord, we ate unable to know You, the most ancient Person, the immutable supreme 

Ruler of (all) the worlds. (Surely) You are (no other than) that Lord of Prakrti (consisting of 

the three Gunas) from whose Sattvika aspect sprang up hosts of divinities, from whose 

Rajasika aspect, the (various) lords of created beings and from whose Tamasika aspect 

appeared the lords of ghosts. (14) (Be pleased now to) march (across the ocean) at Your will; 

slay Ravana (the refuse of his father, the sage Visrava), who (by his atrocities) makes the 

three worlds weep; recover Your Spouse, O valiant One; (and) for the expansion of Your 

fame construct here a bridge, reaching which monarchs intent on the conquest of the (four) 

quarters may sing Your glory." (15) Having (accordingly) constructed across the sea a bridge 

with mountain-peaks of every description—full of trees the boughs of which were shaken by 

the hands of monkey chiefs (who handled them)—the Lord, accompanied by armies (of 

monkeys) led by Sugriva, Nila and Hanuman, entered under the guidance of Vibhisana (the 

fortress of) Lanka, already burnt (by Hanuman in course of his quest for SIta). (16) With its 

sports grounds, granaries, treasuries, doorways, city-gates, council-chambers, porticos and 

pigeon-cots occupied by the army of monkey chiefs and its platforms, flags, jars of gold 

(placed on both sides of its entrances) and crossroads being destroyed, the city shook like 

a river churned by herds of elephants. (17) Perceiving this (calamity), Ravana (the lord of the 

demons) deputed Nikumbha, Kumbha, Dhumraksa, Durmukha, Surantaka, Narantaka and 

others, his son (Meghanada), Prahasta, all his followers headed by Atikaya and Vikampana 

and afterwards (his younger brother) Kumbhakarna (to meet the invading army).(18) 

Accompanied by Sugriva (the lord of the monkeys), Laksmana (His own younger brother), 

Hanuman (son of the wind-god), Gandhamadana, Nila, Prince Arigada (Sugrlva's nephew 

and heir-apparent), Jambavan (the king of the bears), Panasa and others, Sri Rama (too) 

marched against that army of the demons, which was difficult to penetrate, armed as it was 

with cutlasses, Sulas (sharp-pointed steel weapons), bows, Prasas (darts), Rsjis (double- 

edged swords), javelins, Tomaras (iron clubs) and swords. (19) Meeting in a single combat 

• Vide IV.V. 24. 
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the hostile army (consisting of elephants, foot-soldiers, chariots and cavalry, all the aforesaid 
generals of Sri Rama (the Lord of the Raghus)—Arigada and others—struck with trees, 
rocks, maces and arrows the demons whose Lord, Havana, had (all) his good luck wiped off 
by the abduction of SIta. (20) 

TSblfl: TTg 3Tre@r dWcfcitsjTroiTOR TUTHJ 

ipfa ‘HdftfHlm'lti fcjRiiTHTiprftrftilr: 
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tR?5tra ijijfadw tiT^idi cfm ^ i??i 

ji qiui IT q^feci TFQcu f^T^^ I 

Enraged to see the destruction of his army and mounting the aerial car (viz., Puspaka that 
had been snatched away by him from Kubera, the god of riches), Ravana (the lord of the 
demons) forthwith marched against Sri Rama—shining brightly in a splendid heavenly car 

brought by Matali (the charioteer of Indra)—and struck Him with sharpened arrows having 
crescent-shaped heads. (21) Sri Rama said to him, "O refuse of ogres, I, whose prowess 

cannot be prevailed against, shall award this very day to you, who have cast (all) shame to 

the winds—(even) as Kala does to a perpetrator of sin—the fruit of your detested action 
consisting in the fact that our beloved spouse was stolen away during our absence by your 
wicked self, who behaved like a dog." (22) Scolding him thus, the Lord discharged (at him) 

an arrow fitted (by Him) to His bow and it split his heart, hard as adamant. Like a virtuous soul 
whose stock of merit is exhausted, he fell from his aerial car, vomiting blood through his ten 

mouths, in the midst of his people crying "Dear mel Dear me!!” (23) 
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Issuing forth from Lanka in (their) thousands, with Mandodart (the principal consort of 
Ravana), Raksasa women now rushed, weeping bitterly, to the spot (where Ravana lay 
dead). (24) Hugging each her own relations struck down by the shafts of Laksmana (Sri 

Rama’s younger brother), they helplessly wailed in loud tones (as follows), beating their 
person with their own hands:—(25) “Alas, undone we are, O lord! 0 Ravana, who made the 

(whole) world weep (byyourtyranny) II Be reft of you and overrun by the enemy, whom should 

Lanka seek as its protector? (26) Swayed by passion, you did not realize, O highly blessed 
one, such (extraordinary) power of Sfta's glory, by which you have been reduced to this 
(miserable) plight! (27) Widowed is this Lanka as well as we, O delight of your race! (Nay,) 

your body has been made the food of vultures and your soul rendered fit for hell. (28) 
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314c*Mmui: r(: Ufa I?? I 
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Sri Suka continued : Encouraged (commanded) by Sri Rama (the uncrowned King of 

Kosala), Vibhlsana (the youngest brother of Ravana) performed for the benefit of his 

Kinsmen (Ravana and others) whatever is ordained (in the scriptures) by way of obsequies 

according to the procedure laid down for a sacrifice intended to propitiate the manes. (29) 

The Lord then saw in a retreat in the Asoka garden His most beloved Spouse (STta) 

emaciated due to the disease of separation from Him and seated at the foot of a Simsapa 

(Asoka) tree. Observing Her in that wretched plight Sri Rama was filled with compassion. 

Bestowing on Vibhlsana the rulership of the Raksasa hordes, (the city of) Lanka and 

longevity extending to the end of the Kalpa, and (first) helping STta—the lotus of whose 

countenance was now blooming with joy caused by His full vision—to mount the aerial car 

(Puspaka), the Lord, who had (now) completed His vow of residing in a forest (for fourteen 

years), stepped into the car (Himself) alongwith His two brothers (His half-brother Laksmana 

and His adopted brother SugrTva) and, (further) accompanied by Hanuman, flew (back) to 

His capital (Ayodhya), showered over on the way with flowers offered by the guardians of 

the (various) worlds, His (heroic) deeds being joyfully celebrated (all along) by Brahma (the 

creator) and others. The highly merciful Lord (however) felt (much) pained to learn about His 

(younger) brother (Bharata), who, covering himself with the bark of trees, was living on barley 

boiled in the urine of cows, wore matted locks (on his head) and slept on the ground strewn 

with blades of (the sacred) Kusa grass. Hearing of Sri Rama having arrived, Prince Bharata 

placed on his head the latter's wooden sandals (lent to him by the Lord as a token of love) 

and, accompanied by the citizens (of Ayodhya), his ministers and family priests, proceeded 

from Nandigrama—where he was camping (with avow not to enter Ayodhya till Sri Rama's 

return)—to meet his elder Brother in the midst of songs and sounds of musical instruments 

and (further) accompanied by (great) exponents of the Vedas, repeatedly chanting in loud 

tones (sacred texts from) the Vedas, by flags with gilded edges, chariots of gold decked with 

flags of various colours, noble horses with trappings of gold, warriors protected by gold 

armours, traders (of every description), courtezans and servants following on foot, and (also) 

taking with him royal insignia (in the shape of an umbrella, chowries and so on) and (valuable) 

commodities (jewels etc.), of every description (great andsmall byway of presents). Placing 

the sandals before Sri Rama, he dropped down at His feet, his heart and eyes moistened with 
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love, and stood with joined palms and eyes full of tears. Keeping him folded in His arms for 
a long time and bathing him with tears flowing from His eyes, Sri Rama Himself alongwith 

Laksmana and Sita offered His greetings to the Brahmanas as well as to those (others) who 

were most deserving of honour and was (in His turn) saluted by the people. (30—41) 
Observing their lord returned (home) after a long time, the inhabitants of north Kosala joyfully 

danced, waving their upper cloths and showering flowers on Him. (42) Bharata took His pair 
of wooden sandals; Vibhisana alongwith SugrTva (who stood severally on His right and left), 

a chowrie arid an excellent fan (respectively); and Hanuman (son of the wind-god, who stood 
behind the Lord) held the white umbrella (over Him). (43) Satrughna (the youngest brother 

of Sr! Rama) bore His bow and the pair of quivers; Sita held the Kamandalu (water-pot of 
cocoanut-shell) containing the water of sacred lakes and rivers; Arigada carried His sword 

and Jambavan (the king of the bears), His shield of gold, O protector of men! (44) Seated 
in (the aerial car named) Puspaka, attended by (the aforesaid dancing) women and 

panegyrized by bards, the Lord shone brightly, O king, like the rising moon in the midst of 
minor planets. (45) 
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Welcomed by His (younger) brothers, the Lord too entered the festive city and, on 

entering the royal palace, duly honoured His stepmothers (KaikeyT and so on), His own 
mother (the blessed Kausalya), preceptors (Vasisthaand others), His equals in age as well 
as those younger than He, and was honoured (in return) by them. (Likewise) Sita and 
Laksmana too met them in a befitting manner. (46-47) Rising (from their seats), like dead 

bodies returning to life, the aforesaid mothers of these princes placed their sons on their lap 

and, bathing them all overwith a flood of tears, shed their grief (of separation from them).(48) 
Causing the matted locks (of Sri Rama) to be unravelled, the sage Vasistha (His preceptor) 
alongwith the elders of His race (the Raghus) bathed Him with the water of (all) the four 

oceans (in the four quarters) and other (sacred) waters (even) as the sage Brhaspati (the 
preceptor of the gods) bathed Indra (the ruler of the gods). (49) Having thus washed His 

whole body including His head, nay, clad in beautiful attire and adorned with wreaths of 

flowers and ornaments, the Lord shone with His (younger) brothers (Bharata, Laksmana and 
Satrughna) and (divine) Consort (Sita), who were (all) well-adorned (with jewels) and 

elegantly dressed. (50) Won over by His brother (Bharata) through prostrations, Sr! Rama 
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accepted the throne (of Ayodhya) and like a father protected the people (of His kingdom), 
who were (all) devoted to their respective duties and endued with the characteristics of their 

(own)Varna (grade in society) and Asrama (stage in life); while they (in theirturn) recognized 

Him as their father. (51) So long as Sr! Rama—who knew what is right and brought happiness 

to ail created beings—reigned as king, time was like Krtayuga (Satyayuga, the first Yuga) 

though (actually) Treta (the second Yuga) prevailed. (52) Forests, rivers, mountains, Varsas 

(subdivisions of a Dwlpa), DwTpas (principal divisions of the globe) and oceans, all yielded 

the desired objects of the people, O chief of the Bharatas! (53) While Sr! Rama—who is the 

same as Lord Visnu—ruled as king, mental and bodily ailments, old age, self-disparage¬ 

ment, sorrow, grief, fear and fatigue were non-existent. (Nay,) death too did not overtake the 

unwilling. (54) (Strictly) observing the vow of having (only) one wife (throughout His life) and 

conducting Himself like a sage even though a king, the pious Lord Himself (scrupulously) 

performed His household duties (just) in order to give a lesson (to the world)..(55) By Her 

affection, obedience, amiables disposition, intelligence and bashfulness, Sita, who was not 

only virtuous but meek through humility and knew His intention, captivated the mind of Her 

(divine) Spouse. (56) 

Thus ends the tenth discourse, forming part of the Narrative of £rT Rama, 
in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XI 

The other pastimes of Sri Rama 
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Sri Suka resumed: Guided by His preceptor (the sage Vasistha), the divine Sri Rama 

Himself propitiated—by means of sacrificial performances conducted with excellent 

material—His own Self in the form of Lord Visnu, representing all the gods on His personal) 

(At the conclusion of the sacrifices) the Lord gave away (by way of sacrificial fees) the eastern 

quarter to the Hota, the southern quarterto the Brahma, the western quarter to the Adhwaryu 

and the northern quarter to the Udgata (the chanter of Samaveda). (2) To His preceptor He 

gave away the entire land that remained at the centre, recognizing (as He did) that the 

Brahmana (alone) was entitled to the whole of this earth, Himself being free from (all) 

craving.(3) In this way Sri Rama (who had given away His valuables and cash too) was left 
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with the ornaments and the two pieces of cloth He had (on His person); and Empress Sita 
(Daughter of Janaka, the ruler of the Videha country) too was left (only) with Her Marigala- 
Sutra* (every other ornament even on Her person having been given away by Her to 

Brahmana ladies). (4) Delighted to witness the most praiseworthy parental affection of the 
Lord, who is (so) fond of the Brahmanas, they however returned (all) that to Him and spoke 

as follows, their mind moistened with affection—(5) “As a matter of fact what has not been 
given to us by You, O Lord, O Ruler of the universe, when (we know that), entering our 

innermost heart, You wipe out our ignorance by Your (divine) splendour? (6) Hail to Lord Sri 
Rama, a votary of the Brahmanas, the foremost of those enjoying excellent renown, whose 

wisdom knows no obstruction and whose (holy) feet are cherished by those who have given 
up (all forms of) violence. (7) 
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On a certain night, while moving about incognito and unperceived (in the capital) with the 

intention of knowing the mind of the people, Sri Rama overheard the (following) remarks of 

someone concerning His own Spouse (Sita):—(8) "I would have you no more, a wicked and 
unchaste woman that you are, since you have lived in the house of another. King Rama, 

who is excessively fond of his wife, may retain Sita (in his house); (but) I am not going to 
accept you again (in any case)." (9) Forsaken by Her (divine) Consort (Sri Rama), who was 

afraid of the ignorant and myriad-mouthed world, which could not be easily placated, Sita 
reached the hermitage of the sage Valmiki (son of Praceta, the god of water). (10) Being 
enceinte, She gave birth, when the time came, to twins who became (severally) known as 
Kusa and Lava. The sage (Valmiki) performed the (purificatory) rites concerning them.(11) 

The two sons of Laksmana were called Angada and Citraketu; while Taksa and Puskala 
were the two sons of Bharata, O lord of the earth!(12) (Further) Subahu and Srutasena were 

the two sons of Satrughna. In the course of his conquest of the (four) quarters Bharata slew 
Gandharvas (celestial musicians) in tens of millions and, bringing their wealth (to Ayodhya), 
presented it all to the King (Sri Rama). Again, getting rid of the demon, Lavana by name, son 
of Madhu, Satrughna for his part founded on the site of (the forest of) Madhuvana a city known 

as Mathura (13-14) Having committed Her sons (Kusa and Lava) to the care of the sage 
(Valmiki) and contemplating on Sri Rama's feet—so the tradition goes—Sita, who had been 
exiled by Her (divine) Spouse (and could no longer bear separation from Him) found Her way 

into the bowels of the earth (that parted asunder to take Her). (15) Hearing of this and 

* The auspicious thread with a piece of gold at the centre worn by married women round their neck as long as their 

husband lives. 
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recalling Her manifold virtues, Sri Rama, the almighty Lord, could not restrain His grief, even 

though He tried to suppress it by force of reason. (16) Excessive fondness of men and women 

for each other is always such as brings fear (and grief in its train) even to powerful souls, and 

much more to a voluptuary whose thoughts are riveted on his household ! (17) 
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Since then for (a period of) thirteen thousand years without interruption the Lord poured 

oblations into the sacred fire, observing (a strict vow of) celibacy (throughout). (18) Leaving, 
in the heart of those who remember Him, an impression of His feet—tender as a pair of young 

leaves—pierced (earlier) by the thorns of the Dandaka forest, Sri Rama then left for His own 
effulgent (divine) realm. (19) Extirpation of demons through the instrumentality of multitudes 

of missiles and the bridging of the ocean—this is no praise to Sri Rama (the Lord of the 

Raghus), who assumed a form for the sake of sport at the entreaty of the gods and whose 

glory is absolutely matchless and unsurpassed. Did monkeys (actually) serve as His 

helpmates in disposing of the enemy? (No, not at all. Destruction of demons was as good 

a sport on His part as enlisting the help of monkeys for that purpose.) (20) I seek as my 

protector the aforesaid Lord of Raghus, whose unsullied glory—which is capable of 

destroying (all) sins and serves as an adornment for the elephants guarding the (four) 

quarters (pervades all the quarters)—sages sing in royal courts even to this day, and whose 
lotus-feet are touched by the crowns of (even) rulers of heaven (like Indra) and custodians 

of wealth (like Kubera, the god of riches). (21) (All) those people of the Kosala country by 

whom He was lovingly touched or fully observed or seated by their side or even followed 

(while moving about) reached the goal which Yogis (those adept in Yoga or deep meditation) 

attain to. (22) A man treasuring up (in his mind) the narrative of Sri Rama through the 

repeated process of hearing, and pledged to (a vow of) tenderness (cessation from violence), 
O Pariksit, is freed from the shackles of Karma (in the shape of virtue and sin, which make 

for transmigration). (23) 

14 THTt 1 nfe-rH,ujii: mHIU ^*3"^ I1Y i 

The king (Pariksit) submitted : How did the said Lord Sri Rama conduct Himself and 
how did He behave towards His (younger) brothers (Bharata, Laksmana and Satrughna), 

who were His own selves (part manifestations)? How, again, did they (Bharata and others) 

as well as His subjects and residents of Ayodhya (in particular) behave in their turn towards 

Him, their (almighty) lord? (24) 

<sqiv 

3TSuXi<^ I-)I Snwi-i W*TT HririltTrl liqi 
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SrT Suka replied : Sri Rama (the Ruler of the three worlds) now charged His (younger) 
brothers with the conquest of the (four) quarters, and Himself looked round the city with His 
followers (attendants), allowing Himself to be seen by His people. (25) With its roads 
sprinkled all over with perfumed water and (fragrant) drops of temporal fluid (emitted by 
elephants in rut), the city looked highly inebriated (exhilarated) as it were to see her lord 
arrived. (26) It was adorned with domes of gold set on the top of palaces, city gates, council- 
chambers, sanctums and temples, as well as with flags. (27) It had festal arches erected by 
means of (fresh) areca-nuts joined with their foot-stalks and banana trees (fixed in the 
ground), strips of beautiful cloths, mirrors, tapestries and wreaths of flowers. (28) With 
articles of worship in their hands citizens met Him at various points and pronounced their 
benedictions (on Him) with the prayer, "Protect, O Lord, this (earth), lifted up of yore by 
Yourself (in the form of the divine Boar)!” (29) On learning that their lord had arrived (there) 
after a long interval, the people—both men and women—forthwith climbed up to the top of 
their mansions with intent to see Him, leaving their household (duties), and showered 

flowers on the lotus-eyed Lord, their eyes (still) unsated. (30) 
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The Lord then returned to His palace occupied (in the past) by His own predecessors, 
rich in unlimited treasures of every kind and equipped with an invaluable variety of articles 
of household use. (31) It was graced with entrances having thresholds of coral, rows of 
pillars of cat's-eye, transparent floors of emerald and walls of shining crystals, wreaths of 
various colours, flags, cloths, gems and canopies, pearls effulgent as consciousness and 
(all) luxuries coveted by men, fragrant incenses and lights and decorations of flowers, and 
attended by men and women akin to gods and lending charm to ornaments them- 
selves(32—34) In that palace the said Lord Sri Rama, the foremost of wise men revelling 
in the Seif, enjoyed life, so the tradition goes, with His beloved and affectionate Spouse, 
STta. (35) Nay, the Lord, whose feet—tender as young leaves—are contemplated upon by 
men, enjoyed pleasures of sense each at its proper time for very many years, taking care 
not to twist (the principles of) righteousness. (36) 

Thus ends the eleventh discourse, forming part of the Narrative of Sri Rama, 
in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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Discourse XII 

The genealogy of (the remaining kings of) Ikswaku's line 
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SrT Suka resumed : Now, Kusa's son was Atithi, of whom was born Nisadha and the 

latter's son was Nabha. Then came Pundarlka, whose son was Ksemadhanva; and from (the 
loins of) the latter sprang up Devanlka. Of Devanika was born Aniha and his son was 

Pariyatra. From (the loins of) the latter sprang up Balasthala and of the latter was born 

Vajranabha, who emanated from (a ray of) the sun-god. (1 -2) His son was Khagana and of 

the latter was born a son, Vidhrti (by name). From (the loins of) Vidhrti sprang up 

Hiranyanabha, a teacher of Yoga and a pupil of the sage Jaimini. From him the sage 

Yajnavalkya of Kosala received instruction in Yoga relating to the Spirit, (which is) 
conducive to great elevation and capable of snapping the knot of ignorance existing in the 

heart. (3-4) Hiranyanabha's son was Pusya, of whom Dhruvasandhi was born. Then came 
Sudarsana; from Sudarsana, Agnivarna and from the latter sprang up SIghra, whose son 

was Maru. He is the same (Maru) who, having attained perfection through Yoga, stays 

(even to this day) as an inhabitant of Kalapagrama (a famous colony of Yogis in an obscure 

part of the Himalayas), and will revive the solar dynasty, when extinct, at the end of the Kali 

age. (5-6) From (the loins of) Maru sprang up Prasusruta, whose son was Sandhi and the 

son of Sandhi, again, was Amarsana. The latter's son was Mahaswan, of whom Viswasahva 
was born. (7) Of him was born Prasenajit and from (the loins of) the latter sprang up 

Taksaka; and of the latter was born Brhadbala, who was slain in battle (O ParTksit!) by your 

father (Abhimanyu). (8) 
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These are all the past kings of Ikswaku's line; (now) hear (the names) of the coming ones. 

B.rhadbala's son will be named Brhadrana, of whom will be born urukriya and from (the loins 
of) the latter will spring up Vatsavrddha. Of the latter will be born Prativyoma; from 

Prativyoma Bhanu and from him will follow Divaka, a (great) general. (9-10) Of him will be 
born the valiant Sahadeva. Brhadaswa will be the son of Sahadeva and Bhanuman, of 

Brhadaswa. Bhanuman's son will be Pratikaswa and the latter's son will be Supratika. (11) 

Then will follow Marudeva; from Marudeva, Sunaksatra and Sunaksatra's son will be 
Puskara, Puskara's son will be Antariksa; Antariksa's son will be Sutapa and the latter's 

Amitrajit. (12) Again, Bfhadraja will be the son of Amitrajit; Barhi of Bfhadraja and from the 
latter will follow Krtahjaya. His son will be Rananjaya and from (the loins of) Rananjaya will 

spring up Sanjaya. (13) From the latter will follow Sakya; from Sakya, 6uddhoda and his 
son will be called Langala. Of him will be born Prasenajit and from Prasenajit will follow 
Ksudraka. (14) From (the loins of) Ksudraka will spring up Ranaka and of the latter will 

be born a son, Suratha (by name). From Suratha will follow a son, Sumitra by name, who 
will be the last of his line. These are (all) the scions of Brhadbala. (15) This race of the 

Ikswakus will have its end in Sumitra; for, having reached this king, the line will actually 
terminate in the Kali Yuga. (16) 

Thus ends the twelfth discourse, "A genealogy of (the remaining kings of) Ikswaku's line" 
in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XIII 

The posterity of Nimi described 
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Sri Suka began again : After commencing a sacrificial session King Nimi, son of 

ikswaku, invited the sage Vasistha to be the (chief) priest. He too replied, “I have 
already been invited by Indra (to conduct his sacrifice), O king ! (1) I shall (therefore) 

return after concluding that; (please) what for me till then". The householder (sacrificer, 

King Nimi) kept silent and the sage too (left for heaven and) conducted the sacrificial 

performance of Indra.(2) Knowing ail this (his life and everything connected with it) to 

be evanescent, the thoughtful Nimi proceeded with the sacrificial session with the help 

of other priests and continued it till his preceptor (the sage Vasistha) did not return. (3) 

Coming back after concluding the sacrifice and perceiving the indecorum on the part 

of his disciple (King Nimi), the sage Vasistha cursed the latter (in the following words):— 

“Let the body of Nimi, who regards himself (very) learned, fall !" (4) Nimi (as well) 

pronounced a counter-curse on his preceptor, who had acted unrighteously (in the eyes 

of Nimi), saying:—"Let your body too fall because of your not knowing what is right on 

account of greed." (5) With these words, Nimi, (who was) well-versed in spiritual lore, 

gave up his ghost; while the sage (my ancestor) was reborn of the gods Mitra and 

Varuna through UrvasI (a celestial nymph). (6) Placing the body of Nimi in balms (with 
a view to preserving it), the foremost of the sages (who were conducting the sacrificial 

session on behalf of Nimi) said to the gods assembled there, after the conclusion of the 

sacrificial session (as follows):—(7) “Let this (dead) body of King Nimi come back to life, 

if you are pleased, 0 gods !" When the gods said 'Amen', (the spirit of) Nimi spoke aloud, 

“Let me not be imprisoned in a body (again). (8) Stricken with the fear of separation, 

sages do not long for union with a body and worship the lotus-feet of Sri Hari (devotion 

to whom dispels the fear of transmigration). (9) I (too therefore) am not eager to get 

(back) a body, which brings in its train suffering, grief and fear and because of which 

death threatens the Jiva everywhere, as it follows the fish in water.” (10) 

fa^? giant wra tkiRuiihj wfajtifswinfant: i^?i 

ijtrn Tpaju-RT H?rrb: I T9 W: fthTt: I^TI 
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The gods replied : “Bereft of a body, may you reside at will in the eyes of embodied 

souls." (In this way) Nimi took up his abode in the body (of all the Jivas), being indicated by 
the opening and closing of eyes. (11) Perceiving the risk of anarchy for the people; the great 

sages (who officiated as priests at the sacrificial performance of Nimi) churned the body of 

the king, whence a son was born (to him). (12) By virtue of his extraordinary birth (or by 

reason of his being the progenitor of a new line of Ksatriya kings) the prince was called 

Janaka; born in the line of king Nimi (who remained without a body), again, he became known 

as Vaideha (son of Videha). Sprung from the process of churning and further because (the 

city of) Mithila was built by him, he came to be known as Mithila. (13) 
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Of Janaka was born Udavasu, whose son was Nandivardhana. From Nandivardhana 
followed Suketu and his son, again, was Devarata, O protector of the earth! (14) From (the 
loins of) Devarata sprang up Brhadratha, whose son MahavTrya was the father of Sudhrt 
(Sudhrti). Sudhrti's son indeed was Dhrstaketu. Then came Haryaswa, of whom was born 
Maru. (15) Maru's son was Pratlpaka, of whom was born Krtiratha. From (the loins of) 
Krtiratha sprang up DevamTdha, whose son was Visruta, and then came Mahadhrti. (16) Of 
him was born Krtirata, from whom followed Maharoma. Again, his son was Swarnaroma, and 
Hrasvaroma was born as his son. (17) Of Hraswaroma was born Sfradhwaja. (The divine) 
SIta (the Spouse of Sri Rama) appeared from his ploughshare while he was ploughing the 
earth for the purpose of a sacrifice; hence he is remembered as Sfradhwaja (who owed his 
celebrity to a plough). (18) His son was Kusadhwaja, of whom was born King Dharmadhwaja; 
and Dharmadhwaja had two sons, Krtadhwaja and Mitadhwaja (by name). (19) From (the 
loins of) Krtadhwaja sprang up Kesidhwaja and from Mitadhwaja (Krtadhwaja's younger 
brother) followed Khandikya. (Of these) Kesidhwaja (the son of Krtadhwaja), O king, was 
well-versed in the science of the Spirit. (20) Khandikya (on the other hand) was proficient in 
the science or rituals and fled (left his kingdom) forfear of Kesidhwaja. Kesidhwaja's son was 
Bhanuman, whose son was Satadyumna. Satadyumna's son was Suci, of whom was born 
Sanadwaja; and from the said Sanadwaja followed Urdhvaketu. From Urdhvaketu followed 
Aja and his son was Purujit. (21-22) His son, again, was Aristanemi. From the latterfollowed 
Srutayu and his son was Suparswaka. Of the latter was born Citraratha, whose son was 
Ksemadhi, the (famous) king of Mithila. (23) From (the loins of) Ksemadhi sprang up 
Samaratha, whose son was Satyaratha. Of Satyaratha was born Upaguru and from him 
followed Upagupta, who emanated from (a ray of) the god of fire (Agni). (24) Then came 
Vasvananta and his son was Yuyudha, from whom followed Subhasana. Then came Sruta, 
from whom followed Jaya and from (the loins of) the latter sprang up Vijaya, of whom was 
born a son, Rta (by name). (25) Then came Sunaka, of whom was born a son Vitahavya by 
name and from him followed Dhrti. Dhrti's son was Bahulaswa, of whom Krti was born and 
from (the loins of) Krti sprang up MahavasT, (26) (All) these kings of Mithila, O king, were really 
proficient in the knowledge of the Spirit. By the grace of masters of Yoga (like the sage 
Yajnavalkya) they were rid of pairs of opposites (such as joy and sorrow) even in their 

household life. (27) 

Thus ends the thirteenth discourse entitled "The posterity of Nimi described", 
in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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A brief survey of the Lunar Dynasty 
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Sri Suka began again : Now hereafter hear, O king, of the hallowed race of Soma (the 

moon-god), in which are mentioned kings of sacred renown such as Aila (King PurOrava, the 

son of lla). (1) Of Brahma (the creator), sprung of the lotus (in theform of the cosmos) evolved 

out of the pooi-like navel of the (supreme) Cosmic person possessed of countless heads, 
there was a son, Atri (by name), who was a replica of his father in point of excellences. (2) 

Out of his tears of joy, so the tradition goes, sprang up a son, Soma (by name), who is an 
embodiment of nectar. He was appointed by Brahma as the lord of the Brahmanas, herbs 

and annual plants, as well as of the hosts of stars. (3) Having completely subdued all the 

three worlds, he worshipped the Lord by means of a Rajasuya sacrifice and out of arrogance 

he forcibly carried away the wife of the sage B.rhaspati, Tara (by name). (4) Though solicited 
time and again by the sage Brhaspati (the preceptor of the gods), he did not leave herthrough 

vanity. On that account there ensued a war between the gods and the demons. (5) Due to 
jealousy towards Brhaspati, Sukracarya (the preceptor of the demons) together with the 

Asuras took the side of the moon-god (the ruler of the stars); while Lord Siva (the Destroyer 

of the Universe), surrounded (accompanied) by all the hosts of ghosts espoused the cause 

of Brhaspati (son of the sage Ahgira, the teacher of Lord Siva) due to his affection (for 

Brhaspati). (6) Accompanied by all the hosts of heaven, the mighty Indra followed B.rhaspati. 

(In this way) there raged a battle for the sake of Tara, which caused the annihilation of (both) 

the gods and the Asuras.(7) 
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Now, apprised of the (whole) situation by the sage Aiigira, Brahma (the creator of the 
universe) harshly rebuked Soma and had Tara restored to her husband, who perceived her 

to be enceinte. (8) (He said to her), "Castaway, cast away at once from my soil, 0 evil-minded 
one! the seed sown by others. I am not going to burn you a woman, O good lady, anxious 
as I am to have children (through you)." (9) Fui! of shame, Tara brought forth a son effulgent 

as gold. The sage Brhaspati (son of Ahgira) as well as Soma conceived a longing for the 
boy.(10) While the two were hotly disputing with regard to the child, each saying, “It is mine, 

not yours!" sages and gods questioned her (as to whose progeny it was). She, however, said 
nothing, overcome as she was by shame. (11) Full of wrath the child said to the mother, "Why 

do you out of false modesty not speak (the truth), O immoral woman! (Therefore) tell me of 

your sin at once." (12) Calling her aside and reassuring her, Brahma gently interrogated her. 
She (then) gradually intimated that the child belonged to Soma, on which Soma took 

possession of the child. (13) Brahma (the self-born) gave him the name of Budha (the wise 
one), in virtue of his profound wisdom, O protector of men! From this son, the moon-god (the 
king of the stars) derived (great) joy. (14) Of Budha was born, through lla, Pururava, who 

has already been referred to.* Smitten with shafts of jove to hear of his personal charm, 

excellences, liberality, amiable disposition, affluence and valour, which were being extolled 
by the celestial sage (Narada), in the court of Indra (the lord of paradise), the celestial nymph 
UrvasT sought his presence. (15-16) Having developed a human disposition, thanks to the 

curse of the gods Mitra and Varuna, that charming damsel saw Pururava (the foremost of 
men), who was as handsome as Love, and, controlling herself, arrived in his presence. (17) 

Seeing that celestial nymph, Pururava spoke to her in a polite language (as follows), his eyes 

blooming with delight and the hair of his body standing on end. (18) 

wnt % wttt OTwt grtuiu fetj fiww mn mm Tfirrf nmt: Tint: i i 
The king said : I welcome you, O charming one, let yourself be (comfortably) seated. 

What shall we do for you ? Revel with me here. Let our enjoyment extend over numberless 
years. (19) 
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• Vide IX. 1.35. 
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UrvasT replied : Whose mind and eyes will not be riveted on you, O handsome prince? 

Lo! on (mentally) reaching your bosom, my presence of mind leaves me, seized as lam with 

a longing to enjoy life with you. (20) Please take care, 0 king showing honour to others, of 

these two rams as my pledges. (Till then) I shall revel with you; (for) he who is praiseworthy 
(from the point of view of comeliness and othervirtues) has been declared as acceptable to 

women. (21) Ghee (alone) will be my food, O valiant one, and I should not see you unclothed 

except during coition. Full of great joy, the king accepted (all) these conditions, saying, 

"Amen”! (22) "What wonderful beauty, what lovely gesture, that ravish humanity! What 

human being would not accept you, a celestial lady, come of her own accord?” (23) Along- 

with her, who delighted him (in everyway) in a befitting manner that jewel among men 
revelled at will in the pleasure-gardens of the gods such as the Caitraratha (the garden of 

Kubera). (24) Revelling with that celestial nymph emitting the fragrance of lotus filaments 
and captivated by the (sweet) odour of her mouth, Pururava rejoiced for many years. (25) Not 

finding UrvasT (in his court) Indra earnestly urged the Gandharvas to look for her, saying:— 

"Bereft of UrvasT, my court does not look very charming." (26) Approaching at dead of night, 

when darkness fully prevailed, they stole away the two rams pledged with the king by his wife 

UrvasT. (27) Hearing the scream of the two rams (who were dear as sons), while they were 

being carried away, UrvasT (the celestial lady) exclaimed:—"I am robbed of my life (as it were) 

by my unworthy husband, lacking in manliness though accounting himself a (great) hero. (28) 

By putting faith in him, I am ruined and have been despoiled by robbers of my rams (who were 

dear as my own progeny). At night he sleeps in fright like a woman and behaves as a man 

during the day time.” (29) Thus pierced with arrows in the form of pungent words as an 
elephant with goads, and seizing a sword, Pururava angrily rushed forth in (that dark) night 
with no clothes on. (30) Leaving the rams on that (very) spot, the Gandharvas shone brightly 

like flashes of lightning, so that (in the light shed by them) UrvasT saw her husband coming 

back in state of nature taking the rams (with him) and left for heaven. (31) 
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Not finding his wife in the bed, Pururava (the son of I la) appeared like one out of wits, his 
mind being fixed on her. Restless and grieving for her, he ranged over the globe like a 

madman. (32) Seeing her as well as her five female companions with their faces lit with keen 

delight (on one occasion) at Kuruksetra on the bank of the Saraswati, Pururava uttered the 

(following) adaptation of a famous Vedic text:—(33) Oh! my darling, Stop! Stop!! Having 

remained ungratified (yourself) till now, you ought not to consign me (as well) to misery. Let 
us have a (heart-to-heart) talk. (34) Drawn away too far, this charming body, of mine will fall 

here, O celestial lady ! (Nay,) wolves and vultures will devour it since it is no longer the 

recipient of your favour. (35) 
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UrvasT replied : Do not die, a man that you are; nor let these wolves (in the form of the 
turbulent senses) eat you up. Indeed there is no friendly feeling for anyone in women, their 

heart being akin to that of wolves. (36) Women kill for the sake of even a trifle their trusting 

husband or even a brother; for they are merciless, cruel, not easily forgiving, (and) ready to 
take great risks for their beloved objects. (37) Having cast away (all) friendly feeling after 
inspiring confidence in ignorant people through deceit and ever longing newer and newer 
lovers, immoral women lead a wanton life. (38) At the end of a year you will cohabit with me 

for a single night, O powerful lord; and you will have other issues too (in addition to the one 

already conceived by me through union with you). (39) 
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Perceiving UrvasT (the celestial lady) to be gravid, Pururava returned to his capital. Going 

there (to Kuruksetra) once more at the end of a year, he found UrvasT the mother of a hero 
and, full of joy, cohabited with her for the night. Finding him impatient at his separation from 
her and (therefore) afflicted, (the next day), UrvasT lovingly said to him as follows:— 

"Propitiate these Gandharvas (by means of prayer and so on) and they will hand me over to 

you."(40-41) Pleased with him (even) while he was glorifying them, they bestowed on him, 
O protector of men, a vessel holding fire (for the purpose of propitiating it and thereby 

attaining to the reaim of UrvasT). Thinking the vessel to be UrvasT (blinded as he was with 
passion), and roaming about in the forest with that vessel, he discovered the reality of the 

vessel (when he was just going to embrace it sexually, taking it to be UrvasT). (42) Leaving 
the vessel in the forest, he returned home and began contemplating on Urvasi at night. (In 
the meantime) when the Treta age commenced (at the end of Satyayuga), the knowledge 

of the science of rituals (as represented by the three Vedas—Rk, Yajus and Sama), dawned 
on his mind. (43) Going to the spot where he had left the vessel, and perceiving (there) a 
peepul tree sprouting from inside a Sam! tree, he hewed out of it a pair of Aranis (churning 

sticks) for kindling fire by attrition. (44) (Then) visualizing the lower Arani to be UrvasT, and 
the upper one as his own self and the piece that intervened the two as their son, the king 
churned them with a longing to reach the realm of UrvasT, uttering sacred texts (detailing the 

procedure of producing fire through such churning). (45) As a result of his churning was 
produced a flame of fire, which is known by the name of Jataveda (that which has everything 

[565] B.M. Part II—31 
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created in this universe by way of its property or food). Through the ceremony of consecration 
(as enjoined by the three Vedas) it was adopted by the king (Pururava) in three forms (viz., 
the Ahavanlya, the Garbapatya and the Daksinagni) as his son (because leading to sacred regions 

above). (46) Seeking after the realm of UrvasI, Pururava worshipped by means of that fire 

Lord Sri Hari, the Ruler of sacrifices (the Bestower of their fruit), who is above sense- 
perception and represents all the gods in His person. (47) Of yore (before the time of 

Pururava) there was but one Veda in the form of Pranava (the mystical syllable OM), the seed 
of all speech; there was one deity, Narayana, and no other; there was but one fire (and not 
three) and only one caste known as the Hamsas. (48) The three Vedas (the cult of rituals 

expounded by them) came into being from Pururava alone at the dawn of the Treta age, O 

protector of men, and the king attained (after death) to the realm of the Gandharvas by means 

of the sacred fire, adopted by him as his son. (49) 

Thus ends the fourteenth discourse bearing (inter alia) on the story of Pururava 
(the son of Ha), in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XV 

The stories of RcTka, Jamadagni and Parasurama 
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SrTSuka resumed : Pururava (the son of lla), again, O protector of men, had by UrvasI 

six sons, Ayu, Srutayu, Satyayu, Raya, Vijayaand Jaya. (1) Vasuman was the son of Srutayu 
and Srutanjaya, of Satyayu. Raya's son was Eka and Jaya's son was Amita. (2) Again, Bhima 

was the son of Vijaya; from Vijaya followed Kancana and of Kancana was born Hotra. Hotra's 

son was Jahnu, who took the (holy) Gaiiga in the hollow of his palms and quaffed it. Again, 
Jahnu's son was Puru, whose son was Balaka, and the latter's son was Aja. (3) Then came 

Kusa; from (the loins of) Kusa, again, sprang up four sons—Kusambu, Tanaya, Vasu and 

Kusanabha. Gadhi was the son of Kusambu. (4) 
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A Brahmana, the sage Rclka, asked in marriage Gadhi's daughter, Satyavati. Considering 

him to be an unworthy match, Gadhi spoke to Rclka (a scion of the sage Bhrgu, as 
follows):— (5) "Let a thousand horses, white as the moon, (each) having one black ear, be 

given as the price of the girl; (for) we belong to the race of Kusika (renowned for our noble 

pedigree)." (6) Thus spoken to and having come to know his mind, the sage sought the 
presence of Varuna (the god of water) and, having brought and delivered the horses of the 
aforesaid description, married that lovely princess. (7) Entreated by his wife (Satyavati) as 

well as by his mother-in-law, each of whom was desirous of (having) a son, he prepared a 
Caru (an oblation of rice, barley and pulse boiled with butter and milk for presentation to the 

gods), uttering both kinds of Mantras (those invoking the birth of a Brahmana for his wife 

and that of a Ksatriya for his mother-in-law), and went out to bathe. (8) Meanwhile, being 
solicited by her aforesaid mother, who (naturally) thought the Caru prepared for her daughter 

as superior (because of the sage's affection for her), Satyavati (the sage's wife) gave the 
Caru meant for herself to her mother and herself ate that intended for her mother. (9) The 
sage having understood this (exchange of Caru between his wife and mother-in-law) politely 

said to his wife, "You have committed a grave blunder. Your son will be a cruel chastiser (of 
foes); (while) your brother will be one foremost among the knowers of Brahma." (10) Implored 

by Satyavati in the words "Let this not be", the sage Rclka (a scion of the sage Bhrgu) said, 

"If so, then your grandson will be such. Accordingly Jamadagni was born (of Satyavati). (11) 
And Satyavati became transformed into the most sacred river KausikI (KosI), capable of 
sanctifying the (whole) world. Indeed, of the sage Jamadagni were born through Renuka, the 

daughter of Rend—whom the aforesaid sage had duly married—(a number of) sons, 

Vasuman and others. The youngest of these became widely celebrated under the name of 

Rama (Parasurama), whom the learned speak of as a part mani'estation of Lord Vasudeva 
(Visnu) and the destroyer of the race of the Haihayas, (nay) who divested this earth of the 

Ksatriya race thrice seven (twenty-one) times and struck and exterminated the wicked 
Ksatriyas, that had turned hostile to the Brahmanas and constituted a (veritable) burden on 

the earth—enveloped (overcome) as they were by the (element of) Rajas (passion) and 

Tamas (ignorance)—even though they committed the slightest offence. (12—15) 

fgt rt^p HJ|c4<il -tlMKHFildlwftt: I gut 4r Rg ^TfrdlRIRTiftsntR: 

The king (ParTksit) submitted : What was that offence which was committed against 
the glorious sage (Parasurama) by Ksatriyas of uncontrolled mind, forwhich (the entire) race 

of the Ksatriyas was wiped out (by him) time and again ? (16) 
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SrT Suka replied : Having propitiated Lord Datta (better known as Dattatreya), a part 

manifestation of Lord Narayana, through acts of worship, Arjuna, the jewel among the 

Ksatriyas and the then ruler of the Haihayas, had secured a thousand arms, formidableness 

in the eyes of foes, uninterrupted soundness of the senses and organs of action, affluence, 

glory, prowess, fame and bodily strength, mastery of Yoga and superhuman power which 

was characterized by virtues such as the capacity to assume an atomic form. His movement 

being unimpeded (everywhere), he went about the worlds like the wind. (17—19) Sporting 

in the water of the Reva (Narmada), surrounded by jewels among women and intoxicated 

with excessive pride, King Arjuna, who wore a necklace made of precious stones of the (well- 

known) nine varieties, obstructed (the stream of) the river with his (thousand) arms. (20) 

Finding his (military) encampment inundated by the water of the river flowing upwards, 
Ravana (the ten-headed monster), who thought himself to be a (great) hero, did not brook 

this (show of) valour (on the part) of Arjuna. (21) Having offended against Arjuna, Ravana 

was seized by way of sport in the presence of those women (by Arjuna) and was imprisoned 

in Mahismatl (his capital) like a monkey and (eventually) set free. (22) 
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Ranging in a dense forest in pursuit of game, on one occasion, Arjuna for his part found 

his way perchance into the precincts of the hermitage of the sage Jamadagni. (23) By the 

good offices of Kamadhenu (the cow of plenty) the sage, rich in asceticism, extended his 
hospitality to that ruler of men including his army, ministers and animals carrying them. (24) 

Seeing that affluence (of the sage), which surpassed his own, in that hermitage, and full of 

longing for the cow of plenty (which was so useful for Agnihotra or pouring oblations into the 

sacred fire, and which was responsible for all the affluence displayed by the sage), the hero 
(Arjuna) including the (other) Haihayas (his kinsmen that had accompanied him in his 

hunting expedition) did not make much of that hospitality. (25) In his arrogance the king (did 

not think it necessary to seek the permission of the sage and) commanded his men to take 
away the cow of plenty (lit., a storehouse of milk, ghee and so on, fit for being poured as 

oblation into the sacred fire). And they (in their turn) forcibly took away to Mahismatl the 

screaming cow alongwith its calf. (26) Now, on the king having gone away Rama (who had 

been out) returned to the hermitage and, having heard of his aforesaidwickedness, flew into 

a rage like a serpent that had been hit. (27) Taking his terrible axe, shield pnd bow with a 

quiver, the formidable hero pursued the king like a lion (the king of beasts) chasing the leader 
of a herd of elephants. (28) 
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(Even) while entering his capital, Arjunasaw rushing with (great) vehemence Parasurama 
(the foremost of the Bhrgus), wielding a bow and armed with an arrow and an axe, clad in 
the skin of a black antelope and marked with matted locks brilliants as (the rays of) the 

sun.(29) Arjuna sent forth (against the intruder) seventeen most formidable Aksauhinls* 
characterized by elephants, chariots, horses and foot-soldiers and armed with maces, 

swords, arrows, javelins, Sataghnis (a stone or cylindrical piece of wood studded with iron 

spikes) and darts. The glorious Rama destroyed them (all) single-handed. (30) In whatever 
direction appeared Rama (the destroyer of hostile armies), quick as mind and the wind, 
whose axe was (ever) prone to strike, there fell down to the ground warriors with their arms, 

thighs and necks severed and their charioteers and animals slain. (31) Seeing his army laid 
low in the battle-field—rendered miry with streams of blood—with their shields, ensigns, 

bows and bodies cut to pieces by the axe and shafts of Rama, Arjuna (the chief of the 
Haihayas) rushed forward in rage. (32) Now, with his (one thousand) arms the celebrated 

Arjuna synchronously fitted arrows to his five hundred bows in order to pierce Rama. Rama 
(however), who was by far the foremost of those that (ever) wielded missiles and who had 

(only) one bow, simultaneously cut them down with his arrows. (33) Again, with his hard- 
edged axe Rama, for his part, violently lopped off, like the hoods of a serpent, (all the 
thousand) arms of Arjuna, who came rushing forward in battle with (terrible) speed uprooting 

with his (numerous) hands rocks and trees on the battle-field. (34) Rama severed, like the 
peak of a mountain, the head of Arjuna, whose arms had (thus) been lopped off. On the father 

having been killed, his ten thousand sons ran away out of fear. (35) 
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Bringing back the cow of plenty—sore distressed (at its having been removed by force 

from the hermitage)—together with her calf, and returning safe to his hermitage, Rama (the 

* For the strength of an AksauhinT see foot-note below I. viii. 48. 
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slayer of hostile warriors) duly made her over to his father (sage Jamadagni). (36) Rama 
recounted to his father as well as to his (elder) brothers his own achievement and also that 

which was done by Arjuna. Having heard the account, Jamadagni spoke (as follows):—(37) 

"Rama, O Rama of mighty arms you have committed a (great) sin in that you slew for no 
purpose a ruler of men, who represented all the gods (in his person). (38) We, Brahmanas, 

O dear child, have earned a title to adoration through forgiveness alone, by virtue of which 

Brahma, the adored of the (whole) world, attained to the position of the supreme ruler (of the 

universe). (39) Through forgiveness the glory of a Brahmana shines forth like the brilliance 

of the sun. (Nay,) with the forgiving the almighty Lord Sri Hari is quickly pleased. (40) Slaying 

a king whose head has been (duly) consecrated (at the time of coronation) is more sinful than 
the killing of a Brahmana. Therefore, O dear one, atone for the sin by reverently visiting the 
holy places with your mind fixed on SrT Visnu (the immortal Lord). (41) 

Thus ends the fifteenth discourse in Book Nine of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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Discourse XVI 
Extermination of the Ksatriyas by Parasurama : an account 

of the posterity of the sage Viswamitra 
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Sri Suka resumed : Admonished by his father (as aforesaid)* and saying "So be it", 

Parasurama returned to his hermitage (only) after having performed pilgrimage for a year, 

0 delight of the Kurus! (1) On a certain day, having gone to the Gartga, Renuka(Parasurama's 

mother saw (there) Citraratha (the king of the Gandharvas)—adorned with a lotus garland— 

sporting with celestial nymphs. (2) It was for water that she had gone to the river. (But) gazing 

at the sporting Gandharva, she did not remember the time scheduled for offering oblations 

into the sacred fire (when the water was required by her husband), her heart being seized 

with a slight longing for Citraratha. (3) Perceiving the delay thus caused, and terribly afraid 

* Vide verses 38—41 of Discourse XV above. 
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of the sage's (her husband's) curse, she returned (forthwith) and, placing the pitcher before 
him, stood with joined palms. (4) Enraged to know (through Yoga) the (mental) lapse of,his 
.wife, the sage exclaimed, “My sons I do away with this sinful woman." Though enjoined thus, 

they did not carry out his command. (5) Peremptorily urged by the father, Parasurama, who 
knew well the power of the sage's deep concentration of mind and austerities killed his 

brothers alongwith the mother. (6) The gratified Jamadagni (the son of Satyavatt) asked him 
-to seek a boon. Rama for his part requested that those despatched by himself might be 

restored to life and forget their having been killed (by him). (7) They instantly rose (quite) 
whole (again) as if after sleep. Parasurama put his dear ones to death (only) because he 

knew the power of his father's austerities. (8) 
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Those sons of Arjuna that had been vanquished by Rama's valour found peace 
nowhere, recollecting as they did the death of their father (at the hands of Parasurama), O 

king! (9) One day, when Parasurama, alongwith his (elder) brothers, had gone to the woods 
from his hermitage, Arjuna's sons (who were anxious to repay their grudge) came to the 
hermitage, finding a suitable opportunity (to accomplish their object). (10) Perceiving the 

sage seated in the hut consecrated to the sacrificial fire, with his mind fixed on the Lord of 
sacred renown, they of sinful resolve made short work of him. (11) Though entreated by the 
helpless mother of Parasurama (to spare her husband), those vile and extremely heartless 
Ksatriyas forcibly lopped off the sage's head and took it away (with them). (12) Stricken with 

agony and grief and violently beating herself with her hands, the virtuous Renuka loudly and 
plaintively cried, "Rama I O Rama I! Come, dear child !!!“ (13) Attentively hearing that cry of 

"Oh Rama!" uttered as though by one in distress, Parasurama, who was at a distance, hastily 
returned to the hermitage and beheld his father done to death. (14) Utterly confounded with 

an outburst of agony, anger, indignation, affliction and grief, Parasurama then cried:—"Ah 
noble and mostvirtuous father, leaving us, you have ascended to heaven!" (15) Wailing thus, 
he himself tightly gripped his battle-axe and, entrusting the father's dead body to the care of 

his brothers, made up his mind to extirpate the Ksatriya race*. (16) 
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* Tradition says that in her deep agony caused by her husband's brutal murder Rama’s mother beat her breast twenty- 

one times. In order to pacify her. Parasurama too wiped out the Ksatriya race as many times. 
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Going to Mahismati (that had been) completely robbed of its splendour by the (sin of 

the) murderers of a Brahmana (sage), Parasurama raised in the heart of the city a huge 

mountain of thejr heads and with their blood created a ghastly river that inspired terror into 

(the heart of) Brahmana-haters. Making the murder of hisfather an excuse—on the Ksatriyas 
having taken to unrighteous ways—the mighty Parasurama rid the globe of the Ksatriyas 
thrice seven times and (from their blood) created at Samantapancaka (Kuruksetra) tanks 

filled with blood instead of water, O protector of men I (17—19) Having brought (back) the 

head of his father, Parasurama joined it to his trunk and, placing his body on (blades of) the 

sacred Kusa grass, propitiated through (a number of) sacrifices the (supreme) Deity, his own 

Self, who represents all the gods in His person. (20) (At the end of these sacrifices) he 

actually gave away the eastern quarter to the Hota, the southern to the Brahma, the western 

to the Adhwaryu (and) the northern to the Udgata. (21) He bestowed the intermediate corners 
on the other priests, the central region on the sage Kasyapa, the Aryavarta (the tract of land 

bounded on the north by the Himalayas and on the south by the Vindhya mountains), on the 

Upadrasta (the supervisor) and the region beyond (viz., that lying to the south of the Vindhya 

range) on the Sadasyas (superintending priests). (22) And then, having washed off his entire 
sin (incurred by killing numberless Ksatriyas) through a bath, taken at the conclusion of the 

sacrifices in (the waters of) the SaraswatT, a river representing the Vedas, he shone like the 

cloudless sun. (23) Having regained his own body (which was now completely) spiritualized 

(consisting as it did of consciousness alone), Jamadagni too, the adored of Parasurama, 

became the seventh in the group of the seven seers (looking after the welfare of the 

universe). (24) Indeed, Jamadagni's son, the worshipful Parasurama too, who has eyes 

beautiful as a pair of lotuses, will propagate the Vedas (as one of the seven seers), 0 king, 

in the ensuing Manvantara. (25) He stays even to this day on Mount Mahendra, having 

renounced (all forms of) violence and with a perfectly serene mind, his exploits being sung 

by Siddhas, Gandharvas and Caranas. (26) Descending in the midst of the Bhrgus, the 
almighty Lord SrT Hari, the Soul of the universe, thus slew several times kings (Ksatriyas) 
who constituted a great burden on the (bosom of the) earth. (27) 
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Gadhi's son was (the celebrated sage) Viswamitra possessed of extraordinary 

effulgence, like a blazing fire, who, shedding his Ksatriyahood, attained Brahmanical glory 
through (his) asceticism. (28) And Viswamitra had one hundred and one sons, O protector 

of men! The fifty-first son (who formed the middle of the whole lot, was (named) 
Madhucchanda; (hence) they (all) came to be known as Madhucchandas. (29) Adopting 

Ajigarta's son Sunahsepa, also known as Devarata, a scion of the sage Bhrgu, as his own 
son, the sage Viswamitra said to his sons, "Let this boy be treated as the eldest (of you 

all).“(30) He was the same Sunahsepa (a descendant of Bhrgu) who was sold (by his 
parents) to be used as a human victim in the sacrificial performance of King Hariscandra.* 
(Having sought the protection of Viswamitra,) he was freed from bond in the shape of a cord 
by extolling (as instructed by Viswamitra) gods such as the lords of creation. (Thus) saved 
by the gods (Varuna and others) in a sacrificial “performance meant to propitiate the god 

Varuna, the ascetic boy became celebrated among the scions of Gadhi by the name of 
Devarata. (31 -32) The (fifty) sons of Viswamitra, olderthan Madhucchanda, did not approve 

of Sunahsepa being treated as the eldest. Full of anger, the sage (Viswamitra) cursed them, 

"Become Mlecchas (barbarians), O evil ones!" (33) Alongwith his fifty (younger) brothers— 
so the tradition goes—Madhucchanda then said: "We shall abide by whatever you enjoin on 
us.” (34) They (accordingly) took Sunahsepa, a seer of Vedic Mantras, as the eldest (of them 

all) and said to him, "Indeed we are (all) your followers (younger brothers)." (Gratified at this) 
Viswamitra said to these (latter) sons, "You will be blessed with sons—you who have made 
me a father of worthy sons by conceding my superiority (accepttingmy command). (35) This 

valiant Devarata is one of you (as good a scion of Kusika as you), O scions of Kusika! (Hence) 
follow him (as an elder brother)." There were other sons too of Viswamitra—Astaka, HarTta, 
Jaya, Kratuman and so on. (36) Thus, of course, the line of Kusika was ramified into various 

off-shoots due to the sons of Viswamitra. And it acquired a different Pravara (branch name, 

viz., that of Devarata) inasmuch as it was given a new shape (with Devarata as the eldest 

son of Viswamitra). (37) 

Thus ends the sixteenth discourse in Book Nine of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

* Vide verses 20 and 21 of Discourse VII above. 
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(All) these aforesaid kings in the line of Ksatravrddha were the descendants of Kasi. 
Rambha's son was Rabhasa, whose son (again) was GambhTra and from him followed 

Akriya. (10) Through his wife was sprung a line of Brahmanas; (now) listen to the posterity 

of Anena. From (the loins of) Anena sprang up Suddha, from whom followed Suci. Of him 
was born Trikakud, alias Dharmasarathi. (11) Of him was born Santaraya, who had his object 

(in the shape of final beatitude) accomplished and was enlightened (too so that he did not 
beget any child). Raji had five hundred sons, who were (all) possessed of immense 
strength.(12) Solicited by the gods, he slew the demons and restored (the kingdom of) 
heaven to Indra. Returning it to him (Raji) and clasping his feet, Indra placed himself in his 

hands, afraid as he was of Prahrada and other enemies. On the death of their father, the sons 

of Raji’ did not return to the great Indra, even though he asked for it, (the sovereignty of) 
heaven and (even) fully appropriated the sacrificial offerings. When oblations were being 
poured by the preceptor (the sage Brhaspati) into the sacred fire (according to the procedure 

laid down for the employment of spells for a malevolent purpose), Indra (the slayer of the 

demon Bala) slew (all) the sons of Raji, who had strayed from the path of virtue, and none 

(of them) was left alive. From (the loins of) Kusa, the grandson of Ksatravrddha, sprang up 
Prati; then came Sanjaya, whose son was Jaya. (13—16) From Jaya followed Krta and of 
Krta, again, was born King Haryavana. Next came Sahadeva and from Sahadeva followed 
Hina; while Hina's son was Jayasena, Then came Sarikrti and the latter's son was Jaya, a 
great car-warrior devoted to the course of conduct of a Ksatriya. These are all the kings born 

in the line of Ksatravrddha; now hear of the line which originated from King Yayati (the son 

of Nahusa). (17-18) 

Thus ends the seventeenth discourse, forming part of an account of the lunar dynasty, 
in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sariihita. 
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Sri Suka resumed : Like the six senses (including the mind) of an embodied soul, 

the following six were the sons of Nahusa—Yati, Yayati, Sarhyati, Ayati, Viyati and Krti. 

(1) Yati (the eldest) did not desire the sovereignty, offered by his father, since he knew 

the end of sovereignty, having entered which one is no longer able to realize the Self. 

(2) On his father (Nahusa) having been hurled from heaven and transformed into a 

python by the (curse of) the Brahmanas (the sage Agastya and others) due to the 

former's impudence towards Indra's wife, therefore, (it was) Yayati (who) became the 

king. (3) Yayati (the elder brother) appointed (his four) younger brothers (Sarhyati and 

others) as governors in the four quarters (each in one quarter) and, having taken to 

wife the daughters of Sukracarya and Vrsaparva, ruled over the globe (as its suzerain 
lord). (4) 
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The king (Parlksit) submitted : The glorious Sukracarya was a Brahmana sage and 

Yayati (the son of Nahusa), a mere Ksatriya. How did the irregular marriage of a ksatriya king 
with a Brahmana girl take place ? (5) 
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SrT Su ka replied : Accompanied by a thousand girl companions as well as by DevayanI, 

the daughter of Sukracarya (the preceptor of the Danavas), Sarmistha.the virgin daughter 

of Vrsaparva (the celebrated Danava chief)—who, though belonging to the weaker sex, was 

(yet) very proud—was strolling, on one occasion, in the city garden, full of flowering trees and 

adorned with the sandy strands of a lotus pond swarming with sweetly humming bees.(6-7) 

Arriving at the pond and leaving their clothes on the margin, those maidens with eyes 

beautiful as a pair of lotuses sported in it, sprinkling one another with water. (8) Observing 

Lord Sankara, mounted on a bull alongwith His divine Consort (Goddess ParvatT) passing 

(that way), the damsels felt abashed and put on their clothes, coming out of the pond at 

once.(9) Sarmistha unwittingly put on the raiment of the preceptor's daughter, regarding it 

as her own. Getting enraged (at this), DevayanT spoke thus:—(10) “Oh ! just look at the 

indecorum of this servant-maid in that like a bitch snatching away the oblation in a sacrifice 

she has put on the clothing which was meant to be put on by us. (11) Even among the 
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Brahmanas—by whom this world has been created by dint of (their) asceticism, who 
represent the mouth of the supreme Person (in the sense that they emanated from the mouth 

of the Cosmic Person and also because it is by feeding them that the Lord is easily 

propitiated) and by whom is cherished (as the object of their worship) the (transcendent) 
Brahma (that is all effulgence), by whom has been revealed the way to blessedness (in the 

shape of the Vedic religion), whom hail and extol the guardians of the spheres and the 
rulers of the gods, (nay,) even the almighty Lord, the Soul of the universe, the Purifier (of 

all) and the abode of SrT (the goddess of beauty and prosperity)—we are the descendants 
of Bhrgu ! Her (Sarmistha's) father, a demon chief, is a disciple of ours. (Yet) like a Sudra 

who has learnt by heart the Veda, this wench has put on the garment which was to be worn 
by us !" (12—14) Hissing like a female serpent and biting her lips in anger, the ill-treated 

Sarmistha spoke (as follows) to the preceptor's daughter, who was thus abusing her:—(15) 
"Not knowing your own status, O beggar-maid, you brag much! Do you not (all) wait at our 

door like a swarm of crows (the eaters of crumbs offered to them as representatives of the 
feathered kingdom)?" (16) Reproaching in such exceedingly harsh words the preceptor's 
daughter, who was worthy of respect, Sarmistha violently dashed her into a well after 

snatching her clothes through anger. (17) 
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When Sarmisfha had left for her home, Yayati, who had been wandering in search of 

game, arrived there by chance.Being desirous of water, he looked into the well and descried 

her (Devayani)—so the tradition goes. (18) Giving to the naked girl the piece of cloth 
covering the upper part of his body, the kind-hearted king lifted her out, grasping (her) hand 

by his own. (19) DevayanI, (the daughter of the sage Usana) spoke to the hero in a language 
full of love (as follows):—"O king, the conqueror of (your) enemy's cities! my hand has been 

accepted by you. (20) Indeed, let none else take my hand, now that I have been accepted 
by you. This union of ours, 0 valiant king, has been brought about by Providence and is not 
man-made inasmuch as this sight of yours has been vouchsafed to me while I was clinging 

to a well. (21) A Brahmana is not destined to be my husband, thanks to the imprecation of 

Kaca (the son of the sage B.rhaspati)—Kaca, whom I had cursed* on a former occasion, O 
long-armed one !" (22) Recognizing the connection as having been pre-ordained by fate, 
even though it was not (at all) acceptable to him (inasmuch as it was against the recognized 

code of ethics), and perceiving his mind too (which could not lean towards unrighteousness) 

drawn towards her, Yayati agreed to her proposal. (23) 
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* Kaca was receiving instruction in the science of reviving the dead from SukracSrya at the latter's house. While he was 

returning home after finishing his course of instruction, Devayani wooed him, but was refused by Kaca on the ground of her 

being like a sister to him. Devayani thereupon pronounced an imprecation on him that the instruction received by him would 

bear no fruit. Kaca too uttered a counter-curse on Devayani, saying that no Brahmana would take her to wife. 
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On the valiant king having departed, Devayani (too) repaired from the garden to her 
father, weeping (ail the way), and forthwith related to him all that had been said and done 

by Sarmistha. (24) Condemning the vocation of a priest and praising the way of life of a 

pigeon (that gleans grains of corn lying scattered in afield where the harvest has been reaped 

and lives on such gleanings alone), that glorious sage, Kavya (Sukracarya), went out of the 

city (the capital of Vrsaparva), sad at heart, alongwith his daughter (Devayani). (25) 

Concluding him to have hostile intentions (of bringing victory to the gods), and anxious to 

placate the preceptor, Vrsaparva fell (prostrate) at his feet on the road. (26) The worshipful 

Sukracarya (a scion of Bhrgu), whose anger lasts but half a moment, gently said to his 

disciple, "Let Devayanfs wish (condition) be fulfilled, O king! I am unable to ignore her". (27) 

When Vrsaparva remained standing, (even) after uttering the words, "So be it!”, Devayani 
declared what was in her mind, saying, "Given away by my father, whithersoever I go, let 

Sarmistha followme with (all) her companions." (28) Perceiving thedangertoherown people 
from the exit of Sukracarya and the magnitude of good expected from his staying over, 

Sarmistha waited upon Devayani like a menial alongwith herthousandfemalecompanions.(29) 

Giving away to Yayati (son of Nahusa) his daughter alongwith Sarmistha, the sage Usana 

(Sukracarya) said to him, “O king ! let not Sarmistha ever share your bed." (30) Perceiving 

on a certain occasion Devayani (Usana's daughter) blessed with a son. Sarmistha (too) who 

was leading a chaste life, sought during the period favourable for conception the bed in 

seclusion of the very husband of her friend (Devayani), (with a longing to be similarly blessed 

with progeny). (31) Solicited by the princess for progeny and considering it a sacred duty (to 

grant her prayer), Emperor Yayati (who knew what was right) sought her embrace as 

something ordained by destiny itself (and not through concupiscence), even though 

recollecting in time the warning of Sukracarya. (32) Devayani duly gave birth to Yadu and 
Turvasu as well, while Sarmistha, the daughter of Vrsaparva, bore Druhyu and Anu and 

Puru. (33) Overwhelmed with rage on concluding that Sarmistha (the daughter of the Asura 

king) too had conceived through her (own) husband, the haughty Devayani went away to 

her father's house. (34) Having followed his darling, the uxorious Yayati tried to reconcile 

her with blandishments, as well as by kneading her feet and other such devices, but could 

not please her. (35) The angry Sukracarya said to the king, "O fool! O liar, hankering after 
women !! Let old age, which disfigures a man, overtake you." (36) 
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Yayati submitted : I am unsated till today with sensuous enjoyments in the company 

of your daughter, O holy Brahmana! (Sukracarya replied) "Old age may be exchanged (by 
you) at will with the youth of any other who may voluntarily accept it.” (37) Having obtained 

a solution (of his problem) in this form, Yayati (returned to his capital and) said to his eldest 
son, "Yadu dear, take this old age (of mine), brought about by (the curse of) your grandfather 

(mother's father, Sukracarya) and part with your own youth, my darling ! (for) I am not yet 
satiated with the pleasures of sense and intend to revel some (more) years with (the help 

of) your youth. (38-39) 
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Yadu replied : I have no courage to (accept and) live with your old age, got (by you) in 

the middle of your life. (For,) having not (actually) tasted the vulgar pleasures a man does 

not attain to desireiessness. (40) Though urged by theirfather, Turvasu and Druhyu and Anu 
too declined, O scion of Bharata, since they did not know what was right and looked upon 

the transient (body etc.) as eternal. (41) (Now) Yayati asked his son, Puru—who, though 
youngest in age, was superior in point of virtues—and added, "Dear one ! like your elder 

brothers you should not refuse me.” (42) 
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Puru replied : As a matter of fact, what man in this world, O ruler of men ! can requite 

his father, the procreator of his body, by whose grace he can attain the highest (object of 
his life)? (43) The best son is he who accomplishes (in anticipation) whatever is expected 

by his father (without waiting to be told what is wanted by him). A mediocre son is he who 
does (only) that which he is (expressly) told io. The lowest is he who does his fathers 
bidding with irreverence; while he who refuses to do his bidding is (no more than) the 

refuse of his father. (44) 
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Saying so, Puru most gladly accepted his father's old age. The latter too, O protector of 

men, enjoyed the pleasures of sense with (the help of) his (Puru's) youth, as enjoined by the 

scriptures. (45) Duly protecting his subjects like a father, Yayati (the ruler of all the seven 

divisions of the globe) enjoyed the sense-objects according to his pleasure, his senses 

remaining unimpaired. (46) Devayani too, the beloved of her husband, afforded supreme 

delight in private to her beloved husband from day to day with mind, speech, body and 

(various) articles (of enjoyment). (47) Yayati (also) propitiated through sacrifices with liberal 

gifts of money Lord Sri Visnu (the Destroyer of sins), the Deity presiding over sacrifices, the 

embodiment of all the Vedas, who represents all the gods in His Person. (48) Like a mass 

of clouds in the sky, this world—which is (no better than) a dream, a hoax and a fancy—is 
superimposed on God; it now appears as different (in the shape of numberless names and 

forms) and now disappears (during deep sleep as well as at the time of final dissolution). (49) 

Installing in his heart the selfsame Lord Vasudeva, the Indweller of all hearts, who has His 
abode in water and is subtler than the subtle, Yayati, who had no desire (left) in him, 

worshipped Him there. (50) Though enjoying the pleasures of sense—which are only 

conceptual—with his (five) wicked senses as well as with the mind, which is the sixth, for 

thousands of years, Yayati (the ruler of the entire globe) did not feel sated. (51) 

Thus ends the eighteenth discourse in Book Nine of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XIX 

Yayati's Renunciation 
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Sri Suka resumed : Thus enjoying the pleasures of sense, Yayati, who had been 

enslaved by his wife, woke up to his spiritual fall and, disgusted with the world narrated the 

following (story in the form of a ) parable to Devayani (his beloved wife). (1) "Listen, O 

Devayani (a scion of the sage Bhrgu), the true story of one on this earth who had a conduct 

similar to mine and who was full of lust (lit., lived in a village), yet for whom (and others like 

him) the wise residing in the woods constantly grieve. (2) Hunting for his beloved object in 

a forest all alone, a certain goat saw a she-goat fallen in a well, subject (as she was) to her 

own destiny. (3) Intently thinking of a means of rescuing the she-goat, the passionate goat 

created an outlet (for her) by digging out the earth at the brim with the end of his horns. (4) 

Coming out of the well, that beautiful she-goat, it is said, fell in love with that very goat. 

Observing him selected by her—stout, mature, most lovable, capable of procreation and 

expert in the art of copulation as he was—many more she-goats, who longed for a beloved 

companion, also conceived a passion for the goat. Enhancing the delight of those numerous 

she-goats, that king of goats revelled with them alone and ceased to think of himself, 

possessed as he was by the devil of concupiscence. (5-6) Perceiving that very goat enjoying 

himself with another most beloved she-goat, the one that had fallen into the well and 

(consequently) got bewildered, could not brook that act of the goat. (7) Deserting that lustful 

goat, who though disguised as a friend had played her false and whose love was (only) 

momentary, given as he was to the gratification of his senses, the she-goat returned full of 

agony to her owner. (8) The goat too, a slave of his beloved she-goat, felt (very) wretched 

and followed her, uttering a bleat all the way in order to pacify her, but could not reconcile 

her. (9) There (in her owner's house) a certain Brahmana, who was her owner, amputated, 

in anger, his dangling scrotum and rejoined it in the interest of the she-goat (herself), 

proficient as he was in (all) such expedients. (10) With his scrotum restored, the goat too 

revelled for a long time indeed with the she-goat that had been found (by him) in the well, 

O dear one! But he does not feel satiated with sense-enjoyments till this day. (11) Bound in 

the same way with the cords of your love and deluded by your charm, O pretty one, I fail to 

recognize my own self, wretched as I am. (12) (All) the rice and barley, gold, animals and 

women that exist on earth—they cannot yield satisfaction to the mind of a man who is 

buffeted by lust. (13) The craving for sense-gratification never ceases with the enjoyment of 

sense-objects. On the other hand it grows stronger and stronger like fire fed by ghee. (14) 

When a man does not entertain the notion of diversity (in the form of likes and dislikes, which 

are undesirable,) with regard to any living being, then to such a man, looking upon all with 
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the same eye, all the quarters turn blissful. (IS) One desirous of happiness should speedily 
get rid of the thirst for pleasure, which is productive of sorrow, nay, which cannot be easily 
given up by the evil-minded and which does not get worn out even though one's body grows 
old.(16)Amanshouldnotsit close (even) to his mother, sister or daughter. (For) the powerful 
senses lead astray even a learned man. (17) Full one thousand years have slipped by while 
I have been busy repeatedly enjoying the pleasures of sense. And yet each time (I enjoy 
them) my thirst for them is renewed. (18) Therefore, giving up this (thirst for pleasure) and 
fixing my mind on the Absolute, I shall roam about with deer, being rid of the pairs of opposites 
(such as joy and sorrow) and free from egotism. (19) Knowing both that is seen and heard 
of as unreal and foreseeing transmigration and the degradation of his soul to followfrom their 
thought (etc.), he who neither thinks of nor enjoys them is the knower of his self." (20) 
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Having spoken thus to his wife (Devayanf) and returned Puru's youth to him, Yayati 
received (back) his own old age (from him), all craving for enjoyment having left him for 
good.(21) He appointed Druhyu as the ruler in the south-eastern quarter, Yadu in the south, 
Turvasu in the west and Anu in the north. (22) Having duly installed (on the throne) Puru, the 
worthiest, (though the youngest, of ail his sons) as the suzerain lord of the entire globe and 
master of its wealth, and placing his elder brothers (Yadu and others) under his control, 

Yayati retired to the forest. (23) He renounced in a moment the pleasures of the six senses 
(including the mind), constantly enjoyed (by him) for very many years through their objects, 
(even) as a bird leaves its nest when fledged. (24) Having totally shaken off all attachment 
(to the body and whatever is connected with it) and dissociated himself from his subtle body 
(a product of the three Gunas), by virtue of his self-realization in that forest, the celebrated 
Yayati attained absorption into the supreme Brahma, known by the name of Vasudeva, 
which is free from the taint of Maya—a state which is obtainable (only) through devotion to 
the Lord. (25) Hearing the (aforesaid) parable, Devayanf took it as a taunt to herself; (nay) 
she thought it to be a joke uttered (by her husband) in the agony of love subsisting between 
a husband and a wife. (26) Realizing the association of near and dear ones, who are (all) 
subject to the control of the Lord, as akin to the gathering of travellers in a place where water 
is supplied to the passers-by, and as having been brought about by the Lord's will (guided 
by their past Karma), Devayanf (a scion of Bhpgu) renounced attachment to everything, 
regarding all to be as unreal as a dream, and focussing her mind on Sri Krsna, gave up her 
subtle body (attained Liberation like her husband). (27-28) Hail, hail to You, the all-tranquil 
and all-pervading Lord Vasudeva, the Maker of this universe, the Indweller of all created 
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beings. (29) 

Thus ends the nineteenth discourse, in Book Nine of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3TST fq^TtSSHIFI: 
Discourse XX 

The posterity of Puru and the stories of Dusyanta and Bharata 
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SrTSuka resumed: I shall (now) give a detailed account of the line of Puru, in which you 
were born, O scion of Bharata, and in which (many) royal sages and Brahmanas, each 
propagating his line, appeared. (1) Now, Janmejaya was born of Puru and Janmejaya's son 
was Pracinvan, from whose loins appeared PravTra. From him indeed followed Namasyu 
(and) to him was born Carupada. (2) From his loins appeared a son named Sudyu, of whom 
was born Bahugava, and from him followed Sarhyati. His son was Aharhyati, whose son was 
called Raudraswa. (3) Rteyu, Kukseyu, Sthandileyu, Krteyu, Jaleyu and Santateyu, 
Dharmeyu, Satyeyu, Vrateyu and the youngest known as Vaneyu—these ten were the sons 
of Raudraswa, born of the celestial nymph GhrtacT, (even) as the ten Indriyas (the five senses 
of perception and the five organs of action) are evolved from Prana, the chief of the five vital 
airs (viz., Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana and Samana), the life of the microcosm. (4-5) 
Rteyu's son was Rantibhara, who had three sons—Sumati, Dhruva and Apratiratha, O 
protector of men ! Apratiratha's son was Kanva. (6) His son was Medhatithi, from whom 
originated the Brahmanas, Praskanva and others. Sumati's son was Raibhya; (and) 

Dusyanta is held to be his son. (7) 
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(One day,) surrounded (accompanied) by a few bodyguards, Dusyanta, who had gone 

a hunting, arrived at the hermitage of Kanva. He saw sitting there a charming damsel, who 
was a compeer of Rama (the goddess presiding over beauty and prosperity) and a 
personification as it were of the enchanting potency of the Lord, and was illuminating the 
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hermitage with her effulgence. The king instantly fell in love with her and spoke to her. (8-9) 
Greatly rejoiced at her sight and sore stricken with love, he questioned her in soft words (as 
follows), gracefully smiling, his fatigue having completely disappeared:—(10) "Who are you 

with eyes resembling the petals of a lotus ? Whose daughter are you, O charming one ? And 
what is the purpose of your staying in this lovely forest? (11)1 clearly perceive you to be the 
daughter of a Ksatriya, 0 pretty one! For, nowhere does the mind of the scions of Puru find 

delight in (leans towards) unrighteousness.” (12) 
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Sakuntala replied : Certainly I am the daughter of Viswamitra, forsaken by Menaka in 

the forest. The worshipful sage Kanva knows this (life-history of mine). What may we do for 

you, O hero? (13) Have your seat, O lotus-eyed one, and indeed let our hospitality be 
accepted (by you). There is (enough of) wild rice, which may (kindly) be partaken of; (and) 

stay (here) if it pleases you. (14) 
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Dusyanta replied: What you say is (quite) becoming of you, born (as you are) in the line 
of Kusika, O beautiful one! For, princesses choose a suitable partner by themselves. (15) 
The king, who knew what was enjoined at a particular time and place, married, consistently 
with the ethical code, Sakuntala—who had (tacitly) expressed her consent—according to 
the Gandharva system (which is based on mutual consent alone). (16) The royal sage, who 
was possessed of unfailing procreative energy, deposited his seed (at night) in the womb of 

his wedded wife (Sakuntala). The next morning he went (back) to his capital. (And) in course 
of time she gave birth to a son. (17) The sage Kanva performed the appropriate (purificatory) 
rites relating to the (new-born) prince (commencing from Jatakarma, the rite performed at 
the time of the birth of a child), in the forest. While (yet) an infant, he used to play with lions, 

binding them with his superior strength. (18) 
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Sakuntala (the jewel among young women) sought the presence of her (royal) husband 
(Emperor Dusyanta), taking alongwith her that boy of formidable prowess, born with a 
minute ray (of the divine essence) of Sri Hari. (19) When the king (Dusyanta) did not accept 
(as his own) Sakuntala (his wife) and her son, who were (both) irreproachable, an ethereal 
voice in the heavens spoke (as follows), all living beings listening:—(20) "Mother is but a 
leathern bag (to hold and develop the seed). The son belongs to his father (alone); nay, he 

is the same as his father* (of whom he was born). (Therefore,) O Dusyanta! havef your son 

* This is corroborated by the Sruti, which says:—‘ stirht 7 yriiHiIV. 

t The command of the ethereal voice asking Dusyanta to accept the child () was responsible for the child being given 

the name of Bharata. 
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(and) do not spurn Sakuntala (your wedded wife). (21) A son who procreates (and thus 
propagates his line) leads (his father) out of the abode of Yama, O ruler among men! 

Sakuntala truly says that you are the procreator of this child." (22) 
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After his father's death Bharata too became a universal monarch of great renown. The 

glory of the said monarch, bom with a ray of Sri Hari, is sung on earth (even to this day). (23) 
He bore the mark of a discus in his right palm and that of a lotus-bud on (the soles of both) 

his feet. Having been (duly installed on the throne after being) consecrated by means of a 
grand (religious) bath, the powerful emperor performed (as many as) fifty-five horse- 
sacrifices on the banks of the (holy) Gariga in order of sequence (from the source to the 

mouth) and seventy-eight sacrifices (lit., he tied seventy-eight holy horses) along the 

Yamuna in the same order, choosing DTrghatama (the son of Mamata) as his priest and freely 
gifting (ample) wealth. The sacrificial fire of Bharata, the son of Dusyanta, was set up on 
an exceedingly excellent (most sacred) site where a thousand Brahmanas divided among 

themselves cows (gifted by Bharata)—each getting as his share a Badva (thirteen thousand 
and eighty four*). (24—26) Having (thus) performed one hundred and thirty-three horse- 

sacrifices (lit., having tied to the sacrificial post 133 horses) to the (great) wonder of (other) 
kings, Bharata (the son of Dusyanta) not only overcame the Lord's Maya (the deluding 

potency) but (also) attained to Lord Sri Hari (the adored of the gods). (27) In the sacrificial 
function called 'Masnara' Bharata gave away (to the Brahmanas) fourteen lakhs of dark 
elephants of excellent breed with white tusks—all adorned with gold. (28) Neither did kings 

that have gone by nor will future kings emulate the great example of Bharata any more than 
one can touch heaven with one's hands. (29) In the course of his conquest of the (four) 
quarters he crushed alltheKiratas.Hunas, Yavanas, Andhras, Karikas, Khasas, Sakasand 

Mlecchas as well as kings who despised the Brahmanas and the Vedas. (30) He (Further) 
recovered wives of gods that had been carried away to Rasatala (the sixth subterranean 
region from above) by the demons, who having conquered the gods in the past had occupied 
(various) parts of Rasatala. (31) (During his reign) heaven as well as the earth yielded to 

his subjects all the objects of their desire. (In this way) he held sway in all the (four) quarters 
for thrice nine millenniums. (32) Realizing his sovereignty, that had carried his fame (even) 
to the guardians of the spheres, imperial fortune, his authority, which was unobstructed 

W^lll 
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(everywhere), nay, (his) life (itself) to be unreal, the aforesaid emperorwithdrew himself from 

the world. (33) 

nA-ic* JAdSf dd'4 ej^id: ^dMj Ht>rtd)Ad Hddl I^HI 

3McWl ■yiijUr-Mi sj^wtd: I SfrTf etlRd") Rif TTW c|14ueiKj>4ttJ I 

tr iron ^4wl‘'rf^r%fnTl| -iihPi^-i jfw ifaleiA-i gw i^ai 

R? ^idfnA SR gTjf sjstud I WTfTf tr^cKcn FAdA SR&!'JididKdqHj3£l 

4)sUMHI gfei iwwt ftcT?ihidingi oMg^gijedAsRfag^fitJw fetter 1^1 

sTT sfiH^l'idd ^r.lHV'i ^i%dl'H! FTTFTS^RFT: Ro | 

Bharata had three beloved wives, (all of them) daughters of the king of Vidarbha, O 

protector of men ! They disposed of their own sons for fear of being forsaken by their 

husband, because it was remarked (by him) that the sons were not after him. (34) On his 

race being thus threatened with extinction, the Maruts (wind-gods) handed over a son, 

Bharadwaja by name, to the emperor, who was propitiating them through (a sacrifice known 

by the name of) Marutstoma. (35) Proceeding to copulate with his brother's wife (Mamata), 
who was (already) pregnant, Brhaspati forcibly discharged his seed (in her womb), cursing 

the foetus* by which he was stopped. (36) Addressing Mamata (as well as Brhaspati), who 

was inclined to abandon the child (into which the seed was immediately transformed), 

terribly afraid as she was of being forsaken by her husband (Utathya), the gods uttered the 

following couplet, explaining the etymology of the child's name (and giving utterance to a 

disputation between Brhaspati and Mamata):—(37) (Says Brhaspati to Mamata): “O foolish 
one, nourish (Bhara) this child, born of two, (viz., my brother and myself, because begotten 

by me through my brother's wife)." (Mamata replied:) "O Brhaspati ! nourish this child 
(yourself), born (as it is) of us two (and particularly because I was forcibly impregnated by 

you).” Since, having spoken thus, the two (father and mother) went away (leaving the child), 

hence this child is (named) Bharadwaja. (38) (Though) urged by the gods in this way (in order 

to absolve Mamata of guilt in the eyes of her husband and thus disarm her fear of being 

forsaken by her husband), Mamata (as well as Brhaspati) abandoned the son (Bharadwaja), 

regarding him as useless (because born of an illicit union and hence a source of infamy). The 

Maruts (however) brought him up and (by them) he was handed over to Bharata on the 

latter's line being threatened with extinction. (39) 

Thus ends the twentieth discourse in Book Nine of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

* This forcible impregnation resulted firstly in the child in the womb (named afterwards as Dirghatama) getting blind 

through the curse of Brhaspati and secondly in the seed discharged by the latter being kicked out by the foetus and assuming 

the form of a fully developed male child as soon as it dropped on the ground. 
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3T^cbf^llSSHTFT: 

Discourse XXI 

The posterity of Bharata and the story of Rantideva 

^JcTT I I \ I 

tjssj t^as tm^T^r i rl^ciw f| ??rgs a i ^ i 

luyferiw ggm psai o5si sptpa: i fafegata #rta w$^=itit i 3 1 

«itn^sataif%^?Fafw: fe51 tjdMWtwyM ata itid-buRydn. 1 t 1 

ggsw ara^asit: 1 3tfMaaf?nii: an^ aifianuta aTnaa, 1 ^ 1 

aai tfartRiti. wtssmigsr snsaiRaa: 1 iff trH aa^R.ft ga?aT wft Ha: 1 ^ 1 

SrT Suka resumed : The son of Vitatha (Bharadwaja) was Manyu, of whom were born 
Brhatksatra, Jaya, Mahavlrya, Nara and Garga; and Nara's son was Sarikrti. (1) Sarikrti's 

sons were Guru and Rantideva, O delight of Pandu ! The glory of Rantideva is, as a matter 
of fact, sung both in this world and the world beyond. (2) In the case of Rantideva, who 

subsisted on whatever was obtained without any effort and who, though feeling hungry 
(himself), gave away all that was got, and was thus rendered (utterly) destitute (having no 
provision even for the evening much less for the next day), and therefore suffering terrible 

hardship, alongwith his family—who were reduced to (great) straits—(nay), trembling due 
to (excessive) hunger and thirst, yet calm, passed (not less than) forty-eight days—so the 

tradition goes—without his taking (even) water. In the morning (of the forty-ninth day) there 
came to him (by chance) ghee, rice cooked in milk with sugar, Sarhyava* (a kind of porridge 
made of wheat flour with ghee and) milk, as well as water. And when he was intending to partake 

of it, there arrived, at that (very) time, a newcomer in the person of a Brahmana. (3—5) Viewing 

Sri Hari everywhere and (therefore) full of reverence, Rantideva welcomed him and gave 
to him a proportionate share (of those dishes). (And) the Brahmana went away after taking 

that food. (6) 

3T8IP^t sitgyi||U|^ HsRfpa riflUrl I ftris SW3PT rPSU I a I 

dU-Mlirildidiy: sfaTFfri: I THtH. 'P cft'iVci I era WWW SpJStft I <■ I 

Tt 3TT|3tra1W ^ ftn ^StT OTilt Hrg: I t I 

m-fiUUMt^M didiMKdUUlHJ riTSPI: y,c-*bi)WI<IK4l 

trca rtf Ctvbvii Rt^mt fca^coSTTTTHJ snHlF.l^n ^3: 1^1 

Stiff! yuabRdrt^j'UMlU'Pt :fetftT WtRqjtST: I I 

^rg^ra hrartftsms fit: WFftmgtrrgT: i 

^ti Rnjttt: -fmmti wH-diMfaeMd^rti>fuiHi i i 
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?fa wei rmfci liKwiui: fqtnw i ij<™*i« 1*11^14111 fowtch-buit i vyi 

to flrgoRiahn: 1+1*41: 3+t?htr fcjtujRjfHftidi: ivm 

a iteir -ui^<a ftrRft 1 diy^ *r>ra% irrt R=t: mH.1^1 

1%ItT ejcfflUH-^uiSIVT: I RraT -^*J|h«T| TRR, Mr+WKin I ?1S I 

'lf%^<sqy!3-1: I 3TRcTT +itFR: Tlf HKWUIM4WUII: 1^41 

In the meantime, 0 ruler of the earth, while he was going to eat, having divided the 
remaining fare among themselves, yet another stranger came. Remembering Sri Hari, he 

gave away to the newcomer, who was a Sudra, a share of the food (already) divided (among 

themselves). (7) When the Sudra had left, there came to him another stranger surrounded 

(followed) by dogs. He said, "O king, let food be given to me, seized (as I am) with hunger 

alongwith my followers (the dogs)." (8) Receiving the newcomer kindly, the king gave away 

with great reverence whatever was left to the dogs as well as to their master and bowed to 
them (as so many manifestatations of the Lord). (9) There was but some water left, which 

was barely sufficient to slake the thirst of (only) one individual. When he was about to drink 

it, there unexpectedly came a Candala (one belonging to the lowest rank in Hindu society) 
saying, "(Kindly) give the water to me, an unlucky fellow." (10) Hearing that pitiful request, 

uttered with great effort (due to exhaustion), the king, who was sore stricken with pity, spoke 

the following nectar-like words:—(11) "I do not seek from the Lord the highest position 
attended with the eightfold Yogic power (Anima and so on) or even final beatitude (cessation 

of rebirth). Dwelling in their heart (as the sufferer) I would (rather) undergo the suffering of 

all embodied souls, so that (through such vicarious suffering of mine) they may be relieved 

of misery. (12) My exhaustion due to hunger and thirst, the weariness of my limbs, low spirits, 
langour, grief, despondency and infatuation have all disappeared on account of my giving 

away the water, which meant life to this miserable fellow, anxious to survive.” (13) Having 

expressed such noble sentiments, the king, who was full of fortitude and merciful by 

nature, gave the water to the Candala, though himself dying of thirst. (14) The Lords of the 

three spheres (Brahma, Visnu and Siva), who bestow rewards on those who seek them, 

and who appeared (a short while ago) in (three) illusory forms (viz., those of a Brahmana, 

Sudra and a Candala) created by Lord Visnu (in order to test the fortitude of Rantideva), 

(now) revealed themselves (in their own form) in his (Rantideva's) presence (15) Greeting 
them (all), Rantideva, who was (entirely) free from attachment and whose craving had 

altogether ceased, simply fixed his mind on Lord Vasudeva with (great) devotion (and did 

not ask anything of them). (16) Maya (the Lord's deluding potency)—consisting of the three 

Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas)—dissolved like a dream into (its own source, viz.,) the 

Spirit, O king, in the case of Rantideva, who concentrated his mind on God and sought 

no other boon from Him (than Devotion to His feet). (17) By virtue of their close association 
with him, all that followed in the footsteps of Rantideva became Yogis exclusively devoted 

to Lord Narayana. (18) 

imffef-iwnl uh4: racma I I V V I 

yt+tlhtuilWM it sn^iuuiid -nHT: I I V° I 

3T3nftst fgtitesr ifetR: 1 swulssw ag: ig: tji+iAattt«i) %ht: ivv i 

3M4Ic!I< (pit (pt 3tl#sra3«I: IVV 1 

mt-tnl if-tfclrL TTiTTTRTrT I Tfewt ^n-i: ct,i:>ql IV3 I 

Viferragrl: 917: iJSJRTR^tcTO: 19TTFI twit hImWW (pRTT 
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efjr^i ^cheh^W'l S?33rTTORR^ I ^ ^ wifqt f^WPWSTI^gFiq, R ^ I 

gcFR f. I dd'KddWdtdWkt. H<rrtl4l 3n#ftraT: IW 

From (the loins of) Garga sprang up Sini, of whom was born Gargya. From him, indeed, 

even though he was a Ksatriya, started a line of Brahmanas. From Mahavlrya appeared 
Duritaksaya, whose sons were Trayyaruni, Kavi and Puskararuni, who attained to 

Brahmanhood though born in a line of Ksatriyas. Brhatksatra's son was Hast!, by whom was 
built (the city of) Hastinapura. (19-20) HastT's sons were Ajamldha, DwimTdhaand PurumTdha. 

Priyamedha and other Brahmanas were the progeny of Ajamldha. (21) From (the loins of) 
Ajamldha sprang up (another son) Brhadisu, whose son was Brhaddhanwa. Of the latterwas 

born Brhatkaya, whose son was Jayadratha. (22) His son was Visada, to whom was born 
in course of time Senajit, Ruciraswa, Dfdhahanu, Kasya and Vatsa were the (four) sons of 

Senajit. (23) Ruciraswa's son was Para, whose son (again) was (named) Prthusena. There 
was (another) son of Para, NTpa by name, who had no less than a hundred sons. (24) 
Through KrtvT, the daughter of Suka* NTpa begot (another son) Brahmadatta. The latter, 
(who was) a Yogi, begot through his wife Gau (Saraswati), (a son named) Viswaksena. (25) 
Inspired by the teachings of JaigTsavya, it is said, he produced a work on Yoga. From (the 

loins of) Viswaksena sprang up lidakswana and from him followed Bhallada. These are 

the descendants of Brhadisu. (26) 

Udldtl ftritea <£ldhitddj,d: I Trai <Htdsjia4tM Im: I ^I 

ggpgfg ynidtdta gsr: Htifdultdd: i ijiw!5<uuHi*n^4r4t7TirrGt3nit'w^5.i^4i 

gftdT: itMUlill t Ti4t ^JiTigytdd: I rTFT TPtTtSSI rp*? I 

rrat ^rsjt fth dfa-dirMiikw Tte: gaw: 1301 

TIl^: gWltiA^fdlCTmct'l HmfeitdddtdW MstHH-girtldil: I?? I 

■MeflTTI 'gat: I SPSWS: 51? git ^ TSFTt ft I?1? I 

ftwtTTFwW fft U-*iltftil?tdl.'l y,sr«i<^ W hI sjrqtitiindJ?? I 

Dwimldha's son was YavTnara, whose son is remembered by the name of Krtiman. His 

son was Satyadhrti by name, whose son, Drdhanemi, begot Suparswa. (27) From Suparswa 

followed Sumati, whose son was Sannatiman. From (the loins of) the latter appeared Krti, 

who having received instruction in Yoga from Hiranyanabha taught (separately) indeed the 
six Sarhhitas (or collections of sacred texts) known as Pracyasamas. His son to be sure was 

Nipa, from whom followed Ugrayudha. His son was Ksemya, of whom was born SuvTra, 
whose son was Ripunjaya. (28-29) From (the loins of) the latter appeared a son named 
Bahuratha. (Dwimldha's younger brother) PurumTdha remained issueless. AjamTdha's son, 

through his (second) wife NalinT, was Nila, of whom was born a son, Santi (by name). (30) 
Santi's son was Susanti, and Susanti's son was Puruja, of whom was born Arka. His son was 

Bharmyaswa, who had five sons (viz.,) Mudgala, YavTnara, Brhadisu, Kampilya and 
Sanjaya. Bharmyaswa said, "These five sons of mine are competent enough to protect five 

lands." Hence, they were known as the Paficalas. From Mudgala sprang up a line of 

Brahmanas called the Maudgalyas. (31—33) 

ftaftTF: fFHgjri 415T i.ldUFTFi <lidHI<l. I ^ I 

' Although Suka (the son of Vedavyasa) renounced his father's home even without being invested with the sacred thread, 

and remained a celibate ever afterwards, he is said to have left for the solace of his disconsolate father a shadow-form of his, 

known by the name of Chayasuka, who lived as a householder and begot children. 
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aaT WtTjfa: gat U-tdciqqiKc: I ii^si^irt^-ii q^kdVidshin. fchco l?M 

7KWMiMdd ftga aaf^aaj <ta, ^gT ^UUMJ^I-sS-dgtjnui ataj 

gth: ^ihk: «n*di a ?l,Jm~'-<'aaagTft 1 aa i 

1% sJlH'fcl'iqa Hr-i^J'jl afttaiaT kcfctqals^did: 1771 

From (the loins of ) Mudgala, son of Bharmyaswa, appeared a pair (a son and a 

daughter), of whom the male was (named) Divodasa and the girl became known as Ahalya; 

of the latter through the sage Gautama (her husband) was born Satananda. (34) His son, 

Satyadhrti, was an adept in archery. His son was Saradvan, so-called because his seed, it 

is said, fell at the sight of Urva^T on a clump of reeds (Saras). The seed (however) assumed 

the form of a blessed pair. Seeing that pair, King Santanu, who was wandering in pursuit of 

game, picked it up out of compassion. The boy came to be Krpa, (a teacher of the Kauravas) 

and the girl Krpi, who (later on) became Dronacarya's wife. (35-36) 

Thus ends the twenty-first discourse in Book Nine of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3?2T srfg#SSZTFT: 

Discourse XXII 

The genealogy of the Pancalas, the Kurus and the kings of Magadha 

ikl-Ah-. ■SCII'CI 

iyi<tl«l»UeMWc^dl gn I tpR: W^<dtSSt TTWchl sd-r^-M^d. I X I 

WW y,=7^id ftaT rjW: ga: I |pat stl4<i ara UJH-TWri'-l: gat: I 7 I 

ggspn^ sjg^gaftaf: q^nrasii i ntsantegat iiat fjcHutwd: i ? i 

aatai g4a>-awi ga^aafa: gra: i aftfsta, r^rt: gar i •* i 

ggtatyqg, ^srjararaaTOT aa: gaft i aganatafent g?saip=man: i a i 

gfSTnanaasajJrtfgararg #fgat: i gfsatg gdjiiifiTgaaaaaa agtct: i ^ i 

ayl tuaftsdl-intd ^Maita^dl atth I 3taj7ar ailM atafaT 3lcbd!> ^ ^fTstSTTrT t a I 

^ uisu d/ui aifaafaj^ i aria caisddi 'Juun-arsTTatTga: t c i 

aag ritnTfanasastaT: i afTfstgaatatsgt^ ^rafr ant sn^a: i % i 

aat fagtatawta, an^4ataafsnaa,i qra^aaraaat aifirotsats^at ngjtj?oi 

aasr a^unrarar^ garfafsmj'a a i ajertaat fganatsggitataawi arara: 1771 

^ui(u: ^ra^taat ai^Sl* ffa aitaarr: 1 fagnaa afcaaa ^grfagj aa aa: 1771 

^injii yts^Hsiiaqtiian: i a a annai npna aWr ^ftaaftra a: 17^1 

Tafaratatfa -ctaiAui aafsir %a 1 aat &tc,7i dsu^ a aa^ aat fag: 1 1 
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SRfJsfgrfosF: MR3-d|itmjg^ ITRI tjgisMiKU^j, ^«ia(a^4^ IW 

tjei^Thl feA^g g^grara H-MWit^RfSofei^ ft'aftmt Rttti^si 

j^KlfdelKIH, ^ TT^T ? I e(cl|[t|4f«!«ITWra ehttlMMIHHlfe: I I 

55?St WTftsjfe | ^jmffrsraTW: 1^41 

sre;g 3KHl<mV’ifrai ^ftsr areranj Trfg4fagi &gr gsiwratf: grs: iw 

cftejarsuftig TWtjft gRi irtftw: i ^w4l<iiii*-ui'yi ^ feirp: ■gatRoi 

fafet4)4aw4i grsn ftaif# ?a: i gw gTRRiti, ^5i i^ i 

gdligfaifgHr'TTgJ 1W 

jgj gara ;ihi4 gt fikifar 3gft i raftragfgfesfrat? gtrfsrcRfq^ siwkli^s i 

wcHigggfi i wgfTTCRSfwr ’jfcif g$ggn gn: i?*i 

s^otstfi g wcpfemEt «u<fwm: i «png g grsf g faff 'nwafagfLiw 

SrT Suka resumed : From (the loins of) Divodasa appeared Mitreyu; and his sons, O 
protector of men, were Cyavana, Sudasa, Sahadeva and Somaka, the father of Jantu. (In 

fact,) Somaka had a hundred sons, of whom Pfsata was the youngest. His son was 
Drupada, whose sons (again) were Dhrstadyumna and others; while DraupadJ was his 

daughter. (1-2) From (the loins of) Dhrstadyumna appeared Dhrstaketu. These are the 
scions of Bharmyaswa, also known as the Pancalas. From (the loins of) Rksa, who was 
another son of AjamTdha, appeared Samvarana. (3) From his loins appeared, through 

TapatT, a daughter of the sun-god, Kuru, the lord of Kuruksetra. Parlksit, Sudhanwa, Jahnu 
and Nisadhaswa were the sons of Kuru. (4) Sudhanwa's son was Suhotra, from whom 

followed Cyavana; and of Cyavana was born Krti. His son was Uparicara Vasu, of whom 
were born Brhadratha and others. (5) (Of them) Kusamba, Matsya, Pratyagra, Cedipa and 

others were the rulers of the kingdom of Cedi. From (the loins of) Brhadratha sprang up 
Kusagra. His son was Rsabha. Of the latter was born a son, Satyahita (by name) whose 
son was Puspavan and the son of the last-named was Jahu. From (the loins of) Brhadratha 
through another wife appeared two halves (of a fully developed human foetus). (6-7) They 

were thrown away by the mother and were sportingly joined together by (an ogress 
named) Jara, uttering the words "Live! Live!!" and there appeared the son, Jarasandha 

(united by Jara) (by name). (8) Of him was born Sahadeva, and from (the loins of) 
Sahadeva appeared Somapi, from whom appeared Srutasrava. (Of the four sons of Kuru,) 

Parlksit, (the eldest) remained issueless, while Jahu's son was named Suratha. (9) From 
the loins of the latter sprang up Viduratha, of whom Sarvabhauma was born; and from 

Sarvabhauma followed Jayasena, whose son was Radhika and from (the loins of) the last- 
named indeed appeared Ayuta. (10) From (the loins of) Ayuta, again, sprang up Krodhana, 

of whom was born Devatithi; and his son was Rsya. The son of Rsya was Dilipa whose 

son, again, was PratTpa. (11) Devapi, Santanu and Bahlika—these were the sons of 
Pratipa. Relinquishing his (claim to the) ancestral kingdom, Devapi, for his part, retired to 

the forest. (12) (Hence his younger brother) Santanu, who was called by the name of 
Mahabhisa (a great physician) in his previous birth, became the king. (Even in that life) 

whatever old man he touched with his hands would regain his youth and also experience 

great relief. Through this act of his he came to be known as Santanu (affording relief to 
one's body). (Once upon a time) when Indra (the god of rain) did not send down showers 
in his kingdom for a period of twelve years, Santanu (on approaching and seeking the 
advice of Brahmanas) was replied to by the Brahmanas (as follows):—He (too) who (like 
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you) enjoys sovereignty first (in the presence of his elder brother) falls under the category 

of Parivetta* (and is therefore a sinner in the eyes of the Sastras). (Hence) return the 

kingdom at once to your elder brother (Devapi) for the prosperity of the city as well as of 

the state (which depends on a good rainfall, the latter having been obstructed by your 

aforesaid sin)." (13—15) Thus exhorted by the Brahmanas, Santanu (approached and) 

tried to persuade his elder brother (Devapi) to accept the throne. Having (already) been 

led away from (the path of) the Vedas by Brahmanas—sent (to him in advance) by 

Santanu's minister (Asmarata)—through their speech (expressing heretical views), 

Devapi, however, spoke words blaspheming the teachings of the Vedas. It is then that the 

god of rain released showers (because Devapi now became disqualified for the throne 

due to his apostasy and Santanu ceased to be guilty any more). Devapi (who was 

eventually disillusioned) took to (the practice of) Yoga and took up his abode in Kalapagrama 

(where he is still residing). (16-17) When the lunar dynasty gets extinct in Kaliyuga, he will 

revive it at the dawn of (the following) Satyayuga. From (the loins of) Bahlika (Santanu's 

younger brother) appeared Somadutta, from whom followed Bhuri, Bhurisrava and Sala. 

Santanu's son by (the goddess presiding over the holy) Gariga (who under a curse from 

Brahma got a human form and chose Santanu for her husband) was Bhlsma, a man of 

(perfect) self-control, the foremost among those who knew what is right, a great devotee 

of the Lord (and) spiritually enlightened (too). (18-19) He was a (recognized) leader of 

troops of heroes, by whom even Parasurama (his own Guru and a world-renowned 

warrior) was pleased in battle. From (the loins of) Santanu through (his other wife) 

Satyavatl (the foster-daughter of a chieff of Dasas or ferrymen) appeared a son (named) 

Citrangada, and (also) a younger son, Vicitravirya (by name). Citrangada was killed in battle, 

(while he was still unmarried, by a Gandharva of the same name). Through the same 

Satyavati (before she was married to Santanu) appeared, from the loins of Parasara, a ray 

of Sri Hari Himself in the person of the sage Krsna (better known as Krsna-Dwaipayana), by 

whom the Vedas have been (duly) preserved (by being divided into four books viz., Rk, 

Yajus, Sama and Atharva) and from whom I learnt this (Srlmad Bhagavata Mahapurana, 

which I am reciting to you). In preference to his own pupils, Paila and others,4 the divine 

Badarayana taught this supremely esoteric poem (embodying the quintessence of all the 

Vedas and Itihasas) to me, his son, tranquil (by nature) as I wps. Now, Vicitravirya married 

Ambika and Ambalika, the two daughters of the king of Kasf (the modern Banaras), both of 

whom were carried away by force from the gathering of princes convened (by their father) 

to give them an opportunity to elect their husband. (With his heart strongly attached to them) 

Vicitravirya was caught in the grip of phthisis and died (very young). (20—24) Enjoined by 

the mother (Satyavati), the sage Badarayana begot through the wives of his half-brother 

(Vicitravirya) Dhrtarastra and Pandu (the former through Ambika and the latter through 

Ambalika) as well as Vidura (through a maid-servant). (25) 

* The Smrti says:— 

<wRi**i3Ki’41'i fejft i 

hMtii sRiqlmg 

"He who marries or instals the sacred fire (offering oblations to it thrice everyday) in the presence of (before) an elder 

brother should be recognized as a Parivetta and the elder brother so ignored should be called a Parivitti.* 

t Satyavati (also known as Matsyagandha or Yojanagandha) was really a daughter of Uparicara Vasu (mentioned in verse 

5 above), whose seed was swallowed by a fish and ultimately developed into a human foetus, which was cut out of the belly 

of the fish by the aforesaid ferrymen and presented to their chief, who brought it up as his own child. 

i For their names vide I. iv. 21-22. 
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TTRjra? sjdtigAi ^ fpratf i ust jrfart jm arft *-4*1 17^ i 

■5!mF&i£RSgJ5t must: ^Rqt Ufrort: I tjffiTT twfftvFSfKit fjfilftTHtjnwst: I 7^ I 

A hundred sons were born to Dhrtarastra by (his wife) Gandhari (a princess of 
Gandhara, the modern Afghanistan), O protector of men ! Of them Duryodhana was the 

eldest and there was a Daughter also, Duhsaia (by name). (26) Through KuntI, the (eider) 

wife of Pandu, who was prevented from copulation due to a curse (pronounced by some 
sage who had been shot dead with an arrow by Pandu while pairing with his wife in the 

form of a pair of deer), three car-warriors—Yudhisthira and others (viz., Bhima and 
Arjuna)— appeared (severally) from the loins of Dharma (the god of piety), Anila (the wind- 
god) and Indra (the lord of paradise). (27) 

insjlt I W WRT: ’PTC?) forrtorar, 17 AI 

rjftrfgTRt, srftmrezt: mi 

^pec*tin 1 aytmt 1 njfuiy-in. t mUom) duality udepu: 1^01 

Urltrtti UU'IdWrl: I 1 RMilHjd trrirffl^^l 

af^npRqf ttjest Ptrfta tfstt^t: i ftraprgtTOit zr gtiFtr srfat^rn, i 

#sfit TTfgsr: ((WcWyd: l?t) I 

tra rTFT: ^hcimihiPM-Hi.iiqe i etR s-ruiai ftrTt 1I 

(And) through (his second wife) MadrT appeared Nakula and Sahadeva from (the loins 

of) Nasatya and Dasra (the two Aswinikumaras). Of these, five sons, (all) your uncles, were 
born (one of each) through Draupadl. (28) Prativindhya was born of Yudhisthira; Srutasena 
from Bhlmasena, (who was voracious as a wolf) and Srutaklrti, from Arjuna. Again, Satanika 
was the son of Nakula; while Sahadeva's son, O Parlksit, was Srutakarma. Besides (these) 

there were other sons (too). From (the loins of) Yudhisthira through (his other wife) Pauravl 
appeared Devaka; from BhTmasena through Hidimba (an ogress) sprang up Ghatotkaca, 

and from (the selfsame) Bhima through Kali (his third wife) appeared Sarvagata. And through 
Sahadeva, (his second wife) Vijaya, the daughter of Parvata, boreSuhotra. (29—31) Nakula 

begot Niramitra through (his second wife) Karenumati and Arjuna begot Iravan indeed 
through Ulupi; while through the daughter of the king of Manipura (the modern Manipur in 
Assam), he begot Babhruvahana, who though sprung from the loins of Arjuna was 

recognized as the son of his maternal grandfather (inasmuch as the princess of Manipur was 

given in marriage to Arjuna on the express understanding that the son born of her would be 
taken in adoption by her father). (32) Of Subhadra (the last wife of Arjuna and the younger 

sister of Lord Sri Krsna) was born your father, the valiant Abhimanyu, who conquered all the 
Atirathas* (great car-warriors who encountered him on the battle-field). And from him 
through Uttara appeared you (O Pariksiti). (33) (All) the Kurus (with the exception of the five 
Pandava brothers) having perished, you too had (almost) been burnt by the (fierce) blaze 

of the mystic missile presided over by Brahma (the creator), released by Aswatthama (the 

son of Dronacarya). But by the (supreme) might of Sri Krsna you were rescued alive from 
(the jaws of) death. (34) 

* A car-warrior who encounters numberless adversaries on the battle- field is known as an Atiratha:1 ririrnr-l ritririri rriRj 

-.-ririiiiMfvr?; ri:’ 
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rHAlwIfl ^HA-dillicfchl: I S$a#Tt sftq^T 3JTTOJ dM<=tHJ3m 

-jiiW4«qi R(lA<fli rt^cwBiirt 7t?thvi fr wf=a?T: 

rjttsrra tjt grn^a^i■frcrai^’jfiraTTTeilfd^izr^jfjrgrsgt: i^ai 

H5^ ^midlshi <<l?ci?ttyir^sniT 4<S-tJ feTT?TR 'tiMU-.l-t 1541 

«5«l-ilch«it^5l«ttl^ra^SJW: I aWW^iWIWWllM -ifiHlstitrJ 

‘Niigtl RUT «b1?Ii*«u TITSJ d*Mld I idiWdftjjUywWIr^ *(d<ST: ga: I'tfo I 

rOTTir gfSRiWW gluTtSST HrjlMld: I gRTSRTW ?rraaT g<«fldrt: IX^ I 

^jnttltHintalcfl g-iqicw^: I <j4RrtfH*dAtM[Hl*ij[d Itt^l 

Ifr^sareror^TTRte: g^ras: i wh1*i^ r^rsrtjtot stffrt: its? i 

<^m[uiRlitww stepr *tfaat gg: i st?isi=rcq i jjfcst g# iw i 

iu^q (MW ^STT yi4g[rt f| 5fi?5t I 3TSJ HFraTWIdl ^IddKI ddlfil it |YM 

Here are your (own) sons, 0 dear Pariksit—Janamejaya and others following him, (viz.,) 

Srutasena, BhTmasena and Ugrasena; each of them possessed of (great) valour. (35) 

Perceiving you to have metyour death through (the serpent) Taksaka, the said Janamejaya, 

full of rage, will (attract by means of spells and) actually offer serpents as an oblation to the 

flames in a serpent-sacrifice. Having conquered the entire globe on all sides and appointing 
Tura, the son of Kavasa, as his priest, Janamejaya, (who will be celebrated as) a performer 

of horse-sacrifices, will propitiate the Lord through a numberof (such) sacrifices. (36-37) His 

son, Satanika, will learn the three Vedas and receive the knowledge of rituals from the sage 

Yajnavalkya and acquire knowledge of (the use of) missiles (from Krpacarya) and will attain 

the highest knowledge (knowledge of the Self) from the sage Saunaka. (38) Satanika's son 

will be Sahasranlka, and of him will be born Aswamedhaja. His son, again, will be 

Asimakrsna, whose son on the other hand will be Nemicakra. (39) On Hastinapura being 

washed away by the river (Gaiiga) he will duly settle down in (the city of) Kausambl. The son 

sprung from his loins is called Citraratha, and of him will be born a son named Kaviratha.(40) 

From him, again, will follow Vrstiman, whose son, Susena, of course will be a king. His son 

will be SunTtha and Sunltha's son will be Nrcaksu, from whom will follow Sukhinala. (41) His 

son will be Pariplava, from whom will follow Sunaya and his son will be MedhavT. Medhavi's 

son will be Nrpanjaya, of whom will be born Durva and from (the loins of) the latter will appear 

Timi. (42) Timi's son will be Brhadratha, from whom will follow Sudasa, and his son will be 

Satanika. From (the loins of) Satanika will appear Durdamana, whose son will be Vahinara.(43) 

From Vahinara will follow Dandapani and of Dandapani will be born Nimi, whose son 

Ksemaka will be a ruler of men. An account of the line of Puru, from which sprang up races 

of (both) Brahmanas and Ksatriyas, and which is esteemed by gods and Rsis (alike), has 

indeed been told (by me). (44) Having reached up to Ksemaka, this line as a matter of fact 

will come to an end in (the age of) Kali. Now, I shall enumerate the future kings of Magadha 
(South Bihar). (45) 

srfgRT URtffriir^raT: I tt?rr^dl4(«Atl(M rtr^ct: 1^1 

■qR«t5T: (13: ^rtgzn^fer: t^fETCTST trfgwrfw IWI 

#RtS«r ystdWWK URRrT: I ^UrtHISST gtt%: 3rfen rTrt: !WI 

^Rf8t: LMkmST ZI3 I WII5SJTSJ SJJTdST ■fttSTT: I 

if?t sflwi'iqd A?FjrFT MKHri«i SliidWi WHW gfelSKtTO |^ | 
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The son of Sahadeva (Jarasandha's son) will be Marjari, of whom will be Srutasrava. 
From him will follow Ayutayu. His son, again, will be Niramitra and his son will be 
Sunaksatra. From (the loins of) Sunaksatra will appear Brhatsena, and from him will 

follow Karmajit. Then will come Sftanjaya and (from the loins of) the latter will spring up 

Vipra, whose son will be Suci. Then will come Ksema, from whom will follow Suvrata. 

From (the loins of) Suvrata will appear Dharmasutra, from whom will follow Sama. Then 

will appear Dyumatsena, and from Dyumatsena will follow Sumati, of whom will be born 
Subala. (46^—48) Then will come SunTtha, of whom will be born Satyajit. His son will be 

Viswajit, from whom will follow Ripunjaya. And the (said) Brhadratha's line will rule for 

a thousand years. (49) 

Thus ends the twenty-second discourse in Book Nine of the 
great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T2T 

Discourse XXIII 

An account of the posterity of Anu, Druhyu, Turvasu and Yadu 

SRt: 44FRS^: Htt^TS 314: gat: 1TWRtltt. *ltf4<: I ? I 

iHiMastta pt Rfmtst i atflHtRdlrtsjs tt^nrm snarsf i 3 i 
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IcTMieeiro cFTt SjfrfTjrmrt I cTfft tjflsifiwe 1^71 

0$-Md gftgT. ^T4l4id4 *IHl4444t4li*tl< tp'U^I 

tJTFIta 5TJT4T OTtfid?: I ^Ita <T44t sfg: #pm?rT4t4W: I I 

stRsatfrot owkww a*Jwdl spt: i spot ^4Hiwwi45ftaT: yi^lo-H wfi?M 
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IIWFpattJTtSWlft 4RSJR 3<TtsJt: 1 UtxTCat^ptS’p: rp 4H44-45J41 X'a I 
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Sri Suka resumed : Sabhanara, Caksu and Paroksa were the three sons of Anu. From 

(the loins of) Sabhanara appeared Kalanara and his son was Srrijaya. From him followed 

Janamejaya, whose son was MahasTIa and his son was Mahamana. Uslnara and Titiksu 

were the sons of Mahamana. (1-2) Sibi, Vana, SamT and Daksa—were the four sons of 

Usinara. (Similarly) Vrsadarbha, Suvlra, Madra and Kaikeya were the only four sons of Sibi. 

And Titiksu's son was Rusadratha, of whom was born Hema; and then came Sutapa, whose 

son was Bali. (3-4) Through the wife of Bali (who evidently remained issueless) appeared 

from (the loins of) the sage DIrghatama (six) sons—all rulers of the earth—bearing the 

names of Ariga, Vaiiga, Kaliriga, Suhma, Pundra and Andhra, the first three being the 

foremost of them. (5) They founded after their own names six principalities, (all) lying in the 

east. Of Ariga (the eldest of them) was born Khanapana, from whom followed Diviratha; and 

from Diviratha followed his son Dharmaratha, of whom was born Citraratha, who had no 

issue and was (better) known as Romapada. To him, his friend, the (celebrated) King 

Dasaratha (the father of Lord Sri Rama) gave in adoption his own daughter Santa: the sage 

Rsyasrriga married her. On Indra (the god of rain) withholding showers, courtezans drew (to 

the Ariga territory) the sage Rsyasrriga (born of a deer) by their dance and music, (both) vocal 

and instrumental, as well as by their coquetry, (loving) embrace and presents (of various 

kinds), Conducting a sacrifice in honour of Indra, the sage also secured progeny for the 

issueless king (Romapada). And through a similar sacrifice conducted by him the issueless 

Emperor Dasaratha (too) got (four celebrated) sons. Of Romapada was born Caturariga and 

his son was Prthulaksa. (6—10) Prthulaksa's sons were Bfhadratha, Brhatkarma and 

Brhadbhanu. From (the loins of) the eldest (Bfhadratha) appeared Brhanmana, the son born 

of whom was called Jayadratha. (11) His son by (his wife) Sambhuti was Vijaya, of whom 

was born Dhrti. From Dhrti followed Dhrtavrata, whose son was Satkarma and from (the loins 

of) the latter appeared Adhiratha. (12) While sporting on the bank of the (holy) Gariga, the 

latter, who was issueless, (caught hold of and) adopted as his son the baby (Karna) born of 

KuntT (while she was still unmarried) and (therefore) abandoned by her (for fear of obloquy), 

enclosed in a box. (13) Vrsasena was the son of the aforesaid Karna, who (eventually) 

became a king. Again, Babhru was the son of Druhyu and Babhru’s son was Setu. Of him 

was born Arabdha, whose son was Gandhara and Gandhara's son was Dharma. From him 

followed Dhrta and Dhrta's son was Durmana. From (the loins of) the latter appeared 

Praceta. The hundred sons of Praceta became the rulers of Mlecchas (barbarians) and 

settled in the northern quarter. Again Vahni was the son of Turvasu and Vahni's son was 

Bharga, from whom followed Bhanuman. (14—16) His son was Tribhanu and Tribhanu's 

son, again, was the generous-minded Karandhama. His son was Maruta, who, being 

issueless, adopted as his son Dusyanta (a scion of Puru). (17) 

dUHIlfri ttdMIUgt i|<l44i Tt: Spm RcfeU: JnjaraRtl 
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cf^rj M-^c4|c4T^dl rjsf I 7PJ2^3T: 3,1'kni cfTOT rrs^Ki’q; 13*91 

Longing for the (imperial) throne, however, the said Dusyanta reverted to his own line. 
(Now,) O jewel of men, I (proceed to) give an account of the posterity of Yadu, the eldest son 

of Yayati, which is productive of extraordinary religious merit and capable of wiping out all 

the sins of men. A man is completely rid of all sins by listening to an account of Yadu's line, 

in which the almighty Lord, the supreme Spirit, took His descent in the semblance of a man. 
Sahasrajit, Krosta, Nala and Ripu were the four celebrated sons of Yadu. Of these (four), 
the son of the eldest was Satajit; and Mahahaya, Venuhaya and Haihaya were the sons 

of Satajit. (18—21) Haihaya's son again was Dharma and from him followed Netra, the 

father of Kunti. From (the loins of) Kunti sprang up Sohanji. Then followed Mahisman, 

whose son was Bhadrasena. (22) Durmada and Dhanaka were the (two) sons of 
Bhadrasena, the latter of whom was ie father of Krtavirya. Krtagni, Krtavarmaand Krtauja 
were the (other) sons of Dhanaka. (23) Arjuna, the son of krtavirya, became the ruler of 
(all) the seven divisions of the globe. He (further) attained from Lord Dattatreya, a part 
manifestation of Sri Hari, proficiency in Yoga (concentration of mind) as well as great 
achievements (in the form of the eight mystic powers). (24) Surely, no (other) kings (lit, 

rulers of the earth) will attain to the level of Arjuna (the son of Krtavirya) in point of sacrificial 
performances, munificence, asceticism, Yogic power, learning, valour, victory and so 

on.(25) indeed for eighty-five thousand years he enjoyed the objects of the six senses, 
which could not be exhausted, his strength (of body, mind and senses top) remaining 
unimpaired and his very thought proving (for the people who remembered him) a security 

against loss of wealth. (26) Of thousands of his sons, only five survived in battle (with 

Parasurama)—Jayadhwaja, Surasena, Vrsabha, Madhu and Orjita. (27) 

3ras=RTTt^ dlrtoifwvi rpw 83^1813 1^41 
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^f3l rtfljw tfeldi ddlMIllSKtFt: 1331 

From (the loins of) Jayadhwaja (the eldest of Arjuna's sons) appeared Talajangha, of 

whom again were born a hundred sons. The race of Ksatriyas known by the name of the 
Talajahghas (sons of Talajangha) was exterminated by King Sagara (strengthened by the 

[565] B.M. Part II—32 
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glory of the sage Aurva). (28) The eldest of Talajaiigha's sons was Vftihotra, whose son was 
Madhu and.Madhu's son was called Vrsni. In fact he had a hundred sons, of whom Vrsni was 

the eldest. It was to these (viz., Yadu, Madhu and Vrsni) that the Yadava race owed its 

existence and (again) it was due to them that their descendants became known as the 

Yadavas, the Madhavas and the Vrsnis (as time went on), O king I The son of Krostu, the 

(second) son of Yadu was Vrjinavan, of whom was born Swahi. From the latter indeed 

followed Ruseku, whose son was Citraratha and from the (loins of the) latter sprang up 

Sasabindu, a great mystic, who had extensive enjoyments and was exalted (in point of 

virtues). (29—31) He was possessed of (all) the fourteen* varieties of excellent jewels, ruled 

over the entire globe and was invincible. Through his ten thousand wives that exceedingly 

renowned emperor begot a thousand million sons (a lakh through each). Of those (thousand 

million) sons, of whom six (viz., Prthusrava and others)~were the foremost. The son of 

Prthusrava was Dharma by name, whose son was Usana, who performed a hundred horse- 

sacrifices. His son was Rucaka, who had five sons. (Please) hear of them. (32—34) They 

bore the names of Purujit, Rukma, Rukmesu, Prthu and Jyamagha. Even though issueless, 

Jyamagha, the husband of Saibya, dared not take another woman to wife for (sheer) fear 

(of Saibya). On one occasion (however, having conquered his enemies) he brought as a 

booty from the enemy's house a princess of the Bhoja dynasty (called Bhojya).f Observing 

her seated in the (king's) chariot, Saibya indignantly spoke to her husband straight in the 

following words:—(35-36) "O traitor, who is this girl made to occupy this chariot meant for 

me?" When the reply came, "She is your daughter-in-law," she similingly rejoined, "I am a 

barren woman and have no co-wife either; how could there be a daughter-in-law to me?" The 

king replied, "She will prove a suitable match, 0 queen, for the boy whom you will bear."(37-38) 

The Viswedevas as well as the manes (took pity on Jyamagha, who was shaking and 
perspiring too all over through fear of his wife, and) heartily approved of his words so that 

Queen Saibya conceived not long afterwards and gave birth to a handsome male child. He 

was called by the name of Vidarbha and married that chaste girl, who had already been 

accepted as a daughter-in-law (by his parents). (39) 

Thus ends the twenty-third discourse in Book Nine of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

* In the Markandeya-Purana, we find mention of the following fourteen varieties of jewels, viz., the elephant, horse, 

chariot, woman, arrow, treasury, a wreath of flowers, raiment, a tree, Sakti (a javelin), noose, gem. umbrella and an aerial car:— 

t Among the Ksatriyas it has been customary to call amarried woman in the house of herhusband by the 

family name of her father. 
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Discourse XXIV 

An account of the posterity of Yadu 
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SrT Suka resumed : Through Bhojya, Vidarbha begot two sons, Kusa and Kratha by 

name, and (also) a third, called Romapada, who was the delight of V'darbhas family (1) 
Romapada's son was Babhru and of Babhru was born Krti. His son was Ustka, of whom Cedi 

was born And from (the loins of) the latter appeared Damaghosa (the son of Cedi) and so 
on O protector of men I (2) Kratha's son was Kunti, whose son was Dhrsti; and then came 

Nirvrti. Form (the loins of) Nirvrti appeared a son, Dasarha by name, whose son was Vyoma. 
From Vyoma followed Jlmuta, and his son was Vikrti, whose son was Bhimara ha. From (the 

loins of) the latter sprang up a son Navaratha (by name). And from him followed Dasara 
tha (3-4) (Dasaratha's son was Sakuni;) Sakuni's son was Karambhi and Karambhi s son 

was Devarata, from whom followed Devaksatra; Devaksatra's son was Madhu and Madhu s 
son was Kuruvasa, of whom was born Anu. (5) Anu's son again was Puruhotra, whose son 

was Ayu: and of the latter was born Satvata, Bhajamana, Bhaji, Divya, Vr?ni, Devayrdha 
Andhaka and Mahabhoja were the (seven) sons of Satvata, O worthy king). Ntmloci, K'j*'. 
and even so Dhrsti were the sons of Bhajamana by his one wife; and Satajit, Sahasrajit and 

Ayutajit—these were his three sons by the other, O lord I (6—8) Devavrdha s s0" wa® 
Babhru; of these two (father and son) they recite the following two couplets: As we heard 

from a distance, so do we observe from near. Babhru is the foremost of,men’^h'®] 
Devavrdha compares with the gods. Men who attained immortality (freedom from birth and 

death) through (the precepts of) Babhru and Devavrdha too numbered fourteen thousand 

and sixty-five." Mahabhoja (the seventh son of Satvata) too had given his mind to piety, and 

those bom in his line came to be (known as) the Bhojas. (9—11) 

^aft: rjfet: rpitojs, gaifdiB diadi Riifawwwfaas fasts^twid: iw 

miEsra: STIRS fdwtdiujrt^: ^ 1 3Tdfdd^ |??I 

rdrdfet ataRtn gifirwa: i tffat: i w i 
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TTTf^lt ^ I TJ5TT fosjcTT: I ^m 

3iraf: WTTtos TJgTt ftft: I OT5pg: ^gmf u ^gt^ttsfirt^g: |?^| 

ggwtgs s(d^i|g i M *3wt gakiw aw^<^die<fM i i 

^cicii^m^s wan feramiRiT: njsjK^tsnstrg g?cfr tjlwi-K-ti: iqct 

3>g?<l Unnwg »«iwa[5t<: I f^-Ril 'grft gff^ftn d-tUWrl: 1^1 

<*ik)fl<)Hi gwl-J: TTC9T 3Wt 5T I 3RJ# d-^fitWWI<futild: rjg^j: Rot 

owijctisn^il ai gwg 4dl4=hldJ>d1 I ^55>al«^da rttgTTt %<W)W»tl: |:R | 

d«qitjMd«SJ -^gt ^wh:lM TTOK: «HI*K qd^H<4) rp |tR I 

^iiPad'aidd'ai ^ sft^3T ^artfstgi I 9^ctl dd+1 ai g^tfcl ggrg gt: r^ 1 

5RT: gRWI Waist: gij: ?IJ: g^dyi I ilguitflssr ^fgg ^(gnidld^dd: | R« | 

d5«dd1 gift '5J^J TtyMlfoebl I Sii^H^Rldtl g^grjgfgm: Rm 

Sumitra was the son of Vrsni and (so) Yudhajit too, O chastiser of foes ! Yudhajit’s sons 

were Sini and Anamitra and Nimna was born of Anamitra. (12) Again, Satrajit and Prasena 

were born of Nimna; and Satyaka was the son of Sini, who has been shown above to be the 

other son of Anamitra. Theson of Satyaka indeed was Yuyudhana (also known as Satyaki), 

whose son was Jaya, from whom followed Kuni; and of him was born Yugandhara. (Yet) 

another son of Anamitra was Vrsni, of whom were born Swaphalka and Citraratha. From (the 

loins of) Swaphalka through GandinI were born twelve celebrated sons (besides Akrura), 

Akrura being the foremost of them all. (13—15) The twelve sons were Asariga and 

Sarameya, Mrdura, Mrduvid, Giri, Dharmavfddha and Sukarma, Ksetropeksa, Arimardana 

and Satrughna, Gandhamada and Pratibahu. They had a sister (also), bearing the name of 

Sucira. Again, Devavan and Upadeva were the two sons of Akrura. Similarly, Prthu, 

Viduratha and many others were the sons of Citraratha (the younger brother of Swaphalka), 

(ail) scions of Vrsni. (16—18) Kukura, Bhajamana, Suci and Kambalabarhisa were the sons 
of Andhaka*. Kukura's son was Vahni, whose son was Viloma and from Viloma followed 

Kapotaroma. His son was Anu, whose friend was (the famous Gandharva) Tumburu, a 

master of music. Anu's son was Andhaka, of whom was born Dundubhi. Then came Aridyota, 

whose son was Punarvasu. (19-20) The latter had a son. Ahuka, as well as a daughter, 
Ahukl. Again, Devaka and Ugrasena were the two sons of Ahuka. Devavan, Upadeva, 

Sudeva and Devavardhana were the four sons of Devaka. They had seven sisters, the 

eldest of whom was Dhrtadeva, O protector of men ! (21-22) They were (besides 
Dhrtadeva) Santideva, Upadeva, Srideva, Devaraksita, Sahadeva and DevakT. Vasudeva 

(the father of Sri Krsna) married them (all). (23) Kariisa, Sunama and Nyagrodha, Karika 

and Sariku, Suhu, Rastrapaia, Srsti and Tustiman were the (nine) sons of Ugrasena. (24) 

Kariisa, Kamsavati, Karika, Surabhu and Rastrapalika were the daughters of Ugrasena, (all) 
wives of Vasudeva's younger brothers (Devabhaga and others). (25) 

^jrr fejTeii<i«\ U4*hm: 1 gg: r^i 

^ggt|: fsra^fg g^jrti: 1 ggtftegt grfwr gw 1 w 1 

* The Visnupurana says:— 

It is on the authority of this passage in the Visnupurana that Kukura and others have been concluded to be the sons of 

Andhaka, although the latteris name has not been mentioned in the text here. 
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riw f ysiMeh^m-u^wpt 

3t]|j minted e(rt<ed ^fdH.1 4eudebl I I 

cf^g -jsjrt c«v4W'*^t*p^i 'jsn ^ sp^ar 'a %d*lf3: spsrai; 1301 
llct'IT qpRT: W '*•^*1: I fPrt: Frtjq: felT ^jjt 1 

wot ^afcrcit ftui <=i^iT sidllNdidj nw cMmAw8^1^101 yRiHj?? i 

d^JlMTO ^ cft8«t (dlWdUMHI I ttdtillrf 5^BT ^ wf| ^3 4 I?? I 

3wW strati taft ^naraqj atfq^fsn q gstq anf? a gqar4 13* 1 
ffs Hqri 'H 3TOFT wf ?jaf f?a WT: I HU: ^FITT: Hjfta f3 W*3R: I^M 

a larwrft 1 y|tidw^wiy,ai« wafawa: 13^ 1 
From (the loins of) Viduratha (the son of Citraratha) appeared Sura, whose son was 

Bhajamana. From Bhajamana followed Sini, of whom was born Swayambhoja; and Hrdika 
was recognizd as the latter’s son. (26) Devabahu, Satadhanva and Krtavarma were the sons 

of Hrdika. Sura (SUrasena) was the son of Devamldha (who is known from other sources* 

to be the fourth son of Hrdika). Sura's wife was Marisa by name. (27) Through her he begot 
ten faultless sons—Vasudeva, Devabhaga, Devasrava, Anaka, Srnjaya, Syamaka, Kahka, 
Samlka, Vatsaka and V.rka. They call Vasudeva—a (fit) receptacle for the descent of Sri 

Hari—as Anakadundubhi inasmuch as on the (happy) occasion of his birth kettledrums 
(Dundubhis) and larger drums (Anakas) of the gods sounded (of themselves). Prtha (KuntI) 

and Srutadeva, SrutakTrti, Srutasrava and, RajadhidevI—these five girls were the sisters of 
the aforesaid (Vasudeva and others). Their father, Sura, actually gave Prtha (in adoption) 

to his friend, Kunti, who was issueless. (28—31) From the sage Durvasa, who got highly 

pleased with her (for her services rendered to him when he called on her father as an 
unexpected guest), she received a (certain) Mantra by means of which gods can be easily 

invoked; (and) in order to test its efficacy she invoked the lustrous sun-god. (32) Astonished 

in mind to behold the god arrived in her presence that very moment, she (apologetically) 
said, “The spell was employed by me for the sake of trial (alone). (Therefore, kindly) return 

and forgive me (my audacity)." (33) (The sun god replied,) "My sight never goes in vain, 
0 godly virgin! I intend to beget a son through you. I shall (so) arrange that your virginity is 

not impaired, O beautiful damsel I" (34) So saying, the son-god deposited his seed in her 
womb and returned to heaven. That very moment a male child—who was another sun as 

it were, was born of her without any travail. (35) Afraid of the world (however), she painfully 
consigned the child to the stream of a river. (Later on) your great grandfather, Pandu, of 

genuine valour duly married her. (36) 

ejc&yrrf um«4Ri 4-Hdcw dilroHl |3'sl 

4A4) sjs%<pi s(d*l!dh(rt-rtri 1 y-Ti<£-ii4*rpiT5 M-aitt-i gm: 1341 

TRnfi^siOTtaRzft ^iWkwiPia 1,1 ^asrawraftn.i?'? 1 
Ril^lllrt: ydtdWI: *[atd«Rq I ^omFRd iUhtl IISo I 

ewtddii fjhftnsiT 1 *^-idmw*Mid: TwfeL^sfeTtisrt ns? 1 
Tf^it tl^MliHti tjN^Wu|l(<*nj 3Rik»lfi!hJ4isft '5pjK|t IW 

’ The Vi§nupurana says:—^ 1 fOT wn Tm tTFri ^rraT syi 
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^ifwi R^fff ettpSlcfelRi ~tR^TRin,j^iapM I YK I 

Again, Vrddhasarma, a scion of Karusa, duly espoused Srutadeva, of whom was bom 

Dantavaktra, who was (first) born of Diti (as the demon Hiranyaksa), because cursed by 

the sages (Sanaka and others). (37) And Dhrstaketu, the (then) ruler of the territory of 

Kekaya, took Srutakirti to wife. His sons were Santardana and others, the five princes of 

Kekaya. (38) Through RajadhideyT (his wife) Jayasena—so the tradition goes—begot Vinda 

and Anuvinda (who became rulers of Avanti); (while) Damaghosa, the king of Cedi, 

accepted (for his wife) Srutasrava. (39) The latter’s son was Sisupala, the story of whose 

birth has already been told* Citraketu and Bfhadbala were the sons of Devabhaga by his 

wife Karhsa. (40) Suvlra and Isuman were the two sons of.Devasrava by Kamsavati, while 

Satyajit as well as Purujit were born of Karika, through Anaka. (41) Again, Srnjaya begot 

through Rastrapall Vrea, Durmarsana and others; while Syamata begot through Surabhumi 

Harikesa and Hiranyaksa, (42) Similarly, Vatsaka begot through MisrakesT—a celestial 

nymph—Vrka and others; while Vrka begot through (his wife) Durvarksi, Taksa Puskara, 

Sala and so on. (43) Through (her union with) Samika, again, his wife SudaminT bore 

Sumitra, Arjunapala and others; while Karika too, for his part, begot Rtadhama and Jaya. (44) 

■rfNt illfitin RTRTr TtRRT ffRT I ^RRilui^slI 3RTH Mt»RI 3flHchd.e*t: I tSH I 

Rvt RR TURIT RT fRRvt STR^I Trfp4i <£dl<H4yi<4ldJ 'ta I 

TJ4ST R3RTF# I'fRT 45 1(4 RTI ifl-toyiw-HII lift RRTUT StRWRRR IIS® I 

4-dlvn-d^dctiyj<iai Rfd-tldt'dl: I R?iTtf=RT diPH-i WcbUttd ^Hd-dHUJ ttA I 

tl-ail'MiHd'l Rim rjRttRTjjRTRR: I ?H[R7JprRvRSTRtR RRrpgnRsftRRfT I >£^ I 

fR'Jjfr RR^RTRTRRt Su-tchs-rcA: I yilRd^dldt'dl tHo^Jnyfd^dldd: I I 

TT3R: ohvMddtsil SU^cii^dl RRTi ciygtrydyiliSJI: sfl^dldl^RR^rTr: I I 

^Pf^tRRT Rt®It RR RITR RRTRR:I RTT^R: TJRIRSTRTRd' Tn^RRTIA^I 

RRf RtTRR I R^RTrt RRRRTqg' ((dldvdl'dddj K? I 

*lfdU-d T^RT RT RR^dUdURf: I RfR ■HUtcJd R5 A=hUU|Ug'|^R 1i 

31Ft5R diiHl«X TRRAci Ifft: fR^tl RT U^WMII RR RRR fUrtlRip I ^ I 

Pauravl, Rohini, Bhadra, Madira, Rocana, lla, DevakI and others (Dhrtadevat—and so 

on, all sisters of DevakT) were the wives of Anakadundubhi (Vasudeva). (45) Now, Vasudeva 

begot through RohinT Bala, Gada, Sarana, Durmada Vipula, Dhruva, Krta and others (46) 

Bhuta, Subhadra and Bhadravaha, Durmada and also Bhadra and (seven) others—these 

twelve indeed were the sons born of Pauravl. (47) Similarly Nanda, Upananda, Krtaka, Sura 

and so on were the sons of Madira. Bhadra (hailing from Kosala), however, brought forth only 

one son (the delight of his race), KesT by name. (48) Through Rocana from (the loins of) 

Vasudeva appeared Hasta, Hemarigada and others; (and) through lla he begot Uruvalka 

and others, foremost among the Yadus. (49) Viprstha alone appeared from (the loins of) 

Anakadundubhi through Dhrtadeva; while Srama, Pratisruta and others were the sons of 

Santideva, O Pariksit! (50) Kalpavarsa and other kings, numbering ten, were the sons of 

Upadeva; while Vasu, Harhsa, Suvansa and (three others) were the six sons of Srldeva. (51) 

* Vide Book VII. 

t Vide Verses 22-23 above. 
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Again, nine sons, Gada and others were obtained by Devaraksita through Vasudeva; (while) 

he begot through Sahadeva eight sons, the foremost of whom was Puruvisruta, as Dharma 

beg ot the (eight) Vasus themselves. Further the highminded Vasudeva begot through 

Devakf (eight) more sons—Kirtiman, Susena, Bhadrasena, Bhadra, Rju, Sammardana and 

Lord Sahkarsana, who was the same as SSesa (the king of serpents); while the eighth son 

of (the blessed) Vasudeva and Devakf indeed was Lord Sri Hari Himself. And the highly 

blessed Subhadra, your grandmother, was their daughter, O king! (52—55) 

sjjffd ^Tefr mow: IH3T tj qqqFfRT 3tl<ilM I I 

=f gRb raHjqf fj: ehtfuTl ST AglAH I 3tl<AA|A|i far^Rq FTW sfgfltAH: I A^ I 

q-iiiqnlfea 'jff: f| I 3t^Wlvl=JH-(ltiftf I'ffiq q^lftlAAl 

3T^rftofRT riidmtfftjurtlSiR: I gq ^|*uiuiuiiui 3rrqTTiq I A^ I 

chtiTuqiiRLiqrfni iTTOTfq i tmaFt, i i 

Wt 'dPrsMUIUTRT jlrwifchdAI^AMJ ’TOTH! qfjT: 1^1 

zRreMcft FPpfJ Sj'wisffowJtflM *J3TT cb4cflWIH,l^l 

'Uld^ruu-y^>hU-JJJHd^-llF;q;: I tiWiu-rlAfid: qPSRf g>«33)ymu§|-iT: I I 

I -jrtlA fMUWIH Jjjqf I V*I 

AA4l-pi hcht^)aSci-ai^chui1^i^i(^Ml<r)^lrrrT I 

fddildta -T fqqqqT didl dfdHI: ^ffpTT FTPS I ^AI 

smit qa: qqqftrarqf itm y^wiRi f^rreqR: i 

Jdrltl HfJ iJOT: SFjfe TTPiq 3tlrAMAIdfHJIA I ^ I 

1JSSIT: Ft q ^itoUHUFtr^ijcqcdfwdi *jfq I 

^ggr fesjq fqqq qqrpqpq qfsqngqrq q qt AM'lld,OTTO I I 

^TfriFfT 

4*^ll:i=£lrH =PI l?tf| 

qgiT: WTf: 
if?: 5i> drtfo. 

Whenever there is decline of virtue and growth of sin in this world, the almighty Lord Sri 

Hari actually manifests Himself at that time. (56) Indeed, for the appearance and actions of 

the all-pervading Lord SrT Hari, the (absolutely) unattached witness, O ruler of the earth, 

there is no ground other than His own will to sport. (57) For, the activity of His Maya (deluding 

potency) conduces to the birth, continuance and destruction of every embodied soul; while 

His grace is intended to bring Self-Realization through cessation of birth. (58) Endeavouring 

to remove the burden of the earth, which was overrun by demons disguised as kings, who 

led more than one Aksauhinis, Lord SrT Krsna (the slayer of the demon Madhu), 

accompanied by (His elder brother) Lord Sarhkarsana (better known as Balarama), 

performed deeds which cannot be comprehended even in thought by the rulers of gods. (59-60) 

(Nay,) in order to shower His grace on the devotees He spread far and wide (through those 

deeds) a most sacred glory capable of driving away the sorrow, grief and ignorance of those 
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going to be born in the (ensuing) Kali age. (61) Sipping with the hollow of his joined palms 
in the form of his ears but once from the holiest stream of His glory, which is nectar to the 

ears of the righteous, a man shakes off the tendencies of actions (standing in the way of 

Liberation). (62) Through words sweetened by His loving smiles and glances, His valourous 

pastimes and (divine) personality, charming in every limb, He brought joy to mankind, His 

activities being ever praised by the Bhojas, Vrsnis, Andhakas, Madhus, Surasenas and 

Dasarhas (on the one hand) and by the Kurus, Srnjayas and Pandus on the other. (63-64) 

Drinking, full of joy, with their eyes the beauty of His face—rendered (all the more) lovely by 
ears adorned with alligator-shaped ear-rings and lustrous cheeks, (nay,) lit up with a 

graceful smile and ever steeped in joy—men and women not only did not feel sated but grew 

angry with Nimi* (who was responsible for the twinkling of their eyes, that interrupted the joy 
flowing from his sight). (65) As soon as born, Sri Krsna (the supreme Person) went to the 

dales of Vraja from His father's house (at Mathura) and, having heightened the joy of the 

residents of Vraja, returned to Mathura, slew enemies , married numerous wives, begot 
through them hundreds of sons, and worshipped His own Self by means of (a number of) 

sacrifices in order to popularize His own Vedic path (leading to His realization). (66) Intending 
to reduce the heavy burden of the earth by means of the internal discord appearing among 

the Kurus, He swept away by His (mere) glance the armies of kings on the battle-field, loudly 

proclaimed far and wide the victory of Vijaya(Arjuna),taughtthe highest truth to (His beloved 

disciple) Uddhava and returned with an easy mind to His own (divine) Abode. (67) 

Thus ends the twenty fourth discourse, entitled “An account of the posterity of Yadu", 
forming part of an account of the solar and lunar dynasties (of kings), 

in Book Nine of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 
otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita, 

composed by the sage Vedavyasa and consisting 
of eighteen thousand Slokas. 

c END OF BOOK NINE 

’ We have already seen in Discourse XIII above how Nim'—when his body fell due to the curse of his Guru, the sage 

Vasi?tha—sought and secured a boon from the gods by virtue of which he resides in a subtle form in the eyelide of all living 

beings and directs their closing and opening. 
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SrTmad Bhagavata-Mahapurana 
Book Ten (First Half) 

Discourse I 
The Lord reassures Mother Earth; Vasudeva marries DevakT and Karhsa 

despatches the six sons of DevakT 

TM)qW 

grfatrt ymqjfgi: i ^fa«MWH'i gfet i ? i 

mWliSgl fent ^P-WriM l drtiiwiddluPw ftraM^ffTri =T: I ^ I 

srarfhf u^chi wtoh, i <£d4iH^ift'feyi4tiriiPi4tc[?Riw<i<ij 3 i 

zpFt ftrajn Srt Mynwj y i 

... ^ TR I ^ I 

stlU4taldggfh<i. *f?f TRTTCsfra ^WIUsMI-tlHJ 

rjntg grot rra OTrraaa RTfjg ^ zt: zrot "nttrat: i z i 

yuTsitil 'j'lM'W't zt RFTTtrjsrpi ftrs^i is i 

The king began again : The extent of the lunar and solar dynasties and (an account of) 
the most wonderful deeds of the kings born in both the dynasties as weil as of the extremely 

pious Yadu have been told by you, O jewel among sages! (Now kindly) recount to us exploits 
of Lord Visnu descended in that line alongwith Sri Balarama (His part manifestation). (1-2) 

(Pray,) narrate to us in detail (all) those deeds which the (said) Lord, the Soul of the universe 

and the Protector of created beings, performed, appearing in the line of Yadu. (3) What mah 
other than the killer of animals would desist from a recital of the excellences of the illustrious 
Lord—a (sure) remedy for (the malady of) transmigration, (and highly) pleasing to the ear 

as well as to the mind, and constantly sung (even) by souls from whom the thirst for pleasure 
has departed (for ever). (4) Using Him for a raft my grandfather (Arjuna) and granduncles 
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(Yudhisthira and others) indeed crossed the ocean of the Kaurava army—(so) difficult to 
cross because (of the presence) of whales in the form of great car-warriors like Devavrata 

(more popularly known by the name of Bhisma), vanquishers in battle of (even) immortals_ 

treating it as a (mere) footprint of a calf. (5) Again, having entered, discus in hand, the womb 

of my mother (Uttara), who had sought Him as her refuge, He protected this body of mine, 

the seed of the race of the Kurus and the Pandavas, and badly burnt by the (mystic) missile 

hurled by Aswatthama (the son of Drona). (6) Recount, 0 sage, the exploits of that Lord, 
disguised as a human being, by His transcendental creative energy, who, dwelling (both) 

within and outside all embodied beings, (severally) in the form of the Inner Controller and 
Time, metes out to them (according to their deserts) death (metempsychosis) as well as 
immortality. (7) 

7TO: I *T»foj5RI: fen I 6 I 

ftgJfgR sHt Tiff: i frd-ar^Mdiuld: i ^ i 

at a*R ^ i wrasIR, am 

arjamflpa arfa aafffn gforfa: i atrjaf a^ma^jwt: i \ ? i 

traa^aw Ttt t ^wrfaaflaiLi si^aiaia faRaaj^i 

%ar%:w farfitaafa aratiftaaf taRtaTatsRga 

Saiikarsana (Balarama) was (first) referred* to by you as a son of Rohinl. How could his 
connection be conceived with the womb of Devakif without his assuming another body? (8) 

Wherefore did Lord Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation) shift to Vraja from His father's 

residence (at Mathura)? And where (in what different places) did that Lord of the Yadus take 
up His abode alongwith His kinsfolk? (9) What did Lord Sri Krsna (the Ruler even of Brahma 
and Siva), do while residing in Vraja as well as at Mathura (the city founded by the demon 

Madhu)? And wherefore did He personally slay Kartisa, His (own) mother's cousin and 

(therefore) not deserving such fate (at His hands) ? (10) Having assumed a human 

semblance, for how many years did He reside in the company of the Vrsnis at Mathura (the 

capital of the Yadus), and how many were the wives of the Lord ? (11) You ought to relate 

fully to me, endowed (as I am) with faith, O omniscient sage, this and all other exploits of 

Sri Krsna. (12) This hunger, (so) very difficult to bear, does not (at all) afflict me, although 

I have given up even water, drinking as I am the nectar of Sri Hari's story, flowinq from vour 
lotus lips. (13) 

FTSJ3T5 3 ill fife: fT fauJj^ldHJ 

srersf <^aj|T*Rci cfifectKTHcty aTT^TTT^rT ^THIcldi^TR: |^| 

Suta resumed: Having heard the said laudable question, O Sauriaka (a scion of Bhfgu), 
and complimenting Pariksit (the protege of Lord Visnu), the glorious sage Suka (the son of 

Vyasa), the foremost of the Lord's devotees, proceeded to narrate (as follows) the story of 
Sri Krsna, that destroys the impurities of the Kali age. (14) 

zfhjcfi <34 M 

"^fettle* TF3T%r?m I d|^qchX<|<qi % iMIdl dfyfef Tfe | \ m 

i^tftt arnpdrMHfifert wi^i 

* Vide IX. xxiv. 46. 

t See IX. xxiv. 54. 
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i anshrai sjfbTfat pii 

’iH^TSJpft i^qyl ch^Tii l44t: I oHr«qriif'nq-. rt4l <q4dl*qfl 1741 

dfqm-jfsr 71? ^c!W4l 71? I 4T4T4 «Rm4HwW 1771 
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4T 4l44t it »i«JJd I *d < I: ^dMylddimy H8J4 41 f%R4,l77l 

374 guraspit sto35r( wUUW^MdwiHj 
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(dMJ|)4WI 4'lddl 44T Uuill?d 444) 34%! Jf^uiRl'd 54qfsf 4Uj[dii|(d 1741 

Sri Suka replied : Your mind has arrived at a right conclusion, O jewel among royal 

sages, as a sequal to which lasting devotion to the story of Lord Vasudeva has sprung up 

in your heart. (15) An inquiry concerning the story of Lord Vasudeva indeed purifies all the 

three persons, viz., the reciter, the interiocator and the audience (even) as the watertouched 

by the Lord's feet (the water in which an image of the Lord has been washed or the Gariga) 

hallows all. (16) Oppressed with stupendous weight by millions of detachments of Daityas 

in the disguise of arrogant kings, Mother Earth sought Brahma (the creator) as her 

refuge.(17) Appearing as a disconsolate cow, its face wet with tears and piteously lowing, 

she sought the presence of Brahma (the supreme ruler) and told him of her distress. (18) 

Realizing her calamity, Brahma accompanied by Lord Siva (the three-eyed One) forthwith 

proceeded to the shore of the ocean of milk (the abode of Lord Visnu) alongwith the (other) 

gods as well as with her. (19) Having arrived there and fully collected (in mind), Brahma 

prayed to Lord Visnu, the Supreme Person, the Ruler of the universe, the adored (even) of 

the gods, in the terms of the Purusa-Sukta (a celebrated Vedic hymn addressed to the 

Supreme Person). (20) Hearing in the course of a trance (state of complete absorption) a 

voice uttered in the sky (the source of which was invisible), the creator clearly said to the gods 

(as follows): "Hear from me, O gods, the word of the Supreme Person, and then do 

accordingly at once; let there be no delay. (21) The affliction of Mother Earth had already 

been known by the Supreme Person. (Therefore) let yourselves be bom among theYadus 

in part manifestation (and continue there) till that suzerain Lord walks on earth, reducing the 

burden of Mother Earth through His own (Divine) Energy in the shape of Time. (22) Lord 

Visnu Himself (the glorious Supreme Person) will be manifested in the house of Vasudeva; 

let celestial women (also therefore) be born for His pleasure. (23) With intent to do what 

pleases Sri Hari, the thousand-headed and self-effulgent Lord Ananta (the serpent-god 

Sesa), a part manifestation of Lord Vasudeva, will precede Him (as His elder brother). (24) 

Commanded by the Lord, the Divine Maya (enchanting potency) of Lord Visnu, by whom the 

(whole) universe stands bewitched, will (also) be born in part manifestation for the purpose 

of doing His work.” (25) 

?WlI<7414<J|UlT^ iMIdfaqfaiS'g: I 3773174 71 4?T 4tfif: 73144 474 44) 17^1 

SriSuka resumed: Having thus directed the hosts of gods and reassured Mother Earth 
with His (comforting) words, Brahma (the supreme lord), the ruler of Prajapatis (lords of 
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created beings), returned to his exalted abode. (26) 

^<IhJ RT%<n*ji<4-ii£J fijRRFL Ii?\S I 

iRTOFft aw: rt^ RigR rrrfl rr fejj Rpifei) ?ft: 

riwt ^ *l3R)T»lR^ct: ^jfar rt?} impit Tamre^i^'?i 

RRT: Rig: fjtRfRRMRT I FTRR, ?RFfT RRTS ikt TR1>l3jri: l?o I 

?tg:W MiRqg ■n^Fti rjRmfo-tinj 3fRFtTRgif rfS frirt r 

?renRt gfmfrnt fc rr RRrFfRi^fit ^rg>: sn^ rir i 

^5*ra; RRRJ yaiuiychA rir^ cRasRt: gR^gi^i 

dftt rrIsw'i !1 3twi«qiHgHi RRf b=rt at a#5ga i^y i 

^ W: RTRf RtRTRT JrtUiRH: I *fi FgRTRS: TSfRtftl: RfRSRftg I ? <, I 

a gnferaaFifot ipw Rramg ia^ar rurtr srtr RftRtRRRRj^i 
Of yore Surasena, the chief of the Yadus, ruled the principalities of Mathura and 

Surasena, (himself) residing in the city of Mathura (his capital). (27) Since then the said 

Mathura, in which Lord Sri Hari is ever present, continued to be the capital of all Yadava 

kings. (28) Having gone through his wedding ceremony indeed in that city, one day, 

Vasudeva, son of Sura (a noble man of the kingdom of Mathura), mounted the chariot 

alongwith his newly wedded wife, DevakT, while departing (for his home). (29) Surrounded 
by hundreds of chariots plated with gold, Prince Karhsa, the (eldest) son of King Ugrasena 

(the then ruler of Mathura) held the reins of the horses (assumed the role of a charioteer) in 

order to oblige his cousin (DevakI). (30) At the time of their departure Devaka (the younger 
brother of Ugrasena), who was (so) fond of his daughter gave away to his daughter by way 

of dowry four hundred elephants decked with necklaces of gold, fifteen thousand horses, eighteen 

hundred chariots and two hundred graceful servant-maids profusely adorned. (31-32) As the 
procession of the bride and the bridegroom was just going to start, conchs, clarionets, clay 

tomtoms and kettledrums sounded all at once in a most auspicious manner. (33) Addressing 

Karhsa, who held the reins while on the way, an incorporeal voice said, “O foolish onel the 
eighth child of this girl, whom you are (now) conducting, will slay you." (34) Told thus, that 

wicked and sinful fellow, the disgrace of the Bhojas, seized his cousin by the hair, sword in 

hand, and proceeded to kill her. (35) The highly blessed Vasudeva pleaded with that hard¬ 

hearted and shameless fellow of detestable deeds, trying to appease him (as follows). (36) 

<=rg^cf 351W 

^IRRkripr: ^jysfcrFT Rl^lWif: I FT cFR RfhRt IFRig fWRgglRRcff&T 1I 

Rk Rf rtr^ i 3m risr^fttr) rt snfuwi ga: 1^41 

^ RWr^Rrait R?t q>Hhi<iUci3i: I ^?FRRFJ5nRJ 241-rhH RF3R ag: I I 

sf^Rng-i, i#ft Rmfir1 $uM<j4ni u,4<iid rr: iyo 1 
^ <rar r^rRi RRkaRifRfRfRB^aR: 1 
^S^fmziT RRRFjfaRFFT RRHR ag feRft ftMRjfc: IY? 1 

Rff) Rift wiqlct RRt [cIcbKIrilehRIM Rsjg I 

fFtJ RIRTFfeft^ i^ORt RRHRFT: R? ^R RTFR! |YR I 

RRk^RFpiR I 
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T|cf *qHIMKnang*li 4H l-t 'ytla TTdl^dllt IK? I 

<h>in stmra^ tt TrajTraw: i 3tt3t^t: aitrafes^iFsj^ ust iron ikk i 

irerr ddi^i srai <^4un rjBraitddT i difftr sFvdTdfHddT td ikm 

Vasudeva said : You are possessed of virtues worthy of being extolled by heroes and 

are the glory of the Bhojas. As such how can you slay your (own) cousin, a woman, on the 
festive occasion of her wedding ? (37) The death of those that are born is ordained alongwith 

their birth, O valiant prince! Death is indeed inevitable to (all) living beings (no matter) 
whether it comes this (very) day or at the end of a hundred years. (38) When the body is about 

to expire (lit., to be dissolved into its five constituent elements, viz., earth, water, fire, air and 
ether), the soul (tenanting it), following (the course of) its destiny, helplessly quits theformer 

body on (mentally) obtaining another corporeal form. (39) As indeed a walking man paces 
forward with another leg while sticking to the earth by one leg or even as a caterpillar leaves 

a blade of grass (only) when it has caught hold of another, so does the embodied soul, 

following the course of its destiny, leave the former body only when it has caught hold of 
another. (40) Just as a man in a dream state or one whose mind is entirely possessed with 

a longing and who is contemplating on the object of his desire with a mind coloured by that 
which has (either) been (actually) perceived (by him in his waking life) or heard of, visualizes 

a corresponding conceptual form (of the kind actually seen or heard of by him) and 

(unconsciously) comes to identify himself with it, and (forthwith) indeed forgets his (living) 
body, so does the embodied soul quit the previous body on attaining a new one. (41) 

Identifying itself with that (particular) body out of the (numberless) material bodies (which 
are nothing but the five elements) moulded (into diverse forms) by Maya (the creative energy 

of the Lord)—which his mind, consisting of (various) ideas and impelled by destiny, flows 
towards and clings to, the embodied soul passes into that very form alongwith the mind. (42) 

Even as the sun orthe moon, with which we are so familiar, when reflected in earthen vessels 

full of water, appears as shaking due to the force of the wind (though not actually shaking), 
so does the soul, entering through attachment the material forms brought forth by its own 
ignorance, gets deluded (seized with the fear of death and so on). (43) As such (i.e., 

inevitably exposed to the fear of death), the embodied soul, seeking after its own welfare, 
should not therefore do wrong to anyone; for there is fear to the wrong-doer from others 

(viz., from the individual wronged, its kith and kin and the god of retribution). (44) This 
younger cousin of yours is a (mere) helpless girl and is like a daughter to you. You ought not 

(therefore) to kill this girl, who has just gone through the auspicious nuptial rites, kind as you 

are to the helpless. (45) 

Tt TtrafWd'sifuLmiHIsfit t^RiUT: I d diatfa «!<<*< IK^I 

fq#sj tT5J ti ?TTr3t fdf%RdTd5>J5fd: I JflfT nfnc4l§fHd IWI 

4 fdd^fa -iiH-udrsfta dfr-H: IK41 

'pTT d Uf? ^ 11 

fal|44l dT % 4 dfdSJTgftWdl I ddfelfTt Hartfl fdfd: ^-nmridjdo I 

3TPzf2IT dl'bfd'lbllllhdtt^MhU'-ATi PifHTlHRd 1 

Tiaf H 4-dKfM jfddldd: I AS I 

TT3 fgTRd if did 4|ld4ltd[4d4WHJ rjddldTTI d J<vtl 
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Sri Suka went on: Even though admonished through conciliatory words and those 

inspiring fear as aforesaid, Kariisa, who was heartless (by nature) and followed the 

ways of ogres (besides), did not desist (from his purpose), O Parfksit (a scion of 

Kuru)!(46) Perceiving such obstinacy of his (in the matter of slaying Devaki) and 

contemplating how to avert her imminent death, Anakadundubhi (Vasudeva) resolved 

upon the following expedient in that behalf. (47) (He said to himself,) “Death should be 

warded off by a wise man so long as his reason and might are intact. If, however, death 

does not turn back there is nothing wrong on the part of the embodied soul. (48) 

Promising to hand over sons (that may be born to Devaki) to Kariisa (who is death 

personified), I ought to rescue this helpless girl and I shall have to forgo my sons only 

in case they are actually born (hereafter) and provided Kariisa (himself) does not expire 

(in the meantime). (49) Or might not the contrary happen (i.e., might not Kariisa himself 

suffer death at the hands of my sons); (for) the ways of Providence are hard to 

comprehend. What is imminent may turn away and what has turned away may appear 

again. (50) (Just) as in the case of a (forest) fire there is no cause other than destiny 

for its coming into contact with a (particular) tree (however distant it may be) and its 

remaining aloof from another (though quite near to it), so indeed in the case (even) of 

a living being the ground (other than destiny) of its being connected with or dissociated 

from a (particular) body is difficult to conceive.” (51) Having thus pondered to the best 

of his intellectual acumen, Vasudeva (the son of Sura) actually eulogized that sinful 

fellow with great esteem. (52) With & blooming lotus-like countenance, yet with an aching 

heart, he smilingly addressed the following words to that hard hearted wretch. (53) 

ira ifr-T riHllgltil'fllWl I -J3PT raiiJIjuUwi zrara 4jrjfeldHJ V* I 

Vasudeva observed : Indeed there is no fear to you, O gentle one, from this girl 

as the incorporeal voice (from heaven) has conveyed (to you). I shall (accordingly) 
make over (to you) her sons, from whom fear has arisen in you. (54) 

4>UWg[lcWRK[ridv I i^T^rt-Sra imt: Wt qi, | 

3W RUriddl I TpfriT VTPJri 'StriST ^<tt ^tljl^cIcWHJ 45 I 

■gftfSdni iraiR I Sriiuirilri fftSriri 7TlM-jdl<PriPri^d: I VS I 

^ l:7ft ^ Tritfir fejriT I 1*U*IU Sjdltri-IIHJ 44 I 
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uPci-mih ijrdRtei if 'SJ-wiriPw d irani 3fvmn -grrariHiMjrufl ftftra: feri^oi 

cldfiT fjrmiriin 1 itr>4-Krf detWri-Hdl.tfclPridltri-f: I ^ 1 

SrT Suka continued : Kariisa, who knew the truthfulness of Vasudeva’s words, ceased 

from killing Devaki (his own cousin). Applauding him, Vasudeva too reached horne full of 

delight. (55) Now, when the time came, Devaki, who (being the abode of Sri Hari) represented 

all the gods (on her person), (successively) brought forth eight sons and a daughter too 

(Subhadra by name) besides, one every year. (56) Much afraid of falsehood, Vasudeva 

handed over to Kariisa with (great) difficulty his first-born son, Kirtiman (by name). (57) 

Indeed what is difficult to endure in the eyes of the righteous? What is needed by the wise? 

What is unworthy in the eyes of the depraved? And what is difficult to renounce for those 

who have cherished Sri Hari (the Self of all)? (58) Rejoiced at heart to perceive such 
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equanimity in Vasudeva (the son of Sura) as well as his unflinching devotion to truth, Kartisa, 

O ParTksit, smilingly spoke the following words—(59) "Let this boy return (to your protection); 

for there is no fear to me from him. Obviously my death has been decreed at the hands of 

your eighth progeny." (60) Taking theboywiththeword”Amen'; Vasudeva returned (home). 

(Of course) he did not rejoice over those words of Karhsa (the wicked one) of uncontrolled 

mind. (61) 

is ^ '!frai <nsmraT Hffaci: i tfcppirai ujfWai: i ^ i 
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“Whatever cowherds there are in Vraja, the foremost of whom is Nanda, and again (all) 

those who are their wedded wives, the Vrsnis led by Vasudeva, and Yadava women headed 

by DevakT, nay, (even) the kinsmen, relatives and friends of both Nanda and Vasudeva, who 

are devoted to Karhsa (yourself) are all for the most part gods themselves." This was what 

the all-powerful sage Narada communicated to Karhsa, going to him (of his own accord), and 

also apprized him of the endeavours (of Brahma and the other gods) for the destruction of the 

Daityas, that constituted a burden to Mother ^arth, O ParTksit (a scion of Bharata)! (62—64) 

Believing the Yadus to be (so many) gods, and Lord Visnu as about to appear from the womb 

of DevakT for the purpose of slaying him, and binding DevakT and Vasudeva with fetters in 

their own residence after the departure of the (celestial) sage, Karhsa did to death every 

son of the said couple even as he was born, suspecting him to be the (birthless) Visnu 

(Himself). (65-66) Greedy monarchs given to self-gratification on this earth generally, as a 

matter of fact, kill their (own) father and mother, brothers as well as all their relations. (67) 

Knowing himself to have been, in a previous existence, the great demon Kalanemi, slain by 

Visnu and reborn (as Karhsa) in current life, he entered into hostilities with the Yadus. (68) 

Nay, putting in prison his (own) father, Ugrasena—the lord of the Yadus, the Bhojas and the 

Andhakas—the mighty Karhsa ruled over the Surasena territory himself. (69) 

Thus ends the first discourse, forming an introduction to the descent of Lord Sri Krsna, 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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Discourse II 

The Lord enters the womb of DevakI and is extolled by the gods 

3T^gigri5TrA«<mi«fmii<r»jijH: 13^31 ^33 3i#t ttmtwsra: i 7 1 

% iflfeii Piiqfa^: | 5 I 
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Srf Suka resumed : Conjoined with Praiamba, Baka, Canura, Trnavarta and Aghasura 

(who in the form of a python ate much), Mustika, Arista, Dwivida, PGtana, KesT and Dhenuka, 

as well as with other demon kings, the foremost of whom were Bana and Bhauma, and with 

Jarasandha (the ruler of Magadha, whose two daughters had been married to him) as his 

ally, the powerful Kartisa set about (the task of) destroying the Yadus. (1-2) Hard pressed, 

they migrated to the territories of the Kurus, Paficalas and Kekayas, Salvas, Vidarbhas, 

Nisadhas, Videhas andKosalas too.(3)Remaining faithfultohim,afewkinsmen(oftheirs, 

however,) continued to serve him. When six boys of Devaki had been killed by Kartisa (the 

son of Ugrasena), a ray of Lord Visnu, whom the devotees speak of as Lord Ananta, entered 

the womb of Devaki as her seventh child, that went to enhance her delight and grief at the 

same time. (4-5) 

VicrufM rawtt fcftpr <fc*i4 SPTHJ 4(^11 P<*rHI«rMi ql'imqi I ^ i 
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Perceiving the fear born of Kartisa to the Yadus, His proteges, the Lord too, the Soul of 

the universe, commanded (as follows) Yogamaya (His transcendent creative energy):—(6) 

"Proceed, O good goddess, to Vraja enriched by cowherds and cows. RohinI, Vasudeva's 

wife, is staying in the village of Gokuia owned by Nanda; and, afraid of Kartisa, his otherwives 

too are residing in secret places. (7) There exists in Devaki’s womb, in the form of an embryo, 

My own part manifestation known by the name of Sesa (the serpent-god). Taking it out, place 

it in the womb of RohinI. (8) Then I shall assume the role of a son of Devaki with all My divine 

potencies, which constitute so many parts of My being as it were, O blessed lady; while you 

shall be born of Yasoda, the wife of Nanda. (9) People will worship you by means of incense, 

offerings of food and other presents, recognizing you as the supreme controller (of the 
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destinies) of men seeking various boons and as the bestower of all desired blessings. (10) 

Men will erect temples (sacred to you) on earth and give (diverse) appellations (to you) such 

as Durga, BhadrakalT, Vijaya, VaisnavT, Kumuda, Candika, Krsna, MadhavT and Kanyaka, 

Maya, Narayanljsanl, Sarada and Ambika. (11-12) People on earth will call the son of RohinI 

Saiikarsana, particularly because of his being taken out of the womb (of DevakI); by the 

name of Rama because of his giving delight to the world and Bala because of his pre¬ 

eminence among those possessed of strength."(13) 

Ttf^lH H'lUdl as)<4llh(d rtgsr: I MR*«t 'ht 'nrtT tRt, <T2tT3pt<L I V* I 

unftit frf%tiff jRiFrgn i 3t# fetafemt |fa tip nm 

Thus instructed by the Lord and accepting His command with the words, "O yes, let it be 

so I" and going round Him from left to right (as a mark of respect), the goddess descended 

on earth and carried out His behest as she was told. (14) When the embryo in the womb of 

DevakT was transferred to that of RohinI by Yogamaya (who represents the Lord's trance- 

sleep at the time of universal dissolution), the people of Mathura wailed aloud saying, "Ah! 

the embryo (in the womb of DevakI) has perished I" (15) 
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The Lord too, who is the Soul of the universe and rids His devotees of (all) fear, entered 

the mind of Vasudeva with all His divine potencies constituting parts of His being as it were. 

(16) Carrying (in him) the glorious presence of Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person) and 

(consequently) shining as the sun, Vasudeva evidently grew to be most formidable and hard 

to approach in the eyes of (all) living beings. (17) Thereupon, Just as the eastern quarter 

bears the moon (the delighter of all), the glorious DevakI conceived in her mind the Lord 

carrying (with Him all) His divine potencies (constituting so many parts of His Being), and 

embodying the good-luck of the world—the Lord who comprises all and represented her very 

self—duly communicated (to her) by Vasudeva (through mere signt even as a preceptor 

would impress on the mind of his disciple a mental image of the Lord). (18) Imprisoned within 

(the four walls of) the palace of Karhsa (the chief of the Bhojas) like an enclosed flame or like 

useful knowledge pent up in (the mind of) a (selfish) scholar who keeps his knowledge to 

himself, DevakI, who had (now) turned into an abode of the Lord Himself (the abode of the 
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universe), did not shine fully (failed to delight the outside world). (19) Perceiving Devakl— 

who bore the invincible Lord within her—illumining the palace by her (uncommon) lustre and 

having a bright smile (on her countenance), Kamsa said (to himself): "Hari, who is going to 

take my life, has clearly and surely entered her womb, like a lion entering a cave; for she was 

not like this (so bright) before, (20) What should be speedily done by me now with reference 

to him? For (if I attempt to make short work of him, the moment he is born) he is not going 

to withhold his prowess (even as a new-born babe would do), intent as he is on his purpose 

(of advancing the interests of the gods), (And if I dispose of Devaki herself, before my enemy 

is born,) such destruction of Devakl (my cousin), who is not only a woman but enceinte (loo), 
will forthwith mar my reputation and prosperity and cut short my life.(21) Such a one is indeed 

(as good as) dead, though breathing, who lives by most atrocious deeds; (for) people curse 

such a man (even during his lifetime) and, when his body gets defunct, he is surely destined 

to go to hell (consisting of blinding darkness), the inevitable fate of one identifying oneself 

with the body." (22) Pondering thus, Kamsa, though powerful himself, ceased from that 

darkest design (of killing Devakl) and kept awaiting the birth of Sri Hari, cherishing a feeling 

of enmity for Him. (23) Thinking of Lord Sri Krsna (the Ruler of the senses) while sitting, lying 

down, standing, taking his food and walking on earth, he saw the world full of Him. (24) 
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Going thither, with sages headed by Narada and gods accompanied by their attendants 

(such as Gandharvas), Brahma and Siva (the Source of the universe), glorified (in the 

following words) Lord Visnu (who showers all desired boons), (25) "We seek as our shelter 

You of true resolve, existing in the past, present and future (i.e., before, during and after 

creation), the (ultimate) Source of earth, water and fire (collectively referred to in the Vedic 

literature by the term 'Sat'), as well as of air and ether (collectively known as Tyat*) and 

dwelling in the aforesaid (five) elements (called by the name of 'Satyam'), as the Reality 

underlying them (all), the Prompter of truthful speech as well as of undifferentiating vision, 

and consisting of truth, which is (at the same time) the highest means of attaining You, (26) 

This beginningless tree of creation indeed has one ground (in the shape of Prakrti or 

Primordial Matter),a couple of fruits (in the form of pleasure and pain), three roots (in the form 

of the three modes of Prakrti viz., Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), four kinds of sap (in the form 

of the four objects of human pursuit, viz., religious merit, earthly possessions, sensuous 

pleasure and final Beatitude), five media of perception (in the form of the five senses of 

perception), six states (viz., birth, existence, growth, ripeness, decay and destruction or six 

forms of anguish, viz., hunger and thirst, grief and infatuation, old age and death), seven 

layers of barks (in the form of the seven constituents of a body, viz., chyle, blood, flesh, fat, 

bone, marrow and semen), eight boughs (in the shape of the five elements—viz., earth, 

water, fire, air and ether—mind, reason and ego) and nine hollows (in the form of the nine 

apertures of the body, viz., the two sockets of eyes, the two cavities of ears, the two nostrils, 

the mouth and the organs of urination and defecation) and a pair of birds (viz., the individual 

soul and the Inner Controller inhabiting it) and is endowed with ten leaves (in the form of the 

ten vital airs, viz., Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana, Samana, Naga, Kurma, Krkala, Devadatta 

and Dhananjaya). (27) You alone are the Cause of the aforesaid tree in the form of the 

phenomenal universe; You are its resting-place andyou are its preserver (too). Those whose 

wisdom is clouded by Your Maya (deluding potency) look upon You as many, (but) not so 

those who are wise. (28) Being the Spirit, which is consciousness itself, .You repeatedly 

assume (reveal) for the welfare of the mobile and the immobile creation forms constituted 

of Sattva (unmixed with Rajas and Tamas), which bring delight to the righteous and are 

harmful (bring destruction) to the wicked. (29) With their mind fixed through concentration 

on You, the embodiment of pure Sattva, O lotus-eyed Lord, the select few (those endowed 
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with intelligence) cross the ocean of mundane existence like the foot-print of a calf with the 

help of the vessel in the form of Yourfeet, made available (shown) by the exalted. (30) Having 

themselves duly crossed the terrible ocean of metempsychosis, (so) very difficult to cross, 

O self-effulgent Lord, and leaving behind the bark of Your lotus-feet (setting an example of 

their devotion) here (on this side of the ocean) the aforesaid (wise men), full of unbounded 

compassion (for the afflicted), have reached the other shore (without any exertion), gracious 

as You are to the righteous. (31) Others (those treading the path of Knowledge unmixed with 

Devotion), who regard themselves as liberated, O lotus-eyed One, and whose mind is not 

very pure due to lack of devotion to You and because they have failed to adore Yourfeet, 

fall down from their position even on attaining with (great) difficulty a high state (in the form 

of noble birth, learning and asceticism, so favourable to Liberation.) (32)Those devotees of 

Yours, who have fastened their (deep) affection on You, O Spouse of LaksmT, do not, under 

any circumstance, stray in that way from the path (of Devotion). Protected on all sides by 

You and therefore rid of all fear (on the other hand), O Lord, they move about freely, setting 

their foot on the heads of the commanders of gods presiding over obstacles. (33) For the 

continuance of the world You assume (reveal) a form—consisting of pure Sattva and 

dispensing the fruit of actions of embodied beings—through the medium of which people 

(belonging to the four Asramas or stages of life) offer worship to You (severally) through (a 

study of) the Vedas, the practice of rituals, asceticism and concentration of mind. (34) Had 

this (divine) personality of Yours, consisting of Sattva (unmixed with Rajas and Tamas) not 

been manifest, 0 Maker of the universe, saving knowledge, which wipes out ignorance and 

the (resulting) notion of diversity (and which follows from the worship of Your personality) 

would not have been possible (at all). (If it is urged that the existence of Brahma would still 

be concluded from the light shed by the intellect and other faculties which, being material, 

possess only reflected light, our reply is that) You are only inferred (but not directly 

perceived), through the light shed by material organs, as one in relation to whom and 

presided overby whom the material organs shed their light. (Through Your worship however, 

the mind gets attuned with You and Your truth is realized by Your grace). (35) O self-effulgent 

Lord, who are the withess of the mind etc., and the means of whose realization can (only) 

be guessed, Your names and forms, associated with Your excellences, births and deeds, 

can neither be conceived with the mind nor extolled in words. Nevertheless, as is well-known, 

those engaged in the act of Your worship do recite Your names and perceive Your forms. 

(36) Hearing and reciting, contemplating on and helping others remember Your auspicious 

names and forms, he whose mind is fixed on Your lotus-feet (even) when he is engaged in 

activities (of various kinds) no longer deserves to be reborn. (37) Happily, O Hari, the burden 

of this earth, which represents Your feet, has been removed by Your (very) descent. Luckily 

(enough), we shall perceive the earth and heaven adorned with Your lovely footprints bearing 

auspicious marks and (thus) favoured by You, its (supreme) Ruler. (38) O Lord, that 

constitutes a haven free from (all) fear, we conceive no ground for Your descent other than 

love for sport, birthless as You are; for birth, life and death are attributed (even) to the 

(individual) soul through ignorance about You. (39) O Lord, relieve the burden of the earth 

on this occasion (even) as You have protected us as well as (all) the three worlds (at other 

times), having descended in the form of a fish, a horse (Lord HayagrTva), tortoise, man-lion, 

boar, swan, Ksatriya prince (Sri Rama), a Brahmana (Lord Parasurama) and a god (the 

divine Dwarf), Hail to You, O Jewel among the Yadus! (40) (Addressing Devaki, they said), 

fortunately, O mother, the almighty Lord, the Supreme Person has Himself entered your 

womb alongwith (all) His (divine) potencies (constituting so many parts of His being) for our 

welfare. Let there be no more fear of Karhsa (the chief of the Bhojas), who is courting his own 
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death (by persecuting you and your husband); (for) your (prospective) son will prove to be 

the Protector of the Yadus." (41) 
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Sri Suka went on : Having thus glorified the Supreme Person, whose essence is, really 

speaking, other than (different from) this visible universe, and placing Brahma and Siva at 

their heads, the gods returned to heaven. (42) 

Thus ends the second discourse entitled "Eulogy of Lord Visnu in DevakTs womb addressed 
by Brahma and others", in Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 
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Advent of Lord Sri Krsna 
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SrT Suka resumed: Now came the most delightful hour, fraught with all blessings, when 

precisely the asterisk RohinT (presided over by Brahma, son of the birthless Lord Visnu) was 

at the ascendant and when (the rest of) the asterisks, planets and (other) stars bore a gentle 

aspect. (1) The quarters became clear (of clouds as though it were autumn, although the 

rainy season had not yet ended); while the firmament was marked with the presence of 

multitudes of stars shining unobscured. The earth was seen with its towns, villages, stations 

of cowherds and mines full of festivities. (2) The rivers flowed in a limpid stream; ponds 

bloomed with lotuses; rows of forest-trees laden with bunches of flowers rang with the sweet 

noise of birds and swarms of bees. (3) A hallowed breeze (coming as it did from the direction 

of the holy Yamuna) and wafting a sweet fragrance, blew delightful to the touch; the sacred 

fires of the twice-born (that had been extinguished due to Kamsa’s persecution) burst into 
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flames (automatically) on the occasion. (4) The minds of the righteous became cheerful 

oppressed as they had been by the demons. When that birthless Lord was about to be born 

kettledrums sounded (of themselves) in heaven. (5) At that time Kinnaras and Gandharvas 

sang.Siddhas and Caranas uttered praises and Vidyadhara women danced with celestial 
nymphs. (6) Full of joy, sages and gods showered flowers and clouds gently rumbled after 

the manner of the (roaring) ocean. (7) When midnight enveloped in (thick) darkness came 

and when people's prayer (for His descent) began, Lord Visnu, the Indweller of all hearts, 

manifested Himself in His entirety through DevakI—who possessed a form similar to that of 
a goddess (being an incarnation of Aditi, the mother of the gods)—even as the full moon 

would appear in the eastern horizon. (8) 
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Vasudeva beheld that extraordinary boy with lotus-like eyes, endowed with four arms 

wielding uplifted weapons (and other emblems) such as a conch, a mace and a discus; 

bearing on his bosom the mark of SrTvatsa (a golden curl of hair characteristic of Lord Visnu); 

clad in yellow (silk); possessing the charm of a cloud laden with moisture, with the Kaustubha 

gem shining at His neck and His profuse locks bathed in the splendour of His diadem and 

ear-rings studded with precious cat's-eyes, and highly resplendent with an exquisite girdle, 

armlets and bangles etc. (9-10) Plunged in joy to behold Sri Hari as his (own) son and with 
his eyes wide open through wonder (at the appearance of the all-pervading Lord through the 

womb of his wife, DevakI, even though he was bound inwardly with the shackles of ignorance 

and outwardly by the fetters of Karhsa), Vasudeva mentally gave away on that (auspicious) 

occasion ten thousand cows to Brahmanas in his hurry to celebrate the descent of Sri Krsna 

(Lord Visnu). (11) Concluding the boy, (who was) illuminating the lying-in-chamber with His 

(own) splendour, to be (no other than) Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person), 0 scion of Bharata, 

Vasudeva, who was aware of the Lord's greatness and whose fear was (completely) gone, 
now proceeded to glorify Him with a guileless mind and joined palms, his body bent low (with 

humility). (12) 
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Vasudeva prayed : You have been directly known (by me) to be (the same as) the 

Supreme Person, existing beyond Prakrti (the material plane), nay, consisting of absolute 
and conscious bliss, the witness of all minds. (13) Having evolved even as such (consisting 

of truth, consciousness and bliss) at the beginning (of creation) this (universe), consisting of 
the three Gunas, by Your (own),creative energy, You are conceived as having entered it after 

that, even though as a matter of fact You have not entered it. (14) (Just) as these elementary 
principles, (viz., the Mahat-tattva, Ahankara and the five Tanmatras) appear to have entered 
their evolutes (even though they do not really enter it), so is the case with You (who appear 

to have entered the womb of DevakI even though You have not actually entered it). 

Combining (under the direction of the Spirit) with their (sixteen) evolutes (viz., the five gross 
elements and the ten Indriyasand the mind), the former actually bring forth the cosmic egg, 

though possessing diverse properties and existing apart (from one another); and, having 
duly evolved it, they appear as having entered it (even though they do not really do so). Their 
entry into it is not possible due to their being already present in it (as its causes). (15-16) In 
this way You are imagined as having entered Devakfs womb, though not having actually 

entered it. Though existing (as theircause) with the objects perceptible by the senses (whose 

true nature can only be inferred through the perception of sense-objects),You are not 
apprehended alongwith those sense-objects; (for) the distinction of inside and outside does 

not exist in You, that comprise and indwell all, are all-pervading and real—because of Your 
being unlimited. (How, then, can it be possible for You to enter anything?) (17) He who 

concludes with regard to material objects perceptible by him that they are real as distinct from 

their (own) self is ignorant. And since, when investigated into, such an object does not prove 

to be anything but a (mere) display of words, a man acknowledging what has been disproved 
is (certainly) a fool. (18) The wise declare the appearance, the continuance and the 

destruction of this (universe), O Lord, (as proceeding) from You, who are desireless, beyond 
the (three) Gunas and changeless. This is not incompatible in You, who are (at once) Brahma 
(the Absolute) and the (almighty) Lord. (As a matter of fact,) whatever is done by the Gunas 

is ascribed to You because of Your being their ultimate ground. (19) As such (consisting of 
truth, consciousness and bliss), of course, You assume (reveal) by Your creative will Your 

pure (white) complexion (Visnu form consisting of Sattva) for the continuance of the three 
worlds, Your red complexion (Brahma form), endowed with the principle of Rajas, for their 

creation, and a dark complexion (Rudra form), evolved by (the principle of) Tamas for their 
destruction. (20) Intending to protect this universe, 0 Lord, the Ruler of all, You have 

descended in my house. You will (in course of time) extirpate (for the protection of the 
righteous) armies led by numberless Asura chiefs passing under the name of Ksatriya 
princes. (21) Hearing of (anticipating) Your birth in our house, this villain (of a Kamsa) actually 
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killed Your elder brothers, O Ruler of the gods ! Learning of Your advent as soon as it is 
intimated by his men, he will rush in this very moment with uplifted weapons. (22) 
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Sri Suka went on : Perceiving her aforesaid son endowed with the characteristics of 
Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person), Devakf, who was (hitherto) afraid of Kariisa, now bore a 
bright smile (on her countenance) and glorified Him, (23) 
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DevakI prayed : You are Lord Visnu Himself, the Illuminator of (all) psycho-physical 
organisms, the indefinable Reality, which the Vedas declare as the unmanifest cause 

consisting of (mere) consciousness, transcending the three Gunas, absolute existence, 

unqualified and devoid of activity. (24) When at the end of two Parardhas (constituting the 

lifetime of Brahma) the universe (consisting of seven higher and seven lower worlds) is 

dissolved (into its constituent elements), by force of Time the (five) gross elements are 

ultimately merged ( alongwith the ten Indriyas and the mind including the deities presiding 

over them) in Ahahkara (their cause), (Ahahkara is merged in the Mahat-tattva), the Mahat- 

tattva in the Unmanifest (and the Unmanifest in Yourself), You alone are left and (therefore) 
called by the name of Sesa (lit., the residue). (25) The wise declare as a potency of Yours 

the aforesaid Time, which extends (in point of duration) from the twinkling of an eye to a year 

and is infinite in extent, and under whose impulse the universe proceeds on in its cyclic 
course, O Director of the Unmanifest 11 fly (for protection) to You as such, the Ruler (of Time 

as well as of Prakrti), the Abode of security. (26) Afraid of the serpent of death and running 

about all the worlds (in quest of a quarter free from the fear of death), a mortal is not able to 
attain a place void of fear. Having by an indescribable stroke of good luck (however) reached 

Your lotus-feet, he rests in peace, O Primeval Being; for (even) death turns away from 

him.(27) As such (kindly) protect You us (Your devotees), afraid of the terrible Karhsa (the 

son of Ugrasena); (for) You are the dispeller of the grave fears of Your servants. And (pray), 

do not reveal to the ignorant (whose eyes are directed to the flesh) this divine form, the object 
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of meditation (for the seekers of liberation). (28) Let not that wicked one know of Your birth 

through me, O slayer of the demon Madhu! I am terribly afraid, for Your sake, of Kariisa and 
(feel) much agitated at heart. (29) Withdraw,O Soul of the universe, this four-armed 

transcendent form adorned with the splendour of a conch, a discus, a mace and a lotus. (30) 

It is a truism that You, the Supreme Person, hold at the end of the cosmic night (final 

dissolution) in Your Body this (vast) universe with enough space about it. That You as such 

should have entered my womb, Oh that is surely an imitation of human ways. (31) 
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The Lord replied : In a previous life (the third incarnation preceding the present one), 

in course of the Swayambhuva Manvantara you alone, O good lady, were Prsni. In that life 
he (your husband) was a sinless Prajapati, Sutapa by name. (32) When indeed you two were 

commanded by Brahma to beget progeny, thereupon you both practised most rigid 

austerities, fully controlling your senses. (33) Enduring one after another the peculiarities of 

the (various) seasons in the form of rain, storm, sunshine, snow and heat, nay, subsisting 

(now) on withered leaves and (now) on air alone and with the impurities of your mind wiped 

out through breath-control, you performed My worship with a calm mind, seeking the objects 

of your desire from Me. (34-35) While you with your mind fixed on Me, were both thus 

practising severe austerities, most difficultto practise, O good lady, twelve thousand celestial 
years rolled by. (36) Constantly contemplated upon in the heart with reverence and devotion 

coupled with asceticism, and highly pleased with you both, O sinless one, I, the foremost of 

(all) bestowers of boons, appeared on that occasion in this (very) form with the desire of 

conferring (on you) the blessings sought by you both. When the words, "Ask any boon of your 

choice" were uttered (by Me), a son like Me was asked for by you. (37-38) Having not (yet) 

tasted the pleasures of sense and not blessed with any issue, you, husband and wife, did 

not ask (the boon of) final beatitude of Me, infatuated as you were by My Maya. (39) Having 

secured the desired boon of (getting) a son like Me and having (thus) realized your ambition, 

you proceeded when I had left, to enjoy the sensuous pleasures. (40) Not finding anyone else 

in the world alike in amiable disposition, magnanimity and other qualities, I (Myself) was born 

as your son and became known by the name of Prsnigarbha (son of Prsni). (41) Once more 
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as a son of you both as aforesaid, I was born of Aditi (an incarnation of Prsni) through the sage 

Kasyapa (an incarnation of Sutapa) and came to be known as Upendra (Indra's younger 

brother) and (also) as Vamana because of My dwarf-like form. (42) Indeed in this third 

incarnation of you both as such, I am again born at this moment in the same (four-armed) form 

(as was revealed to you before); (for) My word is (always) true, O good lady I (43) This 

(four-armed) form has been revealecf to you (again) for reminding you of My previous 

descents; (for) knowledge of My identity is not had otherwise through a mortal sem-blance. 

(Now of course I will assume the form of a human babe as desired by you). (44) Constantly 

thinking of Me as a son and (also) as Brahma (the all-pervading Lord), and having bestowed 

(your) love on Me, you both will attaip the highest state of union with Me (in the form of co¬ 
residence with Me in My divine Abode). (45) 

Sqm 
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Sri Suka continued : Having thus spoken. Lord Sri Hari, became silent and instantly 

assumed the form of an ordinary child by His own free will, His parents gazing (with 

wonder).(46) Thereupon as the aforesaid Vasudeva (the son of Sura, who suddenly found 

his fetters loosened) felf inclined to step out of the lying-in-chamber, taking his son securely 

(in a winnowing basket covered with soft linen), as urged by the Lord, that (very) moment 

Yogamaya, who is nick-named Aja (birthless), was born through the wife of Nanda (at 

Gokula). (47) Now the gate-keepers having been deprived (for the time being) of all their 

cognitive faculties and the citizens too having been sent to sleep by Her (Yogamaya), all the 

gates (of the palace), even though they had been closed by means of huge doors as well as 

with steel bolts and chains, and were (thus) hard to penetrate, flew open by themselves the 

moment Vasudeva arrived (near) carrying Lord Srf-Krsna (on his head), (even) as darkness 

would disperse with the appearance of the sun. (At that time) clouds rained with a gentle 

rumbling; while Sesa followed (at the heels of Vasudeva), warding off the rain by means of 

his (thousand) hoods (spread as an umbrella over His head). (48-49) While Indra (the rain- 

god) was pouring showers frequently (in order to avert the popular gaze and allowing a 
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respite at intervals so as to avoid continued hardship to Vasudeva), the Yamuna river 

(presided over by a deity of the same name and the younger sister of Yama, the god 

of retribution), (even though) covered with foam due to waves set up by the force of its 

deep flood, and studded with hundreds of fearful male-storms, afforded passage (to the 

divine Sri Krsna) by becoming fordable (even) as the ocean did (of yore) to Lord Sri 

Rama (the Spouse of Laksmi disguised as SIta). (50) Reaching Nanda's Vraja and 

finding there the cowherds headed by Nanda buried in sleep under the influence of 

Yogamaya (representing the trance-sleep of Lord Visnu), Vasudeva (the son of Sura) 

placed his son on the bed of Yasoda (by her side) and returned (forthwith) to the palace 

(of Kamsa), taking* with him (in exchange) her (divine) daughter. (51) Laying the (divine) 

girl on Devakl's bed and putting the chains about his feet (again), Vasudeva now stood 

confined as before. (52) Yasoda, Nanda's wife, too simply came to know of a child 

having been born (to her) but did not notice its sex, exhausted (as she was by the throes 

of parturition) and rendered unconscious by Yogamaya. (53) 

Thus ends the third discourse, bearing on the Advent of Sri Krsna, in the first 

half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

XVXi/ (JftjfA1 (TV 

3T2I 

Discourse IV 
Slipping from the grip of Kamsa, Yogamaya ascends 

to the heavens and utters a prophecy 

dUlU 
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Sri Suka resumed : (Vasudeva having returned to the palace,) all the outer 

(main) gates as well as those of the gynaeceum were closed as before. Then, 

on hearing the cry of a babe, the guards of the palace got wide awake. (1) Hastily 

approaching Kamsa, they now reported to the ruler of the Bhojas of that (particular) 

childbirth (the birth of the eighth child) of DevakI, which he anxiously awaited. (2) 

Rising hurriedly from his bed and distressed to think that the baby was his 

death, he went in all haste to the lying-in-chamber with tottering steps and dishevelled 

hair, (3) Wretched as she was, the shining and virtuous lady pathetically 

* Vasudeva can be accused here of callousness by the unwary reader in removing his own son and deliberately 

delivering the child of his friend, Nanda, to the hands of Death But thoughtful readers would acquit him of this charge, knowing 

as they do that Vasudeva did all this under the express command of the Lord Himself, as is clear from verse 47 above. 
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addressed her aforesaid cousin (as follows):—“She is (deserving of protection like) a 

daughter-in-law to you, O blessed one; you ought not to kill a female child. (4) Many a 

babe, brilliant as fire, has been killed by you, impelled as you were by Providence, O 

brother! This solitary and helpless girl may (kindly) be gifted to me. (5) Since I am 

undoubtedly your younger cousin, whose sons have been killed and who is therefore 

miserable, O lord, you ought to bestow on me, hapless as I am, this last progeny 

(ot mine), O dear brother!” (6) 

mlvj4i zmrm 
sMi^irU'KiAa Tr^fsrr ■ ««r«wwi TaMrPi 1 13 ' 
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Sri Suka went on: Thus entreated by Devaki—who wept like a most helpless 

woman, hugging her daughter—and, roughly rebuking her with vehemence, the wicked 

one snatched the baby from her hand. (7) Seizing by the feet his cousin s daughter, 

who had just been born, Karnsa—whose affection (for his cousin) had been uprooted 

by self-interest—dashed her against the (hard) surface of a slab. (8) Flying off his 

hand, the younger sister of Sri Kfsna instantly rose to the heavens and was seen 

in the form of a goddess with eight mighty arms equipped with weapons. (9) Adorned 

with ethereal wreaths, raiment, sandal-paste, and bejewelled ornaments, She wielded 

(severally) a bow, a pike, an arrow, a shield, a sword, a conch and a mace (in Her 

eight hands). (10) While being hymned by Siddhas, Caranas, Gandharvas, Apsaras, 

Kinnaras and Nagas, who offered various articles of worship (to Her), She uttered 

the following words:—(11) “What would you gain by My being slain, O foolish one; 

for your destroyer, (who is) your erstwhile adversary (too), has been born at some 

place or other. (Therefore) do not kill (other) helpless children in vain." (12) Having 

warned him thus, lo! the almighty Maya (disappeared and) stayed on earth as a deity 

under diverse appellations in shrines of different names. (13)’ 

arnfafgthtrerin} ant: itruraiTna: i ffaaff a ftnjat V*1 
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• Vide II. 11-12 above. 
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Highly amazed to hear the words uttered by Her and having completely liberated Devakl 

and Vasudeva, Karhsa spoke with humility (as follows):—(14) "Oh I cousin ! Oh I brother-in- 
law, alas, many a son of yours has been killed by me, a sinner (as I am), (even) as an ogre 

may kill his (own) progeny. (15) Having forsworn compassion and disowned my kinsmen and 

(other) relatives indeed, and (virtually) dead, though breathing, to what (infernal) regions 
shall I actually descend like a slayer of Brahmanas, a notorious wretch as I am ? (16) Not 

only mortals but gods as well utter falsehood, putting faith in whom I, a sinner, killed my 

cousin's babes I (17) (Pray,) do not lament your sons, who only reaped what they had sown 

(in their previous existence), O highly blessed souls I Living beings do not, as a rule, live for 

ever, or at one place (even) so long as they live, being under the control of destiny, (18) As 

earthen pots come and go (appear and disappear) on the earth, so do bodies (of living 

beings) in the Self. And even as the earth undergoes no change consequent on the earthly 

beings undergoing transformation, so the Self (too) does not change consequent on the 

bodies undergoing changes (in the form of birth, death and so on).(19) In him who is not really 
cognizant of this fact arises misapprehension regarding the self (in the form of self- 

identification with the body, which is other than the self), from which proceeds the notion of 

difference (between the self and the not-self). Thence come about the union with and 

separation from other bodies (viz., those of his sons and other near and dear ones) and (the 

result is that) transmigration (and the resultant harvest of joys and sorrows) does not cease 

(in his case so long as his aforesaid misapprehension does not disappear. (20) Therefore 

(although in truth neither they were your sons nor did I kill them), O blessed lady, do not 

sorrow for your sons, though slain by me; for everyone helplessly reaps the fruit of one's own 

(past) actions. (21) The fool who does not cognize his (true) self and identifies himself with 

a (material) body assumes the role of a victim or agent of persecution (only) so long as he 

feels that 'I am slain or I am the slayer.' (22) (Pray), forgive you both my wickedness; for pious 

souls (like you) are (as a rule) fond of the afflicted." Saying so, and with his face wet with tears, 

Karhsa (the brother-in-law of Vasudeva) forthwith clasped the feet of his cousin and her 

husband. (23) Reassured by the utterance of the (divine) girl, he rid Devaki and Vasudeva 

of (their) chains, exhibiting his affection (for them). (24) Having vouchsafed her forgiveness 

to the cousin, who was fully repentant, Devaki gave up her anger as well; while Vasudeva 

laughingly spoke to him as follows;—(25) "It is precisely as you say, O highly blessed one! 

The feeling in embodied beings that 'I am this body etc., from which proceeds the distinction 

that 'this is mine' and 'that is not mine', has its origin in ignorance. (26) Full of grief, delight, 

fear, hatred, greed, infatuation and pride, those possessed of a differentiating eye, do not 

perceive God (manifested as the Time-Spirit) destroying beings through the agency of 

(other) beings by recourse to mutual strife.” (27) 

tra stfaaifftn 
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Sri Suka continued : Thus addressed in a guileless manner by Devaki and Vasudeva, 
who felt (quite) appeased, and permitted by them, Karhsa withdrew to his palace. (28) That 

night having passed, Karhsa summoned his counsellors and told them all that which was 

intimated by Yogamaya (representing the trance-sleep of Lord Visnu). (29) Hearing the 

words of their master, the demons (lit., the progeny of Diti), the (sworn) enemies of the gods— 
who were resentful towards the gods and were not very clever—said:—(30) 
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“INhat is so, O ruler of the Bhojas, then we shall presently kill without doubt (all) the babes 

of above and below ten days (dwelling) in towns, villages, cowherd-stations and other 

places. (31) What will the gods do (to us) with al heirendeavours, cowards as they are in battle 

and ever perturbed in mind at the twangs of your bowstring? (32) Being assailed on all sides 

with the volleys of your arrows (even) as you discharged them, they took to their heels (in 
the past), anxious to escape with life, and made good their retreat, deserting the battle¬ 

field.^) Having laid down their arms, some gods (lit., denizens of heaven) stood with their 

palms joined over their heads, reduced as they were to a miserable plight. Others, who 

appeared with the tufts of hair on their crown untied and with the back end of their loin-cloth 

remaining untucked to their loin (as a token of humility), exclaimed, "We are frightened (and 
seek your mercy!)" (34) You, however, never strike those (of your enemies) who have 

forgotten to take their missiles and (other) weapons, have lost their chariots, are overtaken 

with fear, are intent on something else, have turned their back on the battle-field, or whose 

bow has been broken or who are disinclined to fight. (35) What (harm) could be wrought by 

the gods, valiant (only) in a safe retreat and boastful in places other than the battle-field? 

What could be done by Hari, living in seclusion (in the head of all) or by Siva, dwelling in 

woods? (And) what could be achieved by Indra of poor strength or by Brahma (engaged in) 

practising austerities ? (36) Yet we think that the gods do not deserve to be ignored because 

of their hostile attitude (towards us). Therefore, command us, your obedient servants, to 

destroy Visnu (disguised as an infant and forming their very mainstay). (37) (Even) as a 
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malady appearing in the body and completely ignored (in its initial stages) by men cannot 

be remedied once it has struck deep roots, or as the senses cannot be controlled if 

neglected (and allowed to have their own way), so the enemy cannot be dislodged once 

his strength gets consolidated and he grows mighty. (38) Indeed Visnu is the root (chief 

support) of the gods and he stays where the eternal (Vedic) Religion prevails. Again, 

Veda, the cow, the Brahmana, asceticism and the (institution of) sacrifices accompanied 

by (liberal) sacrificial fees constitute the roots of the latter. (39) Therefore, O king, we 

shall by all means kill Brahmanas who are expositors of the Vedas, ascetics and those 

given to sacrificial performances as well as cows that yield materials (such as milk and 

clarified butter) worthy of being offered as oblation into the sacrificial fire (inasmuch as 
they are all instrumental in manifesting Visnu). (40) Brahmanas, cows and the Vedas, 

asceticism, truthfulness, control of the senses and the mind, reverence, compassion 

and endurance as well as sacrificial performances constitute (so many) embodiments of 

Sri Hari. (41) He is unquestionably the ruler of all the gods, a (sworn) enemy of the 

demons and indeed the indweller of (all) hearts. All the gods including Siva and Brahma 

(the four-faced creator) have their origin in Him. Hence to extirpate the Rsis—this 
constitutes the (most effective) means of killing Visnu. (42) 
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Sri Suka proceeded further: Having thus fully deliberated with his wicked 

advisers, the evil-minded demon, Kartisa, thought the massacre of Brahmanas as 
conducive to his good, enmeshed as he was by the snare of Death. (43) Commanding 

the demons—who were fond of persecuting others and could assume any form they 

liked—to oppress the righteous in all quarters, Kartisa retired into the palace. (44) The 

demons, whose disposition was predominantly Rajasika (turbulent) and whose understanding 

was clouded with Tamoguna (obtuseness), and whose death was near, acted inimically 

towards the virtuous. (45) An outrage done to an exalted soul brings to an end a man’s 

life, fortune, glory, religious merit, his title to the higher worlds as well as his desired 
objects, nay, all blessings. (46) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse in the first half of Book Ten of the great 

and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

xjxjjaigsrssfi 
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3T«T witSSZTFJ: 

Discourse V 

Festivities connected with the Birth of Lord Sri Krsna at Gokula 
J4M 
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Sri Suka resumed : Calling in Brahmanas, well-versed in the art of fortune-telling and 
having made them repeat benedictory hymns, the high-souled Nanda. on the other hand, 

who was rejoiced at the thought of a son having been born to him (in his ripe old age), and 
who had just bathed and attained purity (thereby) and was (duly) adorned, had the 
Jatakarma* ceremony actually performed with respect to the Babe according to precept and 
(also) caused the manes and gods (in the form of Nandi-Sraddha and so on) to be 
worshipped. (1-2) He gave away to the Brahmanas two lakhs of newly calved and richly 

adorned cows as well as seven mountain-like piles of sesamum seedst studded with a vast 
number of precious stones and covered with a piece of gold cloth.(3) Material substances 
get purified through passage of time, bath and washing, sacraments, asceticism, sacrificial 

performances, charitable gifts and contentment; while the soul is purified through Self- 
knowledge (alone). (4) Brahmanas as well as Sutas.t Magadhas and Vandis uttered 

benedictory words; songsters sang songs, while kettledrums and larger drums sounded 

again and again. (5) 

gat: ttuj2ttRtTt>4JtlfeJJ^lTtt: I I ^ I 
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Vraja had its doorways, courtyards and interiors of houses well swept and duly sprinkled 
with water, and was decorated with flags and buntings of various colours as well as with 

arches made of wreaths, textiles and leaves. (6) Cows, bulls and grown up calves were 
daubed with oil mixed with termeric, painted with minerals of various colours and decked with 
peacock plumes, wreaths, cloth and gold necklaces. (7) Cowherds dressed in costly loin¬ 

cloths, coats and turbans and adorned with valuable jewels flocked (in the house of Nanda), 

carrying presents of various kinds in their hands, O Pariksit I (8) 

* This ceremony consists in touching the tongue of a new-born male child thrice with ghee after appropriate prayers, 

t It is customary among the Hindus to give away heaps of sesamum seeds on the auspicious occasion of the birth of a 

son. 

tThese terms have been defined in the following couplet:— 

JJrfl: vVlfolfrl: TTTrfn iTFWl efVIVW+l: I <tr-Mfe*MtfUjTI: II 

’ Sutas are those who recite stories from the Puranas; Magadhas are no other than bards reciting the glories of ancestors 

of kings, while Vandis are those who make observations suited to particular occasions " 
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Rejoiced to hear of the birth of a son to YaSoda, cowherd women too beautified their 
person with clothes, ornaments, collyrium and so on. (9) The charm of their lotus face 
heightened by (decorations of) fresh saffron paste, corresponding to the filaments of a lotus, 
they despite their bulky buttocks walked hurriedly with presents (in the shape of gold-rings, 
necklaces of jewels, raiments, fruits and blades of panic grass etc.,) their breasts shaking 
(on account of their rapid movement). (10) Adorned with well-polished bejewelled ear-rings 
and a string of gold coins worn about their neck as well as with bangles, and clad in raiments 
of various colours, the cowherd women shone brightly while proceeding to the palace of 
Nanda, flowers fallen from their braids being strewn in a shower on the way, and looked 
graceful with the ear-rings and the necklaces, hanging on their breasts, swinging about 
rapidly. (11) Invoking (divine) blessings on the boy in the words "May You protect the babe 
for long (O Lord !)“ and sprinkling the multitude with water mixed with turmeric powder and 
oil, they sang in a high pitch. (12) 
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Now that the immortal Lord Sri Krsna, the Ruler of the universe, had come down to Vraja, 
musical instruments of various kinds were played upon on that occasion of great rejoicing, (13) 
Spraying with curds, milk, clarified butter and water and besmearing (the face of) one another 
with handfuls of fresh butter, the merry cowherds threw one another of the feet (in mirth). (14) 
For the purpose of propitiating Lord Visnu as well as for the welfare of his son, the high-souled 
and liberal-minded Nanda conferred on them as well as on the Sutas, the Magadhas and the 
Vandis and others who lived by their art or science (such as musicians, physicians, 
astrologers, dancers and interpreters of omens) raiment, ornaments and cattle-wealth, and 
suitably honoured them with gifts desired by them. (15-16) Felicitated by Nanda, the cowherd 
chief, the highly blessed Rohini too (who excelled all the other wives of Vasudeva in that she 
had the rare good fortune of witnessing the childlike pastimes of Sri Krsna) moved about as 
the virtual mistress of Nanda's household (receiving female guests and ordering servants), 

decked with supernal clothes, garlands and necklaces (forgetting the distress of her captive 
husband). (17) Thenceforward Nanda's Vraja became the seat of all prosperity turning into 
the (very) playground of Goddess Rama by virtue of its native excellences peculiar to an 
abode of Lord Sri Hari, O protector of men! (18) 
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[565] B.M. Part II—33 
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Having charged the cowherds with the protection of Gokula, Nanda went to Mathura in 

order to pay his annual tribute to Kariisa, O jewel of the Kurus! (19) Reliably hearing of his 
friend, Nanda, having come (to Mathura) and coming to know that he had paid his tribute, 

Vasudeva repaired to his camp (to see him and enquire about his own sons, Balarama and 

Sri Krsna). (20) Rejoiced to see him come and at once rising to his feet even as a body (lying 
unconscious) would do on consciousness returning to it, Nanda folded his most beloved 
friend in the arms, overwhelmed as he was with affection. (21) Welcomed (by Nanda) and 
honoured with an enquiry after his health, and comfortably seated, Vasudeva, whose mind 
was deeply attached to his sons, sqpke as follows, O protector of the people:—(22) 
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"It is a matter for congratulation, O brother, that an issue has now been vouchsafed to 
you, aged and issueless as you were, and had been shut out from all hopes of getting a 
progeny. (23) Through good luck you have been perceived today like one reborn (revolving 
all along) on this whirligig of mundane existence; for the sight of a loved one is (so) difficult 
to obtain. (24) The living together at one and the same place of friends engaged in diverse 

occupations, which is so agreeable, is not (always) possible any more than that of wooden 
planks etc., swept along by the current of a river. (25) Is that Vrhadvana (Gokula) where you 
are residing at present surrounded (accompanied) by your kith and kin, favourable to cattle, 

free from diseases and provided with abundant water, grass and plants? (26) Cherished by 
you both (your wife and yourself) and recognizing you as his father, is my son (Balarama), 
O brother, doing well with his mother (Rohini) in your Vraja? (27) Indeed the threefold object 
of human pursuit (viz., religious merit, wealth and sensuous pleasure) is recommended only 

in so far as it is shared with one's near and dear ones. When the latter are in distress, such 
threefold pursuit does not make for happiness (the goal of all sentient beings). (28) 

3^3 cjcfm 
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Nanda replied : Born of Devaki, (O friend,) many a son of yours has been killed alas! 
by Kariisa. (Only) one daughter, subsequently born, was left (having escaped death at his 

cruel hands). But she too ascended to heaven. (29) Indeed a created being depends on its 
destiny and is controlled by destiny. He who knows destiny to be his (very) essence (the 
unfailing cause of his happiness and misery) does not get infatuated. (30) 

3>7t 3 cuRJcbl 33t 77^ ^07 33 3 3: I 7®(3 3irf33 1371 

Vasudeva said: The annual tribute has actually been paid to the king and we (too) have 
been seen by you. You should not (therefore) stay here long; (for) there are startling 
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occurrences at Gokula too. (31) 

^ftm: 3JtrFTRH I 
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Sri Suka continued : Thus exhorted by Vasudeva (the son of Sura) and taking leave of 
him, the said cowherds, headed by Nanda, returned to Gokula riding on their carts drawn by 
bullocks. (32) 

Thus ends the fifth discourse entitled "The meeting of Nanda and Vasudeva V in the first half of 
Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse VI 

Deliverance of Putana 
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Sri Suka resumed: Pondering on his way that the words of Vasudeva (the son of Sura) 
could not be untrue, Nanda sought Sri Hari as his refuge, apprehensive as he was of the 
coming of startling events. (1) Despatched by Karhsa, the terrible demoness PUtana, who 
was given to (the practice of) killing infants, moved about in towns, villages, cowherdstations 
etc., killing infants (wherever she went). (2) Ogresses and others find their way only there 
where people, though devoted to their duties, do not practise the hearing etc., of the names 
and stories of Lord Visnu (the Protector of devotees), capable of exterminating the ogres. (3) 
Reaching Gokula, ruled over by Nanda, on one occasion, and disguising herself as a woman 
through her witchcraft, the said PUtana, who was capable of coursing through the air and 
could go anywhere she pleased, entered the village. (4) Seeing that lovely woman, clad in 
fine clothes, with jasmine flowers tucked to her braid, her slender waist pressed as it were 
between her bulky hips (below) and her full breasts (above), and with her face set off with 
curly locks radiant with the lustre of her swinging ear-rings, the Gopis thought her to be the 
most beautiful Laksmi (Herself), come to see Her Spouse, distinguished as she was by her 
hand bearing a lotus (the emblem of Laksmi) and captivating the mind of the inhabitants of 

Vraja by her side-long looks accompanied with sweet smiles. (5-6) Hunting for infants and 
propelled by Providence, PUtana (lit., an evil spirit seizing infants and causing their death) 
saw lying in a bed in that palace of Nanda, the Babe (Sri Krsna), the Destroyer of the wicked, 

with His immeasurable glory veiled, like fire buried under ashes. (7) Recognizing her to be 
an evil spirit given to the destruction of infants, 6ri Krsna (the Soul of the mobile and immobile 
creation) lay with His eyes utterly closed. She placed the infinite Lord, her very death, in her 

lap (even) as an ignorant man would a sleeping serpent, mistaking it for a rope. (8) Seeing 
inside the house that excellent woman—whose (outward) behaviour was most affectionate 
(like that of a mother), though she was possessed of a cruel heart and thus resembled a 
sword encased in a charming scabbard—and overwhelmed with her splendour, the two 
mothers (Rohini and Yaioda) stood merely gazing. (9) Taking Sri Krsna in her lap there, that 
cruel woman put into the Baby's mouth her dreadful breast besmeared with deadly poison. 

Squeezing it hard with both his hands, the Lord full of indignation forthwith sucked the 
poison alongwith her (very) life. (10) Being wrung in all her vital parts, she cried out saying. 
"Leave me, O leave me, enough of it!" Distending her eyes and tossing about her feet and 
arms again and again, she actually screamed, her limbs drenched with prespiration. (11) As 
a result of her very deep and violent roar the earth with its mountains and heaven with its 
planets shook, the subterranean worlds as well as the (four) quarters echoed and people 

toppled down on the ground under the apprehension of a thunderbolt. (12) Thus tormented 
at her breasts and reverting (in her helpless state) to her own (demoniac) form, she (sprang 
and) fell dead in (the outskirts of) Vraja, opening her mouth and flinging about her hair and 
stretching her legs and arms too (even) like the demon Vrtra knocked down by the 
thunderbolt (of Indra), O protector of men 1(13) 

qnHH'lsfq rt^(hf'lo!jj4TH4MKI *jyiumi« PtSdlftTf^dH | | 
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Even while falling down, her (colossal) body crushed, O ruler of kings, trees within 

(an area of) twelve miles. That was a great wonder. (14) Its mouth was ranged with 

fearful teeth as long as a plough-tree; its nostrils resembled a pair of mountain caves; 
its breasts lookdd like a couple of huge rocks; its coppery hair hung loose; its eyes 

were deep like a well overgrown with plants etc.; it looked terrible with its hips 

resembling sand-banks; its arms, thighs and feet resembled dams; while its belly looked 

like a waterless pond. The cowherds and cowherdesses were really much frightened to 
see that fearful body, their heart, ears and head having already been split by her yell. (15—17) 

And finding the boy fearlessly playing on her bosom, the cowherd women quickly went 

up to Him and picked Him up, alarmed as they were. (18) Along with Yasoda and Rohini 

they fully ensured the safety of the boy (against evil spirits) on all sides by waving round 
him the tail of a cow (which has been declared in the scriptures to be the seat of 

Goddess Laksmi) and other occult rites. (19) Having bathed the boy with the urine of 

a cow (which is held to be as sacred as the water of the holy Gaiiga) and again 

sprinkling him with the dust under the hoofs of cows (which is considered to be as good 

as sprinkling with the totality of all sacred waters), they (further) ensured his security by 

daubing him with cowdung (which is recognized as another seat of Goddess Laksmi) 

at twelve points while uttering (twelve different) names* (of the Lord). (20) Having sipped 

water and assigned (a number of ) seed-letters (representing the first letters of the 

following eleven names of the Lord, followed by a nasal sound—Anuswara) separately 
to the (diverse) limbs of their (own) body as well as to (the parts of) their hands, the 

cowherd women next assigned the same seed-letters to the limbs and (parts of) the 

hands of the baby. (21) 
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* The twelve names to be Littered on such occasion and the twelve limbs to be touched while doing so are 

specified in the following verses of the Padmapurana:— 

I tj 'IIHI II 

sifarc ij I ^ 'htsii -’-fAci II 
“One should visualize Kesava on one’s forehead, Narayana on the belly, Madhava on the breast and Govinda 

on the back of one’s neck, Visnu in the right side of the abdomen and Madhusudana on the right arm, Trivikrama 

on the neck, Vamana on the left side (of the abdomen), Sndhara on the left arm and Hrsikesa again on the neck, 

Padmanabha on the back and Damodara on the waist." 

This shows that the Gopis of Vraja were all Vaisnavas. 
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(They said:—) "May Aja (the birthless Lord) protect your feet; Maniman (the Lord 
adorned with the Kaustubha gem), your knees and Yajna (the Deity presiding over 

sacrifices), your thighs; Acyuta (the immortal Lord), your loins; Hayagriva (the Lord endowed 

with the head of a horse), your abdomen; KeSava (the Ruler even of Brahma and Siva), your 
heart; isa (the almighty Lord), your bosom and Ina (the Master), your throat; Visnu (the all- 

pervading Lord), your arms; Urukrama (the Lord with long strides), your mouth and iswara 

(the Supreme Lord), your head. (22) May the wielder of a discus stand (as your protector) 
before you and Sri Hari, endowed with a mace, behind you; the Slayer of Madhu and Ajana 

(the birthless Lord), wielding (severally) a bow and a sword, stand on yourtwo sides; Urugaya 

(sung by many), the wielder of a conch, at the (four) points intervening between the quarters; 

Lord Vamana (the younger Brother of Indra), overhead; the Rider of Garuda, on the ground 

and the Supreme Person (Lord Sahkarsana) wielding a plough, on all sides. (23) May 

Hrsikesa protect your Indriyas; Narayana, your vital airs; Vasudeva (the Lord of Swetadwipa), 
your intellect; Aniruddha (the Master of Yoga), your mind; Pranigarbha (Pradyumna), 
understanding and Sankarsana (the all-destroying Lord), your Aharikara (ego). May 

Govinda (who sports in the senses) protect you while you are at play, Madhava, while lying 
down; Vaikuntha, while walking; the Lord of Sri, while seated; and the Enjoyer of sacrifices, 

inspiring terror in all evil spirits, while you are dining (24—26) (Malevolent spirits such as) 

Dakinis, Yatudhanis and Kusmandas evilspirits that seize their victims taking the form of 
babes, Bhutas, Pretas and Pisacas, Yaksas, Raksasas and Vinayakas, Kotara, Revati, 

Jyestha, Putana, (the sixteen) Matrkas and others (such as Caraki and Jwaiamukha), 

Unmadas (evil spirits causing insanity) and Apasmaras (those inducing apoplexy), that 

actually torment the body and the Indriyas and interfere with the vital functions, those 
responsible for evil portents of a grave nature seen in dreams and those that seize the aged 

as well as youngsters (alike)—terrified at the mention of the names of Lord Visnu, may all 

these (evil spirits) die out. (27—29) 
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Sri Suka went on : Giving suck to her Son, whose safety had thus been ensured by 
cowherd women, bound (to him) by (ties of) affection, the mother put Him to sleep. (30) 
Meanwhile the (party of) cowherds headed by Nanda came back to (the outskirts of) Vraja 
from Mathura, and were greatly astonished to see the (colossal) body of Putana. (31) (They 
said to one another,) "Oh, surely a seer has been really born in the person of Vasudeva or 
he must have been a master of Yoga (in his previous incarnation); for that very calamity has 
actually been perceived, of which Anakadundubhi spoke (to us).“ (32) Having hacked that 
body with axes and cast it piecemeal at a distance, those inhabitants of Vraja (that had been 
entrusted with the protection of Gokula) burnt it to ashes after it had been piled over with logs 
of wood. (33) Out,of that body, while it was being cremated, arose (a column of) smoke 
emitting the fragrance of aloe-wood, the sin attaching to it having been completely wiped out 
the moment its life was sucked out (through the breasts) by Sri Krsna. (34) (Lo!) Putana, a 
blood-sucking ogress given to the destruction of infants in the world and giving suck to Sri 
Hari even with the (deprecable) motive of killing Him, attained the destiny of saints! (35) How 
much more, then, should one deserve such a state, who offers one's most beloved 
something with (utmost) reverence and devotion to Lord Sri Krsna, the Supreme Spirit, as 
did His affectionate mothers* and cows full of motherly affection. (36) Even the said ogress 
(Putana), whose breast the Lord sucked covering her body with His feet—feet which remain 
enshrined in the heart of His devotees and are worthy of being adored even by Brahma, Siva 
and others (who are adored by the world), ascended to heaven (Vaikuntha), a destiny worthy 
of His mothers (Devaki and Yasoda)! What wonder, then, that the cows and mothers, the milk 
of whose breasts was (lovingly) sucked by Lord Sri Krsna, should attain that destiny? (37-38) 
Rebirth, which results from ignorance, could never be possible, O Pariksit, in the case of 
those (cows and mothers) that incessantly looked upon Sri Krsna as their as son, nay, whose 
milk, oozing out of parental affection, the (said) divine son of Devaki, the Bestower of 
Liberation and all other blessings, sucked to His heart's content. (39-40) 

sMlcfcW: I fofatj ^ TT^f?T I 
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Smelling the fragrance of the smoke rising from the crematorium, the inhabitants of Vraja 
(Nanda and others, that had gone out of Vraja before Putana came there), returned to Vraja 
saying what (a strange phenomenon) it was and whence the odour actually came ! (41) 
Hearing (the story) of Putana's arrival etc., as well as of her (subsequent) death and the 
baby’s safety, as told by the cowherds present there, they stood highly amazed. (42) Taking 
up (in his arms) his son, who had returned from the jaws of death (as it were,) and smelling 

■ We shall see in Discourse XIII below how Sri Krsna assumed the form of all His boy companions and calves besides 

His own form on their having been stolen away by Brahma, and continued in those forms for a full twelve month, thus conferring 

on the mothers of all those youngsters and calves the unique honour and privilege of being His mothers. It is these numberless 

cowherdesses and cows of Vraja that are referred to in the above verse as His mothers (nrar:) in the plural number. 
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Him at His crown (as a token of affection), the noble-minded Nanda experienced a great 
delight, O jewel of the Kurus! (43) A man who hears (or recites) with reverence (the story)of 

this wonderful childlike sport of Lord Sri Krsna, consisting in the deliverance of Putana, 

comes to develop love for the said Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows).(44) 

Thus ends the sixth discourse in the first halt of Book Ten of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse VII 

Deliverance of the demon Trnavarta 
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The king (Pariksit) said : The exploits which the almighty Lord Sri Hari performs, 

through whatever descents it may be, are (so) charming to our ear and (so) appealing to our 
mind, O master! (1) If you think fit, (therefore, kindly) narrate in particular that story of Sri Hari 

by listening to which (the feeling of) ennui and the diverse cravings (responsible for such 

ennui) of (any) man (whatsoever) disappear, his mind gets purified before long, devotion to 

(the aforesaid) Sri Hari is generated and friendship established with His servants. (2) (Pray,) 

further recount even other marvellous infantile sports of Lord Sri Krsna, who imitated (the 
ways of) the human race when he came down to the human (mortal) world. (3) 
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d-di4<TSJi'^dd^Idi^irr>i: 4181 *44 

°4r4W44il8lf3f%I4gi4-m. I 4 I 

'41,41144-. diUT'JI <41: Rririldl: I 

fawnid i c i 
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3t9H, 'Tttftg 3W*I: I #5T9: I ^ I 

9 % 9R(fiTf <?Imi sdrt'Mi^nfHd^n I A<4 3E% dW «iirocfrj^ti 9 % (a<j: I ^ o I 

Sri Suka resumed : Once on the occasion of the ceremonial ablution (of the infant Sri 
Krsna) to commemorate His turning in the bed (which generally takes place at the end of 
three months), when the (same) constellation (Rohini) under which He was born happened 
to be at the ascendant, Yasoda (the good old mother of Sri Krsna) performed in the midst 
of the ladies assembled (at her residence) the rite of sprinkling her son with water, 
accompanied by the playing of musical instruments, songs and the chanting of sacred texts 
done by the Brahmanas. (4) When the ablution etc., of Sri Krsna had been finished and the 
ceremony of invoking blessings on Him performed by the Brahmanas that had (already) been 
duly honoured with gifts of cooked food and raw articles of food, raiment, garlands, boons 
sought by them and cows, and when drowsiness was fully manifested in His eyes, Nanda's 
wife gently put Him to sleep (on a cradle or a cot underneath a cart). (5) Busy honouring the 
inhabitants of Vraja assembled (for the occasion) with a mind full of zeal over the festival 
commemorating Sri Krsna's turning in the bed, the noble-minded Yasoda did not at all hear 
the cry of her son, who, while actually crying for a suck, tossed up His feet (in an angry 
mood).(6) Hit by the tiny feet, tender as a leaf, of the Babe, lying beneath, the cart turned' 
upside down with the result that the metal jars (placed on it and) containing various delicious 
substances (such as milk, curds and ghee) were crushed, its wheels and axle-tree inverted 
and its pole shattered. (7) Perceiving it (in that topsyturvy condition), the women of 
Vraja—that had gathered (at Nanda's residence) for the festival commemorating the turning 
of Sri Krsna in the bed—headed by Yasoda, as well as Nanda and others, who were 
perplexed at that amazing sight, wondered how the cart had actually turned upside down by 
itself. (8) Boys (who were playing there when the cart turned turtle) told the (wondering) 
cowherds and cowherdesses—whose mind was uncertain (as to who was really responsible 
for upturning the cart)—that the cart had been knocked down with His foot by Sri Krsna while 
crying (for His mother's breast): there was no doubt (about it). (9) Those cowherds (however) 
did not believe it, taking it to be the (mere) talk of children and (therefore) doubting it; for they 
did not know the immeasurable strength of that Boy. (10) 

33=3 tjdUKlil rnsifa KtKirgdl i 

rjifel tsttfet ■rftMwfrt: riUfWHJ 

?fa atdSarnKTO nrajzfcjsqrfdl: i 

arafaan -t-d'ilu: nmfkd: i 

fSTSWR M: MHWKNkt, IU I 

4 ital Wd^nwMIHlHridl [dUKdi: ^irtT: ^ 5 I 

Tt&: MfakldfdfwrfTrln'oir fa^i)Ti4: I^YI 

1531 3lfS fettfirizt: TTTTTkV UttrijUIH, I 2 HI 

313: 'rief'JOThtot 3tTt:TriJ4WUlf»H): I 3tldt4l«j<4ISjf3 ST?Rt I ^ I 

fort 4-dfcrdl 9t3iT3T31Ssf319: I at Piu+,<*tl 3(d*3pri a I ^=91 

*The great demon Hiranyaksa. who was slain by the Lord disguised as a boar (vide Discourses XVII to XIX of Book III), 

had a son. Utkaca by name.He was exceedingly powerful and well-built. In the course of his peregrinations he once crushed 

the trees of the hermitage of the sage LomaSa, who pronounced on him a curse that he would thenceforth remain disembodied. 

He felt that his physical sheath was about to fall off like slough. He fell prostrate at the feet of the sage and asked his forgiveness. 

Appeased by his penitent behaviour, the sage blessed him that in the course of the Vaivaswata Manvantara he would be 

liberated by the touch of the feet of Lord 6ri Krsna. It was Utkaca that had entered the cart in Nanda's residence in his 

disembodied state and was forthwith liberated by the tough of the Lord's feet. 
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Taking up her crying son, Yasoda, who was afraid of the presence of some evil spirit, 
gave Him suck (only) when the ceremony of invoking blessings on Him had been performed 
by Brahmanas with the help of Vedic hymns (destroying evil spirits). (11) Having poured 
oblations into the sacred fire (in order to propitiate the deities presiding over the planets and 
so on), the Brahmanas worshipped Ihe cart (which was the seat of their wealth in the shape 
of dairy products, and the abode of Laksmi) with curds, unbroken grains of rice, blades of the 

(sacred) Kusa grass and water, when it had been placed as before by mighty cowherds and 
provided (once more) with (all) its goods (whatever was kept on it). (12) Taking up the Boy 
and sprinkling Him with water consecrated through (the recitation of) sacred texts from the 
Samaveda and Yajurveda and hallowed with sanctifying herbs, (nay,) causing benedictions 
to be pronounced by the foremost of Brahmanas and propitiating the (sacred) fire (by pouring 
oblations into it), Nanda, the cowherd chief—whofeltconvinced that the benedictions uttered 
by those truthful ones who are completely free from a carping spirit, mendacity, hypocrisy, 
jealousy, violence and pride never go in vain—gave to the Brahmanas very wholesome food 
to eat. (13—15) For (the purpose of ensuring) his son's all-round prosperity Nanda (further) 
gave away (to the Brahmanas) cows endoweci with all good qualities and adorned with cloth, 
garlands and gold necklaces and they uttered their (choicest) blessings in return. (16) 
Obviously benedictions that are uttered by Brahmanas well versed in sacred prayers and 

united with God shall never prove fruitless and (invariably) come out true. (17) 

rtlrVtvfl gif Rift I TfrUlui 4 ^ Plff<j>4d< I^Cl 

ijrft ftsira if ■nnff fgffqin tmuffsai i RsrpjTOi?sdt spmram i ^ i 
One day (when Sri Krsna had just attained the age of one year), YaSoda (the good old 

lady), while she was busy fonding her son. seated in her lap, could not bear the weight of the 
Babe, who had (all of a sudden) grown heavy as a mountain-peak. (18) Placing Him on the 

ground, Yasoda (the cowherd lady), who felt astonished (at this wonderful phenomenon) 
and, oppressed with burden, contemplated on the Supreme Person (out of fear of some 

unexpected calamity) and set about her worldly duties (such as summoning Brahmanas for 
the ceremony of invoking blessings on her babe). (19) 

hivi (jouaff: ^iTPjia: wfftta: i : iyo i 

■nt^i=5 rjnisrajfa i frag gtfgiuH^-t srilpjit 

% ttoi i gif *oil<i -tinaTtRn-r aa: i^yi 

TFfTTtti a;8Hi<*ii-i af aifo faqlGtH: i tjanaiffagsifa: siAnfwtffi: iy? i 

?fa Tjnaaaaaarigaff gaaaatRaf’STfaw^a arm i 

3ird*Auiq^Rnviii1d>T gfa aftnn *jridcR*i aai at: ryi 

hfafu-ifHiwi aa xfpzft ggmgagfaatsgguig*a: i 

A demon, Trnavarta by name and a servant of Karhsa, particularly directed (by him), 
appeared in the form of a whirlwind, enveloping the entire Gokula in particles of dust and 
blinding the eyes (of all), and shaking the quarters as well as the intermediate points with his 
most terrible roar, and carried away the squatting Babe. (20-21) For an hour or so Vraja 

remained enveloped in dust and darkness. Yasoda did not find her son on the spot where 
she had set him. (22) Oppressed with particles of sands wafted by Trnavarta and utterly 
confused, one could not see one's own self, much less another. (23) Not finding any trace 
of her son in the shower of dust occasioned by that violent whirlwind, and repeatedly thinking 
of Him in a most pathetic manner, the helpless mother (Yasoda) lamented and dropped on 
the ground like a cow whose calf had died. (24) Having heard the cry (of Yasoda) later on. 
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when the wind had the vehemence of its shower of dust abated, and with their mind sore 
afflicted at not perceiving there the Darling of Nanda, the cowherd women (too) wept, their 
face flooded with tears. (25) 

(Juiicit): 3N*t11<iI ^Tcdl^MST# ftT-fJ cpwi rT^i),,# .|-r^ .,1315#^ TjfTTTTnjrT * 7^ I 

n-tlUH 371711# '^nrtdl I 7]?# I I 

‘lrt«^uir-t^5t ## fa‘lclrtVd-1: I 31oi1-*1l<il -HUdd. I 7C I 

nHTiRyir^ vfnn Riwim (yqDuiwdFdyy chuon. I 

t MSIT f>wl")Vl fusg Ra# t«5dll «*)di: 17^1 

yidid 71# nRi5<<4 FdRhdl: 3t nWirfe I 

n wfWMni LJhMKd'fd fa^FTOT 4di*J<dld. SbJiKM I 

TfrrziSJ #mi: 733E31 rp: 3TT1J77T# hI^H. I 3° 1 

31# ddldl^ditN 7«TO1 W#t 7lfa#S'Hmi7l <J1: I 

(srix: tale fen: 7373: TTT^: hh#h huid #7$3# | 

f% dFraghrinat^-didd rjrfg^fFjd tjttttWl > 

hdiMfd: 3117331) (y^yi 733RJ7L wum^uRklTl: 1371 

Igt^diPi aipit ddj'ilcil i atjaduai ijgt nwgumi fctfwd: 1531 

Carrying away Lord Sri Krsna, T rnavarta, who had assumed the form of a whirlwind, went 
up to the skies (to a certain height) but could not proceed (further), his impetuosity having 
ceased now that he (felt he) was carrying a huge burden (since the Lord had grown heavy 
again). (26) Taking that wonderful Boy to be a rock (of sapphire) because of His being heavier 
than himself (and having given up the form of a whirlwind), he could not cast Him away, 
caught as he was by the throat. (27) Rendered motionless by the (extraordinary) pressure 
at the throat and giving forth an indistinct groan, the demon fell down dead in (the outskirts 
of) Vraja, Babe and all, his eyes having been shotout (of the sockets). (28) Thecrying women 
assembled there saw the terrible demon fallen from the skies on a slab, with all his limbs 
shattered, like the city" (built by the demon Maya and) cleft by the arrow of Lord Rudra. (29) 
Nay, astonished to find Sri Krsna dangling on his breast, they picked up and restored Him 
to His mother. The cowherdesses and cowherds headed by Nanda, so the tradition goes, 
experienced excessive joy to get back the Babe, sound of body, though taken away by the 
ogre through the air, and extricated from the jaws of Death (as it were). (30) Oh, what a joy! 
It is extremely wonderful that, though brought to an end by the ogre, this boy has returned 
safe! The bloody and wicked fellow has been destroyed by his own sin and a pious soul is 
completely rid of fear by virtue of his even-mindedness. (31) What austerities, worship of Lord 
Visnu (who is above sense-perception), act of pious liberalityt (Purta) and sacrificial 

• Vide VII. x.54—59. 

t The word 'Purta' has been defined by Manu in the following couplet:— 

smTfWSFTlfc ^ I 5t5nRFRRTO: II 
(Manusmrti, IV. 226) 

* Digging wells, big and small, tanks etc., construction of temples, giving away foodgrains. laying out garden—these are 

called by the name of Purta." 

The word 'Ista' again, has been defined by Atri as below:— 

ufWTS fPJ; etani ^ MM-in I infant SfefMHjfWNd II 
"Pouring oblations into the sacred fire, practising austerities, truthfulness and also preserving the Vedas by committing 

them to memory, hospitality, performing the rite called Vaiswadeva—this is called by the name of Ista." 
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performance etc. (Ista), act of charity or act of benevolence to living beings has been 

performed by us due to which the boy, though (virtually) dead, has luckily enough appeared 
(in our midst) again, reviving (us,) his kinsfolk? (32) Amazed to see many (more) wonders 

(of this kind) at Brhadvana (Gokula), Nanda, the cowherd chief, esteemed the prophecy of 
Vasudeva again and again. (33) 

wi$hh'iui HTftRl i srqa i i 
tftfrawst m aw aferfrorq. i asnaaaf Tnrfmat qcjst 

^3 rtwl '*<i)loffl<*iHi9ii: g I 

-t'liw^JnifH ijaifa tnfa feiRTfqifa 

w ftra rtsnt 7RR, i rmftrrqrpraratCTaitanqXqrdfwdi i^rsi 

5fa 9)h<i'mS Meiyi'} wrewi qftttrqT iRirrerrq ijaftf avnsRWtstt run rjtrtsetift: mi 

One day, taking up the Babe and placing Him in her lap, the blessed Yasoda, 

overwhelmed with affection, made Him suck her breast overflowing with milk. (34) 

Caressing the mouth (lips), lit up with a charming smile, of the Babe, who had almost finished 

sucking, O king, the aforesaid mother saw in His mouth while He was yawning the following, 
viz., the sky, the horizon, the host of luminaries, the (four) quarters, the sun, the moon, fire! 

the air and the oceans, the broad divisions of the globe, mountains, the rivers (flowing from 

them), forests and all created beings, stationary as well as moving. (35-36) Seized with a 

tremor to perceive the universe vividly all of a sudden, O Pariksit, (in the mouth of the Babe), 

and fully closing her eyes, Yasoda (whose eyes resembled those of a fawn) stood areatlv 
amazed. (37) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse entitled "The deliverance of Trnavarta" 
in the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

rjr .jrj 

Discourse VIII 

The Naming Ceremony of the Lord and His Infantile Sports 

h*f: grtfsm TRR q^ri qHfimui: I sni drmp Tqtq aqdatrjirctd: I n I 

3 IP TmjftH: St^Snq fvtiyfo: I 3THqfqt$Rrfqqi ttruiMMqntlTq I 1 I 

tjqftfS fRTfteq fhn tjrjrtqi qfcqi =Klq<4WJlq gfSR.qpfw qtrqw Ebr | j | 

3?fsat=R ^rni Ijftmt I ft:aqqtq mqq issqtt qpqqT Rrfqq I It I 
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vjirnmn'j^ wsn^ •MTi'^tMMdlPsyni Win '•ratn *i*n-L ^3 A i 

qf % s>I4J(cl<i S0: I '*,'‘('11 3T?TJTt rjS: I % I 

Sri Suka began again : Importuned by Vasudeva, Garga, the (family) priest of the 

Yadus, who was a very great ascetic, O king, repaired to Nanda's Vraja. (1) Supremely 

delighted to see him and rising (from his seat) with joined palms by way of welcome Nanda 

worshipped him, prostrating himself at the very outset and recognizing him to be Lord Visnu 

(who is above sense-perception). (2) Delighting the sage with sweet words when hospitality 

had been offered to him and he was comfortably seated, Nanda said, "O holy one, what can 

we do for you, who are fully gratified (and want nothing)? (3) The stirring out of exalted souls 

(like you) is directe'd towards the supreme good of men (like me) attached to their household 

and distressed in mind, O venerable sage, and is never meant otherwise. (4) A (popular) 

treatise on astrology—from which proceeds the knowledge of supersensuous phenomena 

and through which (any) man can know the cause (of his present happiness and misery in 

the shape of past good and evil deeds) as well as its effect (in the shape of the pleasurable 

and painful experiences of this life)—has been directly composed by you. (5) (Besides being 

a master of astrology) you are the foremost of the knowers of Veda and are (thus) qualified 

to perform the purificatory rites (such as the naming ceremony) with respect to these two 

boys; for a Brahmana is the preceptor of (all) men by virtue of his (very) birth. (Hence it is not 

essential that such rites should be performed by one's own preceptor).'1 (6) 

rpf dqrw 

udHiMr.mui-J: taimg ■gfq i TP if q^iif 1 3 1 

uwqfrl: 1W qq I ’-daqui 3TgTTt rwf 4 wf 1 4 I 

?fq tfqqqt qrftqnqq: 1 3rfa fqniVMWgwf? qqfsqqf ■qiq, i <! i 

Garga replied : I am the (family) priest of the Yadus and known (as such) all over the 

globe. People would take your son, if consecrated by me through purificatory rites, as 

Devaki's son. (7) Pondering that the eighth progeny of Devaki ought not to be a girl, ever 

since he has heard the remark of Devaki's daughter (that his slayer has been born 

somewhere) and bearing in mind the friendship (subsisting) between you and 

Anakadundubhi, the evil-minded Karhsa may have his suspicion (easily) aroused (by My 

performing the purificatory rites with respect to your sons, that Vasudeva's eighth child has 

been removed to your house and is being brought up here by you). If (therefore, God 

forbid), he should kill your son (under such suspicion), that would (prove to) be a (serious) 

blunder on our part. (8-9) 

7^ 3q/q 

3Tk5f?iqtsfTO, UTORlfa qfqit I feiilfdWqiri «(w<ansn>ij(»H 11° I 

Nanda said: Unperceived even by my (own) people, (kindly) perform in this cow-pen in 

secret the purificatory rite the naming ceremony appropriate to a member of the twice-born 

classes, after uttering the benedictory hymns. (10) 

dew 

rrq TPwfsfqt fci: qjfqqrtfffqqq qqj qqqr Hmatrui "jst iffi 
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Sri Suka went on : Thus entreated (by Nanda), and (himself) remaining concealed, the 
sage performed in secret the naming ceremony with respect to the two boys (the sons of 
RohinI and Yasoda); (for) that was sought to be done by himself. (11) 

3W f? 'ifcunq-JI tott. TJOT: 

"M<jHiM4«rr'*Tran? 

3TO, dU|f«<il ind 

jmra at^ani a^awriwctitit-it: 

utm -uhiRi Tntnfui et % 

t(? 3: W 3Htjrpj^ 

l]fl-t*f W.mH 71121^1 

Tt HSrHHIl: yffn <J*}RrI HHUI 

fWltKlt«4lsa % =(T71i|umM| 7jof; 

1 aturuttarf mt ?fa stcoiRfctrii^^tSfa^: I 

IX? i 

I i$'l 1t+iH8JT m)(i snidi <j)Oj(ni TTH: 1^31 

i ai^ia ?fa sfhrRftrjn: Tpg^gi% i 34 i 

I rpraPTfrjt^mfrn dl-vs Tf 3RT: i^qi 

131^4 H^-ltrui <i<tM5twRW8t I 3^1 

I 317131% Y^HIUII I *13 I 

i TTT^itsfwTaRitmT ftrojcr^rrf=rai^rT: i % c i 

i fwn %tetRsrn%T ‘ilmaw nmfiw: u<ti 

fSHtMI-i TFf 31 tar]? I Jtrjfitii) %7 3n<qTT t]yimR|t||l^ 1^01 
Garga observed : Delighting his kinsfolk with his excellences, this son of RohinI, as a 

matter of fact, will be styled as Rama (the delighter of the people); and due to his superiority 

of strength people will remember him as Bala (strength personified). (Nay,) because of his 
observing no distinction (interse) between the Yadus* (viz., between yourselves, on the one 

hand, and Vasudeva etc., on the other) people will also recognize him as Sahkarsana (the 

unifier). (12) Taking (diverse) forms indeed in each Yuga, Yasoda's son has manifested three 

(different) colours, viz., white, red and yellow; this time he has assumed a dark complexion( 13) 
Some time in the past this son of yours was born in the house of Vasudeva; (hence) the wise 

(who know this truth) will duly designate him as the glorious Vasudeva (son of Vasudeva).(14) 
There are numerous names and forms of your son, conforming to his excellences and 
actions. I (alone) know them, not the commonality. (15) The delight of the cowherds, nay, of 

the entire Gokula, this boy will bring you happiness. By his help you will easily surmount all 
difficulties. (16) Protected and strengthened by him during a period of anarchy in former 

times, O lord of Vraja, pious souls, tormented by robbers, (eventually) conquered them. (17) 

Enemies cannot overpower those highly blessed souls who offer love to this boy, any more 
than demons can overpower those whose cause has been espoused by Lord Visnu. (18) 

Therefore, this son of yours, 0 Nanda, is a compeer of Lord Narayana in point of excellences, 

splendour, fame and glory. (Please) look after him intently. (19) And, when Garga, having 

duly instructed Nanda, had returned to his abode (at Mathura), Nanda felt much delighted 
and deemed himself full of (all) blessings. (20) 

*iRm ‘D51A yiyi%siui 1 3iFpzn ti? mfawzii R^aiuit 13^ 1 

riiaajwijmq-y^wt TrcRjmrTt q)t«iu|qhfdi 1 

flvutrSHHHflM-Rjai o5t% JJiysiYflrl4^i<<1t]lRft unit: 1331 

aminri Rraijat qtmm ga-vA u^i^iHiaRHi^u‘]?j 

wt yfoarll: m RlR^I L^EtRMni(»ud7H q4ry M4I4H, 173 I 

* In the HarivarfiSa (The Supplement of the Mahabhdrata) Sri Balarama says to Nanda:— 

yK-j'.yf'J Ttrhj MVnft W aHVI: I 
"Even among the Yadavas you are (particularly) beloved of me.' 
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cft^rfarera anig-fommuft afsfrarj?! -a^ri-ru: 19m 

* ud^wj: grtgrirngfag^t tagat fa^sjn i 

Tjjprfnr gg *1 ndih-4| vi'tii'i 3hih^(^j g-rntsagisJTTL I 9A I 

Not long afterwards, Balarama and Kesava (Sri Krsna) began to sport in Gokula going 

about on hands and knees. (21) Moving briskly on the muddy grounds of Vraja dragging both 

their feet behind in a (most) charming way—the tiny bells of Their anklets and girdle making 
a tinkling noise and Their mind delighted to hear their sound—and following any passer-by 

(to some distant), the two Boys would (soon) return to Their mothers like innocent and 

terrified babes (when the passer-by would turn round and look at Them and They discovered 

him to be a stranger). (22) Folding in their arms their Sons—who looked charming with mud, 

that served to beautify Their person as a paint—and giving Them suck, Their two mothers, 

whose breasts were overflowing with milk due to their (motherly) affection, experienced 

ecstatic joy indeed to behold Their countenance bright with a winning smile and small teeth 

(even) as They sucked their breasts with relish. (23) When the two Boys were old enough 

to be engaged in boyish sports, (so) captivating to the eyes of young women, the latter would 

then feel delighted to gaze on Them both being dragged behind hither and thither in the 

interior of Vraja by calves whose tails were tightly seized by Them, and stood laughing 

leaving their homestead. (24) When Their mothers did not succeed in restraining their most 

restless Sons—absorbed as They were in play—from horned animals and those having 

sharp teeth, fire, sword, water, birds and thorns, nor could they attend to their domestic 

duties, they would experience a great distraction of mind. (25) 

ehlpHIHt-t 7F5rif TTO: IfBJIgJ ltt$& I I9i, I 

nrirri 'rium-t cjicuii 1 fl^icrluii (gsfcl^ .1H-i I 9*3 I 

ijjizil tifcu gf$g ctjtHKdlMrtH I sj'Jri'JJI: d-HlrJrln fil’ep HHUIdl: 1941 

SR1TT P3 sfcliitTMIdtSIfl: WlSdiia afa rig: chRant: H'J-jril: I 

FTi(ti TTTggftnfri sr°nirditrtFt aigv-v 19k I 

ijFfritti) TEraiw fttfii MldchlrtiyrtllrMi ^l-dRfedcl<J-t: rt^fef l 

tgi-rilMl) tjdMru|i|U| Tgr^gsfaaW xrpczfl TJgfKqrj FPrirfagi: l?ol 

rig qijfrjf-tjtrila f^ft d^Kir-t gnat ^glLii<t(ii<fgd<£ifri: gsafgit garwrit i 

fsi gfHVt: 9mgHg9®tly,t4i<4if*dir^<=iiIifgidigf ugfFtarp'ft a ^Fnaragttea 159 1 

After a short time, O royal sage, Balarama and Sri Krsna began to move about with ease 

in Gokula on Theirfeet without rubbing Their knees (against the ground). (26) Then, in course 

of time, Lord Sri Krsna. accompanied by Balarama. began to sport with the boys of Vraja of 

His own age, bringing delight to the women of Vraja (thereby). (27) Gazing on the charming 

boyish pranks of Sri Krsna, the cowherd women (of Vraja) called (at His residence) in a body 

and actually spoke as follows to His mother, who was all ears:—(28) Occasionally 

untethering the calves before time (when we are unwary, and thus allowing them to suck the 

whole milk of their mothers) and with his risibility excited by scolding, your darling swallows 

our tasteful curds and milk stolen through thieving devices contrived by Him. He (not only 

quaffs them himself, but) deals them out in order to feed monkeys; and, if a monkey drinks 

no more, he smashes the (very) jar (containing curds and milk). (Nay,) enraged with the 

people of the house on getting no material (to eat), he departs setting the infants (of the 
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hZnH mT'1"9 <by P‘ncdin9'he™>-(29) Where ,he milk etc "is keP' 0" swings etc.)hanging 
anri mnrth each,0,.hls bands' he contnves Plans (to gel at it) with the help of wooden seats 
3 , modars etc., (placed one upon another). Possessed of insight into the contents (of the 

fwhereTert 'n-Hhe arl°f) mak'n9 h0leS’ he Str'keS h°'eS int0 the P°tS P,aCed in Swings 
(where the aforesaid expedients fail). In a dark room he uses his own person, wearing hosts 

hlw!T'aS 3 a m '°reVeal ,hm9S and he does a",his at a ,ime when the cowherd women 
have their mind fully engrossed in their household duties. (30) He commits nuisance in our 

5°eS °’her SUCh mischievous acts. And having accomplished his work 
through pilfering devices, he sits (by your side) as a very innocent boy.” Yasoda to whom 

thus reported at length by the (cowherd) women-who watched the charming 
countenance (of Sri Krsna) gazing With terrified eyes—did not feel inclined (even) to rebuke 
her son and stood with a laughing face. (31) 

w *1sHHi«a ironm Ifwit ^ nfsnrarfRft ^ gft-ggj^i 

W ft fftfftfh grift ,„| 

’ran 7?: i gftg gtggg ift ipniftsyftjgjgg , 

°ne^ay- while at play, the cowherd boys headed by Balarama complained to Yasoda 
(the mother of Sri Krsna), that Krsna had eaten earth. (32) Taking Sri Krsna by the hand and 

chiding him, the said Yasoda, who sought his welfare and found that His eyes cast a 

bewildered ioolr spoke to Him (as follows):—(33) "Why did you eat earth surreptitiously. O 

so 1 (34)11 d ? ndeSd th6Se b°yS' y°Ur playma,es' as wel1 as this elder brother of yours say 

7 dqf/-c/ 

rt? gfftrargig ft fftznfiftfft i gfi; gftinftg gxft gru it ipR 

^ trff g gggR 5ft. , sn^nsnftft: gfentj-Htlrtg,: | | 

m gg ^ 1ft ngg. 7SJ175 g ft fft i gifsftMifenjmft gggggftgpggj 13191 

rnifftg* ini ftit gggtR fggft g i ft,ifftiun(ftn[ui gft mar rpirreg: i?zi 

ftft la (ax It? ftagiiri<g'tngg,rftgfoffiftt i 

^frpRt ftft IftRaift ft R^iatMuaiu 51^-tH i I 

ft ns ft^g ^gmgt ft gi gftft ^ sjfftft; i 

3f8?t 3t*j4a ggrftgg g: gsftigifH* n|rMu'|i|: Uo I 

3fsit gsngg ftftgrgi iftgg:grifggrftrrpin i 

g?isfg ft Tfrt: tJnlaH gjffttsj yuHilft ggj^g i 

si? ssigt gfgft ^ ggf g^^ngif^fggtp ^ , 

ftas ftn: gfttSRTS ^ gsngftj <|rqfg: g ^ ftp 

farftwsngi ftfftngi g for: i ftngf otta-il-gwi rjgftftf fft: i 

Mvj'MBejRielMl gTSsftnftmgnngi g^gyggsBfenigggTssift? gen rjniuui 

3R2n ftgfggfeg gftigtft gift: i TgftggRgistgg ft murggigrag irrr, i 

Sri Krsna replied : I never ate earth, O mother! They are all liars. If (it is urged) they are 
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truthful, then examine my mouth with your own eyes (in order to verify their veracity). (35) 

“If so, then open your mouth !" Thus urged, the aforesaid Lord Sri Hari, whose lordship is 

(ever) unobstructed and who had in sport assumed the form of a human child, opened His 

mouth. (36) There (inside the Lord's mouth) she beheld the (whole) universe consisting of 

the moving and the stationary, the atmosphere, the (four) quarters, the terrestrial globe with 

its mountains, principal divisions and oceans, and including the wind (causing the motion of 
the planets), the fire of lightning, the moon as well as the stars, heaven, water, fire, the air 

as well as the sky, the deities presiding over the Indriyas (who are modifications of the 

Sattvika Aharikara), the mind, the Indriyas (modifications of the Rajasika Ego), the objects 

of senses (modificalions of theTamasika Ego), and the three Gunas. (37-38) Synchronously 

observing in the (infantile) body of her Son, (nay,) in His wide open mouth, this wonderful 
universe—consisting of a variety of organisms (moving as well as immobile) owing their 

diversity to the Jiva, Kala (the factor disturbing the equilibrium of the Gunas), Nature (the 

cause of the modification of the three Gunas), Karma (the cause of birth), the tendency to 
action (the seed of Karma)—as well as Vraja including herself (and her Son), Yasoda was 

seized with dismay.(39) (She thought within herself,) "Is this a dream or illusion set up by the 
Lord, or alas ! is it delusion of my mind or some inborn characteristic divine glory of this very 

infant of mine?(40) Therefore, I bow down to that (ultimate) Goal (viz., Brahma), which is 
most difficult to comprehend, (nay,) which cannot be easily and correctly guessed through 

the intellect, mind, actions and words, which is the ground of this universe, and by means 

of which (as presiding over the senses) and because of which it is perceived. (41) He (that 

Lord alone) is my refuge, by whose Maya has been generated (in me) this perverse (egotistic) 
notion that I am (Yasoda,) the chaste wife of Nanda (the lord of Vraja), the (sole) mistress 

of his entire fortune, and he, my husband, that this child (Sri Krsna) is my son and that the 

cowherds and cowherdesses (of Vraja) as well as the cattle-wealth (and so on) are 

mine."(42) On the cowherdess (Yasoda) who had thus realized the truth, that almighty Lord 
(Sri Krsna) cast His divine charm in the form of maternal affection (for Him). (43) Placing Sri 
Krsna (her Son) in her lap, the aforesaid cowherd lady, whose revelation had instantly 

disappeared, stood with her heart full of intense affection (even) as before. (44) (Once again) 
she regarded Sri Hari—whose glory is being celebrated by the three Vedas (treating of the 

rituals) as well as by the Upanisads, nay, (even) by the Sarikhya and Yoga systems (of 

philosophy) and (even so) by the Vaisnava scriptures (such as the Paficaratra of Devarsi 
Narada)—as her own son. (45) 

4^: f*q*(l<4 qrrfai 3 ngrorn qm nw: ian ?ft: i 

The king (ParTksit) said : What meritorious act did Nanda perform so as to deserve such 

great fortune and what did the highly blessed Yasoda do, whose breast Sri Hari (Himself) 

sucked, while His parents (Vasudeva and Devaki) did not (even) get to behold the charming 
infantile sports of Lord Sri Krsna, which sages glorify even to this day and which (when sung) 

are capable of wiping out the sins of the (whole) world ? (46-47) 

#fat 5raft «rqi tt? ttfam i a,Rtzimui snarriH siktutanjaw ?ixct 

Ttwqbff Hrti^ct ■gfa i wfe TrmiqTPT 5>ffaata ix<?i 
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(!5t eisg: nR^SI <|1|mH[4hI I 3>uJ|wf|-H: transr ami^i 

srra^fffijw: gftsr cu^jcji^ch^^n: i ^rar%f% a?f=a s trafttaf: i w 

ct?=# cti&wwig ww=asr -ntsFTi^i stiu-ikcL <sj ^ng: f^ni^rw: i??t 

(One day) while Balarama and Sri Krsna were grazing the cattle in that forest in the 

company of (other) cowherds, a demon named Pralamba arrived there in the guise of a 

cowherd boy with intent to kidnap the two Brothers. (17) Though knowing him (his real 

character), the all-perceiving Lord, who had appeared in the race of the Dasarhas, approved 
of his friendship, contemplating the means of killing him. (18) Calling by his side to that spot 

(all) the cowherds, Sri Krsna, who was well-versed in play, said, "0 cowherd boys, let us play 

(this time) dividing ourselves suitably into two camps." (19) In that game, the cowherd boys 

made Balarama and Sri Krsna (lit., He who is solicited by the people) their leader; some (of 

them) joined the group of Sr! Krsna, while others took the side of Balarama. (20) They played 

various games which were characterized by the role of mounts (in the case of one party) and 

that of riders (in the case of the other party). In these games those who won rode, while the 
worsted ones carried the former. (21) (Thus) carrying and being carried, and pasturing their 

cattle-wealth, they (all) with Sri Krsna going ahead reached a banyan tree, Bhandiraka by 

name. (22) 

3tff sfl<tlltcjW*n3Jt: I *ISiai MtRHtdiWI-J4: 1^1 

3cn? ftwft irrrarT sikmrc Mtifcw: i qrni nsWf-tttj 3tT5^t frftrrftgarr i T* i 

TPTITR: I %rirH WTT^fr^UTrT: 1^1 

dy#H arftTstWfe Wfi rehidwl fei I 

Tt 3nfetrt: rparfes# dfe^H4li€L|(flaiIscii‘qcr: 

Mas ydiH<s‘L ^iddiiytta*K. t 

3rynidt*)Id<sTOt frj fa^nraTsffira fprrmttR: i 

7Mlk-tRsMftt ^5-T ^igdi ydlHrit Plkfud 1741 

H snirt: Wlf3 MtjflutriWetll OTT TftTOTWJtTtSIJT I 

argroftL ftriitePL PlR4sJT hucm ST^STItT: 177 I 

When (on one occasion) Sridama, Vpsabha and others, who had taken the side of 

Balarama, had the upper hand in the game, 6rl Krsna and others, O protector of men, carried 

them. (23) Having been worsted. Lord Sri Krsna bore Sridama; Bhadrasena, Vfsabha; and 

Pralamba, Balarama (the son of Rohiril). (24) Thinking Sri Krsna to be unbearable (for him, 

he chose to remain on His side) and acting as a mount for Balarama, Pralamba (the foremost 
among the Danavas) ran posthaste beyond the limit fixed for demounting the riders. (25) 

Bearing on his back Balarama, who had assumed the weight of Mount Meru (the chief of the 
mountains),the mighty demon found that his speed had altogether disappeared and, having 

resumed his own (demoniac) form and, adorned with gold ornaments, he shone like a cloud 

illumined with flashes of lightning and bearing the moon (the ruler of the stars) on its back.(26) 

Balarama (the wielder of a plough for a weapon) felt a bit afraid to perceive that body soaring 

in the skies at a great speed with burning eyes and hair glowing as flames and with its fearful 

tusks reaching the end of its contracted eye-brows and looking uncanny with the splendour 
of its bracelets, coronet and ear-rings. (27) Balarama, to whom self-consciousness (the 
knowledge of His divinity) had returned the very next moment and who had (consequently) 
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been rid of (all) fear, hit the enemy— who was carrying him through the sky as though it were 
some treasure found by him—in (great) rage on his head with his strong fist, which 
descended with the vehemence of a thunderbolt, even as Indra (the ruler of the gods) would 

strike a mountain. (28) With his head smashed forthwith and deprived of his consciousness 

when struck (by Balarama), and vomiting blood, the said demon fell dead, uttering a loud cry, 

as a mountain struck with the weapon of Indra. (29) 

^gt ijrir-U fttlit slrtwlwu I htal: yluRndl 3TOH,'HT^«ilMin aifei: 13° I 

3tlfelNlsfiU]UlTtW iktlVltiW<iumj I?? I 

itaTg ^3T: rjThft^ctT: I TtTSJWferfrt I 

iTfFJJM TOpl c^ih-w^|\6\ 

Seeing Pralamba slain by the mighty Balarama, the cowherds felt highly amazed and 
shouted, "Well done, Bravo!' (30) Uttering benedictions on him and embracing him as though 

he had returned to life after death, they extolled him, deserving as he was of such praise, their 
mind overwhelmed with affection. (31) Supremely gratified on the sinful Pralamba having 

been slain, the gods covered Bala with flowers and applauded him exclaiming, "Well done ! 

Bravo !" (32) 

Thus ends the eighteenth discourse entitled "The Lord slays Pralamba, in the 
first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhiia. 

;>\f.fiT". r'’-!r'.j 

3T$eblnra*iUsgra: 
Discourse XIX 

The Lord swallows up a wild fire (again) 

7f% TSrat i srrwt luluy^uiciiwr npn i % i 

3TSTT hT3t nf|arg IdR^I-dJl scTichiicTf InfcKei^: shHT<il tyqflHdl: I P. I 

TfrcfT: *£>uJKiUI<f4IW<l I ^ildpriml -T [ac(etfa-^ml rtaf utflH, I 3 I 

I Tfi ’f^TfftwTT Wn«: I IS I 

ipreari tjgrrpf fgrirsFnTi ttoiw gfen: an-mwA-w k i 

at 3TT^jTT Hhcfdl UUhliflWI ftTT I ftp? SpT ylfldj: ysfSn: I ? I 

SrT Suka began again : While the cowherd boys were absorbed in play, their cows, 

grazing at will, strayed afar and, tempted by (green) grass, entered a dense forest. (1) Moving 
from forest to forest, the she-goats, cows and she-buffaloes felt thirsty from heat and, wailing 

loudly, entered a thicket of rushes. (2) Not perceiving the cattle, Sri Krsna, Balarama and the 
other Gopas were now filled with remorse but could not find any trace of the cows even 
though they searched for them. (3) The Gopas, whose very means of livelihood had (thus) 
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been lost and who (consequently) felt (very) perturbed, all followed the track of the cows with 

the help of the blades of grass cut by their hoofs and teeth and marked by their footprints. (4) 

Having duly found their cattle-wealth, whose passage had been intercepted in that thicket 

of rushes and which was piteously crying, the cowherds, who were seized with thirst and felt 

exhausted (too), successfully drove it back from the thicket. (5) Called by the Lord in a tone 

deep as the rumbling of clouds, the cows responded to His call, overjoyed as they were to 

hear the shouting of their names. (6) 

tfiT: RM-rlld. 

UhlR’a: 

dhiMd'd qfert <uifa 'nrog **Ti=r: 

hihj *s i 

I 

'Raci sprit asir tsptt: i c \ 

fWT ifOT Hfrak | <im[i|dW*M I AIMlPddl 4rtlMRH. I % I 

Tjrt ^SJT A -dl^T4ct4fiI<r(4J aa % LWyMrt Ta^TSii+rtWiiMuu: Ifol 

Presently, by the will of Providence there broke out on all sides a huge wild fire playing 

havoc with the inhabitants of the forest and, lapping with its (tonguelike) fearful flames the 

animate and inanimate beings, now that it was fanned by the wind (its helpmate). (7) The 

cowherds as well as the cows felt dismayed to discern the forest conflagration advancing on 

every side and, flying for succour to Sri Krsna and Balarama—even as people stricken with 

the fear of death would seek Sri Hari—spoke (as follows). (8) “O Krsna, the Enchanter of all, 

O mighty hero, O Rama of immeasurable prowess, be pleased to protect us, who are being 

burnt by a wildfire and have sought You (as our refuge). (9) Surely, Your relations, O Krsna, 

do not deserve to undergo suffering. We have as a matter of fact You (alone) as our protector 

and ultimate refuge, O knower of all righteousness I" (10) 

d<TM 

ggf [441*4 spun ■Mrrai-T ift: I PttiluMId RI % rtHHHldfWfd I ? X I 

naftt 

TTTT5J TJ-TOillSUMllMdl: I 14411*4 RfTTMtfl 3114414114'MTS TTtfeTT: 1^? I 

iftMJHM UHlJl4 TT^ 4l*IHI4l^lfa'drLI 4I4I4KI4H: STA ^t«*T rt *1RA;>HtMJ I 

SrT Suka continued: Hearing the piteous prayer of His friends, Lord Sri Hari said, "Shut 

your eyes and do not be afraid." (11) When they had shut their eyes saying “Be it so," the 

Lord, the Master of Yoga (mystic powers), swallowed up the terrible fire and (thus) completely 

rid them of the peril. (12) Nay, on opening their eyes they stood amazed to find themselves 
as well as the cows rescued and brought to Bhandira.* (13) Perceiving that Yogic power of 

Sri Krsna—manifested by His Yogamaya—which had brought about their deliverance from 

a wild fire, they believed Him to be an immortal. (14) 

TT1: tlklctAf TTPTTJ Hij<l*1l 13tj (4<ui«K ‘1184*114. ‘iWiNgn: I W 

lit Mini uTMi-r-4 ‘ilRfPSsfr i sjot g'Rrafira ■awr fen*rart.i^i 

ifrt rtiM-dHi-irt dsiHtirt *m*$s4i rtftapfr *jMPi 4Hifwt 

1^1 

* The tree is stated to have been at a distance of 10 miles from the thicket of rushes. 
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Driving back the cows at eventide, Srf Krsna (who is solicited by the people), accompanied 
by Balarama, withdrew to Vraja playing on His flute and extolled on all sides by cowherd 
boys.(15) Supreme was the joy of the Gopfs (of Vraja) at the sight of Sri Krsna (the Protector 

of cow), in whose absence a single moment hung heavy on them as a hundred Yugas. (16) 

Thus ends the nineteenth discourse entitled "Sri Krsna swallows up a wild fire (again)", 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T2T f^TtSSIFT: 

Discourse XX 

A description of the Rains and Autumn 
3H3J4-. 

dAltdd^d srf dWliiuTSHJIdi-l: I ’TPTt: WtTT: ilrtWdUlte St I ? I 

nhstg ddm*u4 lafwdi: i ^atrart fOTmit sra nat i ^ i 

Sri Suka began again : The cowherd boys narrated at full length to their womenfolk that 

extraordinary feat of the two Brothers in the shape of their deliverance from a wild fire and 
even so the destruction of Pralamba. (1) Astonished to hear it, the elderly among the Gopas 

and the cowherd women too thought Srf Krsna and Balarama to be two foremost gods come 

down to Vraja. (2) 

I 3 I an: yidda traswtnjsar 11 

(fKrtiV>l*^do4[M i 3TPtfJT4fiaTT®4 ^fR JH,lIJl I Y I 

argf utopt fttftw gptr#fn4 sg i 'nrst: 3tT?! atrof i a i 

dfetd-dl 'H?rgsngn5:3WT4fttTT: I jfTOR Ttaf fRb ■555: ctiovii fell ^ I 

ngrgvsn ijgiftsT ctafarn nff 1 sisra sBTKprorefg: Trapst ddhtfH, 1 « 1 

<ddldlWhfll Tnra 1? sift: I W TTipT mousi f if 3^1: I C I 

1 rjHjfiTrapn: ynfA^siifiuii (dauidti) 1 % 1 

ig# ^RtrafRRS ^fstfePTOWR: l?ol 

1 sfertl-u^d^iiii g# sftfe gnjcij^i 

I UWHiy,UdIb ^TUldg'dlddlH.I I 

^drtAyrdichTI: duaiRid^ciai I nl-u< STSIT fRRt^sn I l 

Tfftfe: TTff: gfl4)l4wHJ 3tM*4lPwfgf efOTT#; Uu|,H4U I I 

spar grfciPRf «tgarr ptt 

3iW5pQ2jUi[f'<i: JHdddl 

gfpn fffw: ^R-spirng csrfffT: 

^srrf&T TRUTTElfe: *4chWII ■gs fj: 

f5n4t g^uroftfiwrdt f ftsrg: 

unrf ■HPd'yitduiwsii fmfpn 

'PHg \Utjnlyr'jU,\r,C\ 

1 3#rrjUMMi i?m 

I TOMHHl: Sprat fsf: tWrtfdl fd IW 

1 Tsh! q gftrifg 1 1 

ugHald nif^. fmfcfr ^ giui-dnirfi sra guioa(d*^iguiai^ gwr <tsTti?ci 

dt m4l§M3SS5l: td'^rlrwKII'dflcid: 1 3ffntm f^tTPRT H ^4I SJSJT I ^ k I 
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flUMWldtcll 1ST: I ^ HflT ftfSmut qOTSjaeRmq Ro | 

tfMici: m^qt: qfeircraiTWjjra: iqi^^nqreiTOisiraTqsnqnin^araT r?i 

FUWIMltatg WW: I qtqn ^-uqra'l: 1331 

#rat i wfemw^firm: wr?i 

aup^ ZtTjRrfgT ^qtSSJTiJjT £HT: I q«TTSlf5ra) ^Mdq:<*lA*lrtiJ'5Rdl: R* I 

Then commenced the rainy, season, conducive to the growth of all creatures (as being 

favourable to their breeding and nourishment both), characterized by bright circles (round 
the sun and the moon) and thundering heavens. (3) Overcast with dense and dark clouds 
attended with lightning and thunder, with the luminaries rendered obscure, the sky shone as 

Brahma (the Spirit) conditioned by the three Gunas (and known as the JIva with its light of 
wisdom obscured by the Sattva, Rajas and Tamas corresponding in the case of the sky to 

the flashes of lightning, thunder and the clouds). (4) When the (opportune) time (in the form 
of the monsoon) came, the sun-god began to release the wealth of the earth in the form 

of water that had been absorbed by him during the (past) eight months (even as a righteous 
monarch would return to the people the wealth which he extorted from them in the form of 

land revenue and other legitimate taxes). (5) Huge clouds endowed with (the eyes of) 
lightning (and perceiving the heat of the world) and tossed by tempestuous winds poured 

down water, which brings joy to this world (even as the compassionate, observing the 
miserable plight of the world and stirred with a feeling of commiseration for the afflicted, 

lay down theirvery life and thus bring delight to the world). (6) Shrunk through the (summer) 

heat, the earth grew plump again when drenched by heaven, even as the body of a man 
engaged in austerities performed for attaining some selfish end, which is emaciated 

through such austerities, grow corpulent (again) on realizing the fruit of those austerities. (7) 

It is the fire-flies and not the planets that shine at the approach of night shrouded in 
darkness (occasioned by a thick coating of clouds obscuring the heavenly bodies), even 
as it is heresies and not the Vedas that flourish in the age of Kali contaminated with sin 

(born of ignorance that clouds one's judgment). (8) Frogs, that had been silently hibernat¬ 

ing before, began to utter their croaks on hearing the roar of clouds, (even) as Brahmana 
pupils at the end of their (daily) routine of devotions (during which they observe complete 

silence and on hearing the call of their preceptor) would start their recitation (of the Vedas). 

(9) Small streams that were gradually drying up (now) overflowed theirchannel (even) as the 

bodily resources and material riches of a man who has no self-control flow in a wrong 
channel. (10) The earth looked green with its green meadows, crimson with the Indragopas 
(a species of red insects with a velvety skin) and shaded (rendered white) by mushrooms, 

(even) as the army of kings is arrayed in uniforms of various colours. (11) Fields with their 

wealth of crop afforded delight to the cultivators and caused agony to the rich, who (envied 
their lot and) did not know that everything lay in the hands of Providence. (12) All the 
inhabitants of land and water put on a winning form and appearance through the use of 

fresh (rain) water (even) as devotees attain an attractive (divine) form through the worship 
of Sri Hari. (13) United with rivers, the ocean, which was (already) rough with waves 
generated by winds, became (all the more) turbulent (even) as the mind of an immature Yogi, 

tinged (as it is) with desire, gets agitated when brought into contact with sense-objects. (14) 
Beaten by volleys of rain, mountains did not feel the least agitated any more than those 

whose mind is fixed on Lord Visnu (who is above sense-perception) when they are 
overwhelmed with calamities. (15) Overgrown with grass and remaining untrodden (for a 

long time), the tracks became doubtful indeed even like the texts of the Vedas which are not 
properly studied by the Brahmanas and are consigned to oblivion by the force of time. (16) 
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Flashes of lightning did not bear constancy to the clouds, which are the friends of the people, 
any more than libidinous women are constant (even) to men possessed of virtues. (17) In 

the sky, endowed with the attribute of sound, the rainbow (Indra's bow) without a string* 

shone like the attributeless Being (Brahma) in the manifest world consisting of the three 
Gunas. (18) Screened by clouds illumined by her own effulgence, the moon did not shine any 
more than the JTva (an embodied soul) obscured by the ego-sense which is illumined by its 

(the JTva's) own light. (19) Exulting over the appearance of clouds, with their hair standing 
on end, peacocks rejoiced (even) as householders feeling agonized and disgusted with the 

world do on'the advent of servants of Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord). (20) Sucking water 

through their roots trees, that had shrunk heretofore due to (the summer) heat, got 
regenerated into numerous forms (in the shape of fresh foliage, blossoms, fruits etc.), (even) 

as ascetics that are emaciated and fatigued before through austerities grow robust again 
through the enjoyment of pleasures. (21) Cranes continued to live, O Pariksit, even in lakes 

whose brink was miry and full of thorns etc., (even) as householders whose mind is devoted 
to the pleasures of sense choose to remain in their houses, which keep them engaged in 

distracting duties. (22) While indra (the rulerof thethree worlds) poured down showers, dams 
got breached by floods (even) as in the Kali age the paths of virtue chalked out by the Vedas 
are destroyed by the false theories of heretics. (23) Driven by the winds, clouds now poured 
down nectar-like water to living beings (even) as rulers of men, directed by the Brahmanas, 

conferred from time to time desired boons (on those who sought them). (24) 

Ttct ctq ctftty I3FI 

sstwnnr sjjwti^ tfnat iw 

srcraFT: JFjfetT cHtlNiMsjapT: I ^ItfyKl niWtMltiai TP: 1 ^ I 

cHWirtsfiti Hlfrldtffd I Risk'd ^ IW 

^SZ?F54 ttm-tld feltf'rai ttfortlpti* I I^SI 

^liarttqft rrfnt l?ol 

^ ht cft$3 Ftcf^dyFiditiHri •wrraR, .1 
Surrounded by cows and cowherd boys and accompanied by Balarama, Sri Hari 

entered deep into the said forest (of Vrndavana)—which was so luxuriant and full of ripe 

dates and rose-apples—in order to sport. (25) Called by the Lord, cows, that walked with 
a slow gait due to the heavy weight of their udders, marched with quick steps, their udders 

showering milk (on the way) due to affection. (26) (As He passed through the woods) the 
Lord perceived the denizens of the forest (viz., the Bhilas as well as the birds and beasts) 

highly rejoiced, rows of trees dripping with honey, streams of waterflowing from mountains 
as well as their murmur and the caves near them. (27) At times, when it rained on all sides, 
the Lord took shelter in the hollow of a tree or in a cave and sported (there) eating bulbs, 

roots and fruits. (28) Accompanied by Sankarsana (Balarama), He ate rice and curds 
brought by Him (from home) with vegetables etc., on a slab close to the water in the 
company of cowherd boys. (29) Beholding fully gratified bulls, calves and cows weary with 
the weight of their udders, sitting on the green meadows and ruminating with their eyes closed, 

as well as the aforesaid splendour of the rainy season, enhanced by His own (enrapturing) 

energy and bringing delight to (all) created beings, the Lord welcomed them all. (30-31) 

tig Ihchw)wR*h tiM^idditQ 1 Frcrtra?. «ost 13^1 

• there is a pun on the word Guna, which denotes an attribute as well as a string. 
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?n?r -ik^iRsiT Rfttftr Riffa R5: i rshitrr >j-iyf*iMd4i i??i 

arista 4jri?IM<iR 4JR: Rf«TOT RT5R,1 ^Ksl^UISlftuiT 4rR»4«iy*l»T131! 1 

r^r d«<l %ar ftrj: ^JVtw&t: 1 ROT<R*qUII: riitii y,-i4l y,wiw(c'®i«<i: 13*0 

•frnafr r^jeftrttR epfel fjrjf: fttOTl.1 ROT OTI& RlPiMI ^ R R1 I3RI 

iWfRyi. gftRRItfr RR5 RTRoMRR: I ROTSSfJRR? SRR RR 1J5T: 5§PRR: 13^1 

RraRTffRRRTTRRfOTRTSR^wRb I ROT ?fc: ^Ul: JiJKxlIclIiltlpRw: l?4l 

^1R5f|: Rf RWI-RIR R RlRR: I ROT?RRRT Rkt: UliUlRljRIMli I3<?l 

fStjjrtll^iljTjbufi R1J5: 4K4l'lfi I 3TORRJR7R RRJ^gfR^TORRR: IKo I 

jfc^ftRjRRRfsrjfFL *^*1 SSR^fR: I ROT RPR: RtRRtTR nla-tlRR RtfRR: IK? I 

WRit^-dWIMI-i. TglfRRTRR Rtaf W5?1 RRRtftOTR, IK? I 

jfRTRTRR RTfR ^irflRPIOTTOTR, 1 RrOTJfft ROT iRR ^lorRSllsI^l-lR, IK^ I 

3R3UgRTJgc5t oMUy RI-il^MUl: ^T5TT 1 ROT RjqfR: ^ftPRRn^Rt fjfif IKK I 

3Rfe5RI RRijildtOTI HtjRsHUIf»rfqj RRTRT1R RfPfcit R ■^OTIfrP&RR: IKRI 

RTRt TJRT: W1 RT* <jJsRR: tfRfftRRRJ 3ROTRR1RI: RHfR: rbA-OfilfcRI fR IKRI 

^KR, etlpRHliR fJRfetIR fdJT ftRT I WT <J fRRRT P5TOTT ROT 4*i,-t.fRRt *JR IK'S I 

yillAaiHR'IHEsIRg R^lcRR: I RRt 1J: yawwisai <*>wi«li Pkui I?: IKK I 

dlui^r-t-ill^ fRrfrRTSJH jtif^lOTfegtROTfRtSJ: RtHfU^IRRiTr^ 3TFTH IK? I 

Rl PRPTFITIRP?RT liUcl'IRI 'Riff RIR IqilhRiR: l?«l 

While Balarama and Sri Kfsna (the Ruler even of Brahma and Lord Siva) thus dwelt in 

Vraja, there fully set in the autumnal season free from clouds and characterized by crystal 
waters and gentle breezes. (32) Due to the autumn, marked with the appearance of lotuses, 

waters regained their transparency (even) as the minds of those that have strayed from (the 

path of) Yoga recover their purity by resuming the practice of Yoga. (33) The autumn drove 
away the clouds from the sky, relieved the congestion of living beings (occasioned by the 
overgrowth of creatures), dried up the mire on the earth and eliminated the turbidity of water 

(even) as devotion to Sri Krsna puts an end to all evil besetting those belonging to the (four) 

Asramas (stages in life). (34) Having discharged all their wealth (in the form of water), the 

clouds shone forth in their white lustre (even) like ascetics that have given up (all forms of) 
desire (viz., the desire for progeny, the hankering for wealth and the ambition for glory) and 

have shed their impurity (in the shape of) tendency to action and have (consequently become 
composed. (35) As some places the mountains released their pure water whereas at other 

places they did not, (even) as enlightened souls impart their nectar-like wisdom on some 

(opportune) occasions (to the qualified), while at other times they do not. (36) The creatures 

living in shallow waters did not at all notice the water diminishing (everyday), (even) as stupid 
householders do not perceive their span of life shortening everyday. (37) Like a destitute and 

helpless householder, who has not been able to subdue his senses, suffering hardships, the 

creatures living in shallow waters experienced the heat radiated by the autumnal sun. (38) 
(Virgin) tracts of land gradually gave up their moisture and the plants their unripe state, (even) 
as the wise slowly give up the sense of identification with, and the feeling of mineness with 

respect to, the body etc., which are not the self. (39) On the advent of the autumn the ocean 
became calm and quiet (even) as an ascetic is relieved of his recitation of the Vedas when 
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his mind is completely at rest. (40) Cultivators checked the water going out of the fields by 
means ol strong dams (even) as those practising Yoga preserve the wisdom flowing out 
through the senses by controlling the latter. (41) The moon alleviated the suffering of living 

beinqs caused by the rays of the autumnal sun. (even) as (the dawn of) wisdom puts an end 

to the miseries born of one's identification with the body or as Sri Kfsna ( he Bestowe 
liberation) relieved the agony (caused by their separation from Him) olf thei womeni of 
Vraia (42) The cloudless sky looked charming (at night) with its stars twinkling brightly due 

to the autumnal season (even) like the mind with the quality of Sattva Pred°^^'nS 
revealing the (correct) import of the Vedas. (43) The full moon shone ,n the firmament wrth 

the hosts of stars (even) as on the earth did Sri Krsna, the Protector of the Yadus, surrounded 
by the circle of Vrsnis. (44) Embracing the temperate breeze that blew from the woods in (fu 0 
blossom, people dismissed their anguish (occasioned by heat) but not so the cowhe d 

women (of Vraja), whose mind had been captivated by Sri Krsna (inasmuch as it te^®d 
enhance the poignancy of their agony of separation from the Lord caused by His absence 

from Vraja during the daytime.) (45) Persistently sought by their partners cows ® s 
female birds and women conceived under the influence of the autumnal season even as 
works intended to propitiate the Lord are necessarily followed by their fruit. (46 At sunrise 
(all) aquatic flowers bloomed forthwith the exception of water-lilies, even as (all) people 

barring the thieves are rendered fearless under a (good) king. (47) Enriched with ripe co ns 
the earth looked happy with (Vedic) sacrifices carried on with oblations of first fruits at the 

end of the rainy season as well as with (other) grand festivals conducted for the gratification 

of the senses in cities and villages, and more so with SrT Krsna and Balarama (the two 
Avataras of Sri Hari) (48) Going out (at the end of the four months of the rainy season), 

merchants recluses, kings and students about to return from the house of their preceptor 
after the completion of their studies-that had been detained* by the rains-(now) realized 
their ends even as those adept in Yoga and well-versed in Mantras (mystic formulas) etc. 

impeded by the span of their life, attain ethereal forms earned by them when the (appropriate) 

time comes. (49) 

Thus ends the twentieth discourse entitled "A description of the Rains and Autumn" 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarithita. 

Discourse XXI 

The Song Inspired by the Flute 

y the four months of the rainy season are regarded as inopportune for commercial trips, 
* According to Hindu astronomy tf 

expeditions for extending one's dominions, marriages and rambling on the part of recluses. 
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|f?I 7RPL a^Rdtl: Traf | ^ | 

Sri Suka began again : Accompanied by cows and cowherd boys, Sri Krsna (the 

immortal Lord) entered deep into the aforesaid forest with its waters made transparent by the 

autumn and fanned by a breeze charged with thefragrance of lotus-beds. (1) Having entered 

the forest—the lakes and streams as well as the mountains of which were resonant with the 

sweet warbling of birds and the (sweet) humming of bees, intoxicated by (the presence of) 
rows of trees in full bloom—and pasturing the cows in the company of Balarama and (other) 

cowherds, Lord Sri Krsna (the Protector of the Madhus) sounded his flute. (2) Hearing that 

(entrancing) music of Sri Krsna's flute—which kindled love (in their heart)—some women of 

Vraja proceeded to celebrate it in song before their female companions (all) out of His 

sight.(3) Recalling the (loving) gestures of Sri Krsna while commencing to describe the 

music, they (however) could not, their mind being distracted by the vehemence of love, O 

protector of men. (4) Exhibiting (before their mental eyes) an exquisite form resembling that 

of an actor (on the stage), adorned with a crest of peacock feathers, wearing Karnikara 

flowers on His ears, a wreath of flowers of five different colours and a golden cloth (round 
his loins), and filling the holes of His flute with the nectar of His lips (as it were), the Lord (they 

felt) entered Vrndavana, charming with His footprints (found at every step), His glory being 

sung by hosts of cowherd boys. (5) Hearing, 0 Parlksit, the (said) music of His flute, 

captivating to the mind of all living beings, and celebrating it (in the following strain), all those 
women of Vraja mentally embraced the Lord. (6) 

3TSnJ3HT rbrtfti, q nt ra^PT: M^-tg 

Rufidn. 

trezf RRyarn if ^t«n qqem et rnytti4i i c i 

rrnzt: [yiHiyrcy qr yujdJukyrrFqymfi.! hifacbHii^ i 

ttt yqyRigw fR-yl ttsnOTii: i t i 

The Gopis sang : This is the prize for those who have eyes, friends; and we know of no 

greater prize than that enjoyed by those who have feasted their eyes on the countenance— 
playing on the flute and casting loving glances (all round)—of the two sons of Nanda (the lord 

of Vraja) as They lead the cattle alongwith their playmates (the cowherd boys). (7) Singing 

at times amidst a circle of cowherd boys, and picturesquely clad in a garment fitted closely 

with tender mango leaves, peacock feathers and bunches of flowers (tucked to the curly 
locks), a pair of lilies (fastened to the ears), a lotus (held in the right hand) and a garland (worn 

about the neck), (the two Brothers looked most charming like a pair of excellent actors on 

the stage. (8) O Gopis, what meritorious act has this flute performed, by virtue of which it 
freely enjoys (to its heart's content) the nectar flowing from the lips of Sri Krsna (who was once 



tied by His motherwith a cord atthe belly)—though a monopoly of the GopTs—so that nothing 
but sweetness is left behind (in those lips) I (Lo I) the rivers (by whose waters its parent 
stock_the bamboo—was nourished) appear with their hair standing on end (in the form of 

the blooming lotuses through rapture), while the (bamboo) trees (themselves) are shedding 

tears (of joy in the shape of honey) even as the elders of a family are delighted to find their 

child enjoying the grace of the Lord. (9) 

^|cR ttfe sjcft (cM-iild ^ I 

MS?! dPktldWtsUtiflrt SpTT 'St flrsnluini 

%srr [uuwhtra: 

^licti: ^rl KH w <■<:<*) 3 rRSptfT^S^TR^TH 

ttraf sitmg ftpn Tprar ftjfea ' 

t^Rt-flcd: i^ i 

[Lst-rd: I 

I?? I 

3tre|i'd ■bRHW'fWK s^rawfifett^n tct<idi-MdM: i ^ts i 

(The soil of) Vrndavana, O friend, enhances the glory of the earth (so as to make it 
outshine even the heavenly regions) in that the soil has been graced by the lotus-feet of Sri 

Krsna (the son of Yasoda*) and (further) because, witnessing the dance of peacocks 
enraptured to hear (the music of) Sri Kfsna’s flute (which they mistake for the low rumbling 

of clouds) all other creatures on the summits of Mount Govardhana cease from every activity 
(and stand motionless—a thing which is not seen in any other sphere),(10) Blessed indeed 
are these female deer, though stupid of mind—that, on hearing the music of the flute, offered 
in the company of the male deer (the black antelopes) worship, performed through their 

loving glances, to the darling of Nanda, who has put on a wonderful garb. (11) Gazing on Sri 
Krsna, whose comeliness and amiable disposition are a source of joy to the fair sex, and 

hearing the weird notes of the flute played on by Him, celestial women riding in aerial cars 
(and embraced by their spouses) stood infatuated, deprived of their presence of mind 

through love, flowers dropping from their braids and their skirts unsettled. (12) Drinking with 

the cup of their ears, standing erect, the nectar-like music of flute flowing from Sri Kfsna's 

lips and hugging Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) in their mind on His entering it through their 
eyes, the cows as well as their calves (that had just been let loose to be suckled by their 
mothers) stood motionless with drops of tears (in their eyes), the mouths of the latter 

remaining filled with the draught of milk flowing from the dripping udders (of their mothers), 
having no strength left in them to swallow the milk). (13) In all probability, Oh motherf, the 

birds (dwelling) in this forest are (no otherthan) sages, who—having perched on the boughs 
of trees clothed with charming foliage (devoid of fruits and flowers) so that they may be able 
to behold Sri Krsna (without any hindrance) and (since they have no attraction for such fruits 
and flowers)—hear the dulcet music of the flute poured forth by Him with unwinking 

- The word 'DevakV occurring in the above verse evidently stands for Yasoda inasmuch as the people of Vraja—and even 

the outside world—till the death of Kamsa took Sri Krsna to be the son of Yasoda alone, and we have the evidence of the 

Visnupurarta to show that Yasoda bore the name of Devaki too—‘t wr ^IRl <q«blr4lH.' 

t It is usual with Indian women to address their female companions as mother in moments of ecstasy and specially while 

pouring out their heart through a song. 
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(sleepless) eyes, other voices having altogether ceased for them. (The GopTs have evidently 
concluded this from the fact that perching on the boughs of the tree of the Veda and 
renouncing the fruit of actions promised in it, sages devote themselves to action alone— 

corresponding to charming leaves—fixing their mind on the glory of Sri Krsna with the sole 
object of securing a vision of the Lord). (14) 

Rsrera aurora 

3tlfo*jjHWplH^Wg^fofeFri Mlc^lrt Ifm 

fgTSSttA Til rird I-ri M-|4U]juHH I 

■Straps 3%: ^yuicirtlte LRwjotfsntt, 'igsi^i^ 3HdU4H,i^i 

Hearing the aforesaid music of Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation) on that occasion, 
(even) the (inanimate) rivers—that had their rapid flow (towards the ocean, their darling) 

arrested through love (for Sri Krsna) betrayed by eddies—clasped both the feet of Sri Krsna 

(the Slayer of the demon Mura) with the arms of their waves in such a way as to fold them 

in their embrace, offering lotuses (as a symbol of their heart). (15) Witnessing (with the eyes 

of lightning) Sri Krsna duly pasturing the cattle of Vraja in the company of Balarama and the 
(other) cowherd boys in the (hot) sun and playing on the flute in their rear, a cloud appeared 

(over His head) and, swollen with love, did the service of an umbrella to its Friend (Sri Krsna, 

who resembles the cloud in hue and like a cloud allays the suffering of the people) with its 

body, covering Him (at the same time) with showers of flowers.*(16) 

rjnrf: rjfo-41 4hriW4<l«Hm5fT$,J;4H ttRldlWHUfed-i 1 

foui-Vt 3IHHc£i4fc( 4^W4lfor1I 

S-rilririlstWtfl ^ I 

FFT IFfrfrt Wgh>T0iyiWiTl4tL 1^41 

ufnenj [H4hlUI^I^)dtri^iUj4)f4(cl4H^ 1^1 

^('iqdl "JIT ^IcH-dlRui: I cAJ|i|t4l ftstf 4821: *Wltd-4ildi 7PJ: Ro I 

ifci dr,iHI]'ll IKdidli diidldi 'Tqiff Aiyfiti HlT+fqRswr?: I^| 

Fully accomplished of their purpose are the Bhlla women who, when smitten with pangs 

of love at the Lord's sight, dismissed that agony besmearing their face and breasts with the 

saffron paste (originally) painted on the bosom of His darling and rendered still more 

charming by contact with the reddish hue of the lotus-feet of Sri Krsna (who is widely 

celebrated) and (ultimately) transferred to the blades of grass (of Vrndavana due to His 

ramblings there). (17) Ah, this mountain (Govardhana), O fair ones, is the foremost of Sri 
Hari's servants in that it not only derives supreme joy from the touch of the feet of Balarama 

and Sri Krsna (joy which is betrayed by its horripilation in the form of fresh blades of grass), 

but also extends its hospitality to the two Brothers alongwith their cows and followers through 

(the fresh and pure) water (of its cascades), excellent pasture, caves (affording shelter to 

them) and its (produce in the form of) bulbs and roots. (18) It is most wonderful that due to 

* Although the flowers were evidently showerd by the gods riding in their aerial cars (Vide verse 12 above), the Gopis in 

the ecstasy of love imagine them to have been showered by the cloud. 
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the highly delightful notes, consisting of low and sweet tones, of the flutes of the two 
Brothers—leading the cows from one forest to another in the company of (other) cowherd 
boys and distinguished by a string for tying the hind legs of cows while milking them (which 

they had twined round their heads) and a cord for pulling unruly cows (which they had placed 
across their shoulder)—there should ensue among the embodied beings, O friends, 

(complete) lack of movement in those capable of locomotion (including running streams), 

and a thrill of joy should appear in (the stationary) trees! (19) Recounting to one another such 
pastimes that pertained to the Lord, who moved about in Vrndavana, the GopTs became 

mentally absorbed in those pastimes (themselves). (20) 

Thus ends the twentyfirst discourse entitled "A Song inspired by the (Lords) Flute, 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T2T Sjf^TTS§ZTFT: 

Discourse XXII 

The Lord steals away the garments of cowherd maids 

64 M 
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Sri Suka began again : In the first month (Margasirsa) of the Hemanta season 

(consisting of the months of Margasirsa and Pausa) the maids of Vraja, ruled over by Nanda, 
observed a vow of worshipping Goddess Katyayani, subsisting on only such food as is fit to 

be offered to the sacrificial fire. (1) Having taken a dip in the waters of the Kalindi (Yamuna) 
at daybreak and making an image of sand on the river bank, they worshipped the Goddess 
(in that image), O protector of men, with sandal-paste etc., fragrant flowers, propitiatory 

oblations (such as cocoanut), incense and lights, other offerings (such as articles of wearing 
apparel, ornaments etc.), high and low. as well as with tender leaves, fruits and (unbroken) 

grains of rice. (2-3) The aforesaid virgins performed worship, each muttering the following 
prayer—"Goddess Katyayani. the great deluding potency (of the Lord), possessed of infinite 

Yogic powers, O supreme Ruler (of the universe in a female form), (pray) make Sri Krsna (the 

Darling of Nanda. the cowherd chief) my husband ! Hail to You I" (4) With their mind (and 
heart) set on Sri Krsna the maidens thus observed the (sacred) vow for a (whole) month and 
worshipped Goddess Bhadrakali with due ceremony praying: "Let the Darling of Nanda be 
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our husband." (5) Rising early in the morning when called by theirnames (by other girls), they 
loudly sang the praises of Sri Krsna as they went with their hands mutually clasped to bathe 
in the KalindT everyday. (6) 

RST cwnfaqnitq tfft 'JjJdtlJ I 19 I 

fiHJTt i ddttiticjdwd i * i 

ttmi dlTti^mtyq Ht'WI'bgl IT^: | 5^^ 5T1H5: II f I 
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=T Hdlldd'Jd 3PJH ffitft fcf|: I 11,4*31: Utttesg ftsjdld gmzrm: 1^1 

Arriving at the river on a certain day (the last day of the month, viz., the full moon, when 

they were going to conclude their vow) and leaving their clothes on the bank as usual, they 
merrily sported in the water glorifying SrT Krsna. (7) Coming to know of this and surrounded 

by His companions, SrT Krsna, the Lord of (all) Masters of Yoga, went there in order to reward 
their act (of worship). (8) Taking their clothes, He hastily climbed up a Kadamba tree (near 

by) and, indulging in fun with the laughing boys, so the tradition goes, jestingly spoke as 

follows—(9) "Coming here, 0 maids, receive you each your own raiment at will. I speak the 
truth and am not jesting since you are (all) exhausted by (observing) the vow. (10) Never has 

a lie been told by Me before; these boys know it. Take your clothes one by one or all together 
(as you please), O slender-waisted ones." (11) 

urn hit ?gi Tte: tftnrffjp: i Htfen: iisTTWHtRiitnuimrhMg: is>hi 

1TH sfdfd n*IvnSsffkH^fl*u I 3u*uaqjii: tHd'ld ty*tHKditsJd-L I1 

TITOT Tit: if^JTTOT ^ d-d<i)qtjd fwi,l TTRWtSf ^1? HTOlfe ^TTOT: I I 

ft *«ld ddllcfdHJ ST% Ht njt spirit l^qi 

Perceiving that joke of the Lord the cowherd maids were overwhelmed with love. 
Abashed to see one another, they felt inclined to laugh, but did not come out (of the 

water).(12) When Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) remarked thus, the cowherd maids, 

whose mind was enraptured by the joke and who stood shivering, immersed as they were 
up to the neck in the cold water, spoke to Him (as follows):—(13) "Pray, do no wrong by us. 

We know you well to be the beloved son of Nanda, the cowherd chief, and praised all over 

Vraja, O dear Krsna I Please return our clothes: we are shivering (with cold). (14) O Fair one 
with a dark-brown complexion ! we are your servants and are prepared to do your bidding. 

(Therefore), give back our clothes, O Knower of Dharma (the principles of righteousness)! 
If not, we shall report the matter to the king." (15) 

TTTOlf 4 ?RJTt HI Hfera I 3T5TTTOT WdltTlRt llriltsi-rj ^felftHdl: 1^1 
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drijJrf*iqi«t43iN*4uii TTT8TP^H TO: 130 I 

htosittoht |gt tttoh, i i 
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^5 HetSOTW rt ftfiHT: treTTfalTT: shls-naa <*>it<HI: I 

d-aiftl 4c(IM^dl-M8IF2T5 th WfH, I5!1? I 

tifrora ^genrrifir SOT^roferar: i (jiidfdTti qt qrjwIeivw'wiRid^nJTT: 1^31 

The glorious Lord said: "If you are my servants and if you will do my bidding, come here 

and receive (from me) your clothes wearing a bright smile (on your lips)." (16) Shivering with 
cold all the maidens thereupon emerged from the river, shrunk with cold and covering their 

privy parts with the palms. (17) Perceiving them as good as dead (through great shame), and 
pleased with their pure heart, the Lord placed the clothes (kept so far on the tree) on His 

shoulder and, full of love, smilingly said:—(18) "Since, having undertaken a (sacred) vow, 
you took a dip in the waters in a nude state, that has indeed been an offence on your part 
against the god of water (which has gonaa long way to violate the sanctity of your vow); 

(therefore), receive your raiment (only) after joining your palms on the crown of your head 

and bowing low for the expiation of that sin." (19) Realizing their act of plunging in water in 
a nude state to be a violation of their vow as pointed out in the aforesaid words by Sri Krsna 
(the immortal Lord), and seeking the fulfilment of that vow, the maidens of Vraja bowed to 

Sri Krsna (who embodies the fruit of that as well as of all other religious rites); for it is He who 
washes away all transgressions. (20) Seeing them bent jn the aforesaid manner and 
propitiated through such salutation, the all-merciful Lord Sri Krsna (the Son of DevakI) 

returned their clothes. (21) Even though they were badly taken in, nay, stripped of (all) 

shame, ridiculed and treated as toys, and their clothes too were stolen away, yet they did not 
find fault with Him, (highly) gratified as they were through the company of their beloved 
Lord.(22) Having put on their clothes they riveted their bashful looks on Sri Krsna and could 

not stir (from that place), enthralled as they were by their meeting with their most beloved 

Lord and their mind having been captivated (by Him). (23) 

yrrar ra^tra wMKtu;fl*iErai i qigt^rtsssn: i i 

tirtxdti ferfga: TTTSsit ‘Udd'l-ri tlTOTb1 TIT-SHt ^1 'itfepIftT IW 

q UmiclfcldfqqT eh I til'd cbcUd I dfifrtl gifshTT HRT JITdt akiy d«Jd 19 5.1 

UldMrtl sRf fell RdRI iwi SWT I ‘wRtrd adled. ■qtxiuWd Tltft: 1W I 

Perceiving the intention of those maidens, that had undertaken the aforesaid vow with 

a longing to touch His feet. Lord Sri Krsna (who had once allowed Himself to be tied with 

a cord at the abdomen by His mother and thus demonstrated His love for His devotees) 
addressed the girls (as follows):—(24) “Your desire, O chaste girls, in the shape of 
eagerness to worship Me is (already) known to Me. (Nay,) it has been approved of by Me; 

(hence) it deserves to materialize. (25) The craving for enjoyment on the part of those 
whose mind is devoted to Me cannot lead to (further) enjoyment even as seeds of grain 

(once) fried or boiled are not as a general rule intended to be sown. (26) Go (back), 0 
damsels, to Vraja. You stand accomplished of your purpose and will sport with Me during 
the coming (autumnal) nights, for which perpose you have observed this vow in the form 

of worship of the Goddess, O virtuous girls I” (27) 

gauRgl RUddl W<*l*l»n: $UlR*l: I Stuq-WKimqnMl'H .jnsjiRiHfasy.si'iiiJW 

Sri Suka continued : Thus commanded by the Lord and having (virtually) realized 

their ambition, the maidens returned to Vraja with great difficulty, contemplating on His 

lotus-feet. (28) 
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3T8I 'TTtcf: hRcjfll !)c(chiyfl: 1 <jtycni<^ flcff 3T TTT: RfRRT: 12^1 

Irl'H s9iyif*T: f^TftRTBRT: I 3tlH4>llRldl-L gtl'WIg sMlcbt-I: l^o I 

| «ilch^,aj| | 3T3TT ysttfl^-I I RWItftfa fWtR'H cT^SJtJ I?? I 

M^dtll-l. 'B^nJTBT^ cJldett||dUfr!hl-L ctlWM B: 1^2 1 

3# t’bt ?rc ^cfyiutjL)J)cidH,i garroct zrat g fsrgtfrr ^trfct Riftfa: 133 i 

Hyy,"M'+i«'«iyi*jwq<^hWni*vW: I R^TRraRTOWlfaldleW: d,NI-^flld-<=lr) 1^1 

|‘HIW«(|IW Sidling 3% l WR^BidlclWI tidM^d. R^TI^HI 

xqimw«cni+>co'i'^<;«lt'*K: I rRnori dtti>INflHi R*ZR di^di t^: 13^ | 

dT: dTdRrard: gijgT: ijfidrtl: ftraT: I ddt PR dim: dOT ^dld dfoiriMJ^I 

d«i 3dd^ dnd drrRra: rjrt i srendf 

W dld^rndd df.ryj'J dddtdTT •Higdl'-fl ^VM-d.-d dd^f dtdtdRld^KI did glldoNSSUd: [pp i 

Accompanied by cowherd boys and pasturing the cows Lord Sri Krsna (the Son of 
DevakT), one day (during the following hot weather), went far away from Vrndavana along- 
with His elder brother (Balarama). (29) Perceiving the trees, which played the role of 
umbrellas to Him with their shade in the scorching rays of the summer sun, the Lord 
addressed the cowherd boys of Vraja (as follows):—(30) O Stokakrsna, Artisu, Sridama, 
Subala, Arjuna, Visala, Rsabha, Tejasvl, Devaprastha and Varuthapa, look at these highly 
blessed beings that live solely for others; enduring storm, showers, sunshine and snow 
(themselves) they ward them off from us I (31-32) Oh I enviable is the birth—serving as a 
means of subsistence to all animate beings—of these trees, approaching which suppliants 
never return disappointed any more than those that seek a benevolent man. (33) By means 
of (their) leaves, flowers, fruits, shade, roots, bark and wood as well as with their fragrance, 
exudation, ashes, coal and tender leaves they gratify the desires of others. (34) This much 
is the fruitfulness of the birth of embodied creatures in this world that they should constantly 
do good alone to (other) embodied souls through their life, wealth, intellect and speech. (35) 
Saying so the Lord arrived at the Yamuna passing through rows of trees whose boughs were 
bent low with clusters of young leaves, fruits and blossoms as well as with bunches of (other) 
leaves. (36) Prompting the cows to drink of the very sweet, cool and wholesome waters (of 
the Yamuna), the cowherd boys then drank, O protector of men, to their heart's content the 
tasteful water themselves. (37) Pasturing the cattle at will in the grove on the bank of the 
Yamuna, O king, they approached Sri Krsna and Balarama and, pinched with hunger, spoke 
as follows. (38) 

Thus ends the twenty-second discourse entitled, "The Lord steals away the garments of the 
cowherd maids", in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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3T2J ^rf^frssZTFT: 

Discourse XXIII 

Redemption of the wives of some Brahmanas engaged* in a sacrifice 

WJT Jy$: 

THT TUT • <f.tui I T^T cT ^T?TH ^pTFTWTfct I \ I 

The cowherd boys said : O Balarama, the delighter of souls and possessed of 

extraordinary valour, O Krsna, the exterminator of the wicked, this hunger is actually 

pinching us; (therefore) be pleased to appease it. (1) 

#/$ <b dqfN 
ffa fajnfcft JiliHdld ^dchiyd: I WBFir 'ferorahlT: ^ 1 

■srata d=t'W-i aifiiun ■ggrarfaa: i TradTf^m am frra?r wfwrcntTi 3 i 

aw atafaa Tfna araarmflX^ar: lanamaf maaa 3a«fta an wfTtWHj "k i 

laafa'ar aaaar ataraTrra % aw i fKiTasrfanrar fauH]a'r3aa,afaar afami 

t sjfaXt: sjtrra fainwXiaafaiT: i -gnaiawaia aa at atar^at aaatfaara i % i 

Tfr^wraarTataar 3fraa Tiar^ictr at araar a^jf^aft i 

daifSw 3aaaaf&=Wfa «nst a at aaga atffaaar: i a i 

at^rraT: u^-H-wiai: aramaarFa war: i staa atf^ratarfa hmhftt. % tjtzrffti 4 i 

ffa a imaaraat sfiaat-rfa a i ijftaTafwr aifaw ^^arfaa: i t i 

Xt; aiM: tjspt ^cd awaaf^aftFRa: i Xar aamiaFa 5^M?a ama: i i 

a ail am aad^aatgraa i u jutijutui -jaiaT atafauat a ■ftfat’itti 

a t aatfam #f# %fa a ataa i atar fanm aata asfta: -^aaaaat: i ^ i 

d^m+u4 aaara aira araatrar: i wasiTaaafat^aFfaaritfaiaif aiaa,1 1 

at jnaaa a?aha-: twchdumnidu i <iwPd d,iaa-ia:ffarara<arMdifgati ysi 

SrT Suka resumed: Thus requested by the cowherd boys, Lord Sri Krsna (the 

Son of DevakT), who sought to shower His grace on certain Brahmana matrons devoted 

to Him, spoke as follows:—(2) “Repair to the sacrificial hall where certain Brahmanas, 

who are expositors of the Vedas, are actually conducting a sacrificial session, known 

by the name of Arigirasa with a desire to ascend to heaven (after death). (3) Arriving 

there, 0 cowherd boys, as despatched by us, and mentioning the name of my venerable 

brother as well as my own, ask some cooked rice of them." (4) Thus instructed by 

the Lord, they went and solicited the Brahmanas as directed with joined palms and 

lying prostrate on the ground (in the following words):—(5) “O Brahmanas (lit., gods 

on the earth), listen to us! Know us, cowherd boys, to be the servants of SrT Krsna 

arrived (here) as directed by Balarama. May Good betide you ! (6) Pasturing their cows 

not very far (from this place) and stricken with hunger, Balarama and SrT Krsna (the 

immortal Lord) long to have boiled rice from you. Give Them rice, O Brahmanas, when 

They (earnestly) ask for it, provided you have it and if you possess (any) reverence 

for Them, foremost as you are of (all) knowers of Dharma (the principles of 
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righteousness). (7) Indeed anyone eating the food cooked in the house even of a house¬ 

holder consecrated for a sacrifice other than the one involving animal slaughter and different 

from a sacrifice known by the name of Sautramani, O most righteous souls, is not defiled 

(thereby).'1 (8) Though listening to the aforesaid solicitation of the Lord, the Brahmanas paid 

no heed to it, cherishing as they did petty hopes (of ascending to heaven from which one is 

sure to fall one day) though engaged in elaborate undertakings, and ignorant as they were, 

though accounting themselves advanced (in knowledge). (9) The foolish Brahmanas, who 

regarded the mortal body as their own self, took no notice of Sri Krsna—who was no other 

than the almighty Lord Visnu, the supreme Reality, constituting as He does the place and time 

(for the performance of a sacrifice), the diverse substance (for being offered to the sacrificial 

fire), the mystic formulas (employed in invoking the various deities and recited at the time of 

pouring oblations), the procedure (laid down for conductinga sacrifice), the priests (officiating 

at a sacrifice), the (sacrificial) fires, the divinities (intended to be propitiated through a sacrifice), 

the sacrificer, the act of sacrifice (itself) as well as the religious merit (resulting from the 

performance of a sacrifice)— looking upon Him as a mere human being. (10-11) When the 

Brahmanas neither said "yes” nor did they say "no”, O chastiser of foes, the cowherd boys 

returned disappointed and informed Sri Krsna and Balarama accordingly. (12) On hearing 

of it the almighty Lord of the universe burst into laughter and spoke to the Gopas again (as 

follows) in order to show (to them) the conduct of the worldly people (who would) not feel 

humiliated much less relax their effort even when their prayer was turned down once):—(13) 

“Communicate to their wives the fact of my having arrived (here) alongwith Sarikarsana 

(Balarama). They will give you food according to your desire, affectionate as they are (by 

nature) and living as they do in me through their mind." (14) 

7raT8t HciHlItf 141 ^gTSSTtfat: WrtjHI: I TOT IsowtMm: uferTT W 

■^trr cit ftgrrateit frowT crerife =t: icrgqj^i 

rnSRiR, wiltlA: TRTOt <JtMMId: 1 afgfaiTO TOTS SI^TO SfftraTH^VM 

SpSTojmjhTSTTT fTO I dp*i4TT8*aH-iei S^TTTrTTTRJhT: 1^41 

ettjfSsi TOR: I fet TOf: TTTpfhS MShl: I?*? I 

ftfTOSRT: sfsfs%lt<j(sijrgf*t: gfl: I ShctttJrWrtli ^t1%T8pTOT: 17° I 

I IcM-lR ^tT 7TTOT fes: 17^1 

fjruuyRfs sTWTrafarapraTvSTsthit^prrTT^ 1 

tprosa lrt**4W(i<4l®4glMR. 1771 

3f^T: JIS5S gfet hlTRS TO SRT saiRwdiii fg3T|-fh5 17? I 

Presently the cowherd boys went and found the virtuous wives of the Brahmanas seated 

in the apartment reserved for the wives of the sacrificers, well adorned and, bowing to them, 

submissively spoke as follows:—(15) "Hail to you, Brahmana ladies ! (Pray) listen to our 

words. We have been sent here by Sri Krsna, who is rambling not very far from this place.(16) 

Pasturing the cows in the company of (other) cowherd boys and accompanied by Balarama, 

he has come far away (from home). Let some food be given to him, hungry as he is alongwith 

his followers." (17) Hearing of Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord) having come (so) near, the 

Brahmana ladies—who had been ever anxious to have a look at Him, their mind having been 

lured by His stories—were seized with a flurry. (18) Taking (with them) in vessels excellent 
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food of four* kinds, they all marched towards their beloved Lord, like rivers flowing towards 
the ocean, even though they were being stopped by their husbands, brothers and other 
relations, as well as by their sons, their mind being set on the illustrious Lord because of their 

having heard of Him for a long time. (19-20) The ladies (presently) beheld Sri Kfsna 

sauntering in a grove on the bank of the Yamuna—beautified by fresh leaves of Asoka 
trees— surrounded by (other) cowherd boys and accompanied by His elder brother.(21) 

Dark-brown of hue He had about His loins a golden piece of silk; adorned with a garland of 
sylvan flowers, peacock feathers and tender leaves and painted with minerals, He presented 

the appearance of an actor (on the stage); He rested one hand on the shoulder of a devoted 
companion and was swinging a lotus with the other; He wore a pair of water-lilies on His ears 

and a smile on His lotus-face. His curly locks hanging on His cheeks. (22) Ushering into their 

heart by the gates of their eyes Him on whom they had set their mind through the glories of 
that most loved One—which they had often heard and which had served as an embellish¬ 
ment for their ears—and embracing Him (there) for a pretty long time, they shook off their 
agony (of separation from Him), even as men with an egotistic turn of mind are rid of their 

anguish on embracing an enlightened soul, O ruler of men I (23) 

urcrar dtrhtictfci: Jtrar stidtid^arar i si? ystRtdw-L irai 

wij cit ■qfmr'TT OTwr ftrqj atrraft? 1? i2M 

d-^l life $JPrt 3>$lrtl: OT^idl: I at^Wettctfisdi W 

Tt? trm rnror eit fentra: i nuRtwiFd ii 

Even though He had come to know that they had arrived (there) under the aforesaid 
circumstances (in the teeth of opposition of all their people) with the (sole) desire to see Him 

and having given up all hopes (of returning to their home and being welcomed again by their 
husbands and other relations), Sri Kfsna (the Witness of all minds) addressed them as 

follows with a smiling face:—(24) "Welcome is your visit (to this place), O highly blessed 
ladies ! Let yourselves be (comfortably) seated. What can We do for you ? It is but proper 
for you that you have come with a longing to see Me (disregarding all impediments). (25) 

Surely the wise, who realize theirown interests, duly practise disinterested and uninterrupted 
devotion direct to Me, their own beloved Self. (26) Indeed, who else could be dearer than 

one's own self, through contact with whom life and intellect, mind and body, kinsfolk, wife, 

progeny and wealth etc., are dear ? (27) Therefore, return to the sacrificial hall, where your 
husbands—who are Brahmana householders—will successfully, conclude their sacrificial 

session with your help." (28) 

do'g.' 

TTcj Hmm rra I 

UTHT sni Mdlchjfi TIWSRJJL | W 

L fif'd rrf q-iq: ftlHtl (^dl 4T T I 

MHdldtdi 4t TT=5T l?o I 

* The four kinds of food mentioned in our scriptures are:— 

(1) vsq. that which can be easily gulped, such as porridge: 

(2) '-trt that which has to be masticated before it can be swallowed: 

(3) W that which can be licked, e. g.. chutney :and 

(4) xh«?, that which is sucked, e.g., an orange or sugarcane. 
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The wives (of the Brahmanas) said: It is not becoming of You, O almighty Lord, to utter 

such cruel words. (Pray) vindicate the Vedic dictum, "One does not return"* (on having 

attained to Me), ignoring all our near and dear ones we have sought the soles of Your feet 

in order to wear on our locks the wreath of Tulasf leaves kicked off (even indifferently at us) 

by You. (29) Neithesour husbands, parents, and sons, nor our brothers, kinsmen and other 

relations would accept us; how, then, would others receive us ? Therefore, (pray) so ordain, 

0 subduer of foes, that no other asylum may be left to us, whose body has fallen down at 

the fore part of Your feet. (30) 

sJv/cryqfra 

dfet Tmpnt^ftlttd: I ^t tfe 13^ I 

•T 1 hi^ 3tf%rTPdtd^Tr^rsj 1^91 

The glorious Lord said : Your husbands, parents, brothers, sons and other people will 

not be angry with you since you have been favoured by Me; (nay) even the gods (over there) 

approve of your conduct. (31) Indeed bodily contact (with Me) does not tend to the 

gratification or to heighten the love of men in this world. Therefore, devoting your mind to Me 

you will attain to Me before long. (32) 

ftgtPT f|44r-4WI ■djratz rprfetT: IW gFrqpa: wfit: fefc 133 I 

n3*i fejctt sfe fetgr itiuf-jd-y-rnj 1 

rTtfe^tferfer ar sppt jrsj: i^«,i 

^ rtlrtMtct^rtlchu^rirtu-Li ^ feifeMwi Tipp 13^1 

Sri Suka continued : Thus addressed (by the Lord), the sages1 wives mentioned 
before returned to the sacrificial grounds. (Nay,) not finding fault with them, the sages 
too successfully concluded the sacrificial session with the help of their wives. (33) One 

of those ladies, who was (forcibly) held back by her husband, mentally embraced the 

Lord even as she had heard of Him, and cast off the body, that had been brought about 

as a result of her (past) actions. (34) Having fed the cowherd boys with the same food 

of four kinds, Lord SrT Krsna (the Protector of cows) too, though all powerful Himself, 

partook of it (in the end). (35) Thus imitating the ways of men and delighting the cows 

and cowherds as well as the cowherdesses by His personal charm, speech and doings, 

Lord Sri Krsna (who had assumed a human semblance for the sake of sport) carried on 

His pastimes (in Vraja). (36) 

aran^pjtd ferret 3r^di4< fdi'itt: 1 sje fera-uiiutediug-u rjfergnit: 11 

^gi wNt qjfett ryfe sfTtrfe g trar gtrnrjrrgi 

ffeipn rtfet^feri ffefe ffegpainj <jt%ftr3> feui<isd it c^frarir 1 

rp tmqfl) ITFn 4lfiHlu(u UllfHl I phi wsf ^ITR% felt: IYO I 

3r?t dpjrr hkIuiiuIu 1 ^rtjfeit-rjt^mdjH^rpifferp iy? i 

TTOT fejilMtit*KI T fkUltri rjh=tfu I Ttfe -fltd4i*tiUI T’^fWTfedT: ^fSTT: IYP 

arsnft grartTrsra; epsft 1 srfe^gi ^ crrcrrfe tit=hKil44diu(ir iy? i 

-T4T prwtitl I 
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qrj TSTsfforjsFn jw-hhi ^j%g^rr i snitR: wiwra ^ilMdiew: Trat’Tft: mi 

3T^SIT <£u)dil4t<J chetcrttl^ilf^lUl qH: 1 (tas*«<-|rb I Yq I 

^gr^n^TraTt-g jft: UI<Wlfa4l Tt^l awjlMmetJfui dilMI '■HHtfiHl IIS^I 

t^T: chico: ?cq H-aa*cr[<e^iiiwq: I cE^cfT oimihiH^ sk-t^rtiSI cpgg: Itirs I 

TI trq TFraH, TTT8TT3 [cltujjB'l^gT: I Tntft q^hjtqr’pq life Jpi R IY4I 

3lfe qfe ERJcTUT fefe HWIcJift: ftPI: I HctrMI qiffl hftMfel 3t4MI4> feSJT5TSit |~iS<? | 

qrreptj rntrafe <j,buiicii$u0AsTO 1 u-qiuibllrferafer unm: *4gc4y mo 1 

TT t q 3CTST: WHWIMlfiScHWHlHJ 3d(g^ldl-J'«raTgT ^q^fasbUK. m? I 

Presently the aforesaid Brahmanaswere filled with remorse to realize (through the 

fellowship of their pious and devoted wives) that they had committed an offence in that they 
turned down the solicitation of Balarama and Sri Krsna (the Rulers of the universe), who were 

behaving as men. (37) Perceiving the transcendent devotion of their womenfolk to Lord Sri 
Krsna and full of regret to find themselves devoid of it, they severely condemned themselves 
(as follow):—(38) "Fie upon our threefold birth (in the shape of our being born of Brahmana 
parents, investiture with the sacred thread and consecration forthe sacrifice in which we are 

engaged) and learning (mastery of the Vedas); fie upon our sacred vow (of continence for 
the period of the sacrifice); fie upon our versatile knowledge; fie upon our pedigree and fie 

upon our proficiency in rituals when we have actually turned our face away from Lord Sri 
Krsna (who is above sense-perception). (39) Indeed the Lord's Maya (deluding potency) is 
capable of infatuating even those who are adept in Yoga (abstract meditation). That is why 

we, who are Brahmanas and (therefore) teachers of men, are ignorant of our real 
interest.(40) O look at the devotion even of (our) women to Sri Krsna, the Father of the 

universe, the depth of which cannot be easily fathomed by us and which has cut asunder the 
snares of death going by the name of household ties (that bound them) I (41) Neither was 
the purificatory rite, (viz., that of investiture with the sacred thread) which is peculiar to the 
males of the twice-born classes undergone by them, nor did they reside in the preceptor's 

house (for learning the Vedas). No austerities were ever performed by them, nor was any 
enquiry made about the Spirit. Nor is purity (of personal habits) seen in them, nor (again) do 
any virtuous acts characterize them. (42)Yet there is actually found in them unswerving 

devotion to Sri Krsna of excellent renown, the Lord of (all) masters of Yoga; while it does not 
appear in us, who have undergone the aforesaid purificatory rite and are endowed with all 
the other qualifications (mentioned in the foregoing verse). (43) Oh, the Lord (who is the 

mainstay and the goal of the virtuous) awakened through the words of the cowherd boys us, 
who were surely deluded in the matter of our (real) self-interest and whose judgment had 
been vitiated by our household activities I (44) Otherwise what could He gain through us, who 

are subject to His control—He who has all His desires fulfilled and who is capable of 
bestowing all blessings, the highest of them being final beatitude ? And His begging food of 
us (too) was a mere imitation. (45) Supplication (for boiled rice) on the part of the Lord 
whom Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity) constantly waits upon with the hope of 
securing the touch of His feet, renouncing all others (Brahma and so on, who sought Her 
favour) and giving up Her own faults of fickleness etc—deludes the (common) people. (46) 
We have actually heard that the selfsame Lord Visnu, the Ruler of (all) masters of Yoga— 
who constitutes the time and place of performing a sacrifice, the diverse substances 
(intended for being offered to the sacrificial fire), the mystic formulae (employed for invoking 
the various deities and recited while pouring oblations into the sacred fire), the procedure of 
conducting a sacrifice, the priests officiating at a sacrifice, the sacrificial fires, the divinities 
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(sought to be propitiated through a sacrifice), the sacrificer, the act of sacrifice (itself) and the 

religious merit (flowing from a sacrificial performance)—has Himself appeared in the race of 

the Yadus; yet we could not recognize Him, fools that we are. (47-48) Oh most blessed are 

we, in whose lot have fallen such wives as these, through whose devotion our mind (too) has 

been irrevocably fixed on Sri Hari. (49) Hail to You, the almighty Lord Sri Krsna, whose 

intellect knows no obstruction. It is (only) because our Judgment has been clouded by Your 

Maya (deluding potency) that we are wandering in the alleys of Karma. (50) May that most 

ancient Person be pleased as a matter of fact to forgive the transgression on our part, who 

did not know His glory, infatuated as we were by His Maya.” (51) 

$ffrt cpoj) ^ I f^Sf^TSTZJfZftiZtT: ^TTtT^fFTTRWRR'FL I 4^ I 

liw SlHfl'ra RSI^lNl «fedl4i apt [^31 

Recalling thus their own offence again and again the aforesaid Brahmanas, who had 

shown disrespect to Sri Krsna (by turning a deaf ear to His request for being supplied with 

boiled rice), did not stir out, afraid as they were of Kamsa, though eager to behold the two 

immortal Brothers. (52) 

Thus ends the twenty-third discourse entitled "The Redemption of the wives of 
some Brahmanas engaged in a sacrifice", in the first half of Book Ten 

of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T2T 

Discourse XXIV 

The Lord stops the sacrifice to Indra 

tllycb uum 

‘huai-ifa nxq urnnu-i Au/i: 1 1 ^ I 

drffilrfisft Wcj|-L Hafetl I ^R. I I 

atsjjai 4 fttt: cRtOT Tmnrr 5 -smum: i %R^tTtTstaiR3: i ? i 

ivi'l rffTR oFIrfTt Rfl TRIT: I R T| RTRI % HTSJRT ^IRt e^W-IIWE! I “4 I 

i a^RTRtsRa^ ara 3naiarL ggaara i 4 1 

jiKqcmtqi at aRtffcT MHir>qH4,rdgffl I fuuu: ch4Rti=a: IRTtlSn I ^ I 

11^ metric 'hum ftft faantta: I 3taial r'lfcricr. m-4 munc: nTtJ'qirqdfH, I I 
Sri Suka began again : Dwelling in the same land of Vraja accompanied by Baladeva, 

Sri Kfsna too saw the cowherds engaged in preparations for the worship of Indra (the god 

of rain). (1) Though aware of it, the Lord, who is the Indweller of all (hearts) and all-perceiving 

and was (yet) bent low with humility, enquired of the elderly people (of Vraja): the leader of 

whom was Nanda, (as follows):—(2) "It may kindly be pointed out to me, O father, what is 

this occassion for (unusual) flutter come up before you ? What will be the fruit (of it) ? For 

whom is it intended ? And by whom and through what materials is this sacrifice going to be 

performed ? (3) (Kindly) tell me this, eager as I am to hear it, O father! Great is my longing 
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(for it). Indeed no undertaking, in this world, of pious souls—who look upon all as their own 
self, in whose eyes none is their own or alien and who have no friend, neutral or enemy— 

is secret. (Of course, where this is not the case) a neutral (too) ought to be shunned like an 

enemy, whereas a friend has been declared to be as good as one's own self (and hence 
nothing should be kept secret from him). (4-5) People perform-actions either deliberately 

(after weighing their consequences) or without deliberation. But success does not attend the 
actions of a thoughtless man as it crowns those of a thoughtful person. (6) Of such actions, 

then, has this expedient in the form of ritual been considered by you ? Or, does it follow the 
course of the world ? (Pray,) explain this fully to me, inquisitive as I am." (7) 

iRfcit inerrPp# ■rorerttnrmjfW: i ?tsfgg#g Tjgtqi strnq gtgq to u i 

g mg ggrg% g sufst sM’grqj sfotitd*tgi feiggqf gqjPrqg: i i 

rte^uitU'JIciKt I rjnt <J*>N+I<iuii PSPS: wgisq:l^o| 

g rig fgtj^s as tttwifrt q?: I 

Nanda replied : The all-powerful Indra is the god of rain, the clouds being his (so many) 
manifestations dear as his own self. They pour forth water, which is the delight and life of 

living beings. (8) We and other men, 0 darling, worship the aforesaid almighty ruler of the 
clouds through sacrificial performances conducted by means of substances produced with 

the water discharged by him, and subsist on the remains of such sacrifices for the attainment 

of the threefold reward in the shape of religious merit, enjoyment and worldly possessions. 
(In this way) it is Indra who yields the fruit (in the shape of a bumper crop) of men's efforts 
(in the form of agriculture). (9-10) The man who relinquishes a religious practice that has 

come down thus through successive generations from love of enjoyment, greed, fear (of 

opposition) or prejudice, surely does not achieve good results. (11) 

ggt Puiim qrggt gsirgsr sqj gqgq, fart si? 3f5ra: i?7i 

Sri Suka continued: Hearing the reply of Nanda and the other inhabitants of Vraja, Lord 

Sri Krsna (the Ruler even of Brahma and Siva) addressed His father (as follows) in order to 

rouse the anger of Indra (and thereby crush his pride). (12) 

Sfa'/gycwq 

gnfaiT grsg nrg: *4u1ci fggfjgrt i ggr jto gg sto epfifrarfacrait i ^ i 

affer grfsq, gqrfi gg% gtafo q srjif qr: i i 

feifa-itutg sjgrqr wwgiHi^fH-tiqi awiim-gar g^ gwidfufet TfniTTuqi 

reviictfHil fi gq: TggTgqjgq^ i mrarsiftr trf tAuiytm^MHj w 

%grptggigqj: iiiuitgjgld grqrm i ggfe Tjgfon: i*gi 

ggnq^wqqf^ggf ^ggrgw gsgrffqu $q grfg gggRS f| %tgqj^ci 

aiT-ifigigaR gig gpgrogrRftgfq i q ggg^lggg 8W git qnfqgt gsn i?«?i 

g?fg ggrorr fgsr qramt T^raT qgiigjgqj gitfsT (*ji£tggi i qo i 

^itMgifui^qiilT^T g-fild riUH-j-jd t gtgf g^f^gt gg gg qr^Ttgtsfqgq, 17^ l 
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MWH f?3 feistywniaq: I TWSfcra^ ftswmi-q ftfei *33333 1I 

T3Wi #f^n 'ter aJ-w«jPi i’SRma^'fegaPa 13^ i 

The glorious Lord said : A creature is born by force of Karma (past actions), by force 
of Karma alone it dies and by force of Karma itself it experiences pleasure and pain, is 

subjected to fear and enjoys security. (13) If there is any supreme Ruler who dispenses the 

fruit of others actions, he too rewards or punishes (only) the doer: indeed he has no authority 

over him who does nothing. (14) What have created beings—that follow each the course of 
its own action in this world—to do with Indra, who is incapable of altering the course of actions 

performed by men according to their individual nature ? (15) Indeed every created being is 

a slave to its nature and follows its own natural disposition. The whole of this creation 

including gods, demons and human beings has its beingjn nature. (16) By force of Karma 

a soul takes (diverse) corporeal forms, high and low, and quits them. Karma alone appears 

in the form of an enemy, a friend or a neutral and Karma alone is our preceptor and almighty 

Lord. (17) Therefore, sticking to the Varna (grade of society) and Asrama (stage in life) 
determined by one's own nature and performing one's own duty, one should duly worship 

Karma alone. In fact, that alone is one's deity by which one lives happily (in this world). (18) 
Depending on a particular deity, he who worships another does not derive happiness from 

the latter any more than an unchaste woman who loves a paramour. (19) A Brahmana should 

live by (the teaching and exposition of) the Vedas; a Ksatriya, by protecting the land; a 

Vaisya, by (what is known as) Varta; while a Sudra should live by service (rendered) to the 

(aforesaid) twice-born classes. (20) Varta is said to be of four kinds, viz., agriculture, 

commerce and rearing the bovine race, usury being the fourth. Out of these (four) the cow 

has ever been our (only) means of subsistence. (21) (The qualities of) Sattva, Rajas and 

Tamas are severally the cause of the continuance, appearance and dissolution (of the 
universe); it is through (the quality of) Rajas that by mutual union (of the male and female) 

is brought forth the heterogenous universe. (22) Impelled by Rajas, clouds shower water all 

round. It is through such water that living beings achieve their purpose (of getting their food 
etc.). What has Mahendra to do with this ? (23) 

R 4: ^ft 3 Him 3 13?? 333J fej eRTchtttdld 343ltf[H3lRtH: 13*1 

3331\ 33? Jtl^uiwiujgnurar 33?: I 3 33SZ?3? 33?: 13m 

3Sr3Tr 13f33?: 3T3JT: 3J3T3TT: 3133353: I 3t313?1J35T^33: 135 I 

iWtuhmu: 3333, snsnfisfsraifsfo I 3?3 3|?33 ir»3? 33 3t S^^faiUTT: 13*3 1 

33%3?g?!83r?n5T353fa3'3?? 32mfcT: I 333? 3 33? 333T (333 ^33? 3fo: 134 I 

W-tJwHl: 353133: I 5?sf8TUT 3 331331335333?^ 133 I 

333TO ?13 3T3 ft>33? 3f? <iwfl I 313 3ldlgJU|lsjjU|i J?|j ?r 3T33t 333: l^o | 

There are neither cities nor territories nor villages nor houses in our possess ion. We have 
ever had our abode in the forest, dwelling as we do in woodlands and on mountains. (24) 

Therefore, let there be instituted a worship of cows, the Brahmanas and the mountain 

(Govardhana). Let this worship be accomplished with those very materials that have been 
brought together for the worship of Indra. (25) Let different varieties of cooked food from rice 

boiled in milk with sugar down to boiled pulses including Samyava (a kind of porridge made 

of wheat flour with milk and ghee etc.), buns and cakes be prepared and let all the milk be 

collected. (26) Let fires be properly fed with offerings by Brahmanas who are expositors of 

the Vedas. Let excellent food be offered to them by you as well as cows and sacrificial 
fees.(27) Food should also be given to (all) others down to the dog, the pariah and the fallen 
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as may be deemed proper. And after supplying grass to the cows let the (aforesaid articles 
of) food be offered to the mountain. (28) Duly adorned after taking your meals, artistically 

painted with sandal-paste etc., and decently dressed, go you round the cows, the Brahmanas, 
the sacred fires and the mountain, keeping them to your right (as a mark of respect). (29) Let 

this view of mine be adopted, O father, if it pleases you. This worship will be dear to the cows, 

the Brahmanas and the mountain as well as to myself. (30) 

dcIM 

rf.lciTWTI Wcidl fitu'KTdl I tjtrfi PlSTE! -KISH: TtSST: I?? I 

rrsrr et ssrsj: irf *rmssi irspjST: i awRtrdi tdtdtud tRJfsfrr 1331 

BoftT tJdtdliJdl TcrtH,! TtWtlfT PtR Ttsf: tt^tUTT I ?? I 

WIW^tHP-I rt rtrefl Wrt^-dl: I ■nras ^sJicHitlfui Jiw-dt: Ttl&ifTfsra: IT* I 

^.sji^d-Mdu wi inufastramf ti: i yrtlit41w i?M 

’TOt Til ^ttesgrossul I 3t?t tRSHT ■j’lrtlLWl Wt SWI!, I 3 ^ I 

IJlitLeMI-tcU TTStfr. ctiWfcilfl ddl*9: I lift 1W -IH-WIH: 3Hl«dl TraTR, I I 

^difst'ilfe-duti ctiy^aiiuitf^di: i 'Eran ftsira % ^ftm: ug^oju <3^: i?4i 

lift WSIWIrt HH5OT 4IW«‘l -sfeHl ’jW dt|iddl5S!!m: RHI 

Sri Suka went on : Hearing the words uttered by the Lord, who in the form of the Time- 
Spirit sought to crush the pride of Indra, Nanda and others received His advice with 

approbation and did everything (precisely) as Sri Krsna (the Destroyer of the demon Madhu) 

had said. After getting benedictory verses recited (by the Brahmanas) and respectfully 
offering all the varieties of food out of the oblations meant for Indra to the mountain and the 

Brahmanas and grass to the cows they as well as the cowherd women, who were well- 
adorned and were celebrating the exploits of Sri Krsna, rode in their bullock-carts and placing 
their cattle-wealth ahead of them went round the mountain keeping it to their right, the 

Brahmanas pronouncing their benedictions. (31—34) Having assumed another peculiar 

form, that created confidence in the mind of the cowherds (to whom the mountain was 
represented as a god), Sri Krsna in that gigantic personality consumed the abundant mass 

of offerings saying, "1 am the mountain (Govardhana)!" (35) Alongwith the people of Vraja, 
SrT Krsna Himself offered His greetings to that (other) Self of His, saying, “Oh I look here, 
appearing in a visible form this mountain has shown his grace to us. (36) Taking any form 

at will this deity actually kills such mortals as dwelling in the forest show disrespect to him. 
(Hence) for our own welfare as well as for that of the bovine race we bow to him." (37) Having 
thus performed with due ceremony the worship of mount Govardhana, the cows and the 

Brahmanas as particularly directed by Sri Krsna (the Son of Vasudeva), the said cowherds 

returned to Vraja alongwith Sri Krsna. (38) 

Thus ends the twenty-fourth discourse in the first half of Book Ten of 
the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahariisa-Samhita. 
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3TST TOf^TtS^r: 

Discourse XXV 

The Lord lifts up Mount Govardhana 

fW^rssuR: >pT fg?fn rjrr i Tmnzr: h: i t i 

■nm ttratfe rto ^urt yi-d*iRunqj ^ eng^i ’gii)$im-^d i ^ i 

s??t aflu^m^ituj nraRi ■<*.w4i*«u<i froi urfynfer ^ i ? i 

^tsn^l: anfutt: gKjfrqftpffRw; i i&dWM^chT^ilddlJw^raixfe^i v i 

srfe^l taoin^i nfngtWIRR^I ^sit JrdftjMlfer 'nt'tT if gffil&tlH. 1 A I 

TTCIT ftliliqiwuwi fWpnSZnfentbRTttJ SJJ3 Slfndldoi rfgg ^§rqt[J ^ I 

3tf #tratT si'flH. ! WjulJgMI&i-^Hykiyifigi I \q i 

Sri Suka began again : Then, coming to know of his worship having been stopped, O 
Protector of men, the aforesaid Indra became angry with Nanda and the other Gopas, who 
looked upon Sri Krsna as their Protector. (1) The indignant Indra mobilized the host of 
destructive clouds known as the Samvartaka host (so-called because it is ordinarily released 
only during the period of dissolution of the universe), and issued the following command, 
regarding himself as he did to be the supreme ruler:—(2) "Oh, the greatness of pride— 
begotten of wealth—of the cowherds dwelling in the forest, who have despised a divinity (in 
my person), depending as they do on Krsna a (mere) mortal! (3) Even as those devoted to 
rituals seek to cross the ocean of mundane existence by recourse to sacrificial performances 
consisfing of rituals passing for boats in name alone and (wholly) undependable, giving up 
the signs of self-realization, so having taken shelter under Krsna—a garrulous, foolish, 
arrogant and ignorant mortal, though thinking himself to be a great scholar—the cowherds 
have given offence to me. (4-5) Get rid of the stiffness—caused by pride of wealth— of these 
Gopas, who have grown arrogant through affluence and whose mind has been puffed up by 
Krsna; and bring their cattle to destruction. (6) Riding my elephant, Airavata, I too am 
following upon your heels to Vraja alongwith the wind-gods, who are possessed of great 
prowess, with intent to annihilate to Nanda's Vraja." (7) 

4gt i ’tefWTgirsroT i z i 

lasitaHMi ragfe: wd-d: W-ityqJil: I dldd-b^ui-jvi I S I 

:fsjamspi g^STRl rjsirtd'&ltftgURT: I <Hrtl3: gteynHI ddltldH. I I 

3fwmKi(nairi-i tr^rat Wld4mi: I rfftjr spj: I | 

ffniy »^siEJKHi<4llsai: I cfuyidl srngd: 14-^: I | 

fwt nfrirm taiiTsj mit i ?ara: $[udi^ ■*pr^t?51^31 

RlCTiqcfPlMIdd 3=WWlMddHJ W( ^ifad^d fft: I V* I 

3TOr4t^5nfr q^eTciqiri f5rdwgqj fg^itmfsjfr^r -riiiiu 

ira idnlciRj WT& I rtl4iilhlPHt yfiSUI^RsM aftb? get: | ^ | 
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4 ft ■H^lct^Tbl-ri ^■UUim'Hl&.Wil: 1 45tOT5t HHHf: WlT5t55w5it IV* I 

ifrg 4515 H(mR«piii #m«l wiw^Vti #S5 5 55 seism i?a1 

SrT Suka resumed : Thus commanded by Indra and completely freed from their binding 
chains (which had held them under check till the time of universal destruction), the clouds 

started tormenting Nanda's Vraja by their sharp driving showers with (great) violence. (8) 

Shining brightly with flashes of lightning and roaring with (rolling) thunders and driven by 
tempestuous winds, they showered hail-stones. (9) While the clouds were incessantly 
pouring forth torrents thick as columns, the earth being flooded by volumes of flowing water 

could not be seen with its distinction of high and low lands. (10) Seized with a shiver through 
excessive driving showers and tempestuous gales and afflicted with cold, the cowherds and 
the cowherdesses sought Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) as their refuge. (11) Oppressed 

with the torrential downpour and fully covering their head as well as their children with their 

trunk, they sought shivering the soles of feet of the Lord (and prayed as follows): (12) O 
Krsna, O Enchanter of souls, O highly blessed Lord, be pleased to protect the bovine race, 
which has its protector in You (alone), as well as ourselves from the angry Indra, O Lover of 
Your devotees I” (13) Perceiving the animals being beaten by severe hailstorm and getting 

benumbed, Sri Hari understood it to be the work of the indignant Indra. (14) (He said to 

Himself,) "His own worship having been obstructed by us, Indra is sending down this most 
terrible hailstorm accompanied by a tempestuous gale out of season for our destruction. (15) 

I shall (presently) employ an effective remedy against this by My own divine power and 
(thereby) dispel the ignorance—in the form of pride of wealth—of the gods, who through 
infatuation fancy themselves to be the rulers of the world. (16) Surely the pride of being the 

supreme ruler of the world cannot find place in the gods, who are endowed (in a special 

degree) with the quality of Sattva; and the humiliation of the vile at My hands conduces to 
their peace of mind. (17)1 shall accordingly by My own divine power protect Vraja, which has 
sought shelter in Me, looks upon Me as its Protector, nay, which constitutes My own family! 

(In fact) this is the famous vow taken by Me." (18) 

l^a#%4 f#4 g55T TnmHMrtH,! 5*47 cflcwi £>«JW4iehflicj R5i 

3rgif 44514,#514515 wafer!: i gsi'icwi# ftm PiRea 45t54t:Roi 

4 517T 5: Chi iff 4<4,hflistPlMlri4 I crinqcfHcj-Urt iqitn ft 5: R^ I 

4SIT |Hic}|cii(!)M fOTiraTOWRTTOT: I cfSflctchlVl 4541: 41544: R4 I 

STqiSRft hiJ;f lit# f|t5T dji'.-icllKlRt: I #554551 5515ft 7441 -mawt. M414 R? I 

^miiilriiyng 5 MidiuKiiidfefwa: i pmsmit i 

75 arsjjjftmftsf 5i5cnf 5 5774541 #144 Tfpjsf457ts5#4.RAi 

ftnfa Fran smi 4f4t: 47#ts4r455: i 34T75 grant coming frgra: R5i 

55# PtityffMI: 75 7551515 #555.1 ttl*il4IMcMui efiaiw«6fl: 5#: R1SI 

'UhUI-ifu 5 #75 751514 t[cf54 JPJ: ! 55557 4cf«jjll41 7515574171 #55511541 

Having observed thus, and uprooting with one hand Mount Govardhana even as a child 

would pull out a mushroom, Sri Krsna sportfully lifted it up. (19) Then the Lord said to the 
cowherds, ”0 mother, father, the people of Vraja, comfortably take shelter in the cavity 
beneath the mountain alongwith your cattle-wealth. (20) No fear need be entertained by you 

about the fall of the mountain from My hand on this spot. Away with the fear of storm and rain, 
since your protection against them has (already) been ensured." (21) Their mind having been 
reassured in that way by Sri Krsna, they entered the cavity (and made themselves 
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comfortable there) according to the space available alongwith their cattle-wealth, ring of 
bullock-carts and dependant (viz., servants , priests and so on). (22) Being (constantly) 
gazed upon by the aforesaid inhabitants of Vraja, who stood disregarding the pangs of 

hunger and thirst as well as the need for personal comfort, Sri Krsna held up the mountain 

for a (full) week and did not stirfrom His position. (23) Much astonished to see that wonderful 

power of Sri Krsna, shorn of pride, and thwarted in his purpose, Indra totally stopped his 

clouds (from pouring showers). (24) Seeing the sky clear of clouds, the sun risen and the 

violent downpour and tempest stopped, Sri Krsna (the Bearer of Govardhana), spoke to the 

Gopas (as follows):—(25) "Dismiss (all) fear and go out, O cowherds, alongwith your 

womenfolk, wealth and children. The storm and rain have ceased and the rivers are almost 

emptied of their water." (26) Taking each his own cattle-wealth, the aforesaid cowherds as 
well as the womenfolk, children and the aged thereupon gradually issued forth, their goods 

loaded on their carts. (27) The almighty Lord too sportfully set down the mountain as before 

in its own place, all the creatures looking on (with wonder). (28) 

IT jtH^TnfsrqiTT tisu Ttrfhj: MRwuuiyir: I 

m-vfi ^t Thru srforr 

nrii o [ h : mkCsUTT 17 Jii(j 

l^nnrfe^nt TJftptftm: 1301 

rjtgznrff&r Ttfsfe 1?? 1 

Tt i^i 

rtSIlfestFITRt <||R|*I hW-dt ff^3^t:l??l 

?Rt rtnjtm qrwttTii sfiraFt! -nsw**-*! rptf 'rs&stewt: Ryi 
Overflowing with an uprush of love, the people of Vraja approached Him with embraces 

and other appropriate (loving) gestures and the Gopls joyously exhibited their loving regard 

for Him by sprinkling Him with curds and unbroken rice and showered their choice blessings 
(on Him). (29) Overpowered with affection, Yasoda, RohinT, Nanda and Balarama, the 

foremost of the powerful, hugged Sri Krsna and pronounced their blessings (on Him). (30) 

(Highly) gratified, hosts of gods, the Sadhyas as well as the Siddhas, Gandharvas and 

Caranas in heaven glorified Him and showered volleys of flowers (on Him), O ruler of the 

earth ! (31) Prompted by the gods conchs and kettledrums sounded in the heavens; while 

Gandharva chiefs—the foremost of whom was Tumburu—sang, O protector of men ! (32) 
Surrounded by loving cowherds and accompanied by Balarama, O king, the said Sri Hari 

went back from that place to Vraja. Full of delight the cowherd women (too) returned (to their 

respective homes) celebrating such exploits (as the uplifting of Govardhana) of Sri Krsna 

(who had captivated their heart). (33) 

Thus ends twenty-fifth discourse in the first half of Book Ten of the 
great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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3TST ^f^5Tt5SHTFT: 

Discourse XXVI 

Nanda's conversation with the cowherds about SrT Kfsna's glory 

3/i^b <3<=1M 

qsftrOTfq efinffEu ■rfmT: ctf§<J H I 3Tt#4fc: 3fe(: yftiwdl: 1 

5tiw*m addiid «afaa?j^aifa tiefrarq#rm er=tt rTi^g[dry>j,fEHdHii 

U: UHijiadl STc5: *}ui*4 rtlrtai. I WH?, ftferi rjsjrr JWlfe=l I 

<ili-tl4l(tf<fl$0T ijddldl m||--W: I TftrT: TtPT: it? HTVT: chlcidd cWW.il: I 

ii-ddiisi: iiiawta www a<uu^d<t> 13aitsqa^ Rw4w ^qtt: rmdwt. i 

t!=b^iad sroPn i^aaiuii 

arsT 

ft^rawi i dsto adjuiiatidg-r cniwi^i^qj 

«fwirrajsi^dartha at^«n ararnaa^i 

ad ^^jKa-v arHi-v d^iHl ctiw4>dfl: l ^aiid aa» fTTsqi ^dduRMMidad, I 

a#5 add^ui yfadw wu'ididi i -amdadd atfwft er rflrtai i 

W^t^T a®*jsj drtlPad: I dig? dl'rtdd $4 ultMshrbdlPcIrlH i 

aaoa vdidPdtaia w>r artiiifodi i yaiaa^ dmtar-h)aa1@d: i 

3Hi^niaand!5l'S, djMWi iddd r^'X I vh-i achi4l fdid'-ddd-.iH I 

ddad^jldddl jidH-i ddMl dt sdlchdlH I d^ d dd%5tdT^ d-dMIuait<ddPrlc^»: 3TSTt^ I 
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ep UHSifl-ii sim: ws dirisfejRVTd i aat dt error ?iji srrtss daitdPi iv*i 

SrT Suka began again : Much astonished to witness such (superhuman) feats of Sri 
Krsna, the aforesaid Gopas, who were ignorant of His power, gathered together and talked 

(as follows):—(1) Since these exploits are most wonderful indeed on the part of a (mere) boy, 

how could he deserve a birth among rustics, which is (so) unworthy of himself ? (2) A boy 
of seven, how could he keep on holding (for a week ) with one hand a big mountain as 

sportfully as a lordly elephant would hold a lotus ? (3) By him as a (mere) babe with its eyes 
half closed was sucked the breast of the mighty Putana alongwith her life, (even) as the life¬ 

span of a living organism is (gradually) swallowed up by Time ! (4) Struck by the fore part of 

his feet (even) as he—(only three) months old—lay underneath a cart kicking up his feet and 

crying, the cart fell topsy-turvy ! (5) Being carried away through the sky by a demon while 
squatting (on the floor) as an infant of one year, he killed the demon, Trnavarta (by name), 

who was feeling oppressed on account of his being caught by the neck I (6) Tied by the 
mother to a mortar on the ground of theft of butter, on one occasion, and crawling on all fours 
between the two Arjuna trees he caused them to fall down I (7) Duly pasturing calves in the 

forest, accompanied by Balarama and surrounded by (other) boys, he tore asunder by the 
bill,with his arms, his enemy in the form of a heron, that sought to kill him. (8) Having killed 

another demon,who. in the guise of a calf had found his way into his herd of calves with intent 

to kill him. he sportfully caused with the carcass a number of Kapittha trees to fall (by dashing 
it against the Kapittha trees)! (9) Slaying the demon (Dhenuka), disguised as a donkey, and 
his kinsfolk while accompanied by Balarama, he rendered safe the forest of palm trees (the 

home of Dhenuka); which was rich with ripe fruits. (10) Getting the terrible (demon) Pralamba 
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slain by the powerful Balarama, he rescued the cattle of Vraja as well as the cowherds 

from a forest fire. (11) Having subdued the most venomous Kaliya (a ruler of serpents) 

and rid it of haughtiness, he forcibly expelled it from the pool (inhabited by it) and made 

the waters of the Yamuna free from poison! (12) The love of us all, who have our abode 

in Vraja, for this boy of yours, 0 Nanda, is such as cannot be easily given up and his 

love for us (too) is quite natural. How is it? (13) A boy of seven years lifting up a big 

mountain—how inconceivable is this ! It is for this reason that our suspicion is aroused, 

O ruler of Vraja, with regard to your son (being God Himself). (14) 

?jsrai it zrefr rfrar t^tj ttjt ^ ztts4% 11371 'mff 4- swum f 1 

auiiiaa: (j^diMU'i tri: 1 syck-il mithot hth i 1 

quid aara«iirfwqiwtit: 1 41(4)4 ffti OTrfrfiRqtT: irora^i 7^1 

■STfpT 7TRT HIHlPrf taHlRlI ^ 7T3RT ft I (JUIrfiAH^mrui ctFat 4^ 41 rspri: | ^ | 

IF? ■rf: 3TOTR1^ Jllanl'JdH-rfH: 1 31=1=1 trf^rrff&T i£iP13-4«tftfcW1 7? I 

M-u4=1 HTOHl ttAjjMlfitll: I 3111-44) T$44IU|| PirfAcStnH I 7o I 

V traffJT^ HfrWTT: iflfii HI'HofT: I =1R<4.STO11H74cTR I 77 I 

dfHI-r-5 -miauiffm TpiT: I *1 <4141110=1 d<4>4(i =1 faWrf: I 77 I 

3<4s&;i Hi 7Wlkt74 irff vl TH=Jli =10 I H=i1 -mi4tj|(4i?i ■jxuiepK'ioi'iiiltuiHJ 23 I 

Nanda replied : (Pray,) hear my statement, O Gopas, which is (precisely) what the 

sage Garga told me concerning this boy; and let your suspicion about the child melt 

away. (15) (Garga said:) Taking (diverse) forms indeed in each Yuga, this boy has 

manifested (in his body) three (different) colours, viz., white, red and yellow; this time he 

has assumed a dark complexion. (16) Some time in the past this son of yours was born 

in the house of Vasudeva; (hence) the wise (who know this truth) will duly designate him 

as the glorious Vasudeva (son of Vasudeva). (17) There are numerous names and 

forms of your son, conforming to his excellences and actions. I (alone) know them, not 

the commonalty. (18) The delight of the cowherds, nay, of the entire Gokula, this boy 

will bring you happiness. By his help you will easily surmount all difficulties. (19) Being 

protected and strengthened by him during a period of anarchy in former times, 0 lord 

of Vraja, pious souls, tormented by robbers, (eventually) conquered them. (20) Enemies 

cannot overpower those highly blessed men who offer love to this boy, any more than 

demons can prevail over those whose cause has been espoused by Lord Visnu. (21) 

Therefore, this son of yours, O Nanda, is a compeer of Lord Narayana in point of 

excellences, splendour, fame and glory, so that there is nothing to be wondered at his 

exploits. (22) Ever since, having directly exhorted me thus, Garga returned to his 

abode, I have recognized Krsna, who has (ever) rid us of affliction, to be (no other than) 

a part manifestation of Lord Narayana. (23) 

^ftt -K44: tSttHT mhflti eraterfT: I ^SpTJrfldrfit <£UJ|.wi(ildrl4-H: I 

=jf0<Tr -KdH-J: ipof tt I 74 I 

04 zpffrf djtfuk-iUkNI cHUAtUntHd: 

■HlrfrfiiHUtifet eutrfwi 

aAHiSebarfOl 7lcdH4<dl TTtHff^HRT HSIT 

fsraq; ykM f^r wqj 7A1 

"?ftr dlM-dtl'Iqd Hdl'jtnd WtFtHT Hp-dldi ^4 HSf07Tt5S1T=t: 1 7^ I 
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Having heard the aforesaid statement of Nanda recapitulating the words of Garga, the 
inhabitants of Vraja, who had already witnessed and heard of the glory of Sri Krsna, 
possessed as he was of infinite energy, feit rejoiced and worshipped Nanda as well as Sri 

Krsna, now that there astonishment was gone. (24) May Sri Krsna (the Ruler of cows) be 
gracious to us—Sri Krsna, who, when Indra (the god of rain), enraged at the interruption of 
his worship, sent down (heavy) showers accompanied by strokes of lightning, hailstorms and 

tempestuous winds, was moved with pity to see (the whole of) Vraja with its cowherds, cattle 
and womenfolk in distress and depending (solely) on Himself and, smilingly uprooting with 
one hand mount Govardhana, even as a child would pull up a mushroom, held it up and (thus) 

protected Vraja, (thereby) crushing the pride of the mighty indra ! (25) 

Thus ends the twenty-sixthdiscourse in the first half of Book Ten 
of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T2I 

Discourse XXVII 

Indra extols Sri Krsna 

Tmtft qfl ^ 3TTHRTS TfSTH ^ I Mloolehi<;isM^fi^JT ^ I ^ I 

sftfttt: •jidtic’H: 1 rTFRT ’TTtfsfW kMli-Uckdtt-HI I 3 I 

<£W|.*4||Wdd4fI: | dyfortliilind, 3F? <JidlSiIrt: I 3 I 

Sri Suka began again : When Govardhana was held up and Vraja was protected 
(thereby) from torrential rain, Surabhi (the celestial cow of plenty) sought Sri Krsna from 

Goloka (the home of cows in heaven) and so did Indra from paradise. (1) Full of shame for 

his having shown disrespect (to the Lord), he approached the latter in a secluded place and 

touched His feet with his diadem possessing the splendour of the sun. (2) Indra—who had 
not only heard but (actually) witnessed the glory of the aforesaid Sri Krsna of unlimited 

energy, and whose pride as the ruler of (all) the three worlds had been crushed—spoke with 

joined palms (as follows).(3) 

^ oq/v 

(ada &im ^TTfT dviea ta *d *d hh I 

uraradtef (juium4iki t rauit rfstfUTFjarsi: i x i 

^ dojfdd ftt^UTT kfl^ndal I 

trsiTfri vraFL frofS irfta wruift i ^ i 

ffrar qiudmahfn i 

%ira td^ld^fe ■FTF ftg^n#5TOif=RTCL 1 ^ I 

[565] B.M. Part 11—36 
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Indra prayed : Your essential character, consisting as it does of pure Sattva, is 

uniform, full of wisdom and untouched by Rajas and Tamas. This phenomenal 

universe, which is a product of Maya, finds no place in You, persisting as it does 

through ignorance (alone). (4) How, then, could greed etc.—which are responsible for 

rebirth and are born of identification with the body, constituting as they do the 

distinguishing marks of the ignorant— exist in You? Yet You wield the rod of 

punishment for the maintenance of righteousness and for the punishment of the 

wicked. (5) You are the father, the preceptor and the supreme ruler of (all) the worlds; 

You are the Time-Spirit that cannot be easily set at naught and that holds the sceptre 

of sway (over the universe). It is for the good of the world that You carry on Your sport 

in embodied forms assumed at will, curbing the pride of those who fancy themselves 

to be the rulers of the world. (6) Fools like me, who regard themselves as rulers of the 

universe, speedily shake off that pride on seeing You undaunted even in times of 

danger and, rid of their haughtiness, take the path of Devotion trodden by the 

righteous, (in fact) Your very activity serves as a punishment for the wicked. (7) Such 

that You are, be pleased, O almighty Lord, to forgive me—who, immersed as I am in 

the pride of wealth and power and ignorant of Your greatness, have sinned against 

You and to ordain that my mind may not be so evilly disposed again hereafter, 

deluded as my intellect is. (8) Your descent on this earth, O Lord who are above 

sense-perception, is conducive to the extermination of leaders of (great) armies—who 

are not only a burden to the earth themselves but who bring into existence many such 

scourges—and to the welfare of those devoted to Your feet. (9) Hail, hail to You, the 

almighty and infinite Lord, the Inner Controller of all, Sri Kfsna, Son of Vasudeva, the 

Protector of the Yadavas.(IO) Salutation to the Lord, who has assumed a form 

conforming the wish of His devotees, who is an embodiment of pure consciousness, 

who is all-formed, the Cause of all, the Soul of all living beings ! (11) On my worship 

having been interfered with, this (mischief) was done, O Lord, for the destruction of 

Vraja by means of torrential rain and winds by me who was full of pride and seized 

with violent rage. (12) My pride having been crushed and my efforts having been foiled, 

I have been favoured by You, O Lord ! i have (accordingly) sought You, the Supreme 

Ruler and Preceptor, (nay) my very Self, as my refuge.(13) 
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Sri Suka continued : Thus glorified by Indra, Lord Sri Krsna heartily laughed and spoke 

to him as follows in a voice deep as the rumbling of clouds. (14) 

ddT ftOTlft iTdcFl. W*t#L^)^n I fetj Hd^-iilsraT 

tn^ferrepit i h v^wiIm w 

TTETcTT ^TeK *15 cf: fovUdi ^Vj^'ff'iH.I tsftdttT wftRBrbj W»wR$: I I 

The glorious Lord said : It was in order to shower My grace on you and to put you 

incessantly in mind of Me, highly intoxicated as you were with the fortune of indra, that the 
interruption of your worship was brought about by Me, O god of rain. (15) Blinded with the 

pride of power and wealth, one takes no notice of Me, who wield the rod of punishment. Him 
(alone) do I cast down from an affluent state, on whom I intend to shower My grace. (16) You 
may go now, 0 Indra; may all be well with you! Let My injunctions be followed. Devoted to 

your duty and free from egotism, hold on to your offices (as before). (17) 

srsnf grfa: efisimfwa udiwdl1 wu-di^-buiu-dd 

Hailing and accosting Sri Krsna, the supreme Lord disguised as a cowherd boy, along- 

with her progeny, the high-minded cow of plenty now spoke to Him (thus). (18) 

M£iuiPi^fgjgTtqT.feOT»ra i sram cil*Hidr cwgap i i 

ta a: trwa; ^3 a i fa anTcd?t i srara uiwy^ni ■& at *rraa: 12° i 

-l^lirTTSamT agjuii -jilc^ii qUH,I TianlvIToRi fa^jlrH-t, 12^1 

Surabhi said : O Krsna, the Enchanter of souls, O great Yogi, 0 Inner Controller and 

Source of the universe ! we have been favoured by You, the Protector of the worlds, O 
immortal Lord ! (19) You are our supreme Deity. For the prosperity of the bovine race, the 
Brahmanas and the gods as well as of those who are pious-minded, be You our Ruler 

(henceforth), O Lord of the universe I (20) Directed by Brahma we shall crown You as our 
king, since You have come down to this earth for relieving the burden of the earth, O Soul 

of the universe ! (21) 

fffcpi <sqn 

tra .ftniitytiiMt qtfo ggnTSStdT: i ^rt<l*l^l'I^IUI R3I 

^5: lira ■ilittdl <dkltjW: I 3tvt(u^jd 'ilHK ffa wrKTOHL 12? I 

d=imdKrJt^'WK<tKdl 

grtfat: tiddtiti>ili^dl: I 1 
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IT <lgcjc(q|Iiehl4tckflc<l 
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Sri Suka went on: Having thus prayed to Sri Krsna, born in the line of Dasarha, Surabhi 

bathed Him with her own milk (flowing from her udders); (even so) urged by Aditi and others 

(the mothers of the gods) and accompanied by celestial sages, Indra (too) bathed Him with 

the water of the heavenly Ganga, brought by Airavata (Indra's elephant) in its own trunks, 

and designated Him as Govinda (the Ruler of the cows). (22-23) Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, 

Siddhas and Caranas, headed by Tumburu and Narada (two Gandharva chiefs noted for 
their skill in vocal music), who had assembled there, sang the glory of Sri Hari, which is 

capable of destroying the sins of the world; while celestial damsels beautifully danced full of 

joy. (24) The foremost among the gods glorified Him and covered Him with showers of 

weird flowers. (All) the three worlds derived supreme joy; while the cows drenched the 

earth with their (overflowing) milk on that occasion. (25) Rivers flowed with delicious fluids 
of various kinds (such as milk); trees yielded honey in profusion, bumper crops appeared 

(even) on unploughed lands and mountains exhibited gems on their surface. (26) On Sri 

Krsna having been crowned (thus as the Ruler of the cows), all those (wild) creatures 

(which are ordinarily met with in a forest), O delight of the Kurus, became free from enmity, 

0 dear Pariksit, though savage by nature. (27 Having thus crowned Govinda as the Ruler 

of the cows as well as of Vraja, and permitted by Him, the celebrated Indra rose to heaven 
accompanied by the gods. (28) 

Thus ends the twenty-seventh discourse entitled “Indra extols Sri Krsna," in the 
first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3TsnyiRHiissHiFr: 

Discourse XXVIII 

Sri Krsna rescues His father from the realm of Varuna 

Sqm 

Pki$k: W«T5f 37rfo^IT^<41 ^ | 

rT ^c<il ^t)<JiHJl^lif^e*)Hj 3Tf^TFTT^jff %c5T fqf^r I ^ | 

fJHjj I farTT ^>U||^d^ I 
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SrT Suka began again : Having fasted on the (following) EkadasT (the eleventh day of 
a lunar fortnight) and duly worshipped Lord Visnu (who is solicited by His devotees and is 

the deity presiding over this day), Nanda descended into the water of the Kalindi (during the 

third watch of the night) in order to take his bath within the hours of the DwadasT (the twelfth 

day), (1) A demon servant of Varuna (the god of water) seized and took Nanda to the 
presence of his master on the plea of his (Nanda's) having entered the water at night, 
(apparently) not knowing that the hour is reserved for the (activities of) demons. (2) Failing 

to perceive Nanda, the cowherds cried out, "O Rama! O Krsna!" Hearing the cry and coming 
to know of His father having been carried away to Varuna, the almighty Lord, who affords 

protection to His own, sought the presence of Varuna, O king! (3) Finding SrT Krsna (the Ruler 

of the senses) arrived at his door, Varuna (the guardian of a sphere), who was greatly 
rejoiced at His sight, worshipped Him with grand presents and spoke (as follows). (4) 

3<=1M 

am -ft frqtfr TOt i TOTOTOrofr TO444HJ,: rwtot: i a i 

tottjto ipidH srgnrt dwarf i r to 3jro w TstrorfiifTOTORT i ^ i 

3rai4HT MIMeM I 3TI-TldiSd TO f#T TOR,1 'S I 

cFt^TOTOTR^T I rT#TO •riermiftt fdrTT % I C i 

Varuna said : It is today that my life has been fulfilled and it is only today that a (real) 

treasure lias been found (by me), (even though I possess all the treasures of the world, being 

the lord of the ocean, a storehouse of all jewels), O my Master. (The end of my worldly 

existence also seems to be near inasmuch as) those worshipping Your feet have reached 
to the other end of their life's journey (viz., final beatitude). (5) Hail to You, the almighty Lord, 

the all-perfect Supreme Spirit (the controller of all embodied souls), in whom Maya, wh'ch 
brings about the creation of the (various) worlds, is not even heard of. (6) This father of Yours 
was brought (here) by this ignorant and foolish servant of mine, who did not know his duty. 

May You be pleased to forgive this fault. (7) Be pleased, O Krsna, to shower Your grace on 

me too, O omniscient Lord! 0 Govinda, here is Your father, who may be taken (back), fond 

as You are of Your parents. (8) 

rra TOTTTT: eprit TOTOTtTOST: I 3TKWHTR, S I 

l ^T ftsTId j)UI ?tljdr<Tt [aftHai-iaaTn, Ro I 

a cjidjcwirot tor,trot <uuiwuhrhi 3# 4: to# ^irjuisrorofFar: i 

?fa TOR TT TO=UH,(=b1l4lR.4rtdtt; TO4H.I TOT I I 

■TRt zf wla, iJ,nRH?iiasjichiHcri4frT: I saiaaitj ■*ifri^, 4 TOT uid TTGR i I 

fm Tftro totol TtiTORfnrot ffc i tto; to totrt tor: tot i i 

TTTO TOTORT ail TO#: TRTTRH,! afig TO#T ^TOt rpiT# wfScTT: I W 

H TJ *#T TOT: fR# I 5^p%RTt T5# TOl^ttSTOTR, H*1 1 ^ 1 

-tHKUTi TT 3gT TOTRRfHefsr: I et TO^RtfR: TTJTOR gS#RT: I %'S I 

3Th ?T|H^I‘!afl ■Hiwewt ^I5nt4l I^ZI 
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Sn Suka continued: Thus propitiated (by Varuna), Lord Sri Krsna, the Supreme Ruler 

(of the universe), returned (to Vraja), taking His father (with Him) and bringing joy to His 

relations. (9) Astonished indeed to witness the immense fortune of Varuna, which was 

something that he had never seen before, as well as the submissiveness of the people of 

that realm towards Sri K.rsna, Nanda spoke about it to his kinsfolk. (10) Believing Him to 

be God (Himself), they too thought with an eager mind, O Pariksit, "Would the supreme 

Lord were to translate us to His own (divine) realm as well as to His imperceptible 

(transcendent) state (known by the name of Brahma) !“ (11) Having come to know by 

Himself the aforesaid wish of His own people, the said ail-perceiving Lord graciously 

pondered thus with a view to accomplishing their desire:—(12) "Revolving through 

(diverse) states of existence, (both) high and low, in this (material) world under the force 

of ignorance (in the shape of identification with the body etc.), desire (born of such 

ignorance) and actions (prompted by such desire), indeed, this embodied soul is unable 

to realize its essential character." (13) Reflecting thus, the highly merciful Lord Sri Hari 

revealed to the cowherds His own (divine) realm (viz., Vaikuntha), lying beyond Prakrti and 

(before that) His (transcendent) state called Brahma, which is (absolute) truth, (pure) 

consciousness, infinite, self-effulgent and eternal, and which sages realize only when the 

three Gunas are transcended and when they have been fully composed. (14-15) Trans¬ 

ported (first) to the all absorbing state of Brahma and steeped in it, and eventually lifted out 

of it by Sri Krsna (as out of a trance), they beheld the (divine) realm of the same Brahma 

(crystallized in the form of Lord Visnu) by the grace of the same Krsna because of whom 

Akrura perceived that divine abode (on another occasion) in the past.* (16) Nanda and 

others were indeed exhilarated with supreme ecstasy to behold the said realm as well as 

Sri Krsna being panegyrized there by the (four) Vedas (in living forms), and felt greatly 

amazed (to find Sri Krsna in their midst once again as before). (17) 

Thus ends the twenty-eighth discourse in the first half of Book Ten of 
the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

* Vide Discourse XXXIX below. 
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3*^cBtqf^TtSS2JFT: 

Discourse XXIX 

A description of the (celebrated) Rasa Play (of the Lord) 
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Sri Suka began again : Finding those nights* adorned with full-blown jasmines (even) 

in autumn, the Lord too (who has all His desires fulfilled) made up His mind to play, falling 
back upon His Yogamaya (wonderful divine potency that supplies all the requisites for such 
play). (1) Presently there appeared (on the horizon) the familiar moon (the king of the stars) 

painting the face of the Orient with a red hue by its most soothing rays—(even) as a lover 
appearing (returning home) after a long absence would daub the face of his beloved wife with 
saffron paste—and alleviating the sufferings of the people (caused by the hot sun during the 

daytime). (2) Beholding the moon (lit., the friend of the lilies, so-called because a water-lily 
opens only under the rays of the moon) in full orb—which shone like the countenance of 
Goddess Laksmi and possessed a scarlet hue like that of fresh saffron—and the woodland 
(of Vrndavana) illumined with its soft rays, Sri Krsna strucka melodious note on His flute, that 
enraptured the mind of the fair-eyed Gopis. (3) Hearing that music, kindling love (in the 

bosom of the Gopis), the women of Vraja, whose mind had (already) been captivated by Sri 

Krsna, sallied forth from all sides (with the help of the note of the flute) to the spot where that 

beloved One was—so (hurriedly) that their endeavour (to reach the Lord) could not be 
perceived by one another—their ear-rings swinging due to their swift movement. (4) 

gtrfgq flc^t 'WsppRT: i rratsfitfata ^ i k i 

1 MriHki^un, I ^ I 

fout-tq: 3t^t: I aatrrerawqw:^Ffs^^wtlf^-qq: I la I 

qi CJI-JMIUII: qfqft}: I hllcKm^dlktl-il h' I C I 

aRffpTttt: cFTfa^ 'iluiiitfsytafHijni: I trara^RJrFT ^Hllwaroi-wii: I k I 

tm lumatH *tfm: i ^hTci'j ^ W: 5t#na^i4T: i \\ i 

* The above verse should be read with verse 29 of discourse XXII, in which the Lord promised to sport with the damsels 

of Vraja, who worshipped Goddess Katyayani during the previous winter in order to secure His grace. 
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Full of intense longing some, who were milking (their) cows, darted off leaving the 

milking-vessel (uncared for); (while) others left as soon as they had placed the milk on the 

oven (without waiting for its being boiled) and still others went out without removing the 

(dressed) porridge (from the hearth). (5) Some, who were serving food (to their husbands 

and other relations) went away neglecting that duty; others, who were feeding their infants 

with milk gave up that work and ran. Still others, who were waiting upon their husbands, 

turned their back on them and departed; while some (more), who were dining, bolted away 
leaving their meal. (6) Others, who were bedaubing their person with sandal-paste etc., left 

that work half-finished; still others, who were rubbing and cleaning their person with oily 

substances, decamped leaving off that work; and some (more), who were painting their eyes 

with collyrium, put oft that work and ran to meet Sri Krsna. Still others sought the presence 
of Sri Krsna with their garments and jewels wrongly placed. (7) Though being stopped by their 

husbands, parents, brothers or other relations, they did notturn back (homeward), infatuated 

as they were (through love), their mind having been lured away by 6rt Krsna (the Protector 

of cows). (8) Some cowherd women, who were inside their house and could notfind their way 

out for a sally, fixed their mind on Sri Krsna with their eyes closed, seized as they were with 
an intense longing to meet Him. (9) (All) their sins having been burnt up by the intense agony 

of separation from Sri Krsna (their most beloved Lord)—which could not be easily endured— 

and their (entire) stock of merit depleted through ecstatic joy proceeding from the loving 

embrace of the immortal Lord secured in contemplation, the cowherd women, whose 

shackles of Karma (which kept them bound to the world) were (thus) completely sundered, 

forthwith cast off their material body, united as they were (in thought) with Sri Krsna (the 

Supreme Spirit), even though they recognized Him to be a (mere) paramour. (10-11) 

zfWT fitj gi eBFti t 3 sisiMAii ip i ■'yrofingtwreTOt rjnfirai hrr. i i 

The king (Parfksit) put in : The (aforesaid) Gopis knew SrT Krsna to be no more than 

their darling and in any case did not recognize Him as Brahma (the Infinite), O (holy) sage! 

How was the cessation of the stream (cycle) of mundane existences possible in the case of 

the aforesaid Gopts, whose mind was swayed by the three Gunas? (12) 

31ft «ET: fTSJT Tft: 1 feWstfu ferprafaptfen: I 1 

tjuri frtsffrorafa oErfffrrfTTctffr tp i yotiAittmiii'-iw hjJuhu ((undid: i a* i 

crtr sw wot wififira er i fed ftt f5«yai gtfe d-midi f| % nm 

tf fjg gttdf ^Iddl tHIura^ 1 <^vj| fjff fd^5J?tiadl 

rTT <^lPd*dl4ldl <IW( sWUlfad: I 3PRK gpfT Stgt 3131: O^lRW)^^ I I 

SrT Suka replied : This has already* been explained to you how Sisupala (the ruler of 

Cedi) attained final beatitude (oneness with the Lord) though hating Sri Krsna (the Ruler of 

the senses). What wonder, then, that the Gopis who looked upon Sri Krsna (who is above 
sense-perception) as their beloved Lord should do so. (13) The manifestation of the Lord, 

who is free from decay and cannot be cognized through the intellect, (nay), who is beyond 

the three Gunas as well as their Controller, O protector of men, is intended (only) for 

bestowing the boon of final beatitude on human beings. (14) Indeed they who constantly 

•Vide VII .1. 22—31. 
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cherish (the feeling of) lascivious passion, wrath, fear, affection, kinship or devotion toward 
SrT Hari attain oneness with Him. (15) Hence no feeling of wonder should be entertained 
by you as you do with regard to SrT Krsna—the birthless Lord, the Ruler of all masters 

of Yoga—by whose grace (the whole of) this (mobile and immobile) creation can be 

liberated.(16) Finding the aforesaid women of Vraja arrived in His presence, the Lord, who 
is the foremost of (all) elocutionists, addressed them (as follows), infatuating them by His 

elegant expressions. (17) 

WHIT RftWTT: fad 15) *t<STfrn d: I 1741 

1 yfridin dTT T7)d wfat: TJF^Ftt: 1771 
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The glorious Lord said : Welcome is your presence (here), O highly blessed ones ! In 

what way can I oblige you? is everything well with Vraja ? (Please) reveal (to Me) the motive 

of your visit (to this place). (18) Frightful in aspect is this night and characterized by the 
presence of hideous creatures (too). (Therefore) return to Vraja (forthwith); you should not 
tarry here, O slender-waisted ones I (19) Not finding you (at home), mothers and fathers, 

sons, brothers and husbands must be looking for you. (Pray,) do not cause anxiety to your 
near and dear ones. (20) The blossoming forest, illumined with the rays of the full moon and 

adorned with the tender leaves of trees waving before the sport of breezes fromtheYamuna, 

has been seen (by you). (21) Therefore, return without delay to Vraja and serve your 
husbands, Q virtuous ladies! The calves as well as the children are crying (due to hunger); 

nourish them with milk and milk the cows. (22) Or (may be) you have come because your 
mind is bound by ties of attachment for Me. (If so) it is but proper for you; for (all) creatures 

find delight in Me. (23) Indeed the paramount duty of women is to wait in a guileless manner 

upon their husband as well as his relations and to nourish the children. (24) A husband should 
not be abandoned by women aspiring for higher (heavenly) regions, be he depraved, 
unlucky, decrepit, dull-witted, ailing or even indigent, unless (of course) he is a reprobate.(25) 
Intercourse with a paramour on the part of a woman of noble pedigree is a bar to heaven, 

scandalous, mean, a source of trouble, fraught with fear and hateful everywhere. (26) Love 
for Me is fostered not so much by physical proximity (to Me) as by hearing My praises, looking 

at Me, meditating on Me or by singing Me glories. Therefore, return home. (27) 

^f?r Trn4r FTra^TTfarRi fewn 

FT TJWTTFJ W 

R4I 
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Sri Suka continued: Hearing the foregoing speech of Sri Krena (the Protector of cows), 
which was so unpleasant (to hear), the Gopls felt despondent and, finding their designs 

frustrated, were plunged into deep anxiety (that could not be easily overcome). (28) Casting 

down their faces with lips, cherry as a ripe Bimba fruit, parched up by their breaths hot with 

grief, and scratching the ground with their toe, they stood silent under the heavy load of their 

sorrow, washing the saffron painted on their breasts with tears mixed with the collyrium of 
their eyes. (29) Wiping their eyes bedimmed by weeping, the Gopls, who had given up all 

(other) cravings for the sake of the Lord, full of love as they were (for Him), spoke (thus) to 

Sri Krsna, their most beloved One—who was talking like one who had no love for them, as 

though rejecting their offer of love—in a voice choked with mild anger. (30) 

3 

^ •*lFcirj. I 

ITT FTSTTWF^ Heft 13^1 

«nvwH«ywlh^FrK^ wtmr qiarf fjq taqtThH'l 

SBT qgTCppjHt ^TtOTI^^I 
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The Gopls said : You ought not to speak so crue||y to us. Kindly take in Your service us, 
that have sought the soles of Your feet renouncing all (other) objects, (even) as Lord 

Narayana (the most ancient Person) accepts (the worship of) those that seek Liberation. 

(Pray,) do not abandon us, 0 Lord who are (so) hard to win over I (31) As it has been observed 

by You, the Knower of Dharma (the principles of righteousness), that the natural duty of 
women is to render service to their husband and children as well as to the relations of their 

husband, O beloved One, let such service be done to You, the almighty Lord, the (central) 

theme of all teachings; for You are the most beloved Friend, (nay) the (very) Self of all 
embodied souls (so that service rendered to You will redound to the gratification of all, even 

as by watering the roots of a tree all its limbs get nourished of their own accord). (32) Those 

well-versed in the sacred lore surely find delight in You (alone), their own eternally beloved 

Self; what purpose could be gained through a husband, children and others, who are sources 
of agony ? Therefore, be gracious to us, O supreme Lord; (pray,) do not frustrate our hopes 

centred in You for a long time, O lotus-eyed One ? (33) Our mind, which found delight 

(heretofore) in the home, has been easily lured away by You; and our hands too, that 

remained engaged in household duties, have been robbed of theircapacityforwork. Ou’rfeet 
(likewise) do not recede even a step from the soles of Your feet. How, then, can we return 

to Vraja or (even if we manage somehow to go there) what (useful work) shall we do there 

(when our mind and other internal organs have ceased functioning altogether)? (34) Quench 

with the floodof nectarflowing from Yourlips thefire of passion kindled (in ourbreast) by Your 
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(bewitching) smiles, (loving) glances and melodious music. If not, on our bodies being 
consumed by the fire of separation we shall (like Yogis) attain to the presence of Your (lotus) 
feet by force of meditation, O beloved Friend ! (35) 

tufit 
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From the time, O lotus-eyed One, we touched at some unknown spot (in the forest) the 
soles of Your (lotus) feet—that concede the privilege of touching them (even) to Goddess 
Rama (only) now and then—alas ! we are not able (even) to stand before anyone else, now 

that we have been blessed by You, to whom we (the denizens of the forest) are so dear, O 
Darling l (36) Having secured a place even on Your bosom, Sr! (the goddess of beauty and 

prosperity) has (always) sought in rivalry with Tulasi (the deity presiding over the basil plant, 
the favourite Of the Lord) for the dust of Your lotus-feet, actually enjoyed by Your servants— 
Sri, for (drawing) whose (gracious) look (on them) the other gods (strenuously) exert 

themselves. We too have likewise sought the dust of Yourfeet. (37) Therefore, be propitious 
to us, O Soother of (all) suffering, since we have sought the soles of Your feet quitting our 

homes with the (sole) ambition of waiting upon You. (Pray,) grant us, O jewel among men, 

the privilege of serving You—us whose mind is tormented with intense longing awakened 
by Your piercing glances accompanied by charming smiles. (38) Beholding Your 
countenance—overhung by curly locks, with its cheeks illumined by the splendour of ear¬ 

rings and lips full of nectar and characterized by smiles and sidelong glances—and gazing 
on Your stout arms, that have vouchsafed protection (to Your devotees) as well as on Your 

bosom, the sole delight of Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity), we would be Your 
slaves. (39) Bewitched by Your music characterized by protracted rise and fall of voice and 

consisting of melodious pieces, and having gazed (even once) on this form, most graceful 
in all the three worlds—at the sight of which (and hearing which music) cows, birds, trees and 
beasts (too) wear a thrill of joy—what woman, 0 Darling I in the three worlds would not 
deviate from the conduct of virtuous women ? (40) Indeed You have been particularly born 

as the Dispeller of the fears and distress of Vraja, (even) as Lord Visnu (the most ancient 
Person) was born (in heaven) in the form of the divine Dwarf) as the Protector of the celestial 
realm. Therefore, place Your lotus-hand. 0 Befriender of the afflicted, on the burning breasts 

and heads of (us.) Your servant-maids. (41) 
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SrTSuka went on : Laughing heartily to hear the aforesaid pitiful prayer of the Gopis, Sri 
Krsna (the Lord of all masters of Yoga), proceeded to delightthem out of compassion, though 

revelling in His own Self. (42) Surrounded by them—who had (now) gathered together with 

theirfaces blooming at the sight of their beloved Lord—Sri Krsna of noble deeds, whose teeth 
bore the splendour of jasmine flowers during His charming smile, shone brightly like the full 

moon (the disk of which is marked with dark spots resembling the spots of an antelope) in 

the midst of stars. (43) Being praised in song (by the Gopis) and loudly singing (songs 

Himself) and wearing a Vaijayanti garland (strung with flowers of five different colours), Sri 

Krsna (who led hundreds of bevies of lovely women) sauntered about gracing the forest (with 

His bewitching presence). (44) Arriving in company with the Gopis at the bank of the river 
(Yamuna)—covered with sands rendered cool by a breeze affording joy through its contact 

with the waves of that river and charged with the fragrance of water-lilies (growing in the 

river)—the Lord sported (with the Gopis there). (45) Inflaming the passion of the charming 

women of Vraja by stretching His arms (in order to reach them from a distance), embracing 
them, touching their hands, locks, thighs, skirt and bosom, cutting jokes with them and 

digging the ends of His nails into their limbs, as well as by His sportful glances accompanied 

with smiles, Sri Krsna brought delight to them. (46) Having thus received loving attention and 

regard from the lofty-minded Lord Sri Krsna, the Gopis grew proud and thought themselves 

superior to all women on earth.(47) Perceiving their vanity produced by such (rare) good- 

luck as well as their pride, Lord Sri Krsna (the Ruler even of Brahma and Siva) disappeared 

on that very spot with a view to curbing their pride once for all and in order to shower His 
grace on them.(48) 

Thus ends the twenty-ninth discourse entitled “The Lord's Rasa-Play" in the 
first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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Sri Suka began again : The Lord having disappeared all of a sudden, the (aforesaid) 
women of Vraja felt agonized not to see Him (even) as she-elephants would when they failed 

to see the leader of their herd. (1) With their mind captivated by the (charming) gait, loving 

smiles and sportful glances as well as by the delightful conversation, dalliances and graceful 

movements of Sri Krsna (the Spouse of Rama), the young women, getting identified with 
Him, imitated His various pastimes. (2) Imitating the dalliances and graceful movements of 
Sri Krsna, the (cowherd) women—who were His darlings and felt identified with Him, and 
whose frames had turned into (so many) replicas (as it were) of their beloved Lord in point 
of gait, smiles, glances and speech etc.—said (to one another), "Indeed I am Sri Krsna I" (3) 

Loudly singing His praises in a chorus while going from forest to forest, they searched for Him 

alone as though they were mad, and enquired of trees about Sri Krsna (the Perfect Person) 
pervading (all) creatures inside as well as outside as ether (in the following words):—(4) 

^il ri: riritSI rit riri: I •Kfi'ffrit ffriT ririglriTricririR: I ^ I 
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"O Aswattha (the holy fig tree), O Plaksa, O Nyagrodha (the banyan tree) ! was the 

Darling of Nanda—who has gone (this way) captivating our mind by His (sidelong) glances 

accompanied with endearing smiles—seen by you ? (5) O Kurabaka (a species of 

amaranth), Asoka, Naga, Punnaga and Campaka trees! did Sri Krsna (the younger Brother 

of Balarama), whose (very) smile takes away the pride of angry women, go this side ? (6) 

O blessed TulasI (holy basil), to whom the feet of Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) are (so) 

dear, was that immortal Lord, most beloved of you, seen by you bearing you (on His bosom 

in a garland) alongwith swarms of bees ? (7) O MalatT, O Mallika, O JatJ, O Yuthika I was Sri 

Kfsna (the Spouse of Laksmi) seen by you causing delight to you by the touch of His hand 

while going (this way)? (8) O Cuta (a particularvariety of mango trees), Priyala, Panasa (the 

jack tree), Asana, Kovidara, Jambu (the rose-apple tree), Arka (the sun-plant), Bilva (the 
wood-apple tree), Bakula, Amra (the common mango), Kadamba and NIpa ( a variety of 

Kadamba) trees and whatever other trees stand on the bank of the Yamuna (and as such 

are expected to speak the bare truth), (pray) point out to us—whose mind is no longer with 

us (having been lured away by Sri Krsna)—the way to reach Sri Krsna, born as you are for 

the good of others. (9) Oh, what austerity, O Earth, was performed by you in that with the 
blades of grass and sprouts etc., (which look like bristling hair on your body) you appear 

thrilled with joy at the touch of the feet of Sri Krsna (the Ruier even of Brahma and Lord Siva)? 

Has this joy been caused by (the touch of) the Lord's feet (just now) or is it due to your having 

been bestridden by the Lord with wide strides (during His descent as Vamana or the Divine 

Dwarf) or (again) by His embrace (even earlier) in theform of Varaha (the Divine Boar) ? (10) 

O she-deer, did Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord) come over here in the company of His darling 

bringing excessive joy to the eyes of you all by His (charming) limbs, 0 friend ? (For) here 

comes the fragrance of the garland of jasmine flowers worn on the person of Sri Krsna (the 

Protector of His race), and tinged with the saffron on the bosom of His lady-love at the time 

of her embrace. (11) Holding a lotus (in His right hand) and resting His (other) arm on the (left) 
shoulder of His darling and being followed by swarms of black bees attracted by TulasT 

flowers (inter-woven in His wreath of wild blossoms) and blinded by intoxication (caused by 

their sweet fragrance), did Sri Krsna (Balarama's Younger Brother) hail your greetings by His 
glances surcharged with love, while sauntering here? (12) Make enquiries of these creepers 

(too, O friends); (for) lo ! even though having encircled the arms (in the shape of boughs )of 

(their husband in the form of) a tree, they have surely been touched by His nails (while 

plucking their flowers), as (is evident from the fact that) they exhibit a thrill of joy (in the form 
of sprouts). (13) 
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Thus raving like a madman, the cowherd women, who got very distracted in their quest 

tor Sri Krsna and felt identified with Him, actually imitated the various pastimes of the 
Lord.(14) Personating Sri Krsna, one Gopi sucked the breast of another, who played the part 

of Putana. Behaving like infant Sri Krsna and crying (like a babe), another kicked a fourth, 

that rested ooall fours over the latter as a cart. (15) Playing the role of Tjnavarta (the demon), 
a certain Gopi carried away another, who fancied herself to be infant Sri Krsna; while a third 

crawled on hands and knees (like infant Sri Krsna), dragging her feet accompanied by the 
jingling sounds of her anklets, (16) Two (of the GopTs) played the role of Sri Krsna and 
Balarama indeed; while some behaved like cowherd boys (and the demons Vatsa and Baka). 

Of the former two (viz., those that behaved like Sri Krsna and Balarama), again, the iaiter 
struck at her friend who personated Vatsasura*, while the former struck at a fourth that had 
assumed the role of Bakasura. (17) Calling to the cows, that had gone far away, in the manner 
of Sri Krsna a certain Gopi behaved like Him, playing on the flute and sporting (as He did), 
while others applauded her saying, "Well done!" (18) With her mind absorbed in Him another 

Gopi walked (to and fro) resting her arm on some friend and said, "Hullo, I am Krsna I Look 

at my graceful gait," (19) ”Do not be afraid of storm and shower; protection against them has 
(already) been provided by Me I" observing thus, one held up her scarf with one hand making 

a show of effort (in doing so). (20) Treading on another's head and standing on her O 
Protector of men. a certain Gopi said, "O vile snake, clear away I Indeed I am born (here) as 
the chastiser of the wicked." (21) One of those GopTs said (to others; visualizing them as so 
many cowherds), “O Gopas look at the terrible forest fire ! Shut your eyes at once; I shall 

easily vouchsafe protection to you." (22) Tied to another Gopi, that had been seated in such 
a way as to pass for a mortar, with a garland by another (who played the role of Sri Krena's 
mother) and (consequently) afraid, one delicate lady of that lot with lovely eyes covered her 

face and put up a show of fear. (23) 

TTc) ^nfl Ijrs^UMI <5'<3,|ci'imaitfl<«'-Lt UklSrl rrthTcd'T: I TUI 
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* According to popular tradition it was Balarama, and not Sri Krsna, who killed Vatsasura 

Vftiql Mrill'."7-7 -irti-f.t _ 1 
Evidently this tradition is referred to by the sage Suka in the above verse. 
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Thus (imitating the pastimes of the Lord and) enquiring of the creepers and trees of 

Vrndavana (once more) about Sri Krsna, the cowherd women noticed in a certain part of the 

forest the footprints of the Lord (embodying the Supreme Spirit). (24) (They said to one 

another,) “Surely these are the footprints of the high-souled Darling of Nanda since they are 

(easily) distinguished through the marks of aflag, a lotus, a thunderbolt, a goad, a barley seed 

and so on. (25) Tracking His path with the help of those footprints, the poor women felt sore 

at heart to find before them the said footprints interspersed with those of a lady and spoke 
to one another (as follows):—(26) “Whose footprints can these be? Who is she that has gone 

(this side) in the company of Sri Krsna (the Darling of Nanda) with His forearm placed on her 

shoulder, (even) like a she-elephant walking by the side of a male elephant? (27) The 

almighty Lord Sri Hari has surely been propitiated by this lady in that, leaving us (all), Sri 

Krsna (the Protector of cows) has been pleased to take her apart. (28) Oh, blessed are those 

particles of dust under the feet of Govinda, O friends, that (even) Brahma (the creator), Lord 
Siva and Goddess Rama have borne on the crown of their head in order to drive away their 

agony of separation (from Him). (29) Those footprints, that meet our eyes, of that lady, who 

having stolen away Sri Krsna enjoys alone in secret the (nectar of) lips of that immortal Lord, 

the (common) property of the Gopls are causing great agitation in our mind. (30) (Proceeding 

further the Gopls remarked,) her footprints are not to be noticed here. Surely the Darling has 

lifted up His lady-love, whose delicate soles were being pricked with (sharp) blades of 
grass.(31) O cowherd women, behold these footprints, sunk deeper (into the soil), of the 

love-stricken Sri Krsna who was (apparently) weighed down by a (heavy) load, carrying His 

sweetheart (as He did). (32) (Going still further, the Gopls observed,) on this spot the lady¬ 

love has (obviously) been set down by the high-souled Lord for the sake of (gathering) 

flowers.* (Moving still further they said,) here flowers have been gathered by the Darling for 

the sake of His beloved, behold these impressions, which are not entire, indicating that the 
Lord (evidently) trod on the fore part of His feet (here). (33) (Proceeding still further, they 

said,) here it seems the hair of that loving lady have been done by the love-stricken Lord, 

while here the Lord has surely squatted (on the ground) while fastening the flowers to her 

braid." (34) (Sri Suka continued) though (ever) delighted in Himself and sporting with His own 

self and remaining unaffected (by the charms of lovely women), Sri Krsna toyed with that lady 

in order to illustrate the wretched plight of the love-stricken as well as the evil-mindedness 

of women. (35) 

fafo i RT■MlM)H-iun.g>yjil Ry4) II 
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TRfr TTfaT ddlijVl ^HT R WtS? RR Rf T& % HR: 1541 
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Thus showing to one another what they saw, the cowherd women wandered in a 

bewildered state. That Gopi, again, whom Sri Krsna had taken away (with Him), leaving (all) 

4 The whole of verse 32 and the first line of the following have not been commented upon by Sridhara Swami. the earliest 

commentator of Srimad Bhagavata. and not even by Sn Valiabhacarya. which shows that they were not recognized by them 

as forming part of the text of Srimad Bhagavata. 
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the other women in the forest, thereupon thought herself to be the most lovely of all the 
women. (She said to herself,) "Abandoning the other Gopis, that loved Him, the Darling is 
enjoying my company (alone)!" (36-37) Then, reaching a certain part of the forest, she 

arrogantly said to Lord SrT Krsna (the Ruler even of Brahma and Lord Siva), "I am unable to 
walk (any more); carry me wherever it pleases you.” (38) Requested thus, the Lord replied 

to His lady-love, "Mount my shoulder (then)!" After that, (however, as soon as the lady tried 
to mount His shoulder),SrT Krsna disappeared and the said lady repented (in the following 

words):_(39) "My most beloved lord, O delighter of my soul, where are you, where are you, 
O mighty-armed one, pray reveal your presence, O friend, to me, yourwretched servant.“(40) 

Tracking the path of the Lord (still further), the cowherd women perceived not very far from 
them their afflicted female companion confounded due to her separation from her beloved 
Lord. (41) The Gopis felt highly astonished to hear the account narrated by her as also how 

she had received honourfrom Sri Krsna (the Spouse of Laksmi) and how (again) through (her 

own) wickedness she had met with disregard at His hands. (42) 

ddhfatii-L^T ■cK'-jlrfcti ^jra^fasTtatir i <ro: yftsqitfs^ ^ fed: iis? i 
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Again (in her company) the (cowherd) women penetrated the forest (further) so long as 

moonlight was visible. Perceiving (however) the darkness had set in they returned from that 

(very) point. (43) With their mind absorbed in Him. talking of Him, imitating His various 
activities, nay, identified with Him and singing His praises alone, the cowherd women did not 
recollect their own body, much less their homes. (44) Coming back to the sandy bank of the 

Kalindi, thinking of that Enchanter of souls (alone), and seized with a longing for His return, 

they sang of Sri Krsna in a chorus. (45) 

Thus ends the thirtieth discourse entitled "The Gopis' Quest for Sri Krsna during the Rasa 
Play." in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana. otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XXXI 

The Gopis' Song (at the Lord's disappearance) during the Rasa Play 

HSfTO ff^T ft I 

c^Jrf ft8J nicjchi+^Rj SJfTHR’RT fato-tfrl | ^ I 
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The Gopls sang : Vraja shines ail the more brightly by Your descent (in the house of 

Nanda and Yasoda); for Laksmi (the goddess of beauty and prosperity) constantly dwells 
here (from that time in order to catch Your glimpse). O beloved Lord I please (reveal Yourself 

and) see how Your sweethearts, who have centred their life in You, are searching for You 

in every quarter. (1) Is it no massacring here on Your part, O Granter of boons, who kill us, 

Your gratuitous slaves, O Bestower of enjoyment, by Your (shaft-like) eyes, that steal the 
splendour of the interior of a lovely and full-blown lotus growing in an autumnal pond ? (2) 

We have been saved by You time and again, O jewel among men, from death through 

poisonous water, from (the clutches of) a demon disguised as a snake (Aghasura byname), 
from showers and storm as well as from strokes of lightning, from the demon that appeared 

in the form of a calf (the young of a bull) as well as from Vyomasura * (the son of the demon 

Maya), nay, from every (other) peril. (3) Surely You are no (mere) son of a cowherd woman 

(Yasoda), being the witness of the internal sense (viz., the mind) of all embodied souls. 

Solicited by Brahma, You appeared, O Friend, in the race of the Yadusfor the protection of 
the universe. (4) 
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* Vide Discourse XXXVII below. According to a learned and saintly commentator the incident relating to Vyomasura took 

place before the Rasa-Lila even though it is described by the sage Suka later. 
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Place on our head, O beloved Lord, Your lotus-like palm, that has vouchsafed protection, 
0 Chief of the Vrsnis, to those that have sought Your feet from fear of transmigration, (nay,) 
which grants (ali) desires and has clasped the hand of Sri (as a part of the marriage 

ceremony). (5) O Alleviator of the suffering of the people of Vraja, O gallant Lord, whose 
(very) smile crushes the pride (born of unrequited love) of Your own people, accept (in Your 

service), O Friend, us, Your (avowed) servants and reveal to us (poorwomen) Your charming 
lotus-like countenance.(6) Set on our bosom Your lotus-feet—which dissipate the sins of (all) 
embodied beings that bow down to You, which follow (out of affection even) animals that live 

on grass, (nay,) which are the abode of beauty and prosperity and which were (dauntlessly) 
placed on the hoods of a (terrible) snake (Kaliya)—and thereby soothe the pangs of love pent 

up in our heart. (7) (Pray,) revive with the nectar of Your lips O valiant one, these women, 
in the person of ourselves, who are ready to do Your bidding and who are getting charmed, 

O Lord with lotus eyes, by Your melodious speech, consisting of delightful expressions and 
pleasing (even) to the learned. (8) Munificent are those men who extensively recite on earth 
Your nectar-like story, which is life-giving to the afflicted, has been celebrated by the wise 

and eradicates (all) sins, which is auspicious to hear and is most soothing (too). (9) Your 
hearty laugh, O Darling, loving glances and pastimes which are happy to contemplate on and 

Your covert Jests uttered in secret, that went deep into our heart, really agitate our mind (now 
that You are away from us), O deceitful Lover 1(10) Our mind, O beloved Lord, grows uneasy 
to think that Your feet, charming as a lotus, get pricked with spikes of corn, blades of grass 
and sprouts when You go out of Vraja pasturing the cattle. (11) You kindle love in our heart, 

O gallant Lord, again and again even as You reveal Yourself (before us) at the close of the 

day, wearing a countenance overhung by dark curly locks and soiled with the dust raised by 
cows (that constitute the wealth of the Gopas), and (thus) resembling a lotus* (surrounded 

by black bees and covered with pollen). (12) 
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* Lit., sprnng out of water. 
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O Delighter of souls, (pray) set on our bosom, O Reliever of agony, Your most blissful 

lotus-like feet, which grant the desires of those that bow low to them, and are worshipped by 
Brahma (the lotus-born), which are the ornament of the earth and are worth contemplating 

upon in (times of) adversity. (13) Vouchsafe to us, O heroic Lord, the nectar of Your lips, 

which heightens our enjoyment and destroys (ail) grief, (nay,) which is fully enjoyed by the 

flute sounded by You and makes people forget all other attachments. (14) When You 

proceed to the woods during the daytime, (even) half a moment becomes an age to us, who 

fail to see You. And dull-witted is he (Brahma) who has created rows of hair on the edge (and 
thus interrupted the joy) of eye's of us (all), that eagerly behold (without winking Your splendid 

countenance overhung by curly hair (on Your return from the woods at eventide). (15) 
Completely neglecting our husband, children, kinsmen, brothers and other relations, 0 

immortal Lord, and enchanted by the shrill note of Your flute, we have sought Your presence, 

knowing as we did Your (alluring) ways. What man, O Trickster, would abandon (helpless) 

women at (dead of) night ? (16) Perceiving Your amorous advances made in secret, Your 

smiling countenance, which kindles love in our heart, Your loving glances and broad chest, 

the abode of Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity). Our mind gets infatuated again and 

again through intense longing (to meet You). (17) Your manifestation (on earth), O Darling, 
has put an end to the sorrows of the inhabitants of Vraja as well as of the denizens of the 

forest, and is extremely auspicious for the whole universe. (Pray) unreservedly administer 

to us—whose mind is full of longing for you—(at least) a little of that remedy (in the form of 

Your company) which may relieve the pangs of heart of Your own people. (18) You traverse 

the forest on those tender lotus-like feet which, 0 Darling, we have gently and timidly set on 

our hard bosom (for fear of injuring them). Are they not pained by coming in contact with 

gravel etc. ? The mind of us (all), whose life is centred in You, reels at the (very) thouaht of 
it. (19) 

Thus ends the thirty-first discourse, entitled"the GopJs' Song (at the Lord's disappearance) 
during the Rasa-Play," in the first half of Booh Ten of the great 

and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 
as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T8T Sjf^TtSSZTFT: 

Discourse XXXII 

The Lord comforts the Gopfs during the Rasa Play 
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SrT Suka began again : Thus singing at the pitch of their voice and raving in various 
ways, the cowherd women loudly wailed, O king, seized as they were with a longing to behold 

Sri Krsna. (1) In their (very) midst appeared (all of a sudden) SrT Krsna (a scion of Sura), clad 

in yellow (silk) and adorned with a garland and wearing a smiling lotus-like countenance, the 

Enchanter of Cupid himself (who maddens the whole world). (2) Beholding SrT Krsna, their 
most beloved Lord, come (back), all the women sprang on their feet all at once, their eyes 
wide open with joy, (even) as the limbs of a body would on finding the life-breath returned. (3) 
One (of them) clasped the lotus-like hands of Sauri with her joined palms with delight, while 
another placed on her shoulder His arm smeared with sandal-paste. (4) A certain Gopi of 

delicate limbs took in the hollow of her palms the betel chewed by Him, while another set His 
lotus-feet on her bosom, burning as she was (with the fire of passion). (5) Knitting her brows 

and closely biting her (lower) lip, another looked at Him as though tormenting Him with volleys 
of her side-glances, agitated as she was with anger caused by (unrequited) love. (6) Another 

continued to gaze on His lotus-like countenance with unwinking eyes, even though it had 

been duly contemplated (for a long time), but did not feel sated any more than saints would 

while contemplating on His (lotus) feet. (7) A certain GopT ushered Him into his heart thr°u9h 
the hollows of her eyes, shut her eyes (in order to preclude His egress) and, (mentally) 
embracing Him with the hairs of her body standing on end, stood immersed in bliss like a Yogi 
(one united in thought with God). (8) Enraptured with the grand feast provided by the sight 

of SrT Krsna (the Ruler even of Brahma and Lord Siva), they all shed the agony caused by 
separation from Him even as men get rid of their grief on meeting an enlightened soul. (9) 
Surrounded by those women, who had shaken off their sorrow. SrT K.rsna (the immortal Lord) 

shone very brightly, O dear ParTksit, like the Supreme Spirit endowed with His potencies (in 

the form of Sattva etc.). (10) 

HT: TETTThT ftrg: I IW 
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Taking them (with Him) in a body the almighty Lord repaired to the delightful bank of the 

KalindT, which was swarmed with black bees drawn by (gentle) winds charged with the 

fraqrance of full-blown jasmines and Mandaras, where the darkness of the night had been 

dispelled by the flood of rays of the autumnal moon and on which soft sands had been spread 
by the hands—in the form of waves—of the Krsna (Yamuna). (11-12) The Gopls, whose 
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heartache (caused by their separation from the Lord) had been dissipated by the joy flowing 

from His sight, attained the end of their desire even as the Srutis (Vedic texts dealing with 
rituals performed from some interested motive, and thus failing to perceive God) transcend 

the realm of desire (when they pass on to the topic of Jfiana or God-Realization and achieve 
their real purpose). (Now) they prepared a seat for Sri Krsna (the Friend of their soul) with 
their scarfs spotted with the saffron paint on their bosom. (13) Seated there and honoured 
by them, the aforesaid almighty Lord, who stands enthroned in the heart of masters of Yoga, 

shone in the midst of that bevy of the Gopis, revealing a personality which is the one abode 
of loveliness spread through (alt) the three worlds. (14) Greeting Sri Krsna—who had kindled 

love in their breast—with their eye-brows, whose grace fulness was heightened by their 
sportful glances accompanied by (bright) smiles, and warmly praising Him while pressing His 

hands and feet placed in their lap, they spoke (as follows) feeling a bit enraged. (15) 

vM <S7^: 
wmtsyw-^icti ird&F-Fmj rmrorg wirte tifrat fit: i?^t 

The Gopis said : Some love in return those who love them; while others do (just) the 
reverse of it (i.e., love even those that do not love them in return). Still others do not love 

either. Kindly explain this clearly to us, O Lord ! (16) 
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The glorious Lord replied : They who love one another (for mutual benefit), O friends, 
(really love their own self and none other; for) their endeavour indeed is solely actuated by 
self-interest. Neither goodwill nor virtue plays any part there; for such love has a (purely) 

selfish motive and not otherwise. (17) They who actually love even those that do not love 

them (in return) are compassionate (and loving too) like one's parents. There is blameless 
virtue as well as goodwill operating here, O charming girls I (18) Some indeed do not love 
even those that love them, much less those that do not love them. They are either sages 
revelling in their own seif (and having no knowledge of the external world) or those who have 

realized their ambition (and are therefore free from all craving for enjoyment, though 
conscious of external objects) or dullards (who are incapable of appreciating a good turn 

done to them) or ungrateful people (who bear enmity to their own benefactors that are as 
good as their father, though conscious of their services). (19) I, for my part, O friends, (do 
not come under any of these categories, being supremely compassionate and friendly, 
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inasmuch as I) do not (visibly) reciprocate the love (and remain out of sight for some time) 
of even those individuals who love Me, in order that they could ever think of Me in the same 

way as a penniless person would, on a treasure found by him being lost, remain engrossed 

in the thought of that wealth (alone) and would not be sensible to anything else. (20) Indeed 
in order to ensure thus your constant devotion to Me, O fair ones, I remained out of your sight 

(for some time), though loving you invisibly (and listening to your professions of love with 

great delight)—you, who have for My sake ignored (all worldly decorum as well as (the 
injunctions of) the Vedas and deserted your own people. Therefore, O beloved ones, you 

ought not to find fault with Me, your darling. (21) (As a matter of fact) I cannot even through 

the (long) life of a heavenly being (36000 human years) repay My obligation (which is the duty 
of all virtuous men) to you, whose connection with Me is (absolutely) free from blemish and 
who have fixed your mind on Me completely cutting asunderthefetters that bound you to your 

home and which cannot be easily broken. (Therefore,) let your services to Me be repaid by 

your own goodness. (22) 

Thus ends the thirty-second discourse entitled "The Lord comforts the GopTs during the Rasa- 
Play" in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahariisa-Samhita. 

3T2I 

Discourse XXXIII 

A Description of the Rasa Play 

Wtm TTPZI: ajc=TT ^TET: c51: I rTTC d^-NkHlRjlN: I ^ I 

to -mfe^t i i ^ i 

Sri Suka began again : Hearing thus the bewitching words of the Lord, the cowherd 
women cast off the agony caused by their separation (from Him), their desire having been 

fulfilled through the (thrilling) touch of His divine personality (the embodiment of Bliss). (1) 
Accompanied by those jewels among women (so) devoted and affectionate towards Him, 

who stood (in a circle) with their arms interlocked, Lord Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) 

inaugurated His (celebrated) Rasa-Play* on the aforesaid spot (the sandy bank of the 

Yamuna). (2) 

tirfrara: 'ntbtansfwfet: i 'affrarm nrai Rsit i 

uiuilr ‘jfj'Imi criuJi tancfic fern: I 3 I 

* In the Natya-Sastra (the well-known manual on histrionics attributed to the sage Bharata) we come across the following 

definition of Rasa:— 
I TTcf=F>tTTT 'HRC 0*fl husciI^J*! -Ifl'lhjl 

' Rasa is the name of a particular dance carried on by a number of women dancing in a circle with their hands interlocked 

in the company of men who dance with them with their arms placed round the neck of their female partners. 
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<rat jfFJWt I WstUlM^ilWrtH, I k I 

y«ww1 ■isjiiuii Rhl^uHwi ^ 4i(Smih,i ■niamuim^-g$s<^rtt iKtuuaA i ^ i 

dsllirli(iy% HTfwf'ldH^ : I list nufldi fuT^T rigim*di ZT8H I I 

01^144-^^14: 4 U4 ri 4 ^14 V-o -otasjpI^TTtrc: cfnjarrijjuaroiro: I 

g^TCSRia^HI: (jiwiciSaT mist to «i nisa ^ HI Moom [qR^: I 6 I 

siNfrjfSRHT iTpctwayi imfyoi: I <j)Oj|ifitd^I^(<d*i 4 dlddddl^dH I ^ I 

editor^ 4H H4'''ri-< td^ld^Idl^ldi: I 3fe-It ^Tddl yjodl HTSJ I 

ddd iiOHJO-O rT^T ITFT ^t o^dlri I ^ o | 

q-.IIOri U4iMR$IMI riT%Ry4J ddl^rT: I -Id Ip qirHl !wch| 1^1 

dd^dl*HJM <^wityldd<dRk*THJ Tri-rp-ilfcoaHiqio ggUHl r?l^r?l 

chtdifelaidyfciRl^c^us^RddHRtSdH, I nos 4d^ aHqmi+^cowtcIad^ I “< p I 

■idf-q) modi chlRdd^ ! m^FJl^n^ddl'wiSTTdTTy Id^Wddl: f^rar^ I ’AA I 

(Now) commenced duly the festive dance of Rasa adorned with the circle of the aforesaid 
Gopis standing with their necks encircled by (the arms of) Sri Krsna, the Master of Yoga 
(inconceivable powers), who (appeared to have) introduced Himself (in so many identical 
forms) between every two Gopis, and whom those (cowherd) women imagined to be by their 
own side. Presently the firmament was thronged with hundreds of aerial cars of heavenly 
beings, who were accompanied by their consorts and whose mind had been carried away 
by curiosity (in the form of a longing to behold Sri Krsna). (3-4) Then sounded kettle-drums 
(beaten by heavenly beings), showers of flowers fell, and the chiefs of Gandharvas sang His 

immaculate glory in chorus with their spouses. (5) There arose a confused din produced by 
(the jingling of) bangles and anklets and (the tinkling of) tiny bells attached to the girdle of 
the cowherd women joined with their beloved Lord in that ring of Rasa dancers. (6) There in 
the company of those girls Lord Sri Krsna (the Son of Devaki) shone exceedingly bright like 
a large emerald* strung in the midst of (every two) gold beads. (7) With their (measured) 
treads, the motions of their hands, the playful movements of their eye-brows, accompanied 
with (graceful) smiles, bending waists, shaking breasts and fluttering skirts of their garments, 
ear-rings rocking against their cheeks, perspiring faces, and their braids and girdles loosened 
(on account of their swift movement) and celebrating the Lord in song, the aforesaid darlings 
of Sri Krsna shone brightly like flashes of lightning in a mass of clouds. (8) Engaged in 
dancing and delighted with the touch of Sri Krsna, the Gopis—whose voice was sweetened 
with love, (nay,) whose (sole) delight was loving devotion (to Sri Krsna) and whose music 
filled (the whole of) this universe—sang at the pitch of their voice. (9) Singing in chorus with 
Sri Krsna a certain GopI (Visakha) struck at a high pitch notes (altogether) different (from 
those of Sri Krsna) and was applauded by the latter—who felt (much) delighted (by her 
performance)—in the words, “Well done I", "Bravo I". Another girl (presumably Lalita) 
reproduced the same tune at the top of hervoice according to the measure of time technically 
known by the name of Dhruvapada (Dhrupad) and the Lord showed abundant regard to her 
(for her excellent performance). (10) Fully tired by the Rasa dance, another GopI (probably 
Sri Radha) clasped with her arm the shoulder of Sri Krsna (who was no other than Lord Visnu, 

and) whostood by her side, her bangles slipping (from herwrists) and jasmine flowers dropping 

* Sri Krsna is said lo possess the hue of the sapphire. Here He has been likened loan emerald apparently due to His colour 

being blended with the golden hue of the Gopis and thus appeanng green rather than cerulean 
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(from her braid due to langour). (11) Smelling the arm—emitting the fragrance of a water-lily 
and smeared with sandal, paste and resting on one of her shoulders—of Sri Krsna, (yet) 
another of those GopTs (Syamala) kissed it, so it is said, the hair on her body standing on end 
(due to joy) (12) To a certain GopT (presumably Saibya) who united with His cheek her own 
lit up with the lustre of her ear-ring tossed by the dance, the Lord gave His half-chewed betel) 13) 
Fatiqued while dancing and singing with her anklets and girdle jingling (with the 

movement of her feet), another (GopI, most probably Bhadra), pressed to her bosom the 
soothing lotus-like palm of Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord) standing beside her.(14) 

Tfrwr gira fet T3>rfi35W*PLi ■ Uiq-TMtd I W 

rjfcHi: fpt wram Tjg: i3wii«raiwTng^xiITi ? 51 

^ -^Tt WMirl&Klfa'OT: IWI 

I: %5TFL grcm[g*i ^1 I 

yirloMl^Mc^ [adlWHiwiLHVII: I^CI 

fotulfartTlfed JJIJJ: I «lHiI5ni: ?l5il§'S [alwaiC^racL I I 

^31 dld-dUldlR Uldd"lh[u«i)fMd: I ^ Ft ^uidiwif^UdmiHbtM «l««l I?" I 

dlumtdldglTOI »IWIH1 d<dl!d FI: I yi*j-drL i"Jll q-fla-Uftml'Ji-II 13^ I 

^£td£t<ic£Ua<vi>cj?'dd>l<qsuusfei^i ^fSld^l^tdll^uM | 

ITR qgqj ^T(I: <£dlfq yyyiw cIcdKOFtM^lMHlqi: 1331 

qifwftl: StUUM'llSrj.U^-Hf- HKdl'd: F! 3>«g?|-dt&niwi: I 

SnftRI^ OT# *13ftfFlfWFlfi3 fFRra^: I 33 I 

FtlSFmtJrF (Jdidfcl: MUtd«IHR: WlfairT: 3!fF!tfrfFtfclWt.SJ: I 

dUlldA: jitjUdjiifiltlSdMI-il FW wm<=( d-i-scoW IT* I 

mm ^■yudmuii^d) w fe?: IW 

11^ ijiyi^ld-tlfdfn f=T5n: FI FMqilHl.ijmiowl'IUI: I 

3HdI-tMh=&HUd: Frat: 3IF3>13rarai3Fnsrai: 1331 

Having thus secured Sr! Krsna (the immortal Lord), the only Beloved of Sr! (the goddess 
of beauty and prosperity), as their Darling, and celebrating Him in song, the Gopis sported 
(with Him), their necks encircled by His arms. (15) The cowherd women—the charm of whose 
face was heightened by the water-lilies adorning their ears, cheeks graced with their (curly) 
locks and drops of sweat (glistening on theirforehead)—danced with the Lord, keeping time 
by (the jingling of) bangles, anklets and girdle, that served as (so many) musical instruments, 
the garlands dropping from their braids, in that assembly of Rasa dancers, where (humming) 
black bees played the role of songsters (all other music—both vocal and instrumental- 

having stopped due to the Gopis being exhausted). (16) Thus by embracing them, touching 
them with His hands, casting loving glances atthem. making unrestrained amorous gestures 
and laughing heartily, Sri Krsna (who was no other than Lord Visnu, the Spouse of Rama) 
sported with those lovely women of Vraja (even) as an infant would play with its own 
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reflections (seen through a set of mirrors). (17) Their senses overwhelmed with excessive joy 
caused by contact with His (Divine) person and their garlands and ornaments loosened, the 
women of Vraja were not able to adjust as before their (unsettled) locks, scarf or (even) their 
brassiere, O jewel of the Kurus. (18) Smitten with love to witness the amorous sport of Sri Krsna, 

the celestial ladies (too) fainted and the moon-god alongwith his retinue (viz., the twenty-seven 
Naksatras or lunar mansions) felt amazed (with the result that his progress in the heavens was 
arrested alongwith that of the other planets and the night extended to an inordinate length) .(19) 
Sportfully revealing Himself in as many forms as there were cowherd women, the 
aforesaid Lord delightfully spent His time with (each of) them (individually in different forms), 
though revelling in His own Self. (20) With His most blissful hand, O dear Pariksit, the 
compassionate Lord lovingly wiped the faces of those girls, fatigued (as they were) by over- 
(exertion in) dancing. (21) Offering worship to the Supreme Person with the splendour of their 
cheeks, heightened by the lustre of their brilliant gold ear-rings and curly locks, as well as with 
their nectar-like smiles and glances and enraptured by the (thrilling) touch of His (blessed) 
nails, the GopTs celebrated in song His purifying exploits. (22) Accompanied by them and 
followed by black bees, humming like the leaders of Gandhaivas and attracted by His garland 
squeezed by the embraces of the Gopis and tinged with the saffron paint on their bosom, the 
fatigued Lord—who had transgressed all limits (imposed by worldly usage and Vedic 
injunctions)—entered the water (of the Yamuna) in order to get over His fatigue, (even) as the 
leader of (a herd of) elephants would do in the company of she-elephants after having broken 

the dams. (23) Profusely sprinkled all over from every side by the young women—who were 
heartily laughing—in the water and affectionately regarded by them, O dear ParTksit, and being 
glorified by the gods (borne in their aerial cars and) showering flowers (on Him), the Lord 
Himself sported in their midst like a leader of elephants, though revelling in His own Self. (24) 
Surrounded by black bees and the bevies of young women, the Lord then rambled in a grove 
on the bank of the Yamuna, served on all sides by a breeze wafting the fragrance of flowers 
(both) on land and in water, (even) like a tusker shedding temporal fluid and accompanied by 
she-elephants. (25) The aforesaid Lord of unfailing desire, to whom those bevies of delicate 
women were (so) fondly attached and who (voluntarily) exhibited in Himself the (various) 
amorous gestures, thus enjoyed all those nights* illumined with the rays of the full moon and 
embodying all the charms peculiar to the autumn season and depicted in poetical works. (26) 

wwimhio spfo urrarafTOT er i stuHiuff inww{i-t i w i 

yjuld: ^rlcil-L 3 ferfasnu 1311 it: TT5R fefe gan I 

The king submitted : It was in fact for establishing Dharma (righteousness) on a sound 
footing as well as for the suppression of that which is other than Dharma (viz., Adharma or 
unrighteousness) that Lord Sri Krsna, (the Ruler of the universe) descended (in the world of 
matter) alongwith His part manifestation (Balarama). (27) How (then) did He, the Promulgator, 

Institutor and Conservator of ethical standards, commit a transgression in the shape of 
embracing others' wives, O holy one ? (28) With what intention indeed did that Lord of the 
Yadus. who had all His desires fulfilled, perpetrate a repelling act ? (Pray,) resolve this doubt 
of ours, O sage of sacred vows ! (29) 

^5 ?WJ1T ZJ WlWt rtwrani 11 ^ntnt ag: H8IT 1301 

* It has already been Indicated in verse 19 above that the night on which the Lord enacted His celebrated Rasa-Play 

combined numberless nights, by divine will, although to the Gopis in their ecstasy of delight they appeared as one single night. 
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SriSuka replied: Violation of Dharma (the principlesof righteousness) and overboldness 
(too) is (occasionally) witnessed on the part of the mighty. It does not (however) bring (any) 
sin on those possessed of exceptional glory as in the case of fire, that consumes everything 

(including even impure substances such as filth and corpses). (30) He (however) who is not 
(so) powerful (and is bound by his Karma) should never deliberately attempt this even 
mentally; for he who does so through folly (recognizing himself as powerful) will (surely) meet 

his ruin even as anyone other than Rudra would if he were to swallow the poison churned 
out of the ocean. (31) A precept (alone) of the mighty (those possessed of wisdom, 
dispassion and so on) is authoritative (and therefore worth following, if uttered in right earnest 

and not as a test of our wisdom). Their conduct (however) is worth imitating on certain 
occasions only. (Therefore,) an intelligent man should follow only such conduct as is 
consistent with their own precept. (32) There is no personal gain to be achieved here through 

such virtuous conduct by egoless people, nor does any harm come to them through the 
reverse of such actions, O king I (33) How, then, could any virtue or sin binding those that 
are subject to His control attach to the (supreme) Ruler of all creatures, viz., sub-human 

creatures, human beings and gods. (34) Whence indeed could there be any bondage for the 

Lord, who assumed a personality of His own free will, when those who are sated (in the sense 
that they have no desire left in them) by enjoying the pollen of His lotus-feet as also those 

who have shaken off all their ties of Karma by virtue of their Yoga (mental union with God) 
and (even so) those who are given to contemplation on their identity with the Universal Spirit 

conduct themselves freely (in this world) and are never bound (by their actions) ? (35) He 

(alone) who indwelt (as the Inner Controller) not only the cowherd women and their husbands 
but all embodied souls (as a matter of fact), (nay), who is the Witness (of all minds etc.) 

sportfully assumed a personality (and manifested Himself as Sri Krsna) in this world (of 
matter). (36) Having assumed a human semblance in order to shower His grace on (and 
attract solely towards Him) created beings, the Lord indulges in sports like the Rasa-Play, 

hearing of which man may get exclusively devoted to Him. (37) Deluded by His Maya the men 
of Vraja did not regard SrT Krsna with jealousy; (for) each of them took his womenkind to be 
present by his side. (38) When the early hours of the morning approached (at the close of 

a whole night of Brahma) the Gopls, who were (so) beloved of the Lord, returned to their 
homes, though reluctantly, with the approval of Sri Krsna (Son of Vasudeva). (39) 

Mil *3-l|J idfrl 'tim fjstFTdT^Jdf^'ltcdf^RcT &ftT: 1*40 | 
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He who full of reverence hears in the proper order of sequence or recounts the story of 
the aforesaid amorous pastime of Sri Krsna (who was no other than the all-pervading Lord 

Visnu) with the women of Vraja is blessed with supreme devotion to the Lord and, becoming 

a master of his self before long, speedily overcomes lust (which is a malady of the mind). (40) 

Thus ends the thirty-third discourse entitled "A Description of the (actual)Rasa-Play“, 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T2J ■clrtJ^iUsZTTO: 

Discourse XXXIV 

The Lord makes short work of Saiikhacuda 

^41 -MIMIM! I 3f7tWtRf?Jfk: I t I 

^ t3T5JT trtwati firgnj i ^ t 
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t-HwflVrf ST^t qaattl: I T3RT ar TI^riTFTT I V I 

Sri Suka began again: Their interest having been aroused in (undertaking) a pilgrimage 

for the worship of a god on a certain occasion, the cowherds (of Vraja) rode in their carts 

drawn by bullocks to (a forest known as) Ambika Vana (which was sacred to Goddess 

ParvatT, the Mother of the universe). (1) Having bathed in the SaraswatT river there, they 

worshipped the almighty Lord Siva as well as Goddess Ambika (His Consort) with devotion 

through (various) articles of worship, O protector of men I (2) Full of reverence they all gifted 

to the Brahmans cows, gold, clothes, sweets and rice boiled with honey praying "May the 
Lord be propitious to us I" (3) Having undertaken sacred vows and subsisting on water (alone 

for the whole day); the highly blessed ones, Nanda, Sunanda (his younger brother) and 
others, spent that night on the bank of the SaraswatT. (4) 

feSAsfojffsm: i q^iiisnat ^i4i-ty<iUiwX i <, i 

FT ijshhiilrHi TTCT: fW! fOTT Wtf HT g^ft atH grra uRtfl-dq | ^ | 
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Sore pinched with hunger a huge snake arrived in that forest by the will of Providence 
and crawling, (imperceptibly), proceeded to swallow Nanda, who was lying down (there). (5) 

Seized by the python, he cried, "Krsna, O enchanter of all, this huge serpent is devouring me, 
O darling I (Pray,) deliver me, who have sought you as my refuge." (6) Hearing his cry as well 

as his wailing, the cowherds sprang on theirfeet at once and, bewildered to see him caught 
(in the coils of a boa constrictor), struck the serpent with fire-brands. (7) Though being 

scorched with pieces of burning wood, the reptile did not leave Nanda. Approaching the 
serpent (in the meantime), Lord Sri Krsna (the Protector of the Yadus) touched the animal 
with His foot. (8) (All) his evil Karma having been wiped out by the touch of the Lord’s glorious 

foot, the animal cast off the body of a serpent and attained a (shining) form honoured by the 
Vidyadharas. (9) Sri Krsna (the Ruler of the senses) questioned (as follows) the superhuman 
being, who stood beside Him adorned with a gold necklace and bowing low with a 

resplendent body:—(10) “Who are you that are shining with great splendour, endowed as 
you are with a weird form ? And how were you helplessly cast into this disgusting species 
(of a serpent) ?“ (11) 

3T? ferrar: ^ft: i fsraT fqqrihneri f^t: i ^ i 

5SR. IWJHffOT: TOUT I Hftqt Triftmt qrfq ST53&: #1 mnro I I 
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The (erstwhile) serpent replied: "I am a Vidyadhara known by the name of Sudarsana. 

Endowed with (extraordinary) splendour and wealth of beauty I used to fly in an aerial car 

in all directions. (12) Proud of my comeliness I laughed at some deformed sages born in the 
line of the sage Arigira. I was cast into this form (of a python) through my own sin by them, 

derided as they were by me. (13) (I now feel that) the curse was pronounced by those kind- 

hearted souls just in order to show their grace to me in that I have been touched with Your 
foot by You, the Father of the universe, with the result that all my sins have been wiped 

out.(14) Completely rid of the curse by the touch of Your feet, O Dispeller of sorrows, I ask 
leave of You, the celebrated Lord, who dissipate the fears of those who are afraid of rebirth 
and have sought You as their refuge. (15) I have approached You as my protector, O great 
Yogi, O Supreme Person, O Protector of the righteous ! (Pray) grant me leave, O Lord, O 

Ruler of rulers of all the worlds I (16) I was immediately rid of the Brahmanas’ curse through 

Your very sight, O immortal Lord ! A man uttering Your name purifies at once all those who 
hear him (do so) as well as himself. What wonder, then, that I, who was actually touched by 

the feet of such a Lord, viz., Yourself, should get purified (at once) I" (17) Thus taking leave 
of Sri Krsna (a scion of Dasarha), going round Him (clockwise) and respectfully bowing to 
Him, Sudarsana ascended to heaven and Nanda was rescued from a perilous situation. (18) 

With theit mind struck with wonder to witness such peculiar glory of Sri Krsna and completing 
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their religious observances there, the people of Vraj'a returned home from that (holy) place, 
O protector of men, talking about it with reverence. (19) 

-miRkI tTPrgi^rraarn: i ftrafgcft test Fwft sM^fEwmj^o i 

iU'ilititHt whwig^tl?: 1 •wficjuft fgr^tSJ^Tt IH ? I 

frsnipS ,HHd=Hi^3titt3iT«^i qfesgjPTstirfnfe sjg 53331^111331 

^TFEJ: F^JtTHT FTlSranFTfSHJ rft g^ERTt tcIWUSrtijKsjH^lg^ I 

Ji)mw^dm*u4 ijfeSdi -nfecH. =pr i t?ret%^itsM hit: t=4i 

On a certain occasion later on Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) and Balarama of 

wonderful prowess sported in the forest at night in the midst of women of Vraja. (20) They 
were being melodiously sung by the womenfolk—who had fastened their love on Them— 

were well-adorned, (nay) had theirlimbs smeared with sandal-paste, and were decked with 

garlands and dressed in immaculate garments. (21) Making much of the advent of night— 

which was marked by the appearance of the moon and the stars as well as by (the hovering 

of) black bees intoxicated with the fragrance of jasmines, and was fanned by a breeze 

charged with the fragrance of water-lilies—and simultaneously going through the whole 
scale of musical notes with a regulated rise and fall of sound, the two Brothers sang to the 

delight of the mind and ears of all created beings. (22-23) Hearing Their song, the cowherd 

women fell into a trance and did not notice their raiment falling off from their person or their 

wreaths dropped from their braid due to that trance, O protector of men I (24) 

trg festSTt: FFtHt: THTHt SFtHFpRlTHrOEt. I9M 

HdtffflSTHT tMMdia sWH chlrtUIhUH IW 

*I*M fOTT TTRft idptlcW WMftilgHJ H8JT Ft HTH! 'Slld-U3-4|S1|e|dlH, IgtS I 
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htthstth^ uiRki zra tet f araffe i l^kl^-wfotKci Htsit T*rr,feft w: i?o i 

3Tffe^t liltw« ^tidtd: I TTfH ^[gdctl# ftlj: I?? I 

gtyqj PllltiM FftlFTTET FIWM.I MiMlitlddlrb^l MV-MIdi Ht 4)(t|dlH. I I 

1RI HSI4tl'j| mtdi.-Wi dli.dMI ci|4*d-.-itFJ-aSW 4FT dgfigsilSKM: l?XI 

While the two Brothers were thus revelling unconstrainedly and singing as though highly 

intoxicated, an attendant of Kubera (the bestower of riches) known by the name of 

Satikhacuda, arrived there. (25) Nothing daunted, O king, he drove the screaming young 

women, though protected by Them, towards the north before Their very eyes. (26) Beholding 

Their own womenfolk crying "O Krsna! O Balarama!“ even like cows seized by a robber, the 

two Brothers ran in pursuit. (27) Shouting Their assurance of safety in the words "Do not be 
afraid !" with a sal tree in hand, the two nimble-footed Brothers ran with quick steps and 

speedily overtook that vile Guhyaka (Yaksa). (28) Shuddering to perceive the two Brothers, 

close upon his heels like Kala (the Time-Spirit) and Death personified, the fool abandoned 

the womenfolk and ran post-haste with intent to save his life. (29) Intending to snatch the 

jewel on his head, Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) chased him whithersoever he ran; while 

Bala stood guard over the women. (30) Approaching him as though he were not very far off, 

the almighty Lord severed the head of that evil-minded fellow, including the jewel on his crest 
with a (stroke of) His fist, O dear Pariksit! (31) Having thus slain Sankhacuda and taking his 
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splendid gem. He lovingly presented itto His elder brother in the presence ottheyi{omep4^ho 

stood looking on (with wonder). (32) 

Thus ends the thirty-fourth discourse entitled “The Lord slays Sankhacuda", 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T2J W^TtSSZTFT: 

Discourse XXXV 

The GopTs' song in pairs of verses 

^TTCJ: cf^tJT oR <TTH d^^d-ddfl; ! ^aJir^lc^l: I ^ I 

Sri Suka began again : On Sri Krsna having proceeded to the forest (for pasturing the 

cattle), the cowherd women (whose mind accompanied Him to the forest) spent their days 

in anguish, loudly singing His pastimes. (1) 

cUHS«l^chnc4IH<*iMl<r>l 

TTtornf 

cbWMMIUW^Rdf^Tn: 

*l'M 35^ 

inifo I 3 I 

13 I 

The GopTs sang: When SrT Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation) plays on the flute, applied 

to His lips—the holes of which are (gently) touched by His delicate fingers—dancing His 

eyebrows, His left cheek inclined towards (the root of) His left arm, O cowherd women, the 
consorts of the Siddhas (flying through the air), accompanied by the Siddhas (their spouses), 
are struck with wonder to hear that music and, blushing to find their mind made a target of 

the shafts of love, fall into a trance, forgetful of their skirts (that get loosened and unsettled 

in that helpless state). (2-3) 

Iptt fTT^TTT run I 

gnaw tjudiai avfannprettTO stKitf, i 

G-ti(t£tcric1(r5i ll H irn i icGKSdlGrumcHtr-t^ 1 K l 

Oh. hear of this strange phenomenon, O delicate women I When this Darling of Nanda— 

on whose bosom smiling with pear-necklaces shines Goddess LaksmI (in the form of a 
golden streak) like a stationary flash of lightning—sounds His flute, bringing delight to the 
afflicted people (smitten with the pangs of separation from Him), herds of bulls in Vraja as 
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well as deer and cows (in the forest), stand with erect ears, as though they were asleep or 
painted, their mind captivated by the music of the flute heard from a distance, and mouthfuls 

of grass pressed between their teeth (without being swallowed). (4-5) 

cbljfild, 715175 3Hfo 71 Tfrrnf: TiHI^Uid 7T51 TpJ^: I ^ I 

rTftf trpdi 51 I 

^(WdWilftdWgiUttl: sfqtftragsrr: fTdfHdll: I » I 

Whenever the aforesaid Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation), accompanied by Bala 
and putting on the garb of a wrestler decorated with a tuft of peacock-feathers and tender 

leaves, and painted with minerals (of various colours) O friend, calls the cows by their names 
(through the notes of His flute) in the company of (other) cowherds, the (inanimate) rivers too 

find their flow retarded and stand with their arms (in the shape of waves) thrown into motion 

(as if to fold the Lord in their embrace), and (when foiled in their attempt) yearning for the dust 
of His lotus-feet borne by the breeze but eventually with their waters stilled (as though in 

despair), possessed as they are of poor merit like ourselves. (6-7) 

3*55(1: TrmjgfnfcraW i 

cH^itl PlRdij *K-it)JfujH|»|pri?r TT: 71 71^1 T? I C I 

cHeMHdW OTHlPr eUslU-dl ?5t UtUUitflddl: I 

mmraKfcrn h^utt: imfgrrw: 717375: t=t 1 <? 1 
Whenever Sri Krsna, possessed of everlasting fortune like Lord Visnu (the most ancient 

Person) and with His prowess sung in extenso (even as in the case of Lord Visnu) by His 

followers, calls by their (respective) names the cows grazing on the slopes of the mountain 
(Govardhana) with the help of His flute, while roaming about in the forest (Himself), the 

creepers of the forest as well as the trees (their partners in life), laden as they are with flowers 

and fruits, appear with their boughs bent low under their weight and with their frames thrilled 
through (ecstasy of) love shed streams of honey as though manifesting (the ail-pervading) 

Lord Visnu (indwelling them in the form of rapture). (8-9) 

Trtfa TTTT7t?Ttft?figrFTTrIf<rarTO T!c4 I 

ifojrnrra ?r Traftnn uifod^u sjdUHi: ihi 

When Sri Krsna, wearing (on His forehead) a sacred mark (so) charming to look at, 

applies the flute to His lips, admiring the high-pitched and agreeable humming of swarms of 
black bees drunk with the honey of Tuiasl (basil) flowers forming part of His wreath of sylvan 

flowers and emitting an ethereal fragrance, the cranes, swans and other birds (dwelling) in 

lakes, dear me, approach Sri Hari, their heart captivated by the dulcet music (of the flute), 

and flock by His side with their mind (fully) collected and eyes closed and observing 

(complete) silence. (10-11) 

7115175: H'lddnPcIrtlTI: TTPJJ 

r,'Pu-i 7Tp( dyj^clui slings* 3P713T% 

Uld,(d*UUIiil(^dPid! TO: I 

ydMdMJ^I 
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When, accompanied by Baia and gracefully adorned with floral ear-rings, and standing 
on the summits of the mountain (Govardhana), O beauties of Vraja, Sri Krsna fills the 
universe with the sound of His flute, enrapturing all and filled with delight (Himself), the cloud 

rumbles in gentle tones (as if) keeping time with His tune, and afraid at heart (as it were) of 
showing disrespect to the Great One, and covers his Friend with a shower of flowers (in the 

form of spray), spreading over Him an umbrella with his shadow. (12-13) 

elupi^j 3FSJT fmaf^T&TT: I 

TO ri'driUJ-Wetr^ MMlifl: 

StHdriv^HfrirTT: yyMlSflmqi: 

^T: 

I 

I 

i w 

When, placing the flute between His lips, ruddy as a (ripe) Bimba fruit, O Yasoda (a 

virtuous lady), your Son, an expert in the various games played by cowherds, evolves varied 

original tunes in the domain of flute-playing, the chiefs of the gods headed by Indra, Lord Siva 
(the god of destruction) and Brahma (the highest functionary of the universe) listen to that 
music again and again with their neck and mind inclined (towards the quarter from which the 

sound comes) and, unable to penetrate into its subtleties, learned as they are, fall into 

confusion. (14-15) 

Md'-Jdls-dd 4, Ud -H U 4 -fl J-11 Tri Hr y r. co l H: I 

sTOp: '5TTOI. TO^fTOTtrarTOJ: 

SR# fpr TOtfl«WI$|UM|t}d<lFt'trap'll: I 

^wHlId nfro 4 TOW: riiiritfd WStt FTTF FT I I 

When, playing on His flute, Sri Krsna walks with the gait of an elephant (the foremost of 

all creatures in point of bulk), soothing the pain of the soil of Vraja caused by the hoofs of the 
cattle (treading on it) by (the soles of) His own (tender) feet resembling the petals of a lotus 

and bearing the weird marks of a flag, thunderbolt, lotus and goad, we—in whom are fire of 
love is kindled by His amorous glances and who are reduced to the (insensate) state of trees 

by (the sight of) His (graceful) movements—are no longer conscious of our braid or (even) 

of our dress due to infatuation. (16-17) 

TOISR: Hfcroro, FT TO5TTT ^fTOTOpTOT: I 

tlUltriHIVp-WI ItfTOL TJStHTOTT 

*[uidriujTcjc(fs)dfriTil: ^tuiTOWd ^tunjljua: I 

(jUUIUIIUW^Idl TTTOTt J'tl'fttcFT P IW 

Whenever, wearing (a string of) beads (of various colours) and counting the (herds of) 

cows (with the help of those beads) and resting His arm on the shoulder of a loving follower, 
Sri Krsna, adorned with a wreath of Tulast flowers, the fragrance of which is (so) dear to Hi m, 
sings somewhere (on His flute), the she-deer, the companions of black antelopes, whose 

mind is carried away by the music of His sounding flute, continue to be with Sri Krsna, the 

ocean of virtues, once they meet Him, having abandoned like (us,) the cowherd women (all) 

hopes of returning to their home. (18-19) 

«£-<dmcJ)dehlry*>ciril Mmui^dCJdi uH-U'-riH l 

TOT53F1F tra ^Tt Fife: yuiRldi Ictok Ro I 

dkd-Mygp'iiJii 

TOTO TOTOTOfri I 

it TOnTTtrafefWT: 1^1 

[565] B.M. Part 11—37 
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When, having gaily decorated Himself with wreaths of jasmine flowers, and surrounded 
by cowherd boys and His cattle-wealth, your Darling, Sri Krsna (Nanda’s Son), O sinless 

Yasoda, sports on the bank of the Yamuna, giving delight to His loving companions, a gentle 

breeze fans Him agreeably, welcoming Him by its cool and fragrant touch like that of sandal- 

paste, and hosts of demigods (Gandharvas andoihers), who play the role of panegyrists,wait 
upon Him with their instrumental and vocal music and offerings (of various kinds and thereby 
delay His return to Vraja). (20-21) 

■arewi sMhcji JJ^rrat U-^lUM-dtui: trfsi | 

'yvsmlUHijUISJ icHi-r) 'Fld^uj-t^'llidetnfS: 1^1 

With intent to grant the desire of His near and dear ones, here comes Sri Krsna (a 

veritable moon) born of Devaki's womb—who is (so) fond of the people of Vraja as well as 

of the cows, for whose sake He held up the mountain (forfuil seven days)—collecting all the 
cattle-wealth at the close of the day, (nay,) playing on His flute and bringing delight to the eyes 

of all even by the splendour of His fatigued person, His feet being adored on the way by the 

oldest of the old (Brahma and others), His glory being sung by His followers and His garland 
covered all over with the dust raised by the hoofs of the cattle. (22-23) 

iq^fesjftlfartMd HFR: Wygdi cRUIrt) I 

feHH I 

yRddcM aMUild IJPff UMtl-L a^TUfi idddlUH'Rm 

With His eyes somewhat rolling through inebriety and His face turned pale as a (ripening) 
plum, lighting up as He does His soft cheeks with the splendour of His gold ear-rings, Sri 

Krsna (the Lord of the Yadus)—who is adorned with a wreath of sylvan flowers, wears a 

cheerful countenance and bestows honour on His near and dear ones—is coming over there 
even as the moon at the close of day, sporting as the leader of a herd of elephants and 

relieving the daylong and endless agony (of separation) of the women of Vraja (who are as 
docile and deserving of protection as cows). (24-25) 

st-fllcKrl ■Jittiiwlwi <liuni: I 1^1 

iftr silHW'llit LlKM^Wi tiftdWi ^5^ SKH-fcflsHI 

ant qafsyisKjpf: i^i^i 

Sri Suka continued : in this way, Oh Parlksit, the women of Vraja, whose intellect and 
mind were absorbed in Him and who were therefore full of great rejoicing, delightfully spent 
their time (even) during the day, celebrating in song the pastimes of Sri Krsna. (26) 

Thus ends the thirty-fifth discourse entitled "The Gopis' Song in peirs of Verses", 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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3TST M^itesZTFT: 

Discourse XXXVI 

Kamsa sends Akrura to Vraja to bring Sri Krsna and Balarama to Mathura 
<34M 

3ra %nP<gt ^wwgt: i R# nn^gtra: RrtrER-tjTftrsraRi t> i 

yTajqiui: J^J^7 ti^r ^ wUfR HrilH I '-py ^JnftT [aqiuiiiNi ^l,SJ-l I ^ I 

I <T5I fajIfedHI# Pl^UI rRi rjOTR 1 3 I 

udv^ictrai w: ^raf% w wr a i ftfSyrra wt w aigisiwwi^i i * i 

t ’t^tr ’Tntta rrag: i d?rat s^wfar trr eigina, i A i 

^bjt ipstfa % ttt -mra^ tiw i wwwK as dt^r i ^ i 

in ftrrssaTta ^tny-tyn^rR1 ‘Iimiw tnftra: fearotra i a i 

^qflf ^gRt taflSIRT JRSRRI dWI^H *l4d<l c i 

^j-,qbq ^jHTitrn twrafaftstat fTC: I rrb'ia'nitanbRy: 1 

3?Jr^T59'y*-l'iiy: sfr^; <£}«Ji*jMi5.e«»T | ^ | 

1^0 I 

Tjfati “if^ret ^t 3tgia?i aaift tt: i namraT? '^ftcr to; af^rra mini 

ttrsaratsr wraai rjrosira Rat: i 3iraitt,faa«ai$ R:WR^t^‘i!3d: i w i 

dHHH-d tt FP]?I “JfOT: P5T tmis*^ ftaidt ’ijR! I 

huJuuipw asassiawr g^at lamuw ^raia rtothr i i 

Spjr^ ijtp^ Ljdot^R AH-Hd-t T8F7S I 

unm w4d'a HR ftm# #atW; i^i 

tM d>^[cR i^t fw: RtnffrfR: i ra#5T Rg RR^t rWRi aaatRa: i?m 
SrTSukabegan again : Some time after (Sri Krsna's return from the forest) there came 

to Vraja Arista, a demon disguised as a bull with a huge body and a large hump, shaking the 
earth (already) torn by his hoofs. (1) He was bellowing very harshly and breaking the earth 

with his hoofs: (nay.) uplifting his tail he was throwing up the mounds of earth with the ends 
of his horns and was (at the same time) discharging dung and urine in small quantities (at 

intervals), and staring with unwinking eyes. At his violent and thunder-like roar, O dear 
Pariksit, cows and women were prematurely delivered of their offspring at an initial or 
advanced stage of gestation indeed through fear, and clouds settled on his hump mistaking 

itfor a hillock. (2—4) Perceiving that animal with sharp horns the cowherdsand cowherdesses 

felt dismayed and the cattle fled in terror leaving Vraja far behind. O king I (5) Crying "Krsna! 
O Enchanter of all I!" they all sought Govinda as their refuge. Observing this and reassuring 

the people of Vraja, driven off by fright, in the words "Do not be afraid !“ the Lord too 
challenged the diabolical bull saying. "What will you gain, 0 fool, through the cattle and the 
cowherds being terrified thus. O vilest creature ? (6-7) Here am I to crush the pride, bom of 
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might, of the wicked and evil-minded like you !“ Slapping His arms (by way of challenge to 

a duel) and provoking Arista by means of the sound produced thereby, the immortal Sri Hari 
stood stretching His serpent-like arm on the shoulder of a boy companion. Thus angered, 

the aforesaid Arista too rushed towards Sri Krsna in fury, furrowing the earth with his hoofs, 

the clouds dispersing at the touch of his erect tail. (8-9) With the ends of his horns thrust 

forward and his bloodshot eyes remaining winkless the animal darted forthwith towards Sri 

Krsna even like the thunderbolt hurled by Indra, threatening Him with his side-glances. (10) 

Seizing him by the horns, the Lord actually pushed him back, like an elephant driving a rival 
elephant, to a distance of eighteen steps. (11) Knocked down by the Lord, the bull quickly 

rose again and, filled with fury, rushed forward sweating all over and breathing hard. (12) 

Seizing tightly the demon by the horns, even as he came rushing, and throwing him to the 

ground, the Lord set His foot on him and (pressing him at one end with His feet) wrung him 

even as a drenched cloth; and (then) pulling his horn struck him with it till he fell prostrate.(13) 

Vomiting blood, discharging urine and dung profusely and throwing up his feet with his eyes 
rolling, the demon experienced (great) agony and (eventually) met his end at the hands of 

Death (himself in the disguise of Sri Krsna, the Destroyer of Death). The gods (in heaven) 

applauded Sri Hari, covering Him with flowers. (14) Having thus disposed of the (demon in 

the form of a) bull and being glorified by His own kinsmen (the cowherds), Sri Krsna (the feast 
of the Gopls1 eyes) accompanied by Bala (who had joined him on hearing of his encounter 

with the bull) entered Vraja (once more). (15) 

^il^raT: fnnws sn tut ^ ftnzram'si 

sreft feqa qqf 4 yreiT % rjOTi i h«i*3 mtqnLsrafoHfeu: i?4i 

PmiduRlUKTl ayddfityifldl I PiaiRn) qi<<q Hrgjlt U'MMi-m: 1^11 

^ntai n? ttrayi i MlriaM tj 3imm cLRmhJRo i 

tams ffeii 

3rnidii-L 

q-dn^l fecoiein 

'qg^sztlft? RHUHl 

4taai i am i 

itlvdtl^l sit tit D^liydlildcL iqqi 

■qatcnqgiftjir: i tiq^wi am w ij<5: few i q? i 

nawwteai i aai: fesrai fefea aawtyqftfttai: i 

qta yMM<l: Tl^ tdWfi'iM,1 1 

r|J|Mld taai ^15 t^SI^UdlydlH.I fet: ^rf? aq HHilsdi IW 

yrnfara i Rtqwrj q^L'ftanq, h)^ iq^i 

The demon Arista having been slain by Sri Krsna of miraculous deeds, the holy Narada, 

who was gifted with divine vision, presently (called on and) told Karhsa of the female child 

(which was supposed to be the eighth progeny of DevakI and had escaped death* at his 

hands) being (as a matter of fact) a daughter of Yasoda, as well as of Sri Krsna being the 

(eighth) offspring of Devaki, and of Balarama being a son of Rohini as also of the two 
Brothers—by whom Karhsa's men (agents) had been actually made short work of—having 

been placed by the terrified Vasudeva (Their real father) in the charge of his friend, Nanda, 

Kamsa, the chief of the Bhojas, whose mind was agitated through anger to hear this 

(revelation), snatched a sharp-edged sword with the intention of killing Vasudeva. Stopped 

' Vide verses 7 to 13 of Discourse IV. 
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(however) by Narada and coming to know (from the same sage) of the two Sons of Vasudeva 
to have been ordained (by Providence) to be his Death, he bound Vasudeva alongwith his 
wife (DevakI) with iron fetters. The celestial sage having (now) returned (to his abode in the 

highest heaven), Karhsa conferred with Kesi and despatched him (to Vraja) with the order 
"Let Balarama and Kesava (Sri Krsna) be disposed of (by you) I” Summoning in his presence 

Mustika, Canura, gala, Tosalaka and others (who were renowned experts in wrestling) as 
well as his ministers and keepers of elephants, Kamsa (the king of the Bhojas) then said, "O! 

Let this (command of mine) be listened to (and obeyed forthwith), O heroic Canura and 
Mustika I (16—22) I hear the two sons of Anakadundubhi (Vasudeva), Balarama and Krsna, 

are dwelling in Nanda's Vraja; at their hands I am told has my death been decreed. (23) Let 
the two boys, when arrived here, be killed by you in a game of wrestling. Let galleries of 
diverse designs be erected (in the form of an amphitheatre) round the arena for ,the 

wrestlers, (and) let all the people of the city as well as of the country (the kingdom of 
Mathura) witness the voluntary combat. (24) O keeper of (my) elephants, O blessed one, 
let the (mighty) elephant KuvalayapTda be brought to (and stationed at) the (main) entrance 

of the amphitheatre (and) kill through it my two (juvenile) enemies. (25) Let a bow-sacrifice 

(in which Lord Siva is worshipped in the form of a bow and which is recommended in the 
works on Siva-Worship as conducive to victory over enemies) be commenced with due 

ceremony on the (coming) fourteenth lunar day (which is held particularly sacred to Lord 
Siva). Let the priests immolate animals, fit to be sacrificed, to Lord Siva (the Ruler of the 

spirits and popularly worshipped even to this day at Mathura under the name of Sri 

Bhuteswara), the Bestowerof (all) boons." (26) ^ _ 

ftHMisnfea? sijtjfctiLi tnf&Rr nrfm ? W 

sit sit W I*<4at AiWI^d: I -u^wnt Ignnbl Rian sii-nqlin^ 1341 

difctgi44 wwt m femri3°i rTST ^dlcJMcb^^T: I 3TTRTH 

it I Traro tw 'ilb-kia: i?? i 

mdpasq ^Hldl chlrtct,;rU4 ?TCRII^f? gatt cPTt %im: l?^l 

dLtddylllbH.1 P-ISHKnPt qfBJTsirjiyii^K 133 I 

et fett satm sr t wra ftH* to iv*i 

Hft fe aqfeft 4^4*1 I tTOTOIT -TO 'Jeff's# WTI?AI 

^rr THTDTt toss 1^? gwawiPLidJ! ^ ^ 

fajjj Tm^irfe^TSTOt I 1 **1 

Havinq thus commanded his servants, Karhsa (who was well-versed in the methods of 

achieving his personal ends) summoned Akrura, the foremost of the Yadus (and a kinsman 
of Vasudeva), and, clasping his hand with his own, addressed him as follows: (27) O chief 
of the charitably disposed, let an act of friendship be done to me. None else is more honoured 

and more friendly (to me) than you in the race of the Bhojas and the Vrenis. (28) I therefore 
depend on you, O gentle one, as the means of accomplishing a great purpose, (even) as the 

mighty Indra attained his end (in the form of sovereignty of the three worlds that had been 
usurped by Bali (the demon king), depending as he did on Lord Visnu (descended in theform 

of Vamana*, the Divine Dwarf, his younger Brother). (29) Proceed (at once) to Nanda s Vraja, 

• For the story of Lord Vamana see Discourses XVIII to XXIII of Book Eight. 
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there reside the two sons of Anakadundubhi (Vasudeva). (Please) bring them both here in 
this chariot; let there be no delay. (30) My death, I understand, has been pre-ordained at the 

hands of the younger one by the gods, who have their (sole) refuge in Visnu. (Therefore) fetch 

them alongwith the Gopas headed by Nanda and equipped with tributes of various kinds.(31) 

I shall have.them despatched, when brought down here, by my elephant (Kuvalayapfda), 

who is as good as Death (himself). If (however) they escape it, I shall get them killed by 

wrestlers (fierce) like thunderbolts. (32) On the two brothers having been killed I shall do 
away with their afflicted kinsmen—the Vrsnis, the Bhojas and the Dasarhas—headed by 

Vasudeva, as well as my aged father, Ugrasena, who is anxious to regain his sovereignty, 

his (younger) brother, Devaka, and whoever else are my enemies. (33-34) And then this 

earth, O friend, will be rid of (all its) thorns, Jarasandha is (my father-in-law and therefore as 

good as) my father; while Dwivida (the monkey-chief) is my beloved friend. (35) (Even so) 

Sambara, Naraka and Bana have (all) entered into alliance with me. Destroying with their 
help (all) kings who are siding with the gods, I shall rule overthe (entire) globe (myself). (36) 

Knowing this (but not disclosing my intention to the people of Vraja), fetch the two youngsters, 

Balarama and Krsna, here at once so as to enable them to witness the bow-sacrifice as well 
as to behold the splendour of Mathura (the capital of the Yadus).” (37) 

ttPtipt i ttsjiGnjri grttft % 13s i 

Akrura replied r Well-thought out is your remedy against the evil that stares you in the 
face. One should (however) keep one's mind balanced in success and failure; for it is 

Providence that procures the fruit of our endeavours. (38) Man entertains high aspirations, 

even though they are thwarted by Providence, and (thus) meets with joy and grief. 
Nevertheless I shall do your bidding. (39) 

hmuiJJ Icltjuti I ^ IXo | 

fi% 4kh^i -siiaiqi qW ntyinhttrjtn.: |3si 

Sri Suka continued: Having thus instructed Akrura and sent away his counsellors, 
Karnsa retired into the gynaeceum and Akrura too returned to his house. (40) 

Thus ends the thirty-sixth discourse entitled "Kamsa despatches Akrura (to Vraja)", 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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3J2J ^H^ltesZTPT: 

Discourse XXXVII 

The demon Vyoma slain (by the Lord) 

%# 3 *H5tfffT: ■## RflfST fefoR. Rtfira: I 

^rerasjdi'alam-wgrt pw tfarPMlRwiRart: i ? i 

RkiiirPrjt qgsiwi i 
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a=ar la^hra^aajana %farataHaa: ajait asn i 
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3njaa^faafetil5a iti 

SriSuka began again: Despatched by Kartisa* and anxious to oblige him, the aforesaid 

KesT of evil intent, for his part, went to Nanda's Vraja in the form of a colossal horse—quick 
as thought, with big eyes, a fearful cave-like mouth and a huge neck and resembling a large 
dark cloud—pounding and shaking the earth with its hoofs crowding the firmament with 
clouds and aerial cars dispersed by its manes and terrifying ail with its neighs.f (1 -2) Placing 

Himself in the forefront, the Lord challenged the (diabolical) horse, that was frightening (the 
inhabitants of) His Vraja with its neighs as aforesaid, throwing the clouds into commotion by 

the hair of its tail and seeking after Him for a duel; and the animal roared loudly like a lion 
(when thus challenged). (3) Beholding Him, the animal—which was not only difficult to 
approach and possessed of terrible speed butformidable too—turned round and ran towards 

Him full of rage and, drinking the heavens as it were with its (wide open) mouth struck the 
lotus-eyed Lord with its (hind) legs. (4) Dodging the stroke and seizing the horse by its 

• Vide verses 20-21 of Discourse XXXVI above, 

t Verse 2 has not been commented upon by Sridhara Swami. 
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(aforesaid) legs, Sri Krsna (who is above sense-perception) whirled it in a rage with His arms 
and, flinging it disdainfully to a distance of a hundred bows (four hundred cubits), even as 

Garuda (son of the sage Kasyapa) would throw a serpent, stood as before (as if nothing had 

happened). (5) Having recovered its senses and rising up again, the said KesT rushed 

towards Sri Hari with (great) speed, opening its mouth in fury. He too smilingly thrust His left 

arm into its mouth (as playfully) as a snake-charmer would put a serpent into a hole. (6) 
Touching the Lord's arm the teeth of Kesi dropped down as they would on touching a heated 

iron rod. Nay, finding its way into its body, the arm of Sri Krsna (the Supreme Spirit) swelled 

to an enormous degree, even as (the fluid collected in the body of a man suffering from) the 

disease of dropsy would if neglected. (7) With its breath choked by the immensely swelling 
arm of Sri Krsna and its eyes rolling, and profusely sweating all over, the animal dropped 

dead on the ground throwing up its legs and passing excrement. (8) Drawing out His arm from 

its dead body, which resembled a (ripe) cucumber (that had burst open at several places), 

the mighty-armed Lord, who had killed the enemy without any effort and (therefore) stood 
unelated, was glorified by the highly amazed gods (lit., the denizens of heaven), who 
showered flowers (on Him). (9) 

I fWluftjgcfcuiui I vo 1 

"W"MI TqtfaMsTOhLI fTfRTO: ttT^t far: |^| 

3TtHPtTOT1T3PT: ^ Ttmi Tjon^j ^ tj'dWdUcw'fat: 1331 

T! <3 3tatftnff feHli>ll4| T^nJTTtt rt I 

f^fpTT ^ winuiri I JlMdttdWItdl'iiVtPlfitttl I ? Al 

Approaching Sri Krsna, who was unwearied in action, Narada (the celestial sage), the 

foremost of the Lord's votaries, O protector of men, spoke to Him in secret as follows:—(10) 
"O Krsna of incomprehensible character, O Enchanter of all, O Master of Yoga (possessed 

of inconceivable powers), O Ruler of the universe, O Vasudeva (present in all beings), the 

Abode of all, the foremost of the Yadus, O almighty Lord I (11) You are the one Spirit, 

indwelling all created beings and remaining concealed like the fire hidden in logs of wood! 

nay, enshrined inside the intellect, the Witness (of ail), the Supreme Person, the almighty 

Lord. (12) Depending on Your own Self, You evolved the three Gunas at the dawn of creation 
by Your Maya (creative energy), which is (no other than) Your own Self; and with their help 

You create, protect and absorb (into Your own Self) this (visible) universe, unfailing of 

purpose and almighty as You are. (13) As such You have descended (in the world of matter) 

for the annihilation of demons, goblins and ogres born as kings (lit.,the conservators of the 

earth) and for the protection of the virtuous (who are the living standards of morality). (14) 

Luckily enough by You, has been sportfully slain this demon (KeST) in the form of a horse, 
frightened by whose neighs the gods (whose eyelids never fall) evacuated heaven. (15) 

rtn^r nvtfH-irijj ifeptnj f=t?r s«g tottssr ft ftnit 1^1 

<1^|rl ti'd'Ma-tij.uuu g i mRvitidiit^<uiru^tii g TO-STun. i i 

351? cTlxcti-mHi gl^roifcwSTORI rprer TTf^tnt qtqi^5R37P1T ^piKT^ 1^41 
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^ikiiPi cflitfloi aK<tiWiu«-LirarT.i ginf gift Tptrf=t grfgfwjfg m i 
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The day after tomorrow I shall see Canura and Mustika and other wrestlers as well as 
the elephant (KuvalayapTda) and Kariisa (himself) slain by You, 0 almighty Lord I (16) After 

that I shall witness the death (at Your hands) of the demon Pancajana (living in the form of 
a conch), the Ionian hero (Kalayavana) and the demon Mura as well as of Naraka and (also) 

the carrying off (from heaven) of the (celestial) Parijata tree and the discomfiture of Indra 

(who will try to thwart Your purpose). (17) I shall also behold the espousal (by You) of the 
daughters of heroes—which will be distinguished by the fact that show of valour will be the 

(only) price paid by You (for the same) and so on, and shall (further) witness the deliverance 

of King Nrga at Dwaraka from sin (in the shape of unwittingly giving away a Brahmana s 
cow as his own, for which he was hurled into the womb of a chameleon), O Lord of the 

universe! (18) I shall also witness the acceptance (by You) of the (brilliant) gem Syamantaka 
alongwith Jambavatl (for Your wife from the bear chief Jambavan) as well as the restoration 

to a Brahmana of his deceased son to be brought by You from Your own divine Abode (the 
realm of Mahakala). (19) I shall (further) witness the destruction (by You) of King Paundraka 

and later on the setting on fire of the city of Kasi (the modern Varanasi) and (even so) the 
death (at Your hands) of Dantavaktra and (earlier) of Sisupala (the king of Cedi) in the course 
of a great sacrifice (viz., the Rajasuya sacrifice to be performed by Emperor Yudhisthira). (20) 

I shall also witness those feats of valour that You will perform while residing in Dwaraka and 

which will be celebrated in song by the poets on earth. (21) I shall then behold the 
extermination of a number of Aksauhinls (in the course of the great Mahabharata war) by 

Yourself as Arjuna's charioteer and assuming the role of Kala (the Time-Spirit) actually bent 

on the dissolution of this (visible) universe. (22) 

grtstsfauraippifeii -tdlsiw spt i i 

We approach (for protection) the almighty Lord (in You), who is pure consciousness 

personified, who has fully achieved all His ends by virtue of His being established in His own 

(blissful) existence, whose desire never fails to yield its fruit and by whose effulgence (in the 

form of consciousness) the stream of the three Gunas (in the shape of the world-process), 

having its origin in Maya, is ever shut out from Him. (23) I bow to You, the self-dependent 
almighty Lord who has evolved this (varied) creation out of all these differentiated categories 
(the Mahat-tattva etc.) brought forth by His own Maya (creative energy), and who has now 

for the sake of sport assumed a human semblance as the foremost of the Yadus, the Vrsnis 

and the Satvatas. (24) 

ira fnnr imiddiwit Tjfm I iiiuiUtdiid^ial TRTt ni.iHw'r I1?A! 

■mldMfq dlfd-jl sRgt iRMUIgH I rag: 1^1 

litFSI % niOTaiW-aUnwi-ia I I 

chldfctfRt: WTSJ I AmiddlS 1^41 

uuTpfr HsjinTdt cdtRt 1 AMifadi-tJlcng srasjtnfefr 

ftfMr =iiiT nfigi; i fttT5tn ir i?oi 
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Sri Suka continued : Having thus bowed low to Sri Krsna, the Lord of the Yadus, and 

gladly permitted by Him, the sage Narada, the foremost of the Lord's devotees, who was filled 

with ecstatic delight at His sight, departed (for his abode in Satyaloka). (25) Having made 

short work of the demon Kesl in a (personal) combat, Lord Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) 

too continued to tend the cattle as usual in the company of the cowherd boys, who were 
(deeply) attached to Him, bringing delight (thereby) to (the entire) Vraja. (26) Once, while 

pasturing the cattle on the mountain heights, the cowherd boys played various games of 
(cleverly) smuggling others' goods under the guise of thieves and guards. (27) Ofthemsome 

played the part of thieves and others acted as watchmen, O protector of men; while still others 

of the Gopas played the role of rams. In this way they sported fearlessly. (28) Maya's son 
Vyoma (a demon), who was adept in great conjuring tricks and who made his appearance 

there in the guise of a cowherd boy, often playing the part of a thief, carried away many 

cowherd boys that were playing the role of rams. (29) Laying down each cowherd boy he 

carried away into a mountain cave, the mighty demon closed its entrance with a (large) slab. 

(In this way only) four or five (of the Gopas) remained (outside the cave). (30) Perceiving that 

work of the demon, Sri Krsna, who affords protection to the righteous, forcibly seized Him 

even as he was carrying away the cowherd boys, just as a lion would seize a wolf. (31) 

Resuming his natural (demoniac) form, resembling a huge mountain, the powerful demon, 

who was feeling pained by the grip, sought to extricate himself but could not. (32) Catching 

hold of the demon by the arms and dashing him to the ground, Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord), 
made short work of him by gagging him and squeezing his windpipe while the gods in heaven 

stood looking on. (33) Having broken asunder the rock that blocked the mouth of the cave 
and rescuing the cowherd boys from their uncomfortable situation, and being glorified by the 

gods as well as the Gopas, the Lord withdrew to His (realm of) Vraja. (34) 

Thus ends the thirty-seventh discourse entitled "The demon Vyoma slain," 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T8nETf^ftSS2TPI: 

Discourse XXXVIII 

Akrura's arrival (in Vraja) 

HI Trfa Iftjpf U^lkfd: I TSTOWira a-vil^nM, I 3 I 

nan, afst afromt *mcita*fsr$rjr i afa; uti^'M i 3 1 
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Sr! Suka began again : Having spent that night* at Mathura (the city founded by the 

demon Madhu), the high-minded Akrura too mounted a chariot and drove to Nanda's 
Vraja.(l) Proceeding along the road the highly blessed one developed supreme devotion to 

the lotus-eyed Lord and thought as follows adopting the following line of reasoning:—(2) 
"What noble act has been performed, (nay,) what supreme austerity has been gone through 
or again what gift has been bestowed on a worthy recipient by me, by virtue of which I am 
going to behold Sri Krsna (the Protector of even Brahma and Lord Siva) ? (3) I consider it 

as difficult for me—whose mind is given to sensuous pleasures—to gain the sight of Lord Sri 
Krsna of excellent renown as a recital of the Vedas is for one born of Sudra parents. (4) 

(Rather) I should not think like that. Even to me, a vile creature, the sight of Sri Krsna, (the 
immortal Lord) must be vouchsafed; (for, though) borne away by the stream of Time, one may 

qet to the shore (the end of mundane existence) some time. (5) (All) my evil has been 

destroyed today; nay, my birth too has become fruitful in that I shall bow to the lotus-feet of 

the almighty Lord, that are fit to be meditated upon by Yogis (those given to contemplation) 
(6) Ah, Karhsa has done me a great favour today; (for) despatched by him (to Vraja) I shall 

behold the lotus- feet of Sri Hari, descended in the world of matter—feet by the splendour 
of whose spherical nails people in the past have got over the darkness of ignorance, so 

difficult to cross over, (nay) which are adored by gods headed by Brahma and Lord Siva (the 
Source of the universe), by the divine Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity) as well as 
by sages and devotees; which move about in the forest alongwith their followers for the 
purpose of pasturing the cows, and which are tinged with the saffron paint on the bosom of 

cowherd women. (7-8) I shall surely behold the countenance of Sri Krsna (the Bestower of 
Liberation) with lovely cheeks and a shapely nose and with reddish lotus-like eyes casting 

smiling glances, and overhung by curly locks; forthe deerwalkto my right indeed.f (9) If there 
comes about today a meeting with Lord Visnu, the home of loveliness, who has of His own 

* This has reference to verse 40 of Discourse XXXVI above. 

t According to the science of omens this is considered to be a propitious omen as is borne out by the following verse:— 

TrefWToT: XZl fl#1!: I 
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free will assumed a human semblance for relieving the burden of the earth, there is no 
denying the fact that my eyes will have easily attained the fruit of their existence. (10) He is 

the Spectator of the cause as well as of the effect, though (entirely) free from egotism; in Him 

ignorance (veiling one's real character) as well as the notion of difference (resulting from it) 

and the misconception arising from such a notion stand eliminated by His own effulgence (in 

the form of eternal realization of His own essential character) and He is seen (sporting) in 

arbours (or the dwellings of the GopTs of Vraja) in the company of JTvas (embodied souls) 

endowed with the vital principle, senses and mind and evolved in His own Self by His Maya 
(creative energy) under His own supervision. (11) 

ftftSIT <]U|chlj^rUfir; | 

xivipn ## t illwfeiTbl: TO#TOT HHT: l?r?l 

Jt# fero, gsr strer fart -MiiiPd #r 1331 

fi TO # RspT TJ5 <£lTO-ipl*ld*L | 

Iro ffearm? 5# 1 1 

(Nay,) utterances connected with His excellences (compassion etc.), exploits and 
descents that wipe out the sins of all and are attended with (all) excellent blessings actually 
give (new) life and grace and lend sanctity to the universe while those removed from them 

are (though adorned with figures of speech and other elegances) considered to be as good 
as a (finely dressed and weli-adorned) corpse. (12) Descended, as I understand in the race 

of the Satvatas (Yadus) in order to bring happiness to the foremost of the immortals 

maintaining the ethical standards set up by Himself, the same Lord is living (at present) in 
Vraja, spreading (far and wide) His glory which the gods (ever) celebrate in song as the 

source of ail blessings. (13) I shall surely behold today that very Lord, who is the goal of 

exalted souls and the preceptor (of the whole universe) and exhibits a form which is loved 
by (all) the three worlds, provides a grand feast to those that have eyes and is the coveted 

Abode of Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity); (for) all these mornings have revealed 
good omens to me. (14) 

3?«JTcT5t3: TO#>l4) TS# TORrj#g?nT I 
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Alighted from the chariot immediately afterwards, I shall certainly bow at the feet of the 

almiqhtv Lords (of the universe), theforemost Persons (Balarama and SrTKrsna)—which are 
(only) cherished in their mind by (great) Yogis for Self-Realization (but are never seen by 

them)—and alongwith Them I shall greet Their friends (the cowherd boys) as well as the 

(other) inhabitants of Vraja (consisting mainly of a woodland). (15) Will the Lord place on my 
head, when I am fallen at the soles of His feet, His own lotus-like palm, that has given 
assurances of safety to men terrified by the speed of the serpent of Time and seeking shelter 

(at His feet)7 (16) Placing articles of worship in (the hollow of) that palm, Kausika (a former 
Indra) attained the rulership of (all) the three worlds and pouring water into it the demon Bali 
(the celebrated demon king and devotee) secured (a title to) the sovereignty of the three 

worlds. Nay, it relieved by its (soft and fragrant) touch thefatigueof the women of Vraja during 
the Rasa-Play, emitting as it did the fragrance of a Saugandhika (a particular species of lotus, 
so-called because of its remarkable fragrance). (17) Even though I have been sent by Kamsa 
as his messenger, Sri Krena (the immortal Lord)—who is omniscient and the Knower of all 

bodies and who witnesses with His unclouded vision the activity of the mind, existing as He 

does inside as well as outside the latter-will not (I am sure) harbour a feeling of enmity 
towards me. (18) If He smilingly looks on me—fallen at the soles of His feet with a fully 
controlled mind and joined palms—with a compassionate eye, I shall forthwith be absolved 

from all sins and, completely rid of (all) fear (of rebirth etc.), experience supreme bliss. (19) 
Again when He folds in His long arms me, his most sincere friend and kinsman exclusively 
devoted to Him, my body will at once be actually turned into a (veritable) sanctuary and my 

bonds in the form of Karma will fall off from it. (20) When I have thus enjoyed His (blissful 
embrace and stand bowing low (before Him) with joined palms, Sn Kr?na (of wide renown) 

will address me in the words 'Uncle Akrura !' Then (alone) will my birth be fruitful. Fie upon 

that birth of him who is not accepted as His own by Sri Krsna (the Supreme Lord). (21) N 
is anyone beloved of Him, much less His dearest friend, nor again is anyone unwelcome 
much less hateful or even worthy of being treated with indifference. Nevertheless He loves 

His devotees (alone) in the same way as they do. just as a wish-yielding tree grants the desire 

of men (only) when approached (by them). (22) Further His elder B,'Other B^arama), the 

foremost of the Yadus, would smilingly embrace me—bowing low (before Him) and 
conduct me; caught by my joined palms into the house and will enquire in detail of me, when 

I have received all attentions, about the conduct of Kamsa towards His kinsfolk. (23) 

?fit ufa-rm. fro gTOTOtrotsKjRn tot ntfro jtth: ^sretWt ^mui 

dWlR<trtrtl*MWl*tli'4BlHCTMii^uil: I 

TTfg failRlceltymPt TTOfSFTOtTOTOTJ^Tlir: 

ffit mi 
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fgmt first tt^t i «55iK rft I Si'S I 

Sri Suka continued : Thus contemplating on Sri Krsna all the way, Akrura (the son of 
Swaphalka) arrived in Vraja in the chariot, while the sun reached the western hill (horizon), 
0 protector of men. (24) He beheld in Vraja the footprints of Sri Krsna—the sacred dust of 
whose feet is borne on their crown by the guardians of all the worlds—which served as the 
ornaments of the earth and were distinguished by the marks of a lotus, a grain of barley, a 
goad and so on. (25) His impatience having been immensely heightened by the joy derived 
from their sight, his hair standing on end through love and his eyes bedimmed with tear¬ 
drops, he jumped down from the chariot and rolled on the footprints exclaiming, "Oh! these 
are the particles of dust of the Lord's feet I" (26) This much is the end to be attained by those 
invested with a body, viz., that giving up hypocrisy, fear and worry, they should cultivate 
through the sight of Sri Hari's images, the hearing of His praises and so on that ecstatic mood 

which was felt by Akrura from the time he received the mandate (from Karfisa). (27) 
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(Presently) he saw in Vraja Sri Krsna and Balarama with eyes resembling a pair of 
autumnal lotuses, (severally) wearing yellow and blue garments and present in the yard 

where cows were milked. (28) They were (mere) lads, dark-brown and fair (in complexion 
respectively) the abodes of grace, with long arms and a lovely countenance, the foremost 
among the charming and having the prowess of young elephants. (29) The two high-souled 
Brothers were gracing (the soil of) Vraja by Their feet distinguished with the marks of a flag, 
the thunderbolt, a goad and a lotus and were casting (all round) glances accompanied with 

smiles full of compassion. (30) Having bathed, they had put on immaculate clothes, were 
besmeared all over with sandal-paste which emitted a delightful odour and adorned with 
necklaces of jewels and garlands of sylvan flowers and were engaged in noble and charming 

pastimes. (31) They were the two foremost and most ancient Persons, the Causes as well 
as the Rulers of the universe, descended forthe sake of the world in Their all-blissful essence 
as Balarama and Kesava (Sri Krsna). (32) (Shining) like a rock of emerald and another of 
silver, covered with gold, the two (divine) Brothers were ridding the quarters of their darkness 
with Their own effulgence, O Pariksit! (33) Hastily jumping down from the chariot and 

overwhelmed with affection, the aforesaid Akrura fell prostrate at the feet of Balarama and 
Sri Krsna. (34) With his eyes blinded by tears of joy brought by the sight of the Lord and 
his frame covered with bristling hair, he was unable even to introduce himself (by uttering 

his name) due to his throat being choked (with emotion), O protector of men ! (35) Coming 
to know him (as well as of his intention through inference), the Lord (who is so fond of those 
who are bent low before Him), drew Akrura towards and near Him with His hand 
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characterized by the mark of a discus and, full of delight, embraced him. (36) The high- 
minded Sahkarsana (Balarama) too hugged AkrOra bowing low (before him) and, clasping 

his (Joined) palms with His own took him to His house in the company of His younger 

Brother (SrT Krsna). (37) 

TJgTST TOTTH TOT Tt TOOTH. I 5T$r!OT (arwcin.nftt l?AI 
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Then, enquiring about his safe arrival and giving him an excellent seat, Balarama washed 
his feet with due ceremony and fetched (for him) an offering called Madhuparka (consisting 

of honey, clarified butter and curds). (38) Again, bestowing on the guest a cow and 
massaging him, weary as he was, the almighty Lord respectfully and with (great) reverence 

brought (for him) pure food endowed with manifold excellences. (39) When he had finished 
his meals, Balarama, who knew the highest Dharma (in the shape of hospitality shown to a 
newcomer and so on), gave him supreme joy again by (lovingly) offering him articles (such 

as betel and cardamoms) intended to scent his mouth (after meals) as well as perfumes and 
garlands. (40) When he had thus been shown (the customary) hospitality, Nanda enquired 
of him:—"Like the sheep having a butcher for their keeper, how are you getting on while the 

ruthless Karhsa is alive, O Akrura (a scion of Dasarha)? (41) We wonder what safety, in truth 

could there be to you, the subjects of him who killed the babes of his screaming cousin 
(DevakT) a wicked fellow given to the gratification of His own self that he is." (42) Duly greeted 
thus with polite words by Nanda, who had (already) been subjected to (similar) polite 

enquiries, Akrura forgot the fatigue of his journey. (43) 

Thus ends the thirty-eighth discourse entitled "AkrOra's arrival (in Vraja)" in the first 
half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XXXIX 

Departure of SrT Krsna and Balarama for Mathura 

^<J|l|jqg: tpf|; TTH^iRTtwfOT: I T^H OT)78IRJOTfHTrfsjTOITTTOTTT? I % I 

■&OT5OT TOctfa otot i Trarfd otto trot ft aRsftt fatgr i t i 

HIHddUiR TfOTt STOTTR. ddcblyd: I TJgr^ vfrT OTTOTT OTOTOTfwtftOT.I 3 I 
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Sri Suka began again : Having been comfortably seated on a couch and greatly 

honoured by Balarama and Sri Krsna, Akrura actually realized all the aspirations that he 

had entertained on his way (to Vraja). (1) What remains unattainable when the Lord, 

who is the Abode of Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity) is pleased ? Nevertheless 

those exclusively devoted to Him, O king, seek nothing as a matter of fact. (2) Having 

finished His supper, Lord Sri Krsna (the Son of DevakI) enquired (of Akrura) about 

the conduct of Karhsa towards His kinsmen and what else was sought to be done by 

Him. (3) 

cTO -tlll-MITO: IflfiRL wra SfStffg cl: I I 15 I 
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The glorious Lord said : O dear uncle, O gentle one, I hope you came safely (all the 

way). May all be well with you I I believe no outrage has been perpetrated (by the tyrant 

Karhsa) against your friends, your kinsmen and other relations and good health 

. is enjoyed by them all. (4) So long as Karhsa—who, though passing by the name of 

my maternal uncle, is a (veritable) pestilence to my family—is thriving, O dear uncle, 

what good indeed is our asking about the welfare of our kinsmen and their progeny ? (5) 

Oh, (how) great has been the suffering of our noble parents for our sake; (for) it was due 

to us that the death of their (other) sons took place and it was on account of us that 

bondage was accepted by them. (6) Luckily (enough) has the sight of our kinsmen in 

yourself, 0 gentle one, been vouchsafed today to us, by whom it was (long) coveted. 

(Now) the motive of your visit (to Vraja), O dear uncle I may (kindly) be communicated 

(to us). (7) 

ggt Tmunt ^tct mrfdmTff mua: I a^acmisiHH, 1 C I 
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SrT Suka continued : Questioned by the Lord (as aforesaid), Akrura (a scion of Madhu) 

related (to Him) everything, viz., the inveteracy of Kamsa's enmity to the Yadus and his 

attempt to kill Vasudeva, (also) with what message and for what purpose Akrura himself had 

been sent by Karhsa as his emissary and what was communicated to him by Narada 

regarding His having been born of Anakadundubhi (Vasudeva). (8-9) Sri Krsna and Bala, the 

slayer of hostile warriors heartily laughed to hear the message of Akrura and apprised Their 

father, Nanda, of the king's command. (10) Nanda too duly instructed the Gopas (as 

follows):— "Let all the yield of the cows (in the shape of milk, curds and clarified butter) be 

collected. (Also) take (with you) presents (of various kinds) and let bullock-carts be got 

ready.(11) We shall proceed tomorrow to Mathura (the city founded by the demon Madhu) 

and (on arriving there) shall present to the king delicious substances (such as milk, curds and 
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ghee) and witness the grand festival (of a bow-sacrifice). I hear the people of the (entire) 

kingdom (of Mathura) are going (there).” Nanda, the chief of the Gopas, caused this to be 

proclaimed by the watchman all over his Vraja. (12) 

1 dj rr ■ir^iroqrOqi|U^1T£R l | 

I TT^TTErffe <dicfcmcH<ol<*> TTrTT 
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The cowherd women, of whom so much has been said before, were sore distressed to 

hear at that time of Akrura having arrived in Vraja to take Balarama and Sri Krsna to the 

capital. (13) Some had the splendour of their countenance marred by the hot breaths 

proceeding from the agony caused by that news; others found their scarfs and bangles 

slipping off and their (braid-knots) loosened. (14) (Still) others, who had the functions of all 

their senses suspended by concentrated thought of Sri Krsna, had no consciousness left of 

their physical body, as though they had risen to the realm of the Spirit. (15) Other (cowherd) 

women fainted as they recalled the talks of Sri Krsna (a scion of Sura), which touched (the 

very chords of) their heart and consisted of wonderful expressions and were uttered with 

smiles full of love. (16) Thinking of the most graceful gait and movements, glances 

accompanied by loving smiles, jokes that dissipated grief and the extraordinary exploits of 

Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation), the Gopis—who were terror-stricken and agitated by 

the (very) thought of the (impending) separation (from Sri Krsna), met together in groups and 

feelingly talked to one another the whole night (as follows) with tears on their faces and their 

mind absorbed in Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord). (17-18) 

J/fe 3T^: 
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The GopTs said : O creator, there is no (trace of) compassion anywhere in you since, 

having united embodied souls through friendly behaviour and affection, you disunite them 

even when they have not yet (fully) realized their ambition. Your capricious acts are as 

aimless as the movements of a babe. (19) Having (once) revealed (to us) theface of Sri Krsna 

(the Bestower of Liberation) with lovely cheeks and a prominent nose, (nay,) overhung by 

dark curly locks and charming with a gentle smile that dispels (all) grief, you are screening 

it from our view. This act of yours is far from good. (20) You are cruel indeed in that under 

the appellation of Akrura (not cruel) you are like an ignorant person taking away (from us) 

the eye, given by yourself, with which we witnessed all your creative skill (concentrated) in 

a single limb of Sri Krsna (the Slayer of the demon Madhu) I (21) 

1 fet# T: W'jidltJH *6 I 
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Alas I the Darling of Nanda (Himself) whose friendship is (but) momentary, and who is 

fond of the new, does not even gaze on us, who haveireen enslaved by the spell cast by 

Himself and who directly sought His service renouncing our homes, relations, sons and 

husbands! (22) Happy will be the dawn following this night for the ladies of the city (of 

Mathura); (nay,) their aspirations have been surely realized; (for) they will fondly gaze on the 
countenance—full of nectarean smiles exhibited by the corners of eyes—of Sri Krsna (the 

Lord of Vraja), even as He fearlessly enters the city. (23) How, then, will 6ri Krsna (the 
Bestowerof Liberation) return to us, helpless rustic women—even though He has got other 

relations (too in Vraja), and although He is self-possessed—when His mind is captivated by 

the utterances, sweet as honey, of those ladies (of Mathura), and remains deluded by their 
bashful smiles and amorous glances ? (24) Today surely a grand feast awaits (in Mathura) 

the eyes of the Dasarhas, the Bhojas, the Andhakas, the Vrsnis and the Satvatas—who will 

behold Sri Krsna (the Son of Yasoda, nicknamed as DevakI), the Spouse of Sri (the goddess 

of beauty and prosperity) and the (one) Abode of (all) excellences—as well as to the eyes 

of those that will see Him (driving) on the road (to Mathura). (25) 

WTtilWIck-humi TTR TjafR gROT: I 
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'Akrura' (one who is not cruel) should not have been the name of such a ruthless fellow 

who is extremely hard-hearted in that he is going to take Sri Krsna (who is dearer than life) 
beyond the familiar path, not caring to comfort us (the womenfolk), sore distressed as we 

are.(26) Sri Krsna (whose mind is altogether devoid of the moisture of love) is (already) 

comfortably seated in the chariot and, following Him, these arrogant Gopas in their bullock- 

carts are urging Akrura to make haste. (On top of it) the aged ones have grown indifferent 

(do not interfere). And Fate too is working against us today I (27) Let us politely approach 
Sri Krsna (a scion of Madhu) and stop Him. What harm can the elders of the race or our 

relations do to us, who stand deprived by Providence of Sri Krsna's company—which could 
not be easily forgone even for half a second—and are (so) distressed in mind ? (28) How shall 
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we, O cowherd women, be able in fact to get over the anguish of separation—which is so 
difficult to overcome—without Him in whose company a number of nights were spent by us 

as an instant in the Rasa assembly enlivened by His winsome smiles, charming whispers, 
playful glances and embraces, all of which were inspired by His love ? (29) How can we really 
survive without Him who—while entering Vraja at the close of the day, accompanied by 

Balarama (who is possessed of infinite strength) and surrounded by cowherd boys and 
playing on the flute, His curly locks and wreaths of flowers covered all over with the dust 

raised by the hoofs of the cows—used to captivate our mind with His sidelong glances full 

of smiles? (30) 
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SrT Suka went on : Talking (to one another) in this strain and sore afflicted at the thought 

of separation, the women of Vraja—whose mind was deeply attached to Sri Krsna—cried 

loudly, casting all bashfulness to the winds, "O Protector of cows, 0 Krsna (who was tied at 
the waist with a string by motherYasoda), 0 Scion of Madhu !M (31) In spite of the womenfolk 

(of Vraja) wailing as aforesaid, now that the sun had risen, AkrOra—who had (just) finished 

his (Sandhya) prayers to the sun-god and other devotions—presently drove his chariot (in 
the direction of Mathura). (32) The Gopas headed by Nanda thereupon closely followed him 
in their bullock-carts taking (with them) abundant presents including pitchers full of the yield 

of cows (in the shape of milk, curds and ghee). (33) The cowherd women too followed their 
beloved Sri Krsna (to a short distance) and delighted (to some extent by His turning round 

and casting loving glances at them) they paused (awhile) awaiting the Lord's message in 

reply to theirs (which had evidently been sent by them through some special messen¬ 
ger).(34) Observing them suffering agony as aforesaid at His departure, Sri Krsna (the 
foremost of the Yadus) comforted them with messages full of Jove, sent through a 

messenger, saying "I shall come (back)!" (35) As long as the flag (of Sri Krsna's chariot) was 
visible and so long as the dust raised by the chariot continued to be seen, the Gopis—who 
had sent their mind after the Lord—were seen (standing) like so many painted figures. (36) 

Hopeless of Govinda's return, they (all) retraced their steps and, rid of grief (by His loving 
assurances) passed their days and nights celebrating in songs the pastimes of their beloved 

Lord. (37) 
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(On this side) the Lord, for His part, safely reached (about noon) with Balarama and 
Akrura, O protector of men, (the bank of) the Kalindi, that washes off (all) sin, in His chariot, 

swift as wind. (38) Washing there His hands and feet etc., and drinking of its sweet water 

green as an emerald, He went near a cluster of trees (where the chariot was made to stand) 

and got into the chariot alongwith Balarama. (39) Helping the two Brothers to get into the 

chariot and taking leave of Them, Akrura returned (for his midday devotions) to the pool 

(known by the name of Ananta-TIrtha or Brahmahrada) in the Yamuna and performed his 
ablutions with due ceremony. (40) Plunging in that water and muttering the (holy) Gayatri- 

Mantra (the essence of the eternal Veda), AkrOra beheld (in the water) the same Balarama 

and Sri Krsna seated together. (41) (He said to Himself), "How can the two Sons of 

Anakadundubhi, who are seated in the chariot, be here ? In that case (if they are really here), 

they should not be in the chariot." Saying so he emerged from the water and perceived the 

two Brothers seated even there (in the chariot) as heretofore. He (therefore) took a plunge 
again saying (to himself), "Is my having seen Them in the water false?" (42-43) This time he 

Saw in that very water, being glorified by Siddhas, Caranas, Gandharvas and Asuras with 

bent heads, the thousand-headed god Sesa (the lord of serpents)—with his thousand hoods 
protected by (the same number of) diadems—clad in blue (silk), (himself) white as a lotus 

fibre and rooted (there) like Mount Kailasa (the silvery mountain) with its (golden) peaks 

(corresponding to the diadems of Sesa). (44-45) He (further) beheld on the coils of the 

serpent-god Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person), dark-brown as a cloud, clad in yellow silk, 

possessed of four arms and eyes reddish, like lotus petals, and looking (very) serene. (46) 

He wore a lovely and cheerful countenance with winsome smiles and glances, shapely 
eyebrows, a prominent nose, beautiful ears, charming cheeks and ruddy lips. (47) He had 

pretty long and plump arms, high shoulders, a breast which is the abode of Sri, a conch¬ 

shaped neck, a deep navel and a belly shaped like a leaf (of the Indian fig tree) and marked 

with folds. (48) He had bulky buttocks and hips and a pair of thighs, tapering like the outer 

edge of the hand from the wrist to the root of the little finger, a pair of well-formed knees as 

well as a pair of shapely shanks. (49) He had prominent ankles and was enveloped with rays 
of light radiating from the ruddy nails (of His toes) and had lotus-like feet charming with toes 
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and a pair of big toes tender as petals. (50) He shone resplendent with a diadem, bracelets 
and armlets set with most valuable gems, as well as with a girdle, a sacred thread, necklaces 
and pairs of ankietsand ear-rings, and held a lotus (in one of His hands) and a conch, a discus 

and a mace (in the others). His breast was distinguished with a White curl of hair, the 

Kaustubha gem shining at His neck, and was adorned with a garland of sylvan flowers. (51 -52) 
He was being glorified through praises expressive of divergent sentiments by attendants, the 

foremost of whom were Sunanda and Nanda (and who severally occupied the four quarters 
and the four intermediate points), the sage Sanaka and his three brothers (Sanandana, 
Sanatana and Sanatkumara, all of whom including Sanaka, were standing behind the Lord), 

the chiefs of gods, headed by Brahma and Lord Siva (all of whom occupied a position to His 

right), the nine foremost Brahmanas (Marici and others, who stood to His left), as well as by 
the foremost of the Lord's devotees of pure mind, such as Prahrada, Narada and the Vasu 
(Uparicara by name, all of whom stood in front of the Lord). (53-54) He was (also) waited upon 

(in living forms) by Sri (the goddess of beauty and good fortune), Pusfi (the goddess presiding 
over nutrition), SaraswatT (the goddess presiding over speech), Kanti (the goddess presiding 

over splendour), KIrti (the goddess presiding over glory), Tusti (the goddess presiding over 
contentment), lla (goddess Earth), Urja (the goddess presiding over omnipotence), Vidya 
(the goddess presiding over spiritual enlightenment conducive to Liberation), Avidya (the 

goddess presiding over nescience, which binds the Jfva to mundane existence), Sakti (the 
foremost of all divine energies, going by the name of Hladini or the delighting potency) and 

Maya (the Cause of Vidya and Avidya both). (55) 

fariicw g*RT tfttTt ■crasn nrtrar ga-. i fSTfPjgir i i 
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?fct sjla-rilMqft Tr.iyTT MkkkWl -nTni'm 

Extremely rejoiced to perceive the Lord and summoning his presence of mind, Akrura 

(who belonged to the Satvata clan) and was full of supreme devotion, greeted the Lord with 
his head (bent low), and with joined palms and a concentrated mind slowly proceeded to extol 

the Lord in a voice choked with emotion, his hair standing on end and his mind and eyes 

moistened with love. (56-57) 

Thus ends the thirty-ninth discourse forming part of the story of Akrura's withdrawal 
(to Mathura), in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T2T 
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Discourse XL 

Akrura’s eulogy (of the Lord) 

-tKian’t TjjPtwmsmiT I 

H5ITSiHHIu\ SET tt? I ? 
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Akrura prayed: I bow to You, Lord Narayana, the most ancient and undecaying Person, 

the Cause of all causes (the Mahat-tattva and so on), from the lotus bud sprung from whose 
navel emerged Brahma, from whom evolved this creation (both animate and inanimate)! (1) 

Whatever causes there are, viz., the earth, water, fire, the air, ether and its cause (Ahankara), 

the Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence), Prakrti (primordial Matter) as well as 

its Cause (the Spirit), the mind, the Indriyas (the five senses of perception and the five organs 

of action), the objects of all the (five) senses as well as the deities (presiding over them) have 
all evolved from Your (divine) Person.(2) (All) these (causes), Prakrti and so on, which are 

(objectively) perceived, fail to know Your essential character because of their being material 

(other than the Spirit); while You are the Spirit. The celebrated Brahma (too) who is 
conditioned by the modes of Prakrti, is unable to know Your reality, which lies beyond the 
three Gunas. (3) (Yet) pious Yogis (those given to contemplation) directly worship (and 

thereby seek to attain) You as indwelling the (diverse) limbs of the body (the eye, the heart 

and so on), (nay,) informing all material bodies and presiding over the bodies of the (various) 

gods, the Inner Controller and Ruler of the universe. (4) Some Brahmanas given to sacrificial 

performance worship You alone under the name of gods invested with different forms, 
through extensive sacrifices as revealed by the three Vedas (Rk, Yajusand Sama). (5) Some 

men of wisdom, who have developed dispassion, worship You, the embodiment of (pure) 

consciousness, through sacrifice in the form of spiritual enlightenment (consisting of 

absorption in to the Self), renouncing all actions (in the form of worldly as well as religious 

duties). (6) And, having consecrated themselves (through initiation in the various forms of 

worship), and (fully) absorbed in You, others worship You in a plurality of forms (viz., 
Vasudeva, Sankarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha) or in one form (that of Narayana) 

according to the procedure taught by Yourself (in Tantric works such as the Pancaratra). (7) 

Others (the votaries of Lord Siva) duly worship You alone in the form of Siva along the lines 

recommended by Siva (Himself), (of course,) differing in detail according to the teachings of 

a plurality of teachers, O almighty Lord ! (8) Even those who are devoted to other (minor) 

deities, although they look upon those gods as other than You, O Lord, all worship You alone, 

the almighty God representing all the gods (in Your Person). (9) (Just) as rivers having their 

source in a mountain and made full by the god of rain (and branching forth into so many 
streams), 0 Lord, find their way into the ocean from all sides, so do all paths ultimately lead 

to You alone. (10) 
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Sattva, Rajas and Tamas are the (three) modes of Your (own) Prakrti (energy). Hence 

those endowed with a material body—from inanimate creatures (trees etc.) to Brahma (the 

creator)—(ultimately) enter into them (and they into Prakrti, the latter merging in You. In this 

way all the gods finally enter into You). (11) (My) salutation be to You, whose mind is 
unattached, identified as You are with all and the witness of all minds ! This stream of the 
(three) Gunas (in the form of the cycle of birth and death), brought about by Avidya (an energy 
of Yours that veils one’s essential character), operates (only) on those that are identified with 

a celestial, human or sub-human form. (12) Fire has been conceived (by Your worshippers 

for the purpose of meditation) to be Your mouth, the earth as Your feet, the sun as Your eye, 

the sky as Your navel, and the quarters as Your ears, the highest heaven (the abode of 
Brahma) as the top part of Your head, the chiefs of gods (Indra and others) as Your arms, 
the oceans as Your abdomen and the air as Your life-breath and strength. (13) Trees and 
annual plants are looked upon as the hair on Your body, clouds as Your locks, the mountains 
as the bones and nails of Yourtranscendent Self, day and night as the twinkling of Your eyes, 

Brahma (the lord of creation) as Your membrum virile and rainfall as Your semen. (14) 

Conceived in You, the perfect and imperishable person, who can (only) be hinted at by the 
mind, the (numberless) universes—teeming with innumerable Jivas (embodied beings)— 
with their guardians move about like the eggs of tiny aquatic creatures in water or even like 
the (tiny) insects in (the interior of) an Udumbara fruit. (15) With their grief dispelled by the 

thought of the several forms You assume (from time to time) forthe sake of sport, people sing 

Your glory with delight. (16) Hail to You, who appeared as the divine Fish from a definite 
motive and roamed through the ocean that deluged the world at the time of universal 

dissolution. Salutation to You, the Slayer of (the demons) Madhu and Kaitabha in the person 
of Hayagrlva (the Lord manifested with the head and neck of a horse). (17) Hail to You as 
the gigantic Tortoise that supported Mount Mandara (on His back). Salutation to You in the 
form of the divine Boar that sported (in the ocean) for lifting up the earth. (18) Hail to You in 
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Akrura replied : “Whatever wonders there are on this earth, in the firmament or in water 
exist in You (alone), who ensoul the universe. What wonder can, therefore, remain unseen 

by me, when I am directly looking at You ? (4) When 1 am gazing on Yourself, in whom all 

marvels exist, O infinite Lord, what miracle could have been seen by me (elsewhere, viz.,) 
on this earth, in the sky or in water ?" (5) Observing thus, Akrura (the son of Gandinf*) drove 

his chariot and brought Balarama and Sri Krsna to Mathura at the decline of day. (6) People 

from the country, O king, who fiocked at every stage on the road, felt delighted to behold the 

two Sons of Vasudeva and could not withdraw their eyes (from Them). (7) Meanwhile the 

people of Vra]a, headed by Nanda, the chief of the cowherds, (who had left the main road 

when they found Akrura tarrying on the bank of the Yamuna, and taken a shorter route) 

reached a garden in the precincts of the city in advance and stood waiting (there for Balarama 

and Sri Krsna). (8) Having joined them, Lord Sri Krsna (the Ruler of the universe) clasped 

with His own hand the hand of Akrura, who stood bent low with reverence, and spoke to him 
as though laughing heartily :—(9)“Enter you the city in advance with the chariot and return 

home. We, however, shall presently take down ourthings here and having rested awhile shall 
then visit the city." (10) 
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Akrura submitted : Bereft of You both I shall not enter Mathura, 0 Lord! You ought not 
to abandon me, Your devotee, my master, (so) fond of Your votaries. (11) Come, let us (all) 

go (together). (Pray,) grace our house, O Lord, who are above sense-perception, with the 

presence of its master (in You), visiting it alongwith Balarama (Your elder Brother) as well 

as with Your near and dear ones and (other) cowherds, 0 best Friend I (12) (Please) sanctify 

our house, householders as we are, with the dust of Yourfeet. With the water washing Your 
feet (and collected in a basin in one's house or flowing in the form of the holy Gariga) the 

manes as well as the gods including the fire-god get eternally propitiated (if it is offered to 

them by way of Tarpana). (13) (Nay,) by washing both Yourfeet (the celebrated demon king) 

Bali not only became worthy of (sacred) renown and great (in point of merits) but (also) 

attained incomparable affluence and power as well as the goal which is reached by those 

exclusively devoted to You. (14) The waters that washed Your feet (when You measured the 

earth and heaven in a couple of strides, and which flowed in the form of the holy Gariga) and 

were (thus) hallowed (beyond all measure) sanctified all the three worlds (through which the 
Gariga flows), the (great) Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the universe) boref them on His head 

and the (famous) sons of Sagara ascended to heaven (by contact of their remains with those 

sacred waters). (15) (My) salutation be to You, 0 Lord of the universe, adored (even) by the 
gods, the hearing and recital of whose praises brings (supreme) merit, O jewel among the 

’ The name of Akrura's mother. 

+ Vide IX. ix. 9. 
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the form of a weird lion (half man and half lion), O Dispeller of the fears of the righteous! 
Salutation to You, again, as the divine Dwarf, who covered (all) the three worlds in one 
stride.(19) Hail to You in the form of Parasurama (the Lord of the Bhrgus), who cut down 
the forest of haughty Ksatriyas I Salutation to You as Sri Rama (the Chief of the Raghus), 
who put an end to Ravana I (20) Hail, hail to You, manifested in the (four divine) forms of 
Vasudeva (Sri Kfsna), Sankarsana (Balarama), Pradyumna* (Sri Krsna's Son) and 
Aniruddha (Pradyumna's Son) I Salutation to You, the Protector of the Satvatas. (21) Hail 
to You as Lord Buddha, who was (altogether) faultless (though His gospel ran counter to the 
teachings of the Vedas) and who deluded the Daityas and the Danavas (by preaching an anti- 
Vedic doctrine) I Salutation to You in the form of Lord Kalki, (who is going to appear towards 
the end of Kaliyuga as) the Destroyer of Ksatriyas, who will have well-nigh been reduced to 

the position of Mlecchas I f (22) 

■JTOitociteitei nlfedMci uremia? 1331 
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O Lord, infatuated by Your Maya (deluding potency) and (consequently) clinging to the 
body and those connected with it (which are all devoid of reality) as the very self and as one's 
own (respectively), this (entire) world of living beings is made to revolve in the maze of 
Karma.(23) I too revolve in the domain of the body, offspring, homestead, wife, wealth, 

relations and so on—which are all (false) like a dream—thinking them to be real, a fool that 
I am, O almighty Lord I (24) Holding as a matter of fact a contrary view with regard to the 
transient and to that which is not the Self as well as about that which is rooted in sorrow (or 
in other words mistaking that which is transient to be eternal, thatwhich is not the self as one's 
own self and that which is full of sorrow as an embodiment of joy) and taking delight in pairs 
of opposites I am unable to know You, who are dearto me, enveloped as I am in (the darkness 
of) ignorance. (25) (Even) as an ignorant person would actually run after a mirage, 
abandoning water screened by its own products (viz., duck-weeds and other aquatic plants), 
so have I turned my face towards the body etc., leaving You. (26) Possessed of a poor 
understanding (clouded by an appetite for sensuous pleasures), I am not able to restrain my 
mind, agitated as it is by cravings and activities (of various kinds) and dragged here and there 
by the turbulent senses. (27) As such I have sought as my refuge Your feet, which are (so) 

* Even though Pradyumna and Aniruddha were not yet born, Akrura refers here to Their eternal forms which are only 

brought to light during Their descent in the world of matter. 

t A Mleccha has been characterized by Baudhayana, a Hindu law-giver, as follows:— 

'fmiutsikt+ri ^ I qMHKfasrtll 

■He who eats beef and indulges in self-contradictory statements, and is devoid of righteousness and purity of conduct 

is called a Mleccha." 
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difficult of access to the unrighteous. This too I think is possible (only) with Your grace; (for) 
devotion to You comes through the service of holy men (only) when the end of (the cycle of) 
birth and death for a man draws near, O Lord with a lotus sprung from Your navel I (28) Hail 

to You who are all perfect and possessed of endless potencies, are invested with a body 
consisting of (pure) consciousness, the Source of all knowledge and the Ruler of all those 

(viz., the Time-Spirit, Karma, nature and so on) that control (the destiny of) the Jiva I (29) 

Salutation to You, the Deity presiding overthe intellect (in the form of Vasudeva), the abode 
of all created beings (in the form of Lord Sarikarsana, the Deity presiding over the ego-sense, 
which is the sustainer of all living creation)! Hail to You, O Ruler of the senses in the forms 

of Pradyumna and Aniruddha (the deities presiding over reason and the mind respectively)! 

(Pray,) protect me, fallen at Your feet, O Lord I (30) 

Thus ends the fortieth discourse entitled "Akrura's Eulogy (of the Lord)" 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T^cb^lfoiteziFT: 

Discourse XLI 

Entry into Mathura (of Sri Krsna and Balarama) 
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Sri Suka began again : Having shown (to Akrura) His (Narayana's) form under water, 

Lord Sri Krsna withdrew it again, (even) while he was eulogizing Him, (just) as an actor would 

wind up his part. (1) Perceiving the vision withdrawn and emerging from the water, Akrura 
also hurriedly finished all his unavoidable routine of devotions, and returned wonder-struck 

to the chariot. (2) Sri Krsna (the Ruler of the senses) asked him, "What wonder did you see 
(just) now on earth, in the heavens or in the water (of the Yamuna)? (From your moist and 
blooming eyes and cheerful countenance etc.), we conclude you to have witnessed 

something unusual. (3) 
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yfa^iniHii ne<tw: ijfi ijgnj aa fefizpjajw attI s^atai ^ftr^ii 

Akrura replied : "Whatever wonders there are on this earth, in the firmament or in water 
exist in You (alone), who ensoul the universe. What wonder can, therefore, remain unseen 

by me, when I am directly looking at You ? (4) When I am gazing on Yourself, in whom all 

marvels exist, O infinite Lord, what miracle could have been seen by me (elsewhere, viz.,) 

on this earth, in the sky or in water ?" (5) Observing thus, Akrura (the son of Gandinf*) drove 

his chariot and brought Balarama and Sri Krsna to Mathura at the decline of day. (6) People 

from the country, O king, who flocked at every stage on the road, felt delighted to behold the 
two Sons of Vasudeva and could not withdraw their eyes (from Them). (7) Meanwhile the 

people of Vraja, headed by Nanda, the chief of the cowherds, (who had left the main road 

when they found Akrura tarrying on the bank of the Yamuna, and taken a shorter route) 

reached a garden in the precincts of the city in advance and stood waiting (there for Balarama 
and Sri Krsna). (8) Having joined them, Lord Sri Krsna (the Ruler of the universe) clasped 

with His own hand the hand of Akrura, who stood bent low with reverence, and spoke to him 

as though laughing heartily:—(9)"Enter you the city in advance with the chariot and return 
home. We, however, shall presently take down ourthings here and having rested awhile shall 
then visit the city." (10) 
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Akrura submitted : Bereft of You both I shall not enter Mathura, O Lord! You ought not 

to abandon me, Your devotee, my master, (so) fond of Your votaries. (11) Come, let us (all) 
go (together). (Pray,) grace our house, O Lord, who are above sense-perception, with the 

presence of its master (in You), visiting it alongwith Balarama (Your elder Brother) as well 

as with Your near and dear ones and (other) cowherds, O best Friend! (12) (Please) sanctify 

our house, householders as we are, with the dust of Your feet. With the water washing Your 

feet (and collected in a basin in one's house or flowing in the form of the holy Gariga) the 

manes as well as the gods including the fire-god get eternally propitiated (if it is offered to 

them by way of Tarpana). (13) (Nay,) by washing both Your feet (the celebrated demon king) 

Bali not only became worthy of (sacred) renown and great (in point of merits) but (also) 

attained incomparable affluence and power as well as the goal which is reached by those 

exclusively devoted to You. (14) The waters that washed Your feet (when You measured the 
earth and heaven in a couple of strides, and which flowed in the form of the holy Gariga) and 

were (thus) hallowed (beyond all measure) sanctified all the three worlds (through which the 

Gariga flows), the (great) Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the universe) boref them on His head 

and the (famous) sons of Sagara ascended to heaven (by contact of their remains with those 

sacred waters). (15) (My) salutation be to You, O Lord of the universe, adored (even) by the 

gods, the hearing and recital of whose praises brings (supreme) merit, O jewel among the 

* The name of Akrura's mother. 

+ Vide IX. ix. 9. 
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Yadus, O Narayana of excellent renown ! (16) 

aror# «ratrr M^uiiRwRad: i «c»;j ?<3T (anR4) TprfftraK i %'s i 

The glorious Lord said: Accompanied by My elder brother, I shall visit your house (only) 

when I have slain Kariisa (the enemy of Yadu's race), and bring delight to My (other) relations 

(as well). (17). 
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SrT Suka continued : Thus spoken to by the Lord, the aforesaid Akrura entered the city 

like one sad at heart and, having apprised Karhsaofwhathehaddone, returned home. (18) 
Accompanied by Sankarsana (Balarama) and surrounded by the (other) cowherds, Lord Sri 

Krsna. who was eager to have a look at the city, fearlessly entered Mathura the next 
afternoon. (19) (Presently) He saw the city with high gateways (in its fortification wall) and 
portals (of its houses), made of crystal and fitted with huge doors of gold and embellished 
with ornamental arches—also of gold—over them. It had granaries etc., of copper and brass, 

had been rendered difficult of access by a moat and was adorned with gardens and delightful 

parks. (20) It was (further) graced with sheds of gold erected on the cross roads, mansions 

and rest-houses also of gold, halls for the meeting together of individuals following a 
particular trade and other (public) buildings, and was resonant with the noise of pigeons and 
peacocks perched on small wooden sheds erected in front of houses, platforms underthem 

air-holes and pavements, (all) inlaid with cat's-eyes, diamonds, crystals, sapphires, corals, 
pearls and emeralds. Its roads, market-places, streets and quadrangles were profusely 
sprinkled with water and it was strewn with flowers, sprouts (of barley), parched paddy and 

rice-grains. (21 -22) The entrances of its houses were artistically adorned (on both sides) with 
a pitcherfull of water and sprinkled with curds and sandal-paste, (nay,) surrounded with rows 
of flowers and crowned with rows of lights, with (bunches of) leaves thrust into their mouth 
and strips of silk tied round their necks and with (trunks of) plantain, and areca-nut trees 
alongwith bunches of fruits fixed beside them and (festive) flags hoisted near them. (23) 

ttifiu^aRdi: '-nR^'-ii irzjffui i?yi 

3ttfg3 fawtjrraw^jwrt 4% I 
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Eager to have a look at the two Sons of Vasudeva— who had duly entered the city by 
the main road and were surrounded by Their companions—the women of the city hurriedly 

came together (at every stage) and climbed up the mansions (lining the road), O protector 

of men ! (24) Some ran with their garments and jewels wrongly placed, while others came 

out forgetting one of the ornaments worn in pairs. Some left with ornaments (only) on one 

ear and with anklet only on one ankle, while others painted only one of their eyes (with 

collyrium), omitting (in their hurry) to paint the other. (25) Full of joy some, who were taking 
their meal, went away leaving it; others,who were being smeared with oil, came away without 

taking their bath. Some, who were lying asleep, sprang on their feet as soon as they heard 

the noise (of the spectators at Their arrival); while mothers, who were fondly suckling their 

babe, sallied forth leaving the child (crying). (26) Possessed of the gait of a lordly elephant 
in rut, SrT Krsna (of lotus-like eyes) captivated their mind by His smiles and glances full of 

charming sport, providing a feast to their eyes by (the sight of) His (divine) personality, the 

delight of SrT (the goddess of beauty and prosperity). (27) Beholding Him, who had already 

been heard of (by them) many a time (before), and feeling honoured by being sprinkled with 

the nectar of His penetrating glances and unreserved smiles, the women of Mathura, whose 

mind had already taken wings after Him, (mentally) embraced that Embodiment of Bliss— 

now that He had been ushered into their mind through (the gateway of) their eyes—thrilling 

all over (with joy), and shed their agony (of separation from Him), which knew no bounds, 

6 queller of your foes (in the shape of lust and so on)! (28) Standing on the top of mansions, 
their lotus-like faces blooming with delight, the women covered Bala and SrT Krsna (the Ruler 

even of Brahma and Lord Siva) with showers of flowers (which embodied as it were their 

affectionate feelings towards the two Brothers). (29) At every step overjoyed Brahmanas 

worshipped the two Brothers with curds and unbroken grains of rice (with which they adorned 
Their foreheads as a mark of auspiciousness), garlands and perfumes (of various kinds), 

offerings (in the shape of sweets, fruits etc.) as well as with vessels full of water (for washing 
Their hands and feet with). (30) The women of the city said (to one another), “Oh, what great 

austerities did the cowherd women (of Vraja) perform, by virtue of which they actually behold 

without interruption the two Brothers who afford great delight to the human world ?" (31) 

I dgisri^d cuaifcr £rlni-*r<^riHiM ^ 13^ 1 

cjttlld4): TrgiWtTTRTf dlRiffl ’RTsSat: I 'MM 1*4id RT W R1R 7T5RT: I?? I 

R 4lfddl ■SRracTT 'ffhjifR TT^ft: I ^ftrf: 5T1? 5J3lt Tiff: 13* I 
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Seeing a certain washerman, who was (also) a dyer (of clothes), coming (that way), SrT 

Krsna (the elder Brother of Gada*) asked of him the very best and well-washed clothes (in 
the following-words)—(32) “(Please) give Us both—who deserve the gift (from you)— 

eminently suitable clothes, O dear one! The highest blessing will be yours if you make the 

gift: there is no doubt about it." (33) Solicited (thus) by the Lord, who was most perfect in 
everyway, that extremely arrogant servant of Karhsa (the king of Mathura), angrily and 
tauntingly replied (as follows):— (34) "Do you always wear such (excellent) clothes alone, 

roaming as you do on the mountain and in the woods, that, transcending all bounds of 
propriety, you dare seek to have royal goods? (35) Get away soon, 0 foolish ones! You 
should never make such requests If you wish to survive. The king's men actually put in bonds, 

slay and strip the insolent of their possessions." (36) While he was thus bragging, Srf Krsna 
(the Son of DevakI) got angry and severed the head of the washerman from his body with 
His finger-tips (alone). (37) Leaving the bundles of clothes, all his sen/ants ran away in every 

direction and Srf Krsna (the immortal Lord) seized the clothes. (38) Putting on two pieces of 
cloth (each) of Their choice (one about the loins and the other across the shoulder 

baldricwise), Sri Krsna and Sarikarsana distributed the rest among the (other) cowherds 

according to their liking, casting some to the ground. (39) 

4HT«%IUTgqi'gtT fefotj: I ScR^di WWSrt MeMd ftfotTT 141 I 

rPST ircrat 'M'lcd-t Hl-tnUjmdiq: I fife er 4W fefet '4? 1 
Then, again, a weaver full of love adorned the two Brothers with ornaments of cloth of 

various colours in a befitting manner. (40) With Their decorations of divergent patterns Sri 
Krsna and Balarama shone brightly like a pair of young elephants, one dark and the other 

white, tastefully adorned on a festive occasion. (41) Pleased with the weaver, the Lord 

conferred on him (a title to final beatitude in the shape of) similarity of form with Himself as 
well as great prosperity, (physical) strength, authority, God-consciousness and acuteness 

of the senses in the world. (42) 

tttt: 4134 MltfldilW dJMd: I eft 3gT Tt TPJSTht -I-1IH Rkw Tjfe 14? I 
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* The foremost of Sri Krsna's half-brothers (next to Balarama), who was born of Devaraksita—one of the thirteen wives 

of Vasudeva and a sister of DevakT—who gave birth to nine sons, the eldest of whom was Gada. (Vide IX. xxiv. 52) 
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TtfafT uftiT aRu-HrtlRsMIrttPt I Tt u^rj u ttttjjj i,? I 
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Next the two Brothers went to the house of the florist Sudama. Seeing Them he 

respectfully rose and bowed (to Them) with his head placed on the ground. (43) Fetching 

a seat as well as water to wash Their feet with, he offered worship to Them along 

with Their followers with water to wash Their hands with and other articles of worship 

including garlands, betel-leaves seasoned with catechu, lime and areca-nut parings, 

and sandal-paste. (44) He submitted, ‘Thanks to Your advent, O Lord, fruitful is our 

birth and hallowed is our race (today)! Indeed the manes, the gods and the Rsis (too) 

are pleased with me (for the same reason). (45) The ultimate Cause of the whole 

universe, You two, I understand, have appeared on this earth by Your own will for 

the protection as well as for the growth of the world. (46) Even though You love him 

(alone) who worships You, Your eye is never discriminating inasmuch as You are 

the disinterested friends,(nay,) the (very) Self of the universe and the same to all created 

beings. (47) As such be pleased to command me (Your servant) both of You what 

service can I render to You. Indeed this constitutes a great boon to a man that he 

is entrusted by You with some service.” (48) Saying so and divining the wishes of 

the Lord, O king of kings, Sudama, whose mind was full of joy, presented (to the 

two Brothers) garlands made of excellent flowers of superb fragrance. (49) Charmingly 

adorned with them along with Their followers and full of delight, Sri Krsna and Balarama, 

the Bestowers of boons, conferred boons on the florist, who stood bent low (with 

reverence) and sought Their protection. (50) He too asked for (the gift of) unflinching 

devotion to Sr! Krsna alone, the Self of all, as well as friendship with His devotees 

and supreme (disinterested) compassion for (ail) created beings. (51) Having thus 

conferred his desired boon as well as a fortune that would grow in the hands of his 

posterity, (physical) strength, longevity, glory and splendour, the Lord departed (from 

that place) along with Balarama (His elder Brother). (52) 

Thus ends the forty-first discourse entitled “Entry (of SrT Krsna and Balarama) into Mathura", 

in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TST 

Discourse XLII 

A description of the amphitheatre for wrestlers (set up by Kamsa) 

TFSTTSFr TTTSJcf: I 

irtviicm eFSjtf <T5cff cftHHi TRU<: I ? I 

^f rj fFJHM-i <**41#} UT STSUUt UTS T: I 

Shj-tdcHd dfLui^ 7 I 
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SrT Suka began again : Proceeding further along the main road, Sri Krsna (a scion of 

Madhu), who affords delight liberally to all, saw a hunchbacked young woman of comely 
appearance passing (that way) with a vessel full of sandal-paste (used for smearing one's 

body with) and laughingly questioned her (as follows):—(1) "Hallo ! who are you, O 
handsome woman? And for whom is this sandal-paste intended? (Please) tell us the truth. 

(Pray,) give us both the excellent paste; goodwill betide you not long afterwards through this 

(piece of service).” (2) 

Tf3T dvHTPkrtl SdcMWI ^J^Uckliiui I 

h^lisra wsratrfgfspj THTT ■gat =blxtflnwt;4Id I 3 I 
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Hr I tjgi-dwsldltt. tt€il HgH i t, i 

The maid-servant replied : “I am a maid-servant, Trivakra* by name, esteemed by 

Karhsa for my art of preparing sandal-pastes, O pretty youth! Sandal-paste prepared by me 
is much tothe taste of Karhsa( the ruler of the Bhojas). Who else otherthan you two deserves 
(to have) it?" (3) Her mind bewitched by the comeliness and delicacy of form, loving 
disposition, laughter, conversation and penetrating glances of the two Brothers, the 

hunchback gave Them both the thick sandal-paste. (4) Painted (severally) with the pigment 
which shone in contrast with Their complexion and adorned the upper part of Their body, 

They then looked (most) charming. (5) The propitious Lord made up His mind to straighten 
the hunchback—who was curved at three places, though possessed of a charming 

countenance—(thereby) showing (to the world) the (immediate) reward of His sight. (6) 
Pressing the forepart of her feet with His own feet and supporting her chin on the two (viz., 

the index and middle) fingers, raised upwards, of His open (right) hand, SrT Krsna (the 

infallible Lord) straightened up her body. (7) By the (magic) touch of SrT Krsna (the Bestower 

of Liberation) she then turned at once into a most beautiful woman with a straight and 

symmetrical body, bulky hips and full breasts. (8) 

33t HmjOTt^rfHWraT 5TI? 4>$I4H.I ahTWHPI^VU HTHmft HTHisHJHT I 3 I 
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Endowed with the wealth of beauty and good qualities, Trivakra, who had the fire of love 

kindled in her heart, then smilingly submitted (as follows) to Sri Krsna (the Ruler even of 

Brahma and Lord Siva), pulling the end of His upper garment—(9) “Come, O gallant youth, 

let us go home. I am unable to leave you here; (hence,) be gracious to me, whose mind has 
been robbed of its patience by you, O jewel among men!" (10) Being solicited by the woman 

- She was curved al three places, viz.. Ihe neck, the breast and the waist, hence the name. 
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thus, while Balarama stood looking on, Sri Krsna gazed on the latter’s face as well as on that 

of His followers and laughingly replied to her as follows:—(11)"Having accomplished my 
errand I shall call at your house, which assuages the agony of men, O pretty girl; (for) you 

are the last refuge of us shelterless wayfarers.” (12) Dismissing herwith honeyed words and 
proceeding (further) along the road, Sri Krsna alongwith Balarama (His elder brother) was 

honoured by those following the trade of a merchant with various presents, betel-leaves 

seasoned with catechu, lime and areca-nut parings, garlands and sandal-paste. (13) Due to 

agitation (of mind) caused by love at His sight, the women (of Mathura) forgot (al! about) 
themselves. (Standing spell-bound) with their garments unsettled, bangles slipped off and 

braids loosened, they looked like painted figures. (14) 

CUT: tfhH. ^4HI SJS: I ci(tH< wtagl I^Kl 
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Enquiring of the citizens about the place where the bow had been kept (for the purpose 

of a bow-sacrifice), Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord) then entered the sacrificial hall and beheld 

(there) the wonderful bow—which resembled the rainbow (in point of size and picturesque¬ 

ness, studded as it was with jewels of various colours), was guarded by many men, had been 

(duly) worshipped and was attended with a large fortune (in the shape of valuable gold 
ornaments)—and, even though being stopped by the men. He forcibly seized it. (15-16) 

Having strung the bow, which had (already) been playfully lifted (by Him) with His left hand, 

and pulling the string to its utmost capacity, Lord Sri Krsna (of immeasurable prowess) broke 

it in two in the middle in the twinkling of an eye—while the men (guarding the bow) stood 
looking on—(even)as an elephant in rut would snap a sugar-cane. (17) The crash of the bow, 

while it was being broken, filled heaven and earth and the intermediate region as well as the 

(four) quarters. Hearing it Kartisa was seized with consternation. (18) Full of wrath and eager 
to apprehend the Lord, the custodians of the bow alongwith their followers surrounded Him 

with their bows drawn (in order to kill Him), exclaiming; "Let the intruder be seized, let him 

be bound I" (19) Immediately perceiving them to be of wicked intent, Balarama and Sri Krsna 

(the Ruler even of Brahma and Lord Siva) grew angry and, seizing the two pieces of the 

(broken) bow, made short work of them. (20) Having also destroyed a detachment sent by 

Karhsathe two Brothers came away through the entrance of the amphitheatre and roamed 

about delighted to witness the wealth of the city. (21) Perceiving such wonderful prowess, 
indomitable spirit, intrepidity and comeliness of the two Brothers, the citizens thought them 
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to be two foremost gods. (22) While They were (yet) roving at will, the sun set on Them. 
Surrounded by the cowherds, Sri Krsna and Balarama (now) returned to Their carts outside 
the city. (23) In the case of those who gazed in Mathura (the city founded by the demon 

Madhu) on the elegance of the personality of SrT Krsna (the Jewel among men)—which lo! 

Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity) coveted as Her abode, leaving (all) others who 
sought Her—the predictions that the cowherd women, afflicted at the thought of their 

separation (from Sri Krsna), had made atthe time of departure (from Vraja) of Sri Krsna came 
to be (literallyXtrue. (24) With Theirfeet duly washed and partaking of rice cooked in milk (with 
sugar), and having come to know what Karhsa intended to do (the next day), the two Brothers 
passed that night happily. (25) 

U-tyi *t^ TfSftntt «««« ri I gsj H^i*d rilfriTRritfd*)(id TTH.I^I 
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Karhsa, on the other hand, felt dismayed to hear of the breaking of the (huge) bow and 

the destruction of its keepers as well as of his own detachment— which was a mere child's 
play on the part of Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) and Balarama. Getting no sleep for a long 
time, the evil-minded fellow saw both in dream and while awake many an evil portent 

foreboding death and foreshadowing infamy. (26-27) Even though his reflection could be 

seen (in a mirror etc.) the head was not visible. Nay, the luminaries likewise appeared 
duplicated although no other object (such as a finger etc.) intervened (between his eye and 
the luminary). (28) Holes were seen by him in his shadow and the (whizzing) sound which 
is heard inside the ears on closing them was not heard by him. Trees appeared (to him) 
golden (in hue) and he failed to see his footprints (on sands, mud etc.). (29) In dreams he 

was embraced by his deceased relations, rode on a donkey, swallowed poison and went 
about all alone adorned with a wreath of china roses, smeared with oil and having no covering 

on his body except the quarters. (30) Beholding similar other scenes both in dreams and in 

waking life and terribly afraid of death, Karhsa did not have a wink of sleep in his anxiety. (31) 

■ajgrai ftftt gfei gzf 1 dviiuiuitt <1 ctot hddtdTisWijlrtrriHj 3? 1 
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When the night passed and the sun rose from the (eastern) waters, O scion of Kuru, 

Karhsa actually had a grand festival of wrestling bouts to be celebrated. (32) The men (of 
Karhsa) swept the arena, sprinkled it with water and decorated it with flowers and garlands 

etc.; trumpets and tabors were sounded and the galleries (for the spectators) were adorned 
with garlands, flags, tapestries and temporary arches. (33) On them were comfortably 

[565] B.M. Part 11—33 
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seated the people of the city and the country, headed by Brahmanas and Ksatriyas, as well 
as chiefs and princes on their (respective) thrones. (34) Surrounded by (his) ministers, 

Kariisa took his seat on the royal dais in the midst of feudal lords and with a sore aching 
heart.(35) Amidst a flourish of trumpets, which was drowned (at intervals) by the clapping of 

the wrestlers' arms, proud wrestling champions picturesquely adorned majestically entered 

the arena alongwith their masters. (36) Feeling greatly cheered by the stirring (music of the) 

trumpets and other instruments—Canura, Mustika, Kuta, Sala and Tosala too, (all) eminent 

wrestlers, found their way into the arena. (37) Specially invited by Kariisa (the ruler of the 

Bhojas), the aforementioned cowherds headed by Nanda, the chief of the Gopas, who had 

(just) offered their presents, took their seats on a (separate) dais. (38) 

Thus ends the forty-second discourse entitled "A description of the amphitheatre 
for wrestlers (set up by Kariisa)'1, in the first half of Book Ten of 

the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 
as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XL1II 

The elephant KuvalayapTda killed (by the Lord) 

2JI<i4M 
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Sri Suka began again : Having finished Their bath etc., the next day, and hearing the 

loud noise of the wrestlers and the din of kettledrums, O chastiser of foes, Sri Krsna and 
Balarama went to see the tournament. (1) Having duly reached the entrance of the 
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amphitheatre, Sri Krsna saw stationed there the elephant Kuvalayapida as directed by its 
driver. (2) Tightening the cloth round His waist (by way of preparation for an encounter) and 
tying up His curly locks, Sri Krsna (a scion of Sura) challenged the keeper (as follows) in a 

voice deep as the rumbling of clouds:—(3) "O driver, O driver! allow us passage; clear out 
without delay. If not, 1 shall presently despatch you alongwith the elephant to the abode of 
Death." (4) Threatened thus, the driverfull of rage goaded the elephant—which had (already) 

been enraged and which looked like Yama (the chastiser of beings subject to the ravages 
of Time)— towards Sri Krsna. (5) Running towards Him, the lordly elephant quickly seized 
Sri Krsna with its trunk. He (however) slipped off from (the coils of) the trunk and, striking it 

(with His fist), disappeared in the midst of its legs. (6) Failing to perceive Sri Krsna (the Ruler 
even of Brahma and Lord Siva), the infuriated animal, which could discover things through 
scent, caught hold of the Lord with the end of its trunk. He (however) forcibly escaped from 

its hold. (7) Tightly seizing the mighty elephant by the tail, He (then) violently pulled it by way 
of sport to a distance of twenty-five bows (or a hundred cubits) without pausing even as 
Garuda (possessed of beautiful wings) would drag a cobra. (8) (Keeping hold of its tail all the 

while) the immortal Lord whirled with the elephant, which was being caused to revolve 
contrariwise when it turned either to the left or to the right (in order to catch hold of Sri Krsna), 
even as a boy would with a calf that was (similarly) made to revolve (by him). (9) Then, 

advancing in front of the elephant and striking it with His hand, the Lord in His attempt to throw 
it down ran swiftly (before it) so close that He looked as though being touched by it at every 
step. (10) While running, the Lord sportfully toppled down on the ground and immediately got 

up (and stood aside). Taking Him to be fallen (yet) the angry elephant struck the ground with 
its tusks. (11) Infuriated at its prowess having been frustrated and being urged by its keepers, 
the lordly elephant ran towards Sri Krsna in rage. (12) Approaching the elephant (even) as 

it came rushing, Lord Sri Krsna (the Slayer of the demon Madhu), caught hold of its trunk with 
His hand and hurled it down to the ground. (13)Treadingon the fallen animal like a lion (the 
king of beasts), and sportfully extracting its tusks Sri Hari killed with it the elephant as well 
as its keepers. (14) 
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Leaving the dead elephant (where it was), the Lord duly entered the amphitheatre, 

tusk in hand. Stained with drops of blood as well as with those of ichor and with a tusk 

resting against one of His shoulders and His lotus-like face bedecked with drops of 

sweat appearing on it, He looked (most) charming. (15) Surrounded by a few Gopas and 

with the tusks of the elephant for Their excellent weapons, Baladeva and Sri Krsna (who 

is solicited by the people) entered the amphitheatre, 0 king ! (16) Present in the 

amphitheatre by the side of Balarama (His elder brother), the Lord appeared as a 
thunderbolt to the wrestlers, a jewel among men to the male persons, love incarnate to 

the ladies (other than the elderly ones), a kinsman to the cowherds (of Vraja), a 

chastiser to the vile princes, a (mere) child to His parents, death (personified) to Karhsa 

(the ruler of the Bhojas), as deficient in strength and immature of body to the ignorant, 

the supreme Reality to the Yogis and the highest Divinity to the Vrsnis. (17) Finding (the 

elephant) Kuvalayaplda killed and also perceiving the two Brothers difficult to conquer, 

Karhsa, though self-possessed, felt much terrified at that time, 0 protector of men! (18) 

Decorated in a queer fashion, decked with quaint jewels and garlands and clad in weird 

garments and captivating the mind of the lookers-on with Their brilliance, the two mighty- 

armed Brothers shone in the amphitheatre like a pair of actors dressed in an excellent 

garb. (19) Gazing on the aforesaid foremost Persons, the people of the city as well as 

of the country, who were seated on the galleries, O protector of men, and whose eyes 
and faces were blooming with an outburst of ecstatic joy, drank in the beauty of Their 

countenance with (the cup of) their eyes, but did not feel sated. (20) They seemed to 

drink off (the beauty of) the two Brothers with their eyes, to lick Them with their tongue, 

to inhale Them with their nostrils and to clasp Them with their arms. (21) As though put 

in mind of Their story by (the sight of) Their comeliness of form, excellences, loving 

disposition and intrepidity, the onlookers spoke to one another (as follows) in the light 

of whatever they had actually seen and whatever they had heard (of the two Brothers):—(22) 

“Actually descended through a part of Lord Sri Hari Himself, who has His abode in 
water (in the form of Narayana), these two Brothers have appeared on this earth in 

the house of Vasudeva. (23) This (younger) One (Sri Krsna) was, it is understood, born 
as a matter of fact of Devakl and taken to Gokula (for fear of being killed by Karhsa). 

Dwelling all this time incognito he grew up (to this age) at the residence of Nanda. (24) 

By Him was put to an end Putana as well as the demon (Trnavarta,) who appeared 

in the form of a whirlwind, the demigod (Sartkhacuda), the demons KesI (who came in 
the form of a horse) and Dhenuka* (who lived in the guise of a donkey) and others 

of that class, and the two Arjuna trees uprooted. (25) By this Boy were the cows along 

with their keepers rescued from a forest fire, the snake Kaliya subdued and Indra (the 

ruler of the gods) rid of his pride when Govardhana (the chief of the mountains) was 

borne by Him on one hand for a week and (the land of) Vraja protected from rain, storm 

* Although the demons Vatsa and Baka were slain by Sri Krsna and Dhenuka by Bala, the people of Mathura 

were evidently misinformed that the former two had been killed by Bala and the last-named by Sri Krsna. 
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and strokes of lightning. (26-27) Beholding with joy His ever-cheerful and smiling face 
enlivened with penetrating glances the cowherd women overcame agonies of various kinds 
without any effort. (28) The wise declare that, protected in everyway by the yonder Boy, this 

race of Yadu will become very well-known and attain prosperity, renown and glory. (29) And 
here is His elder brother, the glorious Balarama of lotus-like eyes, by whom was slain 
Pralamba as well as the demon who came disguised as a calf* and others of whom Baka was 
the foremost. (30) 
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While the people were talking thus and trumpets were loudly sounding, Canura (the 

foremost of the king's wrestlers) accosted Sri Krsna and Balarama and spoke (to Them) as 
follows:—(31) "O Krsna (Nanda's darling), O Balarama, both of you are esteemed (by the 
people) as heroes I On hearing of you as skilled in wrestling, you have been invited (to 
participate in the tournament) by the king, who has been eager to see you. (32) Subjects 

doing precisely by thought, word and deed what is agreeable to their king attain to prosperity 
indeed; while those acting otherwise than this meet with contrary results. (33) It is well-known 

how cowherds, from the time they begin to tend calves, daily pasture their cows with great 
joy in woodlands, diverting themselves with wrestling. (34) Therefore, let yourselves as well 

as ourselves, O boys, do what is liked by the king. (If the king is pleased, all) beings will be 
pleased with us; (for) the king is an embodiment of all creatures." (35) 
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Hearing the aforesaid speech (of Canura) and welcoming it, Sri Krsna, who regarded 

wrestling (with him) as something to His liking, gave the following reply, which was 

appropriate to the occasion and place (of the dialogue):—(36) "We too, who dwell in the 
woods, as well as yourselves are the subjects of this king of the Bhojas. Let us (all therefore) 

always do what would please him; through such behaviour his infinite grace will descend on 
us. (37) Youngsters as we are, we shall (however) sport with those who are our equals in 
strength. Let there be a well-matched wrestling bout, so that no sin (of allowing an unequal 

match) may attach to those present in the assembly, O (great) wrestler! (38) 
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Canura replied ; You are neither a youngster nor a lad; nor is Bala, the foremost of the 

' Vide foot-note Dis. 43 Verse 25: Page 284. 
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mighty, of such description, by both of whom the elephant (KuvalayapTda), that possessed 
the strength of a thousand elephants, was disposed of in (mere) sport. (39) Therefore, you 
both should (unhesitatingly) contend with powerful rivals; there will be no unrighteousness 

involved in your doing so. Show your prowess against me, O scion of Vrsni, and let Mustika 

try his strength with Bala. (40) 

Thus ends the forty-third discourse entitled "The elephant KuvalayapTda killed (by Sri Krsna), ’ 
in the first half of "Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-PurSna, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3TST 

Discourse XLIV 

Karhsa slain (by the Lord) 
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Sri Suka began again : Challenged thus, Lord Madhusudana of unflinching resolution 

immediately closed with Canura, and Balarama (son of Rohini) with Mustika. (1) Interlacing 

their hands with the hands and their feet with the feet of their rival, SrT Krsna and Canura (and 

even so Balarama and Mustika) tugged at one another vehemently with intent to overthrow 

their opponent. (2) They struck with their elbows the two elbows, with their knees the knees, 
with their head the head and with their chest the chest of each other. (3) They tried to frustrate 

each other by revolving, pushing, squeezing in their arms, throwing down, and slipping to the 

front or to the rear of their opponent. (4) Eager to score a victory over each other, they hurt the 

body of their adversary by lifting up, carrying, throwing back and even fixing him to a spot. (5) 
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Full of compassion all the ladies (present there) collected in batches and spoke to one 
another about the contest being ill-matched (as going on between strong and feeble rivals), 

O king ! (6) “It is gross unrighteousness on the part of the king's courtiers, who countenance 
such a contest alas! between the strong and the weak while the king sits looking on! (7) What 

comparison can there be between the two wrestlers (Canura and Mustika) of adamantine 
frame and closely resembling a pair of two large mountains (on the one hand) and the two 
lads (Balarama and Sri Krsna) of extremely delicate limbs, who have not yet attained their 
youth (on the other)? (8) Forfeiture of religious merit (earned in the past) will surely fall to the 

lot of this assembly. As a matter of fact one should never stay there where unrighteousness 

fully rears its head. (9) Recognizing the faults of those present in an assembly a wise man 
should not (even) enter that assembly; (for) a man keeping silent (even though knowing a 
fact), making a false statement (in order to please those assembled) or pleading ignorance 
(surely) incurs sin. (10) Mark the lotus face—dripping all over with perspiration even like a 
lotus bud sprinkled with water—of Sri Krsna quickly shifting His position about His 

adversary.(11) Don't you see the face of Balarama with reddish eyes, full of wrath as it is for 

Mustika and enlivened by a bellicose spirit accompanied with risibility ? (12) Ah, blessed is 
the soil of Vraja on which treads in a merrily sportful spirit this Most Ancient Person—whose 
feet are adored (even) by Lord Siva (the Guardian of Mount Kailasa) and Rama (the goddess 
of beauty and prosperity)—disguised in a human semblance and adorned with sylvan 

flowers of various kinds, tending cows in the company of Balarama and playing on His flute. 
(13) What austerities did the cowherd women (of Vraja) perform, by virtue of which they 

imbibe with (the cup of) their eyes (the beauty) of His bewitching form—the (very) essence 

of elegance—which is not only unsurpassed but unequalled (too), is not embellished by 
anything external, is eternally new and hard to attain and which is the unfailing abode of 
renown, splendour and divine glory ? (14) Blessed are the women of Vraja, who celebrate 

Him in song while milking their cows, pounding the corn, churning their curds, plastering their 
floor (with cowdung etc.), rocking the cradles, lulling their crying babes, sprinkling and 

sweeping their houses and attending to other such duties with a mind full of love and their 
throat choked with tears, (nay, all) whose movements are inspired by the thought of Sri Krsna 

(who is no other than Lord Visnu, who took wide strides while measuring the three worlds 
during His descent as the divine Dwarf). (15) Possessed of endless merit are those women 
who—having heard His music (even) as He sallies forth from Vraja in the morning and 
returns In the evening alongwith the cows playing on the flute—come out hastily on the road 

and behold His smiling countenance enlivened with kind glances." (16) 
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While the women (of Mathura) were thus talking (with one another) in anxious tones as 

aforesaid Lord Sri Hari, the Master of Yoga (and therefore able to read others' thoughts), 
made up His mind to get rid of His opponent (Canura), O jewel among the Bharatas ! (17) 

Hearingthe aforesaid remarks—full of apprehension—of those women, His parents (Vasudeva 

and Devaki), who were unaware of their Son's strength and (consequently) overwhelmed 
with anxiety out of affection for Them, were filled with remorse (at their not having asked 

Akrura to desist from bringing Balarama and Sri Kfsna to Mathura).(18) (Even) as Sri Kpsna 
(the immortal Lord) and His antagonist (Canura) contended with each other according to the 

various popular modes of wrestling, in that very manner did Balarama and Mustika struggle 

with each other. (19) His limbs being shattered by the hits of the Lord's limbs, which were as 
hard as strokes of lightning, Canura—so the tradition goes—fainted again and again (20) 

Springing with the swiftness of a hawk and clenching the fingers of both his hands into fists 

the latter, full of anger, struck Lord Sri Krsna (Son of Vasudeva) on the chest. (21) The Lord 

(however) did not stir (even one inch from His position) under his blow, any more than an 
elephant would when struck with a garland. (On the other hand) Sri Hari caught hold of 

Canura by his arms and, whirling him several times, dashed him to the ground, his life having 

become extinct (even) as a result of his being whirled with vehemence. His ornaments and 
qarlands having fallen off and his locks dishevelled, the wrestler fell like a thunderbolt (the 

likeness of which is borne as an emblem on the ensign of Indra). (22-23) Precisely in the 

same manner was Mustika struck violently with his palm by the mighty Balabhadra, who had 

also been struck with his fist by the latter in the first instance. (24) Violently shaken and sore 

afflicted, and vomiting blood from his mouth, he dropped lifeless on the ground like a tree 

blown down by the wind. (25) Balarama, the foremost of warriors, playfully and scornfully 

slew with his left fist Kuta (another reputed wrestler), who came up next (to wrestle). (26) That 

very moment Sala (another of Kamsa's wrestlers) had his head knocked off with Sri Kr?na s 

foot while Tosala (the other wrestler of repute) was split into two (like a blade of grass) and 
both fell down (dead). (27) Canura, Mustika, Kuta, Sala and Tosala, having (thus) been 

despatched, all the remaining wrestlers ran away anxious to save their life. (28) Drawing near 

them Their cowherd mates and closing with them, the two Brothers sported (in the arena), 
while the trumpets were being sounded, dancing (at intervals) with Their anklets jingling. ( ) 
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With the exception of Karhsa all the people (present there) exceedingly rejoiced over the 

achievement of Balarama and Sri Krsna. And pious men, including the foremost of the 
Brahmanas, exclaimed, "Well done ! bravo !!" (30) The chief of the wrestlers having been 

struck down and the rest having fled away, Karhsa (the ruler of the Bhojas) stopped (the 
flourish of) his trumpets and, so the tradition goes, uttered the following injunctions:—(31) 
“Drive out of the city the two ill-behaved sons of Vasudeva; confiscate the wealth of the 

Gopas and put in bonds the wicked Nanda. (32) On the other hand, let Vasudeva of evil 
mind, the vilest of all, be made short work of at once and so also Ugrasena, my father, who 
has sided with my enemy, alongwith his followers." (33) While Karhsa was bragging thus, 

Sri Krsna (the unwearied Lord) flew into a rage and, springing with agility, speedily 
ascended the elevated dais (which Karhsa was occupying), (34) Seeing Sri Krsna 

approaching as his very death, the heroic Karhsa rose at once from his seat and snatched 
up his sword and shield- (35) Sri Krsna (who was possessed of formidable and terrible 

energy) quickly caught hold with a firm hand of Karhsa—who was moving right and left as 
a hawk in the air, sword in hand—(even) as Garuda (son of Kasyapa) would forcibly seize 

a serpent. (36) Grasping him tightly by the hair, his diadem slipping off (even in the course 
of his being caught), and hurling him from the lofty dais to (the floor of) the arena, Lord Sri 

Krena (who was no other than Lord Visnu with a lotus sprung from His navel), the Support 
of the universe, depending on none other than Himself, jumped down in person upon 

him.(37) (Nay,) He dragged him hard, though fully dead, along the ground, the world 
witnessing it, (even) as a lion would drag an elephant. Very loud cries of "Alas ! Welladay!" 

uttered by all the people. O ruler of men, then arose (and rent the air). (38) Since with a 
mind full of dismay he ever saw (before his mental eyes) that very Lord armed with a discus 

while drinking or speaking, walking to and fro or lying asleep, nay, even while breathing, 

he attained (after death) that very form (so) difficult to attain. (39) 
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Burning all overwith rage, the eight younger brothers of Karhsa—Kanka, Nyagrodha and 

others—rushed (towards Sri Krsna) in order to get square with their (deceased) brother by 

avenging his death. (40) Taking up a bludgeon Balarama (RohinI's son), however, made 

short work of them (even) as they came fully prepared (for an encounter) with such great 

impetuosity, (just) as a lion (the king of beasts) would kill the cattle. (41) Kettledrums sounded 

in the heavens; full of delight, Brahma (the creator), Lord Siva and other (special) 

manifestations of divine glory extolled the Lord covering Him with (showers of) flowers, and 
celestial women (Apsaras) danced (out of joy). (42) Grieved at the death of their near and 

dear ones, O great king, the widows of the deceased came over to that place, severely and 

repeatedly beating their heads with tears in their eyes. (43) Embracing their husbands lying 
(dead) in the arena (which serves as a most glorious bed for heroes that have laid down their 
lives in an open combat), the women wailed (in the following words) at the pitch of their voice, 

lamenting their lot and repeatedly shedding tears of grief:—(44) "Ah, beloved lord, the 

knower of Dharma (the principles of righteousness) I 0 kind-hearted one, fond of the 

helpless! due to your having been slain, we (too), your own, with our homes and progeny 

have been ruined. (45) Bereft of you, its master, this city (of Mathura),O jewel among men, 

does not look charming any more than we, all its festivities and felicity having ceased. (46) 
You wrought immense harm even to innocent creatures. It is for that reason that you have been 

reduced to this plight, O lord I What oppressor of living beings can attain happiness ?(47) 

This Sri Krsna indeed is the Source, the End and the Protector of all created beings in this 

universe. Anyone showing disrespect to Him can never prosper. (48) 

SRIW 3 
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SrT Suka went on : Having comforted the royal ladies the Lord, who is the Protector of 

the universe, caused what they call obsequies to be duly performed with regard to the slain 

for their welfare in the other world. (49) Having then secured the release of Their mother 
(Devaki) and father (Vasudeva) too from bondage (while they were being taken to the gaol 

for being placed behind the bars), Sri Krsna and Balarama bowed to them fully touching their 

feet with Their head. (50) Perceiving their sons—who had Oust) bowed to them—to be (none 
else than) the Rulers of the universe, Devaki and Vasudeva did not embrace Them, afraid 

as they were (of showing disrespect to Them). (51) 

Thus ends the forty-fourth discourse entitled "Karhsa slain (by the Lord)," in the 
first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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Discourse XLV 

The Lord brings back His preceptor's son (from the abode of Death) 
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Sri Suka began again : Having come to know that His parents (Vasudeva and Devaki) 

had grasped the truth (about the divinity of the two Brothers) prematurely (before they had 

enjoyed the supreme bliss of loving Them as their own sons, which was sure to be marred 
by that knowledge), SrTKfsna (who was no other than the Supreme Person) spread His own 
Maya (enchantment)—which infatuates His own people—so that such knowledge might not 

endure. (1) Approaching His father and mother in the company of His elder brother 
(Balarama) and bowing in humility, the Jewel of the Satvatas spoke respectfully (to them as 
follows), addressing them as "Mama and Papa" in order to delight them. (2) "Though you 

have been all along full of longing for us, O father, the joys of witnessing the infancy, 

childhood and boyhood of your sons (in us) have never fallen to your lot. (3) Ill-fated as we 
are, the privilege of living by your side could not be attained by us (so far) nor was that joy 

(ever) experienced by us, which children dwelling in their father's house and fondled by their 
parents do. (4) Even (by serving them) through a life of (full) hundred years a mortal is not 
able to get square with his parents by whom is brought into being and nourished this body 

in which all (the four) objects (of human pursuit) can be realized. (5) The servants of Yama 

actually make that son eat his own flesh on his departing from this world, who, though able- 
bodied, does not with his body and resources maintain them. (6) He is dead (to all intents 
and purposes), though breathing, who, though capable, fails to support his mother, aged 
father, virtuous wife, infant son, preceptor, a Brahmana (depending on him) and one who has 
sought him for protection.(7) Therefore (all) these days have slipped in vain by us who have 

failed to serve you. helpless as we were, our mind being constantly afraid of Karhsa. (8) Be 
pleased, O father and mother, to forgive that sin (of omission) on our part, whofailed to render 

service to you, subject as you were (to the will of another) and sore oppressed by that evil- 

minded fellow (Kamsa)".(9) 

aqi-q 
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SrT Suka continued : Deluded by the foregoing speech of Sff Hari, the Soul of the 
universe, though appearing as a human being through His Maya (enchanting potency). His 

parents experienced supreme felicity as they placed Him on their lap and folded Him in their 

arms. (10) Bathing Him with streams of tears and bound with ties of affection the couple said 
nothing, 0 king, bewildered as they were, their throats choked with tears. (11) 
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Having thus comforted His parents Lord Sri Krsna (the Son of DevakT) presently made 
His maternal grand-uncle, Ugrasena, king of the Yadus and said, "Be pleased to command 

us (your sen/ants) as well as the people (of Mathura), 0 great king !(As for myself) the Yadus 

ought not to sit on a royal throne because of the curse of Yayati. (Since, however, it is My 
desire to see you on the throne of Mathura no blame will attach to you). (12-13) When I am 

waiting on you as a servant, (even) the gods and others will bear tribute to you, bent low (with 

submissiveness). What wonder, then, that other rulers of men should do so." (14) Calling 

back from the (various) quarters all His kinsmen and relations—the Yadus, the Vrenis, the 

Andhakas, the Madhus, the Dasarhas, the Kukuras and others—that had fled through'fear 

of Karfisa and had been pulled down on account of their staying abroad—(nay,) consoling 
them fully and highly gratifying them with riches, Sri Krsna (the Maker of the universe) settled 

them in their own houses when they had been (duly) honoured. (15-16) Protected by the (all- 

powerful) arms of Sri Krsna'and Sarikarsana and having realized their ambition and 

accomplished their purpose, they lived happily in their homes, (all) their agony having 

disappeared due to (the grace of) Sri Krepa and Balarama. (17) They felt rejoiced to gaze 

everyday on the lotuslike countenance of Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation), which was 
ever full of ecstatic joy, charming and enlivened with compassionate and smiling glances. (18) 

Drinking now and again with (the cup of) their eyes the nectar-like beauty of the lotus face 

of Sri Krena (the Bestower of Liberation), even the aged there (at Mathura) turned young and 
acquired great strength and energy. (19). 
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Meanwhile duly approaching Nanda and embracing him, Lord Sri Krena (the Son of 
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DevakI) and Sarikarsana, O king of kings, spoke as follows:— (20) "O father, by you two 
(mother Yasoda and yourself), full of affection, both of us have been nourished and fondled 
with utmost care. Parents' affection for their progeny is surely more profound than the love 

they cherish for their own self. (21) He is the (real) father and she the mother, who nourish 

like their own offspring the babes cast off by their relations incapable of nourishing and 
protecting them. (22) Return you (now) to Vraja, 0 dear father! Having afforded delight to 
our near and dear ones we two shall follow suit in orderto see you, our kinsmen, disconsolate 

through affection." (23) Having thus consoled Nanda alongwith the (other) people of Vraja, 
the immortal Lord honoured them with reverence with articles of wearing apparel, ornaments, 

utensils and other (loving) presents. (24) Thus addressed (by Sri Krsna) and overwhelmed 
with affection, Nanda hugged the two Brothers and, filling his eyes with tears, returned to 

Vraja alongwith the (other) cowherds. (25) 
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Vasudeva (the son of Sura), 0 king, then duly caused to be performed in accordance with 

the scriptural ordinance by his priest (the sage Garga) and other Brahmanas the purificatory 

rite (of investiture with the sacred thread) conferring the rank of a Dwija (the twice-born) with 
respect to both his sons. (26) Having appropriately worshipped them he gave to them, when 

they were duly adorned, fees for their services as well as cows fully decked with gold 
necklaces and other ornaments as also with silk wreaths and accompanied by calves. (27) 

Recalling his resolve made at the time of birth of Sri Krsna and Balarama, Vasudeva (who 
was possessed of a lofty mind) gave away even those cows that had been mentally gifted 

by him (on that occasion) and which had been unlawfully seized by Kariisa. (28) Having gone 
through the purificatory rite (of investiture with the sacred thread) and (thereby) attained the 

rank of a Dwija (the twice-born) the two Brothers of noble vows thereupon embarked on the 
vow of celibacy* under the instructions of Garga, the preceptor (of Yadu’s race).(29) 

* The vow of celibacy actually consists of three vows successively entered into by a religious student belonging to the 

twice-bom classes. The first of them, known by the name of Gayatra. is of three days' duration and is undertaken as a 
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Concealing by Their actions—which looked (more or less) human—Their unclouded wisdom, 

that had not been acquired through another, and seeking to reside in the house of a preceptor 
(with the object of attaining knowledge in order to set an example before the world), the two 

Brothers, who were the omniscient Rulers of the universe and the source of all learning, now 
actually sought the presence of a Brahmana of Ujjain, Sandlpani (the son of Sandipan’a) by 

name, born in the family of Kasa. (30-31) Having duly approached him the two Brothers 

tamely and reverently waited upon him as a god with devotion, (thereby) teaching (to the 

world) irreproachable behaviour towards one's preceptor. (32) Gratified with Their services 

rendered with genuine devotion, Sandlpani (the teacher), theforemostof Brahmanas, taught 
them all the (four) Vedas alongwith the (six) auxiliary branches of learning (viz., Siksa or 

phonetics, Chanda or prosody, Vyakarana or grammar, Jyotisa or astronomy, Kalpa or the 

science prescribing the ritual and giving rules for ceremonial or sacrificial acts and Nirukta 

or etymology) and the Upanisads (the crowning part of the Veda expounding the secret 

meaning of the Vedas and treating of Brahma) as well as Dhanurveda (the science of 
archery) including its secrets (viz., the knowledge of Mantras by means of which the various 

Astras or mystic missiles are invoked and the deities presiding over them), the Dharmasastras 

(codes of laws such as the Manusmrti) and the various systems of philosophy (such as 

Mimarhsa) as well as the science of logic and the science of politics with its six branches (viz., 
those dealing with peace, warfare, expedition, encampment, exciting dissension or causing 
the separation of allies and depending on one's allies). (33-34) The two Brothers, who were 

jewels amongst the foremost of men and the Originators of all sciences, learnt everything in 

a single lesson, O protector of men ! (35) With their mind fully controlled They mastered in 

the course of sixty-four days and nights as many arts* and (then) persuaded the teacher to 

preparation for learning the holy Gayatri-Mantra. This is followed by the second vow, known by the name of Prajapatya, which 

extends to the time of commencing the study of the Vedas; and this is followed by the third. Brahma vow, which lasts' till the 

end of the Vedic study. 

* The Allowing are the sixty-four arts mentioned in the Saiva Tantras-(1) Singing; (2) playing on various musical 

instruments; (3) dancing; (4) acting and gesticulation, mimicry etc.; (5) drawing and painting as well as calligraphy; (6) painting 

figures of various designs on the various parts of the body with musk-paste and other fragrant substances; (7) preparing'for 

use in worship various designs with grains of rice, flowers etc.; (8) preparing a bed of flowers; (9) colouring the teeth and other 

limbs and articles of wearing apparel; (10) paving a floor with precious stones; (11) preparing a bed; (12) using a pot full of water 

as a musical instrument and treading on water; (13) showing miracles of various kinds; (14) preparing chaplets and wreathe 

of flowers; (15) making ornaments of flowers for the ears, braid etc.; (16) modes of beautifying the body with clothes and 

ornaments of various kinds; (17) painting ornamental figures on the ears; (18) making perfumes and cosmetics etc., of various 

kinds; (19) making ornaments of various designs; (20) jugglery; (21) appearing in various guises of one's choice; (22) sleight 

of hand; (23) culinary art; (24) making drinks of various tastes and colours and spirituous liqurs of various kinds; (25) weaving 

and needle-work of various kinds; (26) working puppets by strings; (27) making musical instruments of various kinds; 

(28) solving riddles; (29) capping verses; (30) skill in uttering tongue-twisters: (31) the art of reading manuscripts easily and 

quickly;(32) dramaturgy and story-writing; (33) completion of incomplete verses or part verses; (34) making ligatures, canes, 

arrows etc.; (35) spindle-work; (36) carpentry; (37) architecture: (38) testing valuable metals and precious stones; 

(39) alchemy; (40) colouring precious stones; (41) knowledge of latent minerals; (42) nursing and treating plants; (43) setting 

game rams, cocks and quails to fight as sport; (44) teaching parrots and other birds to imitate human speech; (45) making an 

enemy quit his place by means of a charm; (46) cleaning and dressing the hair; (47) reading letters removed from one's sight 

and divining the nature of substances held within one's palm; (48) knowledge of books written in the language of barbarians; 

(49) fluently talking in the different Indian dialects; (50) reading good or bad omens; (51) making diagrams etc., by means of 

letters arranged in different orders as mystical formulae to be worshipped or worn as an amulet; (52) splitting hard substances 

such as diamonds into two or more pieces of different shapes: (53) reading the thoughts of others and bringing them out in 

a verse; (54) lexicography; (55) knowledge of prosody; (56) increasing the number of an object by various devices; (57) playing 

tricks; (58) showing off one's clothes as made of a superior texture than what they actually are; (59) playing at dice; 

(60) attracting remote objects; (61) playing children's games; (62) the practice of charms; (63) fore knowledge of the party going 

to win in a debate and (64) keeping goblins and vampires under one's control. 
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ask for the preceptor's fee of his liking,O King! (36) Clearly perceiving such marvellous glory 

of the two Brothers (in the shape of Their having mastered all sciences and the other 
branches of learning without any effort) as well as Their superhuman intelligence, and 

deliberating with his wife, O Parlksit, the aforesaid Brahmana (Sandlpani) asked for (as his 
fee the restoration of) their child lost in the ocean at Prabhasa (the modern Prabhaspatan 
in Saurashtra), so the tradition goes. (37) Saying “So be it!" and mounting Their chariot, the 

two Brothers, who were great car-warriors, of endless powers, presently reached Prabhasa 
and, going near the seashore, squatted there for a moment. Coming to know of Their divine 
character, the god presiding over the ocean brought presents for Them. (38) The Lord said 

to him, “Let My preceptor's son be restored at once—the same child which was swallowed 

up by you in a great wave here." (39) 
Tfg? dom 
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The god of the ocean replied : "I did not carry away the child, O Lord I There is a great 
demon belonging to the Daitya class, Pancajana (by name), who lives under water in the form 

of a conch, O Krsna! The child was surely carried away by him." Hearing it the Lord speedily 

plunged into the water but on killing the demon did not find the child in his bowels. (40-41) 
Taking the conch that formed his body the Lord returned to the chariot. Then, going to the 

beloved city of Yama, Sarhyamani by name, Sr! Krsna (who is solicited by the people), 
accompanied by Balarama (who had a plough for his weapon), blew the (same) conch. 
Hearing the blast of the conch Yama, the chastiser of the people (transgressing the scriptural 
ordinance), offered to Them both worship on a grand scale, accompanied with devotion, and, 

bending low (with humility), addressed (as follows) Sri Krsna, who has His abode in the heart 

of all created beings (as the Inner Controller of all), “0 Visnu (the all-pervading Lord) 
disguised as a human being by way of sport,what can we do for You both ?" (42—44) 
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The glorious Lord said: "Impelled by My command, O great ruler, fetch My preceptor's 

son, who was brought here as a result of his own Karma." (45) Handing over to Their 
preceptor his son, brought by Yama with the words "So be it I” the two Brothers, the foremost 

of the Yadus, said to him, “(Be pleased to) ask for another boon (of your choice).” (46) 
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The preceptor replied : "The debt of your preceptor has been fully repaid by you both, 

0 my child ! Which of the desires of him who has been a preceptor to pupils like you can 
remain unfulfilled as a matter of fact ? (47) Return to your home, O valiant ones ! May your 

glory purify all and let the Vedas (ever) remain fresh (in your memory) here as well as 

hereafter.” (48) Thus permitted by Their preceptor, the two Brothers forthwith returned to 

Their city (Mathura), O dear Pariksit, in Their chariot swift as wind and thundering like a 
cloud.(49) All the people (of Mathura) greatly rejoiced to behold Balarama and Sri Krsna 

(whom they had missed for many days) like people who had (once) lost and (then) recovered 
their wealth. (50) 

Thus ends the forty-fifth discourse entitled ‘The Lord brings back His preceptor's son 
(from the abode of Death)," in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XLVI 
The Lord relieves the agony of Nanda (by despatching Uddhava to Vraja 

with a message of endearment) 
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SrISuka began again : Abeloved friend and counsellor of Sri Krsna was Uddhava, the 
most distinguished of the Vrsnis and a direct disciple of the sage Brhaspati (the preceptor 

of the gods) and foremost in intelligence. (1) Clasping his hand with His own on a certain day, 
Lord Sri Hari, who alleviates the suffering of those thatflee (for protection) to Him, spoke (as 

follows) to Uddhava, who was most beloved of and exclusively devoted to Him:—(2) 
"Proceed you, gentle Uddhava, to Vraja and (thereby) bring delight to Our parents (Nanda 

and Yasoda) and relieve in particular the agony—caused by separation from Me—of the 

cowherd women through My messages. (3) The latter have not only given their mind to Me 
but their (very) life is centred in Me; (nay,) they have renounced for My sake everything 

'The part of the verse placed within brackets has not been commented on by Sridhara. 
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connected with their body and have mentally taken refuge in Me alone, their beloved friend, 
the highest object of their affection, their very Self. I stand (through thick and thin) by those 

that have not only given up their interests in this as well as in the other world but have also 
set at naughttheir moral obligations for my sake. (4) I—the most beloved of (all) their beloved 

objects—being at a distance from them, the women of Vraja, O dear Uddhava, remain 
forgetful of everything (including their own self), thinking (constantly as they do) of me, and 

overwhelmed with intense longing occasioned by separation (from me). (5) With their mind 
absorbed in me the cowherd women are in most cases somehow propping up their life with 

great difficulty on my assurances of coming back (to Vraja)." (6) 
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'IldTlUdg wffot dd^wiul: 1 wco|;n 1 rnmImIfMnIUI 

I IJdTIdg dlvdg 'iimcndJ-iUeM, 1 I 

drfd: ^[tMdct4 iddiHusaidTluf: dsrUUSSJ afLsriH, I I 

Sri Suka continued : Thus instructed (by the Lord) and mounting a chariot Uddhava 

drove to Nanda's Gokula (a station of cowherds) carrying the message of his Master (Sri 
Krsna) with (great) reverence. (7) The blessed one reached Nanda's Vraja while the sun was 
(just) setting, his chariot obscured with the dust raised by the hoofs of cattle that were 

entering Vraja (at that very moment). (8) The place was rendered noisy by bulls in rut 
contending with one another for the sake of cows in heat and by cows rushing to meet their 

(respective) calves though oppressed with the weight of their udders. (9) (Nay,) it was graced 
with white calves capering here and there as well as with the music of flutes and was full of 
noise, on all sides, accompanied with the sound of the milking of cows. (10) Again, it shone 

most resplendent with cowherd women richly adorned and singing the noble deeds of 
Balarama and Sri Krsna, as well as with cowherds. (11) The place ravished the mind with 

its dwellings of cowherds characterized by the worship of sacred fires, the sun-god, 
newcomers, cows, Brahmanas, the manes and gods as well as with frankincense (that was 

being burnt there), and lights and garlands (with which the houses were decorated). (12) It 
abounded in groves in full blossom on all sides and was rendered noisy with the notes of birds 
and the humming of black bees and was graced with beds of lotuses crowded with swans 

and Karandavas (a species of ducks). (13) ^ 

3UPI3 cjibUUUI^cli BfMdJ 3-3: yin: df^pd ^l^^fgdl^drT I I 

litfSm didi^d 'EM urflidt Tdsrt ^wais-tiRPn: iw 

ehRl<^- dlTdld TTtSI 4: 4J1-K-L I ^>Wdd3nii«frRt U<P: IpKSrT: 1W 

j^rgj dRd IT: did: BTJd: ^Sd dldcRT I 'HISJ^I trf^fteHT d^dt tfg d: TPT I X* I 

3Tfd dTOT d: dER '^1?: TRdtdJ dtdETdd dflrddisi dldt ^Pldd fdftd, 1^41 

amianafd dtftip: if? 5?dTd TSds ^dd yReAwd^i^i 

dl3li)3iHduLj ^Mddfll Tf^TI: I IJ15dt: fWtd 12° I 

dddi -^.yJIdldlfiJI cTEdldT^HftfgrTiT' lidd dlfdddlT^ddfd: f^T^Ird: f^idT: R^l 
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aR'Wwq-ili^ll-g ig$*riM<»jjE|dl-bl 3W*kl-fl$IHIUIHi TRt jjtRt rteddfdmj^ I 

rpUJT im H JTTRlft? y-fld4 1 ^prw H^Slfe cRR *T8JTI^I 

didi^dyiui iistst JMLiid wart 13raftjgt rtlrtdd q-^gPra ipirfim i i 

fli«*4 Hgmi< a^ffgft^n^i ftHighdsi^ RiRqjrjqi 

8)4*|iRa^U||dd'f d*l<d: I %5T: ydytM ?3T W5KII 

Delighted to meet and ejrtbrace that beloved servant of Sri Krsna, arrived at his door, 
Nanda showed him (every) regard, looking upon him as Sri Krsna (Himself). (14) When he 

had been (duly) treated to rice boiled in milk with sugar (which has been regarded as the best 

food) and was comfortably seated in a couch and had been relieved of his fatigue by 
kneading his feet and other (such) services (rendered by a sen/ant), Nanda enquired of him 

(as follows):—(15) "Is ourfriend, Vasudeva (the delight of Sura), 0 dear Uddhava, doing well, 

O highly blessed one, (now that he is) free (from bondage), united with his sons and others 

(wives and so on) and surrounded by his near and dear ones ? (16) Luckily (enough for us) 
the wicked Karnsa—who always hated the pious Yadus, that are given to (the practice of) 

virtue—has been killed alongwith his followers (younger brothers) by his own sin. (17) Does 
Krsna remember us and his mother (sitting there), (other relations) and playmates, the 

cowherds (in general^ (the people of) Vraja, that looked upon him as its protector, the cows, 

(the woodland of) Vmdavana and the (Govardhana) hill ? (18) Will Sri Krsna (the protector 
of cows) come over (to this place but) once to see his own people ? Then (only) we shall (be 

able to) behold his countenance with a shapeiy nose and winsome smiles and glances. (19) 

We were protected from forest fire, storm and rain, the demon Arista (who came disguised 

as a bull) and a python (named Sudarsana)—perils that were (so) difficult to overcome—by 

Sri Krsna, who is exceedingly magnanimous. (20) (Even) as we remember the exploits of 

Sri Krsna, his sportful sidelong looks, laughter and talk, 0 dear Uddhava, all our activities get 

slackened. (21) (Nay) our mind gets absorbed in him as we behold the streams, hills and 

woodlands as well as the playgrounds graced by the footprints of Sri Krsna (the Bestower 

of Liberation). (22) I look upon Krsna and Balarama too as the foremost of divinities come 

down here (on this earth) for (accomplishing) some momentous purpose of the gods, as the 

word of Garga indicated. (23) They killed in mere sport Kartisa, who possessed the strength 
of (not less than) ten thousand elephants, and (his) two (principal) wrestlers (Canura and 

Mustika) as well as KuvalayapTda (the chief of his elephants) (just) as a lion (the king of 

beasts) would kill (a number of) animals. (24) Krsna snapped the most powerful bow (of 

Karnsa) measuring 3 Talas (equivalent to 27 spans*), (even) as a leader of elephants 

would break a sugarcane, and held the (Govardhana) hill with one hand for a (full) week. 

(25) (Nay,) by the two brothers were sportfully slain here (in this land of Vraja) the demons 

Pralamba, Dhenuka, Arista, Tmavarta, Baka and others, who had conquered gods as well 
as demons." (26) 

Tftrjfd ITriJId Bn*; 1 St df"*, ri 417ri d uJ M ituytltfet^: 17^9 | 

aMui-ilfd rpTO wRrflPf g I ^UdTdSjyaell'Wl^flrL tsl^d4<tlSRI RAI 

sprafa fwt •Kmi'it'di: 1trR ■Kuigi.&ci) 

Sri Suka continued : Thus vividly remembering again and again all about the two 

Brothers Nanda, whose mind was full of love for Sri Krsna, kept quiet, seized as he was with 

‘ flicil : so says the lexicographer Devabodha. 
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excessive longing and overwhelmed with a flood of love. (27) Hearing of her Son's exploits 
being recounted (as aforesaid), Yasoda too shed tears (of love), her breasts overflowing with 
(maternal) affection. (28) Perceiving such supreme love of Nanda and Yasoda for Lord Sri 

Krsna Uddhava joyfully spoke to Nanda (as follows). (29) 
35W — 

gai f>cilWtWt grt TO? I -mwuiifw vigil uvjim a In 0^1) I ? O I 

TJrfr f? ftTO TT rtUrttrt TTRt ^3??: TJW: TTTOTIJ 

TOrtl tjhtj fTO^FTO ?HTO rtw 3Tinfll??l 

ufiHsI-i: yiuiwulh*lft §hfr Llhlrtiit) TOt 1 

ftlni TOhwMitg art? art af? asinybAriuI: i??i 

afro, sTOirafiarTOltTt anrot <*iKumt4<idf i 

to ftsrat frort toto. % TOfw garth i 

^niiltbuta?ium *i^a sMusg?: i frtrt frtirort frtrtfrtuai-vwinani af?: i?yi 

tot to Tfasrt srttrt urtpiTOiHj to? a: toto gram to «*<lld ?rtj W 

pt P.t-jh tototT sasrei: i sraff? tt sjtoito? ^rttfafraaft? i ?? i 

a iipnfe to; artgarrot TOTOrtaa: i rtrartt araat arta TOTOTrtrtTsfrt at 13a i 

a tot a (to to a TOf a garro i airrot a arsrfa a ^?t tot tx? ?t 1341 

1 aro TO aT TOTfaTTOfR^ I aftsrrt: TOFT TOjat afetTTO arort I ?<? I 

tto aroa ff? trart Pnjuii gun-tj srlUswldisa Tjft; Tjataaf? ?roa: iyoi 

ttstt TJaRchl?ydl STriTOta M^IUrl 1 Rail cnnK nainri mrfai^rTOT PJ?: rk^ I 

gartrta iiaiuniTOi aaaia, ?fc i rtrtarTOirtt ?tot fro tot tt fsr: ik? i 

gg 9jrt Tjaroa^ toto. TO^jsff®jrt?TOTa> ai i 

faaiT»3cTT?s arg art a tot a aa art garTsfrj?: its? i 
Uddhava said : Indeed you two (Yasoda and Nanda) are the most praiseworthy of (all) 

embodied beings here (on this earth), O bestower of honour (on us all, of being the servants 
of the Lord, who has been made available to us only through you), in that such (unique) love 
has been conceived by you for Sri Krsna (who is no other than Lord Narayana), the Father 
andControllerofall.(30) Indeed BalarSma and Sri Krsna (the Bestowerof Liberation)—'They 
are (both) the material and the efficient cause of the universe; They are also the Purusa 
(individual soul) and Pradhana (primordial Matter). (Nay,) entering into the (various) living 
organisms They control the various types of consciousness (in the form of the individual soul 
conditioned by those organisms), eternal (beginningless) as They are. (31) Focussing (even) 
one's impure mind on Sri Krsna (merely) for an instant at the time of death one speedily 
attains the supreme goal, burning the store of Karma and becoming one with Brahma (the 
Absolute) and attaining aform consisting of Sattva unmixed with Rajas and Tamas. (32) You 
cherish (such) great devotion to that Supreme Spirit, Lord Narayana, the Soul as well as the 
Source of all, who has assumed a human semblance for some purpose. What meritorious 
act remains to be done by you two (under the circumstances)? (33) At no distant date will 
the divine Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord), the Protector of the Yadus, come (back) to Vraja and 
bring delight to (you) His parents. (34) Sri Krsna will make good what He told you* on coming 

• Vide verse 23 of Discourse XLV above. 
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back after killing Karhsa, the enemy of the Yadus, in the midst of an (open) assembly (35) 

Grieve not, O highly blessed ones; you will (at no distant date) find Sri Krsna by your side. 
He dwells in the heart of (all) created beings (even) as fire (is latent) in wood. (36) Indeed 

none is dear or unwelcome to Him, who is not identified with a (particular) body. Nor is anyone 
superior or inferior nor even unequal in His eyes, He being the same (to all). (37) He has 

neither father nor mother, neither wife nor sons etc.; none is His own or alien to Him; nor can 
a body, much less birth or action be attributed to Him. Even as such He descends in high 

low and mixed species (of life) in the world for the sake of pastime with a view to protecting 
the virtuous. (38-39) Though untouched by the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti), He 

assumes the qualities of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, and, sporting with them, though (really) 
transcending them, the birthless Lord evolves, maintains and absorbs the universe by 

means of these Gunas here (in the realm of Prakrti). (40) (Just) as when looked at with a 

revolving eye (by a revolving person) the earth Is seen rotating or while the mind (alone) is 

the doer, the soul is recognized as such due to its identification with the mind, so is God held 

to be responsible for the creation etc., of the universe, although, as a matter of fact, the same 

is being done by the Gunas. (41) He, the divine Sri Krsna (the alleviator of the distress of all) 
is certainly not only your son; for He is the Son, the (very) Self, the Father, the Mother, (Nay,) 

the Ruler of all. (42) (Nay,) nothing which is seen or heard of, has gone by or is (still) existent 

or which is (yet) to come, which is immobile or mobile, big or small, is really worth naming 

(when considered) apart from God; for He alone is everything, He alone is true. (43) 

fTOI 'HT ^dtiWdldl fotuilfoutu TRR.I 

Tto: TFJSjra fftTO e}T^=L TFrersf lys | 

IF d h m h h iJ l rL ft. | 

4ftl^dldletterddrn sl'fll^-dldi fctelUd^l^ aft; | 

fdlWd ft 

The night slipped past Nanda and Uddhava (Sri Krsna's servant) while they were thus 

chatting, O king I Quitting their bed (towards the close of night), kindling their lights and duly 

worshipping (on the threshold etc.), the deities presiding over their house the cowherdesses 
(of Vraja) began to churn their curds. (44) With rows of bangles round their wrists pulling the 

cords (that revolved the churning-staff), their cheeks shining with (bright) ear-rings (that 

rocked with the motion of their arms), and their faces painted with red saffron (a product of 

the Balkh territory), the Gopls looked very charming with gems (in their girdle etc.), 

brightened by the lights, their hips, breasts and necklaces shaking (all the time). (45) (Now) 

rose to the heavens the music of the women of Vraja, who were celebrating at the pitch of 

their voice the exploits of Sri Krsna (the lotus-eyed Lord), blended with the (gurgling) noise 
produced by the churning of curds, both of which combined to drive away the evil forces 
operating in the (four) quarters. (46) 

g? sNiftH: ISgT 73T cwmqfaid tngeRJW 

3TFra: ft <41 V: **W1lt!faraJR: | ft ft) trsjjfr IY41 

^ 'x., 

|f?T HqI^i WTt*q7 ufedWI 

F>: 1^^ I 

Seeing a chariot plated with gold at the portals of Nanda, now that the glorious sun-god 
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had appeared (atthe horizon), the (unsophisticated) women of Vraja (who had no knowledge 
of the outside world, Sri Krsna being their solitary concern), inquired (of one another) as to 
whose chariot it was, and suggested as follows:—(47) “May it be that Akrura—by whom the 
lotus-eyed Sri Krsna was taken away to Mathura (the city founded by and named after the 

demon Madhu), and who (thus) accomplished the purpose of Kamsa (his master)—has 
turned up (once more). (48) Is he (now) going to offer oblations to (the spirit of) his deceased 

master with our bodies (flesh)?1' While the women were talking in this strain, Uddhava 
returned (to Nanda's residence from the bank of the holy Yamuna) having finished his daily 

routine (of bath and devotions). (49) 

Thus ends the forty-sixth discourse entitled "Sri Krsna dispels the agony of Nanda," 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T2T 

Discourse XLVII 

Dialogue between Uddhava and the Gopls and ode to a black bee 

tT 3t8ZI tfiVJIIfoK smRsW: yrtMsnf I 

ifidl*«H (Jtehthlfo-t I % I 

family Wbrt: I ? I 

dl-flriLtri’l 4^43: -HM1 dI *15% tfe: fqaitfeH, iMyradiUdi 1 ”4 I 

3irtretT Wufld q =I8*% I e%i^a-eit hVFm I A I 

M zrTerasffirSJcRHJ 'SSS.-tiMdfoqd 14^: I ^ I 

ttrafct dPui*i 71% srat: 1 wfaiftin 3traragferat 1 'a \ 

■OTT Jldihri. ^8t ipfai 4hiwamuq ■diil ggtgTwferqj 4 1 

rtlUll % J TI rid -ri JldcUsfcldUMLIL I 4>«Jl^d dirt dlTtidlPt><*ii: t k I 

qiqyt: lyddiUtPil WtS 'rifriftT: I fWI ddjw *11% 'Wk<sirid4l: I I 

eFiftrospri ^gr wwiil fsroresiTfatT ^ 1 

Sri Suka began again: Gazing on the aforesaid servant of Sri Krsna with unusually long 
arms, eyes resembling apairof fresh-blown lotuses and abright lotus-like countenance, clad 

in yellow (silk) and wearing a garland of lotuses and adorned with ear-rings brilliant with 
gems all the women of Vraja with bright smiles eagerly surrounded Uddhava, who had taken 

shelter under the lotus-feet of Sri Krsna (the illustrious Lord), wondering who he was with 
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(sucT) a handsome appearance and dressed and adorned in the style of that immortal Lord 
whence he had come and whose son (or servant) he was. (1-2) Concluding him to be a 

Sri Krsna (who was no other than Lord Visnu, the Spouse of Goddess 
Rama), the Gopis bent low with modesty, enquired of him in private (as follows) when he had 
been duly greeted with bashful smiles and glances and kind words etc., and had squatted 

on a seat.—(3) We know you to be a companion of Sri Krsna (the Lord of the Yadus) duly 

deliVnht.oHUr St; % llT ^ despatched here bV V™ master with intent to bring 
delight to His parents. (4) Otherwise we do not find anything worth remembering for Him in 

Vraja, a (mere) pasture-land for cows. Ties of affection for one's relations are most difficult 

NnoHWL.rdr/?n f,°r 3 hermit' (5) Friendsh'P with others (who are not bound by ties of 
blood) like that cultivated by lovers with their sweethearts or by black bees with flowers— 

actuated as it is by self-interest, lasts (only) till one's interests continue to be served (by them) 

and is (at best) a travesty of love. (6) Harlots forsake a destitute (lover); the people, an 

incapable ruler; students who have learnt what they wanted to learn, their teacher; the priests 
officiating at a sacrifice, the sacrificer who has paid the sacrificial fees (at the end of the 

affnrd'fn ’ S;ha ’T f/°m Whl°h frUitS have disaPPeared; strangers, a dwelling (which 
afforded shelter to them) after finishing their meal; animals, a burnt forest and a paramour 

a women attached to him (even though unsated), the moment he has enjoyed her" (7-8) In 
this way, when Uddhava, the messenger of Sri Krsna, arrived in Vraja, the cowherd women 

whose speech, body and mind were undoubtedly devoted to Sri Krsna, (the Protector of 

cows) cast to the winds (all) worldly etiquette. (9) Recalling again and again the exploits of 

Sn Krsna (their beloved Lord), that pertained to His boyhood and infancy they celebrated 

them in song and wept, (all) sense of shame having taken leave of them. (1 o) Musing over 

her (past) union with Sri Krsna and (presently) perceiving a black bee (before her), a certain 

Gopi (presumably Sri Radha Herself, the foremost and the beloved of all Gopis, some of 

m°re than theV loved Srt Krsna) fancied it to be a messenger 
despatched by Sri Krsna (her Darling) and spoke* as follows. (11) 

fTO^TOT ITT TTMr-iJI: I 

^ ^Mpn^iHHUl 3JTO fciST TO 1^1 

ifrf|Rf aurfear fa i 

Tfiarfa aret HtqT?ira 3 to fft g, from anwiw: i^, 

feft? 35 nsfsr TTmfa ^ ^HitjamrHq^iuimqA 

ftfa a Tnrat an: fetqw^mi: anr^faigin^la^pro <it: , 

enwra sw tjfacra- an sift m fromr ^^1^: iW 

Authoritative Vaisnava commentators like Sanatana Goswaml, who are believed to have actually witnessed these Lilas 

of S n Krsna and His beloved Gopis by the special grace of the Lord, have traced the following utterances to Sn Radha on the 

basis of the Agni-Purana as well as on the strength of thee own transcendent wsion. Again, these utterances are believed to 

ave escaped from the lips of Sn Radha in a state of divine ecstasy (Divyonmada), which has no parallel anywhere and is the 

special monopoly of Sn Radha. a unique personification of Mahabhava. the highest and purest form of divine Love These 

utterances have also been classified undervanous heads such asCitrajalpa. which have been clearly defined in standard works 

on poetics like the Ujjvala-nilamani of Rupa Goswaml. 
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^ fc1^y|Hc<4M<g-gcMcbl c^n-ig-.'i^ni: 1% ^ *i**IumRM'L l I 

^il^fcd rJ-MI'i feciist f^Sfntdl R-auH^a fc*^4l *alhJKi: <*iih*imihJ 

.dfoljfq ^WwRmM'ifSjttM'JlOTViiSrra: 1^1 

wrfc ’^55^ <IHH^ 3RI ^ %p 

dqijdPua STSSTFTT: ^ifo*WrHc(l^l: ^WS3t I 

t‘^^^i<'rlTl^<4-Wiild|dW-t-b'i1 SUMpa-l, Vu«nw'«l=iWt I I 

fe.im.i3 IJTTFTT: ffetHT SfttT: fife 5Td fetTJFS nwPkURl I 

■IdfR g;8jfi(fnciH, -ty-Uyrtfl<j<Ri Wlm ?ft^sj: tuwera 1?° I 

3?ft cFt JT^fnrf^tS^TSSH Wffe H ^.S ’TtHHJ 

^ifeigfq 3TSIT =T: fejfifint ‘JuMr) IJSsfstTFItT ?P W 

The GopT said : O black bee (lit., the sucker of honey), O friend of Sri Krsna (a 
treacherous lover), (pray) do nottouch ourfeet (by way of supplication) with your (moustache¬ 

like) tentacles tinged (red) with the saffron of the garland (of Sri Krsna) pressed against the 
breasts (painted with saffron) of our rivals (at Mathura). Let Sri Krsna (the Chief of the 
Madhus), whose messenger you are—you who are distinguished by such characteristics (as 

have been depicted just now)—bear (on His garland etc.), the token of favour (in the shape 

of marks of saffron etc.), of those proud ladies (of Mathura), which would be an object of 
ridicule for the court of the Yadus. (What will you gain by conciliating us rustic women of 
Vraja?) (12) Having allowed us to drink the entrancing nectar of His lips (but) once, He 

deserted us, innocent women, all of a sudden (even) as a black bee like you would leave the 
(guileless) flowers. I wonder how LaksmI (who is reputed to be very clever and discerning) 
continues to senre His lotus-feet (which She would not if She came to know of His infidelity 
and ungratefulness) ? Presumably She does so (only) because She has Her mind captivated 

alas i by the honeyed words of our illustrious Lord (We for our part have grown too wise to 
be deceived any more by His false promises). (13) Why do you, O six-legged one, glorify 

before us homeless people here at (such) length Sri Krsna (now the Lord of the Yadus), the 

(most) Ancient One (and therefore to well-known to us to need any introduction) ? Let His 
stories be (profitably) sung in the presence of the (blessed) lady companions of Sri Krsna 
(who is shortly going to be nicknamed as Arjuna's Friend). They will (in return for Your 

service) confer on you the object of your desire, beloved as they are of Him and have the 
agony of their heart soothed (by His loving embraces). (14) What women are there on earth, 

in heaven or in the subterranean regions, who are hard to win for the playful movements of 
His eyebrows accompanied by His cunning and winsome smiles ? Of what account are we 

in His eyes, whose dust of feet (even) LaksmI (the goddess of fortune) worships? 
Nevertheless (tell Him that) the epithet of Uttamasloka (one enjoying excellent fame), as a 
matter of fact, applies to him who espouses the cause of the forlorn (like) us. (15) Leave my 
foot, on which you have placed your head, acquainted as I am with you, who know how to 

win over others with blandishments and messages (of love), having learnt this art from Sri 

Krsna (who is a past master in such artifices). (Ah,) He left here us, who had for His own sake 
renounced our children, husband and (even happiness in) the other world (obtainable 

through virtuous conduct alone), fickle-minded as He is. What, then, is to be gained by 
coming to terms with Him ? (16) Hard-hearted by nature, He (in His previous descent as Sri 

Rama) hit (with an arrow) Vail (the lord of the monkeys) like a hunter (without giving him any 
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notice or challenging him to an open combat according to the established canons of warfare) 
and, domineered over by His Consort (Slta), deformed a woman (Surpanakha).who had 
approached Him with lust (in her heart). (Nay,) having accepted (as the divine Dwarf) Bali's 

worship (in the form of a gift of land measuring three strides) He bound him (even) as a crow 

would (in conjunction with other crows) surround (and plague) its feeder after eating the food 
offered by the latter. Therefore, enough of friendship with those possessed of a dark hue. 

(Yet) the treasure in the form of His story is difficult to forgo. (17) With (all) their natural 

propensities ([n the form of likes and dislikes etc.), existing as pairs of opposites uprooted 

by tasting but once even a small bit of His supremely delightful stories, which fall as nectar 

on their ears, and (thus) completely ruined (in the eyes of the world), and leaving all of a 

sudden their home and family in a wretched condition, many men here lead a life of 

mendicants, deprived of (all) enjoyment, like so many birds. (18) Believing as true the (false) 

professions (of love) on the part of that Cheat, (even) as she-deer, the foolish companions 

of a black antelope, would putfaith in the (deceptive) music of a hunter and sufferthe torment 
of being hit with a shaft, we ignorant sweethearts of Sri Krsna have repeatedly suffered this 

fate, having been subjected to smarting pangs of love occasioned by the (loving) touch of 

His nails. (Therefore,) O messenger, let any other topic be discussed (and talk no more of 
SrT Krsna, whose very mention awakens memories that accentuate our agony of separation 

from Him). (19) O friend of our beloved Lord! sent (back) by our Darling (though stung with 

our pungent words), have you come (to us) again ? (If so,) ask what you would (of us); (for) 
you are worthy of honour to me, O dear one ! How will you take us—who are here—to His 

side, whose companionship is difficult to forgo (once it is had) ? (For) His (divine) Spouse, 

SrT (the goddess of beauty and prosperity), O gentle one, ever remains with Him on His very 

bosom (in the form a golden streak). (20) Ah, is my Darling lit., son of one's father-in-law* 

now at Mathura (has returned from the house of His preceptor after completing His studies 
there)? Does He remember, O gentle one, his paternal house (the house of His godfather, 

Nanda) as well as His relations and (other) cowherds? Does He ever make any references 

to us His maid-servants ? Oh, when will He (return to Vraja and) place His arm, more 
fragrant (even) than aloe-wood, on our head (by way of consolation)? (21) 

I BlTd’M-t' I?? I 

SrTSuka resumed: On hearing this (unprecedented) effusion of love, Uddhava forthwith 

spoke as follows to the cowherd women—who had been pining for a sight of Sri Krsna— 
comforting them with messages (of love) from their beloved Lord. (22) 

<sciH 

3i?t «3jj "w rjyrfaf sra# rrrgTjfsrar: i 'tFrafft tr; i ?? i 

I sluUHicf(a&SJRt: *tfeff TTTSZR | | 

’BcttftfMijHHI I tfe UaBril T^gUT ip'-Tlu[Tj l?M 

^tFT9tfFL^FL*u^Hi-Liiu-ii(H ?r i (gcuicjufid ■rjji ^^cnnsT tjw 

sleMl-TIUSTt^Rt I IcHiiui UitmHIl I ?T9 I 

spat HUdMi tpfra?: I UUIdWUWI *T5T sit '*ni 1741 

* It is forbidden in our Sastras to utter one's own name or that of one's preceptor and other elders (including one's parents 

and grandparents, husband and his parents and so on), that of an abject miser or of one's eldest son or wedded wife even while 

dying:—3nt*iiw ‘jtinn -iiHi(flfMVi«4 i UFrrasft h n (Karmalocana) 
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Uddhava said : Oh, you (GopTs) have (all) your objects accomplished indeed and are 

the adored of (all) the worlds in that your mind is so (fully and exclusively) absorbed in Lord 
Vasudeva (23) Devotion to Sri Krsna indeed is sought to be attained through charitable gifts, 

fastinq, austerities pouring oblations into the sacred fire, muttering prayers, study of the 
Vedas, self-control and various other virtuous practices. (24) It is a matter for congratulation 

that the ideal of supreme devotion to the divine Lord of excellent renown—which is hard to 
attain even for sages-has been set up by you. (25) It is (further) gratifying (to note) that you 

(all) have sought the Supreme Person under the name of Sri Krsna neglecting (your 
children, husbands and other relations, dwellings, nay, (your very) bodies. (26) Due to (your) 

separation (from the Lord) you have developed exclusive devotion to Sri Krsna (which has 

enabled you to behold Kim in all that meets the eye). (Nay,) you have conferred a (great) boon 
on me (by thus affording me an opportunity to witness your unprecedented love with my own 
eves) O highly blessed ones ! (27) (Now) listen to the message of your Darling (Sri Kfsna) 

which (I am sure) will bring joy to you and carrying which I, who execute His secret 

commissions, have come (to you), O good ladies I (28) 

Xtymppm 

*ra*tT ftjirnf if t ft wfopn wfcnu w ^ ’£*’5 ^ ^ 1 

ttsn? iR:siiuiijylPst«tfpn?ra: 173 t 

# ij-miMWt I 3tl<*tMWl^l»f 13° I 

3TltdT 3TFT>TO otlldRTb)J)UUII-fW: I 1 

wraa ^ lasraifera: i d&^iftr-stiiTfti ftrfe 1371 

Tra^rt: flUIttlJt Wh: 7ttt?j u4)[MUT(R I «(I<i«ihI 3^: TTcd TPJSRfT 1331 

The qlorious Lord says : Your separation from Me, the material cause of all (and 

therefore present in all as their very Self), is not possible under any circumstance. (Just as 
the (five gross) e!ements-(viz„) ether, the air, fire.water and earth—are present in (all) 

created beings (as their constituents), so am I, underlying as I do the mind, the vita airs he 
elements the Indriyas (the five senses of perception and the five organs of action) and the 

(three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti). (29) In Myself (as the ground) do I create, maintain and 

then) dissolve Myself (in the form of the cosmos) by dint of My own Maya creative energy 
by Myself in the form of the elements, the Indriyas and the Gunas. (30) The Spirit is a\\ 
knowledge, transcendent, unconnected with the (three) Gunas and (absolutely) pur 

(untainted by Maya). It is experienced through the (various) states of the mind (viz 

wakefulness, the dream state and deep sleep), brought about by Maya. (31) Re™a'"'n9 
vigilant (all the time), one should (therefore endeavour to) control that mind through which 
one conceives the (various) objects of sense (viz., sound, touch, sight, taste and smell) 

thouqh unreal—like one who, when awake, recalls the objects seen in a dream—and se zes 

the senses. (32) In the eyes of the wise, (the teachings of) the Vedas, the (eightfold) path 
Yoga the Sarikhya system of philosophy (which differentiates Matter from the Spirit) 
renunciation, suffering hardships for the sake of one's faith, subjugation of one s senses a 

truthfulness have their goal in mind-control even as rivers terminate in the ocean. (33) 

zrtqi trawhti t $ fsrat h^mcwuiui 1341 

w ^ 55 w sirrah aiiwm * * ™ ^ Tif^sfarnrat I3M 

narrow TH: falj,*l3IU^Rt ^1 3T3W-31 HT 133 I 

I 3t35aTTOT: TUS^&lJrW-i I IV® I 
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It is only with intent to focus your thought constantly on Me in order to ensure your mental 

proximity with Me that I, your Darling, am actually staying (so) far from your eyes. (34) The 
mind of women as well as of others does not get so absorbed in the thought of their most 

beloved one living close by and open to their view as in that of one staying at a distance. (35) 

Incessantly thinking of Me (as you do), having devoted to Me your whole (undivided) mind, 

which has completely shed all (other) thoughts, you will come to Me before long. (36) Those 

blessed (cowherd) women who (having been held back by their husbands and others) stayed 

away in Vraja and could not (therefore) get an opportunity to sport with Me while I diverted 
myself in the woodland (of Vmdavana) one night attained to Me through contemplation on 
My exploits. (37) 

lilMn«iRgei<?)u4 sMefifad: ITTT jfldUdcH'&IWdtijd'): 

SrT Suka continued : Delighted to hear the message of SrT Krsna (their most beloved 
Lord), the aforesaid women of Vraja spoke to Uddhava (as follows), their memories of SrT 
Krsna having been awakened by His message. (38) 

UfBvi Isn't fft: 44) ‘t'jHi wjrftsdfKfj f^gtrosHTfegrraW fi^i^^tretsajatsspiT 13^ 1 

'Hjmmi: tilm cn<| Id rjwliNdlHJ sjfa T: ItTo | 

tag cun'ifadnri ^Fprsitcr TtftatamgFstata: iu^i 

3TfEr <h<[d R: Tirat <?l Ifl-n: irep shftldj rjiy'm*ij rp^fluii ttTEtt: 115^ | 

TTT: f% Id^ll: WUrt IH tt^t | 

STZtsttft? «4>dd! ^pt | R^flctd-i 5 4T tarflNT | 

35WFT fTDt SSimld illHtMtl fttlffd: I =tacFPT aJIU jflrt: IYM 

("HHtHi(Wnichii»«'<ti!taf egim-t: I *TlM()tl8*WW tatdist: ijidldtd: rsSS,| 

at dlw T? d<i5«r wRuyiing 1 atoiWdldi T: ^THJt aaretRIT I'jSxe I 

^ TRagrgfrtRwarttfe^’Ti wtasHtsfir sfftfta sratr aferi'kii 

eR^madi^n -mm aujwi fa 1 ^uJidMUdi: mitits<;i 

fP: WK'dRd d-ddhyii WTI Sn1a4dtddi<4ld«4 Ta ^tt: |t,o| 

Tan ?5fod4ldKfl'Hrtlrtlcjrtl*d: 1 TiTian fiRT fata: ta it fsTWWri 1^ | 

? TTST ^ ■'HMlSa S^ldlSjlfddl^H I hugest nllct-n Jll^)« ^RRTdfatiT II 

The GopTs said: By good-luck Kamsa, the (sworn) enemy and persecutor of the Yadus. 
has been killed alongwith his followers. It is a matter for (further) gratification that Sri Krsna 
(the immortal Lord) is now doing well with His relations, who have attained all their objects 

(through Him). (39) (Others said), Does SrT Krsna (elder Brother of Gada), who was (till the 

other day) greeted (by us) with our loving and pleasing glances accompanied by bashful 

smiles, bring delight to the women of the city (of Mathura), O gentle one? (40) (Still others 

said,) How can He, an expert in love-making and (hence) beloved of charming women, help 

being won over (by them) when greeted with their (sweet) words and amorous gestures ?(41) 
(Some more said,) Does SrT Krsna (the Protector of cows), O pious one, remember us, rustic 
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women, in any context in the course of an unreserved talk in an assembly of the ladies of the 
city ? (42) (Others said,) Does He (ever) recall those nights, during that period (of His stay 

in Vraja), when He sported with (us) His sweethearts in (the woodland of) Vrndavana, 

charming with lilies and jasmines as well as with a full moon (bearing a spot resembling the 

figure of a hare) in the ring of the Rasa dance accompanied by the sound of jingling anklets, 

in the course of which His delightful stories were sung (by us)? (43) Will Sri Krsna (a scion 

of Dasarha) ever come over here to infuse new life into us—tormented (as we are) with grief 

occasioned by (separation from) Him—by (the soothing touch of) His (delightful) limbs even 

as Indra (the god of rain) would refresh a forest (scorched with summer heat) by (sending) 

clouds (of rain)? (44) (Still others said,) Wherefore should Sri Krsna come here now that He 

has slain His enemies and attained sovereignty and, surrounded by all His kinsmen (the 

Yadus), will feel (extremely) delighted when He has married (so many) princesses? (45) 

(Some more wisely said,) What purpose of the high-souled Sri Krsna (the Spouse of Sri), who 
has (all) His desires fulfilled and is (ever) perfect in His (own) Self, could be served by us, 

dwelling in a forest, or (even) by other ladies (of royal descent)? (46) Even Pingala, a wanton 

woman (of the legend), (once) spoke of hopelessness as the only road to supreme 

happiness. Though we know (all) that, our hope to meet 6ri Krsna is nevertheless hard to 

overcome. (47) Who can dare withdraw his mind from the confidential talk of Sri Krsna (who 
is extolled by the most high, nay.) from whose person (bosom) Sri (the goddess of beauty 

and prosperity) never gets down even though He does not long for Her ? (48) Alas I the river 

(Yamuna), the mountain (Govardhana) and the forest lands (of Vrndavana), the cows and 

the notes of flutes over there, hallowed (as they are) by Sri Krsna coupled with Sankarsana 

(through association with Them), O mighty Uddhava, awaken again and again the memory 

of Sri Krsna (the Son of Nanda, the cowherd chief) through His footprints, the abodes of (all) 

charm and prosperity. Surely we cannot (therefore) forget Him. (49-50) How can we forget 

Him—O Uddhava, we, whose mind has been captivated by His charming gait, pleasing 

laughter and playful glances as well as by His honeyed words? (51) O Lord, 0 Spouse of 

Rama, O Saviour of Vraja, O Reliever of (our) agony, O Protector of cows, lift (the village of) 
Gokula out of the ocean of suffering, in which it lies plunged. (52) 

Hhj* oust 

ddtfll: ^lUJIuXlctfudfctig^HI 

scud ^fffTTcprfhFrPL mImIHi 

«H<W4glPl sMicllcHX 3 353 

I I AY I 

HfeiftftsfaMsR, ^piqj^5fr gf<<IH~t sXlehniH' | <,5 | 

Sri Suka went on : The Gopis, whose agony of separation (from the Lord) was (now) 

gone to a large extent, thanks to the messages received from Sri Krsna, (duly) worshipped 
Uddhava, recognizing him to be Sri Krsna Himself (who is above sense-perception) and 

(therefore) their very Self. (53) He stayed for some months (there) in order to drive away the 
grief of the cowherd women. (Nay,) celebrating in song the story of the pastimes of Sri Krsna, 

he brought delight to (the entire village of) Gokula. (54) As long as the aforesaid Uddhava 

lived in Nanda's Vraja the days passed like (so many) moments with the people of Vraja in 

talks about Sri Krsna. (55) Eagerly observing the river, the woodlands and the dales as well 

as the trees in blossom and vividly reminding the inhabitants of Vraja of Sri Krsna (by 

questioning them about the pastimes connected with the various spots), Uddhava (the 
servant of Sri Krsna) spent his time in delight. (56) 

ctfaqif? ■rfnfrci tfiajuXithFX'tMj 353: u-wyld-wi hmwIX ivsi 
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Melt: FT TjiF 'IIHnSST TTF n[*.qcoi<nft TTicFTFT: I 

cn^sfrl '4--J rFFT H^UI cRJ rf FlFsFTlfTTTTTTFTSTnTTFT 1 F4 I 

ebni: f^Ft c^wi sfi ^IF HiquiiPt TwirFTF: I 

ms i fgra^rf;: 

•FF m'A17^- 3 [-hiititiL y^n;: *q'-< [Lm'i *i[w,i*i**ittci'i I 

TRTTTFFSFI IICIMI F .CU 1C SI Jiqrrrcq Ml H I 1 

3?mra?t CUU^UJ^NW^ 'FIT <§Tf|e|} |*lift Tpq^ftTOklH I 

FT c*-S|c ^d\JMH[4|HSi F f^sqi '4-nMc^-CHCci| $jfFf%l[eJl^441|l^ | ^SJ | 

firarw tt^ FiraHa<uiK(ei-< =fft ft^tj tf3T|: FfrnF TTra^ i ^ i 

ff( TWini TTr^ujuFt^iRT: i wi ?ft^8ir#n sjffffil i 1 

Supremely delighted to perceive the anguish of mind—as depicted before* and of an 
allied nature—of the Gopis, occasioned by their absorbing thought of Sri Krsna, and bowing 
to them (in reverence), Uddhava sang as follows :—(57) "These cowherd women alone on 

earth have justified their possessing a human body in that they have developed supreme love 

exclusively for Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows), the Soul of the universe—(a love) which not 

only strivers afraid of metempsychosis but sages (emancipated souls), nay, (even) we 

(devotees of the Lord) aspire for ? What (else) is there to be gained through (three kinds of)f 

births as a Brahmana by him who has developed a taste for the stories of Sri Krsna (the 

deathless Lord)? (Or what is to be gained through repeated births as Brahma by him who 

has not been able to develop a zest for such stories ?t (58) The two are quite out of keeping 

with one another—these women (impure by their very sex), roaming about in woods and 

polluted (in the eyes of adverse critics) through infidelity to their (worldly) husbands, (on the 

one hand) and surpassing (unflinching) love for Sri Krsna, the Supreme Spirit, as depicted 
above (on the other)! Surely the almighty Lord, directly and liberally confers (final) beatitude 

on him who constantly remembers Him, though not knowing His reality, (just) as nectar (the 

sovereign of all medicines) does good (to an ailing person) when used (even unknowingly).(59) 

Oh, the grace which descended on the cowherdesses of Vraja—who attained the object of 

their desire in the form of having their necks encircled by His stout arms during the Rasa 

festival—did not fall to the lot of celestial damsels (nymphs) possessing the fragrance and 

splendour of a lotus, or (even) of Sri, who is exclusively attached to His person (bosom); how 

(then) could others expect such favour (from Him) ? (60) Oh, let me be (incarnated as) 

anyone of the shrubs, creepers or herbs in (the woodlands of) Vrndavana, catching the dust 

of feet of these (blessed ladies), who (successfully) trod the path (of Devotion) leading to Sri 

Krsna—(the path) which is (still) to be strenuously sought for (even) by the UpanisadsS— 

* Vide verses 4 to 21 and 39 to 52 Supra. 

t The three kinds of birth as a Brahmana are:—(1) physical birth from Brahmana parents, (2) investiture with the sacred 

thread and initiation in the holy Gayatri-Mantra, which is regarded as a second birth and (3) consecration befitting one for the 

performance of a sacrifice, which is looked upon as a third incarnation. 

* The compound word 1can be split up in two ways—firstly as - THFt and secondly as3RTT 

- The word 'Brahma' too admits of a double meaning. The alternative interpretation of the last quarater of the verse 

according to the latter way of splitting the compound has been shown within brackets. 

SThis evidently refers to the Upanishadic text ‘‘SRI pi*ai I-icwtI w.which tells us that "words (scriptural texts) 

fail to reach Brahma and return (unsuccessful) alongwith the mind." 



neqlecting their own people as well as the path trodden by the virtuous, (both of) which are 
(so) difficult to abandon (for a chaste woman). (61) (Nay,) these Gopls completely shook off 
their agony (of separation from the Lord), embracing (as they did) those lotus-feet of the 

divine Sri Krsna which are actually fondled by Goddess Sri and mentally adored by (great 
gods like) Brahma and others, sages that have (all) their desires fulfilled (and are therefore 

free from all cravings), (nay,) even by masters of Yoga (like Siva, Sanaka and Narada), and 
which were (lovingly) placed (by the Lord) on their bosom in the gathering (of women) on the 
occasion of the Rasa dance I (62) I repeatedly salute the dust of feet of the (blessed women 
of Nanda's Vraja, whose loud singing of the stories of Sri Krsna (who captivates all) purifies 

the three worlds.” (63) 

3P9 jfhfrPpiPg WRT 3 I ritUHIU-^t 3RTIff qiwwltwj WLI ^ I 

t ftrfti wmia kHIHWMTOra: I yiaH^wl'an: IW 

^buiuidiifonsraT: i ^ratsfwffjrfhrfsi *iawrti^unRt(1 ^1 

grffWMlmPIUII-ti ^ *lW>sWI I II 

tret ^TOlfeit ’Tft: Tnftni353: ’jrorraFtfSJfT ^imfcmH.l^kl 

'udrOfpT, ckiil<MtlfLI <ihi=I 71^ ^WT^RFd^IfL 1 I 

^TcT 3tiM<£Higcr fHH^^iK^ilSsqFJ: 1^1 

SrT Suka proceeded further: Seeking the permission of the cowherd women as well 

as of Yasoda and Nanda, and taking leave of the cowherds, Uddhava (a scion of Dasarha), 
now ready to depart (for Mathura) mounted the chariot. (64) Duly approaching him , when he 
had (just) stepped out (of Nanda's mansion), with various presents (intended for Sri Krsna 

and Balarama) in their hands, Nanda and others lovingly addressed him in feeling terms (as 
follows) with tears in their eyes:-(65) "Let (all) the activities of our mind (ever) hinge on the 

lotus-feet of SrT Krsna. Let our speech utter His names (alone) and let our body remain 
enqaged in bending before Him and so on. (66) Being tossed by our (past) actions coupled 
with the will of Providence (as guided by those actions) wherever (in whatever species of life) 

we may be, let our delight be (ever) found in the almighty Sri Krsna as a result of our virtuous 

actions and charitable gifts (that may have been performed by us in our past lives). (67) Thus 
honoured by the cowherds out of devotion to Sri Krsna, O ruler of men, Uddhava came back 

to Mathura (which was now) protected by (the same Lord) Sri Krsna. (68) Falling prostrate 
before SrT Krsna he spoke (to Him) of the plenitude of devotion (to His feet) of the people of 
Vraja and handed over the presents (sent by Nanda) to Him as well as to Vasudeva, 

Balarama and the king (Ugrasena). (69) 

Thus ends the forty-seventh discourse, bearing on the return of Uddhava (to Mathura), 
in the first half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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Discourse XLVIII 
The Lord pays a visit to Kubja (the hunchbacked woman) and Akrura at 

their respective places 

3rar fajirq qqciH, traforr i *wdHWi: fgqflwjjiqgt i ? i 

H5i5fHw<i®u a,in~)iiiJiM°jDjdHj ^Thi<iqudi4>irqfsfaH3miW: i 

*)?: wa# qf&SdH, I 3 I 

■’ll crawrrm%^T qu: mjsira f| ^rarrcgin i 

qsiiMt^-ki Wffcmqa WTMtlimtt ddltidlldW: I ? I 

tt?ilaS,«: nquH^r.lril -d'll d d cd IM Id 4 i U ^nq-iqj 

<3?f ?l«w ddl*-R 63^1 cdlcbMRdl'd^rid: I 1! I 

SraTftldldJIMflfm 

gqqri qgqfi 

jppa iiiainfsi^T 

’tfrTKt S-, I-d d H-dHH M d dldid dRid IMH I 'S I 

iW ia^disj t grci ^wrimni 3i^rHiiJuwi^i ^fn^mtraw i c \ 

3Hi8i«4flilM6 ag fcnRt * ft lint »ii i iw tzrg: qn| tsj^aiajnr i <* i 

wst *meR ^tar hmRmi ^ qpR: i qreaqnwdiydHj^oi 

^trosj troTTTSzt ftvj qirorwjqt qdt«i^w«T=iid, $441*14 i^?i 

Sri Suka began again : Perceiving what was in the mind of Trivakra (the erstwhile maid¬ 

servant of Karhsa), smitten (as she was) with (pangs of) love (for Sri Krsna), and seeking her 

gratification, the all-seeing Lord, the Soul of the universe, then called at her house, (which 
was) equipped with costly articles of household use and supplemented by devices stimulating 

passion (such as erotic pictures), nay, embellished with strings of pearls and flags, canopies, 

beds and seats as well as with fragrant incenses, lights, wreaths and perfumes.(1 -2) Seized with 

a flurry, as a matter of fact, to perceive Him coming to her house, she stood up at once from 
her seat and, meeting Him with due ceremony alongwith her female companions, honoured 

Sri Krsna (the unfailing Lord) by offering Him a good seat and other articles of worship, (3) 

Duly honoured by her in a like manner, Uddhava squatted on the floor touching the seat 

(offered by her) with his head. Following the practices of the worldly-minded, Sri Krsna, for 
His part, quickly settled down on the costly bed (already placed there).(4) Duly preparing 

herself with a bath, pigments, fine linen, jewellery, garlands, perfumes, betel-leaves chewed 

with catechu, lime and areca-nut parings etc., nectar-like beverage and so on, she 

approached Sri Krsna (a scion of Madhu) with shy looks accompanied by sportful smiles and 
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amorous gestures. (5) Calling (to His side) the lovely damsel, timid (as she was) through 
bashfulness occasioned by her (very) first meeting (with a lover), and seizing her by the hand, 
adorned with a bracelet, the Lord set her on the bed and dallied with the charming girl, her 

only merit (entitling her to this rare privilege and honour) being that she had (willingly) offered 
(to Him) sandal-paste (which was meant for Karhsa, her master, who had a special liking for 

it). (6) Enjoying the (transcendent) smell of His feet and brushing off the suffering of her 
breasts, bosom and eyes—tormented (as they were) with pangs of love—by the (soothing 

and thrilling) touch of the feet of Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord), she folded in her arms the all¬ 
blissful Darling, who (now) rested on her bosom, and (thereby) got rid of her agony (of 

separation from Him) of very longstanding. (7) Alas! having thus secured by offering pigment 
the presence of SrT Krsna, the almighty Lord, the Bestower of final beatitude, (who is) so 

difficult to attain, the hapless woman (unlike the blessed Gopis, who dedicated their all to Him 
and sought nothing in return) asked (of Him) the following (viz., the gratification of her carnal 

desire, although her physical contact alone with the ali-blissful and all-powerful Lord was 
enough to ensure for herthe highest blessing in theform of final beatitude). (8) She said, "(Be 

pleased to) stay here (in my house) for a few days and make merry with me, my most 
beloved friend, (for) I dare not forgo your company, 0 lotus-eyed one I" (9) Granting her 
the desired boon (in the shape of a promise to revel with her again) and honouring her (with 
suitable presents and polite words and thereby acknowledging her service), Sri Krsna (the 

Ruler of all), who respects (the wishes of) all, returned with Uddhava to His own abode 
(Vasudeva's house), (which was) full of prosperity.) (10) He who, having duly propitiated 

Sri Krsna (the all-pervading Lord), the Ruler (even) of universal lords (Brahma, Siva and 
others), who is so hard to please (except through exclusive Devotion), asks for that which 

is acceptable (agreeable) to the mind is of perverted understanding because of his 

pettiness. (11) 

3igiTHaq gmiT: ag: I 

qqTO fmif TTa a 71 dnafadlfet: I 

MHIcH^MEIh') StRafeHHT ^9 I 

1jqj<StTa rtHkn: aftgmjT9gq-mi | 

gaatam fafstag ^di-HHuitugi-ij 

3rf&dl HtTHTOTW yHMghdl TpRJ f^TOaTaaimi I 

RgaT mm mu: TtFjm arft? aa^grripspf fvSjn^trtmnr Tt&faag. i 

gat astimpat magsttj. amatrr i aa^jaia Rhi ianih. i 

eudtggfHg ftramaiia^a tamlarfa: i a^at sr^-L grrmasTararq, i 

asn fit gag -ariatg a^naat arfmj mfm mm i, 

tja aaig mam snrnmfairtmssmmat a^at ftrmffn?oi 

rprtaat muiRi mfa ims ta^tfmfm: i 

q asam ri^uiaiumaf rnimiamta m a amtfj: ir?? i 

<!7I 

W 

’>'91 

?CI 

W 

aar q rnisrra famsstam taig i 

3mt q mama qa mar: rniat fqmtaaafa msfaam: 1771 

tdaWisa mam f|ma am am amia; gam: 1 

grata Mnau^qaiuifoqrm aarg mrarpi ftafai^i 

m m amsg agftaqisaatm: taimq aTtmimjfqfifm gm 1 
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3?^rf|nft5itras^T ^mrerwraijsT ?r <f^r ^ 

a?#5I Tt <=WWi|: 73T| SJTTWTT <T: I 

strJI^MTawfww ^HIW ft ^ «IT: Jtftg: I^m 

3>: qfetR?q^rt ftrtli fnftar^ HTtiliwi^dhK: gg?: I 

Traf=t, ggrt r ttft if^i 

Rgyi ^RT^t *rarft? R: 51'dld) JlWttfa ^tmJtld: ^5t: I 

Wishing to get Akrura do some errand (of His) and (also) with intent to oblige him Lord 

Sri Krsna, accompanied by Balarama and Uddhava, visited in state the residence of 
Akrura.(12) Overjoyed to perceive from a distance the aforesaid jewels among the best of 

men, (who were) his own relations, and rising (from his seat) to receive them, he (went up 

to,) embraced and welcomed them. (13) (Nay, recalling Their divinity) he bowed to Sri Krsna 
and Balarama (in spite of Their young age) and, greeted by Them too (in return), duly 

worshipped Them, who had (now) taken Their seat. (14) Sprinkling over his head in every 
direction the water with which he had washed Their feet, O protector of men, and honouring 

Them with (various) articles of worship, as well as with exquisite robes, sandal-paste, 

garlands and excellent jewels, Akrura, who was (already) bent low with humility, bowed down 

to Them with his head (inclined) and, kneading Their feet, that rested on his lap, spoke to Sri 

Krsna and Balarama (as follows):—(15-16) “Luckily (enough) by You two the sinful Karrisa 
has been slain alongwith his followers and this race of Yours not only saved from a calamity 

which-was hard to get over but made to prosper (too). (17) You two are Prakrti (primordial 

Matter) and Purusa (the Spirit), the (material and efficient) causes (respectively) of the 

universe and one with the universe (too). There in neither any cause nor any effect apart from 
You two. (18) Entering after its creation (as its Inner Controller) this universe, evolved by 

Yourself through the instrumentality of Your own potencies (in the shape of Rajoguna etc.), 
O Krsna (the supreme Lord), You are perceived in various forms within the range of hearing 

and sight. (19) Even as the (five) elements (earth etc.), appear in various forms in (the diverse 

orders of) created beings, (both) mobile and immobile, the media of their manifestation, so 

do You, the absolute Self, (entirely) self-dependent, appear in numberless forms in the 

various worlds (the fields of Your manifestation). (20) Through the instrumentality of Your 

own potencies in the shape of the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti)—Rajas, Sattva and 

Tamas—You (severally) evolve, then protect (preserve) and (ultimately) reabsorb the 
universe. You are (however) not bound by those Gunas or (even) by those actions (in the 

form of creation, protection and reabsorption of the universe). Under no circumstance 

whatsoever can ignorance (the cause of bondage) be attributed to You, who are Consciousness 
itself. (21) A body and other adjuncts (that are supposed to limit the Self or Consciousness) 

being unascertained (through metaphysical investigation), birth and differences (following 

it) cannot be directly ascribed to the Spirit (much less to You, the Supreme Spirit). Hence 

there can be neither bondage nor liberation for You. What appears as bondage or liberation 
in You is (only superimposed by) our ignorance about You and a reflection of our (own) mind. 

(22) Each time this dateless path of the Vedas taught by You for the good of the world is 

obstructed by false creeds of a heretical type, You assume (for the vindication of the Vedic 

path) a form consisting of Sattva (unmixed with Rajas and Tamas). (23) As such, O Lord, You 

are born this time in the house of Vasudeva here (on this planet) with Your own part 
manifestation (Balarama) in order to remove the earth's burden by destroying hundreds of 
Aksauhinis of kings who are partial incarnations of demons and in order to spread the glory 
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of this race (the race of the Yadus). (24) Highly blessed indeed are our dwellings today, that 
You, O Lord who are above sense-perception, have visited—You, the well-known Father 
and Preceptor of the universe, manifested in the form of all the gods, manes, spirits and kings 

(the rulers of men)—the waters washing whose feet (under the name of the Gartga) sanctify 

(all) the three worlds. (25) What wise man would seek as his protector anyone other than You, 
who are (so) truthful of speech, friendly, grateful and loving to Your votaries, and who grant 

all the desires of a pure-hearted devotee, nay, bestow on him Your very Self, to which neither 
growth nor decay can be attributed. (26) Luckily enough (for us), O Lord who are supplicated 

by (all) men, You have been perceived by us here (at our very house)—You, whose ways 

cannot be easily comprehended even by masters of Yoga (like Sanaka) and rulers of gods 
(like Indra). (Pray,) dispel atonce Your Maya (enchantment) in the shape of ties of attachment 

to our children, wife, wealth, relations, houses, body and so on." (27) 

yllhh daw 

frqfefa: TTCpTJJ SRfH VTctR, #: I 37^7 77f7te 5Ttf rftW: TFtTtFTfsra 1741 

Sri Suka continued: Thus honoured and glorified by His devotee, Lord Sri Hari smilingly 
replied to Akrura (as follows), enchanting him as it were by His (sweet and polite) words. (28) 

rft IJS: yffiszn HtdTT I tetJT$dT: rtetTSSi^rutl: Wtfl^: 177 I 

tradm trgriTprn fa ten 3t^-d4i: i ter wiaf f Tnsra: 1301 

n ^jutdifa tftsjffa n ter 1% tente 7Traa:i??i 

tt 97^1^ st 4: slai^iifactTibJui 1 fst^timsf musdi-ti ta <mi@<jhJ37 i 

fadjtet sfTTST: Til "dptl I 3TRTHT: TTjt WT 37T7T ffa ^J*pi I?? I 

(ffadf: 1 7tnT -T ana -[p I I 

w ■di-Tifij Tt^rm^nT Tmanrsj qx 1 ftenHT.fteiwiMi «i8n^f ’tefUW 

-tin 1 fou nndi-L 1 ^ fra: tawi teti?^i 

UlMdNqq HfriH-l'J IHHfiT-fl -‘ik-lTT - ’prT'L 3lnn^llttll5r2M: 1X41 

The glorious Lord said : You are our preceptor (counsellor) and uncle, nay, our 

praiseworthy friend. We ever deserve to be protected, nourished and treated with compassion 
by you, as a matter of fact, since we are your children. (29) Highly blessed and most worthy 
souls like you deserve constantly to be adored (more than gods) by men seeking blessed¬ 

ness. Gods are (after ail) actuated by self-interest (and are pleased with those'alone who 

offer oblations tothem through the sacred fire); (but) not so the pious (who habitually do good 
to others without expecting any return from them). (30) It is not that there are no purifying 
agencies (in the shape of rivers, lakes etc.), consisting of water and no deities (with a body) 
made of clay and stone. They (however) exert a purifying influence through a long process 

of time, whereas pious souls do so through their very sight. (31) As such you are the foremost 
of our friends. Therefore, with intent to do a good turn to (my cousins) Yudhisthira and others 

(the sons of Pandu) proceed you to Hastinapura (the capital of the Kauravas, named after 
its founder, King Hast!) for making enquiries about them. (32) Brought (back from the forest 

where King Pandu lived) to his capital by the (blind) king (Dhrtarastra. their elder uncle, who 
had ascended the throne on the plea of his being the reversionary heir of Pandu), their father 
having died (the other day), the boys are living in a most miserable condition with their mother 

[565] B.M. Partll—39 
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(KuntI, my aunt): so we have heard. (33) Sure enough, the feeble-minded King Dhrtarastra 
(the son of Ambika), who is (at the same time) blind and follows the will of his vile son 

(Duryodhana), does not behave impartially towards his nephews. (34) Go (therefore) and 

ascertain his behaviour (towards them) now—whether it is good or bad. Having definitely 
known it, we shall so arrange that the welfare of our relations (the Pandavas) may be 

ensured." (35) Having thus duly instructed Akrura, the almighty Lord Sri Krsna (who 

alleviates the suffering of His devotees) then returned direct to His own residence aiongwith 
Sankarsana (Balarama) and Uddhava. (36) 

Thus ends the forty-eighth discourse in the first half of Book Ten 
of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XLIX 

Akrura's visit to Hastinapura 

%l3jch 

^ TTr^T I I ^ | 

'bS'i* ^ I ^7 ?rfuT qTU^H I 3 I 

TT5TT I '&U--tWIH-lflNW I | 

^ 3TT3TT ^ q Wf^JcfTlf^rlH, I ^ I 

yidv,iS4^ I 3TT5n^lT FcRcMR fJ2TT T3c£C W | ^ | 

Sri Suka began again : Going to Hastinapura, marked with the glory of the kings of 

Puru's race, Akrura saw there Dhrtarastra (the son of Ambika) accompanied by Bhlsma, 
(nay,) Vidura, Prtha (the mother of the Pandava brothers), Bahlika (uncle of Bhlsma) 

aiongwith his son (Somadatta), Drona (the son of Bharadwaja), accompanied by Krpa (a 

scion of sage Gotama), (as well as) Kama, Suyodhana (Duryodhana), Aswatthama (the son 

of Drona), Yudhisthira and his four brothers (the sons of Pandu) and other friends. (1-2) 

Meeting his relatives in an appropriate manner, Akrura (the son of Gandini) was duly 

questioned by them about the welfare of their relatives (at Mathura), and himself enquired 

about their well-being (in return). (3) He stayed there for some months with intent to ascertain 
the conduct (towards the sons of Pandu) of the king (Dhrtarastra), who had vile sons and little 
moral strength and followed the will of the wicked (his brother-in-law Sakuni, Kama and 

others). (4) Prtha as well as Vidura' (another half-brother of Dhrtarastra and a true friend and 

benefactor of the Pandavas) told him (Akrura) of all the evil—in the shape of administering 
poison etc—that had (already) been done and was (further) sought to be done by 

Duryodhana and others (the sons of Dhrtarastra), who were envious of the majesty, military 

’ For the story of Vidura see Book III. 
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skill, bodily strength, prowess, modesty and other excellent qualities of Prtha's sons as well 

as of the love which the people bore for them. (5-6) 

<jsn 3 trat toj tori Troforo i ® i 

3rf£r wm =t: trrct tori ■smRg 'ft i toi-mi mg^tTg tori: nro tig g i c i 

StlM TOgFL fOT: ytuftl »tTtiet*lrt: I ftcffftSR, wfft I % I 

FtFttTOtft WSFtff ^gttw ftfftjftfftg i ttiroftTOfft ft graft: ffttj?lTOJ^Tr:5g>R. i t 

b^iftiRi<1ftwFi.ft!ff£rraF i tragi gift fttfft^ f^rqtftgigfttefftL i H i 

HP-Met MctliajMIrb WT '=JOTTR. I fft^FTt ^tTORI^t^ROFraftfelff, I ?? I 

■to frarng ^pjg g?rat m-wihjH i <iift%Ki«t ftbira trot? wi toti^i 

Approaching her cousin, Akrura, who was (quite) at hand, and recollecting her birth-place 
(Mathura) Prtha for her part spoke to him with tear-drops in her eyes (as follows): —(7) "Do 

my parents (Surasena and Marisa) and brothers* (Vasudeva etc.), sisters (Srutadeva and 
so on) and nephews (Sri Krsna, Balarama and others), ladies of the household (Devaki, 

Rohini and others) as well as my female friends remember me? (8) Does my nephew, Lord 
Sri Krsna, who is fit to protect all and is (so) fond of His devotees, as well as the lotus-eyed 
Balarama, remember Yudhisthira and others (the sons of His father's sister, i.e., myself)? (9) 

Will He (ever care to) console with His (comforting) words me—grieving (as I do) in the midst 
of enemies (even) asashe-deerwould do in the midst of wolves—as well as these fatherless 
boys (of mine) ? (10) O Krsna, O Enchanter of all, 0 great Yogi (Wielder of mystic powers), 

O Soul of the universe, 6 Saviour of all, 0 Deliverer of cows, protect me, that have sought 
You (as my refuge) and am suffering with my infants. (11) For men afraid of death and (future) 

birth I find no asylum other than Your lotus-feet, which are capable of conferring Liberation 
(on their worshippers), almighty that You are. (12) Hail to You, the Enchanter of all, the all- 
pure Brahma (the Absolute), the Supreme Spirit, the Master of Yoga (mystic powers), (nay,) 

Yoga (wisdom) personified ! I have sought You as my refuge." (13) 

ragft fwr g yi*>25 sifftrai ttsth. gggi ufftro# i i 

WW: I fTTFTOTTOFJ: fraft I?M 

toto. Trairorrod ftraft tjdtfitfFiqj 

Sri Suka continued : Remembering thus her own kinsfolk and (particularly) Sri Krsna, 

the Lord of the universe, O king, your great grandmother (Kunti) wept bitterly, afflicted as 

she was. (14) Akrura, to whom Joy and sorrow made no difference, and the highly 
renowned Vidura comforted Kunti by reminding her of those responsible for the birth of her 
sons (viz., Dharma, Vayu, Indra and the two Aswins). (15) Approaching the king 
(Dhrtarasfra)—who differentiated between his own sons and nephews and was (particularly) 
fond of the former—while about to return (to Mathura), Akrura repeated in the midst of his 

kinsmen what was communicated (to the king) out of goodwill by his relations (Sri Krsna, 

Balarama and others). (16) 

dcTO 

ftt ftt SRtycfJft <5 3ROTTT chUactlftt I ■yid-juM MIUSWSJTCMIHUlfejg: I W I 

' For the names of Prtha’s brothers, sisters, nephews and the ladies of her parental home vide verse 28-29, 30-31, 

46—55, 22-23 and 45 of Discourse XXIV of Book Nine. 
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aftjT Mltfil^dT Sen: T^STJ 

smsn cdi-eKTrotek nfiJdl TTO: I 

% gisRTCicrrcT: i 

T^f: iA*i'iA yiTjich Tt^ ywtad I 

3Tsmfgf%nr fera ^TFTSSd'rfcra: i 

4,«J||(rl SFtStiftJT dPdfedMJ 

T3S fefewcn^ra frwwi nrsU'ifLir;: i 

dwi(rrtl*WM tren^ ^wqmksr^i 

dtfdM: TW: $fcr: cbllddclimily I ?4 I 

tTPTTfL TTO<% ctrfe STnS3fT3T5rg 9I??1 

riel*^ tcidlfn Ich^ rd|r|lri|rdlfc|RT: l?o I 

I'dil yend»W er d^hdH, I T T I 

mwlchTi: 

^Se^rTT^T y[^u<dPrt 5fTW TFT: ^d IC-U: 

3TfegTSrf ftWRT TSWTf%IJt 

Sf^illilullrilHISidtM *td: ^TTrfr TW5TOt ITM 

l??l 

IT? I 

IT* I 

Akrura said : 0 son of Vicitravlrya, 0 enhancer of the glory of the Kurus, your (younger) 

brother, Pandu, having demised, you have now ascended the throne (of Hastinapura). (17) 

Ruling over the earth with piety, gratifying the people with your good conduct and behaving 

impartially towards your own people (viz., your sons and the sons of Pandu) you will attain 
prosperity and renown. (18) Acting otherwise, you will be censured in the world (during your 

lifetime) and go (down) to hell (after your death). Therefore, behave impartially towards the 
sons of Pandu and your own. (19) And there is no (possibility of one's) living together 

perpetually with anyone anywhere in this world—even with one's own body, 0 king; how, 

then, could one expect to live eternally with one's wife, children and so on? (20) A creature 

is born alone and dies all by itself. Alone it enjoys the fruit of its good deeds and alone does 

it reap the consequences of its misdeeds. (21) Others going by the names of son etc., (that 

deserve to be nourished) drain the unrighteously accumulated wealth of the foolish one 

(even) as the brood of an aquatic animal share its waters (which constitute its very life as it 

were). (22) Life, riches and sons etc., that a man nourishes through unrighteousness under 
the (false) notion that they are his own (ultimately) forsake the stupid fellow for good (even) 

when he (feels that he) has notyet accomplished his purpose (the enjoyment of pleasures).(23) 
Deserted by them (even) when his object has not (yet) been achieved, and carrying (with him) 

his (load of) sins a man who is ignorant of his own (real) interest and (therefore) has his face 

turned away from his own duty himself descends (after death) into the dismal hell. (24) 

Therefore, realizing this world, O king, to be a (mere) dream, illusion or fancy, and controlling 

your mind with your reason, be composed and impartial (to all), O lord ! (25) 

ssjt 4n*aiuil sra <wqa sraHj ttstfftt n gsnm nrtf: snzr ttttttjttr. ii 

WSTlffr TJptT TTIFT TT TSTFI% ^ I tpT^TTJTFPW fcpL TTRPTTt W I I 

faftr 3 fespRasraT ’jttrj TjwKWdKia stiewmif it41 

at ^fiTTRfwiT Irdmaad. Tjgr tjotr. farrart a^stfas: 1 

arq nst ^TaatsriafTTtTaTTTTRa^TTaa ara^rta i?Ti 

Dhrtarastra replied; (Even) as you tender this salutary advice, 0 prince among the charitable, 

I do notfeel sated with it any more than a mortal would on securing nectar. (26) Still yourwholesome 

and agreeable counsel, O gental one, does not stick into my fickle mind—biassed (as it is) through 

attachment to my sons—any more than (a flash of) lightning does (into a cloud). (27) What man can 

possibly set aside (even) indirectly the decree of the almighty Lord, who (I am told) has appeared 

in the race of Yadu for removing the earth's burden ? (28) Hail to that supreme Lord who, having 
evolved this creation (consisting among others of numberless living organisms) by His own creative 
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energy (known by the name of Prakrti)—whose ways cannot be easily conceived—and entered 
it afterwards (as its Inner Controller), apportions (to them diverse) duties and their rewards, and 
whose pastime—(so) difficult to comprehend—is mainly responsible for the movement of the wheel 
of transmigration. (29) 

forfaiter whiggfc: i 
TTSTH . TmfOTTBIT T?TJggT^!ri?f | 

■HHIhIhc; 

ttfT: Sib dcdd, 

SrT Suka went on: Having thus come to know the mind of Dhrtarastra, and duly permitted 
by his relatives (the Kurus and the sons of Pandu), the aforesaid Akrura (a scion of Yadu) 
returned to Mathura (the capital of the Yadus). (30) (Reaching Mathura) he reported to 

Balarama and Sri Krsna the conduct in particular of Dhrtarastra towards Yudhisthira and 
others (the sons of Pandu), for which purpose, O Parlksit (a scion of Kuru), he had been 
personally sent (by Them). (31) 

Thus ends the forty-ninth discourse, in the first half of Book Ten of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa- 

Sarhhita, a collection of eighteen thousand £lokas 
composed by the sage Vedavyasa. 

END OF THE FIRST HALF OF BOOK TEN 
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SrTmad Bhagavata-Mahapurana 
Book Ten (Latter Half) 

Discourse L 
The Lord ensconces Himself in a fortress (built by Him in the western sea 

under the name of Dwaraka) 

ifapi JCIIT1 

stfer: Stiffs *ttW rrffiwit Wrttf*T I ta [MyjSK 1 ? 1 

fq^ umwmia arrroajTa jftm 1 ^cjniwducywnui^ 1 3 1 

h daiiiquichurf ^il*iu%i TtiaptRfl if A 3 1 

3r^H^uftfai3riiHii faghtgifq tt^a; 1 q^aarerat qsjn arema, rriatfa^R, 1 * 1 

Sri Suka began again : Their husband being dead, Asti and Prapti, the two wives of 

Karhsa, O ParTksit (the foremost of the Bharatas), went away stricken with sorrow to the 
house of their father: so the tradition goes. (1) Seized with agony they made known to their 
father, Jarasandha, the ruler of the Magadhas, all that had contributed to their widowhood.(2) 
Full of grief and indignation of hear that unpleasant story, O protector of men, Jarasandha 
put forth a supreme endeavour to rid the earth of the Yadavas. (3) Protected by three and 
twenty Aksauhinls* he besieged Mathura, the capital of the Yadus, on all sides. (4) 

fqff^rt epur ffUKMJ I A I 

RhWIMW «nraH. fft: diKUIAI-jtl: I rt^TOTJdoi r5I3Rtn5WRRT I ^ I 

glHmifa =t?i igfit wf ■HUiferiH'i qmdq ■hhmtcT eMHi h^jS3^1 43 1 

3T^fftnftf*r: wna *tzRrrait3& i iiFrarg 9 ?rtsit sp: awltann, i <■ i 

Tragafodditlsq ■ft i ntspr aRats^qr qara ^ i k i 

arsjtdft #99^ ^tt if^rmrarawifra qn* srw: srf%ra,i?oi 

Taking a full view of his army, which resembled an ocean that had overflowed its banks, 
of His own city besieged by it and of His people (near and dear ones) stricken with fear, Sri 

* The strength of an AksauhinI has been specified as follows 

•q^TcT^: I •3-^»»^rK'4«i<3yi Stftll 

In other words, an AksauhinI consists of 1,09,350 infantry, 65.610 horse. 21.870 elephants and an equal number of 

chariots. 
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Krsna—who was no other than Lord Sri Hari (Visnu) appearing in a human semblance from 
some motive (viz., for removing the burden of the earth), pondered over (reviewed) the 
purpose of His descent (on this earthly plane) as well as on what was equal to the time and 
place in question. (5-6) (He took no time in arriving at a decision and said to Himself,) "I shall 
certainly destroy this army of all dependent chiefs, broughttogether by Jarasandha (the ruler 

of the Magadhas), reckoned as many AksauhinTs strong and consisting of foot soldiers, 

cavalry, chariots and elephants—a concentrated burden on the earth (and therefore easy 
to dispose of). Jarasandha, however, is not to be killed (at once) as (in the event of his being 

let off) he is expected to put forth renewed efforts to mobilize an army (so that I shall be 
spared the trouble of hunting up evil-doers). (7-8) This present descent of Mine is directed 

towards this very end, viz., removing the earth's burden, protecting the virtuous and wiping 
out the vile. (9) (why this alone,) other (divine) forms too (such as those of a boar and a man- 

lion) are duly assumed by Me (from time to time) for the vindication of righteousness as well 

as for putting a stop to (the mad career of) unrighteousness gaining ascendancy during 

certain periods." (10) 

HlPlft <iikK 3tl*l<!TFL I TSh^dfelrTt TTH: TTIJTt I?? I 

3TCJ«Tf=r Tt ftsnft TJTIUTlft -q^ill I 3gT cllft «Ml4>$l: ^ I 

oqTR JtTH R34T tsfldHi 5Wt I TTET % T8T STTSrRTr ^Rldl-tllijSIlft Tt I ?? I 

qi-nrretra oitLwid. ttfl Trg®c i ft Tt tri Trtspraftt i V* i 

TPnRT dRlftf 7feft 1JT11L I W 

fefnq: TcRjaigm slrtHIvMlunlSS^ft I Tty ?3Tt ftphfet HV 

rfiTIS^jL ?ft laaitHdJig: I dW!? WTSIT 4f^t t <55™! <j««u8W I I 

it ^irrift 1 ft ^^1 h-t; t 41^4 ^ift 

tra un ■qft sttgi Tjatra thfipg 1 ftRt sn ift tqnfft nt Tift i^<? 1 

While Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) was thus contemplating, there presently alighted 

from the heavens two chariots, possessing the effulgence of the sun and (each) accompanied 
by a charioteer and fitted with (necessary) appurtenances (such as armour and ensign). (11) 

There also appeared of their own accord eternal divine weapons (of the Lord). Perceiving 

them, Sri Krsna (the Controller of the senses) immediately spoke to Sankarsana (as 

follows):—(12) “See, noble Brother, the calamity that has come upon the Yadus, of whom 
You are the Guardian, O Lord I Here is Your chariot come, as well as Yourfavourite weapons 
(the plough, pestle and so on), (13) Mounting the vehicle, sweep off this army and completely 
deliver Your people (thereby) from the disaster (that stares them in the face). Surely to this 

end is directed Our descent, which brings happiness to the virtuous, O Lord ! (14) Remove 
the earth's burden going by the name of the twenty-three Aksauhinis.'1 Having thus fully 
deliberated, Balarama and Sri Krsna (the two Scions of Dasarha) rode out of the city in their 

respective chariots, clad in armour and armed with Their own weapons and surrounded by 
a very small detachment. Coming out of the city into the open land, Sri Hari, who had Daruka 
for His charioteer, blew His conch (thereby challenging the enemy to encounter Them). (15-16) 

From thatfollowed a shivering occasioned by terror in the heart of the enemy's ranks. Looking 

intently at the two (divine) Brothers, Jarasandha (the ruler of the Magadhas) said to Them, 
"O Krsna, the vilest among men, for very shame I do not wish to fight with you, a youngster, 
(especially) when you are alone. (No,) I am not going to have an encounter with you, 0 stupid 
fellow, who remained concealed (so long); (therefore), get away, O slayer of your (own) 
maternal uncle I (17-18) If there is an itching in you (for a combat), O Balarama, offer battle 
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to me and have patience (to see the result). Casting off your body torn with my shafts, (either) 
ascend to heaven or slay me (if you can). (19) 

sX/eyera 

^ ^ ■gt! li'ltiNHJ T ’J^mt cte!t TprttTtpfd Tjljfo: Ho I 

The glorious Lord replied : The valiant never brag; they only exhibit their manliness. 

We do not (however) take your words to heart, O knig, full of grief as you are (over the death 
of your son-in-law, Karhsa) and about to die. (20)" 

'■uiyHWieiRwjiti msrat i 

fjjjfatfl gpjfonrtnjfo 1^1 

iniia .1 fen i I 

fet: wfstttt: 1^3 I 

?ft: tRRterat^gi -g|: Rlrtlrj-Wl^ulcjiJuilidH, I 

WtXuitfleW gtrytlHd cMt^JdTsil^KIUdlTiPH, R3 I 

WL ggSscraTUTijTTi^ i 

Rm-b TSIR, Rkth <ns^wm-crshH, l TkI 

IdffJsHcji^TTr chR^li MMr^rnch^nS^T ^Kcjctuit^-tjc: l 

WWJtpiTW: 

er^R=hicid'h^nc»ii 

trafWtn *rte*rara?i yoifSdi ■>rttwrara?r ipt u-iftddi uumih. i 

fgftsrartX 5%^ ivci 

drn cvtimk ^FISr-smiwriH, I 

Shi writ d y_y 4i Fd ctTi fid dmUKhiui: trcHJ;?'?l 

felted M 'yd-bKIW U: TWtf^smmpJt: Wdlddl I 

i tmt ftra mmyf-iUr.HsrTfh Tiemjrasita uu-in 1301 

Sri Suka continued : Marching towards Balarama and Sri Krsna (the two Scions of 

Madhu), Jarasandha (the foster-son of the demoness Jara*, who had joined the two halves 

of his body into one) surrounded Them, including Their troops, vehicles, flags, horses and 

charioteers, with a very powerful and huge multitude of troops even as a tempest would 
envelop the sun and a fire with clouds and particles of dust respectively. (21) Stricken with 

grief not to perceive on the battle-field the chariots of Sri Krsna and Balarama, distinguished 

with ensigns bearing the emblems severally of Garuda (the king of birds, the carrier of Lord 

Visnu) and a palmyra tree, the women (of Mathura), who had climbed up to the attics (on the 

fort) and (tops of) mansions and gates of the city, fell into a swoon. (22) Seeing His own 

(small) force oppressed with the formidable shower of shafts repeatedly discharged by 

Vide verses 7-8 of Discourse XXII of Book Nine. 
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clouds in the shape of hostile troops, Sri Hari twanged His excellent Sarriga bow, esteemed 

by the gods and demons (alike). (23) Taking arrows out of His quiver and fitting them (to the 
bow), pulling the string (of the bow) atfull length and discharging volleys of sharp arrows and 

striking down chariots, elephants, horses and foot-soldiers (on all sides) without interval, the 
Lord whirled as a revolving fire-brand. (24) Elephants fell dead with thefrontal globes on their 

foreheads plit up; horses (too) dropped dead in large numbers with their necks cut off with 
shafts; chariots toppled down with their horses, ensigns, charioteers and masters struck 
down, and foot-soldiers fell prostrate with their arms, thighs and necks severed. (25) On the 
field of battle were set flowing in hundreds streams of blood issued from the bodies of foot- 

soldiers, elephants and horses that were being mowed down—streams in which arms (of 
fallen soldiers) floated like (aquatic) serpents, the heads of men like tortoises, their hands 
and thighs like fishes, the locks of men like duck-weeds and their excellent and big gems and 

ornaments like gravel and stones. The streams were thick with shoals in the shape of killed 
elephants and alligators in the shape of slain horses; (nay,) they were full of waves in the 
shape of bows and bushes in the shape of (other) weapons, and looked terrible with eddies 

in the shape of shields (or wheels). They brought terror to cowards and encouragement to 

the valiant of one army to give battle to the other. By Saiikarsana (Balarama) of immeasurable 
prowess, even as He was (busy) annihilating the vainglorious enemies with His pestle,was 

brought to destruction (the remnant of) that force, led by Jarasandha (the king of the 
Magadhas), (even) though it was hard to cross and fearful like the ocean and unfathomable 

(in prowess) and endless (in extent) O dear Parlksit! That was (however) a mere amusing 
play on the part of Sri Krsna and Balarama (the two sons of Vasudeva), the Rulers of the 
universe. (26—29) The (aforesaid) discomfiture of the enemy's forces is no wonder on the 

part of the Lord who carries on the (processes of) creation, preservation and annihilation of 

(all) the three worlds by way of His (divine) sport, endowed as He is with endless attributes. 
Still the story is (being) told (at some length) as of Him who imitates the ways of mortals (and 
fought like two Ksatriya) youths though capable of destroying any army whatsoever in a 

twinkling by mere will). (30) __ ^ ^ , 

WIB fmtsj mm xsHlfW qgisitfHJ sniilmiaRiani RigPwMi+tl I?? I 

fTTTTft TOIdthUWI#: I matron <TlGKkW I?? I 

m ftfiT rtlctniSTrglT sftferTt 4U4mi: ITTO aiRd: mftt irafa: 133 I 

area: trfasnsrq^fdT: i «*4<si-*4>iiHis4 arPrei wna: i?'ki 

^ fit arisaretf i OTfsmr mmsm mimf I'fm am i W 
(Even) as a lion would seize another with force, Balarama caught hold of Jarasandha, 

who though very powerful, had lost his chariot and was left (alone) with his life, his (entire) 
force having been wiped out. (31) With intent to accomplish His (own) work (of concentrating 

all undesirable elements) through him Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) prevented his being 
bound (by Balarama) with the cords of Varuna as well as with human ropes, although he had 

(himself) killed (numberless redoubtable) foes (in the past). (32) Let go by Sri Krsna and 
Balarama (the two Lords of the universe) and (therefore) abashed, Jarasandha (who was 
honoured by the valiant) resolved upon austerities but was stopped on the way by (other) 

kings (such as his friend and associate Sisupala, the ruler of the Cedis and another sworn 
enemy of Sri Krsna, though related to Him by blood) by means of expressions consisting of 
words bearing sacred import and even worldly counsels saying “This discomfiture at the 
hands of the Yadus has been sustained by you through the binding nature of your own (past) 

actions." (33-34) ignored by the Lord on all his battalions having been wiped out. King 
.Jarasandha (son of Brhadratha) withdrew dispirited to the Magadh territory (his own 
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dominions). (35) 

^nsjtora^izr 

f-italunRsiroiuIco | fuch)4qiui: 

£1: I 

3: i 4h)||4ujtjc(^-l(H 3* yld^iid 5mti?<:i 

feavqrnf 

fefhrtjH) 

?.y-HI Mdlchlf^i-tco^-dtH^I Mqy'l s4^JvTlMU| 

: I fSrft^wroi: 

dil<i*M4dUui|iL 13^ i 

41~.y-^Kon^l^M: | >5o | 

37Wt«mH ia-dHd-d ^^1^1 el^frara ttt^ u4m^H illfowg: I 

Meeting the citizens of Mathura, that had now been rid of (all) agony, and felt delighted 

at heart (and had now come out to greet and felicitate their Saviours), Lord Sri Krsna (the 

Bestower of Liberation) too returned—Sri Krsna, whose army remained (completely) 

unscathed and who was applauded by the gods and was (also) being covered with flowers 
in that He had crossed without any effort the ocean of the enemy's forces, nay, whose victory 

was being celebrated by Sutas (heralds), Magadhas (bards) and Vandis (panegyrists). (36-37) 

Conchs and drums, kettledrums and clarionets as well as lutes, flutes and clay tomtoms 
sounded (of themselves) while the Lord was entering the city, whose road had been sprinkled 

(with water), (nay) which was full of merry men, was decorated with flags and resonant 

with the chanting of Veda and which had ornamental arches erected all round by way of 

festivity. (38-39) Being strewn by women with flowers, curds unbroken grains of rice and 
sprouts, and lovingly regarded with eyes dilated through joy, the Lord presented to King 

Ugrasena (the ruler of the Yadus) ail the untold wealth (found) lying on the field of battle and 
the jewellery of (killed) warriors, that had been brought by Him. (40-41) 

W i rmrat ttsit ^tuiMifori: nr; i 

3Tf%iUq«tj« trt ^HTTrRRtT 11^5 tilTWidlttufefm lit? I 

OTmftft rt^rm I HKdjlfMdl cfttt 5RR: Melted ITifl 

4: I -j/riq, qiyMS-ji cjwIt nsqi 

Followed (each time) by an army consisting of the same number of (viz., twenty-three) 
Aksauhinis, King Jarasandha (the ruler of Magadha) fought in this way (as many as) 

seventeen times with the Yadus, who were protected by Sri Krsna (and were therefore 

invincible). (42) Endowed (however) with the (inexhaustible and unequalled) might of Sri 

Krsna, the Vrsnis annihilated his entire force. Let off by the Yadus (his enemies) on his troops 

having been killed, the monarch withdrew (to his capital). (43) While the eighteenth 

encounter was yet to come, Kalayavana (a Yavana hero), despatched by the sage Narada, 

appeared (on the scene) during the interval. (44) Having heard (from the mouth of Narada,* 

of whom he had enquired the names of foremost warriors on the earth's surface) of the Yadus 
as being his equals (in prowess), Kalayavana, who had no rival among men, came and 

besieged Mathura with thirty millions of Mlecchas (non-Aryans or barbarians). (45) 

!T ¥roI: FtjF^tTOH^raTRJ 31ft utr 

^rti4 i tjFmscqugr£rctrtrt^tctTssirftrztra mi 

aira^szitifTFt aaPFar TRiga: i srsp; wawrsrar tarp =t?5t ikci 

dwir;ei fernwrt f^ct<^IMM. i ?tofl 4wmia ttmantl ins i 

* VideVisnu-Purana V.xxiii. 6. 
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^ ^51 HOTctH. fT 3^*^ TH* ^cwi^twiWcL I V> I 

^ra 5131 ft aij Tssn^R^T^rsftf^fKrrarfg fo&Kdqjmi 

^{^MrtdlilHfawjmcIHlfariH, I Wl(6<*iisim*i'^: 1 ^ 1 

tl'itdKj& I ita^isjAJsw'UMW^: I ^ 1 

aridWTRI 51 ijI'fo'WfaS PirUrtH.1 Tsuaciutl-ancniul ygpci^siewitv 1 *0*1 

^srcrr /mfeira 5t t#5: Mifeuii4t: i ^ ^rraferat n?if h<4mW garit mm 

^lAetiehml-l. writ 4-fl*WHJ chRii-t^lwAI WlJUI-LI W 

^ qrrw w'ttftw wf«^ i Tra 5k«m«iihi^<i ’iJA'iit ft i 

33f 5tero»lT riitgi #: I MIW trtor fOT: tTOftfotT: I 

aiitalH«iMMn H<il‘Wlil m-CMg-W'l tiP^lTl J#TCr4^3^H»tH4W 4«l5mHlSgW: 1K°I 

Seeing him, Sri Krsna, who enjoyed the companionship of Sarikarsana (Balarama), 

thought (as follows): “Oh, a great calamity has surely overtaken the Yadus from both sides 
(viz., Kalayavana and Jarasandha). This Yavana, who is followed by a huge army, has 

certainly invested us today. (And) Jarasandha (the ruler of Magadha) will also come either 
today or tomorrow or the day after (at the latest). (46-47) if Jarasandha (the foster-son of 
Jara, the demoness) comes while We are both (engaged in) contending with this fellow, the 

mighty Jarasandha will (either) make short work of our relations or take them away (as 
captives) to his own capital. (48) Therefore, we shall this (very) day construct a citadel which 

will be difficult of access to men (lit., bipeds) and, having ensconced our relations there, shall 
(return and) have the Yavana killed (by strategem).”* (49) Having deliberated thus, the Lord 

caused a fortress to be built in the (western) sea (by Viswakarma, the architect of the gods 

as well as a city (inside the fortress), extending over (an area of) twelve Yojanas (96 miles) 
and containing all wonderful things—a city in which expert knowledge of architecture (a 
science attributed to Twasfa, the architect of the gods) as well as (unique) masonic skill stood 

revealed, and which was specially constructed with roads, streets and quadrangles (strictly) 

conforming to the site (assigned to them in standard works on architecture). (50-51) It was 

(duly) provided with gardens consisting of celestial trees and creepers as well as with 
wonderful groves and was built (according to a definite plan) with attics and gateways of 

crystal touching the (very) heavens with their domes of gold, barns of silver and brass 
adorned with gold pitchers, houses of gold with tops of jewels and floors of emerald, temples 
dedicated to the deities presiding over the foundation of houses and home-steads etc., and 

wooden sheds on the roofs of houses. The city was crowded with men belonging to the four 

orders of society and shone forth with palaces belonging to the rulers of the Yadus (Ugrasena 
and Vasudeva, Balarama and Sri Krsna). (52—54) The great Indra sent down (from heaven 

as a present) for Sri Krsna (his famous assembly hall known by the name of) Sudharma as 
well as the Parijata tree (one of the five well-known species of celestial trees), stationed under 
the shade of which a mortal does not remain tied down to the characteristics of mortals (viz., 

hunger and thirst, old age and death, grief and infatuation). (55) Varuna (the god of water) 
sent down (milk-) white horses with one dark ear and swift as thought; Kubera (the lord of 

treasures), the eight treasures; and the guardians of (other) spheres, the riches peculiar to 

• The Lord did not kill the Yavana Himself obviously because he had been got a 
a hnnn from Lord Siva, who had further 

ordained that the boy would prove a terror to the Yadus. (Vide Visnu-Purana V.xxiii. 1 4) 
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themselves. (56) Sri Hari Himself having come down to the earth (in the form of SrT Krsna), 

O protector of men, others (such as the Siddhas too) returned (to Him) in toto whatever 
lordship had been granted (in their favour) by the Lord for the (successful) execution of their 

charge. (57) Transferring all the people (of Mathura) to that retreat by dint of Yoga (His 

supernatural power), and having duly conferred with Balarama, who was looking after (the 
rest of) the people (at Mathura), SrT Krsna, the Dispeller of the agony of His devotees, issued 
out of the city gate, wearing a garland of lotuses and unarmed. (58) 

Thus ends the fiftieth discourse entitled "The Lord ensconces Himself 
in a fortress", in the tatter half of Book Ten of the great 

and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse LI 

(Kalayavana gets burnt and) King Mucukunda glorifies the Lord 

It fawlw tow uWt jlmiwtn i q i 

Hd^sHLUlSTUTR^ | ? | 

srie«j*Mi« IjiklttHflHJ fsTSTTOT I ? I 

c"tl^'i 5JMpHfd i g^^atwfg^r^t g-iui<wfd ()■<■(: i -* \ 

i mrprgcH'^ii frowst: i i 

?ffi frfgcn to jnsudH srosTOfei^reT 4)Phihj ^ i 

^TraTHft^TtJtTR Bfwn TT a? I TOtf ?5TTOr TOHwfohTttiT | a I 

tJT5TTO M531A 'dinw TO •iifatiH.I ?frt f^iUjI^ldl TO HIHl^dl^TO: 1 i, I 

t^ f8JHtsfo MlRch*r;<i^| bfa^abTO TITO? c^5t bTOJ ^ I 

TTOtt ^rtRht Tlrl bTftf Tbspnj ?fb TOTOja ijsta TOT 

Tt TOTO fef TOTOTlTO tflu^ I f^jit idrtlcTO-t, bt?f TOST^flttufeldH, I ^ ? I 

ti nicmw -saw ^fguirH *nro i ^rotfroT toti ■totoktoit i ^ i 

SrTSuka began again : The Yavana (Kalayavana) beheld Sri Krsna fully emerged (from 
the city gate) like the rising moon—most charming to look at, dark brown (of hue), clad in 
yellow silk, with a white curl of hair (known by the name of Srlvatsa) on His bosom and His 

neck adorned with the brilliant Kaustubha gem, endowed with four massive and long arms 

and eyes ruddy as a fresh-blown lotus, and wearing a lotus-like face, ever full of excessive 

joy, with beautiful and splendid cheeks and a bright smile and adorned with brilliant alligator¬ 

shaped ear-rings. (1—3) Concluding from the characteristics pointed out by Narada that this 

most handsome man with four arms and lotus-like eyes and distinguished with the mark of 

Srlvatsa and adorned with a garland of sylvan flowers must be Sri Krsna (son of Vasudeva) 
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and none else, and resolving that since He was armless and was going on foot, he (too) must 
encounter Him unarmed (and unmounted), the Yavana pursued Him with intent to overtake 
Him while He was running fast with His back turned against him although He is not within easy 

reach even of those adept in Yoga. (4—6) The Yavana chief was lured far away to a mountain 
cave by Sri Krsna, who showed Himself at every step as though within grasp. (7) Though 

(still) at His heels, reproaching Him in the words “It does not become you, born (as you are) 
in the race of Yadu, to run away (before an adversary)", he could not get at Him, his evil 
destiny (that prevented him from touching the Lord's sacred person) having not (yet) been 
exhausted. (8) Even though censured in this way, the Lord entered deep into the mountain 

cave. Having penetrated it himself, the Yavana found another man lying asleep there. (9) 
"Surely, having brought me (so) far away, the fellow is lying here like an innocent man I" 
Saying thus to himself and taking him to be Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord), the stupid fellow 

struck him freely with his foot. (10) Waking up and slowly opening his eyes, the man, who 
had been long asleep, gazed all round and beheld the Yavana standing by his side. (11) Burnt 

by the fire produced out of the Yavana's (own) body even as the look of the lying man—who 

felt enraged (on his having been awakened so rudely and abruptly)—fell on him, he was 

reduced to ashes in an instant, O Pariksit (a scion of Bharata)! (12) 

<Ml4M 

The king said : What was that man called, who killed the Yavana (thus), O holy 

Brahmana, and to whose race did he belong ? What (kind of) prowess did he possess in 
reality ? Wherefore did he go to sleep in the (said) cave and whose seed was he ? (13) 

ft ■dPBTfpTTdt WTOfT: RY I 

^ utfgtT: ^■hiuiK-aitUiftrtgnjt i uPwwwstsri w 

git % ta-.ITR^ 'UUH'T MKMKO^n I 9,L I 

uRctj^gr TTaj StWl-Luiciyfl)^7 sF^ldl: R>SI 

gar rifety) flatTi *tl<t«iUnidmRpn: I '41^71-Him «nifroil: ROI 

slrtidl-L rifodl I 3T3TT: riilrtda tRIT I ^ I 

m guff? Sts a dirt a: ITicR UddFL I1»l 

tictijTB: TT zt afFRTT: I 3RlfdS Uglf^gt faSdT 17? I 

wd aia tre} atd #sr&rdTd#aa: i a tddT ^garaaj af^naifL i1)1) i 

Sri Suka replied : Born in the race of Ikswaku and an eminent son of Mandhata, he was 

known as Mucukunda and was not only (supremely) devoted to the Brahmanas but true to 
his promise (too). (14) He was entreated for their protection by the hosts of gods led by Indra, 

who were terribly afraid of the demons; and (accordingly) he ensured their safety for a long 
time. (15) Having found in Guha (the younger son of Lord Siva), a guardian of heaven, they 
now said to Mucukunda, "O king, cease you (now) from the uphill task of protecting us on all 

sides. (16) Since you have been (busy) protecting us (all along), having completely 
renounced your kingdom on the mortal plane—which had (all) its enemies wiped out (by 

you)—all your enjoyments have ceased. (17) Nay,) your sons and wives and (other) 
relations, ministers and counsellors, and even the people of your time survive no more 
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having been swept away (by the cruel hand of Death). (18) The Time-Spirit is mightier than 
the mighty; (nay,) it is the almighty and immortal Lord (Himself). Like'a herdsman driving a 
herd it sweeps away created beings in (mere) sport. (19) May good betide you, ask of us 

today any boon other than Liberation; (for) the imperishable Lord Visnu is the sole authority 
capable of granting it." (20) Thus addressed (by them), King Mucukunda of great renown 

respectfully saluted the gods and, entering deep into the (aforesaid) cave*, and overpowered 

by (a very long spell of) sleep, vouchsafed by the gods (in response to his prayer), lay down 
to repose (there). (21) (The gods further said to him,) "Let him, however, who thoughtlessly 

awakens you, when fallen into sleep, in the middle, be instantly reduced to mere ashes when’ 
but seen by you.” (22) 

STTOTIsftt Ttwrfrt: I OTfdH 

dMItilcKI WIW sflddldSro Wshltsyfo fcUlfclriHJTkl 

ftcPTFT Hlcoui I 1 | 

-jrtlchw 

tTfd srffe: I ^TfjFH: TTttt TRT tpMfiW I^\s I 

On the Yavana having (thus) been converted into ashes, Lord Sri Kfsna (the foremost 
of the Yadus) showed Himself to the wise Mucukunda. (23) Beholding the Lord—dark- 

brown as a cloud, clad in yellow silk, bearing the mark of Srivatsa on His breast, irradiated 

with the brilliant Kaustubha gem, endowed with four arms, splendid with a garland of sylvan 

flowers, wearing a lovely and cheerful countenance, and adorned with a pair of shining 

alligator-shaped ear-rings, captivating to the sight of human beings, enlivened with a loving 

smile and endearing glances, possessed of a charming youth, walking with the charming 
gait of a proud lion, and formidable as it were by His glory—and overwhelmed by His lustre, 

the king who was possessed of a great wisdom, was filled with awe and slowly inquired of 
Him (as follows). (24—27) 

^t whuhi raM dkiNtfUMreri rci 

IdilwkfWi ftsit Hildl-L^T ffjtnqg: I rtlchUIrtbuilsfcrctT 17^ i 

cdt ctdtkMi ddiuii ij?rsara 5W5T qsiT l?o | 

^{drHHodrolchHWI'i -1 *I fdara? d-.M hid at ytSZJrtT 7tct% I ^ ^ I 

g yflcqiti ita^rer: i 1% strait jrrarpgitTO: mit i 

(dty^MKSirttt Dstum^rstu: i jji^Rn-bferaraw^r-tigjatifqrilsyiT 133 i 

wfsft rjwnwkfe rawra i 3wwt rafsratsftaraTWT: i i 

ttarar sjft 5| q Jtfrnm nH-iiutsfe 

rp TTOTftat Ttra h'wi-l sprotrat: i rawi sitr, arrow £)y-ti<w'Uw i?^i 

Mucukunda submitted : Who may you be, arrived in the mountain cave, and how is it 

that you roam about in this forest abounding in thorns with your feet tender as the petals of 

a lotus ? (28) Are you the effulgence (incarnate) of the effulgent, or the glorious fire-god, the 

sun-god, the moon-god or the mighty Indra (the ruler of paradise) or any other Lokapala 
(guardian of a particular sphere) ? (29) I consider You to be (no other than) Lord Visnu, the 

Supreme Person) out of the three rulers of gods (Brahma, Visnu and Siva) as (is clear from 

* The cave is located to the south of Mathura near Dholpur in the State of Rajasthan. 
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the tact that) You are dispelling the darkness of this cave (as well as the darkness of 

ignorance enveloping my mind) by Your (very) effulgence even as a lamp. (30) May You, 

O Jewel among men, tell us—who are sincerely eagerto hear—about your birth (pedigree), 

doings or family name, if it pleases you. (31) We, for our part, O Tiger among men, are 

Ksatriyas by caste and belong to the race of Ikswaku. (Personally) I am sprung from the 

loins of Mandhata (son of Yuvanaswa), and called by the name of Mucukunda, O Lord. (32) 

Wearied with vigil extending over long ages (while engaged in protecting the gods against 
the onslaughts of the demons) and with my senses overpowered by sleepiness, I had lain 

asleep in this lonely cave undisturbed till I was aroused (just) now by someone (not known 

to me). (33) He too has been reduced to ashes surely by his own sin. Immediately 

afterwards was noticed (by me) Your glorious Self, the Destroyer of foes. (34) Dazzled 

by Your unbearable effulgence, we are unable to look at You for a long time, 0 highly 

blessed One! (All the same we can easily perceive that) You deserve to be honoured by 

(all) embodied souls. (35) Respectfully addressed in these words by the king, the Lord, 

who is the Protector of (all) created beings, heartily laughed and replied (as follows) in a 

voice deep as the rumbling of clouds. (36) 

mvnwprw 

4-4diTOWgTOTfT ftfpr HIW: I ? IJeW^.iH^ltW'l-dtdl-rtdirT fiPVSI 

famf mfladi*4-bvi-it[Tr: i nuicWfLTsiHiPi t ^ TOfffror i 34 i 

thlc-litumiMIH if ’TO 1 Sin»«Tli -Ul-fl 'IvwPd TOTfh: I 33 I 

irelim&ri-IMS- "TOTTO llGftfl TOT I fgfroEpT 'TO? St4*Jkl4 I 

cT: cfjfi: U 

rT^PTUfTSI 

n^r 

i aittWRi ff TOtpin^i 

i 3to tt «raTO ^rsif tiviiHl fTOTOT^rri'iS’! i 

I nrf&fT: Taj TOTOF TOffTOrheT: I Y3 1 

WT ffTOTTO TO3ff TraTF dilHIH ^rfif t I TO WM-H1 opl: ?riF4anJ '*£'4 

The glorious Lord said: My descents, exploits and appellations, O beloved one, 

number thousands and cannot actually be counted even by Me (omniscient as I am) 

because of their being infinite (in number). (37) Someone might have at any time (in the 

past) been able through many lives to count the particles of dust on the earth; but one could 

never reckon My excellences, exploits and names or (even) My descents. (38) The 

greatest sages (like Narada and Sanaka) cannot reach the end of My descents and doings 

relating to the past, present and future if they (try to) enumerate them in order. (39) 

Nevertheless, 0 beloved monarch, hear from Me, as I tell you, of those relating to 

the present day. Prayed to of yore by Brahma (the creator) for the vindication of virtue 

and the extermination of the demons that were proving a (veritable) burden to the earth, 
I have appeared in the house of Anakadundubhi (Vasudeva) in the race of Vadu. They 

call Me by the name of Vasudeva because of My being the most distinguished son 

of Vasudeva (although I have been known by this name even before in a different sense 

of course). (40-41) (As regards My exploits) the demon Kaianemi, born as Karhsa, 

has been killed (by Me), as well as Pralamba and other enemies of the righteous. And this 

Yavana has been burnt to death (by Me), 0 king, through yourfiery eyes,(42) Having been 

repeatedly entreated by you before, I the said Vasudeva, have come to this cave (but) for 

the purpose of showering My grace on you, fond as I am of My devotees. (43) Ask 

boons of your choice (of Me), 0 royal sage; I shall confer on you all your desired objects. 

No body who has sought Me for protection will have cause to grieve any more. (44) 
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win? i^i^l y,<iwd: i pjai ■mwu'i ■n’fcngsidjwid. iism 

Sri Suka continued: Recollecting the prediction* of sage Garga (the elder) and realizing 

Sri Krsna to be (non else than) Lord Narayana, when addressed in these words (by the Lord), 

Mucukunda bowed low to Him and, full of joy, spoke (as follows). (45) 

fatfirg 

RwIRwlsd did fsr dwar tadtaar tat d datad*^ 

JJr-H d'lbm ddd£j dfsjd: 

^hjt jRf jrfadd arja 

MI<k6-4 4 1Mdt*t-uid']lfl'*I'j!M dfddt ■5TSTT d^J: 

HUM ddcdUpdd fd«+icril ddl TTdtTT9tdTfHgdt?ta 9JdR; 

azf®mf?rit fa^saraf a#t 

tfdt tadradctPSRfdlW qjfeaFlORa, K|tfo 

iiu-d*i4Rid^diFuTiui a^4rtiw faaaj widWH. 

tduuu-d: nguiramro ^^fegRTs^fengtra^: 

gtT Ta^mtRt^idSH wqfiraf ar^cwfrd 

d dp SFnRd gtdlifd % ditfeHl faafifWaHifiid 

IdLicM IdcddchH^dRiysi dTRTdtSt: aHUMiqPdd 

Mr.M alfadl 5dlst*^d: rjdd -fl'-n 

ebllid crmjjui dM^ldfydl ffptt^IPTtd^^dT ddd 

rprg ijilaai tanfifa sp^aat a gtjna ij^dtf 

%tcuua'rif tTOrTT d^T d#5ia?a d^wjd -HdiaiaU: 

ddH^iri df| dip *h ?nl mucA^I cdTd -11-Jd did: 

dat ddl^it^ d ^Idf dddPpaiTaddt u^qsr-ii 

a: ttra}^ dTSffdfdPtfat ad fafa8TfeTtda39jfdd: 

d addRJtdJ nd dTddadtpat^dttTtZtddt^ at faat 

OTTTtZt addli ftaddij p pdffd 3ddf Utdldta^dH, 

dFtl^ !dty-dlR>iq arfdt Idddd: 

fdWd farjaidSd dt art pfHdBt fjdd ddddtld. 

tr^rtadaapiart dwradarjaa^rTai dtf% 

Mi 

w i 

M i 

M i 

Ml 

M I 

Ml 

Ml 

Ml 

Ml 

1(19 1 

disdaaj 

dKSdddtST i m i 

* Mucukunda was told by the sage Vrddha Garga (the elder or senior Garga) that the Lord Himself would appear in the 

house of Vasudeva in the twenty-eighth round of Dwapara Yuga in the course of the present Manvantara and that the king would 

have the rare and unique privilege of beholding Him and talking to Him. 
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Mucukunda prayed : Deluded by Your Maya (enchanting potency) and blind to the 

(highest) Reality (viz., Yourself), 0 Lord, this creature (man)—appearing (now) as male and 

(now as) female—does not worship You, but remains attached to the home, which is a 

(prolific) source of misery (alone), in search of happiness, of which (however) it is (ever) 

deprived. (46) Having somehow (by grace of God) secured without (any) effort birth—which 

is (so) difficult to attain—in this land (of Bharatavarsa) as a human being sound of body and 

mind (and therefore fit for devotions), O sinless Lord, man does not take refuge in Your lotus- 

fee;, his mind being set on the pleasures of sense (which are unreal), and remains sunk in 

household life even like a beast fallen into a well overgrown with grass (and is unable to get 

out of it). (47) (All) this life of mine, O invincible Lord, has slipped in vain in endless anxiety, 

a ruler of the earth as I was with my pride puffed up by a royal fortune, viewing this mortal 

frame as my own self and remaining attached to children, wives, treasury and lands. (48) 

With the feeling about this body—which is as much apart from me as a jar or a wall—being 

my own self and a ruler of men, deeply rooted (in my mind), nay, traversing the earth in all 

directions, surrounded by generals commanding regiments of chariots, elephants, horses 

and foot-soldiers, and forgetting You (the Time-Spirit), I had grown very haughty. (49) Alert 

as the serpent that grabs a rat, licking the ends of its lips through hunger, You (appearing) 

as Death suddenly overtake the embodied soul that is utterly forgetful (of You), engrossed 

as it is in the thought of its (worldly) projects, and not only hankers after the pleasures of sense 

(even though its aspirations are thwarted at every step) but finds its thirst (for enjoyment) 

immensely aggravated (even as its aspirations are realized). (50) The same body which was 

formerly—while moving about in chariots adorned with gold ornaments or on (the back of) 

young elephants—bore the title of a ruler of men, (eventually) passes by the name of 

excrement (if left exposed and devoured by dogs, jackals or vultures and crows etc.) of 

worms (if interred) and of ashes (if cremated) when seized by You disguised as death, which 

is (so) hard to escape. (51) Having fully conquered all the (four) quarters, with all possibility 

of (a future) conflict precluded, and occupying a high seat (the exalted throne of a universal 

monarch) and hailed by monarchs that were (once) his equals, the man, O Lord, is led (hither 

and thither) as a toy-deer of young women in (the precincts of) the home, which offers (no 

other charm than) sexual pleasures. (52) Devoted heart and soul to austerities with all 

enjoyments ceased, and making gifts in the hope of (securing) such enjoyments (hereafter), 

he performs (virtuous) actions (in his present life) in order that he maybe reborn as Indra (or 

as a universal monarch even in the life to come). He (however) whose thirst (for enjoyment) 

is (thus) fully developed is never able to enjoy (any) happiness (whatsoever). (53) When the 

end of (the cycle of) birth and death in the case of a soul undergoing transmigration is in sight, 

then (alone) his meeting with some saint takes place, O immortal Lord I (And) when there 

is fellowship with a saint, then alone is engendered (a feeling of) devotion to You, the Refuge 

of saints and the Ruler of the high and the low. (54) I conclude that a (unique) favour has been 

done to me by You. O Lord, in that the shackles of sovereignty have fallen off my feet without 

(any) effort (on my part)—a consummation which is devoutly sought for by wise kings ruling 

over the entire globe and intending to retire into the woods with a vow to live (all) alone. (55) 

I do not covet any boon other than service to Your (sacred) feet—which is the highest 

blessing worth coveting in the eyes of those who have nothing to call their own, O almighty 

Lord! For, having propitiated You, the Bestower of Liberation, O Hari, what wise man would 

ask (of You) a boon which is (only) calculated to bind the soul (further) ? (56) Therefore, 

rejecting, O Lord, all blessings associated with the qualities of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas 

(such as religious merit, worldly prosperity and the extermination of foes), I run (for 

protection) to You, the Supreme Person, who are pure consciousness free from (the taint of) 
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Maya, (nay,) above the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and one without a second. (57) Lorg 
afflicted in this world with the fruits of actions and being tormented with the impressions left 
on the mind by those actions, nay, with my six (internal) foes (in the shape of the five senses 

of perception and the mind) not (yet) free from thirst and having (therefore) not (so far) been 
able to secure peace (of mind), I have somehow duly reached, O Bestower of Knowledge 

concerning Yourself, Your lotus Feet, which are divorced from fear and grief and which are 
all truth, O Supreme Spirit. (Pray,) protect me, O Lord, distressed as I am. (58) 

TtlKtaT rrfiret I4hr4|['4dl l Tf: yetlPtciHIlfu T <*>i4(4sdl attT: 

nwlfaffTf [4(eg, cTTL,I -T £n4«rcfci4TtiHieiqni*rf1m% ehRUrL I I 

ytuiiertHiid(44d: I 3T&i1uicu*h4 qqqn I^ I 

fcuw nff 5OT ijnntferranm: i fttqsr sjkt ^fo4^HmRi4i i^ i 

Sfrrsrffeittt smfhfwfeftr: i wHtorwhi ■crgtrrSrfr: i i 

i sjjgr fgtraw t i i 

?fft aUwwd hsih<)“i hkh&h'i eisitiwi atrcisf 'g^=?5jfROTraRra4ts«M: m? i 

The glorious Lord replied : O great king, O ruler of the entire globe, your mind is free 

from (all) impurities (in the shape of attachment, greed etc.) and powerful (capable of 

perceiving the highest truth) in that it could not be lured by (offers of) enjoyments, even 

though you were tempted with boons of your choice. (59) Know that it was to show (to the 

world) yourvigilance (in the matter of choosing the right thing and rejecting the false) that you 

were tempted with boons. The judgment of those who are exclusively devoted to Me can never 
be perverted by (offers of) sensuous enjoyments) (which are coveted by the world). (60) The 

mind of those other than devotees, even though they try to curb it through breath-control etc., 

is seen (to get) riotous again, its craving for enjoyment having not (yet) ceased (which is 

possible only through Devotion), O king ! (61) With your mind set on Me, wander the earth 
at pleasure. May your devotion to Me continue uninterrupted for ever as a matter of course. 

(62) Devoted to the duties of a Ksatriya (viz., the protection of your subjects), you killed game 

(of various kinds) through hunting etc.; (therefore) looking upon Me as your asylum and 

collected (in mind), get rid of the sinful tendency (acquired through such practices) by 

recourse to asceticism. (63) Being reborn as a Brahmana (the formost of the twice-born), 

most friendly to all created beings, in your (very) next incarnation, O Mucukunda, you will 

surely attain to Me, the Absolute. (64) 

Thus ends the fifty-first discourse, entitled ‘Mucukunda's Eulogy (of the Lord)," 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana otherwise known 
as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 



Discourse Lll 

Sri Krsna's withdrawal to Dwaraka; Balarama's marriage; RukminT sends a 

Brahmana with a message to Sri Krsna 

Rii yRshu; tt^i Rtsa-iin i ^ i 

l H«l Chlco^‘1 HTH ^STTPri foi*jmin, I 3 I 

«ftrt fTtSft *JfT#5nT: I W*JW f^T yircTO^^Hi^H.! 3 I 

^rferTOTOHI -ttHKWUIIrt*lH,l wiawtF ^IFTRrTTOTSStISTO?Rn I 15 I 

^J|cj|^ 1-MJ!^jrj Tjff UcHelfydlHJ K0T5S«<rt Rr-*i ddl4 &Kcfci £R^ 1 k I 

hi-hmr t^r ittfirffasi^wiRd: i atM'im ^rrrog^itfgwrTtoT: i ^ i 

Partly ^TriTO msrat I tqEJ%gTOTtrat TRR. ggfWj^iHj « I 

■rafm fart jrefnrtffift sfamFrarpi wwriwt t, i 

yrtl-UMMt Ht 3fT HFTSI: Jlg^Ft, SOT I 3t^ia<^ T8a4W!hl'u<><HiuiRirL I t I 

^ ^■ni'b^di RiRhj na'fuinpJ imai-v Ric<iai ^ =rtra i?° i 

Pm RirtHiciMKi Ttfimm a? 711351? ftfttrarRr: 1 u 1 

sre^nnni ftpr tri^i'n 'prraTHt Trcpdfrof ijti^i 

msftr c?gi(d(d rjai u-dTri 1 ««mi}i<g ^ms-h'iuk 'wrat 1 V*1 

Sri Suka began again: Thus blessed, 0 dear Pariksit, by Sri Krsna, Mucukunda, a scion 

of Ikswaku, went round Him (clockwise as a mark of respect) and, bowing low to Him, came 

out (into the open country) through the mouth of the cave. (1) Observing diminutive men, 

beasts, plants and trees and concluding the age of Kali to have set in, he proceeded in a 

northerly direction.(2) Full of faith in austerities, self-possessed, free from attachment, and 

concentrating his mind on Sri Krsna, Mucukunda, who had (all) his doubts cleared, entered 

deep into the forest on Mount Gandhamadana. (3) Reaching Badarikasrama (so called 

because of its grove of jujube trees), containing the abode of (the divine sages) Nara and 

Narayana, he sought the favour of Sri Hari through asceticism, enduring all pairs of opposites 

(such as heat and cold) and remaining tranquil (at all times). (4) Going back to the city (of 

Mathura), which continued to be beleaguered by the Yavanas, and wiping out the barbarian 

host, the Lord took away their wealth to Dwaraka. (5) While the treasure was (thus) being 

carried away on (the back of) oxen and men directed by Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord), 

Jarasandha appeared (on the scene) leading an army consisting (as usual) of twenty-three 

Aksauhinis. (6) Observing the impetuosity of the onrush of the enemy's host, Balarama and 

Sri Krsna (the two Scions of Madhu), who had adopted the ways of human beings, took to 

Their heels at once. (7) Leaving the immense spoils (uncared for), the two Brothers covered 

many a mile with Their feet, resembling lotus petals, as though terribly afraid, though 

(absolutely) fearless. (8) Laughing heartily to see Them flying (like cowards), the powerful 

Jarasandha (the ruler of Magadha) pursued Them with the hosts of chariots, not knowing the 
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greatness of the two almighty Brothers. (9) Having run fastfora long distance and (therefore 
apparently) fully exhausted, They (nevertheless) climbed up a lofty mountain bearing the 
(significant) name of Pravarsana, where the glorious Indra (the god of rain) perpetually 

rains.(10) Concluding Them to have hidden (somewhere) on the mountain and not knowing 

the (exact) place (ofTheir concealment), O protector of men, Jarasandha set the (whole) 

mountain ablaze with the help of piles of wood (with which the mountain was girt on all sides) 

strewing fire all round. (11) Then, springing up with (great) impetuosity from the mountain- 

peak, which was ten and one Yojanas (or eighty-eight miles) high and whose sides were (all) 
burning, They descended orrthe plains (across the area occupied by the besieging army). (12) 

Not being perceived by the enemy (Jarasandha) and his followers, Sri Krsna and Balarama 

(the two jewels of Yadu's race) came back to Their own city (Dwaraka), which had the sea 

for its moat, O protector of men I (13) Falsely taking Balarama and Sri Krsna (the Ruler even 

of Brahma and Lord Siva) as burnt (to death), the aforesaid Jarasandha (the Ruler of 

Magadha) too returned to Magadha taking (back with him) the very large army (brouqht bv 
him to rout 6rl Krsna). (14) a y 

3n-iTijltii[ri: jiftnH, ^raf TSRff garni g^iuiT Hiaia srtarafa gftfaani?m 

matafti rfrfea tmif 5*® 1 ^ragai f«rot mai taw* 1 ^, 

5TRW arm TT?T: tlcirtl<*Mi aragrpi: gsnfiramsi 

Urged by Brahma (the creator), the glorious KakudmT (son of Revata), the suzerain lord 
of the Anartas (the modern Kathiawad or Saurashtra), gave away his daughter, Revatl to 

Balarama: this has already been narrated (by me in Book IX)*. (15) Having vanquished’by 

dint of prowess the kings ranged on the side of Sisupala (the ruler of Cedi-a rival suitor of 

Rukmini) the foremost of whom was Salva, Lord Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) too, O jewel 
among the Kurus, espoused in a choice-marriage Rukmini (the princess of Vidarb'ha—the 

modern Berar), the daughter of Bhismaka (the ruler of Vidarbha) and a part manifestation 
of Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity, the principal Spouse of Lord Visnu)—(even) as 

Garuda (son of Tarksa, a nickname of the sage Kasyapa) carried away (the jar containing) 
nectar—while all people stood gazing. (16-17) y; 

iPiqK iTlbHctvyrti >,r«UM TT8TOT agim ^ gngi?4i 

’TTg^rgfwifit I -qsn •WI^II<^ljig-ferT g^iguiij.t^ I ^ I 

stSR f,^ichOT: grrejT Wl^HniMsi: I ^ g tj^cf gn^T: sjgjfr fel-jdai: |r?o| 

The king (Parlksit) said : The Lord espoused Rukmini, the daughter of Bhismaka of 
lovely countenance, according to (what is known as) the Raksasa mode of marriage (so- 

caKed because it is principally in vogue among the Raksasas or ogres); so it is heard (18) 

° d:V'ne,Sa9e’ 1 lons ,0 hear <in detail),he storY of Sri Krsna of unlimited energy—how He 

“ qTnyH''haVin9 °°nquered Jarasandha (the ruler of Magadha), Salva and 
(^,9) ° ho1^ Brah'T|ana, what man who is capable of understanding and appreciating 

hat he has heard would feel sated as a matter of fact while hearing the stories of Sri Krsna 

which are not only delightful (to hear) and ever interesting but bring a great reward (to'the 
listener) and wipe out the sins of mankind ? (20) v 
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■tOTSSF^HluieM Tre tret Tpm rt awn 12? 1 

WdJrat WTTSJT <icW«tlgH-d<: I WM^ll WMMIrtl »EwuiM frltil ■Hdl I 

^jftrept ^UcTwiJulRsra: I 'JgHM'lfuUMIW AA TfTTRJ^I 

<^T '■-}"■OJ1 $J TI^TT ra 1 e^si"a H’il 1 l 

^jnfesjcri ^nj fiHum *tf>RT ■rtti rnft Ihui4 H^un-ad iw 
SrT Suka continued : There was a great king, Bhismaka by name, (who was) the 

suzerain lord of Vidarbha (which is generally identified with the modern Berar). Five sons 

and one daughter of charming countenance were born to him. (21) The eldest (of them) 

was Rukml, Rukmaratha the next, and then followed (in order of sequence) Rukmabahu, 

Rukmakesa and Rukmamali. Rukmini was (the name of) their virtuous sister. (22) Having 

closely heard about the comeliness, valour, excellences and affluence of Sri Krsna (the 

Bestower of Liberation) as being celebrated by visitors to her house, she began to look 

upon Him as her befitting husband. (23) Sri Krsna too made up His mind to marry her in 

an appropriate manner, knowing her (from similar sources) to be an embodiment of 

intelligence, (auspicious) bodily characteristics, generosity, physical charm, amiability and 

other virtues and (therefore) a worthy consort. (24) Rukmi (the eldest prince), who hated 

SrT Krsna, proposed Sisupala (the ruler of Cedi), deterring his relations (parents and 
brothers)—who intended to give away Rukmini (his sister) to Sri Krsna, O protector of 

men—from that course. (25) 

d<Ari!lRldlMlffl WW-d(IH fed *fed4iliJI|4 Sufeuil^H, I 

5R<ST ^ MrftgH: y^feld: I 3WU<l(tj JPTtmftT cblsHILH 12^ I 

^gl dg|UtfctMUd'»&l pMILHIdJ iU^Ulifcjl-Sisk dSJTSSdtTT KUIchfl: R4I 

<T ^Tttceri nm *iIrf: I I ^ I 

eBfa^ I g# dlid<£ves£U| titikhdH: TT^T I I 

tiijgt dff gffd dliUUII tT *dfu<l StfhTOR: 1^ I 

31H-^alW<ji'Hrtlcti|.||yIdllu I 3tfeSRfsft Rtjg: TFt l?2 I 

fdHFL ^mtistai-L TfisjrL 'AritWHUHj Pu^iRoi: Rutti'H^rLi?? i 

5??FL7OTTr d^T f| JOT: I gtd cTfrf% ftdd MlddUHl: Tf A ftd: II 

dd-MUhldf d>! dkhsJdl I trf dt dd.fd: ^Id *«IU % l^qi 

TJd KnjgtTTOft dt?m: UtAiiHI I rtlrtUJifld'&I did RddddTdrL I ?^ I 

Greatly troubled in mind to learn this and pondering (awhile), the beautiful Rukmini (the 

princess of Vidarbha) speedily despatched a trusted Brahmana to bring Sri Krsna (to her 

father's capital). (26) Having duly reached Dwaraka, and having been ushered (into the 

Lord's presence) by the porters, he beheld Sri Krsna (the most ancient Person) seated on 
a throne of gold. (27) Seeing him (from a distance), Sri Krsna (a devotee of the Brahmanas, 

though Himself adored by all) got down from His throne and, having seated him (there), 

honoured him in the same way as the gods (lit.,the denizens of heaven) honoured Him 

(whenever He went to their abode). (28) Approaching him, when he had taken his meal and 

rested (awhile), and gently kneading his feet with His hand Sri Krsna (the Goal of the 

righteous) coolly inquired of him (as follows):—(29) “1 hope, 0 jewel among the foremost of 

Brahmanas, your religious observances, approved by the elders, are going on without much 

difficulty, and I hope your mind is ever complacent. (30) When a Brahmana remains 
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contented with whatever is obtained (without any endeavour), never swerving from his 

sacred duty, such contentment (alone) actually yields to him all his desired blessings. (31) 

A discontented Indra (the ruler of gods) too only migrates one after another to the higher 

worlds (and know? no rest); while a contented soul, even though destitute, enjoys a sound ' 

sleep, with all his limbs (including his mind) free from anguish. (32) I salute again and again 

with My head (bent low) pious and placid Brahmanas contented with whatever is got 

unasked and most friendly to (all) created beings, yet free from egotism. (33) Are you (all) 

enjoying security, O Brahmana, at the hands of your king ? Indeed he is dearto Me, in whose 

dominion the people, protected by him, live happily. (34) If not secret, (pray,) tell us 

everything—whence and seeking what you have come to this place crossing the sea (which 

is so difficult to cross). What work of yours can we do ?" (35) Politely asked (all) these relevant 

questions by Sri Krsna the Supreme Ruler of the universe)—who had assumed an embodied 

form for the sake of (mere) fun—the Brahmana told Him everything (how the parents of 

RukminI planned to give her away to Sri Krsna and how their plans were being thwarted by 

her eldest brother, RukmT, who was in favour of marrying her to Sisupala, the ruler of Cedi, 

and had sent formal invitation to him). (36) (He then delivered to Sri Krsna the following 
message either orally or in the form of a letter written by the princess herself). 

*Ft TFTR qErffacft&dUffilUH' l 

^ ifciHnmRqnisraw 3<zr^pifat5TfH Rwuuyu R l?isi 

sftn Rfw R rjlfil RTc43vRRt,sfRTrRR,l3£l 

RTOLIfRJ TftR^ ftrRt f44f? | 

RT 4a i 

airaftiHt Rfj; ’Km rtW rppiifj 4 r RRvilM^di<Ji,sR) 1*0 i 

#«rfgfR swfdd'l^ tjr: frost gdHiuidfe: roftt: i 

Wsst trait rt tt^raR ftrfiiRts? 

srat: 4,J i ti ^ u h m r.^i RRjRRFjsst RTRfRfw sr^irjrrrl i 

■iSsjsRd d?dl gim<Ic(4tl5ll RfUT ^4dd^ji IP dI MMUId IlSf I 

4«I«5xii§t R R5RR Rdtweia etlllRtj^ WH 14? I 

RukminI says:—Having heard, 0 immortal Lord, most handsome in all the (three) 

worlds, of Your excellences—which, entering deep into the heart through the apertures of 
the ears, dispel the agony of the hearts, O beloved one—as well as of Your charming 
appearance, which vouchsafes to those that have eyes all the blessings sought for by their 

eyes, my mind has been set on You, (all) shame having fled away from it. (37) What noble, 

firm and high-born maiden, O Bestower of Liberation, will, not on her coming of age elect You 

as her husband—You, 0 Lion among men, who are Your own compeer in point of pedigree, 
good disposition, comeliness of form, learning, youthfulness, opulence and glory and ravish 

the mind of (all) mankind ? (38) Hence you have indeed been elected by me as my husband, 

O Darling, and this body has been bestowed on You. (Pray,) take me to wife here (at my 

father's home). Let not Sisupala forthwith touch this share of a hero like a jackal defiling the 
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quarry of a lion, O lotus-eyed Lord! (39) If the almighty Lord (Narayana), the Supreme Ruler 
(of the universe), has thoroughly been propitiated (by me) through works of public utility (such 

as the digging of wells and tanks, construction of temples, laying out gardens and distribution 

of foodgrains), sacrificial performances, charitable gifts, religious observances (such as 

taking a dip in holy waters), fasting, offering worship to gods, the Brahmanas, elders and so 

on, may Sri Krsna (the elder Brother of Gada) and not others such as Sisupala (the son of 

Damaghosa) come and espouse me. (40) Duly reaching (all alone) the territory of Vidarbha 

(the city of Kundinapura, the capital of the rulers of Vidarbha) incognito at a time when the 

marriage is going to take place the following day, O invincible Lord! and (then), surrounded 

by the generals of Your army and completely crushing the (combined) forces of Sisupala (the 

ruler of Cedi) and Jarasandha (the king of Magadha), marry me perforce according to the 

system prevalent among the Raksasas', Winning me as a prize of valour. (41) If You urge 

(in protest), “How can I marry you without killing your relations (who are sure to resist any 
attempt on My part to take you by force), living as you do within the four walls of the 

gynaeceum (and therefore under the tutelage of your gurdians)?", 1 (hereby) tell You 

beforehand the means (of securing me without spilling the blood of my relations). On the eve 

of marriage a grand procession will be taken out to (the shrine of) Goddess Ambika (our 

family deity), in which the young bride has to go out (of the palace) to see Goddess Parvati 

(the Daughter of Himavan, the king of mountains). (42) If (however) I do not secure Your 

grace, O lotus-eyed Lord—a bath in the dust of whose lotus-feet great souls like Lord Siva 

(the Spouse of Lima) seek to obtain for dispelling their darkness (of ignorance)—I shall lay 

down my life, (already) withered through fasting, (each time I am reborn) in the hope that the 

grace may be secured (even) through (say) a hundred births. (43) 

T^TFF^n u-l-lu TmTSSftfTT: I ncH—iJH I'k'k i 

Tfr 4p.dt4i 1 

The Brahmana concluded : These are the secret messages brought by me (and 

delivered to You), O Sri Krsna (the adored of the Yadus) I Considering them, whatever is 

* Our scriptures have recognized as many as eight different types of marriage. They are :— 

1. The Arsa type, in which the bridegroom has to present a pair of cows to the bride's father before marriage- 

(Yajnavalkya-Smrti 1.59; cf. Manusmrti III. 53). 

2. The Asura type, in which the bride's father accepts large sums of money from the bridegroom as a price for the girl— 

' sign (vide Y. S.. 1.61; cf. M. S. III. 31) 

3. The Brahma type, in which the bride's father gives away the girl after duly adorning her according to his means—‘ sisii 

felF 3TIF? WI (Y.S., 1.58; cf. M.S. III. 27). 

4. The Paisaca type, in which the girt is ravished while asleep, intoxicated or deranged—-'^HT^rai sJHrii ' 

(M.S., III. (34). 
5. The Daiva type, in which a girl is given away to a priest officiating at a sacrificial performance—- Sr: 1 (Y. S. 1.59). 

6. The Gandharva type, in which a pair is allowed to marry by mutual consent alone without ceremonies and without 

consulting relatives—,7TP$3: (Ibid., 1.61). 

7. The Raksasa type, in which a girl is taken away by force after vanquishing formidable opponents—'ra 3*^11^' (I bid.). 

8. The Prajapatya type, in which a girl is given away, without receiving any present from the bridegroom, on the express 

understanding that the two will practise virtue together—‘ VhThRi .'(M. S., III. 

30; cf. Y.S.,1. 60). 
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worth doing in this connection may be done without delay. (44) 

Thus ends the fifty-second discourse, bearing on the subject of RukminTs wedding, 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3TST 

Discourse Llll 

Sri Krsna carries away RukminT 

a^lf: TT <J TI%T Rt5TRJ : I UlftlMl UIfoI I ^ I 

SrT Suka began again: Hearing the message of RukminT (the princess of Vidarbha), the 

said Sri Krsna ( a Scion of Yadu), however, heartily laughed and, warmly clasping the 
Brahmana's hand by His own, spoke (to him) as follows. (1) 

tTSJTfJlft flia-ot PlSkl *T tTO I 33T? '-bicWUll iMHJUIJIgl idcjlRd: I ^ I 

TRRirotsr=T tjsi i i ? i 

The glorious Lord said: My mind is likewise set on her and I get no sleep at night, I know 
my marriage(with her) has been stopped by Rukml out of (personal) grudge (against Me).(2) 

Having routed in battle the vile kings (that will be assembled at Kundinapura), I shall bring 

(to Dwaraka) that princess of faultless limbs, (so) devoted to Me, even as one would capture 
a flame out of firewood. (3) 

35IS8? ^t ttRwuui i to: wrftrq, i ■* i 

TT ^TT&: I TO^Hldlu rTTOT yistfotild: I A I 

3TT5U iHlRiS-dMIttuj qofff: i 3Ud-dRcMk)ui I ^ I 

SrT Suka continued : Having come to know definitely (through the Brahmanaj about the 

constellation under which the wedding of RukminT was going to take place (on the third day 

thence), SrT Krsna (the Slayer of the demon Madhu) said to His charioteer, "Let the chariot 
be got ready at once, O Daruka I” (4) Having brought the chariot drawn by (four) horses— 

Saibya, Sugriva, Meghapuspa and Balahaka—Daruka too stood before the Lord with joined 

palms. (5) Mounting the chariot and picking up the Brahmana (too), SrT Krsna (Grandson of 

Sura) journeyed from Anarta to the Vidarbha territory in the course of a single night with the 
help of those swift horses. (6) 

TT3TT *T ^ifeduid: tpTSlSRT ~nTT: I 3315 

Riy&d'jmdieruFLtnUul: 

(I \9 I 

I 6 I 
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I TJg tefl^N: sftn^]|FpiS[ftfl: I k I 

TWHTsf fetis fafsrargxr i ^811-414 weramra i ? ° i 

^■btldi ejid+ItJebM^rtlHI 3tgdiy*^<iH 'qfirai ajjdTtrT^: 1 ^ I 

wmsf^aifan T^rt fefmtn: i ipritHtssasfra^ t rpra h^im*) i?pi 

fetikifrmdmifo facets TjsMsrar^i jn^srisMwTrarfirfwfeT^: i??i 

Following the wishes of his son (Rukmi) out of affection (for him) and intending to give 

away his girl (RukminT) to Sisupala (against his own will), the aforesaid king Bhlsmaka (the 

ruler of Kundinapura) had (the necessary) rites (preliminary to the wedding) performed (in 

due course). (7) The city—whose roads, streets and crossings were cleanly swept and amply 

sprinkled with water and which was crowded with men and women decked with sandal- 

paste, garlands and (other) ornaments offlowers, clad in spotless white and adorned with 

Jewels, and was full of splendid mansions perfumed with incense of aloe—was tastefully 

decorated with flags of various designs and colours as well as with ornamental arches. (8-9) 

Having duly worshipped the manes and gods in accordance with the scriptural ordinance, 

O protector of men, an fed Brahmanas and others each in his rightful place, the king caused 

benedictory verses to be recited (by Brahmanas for the welfare of his daughter). (10) He 

(also) caused his daughter of charming teeth to be duly washed and adorned with an 

auspicious thread with a small piece of gold fastened to it in the middle and (further) decked 

with a brand-new pair of silken pieces and excellent ornaments. (11) The foremost among 

the Brahmanas ensured the safety of the bride (against evil spirits and an evil eye) by reciting 

sacred texts from the Samaveda, Rgveda and Yajurveda; while the family priest, (who was) 

well-versed in Atharva-Veda, poured oblations into the sacred fire for the propitiation of 

(unpropitious) planets. (12) The king—who was foremost among those conversant with 

scriptural ordinances—gave away to Brahmanas gold, silver and textiles as well as 

sesamum seeds mixed with jaggery and cows (too). (13) 

TT7TT <UUIM: gttra $ I chlWIMHt IF#: ^rfmg#rratfIT I ?1S I 

<r t f#nffsmf?t: twctetTfirpt w i R^wimti chl^dMl## iW 

tut 3TT#t sTtrtrat <TidcWI I 3tTsPtjg?ro8fcn: Mlu^ehitJI: I 1 

ftmi-UMfetit HtTI: 'SfFtti TtrfsFJHJ dill'll UAI 

itltWW: tigdlW-t ffft 1%f#itFlTrT: I : I ? k I 

Likewise King Damaghosa, the ruler of Cedi, too caused all that was worth undertaking 

on festive occasions to be performed in the interests of his son (Sisupala) by Brahmanas 

well-versed in sacred texts. (14) Surrounded by hosts of elephants discharging temporal 

fluid, war-chariots hung with gold necklaces and troops teeming with foot-soldiers and 

cavalry, Damaghosa marched to Kundinapura. (15) Going forth with due ceremony to meet 

him and honouring him in everyway, Bhlsmaka (the suzerain lord of Vidarbha) gladly 
lodged him in another mansion specially constructed (for the bridegroom and his party). 

(16) Salva, Jarasandha, Dantavaktra, Viduratha, Paundraka and other kings, belonging 

to the party of Sisupala and inimical to Sri Krsna and Balarama, (also) appeared there 

(in the city of Kundinapura) in thousands, bent on securing the bride for Sisupala (the 

ruler of Cedi). Having made up their mind that they would jointly contend with 6ri Krsna 

in case He should go there accompanied by Balarama and other Yadus and (endeavour 

to) take away the bride, the (aforesaid) kings had all arrived there with their entire host 
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and all their mounts. (17—19) 

spraFL ttrI f^#FffraRRj rj^fr rrit Rot 

srftr riht Rtt} i tafet: f>ftsR smt^ RsnsrtsjRraftt: R^ i 

Hearing of this (collective military) effort on the part of kings belonging to the opposite 

party, and of Sri Krsna having gone all by Himself (presumably) to take away the princess, 

Lord Balarama apprehended strife. Overwhelmed with fraternal affection (therefore), he 

proceeded post haste to Kundinapura accompanied by a huge army consisting of elephants, 

horse, chariots and foot-soldiers. (20-21) 

Rt«t3RlT atltUl RftfWTRR I yAIIMFriUUi>4Tfl ftsrRnftRWRRr I R^ I 

3# wumwRri Tsftr terosw: i RFi^rtfe^i^r rt? *i<un^ i 

RTsft Hca-tbas;*) i&ji: R3 I 

3tft AiitRcrdltRT ^|T UtUlfum^u) rjR 4I4IH ft ffttUR: R* I 

R £n?TT R|^7: I ftf^WRtft Rsnft ffiffttr wl iym 

tJR ftwRtfl atTWT ftft^RRTRHT I RfRft5RR thirty RR RTT5£*55r$tf R^l 

1*S cTSRT: JRtftrat ftictRtMIHR rjR I cTTR 3R!3pit fttR^TRL fSRRTmvT: I R>31 

3ta ifJJTftrfRftg: R ITct ft-RRRR: I 3tRt:^Terff RRT ?R4I 

RT R SlgRRRRcJraTRRlfR Rift I 3TO58R tRaronfRTtT RRrjRJ^ftrfrotT Rk I 

RRTT sftftRR, S1H W RRT RT RRTRRRRTRTrRRRR JTftl3ol 

RRFTR RRT3TTR RRTff fgRTRRT I R Wit sTT^TTOR ftRRRIRRTR RT I 3 % I 

Yearning for the arrival of Sri Hari (Sri Krsna) and not seeing the Brahmana return, the 
beautiful daughter of BhTsma thereupon thought (within herself) as follows:—(22) "Ah, my 

wedding, unlucky as I am, comes off (only) after the interval of a night. The lotus-eyed Lord 

(however) has not (yet) turned up. I do not know the reason for it. Even the Brahmana who 

bore my message has not returned till this moment. (23) Perhaps having found (later on) 

something disgusting in me, the Lord (who is faultless in character) is surely not coming (to 

Kundinapura now) to marry me, though prepared (to leave Dwaraka in the first instance). 

(That is why the Brahmana too, whom the Lord would have otherwise brought with Him, has 

not been able to reach Kundinapura in time, coming as he is on foot disappointed and 

disheartened. (24) Neither Brahma (the ordainer of events and the dispenser of fruit of one’s 

good or evil actions) nor Siva (the supreme Lord) is propitious to me. And Goddess Gauri, 

the Daughter of Himalaya (the king of mountains) and the virtuous Spouse of Lord Siva (too) 

is unfavourable to me." (25)Pondering thus, the young maiden, whose mind had been 
ravished by Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) and who knew that the time was not suitable 

for shedding tears (which is considered inauspicious on festive occasions), closed her eyes, 

bedimmed (as they were) with tear-drops. (26) (Meanwhile) the left thigh, arm and eye of the 
bride, who had thus been awaiting the arrival of Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows), throbbed, 

auguring delightful news, O king! (27) Specially instructed by Sri Krsna (to report His arrival), 

the same Sunanda (the foremost of Brahmanas)—so the tradition goes—forthwith saw the 

princess, who dwelt in the gynaeceum and shone brightly (with joy born of her meeting with 

Sri Krsna in contemplation). (28) Full of bright smiles to find him wearing a cheerful 

countenance and unfaltering of gait (which bespoke the success of his mission), the said 

virtuous maiden—who could read what was in the mind of another from the latter’s facial 

expression and other indications—made detailed inquiries of him (about Sri Krsna). (29) He 
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apprised her of Sri Krsna (a scion of Yadu) having come, and (further) conveyed to her the 
unfailing assurance* given (by the Lord) about taking her (to His home at Dwaraka. (30) 

Delighted at heart to know for certain the fact of His having arrived (at Kundinapura) and 

seeing no other boon worth conferring on the Brahmana (in return for his unique service in 

the form of bringing Sri Krsna to her), the said Rukmini (the princess of Vidarbha) bowed to 

him (and thereby expressed her lasting indebtedness to him, which automatically entitled 

him to infinitely more than the wealth of the entire universe, She being no other than Laksmi, 
the goddess of-wealth and prosperity). (31) 

niHt spfT 13TktuiTj4y|Mui nu^sjfi 1331 

ciiuiftt fearo tt i riqiu-u-yplHiPi fefiratL 

riUlR^Iri PpPPt: I TITPsrat: TTFpratTTffiSzi w 1 1 

71?TT THpriMi USIicTlu UUlciq: 1 pSuslR) pautari TTcf: 13^ I 

^'Hrmirirl'm*u4 ft^rfrjTcnfTTT: I 31TO5 I 3^ I 

3T5ra tnuf qraij wtuufra ptto i awrappranw writ: p^wri: nfa: 1 1 

Rhfecti'riRd ^vRfPi isfeirasf^i g^etf: mluiu^ri: 1341 

Hearing of Balarama and Sri Krsna having arrived (in Kundinapura) eager to witness the 

wedding of his daughter, Bhlsmaka went forth to meet Them with a flourish of trumpets and 

excellent articles of worship. (32) Offering Madhuparkaf (a delicious and refreshing 

preparation made of curds and honey and offered to an esteemed guest or the bridegroom 
on the latter's arrival at the door of the bride's father), immaculate garments and welcome 

presents (of various kinds), he duly worshipped Them in accordance with the scriptural 

ordinance. (33) Assigning Them alongwith Their troops and retinue an abode equipped with 

(all) luxuries and amenities, the highly intelligent monarch (who could easily perceive in no 

time that Sri Krsna had arrived with the intention of marrying Rukmini) offered hospitality (to 

all) in a befitting manner. (34) He likewise duly entertained (all) the assembled kings by 
supplying them with all the objects of their desire with due regard to the prowess, age, might 

and financial status of each. (35) Hearing of Sri Krsna having arrived (there), the residents 

of Kundinapura (the capital of Vidarbha) came (out of their houses to see Him) and enjoyed 

(to their heart's content) the beauty of His lotus-like countenance with both their eyes 

together (even) as one would quaff honey with the hollow of one's joined palms. (36) (They 

said to one another,) "Rukmini alone and no other girl deserves to be his consort and he alone 

of faultless limbs is the most worthy match for Rukmini (the daughter of Bhisma). (37) 

Pleased with whatever meritorious deed has been performed by us (in this or any previous 

existence), may God (the Maker of the three worlds) show His grace (to us) and let Sri Krsna 

and none else marry the princess of Vidarbha (through such grace)." (38) 

iiUcbrtld^l g^f=rT TP 4,'tlcHW: I gT^Wrt:5T11L5rmi^Tii<]HllI4*lrt<lH, I?"? I 

ussat iuM-ii ■*raiPTT: uHMTOiciHj w en^ismuft Tref^jpg^mrTTcpTu 1*° i 

UrielIsLUlijW: TUSJ TTWP: PfTUlRril 1 Tp 7nrfli: Tiu4hifrilt^T: I 

’JSfnjTrraTTgjfTTdaTTfgT I 

•Vide verse 3 above. 

By offering Madhuparka to Sri Krsna Bhlsmaka indirectly expressed his willingness to give away his daughter to Him. 
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Jh^Tl5J 

I ’ 

c«mctic;ct)i: I mRc*i4 

^c^TT: 1*3 I 

1*3 | Jli<-i<*>i cil^cMdc^l: | MUcJlij ^ 

3TOrei lfldMI4*<|t^HI I SMMJijil ylU: 

dT # jraw tost fsrfsi^n fttratfttt: i *rawf srerfcidiHjtSMi 

dd^ t^TF^%5^t^0T tdM-dM<£d'l [JlcuHj ^cnt^ Mid*) MMcll-L ^WlMd-tMIddlH. I'fS^ I 

dh^ddJT^FT^ulcii’H: ^Mld^rqqtrt: 1 HldiMflKslfUfU: attmiufof'M: rjxp^ 'i'31 

[qyfed: MfdMdlMlSJT '■HMlJ4MdJ c^MUIIt^MdlM^MiUd^Uidit^rfU: \^6\ 

^ feffl: ■^'jyilRln: I nr«fr 1st ^SSK IT gsj: I 

tiPtadHSI cdddSI UtSsfclMlitelcLHJgldJ IPJfT Ulfuwi Iqo | 

Thus spoke the citizens (to one another), bound as they were by ties of intense love (to 
RukminT). And, guarded by soldiers, the maiden (RukminT) drove out of the gynaeceum to the 

shrine of Goddess Ambika (ParvatT). (39) Deeply contemplating on the iotus-feet of Sri Krsna 

(the Bestower of Liberation) with her speech (duly) controlled, (nay,) surrounded by her 

female companions and protected by gallant soldiers of the king's personal guard, who were 
(all) clad in armour and marched with uplifted weapons, she sallied out (of her chariot at the 

outermost entrance of the temple) on foot alongwith her mother and other elderly ladies to 

behold the feet—tender like soft leaves—of Goddess ParvatT (the Consort of Lord Siva). Clay 

tomtoms, conchs and large drums as well as clarionets and kettle-drums were sounded (as 

she walked). (40-41) Surrounding the (royal) bride walked (with her) the foremost of dancing 

girls in thousands with a variety of offerings and (other) articles of worship, Brahmana's wives 

well adorned with garlands, sandal-paste, costumes and jewels, songsters singing songs 

and (other) musicians, playing on musical instruments, as well as Sutas (those versed in ancient 

legends), Magadhas (bards) and Vandis (panegyrists), who glorified her (all along). (42-43) 
Having washed her lotus-like hands and feet and sipped water on reaching the main shrine 

of the goddess and, (thus) purified and tranquil of mind, she entered into the presence of 
Goddess Ambika (the Divine Mother). (44) Elderly Brahmana ladies, conversant with the 

ritual, helped the girl to extol Goddess ParvatT, the Consort of Lord Siva, alongwith Siva (as 

(follows):—(45) "I repeatedly bow to You, the Consort of Lord Siva, alongwith your children 

(Lord Ganesa and God Kartikeya). Let Lord Sri Krsna be my husband and may You give 

countenance to it.” (46) She (then) duly worshipped severally the Goddess as well as Her 

family with water (for washing the hands and feet of the Goddess with and other such 

purposes), sandal-paste, unbroken grains of rice, varieties of incense, raiment (of various 

description),garlands, necklaces and other ornaments,edibles and other articles of worship 
of various kinds and rows of lights (to be waved round the Goddess) and likewise worshipped 

with due ceremony Brahmana matrons whose husbands were alive with the same articles 

as well as with seasoned small round cakes of flour or meal, betel leaves (accompanied with 

areca-nut parings, lime, catechu and cardamoms etc.), auspicious coloured thread for the 

neck, fruits (of diverse kinds) and sugarcanes. (47-48) The aforesaid (Brahmana) ladies 
gave her a part of the offerings made to the Goddess (as a token of Her grace) and added 

their own blessings. The bride (for her part) bowed to them as well as to the Goddess and 

accepted the offerings made. (49) Then, terminating her vow of silence, she came out of the 

(main) shrine of Goddess Ambika (the Divine Mother), holding tightly by the hand a maid¬ 
servant with her own hand brilliant with jewelled rings. (50) 

fri TMMIMlfMct cfHMlIJ.iT gMSTOT ^U^tfMfllSrlHMIHJ 
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Smitten with love kindled (in their breast) by her. the illustrious warriors assembled 

(there) felt bewildered to behold the princess, who was possessed of a shapely (slender) 

waist and had not yet attained puberty, and who had a girdle of jewels thrown about her hips 

and in whom signs of womanhood were (just) manifesting themselves, whose (charming) 

countenance was graced with ear-rings and whose eyes were moving as though afraid of 

her curly locks (that overhung her face), who had a bright smile playing on her lips and whose 

teeth—white as jasmine buds—looked red due to the lustre of her lips, cherry as a ripe Bimba 

fruit (being transferred to them when she smiled), who possessed the gait of a female swan 

and was walking with her feet shining by the splendour of brilliant jingling anklets and who 

cast her spell (even) on heroes as though she were the very Maya (enchanting potency) of 

the Lord. (51-52) Stupefied to perceive Rukmini, who under the pretext of going out in a 

procession (to the temple) had (all the time) been offering her loveliness to Sri Krsna, the 

aforesaid kings—whose mind was captivated by her winsome smiles and bashful glances 

and who had (unconsciously) dropped their weapons—(themselves) fell to the ground, 

mounted as they were on elephants and horses as well as in chariots. (53) Eagerly looking 

forward to the arrival of the Lord at that time and therefore slowly moving as aforesaid her 

feet, that resembled a pair of mobile lotus buds, and removing her (flowing) locks (off her 

eyes) with her left hand fingers, the princess coyly looked with the corners of her eyes at the 

kings arrived (on the occasion) and (while doing so) espied Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord). (54) 

Sri Krsna snatched away the princess even as she sought to mount her chariot, unmindful 

of His adversaries (Sisupala, Jarasandha and others), who stood gazing, and, having 

comfortably seated her in His (own) chariot bearing the emblem of Garuda (the carrier of Lord 

Visnu), and setting at naught the whole host of Ksatriyas (present there), Sri Krsna (the 

Spouse of Laksmi) then slowly departed (to Dwaraka) alongwith others headed by Balarama, 

even as a lion would carry off its game from the midst of jackals. (55-56) His proud 

adversaries, who were (all) under the domination of Jarasandha, did not brook that 

discomfiture (of theirs) and (consequent) loss of reputation. (They said to one another), “Fie 
upon us in that our glory, although we continued to wield our bow and were as good as lions, 
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has been snatched away by cowherds, who are no better than deer." (57) 

Thus ends the fifty-third discourse, entitled "The Lord carries away Rukmini", 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse LIV 
Discomfiture of Sisupala's allies and RukmT and the Espousal of Rukmini 

by Sri Krsna solemnized 
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Sri Suka began again : Riding on their mounts and surrounded each by his own troops, 

all the (aforesaid) kings, full of rage, ran with the foregoing words in (hot) pursuit (of Sri 

Krsna), wielding their bows and clad in armour. (1) Seeing them rushing (after them), the 

celebrated generals of the Yadava army stood facing them, O king, twanging their bows. (2) 

Like clouds pouring showers on mountains, the adversaries—who were (all) skilled soldiers, 

and rode on horseback, the shoulders of elephants and in their seat on the chariots— 

discharged volleys of shafts on the Yadava warriors. (3) Perceiving the army of her Spouse 

screened by showers of arrows, Rukmini (who had a slender waist) bashfully looked at His 

face with eyes confounded through fear. (4) Laughing heartily the Lord said (to her), “Do not 

be afraid, O fair-eyed one ! The yonder army of the enemies will be destroyed just now with 

the help of your (own) troops." (5) Intolerant of the aforementioned prowess of the enemies, 
Gada, Sarikarsana (Balarama) and other heroes (of the Yadava army) proceeded to strike 

with Naracas (a particular type of arrows) the horses and elephants as well as the chariots 

(of the hostile army). (6) There fell to the ground in tens of millions heads, adorned with ear¬ 

rings, diadems and turbans, hands—bearing swords, maces and bows—forearms, thighs 

and feet of car-warriors, horsemen and soldiers fighting on elephants, as well as heads of 

horses, mules, elephants, camels, donkeys and men (foot-soldiers). (7-8) Their armies being 

beaten (thus) by the Vrsnis, who were keen after victory, the kings led by Jarasandha, turned 
their backs and withdrew (from the field of battle). (9) 
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Approaching Sisupala—who felt distressed as though his wedded wife had been 

abducted and was cheerless and dispirited, and whose face was withering (through 

melancholy)—Jarasandha and others spoke to him (as follows):—(10) ”0 tiger among 

men, shake off this despondency. Permanence of joy and sorrow is not seen in embodied 

beings, O king ! (11) (Just) as a puppet dances to the will of the showman, likewise does 

this creature exert according to the will of Providence so as to reap joy and sorrow. (12) 

Having sustained defeat at the hands of Kfsna (a scion of Sura) in as many as seventeen 

encounters, though followed by twenty-three Aksauhinis (each time), I won only one battle 

(viz., the last one). (13) Yet I never grieve (over discomfiture) nor exult (over victory), 

knowing as I do the world to be ravaged by Them coupled with destiny. (14) This time too 

we. (who are) leaders (even) of those commanding troops of warriors, have all been 

vanquished by the Yadus, protected by Krsna, though accompanied by a small army. (15) 

Time being favourable to them, the enemies (the Yadus) have won this time. We shall 

(likewise) excel them when time is particularly propitious (to us)." (16) Thus admonished 

by friends, Sisupala (the ruler of Cedi) returned to his capital alongwith his (surviving) 

followers. Those (other) kings too, such as were surviving, (accompanied Sisupala to Cedi 

and) then returned each to his own capital. (17) 
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Surrounded by an army (consisting of one Aksauhin!) the mighty Rukml, for his part, who 
hated Sri Krena and did not brook his sister's being married (by Him) after the manner of the 

Raksasas, followed (close) upon the heels of Sri Krsna. (18) Enraged and full of indignation, 

the mighty-armed Rukml, who was clad in armour and armed with a bow, had undertaken 

the following vow within the hearing of all the kings (before they dispersed):—(19) “Without 

making short work of Krena in an encounter and bringing back RukminI I shall not re-enter 
Kunpinapura: solemnly do declare this before you (all)." (20) Saying so and mounting his 

chariot, he commanded the charioteer as follows:—"Drive the horses with despatch to the 
place where Krsna may be; (for) there is going to be my encounter with him. (21) With my 

sharp-pointed arrows today I shall take away the pride of valour of that most evil-minded 
cowherd, by whom my sister has been forcibly carried away." (22) Pursuing the Lord in a 

single chariot forthwith the bragging fool, who did not know the extent of greatness of the 

almighty Lord, shouted out to Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) saying "Stop ! Stop I!" (23) 
(Nay,) drawing (the string of) his very tough bow at full length, he hit Sri Krsna with three 

arrows and said, "Wait a moment, my enemy, a (veritable) disgrace to the race of Yadu I (24) 

Having kidnapped my sister even as a crow would steal a sacrificial offering, where are you 
going ? I shall presently take away your pride, O fool, who are (so) wily and given to strategic 

fighting. (25) Leave my sister before you bite the dust when struck with my arrows." Smilinqly 

tearing his bow Sri Krsna pierced Rukml with six arrows, his four horses with eight more, his 
charioteer with two and his ensign with three. Taking up another bow, he too hit Sri Krsna 

(back) with five shafts. (26-27) Struck with those volleys of arrows, however, Sri Krsna (the 

immortal Lord) rent his bow asunder. He snatched yet another and the imperishable Lord 
cleft that too.(28) The celebrated Sri Hari (likewise) tore every weapon that he took up 

(subsequently one after another)—viz., an iron club, a sharp-edged spear, a pike, a sword 
and a shield, a javelin and a bludgeon. (29) Then, leaping down from the chariot, sword 

in hand, he darted in rage at Sri Krsna with intent to kill Him, (even) as a moth would into 

a flame. (30) While he was (thus) rushing (towards Him), the Lord split his sword and shield 

(too) into particles with His shafts and picked up a sharp-edged sword, in readiness to 

make short work of Rukmi. (31) Overwhelmed with fear to behold this endeavour (on the 

part of Sri Krena) to dispose of her brother, the virtuous RukminI fell at the feet of her 

Spouse and pitifully prayed (as follows):—(32) “O Master of Yoga, 0 incomprehensible 

Lord of the universe, O blessed god of gods, O mighty-armed One ! You ouqht not to kill 
my brother." (33) 
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Sri Suka continued : With His feet thus clasped by Rukmini—whose limbs were 
perceptibly shaking with terror, (nay,) whose mouth was being parched and throat choked 
through grief and whose gold necklace had been displaced through nervousness—the 
merciful Lord desisted (from His purpose). (34) Binding the evil-doerwith (his own) scarf, the 
Lord disfigured him by shaving him (with the blade of His sword) in such a way as to leave 
(intact) a part of his moustaches and locks. Meanwhile the chosen among the Yadava 
warriors (led by Balarama) crushed the wonderful army of the enemy (even) as elephants 
would trample a lotus plant. (35) Making their way into the presence of Sri Krsna, they found 
there Rukm! reduced to that (ignominious) plight and all but dead (through shame). Filled with 
pity to see him bound, the almighty Lord Sankarsana released him and spoke to Sri Krsna 
(thus):—(36) "Krsna ! you have perpetrated an impious act abhorred by our race. (Partially) 
removing the moustaches and (curly) locks of a relative and (thereby) disfiguring him is 
tantamount to killing him. (37) (Turning towards Rukmini,) please do not take offence with 
us, O good lady, thinking of the disfiguration of your brother. None else is responsible for 
one's joy and sorrow; for a man reaps the fruit of his own doings (in the shape of pleasurable 
and painful experiences). (38) A relative does not deserve death at the hands of his relative 
even if he has committed an offence deserving such treatment and should be let off. Why 
should he who stands killed by his own offence be killed again? (39) Such is the code of 
conduct specially prescribed for the Ksatriya race by Brahma (the lord of created beings), 
by virtue of which even a brother is permitted to kill his (own brother). Hence it is (so) 
exceedingly cruel. (40) (Reverting to Sri Krsna,) the proud alone, who are blinded by pride 
of fortune, offer indignity to their relatives for the sake of dominion, land, (other movable) 
property, women, honour, dignity or any other consideration. (41) (Turning to Rukmini once 
more,) it is your differential outlook through which you, like an ignorant person, constantly 
bear ill-will, among all created beings, to those who are ill-disposed to you, and wish well to those 
who are kindly disposed to you (remaining neutral to those who are indifferent to you). (42) By 
the Lord's Maya (deluding potency) is engendered this self-deception in the mind of those 
who are identified with the body, that a certain individual is your friend, another your enemy 
and a third,neutral to you. (43) Indeed the transcendent Self, which is but common to all 
embodied beings, is perceived by the ignorant as varied, even as a luminary (such as the 
sun orthe moon) is viewed as different (in relation to the different vessels full of water in which, 
the luminary is reflected), or as the sky is conceived as different (in relation to the different 
apartments or jars in which it is enclosed).(44) This (objective) body (psycho-physical 
organism), constituted as it is of physical substances (the five gross elements), the (five) 
senses and the objects of their perception (viz., sound, touch, sight, taste and smell), and 
has a beginning and an end, and which has been projected through ignorance on the 

[565] B.M. Part 11—40 
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Self, subjects the soul (which is essentially free from birth and death) to metempsychosis. (45) 

There is no union or disunion of the Seif with or from any other substance (such as the body, 
or the eye with which it is perceived), there being no such substance (other than the Self), 

O virtuous lady, and the appearance of such other substances (as the body or the eyes) being 

attributable to the Self (alone), (just) as there is no union or disunion of the sun with or from 

the eye and colour (both of which owe their existence and appearance to the sun itself). (46) 

Changes commencing from birth (and ending in death) pertain to the body alone and never 
to the soul, (just) as waxing and waning etc., pertain to the phases (of the moon) and not to 

the moon itself (which is ever the same). And indeed death (of the body) is attributed to the 

soul in the same way as the total disappearance of illumination is spoken of as Amavasya 
(denoting the disappearance of the moon itself). (47) (Just) as a dreaming man perceives 

his own self (as invested with a body etc.,) as well as the_objects of perception (sound, taste 

and so on), and also experiences pleasure, pain etc. as the fruit of his past doings), even 

though none of these (really) exists (not even the body through which he seems to enjoy the 

pleasures etc., his actual body lying inert all the while), so does the ignorant JTva undergo 

transmigration. (48) Therefore, completely getting rid—through realization of Truth—of grief 

born of ignorance, that withers and infatuates the soul, be consoled, Oyoung lady of beautiful 
smiles ! (49) 
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Srf Suka went on : Shaking off disconsolation when thus comforted by Lord Balarama, 

the slim lady eased her mind by recourse to reason. (50) Allowed to escape \fvith life alone, 

his army as well as his glory having been smashed by his enemies (the Yadus), and his own 

hopes belied, and brooding over his disfigurement, Rukmf built for his residence a large city, 

Bhojakata by name. (Solemnly) declaring that he would not (re-) enter Kundinapura without 

killing the evil-minded Krsna and recovering RukminT (his younger sister), he lived there in 
a spirit of indignation. (51-52) 
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Having thus completely routed (hostile) kings and brought Rukmini (the daughter of 
BhTsmaka) to Dwaraka, the Lord espoused her with due ceremony, O jewel among the Kurus I 

(53) Great was the festivity on that occasion in the house of all men at Dwaraka (the city of 
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the Yadus), who cherished exclusive devotion to Sri Krsna, the Ruler of the Yadus, O 

protector of men ! (54) Full of joy and adorned with ear-rings made of highly polished gems, 
men as well as women brought (valuable) presents for the bride and the Bridegroom, who 

were clad in picturesque (bridal) attire. (55) That city of the Vfsnis put up a smart appearance 

with flags raised in honour of Indra, picturesque wreaths, tapestries and bejewelled 
ornamental arches, auspicious articles (such as fried grains of paddy, sprouts of barley and 

flowers etc.) placed in front of every door as well as with pitchers full of water, aloe-wood 
burning as incense and lights. (56) It had its roads moistened by the elephants, shedding 
temporal juice, of invited friendly kings, and was graced with tall plantain and areca-nut trees 

set up at the entrances. (57) Among those running to and fro through excitement in that city 
the Kurus, the Srnjayas, the Kaikeyas, the Vidarbhas, the Yadus and the Kuntis rejoiced to 
meet one another. (58) Hearing the story how RukminT was carried off (by Sri Krsna), which 

was being sung at every place, the (assembled) princes and princesses felt greatly 
astonished. (59) Great was the jubilation, O king, among the citizens in Dwaraka at the sight 
of Sri Krsna, the Spouse of Sri (the goddess of beauty and prosperity), united (in wedlock) 

with RukminT, who was no other than (the said) Goddess LaksmT. (60) 

Thus ends the fifty-fourth discourse, forming part of the story of RukminT's wedding, 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T2I 

Discourse LV 
The story of Pradyumna's birth (and the destruction 

of the demon Sambara) 
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Sri Suka began again : Having been burnt (to ashes) in his former birth by the wrath of 

Rudra (the god of destruction), Kama (the god of love), a portion of Lord Sri Krsna, sought 

for his part Him alone once more for investiture with a body. (1) Sprung from the loins of Sri 

Krsna, the selfsame god of love was (re-) born of Rukmini (the princess of Vidarbha) and 

became widely known as Pradyumna, and proved to be a compeer of his Father in every 

respect. (2) Coming to know Pradyumna to be his (future) enemy, the demon Sambara, who 

could assume any form at will, carried off the babe (from the lying-in-chamber) while it was 
not yet ten days old and, casting it into the sea, went home. (3) A mighty fish swallowed it 

and the former too was alongwith others enmeshed in a huge net by fishermen. (4) The 

fishermen brought the fish as a present to Sambara and the cooks (in charge of his kitchen) 

took it into the kitchen and cut the wonderful fish with a knife. (5) Discovering a babe in the 

bowels of the fish, they handed it over to Mayavatl (a maid-servant of Sambara), whose mind 
was full of doubts; and the celestial sage Narada (presently) told her everything as to who 

the babe was, how it was born and how it had (finally) made its way into the bowels of the 

fish. (6) The maid-servant was really speaking (no other than) the illustrious consort of Kama, 

Rati by name, who had been (eagerly) awaiting (all the while) the reincarnation of her spouse, 

whose body had been burnt to ashes (by Lord Siva). (7) Having been entrusted with (the work 

of) cooking pulses and rice, she fastened her affection on the babe now that she had come 

to know the child to be (none other than) Kamadeva (the god of love). (8) At no distant date 
Pradyumna (the son of Sri Krsna) attained (the prime of) youth and kindled love in the breast 

of women who gazed on him. (9) Lovingly regarding him, her husband—who had eyes big 

as the petals of a lotus and exceptionally long arms, nay, who was charming among men— 

with bashful smiles and upraised eyebrows, Rati, O dear Parlksit, greeted him with amorous 

gestures. (10) Lord Pradyumna (the son of Sri Krsna) said to her, "(1 find that) your affection 

(towards me) has got perverted inasmuch as, having abandoned your motherly sentiment, 

you are behaving as a paramour (which is rather strange), O mother!" (11) 
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Rati replied : “You are the son of Narayana (Lord Sri Krsna), who were stolen away by 
the demon Sambara from the lying-in-chamber. I am your appointed wife, Rati, and you are 
(no other than) Love, my consort! (12) While you were not yet ten days old, the said demon 
Sambara cast you into the sea, where a fish devoured you and from the bowels of that fish 
you have reached this place (the residence of Sambara), my spouse I (13) Get rid of this 
demon, your formidable foe—(so) difficult to conquer, knowing as he does hundreds of 

wiles—by recourse to (similar) wiles like stupefaction. (14) Overwhelmed with parental 
affection, your afflicted and disconsolate mother, is wailing like a she-osprey whose young 
has departed or like a cow deprived of its calf." (15) Advising him thus, Mayavatl (Rati, so- 
called because of her being adept in wiles) imparted to the high-souled Pradyumna a spell 
called Mahamaya, which was capable of undoing all kinds of wiles. (16) Approaching 
Sambara. Pradyumna accordingly challenged him to a combat, reproaching him with 
unbearable taunts and (thus) stirring up strife. (17) Taunted with abuses, Sambara, like a 
serpent trodden underfoot, sallied forth, mace in hand, his eyes suffused with blood through 
indignation. (18) Whirling his mace with (great) velocity and hurling it at the high-minded 
Pradyumna, he uttered a roar harsh as a clap of thunder. (19) Beating back with his own the 
mace as it came flying at him, the almighty Pradyumna angrily hurled his own mace at the 
enemy, O protector of men ! (20) Fully resorting to the illusive demoniac devices taught by 
Maya, the demon rained a volley of missiles on Pradyumna (the son of Sri Krsna), himself 
remaining (unperceived) in the air. (21) Being plagued with the shower of missiles, 
Pradyumna (the son of Rukmini), who was a great car-warrior (able to encounter ten 
thousand warriors single-handed) brought into use a great charm consisting (purely) of 
Sattva and capable of rendering ineffectual all kinds of illusive devices. (22) The demon then 
employed hundreds of illusive devices practised by the Guhyakas (Yaksas), Gandharvas 
(celestial musicians), Pisacas (fiends), Nagas and Raksasas (ogre). The celebrated 
Pradyumna (the son of SrT Krsna) counteracted them (ail). (23) Taking up a sharp-edged 
sword, he then forcibly severed from Sambara's body his head with a coppery beard and 
moustaches alongwith his diadem and ear-rings. (24) Being showered over with heaps of 
flowers by heavenly beings, who were singing his praises (all the while), Pradyumna was 
taken to Dwaraka through the air by his consort (Mayavati), who was capable of Journeying 

by the air. (25) 
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Like a cloud attended with lightning, Pradyumna descended with his spouse from the sky 
into the magnificent gynaeceum crowded with hundreds of ladies. (26) Seeing him, sombre 
as a cloud and clad in yellow silk, with exceptionally long arms and reddish eyes, wearing 
a winsome smile and a charming countenance, his lotus-like face graced with locks of dark- 
blue curly hair, and thinking him to be Sri Krsna. the ladies, so the story goes, hid themselves 
wherever they could (out of bashfulness). (27-28) Concluding gradually through slight 
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dissimilarity (viz., the absence of Kaustubha and SrTvatsa) that he was not Sri Krsna the 
ladies went up to him overjoyed, yet greatly amazed to find him accompanied with an 
excellent young lady. (29) Presently Rukmini (the princess of Vidarbha)—the corners of 
whose eyes were (naturally) dark (without the use of collyrium) and who was gifted with a 
sweet tongue—recalled on that occasion (through similarity of features) her own lost son 
milk flowing from her breasts through (maternal) affection. (30) (She said to herself,) "Who 
could this jewel among men with lotus-eyes possibly be? Again, whose son may he be or by 
whom was he borne in her womb and who, in fact may be this young woman obtained by him 
(through good-luck)? (31) My own son too—who was stolen away (by some evil spirit) from 
the lying-in-chamber and has been missing (all these years)—must have attained an age 
similar to this boy s and come to possess similarfeatures, should he be living anywhere. (32) 
But how could this boy acquire (such) similarity of form with the Lord bearing the Sariiga bow 
in point of features, limbs, gait, voice, smiles and glances ? (33) Or he may undoubtedly be 
the selfsame boy who was borne in my womb; (for) great is my affection for him and mv left 
arm is throbbing. (34) 
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While Rukmini (the princess of Vidarbha) was thus speculating, Lord Sri Krsna (the Son 
of Devaki) of excellent renown made His appearance (there) alongwith (His parents) Devaki 
and Vasudeva. (35) Although the (whole) truth was fully known to Him, Lord Sri Krsna (who 
is petitioned by all men) remained quiet. The sage Narada (however) narrated'(to them) 
everything as to how the demon Sambara had stolen away the boy (while he was yet a babe) 
and so on. (36) Hearing of that great miracle (viz., the baby's escaping alive and unhurt from 
the bowels of a fish and his subsequently killing a powerful demon) the ladies of Sri Krsna's 
gynaeceum greeted with joy the boy who had been missing for many years (past) and had 
returned (to life) as it were, though (once) dead. (37) Devaki and Vasudeva, Sri Krsna and 
Balarama, as well as Rukmini and the other ladies were transported with joy to embrace the 
(newly arrived) couple. (38) Hearing that Pradyumna had returned, though (long) lost, the 
citizens of Dwaraka—so the story goes—said (to one another), "Oh, the boy has by good- 
luck come back (to life) as it were though (once) dead!" (39) Indeed it is no wonder that when 
Pradyumna (Love incarnate)—whose very thought agitates one's mind, nay, who was an 
exact likeness of the personality of Sri Krsna (the Abode of Rama, the goddess of beauty and 
good fortune)—came within sight, (even) his mothers, who often (mis-) took him fortheirown 
Spouse due to his close resemblance with his Father, sought seclusion (out of modesty, love 
being kindled in their heart). Much more did other women feel like that in his presence. (40) 

Thus ends the fifty-fifth discourse entitled "The story of Pradyumna's birth," in the 
latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 
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Discourse LVI 
The story of the Syamantaka gem; Sri Krsna weds 

JambavatT and Satyabhama 
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Sri Suka began again : Having done a wrong (to Sri Krsna), Satrajit gave away to Sri 
Krsna of his own accord after due exertion his daughter (Satyabhama) alongwith the 

Syamantaka gem. (1) 
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The king (Pariksit) submitted : What wrong did Satrajit perpetrate against Sri Krsna, 

O holy one ? Wherefrom was the Syamantaka gem got by him and why did he give away his 

daughter to Sri Hari ? (2) 
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Sri Suka replied : The sun-god, though adorable in the eyes of Satrajit, his devotee, 

behaved as a loving friend to him. Pleased with him, the sun-god bestowed on him the 

Syamantaka gem. (3) Wearing that gem about his neck and shining as the sun (because of 
that gem), he entered Dwaraka (presumably from his place of worship in the outskirts of the 

city) but could not be identified, O king, through his (dazzling) brilliance. (4) Gazing at him 
from a distance, their eyes blinded with his splendour, and suspecting him to be the sun-god, 
people reported his arrival to the Lord, who was playing at dice (as follows):—(5) "Hail to You, 
O Narayana. the Wielder of a conch, discus and mace I O Lord, who (once) had a cord tied 

about Your abdomen (by mother Yasoda by way of punishment), O lotus-eyed One, O 
Protector of cows, 0 Scion of Yadu ! (6) Dazzling the eyes of men with his rays, here comes 

the glorious sun-god with intent to see You, 0 Lord of the universe ! (7) Indeed the foremost 
of the gods (Brahma and others) in the three worlds seek the way to You (but fail to find You). 
Having come to know You as living incognito at present among the Yadus, the sun-god (who 

is seif-existent) comes to see You, 0 Lord." (8) 
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SrT Suka continued : Sri Krsna (the lotus-eyed One) heartily laughed to hear the report 

of those unknowing persons and observed, "He is not the sun-god, it is (only) Satrajit glowing 
with his gem." (9) Entering in state his own splendid residence, which had been consecrated 

as a mark of festivity, Satrajit caused the gem to be (duly) installed by Brahmanas in the 

apartment intended for gods. (10) The gem, O lord, yielded from day to day gold weighing 

eight Bharas (equivalent to three maunds and five seers approximately). Famine, pestilence 

and (other) calamities, serpents, mental worries and bodily ailments and other evils and 

rogues no longer exist where the gem stands worshipped. (11) Though solicited once by Sri 

Krsna (who thought that the king was the fittest person to possess such a wonderful gem), 

Satrajit, covetous as he was of wealth, did not hand it over to Ugrasena (the ruler of the 

Yadus), not foreseeing the (evil) consequences of rejecting the request (of Sri Krsna, the 
Supreme Person). (12) 
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Wearing that gem of surpassing lustre about his neck, one day, Prasena (brother of 
Satrajit) went about a hunting on horseback in the forest. (13) Having killed Prasena, horse 
and all, and snatched the gem (out of curiosity because of its uncommon lustre), a lion was, 

while entering its mountainous cave, made short work of by Jambavan (the celebrated king 

of bears of Ramayana fame), who wished to have it. (14) The latter for his part used the gem 

as a plaything for his boy. Not finding his brother (back), Satrajit, the other brother, felt very 
miserable. (15) (He said to his own people,) "Surely my brother, who had gone to the forest 

with the gem about his neck, has been killed by SrT Krsna I" Hearing that, people (of a 
malicious disposition) spread the rumour in a whisper from ear to ear. (16) When the Lord 

learnt this, He followed the tracks (of the horse carrying) Prasena alongwith some citizens 

(of Dwaraka) in order to wipe off the imputation cast on Him. (17) Discovering (first) Prasena 
as well as his horse killed in the forest by a lion, people further saw the lion (itself) killed on 
the mountain side by a bear. (18) 
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The Lord stationed the people outside-and entered alone the fearful cave of Jambavan 

(the king of bears), covered with thick darkness. (19) Espying there the excellent gem 
converted into a toy for an infant, and resolved to carry it away, the Lord waited there by side 
of the babe. (20) The nurse shrieked as though afraid to see that wonderful human being (but 

really on perceiving the latter's intention to carry the gem away). Enraged to hear the scream, 
Jambavan, the foremost of the mighty, rushed to meet Him. (21) Thinking Him to be an 
ordinary mortal and failing to perceive His greatness (divinity), Jambavan, full of rage, 
actually fought with the said almighty Lord, his own Master. (22) A most tumultuous duel 
ensued between the two, keen as they were to overthrow each other, like a pair of hawks 

contending for a piece of flesh, and fought with weapons (such as a mace), rocks, trees and 
(bare) arms and (finally) struck each other with their fists—which fell as severely as the 
strokes of lightning. The combat raged day and nightwithout a pause for (as many as) twenty- 

eight days. (23-24) Having his many joints and muscles pounded with the strokes of Sri 
Krsna's fists and his strength and courage (too) depleted and limbs perspiring (all over), 
Jambavan spoke to Him (thus), highly astonished (at this unexpected discomfiture, which he 

had never experienced before):—(25) "I (now) conclude You to be (none else than) the all- 
powerful Visnu, the most ancient Person, the suzerain Lord, (nay), the life-energy, the 
organic power, the strength of mind as well as the bodily strength of all created beings. (26) 
Indeed You are the Creator (even) of Brahma and others (the progenitors of the universe), 
as well as the Reality that underlies (as the material cause of) even created substances (such 

as the Mahat-tattva), the Ruler, in the form of the Time-Spirit, of those that control and destroy 

others, the supreme Self of (all) embodied souls. (27) (I now understand) You are the same 

Lord Ramacandra (my Master) to whom the ocean with its crocodiles and whales thrown into 
agitation by Your casting sidelong glances, marked with anger slightly kindled (by its 
refractoriness), allowed passage, yet by whom a bridge was constructed (at its own entreaty) 
as an embodiment of His own glory, (nay,) by whom (the fortress and city of) Lanka (the 

capital of Ravana, His arch-enemy) was set on fire, and severed by whose (unfailing) arrows 

the heads of ogres fell to the ground I" (28) To His devotee, Jambavan (the king of bears), 
by whom His identity—which is all-consciouness (and bliss)—was thus directly perceived, 
O great king, the lotus-eyed Lord SrT Krsna (the Son of Devaki) spoke (as follows) in a voice 
deep with emotion, stroking him with His soothing hand out of supreme compassion:—(29-30) 
"For the sake of this gem did we (the leading citizens of Dwaraka headed by Myself) arrive 

at (the mouth of) your cave, O chief of bears; whereas I came herepinside the cave) with a 
view to wiping off the false imputation against Me through that gem." (31) Thus addressed 
(by SrT Krsna), he (Jambavan) joyfully gave away by way of worship his own daughter, 

JambavatT, alongwith the gem: so the tradition goes. (32) 
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with an amiable disposition, comely appearance, magnanimity and other (similar) virtues. (44) 
The Lord (however) said (as follows), O protector of men, "We would not accept the gem; 
let it remain with you, a devotee of the sun-god (who conferred it on you). We shall only enjoy 

its fruit (in the shape of the abundant gold it yields everyday." (45) 

Thus ends the fifty-sixth discourse, forming part of the story of Syamantaka, in the 
latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse LVII 

Syamantaka stolen; Satadhanva killed and Akrura recalled to Dwaraka 
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Sri Suka began again : Hearing about the sons of Pandu and KuntT having been burnt 
(to death in a house of lac built for them and subsequently set on fire by Duryodhana), 
although the truth (about their having escaped unscathed in good time before the house was 
set on fire) was fully known to Him (omniscient as He was), Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows) 

proceeded to (Hastinapura, the capital of) the kingdom of the Kurus, accompanied by 
Balarama, for a friendly inquiry after their family affairs (by way of condolence). (1) Meeting 
Bhlsma, Krpa, Vidura and Gandharl (wife of King Dhrtarastra) as well as Drona, and equally 

sharing their grief, so the tradition goes, the Lord said, "Ah, what a pity !" (2) 
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Seizing this opportunity (afforded by the absence of Sri Krsna), O king, Akrura and 
Krtavarma (another leading Yadava and a devotee of Sri Krsna, who hated Satrajit for his 

having calumniated Sri Krsna) said to Satadhanva (who had a malice prepense), "Why 
should not the gem be taken possession of (at this opportune moment) ? (3) Why should not 
Satrajit—who having solemnly promised us his jewel of a daughter, yet disregarding us, gave 
it away to Sri Krsna— (be made to) follow (the fate of) Prasena (his brother) ?" (4) His mind 
having thus been poisoned by them, that vile and most wicked fellow, whose life had (now) 

been spent, murdered Satrajit (in cold blood) out of greed while he was asleep. (5) Having 
made short work of Satrajit (even) as a butcher would slaughter animals, and taking the gem 

in the midst of the womenfolk who were (all) screaming and wailing as though masterless, 

Satadhanva withdrew. (6) 

TRtWrRT Tt TOR aTSR I oMWMtlia fllilffl F gdiwllfl HTI'li I 'S I 
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Not finding Sri Krsna (a scion of Surasena) return (ever) since He entered the cave and 

disappeared into it, the people (that had accompanied Him to its mouth and had been left 

behind by Him there) returned to their city (Dwaraka), full of grief, having waited (there) for 

(as many as) twelve days. (33) Hearing (from them) that Sri Krsna had not come out of the 

cave (till then), DevakT (Sri Krsna’s mother), the divine RukminT (6rl Krsna’s premier Spouse) 

and Vasudeva as well as His (other) relations and kinsmen grieved for Him. (34) Cursing 

Satrajit, the aforesaid citizens of Dwaraka, stricken (as they were) with grief, worshipped 

(prayed to) Goddess Durga (known by the name of Candrabhaga), the Supreme Energy 

(of the Lord), for the (safe) return of Sri Krsna. (35) Thanks to their worship of (and 

prayers to) the Goddess and the benediction pronounced (by the Goddess) in response 

to their prayer, as a matter of fact, the said Sri Hari appeared (all of a sudden) in their 

midst accompanied by His (new) bride (JambavatT), and gladdening them (all by His 
dramatic appearance), His purpose (in the shape of recovery of the Syamantaka gem) 

having been accomplished. (36) All were filled with great joy to find Sri Krsna (the Ruler 

of the senses), as though returned to life after death, with His (new) bride and with the 

gem about His neck. (37) 

miftid RUTigt fwrat Trsrafgvt i a# sfiisra 
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Duly summoning Satrajit into the royal presence at court and having toldhim how He had 

recovered the gem, the Lord handed it over to him. (38) Full of great shame he took the gem 

and with his head cast down returned home thence, repenting for his sin (in the shape of 

flouting the divine command and calumniating the Lord). (39) Brooding over that sinful act 

(of his) alone and feeling nervous over the unpleasantness, created with the mighty (Sri 

Krsna and His followers), he thought (within himself), "How shall I be able to wipe off my guilt 
and how could Sri Krsna be conciliated ? (40) What course will prove expedientfor me orwhat 

should be done so that people may not curse me, short-sighted, mean, stupid and covetous 

of wealth as I am ? (41) I shall give away to him my daughter, a (veritable) jewel among 
women, as well as the (Syamantaka) jewel. This will be the proper remedy as there will be 

no end of quarrel otherwise.” (42) Having thus resolved by recourse to reason, and moving 

in the matter himself, Satrajit made a present to Sri Krsna of his own blessed daughter as 
well as of the gem: so the tradition goes. (43) The Lord espoused according to the scriptural 

ordinance the said girl, Satyabhama (by name), (who was) solicited by many and (was) gifted 
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Overwhelmed with grief to behold herfatherslain, Satyabhama too piteously wailed saying 
“Ah father, dearfather, I am undone I" andfainting (at intervals). (7) Consigning the deceased 
to a trough full of oil (to guard against decomposition), the afflicted lady drove (all the way) to 

Hastinapura (the city bearing a name denoting the elephant) and reported to Sri Krsna, who 
was (already) aware of the fact (omniscient as He was), the death of herfather. (8) Hearing 

the (sad) news and following the practice of the human world, O ParTksit, the two almighty 
Brothers wailed with tears in Their eyes, exclaiming: “Alas, a great calamity has befallen us.” (9) 

Returning (forthwith) from Hastinapura to Dwarakaalongwith His consort and elder 
Brother, the Lord made preparations to kill Satadhanva and recover the gem from him. (10) 

Tttsfi? cJiOJllejH ^llcqi sftTT: yHlutlLuen I *^del4luil1e4Md R gisfdX I ? ^ I 
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Alarmed to know of Sri Krsna's plans (to kill him) and in his anxiety to save his life, 
Satadhanva too solicited Krtavarma for help and the latter replied (as follows): (11) “I dare 
not cross the two almighty Brothers. Having given offence to Them, who can as a matter of 
fact hope to live in peace ? (12) Kartisa was shorn of (all) his glory through enmity with Them 
and met his end alongwith his followers. (Nay,) Jarasandha (the powerful ruler of Magadha 
and father-in-law of Kamsa) escaped (with life) at the end of (each of his) seventeen 
encounters (with Them), deprived (even) of his chariot." (13) Having been refused help (in 
these words by Krtavarma), he next sought Akrura for help. Akrura too replied, "Knowing the 

strength of the two divine Brothers, who will dare antagonize Them ? (14) Hail to the 
celebrated Lord SrT Krsna of marvellous deeds, who creates, preserves and dissolves the 
universe by way of sport; nay, deluded by whose Maya (His beginningless Energy), (even) 
the progenitors of the world cannot comprehend His activity; who, having uprooted a (whole) 
mountain (Govardhana) (even) as a seven-year-old boy, held it up in one hand with as much 
ease as an infant would pluck up and hold a mushroom; Hail to that immortal and immutable 
Self, the most ancient Being!“ (15—17) Refused help even by Akrura, Satadhanva deposited 
the valuable gem with him and, riding a horse capable of traversing (in a single journey) one 

hundred Yojanas (eight hundred miles), left (Dwaraka). (18) 
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Mounting Their car with a flag bearing the device of Garuda (the king of birds) and drawn 
by four horses possessing extraordinary speed, 0 king, Balarama and 6rl Krsna (who is 

solicited by all men) drove in pursuit of Satadhanva (the slayer of Their father-in-law). (19) 

Leaving the horse, that dropped down (exhausted) in an orchard in the outskirts of Mithila (the 

capital of the Janakas), Satadhanva took to his heels, greatly alarmed; and Sri Krsna too 

chased him in rage. (20) Lopping off his head with His sharp-edged discus, the Lord, (also) 
moving on foot in fairness to the enemy, who was going on foot, looked for the gem in his upper 

and lower garments. (21) Sri Krsna, by whom the gem could not be found (with the slain), 
returned (to Their car) and said to His elder Brother (Balarama), "In vain has Satadhanva been 
killed (by Me); for the gem is not with him!“ (22) Thereupon Balarama replied, “Surely that gem 

must have been deposited by Satadhanva with somebody (at Dwaraka). (Therefore) return to 

Dwaraka (and) trace him. (23) I (for my part) long to see the king of the Videha territory, my most 
beloved friend." Observing thus, Balarama (a scion of Yadu) entered Mithila, O Parlksit I (24) 

Delighted at heart to see him, the king of Mithila rose ail of a sudden (from his seat) and 
worshipped Balarama (who was worthy of adoration) accordingtothescriptural ordinance with 

appropriate presents. (25) Honoured by the high-souled Janaka, who was full of love (for him), 

Balarama (who was of an independent mind) soiourned in the aforesaid city for a number of 

years. (Later on) at the opportune time Suyodhana, the (eldest) son of Dhrtarastra (and the 

leader of the Kauravas), learnt the use of a mace at his feet. (26) Reaching Dwaraka (on the 
other side), Lord Sri Krsna related to Satyabhama (His beloved spouse) the story of His having 
slain Satadhanva and (nevertheless) of His not finding the gem (with him), anxious as He was 

to please her (with that comforting news). (27) Then, with the co-operation of His kinsmen, the 
aforesaid Lord caused to be performed in an appropriate manner all the obsequies that were 

conducive to the welfare in the other world of His murdered father-in-law. (28) 
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Sore stricken with fear to hearthe news of Satadhanva having been slain (by the Lord), Akrura 
and Krtavarma, that had instigated Satadhanva (to murder Satrajit and take away his gem), went 

out of Dwaraka (to escape His wrath). (29) Akrura having gone abroad, portentous phenomena 
foreboding misfortune appeared before (the eyes of) the residents of Dwaraka and agonies, 
(both) physical and mental, (nay,) those brought about by divine agencies and those caused by 
other living beings overtook them again and again ever since.(30) So declare some historians 
(Vaisampayana and others), forgetting what has been stated (by me) before, 0 dear Pariksit 1 

Is it (ever) possible that evil portents should be seen in the (very) home of the Lord who is the (one) 
Abode of ascetics (that are capable of counteracting all evils by their holy presence)? (31) “(Once 

upon a time) when Indra (the god of rain) did not pour seasonal showers (in his kingdom), the ruler 
of KasT (the modem Varanasi) gave away with due ceremony to Swaphalka (the father of Akrura), 

(recently) arrived (at his capital), his own daughter, GandinT (by name); thereupon Indra sent down 
showers in the kingdom of Kasi. (32) Wherever stays the said Akrura, Swaphalka's son, who has 

inherited his father's virtue, they say, Indra pours showers all round; neither calamities nor 
epidemics appear there." (33) Hearing the above-quoted words of the elders and though 
recognizing that the absence of Akrura was not the only cause of the evil portents, Lord Sri Krsna 
(who is solicited by all men) had Akrura duly brought back (to Dwaraka) and spoke to him. (34) 

The Lord, who was not only omniscient but knew the mind (of all too), received him with respect, 
admonished him and addressed sweet words to him and (then) smilingly said, so the tradition 

goes:—(35) "That the glorious Syamantaka gem surely lay deposited with you by (the deceased) 
Satadhanva was already known to us, O master of charities I (36) Satrajit having left no male 
issue, (it is but meet that) the sons of his daughter (Satyabhama) should offer oblations of water 
and rice (to the spirit of the deceased) and, paying off his debts, should inherit the rest of his 
property. (37) Yet let the gem—which cannot be easily maintained by others—remain with you, 
strict in the observance of religious vows. My elder brother (Balarama), however, does not (fully) 
trust me in the matter of the gem (and suspects that it has been got removed by me). (38) 
(Therefore, pray,) show it (to us) and (thereby) bring relieftoyourrelations (Balarama, Satyabhama 
and Jambavati). (I know) your sacrificial performances are going on unceasingly these days on 
altars of gold (thereby betraying the existence of the Syamantaka gem with you: tor you could 

not otherwise get so much gold).(39) Won over by gentle words in this way, Akrura (Swaphalka's 
son) brought and delivered the gem, which was brilliant as the sun, wrapped in a piece of cloth. 
(40) Having shown the Syamantaka to His kinsmen (Balarama and others) and rubbed off 
through the gem the blame resting on Himself, the Lord then gave it back to Akrura. (41) 

q^d^ ^rrarf MtuudTilfcSJ arfTRft ^ I 

3rnjqri 93% §>*113 Tfewnii 4i(d tjiiPdajY? 1 

|fcf?fW^|iHd ddljtiul 4IWWI diijdldl 

He who simply reads, listens to or ponders this most blessed story replete with the 

exploits of the all-powerful Lord Visnu—a story which destroys ail sin—gets rid of his evil 

reputation and sin and attains (lasting) peace. (42) 

Thus ends the fifty-seventh discourse, forming part of the story of Syamantaka, 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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Discourse LVIII 

Sri Krsna's espousal with (the rest of) His eight principal Spouses 
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Sri Suka began again : Once upon a time the glorious Sri Krsna (the foremost among 

men), accompanied by Yuyudhana (Satyaki) and others, drove to Indraprastha (the modern 

Delhi) to see Yudhisthira and his (four) brothers (the sons of Pandu), who had been seen (at 

the court of Drupada, having once been taken to have been reduced to ashes within a house 
of shellac). (1) Seeing Lord Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation), the Ruler of all, arrived 

(attheirdoor), the valiant sons of Prtha (Sri Krsna's aunt) rose (from theirseat) at once (even) 

as the senses become active (again) on finding respiration returned, (2) Embracing the 

immortal Lord, with (all) their sins (of previous lives) wiped off by the (all-purifying) touch of 

His (divine) person, the heroes were transported with joy to gaze on His countenance bright 

with loving smiles. (3) Bowing atthe feet of Yudhisthira and Bhima (both of whom were senior 

to Him), and then hugging Arjuna (who was born on a day when the constellation 

Purvaphalguni was in the ascendant and was thus senior to the Lord only by eight days, the 

latter's advent being marked by the ascendancy of RohinT, but was nevertheless treated as 

His equal), He was (in His turn) saluted by Nakula and Sahadeva (the twin-born half-brothers 

of Yudhisthira, who were the youngest and junior to the Lord). (4) Slowly approaching Sri 

Krsna, who was seated on an excellent seat, Krsna (Draupadi, so-called because she had 

a dark-brown complexion and thus bore affinity to the Lord in hue as well as in appellation), 
who had been newly wedded and (therefore) felt a little abashed, and was (absolutely) free 

from reproach (though espoused by all the five brothers), bowed low (to Him). (5) Honoured 

and greeted in the same way by the sons of Prtha, Satyaki made Himself comfortable in his 

(own) seat. T reated with respect, others too sat in acircle nearby. (6) Having metand greeted 

His father's sister—Prtha, whose eyes were moistened through excessive love—and 

hugged by her (in turn) and questioned about (the welfare of) His kinsfolk, He (gave suitable 

replies to her and) made inquiries (in return) about her (own) health as well as about that of 

her daughter-in-law (Draupadi).(7) Recalling her numerous past sufferings, KuntI, whose 
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throat was choked with nervousness occasioned by affection and whose eyes were wet with 

tears, spoke (as follows) to Sr! Krsna, who reveals Himself (to His devotees) in order to end 
their miseries:—(8) “Happiness returned to us, and we were blessed with a protectorthe very 

moment my cousin (Akrura) was despatched by You (to enquire about our welfare the other 

day), remembering us, Your relatives, 0 Krsna ! (9) The mistaken notion recognizing one 

individual as one's own and another as alien does not exist in You—who are the friend, nay, 

the very Soul of the universe; yet constantly present in the heart of those who remember You, 
You end their sufferings.” (-10) 

f5i 1 3fiyRd steit rr I yHKHIUli ^5ff traf rfrffsragLI^I 

Yudhisthira said : "I do not know what meritorious act has been performed by us, O 

supreme Lord, in that You, who cannot easily be perceived (even) by masters of Yoga, have 

come within our sight, men of perverse understanding that we are.” (11) Entreated thus by 
the king (Yudhisthira), the said Lord happily spent (there all) the (four) rainy months, bringing 

joy to the eyes of the residents of Indraprastha (by His divine presence). (12) 
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Once upon a time (after the Khandava forest had been consumed by a huge conflagration) 

the all-conquering Arjuna, the slayer of hostile warriors, accompanied by Sr! Krsna and clad 

in an armour, mounted his chariot, distinguished by its flag bearing the device of a monkey, 

and, taking his (famous) Gandlva bow and a pair of quivers containing an inexhaustible stock 

of arrows, entered a dense forest, infested with carnivorous and other (innocent) beasts, for 
the sake of sport. (13-14) There he pierced with his shafts (a number of) tigers, boars, bisons, 

Rurus (a species of deer), Sarabhas (a species of eight-footed animals now extinct), 
Gavayas (a species of quadrupeds resembling the cow), rhinoceroses, deer, hares and 

porcupines. (15) His attendants took such of them as were useful for sacrifice to the king 

(Yudhisthira), the full moon (which is considered specially sacred for sacrifices) having 
approached. Overcome with thirst and fully exhausted, Arjuna (who abhorred detestable 

acts) went to (the bank of) the Yamuna. (16) When they had bathed in the river and drunk 
of its crystal water, the two great car-warriors, Sri Krsna and Arjuna, (both of whom had a 

dark-brown complexion and accordingly bore the epithet 'Krsna') noticed a maiden of comely 

appearance strolling about (on the river bank). (17) Sent by his (divine) Comrade, Phalguna 

(Arjuna) went up to that beautiful and excellent damsel with well-set teeth and a charming 

countenance and questioned her (thus):—"Who are you and whose daughter may you be, 
O fair damsel ? Where do you come from and what do you mean to do ? I infer you to be in 
quest of a (suitable) match. (Pray,) relate everything (to me), O good maiden I" (18-19) 
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KalindT (for such was her name) replied: Daughter of the glorious sun-god, I seek Lord 

Visnu, the Bestower of boons of one's choice, who is worth wooing (in everyway), for my 

husband and am (accordingly) engaged in the severest (form of) austerities. (20) I would 

choose for my spouse none else than that Abode of Sri (the goddess of fortune), O gallant 

one! May that Lord, the Bestower of Liberation and the Refuge of the helpless, be propitious 

to me. (21) Known by the name of Kalindi, I dwell in a palace constructed by my father under 

the water of the Yamuna and propose to stay there till I am able to see that immortal Lord." (22) 

Arjuna (who had conquered sleep) spoke accordingly to Sri Krsna (son of Vasudeva) and He 

too, who knew of it (already), picked her up into the chariot and drove (back) into the presence 

of the king (Yudhisthira). (23) Sri Krsna had, as soon as requested, got built (long ago) by 

Viswakarma (the architect of the gods) a most wonderful and picturesque city for the sons 

of Pandu. (24) Residing there in order to oblige His own people (the Pandavas as well as their 

mother and wife), the Lord had (some time before) acted as the charioteer of Arjuna in order 

to consign (the forest of) Khandava (owned by Indra) to the god of fire. (25) Pleased (with 

the aforesaid service), the said god of fire had conferred on Arjuna, 0 king, the bow 

(Gandiva), (four) white horses as well as a chariot (drawn by them), a pair of inexhaustible 

quivers and an armour which could not be pierced by archers. (26) Nay, rescued from the 

(said) conflagration (which consumed the forest of Khandava), Maya (the architect of the 

demons) had (built and) presented (as a token of gratitude) to his friend (and benefactor, 

Arjuna) an assembly hall, in which optic illusion seized Duryodhana, who mistook a sheet 

of water for a paved floor and vice versa. (27) 

3T rft Tirppra: I 3fiqqt ljq: LUcUI*yiJ<4c{d: 1341 

3fqtqirf srfspt | fetrl-d-L, OTK Wli I 

Duly permitted by Arjuna and with the consent of His (other) friends and relatives 

(Emperor Yudhisthira and so on), the Lord, accompanied by Satyaki and others, returned to 

Dwaraka. (28) Now, on a certain day, when the planets exerted a favourable influence and 

when the season (too) was most propitious and a most auspicious star was in the ascendant, 

the Lord, who was supreme felicity (personified), espoused KalindT, (thereby) bringing 

highest joy to His own people. (29) 

fqr^igfq^iqiqqqt cufu-Hci^ii-^il I tqqctf fqfrPnl *htm -udqaiH, 13° I 

rfrfrfrf I TJTTfl ^actf^cfiajil TTagTigr3PfTdTTPL 133 I 
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Vinda and Anuvinda, the rulers of Avanti (the modem Ujjain), who followed the will of 
Duryodhana, deterred their sister, who was devoted to Sri Krsna, from making her own 

choice (in a gathering of princes invited for the purpose). (30) Sri Krsna (however) forcibly 

snatched away Mitravinda (as such was her name), daughter of Rajadhidevi (His own 
father's sister*), in the midst of (other) princes, who stood gazing (helplessly), O king I (31) 

TSfaSTTP OTtfl^ IMlIdtllW*: I cTSt HtHTOHrL HRIT -llilktdl ijsi | 

P tit sign'll a*l§Hpa«i US rifriUH I rit^5r|jTt r^JtrHu1m*UIUc'H1T7Tp IBS I 

ffi SJtPT ^Frai^Hiatn Ufa: I -khib 'cLlntr-igi 11-1H hiht | 

Tf chlnwulri: gfa: HtiJtyMILHlIdfl?: I 31iftfMllM tjjscttt rjyRIR, !>IM-lF?tl: I^M 

HT (qCTiwirwmi WfHId 4rt-**-t|l HHR | 

^HlIH 3 illdlllilM'liUrtl: HFTrJ HtHT HI? H 8|?t slit: l??l 

j1 : f^nm sTUofl^l: UplR^I: HltPfHRI^: I 

tslwifl-j: W^idilrlMllmiltil: Hil^ ?S|tLTT HR IJHttL I I 

3lW(T (pfeni RKWUI RHtqHI 3HHTR% ryfia HRHlf&T for|<*ig,: l?CI 

There was a very pious king of Kosala, Nagnajit by name. He had a brilliant daughter, 

Satya, nicknamed Nagnajit! (after the name of her father), O Pariksit I (32) Princes could not 
win her without subduing seven excellent, though wicked, bulls with pointed horns, that were 

most formidable and could not bear (even) the smell of heroes. (33) Hearing that she could 

be gained (only) by one who was able to subdue the bulls. Lord Sri Krsna (the Protector of 

the Yadus), accompanied by a huge army, drove to Ayodhya (the capital of the kings of 
Kosala). (34) Full of delight, the said king of Kosala was hailed with joy (by Sri Krsna) while 

welcoming Him by going forth to meet Him, offering Him a (high) seat and valuable articles 
of worship too. (35) Beholding Sri Krsna (the Spouse of Laksmi)—who was not only after her 
heart but was worth wooing (in every way)—arrived in state, the princess sought Him (as her 

husband) and prayed (as follows):—"If He has been (constantly) cherished by me as the goal 

of my sacred vows, let Him grant my innocent prayers and be my husband. (36) Through what 

effort (of mine) can that almighty Lord be pleased with me, the dust of whose lotus-feet do 

LaksmT (the goddess of beauty and prosperity) and Brahma (the lotus-born) as well as Lord 

Siva (who dwells on Mount Kailasa) and the (other) guardians of the world bear on their head, 

and who assumes from time to time embodied (divine) forms suited to His (various) pastimes 

with intent to maintain the standards of morality set up by Himself." (37) To Sri Krsna, who 

had now been (duly) worshipped, the king (of Kosala) spoke as follows:—"O NarSyana, O 

Lord of the universe what can I, an extremely poor fellow, do for You, sated as You are with 
the Bliss of Your very Self ? (38) 

Zilljch ScfM 

HUTS ■HWL IS: cfirilKHMRil^: I iltuiwflwi <TOT HfatT 1^1 

Sri Suka continued : Full of delight, the Lord, who had (now) taken His seat, 

smilingly replied to him in a voice deep as the rumbling of a cloud (as follows), 0 scion 
of Kuru I (39) 

' Vide IX. xxiv. 30. 



-ir-s. «41-o=hi J l-i-44-41 M-iUMuidH: I 

<T2JTfa 4rcl rt^ Al «h-4l rqxi'-ll rf % ^rsh^l 44H I’So I 

The Lord said: Solicitation has been condemned by the wise on the part of the humblest 
Ksatriya, sticking to his own duty, 0 ruler of men ! Yet in My eagerness to secure your 
friendship I ask (of you) your daughter, since we are not prepared to pay any price (for the 
match). (40)' 

■fiR triWlRl: ^kT: rjct ttMthisT 

*t£|ri ^f-rll c*qqr.i: 

fmjfrTT: ^444 Ud-K-I 

T?=t «U4UI*u4 sI^SST rrfevi 37$: 

ni^^hTf^T: ^TTfrUnsul-t pai-nn: 

ttH: 3TtrT: ^fTT TT3TT ^3t tjiojuq IuRha: 

7TxTdr^£J fttd qjji^ 

?r^%tdiH*i 45#raraf|3nftra: 

•icHrilttgHlftl Hlhl^dtlUII-L TSJTL 

4Uldi TSJUItlur ug<4|| y-|i|l ^?ft 

jjfj*yryj uwijj- iy? i 

$11 #$Rt$TTsJ ch-illcUMtlmill I 

ijHiftii: (j4^4l ftrarrar iy^i 

sft ^ranfiroit ^f^if fsra: pit ixx i 

snunq naw fK^r ttr^ i 

atwr^|^4imR.'fgfiratT1«^i^: tit's i 

umi-K snug rrwrara: iyai 

-T7T hi4: ynkni: IY^ l 

■^atiWi fSAI^H fathilluyctHmiH. I I 

UWdTOTO 4TO<3: I A? I 

The king replied: "Who else can be a more welcome match for my girl, O Lord, than You, 
the one Abode of (all) excellences, on whose bosom dwells Sri (the goddess of beauty and 
fortune) as an inseparable companion. (41) With intent, however, to secure a (good) match 
for our daughter a vow has already been made by us, 0 Chief of the Yadus, for testing the 
prowess of suitors. (42) Here are seven excellent bulls, O gallant One, (so) difficult to tame 
and (so) hard to hold in check. Good many princes have been worsted by them and have had 
their limbs broken. (43) Since these animals must be curbed by You alone, O Scion of 
Yadu, You will be the acknowledged bridegroom for my daughter, O Spouse of Sri!“ (44) 
Hearing of this vow and tightening His girdle, nay, revealing Himself in seven forms, the 
Lord brought them (all) under His control by way of sport. (45) Tying them with cords (after 
passing them through their nose), now that their pride had been curbed and their spirit 
broken, Sri Kfsna (a scion of Sura), drew them, when tied, by way of sport even as a child 
would draw toy-bulls made of wood. (46) Amazed and delighted at that (feat), the king gave 
away his daughter to Sri Krsna; and the almighty Lord (too) espoused her with due 
ceremony, worthy as she was of Him. (47) Having secured Sri Krsna as the beloved 
husband of their daughter, the queens too derived supreme joy and there was great 
rejoicing (over this happy event). (48) Conchs, kettledrums and big drums sounded; there 
was vocal and instrumental music and the benedictions of Brahmanas (the sacerdotal 
class) were pronounced. Men and women clad in fine clothes and decked with garlands 
felt highly rejoiced. (49) The king gave away as dowry ten thousand newly calved cows and 
three thousand finely dressed young maid-servants decked with a string of gold coins, nine 
thousand elephants, a hundred times as many chariots, horses a hundred times the 
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number of chariots, and men-servants hundred times the number of horses. (50-51) 

Placing the (married) couple in a chariot, the king of Kosala, whose heart was moistened 

through affection, sent them attended with a large army. (52) 

dfa srcrataf: yftfuf rjn i h? i 

31-iWtt: tjUrilriH, I WTOt Tti?: ^ShfTlfe I V* I 

mfe^tpjgi srtatrter wdt i ^ ^t^mprat ijetgffga: i y, i 

Hearing of this, the highly envious kings, even though they had their spirit broken by the 
Yadus (the followers of Sri Krsna) and earlier by the lusty bulls, intercepted Sri Krsna, while 

He was taking the bride (with Him), on the road. (53) Arjuna, the wielder otthe Gandiva bow, 

who was (accompanying the Lord and was) keen to oblige his friend and cousin, repulsed 

them even as they came discharging volleys of arrows (at the Lord), Oast) as a lion would 

drive away small beasts (before it). (54) Reaching Dwaraka with the dowry, Lord Sri Krsna 

(Son of DevakI), the foremost of the Yadus, delightfully spent His time with Satya. (55) 

^jaT et h gmif; -g«jifiraiV9i 

3P^ttlr3ftai ^OJIWIH-L Ugt=ii>l: I ,£fbi 1231 3firmri<ISfllSJK*wi-il: IK41 

lift stwract iiferor ttwrtiwl = 

Sri Krena (next) married Bhadra, a princess of Kekaya, daughter of His father's sister, 

Srutakirti* offered (to Him) by her brothers, the foremost of whom was Santardana. (56) He 

(further) carried away single-handed, in an assemblage called for self-election of a husband, 
Laksmana, daughter of the (then) ruler of the Madra territory, endowed with auspicious 

marks^ (even) as Garuda (the king of birds) snatched away (the jar of) nectar (from Indra's 

paradise). (57) There were other such consorts of Sri Krsna, (all) good-looking and 
numbering thousands (sixteen thousand) rescued from the captivity of Bhaumasurat(the 

son of Mother Earth) after killing him. (58) 

Thus ends the fifty-eighth discourse entitled "Sri Krsna's marriage with (the rest of) His 
eight principal spouses", in the tatter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramaharfisa-Samhita. 

* Vide IX xxiv. 30 
tThe demon was born of Mother Earth through her touch with the Lord manifested as the divine Boar at the time of His 

lifting her up from the depths of the ocean (vide III. xiii. 31). Mother Earth herself acknowledges this in the Visnu-Purana when 

she says:— 

rsrat ^fWqfd-tl I : |jsttlcW II 
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3T^t^%mt5S2TFT: 

Discourse LIX 
The Lord snatches away (by force) a Parijata tree (from Indra's paradise) 

and kills the demon Naraka (the son of Mother Earth). 

uwm 

nar B<it ■rnrarTt «fmt <n: fera: i fegro ^rrfsF^T: i % i 

The king (Pariksit) submitted : (Be pleased to) recount the aforesaid exploit of Sri 

Krsna (the Wielder of the Sarnga bow)—how the demon Naraka (son of Mother Earth) was 
made short work of by the Lord and wherefore the aforementioned damsels were kept in 

bondage (by the former).(l) 

^U| ^d^uswar^-ii I ^tllddl "dlH-yi^dH I 

tTRnff 'ItidKod: UM^dlidUtii ^ I 3 I 

fi | fid If: ^Ibl^MrtHdildrtdhUM.I ^UUill^duTtdi: trfd Stl^rPL I ? I 

mgOT fqfSildl*l-L Wd5i: I 55Trnfii *j<ui3ii«H8<ifcMl I "it I 

^l^-dl^t d'dlfth $ddlH HdKddlH.1 >11*11 ■*J>oe4^ Tr^TSR: ! A I 

SrT Suka replied : Having been apprised of the (nefarious) activities of the demon 
Naraka (son of Mother Earth) by Indra, whose umbrella* (one of the insignia of sovereignty) 

had been snatched away (by the demon), (nay,) whose mother (Aditi) had been robbed (by 
him) of her ear-rings and who had been evicted (by the same demon) from the summit (called 

Maniparvata) of Mount Mandara (the mountain of the gods), the Lord rode on (His carrier) 

Garuda (the king of birds) alongwith His (favourite) spouse (Satyabhama)t and flew to 
Pragjyotisapura (the capital of Naraka and the premier town of Pragjyotisa, now identified 
with Assam), fortified (as it was) on all sides with ramparts of mountains and weapons (such 

as artillery), (nay,) rendered difficult of access due to its belts of water, fire and wind, and 
encircled with myriads of dreadful and strong snares laid (here and there) by the demon Mura 

(an associate and follower of Naraka). (1—3) Sri Krsna (the Wielder of a mace) shattered 

’ The demon had snatched away (as a matter of fact) the umbrella of Indra's own brother Varuna (the guardian of the 

western quarter and the god of water) and not his own (vide verse 23 of Discourse LIX). But. as the head and overlord of all 

the Lokapalas and the ruler of all the three worlds, he deemed this as an encroachment upon his own sovereign rights and 

a direct affront to himself and hence considered himself deprived of his own umbrella. 

t The Lord had conferred a boon on Mother Earth saying that He would not take the life of her son Naraka without her 

consent. And Satyabhama being an incarnation of Mother Earth, the Lord took her with Him in order to secure her consent 

before killing the demon. Again, it is mentioned in the scriptures that Indra complained to the Lord about the behaviour of the 

demon and sought redress of his grievances while He was siaying in the palace of Satyabhama. Hence He took her just for 

her diversion. 
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down the (ramparts of) mountains with His mace, (known by the name of Kaumodaki), the 

fortifications of weapons with His shafts, (the belts of) fire, water and wind with His discus 
(Sudarsana) and the snares laid by Mura with His sword. (4) He blew down the engines (fixed 

on the ramparts) and broke down the hearts of the gallant (defenders) with the (blasts of) His 

(famous) conch (Pancajanya), and the fortification wall with His massive mace. (5) 

iWlWlcMfurt JtSTTTrt: 1 « I 

3rtftsa rRHT RrtBt B BgfR: I 

BfteBT ^eJId-gTi^^rR I 4 I 

d<IU6^ 4 #: WWrtfipTferaRmT I 

SJipH I ■? I 

Blf^OT I 

c^Tc^TT I ^ o | 

Tjr^g tf etlfit Wdl^rtcf, HBt R3T Btsft W 

dimuffkff trrt "n^T Tjst Rffiffir^ 

31TKt <3T(RfB*4l=lrt)lfild: Rh’iRh flgrt 

oIRj: UMIdUHlrt 'Jrdrdldl 

dWIdf-dl: BR fophmjB: RfdfiFBTBBjJR: BRStlT: I ? <! I 

duilVriRff: sravrt BRB: 1 

tfts ^iRuld ij& 4hii(jff>i Rtbh, sjbfjst: i?ri 

yi^dipra bbrbH 'rRT: wImum: 1 

d’siW'^i Bridl-L WRirfuHRlydWRdPrijig^H 

dH, Rte^tPFrtR. duapi ftfvd^fmfegRr^flrartnt: 1 

{dldlefcmd^nTasti+riuchtfl^n Rmdld, d<drl SRT^d: i ^k I 

fqB8B j44tn StlHddJi'lA: RBtfcrhclIdusddtL I 

bbt4 bbSirR fern ^yfuRaitL Bdfii<tyd rbt i 

IJRJT B BBt oy^vitTsMyi BTSJTg b4 <jdMd, fr fesq: i^hi 

d^ BtBBR Bddld, JRlSRTt fdf%rddraRffttd: f?lrtl*t,t.d: I 

BtFB d?fd gdiy^sftr<R^I 

Hearing the blast of Pancajanya, terrific as the clap of thunder (heard) at the end of a 

Kalpa (marking the dissolution of the universe), the five-headed demon Mura rose from 

under the water (of the moat), where he had been lying asleep. (6) Lifting up his trident, the 

terrible demon, who shone like the sun and fire appearing at the end of a Kalpa and (as such) 

was difficult to gaze at, darted at the Lord, even as a serpent would rush at Garuda (son of the 
sage Kasyapa), devouring as it were (all) the three worlds with his five (gaping) mouths. (7) 

Brandishing his trident and hurling it with force at Garuda, the demon roared with (all) his five 

mouths. Filling the horizon and the atmosphere as well as all the four quarters, the great roar 

covered the entire cosmos. (8) By a pair of shafts discharged with (great) vigour Sri Kfsna 

split into three the trident even as it came flying at Garuda and struck in return his (wide open) 
mouths with (more) shafts. Mura too hurled his mace in indignation at Sri Kfsna. (9) With 
His own mace Sri Krsna (elder Brother of Gada) split into thousands of splinters the said mace 
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(even) as it came flying on the battle-field. (Nay,) the invincible Lord lopped off in mere sport with 
His discus (all) the (five) heads of the demon as he rushed at Him lifting up his arms. (10) With 
his heads severed the demon fell lifeless into the water like a mountain whose crest had been 
sundered by the might of Indra. His seven sons,distressed as theywere at the death oftheir 

father and impatient to take vengeance, stood fully prepared to give battle. (11) Urged on to 

an encounter by the demon Naraka (the son of Mother Earth) and placing Pitha, their 

generalissimo, at the head, Tamra, Antariksa, Sravana, Vibhavasu, Vasu, Nabhasvan and 
Aruna, the seventh, sallied forth equipped with arms. (12) Coming up, fierce through rage, 
they hurled shafts, swords, maces, javelins, spears and pikes at the invincible Lord. Lord Sri 

Krsna of unfailing prowess (however), so the tradition goes, cut down with His own shafts 
the (whole) body of arms into pieces as small as the sesamum seed. (13) The Lord sent them 

(all), PTtha and others , to the abode of Death,* their heads, thighs, arms, feet and armours 
having been lopped off or split open. Enraged to see (from the top of the fortress) the generals 
of his army having been killed by the discus (Sudarsana) and arrows of Sri Krsna (the 
immortal Lord), the demon Naraka, son of Mother Earth, rushed forth with (an army of) sea¬ 
born elephants (whose descent was traceable from Airavata, the king of elephants, the 

carrier of Indra). Perceiving Sri Krsna with His spouse (Satyabhama) mounted on Garuda 
(the king of birds) like a cloud united with lightning and appearing above the sun, Naraka 
hutted at Him the javelin known by the name of SataghnI; (nay,) all his warriors too hit Him 
all at once. (14-15) With His sharp arrows endowed with peculiar wings Lord Sri Krsna (elder 

Brother of Gada) forthwith hit the troops of Naraka in such a way as to lop off their arms, thighs 

and necks, and mangle their bodies and kill their horses and elephants. (16) 

<7Tfq yfy: tji-enoiwi 1 Shwi-yfeHTflSTI: l I 

HfTdFt: yyuf-t tTSTTKIT dnHJ ‘i-swii <4*1-41: l?4l 

^Adifeifiiai tjstjtjshjtt i ^|[t festrfor tptt <i-os-<i!5n TaartjW 

IT WB: Mia-hsf>4<-4l 33: yirlgdl 3H: I -U4>UJ1T 1TT3T fegt Hltflgu %1: R°l 

^ TpfpT?3 ferara»1: I djidhlfl. ftrii ?ft: I 

y*ui ^-Hfa-n i w 

yi+ityitliijw aw rjfsjsjr rrirm i 

intfa fsrfem fStwi 

4144-4-<41 4-midKjlTirL gynsiT n^mluiHJ^? I 

5*H14lcy 331 ^ctcKlfiirfHI Mlctfo: yuim <|4-L THMiyaii'-ii fstm I I 

Borne by Garuda, who was striking down elephants with his wings (all the way), Sri Krsna 

with His sharp arrows, three for one, cutdown (a few minutes later), Ojewel among the Kurus, 
all the weapons and missiles that were employed by the (hostile) warriors (against Him 
before their death). Being struck by Garuda with his bill, wings and claws, the elephants (of 
the enemy) in their distress retreated into their city (Pragjyotisapura) itself. Seeing his army 

put to flight when assailed by Garuda, the demon Naraka fought on (all alone). (17—19) The 
son of Mother Earth hit Garuda with the same javelin by which the (very) thunderbolt (of Indra) 

’ The use of the compound word in this context is intended simply to convey that the Lord made sho rt work of them. 

Obviously those who died at the hands of the Lord could not be expected to have visited the abode of Yama. They must have 

attained absorption into the Lord by virtue of that unique privilege. 
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had been beaten off. Though pierced by it, Garuda did not budge any more than an elephant 
would when struck with a garland. (20) His attempt having proved futile, Naraka (son of 
Mother Earth) picked up a pike with intent to strike at Sri Krsna. (But) before he could 

discharge it, Sri Krsna with His discus (Sudarsana), which was keen-edged as a razor, 

lopped up the head of Naraka, who rode on an elephant. (21) Fallen on the ground, Naraka's 
head, which was accompanied with a pair of ear-rings and adorned with a lovely diadem, 

shone most resplendent. "Oh, what a pity !" cried his people and "Bravo 1“ exclaimed the 

seers; while the chiefs of gods extolled Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation), covering Him 
with (a shower of) flowers. (22) Approaching Sri Krsna, Goddess Earth (the mother of 

Naraka) delivered (to Him) a pair of ear-rings (belonging to Aditi, mother of the gods), brilliant 

with jewels chased in purest gold, aiongwith a garland of sylvan flowers accompanied by a 
VaijayantI (a garland of valuable flowers interspersed with jewels), as well as the umbrella 

belonging to Varuna (the god of water and the guardian of the western quarter) and the crest 

of Mount Mandara, known by the name of Mahamani or Maniparvata (so-called because of 
its abounding in precious gems). (23) Bending low (in humility) with joined palms, and with 

a mind full of devotion the goddess then glorified (as follows) Sri Krsna (the Lord of the 

universe), who is worshipped (even) by the foremost of gods, O king ! (24) 

RR?^ ^fagpl^IRT I irtWlum-pMly M-tHiM-v rhU«J % RAI 

RR: UjpHIRTR RR: RJFRRlfo^ I RR: RRRt I R^ I 

RRt RRRfI Rtg^RTR I ^MWlRdMlR rjpWtSUR % RR: 1R>S I 

srara RiRfRtsRi agiuii-wrawl i MticHiat-Li£ii<*HR<HiM-L-iRte*3 rt irai 

cR c) fR^St Tit RRt RRt fMtRIR fRRRfR^R: I 

RStlRTR RfR RRRt RIRRFt RR?!: RR1R rjTRt RRTR, RT: IRRI 

3Rt RRt RjtfRTSJTfRBt RRt RTRlfitT ^Rt RR ffejlftt I 

Rtrtf MjlPuttlW RRRt tRRtflyttd RRRRR RR: l?ol 

dCTWttSR RR RlRRjTR RTR: 5tRarf%flRRTfet: I 

R?L RTT5^R f^RTTgRtlfeRR^RRIRlR. I ? R I 

Earth prayed: Hail to You, O Ruler of the (very) gods of god, 0 Wielderof a conch, discus 

and mace! O Inner Controller of the gods and other beings, my salutations be to You, who 
have assumed this form in deference to the wishes of Your devotees. (25) Hail to You, who 

have a lotus sprung from Your navel I Hail to You, who are adorned with a garland of lotuses I! 

Hail to You, the lotus-eyed One II! Hail to You, who are possessed of lotus-like feet!!! (26) 
Salutations to You, who are no other than Lord Visnu, though appearing as a son of 

Vasudeva I Salutations to You, who are anterior" to all evolutes, the Cause (even) of Prakrti 
(the source of the entire creation), (the Embodiment of) perfect Knowledge. (27) Hail to You, 

the birthless Creator of this (objective) universe, the Absolute, possessed of endless 

potencies ! (My) salutation be to You, O Inner Controller of the great and the small, 0 Lord, 

who are one with the five (gross) elements, O Supreme Spirit! (28) When inclined to create, 

O Lord, it is You who assume vehement Rajoguna (and appear as Brahma); for the 

dissolution of the universe You assume gross Tamoguna (and appear in the form of Rudra, 
the god of destruction); and for the continuance of the world You assume abundant 

The Sruti says:— 
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Sattvaguna, though remaining (ever) unobscured (by these Gunas), O Lord of the universe! 
(Nay,) You (alone) are the Time-Spirit, primordial Matter and Spirit (too) and (yet) distinct 
(from them). (29) Myself (earth), water, fire and air, ether, the (five) objects of the senses (viz., 
sound, touch, colour, taste and smell), the gods (presiding over the Indriyas etc.), the mind, 

the (ten) Indriyas (the five senses and the five organs of action), the ego, the Mahat-tattva 
(the principle of cosmic intelligence), (nay,) the entire mobile and immobile creation—(all) this, 

O Lord, is a (mere) phantom (appearing) in You, who are (really) one without a second. (30) 
This son (Bhagadatta) of Naraka, afraid as he is, has (accordingly) been brought (by me) to 
(the soles of) Your lotus feet, O Reliever of the distress of those fallen at Yourfeet! Therefore, 

protect him and place on his head Your lotus palm, which destroys all sin. (31) 

1sffeit ttrftWL i 

jT5T <*ilhl$dHi Rls*>*« Traiqt ?ft: 1?? I 

afe Ht^ti fciHlkMl: i men afsAs^fts dftr sahTtriffeLl?is l 

uPh4 nip strat Traf: ^id-f '3 hi 

HT: jnffDTt^ awff ITtafefeEfetL TOT3FL 

iltldd^Tfeg I ^tdfg fetPITO 

Sri Suka continued: Entreated in these words by Goddess Earth bent low with devotion, 

and vouchsafing security (to Naraka's son), Sri Krsna entered the palace of Naraka (son of 
Mother Earth), full of all (kinds of) riches (luxuries). (32) There SrT Krsna saw sixteen 

thousand (and one hundred* ) Ksatriya maidens snatched away by Naraka from (the 
gynaeceum of) kings (as well as of gods, Siddhas and demons) after showing valour. (33) 

Fascinated to behold that hero among men, who had (now) entered the women's 
apartments the damsels mentally chose Him for their beloved spouse ushered (into their 
presence) by (a benign) providence. (34) (They) all severally set their heart on Sri Krsna with 
the feeling (prayer). "May He be my husband and may Providence approve of this.” (35) Sri 

Krsna sentthem (all) in (closed) palanquins to Dwaraka, nowthat they had been duly washed 
and'neatly dressed, and (also) sent (with them) valuable treasures, chariots, horses and 
abundant wealth, as well as sixty-four swift-footed white elephants descended from Airavata 

(the king of elephants and the carrier of Indra) and endowed with four tusks. (36-37) 

niuiiikiida mR-Jtra wiftiantwi 

■HcawiFTT 'ijgranrrwt'tR: i 

f^frsgrrfef^r: Midi 

iW 

1*0 I 

fegTSl TJ?R He-nil ^TnTTT rWT f^FTT^JrTT^l^^ I 

• We read in the Visnu-Purana as follows:— ^ _ „ 
•jMiun ^ i iron 3 ws'gr: 

X X x x x_ x 

T} +.^Ri I Wnf^TH II 
(V.xxix. 9,31) 

■Having brought by force, O Krsna (who are supplicated by all men)! daughters of gods, Siddhas and Asuras as well as 

of (human) kings (rulers ot men), that demon (Naraka) detained them in his (own) palace. * x x Sri Krfna of incomparable 

prowess saw in his gynaeceum. O high-minded one. sixteen thousand and one hundred maidens.' 
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Flying (thence) to the abode of Indra (the ruler of the gods), the Lord made over to Aditi 
(Indra's mother) her pair of ear-rings (recovered from the possession of Naraka, by whom 
they had been snatched away by force), as well as the umbrella (of Varuna) to Indra, and was 

worshipped (in return) alongwith His beloved spouse (Satyabhama) by the said king of 
immortals accompanied by his consort. (38) Urged on by His consort, He pulled up a Parijata 

tree (from the garden of Indra) and, placing it on the back of Garuda and vanquishing the 

gods, Indraand all (who opposed Him), He brought it down* to His (own) capital (Dwaraka).(39) 

It was planted to adorn the (pleasure-) garden attached to Satyabhama's mansion. 
Hankering after its (delicious) fragrance and honey, bees followed it (all the way) from 

heaven. (40) Bowing low (with reverence) and touching His feet with the corners of his 

diadem, Indra had (formerly) sought from SrTKrena (the immortal Lord) the accomplishment 
of his purpose (viz., the recovery of his mother's ear-rings and the umbrella of Varuna from 

Naraka). Once (however) he had his purpose accomplished, he fought with Him, though 

wise. Oh, the ignorance even of the gods (who are predominantly Sattvika in character)! 
Accursed is opulence. (41) 

3t8jt tjjtcf 1T<*,Rh-L PThFmrj fIT: fet: I ztstiuuA 

’jl’j dlLUUHUliUrleW^ftHWLIItMIHililadRsjfT: 

fSt WfTrhWTCT t# ffelUWI S^Udil'l-Slft R ftj ahUllf I 

3rfq izwrra^;: rt ctPStHJXAl 

?ttf H'.:[v:,Jl PkHatdi dliai'Hl Stftlff MINw.nh',Jl-,JN-,-.|tp 

am r^rnf^tntisstFT, ixt 

Assuming as many semblances as the brides, and remaining undiminished (integral), the 
almighty Lord espoused with due ceremony (all) those damsels in different mansions at one 

and the same hour. (42) Remaining constantly (and simultaneously) present in their 

mansions, which were not only unsurpassed but were beyond (all) comparison (in point of 

abundance of luxuries), Sri Krsna, who wrought inconceivable things and was perfect in His 

own blissfulness, sported with those part manifestations of Goddess Rama like an ordinary 

mortal, (scrupulously) performing (all) the duties of a householder. (43) Having thus secured 

for their husband the (very) Spouse of Rama, whose ways (the path leading to whom) even 
Brahma (the creator) and others are unable to make out, the aforesaid ladies waited upon 

Him with incessantly increasing joy, greeting Him with glances accompanied by loving smiles 

in their (ever) fresh meeting (with the Lord) marked by exchange of jokes and bashfulness. (44) 

Though attended by hundreds of servant-maids, they rendered (personal) service to the 

almighty Lord by going forth to meet Him (when He called at their door), offering Him (an 
exalted) seat and excellent articles of worship, laving His feet, presenting betel leaves 

seasoned with catechu, lime areca-nut parings, doves and cardamom seeds etc., relieving 

His fatigue (by kneading His feet etc.), fanning Him, daubing Him with sandal-paste and 

• We have already seen in verse 55 of Discourse L that Indra himself sent a Parijata tree to Dwaraka even when the city 

was built. But it was planted elsewhere away from the mansion of Satyabhama, who wanted to have one just beside her. 
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decking Him with garlands (in the hot weather), dressing His hair, arranging His bed, bathing 
Him and serving Him with refreshments etc. (45) 

Thus ends the fifty-ninth discourse entitled "The Lord snatches away 
(by force) a Parijata tree (from Indra's paradise) and 

makes short work of Naraka," in the latter half of 
Book Ten of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 
as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T2T tlfydMfSSZTFT: 

Discourse LX 

A dialogue between Sri Krsna and RukminT 

diilfarl. ytrWHHM TT#3T: I ? I 

1 B ft BIB: BIBtBTB I 3 I 

dfasfd'Jij BTSHpFT3IBfBF5fBFTT I fetich iaflAd I ? I 

uR'vteblTTBfB: : t .11", J-y y I y y BTTB-SJ'SBBTSB^: I ">5 I 

UlR'!ildU-tWKUI<j1dlriM^ll[rtdl I SjBBJBSf BBT, BTBB5jfarf=nf^: I H I 

BBrffFtfBit Befj; *RnjTtA I dMdW B<fl!BtR -ihlfllHlBt nlrt'-U 1 ^ I 

dlrt<«M-tHlct.l<4 B<<fl<MI<lJ ftB UMddi 5BT 3WW 

BlMI-aJd *U|«4dl uful^Jil'IBT tsfig'wkciwtiaM-tl-ysffll I 

cUsIHUj&^WjigH^HUIgKBIBT FfmBSptBT B IRTsferSStT I C I 

at ^faufi ftiuud-iidid frftSB bt wteBi spraBtBjBqBBT i 

ifia: I k I 

Sri Suka began again : On a certain night Rukminf (the daughter of king Bhismaka), 
accompanied by her female companions, was serving with a fan her (divine) Spouse (Lord 
Sri Krsna), the Father and Illuminator of the world, who was comfortably seated on her own 
bed. (i j The same birthless Lord who creates, sustains and destroys the universe by way of 

sport was born in the race of Yadu for maintaining the (moral) standards set up by Himself, (2) 
Rukmini waited upon her Spouse, the suzerain Lord of (all) the worlds, (who was) 

comfortably seated on a superb cushion, white as the foam of milk, mounted on a couch, O 
king ! within that (well-known) inner apartment (of Rukminfs palace)—whose beauty was 

heightened by a canopy fringed with brilliant pearl-strings hanging from it, by gems serving 
as lights, by flowers and garlands of jasmines resonant with the humming of black bees, and 

by silvery rays of the moon that had penetrated into it through eye-holes of latticed windows— 
(nay,) which was fanned by breezes blowing through the garden (attached to it) and laden 

with the fragrance of Parijata trees (figuring in it), and scented with fumes rising from burning 
aloe-wood and escaping through the (aforementioned) eye-holes. (3—6) Taking from the 
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hand of a female companion the chowrie provided with a handle of jewels, the glorious lady 
rendered service to the Lord, fanning Him with it. (7) Holding the handle of the fan in her hand 
adorned with rings and bangles and making music by her anklets made of gems beside the 

infallible Lord, she looked (most) charming with the splendour of her pearl necklace— 
reddened by the saffron painted on her breasts covered by the end of her sari—and with her 

girdle of unsurpassed value worn about her hips. (8) Delighted to see her, the beautiful 
LaksmI Herself, who was exclusively devoted to Him, and had assumed a form matching with 
Sri Krsna's—who had sportfully taken a (human) semblance—(nay,) on whose countenance, 
embellished by locks, ear-rings and a neck adorned with a gold necklace, shone a nectarine 

smile, Sri Krsna (who captivates the heart of all) spoke smilingly (as follows). (9) 

■HUIdlJsIrtlWH: l^oi $HU3!t H ^ "to, M l" IV^ M fa: I mf.mATPS: 

tTI^ illHI-lftol f?t3T cfftt Wtf5faa I ? % I 

^TSttot ftolcT: TTfJS Tito Mfll-v' I ^ P I 

3t^Ugctat-ti li«IUrtl*M8rtftgrrrCLI 3TtftSFIt: JJW: ^tislrn yiftti: 1^3 I 

Pifc-h-^Hl to rt y -H -I L4 TT: I n^Hin.ytol q gjvsyi ttt *niHTi ^ i 

touwto ito toratoftoto: i riuiHcnii to) ’a -tomatot: toto i W 

rWki>-faqlgrm I to rptffaffa^fit: 3CTlf~tini ytl 1^1 

31811414>Vj,to ^ STHiq atotoiPTl to rctWltiJM: TPUT ^ 1 ^ I 

^tjt: i rra tstos tote ito) toft HcmM: i^ci 

#3T diUMdl-URT dHIdi WfR I SlIdldlKH PHI to ddlW6<dl«dl*l, I ^k I 

3<iton to ^ r i^TOttttotn^: i 3ntRd5^ssw?ijyn'n?<JFaTfCTtoi«tT: i?oi 

The glorious Lord said : Princess I you were sought after by kings, who vied in wealth 

with the lords of tile spheres, wielded great influence, were endowed with splendour and 
distinguished fortheircomeliness, magnanimity and bodily strength. (10) Leaving them (all), 

the king of Cedi etc—who were all love-intoxicated and had called at your door as suitors 

and to whom you had been affianced by your brother and father—how did you choose for 

your husband us, who were no match for you. (11) Afraid of kings, O beautiful one, ourselves 
have sought refuge in the ocean, have entered into enmity with the strong and have well- 

nigh relinquished the royal throne. (12) O lovely one I generally those women suffer, who 
follow the track of men whose ways are not clear and who are treading the paths 

unrecognized by the world. (13) We are penniless and are ever loved by the poor. Therefore, 
O lady of slender waist, the well-to-do. as a matter of fact, do not generally resort to Me. (14) 
Marriage and friendship should be contracted between those two who are equal to each 

other in wealth, birth, sovereignty, exterior and future prospects, and never between a 
superior and an inferior. (15) O princess of Vidarbha I ignoring these facts due to your short¬ 
sightedness, you (wrongly) selected (for a husband) us, who, though praised for nothing by 

beggars, are (really) devoid of merits. (16) Even now choose you an eminent Ksatriya who 
is a match for you. Through him shall you find the desires of your heart fulfilled both here and 

hereafter. (17) Kings like Sisupala (the ruler of Cedi). Salva, Jarasandha and Dantavaktra, 

nay, your own elder brother Rukml too bear enmity towards me, O handsome lady I (18) It 
was in order to curb the pride of those haughty kings, who had grown blind under the 
intoxication of their might that you were brought by Me, the eclipser of the wicked, O 

auspicious one I (19) Having no desire of women, progeny and wealth, we are really 
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indifferent (to the world), remain steeped in a sense of fullness through Self-Realization, are 
unattached to home orthe body and doing no work remain as a witness only like a light.(20) 

irrtiettpRgi tt'idwiatw sromfe i tt^cfc aviwtij^ i 

fftt R)rtl^mdWr(IS5tIR: T5PTW 

atTSjai ,*Tt?rT G-rmi n*H ft 1I 

-twitiuilsrar ■get i 

OTftrgtft ^rt-Tt n *41 u4Idicf, I 33 I 

rtwr: E-TSR Wirt I 

^ssr ra^gftra: tpg Tsra engfeiat sfetM %w=t, i 3^ i 

tl^^gT i|i|dl-bgtwt: iitqiqi: taswui BRUatferaFRat: ESW: #i-d+utd I3M 

Mii^-KdhgJiy dliJtWIUI Etgs§31: I idrll-L ^Ppi H535t StPptrl MilMlIuidl I 33 I 

yg^i^chA ^ 3arcf ^rqirft ^jett i otrctot erTgrr TRraR^traw wig i3^ i 

■ffl^-itrara «R5(?t: efw fratm ag: i tREtT ■rrftt: I 9 <S. I 

SrT Suka resumed : Having spoken this much to Rukmini, who looked upon herself by 

virtue of her constant presence by His side as His most beloved wife, the Lord, who sought 

to uproot her pride, became silent. (21) Hearing, then, these unwelcome words—such as had 

been never heard before—of her beloved Husband, the Lord of the three worlds, the glorious 

lady was struck with terror and, shuddering at heart and shedding tears, she was actually 
plunged into endless grief. (22) With her speech choked with excessive anguish she stood 

(there) scratching the ground with her tender feet gleaming red due to its (ruddy) nails, 

soaking both the breasts—painted with saffron—by her tears rendered black through 

collyrium and with her face cast down. (23) Severe agony, fear and grief had so obliterated 

her reason that the fan dropped from her hand which (shrivelling immediately) allowed the 

bracelets to slip off. The body too of that lady, who had lost control over her mind, swooning 

suddenly, fell down with dishevelled hair like a banana tree uprooted by the wind. (24) Seeing 

His beloved spouse, who had failed to grasp the deep subtlety Of His humour, bound tp Him 

with such a tie of affection, that merciful and glorious Lord Sri Krsna was moved with pity. (25) 

Quickly stepping down from the couch and lifting her up, the four-armed Lord gathered up 

her locks and wiped her face with His lotus hand. (26) Wiping her tearful eyes and breasts 

soiled with tears of grief and folding in His arms the virtuous lady, who was single-heartedly 

attached to Him, O king, the Lord, who is the resort of the righteous and knew how to console, 

comforted His distressed consort, who was confounded in mind by the severity of the joke 

and was undeserving of it. (27-28) 

ht in cj^sznj&sn rat itkttwuimj e^set: smpimT 1331 

JJE3 Et yurjjai^fciisjwrfsi^rLI g^retm-buuiii^ g^rg^vdidiH 13° i 

met f| rrwr cw gig TjB^forRj uiitWfytt *rm: ferat ofte wftfti^?i 

The glorious Lord said : O daughter of the King of Vidarbha, no, do not be angry with 

Me. I know you are devoted to Me. I behaved jestingly with you, O beautiful lady, only with 

intent to hear your retort and to behold your countenance with the lips quivering due to 

resentment through love, with the corners of the eyes growing red while darting glances, and 
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with the beautiful line of eyebrows knit together. (29-30) O lady marked with fear and frown! 

to the householders engrossed in their household duties this indeed is the greatest gain that 
they pass a few hours in pastimes in the company of their beloved. (31) 

sprain treR, sgsff afonfetm i ?ntdT tit 

srttw =Rrm rjfe gfaraf 

Sri Suka went on : RukminI (the daughter of the King of Vidarbha), O king, on being 

thus amply comforted by the Lord, realized His utterance to be a joke and gave up the fear 

of being abandoned by her Darling. (32) Gazing on the Lord's face with affectionate 

glances graced by a bashful smile, she spoke (thus) to the greatest among men, O scion 
of Bharata ! (33) 

RL ^ 'hcu-y ia^J9: I 

Ip fe n%wrf5TCTt 'CT'lctTpjasfftT: gd? 'jU|y^W-W'JifldMlc;i I 

ilfe Wllcfe ryrfKJ itsbUM: ffe 4trp, OTrRMdhM WOT I 

Htd cr,Kru5,tm'j|: rdFHddvfdmf fePfrT mi "Trig i 

r-4411dMdjucF,r-d"#tl mhIhi cWd£d rjfewcaH I 

dWIjrt'lfachrhcifidhl^prFd ^litddlidUSTr 3hj d dd-dH I 

Hhch^HI Rrj ddR d UHlFPrl fetfeje dfe dfe dfe^pITStd gt-rUdldl: 1 

d tdt fedd-addm TdmHldddl-yT: itgt 'ddl-t cTFI'^jiihL) asfe n'rznF I 

Fa a FTTO^Wtshra: 9>rtldtl 7t5l30aT ydddi Mt)dPd ^rdfR I 

fetT few 9HMhl WR: TTW^T: TJTT: fettg 7rfet: g^d:R<1Hl4 I 

fe "iiwrtvarjnfei'ikidi^wd snunssuRg dddifafa 4 rjd’bRt i 

%c(T 3dlUd*lrtd,ISdWlRiiflidit'MdHld)hd''K rjfesfe I 

ami cMFrid ‘Hiua asj ■sytH. wm ^ii^Hddd nisi nt tan i 

fe^t Tjarr RdfeifRT tRp. wwi afet *rata addfe ^rfer wra: i 

dldi-d dr>dMdal d s^neydl: [chH I tfw ferpa fefetpwTpynat Prefer twpdm a < 

ddfe sfed rta UldHtldd-tlWIHTd tt-*H=INd 

tafenuFa rjyiirtdtti w Tferaw 

FF WHFriTR'TO a w a cwn^jq. i 

wife ddi^feuvi gfafertftnsn at a iraFpjqaTdFjtfTaan: n 

FTFW: RJ-rid ^dt 'Uddldkyl: -tsflUlj taT'TrafestdriJFIt: I 

diM'-ll'-lld ?jsttd18n 
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jflc^ci ^rf?T chiTmfriFqt^si <TT rf ^To3TR^vF^lTf^TIrft WT 1^1 

3TTo^^TT8T 17TT H ^RTJ'II^.MI 3TT^ TTO *m rJMfdR-rb^: I 

cjcS'M sUMi-dblrtHI^I HIHl?HTT rT^ j? ^T: MJ4l*H,ch«^| 

Hcnc^lchH^ cjr<td Tfsp^q | 34MI<4I f^ffSnsi: eh-Ml-Ul: 5T5Irl I 

sjsTengrft rja^qr qqf.TKt% qg qgqj sptsqrfr q fe'tptFt.HT fsrstftPTssp: i-spi 

RukminT said : Of course, it is as You said, 0 lotus-eyed Lord, that I am surely unlike 

You, the glorious one, possessed of infinite qualities. What comparison is there between 
You, the glorious Lord of the three principaTdeities (Brahma. Visnu and Siva) and established 

in Your own greatness, and myself, the primordial Nature comprised of the three Gunas and 
one whose feet are clutched by the ignorant! (34) True it is that You sieep in the ocean of 
the (devotee's) heart as if afraid of the three Gunas, O Lord of wide strides, who are pure 

Consciousness, the Seif. You are ever at loggerheads with the wicked senses and even Your 
servants kick aside such a dark and gloomy thing as kingship. (35) The ways (even) of sages 
fond of the honey of Your lotus-feet are obscure and hence surely incomprehensible by 

beasts among men. For, when the doings of (even) those who follow You are as though 

supernatural, those of the Almighty Lord in You must be much more so. (36) Certainly You— 
to whom (even) Brahma and others, who accept offerings (from others) bear offerings—are 
Akincana (not in the sense that You own nothing but) because there is nothing other than 

You. Those blinded by wealth and (engaged in) gratifying their senses do not know You, who 
steal away the hours of their life.-You are the most beloved of those Brahma and others (who 
enjoy the respect of others), and vice versa. (37) Indeed You are the embodiment of every 

(recognized) object of human pursuit, a personification of absolute joy, seeking which the 
wise give up everything. Their contact with You is most deserved, but not so of the man and 
woman who are attached one to the other and therefore subject to pleasure and pain. (38) 
You have been elected by me (as my husband), knowing that Your glory has been sung by 
sages who have renounced the rod. and that You are the Soul of the universe and are ready 

to bestow Your very self (on Your devotees), and rejecting (even) Brahma (the lotus-born) 
and the rulers of heaven (Indra and others), whose fortune and blessings are dashed to the 

ground by the force of Time as propelled by a mere play of Your eyebrows, others (SiSupala 
and so on) being of no account. (39) Your plea that You resorted to the sea out of fear (of 
the kings) has no meaning, O elder Brother of Gada: for. by the mere twang of the Sarnga 
bow you putthem toflightand carried away myself. Yourshare, O Lord, (even) as a lion drives 

away other animals and appropriates its prey. (40) The foremost of kings like Ariga, Prthu 
(the son of Vena), Bharata (born of JayantT, the spouse of Lord Rsabhadeva), Yayati (the son 

of Nahusa), Gaya and others retired to the forest renouncing their undisputed sovereignty 
in quest of You, O Lord of lotus eyes. Did they suffer because they sought Your feet here 
?(41) O Lord, the abode of virtues ! the fragrance of Your lotus-feet grants freedom from 
transmigration to the people, is the resort of LaksmI and has been extolled by men of wisdom. 

What mortal woman with a clear insight into the real purpose of life, who has (once) smelt 
it, would (dare) ignore it and seek another who is ever subject to grave fears (of senility and 
death etc.)? (42) I have sought as my befitting partner You, who are the suzerain lord of the 

universe, (nay,) my own Self and the granter of (all) desired boons both here as well as 
hereafter. May Your feet, which seek him who worships You and release him from the 

deceptive cycle of births and deaths, prove to be an asylum to me, who have been wandering 
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through (repeated) births. (43) O infallible One, O Destroyer of foes, let the kings (Sisupala 
and others) suggested by You be the choice of that woman into whose ears has not entered 
a lay pertaining to You and sung in the courts of Siva and Brahma. Within their homes those 

kings behave towards the ladies like a donkey, an ox, a dog, a cat and a slave. (44) This 

human body, the interior of which contains (nothing but) flesh, bones, blood, worms, excreta, 

phlegm, bile and wind, is covered with skin, moustaches, nails and hairon the body and head, 

is a living corpse. That stupid woman alone serves such a body as a husband, who has never 

enjoyed the fragrance of honey in the lotus of Yourfeet. (45) I wish to burn with love for Your 

feet, O lotus-eyed One, who delight in Your own self and do not see anything extraordinary 

in me ! When for the advancement of this world You cast Your glance on me (as Prakrti), 

assuming a superabundance of Rajas, that alone constitutes, as a matter of fact, (an act of) 
supreme grace on me. (46) (When You ask me to choose another partner even now,) O 

slayer of the demon Madhu, I do not regard Your words as without meaning; for sometimes, 

surely enough, there are girls who like Amba* (the daughter of the celebrated king of Kasi), 
cherish love for somebody else (than the one by whom they have been won). (47) The mind 

of a woman of easy virtue, though married, is always attracted towards a new person. A wise 
man should not (therefore) maintain such an unchaste woman; for by doing so he fails both 
here and hereafter. (48) 

SfWMyrfM 
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The glorious Lord replied : O virtuous lady! it was with intent to hear you speak in this 

strain, O princess, that you were subject to a joke by Me. In fact, the interpretation you have 

put on My words is wholly and literally true. (49) Whatever blessings you seek from Me are 

" We are told in the Mahabharata how the three daughters of the then king of Kasi were conquered in an open contest 

by Bhisma for the sake of his cousins. Citrahgada and Vicitravirya. and how Amba. the eldest of them, who had set her heart 

upon Salva. was. when she opened her mind before Bhisma. allowed by the latter to seek the company of Salva. 
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undoubtedly ever possessed by you, who are solely devoted to Me, O blessed one ! And 
blessings sought from Me lead to freedom from desires, i.e., Liberation. (50) O faultless one, 
I have come to know your love and fidelity to Me. For, though I tried to shake you by My words, 

your mind could not be estranged from Me. (51) They who propitiate Me, the Bestower of 
Liberation, for conjugal pleasures through austerities and vows have given their heart to 

sensuous enjoyments and are deluded by Maya. (52) Having obtained (propitiated) Me, the 
Source and Bestower of Liberation as well as of worldly riches, 0 proud lady, they who seek 
after the latter only are unfortunate (as a matter of fact), inasmuch as these can be obtained 

even in the lowest species of life (which are compared with hell). To such men (however) 

whose mind is given to the pleasures of sense (even) hell appears to be a pleasant resort.(53) 

Well it is, O mistress of My household, that you have practised constant devotion to Me, which 
rids one of worldly bondage, and which is (so) very hard to practise for the wicked and more 
so for a deceitful woman reeking with unclean desires and given to sense-gratification 

only. (54) In the whole of My houshold I do not see a house-wife affectioate like yourself, 
O proud lady, who, ignoring all the kings assembled on the occasion of your marriage, sent 

a Brahmana carrying a confidential message to Me, of whom you had (only) heard good 
accounts (and whom you had never personally known). (55) You put up with the disfiguration 

of your brother vanquished in battle, nay, his death* (too at the hands of Balarama) on the 
happy occasion of (Aniruddha's) wedding in a tournament of dice-playing, and the grief 
repeatedly caused by the memory of these (unpleasant) incidents. You (however) never 

spoke a word (about these things) for fear of separation from Us. By this conduct of yours 

you have (completely) won Me over. (56) A messenger was sent by you with a most 
judiciously-worded message in order to secure My hand. While I was tarrying, you looked 

upon this world (full of relatives and friends) as void and (even) sought to cast off this 
(charming) body of yours, which you did not consider as worthy of anyone else. Let that 
(unique) love of yours stand to your credit. (Unable to repay it) We (only) hail it with joy. (57) 

I <h<4| ^ IA41 

fraii-uitoedr ■’jgaifra i snftsiift smTim i 

iTST yfedklsszfpr: I 

Sri Suka continued : In this way the almighty Lord of the universe, though immersed in 

the Bliss of Self, sported with LaksmI (in the form of RukminT) by indulging in amorous talks 

(with her) imitating the ways of humanity. (58) So did the all-pervading Lord Sri Krsna, the 
Preceptor of the universe, sported (simultaneously) in the mansions of His other spouses 
too, discharging His household duties like a (common) householder. (59) 

Thus ends the sixtieth discourse entitled "A dialogue between Sri Krsna and RukminT," 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Cdf-safaSSJ; 

* Described later in verse 36 of Discourse LXI, though the incident presumably occurred earlier. 

[565] B.M. Part II—41 
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Discourse LXI 
(A description of the Lord's progeny;) 

Rukmi killed (by. Balarama) during Aniruddha's wedding 
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Sri Suka began again : The aforesaid wives of Sri Krsna bore Him ten sons each, who 

were in noway inferior to their Father in respect of all their mental and physical qualities. (1) 

Perceiving Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord) not stirring out of their palaces but (always) present 

there, the princesses regarded themselves each as His most beloved spouse. (As a matter 

of fact) those ladies were unaware of His real character. (2) The loving ladies were 

exceedingly charmed by the lovely countenance, resembling a lotus flower, long arms, big 

eyes, glances full of love and merriment and winning talks of the Lord; (but) with (all) their 

charms they were unable to win the heart of the Perfect One. (3) (All) His sixteen thousand 

(and odd) wives could not shake His mind by their shafts of Cupid and other charms skilled 

in conveying the message of love despatched by their arched eyebrows fascinating with the 

sentiment expressed by their suppressed smile and sidelong glances. (4) Having gained for 

their husband (such a one as) the Consort of Rama, whose ways even (great) gods like 

Brahma are unable to know, the aforesaid ladies indulged with ever growing delight in loving 
smiles, affectionate glances and a longing for union which ever appeared as new, and so 

on.(5) Though attended by hundreds of servant-maids, they rendered (personal) service to 
the all-pervading Lord by going forth to meet Him (on His arrival), offering Him a seat and 

excellent articles of worship, washing His feet, presenting betel-leaves seasoned with lime, 

catechu, areca-nut parings, cardamoms, cloves etc., relieving Him of His fatigue (by 

kneading His feet etc.), fanning Him, daubing Him with sandal-paste and adorning Him with 

garlands, dressing His locks, arranging His bed. bathing Him and serving Him with dishes 
(of various kinds). (6) 
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Of the (sixteen thousand and odd) wives of Sri Krsna, who had ten sons each, I (now 

proceed to) mention to you the sons, Pradyumna and so on, of the eight principal 

spouses (alone) that have been previously referred to (by me). (7) With Pradyumna as 

the eldest, Carudesna, Sudesna, the valorous Carudeha, Sucaru and Carugupta and, 

next to him, B’nadracaru as well as Carucandra, Vicaru and Caru as the tenth were born 

of RukminT. They were in no way inferior to their father. (8-9) Bhanu, Subhanu, 

Swarbhanu, Prabhanu and Bhanuman, Candrabhanu, Brhadbhanu and Atibhanu, the 

eighth, as well as Sribhanu and Pratibhanu were the ten sons of Satyabhama. Samba, 

Sumitra, Purujit, Satajit and Sahasrajit, Vijaya and Citraketu, Vasuman, Dravida and 

Kratu—these were the sons of Jambavati. Samba was the eldest of them and they were 

all loved by the Father. (10—12) Vira, Candraand Aswasena, Citragu, Vegavan, Vrsa, 

Ama, Sahku, Vasu and the glorious Kunti were the sons of Nagnajiti. (13) Sruta, Kavi, 

Vrsa, VTra, Subahu, Bhadra, who fought the enemy single-handed, Santi, Darsa, 

Purnamasa and Somaka, the youngest, were born of Kalindl. (14) Praghosa, Gatravan, 

Simha, Bala, Prabaia, Urdhvaga, Mahasakti, Saha, Oja and Aparajita were the sons of 

Laksmana (the daughter of the ruler of Madra). (15) Mitravinda's sons were Vrka, Harsa, 

Anila, Grdhra, Vardhana. Annada, Mahasa, Pavana, Vahni and Ksudhi. (16) Sangramajit, 

Brhatsena, Sura, Praharana, Arijit, Jaya, Subhadra, Varna, Ayu and Satyaka were born 

of Bhadra (Saibya). (17) DTptiman, Tamra, Tapta and others were the sons of Sri Krsna 

through Rohini (the first of the other sixteen thousand wives). And from the loins of 

Pradyumna appeared the mighty Aniruddha through Rukmavatl, the daughter of Rukmi 

(Rukminrs Brother), born while he was living in the city known by the name of Bhojakata, 

O king (Pariksit)l The mothers of Sri Krsna's progeny numbered sixteen thousand and 

odd. (Hence) the sons and grandsons of (even) these (other) sons of Sri Krsna reached 

the figure of tens ot million. O protector of men i (18-19) 
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The king (Parlksit) submitted : How did RukmT, who had been worsted in battle by 

Sri Krena and had (ever since) been awaiting an opportunity to kill Him, give away his 
daughter to his enemy's son? (Pray,) tell me this, O learned soul—the circumstances which 

brought about a mutual alliance through marriage between these two enemies..(20) Yogis 

clearly see the past, present and future, (nay, even) that which lies beyond the perception 

of the senses, that which is remote and that which is intercepted (by something else). (21) 

<j d/d 
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SrT Suka replied : Pradyumna (who was Love incarnate himself) was elected by 
Rukmavatl in a choice marriage. Having completely vanquished in battle—with none other to 

help him beyond the chariothedrove in—the kings assembled (there), hecarriedheraway.(22) 
Though constantly thinking of his hostility towards Srt Krsna, by whom he had been treated with 
contumely, yet seeking to oblige his sister (RukminI, who had been instrumental in saving his 

life), Rukmi gave away his daughter to his sister's son. (23) Krtavarma's son, Ball, O king, 

married Rukmini's daughter, CarumatT, a girl with large eyes; so it is said. (24) 
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Though nursing deep-rooted animosity towards Sri Krsna and knowing such union as 
contrary to (the principles of) piety, Rukm! (further) gave away his grand daughter, Rocana, 

to his daughter's son, Aniruddha, with intent to gratify his (own) sister (RukminI), bound as 

he was by ties of affection (with her).(25) For that-festive occasion, O king, Rukminf, 
Balarama and Sri Krsna, Samba, Pradyumna and others drove to the city of Bhojakata. (26) 

The aforesaid wedding being over, some haughty kings with the ruler of Kaliiiga (the modern 
Utkala) at their head strongly said to RukmT, "Thoroughly vanquish Balarama in a game of 
dice. (27) Ignorant though he is of dice-playing, as a matter of fact, O king, great is his 
addiction to it." Thus advised, Rukml invited Bala and played at dice with him. (28) In that 

game Balarama made a wager (successively) of one hundred, one thousand and ten 
thousand gold coins; RukmT, however, won them all. Showing his teeth on that occasion, the 

ruler of Kaliiiga very loudly laughed at Balarama (the wielder of a plough), who (however) 
resented it. (29) Then RukmT made a bet of one lakh and Balarama won this time. Resorting 

to cunningness, RukmT (however) said, "I have won." (30) Like the sea on a full moon, 
Balarama (the glorious one) was (now) agitated with anger. His eyes, which were naturally 

red, began to glow with rage and he made a wager of a hundred million gold coins.(31 (According 

to the laws of gambling Balarama won that too. Taking recourse to deceit RukmT (however) 
said, "I have won. Let these umpires arbitrate on this point." (32) A voice from the heavens 
thereupon declared that the bet was rightfully won by Balarama alone; RukmT is surely telling 
a lie when he says with his tongue alone (and not from his heart) that he has won. (33) 
Ignoring that voice, RukmT, who was instigated by wicked kings and prompted by his own 

death, spoke mockingly to Balarama (as follows):—(34) “Being keepers of cows roaming in 

woods, you do not know the game of dice. Kings (alone) play at dice and sport with arrows, 

not men like you.” (35) Insulted thus by Rukmi and ridiculed by kings, Balarama flew into a 

rage and, lifting up an iron bar, killed him (even) in thatfestive assembly. (36) Quickly seizing 
the ruler of Kaliiiga, who had laughed at him with open teeth (and had now taken to his heels), 
(even) at the tenth step, Balarama smashed those teeth. (37) With their arms, thighs and 

heads broken, and bathed in blood, when struck with the iron bar by Balarama, other kings 
fled in terror. (38) For fear of estranging the goodwill of either Rukmint or Balarama, the Lord 

did not make any favourable or adverse comment on His brother-in-law, Rukmi, having been 
killed. (39) Having comfortably seated Aniruddha alongwith his newly-wedded wife in an 
excellent chariot, Balarama and the other Dasarhas, who looked upon SrT Krsna (the Slayer 

of Madhu) as their asylum, and who had all theirobjects accomplished; drove from Bhojakata 

to Dwaraka. (40) 

Thus ends the sixty-first discourse entitled "RukmT killed (by Balarama) during the wedding of 
Aniruddha", in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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Aniruddha made captive 
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The king (Pariksit) submitted : Aniruddha, a (veritable) jewel among the Yadus, 

married Bana's daughter, Usa, and in that connection (I am told) a great and terrible combat 

ensued between SrT Krena and Lord Sankara. May you be pleased to tell me all this in detail, 

O great Yogi I (1) 
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SrT Suka replied : Bana was the eldest of the hundred sons of the high-souled Bali, by 
whom the (entire) globe was given away to the Lord who appeared (before him) in the form 
of the divine Dwarf. (2) Sprung from his loins, Bana even took delight in devotion to Lord Siva. 
He was worthy of honour, liberal-minded, intelligent, true to his word and of firm resolve. (3) 
Hein those days ruled over the beautiful city known by the name of Sonitapura. By the grace 
of Lord Siva the gods, though adorable (themselves), behaved towards him as servants. 
Endowed (as he was) with a thousand arms, he propitiated Lord Siva (the Delighter of all) 
by playing upon (various) musical instruments during the latter's Tandava dance. (4) The 
almighty Sankara, the Ruler of all created beings, who affords shelter to all and is (so) fond 
of His devotees, bade him ask (of Him) a boon of his choice. Banasura sought His (constant) 
presence as a guardian of his city. (5) 
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Touching His lotus-feet with his crown shining like the sun, Bana, intoxicated as he was 
with the pride of his prowess, spoke one day to the Lord of Kailasa, who was standing beside 
him, (as follows:—) (6) "I bow to You, the Preceptor and Ruler of all the worlds, the celestial 
tree which grants the desires of men whose longings have not been sated, O supreme 
Deity!(7) The thousand arms given by You (by way of a boon) have only proved a burden to 
me (so far); (for) in (all) the three worlds I do not find a well-matched rival other than You, (8) 
Eager to fight, I proceeded, O most ancient Person, against the elephants guarding the 
quarters, pounding the mountains (even as 1 marched) with my arms full of itching (for a 
combat); but they too took speedily to their heels in terror." (9) The Lord flew into a rage to 
hear that and said, “When your ensign is broken, your encounter will take place with one 
equal to Me; that will crush your pride, O foolish one 1“ (10) Thus spoken to, the fool with a 
perverted mind withdrew to his palace, full of joy, O king, awaiting the fulfilment of the augury 
of Lord Siva (the Lord of Kailasa), even though it was expected to deal a crushing blow to 

his power. (11) 
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Even as a virgin, his daughter, Usa by name, enjoyed in a dream sexual delight with the 
lovely son of Pradyumna (viz., Aniruddha), who had (however) neither been seen nor heard 
of (by her) before. (12) Not finding him there (on opening her eyes), she got up in a state of 
excitement saying, "Where are you, my darling I" in the midst of her girl companions, and felt 
greatly abashed. (13) Kurfibhanda was the minister of Bana and Citralekha, his daughter. 
Full of curiosity she, a (constant) companion of Usa, questioned her friend (thus):—(14) 0 
princess of charming eyebrows I whom are you looking for and what is the nature of your 
longing ? I do not find till today anyone who has espoused you. (15) 
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Usa replied : In my dream was seen a certain youngman of dark-brown hue, with long 
arms and lotus-like eyes, clad in yellow and captivating the heart of women. (16) 1 am in quest 
of that darling, who having allowed me to drink the honey of his lips, has gone to some 
unknown destination, plunging me, though thirsting (yet), into an ocean of misery. (17) 
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Citralekha said: “I shall bring the youth who has stolen your heart, if he is traced (by you) 

in the three worlds (the elite of which are going to be depicted by me), and dispel your agony 
(thereby). Point him out." (18) Having said so, she drew faithful sketches of gods, 
Gandharvas (heavenly musicians), Siddhas (a class of superhuman beings endowed with 
mystic powers), Caranas (celestial bards), Nagas (a class of superhuman beings—half men 

and half serpents), Daityas (demons), Vidyadharas (artistes of gods), Yaksas (a class of 
demigods) and human beings. (19) Among men she portrayed the Vnsnis, viz., Sura, 
Vasudeva, Balarama and Sri Kfsna. Perceiving Pradyumna, Usa blushed. (20) Beholding 
Aniruddha portrayed with particular care, Usa cast down her face through shyness, O king, 

and smilingly exclaimed: “It is he, it is he !" (21) 

rinrffril rft3 <£)ture3 ejfffpft I «rat fagiy«i TRR.aK'til ■jitumiforllH.I^'R I 
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Concluding him to be Sri Krsna's grandson, Citralekha, who possessed Yogic powers, 
journeyed, O king, through the air to Dwaraka protected by Sri Krsna (Himself). (22) 
Resorting to her Yogic powers, she bore away Aniruddha (son of Pradyumna), (who had 
been) lying asleep there on a beautiful bed, to Sonitapura and showed her friend the object 
of her love. (23) With her face lit up with joy to behold the loveliest of the lovely, she enjoyed 

life with him in her palace, which could not be easily peeped into by males. (24) Honoured 
with exquisite raiment, garlands, sandal-paste, incense, lights, seats etc., drinks, food and 
other edibles, as well as with (loving) words and (bodily) service, and remaining concealed 
in the maidens' apartments, with his mind captivated by the said Usa—whose love (for 
him)was constantly increasing by leaps and bounds—Aniruddha had no idea of the number 

of days (that slipped away). (25-26) 

ht am iw 
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While she was being thus (secretly) enjoyed by Aniruddha (the hero of Yadu's race) and 
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felt overjoyed, the eunuchs (in charge of the gynaeceum) noticed her through marks that 
could hardly be concealed, as having been deprived of her virginhood. They reported (to 
Bana as follows):—"O king, we notice the conduct of your virgin daughter to be such as is 
apt to cast a stain on your family, (27-28) We are unable to make out how came about he 
defloration of your daughter, who is constantly guarded by us in her house and could not (as 

such) be easily perceived by men."(29) 

<ra: ssufam stmt #3: i tafe: *-wiu siHtssrar^’W?0 > 
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Sore distressed to hear (the news) of his daughter's pollution Bana hastened thence to 
the maidens' apartments and noticed there Aniruddha (a jewel among the Yadus). (30) 
Banasura was taken aback to behold Aniruddha, sprung from the loins of Pradyumna (who 
was no other than Love incarnate), (and therefore) exceptionally charming in all the (three) 
worlds—dark-brown of hue, clad in yellow, having lotus-like eyes and long arms a face lit 
up with the lustre of his ear-rings and (curly) locks as well as with his smiling glances playing 
at dice with his darling-who was decked with festal ornaments all over her body—and 
seated in front of her, and wearing between his arms a wreath of jasmine flowers pecuhar 
to the vernal season, tinged with the saffron painted on her breasts, during his bodily contact 
with her (31-32) Perceiving Banasura to have entered the room, surrounded by a 
detachment of armed soldiers, Aniruddha (a scion of Madhu) stood irmly taking up (in his 
hand) a steel bludgeon with intent to make short work of them (all) like Yama (the god of 
death) wielding his rod (of punishment). (33) Like the leaderofapackofboarsta ^(anarmy 

of) doqs he made short work of the warriors even as they rushed on all sides with ntent to 
seize him. Being struck by him, they issued out of the mansion and ran helter-skelter with 
their heads, thighs and arms smashed. (34) The powerful Banasura (the son of Bali) got 
enraged and bound Aniruddha with the cords of serpents, while he was (busy) exterminating 
his army, so the tradition goes. Overwhelmed with grief and despondency to hear of his 

bondage’, Usa loudly wailed with tear-drops in her eyes. (35) 

Thus ends the sixty-second discourse entitled "Aniruddha taken captive," in the 
latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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Kr^JanH^h1509?n*aA9ainL?n thiS Side the f0ur rainy months sliPPed Py,he relations (SrT 
?na and others) of Aniruddha, who (sorely) missed him and had been sorrowing for him 

(ail the time) O scon of Bharata ! (1) Hearing from Narada the (whole) story as to how he 

had been taken prisoner as well as of his doings (viz., how he had disposed of a whole 

contingent of Banasura's army), the Vrsnis, who looked upon Sn Krsna as a deitv 

an°dCnn^H '° ^°0'!fpura- (2) Accompanied by (an army consisting of) twelve AksauhinTs 
and united under the command of Balarama and SrT Krsna, Pradyumna, Satyaki Gada 

Samba and Sarana, as well as the (other) jewels among the Yadus—Nanda, Upananda! 

hadra and others—closely besieged the capital of Bana from every side. (3-4) Beholding 

he city with its urban gardens, fortifications, towers and gates being shattered, Bana, full 
of rage, sallied forth to meet them with an equally strong army. (5) Surrounded by (His 

on Hkehnll thH nDT ^ p[amathas' including His son (Lord Kartikeya), and riding 
His bull, Nandi Lord Rudra (too) fought with Balarama and SrT Krsna for the sake (on the 

side) of Bana (6) A most tumultuous and astounding encounter took place between SrT 

Kr?na and Lord Sankara—an encounter which made one's hair stand on end; and another 

between Pradyumna and Kartikeya. (7) Anothercombat (similarly) raged between Balarama 

(on the one hand) and Kumbhanda and Kupakarna (on the other). A (similar) duel took place 

between Samba and Bana's son, and another between Bana and Satyaki. (8) Rulers of gods 
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headed by Brahma, ascetics, Siddhas and Caranas, Gandharvas, Apsaras and Yakpas 
came forth in their aerial cars to witness the conflict. (9) Sri Krsna (a scion of Sura) put to 
flight with His sharp-pointed arrows discharged from the Sarnga bow, the followers of Lord 

Siva,’viz., the Bhutas, Pramathas, Guhyakas (Yaksas), DakinTs and Yatudhanas, Vetalas 

and Vinayakas, Pretas, Matrkas and Pisacas, Kusmandas and Brahmaraksasas. (10-11) 
Lord Siva (the Wielder of the Pinaka bow) discharged various kinds of missiles at SriKrsna 

(the Wielder of the Sarnga bow); the latter (however) unconcernedly neutralized them al 
with counter-missiles. (12) Against Brahmastra He employed Brahmastra; against 
Vayavyastra He employed the Parvatastra; against the fiery missile He employed the 

Parianyastra and against the Pasupatastra He employed His own (Narayanastra). (13) 
Then stupefying with Jrmbhanastra Lord Sarikara, who (forthwith) began to yawn, Sri 

Krsna (a scion of Sura) began to strike down the army of Banasura with His sword, mace 
and arrows. (14) Being beaten on all sides by the volleys of arrows discharged by 
Pradyumna, and emitting blood from every limb, Skanda escaped from the battle-field on 

the back of His peacock. (15) Struck by (Balarama’s) pestle, Kumbhapda and Kupakarna 
also fell down. With their generals killed, Banasura's troops fled in all directions. (16) 

U-jbJI'-j-.rzf -pim^ arTHT: % I il lit tuij4<: l?4l 
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Highly indignant to see his army being scattered, Bana, rushed towards Sri Krsna on the 

battle-field in a chariot, leaving Satyaki alone. (17) Drawing five hundred bows all at once, 
Banasura, who ran amuck on the battle-field, applied a pair of arrows to each. (18) Lord Sri 
Krsna (however) split all those bows at once and, striking down the charioteer and the horses 

as well as the chariot, blew His conch. (19) Bana's mother, Kotara by name, (now) stood 
naked with dishevelled hair before Sri Krsna with intent to save her son's life. (20) Making 

it a point not to look at the nude lady, Sri Krsna (the elder Brother of Gada) turned His face 
aside. Meanwhile Bana, who had been deprived of his chariot and had his bows broken, 

retreated into the city. (21) 

fas-ifa-a sjjmrft fakidferaifu 3ratnspt fssit 3511^1 
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On the host of Bhutas (genii) having been putto flight, the three-headed and three-legged 

Jwara (the spirit presiding over fever and despatched by Lord Siva, who had now recovered 
from His stupefaction) rushed towards Sri Krsna (a scion of Dasarha) as if burning the ten 

directions. (22) Beholding him, Sri Krsna (who was no other than Lord Narayana) sent forth 
His (own) Jwara and both the Jwaras, the one belonging to Lord Siva (the supreme Ruler of 
the universe) and the other belonging to Lord Visnu, began to grapple with each other. (23) 
Beaten with violence by the Jwara commanded by Lord Visnu and terrified not to find asylum 

anywhere else, the Jwara commanded by Lord Siva loudly screamed and, seeking shelter 

with Sri Krsna (the Ruler of the senses),glorified Him with joined palms (as follows). (24) 
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The Jwara said: I salute You, endowed (as You are) with infinite power, the Ruler (even) 

of the highest gods, the Soul of the universe, the one without a second, absolute 
Consciousness, the Cause of the appearance, subsistence and dissolution of the universe, 

comprising whatever there is, the most tranquil Brahma, who are (only) inferred (and not 

directly known) by the Vedas. (25) TheTime-Spirit (which disturbs the equilibrium of the three 

Gunas), Destiny, Karma, Swabhava (the tendencies produced by the latter), the individual 
soul, the (five) subtle elements, the body, the vital breath, the ego, the evolutes (viz., the five 

gross elements and the eleven Indriyas), the subtle body (a combination of the aforesaid 

evolutes) and the process of mutual causation going on in a cycle between the Lihga body 

and Karma as between a seed and the sprout—all this constitutes Your Maya (deluding 

potency). I take refuge in You, in whom the said Maya finds its negation. (26) Appearing in 

diverse forms, assumed by way of mere sport, You protect the gods and the pious, uphold 

the standards of morality that maintain the world order, and kill those who deviate from the 
path of virtue and live by violence. Your present descent (too) is intended to relieve the 

burden of the earth. (27) I stand scorched by Your radiance in the form of this fever, which 

is most terrible and hard to bear, and which, though mild (before), has grown (so) severe 

(now). Embodied beings undergo suffering only so long as they remain bound by desire and 
do not seek the soles of Your lotus-feet. (28) 
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The glorious Lord said : "I am pleased with you, O three-headed one I Let your fear of 
My Jwara cease (now). There will be no more (cause of) fear from you to him who remembers 

this dialogue of ours." (29) Thus addressed (reassured) and bowing to Sri Krsna (the infallible 

Lord), the Jwara under the command of Lord Siva departed. Mounting a chariot in the 

meanwhile, Banasura returned (to the field of battle) to contend with Sri Krsna. (30) Highly 

enraged, the demon, who wielded various weapons in his thousand arms, then showered 

arrows on Sri Krsna (the Wielder of a discus), O protector of men ! (31) While he was (thus) 

discharging missiles again and again the Lord with His discus, keen-edged like a razor, cut 
off his arms like the boughs of a tree. (32) (Even) as the arms of Barra were being lopped off. 

Lord Siva (the Source of the universe), who took compassion on His devotee, approached 

Sri Krsna (the Wielder of a discus) and submitted to Him (as follows). (33) 
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Sri Rudra prayed : Indeed You are the supreme effulgence lying hidden in the Veda 

(which is no other than the Supreme revealed as the Word of God) and known as Brahma 

(the Infinite), that men of purified intellect realize as all-pervading (like the sky) and 
absolute.(34) Thefirmamentis Your navel;fire,Yourmouth; water, Your generative fluid; the 

celestial region, Your head; the quarters, Your ears; the earth, Your feet; the moon, Your 
mind- the sun, Your eye; myself, Your ego; the ocean, Your belly; and Indra (and the other 
guardians of the sphere), Your arms. (35) Herbs and plants are the hair on Your body; clouds 

are Your (flowing) locks and Brahma (the creator) is Your intellect, Prajapati (the lord of 
creation) is Your organ of generation and Dharma (the god of virtue) is Your heart. Thus You 

are the Supreme Person with whom all the spheres are connected (as so many limbs). (36) 
O Lord of undiminished glory. You have taken this form for the vindication of virtue and 
advancement of the world. Endowed with power derived from You, we rule the seven regions 

(of the universe). (37) You are the one secondless, most ancient Person beyond the three 
states (brought about by Maya viz., the waking, dream and dreamless states), self-luminous, 

the Cause and Ruler (of all), Himself uncaused; yet, in order to reveal the diversities of the 

three Gunas You appear through Your own Maya in divergent forms (such as those of gods, 

men, birds, beasts and various other beings). (38) Just as the sun gets concealed (in others 

eyes) by its own shadow (the clouds) and reveals the clouds as well as all other forms, even 
so, O Perfect One, self-luminous Yourself, You get as if covered by the Ego (which has its 
origin in You) and yet make the Gunas and all beings, who are qualified by the Gunas, shine 

(in Your light). (39) 
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(O Lord,) with their mind deluded by Your Maya people get attached to children, wife, 
house etc., and begin to sink and float in the ocean of misery. (40) He who, having obtained 

the human body (so graciously) granted by You, does not control his senses and worship 

Yourfeet, is no doubt pitiable creature who isdeceiving himself. (41)0 Lord, he who neglects 

You, the beloved Self, the Supreme Ruler, for the sake of sense-objects, which are just the 

reverse of You, (is a fool, who) swallows poison rejecting nectar. (42) Myself, Brahma (the 

creator) and the (other) gods and (all) sages of pure mind have taken refuge in You with our 

whole being, because You are our dearest soul and supreme Lord. (43) You are responsible 

for the appearance, continuance and dissolution of the universe, alike to everyone, 

unperturbed, the beloved friend and deity, nay, the very Self of all. You are One without a 

second, the support of the worlds as also of the individual souls. O Lord, we adore You for 
release from the bondage of transmigration. (44) Lord, this Barrasura is a beloved devotee 

of mine and is (much) liked by me; I have assured him of my protection. Therefore, (kindly) 

extend Your favour to him even as You did to (his great grandfather) Prahrada (the ruler of 
the Daityas). (45) 
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The glorious Lord replied: O Worshipful One, We shall do whatever You have said and 
that which is pleasing to You. 1 have fully approved of what You have decided (about 

him).(46) (I know that) Banasura is a grandson of Virocana (Prahrada's son). I cannot kill him 

inasmuch as a boon has been granted by Me to Prahrada that no one born in his line would 

be killed by Me. (47) His arms have been cut off by Me only to curb his pride, and his huge 
army has been exterminated simply because it was a burden on the earth. (48) Four arms 

are left to him; they will be proof against age or destruction. He will be the foremost among 

Your attendants. Though an Asura, he will henceforward have nothing to fear from any 
quarter. (49) 
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Obtaining this assurance of security, the said demon saluted SrT Krsna with his head 

(bent low) and duly brought Aniruddha back together with his bride (Usa), placing them on 

a chariot. (50) (Thereupon) with Bhagavan Sankara's congratulation Sri Krsna departed 

placing in the van Aniruddha and his wife—who were finely dressed and fully adorned with 

ornaments—and were followed by an army consisting of one AksauhinT. (51) Sri Krsna 
entered His capital—artistically decorated with flags and ornamental arches, with its streets 

and quadrangles sprinkled with water—and was met by the citizens, His (own) relations and 

Brahmanas, who came forth to receive Him with the sounding of conchs, drums and 
kettledrums. (52) 
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(Pariksit!) he who, rising from his bed in the morning, duly recalls the story of Sri Ki-sna's 

combat with Lord Sankara and His victory, will never meet with discomfiture. (53) 

Thus ends the sixty-third discourse entitled" Aniruddha brought back (to Dwar.aka)," 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagayata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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Discourse LXIV 

The story of king Nrga 
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Sri Suka began again : Pariksit, on a certain day, Gada (Sri Krsna’s younger brother), 

Pradyumna, Samba, Caru, Bhanu and other Yadava princes went to play in a garden. (1) 

Having sported there for a pretty long time they felt thirsty and went to a well in search of 
water. They found the well dry and noticed a strange animal (fallen) in it. (2) It was a 
chameleon as big as a rock. Their mind was struck with wonder at the sight. Moved with pity 

they tied it with thongs of leather and ropes of fibres and attempted to take it out of the well 
but could not. Full of curiosity they (went to Sri Krsna and) reported this incident to Him. (3-4) 
Bhagavan Sri Krsna of lotus-like eyes, the almighty Creator and Protector of the universe 

(went to the well), saw the animal and lifted it up with His left hand by way of play. (5) Touched 
by the hand of the glorious Lord, the animal forthwith cast off the form of a chameleon and 
was transformed into a celestial being adorned with wondrous jewels, clothes and garlands 
and possessed of a charming hue like that of molten gold. (6) Although He knew the cause 

of his obtaining the form of a chameleon, yet in order to make the facts known to the people, 
Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation) asked that shining person, “O highly blessed one, who 
are you, possessed of this excellentform ? I surely reckon you to be a great god. (7) Through 
what Karma were you condemned to this state ? Surely you did not deserve it, O highly 
virtuous soul! We are keen to know your history. If you consider it proper to inform Us about 
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it, please tell Us all about you." (8) 

?fp Ft TT3TT 'Fnjg: TptfrPTPFFjfHPT I W TTT&TFIFt? fakfe-tl ckct^l I <i I 

Sri Suka resumed : (Pariksit!) questioned in these polite words by Sri Krsna, who is 

possessed of infinite forms, King Nrga bowed to the Lord of LaksmI with his crown brilliant 

as the sun, and submitted (as follows). (9) 

PTFt FTP F^5tS#t^T^rRP: FPT I <|Pt9R«4WU1H^ pf? % *ukFJ?IH. I I 

f% -5 ftp Ft^jnFWi^roT: 1 F^sarfF ttfi^ft i??i 

FTPPI: TJ^FfpFIT f?fF rm<fci: l FTFPtf FFFRT5T nir4n\'cc\ FT FT: I p p I 

qpfeRfFTOTt: FteWJOTtFFPT: FifFtfl tP»iff: i 

pttftMft fottjf: ffff ^WTitSiPPm qqrFHFj??i 

PPPi|?^PtT ppTpffFFqPT: PHr^i^PT'KT ^indrfPT: l 

FF:S53p?IpqFFFqjF: JTT?T ^JFPTt fa^yg-^PI: I I 

FtTfffFJFIFPFPgffFTP: FFFT: F?RftfF1c5p5FT5IFIT: I 

FTFftfp -tdlf-t FPlPia P FFtyPn P ^Hh. I pq t 

Nrga said : I am a ruler of men, Nrga by name, son of Ikswaku, 0 Lord! My name might 

have reached Your ears, if the names of donors were (ever) mentioned (to You). (10) 0 Lord, 

what is there unknown to You, the Witness of the mind of all beings ? Your vision remains 

uninterrupted by time, yet i shall narrate my story to You in obedience to Your command. (11) 

(Lord!) I gave away to Brahmanas as many cows as there are particles of sand on the earth, 

(nay,) as many as there are stars in the heavens and as many as rain-drops (falling on 

earth).(12) They were all milch-cows, young and good-natured, beautiful in form and of good 
breed, tawny in colour. I got them all with well-earned money. They had their calves with 
them. Their horns were plated with gold and their hoofs with silver. They were all decorated 

with silks, garlands and ornaments. (13) Adorning with clothes etc., the best of youthful 

Brahmanas, who were even-minded and possessed of noble qualities and character, who 

came of a family suffering from want and who were pledged to truth, noted for their austerities 
and generous in imparting the knowledge of the Vedas (to their students), I used to give those 

cows to them. (14) I also gave away a number of oxen, lands, gold, houses, horses, 
elephants, girls with maid-servants, (piles of) sesamum seeds, silver, beds, clothes, jewels, 

household articles and chariots. (Besides these) I performed (many) sacrifices and carried 

out several works of public utility. (15) 

WI fWf Fisk I FFJFFTF^F FT F FFT 3PT I 

FT FtFPTPT FPFTPt ^gtFTP FFfp PFJ FPlp it(FFI^ll? =JFt ^ <?dctlPtid 1 P'S I 

ftm fccf<FH1 FFJPTJ: FTTsfFTFFTt I PPTF, <1^1 PSPF^ 'HP: l PC I 

3FJFtFT^PT fpSTt FI FFT F8T Ff^TPT FIFTTFIFT F?tFFTFJP?l 

PFFTTF^J^fFT fpi|jTFTTfpPTPP: I FT Mrt-ri FTritS^FT Ro I 

Pit Frft# F TMlstFpMI HimmrtiFFJ PIFT^ FFTPPTgpfPSTTPtFIPF PFTlpPI 

HdltHdtA Fu4ffi4Tdl FFSTFFJFk? IJSFTFTg ?F^F PFFlillppI 

^ cSP^JP FTT# ^JPP ?(PF.I FTP qiPFT SIPFT P5F cFFFF PTFSP: Ip? I 



^ at? anfir tt: i Hict<sti^4ifitM jmt ii 

a?nnro aa ?ra^r a^ra i ^Id-failt) faeror «raaK#nfik: r<,i 

■h ra aw to frotrf^ra: toto aptaft: sjra^TTrofft'STTca: i 

^TT^n^aT^ra aaapprotc^: wats^sra iz ata aaiaarf: 15r,i 

^aaa aaara Jilfa-p rjsarro 1 arrow r,M)u-,ti ^aa^ian^aTaia 1 ^ 1 

SFpnatfl at fwa ara a^aft tot 1 aa wfa roi)aT ijapif taat^mroj^i 

arot arfaTara aBiarsaaRraa 1 ^wro ai^aia atarai aa^ aa: 1^1 
(On a certain day,) a cow belonging to a holy Brahmana (who never accepted any gift 

and was devoted to austerities) strayed and mingled with my cattle and, ignorant of the fact, 
I gave it away to some (other) Brahmana. (16) While it was being led away (by the latter), 

the real owner saw it and said to the Brahmana," This is mine !" The Brahmana, who had 
received it as a gift from me, said," This is mine; for King Nrga has given it to me." (17) Both 

the Brahmanas, bent on establishing their respective claims, brought their dispute to me. 
One of them said," You gave it to me." The other said, "If this is a fact, you must have stolen 
the cow." I was confounded to hear what they said. (18) Placed on the horns of a dilemma, 
I tried to conciliate both (the Brahmanas) and said, " I shall give you one lakh of excellent 

cows; please give this over to me. (19) I am your devoted servant. May you be pleased to 

forgive this fault committed unwittingly by me and save me from this embarrassing situation, 
which will lead me to dirty hell." (20) The owner of the cow said, "O king 11 will in no case accept 
the offer made by you," and (abruptly) went away. The other (Brahmana also) departed 
saying," (In exchange for this you offer me a lakh of cows, but) I am not inclined to take even 
ten thousand other cows." (21) O God of gods, O Lord of the universe, in the meanwhile (on 

my death), I was taken by the messengers of Yama (the god of retribution) to his abode. 
There Yama inquired of me, "0 king, would you first reap the consequences of your evil 
deeds, or enjoy the fruit of your meritorious acts ? I do not see any limit to the charities and 
other virtues practised by you nor to the glorious life that awaits you (as their result).'1 (22-23) 
I replied, "O shining one, I shall first reap the consequences of my evil deeds." (Instantane¬ 

ously) the god of Death said," Fall (then)", and falling from there, O Lord, I found myself 

transformed into a chameleon. (24) O Krsna, a servant of the Brahmanas and liberal in my 
gifts, I was devoted to You and ever craved for a direct vision of You. It is therefore that my 

memory of the past has not been lost even today. (25) O Lord, You are the Supreme Self 
contemplated and realized in their pure heart by the masters of Yoga through the eye of the 
Upanisads. I therefore wonder how You, who are beyond sense-perception, came here 

directly within my sight, whose reason is blinded by the sufferings of various kinds; for You 

are visible to him alone whose release from the bondage of transmigration is near. (26) 0 
God of gods, O Protector of cows, O Supreme Person, Ruler of the universe, O most glorious 
and infallible Lord, O undecaying One, O Narayana (the support of all JIvas), 0 HrsTkesa 

(prompter of the senses), O Krsna, (pray,) give me leave to go to my celestial abode. O Lord, 
wherever I may be, may my mind ever dwell in Your feet. (27-28) O Creator of all, O 
changeless One possessed of infinite energy (in the shape of Maya), hail to You. 0 Krsna, 

O Vasudeva (the support of all creatures), 0 Master of all Yogas, I bow (again and again) 
to You. (29) 

a Wat raatfeat 1 

Saying so, the king went round the Lord, touched His feet with his head, and with the 
permission of the Lord mounted an excellent aerial car while all men stood looking on. (30) 
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'£W|: 'tferc sn? totot ScjctTiyd: i a^iu^ch snrfon i 

grft ^ct st?T5T I fcflit4l3FT fegtT TT^miwnfRRTt^l?^ I 

Rit giwi6« toI «m yfdfShdi 1f? few afar tow afefefsrtffe 1331 

f?Rfef ferornt ttljufe: ayiwild i fts TFjfe ?gfe wuTOTfcnTOtw;: 13-41 

*5® ga; ?f=a finj5aniirair^^c5i^g*^npf^^rnRni,i?m 

TRIHt TtTO5$TOTO HltWIIri feFtafe I fro? WSroWTOTt strife TOJ TtTfoTtT: I 3T I 

W^r* ^tan: sb-cam^fe-sci: I featuri fatj-Hki W3ITO4T ^^ferrof 13« I 

TMIRt TOI^TOTSJ TT1Hit)4«*lfaTg3ll: I fofiwi^ TOF% gj^JdlUlMglRui: 1341 

m^tii wt 5(^iq(ri a: i afga^Ri^rf&i fejjtai tof! frftt: 13^1 

a ■& w?tot Tjai^w^iKTOarojiit to i toRtht^si towi^ TO^feRtsia: 1*0 i 

fta <jKi!<i*m(M ife gUTT HiMthi: I TIFT WT WT TOTJTO fTOtTt: lU^ I 

aai? safe fenFFpro TOtifia: i ttstt -tot t^tj ^ ataasn 4 t? itsf i 

wrosif iJWfaf staff TOTOTO: I 3TOHTOtfEr TOW 'fit argrtriiilfe |-*3 | 

13? fe«TO TOTOL fflft 4ITeh)*«: I TOFT: «cfrt)*Hi fefet(T RdUldTH. HO!I 

TitH'ftMiqa TOfIFI TtftaTWT -.-lH-q.~I sattrf TO4TOH FFT Ff:Miyd4!i^4!4: ITU I 

(On the departure of King Nrga), Lord SrT Krsna, glorious son of Devaki, the Lover of 

Brahmanas and an embodiment of virtue, addressed His people (as follows) with a view to 
instructing those born of the Ksatriya class. (31) "The property of a Brahmana, even so little, 

when misappropriated, cannot be digested even by one who is as powerful as Fire, much 
less by a king who considers himself a ruler out of (false) conceit. (32) I do not consider the 

most deadly poison to be a poison; for it has an antidote. A Brahmana's property is the real 

poison; for (once it is misappropriated) there is no remedy for it in the world. (33) Poison kills 
him (alone) who swallows it; fire can be putout with water. (But) the fire produced by the Arani 

(a piece of wood used in kindling fire by attrition) of a Brahmana's property burns a whole 

family with its roots (theforbears). (34) The property of a man made use of without permission 

brings ruin to three generations (viz., the man who uses it as well as his parents and sons); 

if, however, it is wilfully taken and enjoyed by force, it will bring disaster to ten generations 

before and ten generations after the enjoyer. (35) Foolish kings who, blinded by their royal 

fortune, covet and enjoy a Brahmana's property, which is terrible as hell, do not realize to 
what an abysmal depth they will have to fall. (36) Those despotic rulers who deprive liberal- 

minded Brahmanas, having a large family, of their property and means of livelihood, have 

to suffer with their descendants the tortures of the hell called KumbhTpaka (where the sinners 

are fried in boiled oil) for as many years as there are particles of earth moistened with their 

tears while they weep. (37-38) Nay, he who deprives a Brahmana of his livelihood whether 
given by himself or by another, lives as a worm born in the ordure for sixty thousand 

years.(39) (It is My desire that) the property ota Brahmana should never find its way to My 

treasury; (for) men who (even) covet such property forfeit their longevity, suffer defeat at the 
hands of their enemies, lose their kingdom and are born as dreadful serpents (after 

death).(40) O My kinsmen, do no harm to a Brahmana even if he is guilty of an offence. Even 

if he assaults you or pours abuse on you, salute him daily (in return). (41) Just as I bow to them 

with vigilance three times a day, so too do you. Whosoever does otherwise will receive 

punishment from Me. (42) A Brahmana's property, if misappropriated, brings about without 
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fail the downfall of the man who does so, just as the Brahmana's cow brought about the 
downfall of this king (Nrga), even though he was ignorant of the fact that he had misappro¬ 
priated. (43) Having thus exhorted the people of Dwaraka, Bhagavan Sri Krsna, the purifier 

of all the worlds, retired to His palace. (44) 

Thus ends the sixty-fourth discourse, entitled " The story of Nrga," in the latter 
half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse LXV 

Baladeva triumphantly diverts the river Yamuna from its course 

WdR, TsmnfettT: I wit •f-'vilS’WM. I \ I 

f%n mil ctrsnf m^at rmram: i ^ 

ifetra ^qnufti ’t^trott 

rj5TSjHnra ibFntsqT f*rct i fwt er>nwMJua) 

chfeji groar tro tgsf i *Ieo, wta tw ■qjr g^niPam: 

5? i 

i 3 i 

i * i 

i i 

i * i 

i a i 

fassn wt ??t: am fagargtPT: gfsmr: i ftfta frftfet ftrp.fagaT wfitat: i (■ i 
Sri Suka began again : The blessed Lord Balarama, O Jewel among the Kurus 1 who 

eagerly longed to see all friends and relations (in Vraja), drove (on one occasion from 

Dwaraka) in his chariot to Gokula, ruled over by Nanda. (1) (On reaching there) He was 

embraced by the cowherds as well as by the cowherdesses (of Vraja), who had been long 

yearning (for His sight). Bowing to his (foster-) parents (mother Yasoda and Nanda), he was 
cheered with blessings and addressed as follows:—(2) "0 Bala (a scion of Dasarha), You 
are the Lord of the universe; may You with Your younger Brother (Sri Krsna) protect us long I" 
(Then) placing him on their lap and embracing him, they bathed him with tears (of joy) from 

their eyes. (3) Bowing to the elderly among the Gopas with due ceremony, he was bowed 
to by the younger ones. He duly met (all) the Gopas according to their age, intimacy and 

relation to himself, cutting jokes with them, taking them by the hand and so on. When he had 
reposed himself and was comfortably seated, (all) the Gopas gathered round him. They had 
renounced all theirworldly pleasures as well as the enjoyments of heaven, nay, Moksa (itself) 
for the sake of Sri Krsna of lotus-like eyes. Inquired about their welfare, they made (similar) 

inquiries about the health of their kinsmen (the Yadus) in a voice choked with emotion (as 
follows:—)(4——6) “Balarama, are all our kith and kin (at Dwaraka) well ? You are now married 

and are blessed with children, O Rama! Do you remember us (now and then) ? (7) By good 
luck the wicked Karhsa has been killed and our kinsmen luckily redeemed (from his tyranny). 
Happily (enough) you have (either) killed or vanquished your enemies and taken shelter in 
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a fortified place (like Dwaraka)." (8) 

JI)w^l ■UHti-nRfdKidi: I cdlRdiw TJIT c^oji: I ^ I 

cbfrld^ 4Uln RT ^RJ3 falTT RFT7 TT: I 3TTRTTT RTHT sH? TT^;dUJ|J1 fi-lLrL|Th 

Midi fadT MdK M4IH TRTjftfR I RR8f d*r--uild td-HH TT±TT 1^1 

RT R: TT^I: yRdJ^I RR: TTfenTTTftR: I RTST 3 wtfrTR ^FjftrtR Rlfud3 11 ? I 

RI«T 3 ’Rr-rERclRydldldl aw: ^dtltU ^STT: iJtfiaTI: I 

3gf% % RiychSIRI y^tfWdlcjWI+'l'^fHdWtl^'tl: l^?l 

% dWdfcSTRT ifnzt: efiSJl: TFSTRRIRTT: I WRRtWSrI RR^T RTR RW rife R: I ?K I 

ffR SffaR i)llR4&Pd RTR cftfgTRUl RfS RTF# RR§: ftjTT: 1^1 
The Gopls felt (greatly) honoured by the sight at close quarters of Balarama and 

(approaching him,) smilingly asked him," Is Sri Krsna, the beloved of the ladies of Mathura, 

happy ? (9) Does he (ever) remember his relations and friends, or (even) father and mother? 
Will he come here even once to see his mother ? Does Sri Krsna of long arms remember our 

constant devotion to him ? (10) For his sake, O Lord, we forsook our mother and father, 

brothers, husband, children, sisters and (all other) relations, so hard to renounce, O scion 

of Dasarha I (11) Yet, 0 Powerful one, he left us, who were so beloved of him, in a moment, 
breaking asunder all ties of affection. (We could stop him if we would, but) how could women 

fail to put faith in his honeyed words ?“ (12) (One GopI said,) "How could the city women, who 

are shrewd (enough), believe the words of that fickle-minded and ungrateful soul V Another 
GopI said, “Sri Krsna is a past-master in the art of conversation. His winsome smiles and 

(loving) glances must have kindled love in their breast and overpowered them. Hence they 

putfaith in his words." (13) (A third GopI said,)" O Gopls, what is the use of talking about him? 

Take up some other topic for conversation. If he can spend his time without us, we should 

also be able to spend our time without him." (14) Thus talking (among themselves) and 
recalling Sri Krsna's laughter, His talk, His winsome glances, (graceful) gait and loving 

embraces, the women wept (bitterly).(15) 

Rj4uiWI: fWW I RItRUIUIR TTRRFT Rld^dilddlrid: I 35 I 

it rnrit rr RiraTRfhmj rtsirrr r i ttr: arug niiai-L rtrIrt tfiwraiR, i i 

eb'l^RHI-ydl^dl I rilJHmeM ^R TTTaRT tfM|UI<jd: 1361 

clhUiyfttdl ctldufl ^8i*)i-tlriJ RRRft aH TT W TRRRJRRi<RIR4|<l33 1 

IT RRT RTJRRI'TI cu^dlMgd ciru: I SliyiqlMdaTdy VxTHiRt: TFT RRl I?0 I 

RRRTRRTRRftRt drddlRT^I^a: I RRi| oEfERIT R<fagrtrtMd: I 33 I 

<=nc&|chc£usc-sl htiI RT Hiviyi I fRTTTT fFTT^TRTFTFn iddyKU'yT^jqdH. | 33 | 

TT 311^14 TFJRT RtfshklSriTraT: I fRR elldRTHI^il RR ftRTRRT R3R: I 

3rdMldl grtliWl g?[yat TT 135 | 

R# IR RIRRRIR ririlrilRl RRTSS??RT I Rl>& TRT rtljj-dliiui 5TRTTT ehlRdlRufll^ | 3* | 

RR fRTftdJdl RTRT -FjRI dddtfdR I 3RTR ^Rbdl RIR RfRRT RIRRpfR I 3M 

RR RR R?1RT?f R RTR RR fdshRMJ U-Wdiiild fRTJRT RRRT RRR: R^I35I 

RT RTcT RRcJRT RRR3 RTRRTRRTRJ RTfpRRRT f^giRTT RRiR RtRRRRR 13131 
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Skilled in the various methods of conciliation, Lord Saiikarsana pacified those GopTs with 

Sri Krsna's messages, which were most pleasing to their heart, (16) Balarama spent there 

the two months (of the vernal season, viz.,) Caitra and Vaisakha, entertaining the Gopis 

during the nights. (17) At that time a gentle wind wafted the fragrance of (the blooming) lilies, 

the gardens on the banks of the Yamuna were illumined by the rays of the full moon, and Sri 

Balarama sported in the midst of crowds of Gopis. (18)The celestial beverage called Varuni, 

sent by Varuna (the deity presiding over the waters), and flowing from the hollow of a tree, 

filled the whole forest with its smell. (19) Perceiving the smell of the stream of honey borne 

by the wind, Balarama went up to the tree and drank of it alongwith those women. (20) His 

exploits being sung by the Gopis (who surrounded Him), Balarama roamed about intoxicated 

through the woods with eyes swimming in intoxication. (21) Adorned with a wreath of flowers 

and a necklace called Vaijayanti, (nay,) with an ear-ring shining in one of His ears, and with 

His lotus-like face bright with smiles and decked with the dewy drops of sweat, the intoxicated 

Lord summoned the Yamuna to come near Him so as to enable Him to sport in her water. 

Taking Him to be intoxicated, the Yamuna (however) paid no heed to His command and did 

not come, whereupon Balarama got enraged, they say, and, dragging the river with the point 

of His plough, said, "O sinful one,since you have disobeyed Meand do not come even though 
called by Me, I shall make you taste the fruit of your waywardness. With fhe end of My plough, 

I shall split you into a hundred streams." (22—24) Thus threatened (by Balarama), the 

goddess presiding over the Yamuna fell on His feet and trembling with fear, said. (25) O 

Rama, the delighter of all, O long-armed one, I hadforgotten Your strength, and was ignorant 

of Your transcendent glory. 0 Lord of the universe, (I now realize that) by a mere part 

manifestation (Sesa) of Yours, the whole universe is supported. O almighty Lord, O Soul of 

the universe, who are (so) fond of (Your) devotees, I take refuge in You; kindly (excuse me 

for my error and) give me freedom to flow." (26-27) 

aat aiFddl WdlT, I 'jfft sflfe eh\vjfcM*Ki<i. 1341 

cRPT Wfotf ISrfiuitoliilHIM} I IJMUIltH Hsisffrl WHT: ^ 1 

gfeai grant Rtft uirtinr^t =tii*Mi4j Tft ww^-tii («hi his-s. ^rcot: 1301 

31?ITfit TRPt, I •wtuHTini'itv nfa tjsrafto ft 13% I 
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# wwrait tWiyM TOt# tiftdlTl 3W4 sracami gg-trato rtm 

(Thus) entreated by her, the Lord Balarama thereupon released the Yamuna and entered 

its waters alongwith the Gopis even as a leader of elephants would enter a stream (to sport) 

with his mates. (28) When having sported to His heart's content, Sri Balarama rose from the 

waters (of the Yamuna) Kanti, (an embodiment of Laksmf) presented Him with two pieces 

of cloth of blue colour, valuable ornaments and a shining necklace (of gold). (29) Putting on 

the two pieces of cloth, wearing the necklace and artistically decked with other gold 

ornaments and painted with sandal-paste, He shone like Airavata (the white elephant of 

Indra, the lord of celestials). (30) Pariksit, even to this day the Yamuna is seen flowing 

through the course it took after being dragged by Balarama, as if proclaiming as a matter of 

fact the strength of Balarama (who is possessed of infinite prowess). (31) Charmed with the 

sweet qualities of the damsels of Vraja, Balarama lost all sense of time. In this way all the 
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nights of His enjoyment in Vraja passed as if they were (but) one night. (32) 

Thus ends the sixty-fifth discourse entitled" Baladeva triumphantly diverts the course of the 
Yamuna," in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3TST 
Discourse LXVI 

Paundraka and others killed 

TfA I ai^cA-lsfAw^ll ^tulld JrTfgoftc^ | ^ | 

^<iqwcifl|ui|’ fl'iwln: I ffa irettnUTt StlAA-l 3t!cUHt|’=^r(Hil ^ I 

^ bundled tbdtAA I 4U*wi <tSJT ^R=?r rjit 3ltf<$)dIS5ST: I 3 I 

^jrcg gwite Twrararfeni eMttfM4isj Y i 
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whwRi^iIh filers fiwd i ttraAlfsi htta ^nurrft nm^an, i ^ i 

Sri Suka began again : Pariksit, when Sri Balarama had gone to Nanda's Vraja, 

Paundraka, the ruler of Karusa, sent a messenger to Sri Krsna, saying," I am Vasudeva"! 

Steeped as he was in ignorance, he was flattered by stupid people, who said," You are the 

glorious Lord Vasudeva, protector of the universe, who have appeared on earth (for its 
protection)”, and the fellow began to look upon himself as Vasudeva (the immortal Lord). (1-2) 

Just as a foolish boy set up by other boys as a king in sport would behave, so did the dull- 

witted fellow, unaware of the reality of Bhagavan Sri Krsna, whose ways are inscrutable, sent 

his messenger to Dwaraka. (3) The messenger came to Dwaraka and delivered (the 

following) message of his king to Lord Sri Krsna of lotus-like eyes, who was seated in the 
council hall. (4) "I alone am Vasudeva, and there is no other. I have come down on earth to 

bless all beings with my grace. You have falsely assumed that name, which you should now 

give up. (5) O scion of Yadu, abandon all my marks that you have adopted through (sheer) 
folly and come to me for shelter, or you should give me battle."(6) 

ulu^chwicKjAsrR: i sit Ah 144: *tkh 1 a 1 

itRgHtehsim^ 1 tjs fojrfA AwAu 1 4 1 

■514 3#*? efijrjsrat^t: I iilid^A *lfen '5TTOT ^piH, I I 

tdiiAA *i4his«iJ cn«J?b[A TSrnieyid ^il^fl^LlJhllU ^ I ^o I 

SrTSuka continued: Hearing this bragging of the dull-witted Paundraka, King Ugrasena 

and (all) others who were present in the assembly atthattime loudly laughed. (7) When their 

jokes were over, the Lord replied through the messenger (as follows): “ O foolish one, I shall 

(no doubt) discharge My (discus and other) insignia on you and (ail) those associates of 
yours, encouraged by whom you brag in this manner. (8) O fool, hiding those lips (with which 

you are bragging) you will (then) lie down dead on the ground, surrounded by buzzards. 
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vultures and other (carnivorous) birds, and (instead of giving shelter to Me,) you will serve 
as subsistence for dogs." (9) The messenger (returned) and conveyed the whole of this retort 
to his master. Sri Krsna too (for His part) mounted His chariot and invaded Kasi (for the ruler 

of Karusa was then staying with his friend, the king of Kasi). (10) 

bfnifstsfrt rtfjrifrpjbTrHt HIRST: I f=T&3>TR I < t I 

tRH efclRmfrllifs I dtuSHi ?ff: I I 

I ■feUTOT I | 

^RRratTRft ritct HHR R55SgiRt;i I I 

^gt HSTT H3 TfTO fe?RT SJ3T #: Itkl 

trfHt: t>l*kjffiyit1dW: I 3#rfH: uf^lstful: yifMsRill 

ddrlvsch^i^Ki'Ji^isfro n^iW'ddcuNmlriHrv I 

TT^tftTR^^fTRT^H^ HSTT ((J||-tI TJ2T3I 3ITTT: I ^\91 

sthitsiT a5y=(i(ii^3HfJyH<t<t|-(Ruii=Rdfe^: i 

WHt fet 4)«etii U-iRd-tlUI*W-i ^dMt)Rctlv»|UIH' I X<-1 

Having received the news of Sri Krsna's invasion, Paundraka, the great car-warrior, 

hastily sallied forth from the city with (an army consisting of) two Aksauhinis; and his friend, 
the king of Kasi, followed him as a commander in the rear, O king, with (a subsidiary force 
of) three Aksauhinis. Paundraka could be (easily) distinguished by his conch, discus, 

sword and mace, the Sarriga bow and (the mark of) 6rivatsa, bore a Kaustubha gem and 

was decked with a wreath of sylvan flowers. (11—13) He was clad in two pieces of yellow 
silk and bore the design of Garuda on his ensign, wore a priceless crown and brilliant 

crocodile-shaped ear-rings. (14) All this outfit was so artificial that he looked like an actor 
on the stage. Finding Paundraka closely imitating Him in dress, Lord Sri Krsna heartily 

laughed. (15) (Now) the enemies assailed Sri Krsna with their pikes, maces, iron clubs, 
lances, spears, darts, bludgeons, swords, Pattisas and arrows. (16) Like the fire raging at 

the time of universal destruction, which destroys.all creatures severally, Sri Krsna utterly 

crushed with His mace, sword, discus and shafts that (joint) army of Paundraka and the 

king of Kasi, consisting (as it did) of elephants, chariots, horses and footmen. (17) The 
(whole) field was strewn with chariots and (dead bodies of) horses, elephants, men, 
donkeys and camels— cut to pieces by the discus of Sri Krsna—and looked as fearful as 

the place where Sankara carries on His deadly dance of destruction (at the end of a Kalpa). 

Its sight afforded delight to the brave. (18) 

Sratf uWisttfwfHt: yWcfc-q^HcTFLI <jdril=W-i HTHTf ciM-H 

RTRTfRHtSTTrtTR ^ HtSRTTtT I ?kvi TT5?T tlftf -Rs4|(h ih. 170 I 

?j?T fstFHT ftnts^g^ ci-Sul-il rstt ffft: IR?I 

HSIT chWlfet StfRT HTSriH: I -HUMriri, +|R|L(4(1 M4l*^lfiic||[Hrt: l?^l 
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Now Sri Krsna addressed Paundraka, (as follows):" Hullo Paundraka, you asked Me 
through the mouth of your messenger to give up the weapons (I carry on My person). I shall 
accordingly discharge them on you. (19) I shall compel you to give up My name, which has 
been falsely assumed by you, O ignorant one. You asked Me to take refuge in you. I would 



do so today, if I avoided a clash with you.” (20) Reproaching him thus, Sri Krsna 

shattered the chariot of Paundraka with His sharp arrows and lopped off his head with 

His discus, (even) as Indra would knock down wings of a mountain with his thunderbolt. (21) 

Sri Krsna likewise severed the head of the king of Kasi from his body with His arrows 

and caused it to (fly and) fall into the city of Kasi even as the wind would carry away 

a lotus-bud. (22) Thus putting an end to (both) Paundraka and his ally (the king of Kasi), 

who had been nursing enmity towards Him, Lord 6ri Krsna returned to Dwaraka, the 

Siddhas singing His stories, sweet as nectar. (23) Pariksit, Paundraka ever used to 

think intensely of the Lord. All the ties of his Karma were cut asunder by this; and as 

he (constantly) remembered the Lord's Form, when imitating Him, he attained the same 

Form as His (after death). (24) 

ftlT: Mkld4ldl44 tMSR I sri dcwlnm -441:1 ^4 I 
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Seeing a human head with ear-rings lying at the entrance of the palace (in Kasi), the 

people wondered whose head it was, and how it came. (25) Recognizing (at last) that it 

was the head of their king (the ruler of Kasi), the queens, sons and relations of the king 

and the citizens wailed loudly saying, “0 lord, 0 master, O king, alas, we are (all) 

undone.” (26) The king's son, Sudaksina, performed the funeral rites to his father and 

resolved in his mind that he would repay the debt to his father by killing his slayer. With 

the help of his priest Sudaksina began to worship Sankara with the utmost concentration. (27-28) 

Pleased with his worship at Kasi, Lord Sankara offered him a boon. Sudaksina replied, 

Lord, (if You are pleased with me) tell me by what means I can kill the slayer 

of my father. That is the only boon I seek from You." (29) Sankara said, “ With the 

help of Brahmanas worship the sacred fire called Daksinagni, according to the Abhicara 

method (employed for malevolent purposes). That fire, accompanied by Pramathas 

(the attendants of Sankara) will accomplish your purpose (even) as a priest appointed 

to carry out one's wishes. It will, however, be powerless against one who is devoted 

to Brahmanas.” Thus commanded (by Lord Sankara), Sudaksina did as he was bid, 

observing strict discipline and directing the Abhicara force against Sri Krsna. (30-31) As 

soon as the Abhicara was over, the god of fire emerged in person from the sacrificial pit, 

assuming a very terrible form. His locks, moustaches and beard looked red like heated 

copper; his eyes emitted sparks of fire. (32) His (large and protruding) teeth and threatening 

eyebrows gave him a stern appearance; he was licking the corners of his mouth 
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with his tongue; his naked body threw out flames of fire. Flourishing a trident (in his hand), 
he strode the earth with legs as tail as a palm tree. Making the earth tremble under his feet 
and burning the cardinal points, he rushed towards Dwaraka, followed by spectress. (33-34) 

At the sight of that Abhicara fire rushing towards them, the people of Dwaraka were all 
frightened, even as the deer get frightened at the sight of a forest conflagration. (35) They 

ran in consternation to the Lord, who was playing at dice in His court, and said," O Ruler of 

the three worlds, protect us, O protect us, from thefire that is about to consume the city." (36) 
Hearing of this distress of His people, and seeing (the cause of) their fear, Sri Krsna (the 

protector of His devotees) laughed loudly and heartily and said, “Do not be afraid, I shall 

protect you (from this danger)." (37) 

TtcfetTFrff?rHT$n g^tt I WrilU dfelMIs} ixaiafeuij 34 I 

gg gu^ifeyldri ytfiiHtfyirqri 
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Lord Sri Krsna is a witness of all that happens within and without all creatures. He at once 

came to know that it was the Krtya (a malevolent force) of Lord Siva (released from Kasi). 
He commanded His discus (Sudarsana), that stood by His side, to nullify the Krtya. (38) 

Brilliant like millions of suns, and flaming forth like the fire of universal destruction, the discus 

Sudarsana, the (favourite) missile of the Lord, lighted up heaven and earth as well as the 
intervening region and the (four) quarters with its lustre and forthwith subdubd the Abhicara 

fire. (39) Repulsed by the force of Sri Krsna's weapon, the magic fire known by the name of 
Krtya had its force blunted and, turning back, returned to Kasi and burnt up Sudaksina and 
his priests, by whom it had been released.(40) Following the Krtya, Sudarsana, the discus 

of Sri K.rsna, entered Kasi and, reducing the whole city to ashes alongwith its high towers, 

assembly halls, houses, market-places, big gates, attics, granaries, treasuries, the stalls for 

elephants, horses and chariots and dining hails, returned to Dwaraka and stood once more 

by the side of Sri Krsna, who did everything as a matter of sport. (41-42) 

g lldt^ldU-4lb4 4mi%fr ciT »{qj44ttL sgatft 1-4? I 

wgrFf wrttqi tifettiTi qdqfeaHisrqpr: -. 

The man who hears attentively, or relates, the story of this exploit of the glorious Lord (Sri 

Krsna) is completely rid of all sins. (43) 

Thus ends the sixty-sixth discourse entitled ‘ Paundraka and others killed (by £ri Krsna)", 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 
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3T2T flHMrydMl5§ZTFT: 

Discourse LXVII 

Dwivida killed (by Balarama) 

<11)11*1 
I 3R=tTOT!J^W fitraH. 5T#J: I ? I 

King Pariksit submitted : Lord Balarama is possessed of infinite glory; His Form and 

virtues are unfathomable, His deeds are wonderful. I long to hear more of Him—what other 

feats He performed. (1) _ 

■richw tot =Figa ftfe# rro siftt: i yytcwftra: Ttt-ssi w oWai-t, i 3 i 
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Sri Suka replied : There was a certain monkey, Dwivida by name. He was a friend of 

Naraka, a counsellor of Sugriva and the powerful brother of Mainda. (2) He made havoc of 
the country by setting fire to and burning towns, villages, mines and cowherds' stations with 

a view to clearing his debt to his friend (by wreaking vengeance on his enemy). (3) 
Sometimes he pulled out hills and smashed with them whole territories, especially the 

territory of Anarta, where lived Sri Krsna, the Slayer of his friend.(4) Possessing (as he did) 

the strength of ten thousand elephants, the monkey now and then took his stand in mid¬ 

ocean and splashed such a volume of water with his hands as to submerge the territories 

adjoining the shore. (5) The villain used to knock down trees in the hermitages of great sages 

and profaned their sacrificial fires with his excrement and urine. (6) Just as a wasp imprisons 

the larva, even so the power-intoxicated monkey threw men and women into the valleys and 

caves of mountains and blocked their mouths with (huge) rocks. (7) Thus he made havoc of 

the entire land, and (what is more) defiled even high- born women. (On a certain day,) hearing 

very sweet music, he went to the Raivataka hill. (8) 

y^ufd tm ytebtuifoTRj >? i 
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^g) rj+tcWK-d 
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There he saw Balarama, the protector of the Yadus, most charming in every limb and 
decked with a garland of lotuses, standing in the midst of a bevy of young girls. (9) Drunk with 

VarunT, He was singing (beautifully) with eyes swimming in intoxication and with His glowing 

body looked like an elephant in rut. (10) Climbing up branches of trees the wicked monkey 
shook the trees and in order to attract notice loudly chattered.(11) Observing the impudence 
on the part of that monkey, the young girls, who were fond of fun and sportive by nature, loudly 

laughed. Being under the protection of Sri Balarama, they had no fear. (12) Under the very 
eyes of Balarama the monkey began to insult the girls by twisting his eyebrows, making wry 
faces and showing them his hind part, (13) Full of rage, Balarama, the foremost of warriors, 

hit him with a slab of stone; the crafty monkey (however) evaded it and (hastily coming down 

the tree) took up the pot of VarunT and defied Balarama by grinning at him and provoking him 
(thereby). The wicked monkey then smashed the pot of VarunT, tore the clothes of the women 

and caused (infinite) annoyance to Sri Balarama and, puffed up with pride, showed 

disrespect to Him, Observing such defiant attitude of his and remembering how he made 
havoc of the country, Balarama got enraged and took up (His weapons) the pestle and plough 

with intent to kill him. Dwivida also, being very powerful, lifted up a sal tree with one hand and 
rushinq with (great) vehemence, hit Balarama with it on His head. The mighty Balarama, 
however, remained immovable like a rock and, holding up with one hand the tree even as 

it came flying towards his head, struck the monkey with His pestle called Sunanda. With his 
brain crushed by the pestle and covered with a stream of blood, Dwivida shone like a 
mountain covered with a solution of red chalk. But, unmindful of the stroke, he in extreme 
raqe pulled out yet another tree and, removing all its leaves, hit Balarama with it violently. 

Balarama split the tree into a hundred pieces. The monkey struck Balarama with another in 

qreat rage; but the latter split that too into a hundred pieces. (14-21) Thus he fought on 
Each time a tree was smashed (by Balarama), the monkey pulled out another (Thus) 

uprooting the trees (one by one) he denuded the forest of its trees on all sides. (22) The 

enraged monkey thereupon began to rain slabs of stone on Balarama, but these also the 

latter, as a matter of sport, reduced to powder with His pestle. (23) (Finally) clenching his 
arms’ which were as long as a palm tree, the great monkey went up to Balarama and struck 
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Him on the chest with both his fists. (24) (Thereupon) the Lord of the Yadus set aside His 

pestle and plough and. full of rage, hit him with both His hands on the collar-bone, and the 

latter fell down (dead) vomiting blood. (25) Parlksit, like a ship rocking in water through the 

action of wind, the (whole) mountain with its peaks and trees shook as the monkey fell. (26) 

In the heavens the gods raised shouts of victory, the Siddhas uttered greetings and great 

sages loudly said, 'Well done, Well done!' and they all showered flowers on Balarama. (27) 

Having thus put an end to Dwivida, who had been desolating the land. Lord Balarama 

returned to Dwaraka (His o.wn city) amidst the praises and acclamations of the people. (28) 

Thus ends the sixty-seventh discourse entitled "Dwivida killed (by Balarama)," in the latter 
half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse LXVIII 

Triumph of Satikarsana—in the form of dragging Hastinapura 

Tl fit id 3*4: I TtP3T JllMddl^d: I % I 
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Sri Suka began again : Parlksit! Samba, son of Jambavati, was (a great warrior, who 

was) always victorious in battle. He carried away Laksmana, Duryodhana's daughter, from 

an assembly (of kings) called for the choice of her partner by the princess herself. (1) The 
Kauravas were enraged at this. They said," Setting us at naught, this unruly boy has forcibly 

taken away the girl, who did not even seek his hand. (2) Imprison the wayward boy. What 

would the Yadavas do, who rule the land conferred on them by us and which has been thriving 

through our grace. (3) If, on hearing of the captivity of the boy, the Vrsnis (venture to) come 

here, they will find their pride curbed and will be silenced in the same way as the senses 

thoroughly controlled (through Pranayama and other means) are easily tamed." (4) Resolving 

thus, Kama, Sala, Bhurisrava, Yajnaketu, and Duryodhana proceeded to capture Samba 
with the approval of the elderly among the Kurus. (5) 
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Seeing the sons of Dhrtarastra (closely) pursuing him, Samba, a great car-warrior, took 

up a fine bow and singly stood defiant like a lion. (6) In their eagerness to capture him, the 
Kaurava warriors advanced in great rage under the leadership of Karna, shouting Stop, 

stop1, and approaching him, covered him up with (a shower of) arrows. (7) ParTksit, though 
yet a boy, Samba was a son of the incomprehensible Lord (SrT Krsna). U njustly attacked by 

the Kurus', he'resented it like a lion attacked by the smaller animals. (8) Twanging his splendid 
bow, he individually hit the six Kuru heroes—advancing against him in their chariots—with 
six arrows each at one and the same time. (9) With four arrows he hit the four horses (drawing 

the chariot of each warrior) and with one arrow each he hit the driver as well as the warrior 
himself. The enemies, who were (each) armed with a large bow, admired this exploit of 

Samba. (10) (All) the (six) Kuru warriors then (attacked him simultaneously and) deprived 
him of his chariot. Four of them killed his four horses, one in his turn killed his charioteer and 
the remaining one tore off his bow. (11) (Thus) depriving him of his chariot in the battle, the 
Kurus bound Samba with difficulty and returned triumphantly to their city,carrying him and 

, Duryodhana's daughter, Laksmana (with them). (12) 

TT^rgi -mdiTiFi tor i ii;? i 
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Pariksit, hearing of this from the lips of the (celestial) sage Narada, the Yadus felt greatly 
enraged and began their preparations, as directed by (their chief) Ugrasena, to march 

against the Kauravas. (13) Balarama, the Destroyer of the impurities of the Kali age did not 
however approve of a quarrel between the Kurus and the Yadus. Although the Yadava 
heroes had completed their preparations (for the fight). He pacified them and drove to 

Hastinapura in a chariot brilliant like the sun, accompanied by a number of Brahmanas and 

some elders of the Yadu race, like the moon in the midst of planets. (14-15) Reaching 
Hastinapura, Balarama stopped in a garden outside the city and sent Uddhava to Dhrtarastra 

with intent to ascertain the intention of the Kauravas. (16) 
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(Reaching the Kaurava court.) Uddhava duly saluted Dhrtarastra, BhTpma, Drona, 

Bahlika (BhTsma’s uncle) and Duryodhana and informed them of Balarama's arrival. (17) The 

Kauravas were greatly delighted to hear of the arrival of Balarama, their best friend, and, 

treating Uddhava with honour, all went forth to receive Balarama, taking festal presents in 

their hands. (18) They received Balarama with due honours and offered Him Arghya (water 
for washing His hands with) and a cow; and such of them as knew His greatness saluted Him 
with their heads (bent low). (19) When both parties had inquired after each other's welfare 
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and health and learnt that their mutual friends and relations were doing well, Balarama 
forthwith spoke these fearless words: (20) “Hear with an attentive mind whatthe king of kings, 

the mighty Ugrasena, has enjoined you to do and carry it out without delay. (21) He says: ” 

I hear that many of you combined by unrighteous means to overpower Samba who fought 

single-handed respecting the laws of war, and that you have taken him prisoner. I have, 

however, tolerated this with intent to maintain harmony among .friends and relations. 

(Therefore, do not extend the quarrel, release Samba from captivity and allow him to come 
to us with his newly wedded wife.)” (22) 
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Pariksit, enraged to hear these haughty words of Baladeva, inspired as they were with 

a sense of virility, strength and gallantry and (quite) becoming of His own power, the 

Kauravas replied (as follows): (23) "Oh, what a great wonder it is that by force of Time, so 

hard to overcome, the shoe actually aspires to mount the head, which is occupied by the 
crown. (24) Bound by conjugal ties and allowed to share curbed, seatandfood, andfavoured 

with a royal throne by us, the Yadavas were exalted to a position of equally with us. (25) They 

enjoy the use of a chowrie, fan, conch, white umbrella, crown, a royal seat and bed through 

our sufferance. (26) They should no longer be allowed to retain these royal insignia, which 

are proving adverse to the giver even as milk offered to a serpent. Elevated (in rank) through 
our grace, they have now shamelessly begun to command us. What a pity I (27) Just as a 

ram dare not seize the prey of a lion, how could even Indra (the celestial king) enjoy what 
is not offered to him by Bhisma, Drona, Arjuna and other Kuru chiefs ?"(28) 
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SrT Suka continued : Pariksit, their pedigree, the strength of their kinsmen (BhTsma, 

Arjuna and others) and fortune had served to swell their pride. They cast even ordinary 

courtesy to the winds and, uttering such harsh words within the hearing of Balarama, 

returned to their city. (29) The infallible Balarama observed their discourtesy and heard their 
reproaches. Overwhelmed with indignation, and looking (quite) terrific, He burst into 
convulsions and said:—(30) “Certainly these wicked souls are not in favour of conciliation, 

elated as they are with pride of various kinds. Chastisement is undoubtedly the best means 
of softening such people, just as a staff is necessary to tame the beast. (31) Oh! having slowly 
pacified the Yadus, who were terribly excited, as well as Sri Krsna, who was full of rage, I 

came here seeking to conciliate them. (32) But these slow-witted and wicked fellows are bent 

on strife. (Hence) these proud people treated Me, though I was so inclined, scornfully and 
showered abuses on Me. (33) Indeed Ugrasena, whose behests are carried out even by 
Iridra and the other guardians of the world, is no suzerain lord but a mere ruler of the Bhojas, 
Vrsnis and Andhakas. (34) Sri Krsna, who occupies the Sudharma hall and brought the 
celestial tree, viz., Parijata (from heaven) and enjoys it surely does not deserve the royal 

throne I (35) Sri Krsna, whose feet are adored by LaksmI Herself, the mistress of the world, 

is certainly not entitled to bear the royal insignia I (36) He, the dust of whose lotus -feet lends 
sanctity (even) to the sacred waters, which are resorted to by holy men.and is borne on their 
crowned heads not only by ail the guardians of the world (the deities presiding over the 
various spheres of the universe), but even so by Brahma and Rudra, (Goddess) LaksmI and 

Myself, who are mere fractions of His fractions, is unworthy of a royal seat I (37) Indeed, the 

Yadus rule over a territory bestowed on them by the Kurus ! We are ideed shoes, while the 
Kurus represent the head I (38) How is it possible for one, who is capable of dealing (proper) 

punishment to them, to put up with the harsh and incoherent words of these proud men who 
are intoxicated with power and are raving like madmen ? (39) I shall rid the earth of the Kurus 
today." With these words Balarama took up (His weapon) the plough, and got up enraged, 

as if He would burn (all) the three worlds. (40) With the point of His plough He lifted up the 

(whole) city of Hastinapura and began to drag it angrily with a view to throwing it into the 

Gahga. (41) 
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Being dragged (into water). Hastinapura began to shake like a boat. When the Kauravas 

observed that it was falling into the Gahga, they were seized with consternation. (42) Anxious 
to save their lives, they placed Samba and Laksmana at their head and, taking their families 
with them, sought the almighty Balarama Himself with joined palms for protection. (43) They 

said." O Rama, the Delighter of all. You are (no other than) Sesa (the support of the world). 
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We did not know Your greatness. Be pleased (therefore) to forgive us our transgression, 
foolish and evil-minded as we are. (44) You are the sole Cause of creation, continuance and 

destruction (of the universe), (the substratum of all, though) resting on nothing but Your own 

being. Indeed, O Lord, sages speak of the three worlds as Your toys and Yourself as the 

Player. (45) O Lord of infinite strength, possessed of a thousand heads I You alone bear (the 

weight of) the terrestrial globe on one of Your heads, without any effort, and at the time of 

final dissolution with draw the universe into Yourself and lie (on the causal waters) as the only 

remaining substance (Narayana) without a second. (46) Lord, You have assumed this Form 

consisting of pure Sattva (goodness). Your anger is not prompted by hatred or malice but is 
intended only to teach all and is directed towards the maintenance of the world order. (47) 

Hail to You, O Inner Controller of all created beings, O omnipotent and immutable Maker 

of the universe I We have sought You as our Protector. Salutation be to You (again and 
again)." (48) 
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Sri Suka went on : Propitiated thus by the Kurus, who had got alarmed to find their city 

shaking and sought protection with Him, Balarama felt much pleased and promised them 

protection asking them to shed their fear. (49) Duryodhana was (very) fond of his daughter 

(Laksmana). He gave away as a wedding present twelve hundred (young) elephants, each 

sixty years of age, ten thousand horses, six thousand gold chariots glowing like the sun, and 

a thousand maid-servants adorned with a gold necklace. (50-51) Accepting for His part all 

those presents, and acclaimed by his friends and relations, Lord Balarama, the foremost of 

the Yadus, departed with Samba and his bride. (52) Returning to His city (Dwaraka), 

Balarama met (all) His devoted friends and relations and in the open court told the Yadava 

chiefs everything, viz., how he had dealt with the Kurus. (53) Even to this day Hastinapura 
appears fairly elevated towards the south and sloping down towards the Gahga, (thereby) 
testifying to this (supreme) exploit of Balarama. (54) 

Thus ends the sixty-eighth discourse entitled" The Triumph of Sahkarsana in the form of 
dragging Hastinapura", in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-samhita. 
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Discourse LXiX 

A Glimpse into the household life of Sri Krsna 
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Sri Suka began again : Having heard that the demon Naraka had been killed and that 

Sri Krsna had singly married numerous girls, the sage Naradafelt eager to see how the Lord 

lived with them (all). (1) He said to himself," Oh, how wonderful it was that the one Lord should 
with one personality marry sixteen thousand wives in separate houses all at once. (2) Thus 
full of curiosity and eager to see (this sport of) the Lord (with his own eyes), the divine sage 
came to Dwaraka, which was adorned with parks and gardens in full blossom and resounded 

with the warbling of birds and the humming of bees. (3) It was rendered noisy with the loud 

crackle of swans and cranes residing in ponds spread over with full-blown lotuses and lilies 
of various colours. (4) It was studded with nine lakhs of mansions built of crystal and silver, 

inlaid with shining emeralds and furnished with articles of gold and precious stones. (5) It 
looked charming with its well-defined roads and other thoroughfares, quadrangles and 
market-places, sheds for animals, temples and guild halls. Its roads, courtyards, lanes and 

thresholds of houses were (daily) sprinkled with water. The everflying flags and pennons 

warded off sunshine. (6) 
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In that city there was the (most) splendid (richly furnished) row of palaces of Lord Sri 

Krsna, admired by all the guardians of the world, in the construction of which Viswakarma 
(the celestial architect) had exhibited all his (architectural) skill. (7) The row was adorned with 
sixteen thousand (beautiful) mansions of Sri Krsna's consorts. Narada (at random) entered 

a big palace out of these. (8) Supported on columns of coral, on excellent slabs of Vaidurya 

(the cat's eye gem) and walls of sapphire, it was provided with a floor-whose lustre never 

, [5651 B.M. Part 11—42 
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faded-paved with the same precious stone. (9) It was (further) furnished with canopies 

made by Viswakarma (himself), from which strings of pearls were hanging, as well as 

with seats and beds made of ivory and inlaid with excellent gems. (10) It was attended 

by maid-servants adorned with gold necklaces, and dressed in fine clothes, and man- 

servants wearing coats, turbans, fine clothes and jewelled ear-rings. (11) Dear Pariksit, 

the darkness in the palace was dispelled by lustre of jewels serving as lights. Seeing 

fumes of burning aloe-wood issuing out of the air-holes, the peacocks on its picturesque 

eaves screamed and danced under the impression that clouds were up. (12) Narada 

saw Sri Krsna (the Lord of Yadus) seated there together with the mistress of the house 

(RukminT), who was (herself) fanning the Lord with a chowrie provided with a gold 

handle, although she was constantly waited upon by thousands of maid-sen/ants, who 

were equal to her in virtue, beauty, age and neat dress. (13) 

nf=ift^i Uit+ilfem: sttefjn: HctMdSrihjfif irffg: i 
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Discerning the Devarsi, the almighty Lord (Sri Krsna), the foremost among the 

supporters of virtue, immediately rose from the bed of Sri (Rukmini) and, bowing low with 

His head, adorned with a crown, at the feet of the sage with joined palms, installed him 

on His own seat.(14) (Pariksit,) Sri Krsna is the supreme Teacher of the world; having 

washed His feet the Gariga has become capable of purifying all. The Protector of holy 

men, He has earned the appropriate title of Brahmanya Deva by virtue of His (singular) 

devotion to the Brahmanas. The Lord (therefore) washed the feet of the Devarsi and 

bore that water on His head. (15) (Thereafter) the Lord, who was (no other than) the 

most ancient sage Narayana, the (eternal) companion of Nara, duly worshipped the 

celestial sage according to the prescribed rules (of worship) and, addressing him in 

measured words sweet as nectar, humbly said, “ (Pray, tell Me,) My lord, what service 

we may render your holy self.” (16) 
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Narada replied : 0 almighty Lord of the universe, it is no wonder that You love 

ail Your devotees and chastise the wicked. 0 glorious Lord, You have come down 

to earth of Your own accord for the supreme welfare of all as well as for the sake 

of maintaining and protecting the world. We know this full well. (17) (What a great 

fortune that) I have been enabled to day to enjoy the sight of Your (blessed) feet, 

which bring to mankind supreme peace and deliverance, which are ever contemplated 

at heart by Brahma and others possessed of infinite wisdom—the feet which are 

(as a matter of fact) like a rope with the help of which men fallen in the deep well 

of worldly life may rise above it. (Kindly) bless me that (wherever I may be) their 

thought may (ever) haunt me and I may go about contemplating on them. (18) 
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Dear Pariksit, then in order to ascertain the power of Yogamaya (divine glory) of the Lord 

of all masters of Yoga Narada entered the mansion of another consort of Sri Krsna. (19) 
(There) he saw Sri Krsna (engaged in) playing atdice with His beloved consort and Uddhava. 

There also the Lord stood up (at the sight of the sage), offered him a seat and worshipped 
him with supreme devotion. (20) Then, like one who was unaware of the sage's arrival, He 

said, "When did you come ? You are (established in the Self and) perfect, whereas we are 
imperfect beings. What service can we render to you ? (21) All the same, O sage, (be pleased 

to) command us and bless our (human) birth." Narada. however, was astonished (when he 
heard this) and, silently rising (from his seat) moved to another mansion. (22) There too he 

saw Sri Krsna fondling His infant sons. Again, in another house he found the Lord preparing 
for His bath. (23) (In this way the Devarsi found the Lord engaged in different activities, all 
at once, in all the different mansions). If here He was engaged in pouring oblations in the 

sacrificial fire, there He was propitiating God through the five-fold daily sacrifices; some¬ 
where He was feeding the Brahmanas, while elsewhere He was partaking of the remaining 
food (Himself). (24) Here He was performing Sandhya, and there the silent Japa of Gayatri. 

Here the elder brother of Gada was performing various tricks of fence with the sword and 
shield, and there He was riding on horses, elephants and chariots. Here He was resting on 

His bed, and was being eulogized by bards. (25-26) In one mansion, He was conferring with 
Uddhava and othercounsellors.andinanothersportinginwatersurrounded by courtesans.(27) 

At one place He was gifting well-adorned cows to Brahmanas and listening to the recitation 
of auspicious Itihasas and Puranas. (28) In one mansion He was making merry and indulging 

in light talk with His beloved consort, and in another He was found engaged in the careful 
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observance of Dharma. At a third place Narada found him (engaged in) devising ways and 
means of accumulating wealth, and at another (in) enjoying the pleasures of sense permitted 

for a householder. (29) At one place, the Devarsi saw Him seated all by Himself 

contemplating on the Supreme Person beyond Prakrti, and at another doing service to the 
elders by offering them the desired objects of enjoyment and worship. (30) At one place, he 

found Sri Krsna preparing for war against some enemies, and at another discussing terms 

of peace. Here the Devarsi saw Him devising-with Balarama the ways and means of ensuring 

the well-being of the virtuous, and there performing with grandeur the wedding with due 
ceremony of sons and daughters with brides and bridegrooms worthy of them.(31 -32) Here 

he found Him conducting festivities on a large scale while sending off a married girl (to her 

husband) and receiving another (on return from her husband's house). People wondered 
to see these grand festal activities of Bhagavan Sri Krsna (the Lord of masters of Yoga). (33) 

Somewhere he saw Him offering worship to (the various) gods, his own rays, by means of 

grand sacrifices, and elsewhere observing piety through the construction of wells, gardens 

and temples etc., for public good. (34) Here he found Him riding on a horse born in the Indus 

valley, followed by prominent Yadavas, in pursuit of game and killing animals fit for sacrifice 

in the course of such chase. (35) At one place he saw Sri Krsna (the Master of Yoga) moving 
incognito among the people as well as in the mansions of the palace etc., for ascertaining 

the inward feelings of their inmates as well as of the people. (36) 
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Having witnessed the display of wonderful powers of Yoga by Sri Krsna, though following 

the ways of a human being, Narada spoke to Him as though laughing heartily. (37) O Master 

of Yoga, we know (the secret of) Yourworderful powers of Yoga which cannot be easily seen 
even by wielders of Maya (like Brahma) and which have been revealed to our mind through 

the worship of Your lotus-feet. (38) Pray, give me leave, O Lord, to go, so that I may move 
about the (fourteen) worlds flooded with Your glory, singing loudly the story of Your pastimes, 

which is capable of purifying the (whole) world. (39) 
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The Lord replied : Osage, 1 am not only the Teacher of Dharma, but I practise it Myself, 

and lend countenance to (those who practise) it. I follow the path of Dharma in order to teach 

the world (by My example). (Therefore,) do not get perplexed, My son, (at the sight of this 

My Yogamaya). (40) 
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ifil illH^I-I^H Hi'.IHiiil VRHfiwi il^dl-ll STRIsf WI^TOK Hl4=£l'R1Hk1dm5f2M: I 

SrTSuka went on: Thus, they say, the Devarsi saw one and the same Sri Krsna (present 
in all the mansions of His consorts) performing the pious duties of householders which lead 

to their purification. (41) Seeing again and again, the vastdisplay of the wonderful Yogic power 

of Sri Krsna,'who had infinite prowess, the curious sage was filled with astonishment.(42) 
Duly honoured by Sri Krsna who (behaved as though He) made much of (the first three 
objects of human pursuit viz.,) Dharma (virtue), Artha (wealth) and Kama (enjoyment of life), 

the Devarsi felt (much) delighted and went away constantly thinking of Him alone. (43) For 
the good of the world O dear one, Lord Narayana takes the help of His (inconceivable) 

Yogamaya and begins to sport as a human being. Greeted with their bashful looks and 
friendly smiles by (more than) sixteen thousand noble wives, the Lord thus delightfully spent 
His days (at Dwaraka). (44) O ParTksit! he who for his part celebrates the inimitable exploits 
performed by Sri Krsna—who is the (supreme) Cause of the evolution,continuance and 

dissolution of the universe—or heave of them, or views with approbation their singing and 

hearing, attains (loving) devotion to the almighty Lord, the Bestower of Liberation. (45) 

Thus ends the sixty-ninth discourse entitled. “A Glimpse into the household life of Sri Krsna," 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana. 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita 

3TST 

Discourse LXX 
Sri Krsna's Daily Routine; Kings taken captive by Jarasandha 

send their Messenger to SrT Krsna 

3TS1|Utii,U^Tllui ^<dl-L 'J^lhefiUda: dfafirofsiadT ftRgl'rJtl: I ? I 

aaiWtshd*L <^»Ji atUtTrffa I HTTKCHcu^ilt: I y I 

IT fj ai^o^ia^iITTruJ urn I 3 I 

5# ssjra curfew irrws: i ?wt trcragrrm snarH tuto: i -s i 

TTTTtSFTT l44liHfW'*<r4tlH.I 

UrJIJVT4ruIrr44 -ikd 14: ra^iirTiITTrTf^Tr^iqM^inH, I k I 

3T8irg<TKBiPFr^ -aanrafsT tfrora errarfi i 

T-i=hl< 44HI ^tihcoi Trsnd quern: I ^ I 

sublet ic^a-d HtffiiwissaR: 3^i: i gar3^frt^ft^ftw®miiTaTaFhi e i 

wi’ifWf TnsaHT »itRb*T=i'4riLi uufwkHi ’jfhit trucHHi yqinwmj t, i 

TSTHTT^TTOTUTT 8^1 MI hJI H fr! : Tift I faihlTf ^ I k 1 

r|ildH^r1l<j4^< TJJttfF TRRT: I kU^nlltWtllSyWrj-rtTTF UUt^lff. 1(0 I 

3TitnR TjTTrram -u,rti*i4ijTJrrij ^3WffiTT|iTijr: TatafSsranTjmfi: ITT i 
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si^arRi Hsrss?5t nlijuigfn^ewi: i stow sraaui[.ii qUi-Hr^wiRuiit^ i 

Slullej y<jicfl: STO: lldl^M UrM-Wd I I 

Tif^Tsnirat folPL I JJfTO^fTOjqTg^rft HtT: *3sq, I ^ I 

diao. 13? dmdly LKUI<^dqj yuiuiMferatsss: I I 

?figi mlim wft RT737TO2rre??.i wnsg^st^pfi: rjsffsftis ^m*i: iim 

ff|ldlc>-d:tj<elluii - ^Hlsyndlf^lff: I Isijgt f=nTT3Hd^nit TOT: I ? ^ I 

Sr! Suka began again : As the dawn approached, Sri Krsna’s wives each sleeping with 

the arms of her husband about her neck would reproach the cocks that crowed for fear of 
being separated from Him. (1) Roused from sleep by the breeze blowing through the 

Mandara grove in the midst of humming bees, birds sang loudly like bards as if in order to 

wake up Sri Krsna. (2) Clasped between His arms Rukmini would not welcome this sacred 

hour for fear of being torn away from His embrace. (3) Waking up about two hours and a half 
before sunrise, Sri Krsna would first wash His hands and feet and rinse His mouth, and with 

a serene mind meditate on the Self beyond (the realm of) Prakrti, that is one without a second, 

self-luminous and indestructible, which is by virtue of its own nature eternally free from the 

taint of Avidya (nescience) .which goes by the name of Brahma, whose existence and blissful 

nature are indicated by His own potencies (under the names of Brahma, Visnu and Rudra) 

that are responsible for the appearance (maintenance) and destruction of the universe. (4-5) 
After this Sri Krsna (the foremost among the righteous) would take a plunge bath in pure 

water, put on two (clean) pieces of cloth, perform according to the injunctions of the scriptures 
Sandhya and other (obligatory) rites and having poured oblations into the sacred fire, would 

silently repeat the (sacred) Gayatri-Mantra. (6) He would stand before the rising sun and offer 

prayers to the sun-god and handfuls of water to the gods, Rsis and manes, His own rays. 

Then having worshipped the eiders of His family as well as Brahmanas with due ceremony, 
the vigilant Lord would give away from day to day, to well-adorned Brahmanas together with 

silkclothes, deer-skin and sesamum seeds, thirteen thousand and eighty-fourfreshly calved 

and beautifully caparisoned cows, docile by nature, yielding abundant milk and accompanied 

with their calf, with their horns plated with gold, and hoofs with silver, and with their necks 

decked with pearl necklaces. (7—9) He would then salute cows, Brahmanas, gods, elders, 

preceptors and all created beings, who were but manifestations of His own Self, and would 

duly touch auspicious things. (10) He would then adorn Himself, the one ornament of the 
human world, with clothes and ornaments, peculiarly His own, as well as with excellent 

garlands and pigments. (11) (Then,) looking into (liquid) ghee and a mirror. He would (first) 

have a look at the cows and bulls, Brahmana and (images of) gods. Thereafter He would take 
delight in causing boons to be conferred on all classes of people dwelling in the city and in 

the gynaeceum and gratifying His other subjects by granting their desires. (12) Presenting 

first (of all) the Brahmanas, (then) His friends and relations, (then) His ministers and 

counsellors, and (then) His consorts with garlands, betel leaves and pigments, He would last 
of all accept them for Himself. (13) By that time His charioteer, (Daruka) would bring His most 

wonderful chariot drawn by Sugriva and other horses and, saluting the Lord, would stand 

before Him. (14) Holding the charioteer's hands in His own hand, Sri Krsna would then 

(proceed to) mount the chariot accompanied by Satyaki and Uddhava, even as the sun 

ascends the eastern hills. (15) Watched with bashful and affectionate glances by the ladies 

of the gynaeceum and reluctantly permitted by them to go, the Lord would smile at them (for 
a moment) and, thus captivating their heart, would sally forth (to the Council Hall). (16) 

TPPferi iwt uRaiud: i titfeRi? qfafaywi i i 
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dJmfaa: fegstrrt twtot z*^r4rsww*TL i 

qat ■jfet4gfii4rfTWi Ti4i4<rat du^i'iul: 1^41 

drilMUpriUtl ZF3R, Hnc^t^i^d: TJSJ^l^^l 

44fld1uil^4ujdWtW: I <jjlHMlHaP4d: 17° I 

riril|rife|UII: %fiRJ^kl «gle(l(4d: I >ju«^Wi TT5IT -dlctiSW^ 3!8tT: I?? I 

Parlksit, surrounded by all the Yadus, Sri Krsna would (then) enter the Hall bearing the 
name of Sudharma, the inmates of which would not experience (for the time being) the six 

waves of existence (viz., hunger and thirst, grief and delusion, old age and death) .(17) Seated 

on an exalted throne, illuminating (all) the quarters with His own splendour and surrounded by 

the lions of Yadu's race, the almighty Lord, the foremost of the Yadus, shone like the moon 
in the midst of hosts of stars in the heavens. (18) There the jesters would entertain the Lord 
with amusements of various kinds, and (even so) master dancers and dancing girls severally 
with (their) dances. (19) Sutas, Magadhas and Vandls would dance, sing and panegyrize the 
Lord in accompaniment to clay tomtoms, lutes, tambourines, flutes, cymbals and conchs. (20) 

Seated there certain Brahmanas, skilled in exposition, would expound Vedic Mantras, while 

others would narrate the stories of ancient kings of sacred renown. (21) 

IJOT tMsIHIHbljjtefa: I feTtlfrim ’mart Jtrft?Tt: 177 I 

^ fotuira ithira i ti?ti*ii4riq<T wiM-yMwsr'TR? i 

4 et [<Pqsi4 mu to# i i t PtRsf-S i 7* < 

rpror iwirtprogT i m tat ttot imitaT: tjarPspr: iw 

?5t^t f4*4Puri: 'SnTrT: <*4ua4 wglSfrl 'McigJ} # I 

ritdldriW dtfdlPff! aipHlili (HafoiwMwtira -IHung, rTI^ 17^1 

9rai^Tfet: «hrt4WdluJ: TIsKTTra wfet^UTPI ettPt 

oEfg^gtjUfMlrHtft F&ltftel fe ^T3H: H7T fel: 

■tdnifqd •juyw tRpRntlTT OTws.4-1 *jn4>ri 'tsm 

17^1 

I 

fltar ririitdiri W 1741 

4r 4)44*1 fg"S3 TTfST tjiKlfelldl: 1731 

4t zt an %rafK9 Tswaa writ zaza ■Ms-dH-t-ddidR, i 

■fem zrsfa zrtsfeT raztft i ? o i 

(One day) O king, a certain person, never seen before, made his appearance there. He 
was announced to the Lord by the porters (on duty) and ushered into His presence. (22) The 
man bowed to Sri Krsna, the Supreme Lord, with joined palms and communicated to Him the 
suffering of certain kings caused by their incarceration at the hands of Jarasandha. (23) 

(Parlksit,) twenty thousand and odd kings who did not pay homage to him . during his 

(expeditions for) the conquest of the (four) quarters, had been forcibly detained by,him at (his 
capital) Girivraja (the modern Giridih). (24) (The new comer conveyed their message to Sri 

Krsna in the following words—)" O Krsna, the Embodiment of Truth, Knowledge and Bliss, 
whose personality is immeasurable and who destroy the fear of those who have taken refuge 
in You ! we, who are (yet) possessed of a differential outlook and are afraid of (the cycle of) 

birth and death, resort to You for protection.(25) (O Lord !) the generality of people on earth 
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are intensely addicted to prohibited acts or those actuated by self-interest and are 

indifferent to Your worship, which is the only auspicious act enjoined on them by You. 

(Dogging their foot-steps) in the form of all powerful and ever vigilant Time in the 

meantime (however,) You suddenly uproot their hope of life. We bow to You (as 

such).(26) You are the Lord of the Universe, who have appeared on earth with Your part 

manifestation (viz., Balarama) for protecting the virtuous and chastising the wicked. 0 

Lord, we are (therefore) at a loss to understand how anyone other than You (be it 
Jarasandha or anyone else) can transgress Your command (and tyrannize over us). 

Nor do we understand how men who have taken refuge in You (like us) can reap the 

fruit of their past actions (in the form of suffering). (27) 0 Lord, (we are aware that) the 

joy of rulership is dependent on others and is.as unreal as a dream. (Moreover,) it is with 

this body, which is virtually dead and is subject to constant fear, that we bear (so many) 

burdens (of the world), having abandoned the joy existing in the self and obtained from 

You by disinterested people. Foolish as we are, we are suffering in this world due to 

Your Maya. (28) O Lord, Your feet remove the grief of those who fall at them. Therefore, 

kindly release us, who are bound with the rope of Karma in the form of this Jarasandha. 

Possessing the strength of ten thousand elephants himself he has imprisoned us kings 

in his palace even as the lion would round up (a flock of) sheep. (29) 0 wielder of the 

discus, You fought Jarasandha eighteen times, vanquishing him in all battles except ope. 

We know that Your power and strength are unlimited; and yet, behaving as You did like 

a human being, You allowed Yourself to be defeated by him once. This has aggravated 

his insolence. He now persecutes us knowing us to be Your servants. 0 invincible Lord, 

now do whatever You deem fit under the circumstances.” (30) 

ffw i TnraT: ft <HiHf ?r ftteteanri ?? i 
The messenger said : (Lord,) with words these the kings imprisoned by Jarasandha 

have sought shelter under Your feet, eager to see You. May those helpless kings be 
blessed (with Your presence). (31) 

ylv'-h dqiq 
tra^ft sprite iKMejfn: t ffrpizrmt ■JTSJT tte: I I 

tf ijtKni *PT3TT ttteciliV'ftV'U: | jfterT: TtTPHT: WJTf ipr I 33 I 

Twratemr teftra^ i sntte anter. Trf=m 1 i 

3tffr fte^a TttetHf ^Fiant rTteiT^ rtettet tjut: i i 

-f % ftstef^cT I 3t2T ^cei-^muscu-ii ITiaOPlidh I ^ I 

SrT Suka resumed : (Panksit!) when the messenger of the kings was thus 

delivering the message (of the kings), the celestial sage (Narada) appeared (on the 

scene) wearing a mass of golden matted locks, and dazzling like the sun. (32) Seeing 

the sage the almighty Sri Krsna, the suzerain Lord of all the worlds, rose (from His 

seat) with His councillors and attendants and joyfully bowed to the Devarsi with His 

head bent low. (33) The Devarsi having taken his seat, the Lord worshipped him with 

due honour and, bringing delight to the sage with His reverence spoke to him in the 

following sweet words. (34) “O sage, are all the three worlds now free from fear? 

Your constantly going about the three worlds surely constitutes a great gain to us 

(inasmuch as we receive all the news of the world through you). (35) Nothing in (all) 

the worlds of God's creation is unknown to you. We, therefore, enquire of you what 

the Pandavas and others intend to do (at present).” (36) 
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WJRs 
^gi w % ^fr jwraT jtfjt ft^it ftratpra Hifo-u i 

53^5 tg^rfefwfgfeejsRsit f ^.s^criTU'si 

ciclf§a chi^Xn ^T?J cikct tqeiad^ *3‘Jiri) Pra^sja: l 

fd^4HI'41ffqTUSrFF% TO HHW rqPac'^unruH 1^41 

,l)a^ "51: tTtTriTT fgiTt^niT ^ -IHcIIo^cUcI^Itc^j'lV'l: l 

tfliWUH: WJRT:y<!IM* yMItfiMI critg Wtl?<!l 

sisn^Tara^ W -Htflchfusw-mj ti*f: ira^t xt ftnsftffeqjYo 1 

■SrS5jf?T idT H<^U| TRRjjft UIUSU: 1 MuAgUcfvWI ^dfofl\ ^UH^qVdltL, IY ? I 

iTfFH ^ sFFpT *ra=H n I Trfcd1% TRTRS *rtlR«W: IY31 

I TO S^H^WI fegrt^lftTORk: IY? I 

WWi fpt d^T: JlfsiW HF> 3 ^ ycMMtfrt RPddMH, I 

H^fo-TlP, RPct sihiemlfti errift Ji^Tn et^ eRTTTF^ ^aiPi T^PT IYY I 

Sri Narada replied : O all-pervading Infinite Lord, You are such a great magician that 
even conjurers like Brahma (the creator of the world) are unableto penetrate (the veil of) Your 

Maya. Lord, You abide in all created beings by virtue of Your (inscrutable) potencies even 

as fire remains latent in every log of wood. 1 have witnessed Your Maya more than once, 
hence Your inquiry about the Pandavas does not appear to me as something out of the 
common. (37) (Lord,) You bring forth and destroy this universe by Your own Maya; and by 
Your Maya it appears as existent (though without any reality). Who can know Your intentions 

full well ? You are inconceivable by nature; my salutation be to You. (38) (Tied down to the 
body) the soul moves on the whirligig of birth and death and knows not the way to deliverance 

from this sheath, the source of (all) evil. Descending on earth in so many Forms by way of 
sport, You kindle the lamp of Your glory (with the help of which he may free himself from the 
bondage of the body). Lord, I resort to You for protection. (39) The Supreme Spirit as You 
are, You nevertheless imitate the ways of the human world; therefore I shall communicate 

to You what Your cousin and loving devotee, king Yudhisthira, intends to do. (40) The 

Pandava king enjoys on this very earth all the enjoyments of the abode of Brahma (the 

highest Paradise). He is (absolutely) desireless. And yet he would worship You through the 
supreme sacrifice known as Rajasuya. May You be pleased to give Your consent to his 
proposal. (41) Eager to see You, the (principal) gods, Rsis and illustrious kings too will 

assemble in that grand sacrifice. (42) Lord, You are an embodiment of the Supreme Spirit; 
even the low-born are hallowed by hearing of Your glories, singing Your praises and 
contemplating on Your virtues, to say nothing of those who see and touch Your person. (43) 

Lord, whose very presence on this earth constitutes a blessing for the three worlds. Your 

spotless glory envelops all the quarters and is diffused on earth, in heaven as well as in the 
subterranean regions, even as the waters washing Your feet hallow the (entire) universe 

under the name of Mandakini in heaven, Bhogavati in the subterranean regions and the 

Ganga on earth. (44) 

tra WFL^T555 5TI? IYUI 

Sri Suka went on : (Pariksit I) the clansmen of Sri Krsna, assembled there, seized as 
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they were with the desire to conquer Jarasandha, did not receive with approbation the words 
of the sage. SrT Krsna (the Ruler even of Brahma and Siva), smilingly spoke to His devotee 

Uddhava in sweet words (as below). (45) 

ra % T: tot ^r; fjstOTrfiisfarafeL i rrarrsr sjgrj&g sr?st: cmu'iu frajY^i 

The glorious Lord said : (Uddhava !) you are Our disinterested friend and know the 

secret of what should be decided upon through deliberation. Indeed you are our supreme 
eye (as it were). Now tell us what should be done under the circumstances. We (fully) rely 

on you and shall act upon your advice. (46) 

fffjTmfrairr ijraetfL 1 ftrtmsssira graunra ixts i 

fcr ttea'Md 4ngtp?r wrest 4iiMi4i swtw stroti w^Hlduit wiftMHbrani: usoi 

Questioned thus by the Master, who, though omniscient, was behaving like an ignorant 
man, Uddhava received His command with his head bent low and replied (as below). (47) 

Thus ends the seventieth discourse bearing on the deliberations about the Lord's departure 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great.and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahaihsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse LXXI 

Sri Krsna goes to Indraprastha 

i dn/7 

$ciJ<8RtWI*UiI 4cttf^J|i5(cfi^l 41*4141 4441414 <£>«J|4I ST 4ifl4id: 1 % I 

SrTSuka began again : (Parlksit!) hearing these words (of the Lord), Uddhava who was 

possessed of.great wisdom, considered the statement of the celestial sage Narada and the 
opinion of the councillors as well as of Sri Krsna (Himself), and spoke thus. (1) 

rt’S.P <3PM 
qffiijfauii infara gaudwui i graf W g wJTftwiL i r? i 

UfoT fert I 31fit 4111^444 3SWTsff THT TT I ? I 

g Hnnsrf ^1444 gfgrafg 1 fra uiru-n ggr 4^1-1 i Y 1 

41 £ 4MT TFirgOTOTt I dfodiufa gwtoi tffri 444ri fell I 4 I 

^4^ 41 ^ aid°4l 111 ^TfTT^t%rft^T: 1 a§J»Jqi5igfsffTt iq44}l<qi<=qild chiiRld^l ^ I 

441^484) OTTl IT I fiftuiid 4 OTf^gt lid fra 4lfvt4 I « I 

■PtPttt hot'Hiw Imwifritiraf: 1 fturagif: w +irtwus(ij«iwci 1 4 1 

niqim ^ [441^4 4tgt -tq^qUairUidHlflPiT g 1 

litras $$H4!W4g>lc44l4l: ftats rMEfSKUII ifigt gg g I 1 I 

gggragg: fOT ijifafjiMesMii) 1 -gra: mgrfgtn&g fra gifgqg: ggj: 1*01 

Uddhava submitted : Lord, as recommended by the Devarsi, You should (certainly) 
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help Your cousin, who intends to perform the Rajasuya sacrifice, and should also protect 
those who seek Your protection. (2) A Rajasuya sacrifice (however) is capable of being 

performed, O almighty Lord ! only by one who has conquered all the quarters. I am 

therefore driven to the conclusion that both these objects, can be gained by the 

overthrow of Jarasandha. (3) Indeed great will be our advantage, 0 Protector of cows, 

if we simply succeed in accomplishing this; and Your restoring the imprisoned kings to 

freedom will bring glory to You. (4) Possessing (as he does) the strength often thousand 

elephants, king.Jarasandha is as a matter of fact not very easy to resist even for giants 

other than Bhlma, who is his equal in strength. (5) He should, however, be vanquished 

in a duel and not otherwise; for he has an army consisting of a hundred Aksauhinis. He 

is a devotee of the Brahmanas and never spurns the request of Brahmanas. (6) 

(Therefore,) let Bhlma approach him in the guise of a Brahmana and ask of him the 

boon of a single combat. In Your presence he will no doubt succeed in killing him in a 

duel. (7) Lord, You are the almighty, formless Time. The creation and destruction of the 

universe take place through Your power. Brahma and Sankara are mere instruments (in 

carrying out the design). (8) (After the destruction of Jarasandha) the consorts of the 

kings (imprisoned by him) would sing in their (respective) homes of Your glorious act of 

destroying their common enemy and bringing about the release of their (respective) 

husbands (who are dear to them as their own selves), even as the cowherdesses (of 

Vraja) sing of Your having delivered them (from the clutches of the demon SankhacUda), 

the sages who have taken refuge in You celebrate the rescue of the king of elephants 

and of Slta (the Daughter of king Janaka), and we sing of Your having released Your 

parents (from Karhsa’s captivity). (9) Thus, 0 Krsna, the destruction of Jarasandha will 

serve many a great purpose. As the merits of the imprisoned kings and the sins of 

Jarasandha are going to bear fruit thereby, the performance of the Rajasuya sacrifice 

is in a large measure liked by You also. (10) 

Tra=L u-MittstniUdH. i f®tg tMppi ^ ^ i 

3TStlI<VlrL UUIUIIU <3*1(44: I ptTT ^KT^vl-grjl^rgj pr^ fpt: I ^ I 

Muriel lisp 73FL TTCT3FI, I HJ'fvTTTpTFZT ? TTpTJ 

pi) U did T3T8ntnr?^Wgs>grpi ?? | 

rid! T?fs[4‘44i44ifVii3ck: cmiciui MRp driretldqi I 

nuvtiuirMd*$srr RnisbUttj ^ i 

qelRn*l-5idR’iR4*iR44’oyd estrH'fli: rtfctp (yam pt: I 

cK|(oTt|'i4?lira^l4TO>4: pi pi ffir<RT?4m~ ‘ 

fifcliyjfti LfTpH? Wt Wtfstmi?: §jf*idfctR4f|k'i)f$r?: I 1 

stsfr gPri4pRrti Tmrftnr: tpjti? it fprawi 

(dy|44 ddodriRidUl^dl^il 4^-<44-<y[dfd^ilR<4:1 ^4 I 

itm 

i 

Sri Suka went on : Parlksit, the aforesaid counsel of Uddhava was faultless and good 

in every respect. The Devarsi, the elderly Yadavas and Sri Krsna too approved of it. (11) 

Now, with the approval of elders (Vasudeva and others) the almighty Lord Sri Krsna 
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(Son of Devakl) ordered His servants—Daruka, Jaitra and others—to prepare for the 

journey.(12) With the permission of Ugrasena and Balarama, O destroyer of foes, the 

Lord sent His consorts and sons with the retinue and luggage (in advance) and mounted 

His own chariot brought by Daruka and distinguished by its banner bearing the device 

of Garuda.(13) He set out with His formidable army—consisting of chariots, elephants, 

cavalry and footmen and led by its numerous generals—filling the quarters with the 

tumultuous sound produced by clay tomtoms, kettle-drums, tabors, conchs and 

trumpets. (14) Clad in theftest attire and adorned with ornaments, sandal-paste and 

garlands and strongly guarded by men armed with a sword and shield, devoted consorts 

of the Lord (RukminT and others) with their children followed their husband, the immortal 

Lord, in litters, chariots drawn, by horses and gold palanquins. (15) Then followed (the 

trains of) seivants' wives and courtesans, all richly adorned, with portable shelters of 

mats, woollen blankets and clothes and other appurtenances secured on all sides on 

oxen, buffaloes, donkeys and mules and themselves journeying in carts or litters or on 

the back of camels and elephants. (16) That huge army, full of tumultuous noises, shone 

during the daytime with its lofty flags, umbrellas, chowries, excellent weapons, ornaments, 

crowns and armours, under the rays of the sun, like the sea with its agitated waves and 

whales. (17) The sage (Narada) was delighted at heart at the sight of Sri Krsna (the 

Bestower of Liberation). Honoured by the Lord of the Yadus and hearing His decision, 

the sage bowed to Him. The Lord offered him worship at the time of his departure and 

the sage left Dwaraka by air treasuring the Lord's Form in his heart. (18) 
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Then, turning to the messenger of the imprisoned kings, Bhagavan Sri Krsna spoke 

to him in pleasing words: “Messenger, go and tell the kings that they should fear no 

more. Causing the death of Jarasandha, I shall bring them freedom soon.” (19) Thus 

commanded by the Lord, the messenger departed and duly conveyed His message to 
the kings, who, yearning for their release, eagerly looked forward to Bhagavan Sri 

Krsna’s appearance on the spot. (20) 
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Passing through the lands of Anarta.SauvTra, Maru, and Kuruksetra and crossing many 

hills and rivers, Bhagavan Sri Krsna went past many towns, villages, cowherds, hamlets, 

mines and quarries. (21) Then, crossing the DrsadvatT and Saraswatl rivers, He passed 
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through the kingdoms of Pancala and Matsya and finally reached Indraprastha. (22) Pariksit, 
the sight of Sri Krsna is a rare boon, king Yudhisthira was delighted to hear the news of His 
arrival and marched out of the city with his priests, friends and relations. (23) Amidst the 

singing of auspicious songs, sounds of trumpets and other musical instruments, and loud 
recitation of the Vedas by Brahmanas, he went forth with great zeal to receive the Lord, just 

as the senses begin to function as soon as the life-breath returns. (24) At the sight of Sri 
Krsna, whom he had seen after a long time, the heart of Yudhisthira overflowed with emotion 

and he embraced the Lord, his most beloved friend, again and again.(25) Encircling with his 
arms the person of Sri Krsna, the sacred abode of LaksmT (the goddess of beauty), the king 

was rid of all evils and felt extremely delighted. With tears in his eyes and hair standing on 
end, he forgot ail about this delusive world. (26) Bhima too was transported with joy when 

he embraced his dear cousin with a broad smile on his lips and his heart overwhelmed with 
an outburst of emotion. Similarly, Arjuna and the twins, Nakula and Sahadeva, with profuse 

tears of joy, embraced the immortal Lord, their best friend and well-wisher. (27) Embraced 
by Arjuna (for a second time), and hailed by Nakula and Sahadeva (the twin brothers), Sri 

Krsna Himself bowed to the Brahmanas and the elder (among the Kurus) in the order of their 
age and seniority. (28) Honoured by the Kurus, Srnjayas and Kaikayas, the Lord also duly 
returned them honours. Sutas (chroniclers), Magadhas (panegyrists), Gandharvas 

(songsters), bards and court jesters sang and danced to the accompaniment of musical 
instruments, such as Mrdangas, conchs, tabors, lutes, drums and trumpets and the 
Brahmanas uttered their praises. (29-30) Thus surrounded by friends and well-wishers, the 

blessed Lord, the foremost among those of sacred renown, entered the decorated city 

amidst the praises and acclamations of the people. (31) 
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The roads of the city of Indraprastha were sprinkled with the juice flowing from the 
temples of elephants in rut as well as scented water, wonderful many-coloured flags flapped 
(at every step), temporary arches of gold were erected and gold pots filled with water were 

placed (at the entrance of houses). Having washed and scented themselves and putting on 

new garments, ornaments and garlands, the citizens, men and women, came out of their 

houses and crowded the streets. (32) Lights were kindled and offerings of flowers made in 
front of all houses; and scented fumes escaped from the lattices of their windows presenting 
an agreeable sight. The houses were decorated with buntings and domes of gold with silver 
bases adorned every house-top. Bhagavan Sri Krsna observed this beauty of the Kaurava 

capital as He proceeded through its streets. (33) On hearing of His arrival, damsels hurriedly 
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came out into the streets to see the one attraction of all human eyes, abandoning their 
household works and leaving their respective husbands in their beds. As they came out in 

haste the plaits of their hair and the knots of their dress got loosened on account of their 

ardent desire to see Him. (34) The roads were crowded with elephants, horses, chariots and 
pedestrians. The women, therefore, saw Sri Krsna and His consorts from the tops of their 

houses, showered flowers on Him and mentally embracing Him greeted Him with smiling 

looks. (35) Seeing the consorts of Sri Krsna accompanying their husband on the road even 

as the stars surround the- moon, the women said to themselves: "We wonder what 
meritorious deeds were performed by these ladies whereby the Best of Persons, Sri Krsna, 

constantly delights their eyes with His winsome smiles and sportful glances.'' (36) Here and 

there prominent and sinless citizens and leaders of tradeguilds met Him with auspicious 

articles in their hands and offered Him worship. (37) 
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Welcomed by the women of the palace with eyes blooming with joy and excited with 

emotion, Bhagavan Sri Krsna entered the king's palace. (38) When Kunti saw her brother's 

son, Sri Krsna, the Lord of the three worlds, her heart was filled with delight. Rising from her 

couch alongwith her daughter-in-law, Draupadi, she gave Him a hearty embrace. (39) King 

Yudhisthira was beside himself with joy on having brought (with him) Sri Krsna, the Supreme 

Ruler of the gods, within his palace and, full of reverence, did not know how to proceed with 

His worship. (40) Sri Krsna bowed to His aunt and other elderly women, and was in His turn 

saluted by Draupadi and His sister Subhadra, 0 King! (41) Under the direction of her mother- 

in-law, Draupadi, honoured RukminI, Satyabhama, Bhadra, Jambavati, Kalindi, Mitravinda, 

Laksmana, the devoted Satya and other consorts of Sri Krsna, who had accompanied them, 
by offering them costumes, garlands and other articles of beauty. (42-43) The virtuous King 

Yudhisthira comfortably lodged Bhagavan Sri Krsna with His army, attendants, ministers and 

consorts with elaborate arrangements for the supply of fresh articles (for their use). (44) 
Alongwith Arjuna, Sri Krsna propitiated the god of fire by offering to him the Khandava forest 

and rescued Maya, the demon, who in his turn constructed a wonderful assembly hall for the 

king. (45) In order to please Yudhisthira, the Lord spent several months at Indraprastha. 

There He occasionally went out with Arjuna for excursion in his chariot followed by a number 

of warriors. (46) 

Thus ends the seventy-first discourse entitled "Sri Krsna's visit to Indraprastha." 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

othemise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhila. 
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Discourse LXXII 
Jarasandha killed 

423 r*r#rtt 
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Sri Suka began again : Parlksit, one day, King Yudhisthira. while seated in his court 
surrounded by sages, Brahmanas, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas, his own brothers (BhTma and others), 

preceptors, elders of the race, clansmen and relations as well as his kinsmen, addressed 

Bhagavan SrT Krsna indeed within their hearing (as follows). (1-2) 
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King Yudhisthira submitted : Govinda ! through the performance of the sovereign 

sacrifice, RajasOya, I intend to worship You as well as the gods, who are but Your part 
manifestations. Kindly accomplish this desire of mine, O Lord ! (3) The pair of wooden 

sandals You wear under Your lotus-like feet destroy all evil. Those holy persons who 
constantly worship them, meditate on them and extol them obtain release from the bondage 

of mundane existence. They get even worldly boons, if they seek for them. Others, however, 
do not get either. (4) 0 God of gods, let these men of the world directly perceive the glory 

of worshipping Your lotus-like feet. Lord, kindly demonstrate to the Kuru and Srnjaya chiefs 
the destinies of those who worship and those who do not worship You. (5) Lord, You are the 

Self of all, the Supreme Brahma, being of the nature of self-enjoyment and looking on all with 

an equal eye; the cognition of 'Self and 'not Self does not exist in You. Those who worship 
You win Yourfavour even as persons betaking themselves to the wishyielding tree gain their 

object. The degree of success attained by them is commensurate with the amount of service 

they have put forth and does not point to any perversity on Your part. (6) 
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The glorious Lord said : O King, your resolution is excellent. Through the performance 
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of the Rajasuya sacrifice, your auspicious fame will extend to all ^’aTvo^r f^ndllnd 
qovereion sacrifice, O king, is welcomed by the sages, manes, gods, al your friends ana 
relations including Myself, and, in fact, by all beings. (8) Conquering all the kings and bringing 

[he world under your control, collect all necessa^ things and then perform the great 

sacrifice (9) 0 king these brothers of yours are born of deities (like Indra, the wind-god and 
oS who are guardians of the world. You yourself are a man of wisdom and self-control 

and have conquered Me by your virtues. Those who have not controlled their mind a 

senses cannot win Me. (10) Even the greatest of gods in this world cannot expect 
overpower My devotee by means of his energy, glory, splendour and supernatural powers, 

much less any earthly being. (11) 
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SrT Suka continued : Pariksit, hearing these words of the Almighty Lord, King 

Yudhisthira was extremely delighted. His face became cheerful like a otus^He 
commissioned all his brothers to conquer the earth. Bhagavan Sri Krsna infused His energy 

into the Pandavas and made them unconquerable. (12) King Yudhisthira sent his y°ua9e 

brother Sahadeva alongwith Smjaya warriors to conquer the southern regions; he deputed 

Nakula alongwith the Matsyas to the west, Arjuna and the Kekayas tc, the north and Bh ma 

accompanied by the Madras, to the east. (13) O King conquering a"‘ha *'^"*?, £fra 
orowess these warriors brought untold riches from the various quarters to king Yudhisthira 

who was preparing for the sacrifice. (14) When Yudhisthira heard thatJaras;a"dha‘ Xe hfm 
unsubdued, he became moody and began to muse. Bhagavan Sr, KpgaHhen 'a'd ^ora hnm 
the plan suggested by Uddhava: so the tradition goes. Thereupon Bhimasena Arjuna and 

Bhagavan SrT Krsna assumed the guise of Brahmanas and went to Girivraja (the modern 
Gktdh^hecapital ofJarasandha. (15-16) King Jarasandha was a devotee of the Brahmapas 

and scrupulous in the observance of the sacred duty of a householder. The th ee Ksatriyas 

disguised as Brahmanas went to Jarasandha's palace at the hour appointed for th 

entertainment of unexpected guests. There they made their request to Jarasandha as 

follows (17) "O king may you be blessed. Know us (three) to be your guests come from a 
long distance We have come with a definite purpose; therefore, please grant us our 

request (18) O king a forbearing person can bear anything; the wicked can doanything, (in 

fact there is nolhfng which he will regard as prohibited); and a generous donor will no 
hesitate to give away anything. And none isforeign to a man of undifferentiating outlook. ( 9) 

If a capablemen, through his mortal body, does not earn enduring fame, worthy of being sung 
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by men of virtue, he deserves to be pitied and censured. (20) Kings Hariscandra and 
Rantideva, Sibi, and Bali, the sage Mudgala (who lived on grains gleaned from the fields), 
the famous pigeon of the legend (who gave up his life for the sake of a fowler) and the fowler 

(who sacrificed his life in imitation of the pigeon's self-sacrificing act), and many more 
attained lasting happiness through the transient body and its belongings." (21) 
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Sri Suka went on : Pariksit, from their tone, appearance and forearms bearing scars 

caused by the friction of bow-strings, Jarasandha came to know that the newcomers were 
no Brahmanas, but Ksatriyas come in the guise of Brahmanas. He had a hazy notion that 
he had seen them somewhere before. (22) But he reflected, “Though Ksatriyas, they have 

taken this guise of Brahmanas (out of fear for Me).When they have gone to the length of 

seeking a gift from me, I shail give them even this body though difficult to part with. (23) God 
Visnu, appearing in the guise of a Brahmana, deprived Bali of his lordly position; and yet the 
unsullied fame of Bali is sung extensively in all directions. (24) It is true, Visnu had assumed 

that diminutive form of a Brahmana in order to return the ruling authority to its rightful owner 
Indra. Bali had come to know it and was opposed by Sukra, his preceptor; and yet he gave 

a«vay the earth. (25) This body is sure to perish one day. A Ksatriya who does not endeavour 
to attain extensive fame through it, and does not live for the sake of the Brahmanas alone, 
lives in vain." (26) (Pariksit), Jarasandha was a liberal-minded king. Reflecting thus, he said 
to Sri Krsna, Arjuna and Bhimasena, disguised as Brahmanas, as follows:—“Brahmanas, 

seek whatever you desire; I am prepared to give you everything, even my head." (27) 
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The glorious Lord said :" O great king, we are no Brahmanas seeking food from you. 

We have come here in search of a combat, if it pleases you, grant us the boon of a single 

combat with you. (28) That is Bhlma son of KuntT, he is his younger brother, Arjuna, and know 

Me to be their cousin, Krsna, your former adversary." (29) Hearing these words of Sri Krsna, 

Jarasandha laughed loudly and, filled with rage, said," If you seek a combat, fools, I shall 

certainly offer fight with you. (30) But, Krsna, I shall not fight with you. You are a coward and 

rose balance of mind in battle. Afraid of me you abandoned your city, Mathura, and took 

shelter in the sea. (31) As for Arjuna, he is no warrior.-He is junior to me in age and has no 

great prowess either. He is, therefore, no match for me. Bhlma (alone) is equal in strength 

to me." (32) With these words Jarasandha gave a huge mace to Bhlmasena, and himself 

taking up another, came out of the city. (33) Going to the arena these two warriors who were 
furious in battle, closed with and struck each other with their respective maces, which were 

as hard as the thunderbolt. (34) They began to move right and left, manoeuvring for position 

with such adroitness that they looked like two actors playing at fight on a public stage. (35) 

When they hurled their maces at each other, the rattling noise resembled the clap of thunder 

or the sound of impact between the tusks of two fighting tuskers. (36) Just as when two 

elephants burning with rage fight with each other, with twigs of the sun-plant and the twigs 
are reduced to powder, even so the maces of the two warriors hurled with the full force of their 

arms against each other's shoulders, hips, feet, hands, thighs and collar-bones, were 
reduced to pulp. (37) Thus when their maces fell broken, the two warriors full of rage struck 

each other with their fists as hard as steel. As they fought like two elephants, the blows they 

dealt at each other with their palms produced a sound as sharp as the clap of thunder. (38) 
Pariksit, Jarasandha and Bhimasena were equally matched so far as training, strength and 

vigour were concerned and both fought with unabated violence; yet their contest remained 
undecided. (39) Though engaged in a mortal fight during the day-time, they lived as friends 

during the nights. In this way twenty-seven days passed. (40) 
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Pariksit, on the twenty-eighth day Bhima said to his cousin, Sri Krsna, “Krsna, I am unable 

to overthrow Jarasandha in a duel." (41) Sri Krsna, who knew the secret of Jarasandha's birth 

and death, (viz.,) how the demoness Jara joined his body divided into two and conferred life 

on him, considered the matter and comforting Bhimasena infused His own strength into the 
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latter. (42) Having hit upon the plan of overthrowing the enemy, Sri Krsna, whose insight was 
infallible, took up a twig and split it into two by way of a signal to demonstrate to Bhimasena 
how to do it. (43) The foremost warrior of enormous strength, BhTma, understood what was 

to be conveyed to him and taking hold of Jarasandha by thefeet threw him on the ground.(44) 

Pressing a foot of the enemy with one foot, he took hold of the other with both his hands, and 

split him into two from the anus, as a huge elephant splits up a twig. (45) The people saw the 
two halves of Jarasandha's person each with one foot, one thigh, one testicle, one hip, half 
the back and one breast; one shoulder, one arm, one eye, one eyebrow and one ear. (46) 
Great was the outcry among his subjects when Jarasandha, the king of Magadha, fell. 

Bhagavan Sri Krsna and Arjuna greeted Bhimasena by embracing him. (47) The Almighty 

Lord, Bhagavan Sri Krsna, is the life-giver of all creatures; no one can fathom His greatness. 
Having installed Jarasandha's son, Sahadeva, on the throne of Magadha, he set at liberty 

all the kings who had been imprisoned by Jarasandha. (48) 

Thus ends the seventy-second discourse entitled "Jarasandha killed", in the latter 
hail of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahartisa-Samhita. 

3TST 
Discourse LXXII1 

Sri Krsna and others return to Indraprastha 
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sTiriritigr 'pjsii TRFroftwat'nTL i i ? i 

vnetgOTfnnfta wain ef-wieMi i Pms-a |3 vrrM 13 P*®4" i k i 

Mfci-d 13 qraTElT Wft 13 STsfftt: I yu'l^duiuildl rjt}pT: I ^ I 

^sjin^lHigngwttgpfin: i y-tiViyiMifeii yiswyl Ttt: i's i 

SrT Suka began again : Pariksit, Jarasandha had subdued in battle without much effort 
twenty thousand and eight hundred Ksatriya princes and had confined them in a place 
surrounded by mountains on all sides. Released by Bhagavan Sri Krsna, they came out of 

their captivity with unclean bodies and dirty clothes. (1) They had been emaciated with 

hunger and their faces were lank. The long confinement had considerably reduced their 

weight. Coming out of the prison, they saw Lord Sri Krsna standing before them. Having a 
complexion dark as the cloud, clad in yellow silken robes and possessed of four arms, holding 
a lotus in one hand and wielding the mace, conch and discus with others, bearing the mark 

of Srivatsa (a curl of hair) on the breast, with eyes reddish like the interior of a lotus, with a 
lovely and cheerful face, adorned with glowing ear-rings shaped like the alligator, and decked 

with a crown, a necklace of pearls, bracelets and girdle and a pair of armlets, the jewel 

Kaustubha shining in His neck and a garland of sylvan flowers hanging on His breast, the 
sight of the Lord kept them spellbound. They seemed to drink Him with their eyes, lick Him 
with their tongues, inhale Him with their nose and embrace Him with their arms. All their sins 
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were washed away at His very sight. They bowed to the Lord, touching. His blessed feet with 
their heads. (2—6) The joy derived through Bhagavan Sri Krsna's sight removed the languor 

caused by their confinement. With joined palms, they offered their praises to the Lord in the 

following words. (7) 

^rai-^tiriiui *tfts JisjqsT i wp# ^ tt^tt -msr^rfSwt i i 

tl'4itl4njl^^T ipt: 1 (ri-ilWIitlliidUPlAII tRT^ l^ol 

zren m-upt ip 4*iR*i ttraw^fir ^tg 

m JJTT 8TTO3=TT^s4t ftrritwmT i 

SRI: STITT: T5T 3TIdidTjvn: JWt TJ?j L|<Wlld<|U|«4 ft^I: 1^1 

H ITS fWITlT ^t-ricfl4ui [cHlfodl: flRT: I 

rt^T »tc(d'lid,**u<Ji fggggqfsTUTT wft ft i ?? i 

3T«t g TTTj TprtjffelRoftiT ^T ^HrL 1111111 T7TT TjgT I 

dmRidc4 Rpti ferret dm m *uI<whh, i ^ i 

g m Tun^Tdng dg % -oHuiisdiil: i t^fddsn g jgrdgfEt Remitas i^m 

cT.tuiN di^uiit ?rd u-tmdR i JTJTtii^RRira ‘lila-^iu mit mr: l?*l 

The kings prayed : O God of gods, remover of the distress of those who take refuge in 

You, O Imperishable Lord, we offer our salutations to You. Disgusted with the bitter 

experience of this fearful scourge of transmigration, we seek refuge in You; pray protect 
us.(8) Krsna, we have no grudge against Jarasandha; in fact, it was through Your grace that 

we were deprived of our kingdoms. (9) Puffed up with the pride of sovereignty and power, 

a king is generally deprived of true happiness; for, deluded by Your Maya, he comes to regard 
worldly fortune as permanent. (10) Just as the ignorant take the mirage for a sheet of water, 

even so the unwise attached to the senses regard the ever changing Maya as reality. (11) 

Lord, blinded by the intoxication of wealth and power, at one time we vied with one another 
in our lust for conquering the world and mercilessly brought about the destruction of our own 

people in pursuing our mad projects. We were so arrogant that we took no notice of You 

standing before us as Death itself. (12) Krsna, mysterious are the ways of Time. Its potency 
is unfathomable; for it is one of Your many forms. It has deprived us of our fortune, and our 

pride has been shattered through Your grace. We now contemplate on Your sacred feet. (13) 

Lord, we no longer seek the boon of sovereignty enjoyable through this ever decaying body, 

the nursery of ailments. We have realized that the pleasures of sovereignty are like a mirage. 
Nor do we crave for the posthumous enjoyments of heaven which sound attractive only to 

the ear. (14) Pray tell us now the means whereby we may constantly remember You lotus¬ 

like feet, even though we may have to undergo a series of births. (15) Krsna, You have 
descended on this earth through the agency of Vasudeva. You destroy the sins of those who 

come in contact with You and bring them deliverance. You are the Supreme Spirit. You 

exterminate the sufferings of those who bend low before You. O Govinda, the protector of 

cows, we offer our obeisances to You. (16) 

‘Mhcjl'L TTnRr^rTT^lfT: I TTT-TT? ^TTnTTTTTTT PlU I 1 
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SrT Su ka resumed: Parlksit, when the kings now released from captivity praised in those 

words the merciful Lord, who affords shelter to those who seek it, He replied to them in sweet 

accents as below. (17) 

arasnjfrt A ijtt u«tit*t-tiR<tA# i trst Ttrot ^IWarmiRtH 7tatri?ci 

f^g^rr srafeti sjut 9^=3 sjawftrrt: i ftraydudisti^ sni^di -juuk,H S i 

fprt =t|4f %t Trarrfr HWitOTT I sfludltL wfertt: TSJFtt^ 3a?3FTT3TT: I 2° i 

w?t ijjt\ f%?tra diig?mrcrTratLi iit ira^sw^Thi: stit srifot i ^ ^ i 

TTtT^tT: it'dld’^L 7JT3 ^TTr4T I 3tTK yiH Tt Tt^FTt niam [cmfT^JSt 123 I 

ddltil-tlff d^ldldldmwi sptatTT: I UiUlddd IR: 7335; die-r) stfT Miwa 133 I 

Bhagavan SrT Krsna said : As desired by you, O kings, you will henceforth entertain 

unwavering devotion to Me, the Universal Lord, who am the very Self of all. (18) You deserve 

congratulation, O kings, for your resolution, and what you say is certainly true. For I have 

seen that excess of pride of wealth and power makes people mad. (19) Haihaya, Nahusa, 

Vena, Ravana, Narakasura and many other gods, demons and kings fell from their position 

through the intoxication of wealth and power. (20) Know that the body and everything 

connected with it is perishable inasmuch as it is subject to birth. Therefore, do not get 

attached to them. Carefully controlling your mind and senses, worship Me through sacrifices 

and protect your subjects in the righteous way. (21) Beget children for the continuity of the 

family line, and not for enjoyment, and accepting with an equable mind, as a boon from Me, 

whatever experiences come to your lot in the shape of birth and death, pleasure and pain, 

gain and loss etc., live in the world with your mind devoted to Me. (22) Remain indifferent to 

the body and everything connected therewith, take delight in the Self, practise Bhajana and 

observe religious vows. Thus fixing your mind steadily on Me, you will in the end attain to me, 

the Supreme Spirit.(23) 

rjHH. SFT3TT 9J=rTOT: I 331 tJ-WI-L tMH<*)4lui 17Y I 

wtf *i«:uw Tti^ar srret i 3%rrf%tfn%9|gifr: LtPa^uH: iw 

titaferai crcitr ^irir< 4tfrsi raft^tsiw^ra^qtM; iw 

% rjfen '35% TTsTHt 1 t^n<T arcfsrt 3SJT n?T: iw 

T8JH, u[uief.WJjftdl-LI sf|u.l«t M^'Um'MrL R4 I 

3 trst Hitcmi: 5^lrV I £313-3: 3 I 2 T I 

335: 3t5%»rra 3sti*d2irH5 thraretai *t$j>«P*ti: 130 1 

SrTSukawenton : Parlksit, thus instructing the kings, Bhagavan SrT Krena, the almighty 

Lord of the universe, detailed a number of attendants, men and women, to give them a 

bath.(24) He then got Sahadeva, son of Jarasandha, to honour the kings by offering them 

wearing apparel, ornaments, garlands, sandal-paste and other things worthy of royal use.(25) 

After they had finished their bath and adorned themselves they were entertained with 

excellent dishes and other luxuries—such as betel leaves etc.,—worthy of kings. (26) Thus 

treated with due honour by Bhagavan SrT Krsnaand rid of their suffering, the kings shone with 

their brilliant ear-rings like the planets at the end of the rainy season. (27) The Lord then 

provided them all with chariots adorned with jewels and gold and drawn by good horses, 
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cheered them with sweet words and sent them away to their respective territories. (28) Thus 

delivered from their calamity by the high-souled Sri Krsna, the kings left for their capitals, 
contemplating on the Lord, His virtues and noble deeds. (29) Reaching their kingdoms, they 

related to theirsubjects the benevolent doings of the Supreme Person and diligently followed 
His injunctions in their daily lives. (30) 

rjRITRi UldRirfl %3ra 

ft wsgaw 

tpjtr i<^h i 

I Trafclt 7%t: KIAlIrL rjf3ra: 13? I 

I gta-n: dagger T3iq<siqsi: 133 I 

1 u[VJ emit 3n-rT TOT TdiaHdkSI: 1331 

I dlqicr fet^d 13k 1 

ira wwrot TTSTjcmt qiwiwi <jf3«i4i ^uamaH rarrafiOTtsOTr: 1^31 

Pariksit, thus having Jarasandha killed by Bhlmasena, and being duly honoured by 

Jarasandha's son, Sahadeva, Sri Krsna, accompanied by Bhlma and Arjuna, departed (for 

Indraprastha). (31) On reaching the outskirts of the city, the three victorious heroes blew 
their respective conchs, bringing joy to their friends and sorrow to their enemies. (32) The 

people of Indraprastha were extremely delighted at heart to hear the sound and concluded 

at once that Jarasandha had been killed and that King Yudhisthira had well-nigh achieved 
his object. (33) There Bhlmasena, Arjuna and Sri Krsna bowed to King Yudhisthira and 

related to him all that they had done. (34) Overwhelmed with emotion at the exceptional 

favour shown to him by Bhagavan SrT Krsna, King Yudhisthira shed tears of joy and could 
not speak a word. (35) 

Thus ends the seventy-third discourse, bearing on the return of SrT Krsna and others (to 
Indraprastha), in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sariihita. 

3TST ^:F^fdd4)SSZTFT: 

Discourse LXXIV 

Sisupala killed (by Sri Krsna) 

3/77^5 dcr/t? 

^ IjfilfgTT 7OT OTTROTt fgyf: | OTftng tt Spat JldMUdcfltL I ? I 

SrTSuka began again: Pariksit, Yudhisthira was highly delighted to hear of Jarasandha's 
fall and of the supreme glory of Bhagavan Sri Krsna, and spoke to Him as follows. (1) 

ffilfET 33M 

t) d-trdr'jid-UM'a: 7T^f rolchn^u: I ci^Pri T^sOT [3U$dl^3IITHH, I 3 1 

Tt sraHif^t^t kldHiuHwiPHiHj 3jtitd3di-dld4tstdMj 3 1 

r ^iiyiiadl'Mw totur: 1 crnffyef# M ? trit ns i 

•t ^ iron 1 it atfa er rhih): trsjdilMa 1 t, | 
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King Yudhisthira submitted : Krsna, Lords of the three worlds like Brahma and 
Sankara, and guardians of the world like Indra bow their heads to Your command whenever 
they obtain the rare privilege of receiving it. (2) O infinite Lord, though extremely humble and 

wretched, we are conceited enough to regard ourselves as kings and rulers. Yet (instead of 
degrading us) You submit to our authority and carry out our commands. O lotus-eyed Lord, 

this is nothing but imitation on Your part of the ways of men. (3) Just as the brilliance of the 

sun is neither enhanced nor suffers diminution with the ascent or decline of the sun, even 
so Your doings in no way exalt You or detract from Your glory. For You are the Supreme 
Spirit, the one Absolute without a second. (4) O unconquerable Lord, thoughts of diversity 

like" I and Mine” and “Thou andThine” obtain only among the ignorant. Such crooked notions 
of difference do not find place even in Your devotees, much less in You. Whatever You do 
is, therefore, nothing but Your Sport. (5) 

bffpt 351^ *JffiR.Tt SFsftgrt: I msrf sd^luiiHTsfSidllctH: I ^ | 

STffTTT: ‘HH-yihHuR-tn: I e^uqi f^tb: ckcfttfeid: t is I 

fawfWi cUM^ec yuid-iffulH: cFFJ: I fe: bTRTTt 'mff SRrnjTbT tra S I i I 

3tsraf tftETt TTRT Hbfe I afiddliit ejUtWkifoddUl: I % I 

au^fiwm TtFb | ^TTTS: Wfiydi bjWirl: 1^0 1 

Slgiuu: SffbbT I 4UJI4M! TT?t I?? I 

Sri Suka resumed : Saying so, and with Bhagavan Sri Krsna's concurrence, King 
Yudhisthira invited at an hour propitious forthe sacrifice Brahmanas versed in the Vedas and 
proficient in the Vedic ritual to officiate as priests etc., at the sacrifice. (6) They were Sri 

Krsnadwaipayana Vyasa, Bharadwaja, Sumantu, Gautama, Asita, Vasistha, Cyavana, 

Kanva, Maitreya, Kavasa, Trita, Viswamitra, Vamadeva, Sumati, Jaimini, Kratu, Paila, 
Parasara, Garga and Vaisampayana, Atharva, Kasyapa, Dhaumya, Parasurama, Sukracarya, 
Asuri, Vltihotra, Madhutchanda, VIrasena and Akrtavrana. (7—9) Besides these, he also 

invited Dronacarya, Bhisma, Krpacarya and others, (as well as) Dhrtarastra with all his sons 
and the noble-minded Vidura to come and help in the performance. (10) In order to witness 

the great sacrifice many princes with their ministers and chief officers, Brahmanas, 

Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras, arrived at Indraprastha, O king ! (11) 

rffret tfabSR SODIUM; I flft fib bZITgib ?T%l4hdlsfA 

fbt: fertlMstitun dRUini frm ip I $itl<4i rtlchuirtl fefeaW’Hfp: I?? I 

TFTtnT: Rt^iuaaf ftarai grbf bsrcsiTfa tah&i^wuuii: i ^ i 

TTTTR^J TTSdnbgl Tt^T: 1 TTTrp '-ihV-i: W TT?T: ^ I 

^WTOrRtt fJMMbUldiWdl: I 314144-^ blTT14 41441 4444*1: i 

tit43;H4dlMltfl 4l44iH LkfHWdld. I 3nj44< rtglTIFIT^ fraTSFL ffffbtiija: I ^ I 

Then the priests ploughed the sacrificial ground with ploughs of gold and initiated 
Yudhisthira, according to the scriptural injunctions, as the sacrificer. (12) The utensils used 

in this sacrifice were all made of gold as they were in the sacrifice performed by Varuna in 
ancient times. Brahma, Sankara, Indra and other guardians of the world, Siddhas and 

Gandharvas with their retinues. Vidyadharas and Nagas, sages, Yaksas and Raksasas, 
birds, Kinnaras, Caranas and powerful princes with their queens—all came to attend the 
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Rajasuya sacrifice of King Yudhisthira at his invitation. (13—15) All of them admitted without 
any hesitation that he was qualified to perform the same. For to a devotee of Sri Krsna nothing 

is impossible of achievement. Then the priests, who were as glorious as the gods, conducted 

for the king the Rajasuya sacrifice according to the scriptural ordinance, as in ancient times 
the gods did for Varuna. (16) On the day fixed for extracting the Soma juice, the king 

honoured the blessed priests as well as the supervisors of the performance with due 

attention. (17) 

t twto?: i ^nihh5M4*R4itT n^dw<ist=fttt, i\c i 

3ttff?T rfTSJfT: 31^1 lutcri-^ riftt: I ^ ^crnt: trql ^ictrK’iiHi^rr: 1^11 

U<lr*t»ru< fag SFrag Uttlrit*l: I srfTRI^rdt iRtT: TTTfsi #rra Ro I 

TT3t '4-MdJ 3u<iMISSf*TT51tT: ftW: ^'J1c*rcr[fl r: |r?^ I 

farfa*IHh> tfcqff&l I «1^T trf: ?Nfr UUfl<rt^tnu^ I | 

ntmrt, (-t>WJii<r rigrl crtam mihisuih,! *4cr^dutHicrr'r&i^'Ji 'Hun. I ^BI 

Tt^jytiunjjtra I ljutfe ddWI-l-Alfa*sMI I I 

i Mpdqlo'rTf. rjjttfl 'huJiiri/riiufurt. I n^t<ri nyd,: Tl^ HTSJ TtTfi^ftT ftrFTT: 1I 

Tgjifrrt TF5TT ?n<qi rtt£ fT*TTtT3[FTI Stfrt: 17^1 

rtrUKtriripMim: ftRBT I TTOhJ: IW 

riltlll*!: M)dehl^l3^|NU15J I 3t^fcgT^JOlf^t dl^WiT 17C I 

ftsj TTWfitri Tt^‘ glsti-w) ’•ni: l^t 'J'd^fFh mi 

Now, the members of the assembly proceeded to consider who was worthy of receiving 

the first place of honour, but could not come to any decision for want of unanimity. Thereupon 

Sahadeva addressed the assembly in the following words: (18) "In my opinion Bhagavan Sri 

Krsna, the crown-jewel of theYadus, is the best man in this assembly and deserve the first 
place of honour. For all the gods as well as Time, Space,Wealth and Whatever other things 

there are in this world—all are but He. (19) The whole universe is His manifestation. The 

sacrifices are He, He is Fire, He is the oblations. He is revealed in the form of the Mantras. 
The path of Knowledge and the path of Action both lead to Him. (20) Members of this august 

assembly, Bhagavan Sri Krsna is the one Absolute without a second; the whole universe is 

His body. Though self-dependent and unborn, He creates, protects and destroys the 
universe by His own will. (21) Through His grace people perform various acts in the world 

and pursue the fourfold object of life, viz., Dharma (virtue), Artha (worldly prosperity), Kama 

(worldly enjoyment) and Moksa (liberation). (22) Therefore, I propose that foremost honour 

should be offered to Bhagavan Sri Krsna, the greatest of the great. Through honouring Him, 

we shall have honoured all beings as well as our own self. (23) He who seeks that his gifts 
should embrace infinity, should make them to Sri Krsna, who is the Self of all beings and 

views, none as other than Himself, who is absolutely unruffled and perfect in everyway." (24) 
Pariksit! Sahadeva, who was aware of Bhagavan Sri Krsna's greatness, became silent after 

saying this. All good people in the assembly were pleased to hear this, and applauded him 

saying, 'well said, well said1. (25) Hearing this ejaculation of the Brahmanas and ascertaining 

the general sense of the members of the assembly, King Yudhisthira was extremely 

delighted and with a heart overwhelmed with emotion, honoured Sri Krsna by offering Him 
the worship due to the First Man in the assembly. (26) In great joy he washed the feet of Sri 

Krsna and together with his consort (Draupadi), brothers, ministers and other members of 

his family, bore on his head the drops of that water, which purify the world. (27) Then he 
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presented the Lord with robes of yellow silk and ornaments. His eyes being full of tears at 
the time, he could not even distinctly see the Form of the Lord. (28) Seeing Him thus 
honoured, all those present in the assembly joined their palms in reverence, with shouts of 

'Namo Namah' (Salutations) and'Jaya-Jaya' (Victory to You), and showers of flowers fell on 

Him from the heavens. (29) 

fetKI <pylwjcl: WditSl^tWI ^tuliJuiaui-MIdU-il: I 

gff^nzt suiFudiji^ tpra?! uwiuusjta; i^oi 

■f5Tt tjctni: 3ftE5 ffit ■■WtWETfl I ^ I?? I 

Ijjj uwfu<i %T HT tRg WrTMilMdHJ dddfUdU: TI^ fWTt ^ -H^hli^u) | 

ddlfclSJIddStTR. ?1ldlcltqdlchddmd,l M'MMId. cdlebm«£J I 

W<tUdld(d*«l ‘ilUIrt: $rtU'lFH: I ZT8JT JKT5R: ijFUlVl TFFtf I I 

^riTT^M^iromn: I tdJciriT u'jiFh: h4u) TT-rerun I^At 

U'Ulfddm t| i§& ?TB F'fe^it'fVrqj ^SJiqFTTd TF3tT wrt cP!F!#U^I 

dklFfdlddld. %5IFL FTP Jifinfet BTSTft SRIT: l?^l 

llcmitfl-tl'flsrftl a’FTC dau^'rt: I dWW ftMlWIL 1 34 I 

■UMejf^-dd «perr 5:Trt rFL TNTOt?: I 5nff felTd fefoj: WFTSf^T Wl^l 

fdyq I rTTTT dl^lld *t: rlljN I'tfo I 

ParTksit, Sisupala heard all this from his seat in the assembly. Enraged at the glorification 
of SrT Krsna, he rose from his seat and holding up his arm in great indignation fearlessly spoke 
these harsh words with reference to Sri Krsna. (30) He said, "Leaders of this House, the 

pronouncement of the Vedas that Time is God is quite true; for Time is inviolable, its decree 
cannot be revoked. (This has been made perfectly clear by the proceedings of this 

assembly.) (For) we have seen how even the (hardened) reason of wise and elderly people 
can be misled by the prattlings of children. (31) Remember, you are the best judge to decide 

who is worthy to receive the honour of first place in this assembly. Therefore, please do not 
accept as gospel truth Sahadeva's childish talk that Krsna is worthy of that honour. (32) There 

are present here men of great austerity, learning and sacred vows, men who have wiped out 

their sins through wisdom, great sages who are established in Brahma and adored even by 

the greatest of gods. (33) Ignoring the leaders of this assembly, how can this cowherd, a 
disgrace to his clan and family, be considered worthy of receiving this honour ? Does the crow 
deserve to receive a sacrificial oblation ? (34) He owns no Varna (caste), or Asrama (stage 
of life), and does not possess nobility of birth; he is beyond the pale of all Dharmas (sacred 
laws) and acts wantonly both against the Vedic injunctions and established usage. Moreover 

he is devoid of all virtues. Under the circumstances, how can he desen/e the honour of first 

place ? (35) You are aware that his clan is under the curse of Yayati, and has, therefore, been 
boycotted by all good people. Moreover, they are all given to unauthorized drinking. How can 
he, therefore, be entitled to receive the honour of first place ? (36) Abandoning Mathura and 
other sacred places (inhabited by Brahmanical sages), they have resorted to afortified place 

in the sea, destitute of Brahmanas devoted to the Vedas. When they come out of their 

fortifications, they harass all creatures like pirates." (37) ParTksit, all the merits of Sisupala 
had been exhausted. That is why he uttered these and similar harsh words with reference 

to Sri Krsna. But just as the lion does not heed the jackal's howls, even so the Almighty Lord 
did not say a word in reply to Sisupala. (38) But the vilification of the Lord became unbearable 

to the audience, some of whom closed their ears and indignantly left the Hall censuring 
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Sisupala for his unjustifiable remarks. (39) (There was reason for this.) For, Parlksit, he who, 

on hearing aspersions cast upon God or upon His devotee, does not leave the spot, loses 
his merit and goes down to hell. (40) 

aft: Mlugqni: 13TRJSIT: TFJtRSJ: RiyitlrtfiiyiFla: I 

TTTlklLrNLimrat 5nj| TT^raifnft I stttterTip TRRI stKIT Itfr? I 

dW^iy tt'ioin, Rqiei T3TI W I %T: tgTFtraiFUT TfgKHMd) ftdt: If!? I 

TIR: tftlwigwlfryiaXRiymvi dWI-idlfy-tl ^gsTra^ftnr: If!'!! | 

^ictsilteT satiddt^dyilllcjiildj Mmal TI^JdHirjt^id 5% <dl^dl If!*-. I 

^sia^Trjfjf&ifraTtTmFtT ten i wiiiw-iwdi qifit ute f| iiachuui^ if!? i 

(d^rtlUdldKl Trafp U«£4| ftftraHttog'iJSliteTR HFS I 

Now, the Pandavas, Matsyas, Kaikayas and Srhjayas stood up in rage with uplifted 
weapons, determined to make short work of Sisupala. (41) Undaunted by the threat, the latter 

took up his sword and shield and rebuked the princes who sided with Sri Krsna in the assembly. 
(42) (Observing both the sides prepared for a combat,) Bhagavan Sri Krona stood up and 

pacified the rulers who sided with Him, and exhibiting some anger out off with His sharp-edged 
discus the head of Sisupala, who had in the meantime swooped on Him. (43) Great and 

tumultuous was the uproar in the assembly when Sisupala fell down dead. The princes who 

followed him took to their heels to save their lives. (44) Just as a meteor dropping from the sky 

gets absorbed into the earth, even so all people witnessed a column of light emanating from 

Sisupala's body enter SrT Krona and merge into Him. (45) Parlksit, contemplating on the Lord 
with thoughts of hatred and anger fostered for three consecutive lives, Sisupala became one 

with Him, and was restored to his original place as an attendant of the Lord. Thus it is the thought 

of the individual which determines his future state. (46) After Sisupala's deliverance, Emperor 

Yudhisthira gave sacrificial fees on a liberal scale to the priests and supervisors of the sacrifice 

and honoured all who attended it. Thereafter he performed ablutions betokening the comple¬ 
tion of the sacrifice, according to the scriptural injunctions. (47) 
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Parlksit, having thus brought the Rajasuya sacrifice of Yudhisthira to a successful 

conclusion, Bhagavan Sri Krona, the Supreme Lord of all masters of Yoga, spent some 

months at Indraprastha at the request of His friends and relations. (48) Then the Almighty 

Lord took leave of Yudhisthira, who was reluctant to allow Him to go, and left for Dwaraka 
with His consorts and ministers. (49) ParTksit, I have already narrated to you at considerable 

length (in Skandha VII) how under the curse of Sanaka and his brothers Jaya and Vijaya, the 

two attendants of the Lord at Vaikuntha, had to take repeated births on earth. (50) Having 

finished the ablutions at the close of the Rajasuya sacrifice, Yudhisthira shone like Indra (the 

king of gods) in the assembly of Brahmanas and Ksatriyas. (51) Honoured by Yudhisthira 

all the gods, men and ethereal beings gladly returned to their respective abodes glorifying 
Bhagavan Sri Krsna and the sacrifice performed by King Yudhisthira. (52) Duryodhana alone 
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of all those who had attended the sacrifice could not bear the sight of the vast fortune and 
royal splendour of the Pandavas. For he was sinful and quarrelsome by nature, a veritable 

cancer in the body of the Kuru race, brought into being for its destruction. (53) 
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Pariksit, anyone who sings of this sport of Bhagavan Sri Krsna relating to the destruction 
of Sisupala and Jarasandha, the release of the imprisoned kings and performance of the 
Rajasuya sacrifice by Yudhisthira, will be freed of all sin. (54) 

Thus ends the seventy-fourth discourse entitled Sisupala killed (by Sri Krsna), in the 
latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse LXXV 

Duryodhana's Humiliation 
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The king (Pariksit) submitted: Holy sage you told me just now that all the kings, sages 
and gods who had assembled there rejoiced at the grand success of the Rajasuya sacrifice 
performed by Yudhisthira and that Duryodhana was the only exception in this matter. O 

worshipful one, please tell me the reason of this. (1-2) 
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Sri Suka replied : Pariksit, your grandfather, Yudhisthira, was a great soul. Bound to him 
with ties of affection all his relations took upon themselves some form of service or other 
during the sacrifice. (3) Bhima was placed in charge of the kitchen, Duryodhana was master 

of the treasury, Sahadeva was entrusted with the duty of honouring the guests; while Nakula 
•had the charge of procuring supplies. (4) Arjuna waited upon the elders, and Sri Krsna took 
upon Himself the duty of washing the feet of the guests. DraupadT attended to the work of 

serving food, while the magnanimous Kama was entrusted with the duty of bestowing 
gifts.(5) Similarly Satyaki, Vikarna, Hardikya, Vidura, Bhurisrava and the other sons of 
Bahllka, Santardana and others were entrusted with one duty or other. All of them 
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endeavoured to perform their respective duties to the satisfaction of Yudhisthira. (6-7) 
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Parlksit! after the priests and supervisors of the sacrifice, men of learning, friends and 

relations had been duly honoured with sweet words, rich presents and sacrificial fees and 

Sisupala had entered the feet of the Lord, Yudhisfhira went to the Gatiga to perform the 

concluding ablutions. (8) While the ceremony was being so performed, various instruments 

of music like the Mrdanga, conch, drum, kettledrum, tabor and trumpet were played upon. (9) 

The courtesans danced in great joy, the songsters sang in batches. The sound of the Vina, 

flute and cymbals reached the heavens. (10) Adorned with necklaces of gold, the Yadava, 
Srhjaya, Kamboja, Kuru, Kekaya and Kosala kings, with flags of various colours waving in 

the air, followed Yudhisjhira to the Gartga shaking the earth with their armies consisting of 

fully accoutred foot-soldiers, elephants, chariots and horses. (11-12) Supervisors of the 

sacrifice, priests and learned Brahmanas proceeded chanting the Vedic hymns in loud 
intonations. The gods, Rsis, manes and Gandharvas showered flowers on the procession 

from the heavens and sang Yudhisthira's praises. (13) Men and women of the city adorned 
with scents, garlands, beautiful clothes and ornaments (came out on the public roads and) 

sported on, smearing and sprinkling one another with liquids of various kinds. (14) The 

courtesans smeared the men with oil, milk, butter, scented water, turmeric powder, saffron 

paste, and were themselves smeared over by men in return. It was thus that they amused 
themselves. (15) 
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Just as celestial ladies thronged in the sky in their beautiful aerial cars (to see this festivity 

on earth), (even) so the ladies of the royal House of Indraprastha, curious to have a look at 

the grand procession, came out (in beautiful palanquins and other vehicles) guarded by foot- 
soldiers Bhagavan Sri Krsna, together with His companions, sprinkled water (of various 
colours on them), which made their faces, bloom in bashful smiles, thus heightening their 

beauty. (16) Sprinkled with water the clothes of the queens got wet, so that their limbs 

including their breasts, thighs and hips could be seen through. They also took up syringes 

filled with coloured water and threw jets of water on their brothers-in-law and their friends. 

In the flurry of the moment their braids got loosened and flowers dropped therefrom. Parlksit, 
the sight of this lovely and innocent sport on their part brought impious thoughts in the mind 
of people possessed of impure hearts. (17) 
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Sealed in his chariot drawn by the best horses and decked with gold necklaces, Emperor 

Yudhisthira with DraupadT and other consorts looked as if the great sacrifice Rajasuya with 

the attendant rituals had assumed human forms, (18) After the ritual known by the name 

PatnT-Sarhyaja and the rites connected with the concluding ablutions had been over, the king 

performed Acamana (sipped water born the palm of his hand), and, as directed by priests, 

bathed in the Ganga alongwith Draupadl.(19) At that time the drums of celestials sounded 

in the heavens joined with the sounding of drums by men; and the gods. Rsis, manes and 

men showered flowers. (20) After the Emperor had finished his ablutions, people belonging 

to all castes and stages of life took their dips in the Gariga; for a bath at that time rids even 

the most sinful of their sins forthwith. (21) Then Yudhisthira put a piece of new silk cloth round 

his loins and another round his shoulders and adorning himself with ornaments, he honoured 

the priests and supervisors of the sacrifice as well as other Brahmanas with gifts of cloth and 

ornaments. (22) Pariksit, a sincere devotee of God, the Emperor saw God in every being and 

honoured all his relations and kinsmen, brother princes, friends and well-wishers, and other 

ordinary folk again and again. (23) Wearing jewelled ear-rings, garlands of flowers, turbans, 

long coats, pieces of silk and costly necklaces of pearls all these people looked like gods 

come down on earth. And the women looked exceptionally charming with the beauty of their 

faces enhanced by their ear-rings and their overhanging locks, and with the zones of gold 

lying round their hips. (24) 
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Pariksit, all those who had assembled there—priests of high character, supervisors of the 

sacrifice well-versed in the Vedas, Brahmanas, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras, princes, 

gods, Rsis, manes and members of other classes of beings, Indra and the other protectors 

of the world with their attendants—now took leave of Yudhisthira, and returned to their 

respective abodes, receiving appropriate honours from the Emperor. (25-26) Just as a 

mortal would never feel satisfied with a drink of nectar, so they did not get tired of praising 

the grand success of the Rajasuya sacrifice performed by the saintly King Yudhisthira, who 

was a great devotee of God. (27) The Emperor lovingly detained his kinsmen, friends and 

relations and also Bhagavan Sri Krsna at his capital, for he could not even bear the idea of 

their separation. (28) Sending away Samba, his other sons as well as the principal Yadava 
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warriors to Dwaraka, the Almighty Lord stayed there with a view to pleasing the king. (29) 

Thus having realized with the help of Sri Krsna, the long-cherished ambition of performing 

the Rajasuya sacrifice, which was as difficult to realize as it is to cross of ocean, Yudhisthira 
now heaved a sigh of relief. (30) 
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On a certain day, Duryodhana felt greatly troubled at heart at the sight of Yudhisthira’s 

splendour in his palace and the greatness attained by him, a great devotee of God, through 

the performance of the Rajasuya sacrifice. (31) The palace contained all the wealth and royal 
splendours of earthly monarchs, demon kings and lords of celestials, got together by the 

demon Maya, who had built it. Queen Draupadi waited upon her consorts with all these 

materials and it was mainly due to his attachment for her that Duryodhana was filled with 

jealousy. (32) More than a thousand consorts of Bhagavan Sri Krsna lived in that palace at 
the time. The anklets at their feet charmingly jingled when they walked with slow paces on 

account of their bulky hips. They were slender-waisted and the saffron on their breast made 

their white necklace of pearls appear red. Rocking ear-rings and flowing locks enhanced the 
beauty of their faces. (33) 
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In a part of the Hall constructed by Maya, Emperor Yudhisthira, invested with imperial 

glory, was once seated on a throne of gold. Surrounded by his brother and kinsmen, and his 

guide, Bhagavan Sri Krsna, and extolled by bards, he looked like Indra. (34-35) Proud 

Duryodhana accompanied by his brothers appeared there, sword in hand, with a crown on 
his head and a necklace hanging on his breast. He angrily scolded the guards at the gate 

as he entered. (36) Deluded by the superb skill of Maya, he drew up his skirts mistaking a 

certain part of the floor for a sheet of water; and proceeding further he stumbled into water 

mistaking it for the bare floor. (37) Dear Pariksit I Bhima, the royal ladies and other princes 

laughed when they saw him fall, notwithstanding Yudhisthira's remonstrances, being 

encouraged by a gesture from Sri Krsna. (38) Duryodhana was abashed atthis discomfiture. 
Burning with rage, and with his face cast down, he silently left the Hall and immediately 
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departed for Hastinapura. The incident raised a cry of dismay from all good people and 
Yudhisthira felt perturbed over it as it were. Bhagavan Sri Krsna, however, kept quiet over 
the incident, intent as He was upon relieving the burden of the earth. In fact, it was His 
enchanting look which threw Duryodhana into confusion and brought about the incident. (39) 

Pariksit, you asked me on this occasion how at the great Rajasuya sacrifice Duryodhana 

developed his intense ill-will against the Pandavas. I have told you the secret of it. (40) 

Thus ends the seventy-fifth discourse entitled" Duryodhana's Humiliation" in the 
latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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Discourse LXXVI 

Salva's Encounter with the Yadavas 
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SrTSuka began again: Pariksit, now hearthe story of still anotherwonderful achievement 

of Bhagavan Sri Krsna, who had sportfully assumed a human semblance. This relates to the 

death of Salva, owner of the celebrated aerial car called Saubha. (1) Salva was a friend of 
Sisupala and accompanied the latter (as a member of the bridegroom's party) for his 

(proposed) wedding with Rukminl. At that time he, alongwith Jarasandha and others, was 
completely routed in battle by the Yadus. (2) Within the hearing of all the princes (assembled 

there) Salva took a vow saying," I shall rid the earth of the Yadavas; you will then witness 
my prowess.” (3) Pariksit, having thus pledged himself, the fool began to worship the'god of 
gods, Sankara, taking by way of nourishment only a handful of dust once a day. (4) At the 

end of a year the almighty Spouse of Uma, Lord Sankara, (who is propitiated very soon), 
offered to confer a boon on Salva, who had sought his protection. (5) Salva requested the 

Lord to confer on him an aerial car which could be taken wherever he liked, and which could 
not be broken by the gods, Asuras, men, Gandharvas and Raksasas, and which would be 

a terror to the Yadus. (6) Sankara said, "Be it so !" Under his command, the demon Maya, 
who could (easily) bring about the fall of an enemy's stronghold, constructed an aerial car, 
called Saubha, which was made of steel, and handed it over to Salva. It was not a car, but 

a city in miniature. (7) Full of darkness within, it was inaccessible (to others). It could be taken 
wherever one liked. Obtaining this car, Salva proceeded against Dwaraka remembering the 

old grudge against the Yadus. (8) 
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ParTksit, Salva besieged the city with a large army and engaged himself in the wholesale 

destruction of its gardens and parks, the gateways with their massive superstructures, the 

mansions with their upper chambers and compound wall and the places of recreation. 

Volleys of destructive weapons rained from that huge aerial car. (9-10) Blocks of stone, trees, 

thunderbolts serpents and hailstones were showered on the city, and a fearful tornado was 

let loose over it, filling the quarters with dust. (11) Just as in the days of yore the earth suffered 

under the scourge of the demon T ripura, even so the city of Dwaraka was subjected to untold 

suffering by Salva’s aerial car, Saubha. The people could not find respite (even for a 

moment). (12) Observing the distress of the people, the renowned warrior, Bhagavan 

Pradyumna, mounted his chariot and cheered them by saying 'Fear not'. (13) Satyaki, 

Carudesna, Samba, Akrura and his younger brothers, Krtavacma, Bhanuvinda, Gada, 

Suka, Sarana and many other big generals followed him with mighty bows in their hands. 
They were all protected with armours and were guarded by chariots, elephants, horses and 

foot-soldiers. (14-15) Just as in the days of yore there was a bitter conflict between the 

Devas and Asuras, even so a fierce and thrilling battle ensued between the soldiers of 

Salva and the Yadavas. (16) With the help of his celestial weapons Pradyumna broke in 
an instant the magic spell of Salva, the owner of Saubha, even as the sun dispels the 

darkness of the night. (17) With twenty-five arrows having feathers of gold and iron tips and 

with the knots of their wood well polished, he pierced the commander-in-chief of Saiva's 
army. (18) With a hundred more he struck Salva (himself) and discharged one arrow each 

at his soldiers, ten each at his charioteers and three each at his horses. (19) Seeing this 

great and wonderful feat of arms exhibited by the valiant Pradyumna, the soldiers on both 

sides admired him. (Pariksit,) the aerial car of Salva constructed by Maya contained such 

magical contrivances that now it appeared as many, and now as only one, now it appeared 
in the sky, and now disappeared altogether. The Yadavas, therefore, found it difficult to 

discover where it was at a particular moment. (20-21) Now it descended on the ground, 
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now flew into the air, now perched on the summit of a hill, and now began to float on water. 

Like a rotating firebrand it went round and round hardly stopping at any point. (22) 
Wherever Salva with his car and soldiers came within their sight, the generals of the 

Yadava army showered their arrows on them. (23) Struck by those arrows, which burned 

like the sun and fire and were unapproachable like venomous snakes, Salva's floating city 

and army sustained a severe blow, and Salva himself fainted. (24) 
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(Pariksit,) the Yadava warriors too were equally harassed by the volleys of arms showered 

by the generals of Salva's army; but they did not abandon their respective positions on the 

battle-field; for they thought that death in battle would secure happiness in the other world, 

whereas victory would establish their supremacy on the earth. (25) (Pariksit), there was a 

minister of Salva (and a mighty warrior) Dyuman by name, to whom Pradyumna had previously 
dealt severe blows; he now suddenly attacked Pradyumna with a steel mace and striking a 

heavy blow with it gave a loud roar. (26) The blow smashed the chest of Pradyumna, the 

chastiser of foes. Thereupon Daruka's son, his charioteer, knowing the canons of warfare, 
carried him away from the field. (27) Regaining consciousness after about an hour, Pradyumna 

said to his charioteer," Oh, charioteer, you have done me a disservice by removing me from 

the field of battle. (28) No one born in Yadu's race except me is known to have abandoned the 
battle-field. You are a weak-minded charioteer; you have certainly wronged me. (29) What 

reply befitting my position shall I give to my uncie, Sri Balarama, and my father, Sri Krsna, when 

I see them and when they question me, now that I have cleverly managed to flee away from 

the battle-field? (30) My sisters-in-law will laugh at me and openly say, 'Please do tell us, O 

warrior, how you lost your manliness in the encounter with your enemy1. (31) 

UHfethPiri 

srt f&*Tt I TJjf: iftlR TTRftl TSft I?? I 
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The charioteer replied : O long-lived one, I did all this knowingly, considering it to be 

the proper duty of a charioteer. Lord, the rule of battle is that the charioteer should come to 
the rescue of the warrior when the latter's life is in danger, and similarly the warrior should 

save the life of the charioteer in peril. (32) Cognizant of this rule, I removed you from the 

battle-field when I found that, struck by the enemy with a mace, you had sustained a fatal 

injury and fainted. (33) 

Thus ends the seventy-sixth discourse, bearing on the (Yadus) encounter with Salva, 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

[565] B.M. Part 11—43 
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Discourse LXXVII 

Salva's Deliverance 

77 1Td xrr iptr: Ttirfst^ i t i 

fwRt ipra i yfd^ gfaftresrardrigfe i 3 i 

^^Ptfsjrul qir,K. gnifcbri ^TgRcl^l 1R2TT Sjgg %1 ^ trAwi^H ef f^R: I ^ I 

'K«wfo«IMI4ll 311: TTtWgMsiJ % TTgS rHtot: Tti IfesigFSm: I -4 I 

ip w^hi (Hydiwd>d<H,il4 fcrarra iigTjijoipgnTgj g i 

Sri Suka began again : (Pariksit), Pradyumna now washed his hands and face, put on 

his armour, took up the bow and spoke to his charioteer thus, "Take me (once more) to the 

warrior, Dyuman.'1 (1) Dyuman was at that time playing havoc with the Yadava army. First 

checking his depredations Pradyumna smilingly assailed Dyuman with eightshafts. (2) With 
four he struck his four horses, with one the charioteer, and with one shaft each he tore off 

Dyumaris bow and banner and with the remaining one he struck down Dyumaris head. (3) 

Gada, Satyaki, Samba and others began to mow down the army of Salva. The inmates of 

the aerial car, Saubha, with their necks severed from their bodies, dropped one by one into 

the sea. (4) Thus the Yadava army and the army of Salva began to strike one another, and 

a fierce hand-to-hand fight raged between them for twenty-seven days and nights (without 
break). (5) 

Tff: cf>oJi 3tTffrTt 8<*t<j#1l I J. I-it) 45=4 Ih^tI 3T I 3 l 

ggrg gstTgi l4l*MMldul<ifiji SJWdT xrtft i « i 

3tll enfftflTTtT 3triffetlfire^rT: 1 rp 1=3: gff qif I 6 I 
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if tHU IdRlSdtuUlKlRtdtlliddH,! -tdltrig-t+iglri Tf? fa^rflTOtT: U4I 

Having been invited by Yudhisthira, Bhagavan Sri Krena was at that time staying at 
indraprastha. Now that the Rajasuya sacrifice had been concluded and Sisupala had been 

killed, Sri Krsna took leave of the elderly Kurus and Rsis, KuntT and the Pandavas, and 

proceeded to Dwaraka. On His way He observed frightful omens. (6-7) He therefore, said 
to Himself, "I came away hither with My revered brother, Sri Balarama; the kings in alliance 

with Sisupala must have surely availed themselves of the opportunity to attack Dwaraka.“(8) 
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Reaching there, He found His peopiejn a sad plight. Entrusting Balarama with the work of 
defending the city and, observing Saiva and his aerial car, Saubha, He said to (His 

charioteer), Daruka, (as follows).(9) “Take My chariot with great despatch to Saiva, owner 

of the aerial car, Saubha. Take care that you do not get frightened; for he is a warrior skilled 

in the use of magic." (10) Thus instructed, Daruka mounted the chariot and drove it to the 

battle-field. As soon as Sri Krsna entered the field of battle, warriors on both sides recognized 

Him from the emblem of Garuda borne on His banner. (11) (Parlksit!) Salva's army had 

mostly been extirpated. Observing Sri Krsna on the battle-field, Saiva discharged a terrible 

lance aimed at His charioteer. With a terrible noise it rushed through the airwith great speed 

like a meteor illumining the quarters. Bhagavan Sri Krsna tore that lance into a hundred pieces 

with his arrows, hit Saiva with sixteen shafts and pierced the aerial car Saubha, that was 

wheeling in the sky, with volleys of arrows, even as the sun fills the space with his rays. (12—14) 

In the meantime Saiva hit Sri Krsna in the left arm with an arrow. The Sarriga bowwhich was 

being held by that arm fell from Sri Krsna's hand. It was a wonderful feat on the part of 

Salva.fl 5) A loud outcry of wonder and fear rose from beings who watched the conflict (from 

the sky or from the ground). Saiva now gave a loud roar and said to Sri Krsna:— (16)" 0 

deluded fool, you carried away before our very eyes the fiance of our friend and brother, 

Sisupala, and killed him in an assembly, when he was off his guard. (17) I know you regard 

yourself as invincible. But if you stand before me in this fight today, I shall, with my sharp 

arrows, send you to the region from where people do not return." (18) 

r=r r rDrr tr r i 

fSptRT RRdlogiS^ RRRT R'lR^WI I RRTS SIRt RTSI: R RRSTCJR; Rot 

R3TRT Rfa^RIRT I RRl 3TFTRT I 

^RRRt alsnUeHlRi RcRT Rift RRT I ^ ^ I 

fTJJT RgtRTft ftJRT ft t RRSdlMdld: W^R rHr%R RRT R^J: I 
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Bhagavan SrT Krsna replied :" O fool, in vain do you brag. You do not perceive Death 

standing before you. True heroes do not waste their words, but exhibit their prowess in 

battle." (19) Saying this, Bhagavan Sri Krsna in great rage struck Saiva with tremendous 

■ force on the collar-bone with His mace. It made Saiva shake from head to foot and vomit 

blood. (20) When the mace returned to the Lord, Saiva for his part (suddenly) disappeared. 

Then after an hour a certain person came in, bowed with is head bent low to Sri Krsna and 
bursting into tears, said—“ I have brought a message from Devaki. (21) She says, “ 6 Krsna 

of mighty arms, most devoted to parents, Your father has been captured and carried away 
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by Salva, just as a butcher drags an animal to be slaughtered." (22) Hearing this unpleasant 
news, Bhagavan Sri Krsna exhibited the play of human emotions. Troubled at heart and full 
of compassion and filial affection like an ordinary human being, He said; (23)" How is it that 
My Brother, who cannot be subdued or daunted even by gods or Asuras, has been overcome 
by Salva, who though a pygmy before Him has succeeded in carrying away our father ? 
Indeed, Providence is all-powerful." (24) While Sri Krsna was saying this, Salva made his 
appearance before Him holding Vasudeva as it were, and said to Him (as follows): (25)" O 
fool, here is your father who has brought you into being and for whom you live. I shall slay 
him before your eyes. Save him, if you can." (26) Uttering this threat, that master of magic, 
Salva cut off the head of that (seeming) Vasudeva and, taking it with him, withdrew into his 
aerial car, Saubha, which stood near him in the air. (27) (Pariksit!) Bhagavan Sri Krsna is 
the embodiment of perfect wisdom by nature and has limitless power. Due to affection for 
his father, He remained plunged in sorrow, like an ordinary human being, for a moment. But 
presently He understood that it was nothing but an illusion created by Salva, who was taught 
this art by the Asura named Maya. (28) As He fully recovered from the spell of Maya, Sri Krsna 
found that both the messenger and the body of His father had vanished from the battle-field 
like visions seen in a dream. Observing Salva at this moment in his flying aerial car, the Lord 
resolved to kill him. (29) 

Ttstif 3133: % 3 HlPddl: I 33, Iridldl f33*Zt3 ft 3 AH-dJd I 30 I 

^il'AMlai f^itt 31 33 3T ^^re^Hcn: 1 35 3Tf3frJ3rff3?TT3?n^pfp374f3§3: I I 
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Pariksit, this is the version of a few Rsis, who do not care so much for consistency. Surely 
they forget that such statements with reference to Bhagavan Sri Krsna contradict their own 
statements made on other occasions. (30) Grief, infatuation, attachment and fear—these 
find place only in the ignorant. They cannot be attributed to Bhagavan Sri Krsna (the Perfect 
Being), the embodiment of perfect knowledge, wisdom and glory. (31) The greatest of sages 
worship the lotus-like feet of Bhagavan Sri Krsna and thereby attain the knowledge of the 
Self, which roots out ignorance existing from time without beginning in the form of 
identification of the self with the body and gain infinite spiritual glory. How can the Lord, who 
is the sole refuge of such sages, be subject to delusion ? (32) 

hr cfiujisHfantH hrih Ht^ hhht i 
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(Now,) Salva vigorously attacked Sri Krsna with a volley of (destructive) weapons; but 
Sri Krsna, possessed of unfailing prowess, pierced Salva with a shower of arrows and broke 
into pieces his armour, bow and the jewel on his head. With the mace, the Lord smashed 
Salva's aerial car, Saubha. (33) Struck by the powerful blow of Sri Krsna's mace, the car 
broke into a thousand pieces and fell into the ocean. Leaving the car, Salva dropped down 
on land and taking up his mace rushed headlong at Sri Krsna. (34) When the Lord saw him 
advancing towards Him, He cut off with a spear the arm with which he held the mace. Then, 
with a view to killing Salva, the Lord took up His wonderful discus, dazzling like the sun at 
the time of universal destruction. Holding the discus in His hand, Sri Krsna vied in splendour 
with the Eastern Hill bearing the sun on its peak. (35) With that discus Sri Krsna lopped off 
the head, adorned with a crown and ear-rings, of that repository of Maya, Salva, even as (in 
the days of yore) Indra with his thunderbolt cut off the head of Vrtrasura. The fall of Salva in 
battle raised an outcry of distress among his men. (36) Pariksit, the gods sounded their drums 
in heaven when the wicked Salva was struck down, and his aerial car was smashed to pieces. 
Now came the turn of Dantavaktra, another friend of Sisupala, who marched in great rage 
against Sri Krsna to avenge the death of his friends, SiSupala and Salva. (37) 

Thus ends the severty-seventh discourse entitled " The Deliverance of Salva," in the 
latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

Discourse LXXVIII 
Deliverance of Dantavaktra and Viduratha; Suta killed by 

Sri Balarama during His Pilgrimage 
uqfip 
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SrT Suka began again : Dantavaktra was a great friend of Sisupala, Salva and 
Paundraka, who had met their death at the hands of Bhagavan Sri Krsna. In order to avenge 
their death the fool appeared all alone to fight Sn Krsna. Full of rage he (neither took an army 
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nor a chariot with him and) came armed with nothing but a mace. But he was so powerful that 
the earth shook under his feet when he proceeded on foot to meet Sri Krsna in battle. (1-2) 
Seeing him advance in that manner, Bhagavan Sri Krsna promptly took up His own mace 

and, leaping down from His chariot, intercepted Dantavaktra even as the shore checks the 
advancing sea. (3) Raising his mace, Dantavaktra, the arrogant king of Karusa, said to 
Bhagavan Sri Krsna," I am glad, I am, indeed, lucky, O Krsna, thatyou have appeared before 
my eyes today. (4) Even though you are my cousin, you have killed my friends and seek my 
life, too. Therefore, O fool, I shall make short work of you with this mace which is as hard as 
the thunderbolt. (5) Though a relation of mine, you are my enemy like adisease in one's body. 

Devoted as I am to my friends, I can discharge my debts to them only by putting an end to 
you." (6) Pariksit, thus pricking Bhagavan Sri Krsna with unkind words even as a tamer pricks 
an elephant with his goad, Dantavaktra struck Sri Krsna on the head with his mace and 
roared like a lion. (7) But Sri Krsna, the ornament of Yadu's race, remained quite unshaken 
by the shock, and with His own heavy mace known by the name of Kaumodaki struck in His 
turn a severe blow on Dantavaktra's chest, which split the latter's heart. Vomiting blood 
through the mouth, Dantavaktra fell down dead on the ground with dishevelled hair and 
outstretched arms and legs. (8-9) Pariksit, just as it happened when Sisupala fell, a very 
subtle ray of light emanated from the body of Dantavaktra and entered that of Sri Krsna in 

an astonishing way before the eyes of all. (10) 
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Dantavaktra had a brother, Viduratha by name. Overwhelmed with grief at the death of 

his brother, he appeared, panting (with rage) on the spot with a sword and shield in his hands, 
intent on killing Sri Krsna. (11) Pariksit, as he rushed at Him, Sri Krsna with His sharp-edged 
discus lopped of Viduratha's head armed with a crown and ear-rings. (12) Thus putting an 
end to Salva, with his famous aerial car Saubha, as well as Dantavaktra and his younger 
brother Viduratha, who could not be easily encountered by others, Bhagavan Sri Krsna 
returned in triumph to Dwaraka. Men and gods extolled Him at the time for His extraordinary 
feat of arms. (Greatest of) sages, Siddhas, Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, great serpents (like 

Vasuki), Apsaras, the manes, Yaksas, Kinnaras and Caranas all showered flowers on Him 
and sang of His victory. The city was decorated to commemorate His triumph over His 
enemies and principal Yadava warriors followed Him in procession as He entered the 
city. (13—15) Pariksit, the Master of Yoga and almighty Ruler of the universe, Sri Krsna, thus 
enacts various sports in the world. To the ignorant He appeared now and then as the 
vanquished. But as a matter of fact, He always wins. (16) 
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Sri Balarama presently heard of the preparations of the Kurus for war with the Pandavas. 
He desired to remain neutral and therefore left Dwaraka on the pretext of going out for a dip 
in sacred waters. (17) He first went to Prabhasa, took a plunge in the sea there and propitiated 
the gods, Rsis and manes by offering them water and human beings by feeding them. Thus, 
accompanied by (some) Brahmanas, He proceeded along the bank of the Saraswati in an 
upward journey, in the course of which He visited Prthudaka, Bindusara, Tritakupa, 
Sudarsana, Visala, Brahmatirtha, Cakratirtha and the spot where the Saraswati turns 
towards the east. (18-19) Thereafter, passing through the important places on the Jamuna 
and the Gariga, He came to Naimisaranya, where the sages were holding a religious 
concourse. They had taken a vow of prolonged Satsahga. (20) When they saw Sri Balarama 
in their midst, the sages rose from their seats, welcomed Him, bowed to Him or blessed Him, 
according as it became their position, and worshipped Him. (21) Honoured thus, when He 
had taken His seat alongwith His followers, Sri Balarama observed Romaharsana, the 
disciple of the great sage Vyasa, seated on the elevated seat meant for one who holds a 
discourse. (22) Though a Suta by caste, he occupied a seat higher than the Brahmanas and 
neither rose from his seat, nor bowed to Him with joined palms. Getting angry at the sight, 
Sri Balarama said to the Brahmanas there. (23) "How has this Suta, born as he is of an illegal 
union, viz., of a Ksatriya father and a Brahmana mother, taken into his head to occupy a seat 
higher than the Brahmanas and custodians of law like ourselves. The fool, therefore, 
deserves to be done to death. (24) Being a disciple of the great sage Vyasa, under whom 
he has studied all the books on law, including the Itihasas and Puranas, he cannot plead 
ignorance either.(25) Uncultured and arrogant, he falsely pretends to be a learned man. 
Since he has not been able to discipline his self, the instruction he has received is just like 
the part played by an actor on the stage. It can do no good to him not to anybody else. (26) 
Those who make a show of righteousness, though not actually righteous, are more sinful 
than the unrighteous and deserve death at My hands. It is precisely for killing such people 
that I have descended on earth." (27) Being on a pilgrimage, Sri Balarama had desisted even 
from the work of slaying the unrighteous in battle. Yet, with these words He struck the Suta 
with the end of a Kusa grass, which He held in His hand, which caused the instantaneous 
death of the Suta. This was how it was destined to be; nobody could avert it. (28) All the sages 
cried out in distress when they saw the Suta fall before them. Addressing Sri Balarama, who 
was another manifestation of the Supreme Deity, they said," O Lord, You have committed 
an unrighteous act. (29) It was we who offered him the elevated seat of a Brahmana and 
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vouchsafed him an unwearied existence for the time this assembly remained in session. (30) 
Thus You have unknowingly perpetrated an act which is equivalent to killing a Brahmana. 
We know You are a master of Yoga and transcend the authority of the Vedas. (31) But You 
have descended on earth in order to purify the world. Should You of Your own accord make 
some expiation for the sin of killing a Brahmana, You will thereby set a noble example before 
the world." (32) 

*Rk) gyMii i bran: *5*) gigi-LTT g fWlddiH, 1331 
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Bhagavan Sri Balarama said : I shall certainly make some atonement for this sin in 
order to teach a lesson to the world. Please lay down the best form of expiation for Me. (33) 
Through Yogamaya I can also vouchsafe to him a renewed span of long life, energy and 
soundness of body and the senses and whatever else you desire. Tell me, what can I do for 
him? (34) 
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The Sages said : (Lord Balarama!) kindly devise some means by which the infallibility 
of Your weapon and Your prowess, and the inevitability of his death may not be compromised 
and the boon granted by us may also be vindicated. (35) 
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Bhagavan SrT Balarama said: Worshipful sages, the Vedas declare that one's own self 
is reborn as the son. Therefore, in place of Romaharsana, his son will expound the Puranas 
to you. I shall endow him with long life, energy and soundness of the body and the 
senses. (36) If you desire anything else, pray tell me, I shall forthwith grant it. And please think 
over and tell me what will be the most appropriate expiation for the sin I have unknowingly 
committed. (For you know the subject full well. )(37) 
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The Sages said : (Lord Balarama!) there is a terrible demon, Balwala by name, son of 
llwala, who comes here on every full-moon and new moon day, and outrages the sanctity 
of our gathering. (38) He throws on us piths, blood, faeces, urine, wine and flesh. O Lord of 
the Yadus, be pleased to put an end to that monster. You will have thereby rendered the most 
valuable service to us. (39) Then, for twelve months, please traverse the whole length and 
breadth of Bharatavarsa with a serene mind and take a plunge in its holy waters. That will 
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bring you purification from this sin. (40) 

Thus ends the seventy-eighth discourse entitled " A Prelude to the Destruction of Balwala, 
forming part of the narrative of Baladeva in the latter half of Book 

Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse LXXIX 

An account of Balarama's Pilgrimage 
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Srf Suka began again : Pariksit, on the next full-moon day a violent storm broke over 

the place, covering all with dust and bringing the foul odour of pus from all sides. Next, there 
was a shower of urine and faeces on the sacrificial ground, caused by Balwala, who himself 
afterwards appeared with a trident in his hand. (1-2) Possessed of a dark gigantic body, he 
looked like a heap of soot. His hair, moustaches and beard had the colour of red-hot copper 
and his face with protruding teeth and (contracted) eyebrows looked most terrible. Seeing 
the demon, Balarama thought of His celebrated pestle, which shatters the columns of the 
enemy's army, and His well-known plough, which subdues the demons; and both these 
weapons instantaneously presented themselves before Him. (3-4) With the end of His 
plough Balarama drew down Balwala coursing in the air, and full of rage struck that (sworn) 
enemy of the Brahmanas on the head with His pestle. (5) With his forehead split open the 
demon, bleeding profusely, fell on the ground, uttering a helpless cry, and looked like a 
mountain peak struckdown with lightning and ejecting red streams (of molten character). (6) 
The blessed sages (of Naimisaranya) applauded Balarama (for this action), pronounced 
their unfailing benedictions on Him and sprinkled (holy) waters over His head even as the 
gods sprinkled water over their ruler Indra on his having killed the demon Vrtra. (7) (Then) 
they presented Balarama with a pair of excellent pieces of cloth and ornaments and a 
beautiful Vaijayant! garland of never-fading lotuses. (8) 
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Now, with the permission of the sages of Naimisaranya, Balarama together with His 
Brahmana companions went to the Kausikl river, and after bathing in that river went to the 
lake from which the Sarayu emanates. (9) Following the downward course of the Sarayu, He 
thence came to Prayaga. After taking His bath there and propitiating the gods, Rsis and 
manes by offering water to them, He went to the hermitage of the sage Pulaha. (10) (Then) 
he bathed in the Gomati, Gandaki, Vipasa and Sona rivers and, visiting Gaya, worshipped 
the manes (according to the instructions of His father Sri Vasudeva). From Gaya He went 
to the mouth of the Ganga where He took a bath (and performed other religious rites).(Then) 
He went to the Mahendra Hill, where He saw and paid His respects to the sage Parasurama. 
Having bathed in the seven branches of the Godavari and in the Vena and BhimarathI rivers 
as well as in the Pampa lake, He paid a visit to the shrine of Lord Kartikeya and (thence) 
proceeded to Srisaila, the abode of Lord Siva (known by the name of Mallikarjuna). From Srisaila 
He went to see the most holy mountain-peak of Venkata in the Dravida territory. (11—13) 
(Then) passing through Siva-Kanci and Visnu-Kafici and after taking a bath in the holy 
Kaveri, He reached the most sacred site of Sriranga where Bhagavan Visnu (eternally) 
dwells. (14) From there He went to visit the Rsabha Hill, sacred to Lord Visnu, and the 
southern Mathura and thence proceeded to the dam across the sea at Rameswara, visitors 
to which are purged (even) of their greatest sins. (15) There Balarama gifted ten thousand 
cows to the Brahmanas. (Then) after taking a bath in the Krtamala and Tamraparni rivers. 
He went to the Malaya mountain. It is one of the seven principal ranges of mountains of 
Bharatavarsa. (16) Greeting and bowing to the sage Agastya residing there, and receiving 
his blessings and permission, He went to the southern sea and visited (the shrine of) 
Goddess Durga (at Kanyakumari) known by the name of Kanya. (17) Next He went to the 
Phalguna Tirtha (Anantasayana) and the great lake of Pancapsarasa, another abode of Lord 
Visnu. There after bathing in its holy waters, He gave away ten thousand cows (to the 

Brahmanas). (18) 
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Then Lord Balarama visited the principalities of Kerala and Trigarta, and (from there He) 
went to Gokarna, sacred to Siva, where Bhagavan Sankara is eternally present. (19) Thence 
He visited (the shrine of) Goddess Parvati (known by the name of Arya) located in an island, 
after which He went to Surparaka. Then after bathing in the Tapti, Payosni and Nirvindhya 



rivers, He entered the Dandaka forest. (20) (From there) He went to the bank of the Narbada, 
where stands the city of Mahismati, and after bathing in the Manutirtha returned to 
Prabhasa.(21) There He heard from the mouth of Brahmanas that in the historic fight 
between the Kurus and the Pandavas (almost) all the Ksatriyas had lost their lives. He felt 
that the burden of the earth had been (greatly) relieved (by that terrible war). (22) On the day 
Bhima and Duryodhana were engaged in a single combat with their maces on the battle-field, 

Sri Balarama reached Kuruksetra to prevent their fight. (23) 
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Yudhisthira, for his part, Nakula, Sahadeva, Bhagavan Sri Krena and Arjuna, all bowed 
to Him, as soon as they saw Him, and stood silent anxious to know the mission which had 
brought Him there. (24) Bhima and Duryodhana. burning with rage, were then performing, 
mace in hand, their wonderful manoeuvres with a view to overthrowing one another. Seeing 
them thus engaged, Balarama said. (25) “King Duryodhana and Bhimasena, both of you are 
(renowned) warriors equally matched in strength. If Bhimasena is superior in strength, 
Duryodhana is more skilful in wielding the mace. (26) To my mind, neither of you is likely to 
win or be vanquished, since* you possess equal energy. Therefore, let this useless fight 
cease." (27) Though this advice of Sri Balarama was salutary (to both), the enmity which they 
bore to each other was so deep-seated that they could not accept the same. They could not 
forget the offensive words and malevolent acts of each other. (28) Balarama thought they 
were being driven to their fate by destiny; therefore (without making further attempt at a 
compromise) He returned to Dwaraka. There He was welcomed by Ugrasena and other 
relations who were all delighted at His arrival. (29) (Thence) Sri Balarama went to the 
Naimisa forest for the second time.There the sages, (acting as priests) gladly assisted Sri 
Balarama, who had kept Himself aloof from hostility and war, in performing all the sacrifices. 
Pariksit, (really speaking) all sacrifices are but part and parcel of Sri Balarama (and yet He 
performed them in order to teach a lesson to the world). (30) The almighty Balarama imparted 
pure wisdom to the sages, by virtue of which they realized the whole universe in themselves, 
and the Self as permeating the whole universe. (31) Then, performing the concluding 
ablutions with His consort, Revati, and adorned with fine clothes and beautiful ornaments, 
He looked amidst friends and relations just like the moon accompanied by moonlight (in the 
midst of stars). (32) Pariksit, almighty Bhagavan Sri Balarama is the infinite Lord Himself, 
His nature is incomprehensible. He had assumed a human semblance simply out of sport. 
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His exploits are indeed innumerable. (33) He who contemplates on the wonderful deeds of 
the infinite, all-pervading Balarama, both morning and evening, becomes the most beloved 
of God. (34) 

Thus ends the seventy-ninth discourse entitled "An account of the pilgrimage of Baladeva" 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse LXXX 

Sri Krsna's Reception of Sudama 
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King Pariksit submitted : O revered sage, Bhagavan Sri Krsna is the same as the 

Supreme Spirit. His powers are infinite. Therefore, His sports (which manifest His love and 
glory), are also infinite. We wish to hear now of the other glorious sports of the Lord. (1) O 
sage, all beings on earth running after the mirage of worldly enjoyments are sorely afflicted 
at heart. The manifold desires pierce them every now and then like the shaft. Under the 

circumstance, what man of taste is there on earth, who having heard of the excellent sports 
of the most glorious Lord even repeatedly would cease listening to them further ? (2) That 
speech alone is worth the name through which one sings His praises; those hands alone 
which do service to Him deserve to be called, hands; that mind alone is rightly so-called which 
constantly remembers the Lord dwelling in all mobile and immobile creatures; and those ears 
alone deserve the title which hear the sacred stories of His sports. (3) That head alone 
deserves to be styled as such which bows to all mobile and immobile creatures, regarding 
them as the very images of God; that eye alone is the real eye, which sees God in everything; 
and those limbs alone are properly so-called, which are daily sprinkled with the waters which 
wash the feet of the Lord and of His devotees.(4) 

HnjEt aitttldftl: I dirfrid 

Sri Suta resumed : O sages, when king Pariksit made this submission to^ri Suka, the 
latter's heart got completely merged in the thought of Bhagavan Sri Krsna. (Then) addressing 
the king, he said: (5) 
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Sri Suka replied : (Pariksit),there was a certain Brahmana, who was a (great) friend 
of Bhagavan Sri Krsna. He possessed true knowledge of Brahma and was free from 
attachment to the objects of the senses. His mind was composed and he had full control over 
his senses. (6) Although a householder, he used to remain contented with whatever he got 
without effort. He was always ill-clad and his wife too had no sufficient clothing to cover her 
body with. (Due to extreme poverty they seldom had a full meal and) the wife (specially) 
became very feeble on account of starvation. (7) (One day) the poor and afflicted wife of the 
Brahmana, who was (extremely) devoted to her husband, approached her husband with a 
withering face and a trembling body, and said to him:—(8) "Adorable husband! Bhagavan 
Sri Krsna, the spouse of the Goddess of Wealth, Himself is your friend. He is like a wish- 
yielding tree to His devotees, the refuge of all and a great devotee of the Brahmanas. (9) 
O blessed one, be pleased to approach Him, who is the resort of the righteous. When He 
comes to know that you are a householder and that you are suffering from want, He will 
bestow abundant wealth on you. (10) He now resides at Dwaraka as the protector of the 
Bhojas, Vrsnis and Andhakas. He (is so generous that He) gives away His own Self to those 
who contemplate on His lotus-feet. It is no wonder, then, that He, the Supreme Teacher of 
the World, should bestow on His devotees wealth and objects of worldly enjoyment, which 
are after all not very desirable things." (11) Thus frequently and gently entreated by the wife, 
the Brahmana at last agreed to the proposal; for he thought that it would give him an 
opportunity of seeing Bhagavan &ri Krsna, which was a supreme gain in itself. Developing 
this idea in his mind he decided to go, and addressing his wife said," O dear, is there anything 
in the house fit to be taken as a present ? If so, let me have it. " (12-13) The wife of the 
Brahmana begged of her neighbours and secured four handfuls of parched and beaten rice, 
which she tied up in a piece of rag and gave it to her lord for presentation to Sri Krsna. (14) 
With those handfuls of beaten rice, it is said, the foremost of Brahmanas set out on his journey 
to Dwaraka. His only thought on the way was how it would be possible for him to obtain a sight 

of Bhagavan £ri Krsna. (15) 
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(O Pariksit, reaching Dwaraka), the Brahmana together with other Brahmanas passed 
through three camps of guards and three protective walls (one after another), and then 
reached the mansions occupied by the Andhaka and Vrsni chiefs, who followed the righteous 
ways of the devotees of God, very difficult of access to ordinary people. (16) There was 
situated (in the centre of that innermost ring of the city) the palace of Bhagavan Sr! Krsna 
containing the dwellings of His sixteen thousand and odd consorts. In one of them, which was 
specially decorated, the Brahmana entered with the feelings of one who found himself 
merged in the Bliss of God-realization. (17) Bhagavan Sri Krsna was at that time seated on 
a couch with His consort Rukmini. Seeing the Brahmana from a distance, He suddenly rose 
from His seat and advancing towards him, joyously folded him in both of his arms. (18) 
(Pariksit!) the lotus-eyed Lord (who is the very embodiment of Bliss) felt extremely delighted 
when He touched the body of His beloved friend, the Brahmana sage. Tears of joy began 
to drop from His eyes. (19) (Taking the Brahmana by the hand) Sri Krsna, the purifier of the 
world made His friend sit on His (own) couch, and bringing (Himself) all the articles necessary 
for worship, washed the Brahmana's feet and sprinkled His head with the drops of that water, 
(Then) He smeared the Brahmana’s body with excellent perfumes as well as with the pastes 
of sandal, aloe-wood and saffron. (20-21) Having joyfully worshipped His friend with scented 
fumes and rows of lights, and offering him betel-leaf seasoned with catechu, lime, areca-nut 
parings and cloves etc., and a cow, the Lord greeted the Brahmana with sweet words. (22) 
The Brahmana was ill-dad, with an unclean and emaciated body, the veins of which were 
visible to the eyes. Queen Rukmini herself actually waited on him having the chowry before 
him. (23) The women of the palace were astonished to see a naked Brahmana being so 
lovingly honoured by Bhagavan Sri Krsna of spotless fame. (24) (They said to one another:—) 
"What meritorious act was performed by this naked, destitute, condemned and lowly beggar 
that the Lord of the three worlds, Bhagavan Sri Krsna, should receive him with such honour 
and respect. Leaving Sri Rukmini, a manifestation of Goddess LaksmI Herself, who was 
seated (with Him) in His bed, He embraced the Brahmana as if he were Lord Balarama 
Himself." (25-26) Pariksit, taking each other by the hand, Bhagavan Sri Krsna and the 
Brahmana recounted the sweet incidents of their boyhood, when they lived together in the 
house of the same teacher. (27) 
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Bhagavan Sri Krsna said : O pious Brahmana, on your return from the preceptor's 
house, after making the voluntary present to him, did you or did you not marry a wife, who 
is in every respect worthy of you ? (28) I know that, even though you are leading (I presume) 
the life of a householder, your heart is free from worldly desires. I am also aware that having 
realized the truth, y6u do not entertain any love for wealth. (29) (In this world) people who 
have shaken off worldly desires brought forth by Divine Maya, and who yet perform their 
prescribed duties with a heart unswayed by desire, just as I do, for the sake of setting an 
example before the world, are very rare. (30) Do you remember, O dear Brahmana, our stay 
in the house of the preceptor? It is there that the twice-born acquire the knowledge of that 
which is worth knowing, and thus cross the darkness of ignorance in the form of mundane 
existence. (31) Ofriend, the father from whom one gets the body is the first Guru in this world. 
Next, comes the teacher, who invests one with the sacred thread and teaches him his 
obligatory duties. He is worthy of adoration like Myself. Lastly, comes the teacher who 
imparts the knowledge of Self to men of all classes and orders and helps one in the realization 
of God. He is identical with Me. (32) O dear friend, the teacher is the same as Myself. Among 
the followers of the Varnasrama order in this world, they alone who carry out the preceptor's 
teachings and thereby cross the ocean of mundane existence without much ado know their 
true worldly and other-worldly interests. (33) Ofriend, I am the Universal Self (I reside in every 
heart as the Witness.) I am not so pleased with the performance of daily obligatory sacrifices 
by the householder, nor with investiture with the sacred thread and study of the scriptures, 
which is the duty of a celibate, nor with the penance of the ascetic, nor again with the quietism 
of the recluse, as I am with services rendered by a disciple to the preceptor.(34) 
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O dear Brahmana, do you rememberthe incident how, one day, when living in the house 

of our preceptor, we both were asked by the latter's wife to bring fuel. (35) We entered a thick 
forest, O sage, and were overtaken by a mighty and violent storm of wind and rain, which 
broke unexpectedly out of season, and thunders roared relentlessly over our head. (36) The 
sun set in the meanwhile and all sides were enveloped in darkness. The land being covered 
with water we could not ascertain the high and low level of ground. (37) Severely and 
repeatedly beaten by violent blasts of wind and showers in that flood, and not knowing the 
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directions, we wandered in the forest in great confusion holding each other by the hand. (38) 
Our preceptor, sage Sandipani, when he learnt this, proceeded in search of us at sunrise and 
discovered us, his disciples, in that bewildered state. (39) He said, "My dear boys, you have 
been put to great hardship on my account. One's own self is dear to all more than anything 
else. How wonderful that you have shown your devotion to me by disregarding even the self. 
(40) A good disciple should offer with a sincere heart his all, including his very self, to the 
Guru. That is precisely what he should actually do in order to repay the debt to the Guru. (41) 
O jewels of the twice-born, I am (supremely) pleased (with you); let all yourdesires be fulfilled, 
and may all the knowledge of the Vedas, that you have acquired from me, remain ever fresh 
in your memory. May it never fail ygu whether here or hereafter." (42) O friend, numerous 
incidents of this type occurred during our life at the preceptor's house. It is by the grace of 
the preceptor alone that man attains perfection and supreme peace. (43) 

dig11! 3q/l3 

if3^3 4<l<'(il I 533T ^3T 3TRt ?pt3tJjT ITrt I 

UWtd-jM 3?I ^ 33333 ftwt I &33T 351 apitVt-rtRhiM-tH, IYM 

?fft r^rjrRt 4fetii4i ^i45R*J Srrciif yVjm4f<h,difi44m-rim ico i 

The Brahmana replied : O God of gods, Preceptor of the World, what else remains to 
be achieved by me? (I have accomplished everything, realized everything) inasmuch as I 
enjoyed the privilege of staying in the preceptor's house with You, whose resolution is 

unfailing? (44) O Lord, the Vedas which are the repository of the four objects of life, viz., 
Dharma (virtue), Artha (prosperity), Kama (worldly enjoyments) and Moksa (salvation), 
constitute Your body. You went to the preceptor's house to study those very Vedas only to 
imitate the ways of men, as a matter of sport. (45) 

Thus ends the eightieth discourse forming part of the Story of Sudama, in the 
latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse LXXXI 

The story of parched rice brought as a Present (for Sri Krsna) by Sudama 

5 fgpnjtaPt 5? #: I WehjaSRtsfttJI: tHUMI-t 3373 3H I ? I 

agpnit disivi froit V'wi-TMgtH Gwmj frfpHuiifu ws TRri 3f3: i ? i 

Sr? Suka began again : ( Pariksit!) Bhagavan Sri Krsna knows the mind of all beings. 
He is devoted to Brahmanas (always takes care to relieve their suffering) and is the sole 
refuge of saints. Thus heartily talking alongwith that honourable Brahmana, He now smilingly 
spoke to His dear comrade in a jesting mood looking at him with eyes full of affection. (1-2) 

faHMIdHPI-fld stSPL ^ 5331 rjgnu 3tUUUjmg<j IT#!: dron 1jzf3 ^ 1 

3 ft 3t313 chVMrl I ^ t 
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ha IJ®T hK^ Hth hi if hddll >4444*9 (d I rTTk hd-^uxdHriri fn 94<4dld4d: I "4 1 

Sd^diUlH [g'ddiei «Usd: Mdil felh: | rj^chy^fd 4 uid h yidd^ddlSH.rd - I *d 1 

hTSfm, dWHIMddiKUlHJ (d*ilUlld-diiai4 Sflddhl hnMdJtl I ^ I 

hlhJI: hferrTThlhJ TThfl [yilfddMhl I hlRt hthhl <JIWl(M tfhldliMdi^hl: I « I 

551 idiil-dl hhhTOteltgtferhh: I «4 H5R I*(h4f*i(d !JS!(*dU5rtl-L I 4 I 

d-dd^Udid -ft Mfhylwi TT^ I TltferOf in fartii rjS^ebdU^oM: I k I 

$Ed h(pi n^vBrnsn fstrihi ix*d nnm nritfsn: i^oi 

lldlddltf feWSTT hJwMdf^il I | 

The glorious Lord said : “O friend, what present have you brought for Me from your 
house? I consider as great even a small present offered by the devotee with real love; but 
a lot of things offered without devotion do not bring Me pleasure. (3) Whosoever offers to Me 
with love a leaf, a flower, a fruit or even water, I accept and heartily enjoy that offering of love 
by that man of purified intellect." (4) Pariksit, though encouraged by the Lord in this way, the 
Brahmana, feeling shy, did not present the handful of beaten rice to the Lord of Laksmi (the 
goddess of wealth) Himself. He (simply) hung his head. (5) But the Lord, who sees the mind 
of all beings, knew the cause of his visit. He said to Himself, "This Brahmana is a great friend 
of Mine; he never sought wealth from Me before. He approached Me now, at the entreaty of 
his devoted wife, whom he is naturally anxious to please. I shall bestow on him a fortune 
which is difficult of attainment even by the immortals." (6-7) Reflecting thus, the Lord 
snatched from under the covering of the Brahmana the beaten rice tied in a rag and said 
"Dear comrade, what is this? Here you have brought Me something which I like most. These 
grains of beaten rice will satisfy not only Me, but the whole world." (8-9) Saying this, 
Bhagavan Sri Krsna ate one handful of that beaten rice and took another to eat, when 
Rukmini, who was a manifestation of the Goddess of Wealth Herself, caught hold of the 
Lord's hand, for devoted as She was to the Lord Himself, She was unable to leave Him. (10) 
She said "O Lord of the universe, this is enough. One handful of rice is sufficient to please 
You and to bring one an abundance of wealth of all kind in this as well as the next world. 
(Taking more of it, please do not part with me as well.)" (11) 

siigiuiCT 5 MHliifM(4iTijdur-4f i hhai tjis ^ wthih TTfa u«n i ^ i 

fhSIhl^d dl^jrrl'lirMerPdTi: l dhlM 4<4ldr4 did hSZTJffhh d i-dd: 1^3 I 

h dddissan UR enamel ^ hifiddaid^tauMJ rrt'jsid, alfedlinhS-hrssrti'ff-icJd: l^YI 

3*5t ^B1 WHdT hht ITfethi cT$hthrfr«Sl favd'ulh l*m 

etilri dfrs: mdlm-c SrUdckdd: I srrg^-ijRld tHi6 d1f/4'-IT hfrtfihrT: l^t*l 

fdtaifidd: t4lddl hhT 1 dlffld: Sil-ril dKdcd'rtdstdhl I ^4r1 

hdMUl m<;4diedifdfh: I ddddd fasted dddd 1^41 

WhiUcpMl: ^hT ftMl Ijfg UUJdlHJ hdfhlMfh faiStdi da'IUTI^dll IWI 

3t«jijfsd Vi ant mas^-i hi wiffj ?fa *i*iiri*1 rjh hh hi<mi<l i?o i 

The Brahmana spent the night in Bhagavan Sri Krsna's palace, partook of a hearty repast 
and felt himself as happy as if he were in the Lord's own paradise. (12) (Pariksit,) the next 
morning, (taking leave of Bhagavan Sri Krsna) he left for his home. The source of life of the 
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entire universe, the very embodiment of Self-enjoyment, Bhagavan Sri Krsna followed him 
to some distance, delighted him by sweet and polite words and bowed to him.(13) Even 
though the Brahmana did not receive any fortune from the Lord directly, he did not ask for 
anything himself. He felt ashamed of the meanness of his heart. He, however, felt supremely 
happy for having obtained the blessed sight of Bhagavan Sri Krsna. (14) He said to himself, 
"Oh (wonder of wonders) I have seen today with my own eyes, Bhagavan Sri Krsna's love 
for a Brahmana. He is really a devotee of the Brahmanas. He clasped to His bosom, which 
is the abode of the Goddess of Wealth, a destitute like myself! (15) What affinity is there 
between me, a vile sinner and destitue (on the one hand), and Sn Krsna, the abode of Laksmi 
(on the other). Only because I am born of Brahmana parents, He folded mein his arms. (16) 
Not only that, like His own brother, He made me sit on the bed of His beloved consort Rukmini, 
and finding me fatigued, Queen Rukmini fanned me with a chowry in Her hand. (17) The God 
of gods, who treats the Brahmana as His deity, shampooed my feet and rendered every other 
form of personal service to me and treated me with the respect due to a god! (18) Heavenly 
bliss, salvation,riches of this world or of the netherworld, and all supernatural powers follow 
from the worship of His feet. (19) And yet He did not give me even a little wealth. Because 
He thought, poor as I was, wealth would completely turn my head and make me forget Him. 
Oh, how merciful is the Lord to me. (He has really done me an act of grace by withholding 
wealth from me)." (20) 

?fit wftntwsptt: mjrt Lffl‘is!!m<*>H,i R^at 

rdRajJIvq-itsnA: I |^y| 

: I feOH ^t WH 3^1 I 

>n<t<4ieM 

rjfat: ^ftfsTST 

TO It TtT mrifiuryw: 

tfthniidm<4)u4 

I illTOId-1 IJTOliyiSI 

i Rtststmt ‘jkiTjul (cftiufl sflRdwaitv i 

itfitawt <rfa |gt ilHi^woi^rtN-n i ^sat jrtot iy^i 

Musing inwardly thus, the Brahmana arrived near his house. There he found the area 
surrounded on all sides by seven-storeyed buildings resplendent as the sun, fire and the 
moon. (21) It was interpersed with beautiful gardens and parks which resounded with the 
warbling of birds of all descriptions, with ponds and pools in which various types of lilies and 
lotuses were in full blossom. (22) Well-adorned men and pretty women were moving here 
and there. The Brahmana stood puzzled at the sight. He said to himself, ” What is this (I am 
seeing in front of me)? Whose place is this? (Is it the same place where I lived ? If so,) what 
magic has transformed it into so many palaces?" (23) As he was engrossed in these 
thoughts, men and women, possessing the splendour of gods advanced to receive the 
blessed Brahmana singing and playing upon various musical instruments. (24) Hearing of 
the return of her lord, the wife of the Brahmana was extremely delighted (at heart), and in 
joyous impatience, hurriedly came out of the palace. She looked like the veritable Goddess 
Laksmi coming out of her abode. (25) At the sight of her husband her eyes became wet with 
tears of love and excitement. Closing her eyes (out of shyness) she respectfully bowed to 
him and mentally embraced him. (26) 

daf fttgrrof 4rnfH*)(itei i ^ittlHifa^AUdViniduTOfHfarfFifi: 

ata: ^4 trat gut: afait Rrantf^mj aftitaaRitfrta *tat i?41 

TO^ffRU: Ttrzn TTtTT I tpfgt ^JRngrRt gTM<°44-1l(4 ai?tl 

3tw4tRt et ftriRi it i utwi^mrfaf'TOlRt RwhiRi ^juI-h at 1301 
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g I tdtjjm VM*tHI tfrt-tKcfRfitfl: 14^ I 

fa(4l<*q SI5PREI TFfgl: TfeTORTHJ ttfejTRTO RifeI: I I 

=J4 dSd-'MM jJtfjTW 4PS?feW WjRg^g: I 

WtMUSld iltjriUW I ?? I 

q-dffiiiui) Hfe TRSji Ulfdwiit 5*fft ij.Ml'Jl: I 

M-ii-ucHT kriiuUymuii <iw^*iunijq«f: tpsi fe^Yl 

fefljtqfe^fri ^TrT R4T1 *n<"ulu ^Reblfl I 

MriluHM ijfe^cn^ffi y<UMgln, ylf-v^nl hskmi 13 KI 

ifel ^ fUfrtWWfofl ^feuRl Tlfel TOTtTI 

Ml<l-l'*1leH HUlWiH ffesttreT?JRt5raf: 1?M 

wtkfi fen wnaT^ f? p*u<l Tfe fejaRf ^nrcfasrei: i 

srrjjrfeum fei^roT: ife u v-H fena sjRrt h^I^h.i?'®! 

oUdRldl ^sai fetSrfa Thfe I feupwi 5ft -nfatfUJi: 134 I 

The Brahmana was astonished to see his wife brilliant like a celestial lady and shining 
in the midst of maid-servants adorned with necklaces of gold. (27) Followed by her he now 
joyfully entered his own house, which contained hundreds of columns of gems and looked 
like the abode of the celestial king, Indra. (28) It was furnished with bedsteads made of ivory 
and plated with gold, the beds on which were spread sheets as white and soft as the foam 
of milk. Chowries with gold handles were hanging here and there. (29) There were seats of 
gold provided with soft cushions and strings of pearls hung from brilliant canopies. (30) The 
walls made of clear crystal were inlaid with emeralds, and excellent images of women made 
of precious stones held dazzling jewels in their hands to light up the rooms. (31) Seeing there 
such abundance of riches of all kinds come to him without any ostensible cause, the 
Brahmana reflected on this windfall with a calm mind: (32) "I am poor and unluckly from birth; 
Oh, wherefrom could this wonderful fortune come to me? Nothing but the (gracious look) of 
Bhagavan Sri Krsna, the crown-jewel of Yadus and the possessor of untold riches, could be 
the cause of this. (33) Sri Krsna (the Lord of the goddess of wealth and perfect in everyway), 
has infinite objects of enjoyment always at His disposal. Therefore, knowing the mind of His 
suppliant devotee, He gives in abundance to the latter, though He regards the gift as very 
insignificant and does not mention it to the devotee. My friend, the crest-jewel of Yadus, is 
generous like the cloud, (which though capable of filling up the ocean, sometimes does not 
choose to rain in the presence of the peasant, but inundates his fields at night when he is a 
sleep, and yet considers the gift as inadequate). (34) Though underrating His own abundant 
gifts, He makes much even of a small present by His devotee. The noble-minded Lord 
accepted with great delight the handfuls of beaten rice I took for Him. (35) May I secure from 
birth to birth His good-will, love, friendship and service. (I have no need for wealth.) May I 
cherish ever-growing devotion to the lotus-feet of the glorious Lord, Bhagavan Sri Krsna, the 
one abode of excellent qualities, and obtain association with His devotees! (36) Bhagavan 
Sri Krsna, who is ever free from the shackles of birth and death, is acquainted with the evil 
underlying worldly prosperity. He knows how the intoxication of wealth and power brings 
about the fall of many a wealthy man. That is why (out of compassion) He very often refuses 
to grant the prayer for wealth, kingdom and power of short-sighted devotees." (37) (Pariksit!) 
having reached this conclusion by force of his reason, the Brahmana in conjunction with his 
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wife enjoyed the worldly pleasures sparingly and without attachment, and his devotion 
to Sri Krsna grew from more to more. (38) 

7TPT t tmt: I <dl^JUl|: ^ ^ jtwjr ftjgjt tjthj ^ | 

tr4 tt u'ld^rttfi t|gr 

H^WH4‘ll<ti(adlAt<4-WTffKgITI TOT llfTIT^I Ho I 

tra^ «5iu«4q« sjstr drUiJurfi ^T: i tramnit tnrafw fd^d 1 1 

?fii sfwrait njiyrvt mw^uii Tferai ?tihw,4 tott4 'jfrfhnwi Hi^rafftmntsHipr: 111\ 11 

(Pariksit!) the almighty God of gods, the Lord of sacrifices, Bhagavan Sri Krsna, 

looks upon the Brahmana as His dwn Lord and deity. Therefore, there is no being ( on 

earth) greater than the Brahmana. (39) Now. this Brahmana, the friend of the Lord, 

realized that, though unconquerable by others, the Lord easily submits to the will of His 

devotee. Realizing this, he became absorbed in contemplation on the Lord. His ties of 

ignorance were cut asunder by force of this contemplation and before long he attained 

the abode of the Lord, the sole resort of saints. (40) (Pariksit!) the man who hears this 

account which illustrates Bhagavan fsri Krsna's love for the Brahmanas attains devotion 

to the Lord and obtains release from the bondage of Karma. (41) 

Thus ends the eighty-first discourse entitled 'The story of beaten rice (taken by Sudama as 
a present for Sri Krsna)," in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana. otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T2J sPynfdd^ISSJIFT: 

Discourse LXXXII 

Meeting of the Vfsnis with the Gopas and Gopfs (of Vrndavana) 

SH'twi 3TOt 1TH<J>UJ|4|: | qqflRMI: gngHlriltL chHtijra MI t I 

if jlWl TTTO, TJTTO^3 Tt4lt: | riH-dU-aq, ZRJ: SrijtftrfTOTO I V I 

ffTstfirar i# im: ymnjaf ar: i ^unrif trftrfftvT to -a#; ngigdi-^i 3 i 

TO=u-t. tnit aair'jEtsf't anfatT i hI*hi xmatftyrt aar-4)^uiM^ri41 h i 

Sri Suka began again: Pariksit, once upon a time when Bhagavan Sri Krsna and 

Sri Balarama were (thus) residing in Dwaraka, there occurred a total eclipse of the sun, 

which (ordinarily) occurs at the time of universal destruction. (1) Having come to know 

of it (from astrologers) beforehand, people thronged from all sides to the sacred spot 

called Samanta-pahcaka (Kuruksetra) with the object of earning merit or blessed¬ 

ness. (2) That is the place where, while exterminating the Ksatriyas on earth, Parasurama, 

the foremost warrior (of his time), caused five big tanks to be filled with their blood.(3) 

The almighty Lord Parasurama also performed a sacrifice there for the expiation of sin. 

Though ever untouched by good or evil Karma, He did it like an ordinary mortal in order 
to set an example before the world. (4) 

dlsiqixiqi rtxei*^ *HI<rtl: THTT: i Jriqdq16'bI dU: ) q | 
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swfawM: i <K*iqutu*4i3i: ^R^rnrrft 

7§11*11 <£>{14 lj ipW; I % 7^cJc«f^aJt||-^^g flfW^cl: 

| oy^rl-rl Mgl^l: qfa *>l£HMlfrtH 

f^J^T^rTIWT: cFc*^: 7^TT ^ I rT5J 73T<3T qglUmi 3qtR ^Mlftfdl 

^pf-jcita:«hifo41: i farflRr^ ^ra 
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1^0 | 
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^<*4114(4(4^: eJTO r^RT^Iill^fyMI^fy^ I H5«l«ldi^ ^*T*5ffaRt I ^ I 

I 1*31 

3RJTSNTr*m§ftaTT W5Tt ^ I 'llMKTTt^al^fod'rTrfSJTtl I X* I 

3T^tR7r^T^7^7T MlHIIbtfm: I 

3llfec*>«l 7TT^ «c^vhi<v>i fRTr^t **>sJm*) I I 

tnA: WHK fdfW) ^tf^f: MURI^c^di: |^| 

{ffitsfcRTU % cje&n. ijf^TfTRTf^rTT: I RFTrT 1J|JT ^>: c^«JI4)SIT fCTO: | I 

Parlksit, on this great occasion for pilgrimage people from all parts of India, intent to wash 
away their sin, assembled at Kuruksetra. There came Yadus like Akrura, Vasudeva and 
Ugrasena (among the elders), and Gada, Pradyumna, Samba and others (among the 
younger generation). (Pradyumna's son) Aniruddha and Krtavarma, the Yadava general, 
alongwith Sucandra, Suka and Sarana were left (at Dwaraka) for the protection of the city. 
The Yadus came all the way with great pomp and splendour. Adorned with necklaces of gold, 
garlands of celestial flowers and excellent clothes, and protected by armour, they looked like 
gods as they proceeded with their wives in chariots shining like aerial cars, on horses 
springing like waves, and on trumpeting elephants appearing like thundering clouds, and in 
palanquins, etc., carried by foot-men shining like Vidyadharas. (5—8) (Reaching Kuruksetra,) 
the (blessed )Yadus took their bath in the sacred waters, observed a fast according to the 
rule (during the eclipse) and made gifts of cows in right earnest to the Brahmanas adorning 
them with clothes, garlands and chains of gold. (On the conclusion of the eclipse) they again 
took their bath in the tanks associated with the name of Parasurama, and thereafter fed 
deserving Brahmanas with dainty dishes. Their object in doing all this was to strengthen their 
devotion to Bhagavan Sri Krsna's feet. (Then) the Yadus, who regarded Bhagavan Sri Krsna 
alone as their deity, broke their fast with the permission of the Brahmanas and lay down to 
rest at pleasure under the cool shade of umbrageous trees. (After taking repose for a while) 
they began to visit their friends and relations among the princes that had congregated there 
on this occasion. (9—12) Kings of Matsya, Usinara, Kosala, Vidarbha, Kuru, Srnjaya, 
Kamboja, Kekaya, Madra, Kunti, Anarta, Kerala, and many other principalities, who were 
either their allies or enemies, had assembled there in their hundreds, O Panksit! Besides, 
Nanda and the other Gopas, who were (great) friends of the Yadavas, and the Gopis, who 
had been long yearning to see Bhagavan Sri Krsna, had also arrived there. (The Yadus saw 
them all one after another.) (13-14) The joy they derived from one another's sight opened the 
buds of their heart. With faces glowing like lotuses in full blossom and with tears trickling 
down their eyes, they clasped one another in close embrace. Their hair stood on end, their 
voices got choked with emotion and all were transported with joy. (15) (Like the men) the 
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women also greeted and looked at one another with smiles and side long glances full of love 
and folded one another in their arms. While doing so they pressed to their bosoms the 
bosoms of another smeared with saffron-paste, and tears of love stood in their eyes. (16) The 
younger ones bowed to the eiders, and were themselves bowed to by those still younger, and 
welcoming one another and enquiring after their mutual welfare, they related to one another 
(enchanting) stories of Bhagavan Sri Krsna. (17) 

>jsn uttpr argafsa rop-t foroafa i •MifioflrfeK a a# aaraat Tpt: i*ai 
(Pariksit!) Kunti, when she saw her brothers and sisters with their children, as also her 

parents, sisters-in-law and Bhagavan Sri Krsna, had her grief soothed in conversation with 
them. (18) , 

/a 

3n*S war? aa) a^at 3tia^( agt?) aijtatd twai: iq?i 

g??t jntra: ip wro ftroafa i arjartfa laaa am i 

Kunti (addressing Vasudeva) said : My brother, I find myself extremely unfortunate. 
Not a single desire of mine has been fulfilled. What a pity that even noble brothers like you 
should forget me during my calamities! (19) I am now convinced thatfriends, relations, sons, 
brothers and even parents forget one on whom fortune does not smile. (Why should I blame 
you for this?) (20) 

3d7a 

3aa atWRaj^st airaj fma f? art astat: gqtftsaai i 

diRiMlfatll: dt ad dim feldj tT??fa ^1: tSTPT M-nRlfotl: mpt: I?? I 

Vasudeva replied: Dear sister, do not find fault with us. We, mortals, are nothing but toys 
in the hands of Providence. The world is subject to the control of the Supreme Ruler, and 
everyone acts and is made to act according to His will. (21) Sister, you are aware how 
harassed by Kariisa, we had to flee from one quarter to another. It is only now that we have 
been restored to a secure position by Providence. (22) 

d^dtd^nd^jRT^sf^m rjdt: I 3irR*^dfK?lu<aH-<r-t'jrll: I?? I 

'ftm) jfaitjfiaanrj?) audit) agtn ron i s?ri: awgat: fiaft ^a) fa^r ^d: i i 

^f%dta1 faros »fl(*t*i Titftt-Mi!K_i 51?: Tttrd) aanfiiti<j?qi 

Tddtdt (dTiiwist 4ftrot ast^oFd) 1 ijaraaj: ^naf a trjsi aifechirfa: 1^1 

iww'l 4 a robs ^fafgro^am: 1 sftfa^wa^: Ttft: aatfatat^dfafarm: 

3ts i) tm$«uiitsT aap niHaa^at: 1 ariTig^i gro tfmfH ffpraftagi-r 1 ? a 1 

3i?t sfaait 153 aamrat =janfa? 1 atTt?aaiti<j<fOTt tj&fafa atfaam 11 

afssjfa: ganfa atma^Raag aag Tttaia.1 

ij: dittadftfrmarfd a^^faaataTTtererfifiTfaatffa atsfarotui-t 1 ?o 1 

TOrfaiaTfai^adaTdTidtiaaRPiiidfaafddsaa: 1 

*tai ^ faiaaaffa aifat a: wufdct'ffata: tauuiu farqj: i?^i 
Sri Suka resumed : (Pariksit!) (all) the kings present there were duly honoured by 

Vasudeva, Ugrasena and the other Yadus, and they felt supremely delighted and gratified 
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at the sight of Bhagavan Sri Krsna. (23) Pariksit! Bhisma, Drona, Dhrtarastra, Gandhari with 
her sons (Duryodhana and others), the Pandavas with their consorts, Kunti, Srrijaya, Vidura, 
Krpacarya, Kuntibhoja, Virata, Bhismaka, the great king Nagnajit, Purujit, Drupada, Salya, 
Dhrstaketu alongwith the king of Kasi, Damaghosa, Visalaksa, the king of Mithila, the kings 
of Madra and Kekaya, Yudhamanyu and Susarma, Bahlika and others with their sons— 
these and other kings, who had accepted the suzerainty of Yudhisthira, were astonished to 
see the person of Bhagavan Sri Krsna, the abode of all excellence and beauty, together with 
His consorts. (24—27) Sri Balarama and Bhagavan Sri Krsna duly honoured them all, and 
they in their turn joyfully extolled (the good fortune of) the Yadus, who were the kinsfolk of 
Bhagavan Sri Krsna and lived under His care. (28) (Addressing Ugrasena,) they said;" O 
king of Bhojas! of all men in this world you Yadus alone have realized the fruit of your 
existence inasmuch as you constantly have before your eyes Bhagavan Sri Krsna, who can 
rarely be seen even by the greatest of Yogis. (29) The glory of Bhagavan Sri Krsna, which 
is sung by the Vedas (with such zest), the Gariga water that washes His feet and His 
utterances in the form of the scripture go a long way in purifying the world. The earth had of 
late been robbed of its splendour by Time; its potentialities have now been revived by the 
mere touch of His lotus-like feet, and it has once more begun to yield all the objects of our 
desire. (30) You Yadus have both marital and lineal relationship with Sri Krsna. You 
constantly see Him, touch His sacred person, walk with Him, chat with Him, sit close to Him, 
eat with Him and even sleep with Him. Even though you lead the life of a householder, which 
ordinarily paves the way to hell, you have constantly in your midst all-pervading Lord Visnu 
Himself, whose very sight puts an end to the craving not only for heaven but for salvation 
itself." (31) 

*■^*-1* MIHH I 1^1 
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Sri Suka continued : (Pariksit,) when (the celebrated Gopa) Nanda learnt that Bhagavan 
Sri Krsna and the other Yadus had come to Kuruksetra, he too came there together with other 
Gopas to see them with abundant supplies of provisions in their carts. (32) The Yadus were 
delighted to see Nanda (and his companions). They stood up to receive him, even as dead 
bodies are spurred into activity when infused with new life. Having been anxious for long to 
meet him, they embraced him tightly. (33) Vasudeva embraced Nanda with great delight and 
was overwhelmed with emotion as he recollected (one by one) the persecutions to which 
he had been subjected by Karhsa, and how he had been compelled to place his sons in 
Nanda's keeping at Gokula. (34) Bhagavan Sri Krsna and Sri Balarama embraced their 
foster-parents Nanda and Yasoda and bowed to them. Pariksit, overwhelmed with emotion, 
they could not utter a word as their throats were choked with tears. (35) The blessed Yasoda 
and Nanda, too, made their foster-sons sit on their lap and folded them in their arms. This 
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removed the agony of their heart (caused by the long separation from their children, the 
apples of their eyes.) (36) Rohini and Devaki too embraced Yasoda, and remembering her 
friendly behaviour towards them spoke to her in faltering words with their throats choked with 
tears:—(37) "Yasoda, we can never forget the continued friendship you have showed to us. 
It is not possible for us to repay that debt, even if we obtain the fortune of Indra, the ruler of 
paradise. (Can anyone be so ungrateful as to forget that service of yours?) (38) When Sri 
Balarama and Sri Krsna had not even seen their parents and their father left them under your 
care, you protected them even as the eye-lashes protect the eyes. You gave them 
nourishment, protection and loving caresses and performed propitiatory rites for their 

welfare. In fact, you did all the duty of (jarents to them. Under your care, they had no cause 
of fear from anyone. (It was but meet and proper for you to treat them as your own children, 
for) noble souls like you make no distinction between one who is their own and one who is 
not so. ( O consort of Nanda! you and your husband both are really great souls.") (39) 

aqiq 

Rdiw.rfldm'itfM ^TtmTIYol 
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Sri Suka went on: (Pariksit 11 have already told you that the highest object of the Gopis1 
love was Bhagavan Sri Krsna.) When seeing Him, they used to curse the Creator for having 
provided their eyes with eye-lashes (which interrupted their vision by falling every moment). 
Seeing the Lord, for whom they had cherished such intense longing, after such a long time, 
they all ushered Him into their heart through (the gateway of) the eyes and holding Him in 
close embrace mentally became one with Him. The state of oneness with the Lord attained 
by them through Love was not within the easy reach of even those who are ever united with 
Him through meditation. (40) When the Almighty Lord (Bhagavan Sri Krsna) found the Gopis 
in that state (of absorption), He saw them in private, embraced them, enquired after their 
health and smilingly said as follows:—(41) * (Dear) friends, for the service of our people, We 
had to go (out of Vraja and leaving friends like you) had to engage ourselves in destroying 
enemies. Do you still remember Us who have been out of sight for a long time? (42) I hope 
you do not entertain a low opinion of us, considering us as ungrateful? (You will be unfair 
to Me, if you do so.) It is God's will that unites or disunites beings. (43) Just as the wind 
brings together or scatters clouds, blades of grass, flakes of cotton, particles of dust, even 
so the Creator brings together or scatters beings of His creation. (44) Friends, it is a matter 
for congratulation that you have developed that ( transcendental) Love for Me, which 
(automatically) leads to My realization; and I need not tell you that loving devotion to Me 
brings immortality to all who practise it. (45) I am the beginning and end of all beings and 
pervade them both inside and outside, even as the elements, viz., the earth, water, air, fire 
and ether constitute the beginning and end of all material objects and pervade them both 
inside and outside, O fair ones I (46) These five elements have entered into the constitution 
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of all physical bodies as their material causes, whereas the spirit or self resides in them as 
the enjoyer or the individual self. I am the Ego Absolute beyond them both. In fact, both these 
appear in Me." (47) 

3TT|SJ % Hfrt-WW fe^RWTT^^: I 

5fWH«gjMn(ri^TUuiicirti«i i*si 

HKH^i «Tenwi ^fff^TTswnq: 16? \ 

Sri Suka continued: (Pariksit I) Bhagavan Sri Krsna thus instructed the Gopis in spiritual 
lore. Revolving that in their mind, again and again, the Gopis got rid of their ego-body and 
became one with the Supreme Self. (48) They said," O Lord, from whose navel sprung the 
lotus where Brahma, the creator, took His birth, the greatest of Yogis, possessed of infinite 
wisdom, contemplate on Your lotus-like feet in their hearts. Your feet alone serve as the 
support to enable people fallen in the abyss of mundane existence to get out of it. (O Lord,) 
occupied as we are with our household duties, kindly bless us that Your lotus-feet may ever 
remain present before our mental eyes, ( so that we may never forget them even for a 
moment)." (49) 

Thus ends the eighty-second discourse entitled "The Meeting of the Vrsnis with the Gopas and 
Gopis of Vraja", in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata- 

Purana, othen/rise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T8T 

Discourse LXXXIII 

Conversation between Bhagavan Sri Krsna's consorts and DraupadT 

trai-i'jgj THiaiH, ‘iWtai tt i rjfafsjmwi^TsM, i \ i 

a rig rtWaifrt nfrjF: i i ? i 

firaf=a ^ srqt ^ojat 3 i 
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Sri Suka began again : (Pariksit I) the almighty Lord (Bhagavan Sri Krsna) was the 
Preceptor of the Gopis, as well as the goal (which they sought to attain through the practice 
of His teachings). Having thus shown His favour to them, the Lord saw Yudhisthira and all 
(other) friends and enquired about their welfare. (1) (Pariksit!) their sins disappeared at the 
very sight of the lotus-feet of Bhagavan Sri Krsna. Kindly enquired after and duly honoured 
by the Lord of the (three) worlds, they felt delighted at heart, and replied:—(2)" (Blessed) 
Lord, exalted souls enjoy with their mind the nectar of your lotus-feet, which occasionally 
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flows out through their lips (in the form of the stories of Your enchanting sports). Those who 
quaff this nectar to their heart’s fill with the cup of their ears are rid of all ignorance in respect 
of You—ignorance, which is the root of corporeal existence of all embodied beings. How can 
any evil befall them? (3) Lord, You are an embodiment of unfailing wisdom and a perfect 
ocean of Bliss. The three states of the soul occasioned by its contact with the mind (viz., 
wakefulness, dream and dreamless sleep) cannot touch even the fringe of Your effulgent 
Being and melt away even in Its proximity. You are the sole resort of recluses, who have lost 
all consciousness of the world. You have assumed a human semblance through Your own 
inconceivable Yogamaya (enchanting power) in order to protect the Vedas whose influence 

had waned through the force of time. We offer our obeisances to You.” (4) 

$^Tth4rtl*Ril«lhrui | 

fasfti'juifortrapftai: <T3 qefqrfa % i q i 

Sri Suka continued : (Pariksit!) when Yudhisthira and others were thus extolling the 
most glorious Lord (Bhagavan Sri Krsna), ladies of the Yadava and Kaurava families met 
together and began to relate to one another the stories of Bhagavan Sri Krsna sung 
throughout the three worlds. I shall now tell you (in detail) what they said. Please listen. (5) 

^ driiq^nl qtf ^ qmqqfa I ^ Rtqqtq cr>if«f**; ^t^t Ttffrfrn cStfHvI i q 1 

| ^,ujiq~u qtrat at wrraR, tqqti,i aq^it qat sirarq^tfqq wuiam i « i 

DraupadI said : Rukmini, Bhadra, Jambavati, Satya, Satyabhama, Kalindi, Saibya, 
Laksmana, Rohini and other consorts of Bhagavan Sri Krsna, (please) tell me how the 
glorious Lord Bhagavan Sri Krsna espoused you. Though God Himself, He behaves like a 
mortal through His own Maya (enchanting power)." (6-7) 

qatq 

(d-*t ^*1 -5 ^q ’Mi'iH'fltiqq.qirt 

Rukmini said: (Draupadi,) Jarasandhaand the other kings wanted that I should be given 
in marriage to Sisupala. They came armed for a fight to carry out this intention of theirs. But 
the Lord took me away from their midst even as a lion carries away its prey from a herd of 
goats and sheep. (It is no wonder that He should do so; for) even invincible warriors bear the 
dust of His feet on their crowns. (Dear Draupadi, I sincerely wish that) the lotus-feet of my 
Lord, the repository of all prosperity and beauty, may be available to me for worship from 
(birth to birth). (8) ^ 

qt ^ TrcifaqaquHrii drHfaHifawuu'-iuislH141^1 < 1 

ftqqsfqirqsi q tftrt: fcwif^w nt qq^sfq StIth. i <? i 

Satyabhama said : (Draupadi,) my father was sorely grieved at the death of his brother 
(Prasena); he, therefore, charged the Lord with Prasena's murder. In order to wipe off this 
stigma cast on Him, the Lord vanquished the lord of bears, Jambavan, (in battle) and winning 
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the jewel from him restored it to my father. Seized with fear on account of the false imputation 
made by him, my father bestowed the jewel on the Lord alongwith myself, even though he 
had affianced me to another. (9) 

mftf$ra ama^ui inpi nfinwr?®! ?mfli<!°i 

Jambavatl said: (Draupadi,) my father (Jambavan, the lord of bears,) was unaware that 
my Lord was the same as Sri Rama, (his own lord and deity). (Therefore,) he fought the Lord 
for twenty-seven days. After this test when he recognized the Lord (to be Sri Rama Himself), 
he took hold of His feet and offered me as a present, together with the jewel. May I continue 
to be His slave (from birth to birth, is my only prayer to the Lord). (10) 

mtsjt-Tflmfvra WMKwiHftrai i ms? d<‘J?Ul44l l»?l 

Kalind! said : (Draupadi 1) when the Lord came to know that I was practising austerities 
in the hope of obtaining the privilege to touch His feet, He came with his friend (Arjuna), and 
espoused me. I have now the privilege of sweeping His house. (11) 

ml mi raaut mim fmffet l-tm srjmmfmmiTmmf^ fsmrff: i 

U^i 

Mitravinda said : (Draupadi!) my father called an assembly of kings at his capital to 
enable me to elect my own partner in life. The Lord too attended the assembly and, 
vanquishing all the kings (in battle), took me away to His capital (Dwaraka), which is the 
abode of all excellence and beauty, even as the lion carries away his prey from a pack of 
dogs. My brothers, who offered Him resistance, with a view to delivering me from His hands 
and thereby injuring me, were equally worsted in the fight. I now seek that in every life I may 
get the privilege of washing His feet. (12) 

wofom 
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Satya said : (Draupadi!) in order to test the strength of the kings (who had assembled 
to seek my hand), my father had secured seven oxen endowed with inordinate strength and 
energy and very sharp horns. These oxen had shattered the pride of many a valiant warrior; 
but the Lord playfully and quickly took hold of them, (put strings through their noses) and 
brought them under His power in no time, even as children deal with kids. (13) Thus winning 

■ me as a reward for His strength, my Lord carried me to Dwaraka with all my attendant maids 
under the protection of a strong army. He conquered on the way all the princes who tried to 
intercept. (O queen, my only desire now is that) I may (always) get the opportunity of serving 
Him. (14) 
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vdlcIN 
fartl *1 IF.--I (jTiql^l tyiwl <£>tij|i<4 flftlTHHfklfsu8l l^RI 
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Bhadra said : Draupadi, Bhagavan Sri Krsna is the son of my maternal uncle. Knowing 
that I had given my heart to Him, my father sentfor Sri Krsna of his own accord and bestowed 
me on Him, with an army consisting of one Aksauhini and many maids-of-honour. (15) I now 
consider that my highest good lies in obtaining in every birth the touch of His feet, wherever 
I may be thrown by the force of my i^arma. (16) 
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Laksmana said : O queen, Devarsi Narada frequently sings the story of the descent and 

sports of the Lord on earth. Having heard those songs and duly considering the fact that 
Laksmi, the goddess of wealth, rejecting (Indra and) the (other) guardians of the world, had 
chosen Him as her consort, I set my heart on the Lord. (17) O virtuous lady ! my father, who 
is known by the name of Brhatsena, loved me intensely. When he came to know of my mind, 
he contrived a plan for carrying it into effect. (18) O queen, just as on the occasion of your self¬ 
choice of a husband your father invented the device of a fish in order to get Arjuna for you, my 
father too invented a similar device, with this difference that the fish was totally screened 
externally and only its reflection could be seen in the water. (19) Hearing of this, kings versed 
in the secrets of archery, and the use of all other arms comes alongwith their teachers, in their 
thousands from all sides to the capital of my father. (20) All were honoured by my father with 
due regard to their prowess and age. With their heart set on (winning) me, they took up the bow 
and arrow kept in that assembly and attempted, (turn by turn.) to hit the mark. (21) Some of them 
lifted the bow but finding themselves unable to string it left it where it was. Others succeeded 
in drawing the string as far as the other end of the bow, but (unable to fasten it to that end) fell 
down struck by it. (22) Greatest warriors like Jarasandha, Sisupala, the king of Ambastha, 
Bhima, Duryodhana and Kama succeeded in stringing the bow, but could not locate the 
fish.(23) Seeing the reflection of the fish in the water, Arjuna was able to locate it, discharged 
the arrow aiming at it with great care, but failed to hit it, the arrow only touching the fish. (24) 

i h ryl Rwhi-I*j hi(->^ I RRSfT-4 U -y 141 --t RCR ^kRTR vrjwui 1 ^At 
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^ Ptc«)«4 qfWTq g ehif^iehlH^ Wdl^lflc«4l \ ?6\ 
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(O queen !) the pride of the proudest of princes having thus been crushed, most of the 
kings returned to their seats (giving up all hopes of winning me). It was then that the almighty 
Lord took up the bow, strung it sportfully, joined the arrow to it, and looking but once at the 
reflection of the fish pierced it by His shaft and brought it down to the ground. The sun was 
at the meridian at that time. (25-26) (O good Draupadi!) shouts of victory were raised all over 
the earth while celestial drums began to sound in the heavens and gods transported with joy 
showered flowers. (27) (O queen !) I entered the arena at that moment, with the anklets at 
my feet sweetly jingling. I wore round my loins a new piece of finest silk and had wrapped 
myself with another. With flowers adorning my braid and bashful smiles on my lips, I carried 
in my hands a brilliant necklace of jewels wrought in gold. (28) Thick tresses of hair overhung 
my face and brilliant ear-rings added lustre to my cheeks. Lifting up my face I glanced at the 
kings on all sides with enlivening smiles and sidelong looks and with a heart over-flowing with 
love gently placed the necklace round the neck of my Lord. (29) The moment I placed the 
necklace round His neck, clay tomtoms, tabors, conchs, drums and kettledrums were 
sounded; male and female dancers began to dance, and songsters began to sing (in various 
tunes). (30) 
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Draupadi! when I thus chose my beloved Lord as my life's partner, the other love-lorn 
monarchs grew (extremely) jealous and were very much upset at their discomfiture. (31) In 
the meanwhile my Lord, possessed of four arms, (at once) placed me on His chariot drawn 
by four excellent horses and, lifting up His bow and putting on His armour stood prepared 
for battle. (32) Daruka drove the chariot decorated with gold as all the kings looked on, O 
queen, and the Lord proceeded to Dwaraka even as the lion passes through a herd of 
deer.(33) Lifting up their bows and prepared for a battle, some of those kings pursued my 
Lord with a view to obstructing Him on the way; but their attempt was no more successful than 
that of dogs to check the lion. (34) Some of them fell in battle, their arms, legs and necks being 
torn asunder by the arrows discharged from the Sarhga bow of the Lord; while others 
abandoning the fight took to their heels. (35) 
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Then the Lord of the Yadus, like the very sun, entered His home, the city of Dwaraka, 
whose glories are sung in heaven as well as on earth. The city was specially decorated on 
this day with various ornamental arches and streamers which screened off the rays of the 
sun. (36) My father honoured all his friends, relations and kinsmen with valuable textiles 
and ornaments, beds, seats and other articles. (37) Though my dearest Lord lacks nothing 
being complete by Himself (in everyway) and delights only in the Self, yet my father out of 
love presented Him with a number of maid-servants, all kinds of wealth, foot-soldiers, 
elephants, chariots, horses and many valuable weapons. (O queen I) we must have (in our 
previous lives) practised great austerities giving up attachment to all. That is why in this 
birth we earned the privilege of actually working as His maid-servants in the household of 
our Lord. (38-39) 

n/trsy 3j^.- 
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Rohini(on behalf of the sixteen thousand consorts) said: Having conquered many 
a king during his expeditions for world conquest, Bhaumasura had made us, their 
daughters, captive and kept us confined in his palace. When, having put an end to Bhauma 
and all his forces in battle, He came to know of our existence in his palace. He liberated 
us and, though Perfect in Himself married us (all), knowing as He did that we ever 
contemplated on His lotus- feet, which bring emancipation from the bondage of birth and 
death. (40) O virtuous lady, we crave not for universal sovereignty on earth, or for rulership 
of the heaven, for the enjoyments attaching to both these positions or for supernatural 
powers, for the position of Brahma, or for Liberation or for (the various forms of personal 
existence in) the (eternal) abode of God.(41) We (only) desire that we may (continue to) 
bear on our head the glorious dust of the lotus-feet of our Lord, which is scented with the 
saffron on the bosom of Laksmi (the goddess of wealth). (42) We long for the touch of the 
(sacred) feet of the glorious Lord, which the Gopas and the Gopis, the Bhila women, nay 
the very creepers and blades of grass craved for where He tended cows in Vraja (May this 
yearning of our heart be fulfilled by the Lord). (43) 

Thus ends the eighty-third discourse, in the latter half of Book Ten of the 
great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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3JSHT TsIr^MrM^SHira: 

Discourse LXXXIV 

An account of the pilgrimage (undertaken by Lord Sri Krsna) 
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SrT Suka began again : (Pariksit!) hearing of this deep attachment of the consorts of Sri 

Krsna, the Soul of the universe, to His person, Kunti, Gandhari, Draupadi, Subhadra, the 
consorts of the other kings and even the Gopis, whom He held so dear, were all greatly 
astonished and their eyes were bedimmed with tears of joy. (1) When ladies were thus talking 
with ladies and men with men, a number of sages appeared on the spot for the sight of 
Bhagavan Sri Krsna and Sri Balarama. (2) The more prominent of them were Krsnadwaipayana 
(Vyasa), Devarsi Narada, Cyavana, Devala, Asita, ViswAmitra, SatAnanda, Bharadwaja, 
Gautama, the glorious Parasurama with his disciples, Vasistha, Galava, Bhrgu, Pulastya! 
Kasyapa, Atri, MArkandeya, Brhaspati, Dwita, Trita, Ekata, Sanaka, Sanandana, SanAtana 
and Sanatkumara, Ahgira, Agastya, Yajhavalkya, Vamadeva, and (a few) others. (3—5) 
Seeing these Rsis, revered and worshipped by.the world, all the kings who had been sitting 
there from before, including (Yudhisthira and) the (other) Pandavas, Sri Krsna and Balarama 
at once stood up and bowed to them. (6) (There) Sri Krsna, BalarAma and all (those who were 
present there) welcomed them with sweet words and duly honoured them by offering seats, 
water to wash their hands and feet with, garlands, incense, sandal-paste etc. (7) When the 
sages were comfortably seated, the Lord, who had appeared on earth for the protection of 
virtue, spoke (as follows) with the great assembly silently listening to Him. (8) 

atft ad amtjat mw-if-t am>rtH.i <tuHinly gfiRrcgsfmLi ^ i 

WHWMMi ^lUdtui l^o i 

^ 5j*h«uIh tftaffft g ^at ijRsjrtiU'Ui: i if «tni^ct mraaMHi 

•tTftpf ^gf q er *K<m*i g tjsfo is smitsa at|p: i 

omRwi stvtu faafeat ftfat f^tMagi t v^ i 

atqiatgfig: -jpjid fitat^S; taut: a^satf^i am ^^ggf: i 

iwMqLs,: a a tia aftst: i^i 
The glorious Lord said : Today our life has been highly blessed, and the object of our 
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taking birth has been fully realized; (for) we have been honoured with a visit from the great 
Masters of Yoga, whose sight cannot be easily obtained even by the gods. (9) How can 
people whose austerities are poor, and who see God cabined in a particular image (only), 

gain (the rare privilege of) your sight and touch, of inquiring about your health etc., and of 
offering you salutations and worship ? (10) Sacred waters alone do not possess purificatory 
virtues, nor do images of clay and stone alone represent the deities. Whereas these purify 
a man after one has recourse to them and worshipped them for a long time, holy men purify 
by theirvery sight. (11) The gods presiding overfire, the sun, the moon, the stars, the earth, 
water, ether, air, speech and mind, when worshipped, cannot completely wash off our sins, 

inasmuch as they promote our ser^e of diversity; whereas the wise wipe off our sins even 
if we serve them for a few minutes, (less than an hour). (12) (O sages and assembled friends) 
he who looks upon His contemptuous body (which is virtually dead), constituted of the three 
elements of wind, bile and phlegm as the self, those related to the body (wife etc.) as one's 
own and images of clay, stone or wood as his objects of worship, and who regards the sacred 
waters alone as purifying, and never so the men of wisdom, is indeed, a donkey among cows 
(in human form). (13) 

tdyiwtM spratt: i %t (ayiAjiunqiPH. wf%t: i i 

fey feijvt Tpg a-wsytit wq-ttw 

Sri Suka resumed: (Parlksit.) Bhagavan Sri Krsna is the possessor of unfailing wisdom. 
Hearing the above words from His lips, the sages kept silent. Unable to makeout the meaning 
of those mysterious words, they got confounded. (14) After long consideration they came to 
the conclusion that though the (Supreme) Lord of the universe, He was behaving like an 
ordinary man subject to the law of Karma just in order to teach a lesson to the world. Realizing 
this, they smiled and addressed Sri Krsna (the supreme Teacher of the world) as follows. (15) 

T™ 
y-uioai % femfen fewj3tittsffen: i 

<14)ftld°!!l4rd 1JS f?qi 31?t fefett 81<ra1SsrfedR.1 I 

31% airefe; 3itapti ipturautfe r w i 

iMff 5jfM|diui«lMun 3i?t feyjstgfei Paji-ddH i s,\91 

318% W4dlP%H4 fe% 1% Ldtffdflkiq rt i 

tdr%Mii midd gmfktmdti rjsq: qrt 

^ A* I %tqRfe 7R er IR; qiR I 

I URNdfe % dfUUillMufefeR R o I 

I RR %nt B^dJI 1RR: %PT IT: 

i wal'iqiaaMitqrktl muidtd r? i 

hrr st^t^rt g?R 5trer%fRMidtd 

3ra qt rrhurri fegranddiit tjsi: 

dM«i4 3>«unai. 

t q f%Rpfl ijdi tr^uiuis i mawarHaiiTrfiiHidtid 

qzn ?rr: rjRt 3rrr i diumilFstdiiim r % rfei qin i t* i 

% Rt RHPtl% feq%fe%Ht I RRRT feyufildt 4 % AjdJMgdld. I 3 A I 

Riora % 5%mi^feMimr%ft8if% % % yld4*aiil: i 
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4p^Tb»t*rt(UiSHI¥lit4ld*lHI 31iy[daPtW«U^ji;iUI ttW=U ^ I 

The sages said: (Lord, even) great progenitors of the world (like Martci) and the 
highest sages like us stand deluded by Your Maya (enchanting power). The almighty 
Lord of the universe, You behave like an ordinary creature, concealing Your true Self 
behind Your seemingly human activities. Oh, (all) Your sports are (really) most wonderful. (16) 
Just as the earth (though one) assumes different names and forms through its various 
products (viz., the tree, stone, jar etc., which are essentially the same as the earth), 

even so, though one, You assume various names and forms and, though static, You 
create and protect the universe and (finally) swallow up the same by Your own Self and 
(yet) these activities do not bind You. Oh, what is all this but a mere sport on Your part, 
O perfect one! (17) (Lord,) though You are the (supreme) Spirit beyond the realm of 
Prakrti (Nature), You assume from time to time a Form made of pure Sattva for the 
protection of Your devotees and suppression of the wicked and by Your example 
maintain (and perpetuate) the eternal Vedic path. (Really speaking) it is You who 
manifest Yourself in the form of the different castes and orders. (18) (Lord,) the Vedas 
constitute Your immaculate heart; through askesis, study, meditation and Samadhi 
(absorption) You are realized there in both Your Manifest and Unmanifest aspects, as 
well as in Your transcendental aspect which is beyond these two (and is the substratum 
of both). (19) Since You are known through the medium of the Vedas (which are stored 
in the heart of the Brahmanas), it is the Brahmanas who are the real medium of your 
realization. O Perfect One ! that is why You are the foremost patron of the Brahmanas, 
and that is why You honour them so much. (20) In You lies the culmination of all 
blessings; You are the sole refuge of saints. Having met You today we have attained 
the fruition of our birth, learning, austerities and wisdom. (21) (Lord!) Your wisdom is 
unbounded: You are the Supreme Spirit, the Embodiment of Truth, Knowledge and Bliss. 
You have concealed Your glory by Your own Yogamaya (enchanting power). We offer 
salutation to You as such. (22) The kings assembled here, and even the Yadus, who 
enjoy life together (with You), do not (truly) know You as the Universal Soul, the Time- 
spirit and Ruler of the universe, veiled as You are by Your own Maya. (23) As a 
dreaming person looks upon ail objects of his dream as real, and regards his dream- 
formed body which is perceived (only) with the mind and exists in name alone—as his 
self, and not the body of his waking life, which is out of his mind for the time being, 
(even) so (in waking life) when the mind gets deluded by Maya in the form of the 
wandering of the senses among their objects which exist only in name, its discrimination 
gets clouded, and the Jiva fails to realize You who stand beyond the waking life.(24-25) 
(O Lord !) sages who have attained ripeness of Yoga succeed in enthroning in their 
heart Your lotus-feet, which are the origin of the holy waters of the Ganga, which wipe 
off heaps of sins. We are glad we have seen those feet today. Lord, we are Your 
devotees. (Pray) shower Your grace on us. Now the (highest) state of Your realization 
is attained only by those who through their overflowing devotion succeed in shedding 
their ego, which obscures the souls. (26) 

iilyfi <*<r/v 

tjifTTT^r ^ftiPor^ i Tirnf ri-f| h-i4i rrt: i i 

trpjtra^i urj^at rt^iayii: i urnra Tptffsni: i i 

Sri Suka continued: O royal sage ! having thus (praised and) taken leave of the Lord, 
King Dhrtarastra and (the virtuous) Yudhisthira, the sages thought of returning to their 
hermitages. (27) Perceiving this, the illustrious Vasudeva approached them. Bowing to them, 

[565] B.M. Part II—44 
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and clasping their feet, he addressed them with great humility. (28) 

rmt cl: am: sfcpisi I arfntT gFfftjflt d«tt mraw^miH. 1I 

Vasudeva submitted : Sages, in you reside all the gods,* I offer my salutations to you. 
Kindly listen to me. (Pray) tell us by what sort of activity one may be able to rid oneself of all 
Karma and (the desire for Karma). (29) 

TFT 3q7W 

-ttfftf%iafri? lum t <j>«4 *[5l; ?i*f 3timd: I I 

f| htqi9iuHi«ui*ituim irtf fgtat mi-dimwadi) ^rrfir vpgit i 

mr3^fa: *iAh mtmtrfentn a i mtsmtnt rjonft =t rjarsn ftsjfa i 

muuldlvi: aftirawpsil n=4w tjdftia ftuliuilmHi: i??i 

Devarsi Narada replied : 0 sages, it is no great wonder that regarding Sri Krsna as his 
child, Vasudeva should inquire of us with a view to his enlightenment, the road to his spiritual 
welfare. (30) For human beings are generally prone to underrate those who are near them 
We find persons living on the banks of the Ganga leaving the Gariga water and resorting to 
other sacred waters for their purification. (31) Sri Krsna's self-awareness is never obscured 
by the processes of creation, preservation and dissolution of the universe, which are carried 
out by Time. It does not suffer diminution on any account (either) by itself or through any 
external cause, or through the action of theGunas.(32) His wisdom is never obscured by the 
(five) afflictions (in the shape of ignorance, egotism, attraction, repulsion and fear of death), 
nor by (virtuous and sinful) Kaunas, nor by theirfruits (in theform of joy and sorrow), nor again 
by the ebb and flow of Sattvika (and) the (other) Gunas. He is the one Lord, without a second. 
When He veils Himself under His own potencies, the vital airs etc., ignorant people consider 
Him as veiled, even as when the vision gets obstructed by clouds, mist and eclipse, etc., 
people regard the sun as screened by them. (33) 

4t4i^*)-i'-i| i n4ki sprani tt?tt ast^t^amtqt: 

**luii *4(4*4 tn? htsj foaffra: i ntv fgroj frcfy^si mS: 

fiw«ilM«iHls4 4 *farf4: tsirctret^rot i vftfrt: gmrt 4rft «4sjwjms: 

wwtdk: mat favnf)ijs4fsn: i rjw: 

(44uuii ad<l4'f^!f^>fuiiH i 3titiirtl4.Muii t£t ast^a apt: 

nuf qfJufdWMldHlT I I 

xjulfeilwffat aitit trafifftijun tnrt i mtuj uh 44 m i -J.t f-r m l4 arttr 

<4 tag srait 4 3ttfqft4r4?ra^ i m i*o i 

<W. ^ Wtl MWdl 4‘Ml41w Stl4: H at rptfi Tt: IVS^ I 

Addressing Vasudeva, (as follows) within the hearing of Sri Krsna, Balarama and the 
kings (present there), O king, the sages then said: (34) The best way of neutralizing past acts 

and wiping out the desire for future action through action itself is to propitiate, with (due) 
reverence, Visnu, the Lord of all sacrifices, through sacrifices. (35) Perceiving through the 

IV* l 

i?ki 

iw 

i?ai 

i 

* The Sruti says: ttnm: *rgf ^\rrn i 
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eye of the Sastras.the all-knowing sages have declared it to be the easiest means of attaining 
tranquillity of mind, and a sacred duty the performance of which brings delight to the 
heart.(36) For the twice-born householder the most propitious course is to perform with 
reverence the worship of the Supreme Person expending (liberal sums of) money earned by 
fair means. (37) O Vasudeva, a wise man should get rid of his thirst for wealth by performing 
sacrifices and making gifts, his craving for wife and children by enjoying the pleasures of a 
married life, and his desire for the enjoyment of the higher worlds etc., by thoughts of their 
being subject to the ravages of Time, Having (thus) renounced all (the three types of) desires 
even at home, the wise proceeded to the forest for askesis. (38) O Vasudeva, the Brahmana, 
the Ksatriya and the Vaisya are born with debts to gods, the Rsis and the manes. He who 
renounces the home without discharging these debts through the performance of sacrifices, 
study of the scriptures and by begetting a son respectively (surely) falls. (39) (O wise 
Vasudeva,) you are as a matter of fact free from your debts to the Rsis and the manes now. 
Pay off your debt to the gods (too) through the performance of sacrifices, and thus freed from 
all obligations you may quit the home. (40) Vasudeva, you have surely worshipped Sri Hari, 
the Lord of the universe, with supreme devotion. That is why He has accepted the role of a 
son to you. (41) 

ffft 8Jt3t Hsm-u: I ^ TjlijfstRTq et Ik? | 

a liqijuul TT5FI ^ai aifal yififetiqj dfwSWnriPL 8$ Ik^l 

a^tsddl Menial cjWIU: -*4 n: | tami: yawfil Ikk I 

d-dRwg Tjfeai yartTO: I <fStl«llrt|iluwuj<ifoHI dtrjuiuiu: lip,I 

itrlU4X’ 1 ^'4Ui-iU-,Ik-J: I tJfriTFTKTT: | 

44- 11 -u : tt ^ln : l k 8 I 

arrwjfd^FL %fLid4Ttiri,wjThrjft4Ml: I M<x)fara 143iftt: Ik'S I 

I <qw|jui[i*[<talTt IkCI 

awfajui) nfRra TfiRFRftramn: 1 LPt<twi a«n <|=t?nTts*aft ikt 1 

rRI TTO& GpOTig Id: I Tjftnjfafa: I ho I 

SrT Suka went on : (Pariksit,) hearing the aforesaid words of the Rsis the high-minded 
Vasudeva sought their favour by saluting them with his head bent low and appinted them to 
officiate as priests at his sacrificial performance.(42) Duly appointed as priests, O king, the 
Rsis helped the pious Vasudeva in performing a number of sacrifices on the largest scale 
in that holy place. (43) On Vasudeva being initiated for the sacrifice, the Yadus and (other) 
kings took their bath, put on their best attire and ornaments and adorned themselves with 
garlands of lotuses. (44) The consorts of Vasudeva too adorned themselves with gold 
necklaces and besmeared their bodies with sandal-paste and, clad in their best attire, 
joyously entered the sacrificial hall with offerings in their hands. (45) Clay tomtoms, tabors, 
conchs, drums, kettledrums and other musical instruments were sounded (at the time); 
dancers, both male and female danced; bards and panegyrists uttered praises; Gandharva 
women with their husbands sang beautiful songs. (46) Vasudeva applied collyrium to his 
.eyes and anointed his body with butter. The priests (then) consecrated him alongwith his 
eighteen wives by sprinkling water on them, just as (in the ancient times) the moon and the stars 
were consecrated. (47) Initiated for the sacrifice and clad in deer skin Vasudeva looked most 
charming with his wives who were all dressed in (beautiful) saris and adorned with bracelets, 
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necklaces, anklets and ear-rings. (48) Clad in silk and adorned with jewels, the priests and 
supervisors of the sacrifice shone like the priests at the sacrifice performed by Indra (the slayer 
of Vrtra). (49) Sri Krsna and Balarama, the Rulers of (all) Jivas shone brightly on that occasion 
with their relations, consorts and sons, who were Their part manifestations.(SO) 

feWTT 3ffVgt4lf<t4^t: I IW I 

rtUitnn R rrfyrrrT: i MXiym: I I 

H<xl«qi'Hiq‘»J2z)&f<<qi ^ Hr.4u: I felt I A3 I 

^TtTtSt^R^tTITfR qf^fes^lrT^T ftfRT: I tftt: fqr4^dt 4'J|(4lJa‘*dt5^T 'jnun I AY I 

«R£T R<m-T diftatoi tjtmi i fe»i*tR«$*vL q>iki*4>utj3)'MK i aa i 

REsuffeFgrnniR, i sftf-fea«r-i5ii''<f tjwn: ira^: cr^hja^i 

^'dn^tt-t.4: 9TStf Wfet 3fJI: ^JSTT Tbit I RTf^t W4I-L oPTR: IRIS I 

sr£l 9ftg4<i fltWW, f$3t^<w: i tg^iigih^ w: i ac i 

R? 'iHtlA^dll rjytdlRid: I ^«UKIU>4l}Hl|i44lt9\ SRpWtT5: IA^ I 

UHdult jlRlTfiU RTRaptfrofe^i gggga: tffeRt -Kmk 3^ 8J4I4, i^o i 

At the end of each sacrifice, Vasudeva performed, in accordance with the scripturals 
ordinance, the Agnihotra and other sacrifices as well as those falling under the category 
of Prakrta and Vaikrta sacrifices, and thereby worshipped and propitiated Visnu (the Lord 
of all substances, rituals and the Mantras with which they are performed). (51) Then in due 
time he adorned the priests well (with clothes and ornaments) and gave them sacrificial 
fees and also gifted them duly adorned cow and girls as well as lands and abundant 
wealthy as laid down in the scriptures. (52) After going through the ritual of Patnisamyaja 
(which is a part of the sacrifice) and the rites connected with the concluding bath, those 
great sages who had officiated as priests of the Sacrifice followed Vasudeva to the tank 
named after ParaSurama and performed their ablutions there. (53) After taking their bath, 
Vasudeva and his wives gave away all their ornaments and clothes to the bards and, 
adorning themselves well (with new ornaments and dress) entertained all classes of men 
and animals down to the dog. (54) He honoured with extensive presents (all) his relations 
alongwith their wives and son as well as the princes of Vidarbha, Kosala, Kuru, KaSi, 
Kekaya and Srnjaya, the supervisors of the sacrifice, the priests, hosts of gods, men, 
spirits, manes and the celestial bards. They (all) took leave of Sri Krsna (the abode of Sri) 
and left for their homes praising the sacrifice. (55-56) (Pariksit,) king Dhrtarastra, Vidura, 
Yudhisthira, Bhima, and Arjuna, Bhisma, Drona, Kunti, Nakula, Sahadeva, Devarsi 
Narada, Bhagavan Vyasa, and other friends and relations and kinsmen felt the agony of 
separation (when leaving their friends, the Yadus). With their hearts moistened through 
affection, they embraced the Yadus and departed for their homes with (great difficulty). The 
other people also left with them. (57-58) (Pariksit,) honoured with extensive presents by 
Sri Krsna, Balarama, Ugrasena and others, Nanda, alongwith the other Gopas, out of love 
for them, stayed (there for some time more). (59) (O dear king,) having (thus) easily 
realized his great ambition like one who crosses an ocean without much effort, Vasudeva 
felt (greatly) delighted at heart. In the midst of his friends and relations he took Nanda by 
the hand, and addressed him (thus). (60) 

UrafftlfTT: wt ^JOTT ’T I <T IRt sfrfh-TTR. I ^ I 
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7J?T <Jidlj)l fTfT^: I rM|iJd|l+>tfl crrfit T ftdrfri 

Ml'IdidMisl Ulrtctf HW<I<) fg I 3tspt gfthTraTffl T qirnrn: y: TR: I I 

7TT TtTtJsftT^JfT : 4'-j—+,ih —-J HHd t tcM-ilr|T1 4-t^-r 4 M^ln tjqi-u<|et, l t^X | 

Vasudeva said : Brother (Nanda), God has forged for men a bond which is known by 
the name of affection. I think the greatest of warriors and Yogis find it difficult to undo it. (61) 
Highly virtuous as you are, the friendship you have shown to us, ungrateful souls, is 
unparalleled and cannot be repaid; and yet (we know) it will never cease (it will continue for 
ever). (62) O bfother, formerly we could not do any good turn to you precisely because we 
were helpless, and now we are blinded by intoxication of wealth and power and do not look 
at you even though you stand before us. (63) O virtuous brother, let not royal fortune fall to 
the lot of one who seeks blessedness. Blinded by it, man fails to recognize even his own 
kinsmen and relations. (64) 

dcf/4 

tr^ | rft^jrh if^f I 

HTTtrJ Mrptp lyu^-in ywJii I 3TgJ 3 gfa WlUi-yi-t ^rTf'UHlf-inl I I 

HIT: ehlA: '|4h(ui: 4T34T: wssn-uu: l qnTaf*TttJTjrTtrRpnqtzjqf7Zfj^: t^rst 

4^ci)il4)Hlvri ^Hjil^ctdrtll^Rz: 1 rtfmittl'M dtfeli dlfilril ztjfMdt I I 

h^t hring -nhag hllu^xjtuii^ i ir: %a usjtr 1 w 

SrT Suka continued : (Pariksit,) Vasudeva's heart melted with love as he said all this. 
Tears rushed to his eyes, as he remembered the love and friendship which Nanda bore to 
him and he began to weep. (65) Anxious to please his friend and out of affection for Sri Krsna 
and Balarama, Nanda put off his departure from day to day and stayed (there) for three 
months receiving the best attentions of the Yadus.(66) They gratified him and his brother 
Gopas and other residents of Vraja (who had accompanied him) with enjoyments of various 
kinds as well as with valuable ornaments, silk garments and other invaluable presents. (67) 
Vasudeva, Ugrasena, Sri Krsna, Balarama, Uddhava and others (severally) presented him 
with gifts. Taking all these and permitted by the Yadus, Nanda left (for his home). (68) 
(Pariksit,) Nanda as well as the other Gopas and Gopis had transferred their heart to the 
lotus-feet of Sri Krsna; and they were unable to withdraw it from them. (So) they departed 
for Mathura (leaving their heart behind). (69) 

SRJ5 aftraiifcj epm: <ji<ui^eMi: 1 rp: nsoi 

1 iKHtWIsidisnui 1 

sfa sjtaamea wtketi 4fkdi4i diiHJ-+,Jr 3eti*f 414 -j-iyriifddMii'Tiid, izxi 

(Pariksit,) when all the friends had (thus) returned (to their respective places), the Yadus, 
who looked on SriKrsna as theirdeity, and who now sawthe monsoon approaching, returned 
to Dwaraka. (70) (Reaching there) they gave to the people an account of the grand festival 
(in the form of a sacrificial performance) celebrated by Vasudeva, the adored of the gods, 
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their meeting with friends and relations, and all that had happened in course of the 
pilgrimage.(71) 

Thus ends the eighty-fourth discourse entitled “An account of £rl Krsna's pilgrimage," 

in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 
otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse LXXXV 
The Lord brings back (from the abode of Death) His (six) elder 

brothers(throttled by Karhsa) 

afaWW/SlMM 

arm i atan ttK^uirajitT i ^ i 

gthti tt gtdt gtrafstfatpraigt a^fafaiasmt: afr^namaatraa i 9 t 

*jrwi taaTaa 1 jiM amw a?t tarstTct aan^al Uh I 5 I 

aa tfn aat ata at^ ng ng aar aai 1 tarfea aaai< ra^aa. aaia^Mw: 1 x 1 

rraararfea ^yaaat^aai&ra 1 3rnaaT^afeaarara, atari aftat faaafa: 1 ^ 1 

aiuii<lai fawpit 5wral at: arta at: 1 ataraai^ citti^ai^ sat^fa ^gain, 1 ^ 1 

atrfart^a: aat ttat a^stma^t^ia^aia, 1 ngtst^ ggttt aat^ 1 a 1 

fttftn amHaai ^ata ttrsr tt?ttt 

(non raaaanaitsftt feat: ta tatfa 3tr9ta 

ftafeaiaii ta ^ata aaja? 

rjaiataft? tjatfaftf^aaTaii a ^3ttt 

i 3ttat: hr! ata ayi nfaafatra^tsiT 1 6 1 

1 arat aaftraat^R 3TT^tahn 1 r 1 

1 3taatai aata. g^fcnngtijfti: raft 1 to 1 

1 (a*c>aMi avrwpuia-iiHjtt 1 

wWt? *tt% aafe taaaart^iaat aaafaan^ saaara fatafaa^itti 

ata rattan ?fa rpnta^aag at: 

atata ttaant atat afi ta^t faat^aat: 

rptraat? 

a: 1 taat^r stgtftr rft atftaai aiaataai 1191 

a: 1 ta aa% faaatt; ?j=aaRaTa?ifta:: 1 tx 1 

t:infa tisataatiia tttttaftB aaffa: itm 

afsar ^at aaa ^ataarfitj 1 tats} saata aat aa taatta^at 11 ^ 1 

3ttttaj aa^ i(it attaaaatla^1 ^?atatf^atttfa aata. ttdfaa itaa, t ta i 

gat a a: gtf) tagng aaiagaaw) 1 ganatastaat staafuff asttssa ? 11 c 1 

t^ttaattaatafaf=3atata5#t aatfat^ raft af aaatagRs: itti 

tjffgii *rj atata namatt a) ttatg ?tagga faatatfgaa 1 

arata^faaag fa^dFstftiftt art rt^ gg ataaa fagiaatata.itot 
Sri Suka began again: (Pariksit, on their return from Kuruksetra) one morning, Sri Krsna 

and Balarama went to Their parents to offer Their salutations to them. Vasudeva received 
his Sons (most) affectionately and, after They had bowed to his feet, spoke to them (as 
follows). (1) (Pariksit,) Vasudeva had heard about the glory of his sons from the lips of the 
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sages and had himself witnessed Their wonderful exploits. He was thus convinced that They 
were no ordinary beings but divine personages. Addressing them with great affection, he 
said—(2) "O Ki-sna, the embodiment of Truth, Knowledge and Bliss. O Sarikarsana, the Lord 
of the greatest Yogis, You both are eternal. I know You are the rulers even of Prakrti and 
Purusa (Matter and Spirit), the two direct causes of this universe. (3) You are directly the 
substratum and both the instrumental and material cause of the universe. (Nay,) You are its 
sole Lords, and it has been brought into being for Your sport. Whenever and in whatever form 
it exists and whatever You react upon is nothing but You. You are the enjoyable in the form 
of Prakrti, and the enjoyer in the form of Purusa, and also the ruler beyond them both. (4) 
Lord, You are beyond the senses and beyond birth, existence and other modifications; 
having created this diversified universe in Yourself, You have Yourself entered it as its Inner 
Controller. Appearing as Prana (active force) and as Jlva (cognitive force), it is You who 
sustain and nourish it. (5) The potency possessed by the Prana and other forces responsible 
for the creation of the universe is (in fact) Your potency; for (unlike You) they are material and 
not spiritual in essence, and are also dependent on You. The activity which they exhibit is 
only apparent (the motive power behind them is Yours). (6) (O Lord,) the lustre of the moon, 
the glow of fire, the effulgence of the sun, the twinkling of stars and the flash of lightning, the 
firmness of mountains, the odour and sustaining power of the earth—all these are, in fact, 
You. (7) O Lord, the slaking, life-giving and purifying property of water, are You. You are 
water itself as well as its taste. The vigour of the senses, mental energy and bodily strength, 
the activity of the body and its locomotion (—all these), though attributed to the wind, (really) 
proceed from You. (8) The cardinal points and the space denoted by them are You. Ether 
and its principle sound, i. e., speech in its subtlest form known by the name of Para, and its 
other forms, viz., Pasyanti, Madhyama as well as Vaikhari (articulate speech), consisting of 
letter-sounds and words denoting several objects are nothing but You. (9) The power to 
leveal objects inhering in the senses, the deities presiding over them and the power by which 
they do so are indeed You. The determining faculty of the intellect and the power of duly 
connecting various experiences, inhering in the Jiva, are You. (10) In the elements You 
inhere as their cause, the Tamasa aspect of Aharikara (Ego); in the senses You exist as their 
cause, the Taijasa (Rajasa) aspect of Aharikara; in the deities presiding over senses as well 
as in the mind You exist as their cause, the Vaikarika (Sattvika) aspect of Aharikara; and You 
are Maya, the cause of the repeated birth of Jivas, bound to Karma. (11) (Just) as in the 
(various) modifications of a substance the original substance is observed to be the abiding 
factor, so You are the imperishable truth behind all these perishable objects. (12) (O Lord !) 
the three modes of Prakrti—viz., Sattva, Rajas and Tamas—and what are known as their 
modifications (the Mahat-Tattva etc.) are, in fact, assumed in You, the transcendent Brahma, 
through Your wonderful Yogic power. (13) Therefore, these modifications (viz., birth, 
existence, growth, etc.), do not exist in You. When they are projected on You, (then only) they 
appear in You, who appear as permeating them. At other times, however, (when they cease 
to be so projected, e.g., during deep sleep), You remain in Your absolute state (unconnected 
with these modifications).(14) This universe is but a (continuous) flow of the three Gunas. 
They who fail to perceive the subtle presence in it of Your absolute state as the All-Soul get 
entangled in (the meshes of) Karma (due to their identification with the body) and (have to) 
undergo repeated births and deaths in this world. (15) O Lord, providentially I have attained 
in this land (of Bharatavarsa) the rare gift of a human body, endowed with vigorous senses 
and organs, and yet under the influence of Your Maya (enchanting power) my life-time has 
been frittered away in (utter) neglect of the (main) purpose of my existence. (16) (O Lord I) 
You have bound the whole of this universe with ties of affection having their roots in self- 
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identification with the body and the feeling of meum with regard to those connected with the 
body. (17) (I know) You are no other than the Lords of Prakrti as well as of all individual souls, 
and not my sons. You have come down for the destruction of the Ksatriyas, who have 
become a burden to the earth; You Yourself spoke like that in unambiguous terms to me (at 
the time of Your descent). (18) Therefore. O Befriender of the afflicted, I have sought for 
protection this day Your lotus-feet, which (alone) dispel the fear of transmigration haunting 
those who have taken shelter with them. I am fed up with this much of craving for sense- 
enjoyments. It was under the influence of this that I have (so long) identified myself with this 
mortal body and looked on You, the Supreme, as my child. (19) O Lord, in the lying-in- 
chamber You said that, though unborn. You had, as a matter of fact, been manifesting 
Yourself through us in different pairs each time for defending Your own laws. Like the sky, 
You assume diverse forms and cast them off, even though You are one and infinite. Who can 
know the secret of Your wonderful potency—Yogamaya ? All people extensively sing Your 
glories. (20) 

«dQ/rJ 
3tTrpiifej fttjarfera nwr i spur? sstctrw. ftm 17? 1 

Sr! Suka resumed : Hearing these words of His father (Vasudeva), Lord Sri Krsna (the 
crown-jewel of the Yadus) began to smile. Bowing in all humility (to His father), He replied 
in sweet words as follows. (21) -_ 

^ 3: RnSflld I dit: rjitR d-HtllM 3?l?r!: 173 I 

3utMI?t3>: vmxqllriftttilvq'l (d-]u^TjrJt: | Slfai^gWvJirl^ I 3U I 

is m^sjfffRidt natwii Rntia dwnicirM 13m 

The glorious Lord said: Father! we are your sons; you have in these words expounded 
the highest philosophical truths to us. We accept as true whatever you have said. (22) 
Yourself, my venerable brother, Sri Balarama, myself, these citizens of Dwaraka and all 
others including the mobile and immobile creation should be regarded as Brahma, O jewel 
among the Yadus! (23) (Ofather!) the Self is really one, self-effulgent, eternal, Identical with 
the body etc., and unqualified; yet it projects the Gunas out of Itself, and in the bodies of the 
various creatures evolved outof these Gunas itappears as diversified, perceptible, transient, 
distinct from the body etc., and qualified. (24) Just as (each of the five elements—) ether, air, 
fire, water and earth—though one in essence, appears differently in its different products and 
can be distinguished as manifest or unmanifest, meagre or abundant, and so on. so the Self 
too appears as many through Its (various) adjuncts. (25) 

Warn Ttarr Justin, 1 fjt^t riMmi 31^1^1 

318! a? u4<fcidi 1 spjtsrftH 7jih tpjnaranzri ^fctfarti 13a 1 

■JxuuihI nmsnai rpi^ rfcurdfiiriidi-bi wraf jn? 1341 

Sri Suka continued: Pariksit, hearing these words of the almighty Lord Vasudeva was 
rid of his sense of diversity, and delighted at heart, became silent and drove away all 
thoughts from his mind. (26) Devaki, who represented all the deities in her person (and was 
also present there when this conversation was going on) was greatly astonished to hear 
that her Sons had brought back the (deceased) son of Their preceptor (from the abode of 
Yama). (27) Recollecting her sons who had been done to death by Kariisa, she felt agitated 
in mind and, addressing Sri Krsna and Balarama with tears in her eyes, piteously spoke 
(thus). (28) 
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DevakI said : O Balarama, the delighter of hearts. Your nature is beyond the ken of 
mind and speech, O Krsna, You are the supreme Lord even of great masters of Yoga. I 
know You to be the rulers of even Prajapatis (the progenitors of all creation) and 
manifestations of the most ancient Being (Sri Narayana Himself).(29) They say You have 
descended on earth through me this time for the destruction of kings who having lost 
through flux of time their virtues and excellences are transgressing the injunctions of the 
scriptures and have, therefore, become a burden to the earth. (30) O Soul of the universe, 
it is well-known that from Your part manifestation in the form of the Spirit proceeds Maya 
and from Maya, the three Gunas—Sattva, Rajas and Tamas; and from a particle of these 
Gunas, proceed the creation, growth and dissolution of the universe. Today, I resort to You 
for protection. (31) I have heard that being urged by Your preceptor, Sandipani, and guided 
by Providence, You brought back his son, who had died long before, from the abode of 
Death, and thereby discharged Your debt to the preceptor. (32) The Lords (even) of 
masters of Yoga as You are, I desire that You should similarly grant my desire also, and 
bring my sons, who had been done to death by Karhsa so that I may see them (and bring 

satisfaction to my eyes). (33) 
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Sri Suka went on : Thus directed by Their mother, O scion of Bharata, both Sri Krsna 
and Balarama, with the help of Their Yogamaya, (divine power), entered (the subterranean 
region of) Sutala. (34) When Bali (the king of demons) saw the Soul and adorable object of 
the universe as well as of his own (manifested in the dual form of Sri Krsna and Balarama) 
enter Sutala, he sprang at once from his seat and with a heart overflowing with joy at Their 
sight, greeted Them alongwith his family. (35) Full of delight he offered them excellent seats 
and, when both these divine personages were seated on them, so the tradition goes, washed 
Their feet and sprinkled on his head as well as on all the members of his family that water 
which purifies the whole universe from Brahma downwards. (36) (Then) Bali duly worshipped 
Them by offering Them valuable clothes, ornaments, sandal-paste, betel-leaves, lights, 
dishes sweet as nectar and other sumptuous articles, and surrendering (his all, including) 
his family, wealth and (even) his self (to Them). (37) With a heart saturated with love he bore 
the Lord's lotus-feet again and again (on his bosom and on his head), so the tradition goes, 
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his eyes bedimmed with tears of joy, and his hair standing on their ends; and in a voice 
choked with emotion he prayed to the Lord (as follows), O protector of men! (38) 

■wImhik TO; I 9k«94lh(a3HI3 3(03) LHMiai4 ISt I 
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Bali said : O Rama, You are infinite. You are (so) great (that manifestations like Sesa 
are all included in You). O Krena (embodiment of Truth, Knowledge and Bliss)! You are the 
Creator of the universe. The path of Knowledge and the path of Devotion have both been 
originated by You. You are the Absolute, the Supreme Spirit. (39) Surely Your sight cannot 
be easily obtained by ordinary beings; (through their own effort) and yet (through Your 
grace) it is so easy to gain. For You have (today) of Your own accord vouchsafed that to 
us, whose temperament is predominantly Rajasika and Tamasika. (40) O Lord, we and 
other beings similar to us, viz., Daityas, Danavas, Gandharvas, Siddhas, Vidyadharas, 
Caranas, Yaksas, Raksasas, Pisacas, Bhutas and the leaders of Pramathas (instead of 
adoring You through devotion) constantly bear deep-seated grudge to You, whose Form 
is the very embodiment of the Vedas, a manifestation of the purest form of Sattva. (41 -42) 
That is why some of us through inveterate hatred, and others through devotion with some 
interested motive, have been so closely united with You as has not been possible even for 
gods possessed of a Sattvika nature. (43) O Lord of masters of Yoga, even great Yogis 
often fail to comprehend the true nature and mode of operation of Your Yogamaya. How, 
then, can we be expected to know it ? (44) Therefore ( O Lord,) be pleased to grant that 
my mind may obtain a firm hold on Your (lotus) feet, which are sought after even by those 
who are free from all desires, so that by resorting to them I may be able to get out of this 
dark well of a householder's life, and under the shelter of those feet, which are the sole 

refuge of the world, may attain peace and tranquillity and move in the world without any 
company. And if I have to associate at all with anybody, let it be with those saints, who are 
friends of all. (45) Lord! You are the Ruler of all beings in creation. Pray, make us sinless 
and advise us that course by following which with faith man acquires immunity from 
injunctions and interdictions. (46) 
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The glorious Lord said : (O chief of demons!) in the first Manvantara (presided over 
by Swayambhuva Manu) Marici had six sons through his wife Urna. They were all gods. 
They laughed when they saw Brahma intent upon sexual intercourse with his own 
daughter. (47) On account of this misdemeanourontheirpart they (were cursed by Brahma 
and) had to take birth in the Asura race as the sons of Hiranyakasipu. Thence they were 
transferred to Devaki's womb by Yogamaya, and were murdered by Karhsa as they were 
born. (O chief of the Daityas,) mother Devaki grieves for those children of her own, who are 
now with you. (48-49) For removing the sorrow of our mother We propose to take them from 
here. They will thereby get completely freed from their curse, once for all and will happily 
return to their (celestial) abode. (50) Their names are Smara, Udgltha, Parisvanga, 
Patahga, Ksudrabhrt and Ghmi. By My grace, all the six of them will regain their (original) 
happy state. (51) (Pariksit,) having thus explained Their mission to Bali, the two Brothers 
took the children with Them and, duly worshipped by Bali, returned to Dwaraka and handed 
over the children to mother Devaki.(52) At the sight of those children, milk began to flow 
from the breasts of Devak! through (excess of) maternal love. Placing them on her lap, she 
embraced them and repeatedly smell their crowns. (53) Overwhelmed with emotion at the 
touch of her children, she suckled them with great delight, deluded as she was by the Lord's 
Yogamaya, which takes the form of affection in order to keep the cycle of creation going 
on. (54) The milk in Devaki's breasts was veritable nectar; for it was the remnant of what 
had been tasted by Sri Krsna. Having suckled such milk and, blessed with the touch of the 
Supreme Lord, they attained knowledge of the Self. (55) They (now) bowed to Sri Krsna 
(the Protector of cows), (mother Devaki), their father (Vasudeva) and Balarama, and 
ascended the abode of the celestials in the presence of all.(56) Mother Devaki was 
astounded to see her deceased children return to earth and then depart again, and 
concluded that it was nothing but a sport of Sri Krsna, O protector of men!(57) Sri Krsna, 
O scion of Bharata, is the same as the Supreme Spirit; His powers are unlimited. Endless 

are His exploits which are so wonderful as this. (58) 
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Suta resumed : O sages, the fame and glory of Sri Krsna are immortal. The stories of 
His sports rid the world of all sins and bring delight to the ears of devotees and saints. They 
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have been narrated by the revered Sri Suka, son of Vyasa (himself). He who constantly hears 
them or repeats them to others gets his mind fixed in the (almighty) Lord, and attains His 
abode of eternal Bliss. (59) 

Thus ends the eighty-fifth discourse entitled "£ri Krsna brings back His deceased elder brothers 
(from the abode of Bali)'1, in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana. otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse LXXXVI 

(Subhadra carried away by Arjuna;) the Lord's Grace on Srutadeva 

Vvlcun 
stSH i asiraftft ferat at Sihih^I i s> i 

The king (Parlksit) submitted: O sage, we desire to know how (my grandfather) Arjuna 
married Subhadra, the sister of Balarama and Sri Krsna, who was my grandmother ? (1) 

dcr/Tr 
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Sri Suka replied : (Pariksit,) wandering over the earth in the course of his pilgrimage, 
the powerful Arjuna went to Prabhasa and heard (there) of his maternal uncle's daughter 
(Subhadra). (2) He further learnt that Balarama would give her away to Duryodhana, but not 
others. Eager to win her he went to Dwaraka disguised as a recluse bearing a triple staff 
(symbolic of renunciation). (3) There Arjuna spent the four months of the monsoon intent 
upon accomplishing his object. He was every now and then honoured by the citizens as well 
as by Balarama, who could not identify him. (4) 
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One day, so it is said, he was invited as a guest by Balarama and brought to the palace, 

where he partook of the dishes offered with reverence. (5) There Arjuna saw the youthful 
maiden (Subhadra), who captivated the heart of (great) heroes. With his eyes blooming with 
joy (at her sight) he set on her his heart agitated with passion. (6) Subhadra too fell in love 
with him as soon as she saw him, ravishing as he did the heart of women. She cast her bashful 
glances at him and fixed her heart and eyes on him. (7) Focussing his thought on her alone 
Arjuna looked for an opportunity (to run away with her). His mind being distracted by an 
overwhelming passion for her, he had no peace of mind. (8) 

p?fd! ^aararat tawt jrffmfmrri vikui-jurt: fita): et ajrrsj: 1 <t 1 
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With the consent of her parents (Devaki and Vasudeva) as well as of Sri Krsna he took 
her away (one day) even as she drove out of the fort in a chariot to visit an important 
temple. (9) Taking his seat in her chariot Arjuna took up his bow and put to flight all the gallant 
warriors who tried to intercept him. In the midst of Subhadra's own people screaming (in 
distress) Arjuna stole her away just as the king of beasts would carry away its prey. (10) 
Hearing of this, Balarama was agitated like the ocean on a full moon and got pacified (only) 
when Sri Krsna and other friends and relations clasped His feet (and tried to appease His 
anger).(11) (Then) Balarama joyously dispatched for the bride and the bridegroom presents 
in the form of abundant wealth and articles of household use and a number of elephants, 

chariots, horses and male and female servants, (12) 
dc|/tv 
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Sri Suka began again : (Pariksit,) at Mithila, the capital of the Videha territory there lived 
a jewel among Brahmanas, known by the name of Srutadeva, who had all his objects 
accomplished by virtue of his single-minded devotion to Sri Krsna and was tranquil (of mind), 
full of wisdom and destitute of attraction for sense-objects. Though (he lived the life of) a 
householder, he performed (all) his duties and lived on whatever subsistence came to him 
without (any) effort. (13-14) Everyday he got by the will of Providence as much as was barely 
necessary for his sustenance, and not (a bit) more, (fully) contented with this, he discharged 
(all) his duties in the proper manner. (15) Dear Pariksit, the (then) ruler of Mithila was similarly 
devoted to the Lord. He was known by the name of Bahulaswa. He was (absolutely) free from 
egotism. Both (the king and the Brahmana) were beloved of Sri Krsna (the immortal 

Lord). 06) _ 
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Pleased with them (both), the almighty Lord (once) mounted the chariot brought by 

Daruka and drove to the kingdom of Videha, accompanied by (a number of) seers. (17) The 
(celestial sage) Narada, Vamadeva. Atri, (my father) Krenadwaipayana (Vedavyasa), 
Parasurama, Asita, Aruni, myself (Suka), Brhaspati. Kanwa, Maitreya, Cyavana and others 
formed the party. (18) At every stage (in the course of the journey), O protector of men. the 
citizens and villagers waited upon Him with offerings in their hands, appearing as He did (with 
His followers) like the sun surrounded by planets. (19) O king I (during that journey of the 
Lord) the men and women of Anarta, Dhanva, Kurujahgala, Karika, Matsya, Paficala, Kunti 
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Madhu, Kekaya, Kosala, Arna and those belonging to other territories drank with their eyes 
the nectarine beauty of His lotus-like countenance enlivened by His winsome smiles and 
loving glances. (20) On those people, from whose eyes the scales of ignorance had 
completely fallen through His sight, Sri Krsna (the Teacher of the three worlds), conferred 
(by His very look) insight into the Truth as well as final beatitude (the fruit of such insight) 
and hearing (even as He advanced) His own glory, sung by gods and men, which illumined 
the quarters and drove away all evil. (In this way) the Lord slowly journeyed to Videha. (21) 

yiqui*u4 dtn rjd I 'Jgldl^JiMluiq: |^| 

tt WMiirtl* y)^aj,trrtH4|?|y|: | ^profefR'% 

rarptfra umiH n-di-i'l it i mggt: ffcttj: mit: i^xi 

•gq-gitai aRTt^rtlftsdr Tf? I'&ftlT!: SpFiaS RftflWf IW 

qrigitaafqtlai gat: liidfLiaCIrki i rtgrjanar agrafes: Rgi 

sit^mgqai gpr araat: wjrti'itfHj snaVSgiwai'it^ ymiRlai-r iw 

SppgaaatT aas^aqiarijac^^triT: i q<aT n^-tTla 5T8t1tra agul wlgiMiua): t^4l 

’JJh rprarw. fatRJ IW 

gran aspat ylutfgamgigafiJdHj Miarg^ral ftroit: roi 

Partksit! delighted to hear of the arrival of Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord), the people of 
the city of Mithila and of the adjoining villages (all) came forth to receive Him with offerings 
in their hands. (22) At the sight of the glorious Lord, their faces brightened and the buds of 
their hearts opened through ecstasy. With their heads bent low and with their palms joined 
on them they greeted the Lord and His companions) the sages, of whom they had (only) 
heard before. (23) Realizing that Sri Krsna, the Teacher of the world, had come to shower 
His grace on them, the king of Mithila as well as Srutadeva, fell at the feet of the Lord. (24) 
With joined palms they both simultaneously invited Sri Krsna (a scion of Dasarha) alongwith 

the sages to partake of their hospitality. (25) Accepting their invitation, and with intent to 
please them both, the Lord (simultaneously) entered the residence of both in two separate 
forms, unperceived by'the other one. (26) The king of Videha, Bahulaswa, was a high- 
minded prince. Finding that SrT Krsna and others, whose very name could not reach the ears 
of the unrighteous, had called at his house (uninvited), brought (excellent) seats for them and 
seated them (all) comfortably on them. (27) His heart leapt for joy through intense devotion, 
and his eyes were bedimmed with tears. Bowing to them, he washed theirfeet and sprinkled 
that all purifying water on his head and on his relatives and worshipped the Lord as well as 
the divine sages by offering them sandal-paste, flowers, textiles, ornaments, scented fumes, 
lights, oblations of water, cows and oxen. (28-29) After they had been heartily fed, Bahulaswa 
placed the feet of Sri Krsna (who was no other than Lord Visnu) on his lap and gently pressing 
them, and delighting Him with sweet words, joyously prayed (as follows). (30) 

'Mm-i fe Tl4^di4l4lr4l aTgft faat I 3T2T RTfatq^Wldt (Hrrli ggfa aft: I $S I 

a^RW^rntgft sratHJ y<lt&*W4*H^ rffr: rfhat: fira: RSI 

SRt ^ vxarviirql'dAcifcrg fartjitct hhi-t I f-tfeF^-TT-tt vm-tim) h,-L-n I gg I 

atsaahf *Kl<Sii rpm tiwditq* i d# 131s 1 

aappa larast <j,uin4i$u<5i|a*t 1 -miuunu ppma aa ^ rri 

fg-TTfa chfafug ’gH-t -TT (dcrd (g-H: I tiCln: '-rTlrl-: (44: 1gg I 
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TT?n VlcdVr'itqi'Mlen: 1 scfm <$>4*1, =hr"4(ui fhfacoMrqlfqHIHJ I 

The king (Bahulaswa) said:" O Lord, You are the soul of all created beings, the witness 
of all hearts and self-effulgent. You have presently revealed Yourself to us, who have been 
(constantly) contemplating on Your lotus-feet. (31) (O Lord!) You have appeared before us 
just in order to vindicate that statement of Yours which You have (often) declared, viz., that 
neither Sri Balarama (who is Your second Self) nor (Your better half) Laksmi (the goddess 
of beauty and prosperity) nor (even Your child) Brahma are dearer to You than one who is 
exclusively devoted to You. (32) Is there any man on earth who would abandon Your lotus- 
feet even after he has come to know that You offer Your very self to those sages of serene 
mind who regard nothing as their own (not even their body). (33) Appearing in the race of 
Yadu, You have extended Your glory—which is capable of wiping out the sins of (all) the three 
worlds—in order to put an end to the transmigration of men revolving on the whirligig of births 
and deaths. (34) Hail to You, the almighty Sri Krsna of unrestricted wisdom, who have taken 
to austerities in their mildest form in the person of the (divine) sage Narayana. (35) (Be 
pleased to) stay in our house, O infinite Lord, for some days alongwith the sages, and purify 
this line of Nimi with the dust of Your feet." (36) (O Parikst I) entreated thus by the king, Sri 
Krsna (the almighty Lord), the Protector of the worlds, stayed on (at Mithila) in order to confer 
blessings on the men and women of the place. (37) 

HTjf 'a*jf,i3iHt*ii tjsit 14^at ryjf-t amt imf ? i ^c \ 

71: I WlhtlHlf»14.4ll4;UH7TMI<ifMf-i4 7J?I 1411 

rt^HTOT PfTOPI 3HHTR gijjl-dOHJ <411*11:8* 3^>if rt4M7ldw.il <81: lYo I 

ihwi^utRftrfiiranfiTi^finfsi 757*11 rfjwft^w^: i 

3ir7iy*<iwi<i Tmdin 7n^feradiirej7n 147 i 

71 nefi'-iiHie ufddwi w: i 

ipfaBR. 3Pffl5J1T: I 34141smuTwh-id: IIS^ I 

(Dear Pariksit!) like the king of Videha, (the Brahmana) Srutadeva (too) was overjoyed 
to find Sri Krsna (the immortal Lord) and the sages arrived at his door and bowing to them 
(all), he began to dance waving his cloth: so the tradition goes. (38) Bringing raised seats 
made of straw and mattresses of Kusa grass (from inside his cottage or from his neighbours) 
he requested the guests to sit on them and, greeting them with words of welcome, he gladly 
washed their feet alongwith his wife. (39) With that water the highly blessed Brahmana 
sprinkled himself as well as his house and his people, and felt that all his objects had been 
achieved. He was (literally) transported with joy. (40) (Then) he propitiated (all) with whatever 
articles of worship could be (easily) procured, namely, fruits (offered by way of an auspicious 
present) and other offerings (such as sandal-paste, flowers, incense and lights), cool, 
scented and sweet water, scented earth (for being used at the time of bath or for washing 
one's hands and feet with), Tulasi leaves, Kusa grass and lotuses as well as with food which 
promotes the quality of Sattva. (41) He reflected:" (I wonder) how this meeting has been 
possible for me, condemned as I am to this hellish life of a householder, with Sri Krsna and 
(these) sages, who have enthroned Him in their hearts, nay, the very dust of whose feet 
brings sanctity to all holy places.” (42) When the guests had partaken of his hospitality and 
were comfortably seated, Srutadeva alongwith his wife, children and other relations, waited 
on them, and, touching the feet of Sri Krsna (his principal guest), addressed them (as 
follows). (43) 
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3(r7<^ 

^ FT I 3i(rt>fa: iifagl gji^^Tiqi r$>j | 

fsit 5nh: i ^t qt wiyM^lcj^^icj^rnrH r#m 

^{Ucjfrft 7T^rTT ^T^^ffTT c^lfMc^rllH I ^f^TT ffectdlM-rifilfc; ^IWMcMrUdlH |^ | 

chJfaf^h^n^-UH, I 3ii^itafa^lflfti^'T^dJJU||riJdlH l>JV91 

RTTlS^ HSWJlHjfdcji 3i4lcU4 I 

«cfci<uiictii<U|R4^lfl^t) WMWqiU<fcrb«&Jgq 1*4 I 

H fe ^TTfy W^«4i-v^: fe> I qdd-d'l ^JUTT ^TT ^J^Rf^FTT^R: |*^ | 

Srutadeva submitted : (Lord !) You are the Supreme Person (beyond Prakrti and the 
Jivas). It is not for the first time that You have come to our view today. For You have been 
with us (since the very beginning ot creation), when, having created the universe with the help 

of your potencies, You entered it as its Soul (even) as a sleeping person creates with his mind 
itself a peculiar dream-world of his own through his ignorance and, entering that world 
himself, appears in various forms. (44-45) You shine in the heart of those men who 
constantly hear and repeat Your stories, worship and bow to Your images and talk with one 
another about You and have their heart purified (thereby).(46) Though present in their 
heart, You are remote from those whose mind is distracted by activities (of various kinds) 
and temporal duties. Though beyond the grasp of the various faculties of the mind, You are 
(on the other hand) proximate to those who have developed the excellent qualities of their 
heart (by singing and hearing of Your glories).(47) (My) salutation be to You, who are the 
Supreme spirit in the eyes of those who know the Self; whereas before those who regard 
the body etc., (which are other than the Self) as their self, You come, as death allotted by 
Yourself. You are the ruler of all effects as well as of their cause. Your Maya cannot screen 

Your vision, though it screens the vision of all others. (48) O self-effulgent Lord !(pray.) 
instruct us, Your servants, what service we should render to You. The sufferings of men 
disappear as soon as You come to their view. (49) 

zihjfy dqf/*T 

«Srt*^cHM|et,u^ ^,i«ii-v sroiriiRgi i mfuMi mfui si^oi 

Sri Suka continued : Hearing these words of Srutadeva, the Lord, who dispels the 
agony of those who betake themselves to Him in all humility, took the Brahmana by hand, 
and smilingly said (as follows): so the tradition goes. (50) 

srsfetspnrreife umtHH i wrffe Fm cii«*»H i m i 

^I: sfrrfor cftsiffa 5^TFT^TTrf^: I tpffe cfclc^H 1^3 I 

stTSIUTT 1RRT 8feR TTefat SirfuMlfMg I rTFHT feSIFT r|g*JT TJFT: I I 

T Hitumi*) fejj; fjcftcju4l 

^jfefefe^F^TFFrFTJF^: | m feuiM^MMT4f<lfc|si4J<£(H4: mm 

^rrarf^ fey FraT ^ i ^uiuflfd fesn i i 

F^£gFTrfe i ife qpqsn l ms i 

The glorious Lord said : Srutadeva ! know that these (great) sages have come here 
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(only) to shower their grace on you. They move about with Me purifying the world with the 
dust of their feet. (51) The (images of) gods, holy places and sacred waters purify one slowly 
by sight, touch and worship after a long time; the saints (however) do so at once. (Nay,) the 
gods etc., too derive their purificatory virtue through the very sight of exalted souls. (52) (O 
Srutadeva!) the Brahmana by his very birth is superior to all beings in this creation, the more 
so if he is endowed with austerity, learning, contentment and devotion to Me.(53) (Even) this 
Personality of Mine, endowed as it is with four arms, is not dearer to Me than the Brahmana. 
Indeed the Brahamana is an embodiment of all the Vedas, while I am the embodiment of all 
gods. (54) Men of crooked understanding, who do not know this truth, regard (only) idols as 
worthy of adoration and, full of jealousy, disregard the Brahmana, the preceptor of the world, 
who is the same as I and their (very) soul. (55) By perceiving Me in all a Brahmana bears in 
his mind that this universe consisting of mobile and immobile creation and the (various) 
categories (such as the Mahat-tattva) that contribute to its existence are (but) My manifestations. 
(56) Therefore, O Srutadeva, worship these Brahmana sages with faith, regarding them as 
My own selves. If you do so, I shall have been directly worshipped, but not by any other 
means, (even) through enormous (expenditure of) wealth and show of splendour. (57) 

F ST^UIISSfctlJ: I&jiItihI'IJ 3TRT&4e»,)lr*44MlciH I V4 I 

TF3R 41c*I»t 'Mrti’MfrtiMK I I ^ I 

H3l4XI'j| XlfeTOT TO I4P,I 

Sri Sukadeva said : Instructed as aforesaid by the Lord, Srutadeva worshipped Him as 
well as the sages as one with their own self, and (through their grace) attained oneness with 
God (the goal of the pious). Bahulaswa (the king of Mithila) too attained the same (exalted) 
state. (58) Pariksit ! (just as the devotee loves God), God (too) loves the devotee. He 
(therefore) stayed on with His two devotees and, having taught them the ways of the 
righteous, returned to Dwaraka. (59) 

Thus ends the eighty-sixth discourse entitled "SriKrsna's Grace on Srutadeva". 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana. 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3?2T 

Discourse LXXXVII 

A Song of Praise uttered by the Vedas (in their living form) 

asrwsrfr&i) qui^: i ^ s[?rg: Tnatri i ^ i 

Pariksit submitted : How can the Sruti texts, dealing as they do with the (three) Gunas 
(material phenomena), refer directly to Brahma (the Absolute), which is indefinable and 
beyond the (three) Gunas and transcends (both) the Cause (the Unmanifest) as well as the 
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effect (the visible universe) ? (1) 

■J<^lp5fUUH:UIU|l-4 THJ: I Itmsf rt -ggrd ^t I 7 | 

(W ErtvI-tqA, 414*1 h44^|4T I 4t«g;qi 4| *qr; qeii fjht <0*94(4* ^*-1: I $ I 

3T3T ft ^TjfftwfSj 'nrsit -=T17TE|U|Tp<Mrn'H I HIWW ^ 9'4l4*jiHltl4U|Ht ^1 4 I 

Sri Suka replied: The almighty Lord evolved the intellect, senses, mind and the vital 
airs of the (innumerable) JIvas (embodied souls) for their enjoyment (of sense-delights), 
acts of being born and so on. for enjoying the delights of the various worlds and for final 

beatitude (in the shape of cessation of all speculation). (It is with the help of these that 
one can determine the real import of the Sruti texts, which as a matter of fact deal with 
Brahma alone).(2) This indeed is the well-known secret of the Vedas relating to Brahma, 
treasured up by Sanaka and others (more ancient even than the ancient).Whosoever 
cherishes it (even now) will be shorn of identification with body etc., and attain 
blessedness. (3) On this subject I shall narrate to you a story connected with the (divine 
sage) Narayana, and shall also reproduce (as follows) the dialogue between (the 
celestial sage) Narada and the sage Narayana. (4) 

l*4>4* -1l*4t H144-L T-Iq-t H*iq(ry4: I e-nn-l^lq 1 4 I 

■dt f| ttlhiq f4*45| -juiih I 444*'i?i4|(l4Mi4*<*Hi4ifr4*rit4k: I ^ I 

tTTthifggijfirfir: 4>HNUi*t4int(Vr: i gfhi wmliyeaftwilci o i 

wrft »nrai^<tluii »ju4difir4n i % 5141414.- rjtttt ^T=R=ft4F>fHcnr«HiH.i 4 1 

Going about the worlds, on one occasion, (the sage) Narada, beloved of the Lord, 

went to the hermitage of (the sage) Narayana in order to see the immortal seer, who has 

from the (very) beginning of the Kalpa (cycle) betaken Himself in this (land of) 

Bharatavarsa, for the prosperity and spiritual well-being of men, to (a life of) asceticism, 

coupled with piety, Self-Knowledge and dispassion. (5-6) Bending low (with reverence), 

O jewel among the Kurus, Narada put this very question to the divine sage, who was 

seated there (in His hermitage) surrounded by sages inhabiting the village of Kalapa."(7) 

In the midst of (other) Rsis, who were (all) listening, the divine Sage (Narayana) actually 

gave to him the following reply, which embodied (the gist of) a discussion bearing on 

(the topic of) Brahma, held among the ancient Rsis (Sanaka and others) of Janaloka (the 
fifth heaven). (8) 

mwMrglH 

51 rue* '4dc4lckS**4r^ (JTT I dxrsri-ii 41141-ii ^dl-n^ScTtneiHj <? I 

V^HglM *IH4fd drfd stsj dqltWiT I 5*41414: SJtTdt m TRit I 

I 3tftt M44d£l4i I % * I 

The divine Sage said : O Narada (son of Brahma, the self-born), of yore there took 

place a meeting, for exchange of views regarding (the true nature of) Brahma, in Janaloka, 

of sages born of Brahma's mind and dwelling in that sphere, who were all lifelong celibates 

(lit., who had directed the flow of their generative fluid upwards). (9) On one occasion when 

you (O Narada!) had departed to Swetadwipa to see Lord Aniruddha (the Rulerof that island, 

a form of Lord Visnu), there ensued (among the Rsis of that sphere) a masterly and thorough 

discussion concerning Brahma (the Absolute), about which the Vedas (too) remain silent. 

■ Another name ot Badarikasrama, where the famous shrine of Badrinatha is now situated. 
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There (in that assembly) arose the same question which you have (just) put to me. (10) 
Though equal in point of learning, askesis (self-abnegation) and practice of virtue, and 
although friends, foes and neutrals were alike to them, they treated one (of themselves, viz., 
Sanandana) as an expounder (of truths),while the rest remained inclined to listen. (11) 

33RT 

3IUM Tt? I nn-rl atS4UI^JS£«ll<rT'>^-: SJrTd: U1H. 1^91 

zrzn tiyra i i V41 

Sanandana said : At the end of Pralaya (the period of Dissolution of the universe) the 
deities presiding over the Sruti texts ( and sprung up from His very first breath) awakened 
the Supreme, who had been lying asleep (as it were all the time) alongwith His (innumerable) 
potencies (Prakrti, Purusa, Time and so on), having swallowed this universe evolved by 
Himself—through (the following) hymns indicating His true character in the same way as 
bards depending for their subsistence on an emperor call on him, while he is (still) asleep, 
at daybreak and awaken him with songs of praise celebrating his exploits that contribute to 

his excellent fame. (12-13) 
,7)^: 

IRJ Ttq -rtgj^imfJiu Ui-i m'jii : I 

Ti'iitn-‘lu-,rilufa'-l.ti*uudt>JT; ^ cpfet^raiOTTTT 31 I ^4 I 

-^■dM^-jum-tetu-TUciimriui hit s<taiwq4t fgfshffi; ctild^tUfi, i 

aiw KiTOt u-tld-dHidRa gtaiptai *raf=a ■gft -tTtu<iRt ifnm.i t 
The Srutis prayed : Manifest Your glory, reveal Your exalted nature, O unconquered 

Lord I Root out the nescience, which has no beginning, of (all) the Jivas invested with an 
immobile or mobile body—nescience which has assumed the (three) Gunas (Sattva, Rajas 
and Tamas) for an evil purpose (viz., obscuring the blissful nature of the Jivas and there by 
throwing them into bondage), possessed as You are of all divine attributes by virtue of Your 
own essential nature, O Awakener of all the powers in those souls I The Veda is able to 
describe You (only) when during the period of creation You sport in conjunction with Your 
Maya (beginningless divine energy) or exist in Your absolute state. (14) The wise 
recognize this known (seen and heard of) universe.to be (no other than) Brahma (Yourself), 
because it is Brahma (alone) that remains (when all else is dissolved) and because it is 
from and into Brahma (the material cause)—which remains unchanged—that the universe 
(Its evolute) emanates and returns (even) as the earthenware are evolved out of and 
disappear into clay. Hence (because of Its being the material Cause of and, therefore, 
comprising the entire universe) the Vedic texts have concluded as referring to You 
whatever is contemplated with the mind (that is, -the import of words,) and uttered with the 
tongue (viz, the names). How could the feet of men placed anywhere (on earth) be 

regarded as not placed on the earth (itself) ? (15) 

tjeufasitecratet smitsairaif^ *t: wet sr taqst <AgailuijdH. i i 
Therefore, O Lord of Maya (consisting of the three Gunas), the wise have taken a plunge 

into the ocean of nectar in the shape of Your stories—that wash away the impurities of all 
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men (who sing them)—and (thereby) shed their (threefold) sufferings. What wonder, 
then, that they should get rid of their afflictions, who, having conquered by dint of their 

Self-Realization the tendencies (evil) of their mind (in the shape of attraction and 
repulsion etc.) as well as the effects of Time (such as old age), O Supreme, contemplate 

on Your essential character consisting of eternal consciousness and bliss. (16) People 
live (justify their existence only) if they are obedient to You (follow Your commandments) 

or else they (simply) breathe like bellows. You are that (creative principle) by whose 
grace (interpenetrated by which) Mahattattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence), 

Ahankara (the cosmic ego) etc., (though insentient) have brought into being this egg-like 
universe (including this microcosm); (nay,) it is You who animate (all) the (five) sheaths 
(with which the soul is invested), assuming the shape of those sheaths and permeating 
them (as their material Cause), although (as a matter of fact) You are the ultimate 
Substance underlying all (phenomena), beyond the gross as well as the subtle, that 
which remains (after everything else has disappeared) as the Reality. (17) 

q qjfqgqftj qftqw.gfd fc44Wlt>u|th qstqj 

an qqqiqqqt qq qw tyrr qqr ijaft^ q<L rAhi a aafta cpqqqjrlt 1^41 

TqjrafqfaaaTfarj fqyilqa dtdMdaaiiwHMdd. 1 

3ra faasjira’jjqfaast aa aw qq fqtqfwqtjqqqqfqfqqqqq h i 73 1 

Out of the (many) paths (leading to God-realization) chalked out by the seers (of 
old), men of gross vision (lit., having their eyes blinded with gravel) contemplate on 
(Brahma as presiding over the spiritual centre called Manipuraka located in) the abdomen; 

while the sons of the sage Aruna (who are possessed of a subtler vision) contemplate 
on (Brahma as manifested in the centre known as the Anahata Cakra located in) the 

cavity of the heart, the organ from which the veins and arteries branch out (in various 
directions). Thence proceeds upwards, O infinite Lord, the artery known as Susumna 
(the supreme effulgent channel leading to You) to (the crown of) the head (the seat of the 
spiritual centre known as the Sahasrara). Reaching this path men do not fall again into 

the jaws of death here. (18) Entering as it were the diverse types of living organisms 
evolved by Yourself, though (as a matter of fact) You already existed in them as their 
(material) Cause, and assuming those forms, You shine (through them) as high or low 
like fire (which, though undifferentiated in itself, assumes diverse shapes according to 
the shape of the fire-wood). Therefore, men of unclouded judgment, who do not expect 

any (worldly or other-worldly) reward for their actions, recognize Your true nature as the 
one immutable, undifferentiated and uniform Substance in those unreal forms. (19) 

Ta^w^whlwqf^wmTqnrf qq qqq 

?ftt qMpi fqfqst qiqqt fqqqtqqq qqq amerb^fynqq »jfq fqqfqqt: I 

^tqrWTWrTrqfwwW qqTrTqqlSjfTqqitnjqifqrqf^qrftTft'qqTjq: I 

q qfqqqfrq %fqqqqrfqqt3JT % qtvwrrqiiwfTW^fqiJfPJttl: I 

^tqRifqqqiqTtjitfqrqqqTTfq qqfqjtif iqfq fqq aqqtfq q 1 

q qq w-dJSi 3w^qmqqt3Jwiqtqq^wr <prt)rsjq: 1 

fq^jqwwrqts^^qqtq^qt itfq qqrwt qqwlsfq q^: wruunj 

wwfq ^TWF: 1 

701 

77 I 

771 

73 I 

The Vedas speak of the Purusa (the individual soul) dwelling in these bodies shaped (as 
a result of its own deeds) by itself—though, as a matter of fact, it is not limited by anything 
which is of the nature of a cause or an effect—as a part made as it were out of You, the Wielder 
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of all potencies. Having thus determined the nature of the Purusa, the wise on this earth, full 
of faith, adore Your feet, at which (all) acts enjoined by the Vedas are offered and which (as 
a result of such offering) put an end to rebirth (for all time). (20) Some, who have got over 
their fatigue (caused by revolving on the whirligig of births and deaths) by diving into the 
ocean of nectar-like stories relating to You—who have assumed personal forms for the 
purpose of revealing the truth about Your own Self, which is (so) difficult to realize—and who 
have renounced their home as a result of their fellowship with devotees revelling like swans 
in the lotus of Your feet, do not aspire even for emancipation, O Lord ! (21) This human body 
(which is like a nest* for the soul, that has been compared to a bride flitting from one body 
to another in the course of its mundane existence), when it follows the track leading to You, 
behaves as our own self, benefactor and loved one. People (however) do not find as much 
delight in You—who are (ever) favourably inclined towards them and are their (true) well- 
wisher and loved one, nay, their very Self—and kill their soul by pampering this body and 
those connected with it ( which are all unreal and) by cleaving to which they are thrown into 
wretched wombs (like those of dogs and swine) and revolve in this mundane existence, 
which is full of great fear. Oh, what a pity! (22) By thinking of You Your enemies too have 
realized the same truth which ascetics that have controlled their breath, mind and senses and 
rigidly practised Yoga contemplate in their heart. The women (cowherdesses of Vrindavana) 
who set their mind on Your (delicate, long and) stout arms resembling the body of Sesa 
(taking You to be a finite being), and even we, who look upon You as equally present 
everywhere and hold fast to Your lotus-feet, are equal in Your eyes. (23) 

cFi ^ •*Iu11 I 

rTff ^ (ch^fu 1 I W I 

'JlfHHtHd: HrTf ^ ^ rt STRifacf: I 

MHlPlfrl 4Jc^lS4cf>ni rtcf: tTT5l I9M 

Alas! what individual of posterior birth and death can possibly know You, who are anterior 
to all and from whom came forth Brahma (the first sage), after whom appeared the two 
classes of gods (viz., those presiding over the Indriyas, mind etc., and those presiding over 
the heavenly regions). When, withdrawing everything (into Yourself at the end of creation), 
You repose (as now), there exist at that time neither the gross phenomena (ether etc.) nor 
the subtle (such as the Mahat-tattva and Ahahkara) nor the product of both (viz., the 
psychophysical organism) nor the flux of time nor anything else nor the scriptural texts (by 
means of which You could be known). (24) They who posit (as the Vaisesikas do) the coming 
into existence of that which did not exist before (viz., of this world as an evolute of Matter), 
or who affirm (as the Naiyayikas do) the cessation (known by the name of Liberation) of that 
which exists (viz., suffering of twenty-one kinds), as well as they who admit (as the 
Naiyayikas or Sahkhyas do) of diversity in the soul or who declare (as the Mimamsakas do) 
the fruit of actions (in the shape of enjoyment here as well as hereafter) to be real inculcate 
all this on the ground of misconception (alone). Since the conception of diversity with regard 
to the soul based on texts such as "The soul is composed of the three Gunas (modes of 
Prakrti)" is caused by ignorance about You, the latter cannot exist in You, who are above such 
ignorance, Knowledge being Your (very) essence. (25) 

% fc(<£>fri I 

• Etymologically the body has been spoken of as a ‘Kulaya1 because it gets dissolved into the earth after death 
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^ qfr ^ * 3rT 

g^piq frTTT fc^yinfa 

<d|4ch<ui: WMdVJ-iiilirHrMm 

^'^sf^farf^Hlrg fo^rcpn fassjfr m n rgfy^di '^T^sjfen 

[h(mt1'^'jiI f^T 3^t*RCT qingj f^Tjrb ?R 

T f| ^MW q IRS ^oTTO^I ^ 

l?V9| 

I 

\?6\ 

IW 

All this(objective) universe, consisting of the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti)—which is 
a projection of the mind (alone)—including the Jiva (which is referred to as the self), though 
unreal, appears as real (because of its) being superimposed on You. The knowers of the Self 
(however) recognize this entire universe (both subjective and objective) to be real because 
of its (being a projection of) their (very) self. Just as those in quest of gold do not reject its 
modification (in the shape of gold ornaments) because of its being gold itself, so is this 
universe (both in its subjective and objective aspects) concluded (by such knowers of the 
Atma) to be their very self inasmuch as it is evolved and interpenetrated (too) by the 
Atma.(26) They alone who worship You as the Indweller of all created beings take no 
account, and set their foot on the head of, Death. You keep bound (on the other hand) with 
the word of God (in the form of the Vedas) as (so many) beasts (with a rope) even the so- 
called wise (to their respective duties). Indeed they who have cultivated love for You (are able 
to) purify themselves as well as others; (but) not so they who have turned their face away 
from You. (27) Though devoid of organs (of sense etc., in Your formless aspect). You wield 
the powers of all the organs, self-dependent as You are (and hence requiring no such 
instruments). As the rulers of subcontinents bear tribute to the suzerain Lord of the entire 
globe and (at the same time) unreservedly enjoy the tribute collected from their own people, 
so do Brahma and others (the creators of the universe) as well as the (other) divinities 
(guardians of the various spheres, and those presiding over the ten Indriyas and mind etc.) 
united as they are with Maya (which has no beginning), bear tribute to You and gladly partake 
of the oblations offered by human beings (through the sacrificial fire). Afraid of You, they do 
that work to which they have been appointed (by You). (This is the form of tribute they bear 
to You). (28) When, O Lord who are eternally free, the desire to sport with Maya (which has 
no beginning) appears in You, who are beyond that Maya, (the countless) species of mobile 
and immobile creatures, endowed with a subtle body made up of the latencies of their 
Karmas and brought into existence by Your very look, come into being. To You, who are 
untainted like the sky and bear resemblance to the void (in point of subtleness) and are 
supreme (in every respect), none is kindred or alien (so that the disparity among created 
beings is traceable to the divergence of their Karma and not to any partiality in You) . (29) 

StMfifadl fTcPMIW^ ^ SllWrtfd f^TOt SJcJ TdTSJT I 

drTT fsrfoSFTnTJpl: «fi<i $c*iuid I I 

If the Jivas (embodied beings) are (held to be) infinite (in number), everlasting and all- 
pervading, their subordination (to another's will) cannot be maintained (because of their 
equality with one another as well as with Yourself) any more than Your control over them, 
which could be possible (only) in the opposite case (i.e., if they were held to be limited in 
number, short-lived and finite), O eternal Lord ! (For) that (Brahma alone) could be the ruler 
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(of the Jiva). as whose evolute it has come into being and which is inseparable from it as its 
material cause and is equally present in all, nay, which is (practically) unknown to those who 
claim to know it, since whatever comes to be known is known imperfectly only. (30) The birth 
(coming into being at a particular point of time) of Prakrti (primordial Matter) or of Purusa 
(Spirit) does not stand to reason inasmuch as both of them are (declared in the scriptures 
as) birthless or without beginning. Living beings (on the other hand) come into existence 
(only) when the two (viz., Prakrti and Purusa, matter and spirit) come to be united (mistaken 
for one another), (just) as bubbles appear on (the surface of) water through the interaction 
of air and water. (Since the birth of the Jivas in this way is only apparent and not real,) that 
is why they getznerged in You (the final Cause) with (all) their several names and attributes 
(in the state of Liberation) even as rivers disappear into the sea or (during dreamless sleep) 
just as all (kinds of) nectars of flowers get dissolved into (what is ultimately known by the 
name of) honey. (31) 

rjrj ttg hiuui Tngw-^tran i 

sFreiH-jqtftii 'warpi rra tfafa *tzm i 

['zLinKui^ar-pU‘I zr zraf-Ti 'j-nH In—Iw.quiu: ( 

otWHWiPeMi: ThrafPt -rptspei erfor* tt-rdfotchufan n?sstt 1331 

Perceiving the misapprehension (in the shape of self-identification with the body etc,), 
implanted by Maya (Your deluding potency), in these human beings, men of sound judgment 
develop intense devotion—that grows every moment to You, who are capable of putting a 
stop to their transmigration. How can the fear of birth (even) haunt those that worship You, 
since Yourfrown in the shape of (the wheel of) Time (as represented by a twelvemonth) with 
its threefold rim (as consisting of the three parts of the year, viz., winter, summer and the rainy 
season) inspires terror (again and again) into (the mind of) those (alone) who do not resort 
to You as their asylum. (32) They who endeavour to break the most restless steed of their 
mind—unsubdued (even) by those who have controlled their senses and breath (too)— 
neglecting the feet of their preceptor, and taking (great) pains over other devices (for mind- 
control), remain beset with a hundred and one calamities in this world like merchants that 
have not secured a pilot (for their vessel) in the sea, O birthless Lord ! (33) 

W'H-rynirH<;i<arimiia7TgT^4<aft| pfa % rjmt spin OTmft ycjffl I 

fftt TRTtRHT Twit ^nat grtrafa zrit f% Pifast) ref-uwtm 15-41 

What is to be gained by men though kinsfolk, progeny, (their own) body, wife, wealth, 
houses, land, (nay,) their (very) life and chariots etc., while You, the (real) Self of the man 
seeking shelter in You, the embodiment of all blessings, are there (by his side)? Indeed what 
object in this inherently perishable world, intrinsically shorn of all substance, can (really) 
gratify those who are unaware of this (aforementioned) truth (viz., Your being the sole 
embodiment of real happiness) and are striving for the (false) pleasure of married life?(34) 
Sages who are destitute of (all) pride and treasure Your-lotus feet in their heart and the water 
washing whose feet is (accordingly) capable of destroying the (entire) sin (of those who sip 
it or sprinkle it on their head and eyes etc.) yet resort to the numerous holy lakes and rivers 
and places of pilgrimage on (the surface of) the earth (since it is there that they secure the 
company of exalted souls). For, they who set their mind (but) once on You, their (very) Self, 
the embodiment of everlasting bliss, no longer remain attached to their household, which 
drains the very best in men (in the shape of their judgment, fortitude, forbearance, peace of 
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mind and so on). (35) 

if -g jjgr ^ (Tsiiwpg i 

<*rqryi*l (<*<*, rv vngfrT *titdl tr '3g^fgfwigsr3rsp^i i 

g yf4<ny am? t <afd fgwfir rjffcjrt^i 

3TrT Tmfat^ 4(4U|'HirHrii*c9M®(<lHyH4lRiHIBlJdfii<444T4'JSJT: I I 

If it is argued that this (objective) universe is real in that it has evolved from the Real 

(God), this proposition is surely disproved by critical examination. The fact of an effect 
following the nature of its cause varies in certain cases (as for example a son is found 
to be different from his father); while in some (other) cases the evolute of a real 
substance is known to be false (just as the perception of a serpent following from a real 
substance, viz., a rope is false). (It may be objected here that it is not the rope alone 
but the rope coupled with ignorance which is responsible for its being mistaken for a 
snake. Our reply to this objection is that) the world (too) is a product of both (viz., 

Brahma and Avidya); hence it is not real. (If the world is held to be real because it serves 
our purpose and discharges some function too, our reply is that) for explaining worldly 
transactions the illusory nature of the universe is (on the other hand) more welcome (to 
us); for worldly transactions will be carried on by blindly following past traditions. Your 

word (in the shape of Vedic texts declaring the reward of ritual acts as real) deludes by 
its manifold powers of expressing, indicating or suggesting a meaning (only) those dull- 
witted persons who have been blinded by their excessive faith in (Vedic) rituals. (36) 
Since this (phenomenal world) neither existed in the beginning (i.e., before creation) nor 
will it survive after dissolution, hence it is concluded that during the intervening period 

(too) it falsely appears in You, the absolute Existence. Therefore it is likened (by us, the 
Vedas) to the ways of the diverse manifestations (e.g.. an earthen jar, ear-ring etc.) of 
material substances (like earth, gold and steel). Therefore, ignorant are they who 
recognize this unreal world, a (mere) play of fancy, to be real. (37) 

7T tg31Tri^9TrjtrT -flM-T ggffT I 

t^ft -irifn <<r*xHiTi*ptt ugftt rt^Igttiy^riJirtitrtffagrt: i $61 

zfftjT ^n^l rSrf a>l444t <^<[u*l4l.ietii rife; rtTttSTrjit^nJZTOfrTT: I 

ar^qylPuuj'Matitiuiyy ggtt: 14s I 

(Ever) since under the influence of Maya (Your deluding potency) the Jiva (soul) 
embraces ignorance (which has no beginning) it identifies itself with a body, senses and 
so on (Products of the three Gunas) and then, acquiring the characteristics of these 

(viz., the body etc.) undergoes transmigration, its (conscious and blissful) divine nature 
being obscured. You, on the other hand, (ever) keep that ignorance away (even) as a 

serpent casts off the slough, retaining Your divinity and possessed of infinite power, and 
shine in Your eightfold* glory. (38) If strivers (outwardly engaged in subduing their 
senses, mind etc.) do not tear the roots of passion planted in their heart, You remain 

difficult of access to such vile persons, though (ever) present in their heart (even) like 
a gem about the neck of a man, though forgotten by him. And for Yogis (passing by this 
name but) given to the gratification of their senses, O Lord, there is misery from both 

sides, viz., from Death (on the one hand) that has not turned his back (on him, here) 
and (after death, on the other) from You, whose truth remains unrealized (by him). (39) 

• The eightfold lory denotes here the eight Siddhis or supernatural powers enumerated in the works on Yoga, 

viz., Anima, Laghima, Mahima, Prapti, Prakamya. iSItva, Vasitva and Kamavasayitva. 
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^ ^i4i ^ fnr: i 

a^m-cig tpttjt «Fmm<u4^i srcjur^ qrtwuucHhfHii^: 1*01 

^Mdil JTc( % qf *4q<<HMHTM*ll c3*Tfa ^rTTF^TcRn WIcHUII: | 

13 ^ F? iir^riq^dRl f| 'iTcff^^RT: I 

He who has come to know You (in reality) no longer feels the impact of joys and sorrows 
that follow from good and evil acts (committed in past lives and) coming in relief by Your will 
(prone as You are to requite them according to their merit or demerit); nor does he recognize 
in that state the cpmmandments (of the Vedas, which are no longer binding on him inasmuch 
as he has risen above them by virtue of his being no longer identified with his psycho-physical 
organism), intended as they are (only) for those identified with their body. (This is but 
natural;) for, ushered (into the heart) through the ears (even) by men (who have not realized 
Your truth) day after day with the help of teachings handed down from age to age to all, O 
Lord with (sixfold) divine properties, You are (eventually) attained by them in the form of final 
beatitude. (40) Even Brahma and others (the rulers of the heavenly regions) could not reach 
Your limit (farthest end), nor even You, because of Your being limitless—You, in whom, 
indeed, driven by time, float together, like particles of dust in the air, multitudes of cosmic 
eggs alongwith their (seven) sheaths ( viz., earth and so on, each of which is ten times as 
large as the one enclosed by it)! That is why we, Srutis, finding our end (goal) in You, become 
fruitful in You, (describing You indirectly as we do) by negating everything other than You 
(including ourselves). (41) 

3ft* 

c4 4^4 d £141 *114 OTTO??* ITT eFTO ehlMHI TiR ^JUTTR I IT# I 

The Lord (the divine Sage Narayana) continued : Having heard in this way the 
aforesaid exposition regarding the Self (in the shape of the eulogy uttered by the Vedas in 
their living form) and realized the (true) nature of the Self, and (thereby) achieved their end 
(as it were), Sanaka and others (the celebrated mind-born sons of Brahma, who were already 
accomplished of their purpose) now paid their homage to Sanandana (their preceptor for the 
time being). (42) In this way was churned out by the exalted souls (Sanaka and others)—who 
are the earliest born (among the entire creation) and course through the air (unconcerned 
as they are with everything)—the essence of all the Vedas (their earlier portion, consisting 
of the Sarhhitas and their exegesis, the Brahmanas), the Puranas and the Upanisads (the 
later portion and the crown of the Vedas). (43) Cherishing with faith, O Narada (son of 
Brahma), this exposition relating to the Self—(which is) capable of burning out (all) the 
desires of men—perambulate you at will the globe (as well as the other spheres typified by 

it). (44) 

fyhjcfr dc/W 

Tf 3iifaunssf4E Jj£Mi i tjuf: 

Sri Suka went on : Receiving thus with reverence what was imparted by the divine 
Seer (Narayana), the sage (Narada)—who had (full) control over his self, who was (fully) 
accomplished of his purpose, (nay,) who (ever) bears in mind the teachings of the 
scriptures and observes the heroic vow of perpetual celibacy, submitted (to Him), O king! 

(as follows):—(45) 
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•llict <WM 

-uiMtn wraH <^,uj|iymrt*M'y i % ^5i: i>ri 

Narada prayed : Hail to the celebrated Lord Sri Krsna of stainless glory (in You), who 
assumes charming forms for putting an end to the (repeated) birth of all created beings. (46) 

aferzrig MrttrWH: I dtiliilKISTO TttatR farJsJmtMW ^ l>S^ I 

TOnftrat irrrariT i <R ciukiuift -utiauirpTO^R iyci 

$<%)< qfafa TOR. TOt: 5131:, ^)dW4|l I TOTT striiuafaijja fRfitjfa IIS’? I 

%5Rt<5tfiR> jTTfertrxi (h%? Rssrttwn^RT 

IT: dtftuil 51% IJT: ^ttftft at: I 

4 TOtSI W $c3IH TOJ1 

?fir HSI'Jtl'rl MIW«ii Hfedl'ti OIH3Mt aattif : 

^r^Jn-iin ■HHl^TlfdriHlS^MI'M: £-51 

o \i H I Ho 1 

Bowing low in this way to the Sage Narayana (the most ancient seer) as well as to His 
high-souled disciples, Narada proceeded from that place to the hermitage of my father, the 
sage Dwaipayana, (who was) directly present there (at that time). (47) Welcomed by the 
divine sage (Vyasa) and having taken his seat, Narada reproduced to him the aforesaid 
hymn (chanted by the Vedas in living form) as heard from the lips of the sage Narayana. (48) 
In this way has this hymn (sung by the Vedas) been reproduced by me, O Pariksit, describing 
how the mind (as well as the Veda) could penetrate Brahma even though the latter was 
indefinable and untouched by the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti), which (precisely) was the 
question that had been put to us by you. (49) One should constantly meditate on Sri Hari. 
the Dispeller of (all) fears, who in His absolute state keeps Maya (the prime cause) at a 
distance; who plans this universe and continues at the beginning, middle and end of it; who 
is the Ruler of both the Unmanifest (Prakrti) and the Jiva (embodied soul); who, having 
created this universe and entered it forthwith alongwith the Jiva, evolves bodiss (for the 
Jivas) and controls (maintains) them; and having attained to whom the Jiva sheds ignorance 
(that has no beginning) in the same way as a man fast asleep loses consciousness of his 
body. (50) 

Thus ends the eighty-seventh discourse intitled " A Song of Praise uttered by the Vedas 

(in their living form)," forming the theme of a dialogue between Narada and 
the divine Sage Narayana, in the latter half of Book Ten of the 

great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 
known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

rv/vjk'. \»». \ j»«.«. Tv/v 
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Discourse LXXXVIII 

Lord Rudra rescued (from trouble) 

trt 

z) fRqRj ufa-it Rtm *TtjcT8RTr: gfa TtfRT. i ^ i 

tst^ TRtgtss f| a: i fzpsgsfttaft: svilRtasi tram ala: i ^ i 

The king (Pariksit) submitted '.Those among the gods, demonsand men that worship 
Lord Siva, who has spurned all enjoyments, are generally found to be wealthy and enjoying 
the pleasures of sense; but not so those who are devoted to Lord Visnu (the Spouse of the 
goddess of wealth and consequently endowed with all enjoyments). (1) We are (according) 
eager to know how it is that the lot of those worshipping the two (Lord Siva and Lord Visnu) 
of contrary disposition is (quite) the opposite (of what might be expected). Great indeed is 

our doubt on this point. (2) 

Sffcpr 

ftra: TTWL fsfojt I aiRRSpa? faw I 4 I 

aat faetiui 3TOcr. rtoihlk, arga i aagraa, ftnjatat aafara# afaa i x i 

Bftff fa>f<IT: PTSflrL rjad: ' TT: I R a *nR, I A I 

Pi'jrig^^ TRft zptftaara?: i vaaal i S i 

a 3rt? Rnapaat tfta: tnj: i rjeit fa:&aarafa atwrM aai: <j^s i « i 

Sri Suka replied : (ParTksit!) Lord Siva ever remains united with His Sakti (Energy). He 
is invested with the three Gunas and is the deity presiding over Aharikara (the Cosmic Ego), 
which is threefold (in character), viz., Sattvika, RajasikaandTamasika. (3) Out of these three 
varieties of Aharikara are evolved the sixteen final evolutes (viz., the mind from the Sattvika 
type, the ten Indriyas from Rajasika and the five gross elements from the amasika). He 
who worships the deity presiding over anyone of these obtains access to all forms of (earthly) 
prosperity. (4) Lord Vispu, on the other hand, is the Supreme Person Himself, (far) beyond 
Prakrti and devoid of the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti); He is omniscient and the witness 
(of ail hearts). Anyone worshipping Him is rid of the (three) Gunas. (5) (Pariksit I) at the 
conclusion of the Aswamedha sacrifices your grandfather, King Yudhisthira, while listening 
from (the lips of) the Lord to an exposition of (the various types of) sacred duties put this (very) 
question to Sri Krsna. (6) (Pariksit!) Sri Krsna, the almighty Lord, who appeared in the race 
of Yadu for ensuring the highest good of men, felt (much) pleased (to hearthe question) and 
spoke to the king, who was eager to listen (in the following strain).(7) 

uniiriiH'jjjiiin ffttd a®a i Tatar) aia-awi taaat jat^fctaa i & i 

r an faaareftat fafcfuoi: ana, i rttI: aria*) i f i 

d<jagg qm feana MaaTftFRj 3tat rt Rkat-ui.^ aant rr: i^o i 

W Rl^jnhtRJt rt<*Hl^ufsiq\4Tl: I Rat: SRT1 cUtfl-L lawwaTHrl I 
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The glorious Lord said : Him on whom I shower My grace I gradually deprive of wealth. 
His own people thereupon forsake him when he is (thus) reduced to penury and stricken with 
sorrow. (8) When, striving (once more) with intent to acquire wealth, he finds all his attempts 

abortive (through my grace) and, getting disappointed, makes friends with My devotees, that 
is the time I show My (special) grace to him, whereby he attains (oneness with) that supreme 

infinite Brahma which is (very) subtle (and therefore difficult to comprehend) and consists of 
pure consciousness and Truth. That is why people turn their back on Me as one very difficult 
to please and (proceed to) worship other deities. (9-10)Elated through the royal fortune 
obtained (through such worship) from gods who are quickly propitiated, they get intoxicated 

(with pride) and go astray. Forgetting the very gods that conferred boons on them, they 
neglect them. (11) 

TTmRRdrtlTn wgjfaHjjfiiiciic'y: i trar^iTOTORtsf ftrat a emxja: i?31 

5fl?ir;tTAhfiirdsi« <j<*>itjiiAi PifUif ari i ^ i 

q^t dlHltjr: H5I: T1^: dfe RTtaH I IglSS^pTfd CTShS fq^ tpffa: IWI 

n 3it? PiR^iumsncnt^ Pi^afti i i^qi 

^iwraiwqtrtjg: IrJcldlefRdHtrtd I TfcyifUfJri ah 3qq ri; 5 I 

Sri Suka continued : Dear Pariksit! Brahma, Visnu, Siva and the other gods have the 
power to curse as well as to bless. (Of these again,) Lord Siva as well as Brahma (get 
propitiated and angry soon and) are (therefore) very prompt in blessing as well as in cursing, 
(but) not so Visnu. (12) In order to illustrate this truth, the wise relate an ancient anecdote 

showing how by conferring a boon on the demon Vrka Lord Siva (who has His abode on 
Mount Kailasa) got into trouble. (13) (Pariksit!) meeting (the celestial sage) Narada on the 
way, this evil-minded demon, Vrka by name, son of Sakuni, inquired (of him) which of the 

three gods (Brahma, Visnu and Siva) was quick to propitiate. (14) The sage replied, ” Betake 
yourself to Lord Siva. You will (thereby) gain your object very soon; He it is who is soon 
Pleased with a small measure of merit and gets angry equally quickly through a slight 

offence. (15) pleased with Ravana (the ten-headed monster) and Bana (the demon), who 
(simply) glorified Him like bards, He conferred (on them) immense wealth and power, and 
courted serious trouble thereby (in that Ravana uprooted His very home, Mount Kailasa, 
while Bana secured from Him a boon that He should ever guard his city)." (16) 

3qrqiq?L Wuixn: I cfiqn 3uTecrtc*Hi --fryMl 

f-icfdtirt i f^Rts^sjiL iqfqfrni a-rty(*«^rnrq i ^c i 

nAI T1 qq ShfjTfTqffejfTTS-Tr^TIL I 

PpI?i if8dU4iHi< ijq amfoti-frfa: ritti 

rwr? ^ qqifaqqq ftraiifu % crm,i 

ylhn qfipl qvii xusmiHsI tqqtssaiT ^sit l^oi 

^ fl qmtdR qi sjqqqiqgqj qqi qqj qri ^fffejf an& n ftraarfafa p? i 

a^qi H'lai-i ast rjifai ?q *mq 13itfqfa a?iiw*A qsniy^i 

Instructed thus (by Narada), the demon worshipped Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the 
universe), propitiating Him by means of (oblations of) his own flesh out of his body through 

the mouth of fire at the sacred spot of)Kedara (a summit of the Himalayas), (17) Unable to 
gain the sight of the Lord (even after worshipping Him in this way for six days) he proceeded 
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out of despair, on the seventh day, to lop off with his sword his (very) head, the hair on which 
were wetted through a dip in the holy waters of that place, (and offer it as an oblation to Lord 
Siva), (18) (OKing I) the highly merciful Lord Siva (who wears matted locks on His head) rose 
out of the flames, (brilliant) like the god of fire, and, holding Vrka by the arms with His own, 
deterred the latter (from that terrible act) even as we would deter a friend from committing 
suicide. Through His blessed touch the demon was whole again. (19) The Lord said to him, 
"O dear one, enough of this, no more of this. Ask of Me any boon of your choice, (and) I shall 
grant it to you. I should be pleased with (a little) water offered by men who resort to Me. Oh, 
in vain is this body tormented by you (so) cruelly." (20) The highly wicked demon (thereupon) 
sought from the Lord a boon which was terrifying to all beings. (He said,)" On whosesoever 
head I should place my hand, let him die." (21) Hearing that request, O scion of Bharata, Lord 
Rudra looked grave as it were (for a moment), and (then) laughingly said," Amen!" He thus 
conferred on him a boon, which was as good as giving milk to a serpent. (22) 

Btrgrt ga hltltPUIrtltfLI: I FT tlSAIflansS TPsjbjfjJ (dirtiyt: I 

UinmYtt atSTa'raa 

0-ilMtjK: Fftnft: ERTOraT FT^a^: I UldtH ftelt chlgHIH'i'll'Jt^j IT* I 
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i arfHeidumiu a a ^THTfaif^aftaa. i^ci 
Thus assured (by the Lord), the said demon was as a matter of fact possessed with the 

desire of laying his hands on (Goddess) Parvati; and in order to test (the efficacy of) the 
boon, the demon, it is said, proceeded to place his hand on the head of Lord Sankara 
(Himself). The all-blissful Lord (now) got dismayed at His own act (of granting that boon). (23) 
Trembling in great fear, He fled before the Asura, who now pursued Him. He covered the 
whole length of the earth and heavens and reached the very end of the cardinal points; but 
(finding the Asura still pursuing Him) ran (further) in a northerly direction. (24) Finding no 
remedy for the trouble, all the great gods kept quiet. Finally Bhagavan Sankara went to the 
shining region of Vaikuntha, lying beyond the sphere of Prakrti. (25) It is the realm of 
Bhagavan Narayana, the supreme resort of recluses who, having taken a vow of complete 
non-violence have attained perfect tranquillity of mind. On reaching this region one does not 
return to mundane life. (26) Seeing Siva in that miserable plight, from a distance, Bhagavan 
Narayana, who removes all affliction, assumed the form of a young BrahmacarT (religious 
student) by dint of His Yogamaya (wonderful creative power) and appeared before 
Vrkasura.(27) Adorned with a girdle made of Munja grass, (black) deer-skin, a staff and a 
rosary of Rudraksa beads. He shone by His lustre like the fire. Holding a (bunch of) Kusa 
grass in His hand, He hailed the Asura like a humble student. (28) 

IjctM 

Ttr^fta vrarr srw sunt: fa; i fawaat ijp 3tit*na i 

aft a: kwviiqirt rjrqraraftft faat i asaat atari: rjfiasjft: tarair 14° i 

The Lord (disguised as a Brahmacari) said : O Vrkasura, evidently you are (much) 
fatigued. Have you covered a long distance? Rest Yourself awhile. This body is the source 
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of all blessings. (Why do you put it to unnecessary exertion ?) (29) Mighty as you are, please 

tell me, if the matter is fit for our ears, what you have set your mind upon. For people generally 

seek to accomplish their object through persons choosen for their help. (30) 

tsa ipicid! tjjrj 1 ‘in3;Hi-,5rnlTi*4 13^1 

Sri Suka went on : (Pariksit!) thus questioned by the Lord in words raining nectar (as 

it were) the Asura felt refreshed and related to Him in order of sequence all that he had 

done.(31) , 

inj 38f? 35133 R ?? 18t 3gr5ti9T3, tn^: £3)3533713. i??i 
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The Lord said : "If it is so, then we do not believe his words. Do you not know that under 
the curse of Daksa He has adopted the ways of Pisacas (evil spirits)? He is now the ruler of 

Pretas (genii) and Pisacas. (32) O lord of demons, if you still repose faith in Sankara as the 
Teacher of the world, the truth may be verified (by you) this very instant, O dear friend, by 

placing your hand on your own head. (33) O chief of Asuras, if the words of Sankara are found 
to deviate from truth in any wise, you had better do away with that liar so that he may not (live 

to) utter a falsehood again." (34) The words spoken by the Lord were so very sweet and cast 

such a magic spell on him that he lost his reasoning power, and the wicked Asura in utter 

forgetfulness placed his hand on his own head. (35) Instantaneously he fell down with his 

head split as if by a stroke of lightning; and shouts of triumph, salutations and applause were 
raised (by the gods) in heaven. (36) On the sinful Vrkasura rained having been killed, gods, 
manes and Gandharvas showers of flowers, and Bhagavan Sahkara was redeemed from a 

precarious situation, (37) The almighty Lord Visnu (thereupon) said to Sahkara, who was 

(now) free," O Lord ! 0 supreme Deity, this wicked Asura has been killed by his own sins. 

O Lord, having actually sinned against the great who can possibly be happy? Much less could 

he be happy who did wrong to You the Lord and preceptor of the universe . (38-39) 

Plfl5l3t^ 3i33^3ltf8 

3na nrffn? 3i3T8i3t 5^; i 

31 farjrAlt) Iiqf8ftlia«rtfif3: lYol 

ifa wnsmaa Aki'jnR wnNi 8ft3T3i csw*r.-9 usuif t^3iwn = 

Sri Hari is an ocean of powers, which are both incomprehensible and beyond the range 

of speech. He is no other than the Supreme Spirit beyond Prakrti. He who relates or listens 
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to this story of His rescuing Lord Sankara (from trouble) gets completely freed from(the cycle 
of) births and deaths and is rid of the fear of enemies. (40) 

Thus ends the eighty-eighth discourse entitled " Lord Rudra rescued (from trouble)," 
in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse LXXXIX 
(The three chief gods put to test by the sage Bhrgu;) the 

Lord brings back the (dead) sons of a Brahmana 

wwtuiwi nar^aac rragrcra i fftaftt: fft^srfftr} ait i ? i 

trta ft a rjrj aairyi i ftuump:rftsrqj|i<dktui:ggp i r i 
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rr snapjfem a^aiaRnaraRT i ydi’Tua ayT gfe wataji anfruTissan}: i x i 

Sri Suka began again : O king, (on one occasion) great sages assembled on the bank 
of the Saraswati (for exchange of views on the object of life and the means of attaining the 
same). (In the course of their discussion) a question came up before the assemblage as to 
which of the three lords of creation (viz., Brahma, Visnu and Siva) was the greatest. (1) O 
king, the Rsis actually deputed Bhrgu, one of Brahma's sons, to ascertain the out of curiosity 
fact with intent to know this truth, Maharsi Bhrgu (first) visited the court of Brahma, and with 
a view to testing Brahma's forbearance and other qualities, did neither bow to him nor 
offer any praises. Brahma got angry with him and looked as if burning with his majestic 
glow. (2-3) But considering that the insult was offered by his own son, Brahma (the self-born) 
subdued the anger of his heart within his mind by force of reason, just as one extinguished 
fire by water, which is an evolute of fire itself. (4) 

rtct: fcwwrMd, g ft ftftt I afriaj whft 3KITC 'STrri JJ4T | q | 
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3mi 3ri«ifc*>'l-rit1l>iMH,l ctdUAf,<[+1 it 1j1mleta4lcKdi$«: 

From Brahma's court the sage Bhrgu went to Kailasa (the home of Siva).Seeing that it 
was his own brother (Bhrgu, who had come on a visit to Him), the Lord Sankara (the supreme 
Deity) rose in (great) joy (from His seat) and proceeded to embrace the sage. (5) But Bhrgu 
avoided his touch saying, "I shall not touch you, since you have broken social conventions 
and flouted the injunctions of the Vedas." Siva lost His temper when He heard this. His eyes 
shot fire. Taking up His trident, He proceeded to strike the sage (with it.) (6) But Goddess 
Parvati, falling at Siva's feet, pacified Him by soothing words. Thereafter Bhrgu went to 
Vaikuntha, the realm of Bhagavan Visnu. (7) He found the Lord reposing (with His head) on 
the lap of Laksmi (the goddess of prosperity). (Breaking into His room unceremoniously) the 
sage suddenly kicked Him on the chest. The almighty Lord, the (sole) refuge of the virtuous, 
thereupon (quickly) rose with Laksmi alighted from His bed and, bowing His head 
(in reverence) to the sage said," O sage, you are welcome. Make yourself comfortable on 
this seat and rest awhile. Unaware of your arrival, we could not offer you welcome in time. 
Pray, forgive us this omission.(8-9) O great one I great sage, your feet are so soft, O dear 
one I" Saying this, the Lord began to knead the feet of the sage with His own hands, and again 

said:—(10) "O sage, the water touched by your feel lends sanctity even to the sacred waters. 
(Pray) sanctify Me, My realm (Vaikuntha) and the protectors of the world residing in Me, with 
the same. (11) O worshipful sage, all My sins have been washed off by the very touch of your 
feet. From this day I have become the sole abode of Sri Laksmi, the goddess of wealth. She 
will hereafter (constantly) dwell on My bosom (bearing the mark of your foot).'1 (12) 

tig spun f*Ri t fn^rotfiffrejroff ttqppm3ts«p5teR: p?t 
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Sri Suka continued :. Hearing these words of the Lord uttered in a deep low tone, the 

sage Bhrgu felt (highly) satisfied and happy. His voice got choked through (the rising tide 
of) Devotion and tears rushed to his eyes. He could not utter a word. (13) O king, returning 
to the assembly of sages, who were (all) expository of the Vedas, he narrated all that he 
had experienced (in the valms of Brahma, Sankara and Bhagavan Visnu). (14) Hearing his 
experiences, the sages in the assembly were filled with wonder and freed from all doubts. 
They were now convinced that Visnu was the Supreme Deity, the fountain-head of 
tranquillity and security. (15) From Visnu proceed virtue itself, wisdom, dispassion, united 
with it, the eight forms of supernatural powers and fame, which wipes out the impurities of 
the mind. (16) He is described as the supreme resort of saints and sages who are 
embodiments of peace, equanimity and detachment, and who have taken a vow of 
complete non-violence.(17) The quality of Sattva constitutes His beloved person, and the 
Brahmana is His favourite deity. Men possessed of disinterestedness, serenity (of mind) 
and subtle understanding take to His adoration. (18) It is his Maya, constituted of the three 
Gunas, which has evolved His three forms, viz., the Raksasas. the Asuras and the gods. 
Of these, only gods embodying the quality of Sattva are the means of His realization (He 
Himself being the end of all pursuit).(19) 
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Sri Suka went on: (Pariksit!) the sages assembled on the bank of the Saraswati arrived 
this conclusion (not for their own sake, but) for dispelling the doubts of men. Adoring the lotus- 

feet of the Supreme Person, they attained to His supreme state. (20) 

^IIT 3** 
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SOta said : (Saunaka and other sages I) this story, which brings out the glory of the 
Supreme Person, dispel the fear of transmigration (in the form of births and deaths). Like (a 
stream of) sweet-smelling nectar it has emanated from the lotus-like lips of Sri Suka, (the son 
of the sage Vyasa.) The traveller who. coursing through the circuitous paths of this world, 
constantly drinks of it through the cups of his ears gets rid of the fatigue of wandering through 
the world. (21) 
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Sri Suka resumed : Pariksit, once upon a time at Dwaraka the wife of a Brahmana gave 
birth to a child; but the moment it was born and touched the ground, they say, it died. (22) 

Taking the deceased child to the portal of the royal palace, the Brahmana laid iton the ground 
and with a heart full of grief began to weep (for it) piteously. He spoke thus:—"My child has 
died because of some vicious act of the ruler of this kingdom, (a base ksatriya) who is a 
Brahmana-hater, has a wicked disposition, is full of avarice and has set his mind on the 
pleasures of his sense. (23-24) The people depending on a ruler who takes delight in bloody 
acts, has a vicious character and is a slave of his senses, lead a miserable life and are always 
in distress for want of money." (25) The second and third child of the Brahmana sage also 

died under similar circumstances and the Brahmana brought their dead bodies in the same 
manner to the palace gate and repeating the same observation in a loud tone left the 

deceased children there. (26) (Thus as many as eight children of the Brahmana died one 
after another.) When he repeated the complaint at the loss of his ninth child, Arjuna was also 
sitting by the side of Lord Sri Krsna. Hearing the remarks of the Brahmana, he vauntingly 
said, " O venerable Brahmana, is there no Ksatriya who can wield a bow in this city of 
Dwaraka (where you reside)? It seems these Yadavas (who are unable to protect their 

[565] B.M. Part II—45 
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subjects) are no better than Brahmanas assembled for a sacrifice. (27-28) The rulers in 
whose kingdom a Brahmana grieves over the loss of his wealth, wife or children are (no 
Ksatriyas, but) mere actors playing the role of a Ksatriya only to fill their belly. (They live in 
vain.) (29) O Brahmana, I undertake to protect the child that may be born to you (hereafter), 
afflicted as you and your wife are (by the loss of your children) here. If I fail to carry out my 
promise, I shall jump into fire (and put an end to my life) and (thereby) atone for my sin.” (30) 

Tfjrjvit 31^3: JRjgt 3f337 37: I 37f37#557ff77!!7t 3 =n7j 3r[ 13 <! I 

33, 3 Tran 37>f i 73aifakuiaas37wit3331571 

The Brahmana said: (Arjuna!) when Sri Balarama, Bhagavan Sri Krsna, Pradyumna, 
the foremost of archers, and the matchless warrior Aniruddha have failed to protect my 
children, how dare you undertake to do so ? Even those lords of the world find it an 
impossible task. It is simply childish on your part to brag like this. We cannot put any faith 
in your words. (31-32) 

37^7 3373 
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Arjuna replied : I am neither Balarama, nor Sri Krsna, nor again Pradyumna. Surely I 
am Arjuna. the wielder of the famous Gandiva bow, 6 worshipful one! (33) Please do not 
make light of my prowess, with which I pleased the three-eyed Sankara (Himself). I shall 
conquer even the god of death in battle and bring back your child, my master. (34) 
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Pariksi), thus (comforted and) assured by Arjuna, the Brahmana returned to his place full 
of delight and eager to witness Arjuna's prowess, (35) As the period of confinement of his wife 
drew near, the exalted Brahmana approached Arjuna in great anxiety and entreated him 
saying, "Pray, protect my child from death.” (36) (Hearing this), Arjuna sipped a little pure 
water and bowed to Bhagavan Sankara. Thereafter he invoked all his weapons of super¬ 
natural efficacy and took up his Gandiva bow having strung it properly. (37) He fenced on 
all sides, as well as above and below, the house of confinement with arrows charmed with 
the power of Mantras, thus encasing it in a cage of arrows as it were.. (38) The wife of the 
Brahmana in due course gave birth to a child, which gave repeated cries; but presently it 
bodily disappeared through the sky. (39) Now the Brahmana began to censure Arjuna in the 
presence of Sri Krsna. He said, " Look at my folly. I put my faith in the futile boast of a 
eunuch.(40) Who else is powerful enough to save one whom neither Pradyumna nor 
Aniruddha, nor even Balarama and Sri Krsna could protect ? (41) Fie upon Arjuna, who made 
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empty boasts. Five upon the bow of Arjuna, who indulges in self-praise. Look at his dull- 
wittedness! The fool intends to bring back what has been snatched away from me by 
Providence.(42) 

TT3 TnTf?T few fqsjiHi^ra 'KT'riJH: I ^ 1*3 | 
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When the Brahmana sage began to reproach him thus, Arjuna, with the help of charms, 
at once went to the capital of Yama, where rules the god of retribution (43) Not finding the 
child of the Brahmana there, he thence proceeded, bow in hand, to the cities of Indra (the 
lord of immortals,), Agni (the god of fire), Nirrti (the god of death), Soma (the moon-god), 
Varuna (the god of water), Vayu (the wind-god), to the nether world known as Rasatala, to 
regions higher than Indra's paradise and other regions, but did not find the Brahmana child 
anywhere. Having thus failed to redeem his promise, he now decided to jump into blazing 
fire. But Bhagavan Sri Krsna deterred him, saying, "Brother Arjuna, do not make light of 
yourself in this way. I shall show you (all) the children of the Brahmana. The very men who 
reproach you now will then resuscitate our spotless glory." (44—46) 
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f&4i<HMii ^ irotaHldi i 
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Thus consoling Arjuna, the almighty Lord, Bhagavan Sri Krsna, took Arjuna with Him and, 
mounting His divine chariot, proceeded towards the west.(47) Crossing the seven Dwipas, 
each containing seven mountain ranges, the seven oceans (dividing those Dwipas from one 
another) and the Lokaloka mountain (situated beyond them all), He entered the region of 
thick darkness. (48) Pariksit! His (celestial) horses—Saibya, Sugriva, Meghapuspa and 
Balahaka—lost their way in that darkness (and could not proceed further). (49) Seeing them 
in that plight. Bhagavan Sri Krsna, the Lord of all great masters of Yoga, sent ahead of Him 
(as a guide) His discus (Sudarsana), which shone like a thousand suns (put together). (50) 
Quick as thought, Sudarsana made its way through that extensive thick and most terrible 
darkness created by the Lord Himself, piercing it by its enormous light. It appeared (at that 
time) like a shaft discharged from the bow string of Sri Rama penetrating the armies of 
Raksasas. (51) Following the path made by Sudarsana, the chariot reached the end of the 
region of darkness. Beyond it shone the region of supreme, infinite and all-pervading Light. 
Dazed by that light, Arjuna had to shut both his eyes. (52) Crossing the region of light, the 
divine chariot entered the region of (supramundane) water, which looked most beautiful 
because of its huge waves created by a strong wind (which was blowing at that time). A 
wonderful and most luminous palace shining with thousands of columns of brilliant jewels 
appeared before them there. (53) Bhagavan Sesa, most terrible and wonderful to look at, 
was present there. Possessed of a thousand hoods, each radiant with many jewels on its top 
and two fearful eyes, He shone brightly like the white Kailasa mountain, and was blue at the 
neck and endowed with blue tongues. (54) (Pariksit! there) Arjuna saw the most exalted 
Supreme Person, the all-pervading Lord of infinite powers, reposing on Sesa, making the 
coils of the latter His comfortable bed. His Form resembled in colour a cloud surcharged with 
humidity. He was clad in bright yellow, and His cheerful countenance and big eyes looked 
(most) charming. (55) The lustre of the ear-rings and of the crown on His head, containing 
many precious jewels, lighted up His profuse curly locks. He possessed eight long and lovely 
arms; the Kaustubha gem shone at His neck; His chest bore the mark of Srivatsa, and the 
garland of sylvan flowers hung up to His knees. (56) (Pariksit!) Arjuna saw that the Lord's 
attendants like Nanda and Sunanda, His discus (Sudarsana) and other weapons endowed 
with personal forms. His four Potencies viz., Pusti (Grace). Sri (Splendour), Kirti (Fame) and 
Maya, and all the fortunes waited on Him, who is the Lord of Brahma and the other Rulers 
of the world. (57) (Pariksit!) Bhagavan Sri Krsna bowed to the infinite Lord, who was but 
Himself in another form. Arjuna was (somewhat) filled with awe at His sight; (but following 
Sri Krsna) he too bowed to Him and both of them stood (there) with joined palms. (Now) with 
a smile on His lips, and in a deep and sonorous voice the Perfect Person, who is the Lord 
of Brahma and other protectors of the world, said to them. (58) "(O Sri Krsna, O Arjuna), 
desirous of seeing You both, I had the sons of the Brahmana brought here. You have both 
appeared on earth with Your part manifestations for the vindication of virtue. Killing the 
Asuras, who have become a burden to the earth, soon return to Me. (59) You are the sages 
Nara and Narayana. Though sated in everyway and foremost of all, follow the path of virtue 
for maintaining the world order by setting an example before men." (60) 

Vicirti fit efrtuit I I ^ I 

Hmggt ATOFTCH I ferij TJ9R 9SIT*ev9 98IT99: \^\ 
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Ptyiim chnTci ririf ritsf: I wn=pf>1iqfTHJ 44 I 
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The said Sri Krsna and Arjuna accepted the mandate of the Supreme Person, 

bowed to Him and, supremely delighted, returned to Dwaraka with the sons of the 

Brahmana following the same route by which they had gone there. The sons of the 

Brahmana had grown up according to their respective age, but in appearance they were 

the same as at the time of their birth. Bhagavan Sri Krsna and Arjuna returned them to 

the Brahmana. (61-62) Seeing the glorious realms of Bhagavan Visnu, Arjuna felt much 

astonished. He realized that whatever prowess is possessed by men was due to the 

grace of Bhagavan Sri Krsna. (63) (Pariksit!) exhibiting these and many other similar 

feats, Bhagavan Sri Krsna appeared to men as if enjoying worldly pleasures (like 

ordinary men of the world) and performed sacrifices on the highest scale (like the 

greatest of kings). (64) Just as Indra sends down timely showers, so He showered all 

boons on the Brahmanas and other subjects, adopting the conduct of an ideal king. (65) 

He Himself killed many an unrighteous king, and caused many others to be killed by 

Arjuna and others. In this way He easily re-established the rule of Dharma (throughout 

the world) with the help of Yudhisthira and other (righteous) kings. (66) 

Thus ends the eighty-ninth discourse entitled 'The Lord brings back the (dead) sons 
of a Brahmana”, in the latter half of Book Ten of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3T8J Hcjfdd^SSZTFT: 

Discourse XC 

The Story of (the amorous sports of) Sr? Krsna narrated 

rfiym d mn 
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Sr? Suka began again: (Pariksit! the splendour of Dwaraka was matchless.) Its roads 
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and streets were day and night thronged with young elephants in rut, richly adorned soldiers, 
horses and brilliant chariots plated with gold. On every side of the city there were gardens 
and parks containing rows of trees in blossom which were filled with the music of birds and 
humming bees. It was a city abounding in wealth of every description. The world's greatest 
heroes, the Yadus, considered it a privilege to live in it and enjoy its amenities. The women 
of that city possessed budding youth. When, while playing with balls etc., in their mansions, 
their gorgeous dress got unsettled exposing a part of their body, it flashed as a streak of 
lightning. The Lord of Laksmi (the goddess of prosperity) Himself lived in that city with great 
ease and comfort. It was His own (favourite) city. (1—4) Bhagavan Sri Kpsna was the one 
beloved consort of (more than) sixteen thousand wives. Each of them possessed a mansion 
of surpassing wealth and splendour for her residence. Assuming as many charming forms 
as He had wives, He sported with them (severally) in their mansions. (5) All these mansions 
possessed beautiful tanks of their own. Their limpid water was ever fragrant with the pollen 
of lotuses of every description, (Swans, cranes and other beautiful) birds (continually) 
warbled in them. (6) The Lord of prosperity (Bhagavan Sri Kfsna) sported (with His consorts) 
entering the water of the rivers, and the saffron on the breasts of these ladies transferred itself 
to His bosom as they embraced Him (in the course of these sports.) (7) The Gandharvas (at 
that time) sang His praises, while the Sutas, Magadhas and bards joyously sounded their 
clay tomtoms, kettledrums, tabors and lutes. (8) 

Ft I ft Richie l I 

HdHI TrNifFT rt <nnciiEj)Msn1fc<>UH I ^ faRT: 1^1 

fJWTFTg I FthiTT fFT fe: | ^ | 

3^qT^5TSH I f%RRRmSTf^T§T rTlf^T F Tf^: sjnj | ^ | 

The consorts of the Lord would (now and then) smilingly throw jets of water on Him 
through syringes, and He (too) sprinkled water on them and drenched them in return. 
Sporting thus with His wives, He would appear like Kubera (the king of Yaksas) sporting with 
Yaksa women.(9) The breasts and thighs of these ladies would appear through their wet 
clothes, and flowers stuck to their swollen braids would drop. Throwing water on Him 
(through their syringes), they would approach Him with intent to wrest the syringe from His 
hands, and make it an excuse for embracing their beloved Lord. Through His thrilling touch 
their love would grow all the more, which would make their face bloom in great joy. The beauty 
of the queens naturally increased on such occasions. (10) The garland of sylvan flowers 
hanging on Bhagavan Sri Krsna's bosom would get tinged with the saffron on their breasts. 
Through intense absorption in enjoyment the braid of His curly locks would get loosened and 
begin to wave free in the air. He would throw, again and again, jets of water on His consorts, 
who in their turn would drench Him in the same fashion. In this way the Lord sported with His 
consorts (even) as the leader of a herd of wild elephants would with their females. (11) (On 
the conclusion of this sport) Bhagavan Sri Krsna and His consorts would give away their 
clothes and ornaments used at the time of sport to male and female dancers and to those 
who subsisted by vocal and instrumental music. (12) (Pariksit!) that is how the Lord used to 
carry on His sports. His (charming) gait, (sweet) words, (endearing) glances, (enchanting) 
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smiles, (enlivening) jests and jokes and (loving) embraces captivated the heart of His 
consorts. (13) Bhagavan Sri Kfsna was the be-all and end-all of their lives, the sole possessor 
of their heart. Absorbed in the thought of their lotus-eyed Lord, they would remain speechless 

for a while, and would suddenly break out with incoherent talks in the manner of a lunatic. 
(In the intensity of their love) they would (now and then begin to experience excruciating pain 
of separation from the Lord even in His presence and) give way delirious talks. I shall 
reproduce these talks; (please) listen to them. (14) 

4/4<W 31^: 

ftwvfti 14 qftftsy 4 ?ft wfaft ST# Tl'sUmlaft I 

<44(net Tlfft niisftflftrfcftl HfcHd'M-tgHIftl'tftlAftlftl iqm 

The queens said : O she-osprey, we are in the depth of the night now, and the whole 
world appears to be one big void. The Lord Himself has buried His ever wakeful conscious¬ 
ness (for the time being), and has gone to sleep. But your eyes know no sleep. Why do you 

wail and lament thus, keeping awake for the whole night ? O friend, it seems your heart has 
been pierced, equally with that of ours, by the (sweet) smiles and gracious and sportive 
glances of the lotus-eyed Lord. Surely that is the reason why you do not get sleep. (15) 

ftftftsqflT -<Tr.H'r•^<-'‘4 ikqlft cm>ui 44 44,41ft) i 

?rft 441 ft; ctr W efftfti 

O red goose, why have you closed your eyes during the night ? Is it because your partner 
has gone out of sight that you wail so piteously ? If so, we are really sorry for you. Or is it that 

you are possessed like us with the desire of waiting upon the Lord, and long to adorn your 
braid with the garland offered at the feet of the Lord ? (16) 

fife 31 Hlft 4511 ft 4 44t 

O ocean, you constantly roar and thunder. Do you get no sleep at all ? It seems you have 
developed the disease of insomnia.Or is it that our dear Lord has robbed you of the natural 
qualities of tranquillity and gravity etc.? That is why, like us, you have developed a disease 
which is so difficult to get rid of. (17) 

ft 384411 drtatnft rjjft %TlU|4rtMl 4 ftaftfsjftfft: ftmifft | 

'•’fcl’WA'il’ft'ft 4811 44 ft ft4J3i lift: 4: II 

O moon, you have fallen a victim to the fell disease of consumption. Oh good gracious, 
you have got so attenuated that you cannot disperse the darkness by your rays. (No, no;) 
it seems the (sweet confidential) talks of our beloved Lord (Sri Krsna) have escaped out of 
your memory, as out of ours. That is why you have become mute. (18) 

|f% r^raffttrwiftpfaqifqkl TjrfeKlMljftpift 4: WR,l?<tl 

O southern wind, what offence have we given you that you send impulses of love into our 
heart, which is already torn to pieces by the sidelong glances of the Lord ? (19) 
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^ftrat uij^-rtw ijr sftactttj auRtu iran, sztrrjfa ibra^;: i 

Straws: WSTOKT: bJc3T bj^I fsRfSlftj »Jijj|:TrRbt<<ro^: l?ol 

O cloud, your colour is as lovely and beautiful as that of our beloved Lord. Surely you are 
very dear to our Lord, the crown-jewel of the race of Yadu. That is why, bound to Him with 
ties of love, you are absorbed in His thought like us. With a heart full of anxiety you always 
pine for Him like us and recollecting Him again and again shed profuse tears. Oh, the very 
contact with Him is painful. (20) 

firawtcjft ijdRaitrci* umui frRT I 

riHcriRn Rnnei % ftlU rt edf^iachun 1^^ I 

O cuckoo, your voice is so sweet and melodious. It seems our beloved Lord has made 
it so sweet (by drilling it).You warble in notes as sweet as those of the honey-tongued Sri 
Kfsna, Your songs bring life even to the dead. Please tell us what service we may render to 
you today. (21) 

T i ci<ityr;it^ fstftrar i 

sift an ayiuHt;Hi^(y unfaci sRbrcm i ?? i 

Oh, dear mountain, you possess a noble mind. It is you who support the earth by 
maintaining her balance. How is it that you neither move nor speak anything ? You seem to 
be merged in some serious thought. Or is it that you long to place the lotus-feet of our beloved 
Lord on your breast-like peaks (even) as we. (22) 

: chi?ldl Rr-tyrt-u: 

rtSS, ilVmia«)=hHS(iv4 rjgf^dt: iJsgtfifrTT: W I2?l 

O rivers, consorts of the ocean, (it is summer now). Your beds are dry. The beauty of the 
lotus (full bloom) is no longer to be in found in you. You have become very lean and thin. (The 
reason is not far to seek.) (Just) as we have been robbed of our heart and have become much 
too emaciated, being deprived of the love-laden glances of (our beloved Consort,) the Lord 
of the Yadus, so have you been reduced to this wretched condition because the clouds no 
longer supply you with water from your beloved ocean. (23) 

mMinHItuni fu<a mu) [atjiu wiruiw 3tT)1JTT I 

Attfi w<*itm<t»t'>iim mnmi i 

O dear swan, you are welcome. Take your seat (here) and have a little milk. Please tell 
us something of our beloved Lord. We know you are His messenger. Is our dear Sri Krsna. 
who is under no body's control, hale and hearty ? O brother, He is very fickle in His friendship. 
Once He told us that we were the most beloved of Him. Does He remember that profession 
of His love? However, letitgo. (If Hecanaffordtobeindifferenttous, why should we languish 
for Him ?) (Vile) messenger of a treacherous lover! we do not care to go to Him. (Or if He calls 
us just in order to make friends with us,) you might (as well) bring Him here, (so that we may 
have a direct talk with Him); but take care not to bring Laksmi with Him. (If He cannot come 
here leaving Laksmi alone, we ask you one thing.) Of all women, does Laksmi alone boast 
of Her exclusive love for the Lord ? (Is there none among us, who can claim to possess such 
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love ?) (24) 

I forronfcr maajT wfW trroi 

SyiHlxIsfa rt: fcfluu MAiyic*,<fi riri: | 3*>i|lulr>inrit m UV-i-ril-ii lp: |^| 

W: 5tWTT m«i*|,Hlfefa: I SrtT^p; wfcpgnT <TO1 % gmft fTO: | ,a , 

(Pariksit!) such was the (depth of) love and devotion which the consorts of Sri Krsna 

cherished 'or their husband, the Supreme Lord of great masters of Yoga; and through'that 
hey attained the supreme state. (25) The sports of the Lord have been sung in various ways 

rough exquisite songs and poetry. (They are so sweet, so captivating that) they irresistibly 

hi thih?»rn'n.d (and heart>of women when they hear them. How much greater, then, should 
be the attraction of those who (are privileged to) see Him (with their own eyes!) (26) And how 
could one form an estimate of the austerities performed by those (privileged) women who 

regarding the (Supreme) Teacher of the world (Bhagavan Sri Krsna) as their husband’ 
kneaded His feet, washed His body, fed Him and served Him with'other kinds of loving 
attentions. (27) a 

ip TOti rift: ,715 qufsferomi i|gT3*jn <^1^41 
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(Pariksit!) Bhagavan Sri Krsna is the (sole) refuge of (all) virtuous souls. Practising virtue 
as enjoined by the Vedas, He clearly demonstrated (to the world) more than once how (the 

three objects of life, viz.,) religious merit, prosperity and enjoymentof worldly pleasures could 
be attained by leading the life of a householder. (28) That is why He had adopted the supreme 
way of life of a householder. (0 king, I have already told you that) the number of Sri Krsna's 

consorts was sixteen thousand, one hundred and eight; the principal eight of those jewels 
among women, Rukmini and others, as well as their offspring have already been named in 
order of sequence. (29-30) The wives of Bhagavan Sri Krsna (otherthan these eight too) bore 
Him ten sons each. This should cause on wonder; the Lord is Almighty and of unfailing 
resolution.(31) Of those sons of Sri K.rsna, all of whom possessed unbounded valour 
eighteen were warriors of foremost rank and possessed excellent renown. Hear their names 
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from Me. (32) They were Pradyumna and Aniruddha, Diptiman and Bhanu, Samba, Madhu 
Brhadbhanu, Citrabhanu, Vrka, Aruna. Puskara and Vedabahu, Srutadeva, Sunandana 
Citrabahu and Virupa, Kavi and Nyagrodha. (33-34) Pariksit, of these (eighteen) sons of Sr 
Krsna (again) Pradyumna, born of Rukmini, was the first and foremost. He was equal to his 
father (in every respect). (35) Pradyumna, a great car-warrior, married Rukmi’s daughter, 
and out of that wedlock was born Aniruddha possessed of the strength of ten thousand 
elephants. (36) Aniruddha married the daughter of his own maternal uncle, Rukmi's son. 
Vajra was born out of this wedlock. He was the only survivor after the destruction (of Yadu's 
race) through the instrumentality of a piston (brought into existence by the curse of 
Brahmana sages). (37) Vajra's son was named Pratibahu, whose son was Subahu. 
Subahu's son was Santasena And his son was Satasena. (38) No one born in this race was 
destitute or weak, and none of them died early. All of them were devoted to the Brahmanas 
and possessed more sons than one. (39) O king, this race produced so many (famous and) 
distinguished men that it is not possible to enumerate them in tens of thousands of years. 
(40) I have heard that the number of teachers who taught the children of this race was three 
crore and eighty-eight lakh. (41) Who could tell the number of the high-souled Yadus in 
such circumstances? King Ugrasena alone was (always) accompanied by warriors 
numbering ten billions (10,000,000,000,000). (42) 

ririlfpiriUkril Tt h-t'Uh STITT I «T«1|RR Ik^l 

rifunxiu #un aRst ^at a#: i araaftnf: rlwteTfaa; ift itsY i 

rrat srami nw( sty^Hwa^R: i a ui-^uH-tatw cr^sj: «<}ai<ai: ixm 

»l<aiP-TI4HI«lMrAl4IHHllrtapj^ I T tT-HMIrtJH TfnFT ItS^ I 

(Pariksit, in days of yore) many a terrible Asura was slain in the encounter between the 
gods and the Asuras; they were reborn among men. These proud and arrogant Asuras 
(reborn as human beings) began to molest the people. (43) In order to chastise and subdue 
them the gods under the direction of the Supreme Lord were born in the race of Yadu, O King I 
This race was divided into one hundred and one families.(44) Bhagavan Sri Krsna was the 
sole guide and Lord of all the Yadus. All those Yadavas, who faithfully followed Him (and 
worked for Him) prospered (in everyway). (45) The mind of the Yadavas remained 
(constantly) fixed on Sri Krsna, so much so that theylost consciousness of their body while 
sleeping, resting, walking, chatting, sporting, bathing and performing other duties (of their 

daily routine).(They carried on these functions like so many automatons.) (46) 

tffsj ST& ifipT TR3tRt afj FJ:FiR<Ul«iM 
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Pariksit I the Gariga which washes the feet of Bhagavan Sri Krsna, is (certainly) very 
sacred. But, when the same Lord (the holiest of the holy) descended irithe race of Yadu, the 
glory of the Gariga naturally diminished as compared to the glory of His incomparable 
fame.(How great, indeed, is the glory of the Lord's Form that) those who loved Him and those 
who hated Him, both attained His state. Goddess Laksmi, who is sought after by other gods, 
keeps Herself (constantly) engaged in His service. His (auspicious) Name (once) heard or 
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uttered destroys (all) evil. Of all forms of Dharma preached and practised by the descendants 
of (various) Rsis, Bhagavan Sri Krsna is the founder (and fountain-head). He holds in His 
hand the discus (which is a symbol of the ever rotating wheel of Time, the all-destroyer). 
Under such circumstances, it is no wonder that He should relieve the burden of the earth 
(from time to time). (47) Bhagavan Sri Krsna is the (sole) asylum of (all) beings. (He is 
constantly present everywhere, and yet) they say He manifested Himself from the womb of 
Devaki. The Yadava heroes (always) waited on Him (with joined palms). By (the strength of) 
His arms He put down (all) unrighteousness. (By His very nature, O king,) the Lord wipes out 
the sufferings of all mobile and immobile creatures. By His charming countenance full of 
winning smiles He kindled love into the hearts of (the women) of Vraja as well as of the towns, 
He is the one conqueror of the whole world. (Victory to Him and Him alone I) (48) 

coffin 

TO 

cMicfcHUIlfH 

rTSSR ^TTfKTTrrSTcfTWr cR 1I 

sffi HKHpWl fifed Ml 

^f?T TOTdf: 

(Pariksit!) the Supreme Person (who is beyond the realm of Prakrti) sportively assumed 
a (transcendental) Form with intent to vindicate the path of virtue chalked out by Himself, and 
enacted (many wonderful) sports appropriate to that Form. Everyone of His acts is capable 
of cutting asunder the bonds of Karma (of those who contemplate on it). He who-seeks to 
gain the privilege of serving the (lotus) feet of Bhagavan Sri Krsna, the crown-jewel of Yadus, 
should (make it a point to) listen to the stories of His sports. (49) By listening to, chanting and 
contemplating on the charming stories of Bhagavan Sri Krsna every moment, man develops 
the devotion which leads him to the (supreme) sphere of the Lord. (True,) it is (most) difficult 
to reach beyond the jurisdiction of Time; but in the Lord's realm Time has no sway. Even 
rulers of the earth have left their kingdom and retired to the forest for (the performance of 
austerities with the object of) gaining that eternal realm. (Therefore, one should constantly 

engage oneself in hearing the stories of the Lord.) (50) 

Thus ends the ninetieth discourse entitled "The Story of (the amorous sports of) $rl Krsna 
narrated," in the latter half of Book ten of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Samhita, composed by the 
sage Vedavyasa and consisting of eighteen thousand Slokas. 

END OF THE SECOND HALF OF BOOK TEN 
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Srirnad Bhagavata-Mahapurana 
Book Eleven 

Discourse I 

The curse of the Rsis invoking the destruction of Yadu's race 
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fdi^ai rticho^ldudid^ddtl (dldH puunj 'FlRJen: ditdi Ian MrtfdnlBPTT Istiui: I ^ I 

3rrfeggitfSg5ttofetw?i5W5^t i twts^rr dRut-Hlapiid tj i a i 

Sri Suka (son of Vedavyasa) began again : Attended by Balarama and the Yadavas, 

Sri Krsna destroyed the demons and, creating violent discord (between the Pandavas and 

the Kauravas) relieved the earth of her burden, (1) Making His instrument the Pandavas, 

whose ire had been repeatedly provoked by their enemies (the Kauravas), through deceitful 

gambling, humiliating insult, dragging (Draupadi) by the hair and in other ways, the Lord 

caused destruction of the kings gathered on both sides and (thus) relieved the earth of her 

burden. (2) Having thus annihilated the kings and their armies, who were a burden to the 

earth, through the Yadavas, protected by His own arms, the Lord of inscrutable ways 

thought:—"Though the burden of the earth has been removed, yet I do not take it as 

(completely) removed so long as the unconquerable race of Yadu exists. (3) Having always 

been protected by Me, and grown uncontrollable through prosperity, this race of Yadu can 

by no means be vanquished by others (even by gods). (Therefore,) just as a bamboo grove 

is consumed by fire (produced by the friction of the bamboos themselves), I shall destroy the 
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Yadavas by creating internal strife among them, and (then) in peace shall return to My realm 
(Vaikuntha)." (4) O king (Pariksit) I having thus resolved, the Lord of truthful resolution 
brought about the annihilation of His own race through the curse of the Brahmanas as a 

pretext (or obvious cause). (5) Having attracted the eyes of people by His (transcendent) 
personality, which disparaged beauty in others, and by His words the hearts of those whq 

remembered them; and suspending by (the sight of) His footprints the (movements and) 
actions of those who saw them; and having His fame spread in the world and sung in 
charming verses and thinking that through such renown (when heard or sung) people would 
easily emerge from darkness the Lord retired to His realm. (6-7) 

<M)q'M 

asrum-ii cttfi-awi f#t Rwiim: whjj<j,uii4dum. i c i 

ufstfitTi: TT ct ?T# ferarfH I dtSI^BRSRT # TJjffL 33*3 ^1^1 

The king (Pariksit) submitted : How did the curse of Brahmanas fall upon the Vrsnis, 
who were devoted to the Brahmanas, were liberal and always served their elders, and who 

had given their mind (in devotion) to Sri Krsna ? (8) O the best of Brahmanas I what was the 
occasion of the curse, and what was its nature ? Howdid discord find place among those who 
were of one mind ? Do tell me all this. (9) 

firsts 35: Udirty-dluPst^i 13& I 

3TTWT3 OTU lUHIUI 4<U*IR: U?tfij’tt}d if# feld^dl^: l?o| 

ejualdd^Pd tJM^rtird 'IW^d^rrtMrtlU^Illiil ^k3T I 

ddtdltHHI (ddUdl U^a'lK fifusudi UHHHd Hddl : 1^1 

femfeitjftttf: 33# IjrpffTI: I 3>$3Hl 3IHt#Lfj|eifHHI dKdltjy: 1^1 

chU-dUfl-JUd^ fdim y^d-ddl: I tHWJSJ ’W^fldd'ldl (ddlddtf. 1^41 

% u# wsratfttjdK. 11331 rjssfit 3t fen st-ddr-affi^atiin 1 vx 1 

5tg Parted-) Tn^tm. M^dlMNd^idl: I TnRTxsFrft 1f,33>IHI tdhPfdd' UsHp-a-MPd 1^1 

Tig SlcdajT tJTOHfPjjJ: $[I|dl 1J9 I ddPyKtfd 3t JT3T rj#S ■JtrtdliiMR I ?<j I 

dx^dii HsfiWHTWn #jat LfkfildtH.1 Urnra d^tdPwd. LdvdUWdM. I ^131 

1% ^>3 H-dHl44: # qfd^Pd 3t SRI: I #T [dgpddl itfildldiy HU4, I I 

trail'd)t| U#T rrf)kdldy,L4l?ra: I 7T?T 3tlej<3IS$: 

. SJt3'#y IdM^IIM ^gt 3 rjP I ftftHdl HdU-dfdl 

d^uilHtdl 1J#> H 33|=F: I U^stUfadl yiWtmil^ 31Hni#f3dR I I 

dilsjdfdyl nuldtdl? ^UilPd dtt^tdd: I S^JHidifd cltdiyi drui-diud. fy>r^tcni: l^^l 

He# djf# Md3H#rtdl4: UgH# I dHIKUId H ?T# rtdU3)~l:>3iPltL 1I 

'HHdloqfldUdlsI ^HTtSfg 33=383 | #5^ fyst^iui e*,|rtUdy-dUI<d I I 

# ^ftHvtl'Idd Hdld# dRHkeii HfedidRHKtlHhd! 3r#ts«tI3: Iti 

Sri Suka replied : Exhibiting a form embodying all graces in the world, performing most 
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auspicious actions with (all) His desires (ever) gratified, enjoying Himself in His city 
(Dwaraka), the Lord of widely established fame desired to destroy His race as that was the 
only work left unaccomplished (by Him). (10) The Lord had performed highly auspicious 
deeds, which (when sung) bring holiness and destroy the sins of the Kali age in those that 
sing them. Now He was residing in the house of Vasudeva as the Destroyer. He bade farewell 
to the sages—ViSwamitra, Asita, Kanva, Durvasa, Bhrgu, Arigira, Kasyapa, Vamadeva, Atri. 
Vasistha, Narada and others, and they went away to (the holy place of) Pindaraka (near 
Dwaraka). (11-12) The Yadava youths, while sporting (there), approached them and with 
mock humility clasped their feet and impudently asked them a question. (13) Having attired 
Jambavati's sons, Samba; as a woman, they said (to the Rsis); "O Brahmanas of unfailing 
vision, this pregnant woman of dafk eyes, soon to give birth to a child, and desiring to bring 
forth a son, wishes to know if she will give birth to a son or a daughter. She (however) feels 
shy to ask you directly." (14-15) O king, the sages, who were thus imposed upon, got angry 
and said to them: “O fools, she will give birth to a pestle which will destroy your race!“ (16) 
Greatly terrified to hear that (curse), they at once bared the belly of Samba and actually found 
a pestle of iron there. (17) "What have we, unfortunate fellows, done 7 What will people say 
(of us) ?" Thus perplexed, they returned home with the pestle. (18) With sad and pale faces 
they brought the pestle in the court, and in the presence of all the Yadavas narrated the 
(whole) incident to their king (Ugrasena), (19) O king, hearing about the unfailing curse of 
the sages and seeing the pestle (all) the inhabitants of Dwaraka were struck with wonder and 
got alarmed through fear. (20) Ahuka (Ugrasena), the said king of the Yadavas, gotthe pestle 
reduced to powder and thrown into the waterof the sea. The remaining iron piece of the pestle 
(which could not be powdered) was also thrown (into the sea). (21) Some fish swallowed that 
iron piece, while the particles of the powder were borne by the waves to and deposited on 
the shore, where they grew into a kind of grass called Eraka. (22) The fish was caught in the 
net alongwith other fishes in the sea by some fisherman. The iron piece found in its stomach 
was fixed to the point of his arrow by a hunter. (23) The Lord knew the whole truth and (being 
almighty) had the power to nullify the curse of the sages; but He did not like to render it 
ineffectual. (On the other hand) He approved of it, being Himself the Destroyer. (24) 

Thus ends the first discourse, in Book Eleven of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse II 
Narada visits Vasudeva and reproduces the dialogue between 

King Janaka and the nine YogTswaras 

iilla<4-4((Hi4i ftiWtMi i 3f«iirtfl5m4ls*fts?n i t i 

ait tMTaf-itaUH a *H^<i)i^+>mtuHHi)Tlit: t 7 i 

^fidirfH,I 3r Wfl Ai-mruuid-rHUUI-t I 3 I 
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Sri Suka began again : O Parlksit (the best of the Kurus)! eager to wait upon Sri Kfsna, 
Narada very frequently stayed in Dwaraka, which was protected by the arms of Govinda. (1) 
O king! what mortal man, possessing sound senses, would possibly neglect to worship the 
lotus-feet of Lord Mukunda, which are fit to be adored by the best of gods (Brahma and 
others) ? (2) On one occasion, when Narada (the divine sage) came to His house and had 
been worshipped and comfortably seated, Vasudeva greeted him and spoke thus:—(3) 

■mtag *iaat mat *anr& hcRRmih i fwnpti nat (u=ilhTmrr«l*dt4Hig i u i 

ganri (Jddfet 5:73to a gtara a i gmna f? *mpi nn^rnnapntRnT i q i 

*raf=a nat ^atg^at atfa asia aigi snta anfnfaat: groat atnaamsi: i r i 

a?int«n1ti anig gmaattaa i ms^ar sngat ntaf gant trfawng i « i 

3ti ftes gu-t-a sataf gfa gfcagi anjan a ntsiro ulfefl itamaat t t i 

nsrt fdladcamig *tafisf%at'«nigi gafa gJrttWng nat a: tttRi gaa i ^ i 

Vasudeva submitted : O venerable sage, (just) as the movement of parents is 
conducive to the welfare of children, and that of pious persons treading the path of the 
glorious Lord is meant for the good of those bound by worldly attachments, your visit is a 
blessing to all creatures. (4) The conduct of the deities may conduce both to the happiness 
and misery of created beings; but the conduct of pious souls devoted to Lord Visnu like you 
promotes their happiness only. (5) The deities, acting like one's own shadow, serve their 
worshippers even as the latter worship them, following the course of their Karma. Saints 
(however) are compassionate towards the afflicted (irrespective of their Karma). (6) All the 
same, O holy Brahmana, we requestyou to tell us those Dharmas (righteous courses) which 
delight the Lord, and hearing of which with faith the mortal man is rid of all fear. (7) Indeed, 
in my previous birth in this world I worshipped the immortal Lord, who grants Liberation, for the 
sake of progeny, but not for (the boon of) emancipation, deluded as I was by His Maya. (8) O 
sage of noble vows, so instruct us that through you we may surely and easily be rid of (this) 
worldly existence full of manifold misery and beset with fear on all sides. (9) 

TqTa 

JM4ci g^rsrat agg&a atom i jftfreun? SaW: awtftat gift: noi 

Sri Suka continued : O king I questioned thus by the wise Vasudeva, and vividly 
reminded (thereby) of the Lord’s qualities, the divine sage (Narada) felt (much) pleased and 

said to him (as follows). (10) 

gmllafL atafad aaat anaatfa i aggaisgaFiaaTgsnfa^fa’aHiddigi n i 

gatsgnfeat ana 3n^at argntfsa: i aa; gatfa mgaf ^a fwgftsfa 1ft i ^71 

rant u<u*^iui: ganaaui*Wd: i mtftal a'lanei ^at arnauit roti^ri 

ataiujdiift-d'lurufa^w gnangi 3n^tnm a gar? faitaw n?tata: n*i 

luaaal atn gat nat: wuagaw a: i awnflsnaat aifofernnngji: nja: i?qi 

aui^aig^aiVi gt«ro4faa8tnT i atadWi garni nnroftg st$mu>igi't^i 

frai ^ atat r^gt -Hiiiiuimitiui: i fa<?uia a>Wag nansn aitau^dg1 Vs1 

g gawrm ata^ui fgrfmaggr ?ftgi amghgaaRaf M A aatfufijfa: iui 
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ife ma: i avUrMtiuidit 

Rartran, d?WFn tpfe grsJViR-iH 

*fcl^r«TlReJ: 5I^g: fauMKR 

w 

TJoFTOtfiTflaTTO: R^ I 

I STPTm etlflRMI 3dmfenfeln?r: Rol 

I OTfelfStjei jtJfeigiTO: ctvftlTSR: R$ I 

^ fej 3n<fl-ilV>MRAi>UI xryEFrrr iZtZTR l^rq 135 | 

3i°Mirs4s<-irty: grfH^S2T7TO^I^H<r*^'(HI‘lrtl*K I 

*jTt>iS*<Fn ijlHaioiiijrlHiaild^iiaifsvHiicii yd-tlft et,IMH R j i 

H ffe: «5|ijH'il'*j4iji5Syi I faHRMM^ryr*Tnram rTglrdH: RXI 

aH ?gr <j4«»i5ii-i, WdFratiR, rjq: i wri-ilijiyt fen: Ttzi nfenrfeR i^m 

fg^nnnftifet fenrnmrauTR.1 ife: wremwH nai^r: r^i 

wr=i titsti na i nsr^ tRtntfe ssmrannt rjtt: r\s i 

Narada replied : 0 Vasudeva (the foremost of the Yadavas)! you have resolved well to 
have inquired me about the virtues and duties that delight the Lord and purify all. (11) Heard 
of or talked about, dwelt upon, accepted with reverence or (even) approved (when practised 
by others), this righteous course purifies at once without doubt even those who are hostile 
to the deities, nay, to all creatures. (12) I have been reminded by you today of the almighty 
Lord Narayana, who is most auspicious and whose name, when heard or sung, brings 
merit.(13) In this connection the wise narrate the following ancient legend embodying a 
conversation between the sons of Rsabha and the high-souled Janaka (the king of the 
Videhas).(14) Priyavrata, the well-known son of Swayambhuva Manu, had a son called 
Agnidhra—of whom was born Nabhi, whose son was known as Rsabha. (15) The wise 
declare that Rsabha descended (on earth) for popularizing the cult (of renunciation) leading 
to Liberation, and that he had an element of Lord Vasudeva in him, He had a hundred sons, 
who were (all) well-versed in the Vedas. (16) Of them the eldest son was Bharata. He was 
really a devotee of Lord Narayana. It is after him that this wonderful land (sub-continent) 
came to be known. (17) After enjoying the pleasures of this world he renounced it and left 

his home and, worshipping Lord Hari through askesis for three (consecutive) births, finally 
attained His state. (18) Out of those (ninety-nine younger brothers of Bharata), nine became 
the rulers of the nine Dwipas surrounding Bharatavarsa. And eighty-one became Brahmanas 
and authors of treatises on ritual acts, while (the remaining) nine became highly blessed 
sages. Having laboured in the domain of knowledgeof Self, the latter propounded the highest 
truth and, living naked, became adepts in spiritual knowledge. (19-20) Their names are: Kavi, 

Hari, Antariksa, Prabuddha, Pippalayana, Avirhotra, Drumila, Camasa, and Karabhajana.(21) 
These sages beheld the universe, gross as well as subtle (the cause and its mutations) as 
identical with the Lord and without distinction from themselves, and wandered over the 
earth.(22) They go wherever they like as their path is unobstructed. They freely range over 
the regions of the gods, Siddhas, Sddhyas, Gandharvas, Yaksas, men, Kinnaras, Ndgas, 
ascetics, Caranas, Bhairavas, Vidyadharas, Brahmanas and cows. (Being liberated souls), 
they had no attachment for any place or beings. (23) On one occasion they went of their own 
accord to attend a sacrificial performance of King Nimi, an enlightened soul, which was being 
conducted by Rsis in (that region of Jambudwipa called) Ajanabha (the old name of 
Bharatavarsa). (24) O king (Pariksit), seeing those sages, effulgent like the sun and (so) 
earnestly devoted to the Lord, the sacrificer (Nimi), the (sacred) fires and the Brahmanas 
(who were performing the rites) all rose to welcome them. (25) Knowing them to be (great) 
devotees of Lord Narayana, King Nimi felt (much) delighted (to see them). When they had 
been seated, he duly worshipped them in the order of their seniority. (26) The nine sages 
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were resplendent with their own lustre, like the sons of Brahma (Sanaka and others). King 
Nimi was greatly delighted to see them. Bent low with humility he put questions to them (as 

follows). (27) 

ggf gggg: UirPtR gt gsjfgq: I Rl<ui)»JgTfg micmiu a (fin f? I I 

gpjqf iigt gtur>r|T: i ggtfg ggf eUj.udlsw<8fgnj ^ i 

3ttt suntPnA jfg 4nim'l ggdbgaT: i tipAirw-tspnmfsfqggTf: ildfij-juiin ii 

gqfg^ guiddl-^ ^g gfg g: spit gtgqj ygg: SWig <q(d«)l«HHWt: I?? I 

King Nimi said : I conclude you to be the direct attendants of Lord Visnu (the Destroyer 
of the demon Madhu); for (I know) His devotees go about the worlds to purify them. (28) The 
human body is a rare boon to embodied souls and that too is very transient. In the human 
life too it is very rarely that one meets the devotees of the Lord. (29) O pious souls, we, 
therefore, ask you what leads to everlasting bliss. In this world association with pious souls 
(like you) even for half a moment is (indeed) like a treasure to human beings. (30) If we are 
qualified to hear of them, (pray) tell us those righteous duties and observances sacred to the 
Lord, pleased with which that birthless Lord confers His very Self upon His votary. (31) 

s3grg 

trq ^ fnfuHi rjgr g^jjg gfggt: i yfgrpnspg Jrhgr gg^grfMg rpn 133 i 

Narada continued : O Vasudeva, questioned thus by King Nimi, the worshipful sages 
complimented the king, his priests and the supervisors of the sacrifice, and gladly spoke (by 

turns as follows). (32) 

a/aca/g 

ggrcf*tfg®gqgpgj fggPL i 

sfen^4<»i<fi'dHicii<^ fgwtqm gg fWf) gf: i??i 

if it ggggt yfgq gqigt ^ntqgsaj^ i stg: ^gmfg^ti fife vinam-tf? gigi?k i 

unpaid gft trar g ggiita afyfud i grag fggfag gt gl g msAm urtRs I3ki 

gmfg grat ggrfe^igf spsgtssgigT gi-i^awwigm. i 

ggtfg g^ gg. ggrw ggg gpwuiiitfd pqifiwg i i 

g-qiuuictl «$g 3ggstg gg^gaOTst T^ggran l?gi 

sifgggtgtsigggifg f? sgtsafijftfgi wyg-HHgf g«n 1 

gg_ amu^-"Ufua, ggf ^gt fggggT^gg gg: wg,i^<ti 

sjugrT ggsifin 78ti^qiui4-gifg *gffin g gtfg gifiK 1 

gtgrfg grgTfg ggsfgrrfg grgg, ftr^at firaAggf: i?<?t 

qggg: tufyunmalrdf 3^: 1 

pgggt gtfefrr Ttfif giggpngg^gifg rtiaatg: iisoi 

tg gtggfg pffifi gwf g sgfgffg grgtfg fi# &hicK i 

gfgg^isj gg feg >3g ycnifigg: ix*i 
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'TOmjwdt 
WJRRTSI WSfa: q^fjj: 

’rofo ^ wratm Trerem: 

Ri* t>**lrt: I sra 

’5% 

’RfrKWrfe'fjra^iata: i 

to to^ik? 

wortht' hod,', 1? f h ,' 0r he !Tan whose mind is alwaVs agitated by mistaking this 
worthiess body etc. for one s own self, worship of the Lord's lotus-feet is the safest course 

' 'h. h °U9h SUCh worsh'P (a") fear completely disappears. (33) All those courses of 

d“C hWT aC‘ V taU3ht by the L°rd Himseif ,or H|S own Realization without much 
resn n , , he '3norant' sVre'V know 'h™ as conducive to His pleasure. (34) O king 

sorting to those courses a man would never go astray; even if he follows them running (in 

“rf °hWli C0Sed eyes ('9norantly). he would not stumble or take a false 
hr irrlfa r he does with his body, tongue, mind or senses, reason or intellect or by 

Nafavana Afi H 8 h h T' Sh°U'd consecra,e a" as an 0,,ering to the supreme Lord 

thanks to Hk i h m aWaV ,r°m 'he L°rd l0S6S ,he memory <of hls real aa">. faanks to His Maya, and falls a prey to the erroneous belief that the body is one's own self 

thosJne?hSeiZfd Wltb fear en9endered by identification with the body (which is other than 
he self). Therefore, a discerning person should worship Him with exclusive devotion, lookinq 

upon his preceptor as the Deity as well as his own self. (37) Though duality has no (reah 
existence, it does appear like a dream or mental image to the mind of one who dwells upon 

Fparip*acnoc'3 I,"13" Should con'ral ,hal m'nd ,rom which P^eed ideations and doubts 
fl U ?!, r0m"'(38) (therefore) hearing of the most auspicious descents and 

and artfan " l ^ °'the diSCUS) a"d sin9'n9 His names denoting His descents 
ahni t fr t l!nTn ln ,he world'wl,hout any fear of being mocked at, one should move 

develont lov°T adaChhment' ,(39) The man wh0’ having adopted such a course of conduct, 
develops love for Him by singing the names of his beloved Lord, his heart melting in devotion 
loudly laughs and weeps, screams, sings or dances like one possessed transqressino 

conventions. (40) With exclusive devotion he bows to the sky, air, fire, water, earth, heavenly 
bodies, living beings cardinal points, trees and the like, rivers and seas and all created 
beings, considering them as the body of the Lord. (41) As one who eats (food) feels satisfied 
gets nourishment and relief from hunger with every morsel, (similarly) in him who has 

obilcfa Tf 5,he L°rd’ deV°t,0n' rea"Za,'°" °*lhe aaP^a Lord and avers™ n to other 
objects—-all the three appear at once. (42) In the votary of God O king, who worships 

interruptedly as aforesaid the feet of Sri Hari (the immortal Lord) Devotion, a distaste for 

hrauoh themh °* ,heHworid and direcl knowledge of God appear (simultaneously); and 
through them he directly attains (the state of) supreme peace. (43) Y 

3w *mraa spt ingxff zn^it ^ jjjt iw 

The king (Nimi) submitted : Now (kindly) describe the characteristics of the Lord's 

am?H9 Tn' h'S dlsP°sl,lon and course o' conduct, how he behaves and what he 
speaks, and the distinctive traits which make him the favourite of the Lord. (44) 

d: TOIcj^ldHIrM-t: I 'rjarfa tpiddtl<il4)n W'ldHtrtH: IXq i 

«nr«,i3 fkroj g i auhdi^uiustt d: ^rrtfa h mzra: i*^| 

3rafdlir<t P4 Ijat 3; I R It WE: 31^3: ^ IMI 
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3 I lc|ujIiHtalfa< M<U-1 3 ^ %4M|ctalT1H: 

3t I 1 

TOTTOliMagiraR: 3J3IT ?btt<|cMiI3T3: I5t I 

3 cHHcblWI'JlHI Unfit 5TBT3: I 3T5fll^3lf3c53: 5t ^ *3333133: 

3 33t n^raniwiT 3 3tnfew3T%f3: i 3raitsft33B*n3t ^ ^ 3 ?^: fin.- 

3 331 ^3: 3T ?fit ft^TWfSr 31 I 3^*JTO3: '51131: 3 zl 3T333t33: 

1561 

l<AO I 

m* i 

m51 

3333 4frr3*3l^lH4ll<4H<43luMfo»3l FuWdli I 

3i3*^mwI<aT1I IJ3: 3 33c*Irl u-sr $'x)(c;rl.l'&nm: 1^51 

f35J3tfa [*33 3 33T 3T83tgfTt35tTf3f?3tS,33t33T5T: I 

WTT5133I iqzn^ftm: 5t 33fa ■MHWdysTR 331: mm 

ift 3R3t3lt 3f53T3t43H35R53f f55t3!5*3!3: 13 | 

Hari said : He is the foremost of the Lord's devotees, who sees himself established in 
all creatures as in the Lord (himself), and sees (all) creatures established in his own self as 
in the Divine Soul. (45) The votary who cherishes love for the Lord, is friendly to other 
devotees of the Lord, compassionate to the ignorant, and indifferent to his enemies, is a 
second-rate votary (because he discriminates among these classes, whereas the one 
described in the previous verse makes no discrimination). (46) He who does worship to the 
Lord with faith in an image only and does not serve His devotees and other beings is an 
ordinary devotee. (47) He who sees the universe as (a creation of) Visnu's Maya and, even 
though contacting the objects with his senses, neither experiences delight nor repulsion is 
indeed a devotee of the highest order. (48) He is the foremost devotee of the Lord, who by 
virtue of his (constant) remembrance of Sri Hari is never overwhelmed by mundane 
properties, (viz.,) birth and death, hunger (and thirst), fatigue, fear and ardent longing, which 
(really) belong to the body, vital air, senses, mind and intellect (and never to the Self). (49) 
He is undoubtedly the foremost devotee of the Lord, in whose mind the craving for enjoyment, 
the impulse for action andthe seeds of future incarnation (intheshapeofvirtueandsin) never 

sprout, and to whom Lord Visnu is the only resort. (50) He is indeed beloved of the Lord, who 
never identifies himself with this body by virtue of his birth and pursuits, grade in society, race 
or stage of life. (51) He is the best among the devotees of the Lord, who makes no distinction 
between his own and that belonging to others in the matter of his possessions and body. He 
looks upon all created beings with an equal eye and is (always) calm. (52) He is the foremost 
of the votaries of Lord Visnu, whose memory of the Lord is ever fresh, and who even for the 
sovereignty of all the three worlds (heaven, earth and the intermediate region) and even for 
half the time taken by the twinkling of an eye does not turn away from (the adoration of) the 
Lords's lotus-feet, which are sought after by the gods and others whose mind is fixed on the 
invincible Lord. (53) Just as with the rising of the moon the heat of the sun disappears, so 
the fever in the devotee's heart, (once) banished by the cool lustre shed, by the gem-like nails 
of the Lord's feet taking long strides (while dancing with the devotee as during the Rasa 
dance) can never appear again. (54) The name of the Lord is such that, even when uttered 
under constraint or unconsciously, it destroys multitudinous sins. That man is called the best 
of devotees, whose heart the Lord Himself does not leave as His lotus-feet are fastened by 
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the cord of Love. (55) 

Thus ends the second discourse in Book Eleven ol the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse III 
A Description of Maya and the means of transcending it; 

an exposition of Brahma and the Path of Action 

rnw ftpnrtffcsmi mRtdmlM RtfpftR i gror af^fataiH) RRSRtf =t: i ^ i 

'"^'3“' ^R<*nai*jdHj RRHdluldtdHt RaRddlMsfTOR' I ^ I 

The king (Nimi) submitted : We wish to know the (true nature of) Maya (the deluding 
potency) of the supreme Lord Visnu, which bewilders even those who are adepts in Maya 
(conjuring tricks). You revered sirs may (kindly) tell us of it. (1) I am a mortal sore afflicted 
by the sorrows of the world. Hearing your words narrating the nectar-like story of Sri Hari, 
which are the antidote for such afflictions, I do not feel satiated (desire to hear them again 
and again). (2) 

ifTQf spip 
ttftnjarfR ’jnitm Rttnj&jfstnpt i trorafura^Rtra: taRisnarafegit i ? i 

tjgrtr ^rttfR Sfag: trgsJTtSfa: I RaiSJT ?5TStISSaTH rjoil^ I 1! I 

Tt 3nam«j)(dS: 5RJ: I R-ilRH tjjjRliRHpRi; *raft I <, | 

RRtfftt »4fit: g>4d. RfafRrtTfR tSpjtLI ttttrt *4u.rt 'yUHlr, I ^ I 

«4<ufl4»'V afR5g?i: <jrirj amjaRqtaitr i is t 

wrgggg 3tro^ sta; stanjorttRaRij 3tdiR;fd«R: antit 3iodTt>iumdi4id i c \ 

aidant fORTq(S!4fa«tdt,<'«|U|| sjfg | avdilrtluRtd'lmildi'f wWlhTl-tsmfqwfd I <? I 

<flninn»MK«t «g4ui*j<aM«: I c^s^ftrtst ftt^ gsfrt cnqdRd: l^ol 

ft|0|4«l 4«-ivii grffa at ?ra rrt: i amf»#w^wiPurtf<t4 ttfoA 

rrat Riuviujrtjvy 4tFH: rpait qR I 3t^rst q$R fgfeid ^dl-trt: 1^1 

smrsqt ij: afawstra esaRtf i afow a^grot ^itfagTdtRcBSR^ 11? i 

q armr ai4t aftfa: Hrtlar) i 3dwifid*i4H anjfafit astact i s>x i 

»lwl<Hdl Sd-jui TR SttatfR I ffeuifui gat qfig: g? 4a.lh4.-jM | 

td'yj'hsHITgld 5c I 

tJRI RIRT RRatt: tufRtHdt-dchlRun I faguii diufdlWlfa: Mt^fR^Rl | 
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Antariksa said : O mighty-armed one, Maya is that energy by which the most ancient 
Person, figuring as the Source of (the entire) creation, evolved with the help of these gross 
elements (all) forms of life, great and small, for the enjoyment and emancipation of embodied 

souls (His particles). (3) Having thus (for the good of the Jfvas) entered (as the Inner 
Controller of) all forms of life evolved by means of the five gross elements, the Supreme 
Person splits Himself up (and appears first) as one (in the form of the mind) and (further) into 
ten (in the form of the ten Indriyas) and makes them (the Jivas) enjoy the (various) pleasures 
(through them). (4) Enjoying the (various) pleasures of sense by means of the senses 
illuminated by the (said) Inner Controller, the embodied soul identifies itself with this created 
body and gets attached to it. (5) Performing with the organs of action actions prompted by 
interested motives and reaping the agreeable and disagreeable consequences of his varied 
actions (of past lives), the embodied soul revolves in this whirligig (of mundane life). (6) Thus 

undergoing (various) forms of existence brought about by his (past) actions and carrying 
many evils (with them), the soul helplessly goes through (repeated) births and deaths till the 
final dissolution of creation. (7) When the dissolution of the (five gross) elements is imminent, 

the Time-Spirit, endless and without beginning, actually draws the manifest universe, 
consisting of gross and subtle matter, towards the Unmanifest (primordial Matter). (8) (Then) 
there appears on earth a dreadful drought lasting for a hundred years. The sun with its heat 
increased by the said Time-Spirit torments the three worlds. (9) A (huge and terrible) fire 
rising from the (thousand) mouths of Sankarsana (the serpent-god) and, burning everything 
from the bottom of the subterranean world, shoots up in high flames and, propelled by the 

wind, spreads in all directions. (10) The host of clouds charged with universal dissolution 
pour down showers, as thick as the trunk of an elephant, for one hundred years (without 
pause) with the result that the cosmos is submerged in water. (11) Then, leaving his cosmic 

body, O protector of men, Brahma (the cosmic person) gets merged in the Unmanifest 
(Brahma), just as fire enters its unmanifest state (gets extinguished) when divested of 
fuel.(12) Denuded of its (distinctive quality) smell by the wind, the earth is reconverted into 

the state of water; and, deprived by the same of taste, water is reduced to the state of fire.(13) 
Deprived of (its attribute, viz.,) colour by darkness, fire gets merged into the air; and, deprived 
of (its quality of) touch by ether, the air merges into the latter (ether, its cause). (14) Deprived 
of (its quality of) sound by God in the form of the Time-Spirit, ether gets merged into the 
(Tamasika) ego. The senses and the intellect, O king, merge in the ego of passion, and the 
mind with the deities born of the illuminated ego merges into the knowledge of the Self. The 

ego with its triple modification merges into the Mahat-tattva, which in its turn merges into 
Prakrti or the elemental Nature and this (ultimately) merges into Brahma. (15) We have 
described (for you) the Lord's triple Maya (comprising of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) which 
creates, sustains and annihilates (the creation). What else do you desire to hear ? (16) 

d&mrarr drat i at-rast: Tspfirat d?ri i w i 

The king (Nimi) submitted: It may (kindly) be pointed out (to me now), O eminent sage, 
how men looking upon the gross body as their self may easily get over this divine Maya, (so) 
difficult to cross for those who have not been able to control their mind. (17) 

^rafrraRtrahJTHi 5:7?^ ynra et 1 faspNifttni gorm 1*41 

I iJiflMraiHbitird: iRT jftft: Ifll 
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wt* dt *t<j<HtirH4iy*<r4 w nuartunf-tuLRoi 

ciwifi 1J5 xusiu I^i^ii^: Std dnHH.1 d^ *1 PiwJiia srfyv^usiHlStdd. 12^ I 

<151 dl'IeMH. Sdf=L ftlSt^ ilelttM^d: I 31dTddT3faTt (hrJbit^WISStdSt fft: R? I 

«4<it ^ et ^lajji^ot ibtf dsra ^ 'qny^i dsilftwiLR? i 

Site dMfwfri^TT St d)d *ST&q|4im4ejMJ stgHjdfiHi ^ dd<d 5?5H|RTt: R* I 

ddxiHOTRitad 4<fcr«nfaiiddmj [utcWvJHqLM dditd ztd 4>-tfd<L Rqi 

sttgj di'idct -gift f| i dH)ui*4<us ^ did $m4didfu r^i 

«radi *4)44 ssh ^<^h*4ui: i m1h)*4^uihi g g?8fsfi5R=5^Egn. i W i 

?B 54 5dt ^4 dsrttdd: fdddi 5ra5tj<iTdTj?Rsi’rti4dtLdd4f445dd.R4i 

t?4 *£<«ii<hhi4i| H-y4'4 Si <-<lRdH 1 dfiSIdf shdu:* Hdr*d -Jfi ddj^ I ^k l 

uituti^ad dra4 wd<u$i: i fash 44f48rcgfsf4^f4f4a 3tt<dd:Roi 

W=g: fd?rtsiftv$i ?ftdj gggn «s*ma)i dd3tTfsrst<<i<<4tf*i h^h r? i 

Jfifst^ WTitgjdrd-dOl Shfg^fr) d^fdi dd-Tyrtir**!: I 

•jtdfdt jhgTd^n«M*TM4 ddfsi qwff ddPd fg^gi: r^i 

ffg wragT^anKftig^ggRgi dtjsjdt i rtwjuto dtdtdw44 ^wti*LR3 i 

Prabuddha replied : One must observe how human beings living in pairs (as husband 
and wife) striving to gain happiness and remove misery obtain only contrary results. (18) 
What happiness can be derived from wealth, which is (so) difficult to obtain and can be 

earned only by means of constantly painful effort and which leads to one’s death ? Or, what 
joy can one get from the possession of houses, children friends or relations and cattle, 
transient as they are, and the fruit of one’s actions ? (19) Similarly one should realize that the 
heavenly regions are also transient (and full of misery), their attainment being the fruit of 
one’s actions; (and there too as in this world) there is rivalry with the superior ones, mutual 
discord among the equals and hatred towards those inferior to one’s own self and fear of a 

fall, as there is here among chieftains. (20) Therefore, one desirous of knowing the highest 
good should resort to a preceptor who is versed in the Vedas (which embody Brahma in the 
form of words), has realized the ultimate Reality and who is free from attachment and 
hatred.(21) Under the preceptor, whom one should love as one’s owri self and as the object 
of one’s devotion, one should, by rendering devoted service to him, learn the ways of life of 
the Lord's devotees, by which Sri Hari is pleased—Sri Hari, who is the Soul of the universe 
and gives Himself away to His devotees. (22) First the disciple should learn detachment of 
the mind from all objects (body, children etc.), and attachment to the Lord's devotees. And 
he should also learn to cherish in all sincerity compassion, friendliness and humility towards 
one's inferiors, equals and superiors respectively. (23) He should (further) learn (to acquire) 
purity (external and internal), devotion to his religious duties, endurance, control over his 
speech, a habit to study the scriptures, sincerity, continence, non-violence and evenness of 

mind under the stress of dualities (like pleasure and pain, profit and loss). (24) He should 
learn to see the Atma (as the intelligent substance) and iswara (the Ruling Principle) 
pervading all, live in solitude, without any sense of possession for any dwelling, wear pure 
clothing or rags (stitched together) and feel satisfied with whatever he could getforfood. (25) 
He should (also) learn to have faith in the scriptures celebrating the Lord, without disparaging 
other scriptures, and curb his mind, speech and actions (through control of breath, tongue 

and activity respectively), and to be truthful and able to control the senses and mind. (26) He 
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should learn to hear, sing and dwell on the story of the advent, pastimes and excellences of 
Lord Sri Hari of wonderful deeds and to do everything for (pleasing) Him. (27) He should 
(further) learn to offer to the supreme Lord all his sacrificial activities, gifts, austerities, 
repetition of the sacred syllables, righteous conduct, and all that he likes for himself, (nay,) 
his wife, children, house and his very life. (28) He should also learn to love devotedly those 
persons who have realized Sri Kfsna as their own Self and as the Lord of their life; to sen/e 
the mobile and immobile creatures (as the embodiments of the Lord); and (specially) to serve 
human beings and among them more specially those who adhere to their own duty and are 
devotees of the Lord. (29) He should (further) learn to expound and discuss among the 
devotees the sacred glory of the Lord, and in association with others find delight and 
satisfaction resulting in the freedom of the mind from egotism. (30) (Thus) remembering and 
reminding one another of Sri Hari, who destroys innumerable sins (in an instant), their 
devotion turning into divine love, the devotees filled with rapture experience a thrill of joy, (31) 
Sometimes they weep due to the anguish of separation from Sri Hari, sometimes they laugh 
and rejoice and address Him (as If He were present by their side), indulge (joyfully) in dancing 
and singing, and sometimes thinking of the birthless Lord feel that they have reached the 
Supreme Person, and (thereby) become peaceful and silent. In this way their behaviour 
becomes altogether unconventional .(32) Thus learning (and following) the ways of life of the 
Lord’s devotees and devoted to Him, his devotion developing into divine love, the devotee 
easily crosses the unfathomable Maya. (33) 

HliltlullpRRPRR UgjUT: IHHWH: I (HBlUiftt =Tt iff! ft aXlLHMI: | 

The king (Nimi) said: O sages, since you are foremost among those who have realized 
Brahma (the Ultimate Reality), pray, explain to us the real nature of Paramatma or Brahma, 
who is called by the name of Narayana. (34) 

^fedi^kdir-f Rtftt RsitfiRiTft as^ft et 
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Pippalayana said : O ruler of men, know that to be the supreme Reality, which is 
responsible for the creation, sustenance and dissolution of this universe; and itself has no 
cause of its own; and that which exists in (all the three states of consciousness—) waking 
life, dream and deep sleep, as well as in the supra-conscious state, (beyond the aforesaid 
three states), and animated by which the body, senses, breath and the inner mind (exist and) 
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perform their functions. (35) Just as sparks cannot illumine, much less burn, fire (which is 
their origin), the mind, speech, eye, intellect, life-breath and senses cannot grasp or reach 
the ultimate Reality. The revealed word (Veda) too makes no positive assertion about Its 
though it is the (only) authority for Its existence. By denying itself the power to describe It, 
it speaks of It (merely) by import (inference). No negative description (however) would be 
possible if there were no Reality. (36) That which was one before creation became known 
as Pradhana (or Prakrti) of triple nature, consisting of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. Then by its 
active power it became known as the Sutratma and by its power of understanding it became 
known as the Mahat-tattva. (Again,) as a condition investing the Jiva or individual soul it 
became known as Ahahkara (the.ego). The incomprehensible Brahma alone shines as the 
deities presiding over the senses, the senses and the objects of senses and the experience 
of pleasure and pain. The (gross) effect and the (subtle) cause are all Brahma, because It 
is the Cause of both. (37) This Atma (Brahma) was never born and will never die, It neither 
grows nor undergoes decay, because It is the witness of the different states of those objects 
which come into existence and die away. It is omnipresent and eternally abiding pure 
consciousness; yet like Prana (life-breath) It appears as many under the influence of the 
senses. (38) The vital air, as a matter of fact, follows everywhere the Jiva, whether born of 
egg, womb, sweat or sprung out of soil, and itself remains unchanged in the different bodies. 
(Even so) the Atma too remains unaffected (in the state of sound sleep) when the senses 
are oblivious and also when the ego is dormant, i.e., the subtle body has become 
functionless. (Its continuity even at that time is proved by the fact that) we remember the Atma 
(on waking as the witness of the enjoyment of sound sleep). (39) Just as the light of the sun 
shines to clear eyes, so the truth of the Self is directly revealed to the pure heart of the man 
who is earnestly devoted to the Lord and intensely desires to obtain His holy feet, and has 
thus freed his mind from the impurities born of qualities and actions. (40) 

»44l*i ggtT R: rjwft *Pt l cCTrffiJT I 

trg ssnpjhi rjcfarj^i i hi^h rpmaa iky i 

The king submitted : (Pray) describe for us that Yoga of action through which man in 
his present life soon destroys his Karma and, thus purified, attains that supreme knowledge 
which follows dissociation from all actions. (41) Formerly, in the presence of my father 
(Ikswaku) I put this question to the Rsis (Sanatkumara etc.); but those Rsis (sons of Brahma) 
did not answer it. (Pray,) tell me why they did not reply. (42) 

»*4a>4fa<»>4tri cMiil 1 ?«£*>*: I rf=t rpjf=a rk? I 

anwiRiq-j4iiR4iii aaWtarm gtnfftr few# am ikki 

41*4)4, UFf 4^1 Tti <quH?iUrii()Pst4: I iach4uu gtaifuT q^i|t|atqijiH a: |kql 

4<l-*4a $e4ui1 f4:R{flil3rl4teft I q^r-ti) TRPtTStf Ikgl 

Avirhotra said : Actions enjoined by the scriptures, prohibitions as opposed to the 
former and transgressions of the prescribed ones are to be known only from the Vedas and 
are not (mere) secular affairs; and as the Vedas are the revelations of God, (even) the 
learned get confused in distinguishing the three kinds of actions. (If the Rsis did not reply to 
your question, obviously the reason was that at that time you were a mere lad and would net 
have understood the answer.) (43) The Veda has a deeper import than what the words 
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apparently convey. The real purpose of the Veda is to secure exemption from actions and 
their fruit but (obviously) temptations of gaining heaven through prescribed actions are held 
out to the ignorant, just as a boy is tempted with sweets to swallow a (bitter) medicine. (44) 
One who is himself ignorant and has no control over one's senses and fails to perform actions 
enjoined by the Vedas commits the sin of dereliction and passes from one death to another 
(that is, remains involved in the cycle of births and deaths). (45) One who performs only 
actions prescribed by the Vedas, without attachment to their fruits and surrendering them to 
the Lord, attains to that ultimate fulfilment, which means that knowledge which proceeds from 
freedom from actions. The promise of fruits (as mentioned in the Vedas) is meant only to 
create interest irt actions (The prescribed actions and their fruits are described really for 

getting ultimately freedom from actions). (46) 
3tT^ fkUijf-y MIlriR: l cl irps I 

rostll-jMS 3TTcmiftL 
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Whoever wishes to snap quickly the knot of heart (viz., egotism—the sense of I and 
mine_and mistaking the body for the soul) in the soul, who is no other than the Supreme, 
should with Vedic rites, accompanied by Tantric rites, worship Lord Kesava. (47) One who 
has obtained initiation (in the sacred texts) through the grace of a preceptor, and has learnt 
from him the mode of worship should worship the Lord in the image of his choice. (48) He 
should observe cleanliness and then, sitting in front of the image, purify his body by 
controlling his breath and other practices and fortify himself by duly assigning the various 
parts of the body to different deities and worship the Lord. (49) First he should purify the 
articles of worship (flowers etc., by removing insects and so on), the earth (by sweeping it), 
his own self (through calmness) and the image (by removing the coating of sandal-paste 
etc.), and thus make them fit for worship. Then he should sprinkle water on his seat, keep 
ready water for washing the hands and feet etc., of the Deity with and other articles. Then 
with a concentrated mind (he should) invoke the Deity (in the image) and, having installed 
the Deity in his heart and other parts of the body, adore the Lord, with the available articles 
of worship, in the image etc., or in the heart chanting the fundamental sacred formula or 
Mantra. (50-51) He should worship the image of the Deity including His (various) limbs as 
well as the emblems He wears (e. g., the discus Sudarsana etc.), and His retinue (Sunanda 
and others), repeating the sacred syllables pertaining to that Deity, offering water for washing 
His hands and feet and rinsing His mouth, and so on, bathing the image, robing and 
decorating Itwith ornaments, offering Him sandal-paste, flowers, unbroken grains of rice (for 
adorning Hisforehead with), garland, incense, light and food. Thus worshipping the Lord with 
His entourage well according to the prescribed rites, the devotee should sing hymns in praise 
of Lord Sri Hari and prostrate himself (before the image). (52-53) One should duly worship 
the image of Sri Hari while thinking himself as permeated by the Lord; and then, placing the 
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holy relic (offered flowers etc.), on his own head, (finish the worship and) deposit the 
worshipped image at its place and the Lord in his heart. (54) He who thus worships the Lord, 
the Universal Soul, in the fire, the sun, water etc., or in his guest or his own heart surely gets 
liberated very soon. (55) 

Thus ends the third discourse, in Book Eleven of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse IV 

A description of the Lord's Descents 

tM)c1M 
<Wfui | arife TOtft W ar gftwift 5(eFg 4: | ^ | 

King Nimi said : Pray, narrate to us those various deeds which Sri Hari performed in this 
world during His different incarnations, assumed according to His free will and tell us those 
deeds also which He is performing now or will perform (in future). (1) 

A) art 3tH-rfW tt 5 I 

MaRtfitdfji: fttra i 

m'15'lH fag: rjVtlfWIMMdm -miUUI 3gfajfa: I 

ffpt tan: swfat fp Ttrofafa: feifiwat^u strfifavtf i * i 
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ttstsrzrara TOW rpta: TI 3tRI ^tij^ufetldrtai: Wfa JTUI^ I <, I 

The sage Drumila said : He who seeks (completely) to count the endless qualities of 
the infinite Lord is really a person of puerile understanding. One may (possibly) count anyhow 
in course of time the particles of dust on earth, but in no case the excellences of the 
omnipotent Lord. (2) When Lord Narayana the first and foremost Deity, created, with the five 
primary elements evolved by Himself, the universe as His body and entered into it by a part 
of His (as Its Inner Controller), then He acquired the name of Purusa. (3) The three worlds 
constitute His body; through His organs come into being the twofold organs (of action and 
knowledge) of all creatures, and by Himself He is Consciousness; His breath is the source 
of the bodily and organic strength and activity of the world; through Sattva and other qualities 
(Rajas and Tamas) He is the first author responsible for the creation, subsistence and 
destruction of universe. (4) United with Rajas, that most ancient Person appeared in the 
beginning as Brahma for the creation of this universe; in association with the quality of Sattva 
the same Lord appeared as God Visnu for the continuity of the universe and for the 

? i 

3 I 
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maintenance of Dharma among the twice-born and for giving the fruit of sacrifices; endowed 
with Tamas He appeared as Rudra for the destruction of the universe. Through these 
(Brahma. Visnu and Rudra) proceed the creation, preservation and destruction of the 
creatures in each Kalpa. (5) 

ajfru ijjq? -mumi) *tt asfora?: i 

eratr ^tsarfo aim i ^ i 

^5t laTISOa UK HP? <*>IH 

■fer^rra ^tsBfswsmmf^a: sn? sgra nafaw ii^uhi-l i 

■hi ^ 4t jrt tttt*t *1^ 4t aferT^j^rfini i c i 

He was born as the foremost of the Rsis, possessed of perfect tranquillity, viz., Narayana 
and Nara, of Murti, daughter of Daksa and wife of Dharma. They preached that kind of action 
(viz., worship of the Lord) which leads to the knowledge of the Self and themselves practised 
it. Their feet are worshipped by the best of Rsis and even today They (Nara-Narayana) are 
performing that (very) action. (6) Suspecting that the sage (Narayana) desired to take 
possession of his domain (heaven), Indra sent Kamadeva (the god of love) with his 
attendants to Badarikasrama (which owed its name to its grove of jujube trees). Kamadeva 
did not know His prowess and he went there with a bevy of celestial nymphs, soft breezes 
and the spring season, and tried to disturb His mind with the arrow-like amorous glances of 
the women. (7) Narayana, knowing that Indra had done that misdeed, loudly laughed and 
without astonishment or haughtiness said to the trembling visitors, "O (powerful) Kamadeva, 
O wind-god and celestial damsels I do not be afraid. Accept our hospitality and fill this 
hermitage by your presence." (8) 

?KT TT^T ^<JT: TTsteTTtftfOT: TTTJUT rPJjJ: I 

f44t <qf?T (4[4* I ^ I 

?qi 4am ^r^im atlml fUr^trj ITT*? st'iim % I 

rn-am af^Ta a win, ^8: ToTMHII-L t?4 *14 mafam ??fg farpjflf I ^ o I 

sfit?TT?T Tnf=a (a>+.rtw zt^r ^ ‘iliiaipTt ^srmrs ^silKjafH i n i 

gla TPJVTtIT rtai far-L : l -w jam m ^9jr?T taf4m: cj)4dfl4tJ: I 1 

% ^mjan ^gT fera: srtfrg Tsfauft: i (jij^MiTti T5af?r4gafsra: 1^31 

mme yUHi-r ygafaa i 3?iai4mdui ^^?a TTaafr Tarf^aviiH I 34 I 

3ilfitati^mi<tia Ttat a <j?dR-t: i ^TTf^a fea arj: ifm 

fanataia TTgfr? »jnaat firiMtarmLiasphraoratz wraairr fafro: 1331 

O king I when Narayana made them fearless and spoke thus, (Kamadeva and) the (other) 
gods bent their heads with shame, and said to the merciful Lord, "If You remained unaffected 
(by the attacks of Kamadeva) it is no matter for surprise, as You are beyond Maya and subject 
to no change. Your lotus-feet are adored by hosts of sages who have conquered their senses 
and revel in the Self. (9) When persons worshipping You transcend the region of the gods 
and rise to Your supreme Abode, deities put many obstacles in their path. But the other one 
is not (so) obstructed—he who offers to the deities their shares in the form of oblations into 
the sacred fire. (Yet,) You being the Protector, the devotee tramples over all obstacles. (10) 
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Some people get over us in the guise of hunger and thirst, cold, heat and rain (the 
distinguishing features of the cold and the hot weather and the rains), control the air, the 
palate and the sexual urge, which are (so) difficult to cross like endless oceans; but they fall 
victims to futile anger and thus render useless their hard austerities. They are like persons 
who having crossed oceans get drowned in the hollow caused by a cow's hoof." (11) When 
Kamadeva, Spring etc., thus praised Him, the almighty Narayana (produced and) displayed 
women of wonderful beauty, fully adorned (with ornaments), waiting upon Himself (And thus 
the pride of Kamadeva and his retinue was humbled). (12) Those attendants of Indra saw 
these women, as beautiful as Goddess Laksmi, and got enchanted by the fragrance of their 
bodies; they found their own beauty faint when compared with their surpassing beauty. (13) 
Lord Narayana laughingly told the humbled Kamadeva and others that they might choose 
from among those women one like themselves who would be an ornament to heaven. (14) 
Obeying this command with the word "Amen !" Indra's attendants offered their respects to 
Narayana and choosing Urvasi, the best of those celestial damsels, returned to heaven 
following her. (15) They bowed to Indra in the court of the gods, and described to them, eager 
to hear, the prowess of Narayana, hearing which Indra was astonished and got dismayed.(16) 

k+HKlSlIrH^ilU c£m< MM *Jt 'Auai't, fartl *T: I 

ftnnj: unai *<4yicwluitr1-tik4i 8pnit n»t 

IHliut*) n-jRrtlnwsf nratl git ?tft atgmiwra: srir, i 

gH sjatsfanjabusm wjt main sngfirfftTTOtjgaitfrt i ^ c i 

RAt-cHl tlTuufHHI 4tgt at vfuyH i 

iSfgratsgtrji? fufitai smiai sntsgRstimqra rhi rjftHt i ? 11 

jjmtst anm ztTsaras&T i 

Rtietfwrofm ni at fsiTTHrfWt Ttwj tggftcangerHmferTfjt: i 

jztsfei wsj <t»icwHiH waj Htarafnafgfa rtl*nrtn*irtf: i?? i 

jjnifnwnJrra g^gwti atm: *R«i(a ghfn ^chtifut i 

ulkrdMlr.ufH 5J5I-1 gtrat 177 1 

rjgfwrRt tmifui smjrfn ei arrmm: i ijflfti jjRu^iri ufrwif-i 4nnipu73i 

sfh gtettnait nst'jw qmkarr nfettmiwrjiwst staffsw; r< i 

Appearing for the good of the worlds in (varying) digits as the divine Swan, Lord Dattatreya, 
the sages Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatana and Sanatkumara, and our father. Lord Rsabha. the 
immortal Lord Visnu Himself taught the knowledge of the Self. In the form of Hayagriva He killed 
(the demon) Madhu and recovered the Vedas (from him). (17) In His descent in the form of the 
divine Fish the Lord rescued at the time of universal dissolution the Manu (named Satyavrata) 
and protected the earth as well as (the seeds of) the (different) foodgrains. Lifting the earth from 
(the bottom of) the ocean in His descent as the divine Boar. He killed the demon (Hiranyaksa). 
In the form of the divine Tortoise, He supported the mountain (called Mandara) on His back when 
the ocean was being churned for nectar, and rescued the distressed king of elephan)s from (the 
jaws of the) alligator when the former sought Him (for protection). (18) The Lord rescued the Rsis 
(known as the Valakhilyas) who (being of the size of a thumb and) having grown weak through 
austerities had fallen into a pit (as though into the sea) and had been duly praising Him. (Similarly) 
He saved Indra, who had incurred the sin of Brahmamcide by having killed Vrtra (a Brahmana 
by birth), and further rescued helpless celestial women who stood imprisoned in the houses of 
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Asuras. And 'during His descent as the Man-Lion (Lord Narasirhha) He killed Hiranyakasipu 
(the ruler of the Asuras) in order to rid His devotees (like Prahlada) of fear. (19) And in the war 
between the gods and demonsHe killed the d'emon chiefs for the sake of the gods, and in 
different Manvantaras through (different) part manifestations protected the worlds. Assuming 
the form of the divine Dwarf (Vamana) He obtained on the pretext of asking for alms the earth 
from Bali and gave it to the gods (the sons of Aditi). (20) Descending as Parasurama, the fire 
born of the Bhargava race for the destruction of the Haihayas, He swept the Ksatriyas off the 
surface of the earth thrice seven times. And (in His descent) as Sri Rama (the Spouse of Sita) 
He bridged the ocean and killed the ten-headed demon (Ravarta) and destroyed (his capital) 
Lanka. He is (always^ victorious everywhere and His fame destroys the sins of the people.(21) 
Though birthless, the Lord will appear in the race of Yadu in order to remove the burden of the 
earth, and perform deeds which cannot easily be accomplished even by the gods. (Then 
appearing as Lord Buddha) He will bewilder (and confuse) by His arguments those who 
perform sacrificial rites though unqualified for them. And (appearing as Kalki) at the end of the 
Kali age, He will destroy the Sudra kings. (22) O king of mighty arms! many such descents and 
deeds of the Lord of the universe, of immense glory have been recounted (by the wise). (23) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T2I W7tSS2IFT: 

Discourse V 
The Fate of non-devotees; different methods of the Lord's worship 

according to the different Yugas 

^fha-ri rtfr Miul 9 ^tukhIutihi: i rtMie^ii-Ti'^iiHui an LtyifuLtdlrdHIH I 3 I 

The king (Nimi) submitted : 0 jewels among those (sages) who have realized the Self I 
what will be the fate of those who do not generally adore Lord Sri Hari and whose desires 
have not been satiated and whose mind and senses are (yet) uncontrolled ? (1) 

TPjTf Zcfref 
rjTS^WZTT'Kt: tjjtfnorsfit: a? I dtdltl Itf?) amf ^ulfenga: Ijsia; | 3 | 

a trar rjna matTSTsrcrxranteiTR i a a-i-au.-tHM Tsjm^rrgT: ua-^ta: i 3 1 

1 feta: ijn-iam ai-(*uai ttai^im 1 y i 

fen zraafefe a jjthi: agtfeant 1 smtn nranratia Hfl-ruitnuctifeH: 1 a 1 

apfefeffei: ntsar iptf: afasaaTfan: 1 agfat ai^i-L^i antnre°aT 1 g 1 

Tatar amajFsar amjan aafgaara: 1 gifinan atfaa: am lukLHa^dRtui-t 1 is 1 

agfnt ai-jji-uquifudi^Hi rjit^ fra-auJM enftta: 1 

■3^ at pfat agjanfttg: 1 c 1 
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fSTTTt f4‘7Jf77lf47'3T-T=7 PXSJUI <U M 1*1 1^4'J I sK*t*1 m4uil | 

snaw^ni-faftra: ttjiyd-b Ffihuu-iipTt gftfiran, tspst.- i <? i 

77% 57=977375775^78777 77877 TsircqHmftgtfaiTH, i 

44luittfi ^ *7 ^juqriS^n H*lt78ii*il Magl-il cn4ui t^o| 

sraroifwrereton f*t 47173 nRpf f? tr 4tg=n i 

Sjafpulrl^^ RtrjfrtRsi i ?7 i 

87=7 ^ U^Ui'-bR* TTTTt ^ 37=7 WfciTlHM^y^llRd t 

3I3 33 RH *Ac«w 373 r mt'aftf ^cTI4k, i ^ i 

773 wumgit fsrfla: ^7iiiiw«ji trtRt^thr 77 f?777 i 

715 573771: 513717 1 7751 |77 fa^pg =7 faj TSSTiRl I ^ | 

4 cq^a(a4lwrl: 777377: TRfMmpH: I fg^TSJt: 5)<77 TSIgpH 35 7713 I ?4 I 

fg3=77: M7<7)|4*J 7377717*7 sRmI^ih,I 7713=7 *4:>Rh3 =3c;;*hf>i: Mri-4i81: | | 

4 4 ^ihIhis 3*1131 s-ypf*! gterfbi*! stttiir sna'af-d % 1751 

t>77 3tl41g*iU4n-Tll 3737^ ?IMM|(hH: I 77fg=73fKl3R17 ct <R17Tt44dlMUOT: I ^=S I 

f?73r371771777f%t71I T]gR3l7Jgf«J*l: I cHTT (341*47 [RuJti'I 317^3171^3791: 1^41 

Camasa replied : From the mouth, arms, thighs and feet of the Lord were (respectively) 
evolved the four Varnas or castes with the (four) Asramas or stages in life. And they were 
distinctly divided into Brahmanas, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras according to their Gunas 
(or qualities of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas and their combinations). (2) Among these they who 
do not adore the Supreme Person though knowing Him to be their direct Originator and Ruler 
and ignore Him, fall from their status and go down to hell. (3) Many women, Sudras and others 
are remote from (through neglect or distaste) hearing the Lord's stories or discourses on 
them and also from singing His praises, and deserve to be pitied by devotees like you. (It 
should be your duty to bring them to the right path). (4) Brahmanas, Ksatriyas and Vaisyas 
stand (very) near the feet of Sri Hari by virtue of their birth and Vedic Sarhskaras (ceremonies 
for the twice-born). Yet they get misguided by the Vedas as they miss their real meaning and 
interpret them literally about the fruits of actions. (5) They do not know the secret of action; 
though foolish, they consider themselves learned and become conceited; they indulge in fine 
talk and are fascinated by the honeyed words describing the transient fruit of actions. (6) 
Being dominated by Rajas they resolve upon cruel deeds; their desire for pleasures is 
insatiable; their anger is like that of a serpent and they love ostentation and show pride. Such 
sinners laugh at the devotees of the Lord. (7) Living in homes where sexual pleasures 
predominate, they remain devoted to women and talk among themselves of the pleasures 
of sense (alone). They perform sacrifices without observing the rules and without distributing 
food and giving money to the Brahmanas and only kill animals for sustenance, not realizing 
the sin involved in destruction of life. (8) Blinded with pride born of their wealth and power, 

pedigree and learning, munificence, comeliness of form, physical strength and actions, 
those wicked men despise not only the saintly, who are beloved of Sri Hari, but the Lord 
Himself. (9) Those fools do not heed what the Vedas say about the Lord, viz., that like the sky 
He is eternally present in all creatures as their very Self and as the ultimate object of all human 
pursuits. They interpret the Vedas as discussing only the objects of desire. (10) Man is 
naturally inclined towards the enjoyment of sexual pleasure, flesh and wine. No rules enjoin 

him to indulge in them. A certain check is provided over these tendencies (by the Sastra) by 
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permitting sexual commerce with one’s wedded wife, meat-eating at the end of an animal 
sacrifice, drinking of wine during a Sautramani sacrifice (in the case of those who are 
addicted to these); the (real) intention (of the Sastra) is to turn man away from them. (11) The 
only fruit (proper use) of wealth is Dharma or piety which gives knowledge and direct 
realization and forthwith leads to supreme peace or Liberation. Those who use wealth 
(solely) for their own comfort or of their family forget death, the formidable enemy of their 
body. (12) They do not understand the pure essence of their religion. Only the smelling of 
wine is sanctioned (in a Sautramani sacrifice) and animal sacrifice is allowed for the adoration 
of the deities and it is not permissible to kill them for meat. Similarly, sexual relation with one's 
wife is allowed withlhe motive of getting an issue and not for the sake of enjoyment. (13) Those 
who are ignorant of this real Dharma and, though wicked and haughty, account themselves 
virtuous kill animals without any feeling of remorse or fear of punishment, and are devoured 
by those very animals in their next birth. (14) Those who hate others, in whom also dwells 
the same Self or Hari, hate Hari Himself and, being deeply attached to their mortal body 
and other relations, fall into hell. (15) Those who have not attained the knowledge of real 
truth but have passed the stage of utter ignorance, and are attached to the threefold objects 
of existence (Dharma, Artha and Kama), but have no time to pursue the path (of Liberation) 
are sure to bring about their ruin. (16) They kill their own self, and, being devoid of peace 
of mind, regard ignorance as knowledge (confuse action for knowledge). They do not 
experience fulfilment and, being frustrated in their aims and thwarted by the Time-Spirit, 
become miserable. (17) Those who are averse to the Lord are obliged against their will to 
forsake their home, wealth, children and friends, gained with great difficulty, and enter the 
dark hell. (18) 

drittPtaTr&ttW'WHjaFtdnf: tjfit: I TT5TI dt fttfstm rjfe 

The king (Nimi) submitted : Pray, tell us now in which ages, assuming what forms and 
colours and by what names the Lord is known, and by what prescribed rites He is worshipped 
by men. (19) 

qMVM-f 

gtri 3JTR ’d efiklct: I HH|c(U|i(^TUIc*)lt) farfsfedft 17 o I 

^ TJpjgtjStfrtrflirtl UrditflMt: I diarilDt-ilUclHlStPl feR. 1771 

M-Jtdlej <T?t Ttlrn feftT: 7J??: Thh: I dTtfTT Trent er er | 

?TT: Tjrprrf Stiff dfeftSITB: I fsi: dTRltWft tffel7?l 

SfTtdt tTtiduifwl i ycnjeti^urtafi: 17x1 

IT TRI tpptt ^4 tttjffeii ^ftl^l fetdl 5hZn Stfifjjl stlPdlfipt: 17m 

faajjiid: rjfSmTf: tfed StohM: I ^eiobfetd-HSI 3Wd jrl)4rt 17^1 

ife Trrrata^jjm: efewi fenrjst: I atfettftfiTtjjg 17131 
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Thlft TH: njtfuim el I SSptldTfa'ti^Jil tjai Ttrfet Td: 17k I 

HltldVIia 3jmf rjhMITI I fef7JTtd fetid mt: l?ol 

?(r1 Slur iuTil trjcipTl 'it'IslkHtL I 'IHin-^lqSU'tH dtr^ldfri dZTT *{71 13 7 I 

The sage Karabhajana replied: Lord Kesava in the ages of Satya, Treta, Dwapara an' 
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Kali assumes different colours, names and forms and is worshipped in different modes. (20) 
In the Satya age the Lord is of white complexion, has four arms, wears matted locks and is clad 
in barks and deerskin. He puts on the sacred thread and carries a rosary of Rudraksa and a 
staff and a Kamandalu (water-pot made of wild cocoanut shell). (21) In that age men have as 
a matter of fact a calm mind, entertain no feeling of animosity towards anybody and are friendly 
towards all creatures; they look upon all with an equal eye. They propitiate the Lord by their 
Tapas (in the form of contemplation) and by their control of mind and the senses.(22) (In the 
Satya age) the Lord is called by the names of Harhsa, Suparna, Vaikuntha, Dharma. 
Yogeswara, Amala, iswara, Purusa, Avyaktaand Paramatma. (23) In the age of Treta the Lord 
is of crimson hue; He has four arme, wears a triple cord about His loins and has golden locks. 
He appears in the form of sacrifices as described in the three Vedas and wields on His person 
a Sruk, Sruva (ladles for pouring ghee into the sacred fire) and other accessories used in the 
performance of sacrifices. (24) In that age pious men who are teachers of the Vedas worship 
through the Vedic lore Lord Sri Hari as an embodiment of all the deities. (25) (In that age of 
Treta) He is called by the names of Visnu, Yajna, Prsnigarbha, Sarvadeva, Urukrama, Vrsakapi, 
Jayanta and Urugaya. (26) In the Dwapara age the Lord is of a dark brown complexion, remains 
clad in yellow silk, wields (in His arms) His own weapons and emblems (viz., the conch, discus, 
mace and lotus), wears the Kaustubha gem and is distinguished by the marks of Srivatsa (a 
curl of white hair on the right side of His bosom) etc. (27) In that age, O king, men seeking to 
know the ultimate Reality worship the Supreme Person, who is characterized by the regalia 
proper to a monarch (such as the umbrella, fly-whisk etc.), as indicated in the Vedas and the 
Tantras. (28) Hail to You, Vasudeva; hail to Sankarsana and hail to You, the almighty Lord, as 
Pradyumna and Anirudha I (29) Hail to the sage Narayana, the almighty, all-pervading, all- 
embodying Ruler of the universe, dwelling in the head of all. (30) O king, it is thus that people 
adore and praise the Lord of the universe in the Dwapara age. (Now) hear how they worship 
Him with various rituals prescribed by the Tantras during the Kali age. (31) 

vfrtrajrrwtg^t? fftstfw? fiidfaRrairi TRnnn.i 

SNMMitf vryifarrild ^ ^auhRkm, 1331 

tddrdi qfifg amjara^n qg<D«ijqHj 

xmrnjd fcHUIKfcKH 13* I 

It is well-known that (in this age) wise men worship, through sacrifices mostly consisting 
of chanting the names of the Lord and singing His praises, the Lord who is of a dark colour, 
though bright by lustre, perfect in all limbs, adorned with ornaments, furnished with His 
weapons and waited upon by His attendants. (32) O the most exalted person, O the Protector 
of devotees, I bow to Your lotus-feet which are worthy of being constantly meditated upon, 
put an end to all discomfiture, yield all desired boons, which are the focus of all sacred places, 
are extolled by Siva and Brahma, afford shelter to all and dispel the distress of devotees and 
which serve as a bark for crossing the ocean of mundane existence. (33) O the most exalted 
and righteous Person, I bow to Thy lotus-feet, which ran after the illusory deer sought after 
by Thy beloved one (Sita). You resigned the royal fortune—which was coveted by the gods 
and was most difficult to forsake—(merely) at the word of yourfather and went away (in exile) 
to the forest. (34) 

*jui*ii: Frnnf*R: i ^ 13^1 
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3 BJrT: qrtn rSTOt ^TT 'yiUHlfa* I 3<Tt ^irf^T HVlPi *njfr: I W 

fJrTT^ 3HTT 7T1R c^r^lf^f^ «WJcRj cFctf 13^ nfeujpri HRNUm<NU||; 1^61 

enPlrt er»Pci-Mei''I'Ji 3 ^jfT^T: I riiyquff q^t 33 <f>nm<r»i 1^^ I 

chi^O 3 n4)3I 3 I 3 fM-nPn •Jirt mm h-^jii I 

STT^TT "MrM ^‘lc<frt IXo I 

^c|fef^rllH’iuH f^pTT 3 fefc^l 3T3*Juft 3 TTSFL I 

^citam 3: qi-fu| ^TTinj <|rlj He^'t; chriq 1*9 I 

'M^lri: f5f313 mTtiim^ncJHI |rf7: M^i: I 

f33^ 4^lc4Pdd 373%^, «J3tf?T 1l4 1*91 
Thus, O king, Lord Sri Hari— the Bestower of (all) blessings (including Liberation)—is 

worshipped by men belonging to different Yugas under a name and in a form appropriate to 
the age. (35) Elderly and discriminating persons who appreciate the merits of the Kali age 
and choose the essence of things, extol this age, in which by merely chanting the names of 
the Lord one can attain all the desired objects (which could otherwise be had through many 
virtues only). (36) (Therefore,) for men lost in this world indeed there is no higher gain than 
the chanting of His names, whereby one attains to perfect peace and as a sequel to which 
the cycle of birth and death comes to an end. (37) (For this reason) O king, those living in 
the ages of Satya, Treta and Dwapara seek birth in the Kali age. O great king, in the Kali age 
(only) here and there men will be devoted to Lord Narayana; but their number will be large 
in the Dravida territory, wherein flow the rivers Tamraparni, Krtamala, Payaswini, the most 
sacred Kaveri, Mahanadi and Pratici. O great king, men who drink their waters generally 
become pure-minded devotees of Lord Vasudeva. (38—40) O king, renouncing all 
obligation (or the notion of separateness from the Lord), he who whole-heartedly and 
completely resorts for protection to the protecting Lord is no more a servant of or debtor to 
the deities, Rsis or other creatures, relations or other men (newcomers) and deceased 
ancestors. (Such a person discharges all his responsibilities merly by seeking refuge in the 
Lord.) (41) If a beloved devotee who has forsaken all other attachments and sought shelter 
in the soles of feet of the Lord incurs any sin for any reason (although as a rule he is incapable 
of sin), the Supreme Lord, Sri Hari, enshrined in his heart, washes off all that sin. (42) 

33f*^ 9J*3T3 fqfy^ijJT: I 3T3^l3T^^Tt*L3trT: fil4IS3l4) 1*^ I 

nnb-n^f^ Ph«s,i: 493d: ITF5TT mm I** I 

cWZjrTR. 3?T3FT yqfq. ’MHIcHlo^qiqj 33^33: 3ig3T ■MlWft 3T3. 1*4 I 

*$33t: 33. 3i 'UMdiTi^rr 1*^1 

^dlfc^-dicm^: 9T33T?rc3pjp|: I 3313T 31 4if4d: M<$>4dt: 1*^31 

4^3 4 ^333: P^l^lc^U^II^I^ 3p^tfl«f3tf)chdl^: I 

S3T331 33^73133: 9T33TTRT3t ^T: fo73J*4l 

fiOTt 4-dirndl3^ I H|q|H^«4‘iTT3q TJ&SRf 4^5313 1*91 

HdlH, I 3T33fa4l3 fq^ql 39lt o£l4> f4rl*3rl I 40 I 

The sage Narada resumed : Hearing (the exposition) of these courses of conduct 
pleasing to the Lord, Nimi (the king of Mithila) with his priests and preceptors delightedly 

[565] B.M. Part II—46 
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adored the sons of Jayanti, the (nine) sages (mentioned before). (43) Then those accom¬ 
plished sages vanished out of sight while all the people stood looking on. Following the 
aforesaid courses of conduct, the king attained to the highest goal. (44) O Vasudeva (the best 
among fortunate persons)! following these righteous courses pleasing to the Lord, which you 
have (just) heard of, full of faith and free from attachment, you too will attain the highest 
goal.(45) The fame of you both, husband and wife, really fills the (whole) world because the 
almighty Lord Sri Hari has chosen to be your son. (46) Cherishing parental love for Sri 
Krsna, you have both purified your soul by His sight, embrace and conversation with Him, 
as well as by sitting, sleeping and eating with Him. (47) When (even) Sisupala, Paundraka, 
Salva and other kings, thinking oPHim with the feeling of enmity while sleeping, sitting or 
eating, had His gait, graceful movements and glances etc., imprinted on their mind and 
(accordingly) attained similarity to His form, what to say of those whose mind is attached 
to Him. (48) Sri Krsna is the Universal Soul, the almighty Lord, though He has concealed 
His divinity by assuming a human personality as a matter of sport; He is above and beyond 
all and is immortal. You should not look upon Him as your son. (49) To destroy the devilish 
kings who had become a burden to the earth, and to protect the virtuous. Sri Krsna has 
appeared on earth. It is for the liberation of all men that He spreads His fame throughout 
the world. (50) 

Hfirni'ii u^atsfafaftna: i Ttaait at ttFram dkrjrifkuicit-i: ii 

$fdgmlitM Ijoa UTT^ at: dwfftd: I FT TPTTF g^PJinTT 11,^ | 

5fk StlH-tftMdri Mil'll 'tirHkdT! TtfkdPtlft^RFI^a WttSrzjnt: tyi 

Sri Suka continued: Hearing this, the highiy fortunate Vasudeva and Devaki felt much 
astonished and they overcame their infatuation (ceased to look upon Sri Krsna as a mortal 
or their son). (51) Whoever with a concentrated mind retains in his memory this sacred story 
shakes off his delusion during his life-time and becomes qualified for attaining oneness with 

Brahma (after death). (52) 

Thus ends the fifth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T8J ^tSSZTFT: 

Discourse VI 
The gods entreat the Lord to return to His divine realm and Uddhava 

approaches Him on the eve of the Yadus' departure for Prabhasa 

oihj^ scr/TV 

3ta gftnsv*t^<0: si^ti'jdlswpTKTi aas sjimshsit aat Tjanvt^a: i % i 

SpSt UTiRstTfuamlctdtl aFtaTSfSRt I TTFFIcttSfjpTTt Tstt fa^f TU-li: I k I 

TRjuiurmi rtrm: frngamJFpiaiT: i frnrrag TTfagwrfeni: i ? i 
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TtS ^HJlP^Stg: I gtpt ggghL I 

*Rlt faRt4 gst^gj «drtl*Mrtl<4SH. I Y I 

rTtgt (g^MMi-uqi H^=Stul ns(^P4: I sjarggrifg^fT^TT: 1 A I 

w'i(«iHlM<inWt!sii<y-Hl g^HiLi gtWag^iaffirqgfsfiTgtggL i ^ i 

Sri Suka began again: Now (when Narada had finished his discourse to Vasudeva and 
left Dwaraka), Brahma, surrounded by his sons (Sanaka and others), the gods and the lords 
of creation, arrived and so did Lord Siva, the Ruler of those that have gone by as well as those 
that are yet to come, accompanied by goblins. (1) (Similarly) the glorious Indra with the 
Maruts (the forty-n'ne wind-gods), the Adityas (sons of Aditi), the (eight) Vasus, the (two) 
Aswins, the Rbhus, the Artgiras, the (eleven) Rudras, the (class of) gods known as the 
Viswedevas and the Sadhyas, Gandharvas, Apsaras, Nagas, Siddhas, Caranas and 
Guhyakas (Yaksas), Rsis as well as manes, accompanied by Vidyadharas and Kinnaras— 
all went to Dwaraka, eager to see Sri Krsna, who captivated the mind of the (entire) human 
race, in that (charming) form by which He spread in (all) the (three) worlds a glory that 
destroyed the sins of the whole universe. (2—4) In that brilliant city abounding in all kinds of 
superior wealth they saw Sri Krsna of wonderful beauty with unsatiated eyes. (5) Covering 
Sri Krsna, the foremost among the Yadus, with flowers that can be had in heaven (alone), 
they praised the Lord of the universe by means of (laudatory) hymns couched in charming 
words and full of charming ideas. (6) 

ggi: r % gro ggtrfgR ^r-stayium-tlgglfii: t 

gfogg^g#; *ng*j|gfg§rf4: *4MdihdKiitL i g i 

<g Higgi fy^uigiSirgPi oUrt) t)g*gg(4 w»g(4 I 

3rl*4gMpiiTi gi4F4<ng4 5t gg 4t :^gg fm 44 "il rngni: \ c I 

4iP&*Jun g <| g«t^J <^d4igHi (ggiSjgTSggggMflmfgigifg: I 

RrgFmnggg rt g?rftt g^gwajggt ggvTgiajggi gar wit i t i 

«na«tais;rM<^gi4ld*iH4>rl: Stdig gt J^gfittlsfeilgjm-I: I 

g: gggrt: Rrfgtjgg sngtgfeg^sfgfg: ggg?t: Rrfggggg i^oi 

gtst-rgr) ggggifwfgrsggg) ggjt (4 *nh (4(44^1 sfenjslrgi i 

3rsgnggtg gg glPifgtiamigi fgjngfg: ggrwi'wS: dfte: mi 

g^ggi gg fggt ggm«44 gwftigt ggggl ytHufeig^: 1 

g: ^njftgg^gi#ngi?ggt tjgTg, R^fg^gRtgsjgg^: m1 

g^fetfggm^gfeigggtgraKT gR ggmggrttsgr^ggigt: i 

gpifg irtAlsidtig ijgg. dig: rjgtrj wngg gggigg g: mi 

HWtd'iig jg ggj ggt ggf=g g?n<gw-jijgt firejtsfdTgT: I 

*w« 4 g^jfrrjgggt: dug ^ ggtghj ggn: ^Itihw i^yi 

3Rnfe tgg^gfrgfggggRTgaggrgfggggigfg i 

41^4 fgrrTrfgrfTgtgtgg^ ycjyt: gjrcYt a4U<g ^ggrjggggg. i 

fgg: ^hk ggfggrg ggr <gg")4 g4 dttrgfgg g'4nhi-j4i4: \ 
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#5q d<1l-j,rt<f 3HFR 3Tn^RT |<i TTPRf =lf^-U=l4ui*>0rlH, I ^e, I 

tra^qg snag •rraiagtgt M-uiay1<«‘jyi[i<IsK«4)44)di-b i 

ggffqgfa a font wa: qftsar?fq firrafa wn»i 

Wldldrtl*rtddfttdaidglR»jM^rtil^d»lVdH-dg)i4: I 

qaaaj q~l^iii^^Hd^iiii4»i)fa4 ftqfag *<uV fgtai: i^ci 

faio4^ict|i^nch«4dd?lfelr4wi: vl'Ua-iAMpn: qiMCOlf-l p-dH I 

aagga ^Pdfan ftnIjMlifea dua^if-d n<o 

The gods said : With our reason and senses, body, mind and speech, O Lord ! we bow 
to Your lotus-feet, which are meditated upon in the heart by those who are full of devotion 
and seek to be freed from the stout shackles of Karma. (7) O invincible Lord! presiding over 
the (three) Gunas born of Your Maya You create, preserve and destroy this manifest 
inconceivable universe in Yourseff through Your Maya consisting of the three Gunas, and 
yet remain ever unaffected by these actions, being free from (all) blemish (in the form of likes 
and dislikes etc.), and since You remain completely absorbed in the unobscured Bliss which 
constitutes Your (very) nature. (8) O praiseworthy and supreme Lord ! purification of men of 
impure mind is not so radically effected through worship, study of scriptures, (acts of) charity, 
austerities, ritual acts etc., as of pure-minded persons through mature and genuine faith, 
developed by (constant) hearing, in Your glory. (9) May Yourfeet serve as a fire to consume 
all our unholy cravings—the feet which are being contemplated upon with a heart moistened 
with love by ascetics for the sake of blessedness; which are worshipped by devotees through 
individual divine manifestations (Vasudeva and so on) for attaining a glory similar to that of 
the Lord; and by the wise (as many as) three times (a day) in order that they may transcend 
heaven (and ascend to Vaikuntha); (nay,) which are contemplated, O Lord, in the sacrificial 
fire (by those well-versed in sacrifices) taking in their outstretched hands the material for 
being consigned to that fire according to the procedure laid down by the three Vedas (Rk, 
Sama and Yajus); and which are contemplated in the course of their Yogic practice for the 
realization of the Self by strivers seeking to obtain an insight into the Maya that veils the true 
character of the Spirit, and are worshipped everywhere by the highest devotees of the 
Lord. (10-11) Like a co-wife this divine Sri (the goddess of fortune, appearing as a golden 
streak on Your bosom), O Lord, vies (even) with a faded garland of sylvan flowers (adorning 
Your bosom alongwith Her). You (nonetheless) accept the worship duly offered (to You by 
Your loving devotees even) with such a garland. (So partial You are to Your devotees!) May 
Your feet serve as a fire to consume our evil tendencies. (12) O almighty and omnipresent 
Lord, may Your foot cleanse our sins, who worship You—the foot which took three strides 

(in order to measure the three worlds and thereby to oust Bali from heaven) and (on reaching 
Satyaloka, the highest heaven in its second stride) stood as a (tall triumphal) flag with the 
Gahga flowing through the three worlds as its streamer and (as such) inspired terror and 
instilled fearlessness into the titanic and the celestial armies respectively, and which, 
brought heaven to the righteous and spelt ruin to the unrighteous. (13) May the feet of the 
Supreme Person in You augment our joy—You who are superior (both) to Prakrti and Purusa. 
(Matter and the Spirit) and who are the Propeller of all (as the Time-Spirit) and subject to 
whose control, like bulls held by the nose-string, are Brahma (the creator) and other 
embodied souls who are being tormented by one another. (14) You are Purusottama (the 
Highest Person) in that You are responsible for the creation, continuance and destruction of 
this universe; the Vedas speak of You as the Controller of Prakrti, Purusa and the Mahat- 
tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence); and You are also Kaia (the wheel of Time 
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revolving in the form of a twelve-month) consisting of three navels (each of four months), 
engaged in the destruction of all and possessed of imperceptible speed. (15) Having derived 

Y°U <thUS) acquirin9 unfa'ling energy, the Purusa (Spirit) in conjunction 
with Maya deposited the Mahat-tattva, corresponding as it were to the seed of this (visible) 

/Upn«MnSenEqUlP^td W"h that (very) power the Mahat Produced out of itself the golden 
(effulgent) egg of the universe enveloped by its (seven) external sheaths (in the shape of the 
earth water, fire, air, ether, ego and mind). (16) Therefore, O Propeller of the Indriyas You 

Ruler of the immobile as well as the mobile creation, because even though 
enjoying (in the form of the Jiva) the objects of the senses evolved through the modification 

of the Gupas brought about by Maya You remain unattached to them; while others (the Jivas) 
remain afraid of sense-enjoyments even when they have been renounced by them- 
selvesj17) (All) Your sixteen thousand (and odd) wives could not even shake Your mind by 
their shafts of Cupid and other charms skilled in conveying the message of love despatched 

y their arched eyebrows fascinating with the sentiment expressed by their suppressed 
smi e and sidelong glances. (18) The streams (of Your glory) bearing the water of Your 
nectar-like stones and rivers (like the holy Gariga) that have washed Your feet are capable 

of destroying (all) the sms of the three worlds. Those who take pains for the purification of 

h®'r sf1 resort to b0,h these ’VPes of ho|y waters—the former, in the form of Your glory sung 
in the Vedas, by means of their ears and the latter, emanating from Your feet, through the 
contact of their body. (19) a 

?3jfnr|ra fgtgsj: trosjMfTrp 3mnrot rTtfro;. OTimiwmiraai pot 

SrISuka resumed: Having thus extolled and bowed lowto Sri Had, alongwith the (other) 

gods, Brahma accompanied by Lord Siva and standing in the air (all the while), submitted 
to Sri Krsna (the Protector of cows):—(20) 

dfUlcfM 

trig wtfftH: Tpj, ttne-it^ ^ etot i oEffSg fg^i uciVjichMrtmri p?1 

*igr#5t finp foUhiTiMH. 1 <*.utu^m^HirH front 19^1 

^ if aftHRhr mjsn: roro ^, “juror gftifroist afrej-vismi to ryi 

gro: rpron* 1 ^(-4411^3; rottum 

aispi ftjftjroron srorafoRtfarpi g fau;,iiM-r TBSirojf^a 

to trout uro fromt gf% rom 1 ttrtWw4i.t,uirtH.T: ^ 1 

1 !aid: Formerly You were entreated by us to remove the burden of the earth, O 
ord . That has been accomplished (by You) precisely as was desired by us, O Inner 

ControHer of all I (21) Righteousness has been firmly established by You among the virtuous 

pledged to truth and glory, which is capable of destroying the sins of all men, diffused on all 
sides. (22) Descending in the line of Yadu and manifesting a form unsurpassed (in elegance), 
You performed deeds of extraordinary valour for the good of the world. (23) Hearing of and 
ce ebrating, O Lord, those exploits of Yours that have been mentioned heretofore, pious men 
in the Kali age shall easily get through (the darkness of) ignorance. (24) Acenturyand twenty- 
five years more have elapsed, O Lord, since You appeared in the race of Yadu, O Supreme 
Person (25) O Support of the universe, no part of the gods' purpose now remains to be 
accomplished; and this race of Yours (too) has become well-nigh extinct through the curse 
of the Brahmanas. (26) Therefore, return, if You please. O Visnu, to Your transcendent realm 
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(Vaikuntha), and bless us, Your servants, the guardians of the spheres, alongwith the 
spheres (by visiting our realms and accepting our homage). (27) 

9ftVTf^U^IW 

'd?rst fejihar i fvt *i4nft.4w ii 

ttf^ 4i4Vil4r>n4u&-iH I «|4> "4 4vi4ci Hf-iula: 1^*? I 

^H<-u I M-mHa-t-i w|ctil.iu^(*iVl l^ol 

?5^tf RRI 3tTtai: $tM4 (^(TOtt: I dlWlfit ITeR st£l4d<-rl rittHU I?? I 

The glorious Lord replied: Whatyou say has already been decided upon by Me, O ruler 
of the gods ! All your purpose has been accomplished and the burden of the earth 
removed.(28) Made insolent by prowess, heroism and fortune and inclined to take posses¬ 
sion of the (whole) world, this (celebrated) race of Yadu has been kept in check by Me as the 
ocean by its shore. (29) If I depart (from this world) without destroying the huge race of the 
Yadus, who have grown (so) insolent, this (entire) human race will meet its destruction 
through this ocean, that has (already) transgressed its limits. (30) The destruction of this race 
has (already) begun through the imprecation of the Brahmanas. When its destruction is 
complete, O sinless Brahma, I shall ascend to your realm (en route to My own realm). (31) 

fajatt ufuiMat <tnjTt? wrm 

3ta tTSti H^liMIttl-L Stwri ThjfatfTRJ (4rtt44 'M'MHIk MHI-mi-p I ?? I 

Sri Suka continued : Told thus by the Lord of the universe, god Brahma (the self-born) 
fell prostrate before Him and duly returned to his realm alongwith the host of (other) gods.(32) 
Presently noticing grave portents appearing over the aforesaid (city of) Dwaraka, the Lord 
spoke to the elderly among the Yadus, that had assembled (there). (33) 

shri/dydM 

tl^ 4 ^Jhtttthlfn Oilrig-Til5 *t4tL I TTthSJ T: $rt1UI1tltv 1I 

a oHrloylit^KHlMyoflld^lWrifad: I 5ritW UlWIUti^d m 

atti^I ^HfliriT?, rjfttft ^uil^ri^l fsrjat: ^ »«t?HH, I I 

zt afwstrjpt arffittat fttp, 4mI4<4iRmI fasPL HHi'jyidHi-uui i?oi 

UMif-i Mls)<£ Siogulvai naif-n 4 1 ejfjHllH nfiomnl <y4-iT|LificiiuieiH 1^41 

The Lord said : These exceptionally grave portents are particularly appearing on all 
sides here, and a curse from the Brahmanas, that cannot be easily overcome, has overtaken 
our race. (34) We should no longer stay here, if we wish to live on, O respected ones I We 
shall (accordingly) shift this very day to Prabhasa, a most sacred place. Let there be no 

delay.(35) Having bathed there, the moon-god (the ruler of the stars), who had been seized 
with tuberculosis due to a curse pronounced by Daksa, was at once rid of his trouble and 
began to enjoy once more the waxing of his digits (as before). (36) Having bathed (in the 
sacred waters) there and gratified the manes and gods (with offerings of water), fed good 
Brahmanas with (delicious) food of various tastes and bestowed valuable gifts on those 
worthy ones, we shall through those gifts get over our sins (even) as people cross the ocean 

with the help of ships. (37-38) 
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331? 

33 VicimSSfcgT ejjc'HtiH I TRJ 1^1 

rTfyffj^jng^t ^FT^rt^rn^i ^Tft^T^r kikifoi ixoi 

f^TcJrf) 3W£U| 33d\H\^tW3 I 3333 %7FT m^T SJI^r^WM^mrT II 

Sri Suka went on : Thus directed by the Lord, O delight of your race, the Yadavas made 
up their mind to undertake a journey to the sacred place (Prabhasa) and began to get ready 
their chariots. (39) Seeing this and overhearing the utterance of the Lord and observing the 
fearful portents, Uddhava, who was ever devoted to Sri Krsna, approached the suzerain Lord 
of the universe in seclusion and, touching His feet with his head, submitted to Him with joined 
palms (as follows). (40-41) 

331? 

t I e|>W ■f'i col<*> yyR I 
Tmyfsfa 1x31 

•tt? arnrmyfa 1 Firf 3\? ^ym 33 umfu 1^3 1 

rra fas*>jfs<i -j’JII I <yjRRTPJ?T jR: |XX I 

WRWHtttel i>HlfcJ^ I yjsj c^T 33 IXm 

I ^RTTRy hi<4I 1X5*1 

dirt^Ml ? 3j33: amUTT I UTO 7f ^ITfal WHT: {RJifuHhMcM: 1X^9 I 

33 fef? M£l4lPH WH: <*>ljc<c4^ I <3&lrUll 33: IX^I 

WtI: cBfrfzTrTR <jhh<Pi •*If^rtIfn 3 I ^c^chfas^HH IX^ I 

Uddhava said : O Ruler (even) of the adored of gods, O Master of Yoga, the very hearing 
and chanting of whose names and praises makes one sacred, having exterminated this race 
You are surely going to leave this world for good as (is evident from the fact that) You did not 
(choose to) counteract the Brahmanas1 curse, though able to do so, almighty as You are.(42) 
I cannot bear to abandon Your lotus-feet even for half a second, O Ruler (even) of Brahma 
and Lord Siva! (Kindly, therefore,) take me as well to Your (divine) realm, O Lord! (43) Having 
enjoyed (with their ears) the story of Your extraordinary pastimes, which is most auspicious 
to hear and is (sweet as) nectar to the ear, people give up the craving for other objects. (44) 
How (then) could we do without You, our beloved One, (nay,) our very self—we, who have 
(constantly) waited on You, while You lay in bed, sat or rambled, (with us), stood (beside us), 
bathed (in our company), were engaged in (some) sport or dined (with us) and so on ? (45) 
We are Your servants who have been adorned with garlands, sandal-paste, raiments and 
ornaments etc., used (and given up) by You, and ate the remnants of Your food. (As such) 
we shall conquer Your Maya (We are not afraid of Your Maya but of separation from You). (46) 
Sages who have (absolutely) no covering on their body beyond the belt of air about their loins, 
have taken great pains on devotions, are lifelong and perfect celibates (lit., have directed the 
flow of their generative fluid upwards or stopped its downward flow for all time to come), are 
free from passion, have renounced (all) enjoyments, and have no (trace of) impurity left (in 
their mind)—they (alone) attain to Your glorious state known by the name of Brahma. (47) 
We, however, O supreme Yogi, even though we are revolving in the alleys of Karma in this 
world, shall get over the darkness of ignorance, which is (so) difficult to surmount, through 
talks about You carried on with Your devotees, dwelling upon and celebrating Your doings 
and utterances, Your gait, smiles, glances and jokes and whatever You did in imitation of 
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human beings. (48-49) 

<S<*M 

Tni fa# I fori) TFiR ^Tcfcl^rl: I ftPT I | 

^H-rfr'Wd WT^Tl qfedl4IM«W4$IWt*4 ^SW^: 1^ I 

Sri Suka said : Entreated thus, O king, Lord Sri Krsna (the Son of Devaki) spoke (as 
follows) to His beloved servant and absolute devotee, Uddhava. (50) 

Thus ends the sixth discourse, in Book Eleven of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3T«T 'HHMiSSHJFT: 

Discourse VII 
The Legend of an Ascetic—the Story of eight (out of twenty-four) 

preceptors (from the earth to the pigeon) recognized by him 

nt nitntFT aftraftWaita it i g?n *iat i: wato itsf4*irg(<Ji: 1 t 1 

JWT !)4*l4MilNd: I n?sfaddlu|[igMiH d^uiilsfa: 1 q | 

=t WvlatJ'U -Ijj-dW-yt-illaq^iaj fTIJ5: >Jtf jpdftimld I 3 I 

d$dld Hdl cqrtil rtlchisrt I ^[qodcdid^lf^ttTyt <*i(m-h[m I "It l 

4 dW«l '-l 4 Ur Hdl 41% I tftalSSr4t>R*4st »tid«rir1 di^jl 1 | 

% ^ dd dRdj'jd WJMuaJfJ I | ^ i 

afaa iron arat stauirfafit: i wt rjgmiui a fafij umim'iMOH. i a I 

^#^rRta rtHtsjf W: WJOIcfasnq; I *qtu>4IU4>4[d ^joiatafuat fttat I i I 

aatia, <i%Pstaai4) <i*Rw f? anaq OTatatatta faaawatH nswt^ i s i 

344T»ja: ^fttfiPIIHJ 3tTatTfUattjjltqi aRTlflEifrafl lt°l 

araspgatnaiafat Pfayivi faa4?i i a 1af?a a *i)fa aania;: m i 

*551-41 ^h(ci^im[hS^T: I H<a<ya> fatj 4 fausta f| Pft: 1^1 
The glorious Lord began again: That alone which you have asked Me (to do), O highly 

blessed one, (in verse 42 of Discourse VI above) is intended by Me. Brahma (the creator). 
Lord Siva (the Source of the universe) and the (other) guardians of the spheres (too) long 
for My presence in heaven. (1) Indeed I have wholly accomplished the purpose of the gods 
(viz., the removal of the earth's burden) for which, as requested by Brahma, I descended on 
this earth with My part manifestation (Balarama). (2) This race (of Yadu), which (is the only 
surviving burden on the earth and) has (already) been consumed by the curse (of the 
Brahmanas) will surely perish through mutual strife; (and) on the seventh day the sea will 
overflow and submerge this city (of Dwaraka). (3) The moment this (mortal) world is forsaken 
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by Me it will be assailed by Kali (the Dark Age) and before long, O pious one, all its 
auspioiousness will be gone. (4) You should in no case live on this terrestrial globe when 
abandoned by Me; for the Kali age having set in (then), O good Uddhava, people will 
conceive a liking for unrighteous ways. (5) Completely shaking off all attachmentfor yourown 
people and kinsmen and fully concentrating your mind on Me, for your part, go you about the 
earth looking upon all with an equal eye. (6) Whatever is being apprehended with the mind, 
speech, eyes, ears etc., know it to be a creation of the mind and therefore (merely) illusory 
and transient. (7) A man with an unsteady (wandering) mind falls a prey to misapprehension 
consisting in the perception of diversity,which (in its turn) leads to the sense of good and evil; 
and in the eyes of an individual having the notion of good and evil there exists the distinction 
of prescribed action, inaction and prohibited action. (8) Therefore, having controlled your 
mind and senses, visualize this world (of senses) as projected in the Self and see your own 
self existing in Me, the Supreme Lord (as one with Me). (9) Possessed of knowledge (of the 
meaning of the Vedas) and realization (of what has been taught by them) and with your mind 
sated through Self-Realization and becoming one with the self of (all) embodied beings, you 
will no longer be baulked by (any) impediments. (10) He who has transcended the sense of 
good and evil does not refrain from wrong-doing because he perceives any evil in it; nor does 
he perform prescribed duties because he thinks well of it; he (merely) acts (by force of habit) 
like a child (whose actions are never premeditated). (11) He who has gained certitude about 
the Self through knowledge (of the true spirit of the Vedas) coupled with realization (of the 
Truth), who is a friend to all created beings, who is full of peace, and who beholds the universe 
as one with Me, never undergoes suffering (in the form of transmigration). (12) 

$<«iI!(KI wictai ukmi'Wdl ^tiztga: sftroti? dTaP4jtifiWidH 1^31 

Sri Suka resumed: Thus instructed by the Lord, Uddhava, the great devotee of the Lord, 
O protector of men, fell prostrate before Him and, being eager to know the truth, spoke to Him 
(as follows). (13) 

sqf/y 

dl'ifa-aw qPiit*H uI'iuwj 1 foikmiy ^ tiPtiMi'i: p-au-waro: 1 at! 1 

IdFitSq iJEfrit ^9=1 399141 faWStfct: I tjrTO Tqfa EraftqiWSrftfa 4 9fo: I am 

#5? mtrgftrfa 1559^891399=91991 fatfaHiatfa i 

maaiMi Pqfei 9931 ztsntt trot99Tf9 tjamiam 

ataraa 9 snam? 3u<H-ilxi 99979)31 -u-puat i 

78 farrttfkdfyawa 91999 gfipzhmi: iw 

hkimu'i ^rmi yqg i^i 

Uddhava submitted : O Lord (Rewarder) of Yoga, O the ultimate end and support of 
Yoga, O the embodiment of Yoga ! O the Fountainhead of Yoga ! (it is) for my highest good 
that this cult of renunciation without any expectation of return has been preached by You.(14) 
O all-pervading and all-embracing Lord ! Such renunciation of the pleasures of sense is 
difficult (nay. well-nigh impossible) for those attached to sense-enjoyment; and more so for 
those who are not devoted to You: such is my conviction. (15) I am ignorant, O Lord; for I am 
attached to this body and children, which are the creation of Your Maya. I am immersed in 
the notion of T and 'Mine*. Therefore, instruct me. Your servant, that I may easily attain to that 
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renunciation which has been taught by You. (16) O Lord, I do not see, except You, anyone 
even among the celestials, who can give me instruction about the self-revealed Atma, the 
only Truth. (Even) Brahma and all these beings are deluded by Your Maya as they look upon 

external things as real. (17) Therefore, afflicted as I am with sorrows and with my mind turned 
away from the world, O Lord, I, seek refuge in You, who are (no other than) Lord Narayana, 
the friend of (all) living beings, devoid of (all) defects, eternal and infinite, omniscient, the 
supreme Ruler of all, whose abode is the eternal Vaikuntha I (18) 

rjKTO faTtan: i m. std^nyinrtqT 1701 

S I Ijeiwmi ^ dtwtfw 177 I 

Ul<)w rtt^> 

et ITT sfrfT: 
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The Lord replied : In this world those who are engaged in investigating the true nature 

of this world often lift themselves up by their own efforts and rid themselves of the craving 
for the pleasures of sense. (19) The Atma itself is indeed the (infallible) guide of one's own 
self, especially in the case of man, inasmuch as by direct perception and inference he can 
work out his own good. (20) In their human birth persons of ripe judgment and knowing the 
secret of Samkhya and Yoga (the paths of Knowledge and Action) directly and clearly 
perceive Me as their own Self endowed with all faculties. (21) Numerous forms of living 
beings with one foot, with two, three, four or many feet and also without feet stand evolved 
by Me. Of them (all) the human body is (most) dear to Me. (22) (And) here (in the human body) 
those who are ever vigilant directly discover Me, the Supreme Ruler—who cannot be 
perceived (by ordinary means of perception)—through assumption' based on evidences in 
the shape of material instruments (such as the intellect), which are (themselves) open to 
perception, as well as through inference on the same grounds. (23) By way of an illustration 
on this subject they narrate the following ancient legend in the form of a dialogue between 
an ascetic of a high order and Yadu of great prowess and intelligence. (24) Perceiving a 
youthful Brahmanaf with an unclean body, though full of wisdom, roaming about fearlessly, 
Yadu, who knew what is Dharma (piety), put (the following) questions to him. (25) 
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The assumption is that material Instruments such as the intellect cannot lead to perception of objects unless they are 

themselves illumined by some self-effulgent principle such as the Self or God. And the form of the inference is that |ust as 

appliances like a hatchet can be wielded only by an active agent, so the intellect etc., too are being used by some intelligent 
agent 

fA reference to II. vii. 4 leads us to conclude that the Brahmana was no other than Lord Dattatreya 
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Yadu said : Remaining inactive, O Brahmana sage, whence did you get this highly 
penetrating wisdom, obtaining which you, though enlightened, go about the world like an 
(innocent) boy ? (26) Generally men strive after religious merit, riches and enjoyment, as well as 
after self-enquiry only from the motive of acquiring longevity, renown and fortune. (27) You for 
yourself are able-bodied, learned, skilful, good-looking and sweet-tongued; (nevertheless) you 
do nothing, covet nothing, and behave like a dunce, a maniac ora devil. (28) In the midst of people 
burning with the wild fire of concupiscence and greed, you remain unscathed by that fire, and 
do not get scorched by it (even) like an elephant standing in the water of the Gariga. (29) (Pray,) 
tell us, who are making this enquiry, O Brahmana, the cause of the joy abiding in your mind, 
even though you are living singly and are devoid of enjoyment (of the pleasures of sense). (30) 

T^r»TFTt I tjg: StT? |^| 

The glorious Lord said: Thus honoured and questioned by Yadu, who was exceptionally 
intelligent and devoted to the Brahmanas, the highly blessed Brahmana sage addressed (in 
the following words) Yadu, who stood bent low with humility. (31) 
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The Brahmana said: Many are my preceptors, O king, selected by my keen sense, 
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acquiring wisdom from whom I wander in the world free (from all turmoil and worry). Please 
hear about them. (32) The earth, the air, the sky, water, fire, the moon and the sun, the dove, 
the boa-constrictor, the sea, the moth, the honey-bee, the elephant, the honey-gatherer, the 

deer, the fish, Pingala (a courtesan), the osprey, the infant, the maiden, the forger of arrows, 
the serpent, the spider and the Bhrriga (a kind of wasp)—these twenty-four have been 
accepted, O king, by me as preceptors. From the conduct of these have I learnt all that I had 
to learn in this life for my good. (33—35) I (presently) tell you, O tigeramong men, what I learnt 
from whom and how, O son of Yayati (Nahusa's son); (please) hear it. (36) I imbibed from 
the earth her vow, viz., that remaining unperturbed even while being oppressed by beings 

following the will of Providence, a man should not deviate from his course (of righteousness), 
conscious of the fact (of their being subject to the will of Providence). (37) A pious man should 
learn from the mountain (a modification of the earth itself) that (like a mountain) all his 
movements should ever be guided by altruism and that his (very) birth is solely intended for 
(the service of) others. (Similarly) as a disciple of the tree (another modification of the earth) 
he should learn (complete) submission to the will of others. (38) An ascetic should remain 
fully gratified with bare sustenance afterthe manner of the life-breath (a form of the air, which 
is sustained by mere subsistence) and should not pamper his senses by means of articles 
which are delightful to them. He should (only) so manage that his cognitive faculty may not 
be lost (through starvation), nor should he indulge himself in such a manner that his speech 
and mind may be diverted. (39) Though moving (freely) among (and enjoying) all (sorts of) 
objects (of the senses) possessing diverse characteristics, a Yogi should not get particularly 
attached, to them any more than the (external) air, his to mind remaining unaffected by their 
merits or demerits. (40) Although clothed in earthly bodies in this (mortal) plane and 
(appearing as though) endowed with their characteristics (plumpness, slimness and so on), 
an ascetic who has his eyes fixed on the Self is not (actually) endowed with those 
characteristics any more than the air is with the odours (of various kinds, which really belong 
to the particles of earth wafted by the air and not to the air itself). (41) Though clothed in a 

body, theascetic should, by identifying himself with Brahma (the Infinite), visualize the affinity 
of his all-pervading soul with the sky in the shape of freedom from (all) limitations and 
absence of attachment because of its interpenetrating all mobile and immobile organisms 
at once. (42) The soul is not touched by material adjuncts (like the body)—(which are) the 
creation of Kala (the Time-Spirit) and are constituted of fire, water and earth (in the form of 
its products,viz., food-grains)—any more than the sky is by phenomena like the clouds, 
tossed by the wind. (43) Bearing (close) affinity with water, an ascetic is transparent, soft by 
nature, sweet and a seat of purity and purifies people through (mere) sight, touch and 
utterance of his name. (44) Full of glory and made brighter by glow (in the shape of austerity), 
formidable and having no vessel other than his belly, the Yogi, like fire, does not imbibe any 
impurity (in the form of sin) even though consuming anything and everything (although he 
never consciously eats any impure substance). (45) (Like fire, again,) he remains hidden 
from view at times and becomes visible at others, (thereby) earning the respect of those who 
seek blessedness. And burning the past as well as the future sin of those who make an 
offering to him, he eats everywhere (only that which is offered by others). (46) (Again, even) 
as fire (though having no definite shape of its own) assumes the shape of the firewood 
through which it reveals itself, (so) having entered a particular body (viz., that of a divinity or 
a sub-human creature) possessed of noble or ignoble characteristics and evolved by His own 
Maya, the all-pervading Brahma appears endowed with that (very) form. (47) The (various) 
states beginning with birth and ending with death, brought about by (the passage of) Time, 
whose course cannot be perceived, belong to the body alone and not to the soul, just as 
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appearance and disappearance etc., occur only to the digits of the moon (and not to the 

moon itself). (48) Though taking place every moment by force of Time, which flits with the 

rapidity of a stream (of water), the birth and death of bodies assumed by the Spirit are 

not perceived any more than the rising and going out of the flames of fire (which likewise 

take place every moment). (49) Like the sun sucking the moisture (in summer) and 

releasing it (during the monsoons) by its rays, a Yogi (engaged in the quest of the Spirit) 

enjoys with his senses the objects of the senses and parts with them according to the 

needs of the moment but is not affected (by the act of enjoyment or gift).(50) (Even) as 

the sun reflected in a reflecting substance (e.g., a vessel full of water), is perceived by 

men of gross understanding differently (though one and the same) as though existing in 

the vessel etc., so is the (one) self clothed in a vesture (like the body) understood 

differently by those who recognize the physical body as their self, though one by itself. (51) 
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Excessive fondness or attachment should never be conceived for any person or object by 

anyone. The mind of a man who does so becomes unhappy and he comes to grief like the 

(famous) dove (of the legend). (52) Having built a nest on a tree, a certain dove lived in 

a forest with its mate, the female dove, for some years. (53) With their hearts bound through 

love and enjoying the pleasures of copulation, the pair knit their understanding with 
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understanding, eye with eye and body with body. (54) Free from fear or reserve (in relation 
to one another), they slept, sat, flew about, stood, chatted, sported and ate together in the 
rows of trees of that forest. (55) The male dove, whose senses were out of its control, 
procured even with (great) hardship whatever enjoyment its mate craved for, inasmuch as 
the latter gratified it (in every way) and was (in turn) treated with (great) sympathy. (56) 
Conceiving for the first time, the female bird, who was devoted to the male, laid eggs, when 
the time came, in the nest by the side of its mate. (57) At the proper time there emerged from 
the eggs fledglings with delicate limbs (fully) evolved by the inconceivable potencies of Lord 
Sri Hari (in the form of the Time-Spirit, destiny, nature and so on), and covered with soft 
down.(58) Hearing their cooing and delighted by their sweet chirping, the pair, fond as they 
were of their offsprings, nourished them with (great) affection. (59) The parents derived 
(great) joy through (the touch of) the feathers, (so) pleasant to touch, (sweet) chirps and 
charming movements of their happy youngs and their coming forth to meet them. (60) With 
their hearts knit together by mutual affection and deluded by the Maya (enchanting potency) 
of Lord Visnu, the parent birds brought up their young brood with their mind (ever) distracted 
(through solicitude for them). (61) Desiring food for their offsprings, the pair, that now had 
a (large) family (to support) went out in search of it, and wandered all about the forest for 
long.(62) A fowler,who roamed about in the forest, appeared there by chance and, seeing 
the little birds sporting near their own nest, spread his net and caught them. (63) (Meanwhile) 
the male and the female doves, which were always anxious to nourish their progeny and had 
gone out (in search of nourishment), returned to their nest with the nourishment. (64) 
Perceiving its young brood caught in the net and wailing, the female dove felt extremely 
miserable and flew to them screaming. (65) Bound by (ties of) affection bestowed (on them) 
more than once through the Maya of the birthless Lord, the female dove, afflicted in mind as 
she was, forgot that it might likewise be caught in the trap and (even though) seeing the little 
ones entangled, was caught in the trap itself. (66) Sore distressed to find its offsprings, dearer 
than itself, caught alongwith its mate, which was as dear (to it) as its own self, the male dove 
helplessly wailed (as follows):—(67) "Oh ! behold my ruin, scanty of virtue and evil-minded 
as I am. Though I am (still) unsatiated (with the pleasuresof sense) and am yet unaccomplished 
of purpose, my household life, which was the (only) means of realizing the threefold object 
of life has been brought to an (abrupt) end. (68) My mate—that looked upon me as its object 
of veneration, was agreeable (to me in everyway) and was a match for me (in every 
respect)—is going to heaven with its innocent (guileless) offsprings, leaving me once for all 
in this desolate dwelling. (69) Such as I am, whose mate and progeny are no more, what for 
should I seek to survive gs a wretched widower leading a miserable life in my deserted 
habitat ?" (70) Seeing them entangled in the net and struggling in the jaws of death, the 
foolish and feebleminded dove likewise fell into the trap of its own accord. (71) Having (thus) 
secured the male dove, the master of its household, as well as its mate and progeny (the 
young doves), and accomplished of purpose, the cruel fowler returned home. (72) Maintain¬ 
ing his family in the aforesaid manner, any householder of unquiet mind, revelling in the pairs 
of opposites (such as joys and sorrows) and attached to the pleasures of sense comes to 
grief, like the aforesaid dove, with (all) those connected with him (viz., his wife and 
children).(73) The wise recognize him as having fallen from a height on (once) climbing up 
to it, who, having attained a human body, which is an open door (as it were) to (the mansion 
of) final beatitude, remains attached, like the (aforesaid) dove, to his household. (74) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse in Book Eleven ot the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramahartisa-Samhita. 
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The Brahmana said : O king ! pleasure and pain which come through the senses are 

experienced in heaven as well as in hell by embodied beings; therefore a wise man should 

not seek them. (1) Like a python one should eat food, obtained without effort, whether it be 

more or less and sweet or bitter. (2) If no food reaches one, (then) like the python let one go 

without it and make no effort to obtain it. Let one sleep for many days patiently believing that 

it is Fate which provides food. (3) Bearing one's body actionless even when one is strong of 

body, mind and senses, and lying down, though sleepless, one should do nothing, though 

having the strength to exercise senses. (4) An ascetic should be quiet and grave like the calm 

deep sea. He should be inscrutable, dominated by none and unaffected by time and space 

and unperturbed by likes and dislikes. (5) An ascetic devoted to the Lord, whether he has 

or has not the desired objects, should feel neither elated nor depressed just as the ocean 

does not swell when rivers flow into it nor dries up when they do not. (6) When the man who 

has no control over his senses sees the Maya of the Lord in the shape of a woman, he is 

allured by her gestures and falls into the darkness of hell just as a moth falls into fire. (7) The 

ignorant man allured by the gold ornaments, clothes etc., of a woman for the sake of 

enjoyment of these objects, which are the creation of the Lord's Maya, loses his discrimina¬ 

tion and is destroyed like a moth. (8) An ascetic should take food in small quantities (from 

householders), without giving them any trouble, and barely enough to maintain his body, and 

thus adopt the course of the black bee. (9) Like the bee collecting honey from (many) flowers 

a discriminating person should gather the essence from all scriptures, great or small. (10) 

He should not keep in store for the evening or the following day the food collected by begging; 

his hands (alone) should be the vessel and belly, the receptacle for food. He should not be 

a hoarder like the bee. (11) A mendicant should keep nothing in store, either for the evening 

or the day following; he who does it perishes like a bee with that collection. (12) A begging 

ascetic should not touch even with his foot even the wooden figure of a youthful woman; if 

he touched it, he would be chained like the elephant brought in contact with a she- 

elephant.(13) A wise man should never seek a woman, who is his death (as it were); (for) 

he might be killed by other more powerful persons (after her) just as an elephant is killed by 

stronger tuskers. (14) Riches amassed with great pains by misers are neither enjoyed by 

them nor gifted away; they are enjoyed by some other person, who like the honey-gatherer 

discovers the hoard (and appropriates it). (15) Like the honey-gatherer, the ascetic really first 

enjoys the riches of householders who have amassed them with great pains and with a view 

to enjoying them. (16) An ascetic, living in a forest, should never hear vulgar songs. He 

should take this lesson from the deer, which attracted by the music of the hunter gets 

snared.(17) Enjoying the vulgar dance, instrumental music and songs of women, Rsya£ rnga, 

born of a deer, became a plaything in the hands of women. (18) Enraptured by love of taste, 

a foolish person, through his uncontrollable tongue, is destroyed like the fish by the 

hooks.-(19) Through fasting wise men can soon control their senses, except the tongue 

which becomes more powerful in the case of a fasting person. (20) One may have subdued 

all other senses; but, unless one conquers the sense of taste, one cannot be said to have 

gained self-control; all senses get subdued when the sense of taste is conquered. (21) Now 

hear O prince, what I learnt from Pihgala, a courtesan, who at one time lived in the city of 

Videha (Mithila). (22) One day that courtesan decorated her person at night and in order to 

take her paramour in the pleasure-house she sat just outside the house at the door. (23) O 

the best of men, on seeing the passers-by she, desirous of money, took them as rich men 

seeking pleasure on payment of money. (24) Seeing the passers-by gone. she. who lived 

upon her solicitations, began to indulge in the hope that some other rich man would come 
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and give her plentiful money. (25) Waiting at the door thus frustrated, and having lost her 
sleep, she kept going inside and outside the house till it was midnight. (26) Her mouth was 
parched and she felt dejected through hope for earning money; but ultimately the sense of 
frustration leading to happiness dawned on her through thinking as mentioned below. (27) 
Now duly hear from me the song she sang in her utter disappointment; because for people 
dispassion is like a sword to cut asunder the noose of hope. (28) For no person, O King, who 
has not acquired this feeling of disgust for the world would snap the bodily ties any more than 
he who is devoid of discretion could give up the sense of my-ness. (29) 
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Pihgala said: Alas ! how senseless and of uncontrolled mind am I! Behold the extent 
of my foolishness; ignorant as I am, I have expected the fulfilment of my desire from a trifling 
mean paramour! (30) Forsaking (the adoration of) the eternal and real Lord, who resides in 
the heart and gives joy and wealth forever, fondly have I sought a poor man who cannot 
satisfy my desires and who only gives grief, fear, worry, sorrow and infatuation. (31) Lo! how 
uselessly have I afflicted my soul by leading the life of a courtesan and living by such a highly 
reproachful profession; I expected wealth and satisfaction from a lustful, greedy and 
lamentable person through my body sold to him ! (32) What female other than myself would 
find enjoyment through a (paramour's) body, which is like a house of which the framework 
is of bones, covered with skin, hair and nails, which is full of urine and excreta and has nine 
doors through which constantly flows foul matter ? (33) Among the (wise) citizens of Mithila 
I am the only foolish and wicked person in that I expect satisfaction from anybody else than 
the immortal Lord, who bestows his own Self. (34) He is the friend, most beloved Lord and 
Self of all embodied beings; to Him shall I offer myself as a price and find enjoyment in Him 
like Laksmi, who sports with Him. (35) To what extent have mortal men and even celestials, 
subject to the ravages of Time, been able to give satisfying pleasure or enjoyment to their 
wives ? (36) Forsooth, Lord Visnu has been pleased with me for some action of mine, as in 
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my heart, full of vicious hope, the feeling of disgust forthe world has been engendered, which 
will lead to happiness. (37) Had I been unfortunate. I would not have met with miseries which 
have produced the feeling of disgust for the world. It is this despondency through which man 
attains peace by snapping the fetters of home etc. (38) Placing on my head the benefit 
rendered by Him and forsaking vicious hopes of sense-enjoyments, I shall seek refuge with 
the said Lord. (39) Feeling contented with whatever I get and living upon it, and trusting the 
Lord, who is my own Self, I shall now sport with Him as my husband. (40) My soul is fallen 
in the well of worldliness, the senses have deprived me of discrimination, and I stand 
devoured by the serpent of Time. Who else but the Lord can save me? (41) When one 

carefully sees the world devoured by the serpent of Time and feels disgusted with worldly 
objects, one realizes the fact that one's Self is the only protector. (42) 

ai&ui <5<iM 

P3 oMc<rHHHld4<rcri 3,1-ddti'dlM.I for3lM7l33173T3 ?33T33fg% 771 1*3 I 

3TT5IT % 373 5:13 ^7133 373 7J733.I 331 »l-dl7li Tp7 7JW13 IK* I 

sfa TOP 141 

The Brahmana said : Thus determined, she abandoned the vicious hope born of lust 
and. resorting to peace, she (quietly) sought her bed. (43) Hope is the greatest misery and 
the absence of it is the greatest joy; for Pihgala, getting rid of the hope to get a paramour, 

enjoyed a peaceful sleep. (44) 

Thus ends the eighth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana. otherwise known as the 

Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3TO wftssztPT: 

Discourse IX 
Story of the seven preceptors, the osprey and others; and the 

end of the Avadhuta's discourse 

dl&ui <tcfM 
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3haftt«rfita aiat I tataadljazitaivfalaaTrafafaaiyi I k I 

arfr y^ai ataf saufa i qat aa afyatitT tjataf ?a a^ta: i k° i 

The Brahmana said : The source of misery is indeed the acquisition of whatever men 
love most. One who knows this and desires no acquisition enjoys everlasting happiness. (1) 
The stronger ospreys which had no flesh attacked the osprey which had it. The latter then 
dropped the piece of flesh and felt happy. (2) I feel neither honour nor dishonour; I have no 
care which householders have for home and children. Like a child (free from care) I wander 
in the world sporting in the Self and devoted to it. (3) Only two are free from cares and 
anxieties and are immersed in supreme bliss—the ignorant and guileless child and he who 
has transcended the three Gunas (and realized the Supreme Being). (4) In a certain place, 
a maiden herself had to attend to the comforts of those who came to her house to choose 
her for a bride when her relations had gone away to some other place. (5) O king, while she 
was pounding paddy aside to provide them food, the bangles of shells on her wrists made 
a loud jingling sound. (6) The (wise) girl, feeling much ashamed of doing the humiliating task 
herself, broke the bangles one by one, and retained only two each on her wrists.(7) Even the 
two bangles produced sound as she pounded (the paddy), she again broke one each (so 
that) the remaining one each did not produce any sound. (8) And the following lesson I learnt 
from her, O subduer of enemies, as I wandered in this wide world to know what was desirable 
and what was to be shunned. (9) Where many dwell together quarrel would ensue; even 
between two living together there is talk. Therefore one should wander alone as the single 
bangle on the wrists of the maiden. (10) 

ya tta>a yzpnfarakirat faatlta: i 5<Hai«iwyTda fayytdiyaf=sa: Ik? I 
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'JBJTTfa rdd'-d\l 
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One should steady the mind on one thing by controlling it as well as the breath, and 

by acquiring a steady pose and remaining vigilant practising dispassion and 
concentration. (11) The mind is to be steadied on That One, established in which it slowly 
renounce the desire for actions and, developing the Sattva Guna controls the Rajasika and 
Tamasika impulses and in their absence attains absorption in contemplation. (12) Just as 
the maker of arrows absorbed in his work did not see the king passing by him, so the man 
who has concentrated his mind on the Self does not know anything inside or outside. (13) 
Again, an ascetic should wander alone, have no fixed abode; and ever vigilant and living in 

a cave, unrecognized by obvious marks, he should be without any support and sparing of 
speech. (14) For man with his perishable body to build a house is useless and fraught with 
great misery. The serpent happily inhabits the hole borrowed by others. (15) The one almighty 

Lord, existing by Himself and the support of all, destroys this previously created universe 
through His Time-Energy at the end of a Kalpa. And then He remains One alone, quite 
undifferentiated. When by force of time, powerful in itself, all the energies in the shape of 
the three Gunas get merged in the Unmanifest (when the creation ends), the most ancient 

Person, the Lord of Matter and Spirit, attainable by Brahma and other liberated beings, 
exists. He remains the absolute and unconditioned, and self-manifest Bliss, fit to be 

called Liberation (itself). (16—18) O slayer of enemies, with His own unassisted power He 

agitates His Maya, consisting of the three Gunas and first creates Sutra or 
Mahattattva. (19) They say that Sutra is the manifestation of the three Gunas, capable of 

creating the universe of multifarious forms, through which it runs like a thread and the 
individual soul gets into the world. (20) Just as the spider projecting the web from its heart 
through mouth, sports with it and then swallows it, so does the Supreme Lord creates, 
preserves and destroys the universe. (21) On whatever the embodied being deliberately 

centres its mind in its entirety, through love, hatred or fear, it attains that very form. (22) O 
king, the larva confined by the wasp in a hole in the wall and contemplating on the wasp, 
without discarding its former body, transforms itself into the latter. (23) 0 king, I thus learnt 
this wisdom from these preceptors. Now hear as I tell You.what I have learnt from my own 
body. (24) This body, subject to birth and death and constantly and ultimately a source of 

afflictions, is my preceptor as it promotes renunciation and discrimination. Though it helps 
me to contemplate on realities, it really belongs to others (who devour it). Realizing this I 

wander renouncing all. (25) Man earns money with difficulty in order to enjoy pleasures 
and maintain the growing number of wives, children, possessions, cattle, servants, houses 
and relations and friends. Like a tree which when ultimately destroyed leaves behind 
seed for another tree to grow, he too dies leaving seeds for his next birth. (26) His tongue 

drags him to one side, thirst to another and the organ of generation to some other; so do the touch, 
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stomach and ear in some other directions; the sense of smell in another and the restless eye 
to something else; and every physical organ draws him in a different direction. Thus like the 
lord of the house torn up by co-wives, his senses and organs pull him on all sides. (27) Having 
created through His innate energy the bodies of the different species of living beings, such 
as trees, reptiles, animals, birds, gad-flies, fish etc., the Lord was not satisfied. He rejoiced 
(only) when He created the human body endowed with reason and capable of realizing the 
Supreme Deity. (28) Having after many births in this world acquired the rare human body, 
however frail, which is still the means of attaining the object of life, a wise man should speedily 
strive to attain Liberation, before this body, constantly subjected to annihilation, is not 
destroyed. The enjoyment of sense pleasures can of course be had in all species. (29) 
Having thus freed myself from all attachments and egotism and developed dispassion, and 
possessing the light of knowledge (acquired from several preceptors), I wander in this world 
established in the Self. (30) Stable and comprehensive knowledge cannot be acquired from 
one preceptor. This Brahma, without a second, has been variously sung by Rsis. (31) 

^«wi h ^4 i wt ^rt sfcrT wran 1 
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The Lord said : The Brahmana of deep wisdom having thus spoken to King Yadu and 
greeted and adored by him, took leave and delightedly went his way. (32) Having listened 
to the discourse of the Avadhuta (Dattatreya) our remote ancestor (King Yadu) rid himself 
of all attachments and gained the steady equilibrium of mind. (33) 

Thus ends the ninth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse X 

The emptiness of earthly and other-worldly enjoyments exposed 
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The Lord said : Attentive to the righteous duties taught by Me, and depending upon Me. 
and forsaking all desires, man should follow the conduct prescribed for his caste, order and 
family, (1) Having thus purified his mind, he should observe how the actions of worldly men 
attached to sense-pleasures, who consider them to be real, produce contrary results (cause 
misery). (2) As the dreams of a sleeping person and the fancies of one drowned in a reverie 
are of no value, being of a diversified character, so is the notion of differences produced by 
the Gunas illusory. (3) One who is devoted to Me should perform all obligatory or occasional 
duties but should forsake all actions prompted by desire. If one is fully engaged in an inquiry 
into the Self, he need not attend even to his prescribed duties. (4) My votary should devoutly 

practise austerities and at times observe sacred vows (too); and he should wait upon his 
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preceptor of tranquil mind who has realized Me as identical with Myself. (5) He should be free 
from pride, jealousy, sloth and attachment; he should be firmly devoted to his preceptor and 
cool, and a seeker after Self-Knowledge he should not be fault-finding and one indulging in 
useless talk. (6) He should not feel attached to his wife, children, home, lands, relations and 
wealth etc., and should find his purpose equally in all. (7) As a burning fire, that shows things, 
is different from the piece of wood that is burnt and illumined, so is the self-manifest soul, the 
witness of all, distinct from the subtle and gross bodies. (8) Just as fire burning a piece of 
wood assumes its qualities of destructibility, coming into being, smallness or magnitude, and 
variety, so does the soul assume the attributes of the body when it enters it. (9) The subtle 
as well as the gross body is constituted of the Gunas controlled by the Lord; and transmigration 
of the soul is the result of identifying it with the body. This misapprehension can be dispelled 
only by the real knowledge of the Self. (10) Therefore, through inquiry one should gradually 
realize the transcendent and absolute Self, permeating the body etc., and the latter as unreal 
and different from the Self. (11) The preceptor is the piece of wood underneath, the disciple 
is the upper one and the instruction is the middle one or churning rod; and (Self-)knowledge 
is the delightful fire produced by friction. (12) The perfectly purified wisdom obtained from an 
efficient preceptor dispels Maya, the product of the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and these 
Gunas too; and ultimately the intellect itself becomes quiescent as fire with its fuel 
consumed.(13) If you admit the variety of souls, the agents of actions, subject to happiness 
and misery; if you maintain that the regions, time, the Vedas and the soul are eternal; and 
if you hold that all objects while constantly changing are eternal and that the whole sense of 
perception is engendered by the objects perceived and then changes with the objects; then, 
O Uddhava, you will have to admit that all souls associated with a body are subject to time 
and repeatedly to the states of birth and death etc. Then it is evident from your standpoint 
that the doer of actions is surely subject to pleasure and pain and for one so dependent there 
can be little happiness. (14—17) Even learned persons, because they have bodies, enjoy 
no happiness, and even fools are not necessarily unhappy. Therefore egotism on the part 
of both is simply vain. (18) Even if they know how to win happiness and overcome misery, 
they surely have not been able to discover means of averting death. (19) What happiness 
can wealth or any sense-enjoyment bring to man when the nearness of death gives him no 
satisfaction, just as a victim being escorted to the place of execution cannot enjoy any 
pleasure ? (20) Like the worldly pleasures, the bliss of heaven is also vitiated by envy, 
jealousy, evanescence and decay. There are many impediments in attaining to that bliss and 
it is fruitless (at times) like cultivation. (21) You should also hear how one attains the region 
through the successful performance of religious duties unbalked by interrruptions. (22) One 
who performs sacrifices in this world and propitiates the gods through them goes to heaven 
and enjoys there heavenly pleasures, gained through his actions, and feels happy like the 
deities. (23) He assumes a beautiful form and flying in a celestial car earned through his 
meritorious deeds and surrounded by heavenly damsels and sung by heavenly singers he 
goes about blissfully. (24) But while merrily sporting with the celestial damsels in heavenly 
pleasances and flying in a celestial car, adorned with small bells and whose speed is 
controlled by the will of the rider, he does not notice his impending fall. (25) He enjoys heaven 
so long as his meritorious deeds bear fruit; but when his merit is exhausted, driven by time, 
though reluctant, he has to take birth in the lower regions. (26) If a person associates with 
the wicked and delights in impiety, or losing control over his senses indulges in low worldly 
pleasures and becomes mean, avaricious, lustful and oppressive to living creatures, and 
(misled by the wicked) kills animals ignoring religious sanction, and worships ghosts and 
goblins, he inevitably goes to hell and assumes bodies of low ignorant creatures. (27-28) 
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Clothed in a body man performs actions which result in misery. In consequence of those 
actions he assumes another body and thus living in the world the mortal man enjoys little 
happiness. (29) The regions of the universe and their rulers who live till the end of a Kalpa 
are afraid of Me; even Brahma who lives for two Parardhas only is afraid of Me. (30) The 

senses bring about actions and the Gunas prompt the senses to act, and the said JIva. beinq 
invested with bodies and senses and identifying itself with them, reaps the fruit of 
actions.(31) So long as the diversity of the Gunas prevails the Atma will appear manifold. And 
so long as the manifoldness of Atma lasts dependent state will continue. (32) So long as the 
state of dependence of the Jiva continues there is fear from the Lord. Therefore those who 
take to these Gunas get deluded, and come to grief. (33) Time, Atma, Sastra, the world, 
Nature and Dharma are the various names by which I am called when the equilibrium of the 
three (illusive) qualities is disturbed or they are agitated. (34) 
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Uddhava said : O Lord, though associated with a body etc., why should not the Jiva be 
bound by actions begotten of body ? Or having no connection with them, how does the soul 
get tied to them ? (35) How does a person liberated or bound behave or sport and by what 

characteristics is he to be known ? How does he eat, ease nature, sleep, sit or walk ? (36) 
O Acyuta the foremost of those expert in answering questions! (pray) answer this question 
My "t'slaken notion is as to whether the same Atma is (both) ever bound and ever liberated 
(100). (37) 

Thus ends the tenth discourse forming part of the Dialogue between the Lord and Uddhava, 
in Book Eleven of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana. 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T&*)lc^l)sszn*T: 

Discourse XI 

The characteristics of bound and liberated souls as well as of devotees 
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r i A i msi HriTRi fegnsi uijifu % i fesgsifiWunn 

^mui[c|h\ wi 3 i 

UUiHUl: fauiroiwH-ul faiaUfu s^K. I ^ I 

MI<UHH-li 3 H ^ fdSJHfMUIrtltfl R ^ (MUirtl^: I 

Mtsfeim ^ h ^ fttnsGgi fasrmm n: n 3 1 'a 1 

^Sltsfil 1 ^flSIl fogp^n^MsitfelH: I MfjgWtsfd ^JISI: rfdfa: iqjt^nsn I (. I 

?f^fiftprst5 rjfcfa fjohj n 1 usimutp fcsiH. 1 % 1 

^airaft tiiffUfwr ’jnmioSa *4un 1 diiMRissprera *Hfwtfd ftaiggiti^oi 

The glorious Lord began again: The characterization of a Jiva as bound or emancipated 
is determined by its being subject or not to (the influence of) the (three) Gunas (modes of 
Prakrti) controlled by Me, and has nothing to do with its essential nature. And the Gunas 
being rooted in Maya (which is under My control), there is neither emancipation nor bondage 
for Me. (1) (Even) as dream is an illusory aspect of the mind, grief and infatuation, joy and 
sorrow and embodiment (or the loss of one's body) are falsely attributed to the Self. (Hence 
even) transmigration (of the soul) is not real (but is ascribed to it through ignorance alone).(2) 
Know that Saving Knowledge and Ignorance are My potencies, specially brought into being 
by My Maya, and have existed without beginning, and make for release and bondage 
(respectively of the JTva), O Uddhava! (3) Though I am one, O highly intelligent one, it is in 
relation to the Jiva alone, a reflection of Mine, that bondage has existed from time immemorial 
through ignorance; and it is in relation to the Jiva alone that the other state (release) is brought 
about through Knowledge (in the form of Self-Realization vouchsafed by Me). (4) Next I 
(proceed to) tell you the distinction between the one in bondage (viz., the Jiva or the individual 
soul) and the other who is liberated (viz., God), characterized by contrary properties (viz., 
sorrow and joy respectively), though (co-) existing in one and the same individual, O dear 
Uddhave! (5) The two (viz., the Jiva and God, the Inner Controller of the Jiva) are (distinct 
from the body like) a pair of birds (dwelling on a tree yet apart from it), kindred (in character 
as being spiritual in substance) and settled as (constant) companions in the same nest (of 
the heart) on the tree (of the body) by force'of Maya (the divine Will). One of them (viz., the 
Jiva) partakes of the fruit (in the shape of joy and sorrow to be experienced) in the peepul 
tree of the body (as a result of past good and evil deeds); while the other (viz,, God), though 
going without food (in the shape of those pleasurable and painful experiences) is (always) 
superior (to the former) in strength (the strength of wisdom etc.).* (6) (Of the two 
aforementioned,) the enlightened one (viz., God), who does not partake of the fruit of the 
peepul tree, knows Himself as well as the other (the Jiva); but not so the one who partakes 
of the fruit of the peepul tree. Again, the one who is characterized by ignorance (viz., the Jiva) 
has been in bondage from eternity; while He who is all Knowledge (viz., God) is ever free.(7) 
An enlightened soul (a Jivanmukta) is nottied to the body even though he remains in the body 
(by force of his past Sariiskaras), any more than one who has awoke from a dream (remains 
tied to the dream body, though continuing in thatbody in thought). A man of perverted intellect 
(who looks upon the body alone as his self) remains identified (on the contrary) with his body, 
though not (essentially) confined within it, (even) as one who is (actually) seeing a dream is 
identified with his dream body, though not (actually) present in it. (8) Remaining unaffected 

' This very Idea finds expression in the following Sruti text:— 

51 TT'll J1 -r hi vy | n'lT'.n,: f'l-iri mievViUn-'iljhimmiiUn II 
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while theobjectsof sense—which are nootherthan modifications of the three Gunas are being 

apprehended by the senses, (which are) modifications of the (same) Gunas, he who is 
enlightened does not feel that he is apprehending them. "(On the other hand he feels that 

it is the Gunas themselves in the form of the senses that apprehend their objects, which are 
made up of the same substance). (9) Functioning in this body controlled by his Prarabdha 
(destiny), the ignorant Jiva, (however) remains tied to it through the (egotistic) notion that he 
is the agent, as a result of actions which are (actually) being performed by the I ndriyas (which 
are the modifications of the three Gunas and as such identical with them).t(IO) 

tra far*: Wl 3tlfHli-tM^t I <«tHwf-tUIU|»ih3RWdUN[<d i ^ t; I 

t wan gtgart Rtiiwrt jjoihj JtfifinsitsrzRTOTSt w RRwilHrt: 1 

feWtWTd: I WJIIsIHMI^ 1^1 

tgsfrojwn: yiutPsSAiMHtfsrwTTi i ftra: w ^gtpeftsfcr f? aajprt: i?ui 

ywtrfti fibril i 3rafi1 grferrs 4 i?m 

■T «ya)rl 4 cfiun: 31 I WWfTT ^jrJTWtWT^an cr Wrt: hh^shT-i: 1^1 

4 qta nTt Rhfa« szn^w,wr i 3TTWTmwtswan fw^ertrwrswwjfw: i ^is i 

Thus remaining free from passion while (lying) in bed, sitting, moving about, bathing, 
seeing, touching, smelling, eating and hearing etc., and allowing the (three) Gunas (in the 
form of the senses) to enjoy the various objects of the senses, the enlightened soul does not 
get bound (by such actions) like the ignorant man. Though continuing in his psycho-physical 
organism (which is a modification of Prakrti) he remains unattached to it like the sky, the sun 
(which remains unattached to the water in which it is reflected) or the wind (which remains 
unattached even though blowing everywhere). (11-12) With (all) his doubts resolved by (the 

sword of) his penetrating intellect whetted by (all-round) detachment he turns away from the 
sense of diversity, even as one who has woke up from a dream turns away from it. (13) He 
whose vital, organic, mental and intellectual functions are absolutely free from deliberate 
thought remains as a matter of fact altogether unfettered by the three Gunas operating 
through his body, though dwelling in it. (14) A wise man is he who is not (adversely or 
agreeably) affected when his body is tormented by mischievous persons or by chance 
treated somewhat with honour by someone at some place. (15) The sage who has 
transcended (the sense of) good and evil and sees equality (everywhere) would neither 
praise those that do or say (anything) good nor censure those who do or say (anything) 
evil.(16) Revelling in his self, a man given to contemplation should neither do nor contem¬ 
plate nor speak anything good or evil and should roam about like a stupid fellow and live in 
the aforesaid manner. (17) 

$l«<s<kJlvi (Vtuuildl 4 fmuiWRT trt 3f| I 8TMWW SWUrtfl JJSfjfira TgtTt: l?CI 

'Compare Srimad Bhagavadgita III. 28:— 

WI?i 'lUlcfcqfynmt: I ’pit TrFtf jfa 7 TT5TT |i 

" He however, who has true insight into the respective spheres of the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and their actions, 

holding (as he does) that it is the Gunas (in the shape of the senses, mind etc .) that move among the Gunas (objects of 

perception), does not get attached to them, Arjuna !* 

tCt. Srimad Bhagavadgita III. 27:— 

7^3: Tpl; 'f.qif'Ji TPhTT: i •f.-tiflfai-t T^Pt 11 
” All actions are being performed by the modes of Prakrti (primordial Matter). The fool (however), whose mind, is deluded 

by egotism, thinks:" I am the doer" 
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TT ^ Wraf 'JTISllHM'Hrtl^i Bt | 

f^Tt h ^ cfRt gbit XRn TfftlH I ^ k I 

gnat R ^ 'TTOTTf crt fw^tfuiuifnilwro | 

rtltflddAfi+M-d-M 31 WT^ 3rsqt fxR gi ftlTORI aft: l?o I 

If one, though well-versed in the Veda (the Supreme revealed in the form of word), has 
not attained perfection in the Knowledge (realization) of the supreme (Brahma), his labour 
(on the study of the Vedas) has ended in labour alone like that of a man who tends a dry 
cow.(18) The man who maintains a cow that has been milked for good (offers no more 
prospect of yielding milk), a false wife, a body depending (for its support) on another and 
an unworthy son, nay, who guards wealth which is not bestowed on worthy recipients and 
cultivates, O dear Uddhava ! speech which does not glorify Me reaps misery after 
misery.(19) A wise man ought not to cultivate such barren speech as does not glorify, O 
dear Uddhava, My purifying activity responsible for the appearance, continuance and 
extinction of this universe and does not describe My advent (in the form) of Sri Rama, Sri 
Krsna and so on), which is so dear to the world, among My (numerous) descents taken for 

the sake of sport.(20) 

133 fagmgidtgi HHMUiroimfft i Tnrrfa fari art h«iuJ trfrti^i 

usi-M anfgtj ggrfcri fitgrrmAfg Trafftrr griffin fimtat: amwi i 

snsrpjif atari: ^p*5t tfi+Mta-f): i iiwsi^wh, gifiTtar IJJ: it 

ngst gxfcftrxTtajbnaR^ : 1 InaRn rrfttt xrapjg min-t 1i 

«gij«<3trin warm nfa at h imRwi 1 rr ^ ^ gfcfa nUtstui ftHft 
Having cast aside, through inquiry on the lines indicated in the foregoing verses, the 

mistaken notion of diversity with respect to the soul, and focussed one's mind, free from (all) 
impurities, on Me, the omnipresent Lord, one should retire (from all activity). (21) If (however) 
you are unable to fix your mind irrevocably on Brahma, do all your (allotted) duties efficiently 
in a disinterested spiritfor My sake. (22) Hearing with reverence My stories, which bring merit 
(to the hearer) and purify the worlds, chanting them (if there is someone to hear) and 
constantly recalling them (even when there is none to chant or hear them), arranging 
dramatic representation of My advent and pastimes again and again, (nay,) pursuing 
righteousness, enjoyment and wealth for My sake and depending on Me, O Uddhava! one 
develops unflinching devotion to Me, the Eternal. (23-24) Equipped with Devotion acquired 
through the fellowship of saints, he becomes My worshipper. (And) such a worshipper 
undoubtedly attains with ease to My state as shown by the righteous. (25) 

33T3 

art: OTt 1 Ttferiffn IW 

tjjtA rjwisast rstatTwar anarrit i 3x11313557*13 aagra 3 gtsgftiR 1 ^ 1 
3T stgl MIM cqlq : yejift: XR: I Siqnt’jffiflH rRT3-t tctTSslum^auq^: l^cl 

Uddhava submitted : What kind of mart is considered by You to be a pious soul, O 
illustrious Lord ? And what kind of devotion has been esteemed by the righteous and may 
be directed towards You ? (26) Let this be pointed out to me, bent low (before You), devoted 
(to You) and fallen at Your feet. O Ruler (even) of Brahma and others (the highest souls), the 
Controller of the spheres, the Lord of the (entire) creation! (27) You are the supreme Brahma, 
taintless like the sky, the Spirit beyond Prakrti; yet, O Lord ! You have descended (on this 
earth) having assumed a distinct (finite) personality at Your own (sweet) will, (28) 
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tifrmifiH 
I j-iuyirHl ^q: 1331 

<*>i3tsfltfl4nil 3jfeufoa-f: I 3pfhjtferrq^3THt: feift tnaaJII 

34OTtT) TmhTiHT Sjfamfsftht^U]: I WfllHl HH4: ^refiro;: g^: 

3<MWq ^>JIH4l<<HvM<4l5S^gFrf?I^gg^| y7f: TrafHUT 4fitTft3trfh 

jm<*i?ii«4isi ^ ^ tn strain, wfar yif?i: i ^ ^ *M,am inn 

13° i 

1331 

133 l 

1331 

The glorious Lord replied: A pious soul is compassionate to all embodied souls, harms 
none, is forbearing, has truthfulness for his strength, faultless of mind, equipoised (in joy and 
sorrow) and beneficent to all; his judgment is never clouded by (attachment to) the pleasures 
of sense; he is self-disciplined, soft (by nature), pure (perfectly moral in his dealings), 
resourceless and effortless, lives on a scanty meal, isfree from passions and constant, solely 
depends on Me and is given to contemplation and vigilant, remains unexcited (even when 
there is room for excitement) and firm (even in adversity); he must have conquered the six 
waves (viz., cold and heat, greed and infatuation, hunger and thirst), does not seek honour, 
though bestowing it (on others),is capable of imparting knowledge to others, sincere altruistic 
and possessed of right knowledge. (29—31). He (too) is (likewise) the best of (all) virtuous 
men, who—having completely neglected all his duties, though prescribed by Me, while 
knowing full well the virtues (resulting from the performance of duty) and sins (incurred by 
neglecting them)—worships Me (alone). (32) They are considered by Me to be the foremost 
of (all) devotees, who worship Me with exclusive devotion, knowing in reality how great I am, 
what I am and what like I am, or (even) not knowing this. (33) 

1 uRdilt Tjfil: JtfTJtrrenff^aStfTH. 13-X | 

H^r.yTyUl-il SPgT | AlnKrui <f!HlHlrit(4elc|4lL 13 AI 

qvoHj*iJ*8pf mr Mdf-JMl^HH^I 'ridHI^cjai^iilsir^ii^JglcHd: 1331 

ztm srfefgypt ^ l dfijchl HlPrt*) g^hjgmjTnJTH 13\s i 

MHiyfexmd 3Ttg[I dtem: I 33JMlMcHl5t>U((tltP<ic64fui I3CI 

Tnnrsfqtn^nrHjt 4*q°swni4: i ngi a<;«iyqi 1331 

3rHi(dryH*;f°Hrd f>n^iMfrcntd4H,l Alviyoddi it I"Xo I 

vitifc a'aifrifiutmat-t: 1 HttfiicKtl-w^j Hijn-taiy *<444 1x31 

Devotion to Me consists, O Uddhava I in beholding, touching and worshipping My 
representations of (in the form of images etc.,) and people devoted to Me, rendering (bodily) 
service to them (such as kneading their feet), extolling them, bowing to them and repeatedly 
recounting My excellences and exploits; developing reverence for hearing My stories, 
practising contemplation on Me, offering all one's gains to Me, offering one's body (to Me) 
for service; narrating the stories of My advent and recounting My deeds, celebrating festivals 
connected with Me (such as the Janmastami festival connected with My advent) and 
conducting festivities in My temples with vocal and instrumental music, dance and Puranic 
discourses; visiting holy places in procession and conducting (special) worship (with 
flowers etc.,) on all annual festive occasions (particularly on every Ekadasi during the four 
rainy months), initiating men into certain forms of Vedic and Tantrika worship etc., and 
undertaking vows sacred to Me (such as fasting on Ekadasi days); enthusiasm in installing 
My images (in temples specially built for the purpose) and individual as well as collective 
effort for laying out gardens, orchards and pleasances, erecting boundary walls round towns 
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and constructing temples, keeping my temples tidy and clean after the manner of a servant 
by removing their dust and plastering their floor with cowdung etc., washing their floor and 
decorating it with ornamental designs and diagrams in a guileless way (without any 
expectation of return); absence of pride and hypocrisy and refraining from making known 
one's own services.* One should not uset (for one's own benefit) even the light of a lamp 
offered (by oneself or anyone else) to Me (or, to interpret it in another way, one should not offer 
to Me even the light of a lamp (already) offered (to Me or to any other deity)4(34—40). One 
should (on the other hand) offer to Me whatever is most favoured with the world as well as 
whatever is most liked by himself; for such an offering is capable of yielding immortality. (41) 

tjffornsllaiuil *fet cfrnra: tjt rresrerqj ^nmt Tfejjfef '*15 rj31TO5lft 

ijsf 5 ferat trait kfanml tram uraj fefefe tj fetfet ifef rrarafet in? i 

fefe ff5 rarafein i graf ijtrafcrai wfe rms i 

M-g^<^IlfAtlritMttlritfH I §lfe '* JL1 HI*L. I*5M 

I xp; ^ttpflT 5551 szrafefrt, HHilgn: 1551 

gBUjfe wife Wt ufe UUlfed: I rafe wfw W<W|fd: Wl^fewt I5ts I 

tnfet tferatfe fefeg i fetrat fet% wsiws urati ft whhsh. ixi i 

3tfen wfe i ^wtrawft g^nft ra^ ijra: !■)!<? i 

|f4 nxTffei nlkdi-mfeKiiutikt iicw^israpt: 1551 

The sun, fire, the Brahmana cows, a votary of Lord Visnu, the sky, the air, water, earth, 
one's own body and all living beings are the media of My worship, O good one I (42) In the 
sun one should worship Me by (waiting upon Me with) hymns forming part of the three Vedas, 
in (the sacred) fire, by (pouring) oblations; in a worthy Brahmana, through hospitality of 
course; and in cows, through green grass etc., O dear Uddhava; in a votary of Lord Vi?nu, 
through attentions due to a relation; in the cavity of one's heart, through fixity in meditation; 
in the air, through the thought that it is the life-giving principle running through the entire 
universe; in the water, through articles of worship followed by water (itself); in a raised ground 

* A Smrti text says H7fa <*W-ikli 

"A virtue is spent by being made known through one's own lips." 

tit is for this reason that in order to guard against the offence of seeing things with the help of such light it has been enjoined 

that a light offered to a deity should contain a double wick. Of course, this does not debar us from accepting for one s own use 

in a spirit of devotion the offerings made to a deity in the shape of eatables, sandal-paste, garland and scent etc., which has 

been extolled in the scriptures as conducive to Liberation. The scripture says:— 

TlfTf^T I T77* II 
^ Tjfi Ft: i wre#; ^ ^ ^5^:11 

"In the Kali age the same virtue accrues from the food offered to Lord Visnu to those partaking of it as has been declared 

to result from a fast undertaken for a whole month as many as six times. He is identical with Lord Visnu. who carries a mental 

image of Lord Sri Hari in his heart, His name on his lips, the food offered to Him in his stomach, nay. the water in which His 

feet have been washed and flowers etc., offered to Him on the tread." 

$The Smrti says _ 

fawftPtefetllSH Wcq 1 '4 ^fnll 

fi^lftuj eft V'.mrHM I TtflMl: tHVmif'ii: II 

“One ought to propitiate other deities by means of food (already) offered to Lord Visnu (the Supreme Deity); nay. it should 

be offered to the manes as well (during the Sraddha ceremony), as such consecrated food (if ottered to the manes) is capable 

of yielding an immortal fruit. In the case (however) of him who offers the food already offered to the manes to Lord Sri Hari. 

the Supreme Spirit, the manes who were responsible for his birth undergo (great) suffering." 
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(duly) levelled and cleared (through consecration) by means of mystic formulas. In one's own 
body, one should propitiate the soul through amenities (permitted by the Sastras); and in all 
created beings one should worship Me as the conscious Self through undifferentiated 
vision. (43—45) Through these media one should contemplate and worship with a concen¬ 
trated mind in the aforesaid manner My serene and four-armed personality equipped with 
a conch, discus, mace and lotus. (46) He who worships Me as aforesaid with a concentrated 
mind through (Vedic) sacrifices and acts of pious liberality (such as the gift of food; enjoined 
in the Smrtis) attains true devotion to Me and through service to the righteous follows My 
(constant) remembrance (or realization too). (47) Ordinarily there is no royal road (to My 
realization) other than the discipline of Devotion preceded by association with the righteous, 
O Uddhava; for I am the greatest resort of the righteous. (48) Therefore, hear this (following) 
sovereign secret, O scion of Yadu ! I shall tell you even that which deserves to be 
scrupulously guarded; (for) you are My servant and sincere friend. (49) 

Thus ends the eleventh discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

SRSTtSSZTFT: 

Discourse XII 
The Glory of Satsanga; how to perform one's prescribed duty 

and how to relinquish it ? 

i itaafw nr ahit q tinaj yrf tja si i q qrsarmqqsamt q ^fgrm i * i 

amft qtaffq firm ant: i aaraqqf rrtwf: f? mq, i ^ i 

f? aitjUMl rjTTT: WI: I qqjuimrril qPlT: I ? I 

iaejlSm ''ti'-jl: 3J5I: I | | 

«<M<t I qyuuf afagfnn nagra fagtam: i a i 

grftat gat rjtit aforgaa: i ana: ^331 gar gtryt agyi-awam 1 5 1 

% qiatgsjfiFmT qtqTfagqfggT: 1 argaTrrgfnro: 1 a 1 

fer&q f? qr4q atait aiat qqT rjat: 1 as^ rjsfaat qmr: fegr 1 c. 1 

4 q ahtq gtrjitq qimtioylMat: 1 am<aiwisgiy4-qi£: yiyrii^yoiyHlM 1 <; 1 

Tl4nT ggS qsjg Sufft SiaUMI qa|^,frkHI: 1 

Iq'iistntq q 4 fqal'itfldigatsqj 1 ^ 01 

qTqtT: tttat: ilydMH qtqx HUq ^qrgqqtagq I 

^mrrrf^TTT: rjqr^ grot #rr gar chtawm gijg: it^i 

at qTfaqa gapja^g^jiya: tggiryMq<twyqq 1 

aar ggrrft rjqatsfsugHt qg: yfagi ?a qmwt 1 ^ r? 1 
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*J<*WI TJflJT 3mqWksM(i|<i)Vs|rtl: I st?I ^ TOI UK}: 

s^t u ftcja a sfrasi 

Ml*l<*i*)e( 5RawitMH W-J^fgHIH.1 art? wufawt^r irar an ^t^atsro: l?M 

The glorious Lord began again : Neither Yoga (consisting of eight limbs enumerated 
in the Yoga-Sutras of Patanjali) nor Sankhya (knowledge of the distinctive character of the 
different categories discussed in the Sankhya system of philosophy) nor righteousness 
(consisting of non-violence, benevolence etc.), study of the Vedas (or Japa of the Divine 
Name), austerity and renunciation nor pouring oblations into the sacred fire and works of 
public utility (such as the digging of wells and tanks and the laying out of gardens) nor (the 
bestowal of) gifts, (observing) fasts, worship of gods, muttering secret spells,resorting to holy 
waters and places of pilgrimage, (undertaking) sacred observances (such as purity of body 
and mind) and the (five) forms of self-abnegation (non-violence etc.,) gain Me over as does 
Satsariga capture Me—Satsanga, which actually puts an end to all (other) attachments, (1-2) 
For, thanks to the fellowship of saints, a number of Daityas (the sons of Diti), Yatudhanas 
(ogres), beasts and birds, Gandharvas and Apsaras, Nagas, Siddhas, Caranas and 
Guhyakas (Yaksas), Vidyadharas, and among human beings (even) Vaisyas and Sudras, 
womenfolk and the lowest born, possessed of a Rajasika and Tamasika disposition, such as 
Vrtrasura (son of the god Twasta through a Daitya mother), Prahrada (son of Kayadhu), 
Vrsaparva, Bali, Bana, Maya and Vibhisana, sub-human (beings like) Sugriva, Hanuman, 
Jambavan (a bear), the (celebrated) elephant (of the legend), Jatayu (a vulture), Tuladhara 
(a merchant), Dharmavyadha (a hunter by profession), Kubja (a hunch-backed damsel), the 
Gopis (cowherdesses) as well as the wives of Brahmanas (engaged in performing a 
sacrifice) of Vraja and others ascended to My realm in different Yugas, O sinless 
Uddhava! (3—6) Although they had never studied the Sruti texts, had neverwaited upon the 
most exalted ones (for the said purpose), had not observed any sacred vows nor practised 
any austerities, they (nevertheless) attained to Me through the fellowship of saints (alone).(7) 
Through mere love indeed the cowherdesses and cows, (nay,) trees and antelopes, cobras 
and other dull-witted creatures accomplished the object of their life and easily attained to Me, 
whom one cannot reach (even) with (great) exertion through Yoga or Sankhya, liberality, 
sacred vows, austerities and sacrificial performances, exposition of sacred texts, study of the 
Vedas (or Japa of the Divine Name) and renunciation. (8-9) When I was taken to Mathura 
alongwith Balarama by Akrura (the son of Swaphalka), the Gopis—whose mind was 
attached to Me through intense devotion and who suffered acute pangs of separation (from 
Me)—did not look upon anyone else than Me as a source of delight. (10) Those very 
(autumnal) nights (of ineffable sweetness) which had (during the Rasa dance), been spent 
(by them) like half a second with Me. the highest object of their love when I was present (by 
their side) in (the woods of) Vrindavana, hung heavy on them like a Kalpa (a thousand 
revolutions of the four Yugas) now that they were bereft of Me, O loved one I (11) With their 
mind fastened on to Me with (chords of) love they were no longer conscious of their own 
people or (even) of their (own) self, much less of this world or the next—any more than 
sages lost in Yogic trance are conscious of (this world consisting of) names and forms— 
and merged into (become one with) Me like rivers that lose themselves in the waters of the 
ocean, (12) Full of passion for Me, thinking Me (only) as their lover, nay, paramour, women 
(of Vraja) in their hundreds and thousands, who did not know My essential (divine) 
character, attained to Me, the supreme Brahma, through the fellowship of the righteous. 
(13) Therefore, turning your back upon injunctions as well as upon interdictions, (nay,) 
renouncing worldly activity as well as cessation from activity, and rejecting that which has 
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been learnt and that which has (yet) to be learnt, O Uddhava, seek as your refuge Me alone, 
the one Self of all embodied creatures, with all your being; for with Me alone (as your 
Master) you can be rid of fear from all quarters. (14-15) 

tori: prof ara to i 3 frofrt 3tit«TOJt to waft ft to: i^i 

Uddhava submitted : Even though I am hearing Your discourse, O Lord of (all) Masters 
of Yoga, the doubt in my mind (as to whether I should really abandon all activity or not) does 
not cease, so that my mind stands bewildered. (16) 

iflWFWpm 
R t>3 fttftt fftcltytjfd: TOTO fttftni p gfgg: 

toIto tpty,ft<u to trot wit to! ffa tsjftg: 

TOrMV;: Wsf-TOstRpWT TOfWtfftltKTOI-T: 

3wj: y^titi) ?frot Ttfftszrft ctfe ft orjfftfftj ft TOJit i 

trg nft: TOi ’Tfaftfwff trott tw ^ troi: sjftg i 

rf|rrqfd jIHM 9-tTfft’TO: ^33 TOrTTOTOffaTOT: 

3T3 ft fttafftapsrotfttoTO; tpt TOW R 3TO: 

wft yimPr dtfd itftvej TOIL I 

affttfro tjpwwuid gzt rtsn TOjfTOTwftst: 

3 p ftPHTO: pvt: prft JRjft 

f» 3TW ftftt 5tmpfwTO5: WTO: ggTWHjft: 

#romftt ftgroHftfetTOTOft ftu,rtisdi stfag: 

TOftt ftfti TOTOW rjHT Util-d-tl TTTOTOTOIW 

rftti 3 I’d; astro fit ^ftutaiuu ft? p to ftro, 

p TjTOnrodTOTOwi fen^wftn fftft? sift: 

(d<j}ai SttTOjTTOTOrl: WTO TOHTTO8J TOTRSH. 

TO stroma? ropt vroTOfi Hfxriiitm+Kjifcro srefttssTO- it7l 

^tsi 

%6i 

V?i 

?o I 

I 

^3 I 

nti 

The glorious Lord replied: The aforesaid Supreme (who gives life to all) is self-evident 
in that He reveals Himself (as follows) in the (six) Cakras (spiritual centres existing in the 
human body). Having (first) entered the Adhara Cakra (located near the anus) alongwith the 
sonant Prana (known by the name of Para speech) and assumed the subtle forms composed 
of the mind-stuff (and known by the names of Pasyanti and Madhyama in the Manipura and 
Visuddhi Cakras located near the navel and throat respectively), He (finally) manifests 
Himself (within the mouth) in the grossest form (known by the name of Vaikhari speech and) 
consisting of Matra (measure of time taken in uttering a vowel sound), accent (Udatta etc.,) 
and articulate sound. (17) Just as fire, existing in the form of (unmanifest) heat in the sky, 
appears in a minute form (as a spark) when being repeatedly churned with force out of (a 
block of) wood and (fanned by the wind and) growing larger (in course of time), blazes forth 
with the help of oblations (poured into it), even so I appear (by degrees), as a matter of fact, 
as (the Para, Pasyanti. Madhyama and Vaikhari forms of) this (Vedic) speech. (18) Likewise 
articulation, work done by the hands, locomotion, evacuation of the bowels and the bladder, 
perceiving smell and taste, vision, perceiving the touch and audition, conception, cognition 
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and intellection and self-identification with the body etc. (the function of the ego), permeating 
things (the function of Prakrti) and the entire range of objective existence (consisting of the 
Indriyas, the modifications of Rajas, the deities presiding over them, the modifications of 
Sattva, and the five gross elements, the modifications of Tamas) are My manifestations. (19) 
This God (the, life-giver of all) is indeed one and unmanifest (in the beginning); for He is the 
first to become the support of the three Gunas and the source of the lotus of the universe. 
Having by force of time purposively embraced His potency (in the form of Maya), He appears 
manifold as it were (even) as, having found a (suitable) soil, seeds assume diverse shapes 
(in the form of trees etc.). (20) This universe is in no way other than God, in whom it stands 
woven warp and woof like a piece of cloth, which owes its existence to the expanse of 
threads. (Just as threads exist even independently of the cloth, but not so the cloth, the 
universe owes its existence to God but God exists even independently of the universe.) This 
tree of mundane existence has no beginning, is characterized by activity and puts forth 
flowers and fruits (in the shape of enjoyment and final beatitude). (21) (Virtue and sin—) two 
are its seeds, innumerable are its roots (in the shape of cravings); (Sattva, Rajas and 
Tamas—) three are its stalks; five (viz., the five elements) are its main boughs; it yields five 
(kinds of) saps (in the shape of the five objects of senses); ten and one are its secondary 
branches (in the shape of the ten Indriyas and the mind); it bears (on it) the nest of two birds 
(viz., God and the Jiva, the individual soul); three are the layers of its bark (in the shape of 
the three humours of the body, viz., wind, bile and phlegm); it bears two (varieties of) fruits 
(viz., joy and sorrow) and spreads as far as (the sphere of) the sun (there being no 
metempsychosis for those who have penetrated beyond the sphere of the sun). (22) Full of 
carnal desires (the vulture-like) men of the world partake of its one fruit (viz., misery, even 
heavenly enjoyment being ultimately productive of sorrow); while (the swan-like) men of 
wisdom dwelling in the woods (cut off from the world) eat the other (viz., the bliss of 
immortality). He (alone) knows (the true import of) the Vedas, who comes to realize through 
(his) preceptors (worthy of respect) the one God (Myself) appearing in multitudinous forms 
by dint of His Maya (in the shape of His will to become many). (23) Having thus subdued 
yourself and remaining alert (all the while), cut at the root of your astral body (the 
distinguishing appurtenance of a Jiva) with exclusive devotion (to Me) acquired by sitting at 
the feet of a preceptor or by means of the keen-edged axe of wisdom (in the form of Self- 
Realization); and, having (thereby) realized the Self, cast off forthwith (even) the weapon 
(with which you have rent the veil of ignorance in the form of your Jivahood). (24) 

Thus ends the twelfth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

[565] B.M. Part 11—47 
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3TST 

Discourse XIII 
The teaching imparted by the Lord in the form of the Divine Swan to the 

sage Sanaka and his three brothers 

ttta r'-nwH ^fa Tt°Tr <j^,4 giata: i tTr^aFamit r-um ttra hHh aa f? i t i 

tttaia.aal ’ita.^sia.rjnt i aifcatromat wa nat mi: sa4a i ? i 

surf Torero ?=hth. «ia<jfer^an: i 3tr^ asafa aa^st ^rsnf a*ii) ?tt i 3 i 

3TTarTt5a: srat ^i: chi<*>: <*,4 a arar er i sera aartsa tfraart ^prttaa: i U i 

ana, nrlaaar^at a^ aa, ^tjjt: aa^ra i la-af^a armt aaa, tnm a^4f^ant i q i 

wifra«t>i4icj 44a mhk araia^os^ i aat rrrfaaat rtta aiaa, ajfrtatttart. i ^ i 

4uj*r^44l afg^'CT Sinaia aaaaj rja <pioaaraal ynala afigar: its i 

The glorious Lord began again : Sattva, Rajas and Tamas—these are the modes of 
Buddhi (Prakrti) and not of the Self. By (developing) the quality of Sattva (therefore) one 
should control (the operation of) the other two (viz.. Rajas and Tamas) and (then) Sattva itself 

(in the shape of Sattvika virtues like truthfulness and compassion) by Sattva (in the form of 
quietism). (1) As a result of Sattva grown predominant appears in man the virtue bearing the 
label of Devotion to Me. Sattva develops through the use of Sattvika things and thence 
proceeds righteousness (in the form of Devotion). (2) Righteousness (in the form of 
Devotion), which contributes to the predominance of Sattva and which is (therefore) the 
superlative virtue, curbs (the element of) Rajas and Tamas; and, when both these are 
subdued, unrighteousness, which has its root in these latter, soon disappears as a matter 
of course. (3) Scripture, water, the people (environment), place (surroundings), time, 
occupation and birth, (the object of) contemplation. Mantra (spell) and purificatory rites— 
these ten are contributory to the growth of a particular Guna. (4) Of these (latter) whatever 
men of mature judgment speak approvingly of is unquestionably Sattvika; that which they 
condemn is Tamasika and that which is looked upon by them with indifference is Rajasika. (5) 
For the predominance of Sattva a man should make use of Sattvika things alone. Thence will 
proceed righteousness (in the form of Devotion) and thence (again) will follow (the light of) 
wisdom culminating in Self-Realization and the extinction of darkness (in the form of the two 
bodies and their ultimate cause, (viz., the three Gunas). (6) The fire produced by the attrition 
of bamboo stalks subsides after consuming that thicket (by its flames); so the body born of 
unevenness of the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and behaving like the (said) fire, ceases 

to be. (7) 

sara 

fa<Pa aatf: uraur fgaara, qaaraarii i asnfa ajga rpm aa atsi i c i 

Uddhava submitted : Men generally know the pleasures of sense to be the source of 
calamities; how is it (then) that, like the dog, the donkey and the goat, they still (doggedly 

pursue and) enjoy them, O Krsna ? (8) 
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IIMHW W Iff? I THfifrT Rtf Oft tlttf 5*|R* IR: I % I 

Ril<j,HiW JRR: TtJRJ: U[d*H1*: I (fit: 5?Wt (JOTSHtRl^rW?: Rtf^jrft: l<° I 

cfTttfa *IUef5m: e^Mlu^fafaftto: I 5:«l<i*lr>JI m'm <1^41 fed: l«l 

wwqtw ftsFL firfwft: (p: i 3Rfen JRt ^sr, <m<jfsj4 Trait i ^ i 

3tilMrl)Vi«^ta IRt Hiyjy^: I 3tRt(4uui) rjaratR Rwaitil RtttltH: I?? I 

IjHMI-L4RT Sttfegt mRsSu): TRSTftfa: 1 TrfTt *R 3H^RI nsngissdrdit *RJI I ?K I 

The glorious Lord replied: The perverted notion of "I" (with reference to the body etc.) 
duly springs up in the heart of the deluded soul; due to such notion Rajas, which is the root 
of sorrow, pervades the mind, even though the latter is born of Sattva. (9) In the mind, 
coloured with Rajas, of a man of perverted Judgment springs up (first of all) the notion about 
an object being worth enjoying and (then) as to how it can be enjoyed. Next arises in him, 
as a result of his dwelling on the excellent aspects of that object, a passion for it which is 
indeed difficult to arrest. (10) Having no control over his senses and overpowered by desire, 
the man embarks upon actions attended with sorrow) though dearly perceiving them to be 
such, deluded as he is by the impetuosity of Rajas. (11) The man of discrimination, though 
his mind (too) is (sometimes) distracted (and even infatuated) by Rajas and Tamas, collects 
his mind again with effort, alive as he is to the evil inherent in the pleasures of sense, and 
does not get attached to them. (12) Having controlled the breath and secured steadiness of 
posture, and remaining alert and not feeling bored (in the event of success not coming within 
sight soon) one should slowly compose the mind, concentrating it on Me at the appointed 
time (thrice a day). (13) Withdrawing the mind from everything (else), it should be duly and 
directly established in Me; this much comprises the Yoga taught (by Me) to Brahma 
accompanied by My disciples, the sages Sanaka and others. (14) 

3^ 3WM 

d?t td MH*if4«it itr 7simr i iinmirks'di^Hct ^trftRjtfh i W 

Uddhava submitted : I wish to know about that form in which and when you taught 
the Yoga to Sanaka and his three brothers, O Krsna (the Ruler even of Brahma and Lord 

Siva)! (15) 

rjsn fjt1Ui|i|sfR TtRTtt: 

sfa'wyefw 

TH*Hd: I fatTC 1 

The glorious Lord replied : Sanaka and his brothers mind-born sons of Brahma (the 
creator), questioned their father (once) about the unfailing and highest consummation of 

Yoga, so difficult to understand. (16) 

3if: 

lJ.|Jl^lfcl»lrt #?Tt rpitstrrfrt Tt 3Tflt I gtaiRttemWlt Jp^iltfrlfatM: IWI 

Sanaka and others submitted : The mind clings to the sense-objects (by virtue of its 
natural affinity to them) and the latter get imprinted on the mind (in the form of latencies), O 
Lord I How can it be possible for the seeker of Liberation, who is keen to reach the other shore, 

to part them one from the other ? (17) 
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Tig tjhI R?tife ^ggipftrwgR: i sanwR: safest Rnggag grfsft: i^ii 

tt gmlg-gg^ ^g: sarrTTfetfejT i kwi? fefenr ■h*i^imtim ggti^^i 

^ggr gi g 3Md>Ai ^gt mgifiig^Hni gprwig: f^st tre^: fe ngrfifd i^o i 

?rgi TjsgTTgft^ngRreTgT i gggfgii? thereto f=feg ^1^1 

grggt gsRHMHicUH: sar ^f5t: i g>a qfet at felt ggfe ^ g; srora: i^ i 

'gwi’T^H g artga: i git ggrftfg g: jfe gigufe ^pisfe ii 

ggRT gggr ^gar ij?fefefef=sfe 13rfect i n#s=gfgfg ygtgg^gi i^ui 

ijgfefeti^ feit Tjonstgfa g sat: i g|gw ggg rptrsfe M<iatH: nm 

Tj>iPi gifefiftigggtaiit Tjuferot i iping feggggt g^jt ggg fehiiw 

gntg^ tgg: ^jjh g tjoigt qpjfgg: i grai fggsguit afe fegfet fgftfsm: i^gi 

fef TOjfggfesggrgigt ijoiqfe: i gfg^fegtggng^gggig^ijifeggini^di 

3<^Kifiii ggjurgigtssifefeigj feg^fnfSg gggfegi i^<? i 

giggRtsfat: g firarfg zjfeftt: 1 awfeM igggg: fel annul trot 1301 
3tRigi<igHti-itgi gtgigi g^,gi fggn gggt itaggrw tjnt tswjgl ggii^i 

gt afe gfe^StrngfifnTtsgf^ *55% giggggrit^fg ggt^sngj 

fet UJH TT Tigt: TTJsnamfetJ'IT^IlI^fhfefel: l?^l 

Tig fepg ijaigt m«wrg*gt gggggr gfg ffg feggmf: 1 

The glorious Lord continued: Thus interrogated, Brahma (the great god), the self-born 
creator of beings, could not get, in spite of his deep thought, at the root of the question 

(ignorance about the Self), his mind being taken up with his duty (of creation). (18) The said 
god fixed his mind on Me with intent to get to the other side (the hidden meaning) of the 
question. Then I sought his presence in the form of a swan (in order to hint at His capacity 
to alienate the sense-objects from the mind just as the swan is credited with the virtue of 
separating water from milk when mixed together). (19) Beholding Me and placing Brahma 
at their head, they (Sanaka and others) came up to Me and, bowing at My feet, asked Me 

as to who 1 was. (20) In these words was I interrogated on the said occasion by the sages, 
keen as they were to know the Truth. (Now) hear from Me, O Uddhava, what I spoke to them 
(in reply). (21) If there is unity of the substance known as the Self (and If your question relates 
to the Self in Me), how can such a question on your part (as you have asked Me, calling upon 
Me to specify Myself out of many) be relevant, O Brahmana sages ! Or (even) if I (proceed 
to) speak (in reply), what (distinctive quality) can be My basis (for an answer) ? (22) (If, on 
the other hand, it relates to My body, even then) your question as to who I am is indeed a 
(mere) drill in words and (hence) meaningless, the bodies of living creatures being identical 
(in substance), constituted (as they are) of thefive elements, and (also) from the point of view 
of ultimate reality, (23) Whatever is grasped by the mind, expressed through speech and 
perceived through the faculty of vision, nay, even with the other senses is but Myself, there 
is nothing other than Me; know this as a result of enquiry into the truth. (24) (True,) the mind 
cleaves to the sense-objects and the latter get imprinted on the mind, O My sons I The sense- 
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objects and the mind both (however) constitute the body (i.e., an adjunct and not the 
essence) of the Jiva, which is essentially the same as I (so that there is no real affinity 
between the Jiva, on the one hand, and the sense-objects and the mind, on the other, which 
can therefore be easily transcended by the Jiva by contemplating on its divine essence, its 
identity with Brahma. (25) Becoming one with Me (and thus realizing its own true nature), the 
Jiva should (therefore) give up both—viz., the mind clinging to the sense-objects as a result 
of repeatedly enjoying them and the sense-objects that get imprinted on it (in the form of 
latencies). (26) Wakefulness, the dream state and deep slumber are the (three) states of the 
mind (and not of the Jiva), following from (the preponderance of) the (three) Gunas, (Sattva, 
Rajas and Tamas respectively). The Jiva, however, is conclusively known to be distinct from 
them as being their witness. (27) Since this identification of the soul with Buddhi (which is 
responsible for its transmigration) attributes to it the functions of the (three) Gunas, therefore, 
getting established in Me, the transcendent Brahma (which lies beyond the three states of 
wakefulness etc.), the Jiva should shake off this identification. Thereafter follows the 
(mutual) divorce of the sense-objects and the mind. (28) Realizing the bondage of the soul- 
occasioned by self-identification with one's psycho-physical organism—to be the source of 
evil (in the shape of obscuring one's blissful nature), and feeling disgusted with it, one should 
get established in the fourth (transcendent) principle and give up identification with the body 
etc., (which is responsible for the transmigration of the soul) and the resultant thought of 
gratifying the self. (29) So long as the sense of reality of diverse objects does not disappear 
from the mind of man through arguments, the fool continues to sleep even though he is 
awake, just like the man who is waking in a dream. (30) (Objective entities like the body) other 
than the Self having no existence, the differences (of Varna, Asrama and so on) occasioned 
by them, the (various) destinies (such as the enjoyments of heaven, to be attained by men 
after death and described in the Vedas) and their causes (in the shape of good and evil 
actions of various kinds) are (all) unreal with the Self as things seen by a dreaming man. (31) 
He who while waking perceives outside himself through all his senses objects having 
properties changing every moment, (nay,) who experiences within his heart in a dream things 
(shaped by his Vasanas or cravings and) similar to those perceived in the waking state and 
who in deep slumber withdraws them (all) is one and the same, connected as he is with all 
the states by memory as their witness and as the controller of the senses. (32) Pondering 
thus and arriving at the following conclusion about the nature of the Self that the three states 
of the mind (referred to heretofore and) traceable to the (three) Gunas (or modes of Prakrti) 
are superimposed on Me (appearing as the Jiva) by My deluding potency (veiling My true 
nature), cut at the root of egotism, the basis of all doubts (as to whether the soul is different 
from the body etc., or one with it, whether it is one or there is a plurality of souls and so on) 
with the sword of wisdom whetted by reasoning, the precepts of saints and the Sruti texts, 
and betake yourselves to Me seated in your (very) heart. (33) 

fo'JTTfa TTFTT WyfejSJT fcJc*K*U: |^| 

rTrT: SlfafHcfrlf f#%: | 

W> < ifHMIrl lr|^ I 

51# W 1^1 

fcli <«!<*> 5rfd'{1Ml§TrT 

wiy 13^91 
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^t fen TJ?j ^ RH»M4ilM<1l: I ^TT=ftrT HTSSTRi ZJjl qm^UdlSim l?4l 

31? lliwi S«R4tiw fWR: I qrr<1U| %3ra*BT: fwr. nifljMW 3 1^ I 

>ri wtfo 7jon: fpfoi firaronq Hiu4Kt#K<ii3<jun; iuoi 

One should look upon this (objective) world as an illusion in that it is a creation of the mind, 

open to perception and evanescent as a dream and most unsteady like a revolving firebrand 

Consciousness, though one, appears as many (through a freak of imagination) and this 

threefold division (in the shape of the body, the Indriyas and the mind), wrought by the 

projection of the (three) Gunas (or modes of Prakrti) is a (mere) illusory appearance. (34) 

(Therefore,) diverting one's eye (mind) from the body etc,, (which are all superimposed on 

the Self), one should remain absorbed in the realization of one's own blissful nature. His thirst 

for enjoyment having ceased (once for all), he should keep quiet and effortless. Even if this 

body etc., is perceived (as a distinct reality) at times (while taking one's meals, answering 

the calls of nature and so on), what has been dismissed as unreal (other than the Self) can 

no longer delude us, although its impression on the mind may continue till death. (35) Nay, 

a man established in the Self no longer cognizes (even) his perishable body, by means of 

which he realized his self, as risen (from his seat), or settled (again), gone out (to some other 

place) or come (back) by chance, any more than a man blinded by intoxication caused by 

wine cognizes the garment worn by him as (still) on his person or fallen therefrom. (36) The 

body too, including the Indriyas and the vital principle, functioning as it does under the control 

of Providence, undoubtedly and invariably survives till the Karma (the stock of merit and sin) 

which brought it into existence stands (has not been reaped). He (however) who has climbed 

up to the highest ladder of Yoga (concentration of mind) known by the name of Samadhi 

(absorption of mind into the Universal Spirit) and realized the truth does not recapture (as 

his own self or its own) the body alongwith the world (directly connected with it in the shape 

of one s wife, children, house and other material possessions) any more than the man who 

has awoke from sleep does his dream-body. (37) This is the secret of Sankhya (the branch 

of knowledge which distinguishes Matter from Spirit) and Yoga (the system of philosophy 

founded by the sage Patanjali), which has been expounded by Me, to you, O Brahmana 

sages ! Know Me to be Yajna (Lord Visnu Himself) arrived (here) with intent to expound 

(unfold) to you (the secret of) Dharmas (the righteous courses leading to Liberation). (38) I 

am the supreme goal of Yoga and Sankhya, virtue both in its ideal and practical form, glory 

and prosperity, celebrity and self-control. O jewels among the twice-born! (39) All virtues like 

even-mindedness and non-attachment, which are not products of the three Gunas (and 

therefore eternal) find shelter in Me, transcendent and free from desire as I am. the beloved 
friend, (nay,) the (very) Self (of all). (40) 

^ JjTSJ: LM*l<i|: I *rNM|q<qi rrRTI Treizt: I 

fo? rjfsffi: I ilciaiq Sim rtWT: trciffgq: | 

Sf4 Hpr^r'l HKhs*4i 4f?dl4l44l4il14i^t 1^31 

Having (duly) worshipped Me with supreme devotion, the sages Sanaka and his (three) 

brothers—who had their doubts (as to the way in which the mind could be weaned from the 

objects of sense) thus resolved by Me (in the form of the divine Swan)—celebrated Me 

through songs of praise. (41) Honoured with due ceremony and glorified at length by the 

aforesaid great sages, I flew back to My (divine) realm, Brahma (the highest functionary of 
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the universe) looking on. (42) 

Thus ends the thirteenth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T2T 

Discourse XIV 

Glory of the Path of Devotion and the Process of Meditation described 

qc;Prl <^«JI iNlfft 1 : I T^vC[^JrTI I ^ I 

^adl<igd: tarftR' fefefejfeaw: 1few fea: fe i y i 

Uddhava submitted : Exponents of Veda speak of many a course of discipline leading 
to final beatitude, O Krsna! Does their improtance vary according to the choice of the striver 
or does prominence attach to (only) one (of them)? (1) The discipline of Devotion—by 
recourse to which the mind, having shaken off attachmentfor all (others), gets fixed on You— 
has been declared by You as independent of other disciplines, my Master i (2) 

agi 5t?5^ aiuM 1 wnssai srsft few fefdfe i ? i 

fe few a rptra nfe ttt i fet fe asmsfe: l v i 

feb fejwwajsn i jtjwt: fegawaf: nfemrraRvn: t a i 

[*fel: (feltl stmt f*uj*,«|<W: | mjindl WETTWafep: i ^ i 

fefe|afe ffefe ^jafe uaayaar i uaiy^ifd «fei fen ara: wfea ft i a i 

na y^lajfeiww ffefe aaat rjvmii moufei inifew rmangnaatsqr i c i 

aanafeftafer rjam: rjwife i fet aaafeawa aaianf aarefti i % i 

wfefc ansfe afe tfe an wt.i afe aafft at tnFifejRn i^o t 

uddMl<H aaifa (aum< amr i Tnsraaw t*fei afer afeaftfett: i 

^TfeafenfetST: ^sttrat: ^jatffei: i?y i 

The glorious Lord replied : In course of time this word (of Mine), bearing the name of 
Veda, in which stands described the course of conduct helping one to fix one's mind on Me, 
disappeared during Pralaya (the period of final dissolution). At the beginning of (the next) 
creation (however) it was delivered by Me to Brahma. (3) By Brahma, again, it was taught 
to his eldest son, (Swayambhuva) Manu; and tlie seven great seers associated with the 
creation of the universe, Bhrgu and others, received itfrom (Swayambhuva) Manu. (4) From 
them, the fathers (of creation), their progeny, the gods, the Danavas and the Guhyakas 
(Yaksas), human beings, Siddhas and Gandharvas, including Vidyadharas and Caranas as 
well as men* of the other Dwlpas (divisions of the terrestrial globe other than Jambudwipa), 

• Being proof against fatigue,sweat and foul smell, they are so akin to the gods that when seen they give rise to a doubt 

in the mind of the looker-on whether they are gods or eailhly beings. Hence they are referred to in the above verse as ' fa&H:’ 
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Kinnaras* Nagas.Raksasas, Kimpurusasf and others received it. Diverse are the natural 
tendencies of the aforementioned, born as they are of (varied proportions of) Rajas, Sattva 
and Tamas, due to which created beings and their thoughts (too) differ; and in conformity with 

their nature indeed diverse interpretations of the Vedas flow from (the mouths of) them 
all. (5—7) In this way what with diversity of disposition and what with the oral teaching 
imparted from father to son the minds of some men get perverted, while others embrace 
heretic views.(8) With their judgment clouded by My deluding potency, O jewel among men, 
people speak of different ways to attain blessedness according to their own past Karma and 
taste. (9) Some (viz., the advocates of Karma-MTmamsa) declare it to be Dharma (religious 
merit); others (the poets) call it renown; (still) others (such as Vatsyayana) name it as sexual 
enjoyment; some (the advocates of Yoga) designate it as truthfulness, control of the senses 

and mind-control. Others (such as politicians) speak of wealth and power as their well- 
known end (and the policies of conciliation etc., as the means to that end). Advocates of 
renunciation declare it as renunciation, while hedonists call it sensuous enjoyment. (10) 
Some call it Yajna (worship of gods); while others speak of it as austerity, liberality, sacred 
vows, observances and the five forms of self-abnegation. The rewards of these are indeed 
such as have a beginning and an end, fruits as they are of (human) endeavour. They bring 
sorrow in their train, culminate in ignorance, afford trivial delight and are attended with grief 
(even while they are being enjoyed). (11) 

UiilpirtiaTT: TT«t TriTT: IHUTS1(*HI tjtsi UrlrtWIcffelMillAHm I I 

3tfa&Ht-M yil-HW rmir ft-rJHHHtt: Traf: Tjtgw ftTTT: I I 

1 Uft-alarai rf rj TTtlftlWtH I 

q j|<lltt^)<frnfg ctt Mfe-tl-Url, I ^ I 

t trat ^ fswait stiatatiH-f i t g wgrfuit t stlrfyiau ’azwt mi 

f=rc^8t ijfq Ttra faff sppratEj? fast ^ijiita^riAujpt!: it;^i 

ftlScMHI WI I 

ztft, -T faR|: TTO I ^191 

How could that happiness fall to the lot of those who have set their mind on sense- 
delights—the happiness which is enjoyed with Me as his self, O noble one, by him who has 
fixed his mind on Me and expects no gratification from any (other) source ? (12) All the (four) 
quarters are full of joy to him who has nothing to call his own, has (fully) subdued his senses 
and mind, (nay,) whose mind is equipoised (free from likes and dislikes) and fully gratified 
with Me. (13) He who has bestowed his mind on Me no more aspires for the position of 
Brahma (the highest functionary in the administration of the universe), much less for the 
realm of the great Indra (the ruler of paradise), still less for sovereignty over the entire globe, 
rulers hip of the subterranean worlds or mystic powers acquired through the practice of 
Yoga, nor does he seek (even) final beatitude (lit., cessation of rebirth for all time to come) 
divorced from Me.(14) Neither Brahma (My own son) nor Lord Siva (who is My own Self) nor 
again Lord Balarama (My own elder brother) nor Goddess Sri (My better half) nor My own 
(divine) personality is so very dear to Me as (a devotee like) you. (15) I ever dog the footsteps 
of him who is free from (all) expectation, is given to contemplation (on Me), composed, free 
from animosity and sees unity everywhere, in order that I may be cleansed (absolved from 

' The Kinnaras T?) are so-called because they partially resemble human beings in their form or facial structures 

fThe Kirhpurusas (f^f^ T5) are another class of semi-human beings partly resembling human beings and partly 
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the stigma of not being able to repay My debt to him) by the dust of his feet (that is sure to 
fall on My person in that case). (16) Others cannot realize My all-blissful character which is 
apprehended by those exalted souls who have nothing to call their own, whose mind is 
devoted to Me, who have subdued their passions and are fond of all living beings and whose 
understanding is unclouded by desires; (for) this character of Mine can be known only by 

those who are free from wants. (17) 

snszjirrctsfa i ura: i ^ i 

Wfif: 'MWUlrIJ HOT ufew ■JwtsW l ^ l 

R RTRRffl 'RT RTnt ^ FK?U srf I R WSrJluwM«t|l‘il R8JI nfrti4*ilHni 11 o I 

v«h<ii<i)*Ri w: sTgRissanfira: rhiri Rfo: RRifa Rfagi rjrrir i 

wf: R^dlOdl fen RT RRRlf=RrH I RSIRIRl'ItfRTRFi =1 RlRRi grpnfs f? I 3 I) I 

Rtsj feRi 4tR?4 sam #rri faRi i Tjjfe.RRrRt (rrtssrr: i?s i 

rir R"?5r sa^ aai 1%ra WJRlsai ?Rfa ertaa l 

fartJi s*w(d R<aR a q^RbRifil rrr RRifa i R* i 

RaifttRi i!r iTr% rafifa ami rr RRrt a RRR i 

3TTan a Irrr RistfaiaPI-i Raiaal uirrai 

aai aarssfRT Rfajca^sat RajoaRraraaRTTfRaM: i 

aai aai u^atH aiR r«r a^pfdai^RRRtRiRR i W 
Though attracted by objects of senses, My devotee, who has not (yet) been able to 

conquer his senses, is not generally overpowered by (such) objects, thanks to his powerful 
devotion (to Me). (18) (Even) as fire which has fully burst into flames reduces a pile of 
firewood to ashes, so does devotion directed towards Me (whatever its origin) burns one's 
sins in!oto, O Uddhava 1(19) Neither Yoga nor Saiikhya nor righteousness nor study of the 
Vedas (or Japa of the Divine Name), austerity or renunciation captivates Me (so thoroughly) 
as does intense Devotion. (20) I, the beloved Self of the righteous, can be captured (only) 
through exclusive Devotion coupled with reverence. Devotion concentrated on Me absolves 
even the pariahs (who cook and eat the flesh of dogs) from the stigma attaching to their 
birth.(21) Piety accompanied by veracity and compassion or (even) learning coupled with 
askesis indeed does not thoroughly and once for all cleanse a mind destitute of Devotion.(22) 
How can Devotion be known except through the hair standing on end or through one’s heart 
melting or through tears of joy (trickling down one's cheeks) and how can ones mind be 
purified except through Devotion ? (23) A man full of devotion to Me—who speaks in a voice 
choked with emotion, whose heart melts (through affection), who weeps incessantly (at the 
thought of his separation from Me) and sometimes laughs (when reminded of the inwardness 
of My pastimes), (nay,) who sings unabashed at the top of his voice and dances (out of joy)— 
purifies the (whole) world. (24) (Even) as gold sheds its dross and regains its purity (only) 
when heated with fire, so does the soul shake off the seeds of Karma through the discipline 
of Devotion and forthwith attains oneness with Me. (25) The more one's mind gets purified 
by listening to and recounting My auspicious stories the better able is the Jiva to discern the 

subtle reality (of the Self), even as the eye is better able to perceive a minute object (the 
clearer it becomes) when treated with a (medicated) pigment. (26) 

jaqRIR SRlRclfga faR&R fcttMtl I HIURWrlfga RalR n(awl«) l?» I 

rRMItfRtjfRIRra ROT tdim4HaR I fgfRI Rfa RRIRrrf hh) HsPlct'MifqnH R41 
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snfsjT 3nnraH.i ^ lulu-* i7ki 

•f <TORg ^?Tt WHSJI-gjmflfl: I glfu^l^ gSIT iJHt HU l}o| 

The mind of a man dwelling on the objects of sense gets attached to them. (Even so) the 
mind of one (engaged in) contemplating on Me gets absorbed in Me alone. (27) (Therefore), 
giving up the thought of the unreal and worthless objects (of the world) as things seen in a 
dream orfancied, concentrate your mind-purified through devotion to Me—on Me (alone).(28) 
Abandoning from a distance the company of women as well as of men delighting in the 
company of women, and having conquered one's mind, one should sit down in a secure and 
lonely place and unweariedly think of Me. (29) In the case of such a man no such affliction 
and no such bondage results from attachment to others as does from the company of women 
as well as of men delighting in the company of women. (30) 

35^337? 

*rai ui gcnmuntj ujr aj 

Uddhava submitted : (Now) be pleased to tell Me, O Lord with lotus-like eyes, the 
process of meditation indicated in the foregoing verses—as to how, in what form and as what 
a seeker of Liberation should contemplate on You. (31) 

r 

3n*R stRfht: 3tmra 1591 

strung #g^utrf 1 rctu44uiifM 1331 

nafafeimtjiri guzRtg fgntufgr^ 1 siiu"1h)<I4 rtsna ft: hutigg 1 i 

ija sturgntjtfr snuntg 1 ^rgRgfetgaut fag 1 Ph ft: 13 q 1 

^nius4»HTi:wijs4Hi«HU|ij<t(i^ 1 sgr?gt«4*j(!iijf!iiMauji ttoFftfant 13^ 1 

nt^ tj44)m4)^Ti.!lTUH^i gfgrrei) tsg 1 1 

Bn SRTPrt yy.f'f 4l4«m^tir|a^i ^up><j-4(4I4 ggrito y(4fwrini?<ti 

MHMct,uircf-M«it«jn-»)cn,3,uSWH^ 1 lunai uhwiu sftatnsftfR^umri^ki 

viQ'ach-igivuagMiniruijfggn 1 gfrsprawg ^ftr^ rso 1 

lAfeRteg^fstjgifgr^nr 1 wttftjTjt m swigg^^unL 1 

q3)HUHfirtaT4^Tra%5ggtganii!^ 1 

The glorious Lord replied : Seated on a seat of moderate height (neither very high nor 
very low) with his body erect in a comfortable posture placing both his hands (with palm 
upwards) on his lap and steadying his gaze on the tip of his nose, and having fully controlled 
his senses, one should cleanse the passages of the life-breath by (the three processes of 
breath-control (viz., Puraka (slow inhalation) Kumbhaka (retention of breath) and Recaka 
(slow exhalation) and should slowly practise this course in the reverse order (i. e., by doing 
Recaka first, Kumbhaka next and Puraka last of all) too. (32-33) Manifesting in min’d through 
the instrumentality of the life-breath the sound of Pranava (the sacred syllable OM), as 
extending uninterruptedly, fine as a fibre of the lotus stalk, (from the Muladhara located near 
the anus up to the crown of the head) one should then follow it with a sharp nasal sound 
continuous as the ringing of a bell. (34) In this way he should exercise his breath, joining it 
with Pranava, thrice a day ten times each; within a month he will have attained control over 
his breath.(35) Visualizing the heart—existing within the body in the shape of a lotus bud 
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turned upside down with its stalk upwards (like the flower of a plantain)—(in an inverted 
position) with eight open petals and pericarp turned upwards, he should picture to his mind 
in succession the sun, the moon and fire as existing (in the form of circles) on the pericarp; 
in the centre of fire he should mentally behold My form as depicted hereafter, (so) happy to 
contemplate upon. (36-37) He should conceive It as symmetrical, gracious, having a 
charming countenance, with four long beautiful arms, a most shapely and graceful neck, 
lovely cheeks and bright smiles; with brilliant alligator-shaped ear-rings adorning well- 
matched ears, clad in golden raiment, dark-brown as a cloud, bearing (on the right and left 
side respectively of the chest) the marks of Srivatsa (a white curl of hair) and 6rJ (a golden 
streak); decked with a conch, discus, mace and lotus and a wreath of sylvan flowers, feet 
shining with anklets, (nay,) distinguished by the effulgence of the Kaustubha gem, graced 
all over with a glorious diadem, wristlets, girdle and armlets; charming of every limb, pleasing 
to the heart, with a countenance and eyes enlivened with grace and very soft to the touch. 
And he should concentrate the mind on each limb (individually as well). (38—41) 

an sjRdaj ire Ai*ei Hiiilkl a (♦liwfa (amin, lira I 

tin LminMnfanirfditm-fmafft i felt nfn fifitmjxm 

L4HH43 tJdlSui Tjgat illPl-il IR: 1 WHUkfiy (HdW staqTRfoTmR: IX^I 

Withdrawing the senses from their objects with the help of the mind, and weaning the said 
mind (too) from all (other) objects with the help of the intellect, the driver (of the chariot of the 
body), a wise man should focus it on Me. (42) Gathering that mind which takes in the entire 
personality (of the Lord), he should (learn to) concentrate it on one member (alone). He 
should no more think of other limbs and should fix his thought (exclusively) on the (Lord's) 
face wearing a winsome smile. (43) Diverting the mind once it has gained its firm hold on My 
countenance, he shouldfix it on My all-pervading Self, (the substratum of all and unattached 
to all like the sky); and, transcending that too, and becoming one with Me (the Absolute), 
should cease to think of anything else (not even of the distinction between the subject and 
the object). (44) With his intellect thus established (in Me) he sees Me in himself and himself 
actually merged in Me, the Universal Soul, like (an individual) light in (the element of) fire.(45) 
The misconception regarding Matter (in the form of the body etc., being his own self), 
knowledge (in the form of ascribing knowership to the Self) and action (in the form of 
attributing activity to the Self) will soon disappear from the mind of the striver who 
concentrates his mind through most intense meditation as aforesaid. (46) 

Thus ends the fourteenth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramahafbsa-Samhita. 
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3T2T Midc^i)sszTFT: 

Discourse XV 
Names and Characteristics of the various Siddhis 

(mystic powers) acquired through Yoga 

7J333 fatTSTTUg 3tfTH: | 3f% 31733^3 aqftBP-a | y | 

The glorious Lord began again : Siddhis (mystic powers of various kinds) wait upon 
the Yogi of steady mind who has subdued his senses and controlled his breath (according 
to the procedure detailed in verses 32 to 35 of the foregoing discourse) and concentrates his 
mind on Me. (1) 

3^f3 dcfM 

*31 armw <*>if%«v i 3rfa3ifog7%gf|,i%|jMi [gL£<i gaig, i y i 

Uddhava submitted : Kindly say through what mode of concentration which and what 
kind of Siddhi can be acquired and how many Siddhis (in all) are there, since You are the 
Bestower of (such) Siddhis on the Yogis, O immortal Lord I (2) 

ftf^V/qf/gef/g 
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wi)-R Raimld R^tfa I HTHHIRTn sqTJRfHS l?° I 
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The glorious Lord replied : Eighteen (in all) are the Siddhis as well as the modes of 
concentration (leading to them) taught by those that have attained perfection in Yoga (the 
minor ones, such as insight into the past, presentand future, being easily attainable by others 
too). Of the former, eight abide chiefly in Me (and in a lesser degree in those that have 
attained similarity of form with Me), (the other) ten being attainable through (mere development 

of) Sattvaguna. (3) 1-Anima (reducing one's body to the size of an atom), 2-Mahima 
(magnifying it to a gigantic size) and 3-Laghima (extreme lightness of body)—these three 
pertain to the body; 4-Prapti consists in establishing contact with the senses of the entire 
creation in form of the deities presiding overthose senses. 5-Prakamya means the capacity 
to enjoy pleasures heard of (through the scriptures as enjoyable in the other world alone) and 
capable of being seen (though enjoyed only in the subterranean regions); while 6-isita 
consists in the capacity to impel Maya and other subordinate potencies to function (according 
to one's will). (4) 7-Vasita means absence of attachment to the pleasures of sense; while the 
eighth Siddhi is Kamavasayita (according to which one is able to enjoy in the highest 
measure whatever pleasure one seeks to enjoy). These eight Siddhis, O gentle one, are 
considered as natural to Me (and unsurpassed). (5) The other ten Siddhis are:—1-absence 
of hunger and thirst, old age etc., in this (very) body; 2 & 3-the capacity to see and hear from 
an unusual distance; 4-locomotion at a speed which can be increased according to one's will; 
5-taking any form at will; 6-(leaving one's own body and) entering any other (untenanted) 
body; 7-giving up the ghost at will; 8-participation in the pastimes of gods (with the Apsaras 
or celestial nymphs); 9-attainment of one's desired ends; and 10-exercising authority 
unobstructed everywhere. (6-7) The minor Siddhis (hinted at in verse 3above) are:—to know 
things relating to the past, present and future; to remain unaffected by pairs of opposites (like 
heat and cold, joy and sorrow, likes and dislikes, etc.); to read others' mind etc; to neutralize 
the power of fire, the sun, water and poison etc., and to suffer no defeat (at the hands of 
anyone whatsoever). (8) These are the Siddhij following from Yogic concentration, typically 
mentioned by Me. (Now) hear from Me what Siddhi can be acquired through which mode of 
concentration and how. (9) He who focusses his mind, identified with the subtle elements, 
on Me as ensouling the subtle elements and worships (Me in) that form alone acquires My 
power of assuming an atomic size (and thereby attaining the capacity to enter even a slab 
of stone). (10) (Even so) concentrating his mind, identified with Mahat-tattva (the principle 
of cosmic intelligence), on Me, the Supreme ensouling the (said) Mahat-tattva, he acquires 
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the capacity to assume any magnitude (sought for by him); and, focussing his mind on Me 
as ensouling any of the (five gross) elements individually, he attains the magnitude (all- 
pervasive character) of that particular element. (11) (Similarly) concentrating his mind on Me 
as ensouling the atoms of the (four) elements (other than ether), a Yogi attains (extreme) 
lightness (of body), viz., the capacity to become as subtle as the subtlest division of time. (12) 
(Likewise) focussing his entire mind on Me as ensouling the (cosmic) Ego, born of 
Sattvaguna, the Yogi who has given his mind to Me attains the (Siddhi of) Prapti in the shape 
of control over the senses of all. (13) He who concentrates his mind on Me as ensouling the 
(Sutra, the active aspect of) Mahat-tattva attains (the Siddhi known as) Prakamya (easy 
access to all sorts of enjoyments of one’s seeking), the highest Siddhi possessed by Me as 
presiding over the Sutra, which is born of the Unmanifest. (14) He who focusses his mind on 
(Me as) the all-pervading Witness, the Ruler of Maya (consisting of the three Gunas), attains 
(the Siddhi known as) isitva, viz., control over all bodies and conscious selves. (15) The Yogi 
who concentrates his mind on Me as Lord Narayana, spoken of as the fourth or transcendent 
principle- (existing beyond the three states of 1. Virat or the Cosmic Person, presiding over 
the physical plane, 2. Hiranyagarbha, presiding over the astral plane, and 3. the Causal 
Principle, presiding over the causal plane) and called by the name of Bhagavan (embodying 
in Himself the six divine properties of universal dominion, righteousness, glory, prosperity, 
wisdom and dispassion each in its entirety) acquires My virtues and attains (the Siddhi or) 
Vasita (non-attachment to all material objects). (16) Focussing his pure mind (cleansed 
through Pranayama etc.), on Me as the transcendent Brahma, one attains supreme bliss 

(which is only another name for the Siddhi called Kamavasayita), in which all desire ceases 
(for good).(17) Concentrating his mind on Me as Lord Aniruddha (the Lord of Swetadwipa), 
who is (absolutely) pure (untainted by the three Gunas) and the embodiment of (or Propeller 
of) virtue, man attains (absolute) purity (in the form of no longer being subject to the three 
Gunas or modes of Prakrti) and is rid of the six waves or changes (viz., hunger and thirst, 
old age and death, grief and infatuation). (18) Mentally perceiving the (unexpressed) sound 

in Me as conceived in the form of the cosmic breath, taintless and all pervading like the sky, 
the said Jiva is able to hear (from a distance) the (diverse) sounds of living beings manifested 
therein.(19) Uniting the eye with the sun and the sun too with the eye, and contemplating on 
Me in the aforesaid (mutual) union (of the two), man is gifted with a penetrating vision and 
is (consequently) able to perceive the (whole) universe. (20) By virtue of the concentration 
(of mind) practised after uniting with Me the mind and thereafter the body (too) alongwith the 
breath (accompanying the body), (one attains the Siddhi called Manojava, as a result of 
which) the body surely finds itself wherever the mind goes. (21) The Yogi gets converted into 
the very form, sought for by his mind, that he would assume making the mind his material 
(for that form), the force of concentration of the mind on Me (whose potency is inconceivable 
and who appear in numerous forms) being the ground of all Siddhis. (22) Seeking to enter 
another (soulless) body, the Yogi who has controlled his breath as well as his Indriyas and 
mind should conceive himself as present in that body. (As a result of such contemplation) 
his vital air (the chief constituent of his astral body, which makes for his Jivahood) leaves his 
(own) body and becoming one with the cosmic air, enters (alongwith it) the other (through 
its nostrils) as a black bee passes from one flower to another. (23) Having blocked his rectum 
with his heel and pushed up the vital air (successfully to his heart, chest, throat and crown 
of head, and (mentally) forcing it upwards through the (aperture known as) Brahmarandhra 

• The scripture defines the Tunya or fourth principle as below 

forwm&l '.IrTTP-Pl: 11?’Tfnrf'TFR II 
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to Brahma (or any other destination sought to be reached by him), the Yogi should shed the 
body (whenever he likes). (24) Seeking to sport in the sport ground of the gods (in heaven), 
one should contemplate on Sattva (unmixed with Rajas and Tamas and) constituting My 
personality. (As a sequel to this contemplation) Apsaras (celestial damsels), representing 
(so many) rays of Sattva, wait on him with aerial cars (ready to take him bodily to heaven). (25) 
Devoted to Me and focussing his mind on Me, true of resolve as I am, man duly attains that 
(very) object which he seeks with his intellect whenever and in whatever way he wants it. (26) 
The command of a man who has acquired My disposition is not flouted anywhere any more 
than Mine, the Ruler of all and (absolutely) self-dependent as I am. (27) (Direct) knowledge 
of the past, present and future, coupled with (that of) birth and death (etc., as well as of 
others1 mind etc.), comes to that Yogi whose mind has been purified through devotion to 
Me and who knows how to concentrate his mind (on Me, the Knower of the past, present 
and future). (28) Seasoned by Yoga (in the form of concentration on My Personality, which 
is incapable of being damaged even slightly by fire etc.) the body of a sage whose mind 
has found its repose in concentration on Me cannot (likewise be damaged by fire and other 
elements, which cannot harm him any more than water can prove harmful to aquatic 
creatures. (29) Contemplating on My glorious manifestations (Avataras) graced with (the 
marks of) Srivatsa (etc.), and decked with My weapons (viz., conch etc.), and distinguished 
by an ensign, umbrella and chowrie (etc.); the aforesaid sage turns out to be invincible.(30) 

iUIW*W tlrtct qtroiwil >Jcfef8IHT TjfsiTJma: I 

(44f-su-j fqT43JTPn4T-Tt I M«si+,Ui’r ttifitH: *54 4TT 1^3 I 

3I-4<I4H 44-4)41 4trtrj44H | tpjt «UWJMMW cKT^qvrjtdct: IS4 I 

WWaaqtrpItqfonftft? ftrgq: 1 qrfpnjiifa tm trai TRPifiFrfa srIt. 131s 1 

ttctftttitfq ttffrc? snj: 1 3t? timw wfw 44141(4-114 

S^qTWlSTrTTt 4l4JIHIcj4: ttcftfiklH 1 4OT ’JtTtfr 4 lip-4: 4011?^ I 

STTChSTTWI HfilH^M 'HKHfiWl I^'aI 

The aforesaid Siddhis in their entirety wait upon the sage who worships Me through Yogic 
concentration as detailed in the foregoing verses. (31) What is that (there is no) Siddhi which 
is very difficult to attain for the sage who, having conquered his senses, tamed his mind, and 
controlled his breath and body, practises concentration on Me ? (32) The wise (however) 
speak of these as obstacles in the path of the man who is practising the highest (form of) Yoga 
(such as Jnanayoga or Bhaktiyoga) in that they cause delay in his getting united with Me (his 
true goal). (33) One attains here through concentration (as aforesaid on Me) all those Siddhis 
that follow from birth, (the use of) drugs, austerity and (the utterance of) spells.* One cannot 
(however) obtain the supreme reward (in the shape of residence in the divine realm of the 
Lord etc.), of Yoga (concentration on Me) by recourse to other means. (34) I am the Source 
(Bestower), I am the Custodian and Controller of all Siddhis, as well as of Yoga (union with 
God in the shape of final beatitude), Sankhya (Knowledge leading to such union), Dharma 
(piety as taught by the exponents of Veda), ndy, of the teachers of Veda (themselves). (35) 
I am the Self of all embodied souls, being their Inner Controller as well as enclosing them 
(from without) though unenclosed Myself, (even) as the (gross) elements both permeate and 

* Cl. the following aphorism from the Yoga-Sutras of Patahjalr— 

I 
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enclose the bodies of living beings. (36) 

Thus ends the fifteenth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T8T ^t^Ttsszn^: 

*TT: 

rTT 

Discourse XVI 

Glorious manifestations of the Lord enumerated 

i tttfttiuft atittHT amtftaMmdVu: i t i 

i smtti! aai aarra-T sraraaztai grTFau 11: i k i 

i snrrtfar: ssira) ttfitfis ata^ a^ta ft 

tJftRT ^t*na=t: 

3 i 

: I -t aat MquKi Hlfsmf-i % 1 Y \ 

at: aaa apt fafa A tttTttt ftnjarat f?qj ttgrfanjat i 

anrfa % atsfaai^fjma, i q l 

Uddhava submitted : You are actually the supreme Brahma, having no beginning or 
end, and unobscured (by Maya). You are responsible for the protection, subsistence, 
destruction and birth of all existences. (1) The knowers of the (real) import of the Vedas 
(alone) worship You, O Lord, in Your reality as abiding in (all) created beings, high and (low 
as their Cause), though You cannot be easily known (perceived) by those that have not been 
able to purify their mind, (2) (Therefore, pray,) point out to me those particular entities (by) 
contemplating on You through which with devotion men of supreme wisdom (are able to) 
attain highest perfection (in the form of true devotion or saving wisdom). (3) The Inner 
Controller of beings, You remain hidden from their view. O Life-giver of (all) created beings I 
Deluded by You, living beings are unable to perceive You, even though You behold them 
(all). (4) Mention to me all those powerful manifestations of Yours, invested by You with Your 
own divine glory, that may be existing on earth, in the quarters, in heaven or in the 
subterranean region, O Lord of infinite prowess! I bow to Your lotus-feet, which are the abode 
of (all) sanctuaries. (5) 

ahpwyd/v 

rrrtaq? <jB: sat satfaqi ar i sappr ch ^ i 

5iic3i jttfarati trait faprat pan? gtiUalMfd talfoac i a i 

ft apt rptsarraf tjaasi ^ sfaawrfiaaa: i 3r«r>tisat uma nan aa tenjsfft i c i 

3t4Mir*tlfijpi4)ei tpwT i 3t? twilit tjanfr apt ftatatparrera: i <t i 

I tjoiHi ttiut^ rms rjftRttatftrajf apt: 

Ham tt HSHSHI ’tJCTT'tTTmai? Jilal a^fetHTrttt art: 

arswit 3taiuviiHchtrli(et rprfapSpttnpttI kk I 

an,-tm(w f'.vJ'JK I 3tll^itlMm« fdWJ TStmt -flrtrtlfert: lk?l 

31? hfrl'fldHrli 

i/uHIMUtg tjji 

fstvtmatf aatHi 

?=5t4 tteftdl-ti 

l?o| 

lltl 
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safari ’j’p? LRwfnmi? ipj: i ^omTuii rtrefa? gfogfeifa 1 1 

Im4wtuit yjuvife? mhRtIuiih^i sraiMdlni fajmmgujm i^m 

Fi ta-SH-aa 4«Hi ngi^H^SLUl *frtj g^5T 

^icirl ‘I-J-Siuii mwi 3^01 5njqj rTOlt ^JUdi g4 TTHT>-1 lull 3 Sjqffmj^ui 

^a^cmg^iuM anprofw *iiMH.i *re: 315 uufuiiuRu aigfe: 1^41 

-tirl-siunm-rilsj ij*F5: sjf^fgsimj 3TOmwim? <jgf yuifni sragtjTOi h 1 

HtaftTi wlriMi TimwpLi srrgarqT sFjrj fay,<wi u-^uihim 1^01 

The glorious Lord replied : In a like manner I was put this very question by Arjuna while 
just going to fight with his enemies at (the battle-field of) Kuruksetra, O chief of those 
possessing insight into the meaning of questions ! (6) Feeling like the common man that 
" I am the slayer and the other one is slain (by me)", and believing that slaying one's kinsfolk 
for the sake of kingdom is reproachful and unrighteous, he ceased from that act (at the 
beginning). (7) Disillusioned by My reasoning, that tiger among men then interrogated Me 
at the van of fight in the same way as you have done. (8) I am the Self, the Befriender and 
the Ruler of all these created beings, O Uddhava ! (in fact,) I am all the beings as well as 
responsible for their birth, life and death. (9) I am the motion of the mobile and Kala (the Time- 
Spirit) among those that bring others under their control. I am the state of equilibrium (in the 
shape of Prakrti) of the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and the property natural to a thing 
with attributes. (10) I am the Sutra (the active aspect of Mahat-tattva, the very first evolute 
of Prakrti) among the products constituted of the three Gunas; (nay,) I am Mahat-tattva (the 
principle of cosmic intelligence) among big things. Of subtle principles I am the Jiva (the 
embodied soul); and of those that are difficult to conquer I am the mind. (11) Of the Vedas 
I am their teacher, Brahma (who taught them for the first time to his mind-born sons); of 
Mantras (sacred texts) I am Pranava (the sacred syllable OM), consisting of three members 
(A.U.M). Of the letter-sounds I am the sound represented by the letter'at’(A); of metres I am 
the metre Gayatri (consisting of three feet). (12) Of all the gods I am Indra (their chief); of the 
(eight) Vasus (a particular class of gods) I am the god of fire (who carries oblations to the 
gods). Of the (twelve) sons of Aditi I am Visnu (known by the name of Upendra, the youngest, 
who appeared in the court of the demon king Bali as a dwarf and robbed him of his dominion 
extending over the three worlds); of the (eleven) Rudras, I am Nila-Lohita (Lord Siva). (13) 
Of the nine Brahmana sages (born of Brahma's mind) I am Bhrgu (the foremost of them); of 
the royal sages I am (Swayambhuva) Manu. Of the celestial sages I am Narada; of cows I 
am Kamadhenu (lit., the storehouse of milk and its products used as oblations for the gods). (14) 
Of the lords of Siddhas I am Lord Kapila; of birds I am Garuda (the king of birds, the carrier 
of Lord Visnu). Of Prajapatis (the gods presiding over creation) I am Daksa (the foremost of 
them); of the manes I am Aryama (their head). (15) Of Daityas (the sons of Diti) know Me to 
be Prahrada, the ruler of the demons. Of the stars and annual plants know Me to be (their 
ruler.) the moon-god; of Yaksas and Raksasas krjpw Me to be (their chief) Kubera (the lord 
of treasures), O Uddhava I (16) Of the lords of elephants know Me to be Airavata (the carrier 
of Indra); of aquatic creatures know Me to be their lord, Varuna (the god presiding over the 
waters). Of those emitting heat and light know Me to be the sun; and know Me to be the king 
among men. (17) I am Uccaihsrava among horses; of metals I am gold. Of those that 
punish, I am Yama (the god of retribution); and of serpents I am Vasuki (the chief of 
serpents). (18) Of the rulers of snakes I am Lord Ananta (the serpent-god); of all animals 
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having horns or large teeth I am the lion (the king of beasts). Of the (four) stages of life I am 
Samnyasa (the fourth and the last); of the (four) grades of society I am the (very) first (viz., 
the Brahmana class), O sinless Uddhava ! (19) Of (all) holy steams I am the (holy) Gariga; 
(while) of (all) stationary waters I am the ocean. Of weapons I am the bow; of the wielders 
of bow I am Lord Siva (the Destroyer of the three cities). (20) 

dfagls? siftsiyMi 

<4*1 Ml nriMIHfctfBHHH 

^sftuTT ^ xjFTT ^cTPqrajcft q=J: 

3T? <JMMI yUluli ^dc^tsffTrT: 

cfT^^t TOti 

<«Ml M'linMlsffR M<uch)^i: 

oitcWlRnm* ?5$*ft: foddHI 

3TT5T: Hift «K5cfrlT cfcnfg fdfig HTrdfTTR 

3RT TRSJ 

an^iebi^i 3nqt 

3*sA<i<*«<«*im ?TH H-^fcJPtSjq: 

^T^f^RTfq ^HT q 

hwh qrmtjj»n chi^H h^i 

#3T: $ft: ^fRTFT: Wl: 

T^Tnft *1Rrti: Fdf: f^JcTq: 

did *-Hl qr*5 iiiuiK qrjjftsRTTfuT 

*ft ^ dl^Hffl fasti *rf?T: 

dWI'*Mldd:ill'J||^ ftrq^irqTTqnT: 

ym^iMcW wh^ti 

cHHirflnm^ 3ft^ftqm? ^Td: \?^\ 

*MJ|dMd: 1^91 

dlcci^chf^ciMiiwi 19^1 

3h 1-cilepiconi fddjr^J: | ^ | 

g ^ihi<i ww^iRumh, i ^i 

TPTTqr *J«jcl l?^l 

MImMi mjfcftqfcg R^tTUTT rferrf^TrL I ^V9 I 

S^Td-ftsfR d-liHlni cticiini 3TRTdR. I ^£ I 

fawj+fllUli f^nOTJTT 1^1 

9t^ftjfRfhTi fddilpn^ I I 

fftftrsTTfftr fftfftgrwT uydddm^H \^\ i 

■RTTdd'i Hcnjjffnmir^Hp^ tm i^i 

^yTTHTTH? TRWId'Mrf 1331 

5WT *jfr$TRlUli TO1: m: 13*1 

^rTRT fetfcfbdlfrHg 3 I3M 

3*iwi<S5j<ddWiuiM6 13^1 

fdd>H: T^T: Rrd rRJ: qTRj3^l 

jft^T Tpn ijfaRT fd^TT I 

*ndT fdllft chfdr^ I 3£ I 

q dSJT t| fd^rftni ^^tdl^Usifn diTfe?!: 13^1 

dl4 fftftr^T fd*iM dd dd ^ |>{o | 

m¥d«*Ri iigft qsu orirnfmftqft I'u^ i 

^IrMMHIcMHI I 

rnft l>£3 I 

^g5n rR: MftfimuR 1^ I 

^tS^tSGJR: |^| 

I am Mount Meru (the abode of Brahma) among (all) abodes; of (all) spots difficult of 
access I am the Himalaya. Of trees I am the Aswattha (the holy fig-tree); of annual plants I 
am barley. (21) Of family priests I am the sage Vasistha (the priest of the ancient solar 
dynasty of kings); of those devoted to the spirit of the Vedas I am the sage Brhaspati (the 
preceptor of the gods). Of (all) leaders of armies I am Skanda (the generalissimo of the gods); 
of those that lead men on the right path I am the glorious Brahma (the birthless one). (22) 
Of (all) sacrificial performances I am Brahmayajha (the daily recitation of the Vedas); of (all) 
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sacred vows I am (the vow of) harmlessness. Of purifying agencies, again, I am the purifying 
agency (par excellence) in the shape of the air, fire, the sun, water and the word (of a 
Brahmana who is the only man qualified to judge and pronounce the purity or otherwise of 

a substance or living being).(23) Of all the limbs of Yoga (self-discipline) I am Samadhi (total 
absorption of the mind into the Spirit); I am political wisdom in those thatiseek victory. Of (all) 

scientific courses of correct understanding I am the science by which the distinction between 
Matter and Spirit is known; I am the (unending) doubt of those debating on the theory of 
Perception. (24) Of the fair sex I am Satarupa (the wife of Swayambhuva Manu and the first 
female offspring of Brahma); of men I am Swayambhuva Manu (the first human male creation 
of Brahma). Of ascetics I am the sage Narayana; and of celibates, Sanatkumara. (25) Of (all) 
virtues I am the vow of causing no fear to anyone; of all factors conducive to fearlessness 
I am thought withdrawn from without (and directed towards one's own self). Of (all) means 
of maintaining secrecy I am kind speech and silence (both of which help a man to conceal 

what exists in his mind); of pairs, again, I am Brahma (the birthless one, who assumed two 
forms, the first part becoming a man and the other a woman).’ (26) Of those that (ever) keep 
awake (without even winking) I am the (ever-revolving wheel of) time (represented by a 

twelvemonth); of the (six) seasons (constituting a year) I am (the two months of) Caitra and 
Vaisakha (constituting the vernal season). Of the (twelve) months (of a year) I am (the month 

of) Margasirsa; and of the (twenty-seven) lunar mansions I am Abhijtt.f(27) Of the (four) 
Yugas or aeons) I am the Krta (Satyayuga) and of the self-controlled I am the sages Asita 
and Devala. Of the compillers and arrangers of the Vedas I am the sage (Krsna) Dwaipayana; 
of more of wisdom I am the self-possessed Sukracarya (the preceptor of the demon 
kings).(28) Of divine personages*I am Lord Vasudeva (the first and foremost of the four 
Vyuhas or manifestations of the Godhead, the Deity presiding over the intellect or Citta); and 
of the votaries of the Lord I am you (Uddhava). Of Kimpurusas (a species of semi-divine 
beings resembling a monkey in shape) I am Hanuman (the monkey-god); of Vidyadharas 
(heavenly artistes) I am SudarSana* (29) Of precious stones I am the ruby; of lovely objects 
I am a lotus bud. Of the (many) varieties of Darbha grass (such as Kusa and Durva) I am (the 

variety known by the name of) Kusa; of offerings thrown into the sacred fire I am cow's ghee. (30) 
Of those engaged in any business (and seeking to amass wealth) I am the wealth; in those 
engaged in practising trickery I am gambling. I am the endurance in those practising 
endurance; I am the courage of the courageous. (31) I am the organic strength as well as 
the strength of mind of the strong; (and) know that I am the action (done by way of an offering 

to Me) of the devotees of the Lord. Of the nine forms (viz., Vasudeva, Sankarsna, 
Pradyumna, Aniruddha, Narayana, Hayagriva, Varaha, Nrsrmha, and Vdmana) worshipped 
by the Satvatas (followers of the Pahcaratra Agama) I am the first and the highest (of them, 
viz., Vasudeva). (32) I am Viswavasu of the Gandharvas (celestial songsters) and Purvacitti 

‘ Vide III xii 52-53. The Sruti says:—3Wf F cTT 3ucH*ll ^rMHlfrl | 

+ Abh|jit represents the last quarter of the asterism Uttarasadha and one-fifteenth of the constellation Sravana Says the 

Sruti:— 

3TT'Mfdi>(iH ' 

$ A Bhagavan or divine personage is defined as below:— 

3r*rf?T 3c| TTfrTH I fcKIIHM ^ Tl II 

He (alone) should be recognized as a divine being, who possesses knowledge relating to the creation and destruction 

of life, the life and death of individual beings and of knowledge and nescience " 

* A reference to this Sudarsana has already been made in X. xxxiv. 12—18 
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of the Apsaras (celestial nymphs). I am the firmness of mountains (and) the (pure) odour 
(characteristic) of the earth. (33) I am the sweet taste (characteristic) of water; of the most 
glorious I am (the god of) fire. I am the brilliant light in the sun, the moon and the stars; I am 
sound, the distinguishing property of ether. (34) I am Bali among those devoted to the 
Brahmanas; of the valiant, I am Arjuna. I am the genesis, existence and final dissolution of 
created beings. (35) I am (the functions of) locomotion, speech, defecation, grasping and 
enjoyment (of the organs of action) and touching, seeing, tasting, hearing and smelling (of 
the senses of perception), as well as the faculty (of perceiving the sense-objects) inhering 
in all the senses of perception. (36) I am (the seven categories which are both of the nature 
of cause and effect, viz.. the subtle elements of) earth, the air, ether, water, fire; the (cosmic) 
Ego and Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence); (sixteen categories which are) 
modifications (alone, viz., the five gross elements and the eleven Indriyas), the soul (which 
is neither a cause nor an effect), the Unmanifest (primordial Matter*, which is a cause alone), 
(the three modes of Prakrti, viz.,) Rajas, Sattva and Tamas as well as Brahma (the Absolute), 
(37) (Nay,) I am the numbering of these categories, their (distinguishing) knowledge (by 
means of their characteristics) and the (resultant) Realization of Truth. Nothing exists 
anywhere apart from Me. who am God as well as Jiva (the individual soul), the (three) Gunas 
(modes of Prakrti) as well as the categories made up of the (three) Gunas (viz,, the Mahat- 
tattva and so on), (nay,) who am the Inner Controller of all as well as all. (38) The reckoning 
of atoms can be done by Me in course of time, but not so of My glorious manifestations (which 
are endless) as I evolve universes in tens of millions. (39) Wherever there is glory, affluence, 

renown, authority, modesty, liberality, elegance, good luck, valour, endurance and knowl¬ 
edge of Truth, that is (indeed) My part manifestation. (40) These are all My glorious 
manifestations made known to you in brief. They are (however) mere caprices of the mind 
(and not real); they are like something merely expressed in words. (41) (Therefore,) restrain 
(your) speech, curb (your) mind, control (your) breath, tame (your) senses and conquer your 
intellect with your (Sattvika) intellect and you will no longer be liable to return to the path of 
transmigration. (42) The sacred vows, austerities and liberality of the Yogi who does not duly 
subdue his speech and mind with his reason leak out (unnoticed) as water from an unbaked 
jar. (43) Therefore, keeping his eyes fixed on Me as his goal, a man should control his mind, 
speech and breath by means of his intellect full of devotion to Me; thereby he will have 
reached the end of his journey. (44) 

Thus ends the sixteenth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana. otherwise known as the 

Paramahmsa-Sarhhila. 

;<f fy«tf f. 
•- *>• ■ z>* * rrjr-^j 

*Cf. Sartkhya-Karika of liwara Krsna. which says — 

*jRiltfdir<ltfdif<!4hai: xm I r(l<svi+4<j froft rf U^R-ifatfcl: rjW: II 
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3TST Hfl^TTSSZn^: 

Discourse XVII 
V 

The duties pertaining to the four Varnas and four Asramas 

3^ 

^^TTfafttrT: ^ : I ^uitam^Hdrli *tcJm I 

^eii-jyUim^H ^rfa vf^u\\ i ^yMuiHfci^i^ rTci l 

MrfMIgl sptf UtM* 3T# I *RR {RRevOui I 
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•dlTtil oFrrfforTT Hl*4) u4wi^rl % 'Sjfe I ^ TjMfcRT: cf,c^i: | | 

cbsiffcMI y^cWI S[ ^rarTT I fang 31: 3T3¥Uf?T I ^ I 

3t3 3: uUM^rrh^^UT: I 38IT *R3 rT^TT 3*fa 4 ^TRT I 19 I 

Uddhava submitted : The righteous course expressive of and engendering devotion to 
You and open to those observing the rules of conduct laid down for the (four) Varnas (grades 
of society) and Asramas, nay, to all human beings was taught by You in the foregoing Kalpa 
(cycle). (1) (Now) be pleased to tell me in detail, O lotus-eyed One, how Devotion is 
engendered (in man) through one's own (allotted) duty being (duly) followed. (2) The 
supreme and blissful course of conduct, O Lord of mighty arms, which You taught, it is said, 
to Brahma in the former days in the form of the divine Swan mentioned before (in Discourse 
XIII), O Lord of LaksmI! has now disappeared after a very long time, O Chastiser of foes ! 
and will not ordinarily survive on this mortal plane, even though it was taught (by You) long 
ago. (3-4) Other than You, O immortal Lord, there is none to teach, institute or defend this 
righteous course on earth, (nay) not even in Brahma's court, where (all) sciences (in the form 
of the Vedas etc.) are in attendance in a personal form. (5) When the terrestrial soil is 
deserted, O Slayer of the demon Madhu ! by You—who institute, maintain and teach this 
righteous course—O Lord! who will expound this extinct Dharma ? (6) Therefore, O Knower 
of (the secret of) all righteous courses, (pray,) tell me, O Lord, how and on whom among us 
the Dharma engendering Devotion to You has been enjoined. (7) 

^ TJg: *RelH I tffa: SRTT3 ejMfHIg fHIrHH I C I 

Sri Suka continued : Thus interrogated by Uddhava (the foremost of His servants), the 
celebrated Lord Sri Hari (Sri Krsna) felt (much) delighted and taught (as follows) for the 
welfare of mortals the courses of conduct which are binding for all times. (8) 

sir} 33 srert -juiim. i ciurfyMMUcHj ri^cj f4^fy 4 i 9, i 

STTcft ctuif ^Ull ^*jrt: I e^rleji^i: il^xl| I^O| 
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T^I'RFT y|U||H4 I feT f5r«fHR4: I 
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dUltHIMISlflTOll 51 STJTIJEFJHTfhJTt: I 3T1TFL SltJirlW ^JOtt 4^-lfdtfiHlTlHI: l?m 

THIt 4UWM: #a FFriht: $nfrrcrefer«U M^fog ?dl Tt3I drUy^Hilthdltl: 1^1 
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3if?Hi i ijHfyyftd^i ^ aiffsd mdciM*: mi 

The glorious Lord began again: This question of yours is full of righteousness in that 
it leads to Devotion (which is conducive to the highest good of men). (Now) hear from Me 
(something) about the righteous course followed by those observing the rules prescribed for 
the (four) Varnas (grades of society) and Asramas (stages in life). (9) In the (very) first Satya 
Yuga (of the present Kalpa) the caste of men was (only one and) known by the name of 
Hamsa. People had their object (of life) accomplished by virtue of their (very) birth: hence 
they understood it by the name of Krtayuga (the aeon of blessedness). (10) In the beginning 
Pranava (the mystic syllable OM) alone formed (the text of) the Veda; while I (alone as 
existing in their thought) constituted their piety appearing in the form of a bull (standing on 

all its four feet). Firm in askesis (in the shape of one-pointedness’ of mind and senses) and 
free from sin they contemplated on Me. the immaculate Lord. (11) At the beginning of (the 
next Yuga known by the name of) Treta (after the expiry of Krtayuga). O highly blessed 
Uddhava, was revealed from My heart through My respiration thethreefold Veda (knowledge 
cosisting of three limbs in the shape of Rk, Sama and Yajus): (and) from the latter appeared 
I as (the institution of) sacrifice-) with its triple functions (of a Hota, Adhwaryu and 
Udgata).(12) (Again) from Brahma (born of the Cosmic Person) appeared the (four grades 
of society under the names of) Brahmanas, the Ksatrlyas, the Vaisyas and the Sudras, 
evolved (respectively) from His mouth, arms, thighs and feet and distinguished by their own 
(respective) conduct. (13) The householder's order appeared from My hips and loins; the 
order of (lifelong) celibates, from My heart; forest-life (the order of anchorites) from My chest 
(below the heart); while the order of recluses (Samnyasa) was located in (sprang from the) 
crown of My head. (14) The nature of men belonging to the (different) Varnas and Asramas 
developed according to the character of their place of origin (the limb of the cosmic body from 
which they sprang up)—low in the case of those of a low origin and lofty in the case of those 
sprung of high origin. (15) Control of mind and the senses, meditation, (external as well as 
internal) purity, contentment, forgiveness, straightforwardness, devotion to Me. compassion 
and truthfulness—these are the natural traits of a Brahmana.(16) Majesty, strength, 
fortitude, valour, forbearance, liberality, industry, firmness, devotion to the Brahmanas and 
rulership—these are the (distinguishing) traits of a Ksatnya. (17) Faith (in the scriptures as 
well as in the words of one's preceptor), firm adherence to liberality, sincerity (absence ot 
hypocrisy) service to the Brahmanas and remaining dissatisfied with hoards of money— 
these are the inborn characteristics of a Vaisya. (18) Sincere (guileless) service to the 
Brahmana, the cow and the gods too and contentment with whatever is obtained through 
such service—thesearetheinborncharacteristicsofaSudra. (19) Impurity, mendacity. thieving, 

* TJ TT3FTT7J TJ7T7 rfJ: I 

♦ The Sruti says l' 
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want of faith, quarrelling without cause, concupiscence, anger and cupidity are the inborn 
characteristics of the casteless.(20) Non-violence, truthfulness, abstaining from theft, 
freedom from lust, anger and greed and doing what is pleasing and good to living beings— 
this constitutes the sacred duty of all the Varnas (grades of society). (21) 

feffci fee I nsnaWta etife 133i 

4<switaH3r>si8ra@*j3+ttuSrt.t. I 133 I 

eiM'MI'inplAej -imUjiJ g dHdn: I 7 fo-^llstHtjrtlfal | ? 6 | 

^ -nalWkotlij s&iHdSW: WIH, I 3td=b|imetr||itJI4i ettfel3m 
3(i^*Ui4^rdy^^<io(5rd: 1 Tnrrfgrr otbb et zrazmi wh 1331 

in ffetH'laiuticm-ilH *04^.1 n Ttrfeimil rjs: 13191 

mn ^iddnnld intn d+4 fd4d^ld.l 4u 1 --.i c '-4-pH h hu41h 4dd: 13^1 

3myi4 HdIMIHM dlrjdd I <p.d! 3jfd; 1331 

^og>A <3^3 tniiPaaMd: 1 fen fWFa^irre^fg^ddhHrusdii 1301 
Having undergone in due course (viz., after the purificatory rites relating to birth etc., have 

been gone through) a second birth in the shape of investiture with the sacred thread, and 
dwelling in the house of a preceptor with his senses (duly) controlled, the twice-born (male 
child) should (learn to) recite the Vedas (with due intonation) and reflect on their meaning 
(with the help of the guru) when called upon (to do so). (22) A Brahmacari (religious student) 
should wear a girdle (of Munja grass) and deerskin (round his loins), a string of Rudraksa 
beads (about his neck) and the sacred thread (baldric-wise across his left shoulder), should 
carry a staff (of the Palasa tree) and a water-pot (made of the shell of a wild cocoanut or 
gourd) and a bunch of Kusa grass (in the palm of his hand) and grow matted locks (for want 
of proper care). He should never scrub his teeth (with a brush etc.) nor apply soap etc., to 
his clothes and should never use a coloured seat. (23) He should remain silent while bathing, 
taking his meals, pouring oblations into the sacred fire, doing Japa (muttering a prayer) and 
answering the calls of nature. He should never pare his nails nor remove the hair even in his 
arm-pits and on his private parts. (24) Observing a (strict) vow of celibacy,) he should never 
voluntarily allow his seed to escape; and if it (ever) escapes anyhow (in spite of himself in 
a dream etc.), he should (proceed to) take a plunge bath and, going through a course of 
Pranayama (inhaling the air through his right nostril, holding it as long as one can and 
exhaling it through the left), should repeat the Gayatrt-Mantra (at least 108 times on his 
rosary),(25) Pure of body and calm of mind he should (both morning and evening) worship 
the fire (by pouring oblations into it), the sun-god (by offering Arghya or oblations of water 
to him), the Acarya (who has invested him with the sacred thread and taught him the Gayatri), 
the cow (by offering handfuls of grass to her), the Brahmanas, the preceptor (who has merely 
instructed him in the Sastras), the elders and the gods and should wait upon both the 
twilights, silently muttering the Gayatri-Mantra.(26) He should know the Acarya to be (no 
otherthan) Myself (the Supreme Lord) and should neverdisregard him norshould he pry into 
his faults taking him to be a mortal; for the fSreceptor represents all the gods (in his 
person),(27) Bringing alms (from other houses) (both) morning and evening, he should offer 
it to the preceptor as also whatever else he might have recived and make use of only what 
is permitted (by the preceptor) keeping himself fully under control.(28) Doing service to the 
preceptor, the student should always wait upon him with joined palms like a menial by 
following him (wherever he goes), lying down (full of vigilance when he is asleep), sitting 
(when he is taking rest after being relieved of his fatigue by kneading his feet etc.) and 
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standing (when he is comfortably seated) not far from him.(29) Conducting himself as 
aforesaid and maintaining his vow (of celibacy uninterrupted till his course of learning is 
completed, he should (continue to) live in the preceptor's house, completely weaned from 
all luxuries. (30) 

Jtsrat tgratFJtsS ififijjM: I?? i 

3T3Tt rprratmfR S HT dTHI 3tTJ8roVbUI«1d 13? I 

WNl yifuiHl filSpt^dH'JSAitS'SrtlW^tV 1331 

sfraURTO 15TR TWfmfUUlJcIH I rfWS3T MtUliAJ^ifl'dSdTHWTRtyjHH I3H I 

xrafyuy-qTtiiKt $rt-K-t i n^ra: Tf^3^5 M-i1<ti*itt«yit: 13m 

tf^ <35*3STi87rt ^TfUVTtsfttfTa jqrt-iJ k^diHiviqbHvs: 13^ I 

If the student seeks to ascend (after death) to (the highest heaven, viz..) Satyaloka (the 
realm of Brahma)," the home of the Vedas (living in a personal form), he should completely 
dedicate his body (life) to the preceptor for (further) study of the Vedas (as well as to repay 
his debt to the preceptor), observing the vow of lifelong celibacy. (31) Full of splendour born 
of a study of the Vedas and devoid of (all) sin. the Brahmacari should have no sense of 
diversity (left in him) and should worship Me, the Supreme, (alone) in (the sacred) fire, the 
preceptor, his own self and in all created beings. (32) He who is not a householder (a 
Brahmacari, an anchorite or a recluse) should give up the sight and touch of womankind, 
conversation and Joking etc,, with them and should (even) avoid coming face to face with 
living beings sexually united. (33) Purity (of body and mind), rinsing one’s mouth with water 
(after answering the calls of nature and taking one's meals or refreshment and sipping water 
before commencing a sacred rite or devotions or taking one's meals etc.), bathing (after 
passing stool and shaving oneself and on ceremonial occasions as well as on touching an 
untouchable person or object, and on the expiry of a period of impurity caused by birth or 
death in one's family and so on), saying the Sandhya prayers (both morning and evening as 
well as at midday), straightforwardness, resorting to holy places and sacred waters, 
muttering sacred texts (such as the Gayatri) and keeping aloof from untouchable persons 
and objects, prohibited food (and drink) and people who are not worth speaking to, looking 
upon all created beings as (no other than) Myself and control of mind, speech and body— 
this constitutes the Dharma (sacred duty) prescribed for all the Asramas (stages of life 
pertaining to the first three Varnas), O Uddhava (the delight of your race )! (34-35) Having 
mastered the Vedas and with the seeds of his Karma burnt by intense Tapas (askesis), the 
Brahmacari observing the vow of perpetual celibacy and resplendent like fire becomes My 

devotee (and attains to Me) if he is devoid of impurity (in the shape of interested motives). (36) 

w QwiRmhim: i wji^ 13« 1 
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’ Vide verse 5 above 
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ftra TTfcrr trtwariiTR, i di^Rul its* i 

OTf: W1j,4X 7T3TT °4«4lri, STITT: I ailtHHMIiTiHI sM W 'MMft'f-JlK, IH^ I 

TJ^fstsit -Hn|a[efm4-tl4.d4dl I fgsjjtjr^jsi fSTaftsStOT TT? Vt^l'k^l 

TTfcl. felt gffefTqT MU^dlMi afej 733%T cnSiM<fl*lTTl rr SfrTn adTST IWI 
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He who, having duly investigated the purport of the Vedas, forthwith seeks to enter the 
next Asrama (stage of life, viz., the life of a householder) should after offering Daksina (a 
parting present by way of gratitude) to the preceptor perform the ceremony known as the 
Samavartana-Sarhskara (marking the completion of his studies and coming back homefrom 
the preceptor's house) with the approval of the preceptor. (37) A Brahmacari may enter the 
life of a householder (if he has the sexual urge) or the life of an anchorite (if he is keen on 
self-purification) or (if he is pure-minded already and), if he is a Brahmana (the foremost of 
the twice-born classes), he may (even) renounce the world and go about as a mendicant 
recluse. (Or) he should (in the regular course) pass from one stage to another. He who is 
devoted to Me* should in no case act otherwise (i.e.,remain without embracing any Asrama 
or return from a higher Asrama to a lower one). (38) A Brahmacari desiring to enter the life 
of a householder should take a wife belonging to his own Varna (grade of society); 
Unblemished (in point of pedigree and bodily and other characteristics), and younger (than 
himself) in age. If, however, he takes a wife belonging to a Varna different from his own, he 
should marry her after he has espoused a girl belonging to the same Varna as his won and 
that too in the proper order. (39) Performance of sacrifices, study of the Vedas and bestowal 
of gifts are the duties of all the twice-born; whereas to accept gifts, to teach the Vedas and 
to officiate as a priest in sacrifices constitute the vocation of a Brahmana alone. (40) Looking 
upon acceptance of gifts as (something) detracting from his austerity, (Brahmanical) glory 
and renown, a Brahmana should live by the other two (vocations) alone or, perceiving the 
drawbacks of those vocations (too), should live by (gleaning) the food-grains left by the 
owner of a field after reaping the crop. (41) This body of a Brahmana is surely not intended 
for trivial enjoyment but for (undergoing) hardship and investigation of truth in this life and 
for (attaining) everlasting happiness (in the shape of final beatitude) after death. (42) With 
his mind fully satisfied by living on the food-grains gleaned (partly) from the fields and (partly) 
from the grain market (when the stock has been removed or sold at the end of a day), and 
with his soul dedicated to Me, nay, following his noble duty (of a householder in the shape 
of entertaning a newcomer and so on) in a disinterested spirit and continuing to live at home, 
though never deeply attached (to its inmates or things), a Brahmana duly attains (abiding) 
peace. (43) (Even) as a vessel rescues a drowning man from the sea, I deliver without delay 
from straits those who duly redeem a Brahmana or (for that matter) anyone (solely) depending 
on Me and suffering hardship. (44) (Just) as a father would save his progeny from woes (of 

* According to another interpretation the words *=wrw: should be split upas taking the intervening''*' 

f as dropped according to the rules of Sandhi That would mean that the interdiction is binding only on these who are not devotees, 

uevotees being exempted from this rule 
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every kind) or (just) as a king elephant would lift up (fellow) elephants as well as himself (from 
a pit into which they have fallen), a sagacious king should deliver all (classes of) people from 
calamities (of every description) and save himself (too) by himself (his own efforts). (45) 
Shaking off all sin (that he might have incurred in his past lives) in this (very) life, such a 
(benevolent) king ascends to heaven (after death) in an aerial car, brilliant like the sun, and 
revels in the company of Indra (the lord of paradise). (46) A Brahmana in distress may (try 
to) get over it by taking to the calling of a merchant, dealing in such goods only as are worth 
selling (and not in prohibited articles such as spirituous liquor, salt etc.) or (as a third 
alternative), when overwhelmed with adversity, he may live even by the sword', but under 
no circumstance by sen/ice to a man of lower grade. (47) A Ksatriya too may live by the trade 
of a Vaisya or (even) by hunting in (times of) adversity or he may live by teaching etc., (the 
pursuit of a Brahmana). but in no case by menial service. (48) (Even so) a Vaisya (in 
adversity) may adopt the calling of a Sudra and the latter, the craft of an artisan t. such as 
making mats and so on. When rid of adversity (of course) a man belonging to a higher caste 
should no longer seek his living by a reproachful pursuit (prescribed for men of a lower 
grade). (49) A householder (belonging to the twice-born classes) should according to his 
means daily worship the gods, the Rsis, the manes and (other) living beings (including men) 
as My (own) manifestations, through oblations into the secred fire, recitation of the sacred 
texts (technically known by the name of Brahmayajna), Sraddha and Tarpana, Bali or 
Bhutayajna (offering before the daily meals morsels of cooked food to birds and animals, nay. 
all other creatures including lifeless objects) and offering food and water etc., to newcomers 
respectively. (50) With the wealth got without effort or earned (by pursuing one's own 
avocation) and (therefore) free from blemish he should perform sacrifices with due ceremony 
alone without putting his dependents to hardship. (51) 

^ q XHltln, I | | 
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A sane householder too should not get attached to the members of his family nor should 
he be unmindful of his goal (i.e., Myself). (Nay.) he should realize even the invisible (worlds) 
to be (as) perishable as the visible. (52) Association with one’s sons. wife, friends and 
relations is no better than the coming together of travellers (in a rest-house). With every 
change of body they vanish like a dream seen during sleep. (53) Pondering thus and living 

• Although the law-giver Gautama enjoins a Brahmana in straitened circumstances to take to the military protession m 

preference lo trade, the Lord permits him to do so only as a third alternative and gives preference to trade obviously because 

It Is a peaceful pursuit and does not involve destruction of life 

* Lord Manu classifies Karus or artisans under the following five heads - 

rian ^ d-r^i^y -iiNn’i i •rtti: n 
"The five varieties of Karus are -carpenters, weavers, barbers washermen and shoemakers or tanners of leather" 
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(unattached) in his house like a stranger and having no sense of “I" and "mine” (with regard 
to the body and those connected with it), he does not get bound by his household but remains 
free (from all bondage). (54) Worshipping Me alone through his household duties, a devotee 
may stay in his house (continue to be a householder) or retire into the forest (enter the order 
of an anchorite) or renounce the world and go about as a mendicant recluse if he has a male 
issue. (55) The fool whose mind is attached to the house and who is afflicted with the 
hankering for progeny and wealth, (nay,) who is domineered over by his wife and whose 
intellect is (ever) bewildered by the notion of T and "mine" gets bound. (56) He remains 
engrossed in thought as follows:—"Alas I my aged parents, my wife, whose children are (yet) 
very young, and my children (too) (—all these) will be left without a protector and will feel 
(very) miserable and afflicted without me. How will they survive ?" (57) With his mind wholly 
distracted thus through excessive attachment to his household and his judgment clouded, 
(nay,) unsated with the pleasures of sense and thinking of them all the time, this fellow, when 

dead, descends into (the) blinding darkness (of hell). (58) 

Thus ends the seventeenth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Sartihita. 

3T2JTgT^TtSSHTFJ: 

Discourse XVIII 

The Duties of anchorites and recluses 

afaaajjara 
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*3(^451 ^ df^ 
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The glorious Lord began again : Committing his wife to the care of his sons, the 
householder who is keen to retire into the woods (enter the life of an anchorite) should spend 
the third part of his life in the forest alone or even with his wife with his senses fully 

controlled.(1) He should subsist on wild bulbs, roots and fruits which are fit for being offered 
into the sacrificial fire and should wear as his apparel the bark of trees or matting etc., made 
of grass or leaves or deerskin. (2) He should allow the hair of his head as well as on his body, 
nails, moustaches and beard as well as the dirt on his body to grow and should not (even) 
scrub his teeth (with a brush etc.), should take a plunge bath (after the manner of a pestle 
without rubbing his body) three times (daily, viz., in the morning and evening as well as at 
midday) and should sleep on the ground (covered with grass etc.). (3) In summer he should 
allow himself to be heated by five fires (one placed in each quarter about himself and the fifth 
in the form of the sun blazing overhead); during the rains he should expose’ himself to 
showers while in the closing months (Magha and Phalguna) of winter (comprising what is 
known as the Sisira Rtu and roughly corresponding to January and February of the English 
calender) he should remain immersed up to the neck in water.tHe should practise 
austerities, following this mode of life. (4) He is permitted to eat (only) what is roasted in fire 
or gets ripened by (process of) time. He can thrash (wild corn) in a mortar (with a pestle) and 
pound hard substances with a stone or may use the teeth alone for a mortar (and pestle). (5) 
Fully aware of the place and time where and when a certain thing could be had as well as 
of his own (digestive) power he should personally get together (all) the means of his 
subsistence and should never use what was got at another time 4 (and laid by for future 
use).(6) An ascetic should perform rites (such as the Agrayana) enjoined at particular periods 
of time with oblations prepared out of wild products; but he should on no account propitiate 
Me through (the sacrifice of) an animal as enjoined by the Vedas. (7) Agnihotra (offering to 
the sacred fire an oblation consisting chiefly of milk, oil and sour gruel), Darsa (half-monthly 
sacrifice performed on every Amavasya or the new moon) Purnamasa (the half-monthly 
sacrifice performed on every full moon) and the (three) sacrifices performed at the beginning 

of the three seasons of four months each (under the names of Vaiswadeva, Varunapraghasa 

♦ This Is technically known by the name ol Abhravakasa-Vrata. 

♦ This has been mentioned in the Smrti-texts under the name of Udaka-vasa-Vrata. 

♦ Cf VII. xii. 19, where an anchorite has been called upon to reiect the old stock each time a fresh (natural) supply of cereals 

and other eatables is obtained. 
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and Sakamedha) have been enjoined on an anchorite as in the case of a householder by the 
exponents of the Vedas. (8) Having propitiated Me, the embodiment of wisdom, through 
austerities undergone by him thus, a hermit reduced to a (mere) skeleton (lit., spread all over 
with protruding veins for want of flesh) comes to Me (through successive stages) from 
Maharloka' (the realm of the Rsis, to which he ascends in the ordinary course after death).(9) 
Who could be more stupid than him who would divert such great Tapas, performed with 
(great) hardship and calculated to secure the highest good, to thefulfilment of a paltry desire 
(viz., the desire for any material or ethereal fruit up to the attainment of Brahmaloka) ? (10) 
When the ascetic, shaking with old age, is incapable of observing any longer the sacred vow 
(to which he has pledged himself), he may withdraw the (three) sacred fires (known by the 
names of Ahavanlya, Garhapatya and Daksina, that he has been maintaining and worshipping) 
into himself and, with his mind fixed on Me, enter t the fire (burn himself to death). (11) When 
(however) he develops a thorough distaste for the higher worlds (upto the realm of Brahma, 
the creator) as a reward of pious acts (done from an interested motive), though (as a matter 
of fact) no better than hell (abounding as they do in sorrows), he may, on the sacred fires 
having been withdrawn (into himself), renounce the world and go about as a mendicant 
recluse from the very Asrama in which he may be stationed, t (12) Having propitiated Me 
according to precept (through the Prajapatya sacrifice after performing the eight types of 
Sraddha incumbent on him who is going to renounce the world), if he is free from (all) desires, 
and given everything to the officiating priest and having withdrawn the sacred fire into his own 
breath, the hermit may enter the order of recluses. (13) In the way of a Brahmana who is 
actually going to renounce the world the gods in the garb (through the agency) of his wife and 
so on place obstacles, for fear lest he should outstrip them and attain to the Supreme. (One 
who is bent on attaining final beatitude should not, however, be deterred by such obstacles). 
(14) If at all a recluse would have a covering (for his body), he should wear a piece of cloth 
barely enough to cover the strip of cloth used by him to hide his private parts with. Nor should 
he retain (in his possession) anything renounced by him (at the time of entering the order of 

Sarhnyasa) other than a staff (used as a token of Sarhnyasa) and a Kamandalu (a water-pot 
made of the shell of a wild cocoanut) otherwise than in a critical plight. (15) He should take 
(every) step (only) after the ground he is going to tread has been scanned with his eyes (lest 
he should unwittingly trample any creature); he should drink water strained with (a piece of) 
cloth, utter words tested on the touchstone of truth and do that which has been found correct 
by reference to his conscience. (16) Silence is the cudgel to control one’s speech; abstinence 

from interested action, the one to control one's body; and Pranayama (breath-control) is the 
cudgel to curb one's mind. He who does not wield these (cudgels) cannot be (held to be) a 
recluse by (mere) bamboo-staves carried on his person. (17) A recluse should resort for alms 
to the four types of Brahmanas alone (those living by gifts received, teaching, officiating at 
sacrifices and gleaning food-grains from fields and grain-markets), avoiding those of 
reproachful conduct and visit only seven houses not specified before, and should remain 

• As regards the devotee whose mind has been thoroughly purified through the disinterested practice ot devotion, he gets 

liberated even before death. 

+ An ascetic who prosecutes his austerities till the end of his life is.sure to attain Moksa; while he who observes the rules 

laid down for an anchorite till the end of the third stage of his life earns the title to enter the order of Sarhnyasa even if he has 

not developed full Vairagya. The course recommended in this verse is only intended for him who is unable to carry on his 

austerities till the end of the third stage on account of a weak constitution and has not the requisite Vairagya to qualify him for 

Sarhnyasa. 

i The Sruti lays down that a Brahmana may turn out to be a recluse whenever true Vairagya appears in him, In whatever 

stage of life he may be— ‘ fq^nq^q 
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contented with the food got from those houses (alone). (18) Going to a reservoir of water 
(such as a pond or tank) outside the town or village, he should rinse his mouth there and, 
allotting a (due) share to those deserving it (viz,. Lord Visnu, Brahma, the sun-god and all 
created beings) once it has been consecrated (by sprinkling with water and so on), he should 
silently consume all the rest that was brought (bv him—neither bringing more than was 
required nor laving bv anvthino for another timel. (19) With his senses fully controlled he 
should perambulate this earth (all) alone and free from attachment, finding recreation and 
delight in the Self, self-possessed and viewing all alike. (20) Dwelling in a lonely yet secure 
abode and keeping his mind pure through devotion to Me, the sage should contemplate 
on the Self as one and undistinguishable from Me. (21) By inquiring into the truth (of things) 
he should investigate the true nature of bondage and liberation of the Self. Bondage 
consists in the distraction of the senses and Liberation in their full control. (22) Therefore, 
keeping in check the six senses (the five external senses and the mind, the internal sense) 
and averse to the trifling pleasures of sense, and finding abundant joy in the Self, the 
recluse should go about the world contemplating on Me. (23) He should perambulate the 
earth full of holy tracts, rivers, mountains, woodlands and hermitages, entering towns 
and villages, cowherd stations and caravanserais (only) for the sake of alms, (24) He 

should often beg alms from the hermitages of anchorites; for, his mind being purified by 
the (hemit's) food obtained by gleaning grains from the fields, he is rid of infatuation and 
attains the goal of his life soon. (25) 
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He should not regard this visible world as real because it is perishable. (Therefore,) with 
his mind unattached to this world as well as to the next he should cease from every activity 
intended (to secure the objects of senses). (26) Realizing by force of reasoning (on the 
analogy of a dream) that all that exists (apart from the Self) viz., this (objective) universe 
(regarded as "mine") as well as the body (and referred to as “I") conjoined with the mind, 
speech and the vital air (alongwith the delights of sense) as a (mere) mental illusion 
superimposed on the Self, and (therefore) turning his back on it, he should think no more of 
it and remain established in the Self. (27) No longer governed by the scriptural ordinance, 
he who is established in Self-Knowledge, though (outwardly) appearing as a seeker of 
Liberation (averse to the pleasures of sense) or a devotee of Mine, seeking nothing (not even 
Liberation), may do as he likes, renouncing (attachment to the duties of) the four Asramas 
(stages of life) alongwith their distinguishing marks (such as the triple staff in the case of a 
recluse). (28) Though sound of judgment, he should sport like a child (bereft of the sense of 

honour and ignominy); though clever, he should behave like a dullard. Though learned he 
should rave like a madman (inasmuch) as he has none to please by his speech); though 
devoted to the intention of the Vedas, he should behave like an animal (observing no 
consistency in his behaviour). (29) He should not take delight in expounding the section of 
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the Vedas treating of ritual acts, nor should he observe any rules of conduct opposed to the 
injunctions of the Vedas and the Smrti texts, nor should he be devoted to (empty) 
ratiocination, nor again should he take any side in a fruitless discussion. (30) He should not 
be annoyed with anyone nor should he annoy anyone with his mind (fully) controlled he 
should put up with abuses and should never show disrespect to anyone; nor should he for 
the sake of his body make enemies with anyone like a brute. (31) For, (just) as the same moon 
gets reflected in (a number of) vessels holding water, the same transcendent Self is present 
in (all) created beings as well as in one's own body (so that there is no ground for enmity 
whatsoever from the point of view of the spirit) and the bodies (too) are essentially one 
constituted as they are of the same gross elements (so that enmity with any being 

whatsoever is enmity with one's own Self). (32) 
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Full of fortitude a Samnyasi should not get dejected on not getting food in time on any 
occasion nor should he feel rejoiced to get it; (for) both (his getting and not getting it) lie in 
the hands of Providence. (33) (This should not lead one to think that a Samnyasi need not 
even go out to beg food.) He must exert himself to procure food; for an attempt on his part 
to sustain life would be (quite) justified; (for) by sustaining life truth is investigated by him and 
realizing the truth thereby he will get liberated for all time to come. (34) A recluse should eat 
the food, whether excellent or of the worst type, obtained by the will of Providence and (also) 
accept whatever clothing and bed is got (by him). (35) A man of wisdom should cultivate the 
habits of cleanliness, rinsing the mouth (after answering the calls of nature, taking food or 
even light refreshment such as milk and fruits and sipping water before meals etc.), and 
bathing (thrice everyday) and observe other rules of conduct (mentioned heretofore) by way 
of sport, as I, the almighty Lord, do, but not in compliance with scriptural ordinance (which 
is no longer binding on him). (36) For there is no longer any perception of difference in him, 
whatever there was has been uprooted by My realization (as the Self of all). What does 
appear (in him) at times (e.g., at the time of begging alms and taking meals etc., even now 
as a recurrence of what has already been set aside) will continue (by force of Prarabdha) till 

death. Thereafter he will get (indissolubly) united with Me. (37) 
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A man of self-control who has got disgusted with the pleasures of sense, which are 
(invariably) attended with sorrow, but who has not (yet) been instructed in the duties that 
enable one to realize Me should betake himself to a teacher given to contemplation. (38) Full 
of reverence and devotion and free from censoriousness he should do service to the 
preceptor in a respectful mood, knowing him really to be Myself, till he realizes Brahma. (39) 
He, however, who has not (yet) been able to control his six senses (including the mind, the 
internal sense); whose intellect, the controller of his senses, (too) is intensely fond of the 
pleasures of sense; who is destitute of wisdom and dispassion and (simply) makes his living 
by the triple staff (the emblem of a recluse); the impurities of whose heart have not yet been 
fully burnt and who has (thus) violated the duties of a Samnyasi and is deceiving the gods 
(by his ceasing to propitiate them through sacrificial performances which he would have 
otherwise done), his own self (by depriving himself of luxuries which he would have freely 
enjoyed as a householder) as well as Myself, dwelling in his heart, (by failing to realize Me) 
is deprived of this world as well as of the next. (40-41) (To sum uo.l control of the mind and 
the senses and harmlessness (mainly) constitute the rinhteous course ol a mendicant 
(recluse): enduring hardships prescribed bv the Sastras and inquiry into the truth of an 
anchorite (dewelling in the woods): protection of living beinns and performance of (the five 
great! sacrifices, of a householder: and rendering service to the preceptor, that of the celibate 
(who has gone through a second birth bv being invested with the sacred thread and taught 
the Gavatri). (42) Observing chastity (during the nights other than those in which he is 
permitted to copulate with his wedded wife), enduring hardships involved in the discharge 
of his rightful duties, purity (of body and mind), contentment and kindness to (all) created 
beings (—these) constitute the sacred duty even of a householder who seeks the bed of his 
wife (only) during the period following the courses favourable for conception (sixteen nights 
after their appearance); (whereas) Mv worship is the nious duty common to all. (43) He who 

constantly worships Me through the performance of his duty as aforesaid, seeking no other 
reward (beyond My pleasure) begins to look upon all created beings as Myself and attains 
firm devotion to Me. (44) Through unceasing Devotion, O Uddhava, he attains to Me, the 
supreme Ruler of all the worlds, responsible for the creation and destruction of all, the Source 
of the Vedas. (45) He whose mind has thus been purified through the performance of his own 
duty and who has fully realized My divine character is equipped with (both) indirect and direct 
knowledge concerning Me and (eventually) attains to Me before long. (46) This is the 
righteous course of those affiliated toaparticu!arVarna( grade of society) and Asrama (stage 
in life), consisting of certain (definite) rules of conduct. The same Oharma. when characterized 
by devotion to Me (i.e., pursued as an offering to Me) proves to be of supreme value as a 
means to final beatitude. (47) (Thus) I have told you, O good one, how a man wedded to his 
righteous course turns out to be a devotee and duly attains to Me, the Supreme. And this is 
what you asked Me (in particular). (48) 

Thus ends the eighteenth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana. otherwise known as the 

Paramaharilsa-Samhita. 
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Discourse XIX 
A Dissertation on Devotion, Spiritual Enlightenment and Yogic disciplines 

in the form of the five Yamas, the (five) Niyamas and so on 
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The glorious Lord began again: He who is equipped with learning culminating in 
intuition, (nay,) who has realized the Self and does not take his stand on (mere) logical 
reasoning should know this world of differences (as well as the means of sublating it) to be 
a mere phantom appearing in Me and (eventually) relinquish this knowledge too. (This is 
what is technically known by the name of Vidwat-Samnyasa.) (1) To a man of wisdom 1 am 
the only beloved: 1 am recognized to be his purpose (goal) as well as the means of 
accomplishing it; 1 am his heaven (highest joy) and Moksa (release) too; no object otherthan 
Me is dear to him. (2) (Only) those whose mind has been thoroughly purified through 
knowledge and realization (of the Self) are able to know My supreme state (glory). The man 
of wisdom bears Me up with his knowledge, hence he is most beloved of Me. (3) Askesis, 
resorting to sacred places or holy waters, the muttering of prayers, charity and other purifying 
agencies do not consummately bring about that perfection which is wrought by a ray of 
Knowledge. (4) Therefore, knowing your own self up to the stage of realization, O Uddhava, 
and equipped with (such) knowledge and realization and full of Devotion worship Me (alone, 
rejecting everything else). (5) Having worshipped Me, their Inner Controller and Bestower 
of the fruit ol all sacrifices, in their own self (heart), sages have attained to Me alone in the 
form of highest perfection (final beatitude). (6) This threefold modification (of Prakrti, in the 
form of the body, the senses and the mind) that crops up in you, O Uddhava, is (only) an 
illusion (and not real) in that it appears in the middle (like the serpent in a rope), and does 
not exist in the beginning or at the end. (Hence) when these (six) states—in the shape of birth 
etc.,(viz., birth, existence, growth, transformation, decay and death)— befall (by turns) this 
psychophysical organism, nothing happens (no chang comes) to you, the substratum 
(beyond and unaffected by these states). (Reverting to the illustration of the serpent and the 
rope) what (the rope) persists before (the appearance of) and after (the disappearance of) 
a phantom (viz., the serpent) also exists in the middle. (Just as the states through which a 
serpent passes do not affect its substratum, viz., the rope, the states of the body do not affect 
you, the substratum of the body). (7) 
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Uddhava submitted : (Pray,) expound in a thorough (conclusive) way, O Lord of the 
universe, which is Your own form! this purifying and most ancient (because embodied in the 
dateless Vedas) wisdom, coupled with dispassion and intuition, as well as the path of 
Devotion, sought after (even) by the great (Brahma and others). (8) For a man tormented on 
all sides with the threefold agony (viz., 1—that brought about by divine agencies in the form 
of natural calamities, 2—that inflicted by other living beings and 3—that arising out of bodily 
distemper or mental disturbance) and undergoing intense suffering in the fearful path of 
metempsychosis, O Lord, I find no shelter other than the umbrella of Your feet, which (not 
only affords protection against the scorching sunshine but also) rains nectar on all sides.(9) 
Kindly lift up once for all this creature fallen deep into this abyss (of transmigration) and bitten 
by the snake of Death, (yet) seized by the great thirst for trifling delights (of sense), and 
soothe me with (nectar-like) words showing the way to Liberation, O Lord possessed of 
immense glory! (10) 
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The glorious Lord replied : Thus did King Yudhisthira (who bore no enmity to any 
creature whatsoever) ask this (very) question in the former days of Bhisma, the foremost of 
those devoted to the righteous course (pleasing to the Lord), while all of us listened. (11) 
Having heard the exposition of many righteous courses—when the (internecine) war 
between the Bharatas had come to an end—Yudhisthira, distressed over the death of his 
kinsmen, subsequently asked Bhisma about the courses of conduct conducive to 
emancipation, (12) I shall reproduce to you the exposition of those righteous courses which 
was heard (by Me) from the lips of Bhisma (of heavenly vows), and which is full of precepts 
on spiritual enlightenment, dispassion, intuition, faith and Devotion. (13) Jnana (spiritual 
enlightenment) has been concluded by Me to be that by which one is enabled to perceive 
the nine (viz., Prakrti or primordial Matter, Purusa or the Spirit, Mahat-tattva or the principle 
of cosmic intelligence, Ahankaraorthe cosmic Ego and the fiveTanmatras or subtle elements), 
the eleven (viz., the five senses of perception, the five organs of action and the mind), the five 
(viz., the gross elements), and the three categories (namely, the three Gunas or modes of 
Prakrti, viz., Sattva or the principle of harmony, Rajas or the principle of activity and Tamas 
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or the principle of ignorance and inertia) as permeating (all) created beings (from Brahma, 
the earliest and foremost of all, down to the merest blade of grass) and further perceives 
the one (intelligent principle, viz., the Supreme Spirit) running through them. (14) When 
(however) a man no longer perceives as he did before the many (phenomena) as 
permeated by the one (reality, viz., Brahma) but sees that one reality only, that alone is 
Vijnana to be sure. (In order to perceive this one reality (alone), he should ponder the 
coming into existence, continuance and dissolution (i.e., the transitoriness and hence 
unreality) of (the many) existences constituted of the three Gunas. (15) That alone should 
be concluded to be real, which abides at the beginning as well as at the end (of creation) 
and follows from one evolute to another in the middle, and again which remains (as the 
residue) in the process of their involution (return to original state). (16) Of the (many) 
Pramanas (means of cognition) Sruti texts (negating plurality), direct perception (of an 
effect being invariably produced by a cause), tradition and inference—these four are the 
most authoritative. Plurality of substances not finding support in the light of these; a 
discerning man (realizes the spiritual substance permeating all phenomena to be the only 
reality and) recoils from diversity (in the form of this world of matter). (17) Since (all) ritual 
acts (which are rewarded with heaven) are transient, a wise man should look upon even 
the invisible world, including the realm of Brahma (the creator), as full of misery and 
perishable like the visible. (18) 
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The path of Devotion has already been delineated by Me. I shall, however, tell you once 
more the royal road to Devotion, since you have developed a liking for it, O sinless one! (19) 
Keenness to hear My nectar-like stories, repeated exposition of My stories when they have 
been (duly) heard, intense devotion to (My) worship, and glorifying Me with songs of praise, 
enthusiasm in doing service to Me (in the form of sweeping My temple and so on), saluting 
Me with all the eight limbs (viz., the head, breast, hands, knees and feet), offering much more 
devoted worship to My devotees and looking upon all created beings as Myself; directing (all) 
the movements of one's body to pursuits intended to propitiate Me (e.g., plucking basil leaves 
and flowers etc., for My worship), to utter My praises (alone) with one's speech, resigning the 
mind to Me, and giving up all (one's) desires; spurning for My sake (in order to be able to carry 
on My adoration uninterruptedly) wealth as well as the means of enjoyment (luxuries) and 
self-gratification, (all of which generally interfere with Devotion) and undertaking sacrificial 
performances, practising charity, offering oblations into the sacred fire, muttering prayers, 
observing fasts and other sacred vows and (other) austerities (in the form of undergoing 
hardships sanctioned by the Sastras) done for My sake—all these are stepping-stones to 
Devotion. (20—23) Devotion (consisting in all-absorbing Love for Me, the reward of all 
spiritual endeavours) to Me develops, by (following) such righteous courses, in the heart of 
men who dedicate (to My service) their (very) self (in the shape of their psychophysical 
organism as well as all that is connected with it), O Uddhava ! What other objected remains 
for such a devotee to be accomplished ? (In other words, all his objects are accomplished 
as a matter of course through Devotion alone.) (24) 
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When the mind, equipped with Sattva and (therefore) tranquil, is devoted to Me, man 
(automatically) acquires piety, wisdom coupled with dispassion and divine powers. (25) 
When (however) the aforesaid mind is set on various objects (tho body, dwelling etc.), it 
wanders alongwith the senses and gets all the more stained with Rajas and addicted to evil 
and then know it (for certain) that a man develops the reverse of piety etc., (viz., 
unrighteousness, ignorance, passion and lack of divinity). (26) That (alone) which engenders 
devotion to Me is extolled (in the scriptures) as Dharma (piety); that (alone) which enables 
one to perceive unity (everywhere) is glorified as wisdom; a distaste for the pleasures of 
sense is spoken highly of as dispassion and mystic powers (such as the capacity to assume 
the size of an atom) are extolled as divine powers. (27) 
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Uddhava submitted: Of how many varieties is Yama (self-control) declared to consist 
and of how many types is Niyama (self-discipline) declared to be, O Chastiser of foes ? 
What is Sama ? What does Dama consist in, O Enchanter of beings ? What is (the definition 
of) Titiksa (and) what is firmness, O Lord ? (28) What is charity ? What is Tapas ? What 
is valour ? What is truthfulness and what is called (by the name of) Rta ? What is (known as) 
Tyaga ? What is the esteemed wealth ? What is Yajha and what goes by the name of 
Daksina ? (29) What is the strength of men, O glorious One ? What is fortune and what is 
the gain, O Ruler (even) of Brahma and Siva ? What is supreme Wisdom ? What is Hri ? What 
is adornment? What is happiness and what is misery ? (30) Who is a man of erudition and 
who is a fool ? What is the path (of virtue) and what is the wrong way ? What is heaven ? What 
is hell ? Who is a friend and what is the home ? (31) Who is opulent and who is a destitute? 
Who is pitiable and who is the master of his self ? (Pray.) answer these questions of mine 
and (also) define the contraries (of what has been asked), O Protector of the virtuous? (32) 

3Tfi?ZZl ztamPtimzijjl §1 WB*t: I 3tl(w<Ht dktq4 ZI ZZPt ZsW SHtTOWL 1331 

Ttt^I qiznit rtfxt: 9nSJ55frfSZj rfPjfen ZTZtsfttt 5[s*liqi44q-m, I I 

irft rnt: nP-tum anitsfei *jm: i rjztirjmrztHiwiH ztatzFnz 5?f=a ff i?qi 

runt Hjqgni q^r-in $(-ftq4qq: I fttfttftlt -r:hhqI Pq^lMiqqql cjftt: l^^l 

gnsmtZt: t|Z 514 *mrqi<TW1: Z^tPl I zzrfliztftritzj: 5Tf4 ZZ5t FI UMdiMH I I 

ft qwfl qifqfa: qRqilRai I q>4tq TTtFt amt: 4-qm Rqrtl I $4 l 

erf 30 SET rjUTT 0zitS? AHiqdW: I ^fSTUT Ml-ZH^TSI: SfJTTTnt: it aZWf I?1? I 

mil tt flint wit zanzt M^fahTtm i fenssatfit fwraiat 155cm glt*4fji<« 1 
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^nftiraT: gts i 5:^ *mg<ai>)^n dfostfr g^rtit^tftt |-*s^ 1 

g??f ^BI5J^C&: qs>n ttftmr: I :TOISlfgfTfg$ft tonf: *TrSnjiJTftr: lur; I 

i«»i«iH3ai8i i ijj ?rctt Jngsj TjcnTsat ®raa 353?! 1*3 i 

M«<JWTjg: front I Tptf^nsftftfit gum^t ftrofe: i-kki 

ff 3^f ^ sw: fft *mj fftftrt: 1 ft; ^fbfft nssnn gm^nuil: 1 

gH iflrWNk WFTT qKRihqi Itfertl-W'WglWi*! rgftftllSKinr: 1^1 

The glorious Lord replied : Harmlessness, uttering only that which is wholesome, 
agreeable and true, non-thieving, absence of attachment, modesty, non-accumulation of 
possessions, faith, chastity, silence, firmness (of resolve), forgiveness and fearlessness, 
bodily cleanliness and mental purity, muttering the Gayatri and other sacred texts, austerity, 
pouring oblations into the sacred fire, reverence (for true religion), hospitality and offering 
worship to Me; visiting sacred places, working for the benefit of others, contentment and 
service to the preceptor—these have been declared to be the twelve Yamas and the twelve 
Niyamas divided in two (separate) verses.Carried into practice they positively yield fruit (in 
the shape of final beatitude or worldly prosperity) according to the desire of men, O dear 
one ! (33—35) 6ama is dependence of the intellect on Me; Dama consists in control of the 
senses. Titiksa consists in (calmly) enduring, suffering andfirmness in completely controlling 
the palate and the sex. (36) Forswearing enmity towards (the entire) creation is the highest 
form of charity; Tapas has been declared to consist in abandoning luxuries (of all kind). 
Valour consists in curbing one's natural propensities or cravings and truthfulness consists 
in perceiving unity (in the form of Brahma) everywhere. (37) Rta has been declared by the 
wise as consisting in truthful and agreeable speech. Sauca (which is a variety of Tyaga when 
construed in the sense of shaking off impurity) consists in absence of attachment to one's 
actions; while Tyaga is declared as consisting in (renouncing the world and) entering the 
order of Sarhnyasa. (38) Righteousness is the esteemed wealth of men; Myself, the supreme 
Lord, am the Yajna (which should accordingly be performed as identical with Myself and not 
as a dry ritual). Daksina (or gift made at a sacrifice) consists in service to the preceptor (which 
induces the preceptor to impart wisdom). Pranayama (control of breath) is the supreme 
strength (inasmuch as it is helpful in curbing the mind, which is so difficult to curb). (39) My 
divine state (consisting in the six attributes of lordship, piety, glory, affluence, wisdom and 
dispassion, each in its fullest measure) is (real) fortune and Devotion to Me is the highest 
gain. Wisdom consists in sublating diversity (appearing) in the Self and Hari is shrinking from 
prohibited acts. (40) Adornment consists in virtues like desirelessness; happiness consists 
in rising above joys and sorrows and misery lies in seeking gratification through enjoyment; 
a man of erudition is he who knows what is bondage and what is liberation. (41) The fool is 
he who looks upon the body as his self and that connected with it as his; that which leads 
to My realization (the path of renunciation) has been declared to be the path (of virtue) and 
the path of worldly activity (which distracts the mind) is the wrong one; predominance of 
Sattvagunais heaven. (42) Preponderance of Tamoguna is hell. The preceptor is one's (true) 
friend and he is no other than Me (the teacher of the entire universe), O friend ! The human 
body is the (true) habitation (place of enjoyment). He alone who abounds in virtues is said 
to be opulent. (43) Destitute is he who is discontented; he (alone) is pitiable, who has not been 
able to control his senses. He is the master (of his self), whose mind is not attached to the 
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objects of sense; and he who is attached to the pleasures of sense is the opposite of a master 
(i.e.. a slave). (44) These questions of yours have all been duly answered. What is to be 
gained by elaborate discussion ? The definition of good and evil (in a nutshell) is as follows. 
To direct one's eyes to the virtues and faults (of others) is evil, while virtues lies in 
developing a disposition entirely free from the habit of seeing the merits and demerits of 

others. O Uddhava ! (45) 

Thus ends the nineteenth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XX 

Jnanayoga, Karmayoga and Bhaktiyoga analysed 

dsSi^ 3°IM 

fttfitg yfa^ag ftnat #8T?a ^ i rpn a i ? i 

a yldrttm-jrtlMomj ai ? i 

aawd i zRa frntgfgfgTsgirrn i ^ i 

d^g^rcatgr i atszrFnan4u(y i it i 

'|U|jlNra<l^rgPi<WH a f? T3rf: I Plui|HIMc4KS ? Vd: I q I 

Uddhava submitted : The command of the almighty Lord. viz.. Yourself, (which goes 
by the name of Veda) consists of (both) injunctions and interdictions, and (thus) takes into 

account the good and evil nature of actions (as determined by their good and evil 
consequences), O lotus-eyed One ! (1) The Veda further cognizes the distinction of the 
Varnas and Asramas (based on their virtues and faults); the merits and demerits of those 
born in the irregular course (of the union of a man of a lower order with a woman of a higher 
grade) and those regularly born (of the union of a man of a higher order with a woman of lower 

grade); the substance, place, age and time (suitable or otherwise for a sacrifice) as well as 
(the existence of) heaven and hell (attained as a result of virtuous and sinful actions). (2) How 
can Your word (in theform of the Vedas), consisting as it does of injunctions and interdictions, 
lead to final beatitude without taking into consideration the distinction of good and bad 
(actions)? (3) Your word in the form of Veda is the (one) excellent eye possessed by the 
manes, gods and human beings, enabling them to obtain insight into the unseen purpose (of 
life, viz., final beatitude, heavenly bliss and so on) as well as into the end (to be attained in 
this very life) and the means (of attaining it), O almighty Lord! (4) Knowledge of the distinction 
between good and evil is derived from Your command (the Veda), and not by itself. And it 
is by Your word (alone) that this distinction is negatived. This obviously causes bewilderment 

(in my mind). (Be pleased to set it at rest). (5) 

dbllhiql ddT TTTrTtT rjVTT £ldlf<afarHdl I gTdd>4zt'MfTbgHl4l4b'4bfKl cjixtaq, I ^ I 
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TOuuiHi snflFnfhW zpfg i *4<ilM*tj i a i 

'4'^n'im H<eh2n4l 'fllrtSfa&rrJ 5: 4 Plfcf'ruil ^frtiUhllitrr Rrfs&tv 1 C I 

mart, muffol giaftt 4 Rtjcisltl mam I 4r5)5T3tauual 51 ?PgT 4155 I ^ I 

1554t5T aa-t, ^ytf^l^nrcRW 3tg5 I 4 5lf4 rmi-trail urj-ua «mnl^ l?o I 

3tRiWl4> 5r?MM: 45ShfeitS45: Tlfo: I 5IT4 ft^msilffl 55tflR 51 d^aWI 1^1 

-iUuu^h^ r4t5i Rttfuuitri^ I T455> ?TT4^Tf5^5T1$55 ana 15541 1^91 

4 47: *lj)-5H4V( 51 f558TOT: I 44 cSt* 5 5d|j5 4gl4$lltL MUhijfrl I ?? I 

lyi-t fasti-t tJ5 TJf5t7’45T5 5ltrt 5: I 3t5HTt ^tj 74f5T Mujh Ur U (hfitt-sH l ^7 l 

Rs«1MM 5lft4: -J.d4li 54F4f4H.I ■*35: w4id^dJ75 ^4 5tf4 SItWIZ: I?M 

3#ntftg?nm4 ^aris^ife^^: i 47 «$r*5i wuuild 1^1 

'^4lii TjJpW 35 7J55F5 ^VtiutsjRTl | 

irarj^R wwJlRd '54TH, warfei 4 4^ 5 wurgi i i 

The glorious Lord replied : Three Yogas (disciplines or paths) in the shape of (spiritual) 
enlightenment, (disinterested) action and Devotion have been taught by Me (in the sections 
of the Veda treating of Brahma, ritual acts and worship of gods respectively) with intent to 
ensure the highest good of men (in the shape of Liberation). No other way is found anywhere 
(in the scriptures). (6) Out of these the path of Jnana is efficacious for those who have lost 
(all) charm for (the fruit of) ritual acts (considering it to be full of sorrow) and (accordingly) 
abandoned such acts; whereas the path of Action is effectual for those who hanker after their 
fruit and whose mind has not (therefore) recoiled from such acts (as full of sorrow). (7) To 
the man. however, in whom has sprouted by (some) stroke of (good) fortune a zeal for 
(hearing) My stories (and chanting My name) etc., and who is neither disgusted with the 
pleasures of sense nor deeply attached to them, the path of Devotion brings success (in the 
form of God-Realization). (8) A man should (continue to) do his duties (enjoined upon him 
by the Sastras—whether of an obligatory nature or those of an occasional type) so long as 
he does not get disgusted with the pleasures of sense or so long as keenness does not 
appear in him for listening to My stories etc. (9) A man adhering to his course of conduct 
and propitiating Me through sacrificial performances, but never hankering for their fruit, 
O Uddhava, neither ascends to heaven nor goes down to perdition unless he perpetrates a 
prohibited act. (10) (Nay,) continuing in this body and sticking to his own righteous course, 
abstaining from sin and (thus) purged of (all) impurities (in the shape of attachment etc.), he 
automatically attains pure wisdom (in the form of Self-Realization) or (even) devotion to Me 
(which is superior to Self-Realization) by My grace. (11) In the same way as the denizens of 
hell heavenly beings too covet (an abode in) this world, which isfavourable for the attainment 
of wisdom and Devotion (both), whereas both the aforesaid realms are unhelpful to it. (12) 
A wise man should not long for heaven any more than he should for hell; nor should he long 
even for (being reborn in) this world (as a human being). (For) through attachment to a 
particular body one (generally) neglects one's (true) interests. (13) Alive to this truth he 
should diligently strive for Liberation (lit., cessation of transmigration) before death (over¬ 
takes him), knowing this body to be mortal, though helpful to the attainment of his goal. (14) 
A bird which is unattached (to its abode) surely attains happiness on abandoning its abode 
in the form of the tree on which it has built its nest, which is being cut down by these agents 
of Death, (15) Shuddering with fear to perceive his life being cut short by (the passage of) 
days and nights, and free from attachment, the man who has no desire (likewise) attains 
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(everlasting) peace on realizing the Supreme, (16) That man (undoubtedly) kills his soul 
(brings about his own spiritual degradation), who—having secured the exceptionally til 
vessel of a human body, the source of all blessings and (therefore) a most rare boon, yet 
easily obtained (without any effort by the grace of God) and piloted by (an expert helmsman 
in the form of) a preceptor and propelled by a favourable wind in the shape of Myself— 
(nevertheless) fails to cross the ocean of mundane existence. (17) 

HHUShStrj r-tfM HaitPsu: I 3WlRHIHt-il dWi HH: 1^41 

drfarrt Hat arff UTHtHTtJHHfetHHi STHfHtHisijTtsiH mijun,uuTi a^iHi^kl 

H ftRfafSRairrit ftfitPstH: I TWHUtstUI ^gsll HH 3HHwVl H*tHJ7ol 

t(d a m*hI 4lhl HHH: HZI?: HJH: I dn JjuiUdl 

Tmaft «cinic(Hj i Hcnuwia-isqi j-u-t) hihh uRi^fn i 

TtHuviw fdn'HiW rjWRfTFtfsd: I HHtHRtfa fprffHrRHpjfpnHHT I 7 ? I 

MHifcfiiuhm^ti-cOfstHHT at fesrat i HHiatfawHifttcrf Hi-tWhu ati-u-t: i i 
When (however) a man feels averse to (all) actions (realizing their being attended with 

evils of various kinds) and disgusted (with their fruit as a source of attachment and 
consequently of misery), a Yogi should after fully controlling his senses (try to) concentrate 
his mind so as to make it steady through repeated effort (at turning it towards the Self). (18) 
When, (even) while it is being focussed (on the Self), it soon begins to wander (due to its 
habitual vagrancy) and becomes unsteady (again), one should be on his alert and bring it 
(back) under his control by recourse to the method of conciliation (in the form of granting it 
a little freedom). (19) (Once it has been brought under control again) he should never allow 
its movements to go unnoticed and, having controlled his breath and conquered his senses, 

should reduce his mind to subjection by means of his intellect enriched with Sattva. (20) 
(Just) as he who seeks (to secure) the obedience of a horse that has yet to be broken 
succeeds in taming it (only) by following its will to some extent in the beginning, repeatedly 
winning over the mind (by recourse to the method of conciliation) as aforesaid has been 
declared to be (a ladder to) the highest Yoga. (21) With a clear knowledge of the ultimate 
principles (enumerated by the Sahkhya system of philosophy), he should constantly 
contemplate in the order of creation the evolution, and in the reverse order the involution, of 
all categories (from Mahat-tattva down to his own body) till his mind becomes still. (22) The 
mind of a man averse to worldly activity of various kinds disgusted with the pleasures of this 
world as well as of the next and ruminating on what has been taught by his preceptor gives 
up its wickedness (in the form of attachmentto the pleasures of sense) by repeatedly dwelling 
upon what has (already) been ruminated upon (by him viz., the teachings of his preceptor).(23) 
The mind should dwell on the Supreme Spirit (the only object worthy of thought) through 
Yama (self-control) and other Yogic processes, through right knowledge in the form of an 
inquiry into the essential unity of the individual soul and the Supreme Spirit or through 
worship of My image or other representation (worthy of adoration), but never by other 
methods, (24) 

rarfe giufn, Mhi<(h Hbft apt} uhMu 4^<gf HIHTHS dvt.M-t l?m 

^ Htsfireni dr f%t h xjot: uR*lRti: i safari hthtspjhthhh farm: fR: i 

l-t-i H$)TTT <4I-4-)tssui 17p I 

rstiwgl HHFtarq ftftfuui: Tt^d% i gg^:RTfrratRgqnHMR<4imm4lgT: lysi 

Hat *T3|H HI 5ftrT: I tJHHtntSJ HR I 24 I 
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JIt%T »4Rt.y|iM %T5TtTt HW^: I cKWT g^gjt HtidpH Itfa ^ felfr iy<j I 

f4a?t «eM$i*ti: i etrca <*>Mffiii jtRt ^iilyrtitdlH i?o i 

ylPlHl Zt M^ltWH: I 4 3R 4 Z1 #TOj 5mj: 1^ I 

ZHT *4r^4riM«l JtRZfTOIHg *m.l*itfta ^JTO^UT &JtfMpd'tl[M l^yi 

Tf4 H^PrhA|I>M ITO^SWT I W'lfud') l^m «Ka%^ zjfe d|^j|4 | 

"9 UL I ^TrfjT $)<*>! PrHl TTO | cni^-r^Rl IjqT U,qrr-^qq IJZJIJ | l 

trt 5n^H:sBTO(iE?W3iR 1 irorfiroftTm ufoPPilqrei 4 tr^r^ i i 

t H<il*wnw!En ijuidWi^cji 7jon: i OT«pi LmPwwi s&: i i 

ydAm-v TOTSSfegRjfftgPit 4 TO: 1 ?W ftKpa TOSTR ZJ^, ^ TOJ fttj | | 

44 SlfTOTTOl TO'prn WtkSji 4p.diniitnvKilin.nJ ^iTJSlTO: lio I 

If a Yogi (ever) commits through error a reproachful act (although ordinarily there is little 
chance of his doing so), he should burn that sin by recourse to Yoga alone (in the form of 
repeated effort at Self-Realization, contemplation on Me or chanting of the Divine Name etc.) 

and should never resort to any other act (such as penance) in such circumstances. (25) That 
(alone) which is known as strict adherence to one's own individual course has been extolled 
as a virtue. By making such demarcation of virtue and fault, restriction has been imposed on 

actions, which are (all) impure by origin (and that too) with the intention of enabling one to 
shake off attachments (to the pleasures of sense). (26) He who has reverence for My stories 
developed (in his heart) and has lost (every) charm for all activities (but not for their rewards) 

and, though recognizing the pleasures of sense to consist of sorrow (alone) is yet unable to 
relinquish them should therefore lovingly worship Me (by means of hearingand chanting My 

names and stories etc.), full of faith and firm in his conviction (that everything will be 
accomplished through Devotion alone) and enjoying those pleasures while concfemning 
them as attended with misery. (27-28) All the cravings embedded in the heart of the sage 
constantly worshipping Me through the discipline of Devotion as (already) taught (in 

verses 20—23 of Discourse XIX above) disappear, I being present in his heart. (29) The knot 
(in the shape of the ego-sense) in his heart is broken, all his doubts get resolved and the 
(entire) stock of his Karma is exhausted the moment I, the Soul of the universe, am 
realized.(30) Therefore, for the Yogi who is full of devotion to Me and has his mind fixed on 
Me, neither Jnana (spiritual enlightenment) nor even Vairagya (dispassion) is generally 
conducive to blessedness in this world. (31) By recourse to the discipline of devotion to Me 
My devotee easily attains all that can be had through actions (enjoined by the Vedas), that 

which is obtained through askesis, nay, that which is secured by means of spiritual 
enlightenment and dispassion, (practice of) Yoga, piety in the form of liberality as well as by 
recourse to other means of attaining blesssedness (such as undertaking a pilgrimage to 
sacred places and observing fasts etc.)—heaven, final beatitude or (residence in) My realm 
if he so desires on any account. (32-33) As a matter of fact, pious men of wisdom exclusively 
devoted to Me seek nothing, not even final beatitude characterized by freedom from rebirth, 
though conferred by Me. (34) The wise declare,desirelessness to be the greatest and most 
efficacious way to final beatitude. Therefore, devotion to Me falls to his lot (alone) who does 
not seek—much less solicit—anything (else). (35) Virtue and sin, resulting from good and 
evil, do not attach to pious souls (free from likes and dislikes) that are even-minded and 
exclusively devoted to Me and have (accordingly) attained to Me. who stand beyond 
reason.(36) Those who follow in the aforesaid manner the paths shown by Me as leading to 
Me attain to My realm, which is free from fear (of death etc.), and realize that which is known 
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as the supreme Brahma. (37) 

Thus ends the twentieth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana. otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XXI 
The process of determining what is good and what is evil and 

the secret underlying it 

sfht'wyyw 

v qui^ Rinat ftrar Rf*jti-il*qitR*n,i anRig&: snnf^rt: «m<I-h % i % l 

rt fagt a ’pn: uRcbtRd: i Rm4utfj ftn; ranpRartR Riga: i p i 

fuutrtH RRA^fn i ^ui<t4t ppRtpjRT i 3 i 

arqfsj otici^ni4 RTsnsffRft uhr i pftfritsR RRissaRt wf^sgat sjri. i if i 

ijartt ng ultra: i arasiraidtiahn wtn 3h<h«<j<u: i k i 

4^r HiM^sUifui I4mriP)i RR?fo i apppsa pthn rarsffRsa i P i 

4t!i*wifeurapn crcqRi rr rrr i rpnftnt faafttit ftnRtsS ft unfaira, i ^ i 

d.4uul ijnran, afntft irara: ran pa ar i aft Rra4ft ant r ii4ii<*>4*: pja: i <t i 

sTcura a stoDui rurr a i RraRbnta anftR RFratpRiraiuui i ^ o i 

pramtpraiaTUUT apism a npriRR i ara cj>4I*ti ft rut TftTraRipjRRtT: i ^ i 

urraai^fRifRjai RiftaRgiftTiHi uafrairafinftihi: RiftfatRt 11 ■? i 

anftafftH 4r Rai ftp rapftftt i rpr u^fa ttrj irajfa araftsfti^i 

«Hdwauiwwi4l4RW)Ra>iffR: i Rfpjanaraia: prtappi;: urafatpfei: i ^ i 

rrru a aftaia *4^Li4q4um,i a4: Rraa^ a^fwtnftg fgn4a: iw 

sF4a^rpftsftfta:Rn^ai4lsftfafaaiTpi: irpnarairfftaRtafeai^a aiaai^i 

RRiaarafaroi rRutirt a nraurRj 3friRftraP ipR: Rjft a ptrtr: aaaia: i i 

uat aat Rra^a furjatH aataa: i pa uaf 7m fta: piraraftRaia?: i?ci 

The glorious Lord began again : Abandoning the aforesaid paths leading to Me. 
consisting of Devotion, spiritual enlightenment and (disinterested) action, they who enjoy the 
trifling pleasures of sense with theirfickle senses undergo transmigration. (1) What goes by 
the name of devotion to one's own duty has been proclaimed to be a virtue. The contrary of 
it (viz., devotion to another's duty), however, is a fault. Such is the conclusion about the nature 
of both (viz., virtue and fault). (2) Purity and impurity (fitness for use or otherwise), virtue and 
fault (goodness or otherwise) and good and evil consequences are determined in regard to 
homogeneous substances in order to regulate one's natural proneness to betake oneself to 
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a particular substance, by creating a doubt (in one's mind) about it. (3) (Of these) purity and 
impurity are determined for the purpose of knowing the righteous way as distinguished from 
the unrighteous; virtue and fault are defined in order to regulate usage (what is intrinsically 
good is used in exceptional cases notwithstanding its impurity); and good and evil conse¬ 
quences are determined in order to enable one to make one's living (one is permitted to use 
an impure substance in exceptional circumstances only to the extentnecessary for maintain¬ 
ing one's existence), O sinless one ! Such a course of conduct has been shown by Me (in 

the form of Manu and other divine Law-givers) for men bearing the responsibility of upholding 
the cause of virtue. (4) Earth, water, fire, the air and etherthese five elements coupled with 
the Self (Spirit) enter into the constitution of the bodies of all created beings from Brahma (the 
foremost of created beings) down to the immobile creation (the plant or vegetable kingdom, 
the lowest species of life). (That is to say, all created beings are one in point of the material 
stuff of which they are constituted as well as in point of their Jivahood or spiritual essence).(5) 
(Yet) in order to enable these creatures (by regulating their activity) to attain their purpose 
(of life in the form of Dharma or religious merit, Artha or material possessions, Kama or 

gratification of the senses and Moksa or final beatitude) diverse names and forms (viz., 
Brahmana, Ksatriya and so on) are invented by the Vedas with reference to the bodies 
though made up of the same substance, O Uddhava ! (6) In order (however) to regulate the 
activities (of created beings) goodness and otherwise are attributed by Me (in the form of the 
Vedas) even to entities like space and time (including the fruit and motive of actions, as well 
as those qualified for various types of actions), nay, to substances, O most noble one! (7) 

Of (all) tracts of land, that which is untrodden by the black deer is unholy, more so that which 
is lacking in devotion to the Brahmanas. Even that which is hallowed by the presence of the 
black deer is unholy if destitute of righteous men. The tract known by the name of Kikata 
(comprising the territories of Anga, Variga and Kalinga*, roughly corresponding to the 
modern district of Bhagalpur in Bihar and the states of Bengal and Utkala) is unholy if not 
inhabited by good men.+The land mostly inhabited by Mlecchas t and barren land (too) is 
likewise) unholy. (8) (A period of) time which is fit for the performance of righteous actions 
from the point of view of (adequate supply of) requisite articles or by itself is valuable (from 
that point of view); whereas (a period of) time in which a (sacred) rite (already commenced) 
has to be abandoned (for scarcity of requisite materials or political upheaval) and (even so) 
that which is declared as unifit for any (religious) rite (due to impurity occasioned by the death 
of a blood relation or other near relative or childbirth in one's own house or family) is 

impure.(9) The purity and impurity of a substance are brought about by another substance 
as well as by the word of mouth (of a Brahmana), by a purificatory process (and otherwise), 
nay, by (flux of) time§ and by largeness and smallness of area respectively (as in the case 

* A Srwti text says:— 

■g i fcpn tt^i «44>KMtir<t u 

One travelling in the territories of Anga. Vanga and Kalinga, Saurastra and Magadha except on a pilgrimage deserves 
to undergo the rite of investiture with the sacred thread once more.” 

T? ^ '{'I'-iriHl 771: '-PTIii 73 faiPt I 

■ That land indeed is most holy where iesides a noble an£ deserving person !" 

i In the Baudhayana-Smrti a Mleccha has been characterized as follows 

itawd!*'*] XJCJ f^5 zqt 7FI7 I Sftrfvvpm II 

' He is called a Mleccha, who eats the bovine flesh, speaks much that is self-contradictory and is destitute of all good 
conduct." 

§ A Smrti text says:— 

^ iror-ra % i wmft: n 
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of a tank polluted by the touch of a low-born person), by physical fitness and otherwise or 
by knowledge and the affluent circumstances (or otherwise) of the individual concerned. 

(Nay,) the sin which the aforementioned agencies (of pollution) bring to a soul (by polluting 
a substance) really do so (only) according to the local conditions and other circumstances 
of the individual concerned. (10-11) The purity of food-grains, (articles of) wood, bones (such 
as ivory) and textiles, savoury substances (such as milk, ghee and honey), metals (especially 
gold), hides and skins and earthen substances is brought about by (passage of) time, the air, 
fire, earth and water jointly or severally. (12) That by recourse to which an article (such as 

a stool, household utensil or cloth) smeared with an impure substance sheds its (foul) smell 
and (impure) coating and returns to its natural state is intended to be its purifier. (13) The 
purity of a doer prompted by the ego-sense is brought about by bathing, munificence, 

askesis, age (prescribed for a certain act), strength, purificatory rites (such as investiture with 
the sacred thread) and righteous acts (like the saying of Sandhya prayers) and (above all) 
by remembering Me. A member of the twice-born classes (or even a Sudra for that matter) 
should (proceed to) do his duty (only) when purified (by these). (14) The purity of a Mantra 
(sacred formula) is brought about by learning it (properly from a qualified man) and the purity 

of an act lies in dedicating it to Me. Religious merit is acquired through (the purity of) the 
aforesaid factors (place, time, substance, agent, sacred formula and righteous act enumer¬ 
ated in the foregoing verses); while the reverse (their impurity) (makes for) 

unrighteousness.(15) In some cases even a virtue turns out to be a fault and vice versa in 
the light of a scriptural ordinance. (In this way) the scriptural ordinance determining the 

goodness or otherwise of a particular object cuts at the root of the distinction (of good and 
bad) itself. (16) In the case of those (already) fallen (in social rank or morals) the perpetration 
of an act similar to that which is sinful for others (not so fallen) is not (further) degrading. 
(Similarly) sexual intercourse (whith one's lawfully wedded wife during the days permitted* 
by the Sastras) when already afreed upon is a virtue (although it is a sin in the case of a 

recluse); (for) a person (already) lying (on the ground) has no chance of a (further) fall. (17) 
A man is rid of attachment for each of those objects and actions from which he desists. This 

righteous course (in the shape of detachment) is salutary for men and dispels their grief, 
infatuation and fear. (18) 

rjentHJTHTT 1JR: WfWtil ■R^n.l WftrlX utrT^FTR: *IHlSd 4tfe-juilH. I I 

SElS(WH«lM-jatft) I tIRTTT rjHSjtTIl stlftpft | 

fcritsu: TTTeJt -n-rj: sj-*ri--i rfcrrMr) I rtnUer iqisjlq-ytti) rjf^S'HHI JjrUd et 17^ I 

fawfafr^Ttr nwi-i ^%h<fllci<*>qi tot i 
From (our) misconception regarding the goodness (agreeability) of an object springs up 

attachment to it in man. From attachment follows the desire to possess it and from desire 
alone ensues quarrel among men (as a sequel to such desire being thwarted by some¬ 
one).) 1 9) From quarrel proceeds anger which is difficultto restrain; infatuation follows anger 
and by infatuation is soon obscured man's all-penetrating judgment (distinguishing right 
from wrong). (20) Deprived of judgment, O good one, a living being (man) is as good as 

•Rain water collected In a reservoir such as a lank during the rains can be used (for drinking and other purposes). Of course 

it should be avoided for three days (so that the impurities that may have flowed into it from the catchment area may settle down 

in the meantime), At other times one should wait for ten days; then (only) purity is ordained to have been brought about." 

* A Sruti text says :— 

"^yft 'twig«wi«i i" 

"One should copulate with one's wedded wife during the sixteen nights following the period of menstruation." 
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a non-entity. The (very) purpose (of life) of such an (almost) unconscious and dead man is 
consequently defeated. (21) Due to excessive attachment (and longing) for the pleasures of 
sense he who knows neither himself nor the Supreme lives in vain (as if unconscious) like 
a tree and breathes like the bellows (is as good as dead for all practical purposes). (22) 

’Jwksjfirfra =pti =t sfeit ffar qrqj sttfs um ■LmvjJid-tH i ^ i 

fit ggjfrj xiu'ls W1^5 3 I 3TOT*>*W<i) Hftrf atTBPtfI ^ I 

t tfRftja: snsi yrrarit ^fiRTsgfri^aremffasratfst: i^m 

tra sjaM %fa?fa5tTa i g^faai n ^tr a^a f? iw 

airfiR: atqari ^an: rpfrj i MfaijiH! sjadwi: ^a ^la: afa^Pa ft i^isi 

a ^ awf anffa slieJ a ?? aa: laas^mi ^igijat aai afpta^a: i^ci 

% ^ aaafa^tia art# faaaaaaa: i fiaaai afe aa: ajia,a?t tra a atari i^i 

f|aifa?ro ?narat: a^jfa: i aa% ^aai at: fa^jaaata. tsaa: i?oi 

Such a promise of reward (in the shape of heaven etc., contained in the Vedas as for 
example’w4*ih'i aim'— One aspiring for heaven should perform sacrifices like ASwamedha) 
does not point out the way to blessedness but is put forward only in order to create in the mind 
of men (externally inclined) a taste (for ritual acts) as introductory to an exposition of final 
beatitude, even as before administering a (dose of) bitter medicine (to a stubborn child) a 
sweet promise is made (by parents just in orderto prevail upon the child to take the dose).(23) 
Indeed mortals naturally have their mind attached to objects of desire (such as wealth, cattle 
etc.), to their life (including their sense-organs, vitality, virility etc.), as well as to their own 
people (progeny, wife and so on), even though they are (ultimately) sources of misery 
(bondage) to the Self. (24) How could the (all-knowing) Veda direct such men—blind to their 
(real) interests and yet devout (convinced about the infallibility of the Vedas) and wandering 
(as a reward of their sacrificial performances) in the path of enjoyment (the superhuman 
species of life—the state of gods and other heavenly beings) and (then) entering (as a 
punishment for their cruelty to animals in the course of those sacrificial performances) the 
inanimate forms of life (such as the plant kingdom)—once more to those (very) enjoyments 
(through such texts as 1 'an^fthsrminftrrim', 'yiR+i41^’— One desirous of cattle, 
one desirous of longevity,sound organs etc., and one desirous of progeny, wife and so on 
should undertake sacrificial performances) ? (25) Not knowing such intention (of the Vedas) 
some misguided people (the advocates of Karma or ritual acts) interpret the promises 
(contained in the Vedas) of fruit (in the shape of final beatitude) as offering blossoms (alone 
in the shape of heavenly enjoyment). (But) not so the knowers of (the real import of) the 
Vedas (sages Vyasa and others) indeed. (26) Men seeking pleasures of sense and 
(therefore ever) miserable, grasping, mistaking the enjoyments of heaven (which are like so 
many flowers) as the (supreme) fruit (of human endeavour) confounded by their excessive 
attachment to ritual acts (in which the sacred fire plays a prominent part) and finding the Path 
of Smoke at the end (of their life) are not able to realize their own self. (27) With ritual acts 
as the only theme of their talks and intent on gratifying their flesh, they are unable to know 
Me, though present in their heart—Me, who am this universe and from whom this universe 
has sprung up any more than those whose eyes are bedimmed by mist are able to 
recognize even that which is close at hand, O dear Uddhava I (28) Not knowing My opinion— 
which is not quite apparent, and which is to the effect that if one has a passion for destruction 
of life, it should be restricted to sacrificial performances only, and that there is no scriptural 
ordinance making it obligatory on us—those wicked men indulging in destruction of life as 
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a pastime and with their mind set on the pleasures of sense worship the gods as well as the 
manes and the rulers of evil spirits through sacrificial performances carried on by means of 
animals slaughtered with the desire of gratifying themselves. (29-30) 

sraPitiWH'i anftimgf^n^ 1331 
*a:«TOiHlftsjl THiMtoihIhh: 1t fffe 91*4 I n I 

?|5 ^tn atHat 1 mh ?? ijuritt hirthxi 9513*9: 1 55 1 

ira rjfsjtrat arai ajif«iH93gi 301191 9if99i aifdtri«ai3i 9sraffo 3 fRrt 15*1 

Picturing to their mind the other world—which is evanescent like the objects seen in a 
dream and a source of misery, though delightful to the ear-and the blessings sought for 
(in this world), they part with their earnings (expend them on sacrificial performance etc ), 
even as a merchant would stake his (hard-earned) fortune (in the hope of gaining 
more).(31) Rooted in Rajas, Sattva and Tamas, they worship gods etc.. Indra being the 
chief of them—who (likewise) take delight in Sattva, Rajas and Tamas-and not so 

(devotedly) Myself (who stand beyond the three Gunas). (32) They indulge in the (fond) 
hope that, having worshipped the gods through sacrifices in their earthly career, they will 
ascend to heaven and revel (there), and at the end of such enjoyment (in heaven) will be 
born (again) in the terrestrial region of a high pedigree and be great householders (living 
in stately mansions). (33) Even the talk bearing on Me does not find favour with the egotistic 
and highly arrogant men who have their mind distracted thus by (seemingly) flowery 
promises (contained in the Vedas). (34) 

ggJTaTfawfisgnnsfgrRn 5$ 1 
waijj f^ld 5miir^;itu4iMiiH 1 

991 dkiuilHTlilfoHi 1 

eKlueliijtmii: Kgwrfjf jrg: 1 
fafenneirdddi 3^495^: I 

TTTy^rwHi-^ g g| 

ft: fggit fouws! foppja 

91 l99%5fgg^ qf (UchvUIIMlgJr) <3391 

9993131 3599: 31)9 99 g 

34H-TIMI4 9«jtt 993341341 

u)<wi)ui ft^ofa 3549^ i^ai 

913)14114, UlUcH-bMIuit gqgi yr^tMUil 13ZI 

91T1MKI Iplt9lf99% 13314 IMo I 

Rig=wi«(rnwr;i KH3g5jf?Rrn4 fgri4 IU5 1 
5<3«ll 543 9lqf| ^5 ssgq | 

9919149^dai8f: 415? 399119 ITTflRm, I 

?fa sil*iv)i<iqfl hhi^i.iOi vmrxg: 1 

These Vedas dealing with the three departments (viz., ritual acts, the worship of gods and 
Brahma-Realization) teach (as a matter of fact) the truth that Brahma (alone) constitutes the 
Self of (us) all. The Vedic texts, however, (as well as their seers) convey their meaning (only) 
indirectly (and hence it is not manifest to all at first sight) and (such indirect mode of) teaching 
(alone) is dear to Me as well (inasmuch as the pure-hearted alond can grasp the real spirit, 
the generality of men being liable to misunderstand it and be led astray). (35) (The meaning 
of) the Veda (which is Brahma manifested in the form of word) is most difficult to understand, 
consisting as it does of the vital air (the Para stage of speech), the mind (the Pasyantl stage 
residing in the Anahata Cakra, including the Madhyama stage, consisting of Buddhi or the 
intellect and residing in the Manipura Cakra located in the heart) and the organ of speech 
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(the Vaikhari state). (As consisting of the Cosmic Prana) it is endless (in point of time) and 
limitless (in space), profound (obscure) and difficult to fathom like the ocean. (36) Presided 
over by Me—the infinite Brahma, possessed of endless potencies—the said Veda is 
perceived (by the wise) in the form of the Anahata sound in (all) created beings as the fibre 
in a lotus stalk. (37) (Even) as a spider sends forth the cobweb from its heart through its 
mouth, (the Lord in the form of Hiranyagarbha working through) the vital air, essentially 
blissful, and appearing in the form of Veda, with the material of Anahata sound evolves from 
the cavity of the heart through the mind, which conceives the (various) sounds represented 
by the letters of the alphabet, the Vaikhari form of speech—flowing in a thousand channels 
and embellished with (the articulate sounds represented by the letters of the alphabet' 
classified (in Indian phonetics) as sibilants, vowels, aspirants and semi-vowels (so-called 
because they stand between the vowels, on the one hand, and consonants on the other), 
manifested out of the (sacred sound) OM (heard in a subtle form within the heart)— 
elaborated by various languages (Vedic as well as secular) and characterized by (a number 
of) metres successively consisting of four more letters than the preceding and having no limit 
or end; and Himself withdraws it. (38—40) Some of these metres are (respectively known 
by the names of) Gayatrit, Usnik, Anustubh, Bfhatl, Pankti, Tristubh, Jagati, Aticchanda, 
Atyasti, Atijagati and Ativirat. (41) None in the world other than Me knows the heart (hidden 
meaning) of this (sacred) speech (in the form of Veda)—as to what it lays down (in the section 
dealing with ritual acts), what it reveals (through the various Mantras or sacred texts in the 
section dealing with the worship of gods) and what it puts forward by way of hypothesis and 
(then) calls it in question (in the section dealing with spiritual knowledge). (42) Me (alone in 
the form of Yajna) it enjoins (in the Karmakanda); Me (alone in the form of various deities) 
it names (in the Devatakanda); (nay,) whatever (objective existence such as ether) is 
superimposed on Me (first) and (then) negatived (inthe Jnanakanda) isalso Myself. Taking 
its stand on Me (as the Cause of all causes and the highest Reality) the Veda posits diversity 
as a mere illusion and (then), denying it, ultimately becomes quiet. This much is the import 

of all the Vedas. (43) 

Thus ends the twenty-first discourse in Book Eleven of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita 

'The twenty-five consonants, viz., -r, ts, n, n, T o v a, st, z. a, x, x. *4, ft, e, a, 't, a. T a, v vanda are collectively known 

as the sibilants, a, ?. t, vl X, k, stand stare known as vowels; n, s, a, and s are called the aspirants; while xcnandnare 

known as the Antahsthas. 

+ Ot these the Gayalr consists of 24 letters, Usnik. ol 28; Anustubh, ot 32 and so on. 
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3T8J 

Discourse XXII 

Categories enumerated; Distinction between Prakrti and Purusa 

3 

■ftft Rraift faftsr tiwidi-ijliiRt: jwt i trg ftuqqst raft? i ^ i 

<rs[q?i(S Rtfrrft dilRHlftq I ftftt Ra iftfadtaftch Uplift | y | 

hh?5i sit: ftsft* 5r<il«i i tiaraft ft ^^iHUjn4> rtftast^jt i 

Rtafft ijsnn^Btftft ft i ? i 

Uddhava submitted: How many are the categories or fundamental principles enumerated 
by the seers, O Ruler of the universe ? You (for your part) have referred (in Discourse XIX 
above) to nine, eleven, five and three—twenty-eight categories (in all), O Lord, as we have 
heard. (1) Some (however) speak of twenty-six categories; others, of twenty-five. Some 
(more) declare seven, nine, six and four respectively; while others mention eleven. (2) Some 
(again) declare seventeen; others, sixteen and (still) others, thirteen. With what intention do 
the sages severally declare such a (large) variety of numbers ? Be pleased O eternal Lord, 
to tell us this. (3) 

rjrp a ftft Ttftt Rtaft anaon asn i mat u4luiR<jjki aaft fa; r 1 ts 1 

ftfta aznsstst ft uks aftn aazn 1 tft ftaaat itj ^raftt ft ^rtaat: 1 q 1 

arat oaft*ti<i«X ftasaft <=ftft rrri aft ^maftsftft aRtaa^iaaft 1 ^ 1 

Mttati-iM^iirL rRatft Rwftt i aftfaftftrt«aR aat a^ftafftaR 1 a 1 

traftaafa ^?aft sfagiftaftat g 1 rjftftRWRftftR^aftaaftRRcfti: 1 4 1 

ftft'ftaftftftf aftoarwifttaiRi aat ftrftift asaa aftft RfemstatR 1 1 

The glorious Lord replied : Whatever the Brahmanas (well-versed in the Vedas) 
declare is but right; (for) all categories stand included in all (others). What Is there hard to 
establish for those who make their assertion accepting the potency of My Maya ? (4) My 
potencies (in the form of the three Gunas—Sattva, Rajas and Tamas appearing as so many 
modifications of the mind)—which are (so) difficult to overcome—are at the back of those 
wrangling over the cause (of the universe) in the following strain; "It is not quite as you say; 
what I say is correct." (5) Diversity (in the form of this universe), which is the subject of 

controversy among the disputants, follows from the disturbance of equilibrium of these 
potencies. When control of the mind and subjugation of the senses are attained, the diversity 
disappears and the controversy (also) is set at rest as a sequel to it. (6) The categories being 
comprised in one another, O jewel among men, they are enumerated as more or less 
according to the viewpoint of the speakere (by including effects in a cause and vice versa).(7) 
In a single category, whether it is a cause or an effect, are found comprised all other 

categories (viz., effects in a cause and vice versa). (8) Therefore, we accept as conclusive 
whatever is stated according to one's own viewpoint by anyone of those (disputants) seeking 
to establish the relation as cause and effect or a definite number of categories, there being 
a cogent reason behind every such assertion. (9) 

(jWftKHclRHHj taft R ft jluft RftR 11 
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1 te^uyqualu | fl3=4<*><*Hm|gf *114 et yc^ijlll: | ^ | 

yfifrujuiwiui ^ y<J>^[tMHl ipTl: I Wt4 ««H <sfg feraiKhq-HijrlU: |??| 

Wig ?ng T4: gnf dMU*iM(Hel»jr1 I <juicg(d*<: igtng: ijyifcr g I ^ I 

Self-Realization in the case of the Jiva (individual soul), (who is) characterized by 
ignorance that has no beginning, cannot take place by itself (and is possible only through 
instructions imparted by anotheromniscient being) there mustbe another (being) who knows 
the truth and is able to impart His Knowledge (to the Jiva). (That is the argument advanced 
in favour of their contention by those who recognize an additional category, viz., God as apart 
from the soul and thus raise the number of categories to twenty-six.) (10) There is not the 
least difference in this body between the individual soul and God (both being of the nature 
of consciousness). (Therefore) the assumption that they are distinct from one another is 
meaningless. And knowledge (or Self-Realization) is (but) a function of Sattvaguna (a 
constituent of Prakrti). (Hence it is not necessary to recognize a twenty-sixth category In the 
shape of God in order to rationalize the possibility of Self-Realization. This is the stand taken 
by those who recognize only twenty-five principles.) (11) Prakrti (primordial Matter) is (only 
another name for) the (state of) equilibrium of the (three) Gunas. Therefore, Sattva, Rajas 
and Tamas—which are (severally) responsible for the continuance, appearance and 
disappearance of the universe—are the adjuncts of Prakrti and not of the Spirit (who is a non¬ 
doer and hence cannot be accepted as the ground of the three Gunas responsible for the 
continuance etc., of the universe). (12) Knowledge, according to this (latter) classification, 
is spoken of as (but) a modification of Sattva; action, of Rajas; and ignorance, of Tamas (all 
the three of which are comprised in Prakrti; hence action and ignorance too are included in 
Prakrti). (Again,) Time is (no other than) God (who is responsible for the disturbance of 
equilibrium ofthe Gunas or modes of Prakrti) and Swabhava (nature) isthe Mahat-tattva (the 
principle of cosmic intelligence, which is all-powerful (Hence it is not necessary to multiply 
categories in both these classifications).(13) 

rpra: WWtefo?!: I raftfartW: dTdl-^Ttilfa ^ 4g I qn | 

I 1^1 

IJWiboUrti l?\s| 

aifa mart ?iH4M>ti: 

TT«T wreff wit xRJt ww Wwretawu: 

y^ifd^Iw *i4*Kui<c.fyun i wfgrfefinfiiW^ 

tagiaiuu anra: i araaataf: ijarrung wsm: gfotjrtidjqbi 

(Of the twenty-eight categories mentioned in verse I above, in four groups of nine, eleven, 
five and three respectively, the last, three viz., the three Gunas, which are included by others 
in Prakrti have thus been enumerated. Of the remaining twenty-five) Purusa (the Spirit, 
comprising God as well as the individual soul, both of which are conscious by nature), Prakrti 
(primordial Matter), Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence), Aharikara (the cosmic 
Ego), ether, the air, fire, water and earth (in their gross form)—these are the nine categories 
(already) referred to by Me (in verse 1 above). (14) The (five) faculties (senses) of cognition 
(perception), viz., the senses of hearing, touch, sight, smell and taste; the (five) organs of 
action, viz., the organ of speech, hands, the organ of generation, the organ of defecation and 
feet, and the mind, the controller of both (the senses of preception and the organs of action); 
the (five) varieties of sense-objects, viz., sound, touch, taste, smell and colour—these are 
the other eleven and five categories mentioned in verse 1 supra. Locomotion and speech, 
urination and defecation and handicraft are the (five) functions of the organs of actions (and 
no separate categories). (15-16) Appearing in the form of (the sixteen) evolutes (viz., the five 
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gross elements, the ten Indriyas and the mind) and the (seven) causal principles (viz., the 
Mahat-tattva. Ahahkara and the five objects of sense) indeed, Prakrti (being the material 
cause) undergoes the state of being created etc., through Sattva and the other (two) Gunas 
(or modes of Prakrti) at the time of creation etc., of this (visible) universe; whereas the 
immutable Purusa (£>eing the efficient cause) looks on (as a mere witness). (17) Energized 
by a glance from the Purusa and united with one another, fundamental principles like Mahat- 
tattva (which enter into the constitution of the universe), undergoing transformation, bring 
forth the cosmic egg with the help of Prakrti (their source). (18) 

aura ?fa rtstraf: ts trit?<i: i jtHHraitwnxiuwd) i^ki 

rfferaifa IJ-nft rrg 3g: 3T: iJAT^I 1jf|5 uyulRtiilrl Ro I 

eTr^irfstfa ^31 SmtliWHKH-t: I ^alnlPi 3TTH I 

RM1H HH«li en mg 3HH11 WpRtft: AJ3: l?7l 

nan, mtsggimii-t i mR aurni aniti^g i ' 

t)3iT<«T(3 3tlrm«1 g I 31$ Jt^PTOsN I R* I 

^fri ftc) -dlrd fceH^il^-lH I7AI 
According to the view that the fundamental principles are (only) seven (vide verse 2 

above), the five elements beginning with ether, (the principle of) consciousness (viz., the 
subject or Jiva) and the (universal) Spirit, the Ground of both (the subject and the object), 
these are the (seven) categories (Prakrti etc., the causal principles, being included in their 
evolutes); from the above-named (seven categories) spring up the body, the Indriyas (the 
five senses of perception and the five organs of action) as well as the vital airs (comprising 
the evolutes, all of which are likewise included in their causes). (19) (Similarly) even 
according to the view (also referred to in verse 2 above) that the fundamental principles are 
six (only), they are the five elements, the sixth being the Supreme Person. Having evolved 
this (objective) universe in conjunction with the former (viz., the elements), sprung from 
Himself, He enters it (as its Inner Controller). (According to this view all objective existences 
should be taken as covered by the five elements and the individual soul by the Universal 
Spirit.) (20) Even according to the view (also mentioned in verse 2 above) that the categories 

are four only, they are fire, water and earth (the source of and as such no other than food), 
evolved from the Spirit (the fourth principle). (Prakrti and the other causal principles should 
be recognized here as included in their three evolutes enumerated in this verse and the other 
two elements, viz., ether and the air too likewise included in them or rejected as superfluous.) 
By means of the aforesaid (four) categories indeed has this evolution of the universe (which 
is made up of so many parts) taken place. (21) According to the view (referred to in verse 
3 above) which enumerates seventeen principles, they are the five elements, the five 
Tanmatras (objects of senses) and the five senses of perception alongwith the one mind, and 
the Atma (or the Spirit, which includes the individual soul as well as the Universal Spirit) being 
recognized as the seventeenth. (22) Likewise, according to the view (also mentioned in verse 
3) which enumerates sixteen categories, the Atma itself (in its thinking aspect) is spoken of 
as the mind. (Again, according to the view, finding mention in verse 3 above, which 
recognizes only thirteen categories) the five elements (including the five Tanmatras) and the 
same number of senses (that reveal them), the mind and the twofold Spirit (viz., the individual 
soul and the Universal Spirit) constitute the thirteen principles, (23) According to the view 
(referred to in verse 2) restricting the number of categories to eleven (only), they comprise 
the aforesaid Atma (which includes the individual soul as well as the mind), the (five) gross 
elements and the (five) senses (of perception). (Similarly according to the view, also 
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mentioned in verse 2, recognizing nine categories only) the eight causal principles* (viz, the 
five elements, the mind, the intellect and the ego) and Purusa (the Spirit)—these are the nine 
categories (the evolutes being included in the causal principles). (24) Thus the fundamental 
principles have been reckoned in different ways by the seers. All that reckoning is justified 
supported, as it is by reason. What is there unbecoming on the part df the wise ? (25) 

y$(d: rjwsftft zunznrqfopsgtuTt i I7M 

5jkhi rTCjTssarfn i tra i) ichist msiti ttft i 

hUjI U^irn4u4'yjl: 1^131 

<gft ?n4 ft ftcnft MMftftst Trifta: i sffitmrorat ftir t ^tm: 1741 
Uddhava submitted : Although both Prakrti (Primordial Matter) and Purusa (the Spirit) 

are essentially distinct (one from the other), their diversity is not perceived, O Krsna, because 
of their inter-relation. (26) The Spirit is seen in (and through) the body (a product of Matter) 
alone and Prakrti (body) too is seen in (as identical with) the Self. Be pleased (therefore), O 
lotus-eyed One, to resolve the grave doubt in my mind in this matter by Your clever words 
supported with reason, O omniscient Lord I (27) Since enlightenment in this world comes to 
the JTvas (embodied souls) through You (alone), and the obscuration of knowledge (too) 
follows from Your energy (in the shape of Avidya or Nescience), therefore You alone know 
the course of Your own Maya, and none else. (28) 

Sfa'/dydM 

Jtfftt: rpatdft 'jwftrl TPTf ipiouft+tlrM*: 17k I 

tmTf prat ipiiqui&icn TptfSwft i 

^ <niiui.S, enjry Tft tout 

3drtn diumui) zt 3tra: 

fttsqftt d: 744: ft I 

1T4 SiavTlft Hiuift 41 (dTt^ThM. 137 I 
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ousjfefa Urt: tRl^rtferi Wtfl<Mftl33 I 

The glorious Lord replied : Prakrti (the body) and Purusa (the soul)—there is radical 
difference between the two, O jewel among men ! This psycho-physical organism (which is 
a product of Prakrti) undergoes numerous changes (in the course of its existence) inasmuch 
as it owes its existence to a disturbance in the equilibrium of the three Gunas (while the soul 
is absolutely changeless). (29) My Maya (enchanting potency), O loved one, consisting as 
it does of the three Gunas, creates by means of those (very) Gunas differences as well as 
the manifold notions difference. (Though limitless in variety) this changeable universe is 
(broadly speaking) threefold (in character); one (such) variety is Adhyatma; the next (in 
order) is Adhidaiva and the other is Adhibhuta. (30) The sense of sight (for example) falls 
under the category of Adhyatma; colour (its object) is Adhibhuta and the solar element 

■ Cf Bhagavadgita VII. 4: 

vjfiFNISWt 73 ^ I 3 fMvFl II 
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existing in the organ of sight (which enables it to perceive light) is Adhidaiva. Everyone of 
these (three) depends for its existence on the other two. That which exists in the sky (viz., 
the orb of the sun, however), being self-existent, is independent of these three. (Similarly) 
since the Atma—being the cause of all these (Adhyatma etc.)—is (their witness and 
therefore) different from them, (therefore) by virtue of its own (self-existent) conscious nature 
illumines all illuminating agents (Adhyatma etc.). (Just as the eye has been shown above to 
have three aspects,) the tactile sense, the auditory sense, the palate, the olfactory sense as 
well as the intellect, the mind, the ego and the faculty of reason (also) should be (similarly) 
understood to possess a threefold character. (31) The modification evolved out of the Mahat- 
tattva—which has its root in Prakrti—through the instrumentality of Kala (the Time-Spirit) or 
God, who is responsible for disturbing the equilibrium of the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti), 
viz., Aharikara (the cosmic ego), and which is of three kinds, viz., Vaikarika (Sattvika), 
Tamasika and Aindriya (Rajasika), lies at the root of the notion of difference brought into 
being by ignorance about the Self. (32) The controversy whether the Self as distinguished 
from the body exists or not is the result of not realizing the Self. Though meaningless 

(inasmuch as it is capable of being set at rest by Self-Realization) it does not cease in the 
case of men whose mind is turned away from Me, their real Self. (33) 

rdd: MUrjTlftpj: 5t4t I dqienxid,tT8TT 44H *JAf"d et l^YI 

Jlfa-r "Tfj'moijmirtjfA: i q rjptr^smni) Ala-, fugle: df-d afedi: ) 

Uddhava submitted : Tell me, O Protector of cows I how men whose mind is turned 
away from You take and (then) give up corporeal forms, high and low, in conformity with 
actions performed by themselves, O Lord! (in other words) howthe omnipresent Self could 
pass from one body to another, how actions could be ascribed to the actionless, and how 
birth and death could be attributed to that which is beyond birth and death. It is a thing which 
cannot be easily conceived by men of poor understanding; for, generally speaking there 
are none in the world who are conversant with this topic, deluded as people are (by Your 
Maya). (34-35) 

TR: *4m4 -jU||[4f44): wftpjtPll 5WW-4 3brPT 13^1 

tZIPR, HdlS^ <321-1, qT-J3JcTT-?2J I -iSJd, 4idd di4d-A 4)fdtd4-J ?ll*dfd I^<31 
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RS tri)T8j 5tPfR T WdHtl I 43 rjuTucll-m-imj-S <dl-t,M4dld lYo I 

jf4titw-t<i84<i wifit spgfq 15fftt-df4di^<j44iifivow<j,^ qstriY^i 

(dfddl 'nl^ qal-d q 'dapd ^ I ddAdldi^dch'ld IJftHrdldd <3Vd4 IY^ I 

rtVjif-Jdl *4ldttt et 3T Ud*vd: I pq^dMI qqT-idexidd: ^TFTT: IY^ i 

qts4 ^tdtsfefai #dni nfe? Tmfnld rpni muf^'-tiMum i yy i 

qt rr dv44)iid 5tra4 4)wra jqrqj fira?) anp) snw wfitrfopjm iyki 

The glorious Lord replied : United with the five senses (as well as with the five organs 
of action and the five subtle elements), the mind of the Jivas, consisting as it does of latencies 
of Karma, travels from one body to another; and the soul, though distinct from it, follows it 
(identified as it is with that mind). (36) Being under the sway of Karma (destiny which 
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determines the nature of future existence), the mind contemplates (at the dying moment) 
objects (actually) seen or heard of (promised in the Vedas and brought to the forefront by the 
said destiny) and, being reborn in the midst of those (contemplated) objects, gets insensible 
to his present surroundings. The memory (too of his present life) ceases thereafter. (37) 
When through deep attachment for (identification with) a new bod^'the mind no longer 
remembers the previous body, this complete forgetfulness of a Jiva (about the body with 
which he was identified till the last moment), brought about by some reason (or other in the 
shape of the Prarabdha which kept him tied down to the previous body having been 
exhausted) constitutes his death (in relation to that body). (38) And the wise declare the birth 
of a Jiva to consist in completely identifying himself with a particular body just as a dream 
and a reverie consist in one's identifying oneself with the body appearing in a dream or a 
reverie, O giver of plenty ! (39) Just as the Jiva identified with the present body no longer 
remembers the preceding one, the dreaming soul or the soul drowned in a reverie no longer 
remembers (the body of) a preceding dream or a preceding reverie; nay, he visualizes his 
self, though old (existing from before) as if it had newly come into existence. (40) Due to the 
coming into existence of a body (the seat of the ten Indriyas) or due to the appearance in 
another setting of the mind (which forms the background of the ten Indriyas) a threefold 
distinction (in the form of the mind, senses and body) appears in the (one) Self (the only 
reality), as a result of which the Self becomes the occasion for internal and external 
differences, just as a Jiva assumes a number of undesirable bodies in the course of a dream 
and appears manifold or just as a man begetting a number of wicked children, though one, 
assumes different relations with reference to the friends and enemies etc., of those children 
and appears diversified. (41) As a matter of fact, 0 dear Uddhava, (the bodies of) created 
beings come into existence and perish every moment by action of Time, whose velocity is 
too subtle to be perceived; and it is due to this subtlety that their appearance and 
disappearance in quick succession every moment are not seen. (42) As in the case of flames 
of lamps, the currents of streams and the fruits of a tree, so in the case of all created beings 
their age, condition etc., are determined (by Time). (43) (Just) as the notion (entertained) and 
assertion (made) about (a series of) flames (arising and disappearing in place of one 
another) that this is the same flame, or about the particles of water following one after another 
in a stream that this is the same water are false, so it is the unwise alone (whose life is spent 
in vain) that entertain the notion and make the assertion about bodies arising and 
disappearing in place of one another at the same spot that this is the same body. (44) Even 
such (an ignorant) Jfva is neither born nor dies as a result of its Karma continuing in the form 
of a seed. Yet through illusion (in the form of false identification with the body etc.), it appears 
to be born (though really unborn) and also dies as it were (though immortal), (just) as fire 
(though abiding in the form of an element till the end of the Kalpa) appears to come into 
existence and die through illusion (as a result of contact with fire-wood and the cessation of 
such contact respectively). (45) 

«U<rU*lHHd)4H4J HHhrea 3RI 1451 
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wajnaOTT jrrwt trritsft etwt ?=r i s^rat ■yiuimun iroffij m? i 

ZRJT RRtT8jf?TOt (dUdl-fd^t l^T t <5131(4 rf«n RRR 311 rd'4: l<VSI 
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Entry into the womb (in the form of seed), gestation and birth, infancy (extending up to 
the age of five), boyhood (extending up to the age of sixteen), youth (extending up to the age 
of forty-five), middle age (extending up to the age of sixty), old age and death—these are the 
nine states of the body. (46) These states, high and low—brought about by one's own desire 
of course—of a body (which is other than the Self) a certain individual soul accepts as one's 
own through false identification with Matter; while another with great difficulty disowns them 
(by grace of God). (47) One's own birth (including the preceding two states, which cannot be 
directly known by oneself) can be inferred from the birth of one's son and death from that of 
one's father. The knower of things subject to birth and death can never be subject to birth and 
death (himself). (48) He who comes to know the birth (sprouting) of an annual plant from its 
seed and its end from its being shrivelled up after yielding its fruitfin the shape of food-grains), 
such a seer is distinct from the plant. Even so the seer of a body (viz., the soul) is distinct from 
the body. (Therefore, he who knows these states of the body is not affected by them though 
dwelling in the body.) (49) Failing to distinguish the Spirit from Matter in the aforesaid manner 
and getting deeply attached to the pleasures of sense as the only reality, the ignorant Jiva 

undergoes transmigration. (50) Made to revolve (in the whirligig of metempsychosis) by his 
actions, a man attains to the regions of gods and Rsis through application to virtues (born 
of Sattvaguna), like control of the mind and the senses to the realm of demons (the 
subterranean regions) and human beings (the terrestrial plane) through devotion to lust etc., 
(born of Rajoguna) and descends to the realm of spirits and to the scale of sub-human 
creatures (and even immobile creation) through close application to grief and infatuation etc., 

(born of Tamoguna). (51) Just as a man who sees others dancing and singing (naturally) tries 
to imitate them, so the soul, though actionless, is made to follow the movements of the body 
etc., prompted by the intellect, when it sees them (and takes therri to be its own). (52) (Just) 
as by the side of moving water the trees also appear as though moving, the activity etc., of 
the body are reflected in the Self. And (just) as when the eye is made to revolve (alongwith 
our body) the earth (around us too) is seen as though revolving (alongwith us), the 

excellences attributed to the objects of senses by the perceiving mind appearto exist in them, 
though not actually existing. (53) (Again) just like the experiences of a reverie or those of a 
dream our sense-experiences as well as our identification with the body etc., are false. O 
scion of Dasarha ! (54) Even though pleasurable and painful experiences do not belong to 
the soul, (suffering entailed by) metempsychosis does not cease for him who dwells on the 
pleasures of sense (as something enjoyed by the Self), any more than calamities (which are 
anything but real) cease to befall a dreaming man (till he is fully awake). (55) Therefore, 
Uddhava, do not enjoy (any more) the pleasures of sense with your vile senses (which are 
so difficult to gratify and are sure to lead you to perdition if indulged without restraint). Look 
upon the varied experiences (both of the pleasurable and painful type) as illusory and as 
reflected in the soul (only) because of our ignorance about its true nature (as the ground of 
all experiences). (56) Whether reproached or insulted, ridiculed or belittled, beaten or tightly 
bound (with ropes) etc., or deprived of one's means of livelihood, literally spat or udnated 
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upon by the wicked and thus shaken in many ways from one's fixity in the Self by the ignorant, 
and even when reduced to straits, a seeker of blessedness should (try to) redeem oneself 
by recourse to reason, (57-58) 

3gw & 
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Uddhava submitted : (Pray,) tell us (all seekers of blessedness), O Jewel among 
speakers, how I should get enlightened thus (so as to be able to put up with all such outrages). 
I regard such outrage to oneself by the wicked as most difficult to bear even for the knowing, 
except (of course) those who are engaged in duties pleasing to You (such as chanting and 
hearing Your names and glories) and have found shelter in Your feet and whose passions 
have (accordingly) been stilled; for nature (in the form of tendency to revolt against 
ill-treatment) is (indeed) very powerful (and therefore hard to conquer), O Soul of the 
universe ! (59-60) 

Thus ends the twenty-second discourse in Book Eleven of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3?8J 

Discourse XXIII 

The Episode of a forbearing Brahmana 

«</•#/* cfM 
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Sri Suka (the son of Vedavyasa) began again : Thus prayed to by Uddhava, the 
foremost of the Lord's devotees, and welcoming the words of His servant (Uddhava), Lord 
Sri Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation) the Jewel of the Dasarhas, the story of whose exploits 
is worth listening to, addressed him (as follows). (1) 

7t ^ Trra 7tT8j§f i ja&RRmiiitH a: TmTsii^n'kar: i 7 1 

a TTSTT ftra: >Jtt7L *1^: I dSH rj^far JtlfejT WWd: 1 3 1 

araaf=a u^uu(i)fdki7trM^ci 1 an? dufRjtiiifij fnata tgTtmfitd: 1 k i 

fa^mt nta 53ft: 1Tatar sjfatpfin fault* fnatETfuiin 1 t, 1 

The glorious Lord said : Indeed, there is scarcely any pious soul in this world, O pupil 
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of the sage Brhaspati, who is.really able to compose his mind agitated by the abusive words 

uttered by a wicked fellow. (2) A man is not so (severely) pained when pierced by shafts that 

have deeply entered his vital parts as indeed by the shaft-like pungent words of the wicked, 
that wrankle in his heart and torment him. (3) In this connection the wise narrate, O Uddhava, 

a most sacred story (of his despondency) told by some mendicant, who was subjected to 

indignity by wicked people and (yet) remained full of composure, recongnizing it to be the 
consequence of his own (evil) deeds. I shall (presently) relate it to you; please hear it with 

a fully concentrated mind. (4-5) 

Wf-rt't, fet: ftrtJI I dlrtRjfrt: ^athslrt*WH: I ^ I 

jtlrtdtsfrtSrtTCtrca dl^mSuilfli -tlMdl: I attunfa I >3 I 

stjtp^ iJjMMUell: I ^Ikrttl ^irtt faavuii fa'JH I 4 I 

trt&a ztsrfgttrtt i u4<*>mfdtt'Uw wwfmt: t t i 
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In the principality of Avanti (Malwa) there lived a certain Brahmana richly endowed with 

wealth, though parsimonious*, lascivious, greedy and most irascible, and pursued the 

vocation of agriculture and trade. (6) Neither relatives nor guests were (ever) honoured by 

him even with bare words. (Nay,) living in a house devoid of piety and ritual acts, even his 
own person was never gratified with pleasures when there was time for it. (7) The relations 

and servants, (nay, even) the wife and sons as well as the daughters of that ill-behaved and 
stingy fellow felt disgusted (with him) and not only did not do what was liked by him but 

(actually) bore ill-will to him. (8) The five claimants (viz., the gods, the manes, the subhuman 
species, human beings, i.e., newcomers and the Brahmana seers, to whom offerings are 

made during the five great sacrifices) got angry at that Brahmana, who (simply) guarded his 

wealth like a Yaksa (a species of demigods) as aforesaid, was destitute of piety and 

enjoyment (both) and (as such) had fallen from this world as well as from the next. (9) Even 

the wealth—that had cost him so much (fruitless) exertion through pursuits (like agriculture) 

which entailed untold hardships—of that Brahmana, whose (residual) stock of merit had run 

out through his neglect of the said (five) claimants, O liberal-minded Uddhava, met with 
destruction. (10) The relations seized a portion of the wealth of that unworthy Brahmana, 

robbers laid their hands on archer, O Uddhava; while the rest was lost through the agency 

of Providence (in the shape of fire etc., time, the king and other human beings. (11) His wealth 

having been lost in the aforesaid manner, the Brahmana, who was destitute of (all) piety and 
enjoyment and was neglected by his own people, gave way to anxiety that was hard to 
overcome. (12) A very great despondency overtook the Brahmana, who, having lost his 

wealth, had been reduced to a pitiable condition and had thus long been brooding over his 

lot and sorrowing with his throat choked with tears. (13) 

* A Kadarya (miser) has been defined in a Smrtl text as follows:— 

■He is spoken of as a miser, who allows his own self (body), sons and wife, deities guests and sen/ants and (even) hi*, 

sacred duties to suffer (on account of his stinginess)." 
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And he said (to himself) as follows — "Oh, what a pity I In vain has this body been 
subjected to suffering by me, who took such (great) pains over (the acquisition of) wealth 
neither for religious merit nor for self-gratification ! (14) Generally the riches of misers never 
contribute to their (bodily) comfort (or happiness). In this life, on the other hand, they conduce 
to the agony of their soul; and when a miser is no more (in this world) they lead him to hell 
(as a result of neglect of his obligatory and other duties). (15) Just as white leprosy spoils an 
exterior worth coveting, even a little greed mars the immaculate glory of the glorious and the 
laudable qualities that exist in those possessing merit. (16) Bodily exertion, apprehension, 
anxiety and delusion fall to the lot of men engaged in the acquisition of wealth, in augmenting 
and preserving it once it has been acquired, and anxiety (grief alone) is involved in its 
expenditure, loss and enjoyment. (17) (Moreover) since the tendency to misappropriate 
others' property, violence, mendacity, hypocrisy, covetousness and anger, pride, arrogance, 
discord, animosity, distrust, a spirit of rivalry and fondness for women in general, love of 
gambling and addiction to wine—these fifteen evils found in men are believed to have their 
source in wealth; therefore, a seeker of (final) beatitude should abandon from a distance the 
evil going by the name of wealth (lit., that which is solicited). (18-19) (One's own) brothers, 
wife, parents and uncles as well as one's near and dear one^, who were (once) full of love, 
nay, had identity of interest, are all estranged in no time by ^single shell and converted into 
enemies. (20) Agitated and incensed over the question of the least wealth, these people cast 
at once (all) affection to the winds and, full of jealousy, forsake in no time and (even) take 
the life of their rival. (21) They who, having secured a human birth—worthy of being solicited 
even by immortals—and there too the status of a Brahmana, the foremost of the twice-born, 
and yet ignoring it, mar (fail to achieve) their self-interest (in the shape of final beatitude) meet 
with an evil destiny (go down to hell as a result of their addiction to the evils enumerated in 
verse 18 above). (22) Having obtained this (human) body, the gateway to heaven as well as 
to final beatitude, what mortal man would get attached to wealth, the abode of (all) evil ? (23) 
He who guards his wealth like a Yaksa, neither propitiates (by means of it) the gods, the Rsis, 
the manes and (other) living beings kinsmen, relatives and other claimants nor himself and 
goes down (to perdition). (24) My fortune, lifetime and strength, through which men of 
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understanding achieve perfection, have (all) been carelessly spent, occupied as I have 
been with My fruitless endeavours in the cause of (amassing) wealth. What can I possibly 
accomplish now, as I have grown old ? (25) Wherefore does a man alive to the evil 
repeatedly allow himself to be troubled so much by his futile endeavours for (the acquisition 
of) wealth ? To be sure this world stands fully enchanted by the deluding potency of some 
(unknown and unseen) agency. (26) What purpose of a man who is (already in the process 
of) being devoured by Death could be served by riches or by those that confer wealth (on 
him) and what is to be gained (by him) through enjoyments sought after by the world or 
those that cater for (such) enjoyments or (for that matter) through actions that are 
conducive to rebirth ? (27) 

•JR P ’RRRTRJg: MddaHul lift: I *tR Tlnl t^n^dl IdefdSUdH: TJR: (36 i 

*ltfl<fili)u| kflefilbit^Rldld: I 13k I 

ftR HiH-jHl^f't c(ciiPa^R^3JTl: I RRRIRRfT 13° I 

“Surely Lord Sri Hari, who embodies in His person all the gods, by whom I have been 
reduced to this predicament, is pleased with me, and (it is through His pleasure alone that) 
despondency has come over me, which will serve (me) as a bark (to cross the ocean of 
metempsychosis). (28) Complacent of mind and (wide) awake to all my interests, I, who 
have (luckily enough) been reduced to such a (pitiable) plight, shall during what (little) 
time—if any—is left (at my disposal) attenuate my body (through askesis). (29) Let the 
gods who are the rulers of the three worlds (earth, heaven and the intermediate region) 
shower their grace on me in the aforesaid state. (I feel reassured by the thought that) 
Khatwahga (an ancient king) attained in no time Vaikuntha (the realm of Lord Visnu, which 
is a manifestation of Brahma)’.' (30) 

SRjfR&R RRRt Slld-dl) (SdRdM: I 3RJc3 J^PTsflR. STTRt fa^THJRjfR: 133 I 

R RRR MSlhni RildlAFsWlfdtf: I fRStTft d‘milRIHR#btflS(ld'ti(d3lcTI33 I 

R ^ RRRR I ^gl R5 RgtfR: RfbjffrfR: 155 | 
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RRTR R 'pRRlfR I RR R R^RRId ^Hdl Rftr£l3m 
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TJR R RlPd* Uddi cl RRJ RtRSoRRlfRRt fijg RTR RlRRsJSZlR |*3 | 

RfHJR fRT RTOIRR1RR RRSpI: I Mlddfa: IRRtfRlt IjldRIWR Rlfcd*l4. 1X3 I 

The glorious Lord continued : Having thus resolved in his mind, the Brahmana (the 
foremost of the twice-born classes) who belonged to Avanti undid the knots (in the shape of 
the ego-sense and the feeling of myness) existing in his heart and turned out to be a peaceful 

&&c-c?//cr on o/ms. (&rf (rYttfi rus nuncf, senses and breath fuffy controlled he 
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traversed this globe and entered towns villages (only) for (begging) alms (and that too) 
incognito and unattached. (32) Seeing that aged mendicant untidy (in appearance), wicked 
people ill-treated him in numerous insulting ways, O good Uddhava ! (33) Some snatched 
away his triple bamboo staff (carried as a symbol of complete renunciation); others, his 
(begging) bowl and Kamandalu (vessel made of cocoanut shell for carrying water); some 
took away his seat and string of Rudraksa beads and still others, his quilt of rags and even 
strips of cloth. (34) Returning them (once) or (simply) showing them (as if offering them back) 
they would snatch them from the ascetic once more; nay, while he partook on the riverside 
of the food got by way of alms, they would snatch away that (too). (35) People who were 
extremely vile (even) spat and urinated on his head; they forced him to speak while he was 
silent and would thrash him if he did not. (36) Calling him a thief, others threatened him with 
words; while others tied him with a rope, exclaiming “Let him be bound, let him be bound!“ (37) 
Some would insultingly taunt him, saying "He is (in the heart of his hearts) a rogue, though 
(outwardly) carrying a (triple) staff as an emblem of piety. Deserted by his own people on his 
wealth having been depleted, he has adopted this course of life (as a means of livelihood 
rather than in a spirit of renunciation)." (38) Others would ridicule him saying "Oh, this most 
robust fellow is firm as a huge mountain.Strong of resolution like a heron he seeks to gain 
his end through (a vow of) silence I" while others broke wind at him. (Nay,) people (even) tied 
and restrained that Brahmana (even) as a bird kept for diversion. (39-40) Whatever 
affliction—caused by any living being, brought about by Providence, or having its source in 
his own body—thus came to him he took each as his own lot to be worked out by him (and 
reconciled himself with it).(41) Ill-treated (as aforesaid) by the basest of men bent on bringing 
about his downfall (by forcing him to abandon his course of conduct befitting a recluse), and 
(yet) adhering to his duty and resorting to firmness of a Sattvika type (as depicted in Gita, 

XVIII. 33), the mendicant sang the following song. (42) 

rrro ,fl4l 4 k'fH ypcp, 4<*<i r'j I: I 
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er>ta<v Hc^ifci cRtTITRI I I 

^cJdl^i faiMIrMHW* facfcRMlWrt I 

^6^ ehfcH sf^zfa IM?I 

3TT?*TT Wlrf. fc^H^nw* fn^^crJTra: I 

R flllrmb-tlc^ Mf< cl-i^l Wfr^ cfi^iJrT efctMl:* ^3 T I I 

M£l iHfHTi % cf I 

'-4*?4?Wc< ^cff^rT m)si c$>wtn cF^T l<V#l 

c^mI^ tKj: IcFnirH^wf^. ^F3T5c% I 

^T^f: s^sifa T ff> I I 

<♦>1^^ ^<4<^:*4<it$)Tt |ct)Mlr*4HW5( rlc;irHchlOTt I 
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TJrTT 3TTCSITO M^l^fHaiH^JlfRdi I 

3T? rTftcqrfM ^-riMH rTOT Tg^-fafq^cpfo IMd I 

The Brahmana said : Neither these people nor any deity nor the self nor the stars nor 
Karma nor the Time-Spirit is responsible for my joys and sorrows. The Sruti texts declare 
the mind alone to be the cause (of our joys and sorrows)—the (same) mind which sets 
going the course of worldly existence. (43) The powerful mind indeed sets into operation 
the three Gunas (by giving rise to attachment and aversion etc.), and from the latter 
proceed actions of various kinds—immaculate (Sattvika or virtuous), black (Tamasika or 
sinful) and bright (Rajasika or of a mixed type—virtuous as well as sinful); thence crop up 
(the various) states of existence conforming to the colour (character) of those actions. (44) 
Co-existing with the thinking mind (as the Inner Controller), yet unattached to its 
operations, and full of wisdom, God. who is a friend (director) of mine (the Jiva), merely 
looks on with His unclouded vision. Accepting as its own self the mind, which unfolds the 
universe within itself, and enjoying the objects of the senses through attachment with the 
three Gunas, the Jiva (individual soul) gets bound. (45) Liberality (to the poor), devotion 
to one's allotted duty, observance of the five Niyamas (viz., 1-external purity. 2-content- 
ment. 3-austerity, 4-study of the scriptures and chanting of the Divine Name and 5-self¬ 
surrender to God) and the five Yamas (viz., 1-non-violence. 2-truthfulness, 3-non- 
thieving, 4-continence and 5-non-acquisition of property), learning, meritorious acts and 
noble vows—all find their culmination in control of the mind; for subjugation of the mind 
(alone) constitutes the highest Yoga (wisdom). (46) Say what is there to be accomplished 
through charitable gifts etc., by him whose mind is perfectly calm and collected ? And 
what other object can be achieved through these gifts etc., by him whose mind is 
uncontrolled or inert (through languor etc.) ? (47) Indeed others, i.e., the senses (or even 
the gods presiding over them—viz., Brahma and others) are under the control of the 
mind. But the mind does not readily come under the control of anyone else; for the god 
(of a mind) is redoubtable (being the cause of the manifold worldly sufferings) and more 
powerful than the powerful, so that he who is able to bring it under control is adorable 
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even to the gods. *(48) Unable to conquer that enemy (in the guise of the mind), of irresistible 
tempo, which is (so) difficult to conquer (otherwise than by the Lord's grace), and which 
torments the (very) vitals, some deluded persons thereupon make friends, neutrals and 
enemies of men and wage a wicked warfare in this world. (49) Taking this body (of their 
own)—a creation of their mind (alone)—as their very self and the body of their son, wife etc., 
as theirs, men of clouded judgment, labouring under the misapprehension that this is my own 
self and he is another, revolve in the world of matter (enveloped in the darkness of 
ignorance), the end of which is difficult to reach. (50) If, however, an individual is (held to be) 
responsible for our joy and sorrow, even in this case what does it matter to the soul (which is 
neither the giver nor the experiencer of joy and sorrow) ? The capacity to give and experience 
joy and sorrow indeed belongs to two earthly bodies (and not to the soul, which is devoid of 
action and as such incapable of giving or experiencing sorrow). If ever a man (unwittingly) 
bites his own tongue with his own teeth, with which of them should he get angry on his 
experiencing pain through such biting ? (51) If any god (presiding over any particular Indriya) 
is held to be responsible for (our) sorrow (or joy), let it be so. Even then what does it matter 
to the soul (which neither inflicts nor suffers pain) ? The capacity to inflict and suffer pain 
belongs to the two gods inflicting and suffering pain (through the organs presided over by 
them and not to the soul, which is devoid of form and beyond all change). When a (particular) 
limb (presided over by one deity) in one's own body is (ever) smitten by another (presided 
over by a differeent god) at which of the two limbs (or gods) should the man get angry ? (52) 
If the sould is responsible (for our joys and sorrows) (even) then what blame attaches to 
another, one's own intrinsic nature being responsible for one's joys and sorrows ? (If, 
however, it is argued that others becomes instrumental in such modification of the soul, my 
reply is that) there is no entity other than the soul (which is all comprehensive— 
^np'as the £ruti says); if there is (or appears to be), it is illusory. Hene their is neither joy nor 
sorrow. Wherefore (then) should one feel angry (at all) ? (53) If the stars (are held to be) 
responsible for (one's) joys and sorrows, what responsibility attaches to the soul, which is 
birthless? They exert their influence only on a body which is subject to birth (and death). 
(Moreover) the astrologers declare the evil (or good) influence exerted by the stars as falling 
directly on a (fellow) star (the star which happened to be at the ascendant at the birth of a 
man and only indirectly on the personality born at that particular time because of the deity 
presiding over that star identifying itself with the said personality). At whom (then) should the 
soul, which is other than the star as well as from the body born under its influence, get angry 
? (54) If Karma (action done in a previous or even the present life) is (held to be) responsible 
for (one's) joys and sorrows, let it be (so). (Even in that case) what responsibility attaches 
to the soul ? For. action is possible only in the event of the being a substance (both) material 
and conscious. (That alone which is material is subject to change and no one who is not 
conscious can engage in a pursuit conducive to one's own interests.) The body, however, 
is material (and is not alive to its own interests); while the soul consists of pure wisdom (and 
is therefore never liable to change). Hence Karma, which is the root of joy and sorrow, does 
not exist (at all). At whom (then) should one feel angry ? (55) If. however, Kala (the Time- 
Spirit) is (believed to be) responsible for one's joy and sorrow, (even) in that case what 
responsibility attaches to the soul ? (For) the sotil (being a fragment of Brahma) is the same 
as Kala (which is identical with Brahma). No suffering can come to a part from the whole any 
more than the heat of fire could burn an individual flame or the coldness of ice could benumb 

This is an echo of the following Sruti text — 

spt q'fg =t VTP-TP-4 *TTT I Mfail fe WH: I 
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a particle of it. (Nay, the soul is the same as the Supreme and) there can be no pair of 
contraries (e.g.,joy and sorrow) to the Supreme. (Such being the case,) at whom should one 
be angry ? (56) Through (the agency or instrumentality of) none and at no place or time and 

on no account can there be any connection of the Self—which lies beyond Prakrti (the ultimate 
cause of the universe)—with the pairs of opposites (such as joy and sorrow) as there is in 
the case of Ahahkara (the ego-sense), which reveals the world (even though it does not exist 
in the Self). (Hence) he who has awakened to this truth has no fear from (other) created 
beings. (57) Embracing the aforesaid conclusion regarding the Supreme Spirit, adopted by 
the most ancient and eminent seers, I, such as I am, shall get over this mundane existence 
(having its root in the darkness of ignorance—which is (so) difficult to cross—through 
worship of the feet of Sr] Krsna (the Bestower of Liberation) alone. (58) 

ftffc HSjsfelufl 'IW$U; JtsfSJ lit ?WL I 

f=TCTfKTt5HfiS7fa *syHi<*fu4titSJj '•jfTTTg TTTSmL II 
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The glorious Lord went on: Getting disgusted with the pleasures of sense and leaving 
his home and wandering over the earth, the ascetic—whose depression of spirits was gone 
even though he had lost his fortune, and who did not budge from his righteous course of 
conduct though ill-treated as aforesaid by the wicked—chanted the foregoing song. (59) 
None other brings joy or sorrow to the Jiva (embodied soul). Friends, neutrals and foes, nay, 
the (whole) world is an illusion of the mind, engendered by ignorance (about the Self). (60) 
Endowed with an intellect focussed on Me, therefore, O dear Uddhava, control the mind by 
all means; such is the highest consummation of Yoga (wisdom). (61) He who hears or 
repeats (to others) or remembers with a concentrated mind this song chanted by the 
(aforesaid) mendicant, bearing as it does on absorption in Brahma, is never overpowered 
by pairs of opposites (such as joy and sorrow). (62) 

Thus ends the twenty-third discourse in Book Eleven of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 
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3TO wRjfchjTtSSZIFr: 

Discourse XXIV 

A Dissertation on Saiikhya-Yoga 
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tn* STr*: | tmcH^ll XT^TT 19^1 

NKHf^WI ^T-f-5 in -(TIT?} |^ | 

The glorious Lord began again: I shall now fully expound before you the truth 
underlying the doctrine of Sankhya as conclusively ascertained by the ancient seers (Kapila 
and others), realizing which a man bids fair to shed at once the delusion (in the shape of 
varied experiences such as joy and sorrow etc.), occasioned by the notion of difference (as 
between oneself and others). (1) During the period of final dissolution (before the Yugas 
began to run their course), in the very first Satya Yuga (at the beginning of creation) and 
whenever there are men shrewd of judgment, (in their eyes too) the subjective consciousness 
(in the shape of the seer) as well as the entire objective existence was one absolutely 
undifferentiated substance (Brahma) indeed. (2) That absolute undifferentiated reality, 
Brahma (the Infinite), which is beyond the ken of speech and the mind, became dual (as it 
were) in the shape of Maya (objective existence) and that which is reflected in it (viz., the Jiva 
or the seer). (3) Of the said two (halves), one substance indeed is the well-known Prakrti, 
consisting of two aspects (viz., cause and effect); while the other entity is consciousness 
(itself), and that is called Purusa (the Spirit). (4) Out of (this) Prakrti—(even) while its 
equilibrium was being disturbed by Me (in the form of the Time-Spirit) as motivated by the 
Jivas (whose Karma is ultimately responsible for creation)—there appeared the three 
Gunas —Tamas. Rajas and Sattva. (5) Out of the aforesaid (three Gunas) was evolved the 
Sutra (the principle of cosmic activity) as well as Mahat (the principle of cosmic intelligence), 
which is (ever) accompanied by the Sutra (of which it is a counterpart and in conjunction with 
it forms one composite whole). From Mahat, even as it underwent modification, there 
appeared Ahankara (the cosmic ego), which deluded the Jiva (by bringing about its 
identification with the body etc.). (6) (This) Ahankara is of three kinds, viz., Sattvika, Rajasika 
and Tamasika. If is the cause of the five Tanmatras (the subtle elements), the eleven Indriyas 
(the five senses of perception and the five organs of action) and the mind (including the 
deities presiding over the Indriyas and the mind) and (though material or non-spiritual in 
substance it is a sort of connecting link between Spirit and Matter inasmuch as if is 
interpenetrated by a reflection of the Spirit and) is (therefore considered to be both) spiritual 
and material. (7) From the Tamasika type of Ahankara, which is the source of the (five) 
Tanmatras, came into being (through the Tanmatras) the (five gross) elements (ether, the 
air, fire, water and earth), from the Rajasika type sprang up the (ten) Indriyas; and from the 
Sattvika type were evolved the eleven deities (presiding over the Indriyas and the mind, viz., 
the deities presiding over the quarters, the wind-god, the sun-god, Varuna, the god of water, 
the Aswinikumaras, the god of fire, Indra, the lord of paradise, Lord Visnu, Mitra and 
Prajapati, the deity presiding over procreation, and the moon-god), as well as the mind. (8) 
Impelled (energized) by Me, and rendered operative in conjunction with one another, all the 
(aforementioned) categories evolved the cosmic egg, (which served as) My excellent 
sporting-ground (when I entered it as its Inner Controller). (9) In that egg as it lay on the waters 
(that constituted a support for the egg and are referred to in the Vaisnava literature by the 
name of Garbhoda) appeared I (in the form of Garbhodasayi Narayana, the second Cosmic 
Person). From My navel sprang up the lotus that (brought forth the universe and as such) 
bore the name of the universe; and on that lotus appeared Brahma (the self-born, another 
manifestation of the Cosmic Person with four faces and invested with a body evolved as a 
result of past meritorious deeds). (10) Characterized by Rajas (the principle of activity) and 
equipped with askesis, the aforesaid Brahma (the creator of the universe) evolved by My 
grace the three spheres—viz., Bhurloka (the terrestrial globe including the seven subterranean 
regions, viz., Atala, Vitala, Sutala, Taiatala. Mahatala, Rasatala and Patala), Bhuvarloka (the 
aerial region) and Swarloka (understood in its wider sense as comprising the five celestial 
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worlds—Swarloka or paradise, Maharloka, Janaloka, Tapoloka and Satyaloka)—with their 
guardian deities. (11) (Of these three spheres), Swarloka (construed in the narrow sense of 
paradise) constituted the home of the gods; Bhuvarloka, of spirits and Bhurloka, of men and 
other living beings (constituting the sub-human species—animals, birds, reptiles, insects 
and moths etc.); while the (ethereal) region extending beyond the three (aforesaid) worlds 
constituted the home of the Siddhas (eminent Brahmana sages like Bhpgu). (12) Brahma (the 
ruler of the universe) created a home for the Asuras (demons) and the Nagas (serpent- 
demons) underground (in the subterranean regions known by the name of Atala and so on). 
In the aforesaid three spheres, are worked out all the destinies of those prompted by the three 
Gunas (Sattva etc.). (13) Maharloka, Janaloka, Tapoloka and Satyaloka, (Brahmaloka) are 
the (successively higher) goals—free from (all) impurities (in the shape of attachment, greed 
etc.)—to be reached through Yoga (as propounded by the sage Patanjali), askesis (as 
practised by those belonging to the third stage of life, viz., Vanaprastha) and Samnyasa 
(renunciation as practised by recluses, that have renounced their home as well as family life); 
(whereas) My realm (Vaikuntha) is the objective to be reached through the discipline of 
Devotion. (14) With Me, having Kala (the Time-Spirit) for My energy, as the Dispenser of the 
fruit of actions, this (living) creation, yoked to Karma, rises higher (upto the Brahmaloka) and 
descends (to the level of the plant kingdom in the scale of spiritual evolution according to the 
nature of his actions) in this world (of matter), which is (nothing but) a stream of the three 
Gunas. (15) Minute or large, lean or stout, whatever entity has come into being is pervaded 
by (made up of) Prakrti (Matter) and Purusa (Spirit) both. (16) That which really constitutes 
the beginning as well as the end of a thing represents its middle too and that alone is real 
(inasmuch as it pervades all its states). Its modifications have only a practical value even as 
the modifications (ornaments etc.), of gold or those of clay (viz., earthenware). (17) That 
alone is real, adopting which as its material an earlier existence (e.g., the Mahat-tattva) 
produces a later existence (e.g., Ahankara). That which is intended in a particular instance 
to be mentioned as the beginning and end of some effect is spoken of as real. (18) The well- 
known material cause of this (visible) universe, viz., Prakrti (Primordial Matter), He who 
presides over this Prakrti, viz., the Supreme Person, and the Time-Spirit, which manifests 
the universe (by disturbing the equilibrium of Prakrti)—all these three are as a matter of fact 
the same as I, the Infinite. (19) The elaborate process of creation ever continues in (due) 
order of succession (from father to son) for the sake of (enjoyment of) the embodied soul (that 
undergoes birth in various species of life made up of the three Gunas) until the life of the 
universe comes to a close, or (in other words) until the Lord (Myself) so wills it. (20) When 
contacted (gazed on) by Me (as the Time-Spirit, the Destroyer of created beings), the cosmic 
egg, in which the creation and dissolution of the worlds alternately take place, becomes fit 
alongwith the (various) worlds (comprised in it) for disintegration into the five (gross) 
elements. (21) (Consequent on the total failure of crops occasioned by a prolonged drought 
extending over a hundred years) the mortal body (of human beings and other living 
creatures) is withdrawn into the food (on which it subsisted); the food is reduced to seeds 
(persists in the form of seeds alone); the seeds get merged into the soil (no longer take root); 
while the earth (on being dried by the sun and burnt by the flames emanating from the mouths 
of Lord Sankarsana) is reduced to (the subtle state of) odour (the cause of the earth). (22) 
Odour gets merged into (its cause, the element of) water and water is reduced to its own 
(essential property, viz., the quality of) taste. Taste gets merged into (its cause, the element 
of) fire, and fire is withdrawn into (its own essential property of) colour. (23) Colour gets 
merged into (its cause,) the air and the latter is reduced to (its subtle state, viz., the quality 
of) touch while that too gets merged into (its cause, the element of) ether. Ether (on being 
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swallowed by Ahartkara) is reduced to (its subtle state, viz.,) the quality of sound. (Even so) 
the Indriyas (the products of Rajasika Ahankara) are merged in their (respective) causes 
(viz., the deities presiding over them and ultimately into the Rajasika Ahankara). (24) The 

causes (viz., the gods), O gentle one, are merged in their controller, the mind, which is a 
product of Sattvika Ahankara (and ultimately into the Sattvika Ahankara alongwith the gods). 
(Even) sound returns to (the state of) the Tamasika Ahankara (the cause of the elements) 
and the mighty Tamasika Ahankara (as well as the Sattvika and Rajasika types of Ahankara) 
is merged in Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence). (25) The most powerful 
Mahat-tattva (which is endowed with the potency of Jnana or knowledge and the potency of 
Karma or activity) is reduced to its causes, the (three) Gunas. The latter get dissolved into 
the Unmanifest (Primordial Matter) and the Unmanifest is merged in the Time-Spirit, which 
has (now) ceased to operate. (26) The Time-Spirit is merged in the Cosmic Person (the 
Creator of the universe), the Director of Maya; and the latter, in Me, the birthless (eternal) 
Spirit. The Spirit, which is absolute (unconditioned) and is inferred by the (processes of) 
creation and dissolution (of the universe as their background), stands by Itself (and does not 
get merged in any other entity). (27) How could there arise any misconception, engendered 
by the notion of difference, in the mind of one investigating into the Spirit as aforesaid; and 
(if it ever arose) how could it persist any more than darkness would on the appearance of the 
sun in the sky ? (28) This is the process of differentiating the Spirit from Matter, which cuts 
the knot of doubt and which has been set forth by me, the Knower of (the truth relating to both) 
the cause and the effect, from the standpoint of evolution and involution, (29) 

Thus ends the twenty-fourth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahartisa-Samhita. 

Discourse XXV 

The operation of the three Gunas described 

yfyj 

^UIHmufasnUTT q«Tf ’STOrT: | ^ | 

31 Ml qjf?T: I I 9 I 

dhIM 3TT^ftf^T I H<;lc«isi cTl4 str-’ilfclH: I 3 • 

sFtSJT fSHT *TT~TT cfcfo: I fam'd I df ftdTSS^TT qW-JSJM: I * I 

I cpm crfafaSTRTT: I I 
St 

qfaMId^fard 3TT xfo: \ •HfvIMMt I ^ I 

^ eFm ^ vzrn qfTfqfga: i TjoTRi i vs i 

fngi I ^uimi qr I 6 I 

The glorious Lord began again: (Now) learn from Me. O jewel among men, as I tell you. 
how and by which of the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti), working independently of one 
another, is man affected. (1) Control of the mind and the senses, forbearance, sound 
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judgment, askesis (in the form of strict adherence to one's prescribed course of conduct), 
truthfulness, compassion, retentive power, contentment, self-abnegation, absence of thirst 
for the pleasures of sense, belief in God, life after death and so on, modesty and shrinking 
from unrighteous acts, liberality etc., and remaining delighted in the self (forming the first 
group); hankering afterthe pleasures of sense, (self-centred) activity, arrogance, insatiability, 
inflexibility, seeking after blessings (from gods etc.), differentiation (between one's own self 
and others), self-gratification, bellicosity through arrogance, love of praise, jocularity, display 
of valour and exertion through might (forming the second group); and intolerance, stinginess, 
mendacity, malevolence, mendicancy, hypocrisy, languor, discord, grief and delusion, 
gloom and wretchedness, drowsiness, expectation, fear and indolence (forming the third 
group);— these are severally the effects of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, enumerated (by Me) 
almost exhaustively, Now hear (from Me) the combined effect (of the three Gunas). (2—5) 
The notion which is expressed in the words "I am (tranquil, passionate or angry)" and "These 
(traits such as tranquillity, lust and anger) belong to me" is as a matter of fact a combined 
effect (of the three Gunas); and whatever is done with the mind, the objects of the senses 
(viz., sound, touch, sight, taste and smell), the senses (themselves) and the vital airs 
(conjointly) is also a combined effect of the three Gunas (since all these instruments are 
themselves a product of the three Gunas and all action is preceded by the feeling of l-ness 
and my-ness). (6) When a man is keenly devoted to religious merit, material possessions and 
sense-gratification, this (keen devotion of his also) is a combined effect of the three Gunas 
(inasmuch as Dharma etc., are themselves a product of the three Gunas) and conduce to 
reverence, wealth and sense-gratification respectively. (7) When a man is devoted to holy 
rites performed with interested motives and when he sticks to the life of a householder and 
later on adheres to his (obligatory and occasional) duty, such devotion etc., (as well) on his 
part is indeed a combined effect of the three Gunas (inasmuch as devotion to holy rites 
performed with interested motives, attachment to the household and devotion to one's 
allotted duty are products of Rajas,Tamas and Sattva respectively). (8) 

'M-rlfcl RT ^T3RRT *def>4F4: I R faairV RT I ^ o I 

RRT 3TTf3TO 3fl$IIVI RT «T3fcT I R TRiSTf^R f^uf^TTmTTTTW HIMWH 1^1 

TFr? $fr1 ‘juil iffcTPI *-lR R I f^TWII H'bIMMI 1^91 

RRRT f$TRR I Rc? ZfHfcr RrtjTHTfefR: MhH I I 

RRT RtR TR: fRRT I RRT zp^R <*>4un fSTRT I I 

TIT: TTrR rT*Tt R3 rTO R"5R I R^T ^l)ch4l6l«IT Ihr^I^^ISS^PTT I 

R^T RmtI RTrf^rT $pRtu<J|| R f^T^f?T: I RRtSTT^ RR RtR farfig RRJRR 1^1 

few Rrcftrfoffaaj rrrtr i RTRRRnszi ttrt wr tr i ^ i 

HtgfllR afRRt RjTntSSJRR,1 RRt Rg RRt IKI 

From virtues like self-control one should conclude a man to be endowed (predominantly) 
with Sattva; from passion etc., one should know him to be (principally) full of Rajas and from 
anger and other characteristics he should infer him to be full of Tamas. (9) When a person 
worships Me disinterestedly with devotion through (the performance of) his duties one 
should know that man or woman too to be endowed with a Sattvika disposition.(10) When 
a man seeking the pleasures of sense worships Me through his actions, one should know 
him to be of Rajasika disposition; and when he does so expecting injury to others (his 
adversaries etc.), one should know him to be Tamasika (by nature). (11) The Gunas (modes 
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of Prakrti), viz., Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. affect the Jiva (embodied soul) alone and not Me, 
inasmuch as they appear (only) in the mind of the former and because it is the Jiva alone that 
is bound (to this mundane existence) through them, getting attached to the elements (in the 
form of the body, senses, mind and the objects of the senses). (12) When Sattva, which is 
illuminating, transparent and tranquil, prevails over the other two Gunas (viz.. Rajas and 
Tamas), a man is characterized by wisdom, piety and happiness etc., respectively. (13) 
When (on the other hand) Rajas—which gives rise to attachment and the notion of diversity 
and spurs one to activity—gets the better of Tamas and Sattva, then one is sized with a 
craving for glory and fortune and is characterized by unhappiness and activity. (14) When 
(however) Tamas—which perverts one's judgment, clouds one's vision and induces 
dullness—dominates Rajas and Sattva. a man is characterized by grief, infatuation and 
violence (as a result of perverted judgment), (excessive) sleep (through obscurity of the 
mind) and by expectation of help from others (through indolence caused by dullness).(15) 
When the mind is lucid and the senses recoil from their objects, (nay,) when there is 
fearlessness in relation to the body and the mind is free from (all) attachment, know that 
Sattva, which is conducive to My realization, is predominant at that time. (16) When, getting 
agitated through activity a man finds his intellect distracted on all sides, (nay,) his senses 
know no rest, the organs of action are not quite at ease and the mind is confused, conclude 
from these symptoms that Rajas holds sway. (17) When, getting obscured and (therefore) 
in capable of being moulded into the spiritual substance, the faculty of reason ceases to 
function and the mind (too) has its activity suspended, and when ignorance and gloom 

prevail, know that Tamas is in the ascendant. (18) 

Trejnfa TjJt ^ I 3HJ1W1T 3 TirfH t$wtr,i^'?i 

rtcimiiru’i Idsui4 tstoi wjiuiRwIhj stwiq hhhi 4-aleiilq fa*} «-nnn. i7° i 

iRsSfrt Tffar UlfU’JM HH1: I tfHHl4tS3 3t|r}(«JI^ THRMWlffal: ly^l 

Tffa McSfal: waffat Htrtl* <41(431: I dqlrtUUr} farm Hlfat H1H3 farjtnt: 177 I 

qgrfot farstRW 31 RlfeiaB (44*4 HU I T14H faHIHlHlfa <1IH«R 17? I 

RTffafa jn4 t41 3 33,1 siffa hthh hit Hfag fajjai 3jhh.it>! i 

34 5 «iRa*l Hint Hint Tran aafa 1 hihh sjhtrh nfaHfa 3 i^m 

4il<»IWjft TTHWIt 7THH: HJH: I H1HH: HjfafaHBt fa'juil H5HISra:l?^l 

^ifauHltdifatcti) SHgt HRfSHSJ 5 HStTft I HTHHJWf 3T SHgJ HrtfaiHl (J (h^vii I 7>S I 

qazj ijdq-traHtHigrf «iRa* hjhhj tfto hihh uiM-tisifu lyci 

Htffafa tjymailda faqalAj g trthhjhthh 4i^4i« farfoi hhhisihhi7'?i 

When Sattvaguna is on the increase, the strength of the gods increases; that of the 
Asuras, when Rajas is in the ascendant; and that of the RaksasasT when Tamas is 
predominant, O Uddhava ! (19) One should trace the waking state of a man from Sattva, 
attribute his dream state to Rajas and deep slumber to Tamas and declare the fourth 
(transcendent) state (which is no other than the Self) as (uniformly) running through (all) the 

three (aforementioned) states (of consciousness). (20) Men following the courses of 
conduct prescribed in the Vedas go higher and (still) higher through Sattva by recourse to 
Tamas they descend lower and (still) lower, embracing even inanimate life; while by recourse 

* It is the indriyas given over to other-worldlmess. worldly activity and infatuation respectively that are referred to here by 

the appellation of gods, Asuras (demons) and Fteksasas (ogres) 
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to Rajas they (continue to) move in the intermediate state (as human beings). (21) Those who 
died when Sattva was in the ascendant ascend to heaven; those whose death occured at 
a time when Rajas was predominant return to the human world; those whose death took 
place at a time when Tamas was in the ascendant go down to hell; while they who have 
transcended the three Gunas attain to Me alone (even when they are still alive). (22) One's 
own (allotted) duty (whether of an obligatory or occasional type) performed with the intention 
of propitiating Me or without seeking any reward, is of a Sattvika character (has the element 
of Sattva predominating in it). That which is performed with the expectation of a reward is 
Rajasika (in character); while that which is performed with intent to harm others and is full 
of violence etc., is Tamasika (in character).(23) Knowledge concerning the absolute Self 
(without reference to the body etc.) is of a Sattvika type; while that which relates to the Self 
not unconnected with the body etc., has (the element of) Rajas prevailing in it. The knowledge 
possessed by the uncultured (e.g., children or the deaf and dumb) or that relating to natural 
acts such as eating and drinking is Tamasika (in character); while that relating to Me (the 
Supreme Divinity) is beyond (the realm of) the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti). (24) The 
forest, as a matter of fact, is a Sattvika place of abode (inasmuch as it is solitary and 
undefiled); while the countryside is spoken of as Rajasika. The gambling house is a 
Tamasika dwelling, while My temple (which is hallowed by My constant presence in the form 
of an image) is beyond the (three) Gunas.(25) An unattached doer is Sattvika; he who is 
blinded.with passion (i.e., keenly intent on its fruit has been declared to be a Rajasika agent. 
He who.has lost his judgment (the notion of right and wrong) is a Tamasika agent; while a 
doer who (solely) depends on Me is unaffected by the (three) Gunas. (26) Faith in things 
spiritual is Sattvika, while that in ritual acts and other (worldly) duties is Rajasika. Faith in 
unrighteousness (as though it were righteousness, is Tamasika) while that in My worship is 
beyond the realm of the (three) Gunas. (27) Food which is wholesome, pure and obtained 
without taking pains (for it) has been declared to be Sattvika; that which is most agreeable 
to the palate is Rajasika; while that which is unwholesome (conducive to suffering in the form 
of a malady) and impure (that which corrupts the mind) is Tamasika. Again, that which has 
been offered to Me is beyond the three Gunas. (28) The joy springing from (the realization 
of) the Self is Sattvika; while that which proceeds from the objects of sense is Rajasika. 
(Again,) that which proceeds from infatuation (caused by intoxicating drugs and drinks) and 
cajolery (practised towards one's own wife and children) is Tamasika; while that arising from 
thought etc,, of Me is beyond the sphere of the (three) Gunas.(29) 

'hrr, <*>iw) *TR Pill p cfcKen: | 8ttgra^tTSS^fa1%T 4<|'JJ-t: p4 IIP % l^o | 

WS ‘JUIPni P1PT: rj,«k|oMTt>(stfgrTT: I 20 SJtPFJHJlit ^gpt PT Ijppifp I ^ | 

1JTTT: FRJtra: rjpt rpTprffpPPJPt: I it^it [4f--iHI: pfpj tjutt fpppt: I 

p[rtv=ibin pfp{jt nutlet HI trorsilrt I ^ I 

4Ann tfklhH ssspi jtnjajiHFWcmj Troy farfptjp pi ping fe^nti: 1451 

Pt pitn, ftlHPPrit fintftSP: I TtTRtpgifpiT^rT PrUPPcini ljfp: 13U | 

wtP ptipp^g gait ipnppt: 1 pmait gifnjail sftpt sftp fp?rg pip ii 

iflpfarfp^ait rjtftsmigppra: 1 p^g ?r?nm rjpf p pfgpfprts^i ^ 1 

t SfaiKl'iqrl qafa$il5S!Jpq: |^| 

(In this way) substance (food as classified in verse 28 above), place of abode (as 
mentioned in verse 25), fruit (in the shape of joy referred to in verse 29), time (as indicated 

in verses 13 to 16), knowledge (referred to in verse 24), action (classified in verse 23), the 
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agent (as mentioned in verse 26), faith (referred to in verse 27), state of consciousness (as 
told in verse 20), form (state of existence as classified in verse 21) and final destiny (as 
referred to in verse 22)—everything is as a matter of fact constituted of the three Gunas 
alone. (30) (In fact) all entities pervaded by the Spirit and Matter—whatever is seen, heard 
of or pondered by the intellect—are constituted of the three Gunas, O jewel among men! (31) 
(All) these states of existence of the embodied soul are brought about by the three Gunas 
(holding sway over it) and the actions performed by it. That embodied soul (however) by 
which these Gunas (modes of Prakrti) appearing in the mind have been thoroughly brought 
under control, O gentle one, and which stands firmly established in Me by treading the path 
of Devotion gets qualified for becoming one with Me. (32) Therefore, having obtained this 
(human) body, in which (alone) Knowledge and Realization (of Truth) can be had, and 
completely shaking off (all) attachment to the (three) Gunas, let the wise worship (take refuge 
in) Me. (33) Free from attachment (to the pleasures of sense) and with his senses brought 
under control a wise man should carefully worship Me and, given over to contemplation, 
should get the better of Rajas andTamas by duly cultivating Sattva. (34) And, possessed of 
a tranquil mind and united with Me (through contemplation), he should thoroughly subdue 
Sattva (too) by means of Sattva (itself in the shape of desirelessness). Rid (in this way) of 
the (three) Gunas, the embodied soul disowns the subtle body (constituting its Jivahood) and 
attains to (becomes one with) Me. (35) Completely disunited from its Jivahood (in the shape 
of the subtle body) as well as from the (three) Gunas appearing in the mind, and full of Me 
(consisting of perfect bliss) the Jiva neither goes out (to enjoy the external objects) nor turns 

inward (to enjoy them mentally), (In other words, he gets liberated during his very lifetime.) (36) 

Thus ends the twenty-fifth discourse in Book Eleven of the great 
and glorious Bhagavala-Purana. otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XXVI 

The Utterance of Pururava bearing on Aversion for the pleasures of Sense 

Rggsgwfipi ana reseat apf i 3tpp qtxiatMmatw fpt i ? i 

Tjmqzzji stWi-q) fgrjrRt jnafagar i pt^ HidiniSn i 

driwttsftt a rpiFTzpFtsgtgftnfai: i 7 i 

trj a fFtfertat awijtwrawa) tmapjpfiTsjatT i ? i 

TfF5: Rillftfll aiUlR'IIdd •Jjkajdl: I fttcfuui: }i)*Rqi) I K I 

tddtdissaiR worttT ai an jawcr-jq: i lartUsM'iMW aft lajjfa i q i 

3L<f4*H a^nrfaat: i a fta aFataftrRfta^nrf^rftaa: i ^ i 
The glorious Lord began again: Having obtained this (human) body, the (sole) medium 

of perceiving My true nature, he who has betaken himself to the course of conduct pleasing 
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to Me (viz., the path of Devotion) duly attains to Me, his very Self, the embodiment of supreme 
Bliss, dwelling in his own heart. (1) (Once) completely freed, by means of firm devotion to 
the path of Knowledge, from the bondage of Matter (which conditions the embodied soul) the 
Jiva does not get attached to the unreal objects of senses, though living in the midst of such 
objects, which are mere creations of Maya (My deluding potency) and are being falsely 
perceived (as one's own self or possession). (2) One should on no account cultivate the 
fellowship of unworthy men given to the gratification of their sexual urge and satisfaction of 
their hunger (alone); (for) the follower of (even) one such sensualist falls into (the) blinding 
darkness (of hell) like a blind man following another blind man. (3) Falling a prey to infatuation 
due to separation from UrvasT (in the first instance) and (eventually) disgusted (with the 
pleasures of sense) on his grief having been overcome as a result of his meeting her once 
more at Kuruksetra and attaining to her realm in heaven by offering oblations to the 
sacred fire entrusted to him by the Gandharvas and thereby propitiating the gods (vide 
IX, xiv. 32—47), Emperor Pururava (the son of lla) of extensive fame sang the following 
song (concerning himself, reproduced in verses 7 to 24 below). (4) As she went leaving him 
(alone in the bed), the monarch felt (greatly) perturbed and followed her in a state of nature 
like a madman, crying: "Tarry (awhile), my cruel wife I" (5) Deprived of his reason by Urvast, 
he was aware neither of the nights that passed nor of the coming ones for years together 
while repeatedly enjoying the trivial pleasures without satiety. (6) 

& 3ara 

3T?t ^ algfaWH: 

Tift 44Tfu idlin',: }jqf apzjfaafsrjat 

3t?t ^ StldlttuilSI idldtl atfaffl fnt: 

tfuRnfcfuirftH feat tjuifajiaTH 

(jinwnn-jjaia: 444, fta ^inritn at 

fat Rram fat 4441 fat ruiifn ?Jft4 at 

msUaiaflfai fa® at ufusrtmPHH 

Trawr uh4|iH zav-ti 3144434, 

rjSrnniHfin Ran aft -4-al nlRatj 

atfannafa ^att if 

Rnifnm 4tS4^I4 d'mni aT a4nina 

sra MtflMFt: amt aMmrarataits^jfa: 

faat: fatmgaTafabmfirctsii: wjsat 

nRnn, avtciJ jijta rinsing fanny rf 

3taifa dlnaniln <stvl^ aTyfun 

3f^gf^PK, arata *na aaata^ 

ntHlcl,4fft 4 atrfaj: affj ytfnfit: 

^aat ijslnaiunm 4T4:iqiisi tpi ajat: I a I 

•jfnnl n44<ihi aat^Tfa um-nn i c t 

*l4iij'ia*adT ^afwnftt: i t i 

atnff Ran nn*aiiH 44 tFaaa^ nnn I ^ o I 

atsiaaaj fafa ataff tataa at^arfsa: 11; ^ i 

f% fafa%a at^a ^jtftnfta 44t 344, mi 

atsmterrai am aWaafmafaTa: mi 

a gramtanj: amt afjt^isrfafrrfar i 1 

3fwttif9aj% •n<idnt4at«rani?4i 

44taat asiMlsI 4iaam^tatai4: mi 

Taparsmfa^at ats? a^RtflRifa: mi 

asTjatt: Tff44tarax?isawtsfagaT^a: i %c i 

famat4: f% Tjgatfafa at 4ia4tait mi 

st^t ^jast L(na gffaa a fata: 1401 

famjaijit Thai faftnri [a>44-4f4,m 1 

faa^f=5aaatam4: ^nafa arnai 1941 

•staaFpa: 44414, wafa fwfita 44: mi 

fa^at amfasraa: nsuM: fejar^na,1441 

Pururava sang: Astounding (indeed) is the magnitude of my infatuation, my judgment 
having been clouded by passion, inasmuch as (all) these years of my life have passed 
unnoticed by me while my neck remained clasped (in embrace) by my celestial wife 1(7) 
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Charmed by her alas ! I did not perceive when the sun set or when it rose, nor did I know of 
the days, totalling numbers of years, that rolled by I (8) How great is the infatuation of my soul 
by which myself, a universal monarch, the crest-jewel of kings, was made a toy deer of in the 
hands of women I (9) Crying like a madman, all naked, I followed the woman (even) as she 
went away deserting me, a ruler of men, including my kingdom, like a straw. (10) Whence 
could there be any glory, majesty or lordship in me, who followed a departing woman (even) 
like a donkey kicked by a she-ass ? (11) What will be gained through worship of gods, 
renunciation, askesis, study of scriptures, solitary life or observing silence by him whose 
heart has been stolen by women ? (12) Fie upon me, a (veritable) fool, though fancying 
myself to be a learned man, who, blind as I am to my own (real) interests, have been enslaved 
by women just like a bull or a donkey, even after attaining sovereignty.) 13) Although I have 
been enjoying the inebriating nectar of Urvasi’s lips for multitudes of years, my hankering, 
mind-born as it is, knows no satiety any more than fire could be quenched by (pouring) 
oblations (into it).(14) Who else than Lord Visnu (who is above sense-perception), the ruler 
of those revelling in the Self, can possibly succeed in reclaiming a mind captivated by a lewd 
woman ? (15) Even though I was admonished by that celestial woman in truthful words 
(finding place in a Vedic hymn), the great infatuation lurking in my mind, perverse of intellect 
and uncontrolled of mind as I am, does not depart. (16) Or what offence could have been 
done by her against us any more than by a rope against a man who, being ignorant of its 
reality, (erroneously) conceived it to be a serpent ? For. (in reality) it is I, whose senses are 
(still) uncontrolled, that stand to blame. (17) How incompatible are this dirty body (of a 
woman), full of bad smell etc., and impure, and the excellences (attributed to it) such as 
fragrance, purity and delicacy etc., (which are generally associated with a flower). It was 
through ignorance as a matter of fact that the aforesaid virtues were wrongly attributed (by 
me) to her body. (18) It cannot be definitely ascertained whether the body (of a human being) 
is the property of one's parents, wife (who provides amenities and enjoyment for it), master 
(employer, if one happens to be a servant) , fire (to which it is ultimately and ordinarily 

consigned at the time of cremation), the dog and the vulture (by which it is consumed in the 
event of its being left undisposed of after death), the soul (tenanting it, which reaps the fruit 
of its actions) or its near and dear ones (who befriend and render good offices to it). (19) Man 
gets attached to such an impure body, which has a contemptible end (in that it resolves itself 
into worms if interred, into excreta if devoured by animals and into ashes if cremated), and 
lavishes praise on it in the words "Oh, how delightful is the face of this woman with a shapely 
nose and full of charming smiles I" (20) How little difference is there between those who take 
delight in the body of a woman (which is no more than a mass of skin, flesh, blood, nerves, 
fat, marrow and bones), (on the one hand) and the worms wallowing in ordure, urine and pus 
(on the other)? (21) Therefore, he who is alive to his (own) interests should on no account 
associate even through sight with the fair sex nor with slaves of woman; (for) it is through 
contact of the senses with their objects that the mind is agitated, not otherwise. (22) No (such) 

agitation follows from an unseen or unheard of object; (hence) the mind of a man who does 
not direct his senses towards their objects becomes still and (eventually) gets composed. (23) 
Therefore, one should not associate through the senses with the fair sex nor with those 
devoted to woman; (for) the five senses and the mind do not desen/e to be trusted even by 

the wise, much less by (indiscreet) men like me. (24) 
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The glorious Lord continued : Singing thus at the top of his voice, the celebrated 

Pururava (the object of veneration of kings and gods alike) left the realm of UrvaSi and, having 
realized Me as his very self (dwelling) in his (own) heart and shaken off, by dint of that 

realization, his delusion (in the shape of identification with the body etc.), retired forthwith 
from the world. (25) Therefore, eschewing evil company, a prudent man should associate 
with the righteous; (for) the latter cut asunder the deep attachment of his mind (for the 

pleasures of sense) by their precepts. (26) The righteous are free from craving (for the 
pleasures of sense), have their mind fixed on Me, are perfectly serene (free from passion), 
view everything alike (as an embodiment of Brahma), are free from the senses of mineness 

as well as from the ego-sense (identification from the body etc.), are unaffected by the pairs 

of opposites and own no property.(27) In the midst of those exceedingly fortunate people, 

O highly blessed Uddhava, My stories are always told—stories that are salutary to mankind 
and eradicate the sin of those that take delight in them. (28) They who listen to them, sing 
them and as a matter of fact heartily approve of them and are respectful towards Me. nay, 

exclusively devoted to Me (expecting no other return) and are full of reverence acquire 

devotion to Me. (29) What else remains to be achieved by the pious soul who has attained 
devotion to Me, endowed with endless virtues (potencies),the (ultimate) Cause of all, the 
embodiment of (Truth,) Consciousness and Bliss? (30) (Even) as cold, dismay and darkness 

disappear in the case of a man who betakes himself to the glorious Agni (the god of fire), so 

do the rigidity and obtuseness (born of stern devotion to duty), the fear of future births and 

its root, ignorance, get dissolved in the case of the man who renders loving service to pious 

souls. (31) Just as a strong bark is the supreme resort to those that are being drowned in 
water, noble souls who have realized Brahma and have attained (perfect) peace of mind are 

the highest resort to those who having sunk (once) to the lowest depths are coming (once 
more) to the surface in the ocean of mundane existence. (32) (Just as) food is life itself to 
those that breathe, (as) I am the only shelter to the afflcted, and (even as) piety is the (only) 

wealth for men (to depend upon) in the other world (after death), (so) saints are the (only) 

resort to him who is afraid of being born (again and again) on this (mortal) plane. (33) (Even) 

having fully risen, the sun bestows (on us) the external eye (alone), whereas holy men confer 
(on those enjoying their fellowship) inner eyes (in the shape of knowledge relating to the 
Saguna and Nirguna aspects of Brahma). Holy men (therefore) are (veritable) gods as well 

as one's near and dear ones. They are one's (very) soul (nay,) Myself. (34) Rid in this way 
of longing for Urvasi's realm (orsight), and free from (all) attachment due to the fellowship 
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The glorious Lord began again: Since there is no end to the branch of the Vedas 
dealing with ritual acts, which is unlimited in scope and infinite in volume, O Uddhava! I shall 
(accordingly) discuss this topic (of Kriyayoga) in a nutshell in order of sequence in its true 
perspective. (6) The procedure of My worship is threefold, viz.,Vedic, Tantikaand mixed 
(consisting of both elements). Of the three, one should duly worship Me according to that 
procedure alone which is liked by him. (7) Hear from Me the way in which, having (first) 
attained the status of the twice-born (by getting himself invested with the sacred thread) as 
enjoined by (the part of) the Veda prescribing his duties— when the worshipper happens to 
be a member of the twice-born classes—a man should worship Me with devotion and 
reverence. (8) Full of Devotion he should worship Me, his teacher and father, with the 
requisite material (flowers etc.), with sincerity (lit., guiielessness in the shape of entertaining 
no hope for its reward) in (through the medium of) an image, a raised ground (levelled, 
squared and prepared for a sacrifice) or the sacred fire, the sun, water, (the cavity of) the 
heart or a Brahmana . (9) Having cleansed his teeth (with the end of a small green twig 
crushed with the teeth and converted into a brush), he should first (of all) perform his 
ablutions for the purification of his body. The bath should be repeated with (the utterance of) 
both types of Mantras (Vedic as well as Tantric) after (first) daubing the (whole) body with 
clay (as well as with fresh cowdung, sacrificial ashes and so on) and going through other 
preliminaries (such as invoking the presence of the Ganga and other sacred waters, offering 
Arghya to them and seeking their permission for a bath). (10) Undertaking a noble vow (of 
propitiating Myself), he should perform My worship, which wipes out (all) Kaunas, side by 
side with (not neglecting) duties (of a binding nature) such as saying the Sandhya prayers, 
(that have been) enjoined by the Veda. (11) An image has been declared to be of eight kinds 
according as it is carved out of (a block of) stone or wood, made of (molten) metal (such as 
brass or bronze), clay or sandal-paste etc., painted (on a wall etc.),made of sand or carved 
out of a precious stone or conceived by the mind. (12) An image, which is a templeof the Lord, 
is (again) of two varieties, movable and immovable. (The ceremonies of) invoking the 
presence of or bidding farewell to a deity are not necessary in worship done through the 
medium of an immovable one, 0 Uddhava 1 (13) There is option in the matter of invocation 
etc., in the case of a movable image (otherthan a Salagrama stone, where no invocation etc., 
is needed); while both must be done in the worship through the medium of a raised ground 
(or through an image of sand). Only an image other than a painted one or that made of clay 
or sandal-paste etc., should be (invariably) bathed; in (all) other cases (mere) sprinkling all 
round with water is enough. (14) My worship through images etc., should be done with 
excellent articles. In the case, however, of a devotee (who is) free from wiles (in the shape 
of a selfish motive) it may be conducted with articles that are (easily) available. In (the cavity 
of) the heart, of course, worship is offered with love alone. (15) (Worship in the form of) bathing 
and (decoration with) ornaments is highly desirable only in an image, O Uddhava; in a raised 
ground (of course) the (conceptual) installation of the various deities (viz., the principal Deity 
and His entourage) in their respective place (with the uttering of formulas sacred to each); 
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in a sacred fire, (the offering of) oblations soaked in ghee; in the sun, respect shown (to the sun- 
god in the form of offering Arghya and waiting upon Him with prayers) and in water, worship 
through (gratification by offering) water etc., is considered most desirable. Even water offered 
with reverence by a devotee is most pleasing to Me; how much more, then, are sandal-paste, 
incense, flowers, light and food etc., dear to Me ? On the other hand, anything offered by one 
who is not a devotee does not contribute to My pleasure even if it is abundant. (16 18) 
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Having got together (all) requisites (articles of worship etc.), and prepared a seat with 
blades of Darbha grass pointing to the east, and sitting (on it) with his face turned towards 
the east or the north or in front of the image (to be worshipped) in the event of the latter being 
immovable, and himself pure, the votary should commence worshipping (Me). (19) Having 
consecrated himself (by assigning the various syllables of the Mantra to be used in the 
worship to the different parts of his hand as well as to the limbs of his body), he should gently 
rub the image (with a view to wiping of the coat of sandle-paste etc., on it) when it has been 
similarly consecrated and (then) duly adorn (with sandal-paste and flowers etc.), the pitcher 
(full of water to be used for worship from the beginning to the end) and the vessel containing 
water for sprinkling (and thereby consecrating) the utensils and articles of worship etc., 
with (20) Consecrating with that water the temple, the articles of worship as well as himself, 
the votary should get ready three vessels (filling them with water taken from the pitcher, and 
providing them) with (necessary) accessories* (for offering Padya, Arghya and Acamaniya, i. e„ 
water for washing the feet and hands and rinsing the mouth of the Deity respectively). (21) The 
worshipper should (then) consecrate the said three vessels (containing water) for washing 
the feet and hands and rinsing the mouth of the deity by breathing into them the sacred 
formulas connected with the head, the head and the tuft of hair on the crown (viz., 

•The scriptures dealing with Ihe details ol worship lay down that Ihe fallowing accessories should be used alongwith water 

when washing the feet and hands and rinsing the mouth of the deity respectively — 
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blades ol panic grass-these eight substances have heen presenbed lor being used with Ihe water intended lor washing Ihe 

handsolthe Deity wllhiwhilelhewater intended lor rinsing Ihe mouth olthe deity should he accompaniedby Ihe nutmeg, cloves, 

berries of Kahkola plant etc.* 
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* vfl«^ wim', ‘ftiart q^ ’j respectively and lastly the Gayatri-Mantra (into all). (22) (Then) within 
his (own) body conceived as dried up by the gastric wind and (then) consumed by the fire 
at the navel and (ultimately revived by nectar flowing from the moon located in the forehead 
and thus) thoroughly sublimated, he should meditate on My supreme and subtle form (the form 
of Lord Narayana), of which the Jiva is but a particle, installed on the lotus of the heart and 
contemplated by accomplished souls at the end of Nada (the fifth part of the sound of Pranava 
consisting of fli^orthe nasal sound andartor the echo).(23) On hisbody being permeated 
(as a house by the light emanating from a lamp) by that subtle form contemplated as his own 
being, he should (first) worship Me in that form(with conceptual articles) and, full of that 
presence, should (then) invoke My presence in the image etc., and, having installed Me there 
and assigned the syllables of the Mantra to the (various) limbs of the image, proceed with 
My worship. (24) Having (mentally) prepared a (high) seat for Me with Dharma etc. (viz., 
Dharma or Righteousness, Jnana or Wisdom, Vairagya or Dispassion and Aiswarya or 
Supremacy for its four feet; Adharma or Unrighteousness, Ajnana or Ignorance, Avairagya or 
Absence of Dispassion and Anaiswarya or Lack of Supremacy for its four sides; and Sattva, 
Rajas and Tamas for the three planks constituting its base) and the nine Saktis or potencies 
(viz., Vimala, Utkarsini, Jnana, Kriya, Yoga, Prahvi, Satya, ISana and Anugraha or Purity, 
Exaltation, Wisdom, Activity, Supernatural Power, Humility, Truthfulness, Rulership and 
Graciousness mounted on it) and (mentally) spread on it a lotus of eight petals shining bright 
with its pericarp and filaments (and with the orbs of the sun and other luminaries fixed on it), 
he should (instal Me on it and) Offer to Me (various) articles of worship such as water for washing 

My feet and hands and rinsing My mouth with according to the spirit of the Vedas and the Tantras 
both and with a view to securing both (worldly enjoyment and final beatitude). (25-26) He should 
(further) worship in their order of sequence (the discus) Sudarsana, (the conch named) 
Pancajanya, the mace (Kaumodaki), the sword, the bow and the arrows as well as (the 
emblems of Lord Sankarsana, viz.,) the plough and the pestle in the eight directions and the 
Kaustubha (gem), the (Vaijayanti)garland and (the mark of) Srivatsa (all the three on the 
bosom of the Lord in their respective position).(27) He should (likewise) worship (the eight 
attendants of the Lord, viz.,) Nanda, Sunanda, Pracanda as well as Canda, Mahabala and 
Bala; Kumuda and Kumudeksana (as standing around the Lord in the eight directions) and 

(His carrier) Garuda (as facing the Lord). (28) He should (also) worship, by offering them 
water to wash their hands with and so on, (Goddess) Durga, Vinayaka (Lord GaneSa), (the 
sage) Vyasa and Viswaksena (all these four as surrounding the Lord in the four corners 

intervening the four quarters), his own preceptor (as standing to-His left) and the gods (viz., 
the eight guardians of the spheres) each in his relative position (according to the direction 
in which their spheres are located), (all) of course facing the Lord. (29) 
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The votary should, if there is (sufficient) wealth, daily bathe Me with water made fragrant 
by sandal-paste, Usira (a kind of aromatic grass), camphor, saffron and aloe-wood, chanting 
(all the while) sacred texts such as the Suvarnagharmanuvaka (or Rgveda, commencing with 
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the words ^etc.), the Mahapurusavidya* (a sacred text sacred to Lord Visnu, the 
Supreme Person), the Purusa-Suktaf and the texts of Samaveda such as the Rajana Sama 
and the Rauhina Sama. (30-31) My devotee should (also) lovingly set Me off in the proper 
way with raiments, the sacred thread, jewels, wreaths of basil leaves, scents and sandal- 
paste, (32) The worshipper should (then) reverently offer to Me water to wash My feet and 
rinse My mouth with, sandal-paste flowers and grains of unbroken rice (for decoration), 
incense, light and articles of food. (33) If there be wealth, one should offer as food (to Me daily 
or at least on festive occasions) jaggery (or sugar), rice boiled in milk and sweetened with 
sugar, ghee; large round cakes of ground rice, sugar and sesamum seeds and cooked in 
oil; piles of sweet cakes made of meal and sugar and fried in ghee; lumps of sweets 
composed of meal cooked in ghee; a kind of porridge made of wheat flour with ghee, milk 
and molasses; curds and seasoned soup of pulses.(34) Offering a brush (made of a small 
green twig with one of its ends crushed) for cleansing My teeth, perfumed oil for anointing 
My body with, a paste (of saffron and camphor powder) for being rubbed on the various parts 
of My body in order to free it from dirt; (bathing My image with a preparation composed of 
milk, curds, ghee, honey and sugar as well as with scented water; clothing Me with costly silk 
and adorning Me with jewels, sandal-paste and wreaths etc.), and putting a mirror before Me 
(in order to show Me how I look); offering Me food which could be (easily) swallowed (without 
mastication) as well as that needing mastication (together with fragrant water, betel leaves, 
a bed of flowers etc.), and (also) singing songs and dancing etc., should be arranged (at 
least) on a sacred day (e.g., Ekadasi or the full moon), and preferably everyday (if one's 
means allow it). (35) 
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Depositing fire in a sacrificial pit, dug and constructed with due ceremony alongwith 
(three) zone-like constructions, a hollow and a raised ground, one should collect and 
concentrate it with the hand once it has been kindled (by fanning it).(36) Then enclosing it 
on all sides with twenty blades of KuSa grass, one should sprinkle water on the Kusa blades 
all round and, duly replenishing it with fuel while uttering the Vyahrtis (*£:, »p: and so on) and 
placing (to the north of the sacred fire) articles to be offered to the fire and sprinkling them 
with water taken from the consecrating vessel, should contemplate Me in the fire as shining 
brightly like molten gold, distinguished by four arms resplendent with a conch, discus, mace 
and lotus, calm (and composed), clad in silk possessing the (golden) hue of the filaments of 
a lotus, adorned with a brilliant diadem, bangles, a girdle (round My waist) and excellent 
armlets, bearing the mark of Srfvatsa on My bosom, distinguished with the lustrous 
Kaustubha gem and with a garland of sylvan flowers. (37—39) Visualizing and worshipping 
Me (as such) and casting (into the fire) sacrificial sticks soaked in ghee and having made 
the two offerings of ghee known by the name of Agharas (and consisting of sprinkling ghee 
across the sacrificial pit from the northern to the southern end and from the southern to the 

f The 16 Mantras of Rgveda. X. xc; Atharva. XIX. vi; the first 16 Mantras of 6ukla Yajurveda XXXI and Krsna Yajurveda 

III. xii; Sdmaveda 617—621 
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northern end, uttering the formulas'u«M4raiifi'and1 iwnrarsT') and two (more) offerings known 
by the name of Ajyabhagas (and consisting of pouring ghee into the sacred fire uttering the 
formulas 'srrt raw' and 'ttmra raw’ respectively), should offer oblations soaked in ghee, 
uttering the fundamental Mantra (ai wtt -mmm) and then the hymn known by the name of 
Purusa-Sukta (consisting of sixteen Mantras); taking a fresh oblation (in a limited quantity 
with every utterance). The knowing devotee should (further) offer oblations (through the fire) 
to Dharma and others in the order mentioned before (in verse 25 above), uttering the name 
of the deity with the indeclinable “Swaha" added to it and (then) the oblation known as 
“Swistakrt” (which is offered at the end of a sacrifice with the formula' frasrfA raw' and 
is so-called because it is believed to turn the sacrifice into a success). (40-41) 
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Having worshipped Me (as indwelling the fire) and saluted Me, the votary should offer 

oblations (in the eight directions) to My attendants (Nanda and others, mentioned in verse 
28 above) and (then returning to the place of worship and taking his seat before Me), should 
repeat the Mula (principal) Mantra (as long as possible), contemplating (all the while) on the 
Infinite in the form of Lord Narayana. (42)(Then, visualizing Me as having finished My dinner 
in the meantime,) he should offer water (to Me) for rinsing My mouth with and (again inviting 
Me back to My seat) should make over the remnants to Viswaksena (the foremost attendant 
to the Lord). (Again,) offering betel-leaves etc., containing aromatic substances, intended to 
perfume the mouth, he should then conclude the worship (by showering on Me flowers 
placed in the hollow of one's joined palms). (43) (Then) celebrating, recounting and 
dramatically representing My exploits, dancing (out of joy while doing so) and narrating or 
listening to My stories, one should remain immersed in joy awhile. (44) Glorifying Me through 
long or short hymns found in ancient works (such as the Vedas and Puranas) as well as 
through those composed by human beings, and praying in the words “Be pleased, O Lord I" 
he should salute Me falling flat (on the ground) like a log, placing his head at My feet and with 
his arms joined together (at his back after the fashion of a criminal) and saying, "O Lord, 
protect me, afraid (as I am) of the ocean of worldly existence rendered all the more fearful 
by the presence of the alligator in the shape of death, and (as such) come to You (for 
protection).'' (45-46) Praying thus he should respectfully place on his head as if given by Me 
the flowers etc., offered to Me and in case he must send back the deity (from the image in 
the event of its being intended for temporary worship); the (divine) effulgence invoked into 
the image should be drawn back (from it and merged) into the (divine) flame burning in the 
lotus of the heart (and the image deposited into some holy tank or river).(47) One can worship 
Me through whichever of the media (enumerated in verse 9 above), e. g., an image, he 
conceives a reverence for on a particular occasion; for, being the Soul of the universe. I dwell 
in all created beings as well as in the self (of the worshipper himself). (48) 

Tjd jcnqiubmsf: 4,4i-t i : foLg, 41711 fo-riTuij)(luting IY^ I 

AHjldBIwr Hpcu f£5AJ rpilUMlf-l TAnfat 4yuAl3ilrec(l[SfHT-L I A° 1 
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4*1l4Wl 

Stf^TT *RHT I 1pn^TT ^T^tcF f5lf^|lfrHI*-yr1l(Mi4lrl \itf I 
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?fH ^iHiSHWd MKHpWi WfedNlM-+>l<13l44v%t STJiR^SKM: I^V9| 

Worshipping Me as aforesaid in accordance with the courses of worship taught in the 
Vedas as also in the Tantras, a man secures at My hands success of the kind coveted by 
him both here and hereafter. (49) One (who can afford to do so) should cause a strong 
(enduring) house of worship to be built and, having duly installed My image (in it), should 
(further) cause beautiful flower-gardens to be laid out and make a (formal) grant (in favour 
of the temple) of fields, markets, towns or villages helpful for the (daily) worship, (occasional) 
congregations (on sacred days) and festivals. Granting these for the regular (and uninterrupted) 
conduct of worship etc., from day to day as well as on specially sacred days, one bids fair 
to enjoy a fortune as great as Mine. (50-51) Through installation (of an image) one bids fair 
to acquire sovereignty of the entire globe; by erecting a temple he is sure to attain dominion 
of (all) the three worlds; through worship etc., one can hope to reach the realm of Brahma 

and through all these three (combined) one can attain a state of equality with Me. (52) He 
who worships Me as aforesaid secures union (in thought with Me) through Devotion and 
through (such) course of disinterested Devotion one attains to Me alone. (53) He who takes 
away the endowment made either by himself or by others in favour of (the image of) a deity or 
a Brahmana continues for ten crores of years to be born as a creature living on ordure. (54) 

Such a destiny (whether good or bad as depicted in verses 49 to 54 above) awaits hereafter 
the agent as well as his assistant, prompter and supporter too, since each (of them) is a 
partner in the act; and the reward or punishment is greater according as the action is more 
dignified or atrocious.(55) 

Thus ends the twenty-seventh discourse in Book Eleven of the 
great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T2J|g|R^i)ssziFT: 

Discourse XXVIII 
The Highest Truth Discussed 
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wluixwiguiXu^l ttra^TtSErsfetfhJT.' I 4kicui ttrat tj^d) WJH I l, | 

3TTcfe ftfe tpqa ,prfa 5nj: , ^ qjft fewwJ ( ^ , 

nwlM tfrat fttsfatt: | PiwMq fitfqw fni|rtl <tl[rHI4t[~4 I 

?? 'J.U|H^ ftfis Rifes imrar i ta i 

W fesi-v TTgf^t jrnfajIM^UIH | q q g- ^ ^ , c ! 

rasfan^nm i 3tra-T<^<jH^ii^i fug^t fearf.# i ^ i 

The glorious Lord began again: Visualizing the universe—though brought about by 
(the co-operation of) Prakrti (Matter) and Purusa (the Spirit)—as one in substance (as a 
manifestation of Brahma or the Absolute), one should neither praise nor condemn the 
(tranquil, vehement or torpid) nature and (corresponding) actions of others. (1) He who 
eulogizes or denounces the natural bent of mind and actions of others quickly strays from 
his (real) purpose (of Self-Knowledge) on account of his clinging to duality (which is 
unreal).(2) On the senses (evolved from the Rajasika ego) being overpowered with sleep the 
soul imprisoned in the body enters the realm of Maya (illusion in the shape of the dream state 
in the event of the mind continuing to function) and having lost its consciousness (of the body 
and its surroundings later on when the mind too becomes torpid) reaches the state of deep 
sleep (which has been likened to death). So does the man perceiving many things (instead 
of the one real substance) experience distraction on coming in contact with the pleasures of 
sense and later on finds himself sunk into the depths of ignorance). (3) In the midst of duality, 
which is unreal (the question does not arise) what is good (praiseworthy) and what is evii 
(deprecable) and to what extent a (particular) thing is good or bad; (for) whatever is 
expressed through word (i.e., whatever is grasped through the senses) as well as whatever 
is contemplated with the mind is false. (4) A reflection, an echo and an illusory object (such 
as a mother of pearl presenting the appearance of silver), though unreal, react on us (as 
though they were real). So do the body and other entities (continue to) inspire fear till they 
disappear (into their one substratum, viz., Brahma). (5) Therefore, this universe is (no other 
than) the (Supreme) Spirit, inasmuch as It is capable of assuming all forms and almighty 

(capable of evolving everything). It is that (Universal) Spirit (alone) which creates and is 
created, protects and is protected, destroys and is destroyed. (It is both the subject and the 
object). (6) Therefore, no entity other than the Self existing apart from that which is created 
and so on has been posited (by the Vedas).This threefold appearance (in the shape of 
creation, continuance and destruction of the universe) in the Self has been declared (by the 
wise) as baseless. Know the threefold existence (in the shape of the perceiver, the perceived 
and the act of perception), being a product of the three Gunas, as brought about by Maya 

(My deluding potency) (7) He who comes to know (what is meant by) this ripeness of Jfiana 
and Vijnana as taught by Me would neither extol nor revile anyone and would move about 
In the world (free from partiality and prejudice) as the sun. (8) Realizing this world as having 
a beginning and an end and (therefore) unreal (when conceived as apart from the Spirit) by 
means of perception, inference, the authority..of the scriptures and one's own direct 
experience, one should move about in this world unattached.(9) 

4 -si 3WIW 
*JI3Rt 4 I <sgt lt>o I 
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Uddhava submitted: Transmigration (or in other words, the experience ot pleasure and 
pain etc.), is undergone neither by the soul, who is the perceiver and therefore self-luminous, 
nor by the body, which is the object of perception and therefore other than the Self. (All the 
same) it is experienced, O Lord! (The question, therefore, arises:) by whom is it undergone ? (10) 
The soul is undec^ying, unqualified, free from impurities, self-effulgent like fire and 
unobscured (by the evil of Avidya or nescience) while the body is material like wood. 
(Therefore,) which (of the two) undergoes transmigration ? (11) 
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The glorious Lord replied: So long as there is contact of the undiscriminating soul with 
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the body, senses and vital airs metempsychosis continues to bear fruit (in the shape of 
pleasure and pain), even though it has no reality. (12) Even though phenomena (in the shape 
of the various bodies) do not exist (in the Self), metempsychosis (consisting in the experience 
of pleasure and pain) does not cease in the case of the embodied soul continuing to think 
of the objects of senses, even as calamities do not cease to afflict a niSh in the dream state 
so long as the dream is not broken, although the objects seen in il (including the body 
appearing in the dream) do not (actually) exist. (13) Just as the dream experience brings 
many a woe to a man who has not yet woken—while the same surely does not infatuate him 
who has woken up—so what brings sorrow to the ignorant does not afflict a wise man. (14) 
Grief, delight, fear, anger, greed, infatuation, craving and other moods as well as birth and 
death are seen in relation to the ego and not to the Self. (15) The spirit hidden behind the 
body, the senses, the vital airs and the mind and identifying itself with them is called the JIva. 
The subtle body (constituted of the Gunas and Karmas) is its material manifestation and is 
variously known as the Sutratma or the Mahat-tattva. Controlled by God (in the form of the 
Time-Spirit), it revolves in Samsara (the whirligig of metempsychosis). (16) Cutting down 
with the sword of wisdom, whetted by worship (of God), this (tree of the) ego-sense—which 
has no root and (yet) stands revealed in multitudinous forms (such as those of gods, human 
beings etc.), and is entertained in relation to the mind, speech, vital airs and body—a 
contemplative soul roams about on the giobe destitute of (all) thirst (for the pleasures of 
sense). (17) Wisdom consists in distinguishing the Self from the non-Self. (Study of) the 
Vedas and askesis (in the shape of discharging one’s own sacred obligations), the teachings 
of exalted souls, ratiocination (consistent with those teachings) and one's own realization 
(which does not contradict the two) constitute the means to (the attainment of) such 
discriminating knowledge. And such discrimination results in the conviction that what alone 
existed at the beginning of creation and will survive at the end of it exists in the middle as well 
and that is (Brahma,) the revealer as well as the cause of the universe. (18) (Even) as gold 
not (yet) wrought into various beautiful shapes (as ornaments), which existed before as well 
as after all that is made of it, is the same even atthe middle, while it is being called by different 
names (ear-ring, bangle and so on), so do I (the Cause of the universe) exist before and after 
the universe and am designated by different names even at the middle. (In other words, the 
creation is in no way other than Me.)(19) That (one substance, viz., Brahma) alone is real, 
because of which—the fourth principle (consisting of absolute Consciousness)—O dear 
uddhava, this mind subject to its three states (viz., waking, dream and deep slumber), the 
three Gunas or modes of Rrakrti (which bring about the three states) as well as the threefold 
universe (consisting of the cause, viz., the Adhyatma or the senses, the effect, viz., the 
Adhibhuta or the five elements —earth etc., and the agent, viz., the Adhidaiva or the gods 
presiding over the Indriyas) appear through invariable concomitance, and which substance 
(equally) persists even when this threefold distinction disappears (viz., during Samadhi or 
the state of absorption).(20) That (on the other hand) which neither existed before nor will 
persist after (viz.,the manifest creation) does not (really) exist even in the middle except in 
name alone. An effect is the same as that other substance (viz., the cause) through which 
it came into being and by which it stands revealed: such is My conviction.(21) This world of 
modifications, though it did not exist (before), has evolved from Brahma through Rajas and 
is revealed (also) by Brahma, which (on the other hand) is the cause of all by itself (and not 
the effect of any other cause) and the revealer (too). (Therefore) it is Brahma (alone) which 
appears as this diversified universe, consisting (as it does) of the senses and their objects 
(the subtle elements), the mind (including the gods presiding over the senses and the mind) 
and the five gross elements. (22) Resolving one's doubts concerning the Self by the 
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aforesaid means of clearly distinguishing Brahma (vide verse 18 above) and by rejecting the 
possibility of the body etc., (which are other than the Self) being recognized as the Self and 
by the grace of a wise preceptor, and sated with the bliss of Self-Realization, one should 
dissociate oneself from all the senses etc., (thirsting after enjoyment). (23) Indeed the body, 
(which is) a product of the earth, the senses, the deities presiding over them, life-breath, the 
air, water, fire and the mind, which is sustained by food, reason and the intellect, the ego, 
ether, earth, the (five) objects of the senses and Prakrti (the state of equilibrium of the three 
Gunas) are not the Self (since they are all material). (24) What gain can there be to him who 
has fully realized My Truth through his senses, made up of the three Gunas, being composed 
or, say, what harm can befall him through his senses being tossed about ? What gain or loss 
can accrue to the sun through the clouds having gathered about it or dispersed ? (25) (Even) 
as the sky is not affected by the (drying, burning, drenching and soiling) properties of the air, 
fire, water and earth or by the peculiarities, that come and go, of the various seasons, so the 
transcendent Indestructible is never contaminated by the impurities (impure tendencies and 
actions) of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, which bring about the transmigration of one who looks 

upon the body as his self. (26) All the same attachment to the pleasures of sense, which are 
the creations of Maya (Prakrti) should be completely eschewed until the impurity attaching 
to the mind in the form of passion is shaken off through the intense practice of Devotion. (27) 
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(Just) as a disease in men sprouts again and again, if treated improperly, and causes much 
pain, so does the mind whose passions and (the latencies of) Karma to which they are traceable 
have not been burnt and which has conceived an attachment for all (wealth, sons, wife and so 
on) brings about the fall of one who has not attained perfection in Yoga (wisdom). (28) Those 
imperfect Yogis who are (thus) frustrated by (living) impediments in the form of human 
beings (such as wife and sons, kinsfolk and disciples) placed by the gods take once more 
to (the practice of) Yoga, by force of the habit acquired in previous births, but never to the 
elaborate course of action, (29) Impelled by some agency (the Inner Controller or force of 
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destiny etc.), the ignorant man performs actions till his death and is subjected to joy and 
sorrow (undergoes transmigration thereby).The enlightened soul (however) is not so 
subjected, though seated in the body (a product of Matter), his thirst (for the pleasures of 
sense) having ceased due to his enjoying the bliss of Self-Realization (^ind hence does not 
undergo transmigation through performing actions all his life). (30) He whose mind is fixed 
on the Self is not aware of the body whether it is standing or sitting, walking or lying down, 
answering the calls of nature or masticating food or pursuing any other natural activity. (31) 
If at all a man of wisdom perceives the various objects of his extroverted senses, he does 
not recognize as real anything other than the Self—for such a thing would be contrary to 
reason—any more than a man rising from sleep recognizes as real an object seen in a dream 
and as such vanishing. (32) This psycho-physical organism (a product of ignorance), 
wonderfully wrought by the three Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and Karmas (conforming to those 
Gunas), which was formerly (in the state of bondage) perceived as non-distinctfrom the Self, 
O dear Uddhava, now disappears in the light of Self-Knowledge. The Self (however) can 
neither be apprehended nor rejected. (33) Just as the emergence of the sun (only) disperses 
the darkness screening the human eyes, but does not create (anew) what has already been 
there, so My consummate and true realization dispels the darkness enveloping the mind of 
man. (34) The Self is never hidden from our view (but ever directly perceptible). It is self- 
luminous, beyond birth (and death etc.), beyond all proof, unlimited in po'int of time and space 
etc. (and therefore beyond all change), comprising all sorts of experiences, and remaining 
one (without a second) when all words cease to describe it. Speech and the senses function 

(only) when impelled by It.(35) 

pdldHIthtin'll ^ feEcailtJ I OTHT^t WHIrth-tHcMral R W ft 133 I 
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The notion of difference in the absolute Self is entirely a delusion of the mind; for other 
than one's own self there is no ground for this difference. (36) The view of some self- 
conceited men that the duality (in the form of the body etc.), perceptible (with the senses) in 
the form of (so many) names and forms and consisting of the five (gross) elements cannot 

be refuted is a meaningless tall talk. (37) 
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If the body of a Yogi who has not yet achieved perfection in Yoga and who is still striving 
is visited by (some) calamities (ailments etc.), appearing all of a sudden, the following is 
prescribed as a remedy. (38) One should get rid of some obstacles (such as heat and cold) 
through Yogic concentration (severally on the moon and the sun), others (viz., flatulence and 
other ailments) by means of Yogic postures accompanied by concentration on the air and 
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still others (viz., those brought about by evil stars and snakes etc.), through askesis (self- 
denial), spells and drugs (as required). (39) Some obstacles (such as lust and anger) yielding 
evil results one should gradually get over through continued contemplation on Me, by loudly 
chanting the Divine Names and so on, and still others (such as hypocrisy and pride) by 
waiting upon masters of Yoga. (40) Some men, having controlled their senses and made 
their living body exceptionally strong (proof against disease and old age) and ever young by 
various means, take to the practice of Yoga for the attainment of mystic powers (such as 
transferring one's soul to a dead body and tenanting it). (41) That is (however) not to be made 
much of by the wise; for the pains taken over such a consummation are futile inasmuch as 
the body (after all) is perishable like the fruit of a tree (and might drop any moment). (42) 
(Even) if the body of a man ever diligently practising Yoga attains exceptional fitness, a wise 
man should not lay much store by such fitness, discontinuing the (practice of) Yoga; he 
should (on the other hand) remain devoted to Me.(43) The Yogi who, depending on Me. 
diligently carries on the aforesaid practice of Yoga is not baffled by obstacles; he is (on the 
other hand) rid of all hankerings and enjoys the bliss of Self-Realization. (44) 

Thus ends the twenty-eighth discourse in Book Eleven of the great 
and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

Discourse XXIX 
Courses of conduct pleasing to the Lord; Uddhava's 

departure for Badarikasrama 
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Uddhava submitted: I consider this Yogic discipline extremely hard to practise for one 
who has not been able to control his mind. (Therefore, pray) tell me explicitly. O immortal 
Lord, the means by which a man may easily attain perfection^ 1) Yogis (strivers) trying to curb 
their mind, O lotus-eyed Lord, get tired in their attempt to control it and often feel frustrated 
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because of their not being able to compose it. (2) It is for this very reason that men who are 
capable of distinguishing the substantial from the unsubstantial easily and definitely resort 
to Your lotus-feet, yielding (the nectar of) supreme bliss, O lotus-eyed Lord of the universe! 
Handicapped (however) are they by Your Maya (deluding potency), who, being proud of their 
Self-Knowledge and (knowledge of) ritual acts, do not (so) resort to Yoii. (3) That You should 
be subject to the will of Your servants (devotees) that are exclusively devoted to You, O 
Befriender of all, is no wonder for You, O immortal Lord ! who found delight in the company 
of animals (monkeys etc.,in Your descent as Sri Rama as well as in Your infantile sports at 
Vrindabana), even though Your very footstool is (ever and anon) rubbed by the end of the 
brilliant diadems of Brahma and others (the rulers of the world)! (4) What man who is 
conscious of good offices done (by you) to Your devotees (in the past) can possibly turn his 
back on You as aforesaid, the Ruler and the Beloved, (nay,) the very Self of the entire 
creation, who bestow all desired boons upon those that have sought shelter with You ? What 
(knowing) man will as a matter of fact go in for something (other than You, even though gifted 
by You,) which is conducive to good fortune (alone) and later on, to forgetfulness (about You) ? 
What good fortune will not attend on us, who take delight in the dust of Your feet ? (5) (Even) 
enlightened souls cannot get square with You, O Lord! even through the span of life allotted 
to Brahma (viz., 31,10,40,00,00,00,000 years) and feel overjoyed while recalling Your 
obligations; for (they know that) appearing in the form of the preceptor outside and in the form 
of the Inner Controller within (their heart) it is You who drive away the sin (and impurities) of 
embodied souls and reveal Your true nature (to them).(6) 
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Sri Suka began again: Questioned thus by Uddhava, whose mind was excessively 
devoted to Him, Sri Krsna (the suzerain Lord even of Brahma and others, the rulers of the 
universe), who, having assumed three forms (under the names of Brahma, Visnu and Siva) 
through His own potencies (in the shape of Rajas, Sattva and Tamas), toys with the world, 
lovingly spoke (as follows) with a soul-ravishing smile (on His lips). (7) 
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1 rUfrlltSb STOt M4,4wl4=l|Vc|fq I bbt arafBH: ThbJiP'juitdHHrftlbr Ro I 
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The glorious Lord said: Hullo! I shall tell you the most auspicious courses of conduct 

pleasing to Me, following which with reverence a mortal conquers death, which is so difficult 
to conquer.(8) With mind and intellect dedicated to Me and his mind and soul finding delight 
in the courses of conduct pleasing to Me, a man should gradually (learn to) perform all actions 
for My sake, remembering Me (all the while). (9) He should take up his abode in holy lands 
inhabited by pious men devoted to Me and follow the conduct of my devotees among the 
gods, demons and human beings. (10) He should arrange (either) individually or collectively 
in My honour on sacred days (such as Ekadasi) processions and great festivities alongwith 
songs, dances etc., spending large sums of money on a monarchical scale. (11) Pure of 
mind, he should behold Me alone, the Supreme Self, as pervading within as well as without 
and unconditioned as the sky in all created beings as also in his own self. (12) He who, 
embracing thus the point of view of Self-Knowledge alone, regards all created beings as 
identical with Me, O highly enlightened one, and honours them as such, (nay,) who looks with 
an equal eye upon a Brahmana and a low-born individual, a thief and a devotee of 
Brahmanas, the sun and a spark, a tender-hearted and a cruel man is accounted wise. (13-14) 
(The spirit of) rivalry (withequals), fault-finding (with one's superiors) and contempt (for one's 
inferiors) coupled with self-conceit surely disappear before long from the mind of a man 
incessantly (engaged in) looking upon men and women as (no other than) Myself. (15) 
Ignoring his own people (even) if they laugh at him and giving up the body-consciousness 
(as a result of which one comes to regard oneself as superior and the low-born and animals 
etc., as inferior to one's own self) and casting to the winds (all sense of) shame, he should 
bow low to all down to a dog. a pariah, a cow and a donkey, falling flat on the ground like a 
log of wood. (16) Until the conviction about all created beings being identical with Myself gets 
rooted in him, he should worship Me in the aforesaid manner through the active agency of 
his speech, mind and body. (17) Everything is reduced to Brahma (the Absolute) in his eyes. 
(And) seeing Brahma (and Brahma alone) everywhere by virtue of knowledge (raised to the 
level of realization) gained by looking upon everything as Brahma, and freed from all doubts, 
he should cease from all activity. (18) Looking upon all created beings as Myself through the 
active agency of mind, speech and body—this indeed is considered by Me to be the best of 
all disciplines (conducive to My realization). (19) There is no (fear of) loss in the least degree 
of this course of conduct in the form of My worship. O dear Uddhava, once it has been taken 
up (in right earnest), because it is free from (all) craving and since it has been deliberately 
determined by Me. unaffected as it is by the (three) Gunas. (20) (Nay.) whatever worldly 
exertion, though fruitless (e.g., the act of fleeing and crying through fear etc.), yet dedicated 
in a disinterested spirit to Me, the Supreme, is exalted to the level of Dharma (righteousness), 
O most pious Uddhava I (21) Here lies the wisdom of the wise, (nay,) the cleverness of the 
clever consists in this (alone) that one attains in this (very) life to Me. the (only) immortal and 

real substance, through this bogus and mortal frame. (22) 

tnt ttsf*rf?a: iffRt aryungtn I RHIRoywrdfaTT 11?? I 

■}Wt»U|iim -TTfef JtTA Idtqg^RtAHI tf'f'v ftjtra Ijats rjsbt -tgti7l4: 17*1 

yfa(c(Tt> ctb 5171 IHATH-T srruq^j bt srsiifa'iTsstn 17 b I 

b Ijd-qn RHKSiltt yrjfefcrtm turn? stSKIbtb cWlutlAtHMIrttHI 17^1 

b TJTTfL Hbbtbtb bftni bbi Tjfcin riiMlrttriq) jTnrtbb 55hbLI7'3l 
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■a lldr*J4UI ftOTSTH: “iUjtllvU: | nfa tRT Tt start l?dl 

3HWio&cj igziT TTFf 3Tfb ^ fonnl Ffth sil^tTITT RTfliq: 17k I 

^rtWI! ^tfntchiq Hl(w*iy 513FJ ^ I 3T3[«iqtTflTKTO ^fef-fldlil ifiqrTIH. l?o I 

stgtuqiq firaFt g i TTO^^a^^jn^irRf!: wi^sFtlfiMiK 137 i 

f^TFJ PjMuMdoqiHlftllzlO I rfte(I qraat wftwJl 1371 

<*i4(ui zftit et cimtai ^~,U 1J'J1 l <jicu-i2rf ^JTTTT FFf -tlaiM;^ T^fctej: 1 1 

FFjf Zfqi ftcIfemFn fctCd*) Rtd) ^ I 

H<|ljrM ytdMiUHI-it JFITSSttRjqFI *t qFFlit JflVfl 

The aforesaid teaching covers the entire range of Vedantic teaching, which has been 
taught by Me to you in a nutshell or in extenso, (as necessary) and which is (so) difficult to 
grasp even for the gods. (23) Repeatedly has this Knowledge (of Truth) been expounded by 
Me in a very lucid and reasoned way. Having grasped it fully a man will have (all) his doubts 
dispelled and bids fair to get liberated.(24) (Nay,) he who treasures (in his mind) this question 
of yours as well as this discourse containing my reply (to it) will realize the everlasting 
transcendent Brahma, that lies hidden in the Vedas.(25) (Again,) I shall voluntarily confer My 
own Self on that teacher of Brahma who imparts this knowledge to My devotees most 
extensively. (26) He who repeats aloud in an intelligent way this most sacred teaching (of 
Mine), which is capable of sanctifying others (too), will get purified in that he will be revealing 
Me day to day (to others) by the lamp of wisdom.(27) A man who attentively listens to this 
(dialogue) with reverence from day to day will be practising (in effect) supreme devotion to 
Me and will not be bound by actions. (28) I hope, O Uddhava, my friend, (the true nature of) 
Brahma has been fully understood by you; I presume also that your mind-born infatuation 
and grief too has totally disappeared. (29) Let this teaching (of Mine) not be imparted by you 
to a hypocrite, an unbeliever, a cheat, an irreverent listener, one who is not a devotee and 
to an insolent person. (30) One should speak about it to him who is utterly devoid of the 
aforementioned faults, to a devotee of the Brahmanas, to one's (own) favourite, to a pious 
and holy man, (nay, even) to the Sudras and womenfolk if there is Devotion in them. (31) 
Nothing remains to be known by a seeker of Knowledge after knowing this, (just as) nothing 
remains to be quaffed after taking a draught of the immortalizing nectar. (32) To (devotees 
like) you, O dear Uddhava, I (Myself) cover the entire range of the fourfold object (of human 
pursuit), which is (partially) attained by men (in the shape of, say, final beatitude) through self- 
knowledge, (Dharma or religious merit) through (the performance of prescribed) duty, 
(mystic powers included under the category of Kama or enjoyment) through (the practice of) 
Yoga, (wealth) through (the pursuit of) agriculture etc., (the vocation of a Vaisya), and 
(dominion, also included in the category of enjoyment) through the wielding of a sceptre (a 
symbol of ruling power). (33) When, having relinquished all duties, a mortal dedicates himself 
to Me, he is chosen by Me as an object of special favour; and, attaining immortality, he then 
gets qualified in reality for becoming one with Me (or acquiring divine powers). (34) 

iicmi,jfttH4)iiqn!wilrtnirtl*oiHl from t 

a^tstfe: ul<quM'hu<)i R fofe^JsjqftHftrai: i?m 

fog’Kt fzR yu|4||dkjl/j sjlfoT IRR, I 

<J.4l3tfrt: HI? Tftrorf TgWTnnrnfgrgq 13^1 
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Sri Suka went on: Hearing the discourse of Sri Krsna of excellent renown, Uddhava, 
who had thus been shown the path of Yoga (union with the Lord), stood with joined palms, 
his eyes overflowing with tears, and could not at that time utter a word (in return) as his 
throat was choked with emotion. (35) Controlling his mind, agitated through affection, by 
firmness. O king, and accounting himself blessed, he (now) replied (as follows) to Sri 
Kr?na (the greatest hero among the Yadus) with joined palms, touching His lotus- feet with 
his head. (36) 

idstildtil MigugiJMehiit q 3ttfst<tt ^ fra if Thunk i 

fattra#: ^ uulMhw # pt >1: iweRaara 

^ a<Srti-i*jimi ijwra Ici^ihmu: i 

Term dRfrjrk mti-urt, rrmuNiJui a?runisei 

^ 3nsil^HigJU*n|tt|rt^ I 

smiUn: <aat wmum gnargatatfaRi isti 

RRTstg % RjratfSR, sttrswjenfa imi,iaaT «t<t<uuciM rfa: hihhuiIuhI ikoi 

Uddhava submitted : The thick darkness of ignorance that had been hugged by me 
has been dispersed by Your teaching. Can cold and darkness or the fear born of these 

possibly prevail against a man who has sought the presence of fire, O Creator (even) of 
Brahma ? (37) The lamp of wisdom (that had been snatched away by Your Maya) has been 
restored to me. Your servant, by You, compassionate as You are. Leaving the soles of Your 
fpet, what grateful man would seek any other asylum ? (38) Nay, the most tough snare of my 
Affection for the Dasarhas, the Vfsnis, the Andhakas and the Satvatas, that had been spread 
by You through Your deluding potency for the propagation of species, has actually been torn 
asunder by You with the sword of Self-Realization, (39) (My) salutation be to You, O Supreme 
Master of Yoga! (Pray,) instruct me, who have come to You for protection, so that unceasing 
love for Your lotus-feet may abide in my heart. (40) 

rrgjfiga irinssfsgt g^dftaj tniWTHj tra hidWdlsfft hh~IhwI3: TEffr iy^i 

gsfte: «<trir-sW: I TTTft: HMlfetfcn dHTddNR'fiH: IY? I 

Mnl j-jfufkta i rtrarafsirrarajl^rat niguTHiHj ira i 

3tfrra^t h'dirweTl ra^rafp art: dtH. iyy i 

The glorious Lord replied : Enjoined by Me, O Uddhava I proceed to My hermitage, 
called by the name of Badarikasrama. Hallowed there by bathing in and drinking the water 
of the (holy) Gartga (which has washed My feet and acquired sanctity thereby), nay, purged 
of all impurities by the (very) sight of the Alakananda (a tributary of the Gariga), wearing the 
bark of trees, O dear one! living on wild fruits and free from (all) ^hankering for pleasure, 
enduring all experiences in the form of pairs of opposites (such as cold and heat), amiable 
of disposition, with your senses fully controlled, calm and possessed of a collected mind, 
endowed with wisdom and Self-Realization, ruminating most thoughtfully upon whatever you 
have learnt from Me and devoting your speech and mind to Me, remain assiduously engaged 
in duties pleasing to Me. Transcending the three courses of destiny, (viz., ascent to heaven 
in a celestial form, rebirth as a human being and being cast into the womb of any subhuman 
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creature, according to the predominance of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas respectively), you will 

then attain to Me. (41—44) ~ 

tt fRfsfmt ft dRdt: I 

t&tyHt^lifejtrichMtl ^ il^UM nf'SHMIti': I 

zjzit rjtfffr tffjtTRjSi fa'y-XH«jK<J muI rj*T: fft: ItS^ l 

HpiTOl ftRTTWRI 

m H y i -ij Ky'i'a^-TI ft9: y meyiu rriJ111 d. nfay, L4r9 I 

tj jtHlljd »tl'lddlil !M if'JdH | 

fOTtd dh>atLlfddi^fuuii w^s<ii53^ss (iojaj^ iisai 

■HdnyHn^ riidteMidriii (d>intfrjra| Stwur'l i 

aijatpfeiaNidy^ tjaternfa, rjt>uijMirora faem^t dd’Ufw tYti 

5fft SlWMi Md:'dJI'd HUM,4Mi df*dldliHWIW-t| H<£HMl5«trit: IW 

Sri Suka resumed : Instructed thus by Sri Krsna (devotion to whom puts an end to 
metempsychosis), Uddhava went round the Lord keeping Him always to his right (so as to 
ensure His constant goodwill) and, placing his head on His feet while departing, bathed them 
with drops of tears, his mind (too) being moistened with emotion, even though he had 
transcended the pairs of opposites (in the form of joy and sorrow etc., as a result of the Lord's 
teaching). (45) Alarmed at his (impending) separation from Sri Krsna—whose affection was 
most difficult to turn one's back upon—and unable to leave Him, Uddhava felt ill at ease and 
suffered (great) agony. (Then) bearing on his head the pair of wooden sandals belonging to 
his Master (and gifted by Himself as a token of His pleasure) and bowing to Him again and 
again, he departed. (46) Having firmly installed the Lord in the inmost of his heart, the great 
votary of the Lord then reached Visala (another name of Badarikasrama); and, practising 
austerities according to rules, attained to the state of Sri Hari as taught by Sri Krsna* (the sole 
Befriender of the universe), (47) He who tastes ever so little with real reverence this nectar 
of wisdom, churned out of the ocean of bliss (in the shape of the Upanisads, so-called 
because they reveal the nature of Brahma, which is all bliss) and taught to Uddhava (a great 
devotee of the Lord) by (no less a personage than) Sri Krsna, whose (lotus) feet are resorted 
to (even) by masters of Yoga (like Lord Siva), is not oniy liberated himself but the world (at 
large) gets liberated (through his fellowship). (48) I bow to the Supreme Person known by 
the name of Sri Krsna, the First Cause, the Author of the Vedas, who in order to put an end 
to rebirth (in the case of devotees that have turned theirface from the world) and the fear of 
old age and disease etc., (in the case of those following the ways of the world) extracted like 
a bee (the twofold) nectar, viz., 1-the quintessence of the Vedas in the form of Jfiana (Self- 
Knowledge) and Vijnana (God-Realization)—which are the only valuable things (in life)— 
and 2-the immortalizing beverage of the gods (churned) out of the ocean, and gave the 
(twofold) nectar to the (aforementioned two) classes of His devotees to drink. (49) 

Thus ends the twenty-ninth discourse in Book Eleven of the 
great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise 

known as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

* Vide verse 34 above. 
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3T$T f^TtSSZTFJ: 
Discourse XXX 

Holocaust of Yadu's Race 

imfonr 

ffttt Rtrubia-i i srcaatT fd>M<4)t)*L iuiur i ^ i 

sgnsTnjt'mfj^ UKaefa: i «d^iuii 35 « gtaurtMtL 1 3 1 

twraig <ra ffii i Thf: *uiI(ub 4 rtrtfti aat att *tdimr*trtHH. 1 

aajtafai naafa Tfa % =5 rr *4l-ii fgt Tama aa dcHuaal^: 1 3 1 

The king (Pariksit) submitted : Uddhava, a great devotee of the Lord, having 

proceeded to the woodland (of Badarikasrama), what did the Lord, the father of (all) created 
beings, do next in Dwaraka ? (1) His (own) race having been wiped out through the curse 
of Brahmanas, how did Sri Krsna (the foremost of the Yadus) cast off His body, the most 
beloved of the eyes of all, from which ladies could not withdraw their eyes (once) riveted on 
it; which, having (once) entered the ears of the virtuous and (then) clung to their mind 
(through the passage of the ears), never departs from it; whose splendour (when glorified 
by poets) gives a delightful character to their speech and what goes without saying, brings 
honour to them, and looking on which, (when) seated in the car of (the all-victorious) Arjuna, 
warriors (who fell in battle) attained similarity to it I (2-3) 

f^fa ipaRtfr# a p?Rirr, FfjfewHi ^gtsspfaR ^pnrfat fro at? i x i 

tfft ata ugltvim siJati uu4>Hct: 1 a taana 4) 1 1 

fanit wrsisj i ad 5row uiwtul aa jrr; wwiti 1 ^ 1 

aatfaftaj jrftaj (jfmifiwi: 1 ^aat: i^fitutm: huhiAmhi^uI: i a 1 

aisrnrej usi‘HMn-v fstawhi ararr 1 ahjJjHuaaittirvpkti^adjuPq: 1 e. 1 

ferfafa i ^afetaat <jar ^jrtrj anit aa: 1 k 1 

The sage (Sri Suka) replied : Seeing evil portents of a grave nature manifest in the 
heavens and on earth as well as in the air, Sri Krsna spoke thus to the Yadus sitting (together) 

in (the assembly hall known by the name of) Sudharma. (4) "These grave portents of a terrible 
nature appearing in Dwaraka are indications of a holocaust. We should not (therefore) stay 
here even for an hour, O leaders of the Yadus ! (5) Let the womenfolk, infants and aged men 
move from this place to (the sacred spot called) Sahkhoddhara, while we shall proceed to 
Prabhasa, where the river Saraswatl flows towards the west (and joins the sea). (6) Having 
bathed in that river and (thus) purified, and remaining without food, we shall (all) worship the 
(images of) gods with a fully concentrated mind by bathing them, daubing them with sandal- 
paste and offering (other) articles of worship. (7) Having been blessed (by the Brahmanas) 
through the recitation of benedictory Mantras (sacred texts) and offering of flowers etc., we 
shall also honour the highly blessed Brahmanas by gifting them cows, lands, gold and 
raiments as well as elephants, horses, chariots and dwellings.(8) That is the surest way of 
dispersing evil and the best means of securing happiness. Worship of gods, the Brahmanas 
and cows brings supreme exaltation to men." (9) 

?fa paf «H!ohu4 ii^j.4,1 1 rtitfii dtftpvTtlJ sttro *«h 1^01 

rifoR. VraflrSjfeg t|£M-t JtRdT: I atcf: UrUUI IRSt! p4$t4td^%Pl Iffl 
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drtwrfWT MfllLIM mjiftq* 9SJ I fegfe'iiftTftftrat 9fo: I^7 I 

MglMHlpHUTtwi dHluli ^lHIIMlillleltjjjHi TTf<f: I 

44^: ^tamsai &wramrantffet: i rf^fir: i i 

MdtUdl4 TSjgLSJrifefa: I 

fira: ^amrat: •*t&*A4ktR<j fen g^i$4t 

a^SRTT^ ^McWldij;<'Ml'rtleirH64(1lt«ch') | 

^isnr^nnfent -^.uii ry^f rilXwi^tart 11 r, i 

3P% tl ^ ^ fn^ioir^ehi*^: H^^rnT^rlfe^l^L^I: l 

at-ul-tiwuiii n<i-y*ifwi fentfen tjnn i ^is i 

n‘m--ti : i 

fe^r^sfel: 414111: 4,-mSJ [q^irtl Ttfe^l^CI 

4m 3*3*04, fejftrafefng wM^rfejawi^: 1 

famfe fail: *ArS*£X\'l']'''4F.'i pro TTg 1J3T: 1^41 

Tfe| yin mu 14 «n=a^ 1L14J4 afenmit^ qfefei^jjcLi: 1901 

<n wa^t-Mi 31*1014 nfen -gfen 1341: 1 trjjferpt: gnfmwng fe ^ fe 19^ 1 

Mru-ft* n-iinwi aims a ntfen:is=5 fKifwft Traanrat 3)MttifaH: 1991 

3ra trrafit a^g^stgani fnsnsn 1 nwgfenfefl arat aa^^iRSi 

diiKiimlM^KHi 4,Mj|ni4i4dw-niLi wrfafrg: gra jutjhrinfai srh, 19s 1 

na h^4 +1^(4 41^4 id4 %si^: 1 3ia<nfeTt ijat *nr 3^ ^sastfen: 1941 

Attentively hearing this speech of Sri Krsna.(the enemy of the demon Madhu) and saying 
"Amen I", the elderly among the Yadus all proceeded to Prabhasa in chariots after crossing the 
sea by means of barks. (10) There the scions of Yadu performed with supreme Devotion 
whatever was enjoined by the Lord alongwith all (other) means of ensuring prosperity. (11) 
Then, their judgment having been vitiated by (an evil) destiny, they drank there a highly 
intoxicating and delicious drink known by the name of Maireyaka, by the filtrates of which the 
intellect is perverted. (12) There ensued a very bitter clash between the heroes, who were 
(all) proud at heart and were hard drunk with the strong beverage and were (further) deluded 
by the enchanting potency of Sri Krsna. (13) Inflamed with anger and equipped with arms 
they contended (with one another) on the seashore by means of bows, swords, spears, 
maces, bludgeons and lances.(14) Closing with one another in chariots and on elephants 
etc., as well as on (the back of) donkeys, camels, bulls, buffaloes and mules and men, bearing 
ensigns that fluttered in the breeze, the highly intoxicated warriors hit one another with arrows 
even as elephants in a forest would strike one another with their tusks.(15) Pradyumna closed 
on the battle-field with Samba, Akrura with Bhoja, Aniruddha with Satyaki, Subhadra with 
Sangramajit, Gada (Sri Krsna's brother) with Sri Krsna’s son of the same name and Sumitra 
with Asuratha. All the pairs looked very fierce, their rancour having grown very intense. (16) 
Blinded by intoxication and utterly infatuated by (the enchanting potency of) Sri Krsna (the 
Bestower of Liberation), others too, viz., Nisatha, Ulmuka and so on, the chief of whom were 
Sahasrajit, Satajit and Bhanu, met and struck one another (at close quarters). (17) Casting (all) 
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affection to the winds, then, the Dasarhas, Vrsnis, Andhakas, Bhojas and Satvatas, the Madhus 
and the Arbudas, the Mathuras and the Surasenas, the Visarjanas, the Kukurasandthe Kuntis— 
these contended with one another. (18) Sons fought with their fathers and brothers with brothers; 
while maternal uncles, maternal grandfathers, nephews and sister's sons severally crossed 
their swords with their sister's sons, daughter's sons, uncles and maternal uncles. (Likewise) 
friends contended with friends, and relations with relations; while kinsmen kftled kinsmen, 
deluded as they (all) were. (19) When (the stocks of) arrows began to be exhausted, bows 
began to be broken (when used as cudgels) and (the stocks of) weapons began to be 
depleted, they tore up with their clenched hands blades of Eraka- grass, (20) Held by the 
clenched hand they turned into (so many) clubs studded with iron, (which were) almost as 
hard as adamant. They (now) began to strike their ememies with them, and, being checked 
by Sri Krsna, they took Him as well as Balabhadra to be their adversary, deluded as they 
were, (Nay,) resolved to kill Them, the desperadoes came up (before Them), O king ! (21-22) 
Highly irritated. They too took up handfuls of Eraka grass, (presently) converted into 
clubs, O delight of the Kurus, and struck them (in return with those clubs) moving (from one 
place to another).(23) The fury, engendered by rivalry, of those warriors, who were 
possessed (as it were) by the curse of the Brahmanas and whose judgment had been 
obscured by the deluding potency of far] Krsna, brought about their destruction (even) as 
fire (produced by the friction) of bamboos would consume a (whole) forest. (24) All His own 
people as well as clans having thus perished, Sri Krsna (the Ruler even of Brahma and Siva) 
concluded that the remaining burden of the earth was (also) removed.(25) 

tpt tilumnuiy ntw^i fttror tstw htjet i?*i 

uhIWuihiwIcw snraFL i Phhri< sritmst rjsoftnrara i^isi 

fd'iJtlri*Ta tsrj HTfsTKij STtrai tqqi I feft fqfdfittl: fqsp qwft: 1 y41 

sffattnTjr U-rtdlH aHSie*d4«H.I *lildl*d14j,>itH yRdM 15^ 1 

-flrt'ji-HtfMpiSriMJ rjusO+lIwiRI^ 1301 

I SrrjJTJJSrfW: fguktrlH. 1331 

diHi«m<lnij 1 f^rm 1331 

Resorting at the seashore to Yoga in the form of concentration of mind on the Supreme 
Person, i.e„ (in other words) identifying his self with the (Supreme) Spirit Balarama cast off 
the human semblance. (26) Perceiving the ascent of Balarama (to His own realm Patala), 
Lord Sri Krsna (Son of Devaki) went up to a peepul (the sacred fig tree) and sat down quietly 
on the ground (resting His back against its trunk). (27) He revealed His resplendent four¬ 
armed form and, like a smokeless fire, dispelled by His own effulgence the gloom of (all) the 
quarters. (28) It bore the mark of Srivatsa (a curl of white hair on the breast), was dark-brown 
(of hue) like a (rainy) cloud, was wrapped in a pair of silk pieces and (thereby) shone like 
burnished gold and was most auspicious (to look at). (29) It had a lotus-like countenance with 
a lovely smile playing on it, was graced with dark hair, had a pair of delightful lotus-like eyes 
and was adorned with a shining pair of alligator-shaped ear-rings. (30) It was decked with 
a girdle, the sacred thread, a diadem, a pair of bracelets and armlets as well as with a pearl 
necklace, a pair of anklets and rings and the Kaustubha gem. (31) Its limbs were encircled 
by a garland of sylvan flowers; (nay,) It was waited upon by His own weapons (discus, mace 
and the Sarriga bow etc.), in a living form and was seated placing the left-foot, (with its sole) 
ruddy as a lotus, on the right thigh. (32) 

* II will be remembered that when the steel pestle generated by the curse of Brahmanas had been crushed into powder 

and cast into the sea. the particles of the powder were borne by the waves to and deposited on the shore, where they grew into 

a grass named Eraka (vide verses 21 and 22 of Discourse I above) 
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4RT I OTTO fg3TO 

aTjafs 4 ipft ^gl Tt I Wft: TOJ ftRWT MI44ft4J<fc<l: l^'SI 

3TOT44T (Jxtfift 4#4 48JIJTT I «T4J>ftfTT TOTTO JrtUtitfl* ^54TT l?VI 

TTTOEpWTO rjTOTTTTOTaTTTOWLI 4## OTT ^ ft®# TT4TTTTSJ fft 5TWt IW 

d'dlj55] 4rft TJWgagcKH * 48TT ft4 4 TfrtT) H'lf’lir.MH I ^\9 l 
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Jara, a hunter, who had forged (the head of) his arrow out of the iron piece that had been 
left after pulverizing the (steel) pestle (generated by the execration of Brahmanas), pierced 
(as it were) His (aforesaid) foot, that resembled in shape the mouth of a deer, suspecting Him 
to be an antelope. (33) Discovering (his quarry to be an other than) a four-armed personage, 
the hunter, who was frightened on account of his having committed an offence (against the 
Lord), fell (prostrate) at the feet of Sri Krsna (a sworn enemy of the demons) touching them 
with his head. (34) (He submitted:) "Be pieased, O Slayer of the demon Madhu, to forgive 
this transgression of mine, sinful as I am, O Sinless One, in that it has been perpetuated by 
this sinner unwittingly, O Lord of excellent renown ! (35) Offence has been done by me to 
You, O Lord Visnu, whose remembrance, they say, is capable of dispersing the darkness of 
men's ignorance. (36) Therefore, speedily kill me, a sinful hunter of (innocent) deer, O Lord 
of Vaikuntha, lest I should commit offence against noble souls any more as I have done (this 
time). (37) How can we of impious birth make any observation directly about this gesture (in 
the shape of the wholesale destruction of Yadu's race) of Gours as Sri Krsna, the work of 
whose handmaid (Maya) even Brahma (the creator), his sons, Rudra and others, and the 
seers of Veda whose vision has been obscured by Your Maya, are unable to know. (38) 

ITT ## 444 44 ^4t ft if I 4lft ft 444^3^1 

The glorious Lord said: Don't you be afraid, O Jara, get up; indeed this part (of making 
Me the target of your arrow) has been played by you as desired by Me. Ascend you as 
permitted by Me to heaven, the abode of the virtuous. (39) 
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Commanded thus by Lord Sri Krsna, who takes a form at will, the hunter thrice walked round 
Him clockwise (so as to keep Him ever to his right and thus ensure His benignity) and. bowing 
to Him, ascended to heaven in an aerial car (brought by His attendants to take him). (40) Hunting 
up and tracking out the whereabouts of Sri Krsna by inhaling the breeze charged with the 
fragrance of Tulasi, Daruka (the Lord's own charioteer) sought His presence. (41) Seeing his 
Master actually seated there at the base of an Aswattha (the sacred fig tree) and surrounded 
by weapons (appearing in a living form) possessing a dazzling brilliance, the charioteer jumped 
down from (his box in) the chariot and fell prostrate at His feet, with eyes full of tears, his mind 
overwhelmed with affection. (42) (He said,) “O Lord, my vision has completely gone and stands 
enveloped in darkness (opacity) ever since I have ceased to behold Your lotus-feet. (Even now) 
I fail to recognize the (four) quarters and find no peace (of mind) any more than a traveller on 
the moon having set at night." (43) While the charioteer was speaking thus, the (Lord's) chariot, 
which was distinguished by the emblem of Garuda (on its banner), rose to the sky, horses, 
banner and all, O king of kings, while Daruka stood looking up. (44) The transcendent weapons 
of Lord Visnu (Sri Krsna) too followed the chariot, Sri Krsna (who is solicited by all men) said 
to the charioteer, who felt much astonished at heart at the aforesaid occurrence:—(45) 
“Proceed, O charioteer, to Dwaraka and communicate to My kinsfolk (there) the destruction 
of their relations at the hands of one another, (nay,) the departure (for His own divine realm) 
of Lord Sankarsana (Balarama) as well as My own predicament. (46) (Tell them on My behalf:) 
“You should no longer stay at Dwaraka with your relations inasmuch as the sea will submerge 
the capital of the Yadus (now that it has been) forsaken by Me. (47) Taking (with you) each your 
own family and possessions as well as Our parents (Devakl and Vasudeva) and guarded by 
Arjuna, you should all leave for Indraprastha without exception." (48) As for yourself, follow the 
course of conduct (the path of Devotion) which is dear to Me, get established in the knowledge 
of your being one with Brahma, cultivate an attitude of nonchalance (towards the world) and. 
realizing this (visible) universe to be a creation of My Maya (enchanting potency), acquire 
calmness (of mind)." (49) Instructed thus (by the Lord), Daruka went round the Lord (clockwise 
so as to keep Him always to his right), bowed to Him again and again and, placing His feet on 
his head (and then removing them) proceeded to Dwaraka, sad at heart. (50) 

Thus ends the thirtieth discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XXXI 

The Lord's Ascent to His Divine Realm 

dPf/'qf 
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SrTSuka began again: Now (after the departure of Daruka) there appeared on the scene 
Brahma (the creator) as well as Lord Siva (the Source of the universe) alongwith His (divine) 
Spouse (Goddess Parvati), (other) gods led by the great Indra (the ruler of the gods), sages 
accompanied by the lords of creation, manes, Siddhas and Gandharvas, Vidyadharas and 
great Nagas, Caranas, Yaksas and Raksasas, Kinnaras and Apsaras and Brahmanas (like 
Maitreya or birds belonging to the realm of Garuda), full of great longing and keen to witness 
the Lord's Ascent (to His realm), and celebrating and narrating the exploits as well as the 
story of the advent of Lord Sri Krsna (a scion of Surasena). (1 — 3) Full of highest 
devotion, they rained showers of flowers, crowding the heavens with their rows of aerial 
cars, O Pariksit I (4) Casting His glance on Brahma (the grandfather or forbear of the entire 
creation, the sages Marici and others being its fathers) as well as on the (other) gods (His 
own glorious manifestations) and fixing His mind on His own (divine) essence, the all- 
pervading Lord closed His lotus-eyes. (5) Not consuming, through concentration of mind on 
the element of fire, His own (divine) body, which sustains the (entire) universe and is the all¬ 
blissful object of meditation and concentration, He (bodily) ascended to His own (divine) 
realm. (6) Kettledrums sounded in heaven and flowers rained from the sky. Truth, piety, 
fortitude, glory and prosperity departed from the earth alongwith Him. (7) Gods and others, 
Brahma being the foremost of them, did not behold Sri Krsna, whose ways are unknown (to 
all), entering His own (divine) realm; while some of them (who were more fortunate than the 
rest) did perceive Him and felt much astonished. (8) The movements of Sri Krsna cannot be 
perceived by the gods any more than those of lightning disappearing into the sky leaving a 
mass of clouds. (9) Amazed to witness the aforesaid disappearance of Sri Hari by dint of His 
(wonderful) Yogic power, and extolling it, the said gods, Brahma, Siva and others, for their 
part, presently withdrew each to his own realm. (10) 

O'd-t. ipilfSPFtnztitST *101 33m | 
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Know the advent, sports and disappearance of the Supreme Lord among embodied 
(human) beings, O king, to be a (mere) acting by dint of His Maya (deluding potency) as that 
of a dramatic performer. Having created this universe by Himself (unaided by others and with 
no material other than His own volition) and then entered it (as its Inner Controller), sported 
(in it) and withdrawn it (into Himself) at the end (at the time of final dissolution) and retired 

1565] B.M. Part II—50 
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(from all activity). He remains established in His own glory. (11) Could He have been 
incapable of protecting Himself (preserving intact His own divine Personality)—He. who 
brought back in his mortal frame the son of His (own) teacher (Sandipani), that had been 
taken to the realm of Death, and revived you (O Pariksit), that had been burnt to death (within 
your mother's womb) by the supreme missile (presided over by Brahma and discharged by 
Aswatthama, the son of Dronacarya), and (thereby) gave relief (to your mother, who had 
sought refuge with Him), (nay,) who conquered even Lord Siva (the Destroyer of Death 
himself), and bodily transferred to heaven the hunter (Jara by name, that had struck the Lord 
with a shaft in the sole of His foot) ?* (12) Though being the independent Cause of the 
evolution, continuance and destruction of the whole universe, wielding as He does all 
powers, the Lord did not, however, choose to retain His body here (on earth) demonstrating 
thereby (to the world) the sublimity of the ways of those established in the Self and showing 
their unconcernedness about the mortal body. (13) He who, rising (from his bed) in the 
morning, sings, with devotion and full of self-control, the story of the aforesaid transcendent 
voyage of Sri Krsna (to His own divine realm) will attain to the same highest destiny. (14) 

aitartei i dfinqt i*qi 

WBPW ftspi rfrnftRf ;jw6Rit ^fl ITwJfqtfinWn 3RT: ^ilehfdljjydl: lf|LI 
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Returning to Dwaraka and falling at the feet of Vasudeva and Ugrasena (the king of 
Dwaraka), Daruka (the charioteer of Lord Sri Krsna), (now) bereft of Sri Krsna, bathed their 
feet with (his) tears.(15) He narrated the story of the wholesale destruction of the Vrspis.O 
Pariksit. Grieved at heart to hear of it, the people (of Dwaraka) fainted with grief. (16) Upset 
at (the news of) their separation from Sri Krsna, they hastened, beating their heads (all the 
way), to the spot where their kinsmen had been lying (dead). (17) Stricken with grief not to 

perceive their Sons, Sri Krsna and Balarama, Devaki (Sri Krena's mother) and Rohini 
(Balarama's mother) as well as (Their father) Vasudeva lost their consciousness. (18) Nay, 
afflicted at their separation from the Lord, they gave up the ghost on that (very) spot. The 
womenfolk ascended the funeral pile and. hugging each her own husband, entered the 
fire.(19) The wives of Balarama entered the fire, embracing the (dead) body of Balarama; the 
wives of Vasudeva followed suit, hugging the latter's body, and the daughters-in-law of Sri 

Krsna did the same, clasping to their bosom Pradyumna and others (the sons of the Lord). 
Similarly Rukmini and others, the Spouses of Sri Krsna, entered the fire with their mind fixed 
on the latter. (20) 

31^4: SRTSt: ITtptJ: filtgltjt: I 3tlrUH HI-r44flUIR PjRhfa: m I 

3RJRT -fgriWluim^H: Hiurnfq*-qj ?STRT 4>uqmm srara^jjefct: m I 

aKaii srftuii tMTfti w^RUjdilctqq^ ttmirfl hskm 173 I 

ftat dkilfMw* wrapt, i t^iiiNiytt^i irfhfiwft>5iLiri!i 

* Vide verse 33 of Discourse XXX above 
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Distressed at his separation from Sri Krsna, his beloved friend, Arjuna comforted himself 
with the utterances of Sri Krsna (contained in the Bhagavadgita), full of veracious state¬ 
ments. (21) Arjuna (then) duly caused to be performed in order of seniority (by competent 
priests) funeral rites for the welfare in the other world of (those of) his kinsmen that had been 
slain (on the battle-field) and whose progeny (too) had perished (in the war). (22) The ocean 
drowned in an instant (the city of) Dwaraka, forsaken (as it was) by Sri Krsna, barring, O great 
king, the palace of the Lord, which wipes out all evils (in the forms of sins and calamities) and 
is the most auspicious of all auspicious things in that Lord Sri Krsna (the Slayer of the demon 
Madhu) is ever (bodily) present there. (23-24) Taking (with him) io Indraprastha (the former 
capital of the Pandavas) the womenfolk, infants and aged men that had survived* the slain, 
and having settled them, Arjuna crowned as king Vajra (the surviving son of Aniruddha) 
there. (25) Hearing from (the mouth of) Arjuna of the destruction of their kinsfolk (the Yadus), 
O king, your grandfathers (the Pandavas) all proceeded (in a body) to the Himalaya mountain 
(on their voyage to the other world), appointing you of course as their successor (on the 
throne of Hastinapura). (26) The man who celebrates with reverence the aforesaid advent 
and exploits of Lord Visnu, the adored of the gods (themselves), is completely absolved from 
all sins. (27) A man recounting as aforesaid the most auspicious infantile and other sports, 
full of delightful divine feats, of the almighty Lord Sri Krsna (the Dispeller of the agony of His 
devotees), heard of here (in Srimad Bhagavata) as well as in the other scriptures, bids fair 
to attain supreme devotion to Sri Krsna, the goal of ascetics of the highest order. (28) 

Thus ends the thirty-first discourse in Book Eleven of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita, 

composed by Bhagavan Vedavyasa and consisting 
of eighteen thousand Slokas. 

END OF BOOK ELEVEN 

* The survivors must have presumably been other than the Yadus, inasmuch as the curse of the Rsis embraced the entire 

race of Yadu—women, children and the aged not excepted; for it is stated elsewhere that Vajra was the only exception that had 

escaped destruction. 
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Srlmad Bhagavata-Mahapurana 
Book Twelve 

Discourse I 

Lines of kings of Kaliyuga 
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The king (Parlksit) submitted: When Sri Krsna, the Jewel of Yadu's line, had left for 

His own realm in Heaven, whose dynasty ruled over the earth ? (Pray) tell me this, O 

(revered) sage ! (1) 

■gts^a: rrm wait arsfssit rjp i nwiHitMtrj ?tat WTfrRwaTjTH. i ? i 

aaHriji TT5TP? aa, mata:: ga: i ferna^par^at ■nfttat traaaaa: i ? i 

qfrgadHtaaft: rrs irataai i 3tBfS’5Ttar^ia ^it^tf=a rjftraf rptr: 11 i 
SrT Suka replied: 0 Pariksit I Purahjaya, who has been spoken of as the last-named 

(king) in the line of Bitiadratha", is yet to come. His minister Sunaka. for his part, will 

assassinate his master and instal as king his own son, named Pradyota, whose son will be 

(called) Pal aka. His son will be (known by the name of) Visakhyupa and from him will follow 

Rajaka. (2-3) His son will be (called) Nandivardhana.These five kings, (collectively known 

as) the Pradyotanas, will rule over the earth for a hundred and thirty-eight years. (4) 

fcl^HIMtdftl WoP: <W*c(ufa} tictjp: I WW gft: stTOifa: I ^ I 

3rrifm M^i-tfe;: gaw: i ftntprw tRt&f Wtwm i u i 

WH *ttSdf=a rjfsjctf <J^0 ^^St =flT: I MRnf-r^fll TRR, ^‘mf-sot Scat I 4 I 

* Vide IX. xxii. 49. where Puraniaya has been referred to under the name of Ripuhjaya. 
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Sisunaga will come next and his son will be Kakavarna. The latter's son will be 
Ksemadharma and Ksetrajna will be the son of Ksemadharma. (5) His son will be Vidhisara 
and Vidhisara's son will be Ajatasatru. Darbhaka will be his son and Darbhaka's son has 
been named as Ajaya. (6) Nandivardhana will be the son of Ajaya and Mahanandi will be the 
son sprung from the loins of Nandivardhana. These ten kings, (collectively known as) the 
Sisunagas, alone will rule over the earth for three hundred and sixty years during the age of 
Kali, O jewel among the Kurus I Mahanandi's mighty son, who will be born of Sudra woman, 
O king, will be a certain Nanda, who will own a huge army or untold riches and will bring about 
the ruin of the Ksatriya race, Thenceforward the rulers of men will be mostly Sudras and 

unrighteous. (7—9) 
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Like another Parasurama (a scion of the sage Bhrgu) the said Mahapadma will bring the 

(entire) gobe under one sceptre and nobody will (dare) violate his commands. Eight sons with 
Sumalya as the eldest will be born to him; they will rule over this globe as kings for a hundred 
years (all told): so the tradition goes. (10-11) A certain Brahmana (Canakya or Kautalya by 
name and also nicknamed as Vatsyayana) will uproot (all) the nine Nandas (Mahapadma 
and his eight sons) who will be at heomercy. On their destruction it is the Mauryas that will 
rule the earth during the Kali age. (12) That very Brahmana will instal Candragupta on the 
throne. His son indeed will be Vbrisara and Asokavardhana will be born to the latter. (13) His 
son will be Suyasa and Suyasa's, Sarhgata. Salisuka will be born to him and his son will be 
Somasarma. (14) Satadhanva will be born to Somasarma and to him. Brhadratha. Indeed, 
these ten* Maurya kings will hold sway over the earth for a hundred and thirty-seven years 
in the Kali age, O jewel of Kuru's line ! (15) Assassinating Brhadratha, the Maurya his 
generallissimo, Pu.syamitra, bearing the surname of Sunga, will assume the reins of 
government himself.t Agnimitra will be born to Pusyamitra and to him again, will be born 
Sujyestha. (16) His son will be Vasumitra and Vasumitra's Bhadraka; to him will be born 
Pulinda. Ghosa will be born as a son to Pulinda and from Ghosa will follow Vajramitra. (17) 
To him will be born Bhagavata and to Bhagavata, a son known by the name of Devabhuti. 

• The number of Maurya kings: including Empesror Candragupta, is ten only The list given in the Visnu and other Puranas 

includes the name of Dasaratha as the fifth in order from Candragupta. His name should therefore be taken as included in the 

list in order to complete the number ten 

t The first two lines of verse 16 have not been recognized by Sridhara and some other commentators too 
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These ten Suhgas will rule the earth for more than a century. (18) 
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Then this earth will pass on to the Kanva Kings, though they will be possessed of poor 
merit, O protector of men I Having assassinated the lewd Devabhuti of the Sunga clan, his 

very clever minister, Vasudeva of the Kanva dynasty, will, as a matter of fact, assume the 
reins of government himself. Again, Bhumitra will be his son and Bhumitra's son will be 
Narayana. (And) Narayana's son will be widely known by the name of Susarma.(19-20) 
These kings of Kanva's race will rule the earth for three hundred and forty-five years in the 
Kali age. (21) Assassinating Susarma of Kanva's line, his (own) servant, Bali, a vile Sudra 
of the Andhra race will hold away on the earth for some time. (22) His (own) brother, Krsna 
by name, will succeed him as the ruler of the earth. His son will be Sri Santakarna and the 
latter's son, Paurnamasa. (23) His son will be Lambodara and Cibilaka will succeed him 
as king. Meghaswati will succeed Cibilaka and Meghaswati’s son will be Atamana. (24) 
Anistakarma and Haleya will come next and Haleya's son will be Talaka. His son will be 
Purisabhiru and Sunandana will succeed him as king. (25) Cakora will come next and then 
(by turn) his (eight) sons, (collectively) known as the Bahus, the last of whom will be 
Sivaswati, a chastiser of his foes. His son, again, will be Gomatiputra and Puriman will 
come next. (26) Medassira and Sivaskanda will come next and Sivaskanda's son will be 
Yajnasri. Vijaya will follow Yajhasri and his sons will be Candravijna and Lomadhi. (27) 
These thirty princes will (successively) rule over the earth for four hundred and fifty-six 

pears, O delight of the Kurus I (28) 

Whtrt Sirens tftt: I cRjt: rtt3Tt IJrtT?!! Itrctut-rttirttilrtUI: 1771 

HcttSgt W ■msiISjgj&T IjWaSKl: I 1J*it 371 tJBHgtS ll*l<7txl 1J 13° I 

tt^ itt^tfri <4iuri4MilH xr 1 Torrfy^it xt -icifn tim i^chi^i farf^nT. 137 1 

llt^il-TU^WI-y^ iftfin TtfraiTt I [*(tfi*rtlili -JUrUil Ijii-t-rtlSSl gffft: 1371 

a^SITrTt usiinf-rt: xaUe»i: I scUrt ^ 33 1371 

tl31 x4|c;3I ^[ttl ^iacmSJ «ui^,ct)i: I v^atiuxls?! TIxFEtt fjWxli+u 32t3 xt 13ISI 

TT<»i4)lrt1 1J3T: TIHTSn: TtR *IHrtl: I fu^tUrflTl tTTxEtt fhTOTCra P3 %I3SI 

Seven Abhira princes having their capital at Avabhrti. ten Gardabhis and sixteen of the 
Kartka dynasty, (all) most rapacious, will hold sway (one after another) as kings. (29) Then 
will follow eight Yavanas, fourteen Turuskakas; again, ten Gurundas and then Maunas 
numbering eleven only. (30) These (Thirty-two) kings (excluding the Maunas) will rule over 
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the earth for one thousand and ninety-nine years, while the eleven Maunas will hold sway 
over the earth for (another) three hundred years, O dear Pariksit I When they cease to be, 
Bhutananda and (his son) Vaiigiri, the latter's (younger) brother, Sisunandi, (his son) 
Yasonandi and (grandson) Praviraka—(all) these will actually reign at (their capital) Kilikila 
fora hundred and six years only. (31—33) They will leave thirteen sons, (collectively) known 
as the Bahlikas. Again, there will be Puspamitra, a Ksatriya, and even so his son 
Durmitra.(34) (All) these will hold sway (over different territories) at one and the same time. 
Seven (of these) will be kings of Andhra and seven of Kosala. The rulers of Vidura and 
Nisadha indeed will also come out of these (the Bahlikas).(35) 

rrFTOFU 5 'ufum faOTJjfrf: | a-.buirUUJ| yuiM I I 

miufiimld | y)4dl< ^ ^ Ijft I 

31^>IJIHiyi|l‘i Tjjp sftjxqftt HfenlH II 

«UiE;iciT<ji*ihTg i artm fem TRifiim: i?pi 

ftrsitw grjTtFit athff arena i kWigrd;sm4n: 13^1 

Among the rulers of Magadha there will be one Viswasphurji, (also) known as Puranjaya 
the second, who will convert the higher castes into Pulindas, Yadus and Madrakas (tribes that 
will be no better than Mlecchas).(36) Being evil-minded and powerful, he will exterminate the 
Ksatriya race and settle in the city of Padmavatl (his capital) a population consisting mostly of 
casteless people, ruling over the well-guarded tract of land extending along the banks of the 
Ganga up to Prayaga (from Haridwara). (37) (As Kaliyuga advances) the Brahmanas of 
Saurastra, Avanti, the Abhlra territory and (the principalities of Sura, Arbuda and Malawa will 
become Vratyas or fallen men (because of their giving up the Samskaras or purificatory rites, 
especially the ceremony of investiture with the sacred thread), and the rulers will be mostly of 
the Sudra class. (38) Sudras, fallen Brahmanas and members of other higher castes who have 
given up the Vedic courses of conduct and Mlecchas will rule over the banks of the Indus and 
Chandrabhaga, rivers the city of Kaunti and the territory of Kasmira. (39) 

trpt kWymijj sjija 

«)*ii<-pilfsMyig grgnyni^di 

fe-.uir'i-n ttwt 

aarsrrr^ Jiduditd^rtHiiciildd: 

I Tr^sWqnuu: rRrrpreftjppgg: IKol 

I alsniwfadsnyi 31<dJPmiv<J*l^y: | 

I y-dlKt W^fysyPrl Tl^djrcfyui: |K^ | 

i 3pq|dJd't TFaftig 6m arwfm atfsai: iu? I 

ltd yld^l'iqri h-;i’|v|L vkh^KII hfvkThl 5i'J.t|J-r.,d VdnLVTTni 1^1 

These kings, O Pariksit, who will (all) be contemporaries, will be no better than Mlecchas 
(in their course of conduct) and will be given over to unrighteousness and mendacity, illiberal 
and furious. (40) They will kill women, children, cows and Brahmans, covet—others' wives 
and wealth, experience vicissitudes of fortune in quick succession and will be poor of 
strength and courage and shortlived (too). (41) They will cease to perform purificatory rites, 
will be devoid of righteous actions, and dominated by Rajas and Tamas and, being Mlecchas 
in the garb of Ksatriyas, will suck the blood of their (own) people. (42) The people ruled over 
by them too will acquire their habits, ways of life and mode of speech and, oppressed by one 
another as well as by their rulers, will go to ruin. (43) 

Thus ends the first discourse in Book Twelve of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 
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3T8T fg^foitSSTRT: 
Discourse II 

[ Dis. 2 

The Evils of Kaliyuga 

aaai-jKiH atf: wi i 

faTtfta ^-nidH>|uii<a: i 

sna5iff% i 

^HI«yAc|IHI*{f% Tig TJ I 

cn4<4H rft^ r^Tgug g^mrwi i 

^*g^7nT g^TtssI &i44chh i 

g^jfg^rg^jSMT 4t «rc?>t ^f4di i 

Mlfo**l4Arc|un Uiwfcl PlPeM-HRI 

3RTcf£5JT ^f4$w4)fe<1l: I 

afrj^«jT omfgf^r^g ^^^-4 g f^rggr i 

^f|t|H|Ol^ Chfco^lqn: | 

mwuASirji gif c^yi-U^ TTJTfj i 

guf^Miyigrg i 

34ujyiiji4cjTg4t^ 3i4tai4q, i 

gjf^t <idiii4 <j Tgryftffur i 

Sri Suka began again: Thenceforward, 
O king, righteousness, veracity, purity (of mind and body), forgiveness, compassion, length 

of life, bodily strength and keenness of memory will decline. (1) In the Kali age wealth alone 
will be the criterion of pedigree, morality and merit Again, might will be the only factor 
determining righteousness and fairness. (2) (Personal) liking will be the deciding factor in 
making the choice of a partner in life, and trickery alone will be the motive force in business 
dealings. Capability of affording sexual delight will be the (only) criterion of masculine or 
feminine excellence and the sacred thread will be the only mark of Brahmanhood. (3) 
External marks will be the only means of knowing the Asrama or stage in life (of an individual) 
and the (only) guide in determining the mode of greeting which people should adopt when 
meeting one another. Justice will have every chance of being vitiated because of one's 
inability to gratify those administering it. and voluble speech will be the (only) criterion of 
scholarship. (4) Want of riches will be the sole test of impiety and hypocrisy will be the only 
touchstone of goodness. (Mutual) consent will be the sole determining factor in marriage and 
toilet alone will be regarded as a sign of bath. (5) A distant tank or pond will be the (only) holy 
resortfor bath etc., and wearing (long) hair will be regarded as the (only) sign of beauty. Filling 
one's belly will be the (only) end of human pursuit and audacity of speech will be the only 
criterion of veracity. (6) Skill will consist in supporting one's family; virtuous deeds will be 
performed (only) with the object of gaining fame: and when in this way the terrestrial globe 
will be overrun by wicked people, the person who would prove to be the most powerful 
amongst the Brahmanas. Ksatriyas. Vaisyas and Sudras will become the ruler Robbed of 

f? i ^ i 

ti % fjsiiw f? i 3 i 

3ic|t4I mfus4l cirl: I I 

*4lchl« W ’cl I SI A «m4ci &IHI&HH • ^ • 

357T3T77TT ToTTSf: «<*lr4 *ll$f44ci ff? I S, I 

xicj sninf^gTfaiicffcjf fafanuArt i \s i 

yiTT f? ^3EJ <ivfl4lf4tj<Jl<^|£j4fa: 1 6 I 

I R I 

5nn:l^o| 

Gvfwifoeidrui MfMiq,: •JuilM. 1^1 

^UTf^McIrfi ^4 4^4 -3O11H I % ? I 

4nyi±»<i tRRirtfi 

yM^|U||-U *Tr^T |^| 

day after day. by force of the all-powerful Time, 
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their wealth and women by greedy and merciless Ksatriyas, behaving like robbers, people 
will resort to mountains and forests and subsist on leaves, roots, meat, honey, fruits, flowers 
and seeds. (7—9) (Already) oppressed by famine and (heavy) taxation, people will perish 
through drought, (excessive) cold, storms, (scorching) sunshine,(heavy) rain, snowfall and 
mutual conflict. (10) In the age of Kali men will be tormented by hunger and thirst, ailments 
and worry and their maximum age will be only twenty to thirty years. (11) When through the 
evil effect of Kali the bodies of men get reduced in size and emaciated, the righteous course 
chalked out by the Vedas for men following the system of Varnas (grades of society) and 
Asramas (stages in life) gets lost, when religion is replaced by heresy to a large extent and 
rulers mostly turn out to be thieves, when men take to various pursuits like theft, mendacity, 
wanton destruction of life and so on; when members of the three (higher) castes are mostly 
converted into Sudras and cows are reduced to the size of she-goats and begin to yield as 
much milk; when people belonging to the four Asramas mostly become householders and 
the conotation of relationship will extend only to the relatives of one's wife; annual plants get 
stunted in growth and trees are mostly reduced to the size of a Sami (a small tree), clouds 
will mostly end in flashes of lightning (rather than pour rain) and dwellings will mostly look 
desolate (for want of hospitality to strangers); in this way when the Kali age, whose career 
is so severe to the people, is well-nigh past, the Lord will appear in His divine form (consisting 

of Sattva alone) for the protection of virtue. (12—16) 

I «4=tlUII<l W tWu-trtil 1W1 

^mdntmrj<«rHi dirttmw nftrtR: i stratafa 

Srami^lUlhEU TFiatfa: I IW 

Id-dlvtli^-h artTTOT ^iHiyfah^fa: I dbfai£tj$il fasfattrfa IV° 1 

Lord Visnu adored of the whole animate and inanimate creation, and the Soul of the 
universe, appears (in this world of matter) for protecting the virtue of the righteous and 
wiping out (the entire stock of) their Karma (and thereby liberating them). (17) The Lord will 
appear under the name of Kalki in the house of the high-souled Visnuyasa the foremost 
Brahmana of the village of Sambhala. (18) Riding a fleet horse named Devadatta 
(obviously because it will be presented to Him by the gods) and capable of subduing the 
wicked, the Lord of the universe, wielding (the well-known) eight divine powers (Anima and 
so on) and possessed of (endless) virtues and matchless splendour, will traverse the globe 
on that swift horse and exterminate with His sword in tens of millions robbers wearing the 

insignia of royalty. (19-20) 

3?a Updwfat JTTtfe faWlfa 3 I I 

MtWHUrtHi ^ iMyrrdrtkH'i I?* I 

rtrri amferms wfltg: wfauifa i uitjjel iwfj Ttwnjaf 

a^MHlnil unaR. gfeReWifaift: i Ttftrzrfa armjfag zrrfiaaft R?1 

TRi errsttj aai faulty411 parn^il yywrfat n^t Trafa tut i w i 

Now when all the robbers are (thus) exterminated, the minds of the people of the cities 
and the countryside will become pure indeed because of their enjoying the breezes wafting 
the most sacred fragrance of pigments on the person of Lord Vasudeva. (21) With Lord 
Vasudeva, the embodiment of strength, in their heart their progeny will grow exceedingly 
strong (as before).(22) When Lord Sri Hari, the Protector of Dharma, appears as Kalki, 
Satyayuga will prevail (once more) at that time and the progeny of the people will be of a 
Sattvika (virtuous) disposition. (23) When the moon, the sun and the Jupiter rise together 
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in one zodiacal house and the Pusya constellation is in the ascendant, then it will be (known 
as) Satyayuga. (24) 

a^MHi it a atfsfai: I % a spa a^ftaf: tfilaijilal: pm 

aaat a=a afaaprfa%aan i tja^ aifagai 5 ?ta a®a#aiajw 

tsttafoTT ij at tjgf ^it% afeat fafa 1 aataj aszl aata ^ra% an aa faftr 1 7a 1 

H^irwa-ra^iH Tmni^^aftfsairanAw^naTfsiaTaaT: p<ji 
Those kings of the solar and lunar dynasties who are no more; who are present and who 

are (yet) to come have been briefly mentioned to you.(25) The period commencing from your 
birth and ending with the coronation of Nanda would come to one thousand one hundred 
and fifteen years. (26) When constellations comprising the Great Bear rise in the heavens, 
two of them become visible first. Midway between (in the north-western line,) appears at night 
one of the constellations (from among Aswini and others). (27) The stars of the Great Bear 
remain united with that constellation for one hundred human years. The said stars now 
appear near the constellation known by the name of Magha during your regime. (28) 

fciwM'ladl *tpj: tj)BJiK«ib«l fejj aa: 1 a^Tfa^in, cbfrtcifdi aTO a^ ia% 7H: 177 | 

’Jratl 77 rngtRirHJT 4)71*11% tumfd: I rjfsjcff a entrap I ?o I 

tT^T : 77H f? I rRI ch[«g;f44ll«i^Mlri|cf): 

^ aariat anaPa ijafaisi as4a: 1 aai app 5^5 nfmafa 1 ?? 1 

f%a mnmfiH** a^trifa I iifnuw 3n*t: ^t|[ct<: 1331 

«««!•% aipf g rp: afataTa aai rpti aa atiatuaii^iaiH. 1V* 1 
The all-effulgent personality (consisting of pure Sattva) of Lord Visnu (Himself) appeared 

underthe name of Sri Krsna. The moment He ascended to (His divine abode in) Heaven the 
Kali age entered the world, when people take delight in sin. (29) So long as the aforesaid Lord 
of Laksmi touched the earth, Kali could not prevail over it. (30) When the seven stars 
constituting the Great Bear enter the constellation of Magha Kaliyuga embarks on its career 
of twelve hundred celestial years (or 432,000) human years). (31) When from the Maghas 
the stars of the Great Bear pass on to the constellation of Purvasadha, then from the time 
of King (Mahapadma) Nanda onwards Kali will gain ascendancy. (32) Persons learned In 
ancient history maintain that the age of Kali set in on the very day, (nay,) the very moment 
Sri Kr?na ascended to (His abode in) heaven. (33) (Pariksit!) at the end of one thousand 
celestial years and of the fourth Yuga (Kaliyuga) Krtayuga will prevail again, when the mind 
of men will reveal (to them the true nature of) the Self.(34) 

araat aar 7rt?aiaa tjfo 1 tot Id^stoiuii tron %at yt yt 13m 

TmfofHT >psrnm i SFreiwMiciftisji-ti *lf%fa fetal ijfa 1551 

Trarjttrfm JTaifeaigifelvfl: 1 3wW4IH 311711% Hjjl *)i|4rtl[%Mt 13131 

mfeript Uih.rfdi-i/^rmT I anTfeimja srt gaaa gsjffeaa: pm 

%ar aim a a-feyfa n^<ih i 3i%a u-,m4pm njfe arfimj a%a 13m 

ir^raa aai afan aiffeTTaarfe 1 ijat anai ^1% %%ar faaa aar: rso 1 

n-JintilolM a7a a 1 ijasp; d«f>% 7atsS fa: fatal aa: op 1 

®sj %aataagr rjofif tjsfejai 1 aapw a atata aajaf a^rana ar r*71 

%atsaaaa aaa ij^iaiMaiaaT^aT: 1 a?f aaaar ataf fedi-%.s<3f.i aar: tip 1 
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^ ^Md^l TF3T^ I chl^H ^ ^JfTT: eF84mi5ti: I'Jftf I 

WM'tfi'Md H^i^i’j] wriw ^fkrnqi fscfrqrswjm: 131 

(Even) as the career of Manu's race on earth has been described (with its ups and downs) 
the rise and fall, from age to age, of the Vaisyas, Sudras and Brahmanas (too) should be 
similarly understood. (35) Of the high-souled men mentioned heretofore, who are (now) 
known (merely) by their names and who survive in the form of (their) stories (only), glory alone 
remains on earth. (36) Devapi. brother of Santanu, and Maru of Ikswaku's line, both of whom 
are possessed of great powers of Yoga, are (still) alive in the village of Kalapa. (37) Instructed 
(and commanded) by Lord Vasudeva (Kalki), both will appear (once more) on earth at the 
close of the Kali age, and propagate virtue as before alongwith the institution of Varnas 
(grades of society) and Asramas (stages of life). (38) The round of the four Yugas, viz., Satya, 
Treta, Dwapara and Kali, runs its course in this order of sequence for (all) living beings on 
earth. (39) These rulers of men mentioned by me as also others claimed this earth as their 
own, but they had to leave it in the end and died, O king ! (40) He who perpetrates violence 
against living beings for the sake of this body, which will be ultimately called by the name of 
'worm1, 'excrement' or 'ashes', no matter if it enjoys the title of 'king' (now), is not alive to his 
own interests; for such violence (surely) paves the way to hell. (41) "How may this earth, held 
(in sovereignty) entirely by my forbears and now enjoyed by me, continue to be in the 
possession of my son and grandson and posterity ?" Indulging in such (anxious) thoughts 
rulers wanting in wisdom and looking upon the body, (which is) a product of fire, water and 
food, as their own self and the earth as their possession, have eventually quitted both and 
vanished (into nothing). (42-43) All those rulers, O king, who by force of their might enjoyed 
the sovereignty of the globe have been converted into mere themes of stories narrated in 

discourses. (44) 

Thus ends the second discourse in Book Twelve of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse III 
Vanity of kings; righteous conduct for every Yuga; the means to escape the 

evils of Kaliyuga—loud chanting of the Divine Name 

tjgiSicMfn •JmI'L 3Tf?f *TT I ^ I 

I foul I ? I 

tji fafea a^nf ihaia! <mhP=iui: i aa: afeaaraHafestaat araana, i ? i 

tig gfen wn: tjsaf atafetawa, i fatTwa^gaat a usaagpg&isatg.'a, i x i 

feat at fetaafetafea i fgataiataiafeigjfgmgRit aaaa, i k i 

at fefeg aaatagjatg i aat aaiaa ^ ai at ifcaagapss: i ^ i 

a^ fatjtjawti vi^uit gift faa?: i anatf gaat tfe aaara^aata i a i 
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^ ^ i wsfuRi feat fefe feafe i c. i 

W nitwit WrilvjH: I RTOmi *PTCt TTR: <.4<ctljft «ppt 7^: I ■? I 

gwfe^felfes Tffefif: ^l-rt^fe: I ifeka: rgct^irra: cFepwit ferat rfh: l?o| 

Traojt PsfeRrant: i Rijfe: ^naft amt fiwnngitsa ana;: m i 

3Tfe a ggat Trafet ^ fehSTt: I wf tfefe?: ^pr: RcikldlLTHdl: I?? I 

iRzjgfea f>55t4ifefefeaT: i arana5feT: gnr^R grf^raf: fe^it i 

Sri Suka began again: Seeing the kings (so) impatient to conquer her, this earth 
laughs at them (and says):—” How surprising it is that these kings, (mere) playthings (in 
the hands) of Death, wish to conquer me thoroughly ! (1) Fruitless is this ambition of the 
kings, by which these rulers of men have been led to repose utter faith in the (human) body, 
which is (evanescent) like a bubble of water, even though they are aware of this fact. (2) 
(They say to themselves:—) ’Having at the outset conquered the six Indriyas (the five 
senses of perception and the mind), we shall then reduce to submission the counsellors 
and ministers of (hostile) kings as well as their relations and friends, the citizens and drivers 
of elephants (in fact, the entire army of the enemy); and having removed (all) thorns (in the 
form of thieves and robbers), we shall thus by degrees bring under subjection the (whole) 
earth with the oceans as its girdle.’ With their hearts held fast by such aspirations they fail 
to see Death standing at hand. (3-4) Having conquered by their might one Dwipa 
surrounded by the ocean, they embark on a sea-voyage (in order to conquer other 
continents). What a poor reward it is for their conquest of the mind and senses (since all 
this is transient) I Liberation is the (true) recompense for subduing the self." (5) "These 
stupid fellows", Mother Earth goes on, O jewel among the Kurus, "hope to conquerthrough 
war me, whom (even) the Manus and their sons had only to leave (in the end) and departed 
as they came ! (6) For my sake indeed springs up a conflict between father and sons as 
well as between brothers of evil intent, whose mind is held fast by the notion of myness with 
respect to their kingdom. (7) Contending with one another in the words. This entire globe 
is mine and not yours, O fool !’ rulers of men strike one another and die on my account. (8) 
Prthu, Pururava, Gadhi. Nahusa, Bharata, (the thousand-armed) Arjuna. Mandhata, 
Sagara, Rama, Khatwahga, Dhundhumara. Raghu.Trnabinduand Yayati, Saryati, Santanu, 
Gaya, Bhagiratha, Kuvalayaswa, Kakutstha, Naia (king of the Nisadhas), Nrga! 
Hiranyakasipu, (the demon) Vrtra, Ravana who caused people to cry (in terror), Namuci, 
Sambara, the demon Naraka (son of Earth), HiranyAksa and Taraka, and many other 
demons and kings, who were suzerain rulers (of the world), who understood everything 
and were all brave and conquerors of all, and were invincible (themselves), claimed me 
as their own and led an exalted life; but mortal as they were by nature, they were actually 
converted into (mere) themes of a story by (the cruel hands of) Death, their object 
remaining unaccomplished." So concluded Mother Earth, O Pariksit I (9—13) 

5>0T fbtfe grfswi bffefe ftctw tSffej ZRI: I 

feat oorferjafe q mrnrafe i i 

fefe fefe “i'yqitCfesoT ijiaJliHrti ‘nfehmfelbR: |^q| 

These stories of glorious men who, having spread theirfame in the worlds, passed away 
have been narrated to you with intent to impart to you the knowledge of the unsubstantial 
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nature of worldly enjoyments and teach you how to develop a distaste for them, O lord! They 
are (however) a mere display of words and have no bearing on the highest truth. (14) The 
exposition, on the other hand, of the virtues of Lord Visnu (of excellent renown), which is 
constantly extolled (by the righteous), puts an end to (all) evil. One eager to attain pure 
devotion to Sri Krsna should repeatedly hear it everyday. (15) 

in 
chiton irt: i 

grnf^ TTR I ^ I *V91 

The king (Parlksit) submitted: (Pray,) tell me in detail, O divine sage, the way in which 
men will (be able to)shake off the accumulated evils of the Kali age in the Kali age (itself).(16) 
(Also) tell me (something) about the Yugas (aeons), the courses of conduct prescribed for 
each Yuga, the duration of life of the cosmos as well as of the period of its final dissolution 
and the course of Kala (the Time-Spirit),a potency of Lord Visnu, the Supreme Spirit, the 
Director (even) of the Rulers of the universe (Brahma, Siva and so on). (17) 
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^4 TPJ: 4^5 IT^I 

Sri Suka replied: In the Satyayuga, O protector of men, Dharma (virtue) runs its course 
on (all) its four feet, and is held fast by the people of the age. Truth, compassion, asceticism 
and affording protection to all are the (four) feet (of virtue in its integral form). (18) People 
of that age are mostly contented, compassionate, friendly (to all living beings),tranquil and 
forbearing. They practise self-control, take delight in the Self, look upon all with an equal eye 
and take pains for Self-Realization. (19) In the Treta age a quarter of all the (four) feet of 
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Dharma (virtue) gets gradually encroached upon by falsehood, violence, discontent and 
discord—the (four) feet of Adharma (unrighteousness).(20) In that age (of Treta) people 
remain devoted to the performance of Vedic rites and austerities. They are not given to much 
violence nor lewd. They pursue the three objects of human endeavour (viz., religious merit, 
worldly possessions and sense-enjoyment). People are advanced in Vedic rites and among 
(the four) grades of society the Brahmanas form a majority, 0 protector of men I (21) Assailed 
by the four feet of Adharma. violence, discontent, falsehood and hatred, those of Dharma— 
compassion, austerity, truthfulness and a charitable disposition—diminish by one half each 
in the Dwapara age. (22) The people of that age are fond of glory and given to the 
performance of great sacrifices, take delight in learning the Vedas, are affluent and happy, 
and maintain big families. Among the (four) grades of society the Brahmanas and Ksatriyas 
are predominant. (23) In the Kali age, however, a quarter (alone) of the (four) feet of Dharma 
remains. (Nay,) due to the feet of Adharma gaining ground that too steadily declines and 
ultimately disappears altogether. (24) People in that age turn out to be greedy, immoral and 
merciless, enter into hostility without cause and are unlucky and extremely covetous. The 
Sudras, fishermen and the like take the lead. (25) The qualities of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas 
are seen (manifested) in men; impelled by force of time they wax or wane in the mind. (26) 
When the mind, intellect and senses abound in Sattva, and when people are interested in 
practising asceticism and acquiring wisdom, then one should understand that Satyayuga 
prevails. (27) When people are fond of religious merit, earthly possessions and worldly 
enjoyment, then know that there is Tretayuga, when Rajas is active, O intelligent one I (28) 
When, however, greed, discontent, pride, hypocrisy and jealousy prevail and man is fond of 
actions prompted by desire, know that it is Dwapara, when (both) Rajas and Tamas 
predominate. (29) When duplicity, mendacity, drowsiness, excessive sleep, violence, 
dejection, grief, infatuation, fear and wretchedness prevail, that is recognized as the age of 
Kali, characterized by (the predominance of Tamas, as a resultof which people become dull- 
witted (viz., unable to judge things in their proper perspective) and are unlucky but voracious, 

voluptuous and destitute. And women (too) turn out to be profligate. And unchaste. (30-31) 
Countries are infested with robbers; the Vedas stand condemned by heretics; rulers exploit 
the people; and the Brahmanas remain devoted to the gratification of sexual desires and 
intent on filling their belly. (32) Religious students will give up the course of conduct 
prescribed for them and fail to observe purity, and householders will take to begging; hermits 
will take up their residence in villages and recluses will be seized with an ardent longing for 
wealth. (33) Women will be short-statured but voracious, prolific and destitute of modesty. 
They will always speak harsh words and will be given to thieving and wiles and very daring. 
(34) Low-minded traders will carry on business transactions and practise fraud. Even when 
they are not in distress people will favour pursuits which are condemned. (35) Servants will 
leave their masters when reduced to penury, though superior in every (other) respect; and 
masters too will discharge their servant, when incapacitated for service (through ailment 
etc.)., even though he may be hereditary. (Even so) people will cease to maintain cows when 
they no longer yield milk. (36) 

farr^'qtlS'nrllrlH fe-UI Hl7r1fi1g<l I cl-iI: *4vii: HJI: I | 

i a4 ^a^rqafitjn 3tfyr.fijiduiP4H i?c i 

I l^kl 

I fhd: 'HfUKtr-d eRWt JRtT: 1*0 I 
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q Tfer^Tf^ TT^T: wf%Tt ftlrl^lclfM I tJ5TR *Tcrfsfcf^R5R SgJ: fsrat^BTTT: 1*3 I 

cFxti TFSTsFTrfi m ^ fartlcMiyI 

m3ui TRjf ^Hi^Tin^ri 3j5RfR MHflugfeipMa^rm: 1*^1 

<49fW«W fll^MNI 3TR7: R?R WR 3T ipR 1JBTR I 

TWT Tff^ smftfo *J§*rfR 3 <1 3RT: I** I 

■*jRT chR'O^jni-i ^RR S^RSTRTTPBRR I JR’f'l j?rf3 fdTi^jt ,*JTRR TJ^tWR: l*VI 

8JrT: ?2TR: ’jftRSJT^T5f^ R I ^pTT ^Rgr^fi^SIt '3RTRJ?fT^^R I 

*T«1T femt clf^^du*! SRJ3TR I fa HJ]4fP HI q^Ii-T-TR I*V3| 

RRRT^fig FJ^SRTTRT *T«IT '‘RcRRR I >5 <S I 

ntHirv TrafciRT TTiR ch^idH I fSRRTRl fUdf^nwdl dlff( mi 'ifdH I>5^ I 

fyqmilHf^mn TOR mri^J7: I 3TRTR4 TRfrRT TT^R9R: I | 

: I chlrfaitfa ^RUTR ♦jrtiH^-: m sTJRI^I 

: i -gm uforafai rio^n^riniri i <^3 i 

«t>c^fafa£j TTjRrfR gjct)| HpK tjot: 

^dldrll fa«Jj ^rlldl d^nl m3: 

?f3 ^iHtSl'Mrl IT^TRTO MWH?<44I ^ifecJFn STC^TFR-J ddWlZUJffl: 1^1 

In the age of Kali men will become slaves of women and miserable. Sexual pleasure 
being the (only) ground of their affection, they will forsake their parents, brothers and (other) 
relations and kinsfolk and take counsel with their sisters-in-law and brothers-in-law (alone). (37) 
Sudras will make their living by putting on the garb of hermits and receive charitable gifts. 
Those who have no knowledge of religion will occupy high seats and preach religion.(38) 
Oppressed with famine and (heavy) taxation—land being divested of food-grains—and 
stricken with fear of droughts, people in the Kali age will ever remain perturbed in mind. 
Destitute of clothes and ornaments, (nay, even) food and drink, bed and sexual enjoyment, 
they will go even without a bath and put on the appearance of a fiend. (39-40) Quarrelling 
even for a very small sum of money equivalent to 20 cowries, having cast (all) goodwill to the 
winds, people in Kaliyuga will kill even their own people and part with their own dear life.(41) 
Mean-minded fellows will concern themselves only with the gratification of their lust and 
satisfaction of their hunger and fail to maintain even their aged parents; while parents will 
disown their sons, though clever in all matters. (42) With their mind perverted by heretics, 
O king, mortals in Kaliyuga will not generally worship Visnu (the immortal Lord), the highest 
object of adoration for the (whole) universe, whose lotus-feet are bowed to by the rulers of 
the three worlds.(43) People in Kaliyuga will not worship Him by uttering whose name (even) 
helplessly while dying or afflicted, toppling down or stumbling, man is freed from (all) 
impediment in the shape of Karma and reaches the highest goal. (44) Enthroned in the mind 
of men Lord Sri Hari (the Supreme Person) drives away all evils occasioned by the Kali age 
and arising from substances, place and mind. (45) Heard of orglorified (by chanting His name 
or singing His praises), meditated upon and worshipped or even honoured, the Lord stays 
in men's heart and drives away (all) their sins committed in thousands of lives. (46) Dwelling 
in the mind of Yogis (strivers) Lord Visnu wipes out the seeds of their evil Karma in the same 
way as fire applied to gold burns all its impurities caused by (its admixture with other) metals. (47) 
The mind (of a man) does not attain absolute purity through worship of gods, asceticism, control 
of breath, friendliness (towards all), a bath in sacred waters, observance of sacred vows, 
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charitable gifts and muttering of prayers as it does when the infinite Lord is enthroned in the 
heart.(48) Therefore, with all your being O king, instal Lord Sri Krsna (the Ruler even of 
Brahma and Siva) in your heart, thinking of Him with a concentrated mind while dying; You 

will thereby attain the supreme goal. (49) The Lord, who is the Supreme Ruler (of the 
universe), the Soul and Shelter of all, deserves to be meditated upon at all times; (for) those 
who are about to die meditate upon Him (as a result of practice incessantly carried on while 
living) He leads them to the state of oneness with Him, O dear Parlksit! (50) Indeed there 
is one great virtue possessed by the Kali age, the storehouse of (all) evils, O Pariksit! By 
merely chanting the names and glories of Sri Krsna one is freed from (all) attachments and 
reaches the Supreme. (51) What is attained in the Satyayuga by one contemplating on Lord 
Visnu, in Treta by one who propitiates Him through sacrifices, and in Dwapara through 
worship (of the Lord), is attained in the Kali age (merely) by chanting the name and singing 

the praises of Sri Hari.(52) 

Thus ends the third discourse in Book Twelve of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 

Paramahamsa-Sathhita. 

3T«T 
Discourse IV 

The Fourfold Pralaya 

a,ivsft MtMiuaifclgruigfafcfo i cBftftt (t/mi-i r »p>i RwRfwraft i ? i 

R frMHrUd I R Rwft *151 RRRSI^T tawni) I R i 

aRft skwwiRH, snfjft TTfirMnjaT i =r*fr taftr a5i swra ft i 9 i 
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auflui gtffft aafft TRWcft: I aa Ii*l4* ftft stsuuslaan-mn I I 
Sri Suka began again: The divisions of Time commencing from a Paramanu (its 

minutest division) and ending with two Parardhas (comprising the life-time of Brahma) have 
already been described to you, as also the duration of the four Yugas (in Discourse XI of Book 
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Three). Now hear also the extent of a Kalpa (one round of creation) and Laya (the period of 
final dissolution), O king ! (1) One thousand revolutions of the four Yugas (Satya, Treta, 
Dwapara and Kali) are spoken of as a day of Brahma. This constitutes a Kalpa, in the course 
of which fourteen Manus (successively) hold sway, O king ! (2) At the end of a Kalpa an 
equally long period of Pralaya (Dissolution) follows; it is spoken of as one night of Brahma; 
for during that period these three worlds (heaven, earth and the intermediate region) remain 
dissolved. (3) This is called Naimittika (occasional) Pralaya (because it is occasioned by 
Brahma's going to bed and is different from the Mahapralaya or Final Dissolution when 
Brahma's career comes to a close). During this Pralaya Lord Narayana (the Maker of the 
universe) withdraws the whole universe into Himself and remains asleep on His couch of 
Ananta (the serpent-god) and Brahma (the self-born) follows suit. (4) When the lifetime of 
Brahma, the greatest of all (the Jivas), consisting of two Parardhas, has expired, all the seven 
causal principles (viz., Mahat-tattva or the principle of cosmic intelligence, Ahankara or the 
cosmic Ego and the five Tanmatras or subtle elements) actually get dissolved (in Prakrti or 
Primordial Matter). (5) This constitutes, O king, the Prakrtika Pralaya, as in this, the occasion 
forfinal dissolution having been reached, the aggregate of (all) the (twenty-four) fundamental 
principles in the form of the cosmic egg gets (finally) dissolved. (6) For one hundred years, 
O king, the god of rain does not send down any shower on earth. Then, tormented by hunger, 
the earth being divested of food—grains, people actually begin to eat one another and, 
persecuted by time, gradually perish. Rendered much brighter by the 'period of final 
dissolution, the sun sucks up by its fearful rays all the water in the seas, on the earth and in 
the human bodies, and does not release it.Sprung from the mouth of Lord Sankarsana (the 
serpent-god) and rising in flames by the force of the wind, the fire characteristic of the period 
of dissolution then burns the subterranean regions, already desolate (all their inhabitants 
having been burnt long before due to their moisture having been sucked up by the rays of 
the sun).Being burnt above and below as well as on all sides by the rays of the sun and the 
flames of fire, the cosmic egg now looks like a burnt ball of cowdung. Then a strong and 
violent wind characteristic of the period of final dissolution blows for (a little) more than a 
hundred years, so that the sky gets enveloped in dust and assumes a smoky appearance. 
Next, O dear one, numerous hosts of clouds of various colours pour down showers for a 
hundred years roaring with violent peals of thunder. Then the universe within the cosmic egg 
is swept by a single sheet of water. (7—13) 

3?r ijmfenpi iNHum 1 uwrjt 3 yfm\ ucwmkj 1 w 1 

3TOt kfT TfcRfSSI TTTHT: I H^THt cI^T IW 
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R* I 
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Everything being submerged in water, the latter absorbs the (essential) property of the 
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earth, viz., smell; denuded of its smell, the earth then gets dissolved (in water). (14) Fire then 
absorbs the property of water, viz., taste; and deprived of its taste, the water (too) is forthwith 
dissolved (in the fire). Then the air absorbs the property of fire, viz., colour; and, divested of 
colour it loses itself into the air. (Likewise) ether absorbs the property of the air (viz., touch) 
and gets dissolved (Jin ether), O Pariksit! Then the Tamasika aspect of the Cosmic Ego 
absorbs the property of ether, viz., sound; alongwith it ether (too) gets dissolved (in the 
Tamasika Ahankara); and the Rajasika type of Ahankara absorbs the Indriyas alongwith their 
functions. (Similarly) the Sattvika type of Ahankara absorbs the gods (presiding over them), 
O dear Pariksit! (15—17) The Mahat-tattva absorbs the (triple) Ahankara; while the (three) 

Gunas (modes of Prakrti), viz., Sattvaetc., absorb Mahat. Impelled by Time, the Unmanifest 
(Prakrti) reduces the (three) modes of Prakrti to the state of equilibrium, O king 1(18) Prakrti 
is not subject to the (six) states* such as modification, brought about by the divisions of time 
(even as they pass),, it is without beginning or end, unmanifest, constant, the cause (of all) 
and not subject to decay. (19) In that state, there is no speech, no mind, no (modes of 
Prakrti, viz.,) Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, no Mahat and other products of Matter, no breath, 
no intellect, no senses nor the deities (presiding over them) and no conception, much less 
location of Lokas (spheres). (20) (Again,) there is no dream nor waking life nor deep slumber; 
no ether, water, earth, air, fire or sun. It is something like deep sleep or vacuity; nay, beyond 
conception. The Vedas speak of it as a state which is the root of the universe. (21) This is 
(what is known as) Prakrtika Pralaya (the Dissolution of everything into Prakrti or Primordial 
Matter), when, impelled by Time, the potencies of the Supreme Person as well as of the 
Unmanifest (Prakrti) are completely and helplessly withdrawn (into their substratum).(22) 

tei ter fRiappri ■^acaieiitdtei'wtiHkiTteKcttrj I 

Ft rsjfftrat T rjart^ steij tnj sft: tnaTa T tiJ-MWrtl^dld. IW I 

^RtRRt afapl i wtrarafts trr, TFtte udhiitiifa iw 

*WT FtcFStFT cq)|y 'Unl-H T 'muIm Ft | snprrftd TTSU 13 tf I 
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an. Ttmraft#tT«tTgq?5'r&rt Ft tre: i 3t-iIl"iiim«raitL an, 1741 

facRH: waaFttsfa awntaRaRRi 1 a fteuiUwtj'tft tnklftirtiu wman 11 
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In the form of the intellect, the senses and their objects it is consciousness alone, their 

ground or substratum, which shines forth. Whatever has a beginning and an end is unreal, 
because it is open to perception and has no existence apart from its cause. (23) Light, the 
eye and colour (which are all modifications of fire) are not distinct from fire. Similarly the 
intellect, senses and their objects are not distinct from Brahma (the only Reality),which is 
quite different from them (inasmuch as Itexists even when they cease to be, while the reverse 
is not true). (24) Wakefulness, dream and deep slumber, it is said, are so many states of 
Buddhi (intellect); the plurality attributed to the pure Self (in the form of Viswa, Taijasa and 
Prajna, as severally presiding over these states), is mere illusion, O Pariksit! (25) (Just) as 
clouds appear and disappear in the sky, this universe (too)—because it has a beginning and 
an end and since it is made up of parts, sometimes appears and sometimes disappears in 

Brahma. (26) In this world, of all objects consisting of parts, the part alone has been declared 
(in the Sruti texts) to be real; for the parts are seen to exist (even) in the absence of a 
composite just as the threads of a cloth can be seen even when the cloth is not there, O dear 

* The six slates are (1) birth, (2) existence, (3) growth. (4) modification, (5) decay and (6) death. 
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one ! (27) Whatever is perceived as a cause or an effect is an illusion, because a cause and 
an effect are correlated to one another. Therefore, all that has a beginning and an end is 
unreal. (28) Though manifest (to us), the phenomenal world cannot be explained in the least 
degree independently of the Self. If it were (at all) capable of being so explained, it would turn 
out to be (self-effulgent) like the conscious Self and (as such) unitary as the Self. (29) There 
can be no diversity in that which is real. If an ignorant man were to recognize (such) diversity, 
it would be (unreal) like the distinction between the space enclosed by a pitcher and the 
infinite (expanse of the) sky, between the sun and its reflection in water, or between the air 

outside and inside the body. (30) 

its erarfwfiraRSftsrat oMi-tpmad 

*1211 U-il jdiU'MUl j^dfolnl XJdU -1 ctklU 10M: 1 
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*Adi)jd M*i)fddl 

fo-rdt^dlrqiyriUdfdffr) dHl^wFifetiM# «44dH, I 3~k I 

Even as in practical use gold is fouhd by men wrought in numerous forms (ornaments) 
according to various processes, so the Lord, who is above sense-perception, is described 
by (egotistic) men (in different ways) in secular as well as Vedic parlance. (31) (Just) as a 
cloud, though born of the sun and revealed by (the light of) the sun, prevents the eye, which 
is a part of the sun, from beholding the sun, so does the ego, which has its source in Brahma 
and is illumined by Brahma, stand in the way of the Jiva, a particle of Brahma, realizing 
Brahma; which is the same as the Jlva. (32) As soon as the cloud born of the sun is scattered 
the eye sees the sun, which is its own self, (Similarly) the moment the ego, which veils (the 
true nature of) the soul, yields to inquiry (about the Self), the soul realizes its Identity with 
Brahma. (33) When, having torn—in the aforesaid manner with this dagger of wisdom, 
Aharikara, a product of Maya, which veils (the true nature of) the soul, and realized the all¬ 
perfect Self, the Jiva stands fulfilled, they call such a state the everlasting Dissolution, O dear 
Pariksit! (34) 

ftfdefr 7#iJ3FfT sISnsM hirfh I TPK3«Ptl3M 

f^qniuiw I MRuilfiwmdWIWI 133 I 

Whd-dddAd *liM%Hl|radl I 3P5WT ^5 Ipzpit ftzrffT vriJlfdNlfae) 13^1 

feit ^ftrfirasN ffSfl yi<j)ld*t ck*T: I 3HS(F4ra;g atfera: Wlcirrq urdfl^n 1341 

Some men, knowing the subtle state of things, O tormentor of foes I declare the creation 
and dissolution of all created beings from Brahma downward as going on all the time (every 
moment). (35) The successive stages that are gone through by (all) changing things (such 
as a stream or the flame of a lamp) serve as ah index of the constant appearance and 
dissolution of the body etc., (of a created being), which are being rapidly worn away (every 
moment) by force of the stream of Time. (36) The (successive) stages (of growth and decay 
etc., of created beings) brought about by the aforementioned Time, a manifestation of the 
Almighty, which has no beginning or end, are certainly not perceived (even) as the stages 
of movement of luminaries (coursing) in the heavens. (37) (In this way) the Nitya (constant) 
as well as the Naimittika (occasional), nay, the Prakrtika (or final) and Atyantika (everlasting) 
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types of Dissolution have been described (by me). Such is the course of Time. (38) 
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In this way, O jewel among the Kurus ! have been narrated (by Me) in brief the stories 
of the sportful activities of Lord Narayana, the Maker of the universe and the abode of all living 

beings as well as of all strength and goodness; (for) not even Brahma (the birthless creator) 
is capable of relating them in all their details and entirety. (39) To a man tormented by the 
wild fire of manifold miseries and seeking to cross the ocean of metempsychosis, (which is) 
most difficult to cross; there is no vessel other than constantly enjoying the nectar-like stories 
of the sportful activities of Lord Purusottama (the Supreme Person). (40) Of yore (at the 
beginning of creation) the omniscient and immortal Lord Narayana taught the compilation in 

the form of this (Bhagavata) Purana (in four verses*) to the sage Narada (through Brahmaf) 
and the latter to (my father,) the sage Krsnadwaipayana (Vedavydsa). (41) Full of delight, 
O great king, the said divine sage Vedavyasa (who lives in a grove of jujube trees) actually 
taught me this compilation (consisting of 18000 Slokas), which is equal (in worth) to the 
Vedas. (42) Requested by the sage Saunaka and others, O jewel among the Kurus I that Suta 
(sitting over there) will expound ittothe (eighty-eight thousand) Rsis (going to be assembled) 

in a lengthy sacrificial session at Naimisaranya. (43) 

Thus ends the fourth discourse in Book Twelve of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

\ *j-N •; *; 

3T8T 

Discourse V 

The (Final) Teaching (of Sukadeva) concerning Brahma 

c4 ^ I ^ ^TTrT: STFfiJfitSSI ^ I 3 I 

* Vide II. ix. 31—34. 

t Vide II. ix. 43-44. 
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m Rfanzrfa ijar # tpufonf^raRj aftsnjRta. <teii<4Rffo# msnma: i 3 1 

^qjt u^rmsurh-i: ‘nuk I <rwa M3u[a ^{Rq rtrt 3iirHl sj^jiUhc I Y I 

^TaiTS^i^i tHl^loi: W?,?raTqTT 1 Tig Tjft jflai ^1 R*MEJrt rjh: I A I 

gp: g5rf?t f| ^Sl'tvtjyiH,chnlfui aim-1: I n-UH: ^■jiH HIM! fTcft 'jflaW k^fd: 1 a I 

fclrfil*iiiHd;4Pfig4Hi) aicKUtO i (T# at>m <tMd(£|y ^dt *ra: i 

TS:RT4<Wl'<£rrn 3tFI^sa Pl-ffqfa I a 1 

g ddldd cgmiailThql: rR: I 3TIW5T ^ ^RJTht qaljH-nlMHHn: l 6 I 

Sri Suka began again : In this (Bhagavata-Mahapurana) stands celebrated every now 
and then Lord Sri Hari, the Soul (Controller) of the universe, of whose exultation and anger 
were (severally) bom Brahma (the creator) and Rudra (the god of destruction). (1) You for 
your part, O king, give up this (foolish) notion, characteristic of a brute, that you will die. Unlike 
the body—which is born at a/particular moment while it was non-existent before and, 
therefore, perishes—you (the Soul that you are) were not so bom and (therefore) will not 
die.(2) You were never born (as a father) nor will you be born in the form of a son and again 
in that of a grandson, and so on as the tree from a seed and (again) a seed from the tree; 
(for) you are (quite) distinct from the body etc., just as fire (is distinct from the firewood). (3) 
Since—just as in the dream state a man himself sees his head lopped off—one witnesses 
the death etc., of one's body (alone, and not of the self, which is the seer and different from 
those states), the self (within you) is as a matter of fact undying and unborn. (4) (Just) as when 
an earthen pot is broken the space enclosed by it is (once more) the same as it was before 
(the pot came into existence), so when the body is (finally) dissolved (as a result of Self- 
Realization) the individual soul becomes one with Brahma again. (5) The mind alone creates 
bodies, objects of senses and actions for the soul. It is Maya that creates the aforesaid mind; 
and from Maya proceeds the transmigration of the Jiva. (6) A light maintains its character as 
light (only) so long as there is found the combination of oil, that which holds the oil, a wick 
and fire. Even so it is th rough the action of Rajas, Sattva and Tamas that a body appears and 
ceases; while transmigration has its root in mistaking the body as one's own self. (7) (Just 
as with the going out of a light the element of fire does not perish, so) the soul encased in 
a body does not perish (with the body)—the soul which is self-effulgent and lies beyond the 
physical no less than the astral body, inasmuch as it is the support of all, immutable and all- 
pervasive, (nay,) endless and unparalleled like the sky. (8) 

5Wt I cngi^tTjfeRRtT I k I 

Jlfcyil (iiyaicKt-t m tqr stsmfrt maw: i rjrrrat i i 

^rtr tR stmt mm i 

laui-iY im samfe tstfrt at fas ^ gsproiT: iaai 

tra% oRfatf ttra maTssan 'jgai-b rjm i fWSwrrrrdgt f% tp: i 1 

hT-.-1'i^f yiJ ,T-n,d sr.'-i-+,Jr . am wttraM: lyi 

Full of constant thought of Lord Vasudeva, O king, investigate thus (the truth of) the Self 
encased in your psychophysical organism, by your own effort with the help of syllogistic 
reasoning. (9) Urged by thecurseofaBrahmana, the serpent Taksaka will not be able toburn 
you (the soul within your body, even though it may burn the body). (All) the agents of Death 
(combined) cannot burn you, who are( no other than) the Death of deaths, the almighty Lord 
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(Himself). (10) "I am Brahma, the supreme support, and Brahma, the highest goal am I I" 
Thus identifying yourself with the Absolute (your very Self), and realizing your true nature, 
you will behold neither the serpent Taksaka biting you at your feet with its poisonous fangs 
nor your body nor the universe as apart from you. (11 -12) (All) this has been narrated to you 
(by me), O dear Pariksit I in response to what you, my very self, inquired concerning the 
pastimes of Lord Sri Hari, the Soul of the universe, O protector of men ! What more do you 

desire to hear ? (13) 

Thus ends the fifth discourse in Book Twelve of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3TST ^TgtSSZJFT: 

Discourse VI 
(Pariksit attains the supreme goal and Janamejaya commences a snake- 

sacrifice;) Classification of the Vedas into so many Sakhas or schools 

Udf^lUJ iJpHlfafed I 

drqKHylHILW RrlR ■'isrf TT I s I 

Suta began again : Having heard this discourse of the sage Suka (the son of Vyasa), 
who beheld the universe within himself and.looked upon all with an equal eye, the said 
Pariksit, who had been granted his life by the Lord, approached the soles of the sage's feet 

and with bent head and Joined palms spoke thus. (1) 

fRoa^Rq^J^ldUftM *ratfl *-bU|L*R1 I Stlfaift Rsf 'ft BTW-flRffRURt I 1 I 

-iW.ffiHif rpft M^iq^diaHIH.1 rflMdfla I 3 I 

'Mudi uuh i znar m j iu n-yu'j-Jri i is i 

RjTg«it r fftftRJSRj si Rt Hi w iRdfanrw irri i q i 

3TJinftH| nt slgPT Rfft 4|<s$|U|qt$f3t I rjTticWm^iq I ^ I 

3rjttR fRhft ft ^iRft^iRfRgqr i iraaT $ft rt stor: hrr, i a i 

The king (Pariksit) submitted : I stand accomplished of purpose and have been 
favoured by your gracious self in that I have been directly told of Sri Hari, who has no 
beginning or end, as well as of the means of attaining Him. (2) I do not consider it surprising 
that the grace of exalted souls, who have given their mind to Sri Hari (the immortal Lord), 
descends on the ignorant creatures tormented by agonies. (3) We have heard from you the 
compilation in the form of this Purana, in which the most illustrious Lord has been described 
as a matter of fact. (4) Lord ! I am afraid neither of Taksaka nor of other agencies of death, 
since I have (now) entered the fearless and all-blissful state of oneness with Brahma (the 
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Absolute) as shown by you. (5) (Now) give me permission, O Brahmana sage! I shall control 
(all my senses including) speech and, having established my mind, which is free from (all) 
cravings, in (the thought of) Lord Visnu (who is above sense-perception), give up the 
ghost. (6) My ignorance (nescience) including its seed has been eradicated by firmness in 
Jnana (the knowledge of truth) and Vijnana (its Realization) since theisupreme state of the 
Lord, which rids (one) of all fear, has been revealed (to me) by you. (7) 

^17 

'anaR, «ll!t<Ul|ui: | 3PIW TIPE qtcta-t | 6 | 

rriffttRfa i Twrsjra tt a^jiuvr-iip4'ar tre: i ^ i 

5tt^ afJutiHl-i) 3551553:1 st^rtjtfr rr?itil‘il fTTtfft^pfna: 1 ? o 1 
Suta resumed: Thus addressed and worshipped by the king, the divine Sri Suka (son 

of Vedavyasa) took leave of him and departed aiongwith (other) ascetics. (8) Uniting his mind 
by force of reason with the Self, the royal sage Pariksit for his part contemplated on the 
Supreme Spirit, remaining breathless like (the trunk of) a tree. (9) With (all) his doubts 
resolved, (nay,) identified with Brahma (the Absolute) and free from attachment, the great 
Yogi sat down on the bank of the (holy) Gaiiga facing the north on blades of Kusa grass, the 
ends of which pointed to the east. (10) 

mars: aflat ftai: s^t ftprqjpT 1 ?njsfirat 7} aftt 1 1 

H nJluvsi sfauiPfa«[ fcXttlftuiH.I felwraUssTt: I ^ I 

aSHJjW I snjcr pra: dWT W^fiRTq, I ?? I 

f^t I Idfwdl ^TBaT, TtS ffapj-WtKU: I I 

^5-5*PTt ^i[-<Mfm«il rtTJ: | yuautfui feptT: Tn^cilR-t: l?M 

Directed by the infuritated son of a Brahmana and going to (see) the king with the 
intention of bitting him to death, O Brahmanas I Taksaka met on the way (a Brahmana 
named) Kasyapa. (11) Having gratified Kasyapa, who knew how to counteract the effect of 
poison, with gifts of money and sent him back, the serpent, who was capable of assuming 
any form at will, and came disguised as a Brahmana (approached and) bit the king. (12) By 
the action of fire produced by the poison of the snake the body of the royal sage, who had 
become one with Brahma, was instantly reduced to ashes, while all men looked on. (13) 
There arose a terrible outcry on earth as well as in the heavens and in all the quarters; while 
gods and demons as well as men and all others were really struck with wonder. (14) Celestial 
kettle-drums sounded (of their own accord), Gandharvas and Apsaras (celestial musicians 
and dancing girls) sang praises; while gods sent down showers of flowers, raising shouts of 
applause. (15) 

tqfUrR ct^I^tf^tfPTI asiT ^Id ar£°s) 7T? [&jI: 1^1 

Tuftrl «ru4ltil 4&HHK USPriRJ ’WlWlditWSjgi: TRUI qatR'SI 

amsueifftcp rt3T 7T3TT rTTTtf^Rt I&'JU-lJ I'-UU <Tf)tai: tt§)tiU'f<STO: 1^41 

ti liimufa mrfre; w;: tjitumwdHj fPt tfwflsR: wfwrrarat uiRwf iw 

^fa spar 5tntft^t aartaf: 1 Hk-5Mtsa>i fayi aiit) fatfafft 4i<4<) 1 ^o t 

nIS:il^qf4uI: ttrM. rtSiat mhr | 4-hrddl 12^1 

?f?t Hirrf%rn$trf: Wife: yaifod: 0133: TTCHMWld: dRwi-l: mapS: IW 

W tRIR fctUI-)H furtlcRIlfjJ-W: 3t1? TF4H <T qgwfit: IS?! 
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t44T H"S- 4U Hjjfd H'F U-T I U -I H JFflM^dHq oTT : I yii I 

tqtfqq h<ui rj ju c^4utl l U'jitdd1>4| HI-414 y^ini l-ynn,:-H'-ii: I I 

^j^oMISqrlqftpjq I Uy<4H-s4d qRJlf^q! 30W*4 qqjy^l 

tOTTt^ U3(il< TFqq, 4«fl4dlf4y,|R*HNl Hqf 3WHI<il q4JT y4(?a ft »pq% I 1*3 I 

Enraged to hear of his father having been consumed by Taksaka, Janamejaya with the 
help of Brahmana priests started in the course of a sacrifice offering snakes in the prescribed 
manner into the sacrificial fire. (16) Agitated with fear to see great serpents burning in blazing 

fire at the snake-sacrifice, Taksaka sought (the presence of) Indra for protection. (17) Not 
seeing Taksaka there, King Janamejaya (son of Pariksit) inquired of the Brahmanas as to 
why Taksaka, the vilest of all snakes, was not being burnt. (18) (They replied,) “Indra, O ruler 
of kings, protects him as the latter has sought him for protection. The snake has been held 
back by Indra, hence he does not fall into the fire." (19) Hearing this, Janamejaya (son of 
Pariksit) .highly intelligent as he was, said to the priests, "Why should T aksaka not be invoked 
by you, O Brahmanas, alongwith Indra to fall into the sacrificial fire ?" (20) Hearing this the 
Brahmanas invoked (the presence of) Taksaka alongwith Indra in the sacrifice thus: 
"Taksaka ! soon fall down here with Indra, who has the (forty-nine) Maruts (wind-gods) for 
his followers." (21) Indra alongwith his aerial car, Taksaka and all, was made to move from 
his abode by the maledictions uttered by the Brahmanas and felt greatly agitated in mind. (22) 
Brhaspati, the son of Arigira, expostulated (thus) with the said king (Janamejaya) when he 

saw Indra falling from the heavens alongwith Taksaka and the celestial car:—(23) “This king 
of serpents cannot be killed by you, O rulerof men; for he has drunk of nectar and is therefore 
unquestionably immortal and immune from old age. (24) Life and death of a living being as 
well as its existence in the other world is determined by its own doing, O king I None else can 
bring happiness or misery to another than the latter’s own doing. (25) When a living being 
meets (its) death through the medium of a snake, thief, fire or lightning, or through hunger, 
thirst, disease and the like, O protector of men, it (only) reaps thereby the fruit of such Karma 
as has begun to bear fruit. (26) Therefore, let this sacrifice, actuated as it is by a malevolent 
purpose, O king I be stopped, as serpents burnt through it were (all) innocent. (But you too 
are not to blame; for) as a matter of fact, it is the fruit of one’s own (past) doings that is reaped 
by living beings.” (27) 

^(7 U4/4 

H q&qi? 44: I u4u4l§1W: 4,44141*1 4144^14, I1CI 
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Suta resumed : Thus advised, King Janamejaya said "Amen !" (Nay.,) respecting the 
remonstrance of the great sage, he desisted from the snake-sacrifice, and (duly) worshipped 
Brhaspati (the master of eloquence). (28) Such is the well-known, though inconceivable, 
great Maya (enchanting potency) of Lord Visnu. Due to this Maya, which cannot be (easily) 
set aside, living beings, that are His (own) particles, fall foul of their fellow-beings under the 
force of passions (such as anger, which are the outcome of the three Gunas). (29) Maya, 
which repeatedly flashes on the mind through the notion, 'A is a wily man', does not boldly 
reveal itself in God when (the nature of) the Self is being inquired into by the exponents of 
the Self (but is shown to exist somehow like one in great fear without discharging its function 
of enchanting others). (Nay,) in relation to Him there is no room for wordy warfare of various 
description originating from Maya nor does the mind with its functions of ideation and doubt 
operate with regard to Him. (30) In relation to Him there does not exist any Karma (belonging 
to the category of virtue or sin) with factors responsible for it nor the fruit (in the shape of joy 
or sorrow) to be attained through both nor the ego, the adjunct of a Jiva, accompanied by the 
three above-named (viz., Karma, the factors responsible for it and the fruit of it). Such is the 
nature of God, who is neither capable of being opposed by nor of opposing anyone. 
(Therefore) renouncing the ego etc., (which are like so many waves of Maya), a sage should 
himself specifically revel in the Self. (31) Yogis who have given up (false) identification with 
the body and the feeling of meum with regard to those connected with it and are exclusively 
devoted to God, and who are (therefore) keen to reject everything other than God as "not 
that"-, "not that", declare the aforesaid to be the supreme essence of the all-pervading Lord. 
(Nay,) it has been concluded to be such by those who, having embraced it with their heart 
(through meditation), have been able to control their mind, senses and body. (32) They 
(alone) are able to attain this supreme state of Lord Visnu, who are free from the evil notion 
of T and 'mine' with regard to their body and home (etc., respectively). (33) One should put 
up with abusive words, and show disrespect to none, nor should one enter into hostility with 
anyone for the sake of this (perishable) body. (34) Salutation to the illustrious Lord Sri Krsna 
of infinite intelligence, through meditation on whose lotus feet I learnt this compilation (in the 
form of Srimad Bhagavata)! (35) 

I cFfosiT oETCTT q: |^| 

Saunaka submitted : Into how many schools were the Vedas divided by Paila and other 
great souls, teachers of the Vedas and pupils of Vedavyasa ? (Pray) relate this to us. (36) 

I *on(**j|eM<ehK««i SJjqT 1361 

3J I ^Pt cqfrMIchl^l 3TERR: l^o | 

cn^cR: MWWH: I ft HTTrETR, 1^ I 

Suta replied : From the cavity in the heart of Brahma (the creator), who occupies the 
highest position (in the universe), while his mind was composed (through meditation), O 
Saunaka ! there arose a sound, which can be distinctly perceived (by all) through control of 
the function of hearing (by closing one's ears), and by focussing one's mind on which, O 
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Brahmana sage, Yogis shake off the impurities of the mind—occasioned by the Adhibhuta 
(the body), Adhyatma (the organs of action) and Adhidaiva (the senses of perception)—and 
attain Liberation (cessation of birth and death). (37-38) From that sound emanated (the 
sacred syllable) OM—consisting of three parts ( A, U, M),—whose origin is unmanifest, 
(nay,) which flashes (in the heart) by itself. It is this syllable which reveals (the true nature 
of) the almighty and infinite Supreme Spirit—that hears this unmanifest (inarticulate 
humming) sound (even) when the sense of hearing has ceased to function (due to the ears 
having been shut) and whose cognition is intact (even) when all the senses are inoperative 
(as in sound sleep or Samadhi)— by which (sacred syllable) speech (in theform of the Vedas) 
is manifested and which owes its manifestation in the cavity of the heart to the (Supreme) 
Spirit. (39-40) That syllable (again) is directly expressive of its origin, the infinite Supreme 
Spirit; it is the hidden meaning of all Mantras (sacred texts), the eternal seed of the Vedas 
(being no other than Brahma Itself). (41) 

fTCfl oTGlf aichKi^JI I &n4-r) strar : IY91 

rt-iHtl ^RJff 1 HI £ I u i -(RR R ci ami IYY I 

rpntsuiMUTii^ stgi#T sigi*l (4«hj % g suifcRgR: wj^Kt: wmiR^i-l n«M 

% wiwi aiHiwfeAJtraft: i snat snra# ik^i 

ctuc^n: I cRl-t, a$j44i Rk rui-rth41 fr-a i: lltts I 

The syllable (OM), O jewel of the Bhrgus I comprised three letter-sounds— a, z, and 
rt, which (severally) hold (in the form of a seed) sets of three entities (viz.,) the (three) 
Gunas (modes of Prakrti—Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), the (three) names (Rk. Yajus and 
Sama), the (three) substances (spheres, viz., Bhuh—the terrestrial globe, Bhuvah—the 
aerial region and Swah—heaven) and the (three) states of consciousness (viz., wakefulness, 
dream and sound sleep). (42) Out of the aforesaid (three letters) the almighty Brahma (the 
birthless creator) evolved the alphabet, comprising Antahsthas (semi-vowels), Usmas 
(aspirants), Swaras (vowels), Sparsas (sibilants) and the short, long and prolated measures 
of sounds. (43) With this alphabet the (mighty) Brahma gave expression through his four 
mouths to the four Vedas—alongwith the (three) Vyahrtis (Bhuh, Bhuvah and Swah) and 
OM (prefixed to the Gayatri-Mantra while reciting it)—with the intention of pointing out the 
duties of the four priests (officiating at a sacrifice, viz., Hota, Adhwaryu, Udgata and 

Brahma). (44) He then taught them to his (mind-born) sons (Marici and others), who were 
(all) Brahmana sages and (accordingly) expert in reciting the Vedas (with proper intonation 

etc.). The latter in their turn proved to be the promulgators of righteousness and taught the 
Vedas to their sons (Kasyapa and others). (45) Received from generation to generation in 
the course of the four Yugas by the pupils of the various sages—pupils who observed the 
vow of (lifelong) celibacy (in order to retain them in their memory)—the aforesaid Vedas 
were later on divided by great seers (into Samhitas, Brahmanas and so on) at the end of 
the Dwapara age (lit., the period preceded by the Dwapara age). (46) Perceiving the men 

to be shortlived, deficient in energy and dull-witted due to the action of Time (in the form 
of unrighteousness prevailing in it), the Brahmana seers rearranged the Vedas as directed 
by the immortal Lord residing in their heart. (47) 

3TffqrpzFfrf 3ftFL i uHf11 RiV,uvWfu41 \z6i 

n'fRTOd, i atartftwf n?WFr ’a#; i 

Jivii-r^'U cpRi: 1 ^tftTT: I 
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^c^TT: TfffjrTT ^rTT TJf4sJ$jf4RrsfcTT: I STTH ^4hi*L I ^o I 

Descended from (the loins of) the sage Parasara through Satyavati in the form of 
Vedavyasa (representing a ray of Sattva, forming part of Maya, the divine potency) as prayed 
to by Brahma, Sankara and other guardians of the spheres, for the vindication of righteous¬ 
ness, O Brahmana sage, in the current Manvantara too, The almighty Lord, the Life-giver of 
the universe, divided the Veda, O highly blessed one! into four parts. (48-49) Picking out and 
classifying in four (distinct) groups the multitudes of Mantras belonging to the categories of 
Rk, Atharva, Yajus and Sama, (even) as various kinds of gems are assorted into so many 
groups, the said Maharsi compiled four Samhitas or collections out of those Mantras. (50) 
Summoning in his presence four (of his foremost) pupils (Paila and others), the powerful 
Vyasa of mighty intellect imparted one of those collections to each, O Saunaka ! (51) He 
taught, they say, the very first Sarhhita under the name of Bahvrca-Sarhhita (because 
consisting of a collection of Rks or psalms) to Paila and the body of sacred texts in prose, 
recited during sacrifices and bearing the name of Nigada (prose), to another named 
Vaisampayana. (52) (Even) so he taught the body of Samas or songs, going by the name 
of Chandoga-Samhita (because sung in various metres) to Jaimini and (the fourth called) 
AtharvangirasI, to his (fourth) pupil Sumantu. (53) The sage Paila taught his own (Bahvrcha-) 
Sarhhita (in two parts) one each to Indrapramiti and Baskala; the latter too divided his branch 
into four parts and taught (one each), O scion of Bhrgu, to the disciples Bodhya, Yajnavalkya, 
Parasara and Agnimitra. Indrapramiti, a man of selfcontrol, taught his collection to the 
learned sage Mandukeya; and his pupil was Devamitra, who (in his turn) imparted its 
knowledge to the sages Saubhari and others. (54—56) Mandukeya's son was Sakalya, who 
for his part divided his collection into five branches and taught them to (his pupils) Vatsya, 
Mudgala, Saliya, Gokhalya and Sisira. (57) The s^ge Jatukarnya, another pupil of Sakalya, 
imparted the knowledge of his own collection (in three parts), as well as of its Nirukta 
(explanation of obscure words), to his (four) pupils, Balaka, Paija, Vaitala and Viraja. (58) 
Baskala's son, Baskali, made out of all the (aforesaid) branches the collection bearing the 
name of Valakhilya-Sarhhita. (His pupils) Balayani, Bhajya and Kasara (learnt and) 
memorized it. (59) By these Brahmana sages were (learnt and) preserved the Samhitas 
forming part of Rgveda. Hearing of the calssification of these Mantras of the Veda one is 
completely absolved from all sins. (60) 

'Mi^ctcrcHisr ^ich^ fc*>Mcij -ciRclm^HUiuii i ^ i 

<41^1^5 fTm I fomciHoii fe|w)ui TTcJsffrT I I 

^cHId^d: Tttsfa x^Rcdl 7TUTHJ rTrTt Tgm\ I V* I 
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d =jff| frrfrRT flvr*5ic3VfldlSi<4j: I rlfrlfldl $(rf vIH'-lI 3l K-M ^O^flcoi: H1AI 

yi^cicremwd) ?hr sj-tfitafspi^Md-ri iptTft?WRif=i ii 

As is well-known, some pupils of Vaisampayana were known as Carakadhwaryus 
because they went through on behalf of their teacher a course of penance to expiate the 
sin of Brahmanicide. (61) (Thereupon) Yajnavalkya, another disciple of Vaisampayana, 
submitted (to his preceptor), "Oh, of what account, venerable sir, will be the reward 
obtained through the penance of these pupils (of yours) of poor strength ! I shall undergo 
a course of penance very difficult to practise." (62) Offended, when addressed thus, the 
preceptor retorted, "Get away (from here). I have nothing more to do with you, a pupil 
contemning Brahmanas. Give up at once all that you have learnt from me." (63) Vomiting 
the portions of Yajurveda (which he had learnt from his preceptor), Yajnavalkya, son of 
Devarata, too immediately left the place. Sages beheld those portions of Yajurveda and, 
greatly enamoured of them, assumed the form of partridges and picked them up. 
(Thenceforward) that most attractive branch of Yajurveda came to be known by the name 
of Taittiriya (connected with partridges). (64-65) Seeking to obtain additional Srutis not 
known even to his preceptor, Yajnavalkya, O Brahmana sage, thereupon duly extolled the 
Sun-god, the Master of the Vedas (as follows). (66) 

ta rmt tnrait 3tif<<aiyiR5irtv!mdinirMW'(n>fui eigfSsi^dfHchraiTi 

st^JiRfwrdUit-dwm-Hidils 'ffetfa ^1*141 ^akifsRi^rasikuRt *1*4* tj* 

^UIrt<=irHr1tMdJmfi=lrHicldt't‘lutdlMim<nja-H‘lfmilrtrti I ^3 i 

SFratT: WtfiraWI dMdnuSrtH. I ^4 I 

q ?? cITct fetheKidditlUII (d'dldiddldi Md^fedltidUIIHdldtd: WhlrHI-iPlflff 

M-cilddld I W 

zi T^rt Rl*hfd*Jkr.dd-dcr,i=h?tin=iJ.nr1.hiW,H ^achidd Id-clddHdarladi^- 

*ujy| i^l^dltyiutl^tdWdd Adflt ^t«dk”dldtldA£n^ yd^ddldlfT- 

rrRft 3il4IIHlktdd rT5T * II: PS? I 

dtuidfodij'lrt 

jWmwtld l>S4 I 
Yajnavalkya prayed : Hail to the almighty Sun-god, denoted by the sacred syllable 

OM! Dwelling as the very Soul of the universe in the heart of multitudes of created beings— 
falling under four categories (viz., mammals, oviparous creatures, the sweet-born and 
those sprouting from the soil), from Brahma down to a clump of grass—and outside too as 
(the wheel of) Time revolving in the form of years made up of (minute) parts like an instant, 
a moment and the twinkling of an eye, yet unlimited by any condition, like the sky, You 
maintain the progress of the world all alone by sucking (in the hot season) and releasing 

the moisture (during the monsoon). (This passage explains the meaning of the first foot of 
the Gayatrl-Mantra.) (67) We duly and devoutly contemplate on that well-known orb of 
Your venerable Self, O Jewel among the gods, which is burning over there, O Father (of 
the universe), who burn away all the sins and miseries (resulting from them) as well as their 
seed (viz., ignorance) of those who wait upon You (with prayers etc.) in the manner 
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prescribed by the Vedas thrice everyday (morning-and evening as well as at midday). (This 
passage explains the meaning of the second foot of the Gayatri-Mantra. (68) As the Inner 
Controller of the multitudes of immobile and mobile creatures in this (visible) universe, which, 
as is well-known,constitute Your own bodies, You being their very Self, You direct their mind, 
senses and vital airs, which are (all) material (and therefore inert). (This explains the meaning 
of the third and last foot of the Gayatri-Mantra.) (69) Seeing this world swallowed by the 
diabolical python bearing the name of darkness and wearing a most dreadful aspect, and 
(therefore) lying unconscious as though dead, You a lone rouse it by Your mere glance out 
of compassion, supremely compassionate as You are, and direct it thrice everyday to the 
adoration of the Supreme Spirit, leading to the highest good under the name of their own 
sacred duty. Like a king You go about instilling fear in (the heart of) the wicked and waited 
upon at every point by the guardians of the quarters with offerings of water and lotus buds 
in their joined palms. (70-71) Obviously for the same reason, O Lord, do I resort to Your 
lotus-feet, bowed to by those (Indra and others) adored in all the three worlds, desirous as 
I am of receiving knowledge of the portions of Yajurveda (hitherto) unknown by anyone 

else. That is all. (72) 

TTcT TrpT: 77 ^TrT5Hi 

WmqnffrL 

^7 dcIN 

I 44vjU|4M4|imfH I 

I : IV9>S I 

I SIT*? 1^ I 

^<*>*4 rTTfil rTfe^T: W5tT 1^*1: Wl 

I f^rt ^PfJ^STRT 3TT^4t stfjfarTO: I ^ I 

TTTW: f^T^TT % I rTTSf I 'Sd I 

^ I xfT^tf^f^T^n I I 

I f^I 311^1-^ I Co I 

^fcT 4lH^IJ|c)d HqI^I MKH^W'l 4fedl4l ^IKdl^l^H ^TFf ISJ 

Suta continued : Extolled thus, the celebrated and glarious Sun-god felt (highly) 
propitiated and, assuming the form of a horse, taught the sage such portions of the 
Yajurveda as were (hitherto) unknown to anyone else. (73) Out of the countless Mantras 
of Yajurveda (revealed to him by the Sun-god) the powerful Yajnavalkya compiled (as 
many as) fifteen Sakhas known by the name of Vajasani. Sages Kanva, Madhyandina and 
others learntthem. (74) Sage Sumantu was the son of Jaimini, the chanter of Samaveda (as 
taught to him by Vedavyasa—-vide verse 53 above) and Sunvan was the son of Sumantu. 
Jaimini taught one collection to each of them. Then Sukarma another Brahmana pupil of 
Jaimini, who had a mighty intellect, divided the tree of Samaveda into a thousand 
collections of psalms. (75-76) Hiranyanabha of Kosala, and Pausyahji, the two pupils of 
Sukarma; and a third pupil, Avantya (by name), the foremost of the knowers of Brahma, 
learnt them. (77) Pausyahji and Avantya as well as Hiranyanabha had, it is said, five 
hundred pupils, who hailed from the north (and learnt as many Sakhas of Samaveda). 
(Yet) antiquarians call them Pracyas (perhaps construing this word in the sense of the 
ancient and not in the sense of easterners). (78) Laugaksi, Mangali, Kulya, Kusida and 
Kuksi, (other) pupils of Pausyahji, learnt a hundred collections each. (79) Krta, another 
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pupil of Hiranyanabha, taught twenty-four collections to his (own) pupils; while Avantya, 
(who was) a man of self-control, taught the rest to his. (80) 

Thus ends the six discourse entitled "The classification of the Vedas into (so many) 
Sakhas schools", in Book Twelve of the great and glorious Bhagavata-Purana, 

otherwise known as the Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T8T 

Discourse VII 

Different Schools of Atharvaveda and the Characteristics of the Puranas 

Tjrf 

3TS>Jcffarl, | ^f^cii 'cf&y I’M I ^ I 

|Ew«14|R: I fkrarrst traafamHait »jcrj I ^ I 

^d<kl stfitH. «r^: f^rKjtSKrri^rR: $*Udl4d tr^ tT I 

TttfRtg i ij?t 3rrac(uiwiy!: gkilui*H’j^ 1* i 

Suta began again : Sumantu versed in Atharva-Veda, taught his collection to his pupil 
(Kabandha*) who in his turn taught it (in two parts) to (his pupils) Pathya and Vedadarsa. 
(1) Sauklayani, Brahmabali, Modosa and Pippaiayani were the pupils of Vedadarsa (who 
taught them his collection in four parts); now hear the names of Pathya's pupils: Kumuda, 
Sunaka and Jajali, a master of Atharvaveda, O Brahmana sage! (were the pupils of Pathya, 
from whom they received his collection in three parts). Babhru, a pupil of Sunaka (born in 
the line of Aiigira), and Saindhavayana (another pupil) studied two (separate) collections 
(at the feet of their master); (while) Savarnya and others were the pupils of Babhru and 
Saindhavayana. Even so there were others, e. g„ Naksatrakalpa and Santi (the authors 
of Kalpasortretisesofthese very names on ritual acts, giving rules for them), Kasyapaand 
Angirasa. These were the teachers of Atharva-Veda; (now) hear of.the teachers of the 

Puranas, 0 Saunaka I (2—4) 

sKilRif&l: HldliftfKfsIui: i ^lutia-rsnldl ^ <tUtIui<*>I I A I 

3T«tkRT atltirot kferi '*tlWrltJt31H.I fk^t: TTdf: ^warntu I ^ I 

-Hlduff twklwtU<J)ds(U|: I oillRklWijldkl iJTWftaT: I V9 I 

Trayyaruni, Kasyapa, Savarni, Akrtavrana, Vaisampayana and Harita—these, as a 
matter of fact, are the six teachers of the Puranas. (5) They learnt one collection each from 

' Vide Visnu-Purana, which says:- 
^ -ryTkrftyfd: I 

fiFTWIwnWiTO ^R} ?Tt5fo fg*JI II 

<y.c=<l ^ sl'Wlf'-i I 
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the mouth of my father (Romaharsana), the pupil ofVedavyasa; while , as theirpupik studied 
all the collections. (6) Kasyapa, Savarni, Parasurama's pupil Akrtavrana and myself 
(Ugrasrava) learnt four (more) original collections from (my father) Romaharsana (pupil of 

Vyasa^lss9<jT agjrafaPiterMaH.1 ’rgn ^TT^ro,: 1 <=■1 

fepfe f# TajHroftr m i #11 i k i 

^fi aflsl % I rrgfea a?R, i?° i 

3tol||<^dt(nT^['ma<^fa<jdl^atf: I ■qjmltfeflTatt Tff dxucl 11 \ I 

731TRHPJ: I 'SRram,l^ril 

tjtht qnuinwifin ^I^fi ^ ^i«i 

T^riUdl^ ^ 

tr^tt H35H: #ar i iwJtoii>*mg ¥*: rj^ftra^iw 

TT?i d^iMtidFii <j$i4*ifo*is-<ra: i g^ifci H«n ^ Claris 3iw 

^ftriaa;: snrffeKt fro 3rraf^ w- i w&fif^a^ata 

qiiRfPdai*ifa»i<3i: i a mi^wkjxiu'"'^ 

oufa^i-aui trt ^ra^a^fTO i cR. w '^'jFna'fiaa: i W 

asrr 5;sj q-qra Tnqqwqi#5nfi?igrnmng irawrg *jarrjdajk°i 

farta aai ftra fear ^feia waq.iaWa sr aarssaua a^rai 
(Now) hear, O Brahmana sage! with a clear mind, the characteristics of the Puranas as 

determined by Brahmana seers according to (the viewpoint of) the Vedas and Sastras. (8) 
Those well-versed in the Puranas declare the Puranas as distinguished by ten features 
(discussing the following ten topics), viz., Sarga (creation) of the universe, Visarga Vrttp 
Raksa, the Manvantaras, Vamsas (dynasties of kings), Vamsanucarita, Samstha, Hetu^an 
Apabraya* Some teachers recognize the features of the Puranas as fivefold (only), ° 
Saunaka I side by side with the distinction of great and small (according as they dea with ten 
topics orfive+only). (9-10) The evolution of Mahat-tattva (the principle of cosmic intelligence) 

through the disturbance in the equilibrium of the three Gunas constituting the ^™an'f®® 
(Primordial Matter), of the threefold Ahaiikara (from the Mahat-tattva) and (from the threefold 
Ahankara) of the five subtle elements, the (eleven) indriyas (the five senses of perception 

and the five organs or action and the mind), and their objects (viz., the five 3ro®s ®le™nt® 

as well as of the deities presiding over the senses) is called Sarga or crea^n;p(1LL 
is (the name of) this collective creation, both mobile and immobile, of the aforesa d (causa 
principles) fecundated by the Supreme Person (God), and brought about by the latencies o 
(past) Karma (of the countless Jivas), proceeding from seedtoseed(asacountinuum). ( ) 

* These terms have already been mentioned with some variations in II. x. 3-7. The words Vrtl' and 'Raksa' should be 

taken as synonymous with 'Sthana' and Posana' occurring in that text: what has been referred to here under *k> "a™ > °< 

Vamsanucarita' should be taken to mean 'isanuka.ha' the word 'Samstha should be underslood In the sense ot N'-odhaand 

also as covering the idea of 'Mukti't and the wdrd 'Hetu should be construed to mean 'Utr a 'Apasraya of course is 

85 T™ five features are:-Sarga and Pralisarga. Vamsas and the Manvantaras and VarhSanucarilas, as the following 

couplet shows:— 

■mu w ^ i it 

The other five are understood as included in these. 
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Immobile creatures (e.g., annual plants and trees etc.) and (in some cases) the mobile too 
constitute the Vrtti (means of subsistence) of mobile creatures. There (again) the sustenance 
of human beings has been determined 1—by their nature, 2—desire or 3—even by scriptural 
ordinance. (A description contained in Book Five of Srimad Bhagavata, of the terrestrial 
globe, as the support of the entire creation, both mobile and immobile, thus falls under the 
category of'Vrtti'.) (13) The exploits of the Avataras of Bhagavan Visnu (the immortal Lord), 
appearing from age to age according to the needs of every age among birds and beasts, 
human beings, Rsis and gods—by whom the enemies of the Vedas (such as the demons) 
are put an end to (for the protection of the righteous)—constitute (what is known as) the 
"Raksa" (protection) of the universe. (14) The period over which (the following six, viz.,) a 
Manu, the gods, the sons of the Manu, Indra (the ruler of the gods), the (seven) Rsis and the 
partial manifestation of the Lord preside is what goes by the name of a Manvantara 
characterized by six elements. (15) "Vartisa" denotes the line, extending over (all) the three 

divisions of time (viz., the past, present and future), of king of pure descent (as sprung from 
Brahma). A connected account of such kings as also of their descendants (upholding the 

honour and prestige of the line) is (what has been referred to by the name of) 
Varhsanucarita.(16) The fourfold dissolution of this (visible) universe, manifested by Maya, 
viz., 1-occasional, 2-Prakritika, 3-constant and 4-radical, has been spoken of by the sage as 
“Sarristha".(17) The “Hetu" (cause) of creation etc., of this (phenomenal) universe is the Jiva 
(the individual soul), the doer of actions prompted by ignorance, which some people (who 
stress its spiritual nature) characterize as having to its credit a stock of unrequited Karma; 
while others (who emphasize its conditioned existence) declare it as nameless and 
formless.(18) 'Apasraya' stands for Brahma (the Absolute), which is present in (all) the 
(three) states undergone by a Jiva (individual soul), viz., wakefulness, dream and deep 
slumber, as well as in all substances which are products of Maya (as their cause), and is also 
distinct from them, (nay,) which actually runs through all the (nine) states undergone by a 
living organism, from entry into the womb in the form of a seed to death (as their ground or 
substratum), and is also distinct from them (as their witness) even like the material of which 
substances are made or as bare existence, underlying names and forms. (19-20) When the 
mind becomes still of its own accord (through realization of the illusoriness of Sarga etc., as 
in the case of Vamadeva and other sages) or through concentration (practised in one's 
current life, as in the case of mother Devahuti and others), then one realizes the Self 
(consequent on the cessation of ignorance due to absence of distraction) and, transcending 

the three states (of consciousness), withdraws from (worldly) activity. (21) 

ol*u,t H-fuLyin'^i yiru f^wcMpt I r?^ I 

^Tltl hi'U etwic< ^ 173 I 

■nforzi wgFtNf# miujM wwii 3Rti'>iwj4^'a,a4ti'!^4fiiiaf§ra?,ir?'!f i 

sfgtRl4 OTWS WtrtrsnJRR ipt: I ftivyRiKiMftitqiuii stfclMlI'Wsf.mj^m 

$ftt StlH-4lJlrirl HSI^I'll Wf3TTI eisdlril HtTfm4PT: I 

Sages well-versed in the antiquities tell us of eighteen Puranas, big and small (in 
volume), distinguished by the aforesaid characteristics. (22) The eighteen Puranas go by 
the names of Brahma, Padma, Visnu, Siva, Liriga, Garuda, Narada, Bhagavata, Agni, 
Skanda, Bhavisya, Brahmavaivarta, Markandeya, Vamana, Varaha, Matsya, Kurma and 
Brahmanda. (23-24) In this way has been duly narrated (by me), O Brahmana sage, the story 
as to how the sage Vedavyasa and his pupils, their own pupils and pupils of their pupils 
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classified the Vedas into (so many) branches— a story which intensifies to a great extent the 
Brahmanical (spiritual) glory (of those who listen to it). (25) 

Thus ends the seventh discourse in Book Twelve of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 

3?2ng*fts«HIPT: 

Discourse VIII 
The sage Markandeya embarks on a course of austerities 

and receives a boon 

?/?'*=#> dqf/g 

TP rata tart grot gg gt gggf gr i guwti) tragi ifni ta gr<<»ta: i ^ i 

rjg^mta trt: i g: asggrta acfftat awtaj ggg^ i ? i 

Ttgt 3TTO5?!tatg: ^^stata'rmfgrtat: i ^gnpift sjgRt Tngg: gitsfg amta i ? i 

tig; pgTota iragg, tjgg tags1 giug^i gtat tstgtg gtgro^ggj * | 

^ g: ftatat tjgnr 7jg g^tjgta gg: i g gfesfta g^uitPi-t, ^twtafg ragg: i v i 

Saunaka said: O SUta, O good one. may you live long! (Pray,) tell us one thing, O jewel 
among speakers ! You (alone) are able to show the way out to men wandering in endless 
darkness (in the shape of mundane existence). (1) People speak of Markandeya (the son 
of Mrkanda) as a seer blessed with a long life, who remained alive even at the time of Pralaya 
(marking the close of a day of Brahma), by which (the whole of) this (visible) universe was 
swallowed up. (2) The said Markandeya (the foremost of the scions of Bhrgu), however, was 
born in this (very) Kalpa and in our own race and (so far as we know) no wholesale 
destruction of created beings has taken place (during the present Kalpa) even to this day.(3) 
It is (further) said that while drifting all alone in the single sheet of water (with which the entire 
world was flooded), he beheld the Supreme Person lying as a matter of fact in the form of 
an uncommon babe on a leaf of a banyan tree, formed in the shape of a cup. (4) O Suta, 
this is a matter for great doubt to us, due to which there is (great) curiosity (in our mind). 

(Pray,) resolve the aforesaid doubt, O great Yogi, esteemed as you are even for your 
knowledge of the Puranas. (5) 

?J<T sq/g 

gsrcgjgt g#ta figf tatarsrarg?: i -migui*gT gg gtar gitaHrMUrfi i ^ i 

gtafenfggwft gtaiuig: ftaj: amig^ i s^tatatat g^ot gqggreaigp^g: i g i 

^??ggT: TIP# Ttfcsf gggsragg: i tang. *uu^<j ^usijqglg gtaggsgj <■ 1 

y®mtag wsgjg tagg^ft 13pgtagjgta5ngtrg#gT ggggt^ftg, i k i 

gta gig: g ^rai^at gpgg: i^gst fpfgjng: wjtat i^oi 

t?g gqremgrggft ggfunmjgtipgj 3gggg^ ^gtata tarta ipj 'QJiigg. ta ? i 

[565] B.M. Part II—51 
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sign ippfzh efsjt ggnjgtg ^ nt i itarogfafifattiT: i?yi 

^?gji£rrenT:wstnwA: i ^sztrasftg^i qpft s^tr^rtotot i??i 

nvid gafdfgtl Haigbld qfpH: I ouritaid Mrll-L ehle^t H-d-mustraeh: l l 

trag qy-dJi ?tiecii (cncm-rtf I aqtfarsiffprnt naigMYr df&umHH^ I %q I 

Suta replied: This inquiry made by you, O great sage, is (surely) intended to dispel a 
(great) misapprehension lurking in the mind of the people. (Moreover) in replying to this will 
have to be told the story of Sri Narayana, which (when sung) washes off the impurities of the 
Kali age. (6) Having gone through at the hands of his father in due course the sacred rite of 
investiture with the sacred thread (which constitutes the second birth of a boy of the twice- 
born classes) and studied the Vedas in the righteous way (according to the scriptural 
ordinance), Markandeya was equipped (in course of time) with asceticism and knowledge 
of the Veda. (7) Observing the vow of lifelong celibacy, and free from passions, he wore 
matted locks (on his head) and the sacred thread and a girdle of Munja grass (about his 
person) and used the bark for his clothing. He carried (in his hands) a staff, a handful of (the 
sacred) Kusa grass, a Kamandalu (a vessel made from the shell of a wild cocoanut) and the 
skin of a black buck and a rosary of Rudraksa beads (on his person). For the enhancement 
of his virtue he worshipped Sri Hari both morning and evening through the medium of the 
sacred fire, the sun, the preceptor and (other) Brahmanas, as well as by identifying himself 
with Him. (8-9) Bringing food by way of alms morning and evening for the sake of his 

preceptor, he silently partook of it (only) when allowed by his teacher and at times remained 
without food if not (so) permitted (due to the sudden appearance of an unexpected guest). (10) 
Remaining devoted to austerities and study of the Vedas as aforesaid and worshipping Sri 
Hari (the Ruler of the senses of all) for a crore of years, he conquered death, which is most 
difficult to conquer. (11) Brahma (the creator), Lord Siva (the Source of the universe), Bhfgu, 
Daksa and all the other sons of Brahma, (nay,) men, gods, manes and other created beings 
were much astonished at that (extraordinary achievement of Markandeya). (12) Observing 
thus the vow of lifelong celibacy and equipped with asceticism, study of the Vedas and self- 
control, the Yogi (Markandeya) contemplated on Lord Sri Hari (who is above sense- 
perception) with a mind that had turned inward due to (all) hindrances (in the shape of 
ignorance, egotism, likes and dislikes and fear of death) standing in its way having been 
completely destroyed. (13) (Even) as the said Yogi was (busy) concentrating his mind 
through the great Yoga (of meditation on the Lord), a very long period, covering six 
Manvantaras, elapsed. (14) Coming to know of this and alarmed at (the magnitude of) his 
askesis, Indra the lord of paradise), itissaid, started interrupting it in this seventh Manvantara 

(for fear of losing his throne), O Saunaka I (15) 

TRTriiu-HW: cBTli dfMWrtUllHrtl I 3WW WRfl*h4 rtSITHi^l 
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(In order to bring about the sage's downfall) he sent to the sage Gandharvas (heavenly 
musicians) and Apsaras (celestial nymphs), Kama (the god of love), (the deities presiding 
over) the vernal season and the south wind (lit., a breeze blowing from the Malaya mountain), 
as well as greed (the pet child of Rajas) and pride. (16) They all repaired, O powerful sage ! 
to the hermitage of the sage along the northern slopes of the Himalayas, where flows the river 
Puspabhadra and the rock named Citra stands. (17) The hallowed site of that hermitage was 
adorned with sacred trees and creepers, crowded with families of holy Brahmana sages and 
studded with sacred pools full of pellucid water. (18) The hermitage was full of the melodious 
humming of (honey-) intoxicated bees and the notes of joyous cuckoos. It was marked with 
the ecstasy of dance of blithesome peacocks and teemed with flocks of joyous birds. (19) 
A breeze bearing the cool spray from waterfalls and embraced by (fragrant) flowers entered 
the hermitage and (gently) played on it, kindling love (in the hearts of men). (20) There 
appeared the vernal season with its evenings made charming by the rising moon and with 
rows of young leaves and bunches of flowers, and trees and creepers in close embrace. (21) 
The god of love, followed by Gandharvas with bands of musicians expert both in vocal and 
instrumental music, and leading troops of Apsaras, was (also) seen (there) with bow and 
arrows in hand. (22) 
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The servants (emissaries) of Indra saw the sage comfortably seated with closed eyes 
near the sacred fire after pouring oblations into it and formidable like fire in human form. (23) 
The damsels danced and the songsters sang, while other Gandharvas played charmingly 
on clay tomtoms, lutes and small drums before him. (24) Then Love set the five-pointed arrow 
to his bow; while Spring, Greed (the son of Rajas) and other servants of Indra tried to agitate 
the sage's mind. (25) (Even) as Punjikasthall (the chief of the Apsaras) was sporting with (a 
number of) balls (in front of the sage) and running after them, her (slender) waist getting very 
unstable under the weight of her (full) breasts, wreaths of flowers dropping from her braid, 
and eyes moving this way and that, the breeze blew away the fine garment (about her loins), 
the waist-band (that held itfast) having given way. (26-27) Taking the sage as won by himself, 
Love darted his shaft that (very) moment; but, like the undertaking of an unlucky man, all his 
effort proved futile against the sage. (28) Thus offending against the sage, but being 
scorched by his glory, O sage, they withdrew like children that would run away after rousing 
.a snake. (29) Though assailed as aforesaid by the servants of Indra, O Brahmana sage, the 
great sage (Markandeya) did not fall a prey to egotism. It is indeed no matter for wonder in 
the case of exalted souls. (30) The glorious Indra (the lord of paradise) was seized with great 
wonder to see Love and his entourage cheerless and to hear (from their lips) of the glory of 
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the Brahmana sage. (31) 

I 3lHpj^n^1hFft?RRRraTli1 (tfT: | | 

tft HcIchsirtl^H) (1wc-*tflfa|<l I 
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To shower His grace on the sage, who was thus concentrating his mind (on the Lord) 
through asceticism, study of the Vedas and self-control, Lord Sri Hari appeared before him 

in the form of (the divine sages) Nara and Narayana. (32) Lords Nara and Narayana, the 
adored (even) of the chief of the gods (Brahma and others), were (severally) fair and dark- 
brown of complexion with eyes resembling fresh-blown lotuses, possessed of four arms 
each and clad in the skin of a black buck and bark (respectively). They wore rings of (the 
sacred) Kusa grass and the sacred threefold thread (each consisting of three strands) as well 
as a string of lotus seeds and carried a Kamandalu, straight bamboo staff and a broom (made 

of yarns) for sweeping the ground and clearing it of insects (without killing them) as well as 
a handful of Kusa. They were tall (of stature) and by the golden lustre (of Their body) 
resembling the bright flashes of lightning looked like two direct embodiments of asceticism 
itself. (33-34) Markandeya rose on seeing the sages Nara and Narayana, the two well-known 
manifestations of the almighty Lord, and greeted Them with great reverence by his body 
fallen flat like a log (on the ground). (35) With his body, senses and mind exhilarated through 
joy occasioned by Their sight at close quarters, hair standing on end and eyes filled with 
tears, the sage could not look at them. (36) With joined palms he stood bent low, as though 
embracing Them out of longing, and said to the two almighty Lords in faltering tones, "Hail, 
hail (to You both) I" (37) Fetching Them a seat and washing Theirfeet, he worshipped Them 
by offering Them water to wash Their hands with, sandal-paste, incense and garlands. (38) 
When the two most exalted sages were comfortably seated and looked favourably disposed, 
the sage bowed at Their feet once more and spoke as follows. (39) 
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Markandeya prayed : O Lord ! how can I extol You ? For, propelled by You (alone) 
function the vital air and following it the speech, mind and Indriyas (the senses of perception 
and the organs of action), not only of (all) embodied beings but even of Brahma (the birthless 
creator) and Lord Siva (the god of destruction) as well as of myself; yet You behave as a friend 
of the soul (and not only of the body as the parents and others do) of those who worship You 
(with these)! (40) These two forms of Your omnipotent Self, O Lord ! stand revealed for the 
well-being, (nay,) for putting a stop to the (threefold) suffering and for the liberation (lit., 
subduing the death) of (the denizens of) the three worlds. (But) just as You assume many 
other forms (such as that of the divine Fish) in order to protect this universe, so (too) do You 
swallow everything after evolving it (just) like the spider (which produces a web and then 
swallows it). (41) The impurities incident to actions, the (three) Gunas (modes of Prakrti) and 
Time (and the aforesaid agonies etc.), can never contaminate him who takes refuge in the 
soles of feet of that Saviour (of the world) and Ruler of the immobile as well as the mobile 
creation (in You). (Nay,) in order to attain to those feet, as is well-known, sages that have 
treasured up (the spirit of) the Vedas in their heart extol, devoutly bow to, worship and 
constantly meditate on them. I resort to those (very) soles. (42) We know no safe retreat, O 
Lord ! for the Jiva, beset with fear on all sides, other than resorting to the feet of the Lord in 
You, the Embodiment of final beatitude. (Even) Brahma, whose realm endures for two 
Parardhas, is immensely afraid of Kala (the Time-Spirit), which is a (mere) play of Your 
eyebrows; what wonder, then, that it inspires fear in the heart of living beings created by 
him ? (43) Therefore, turning my back upon (giving up all attachment to) this body and all that 
is connected with it—which obscures the Self and serves no (real) purpose, is unsubstantial 
and transient, and (really) no other than the (conscious) Self—I actually take refuge in the 
soles of feet of the Supreme in You, the Embodiment of true wisdom, the Director of the soul; 
for if a man resorts to those feet, he bids fair to secure from You every object sought for (by 
him). (44) Although Rajas, Sattva, and Tamas, O Lord, which are products of Maya (Prakrti) 
and (severally) responsible for the appearance, continuance and dissolution of this (visible) 
universe, O Befriender of the soul! have been laid hold of by Yourself for (carrying on) Your 
pastimes (of creation etc.), Your Sattvika form (alone) is conducive to everlasting peace (in 
the form of final beatitude) and not the other two, from which proceed suffering, infatuation 
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and fear to men. (45) Therefore, on realizing this truth, O Lord, men of wisdom in this world 
worship Your manifestation in the form of Lord Narayana, (which is made up of Sattva 
unmixed with Rajas and Tamas and) which is (so) dear to (the heart of) Your devotees; for 
the followers of the Paficaratra school recognize Sattva (alone) and no other Guna to be the 
manifestation of the Supreme Person and through Sattva (alone) is attained (by them) the 
Lord's realm as well as (the state of) fearlessness and the bliss of Self-Realization. (46) Hail 
to You, the aforesaid Lord, the Inner Controller (of all), all-pervading as well as existing in the 
form of the universe, the Preceptor of the universe, the Supreme Deity appearing in the forms 
of the immaculate Sage Narayana and Nara (the foremost of all the JIvas), who have 
controlled Your speech and promoted the cult of the Vedas. (47) He whose judgment is 
clouded by Your Maya (deluding potency) and whose intellect is bewildered in following the 
paths of the misguiding senses does not, as is well-known, cognize You, even though 
present in his own senses, vital airs and heart, as well as in the objects of the senses (as the 
Inner Controller of all). The selfsame man, though ignorant only at the beginning, directly 
cognizes You on obtaining an insight into the Veda revealed by You, the Preceptor of all !(48) 
I bow to the Supreme Person (in You), whose vision, that reveals the secret of the Self, can 
be, obtained (only) through the Veda and about whose true nature (even) sages —the 
foremost of whom is Brahma (the birthless creator), feel bewildered, though striving (to 
realize it through Saiikhya and Yoga etc.)—(nay) who assumes (presents Himself in) a 
character conforming to the conception of all (the various) schools of thought, and whose 
light (in the form of the Self) is screened by the body (and other limitations). (49) 

Thus ends the eighth discourse in Book Twelve of the great and 
glorious BhBgavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

3TST qrcRtSSIFI: 

Discourse IX 

The sage Markandeya witnesses the Lord's Maya 

igc7 <Wrt 

'MJIcIlfacy yfarTT I ^HFTUTt Stfa VjggH,1 ^ 1 

Suta began again: Duly extolled in the aforesaid words by the talented sage Markandeya, 
Lord Narayana, accompanied by Nara, felt (highly) pleased and spoke to that jewel among 

the Bhrgus (as follows). (1) 

f 
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The glorious Lord replied : Hullo I you have attained perfection, O jewel among the 
Brahmana seers I through concentration of mind, through unceasing devotion to Me as well 
as through asceticism, study of the Vedas and self-control. (2) We are highly pleased with 
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you on account of your observing the vow of lifelong celibacy. May all be well with you ! 
(Therefore) receive your coveted boon from (Me,) the Ruler of all those who are capable of 

granting boons. (3) 

■ftra % MUstil3;j<i-°tj,<f i Mt ^ trat^ MM^da i y i 
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The sage submitted : Your (own) exalted nature has been testified to by You, O Ruler 
(even) of Brahma, Siva and others (the adored of the gods), in that You have been directly 
perceived by us, O Dispeller of the agony of those that have taken refuge in You! This much 
of favour (shown by You) is enough (for us), O immortal Lord ! (4) Brahma (the unborn 
creator) and others have felt perfectly gratified (even) on obtaining a vision of Your glorious 
lotus-like feet (only) in their mind purified through (the practice of) Yoga (concentration). The 
selfsame Lord in You has come within the range of my senses. (What greater boon than this 
could I have ?) (5) Nevertheless, O Lord with eyes resembling the petals of a lotus ! I would 
have a vision of Your Maya, under the influence of which the world including the guardians 
of the spheres perceives diversity (in the form of this manifold creation) in the (one) Reality 
(viz., Yourself), O crest-jewel of those enjoying sacred renown ! (6) 
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Suta continued: Extolled in these words and worshipped by the sage according to his 
wishes, O Saunaka ! the said almighty Lord replied, "So shall it be !“ and withdrew to 
Badarikasrama smiling. (7) Thinking (every moment) of the same object (the promised 
vision of the Lord's Maya) and continuing in his own hermitage, Markartdeya visualized Sri 
Hari in the (sacred) fire, the sun, the moon, water, earth, the air, ether and his own self, 
nay, everywhere (else) and worshipped Him with articles conceived by the mind. At times 
(however), when overwhelmed with an outburst of emotion, he forgot worshipping the 

Lord.(8-9) 
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One day, at eventide, O jewel among the Bhrgus ! while the sage was worshipping the 
Lord on the bank of the river Puspabhadra, O Brahmana sage I a furious wind sprang up.(10) 
Following close upon the blast, that made a terrible noise, appeared frightful clouds attended 
with flashes of lightning, and poured all round volleys of rain as thick as the axle of a chariot, 
loudly rumbling. (11) Then there were seen the oceans in the four quarters with most terrible 
whirlpools fearful crocodiles and a loud roar, engulfing the earth on all sides with their waves 
tossed by the fury of the storm. (12) The sage felt perturbed at heart and was dismayed to 
behold the fourfold creation (as consisting of mammals, oviparous creatures, the sweat-born 
and those sprouting from the soil) alongwith himself tormented inside as well as outside by 
waves that rose to the skies as well as by severe blasts and strokes of lightning, and the earth 
deluged with water. (13) While he was thus looking on, the boundless ocean that looked 
terrible with its waves and with its waters tossed about by a violent wind, and was being 
flooded by the raining clouds—submerged the earth alongwith its Dwlpas (broad divisions) 
and Varsas (subdivisions) and mountains. (14) The whole universe, comprising the earth 
and the aerial region and including heaven and the hosts of luminaries, was deluged 
alongwith the (four) quarters (and the entire living creation). The great sage Markandeya, 
who was the only living being left alive, drifted along like a stupid and blind creature tossing 
about his matted looks. (15) Oppressed with hunger and thirst, assailed by alligators and 
whales, beaten by storm and waves, enveloped in endless darkness and overcome with 
exhaustion, the sage, while drifting along, could not make out the directions, nor the sky and 
earth. (16) Now fallen into a great whirlpool, and now buffeted by waves, he was sometimes 

bitten by the aquatic creatures, themselves killing one another (in their attempt to seize 
him).(17) Now he fell a prey to grief and now to infatuation; now he experienced sorrow and 
at other times joy; now he fell a victim to fear and now he suffered death; while at other times 
he was afflicted with diseases and so on. (18) Millions upon millions of years rolled away in 
the eyes of the sage, (even) as he remained drifting along in that deluge, his judgment having 

been clouded by the enchanting potency of Lord Visnu.(19) 
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Rolling about in that deluge, the said Brahmana once beheld on an elevation of earth a 
young (and tender) banyan tree adorned with leaves and fruits. (20) On a branch of the tree 
located in the north-east he saw a babe as well lying in a hollow leaf and swallowing up the 
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darkness by its splendour. Markandeya (the foremost of the Brahmanas) was amazed to 
behold the babe, which possessed the dark-green hue of a precious emeraled, had a 
beautiful lotus-like countenance, a conch-shaped neck, a broad chest, a shapely nose and 
charming eyebrows, and was graced with locks waving under the impact of its breaths, its 
ears, shaped like the opening of a conch, were decked with the blossoms of pomegranate; 
its milk-like bright smiles were rendered rosy by the (crimson) lustre of its coral-hued lips. The 
ends of its eyes were reddish like the interior of a lotus; its glances were enlivened with a smile 
that captivated one's heart; its deep navel throbbed alongwith the folds of its belly—shaped 
like a leaf of the sacred fig-tree—that heaved with its breaths. The babe had placed its lotus¬ 
like foot into its mouth, lifting it up with its hands, that had charming fingers, and was sucking 

it. (21—25) 
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At the (very) sight of the babe the fatigue of the sage altogether disappeared, the lotuses 

of his heart and eyes opened for (very) joy, the hair of his body stood on end and the sage 
headed towards the babe in order to make inquiries of it, though filled with awe at the sight 
of its wonderful form. (26) Meanwhile, (even) like a mosquito, Markandeya (a scion of Bhrgu) 
entered into the body of the babe alongwith its breath. There (inside the belly of the babe) 
too he saw the universe in its entirety (systematically) arranged as before (the deluge) and 
felt astonished and perplexed. (27) He saw (there) the aerial region, heaven and earth, the 
hosts of luminaries, the mountains and seas, the broad divisions of the earth including their 
subdivisions, the quarters, the gods and the demqns, forests, countries and rivers, towns and 
mines, residences of peasants and farmers, stations of herdsmen, the (four) Varnas (grades 
of society) and Asramas (stages in life) as well as their functions; the five gross elements as 
well as their products, Time with the various (divisions such as) Yugas and Kalpas conceived 
in it, nay, whatever else makes worldly life possible, in short, the whole universe, presented 
as though real. (28-29) He (further) sawthe Himalaya mountain, the same river Puspabhadra, 
his own hermitage (on its bank) and the sages dwelling there. (Even) while he was perceiving 
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(thus) the (whole) universe, he was thrown out of the belly of the babe through its breath and 
fell back, as is well-known, into the sea of deluge. (30) Perceiving there (once more) the 
banyan tree growing on an elevation of earth and the babe too lying in a hollow leaf, and 
gazed at (by the babe) with a sidelong glance accompanied by a smiie full of the nectar of 
love, the sage, who was much too afflicted, proceeded to embrace the babe—who was no 
other than Lord Visnu, and had (already) entered his heart through (the door of) his eyes and 
taken His seat there. (31-32) That very moment the babe—who was the almighty Lord 
Himself, the Master of Yoga, Who dwells in the hearts of all—suddenly disappeared, and the 
effort of the sage (to hug the babe) met the same fate as the undertaking of an unlucky 
person. (33) Following the Lord, O Brahmana sage! the banyan tree, the (deluge) water and 
the dissolution of the universe (also) disappeared in an instant from the sight of the sage, who 
stood in his hermitage as before. (34) 

Thus ends the ninth discourse entitled "Markandeya witnesses 
(the Lord's) Maya," in Book Twelve of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the 
Paramaharhsa-Samhita. 

3T2T 

Discourse X 

Lord Siva confers a boon on Markandeya 

W ■rPTguitePlPidHJ cbte 'dPmRIItllwite -5R1JT ?tet I ? I 

Suta began again : Realizing in this way the aforesaid glory of Yogamaya (creative 
energy) displayed by Lord Narayana, the sage Markandeya sought Him alone for protection 
(in the following words). (1) 

MHabwsJil'tM ^ sft I i|-4iu«afy Iplfo jfH*Kil4l I 3 I 

Markandeya submitted : I have resorted to the soles of Your feet, which grant 
security to those who seek them (for protection), O Hari! under the influence of whose 
Maya (deluding potency), which assumes the (false) appearance of enlightenment, even 
the learned fall a prey to delusion (in the shape of egotism, mistaking themselves to be 
wise). (2) 

trite ftejfliwM ^ter flf 1=1 v4k-i! iruai-L tett tTLfi f^miit^rr: i 3 1 

arsitet tnjte Piftei wnnatt i uvte wur, tea PnjtntetetdRiznL 1 n 1 

te*rate$msiiri airTidte aSituiciHj TtaR, I 1 

Suta continued : While journeying through the skies on (the back of) His bull with His 
Spouse (Goddess Uma), accompanied by His attendants, Lord Rudra (the god of destruction) 
saw the sage with his mind thus composed and collected. (3) Perceiving the sage in that 
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condition, Uma spoke (as fallows) to Lord Siva (who has His abode on Mount Kailasa ):— 
"(Kindly) look at this Brahmana, O Lord, whose body, senses and mind have been stilled and 
who can (as such) be (easily) compared to a sea whose waters and fishes have become 
motionless due to a storm having passed. (Pray,) manifest the fruit of his asceticism, since 

You are the Bestower of fruit. (4-5) - 
mFlWlJW 

sufa dfllMqwgp l '‘tfw nti tTirafa tsaraR i ^ i 

wmft tfafcmuft ?mpi i % wit Rnit =jott tn^wpin: i » i 
The glorious Lord replied : This Brahmana sage would not have any blessing under 

any circumstance, not even final beatitude, inasmuch as he has attained supreme devotion 
to the immortal Lord, the Indweller of all hearts. (6) Even then we shall discourse with the 
saint, O BhavanT; for it is the greatest gain to meet a pious soul. (7) 

jttjckdl dryim** Tt W ■’TfrT; I ■fSTR: Tl^fasiHWteR: toftftdIH, I 4 I 

duumuh HTSfu^l^iul^KiatTi: i ? Tttg^ft^rtTtdR ^t i t t 

t|Trat5Rf*t5tPt PlM itt'IMl'M’Ml I ail(q^m<^jgi«t>|ltl 'U'jRwRptS'ilT: Rol 

3tRRtfit ftra aiH riftfwjpiBURni yiWdPtu *nwrt*uw 

fSrSTPJI *1?H1 sntt ?i? [rffwrf: I fihfrfrf ^itt wmsllefrdl ijpt: 1I 

3-iflyti TS Riwl=h<»^t> -him Riwi IV* I 

^ wit CSRSIR WlUirq P^lwtri 1 «MHIPHmd|k4M-yL<‘ejU4)l%: IW 

311? T-jirUI^'UIUH ijyi*|ipn ^ ftlit I grram fonhurf hdn Pitjn ^Pra.l??l 

w: ftrarg tiMW TTfwt ynjsra ti i RtTjferolTPt rtr*? ifft# i i 

Suta went on : Having thus observed (to Parvatf), the aforesaid Lord, the resort of the 
righteous, the Master of all sciences, the Ruler of all embodied souls, approached the 
sage. (8) Markandeya (however), who had all his mental faculties suspended, was 
conscious neither of his own body nor of the (outside) world and (as such) did not perceive 
(even) the advent of the very Sovereigns of the universe (Sankara and Parvatf), the Inner 
Controllers of (all) creation. (9) Knowing his mental condition full well, the almighty Lord Siva 
(the Ruler of Kailasa) entered the cavity of his heart by virtue of His Yogamaya (wonderful 
divine power), (even) as the air enters an opening. (10) The sage felt amazed to perceive 
as having entered into his very being and flashed all of a sudden in his heart Lord Siva a 
tall figure with three eyes and ten arms, wearing matted locks—reddish-brown like streaks 
of lightning—and effulgent like the rising sun, wrapping a tiger's skin for His loin-cloth and 
carrying (in His hands) a rosary of Rudraksa beads, a Damaru (a sort of small drum shaped 
like an hour-glass), a begging-bowl (made of skull), a sword and a bow with a trident, a club 
shaped like the foot of a bedstead and a shield—and, wondering what the vision was and 
whence, woke up from his trance. (11—-13) Opening his eyes, Markandeya beheld Loid 
Rudra, the one Preceptor of (all) the three worlds, arrived (in his hermitage) alongwith (His 
Divine Spouse) Uma and His entourage, and saluted Him with his head bent low. (14) He 
did worship to the Lord alongwith Uma and His attendants—by according them (a hearty) 
welcome, offering seats, water to wash their feet and hands with, sandal paste and garlands, 
and burning incense and lights—and submitted (as follows): "What (service) can I do to 
You, O omnipresent Lord! who are sated through realization of Your own blissful nature, and 
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because, of whom the (whole) world feels satisfied ? (15-16) Hail to You, the all-propitious 
and all-tranquil Lord, the embodiment of Sattva, and (as such) the Delighter of all I Hail to 
You, who are never frightful though assuming Rajas, and are never deluded though 
assuming Tamas I (17) 

ip ftp: b 'M'leiHif&ci *nri 11%: i jRraitm apiwnnqct i?4i 

Suta continued : Highly pleased, when extolled thus, the aforesaid Lord, the foremost 
of the gods and the resort of the righteous, heartily laughed, and with a cheerful mind replied 
to the sage (as follows). (18) 

R: chm TTr: I "rHMIu 'til-i dUT TRqf fu-e-liqrlH t k I 

stimuli: BTSRf: TTRTT f=1:TTJI tpgTfWI: I IJ*W%ItRT 3TWPJ ftftT: -HM<feI-l: l^o I 

RWpn rtl*i|WIWI-L cK-Yld-tf-ll*^ I 31? ^ g IR?I 

-T % f^pTurrafif ^tlft^ I -tumSJ 'jnentn ct<^ c*mhIhR> I ^^ l 

*T UnrdlfR tftsrffT T tplid-ill^ldl: I % ijji ^idMWd: 133 I 

fll$l visit rraisrat %SWsJti sfifludlLI fiCHdlldUIMIStrddM^KJiqtid^: 13*1 

Siddll^ doidiA d^!did[d>dt^Iu I TnsneuuRfiit: I3qI 

The glorious Lord said : Ask of Us a boon of your choice, since We three (viz,, Brahma, 
Visnu and Myself) are Masters of those who are capable of granting boons. Our sight can 
never go in vain; it is through us that a mortal can attain immortality. (19) Not only the 
guardians of the spheres including (the denizens of) those spheres but Myself, the glorious 
Brahma and the almighty Sri Hari Himself salute, worshipand wait upon Brahmanas who are 
pious (by nature), tranquil (free from envy etc.), devoid of attachment, yet affectionate 
towards (all) created beings, are exclusively devoted to Us and (as such) free from animosity, 
and look upon all with an equal eye. (20-21) They do not perceive the least difference 
between Me, Lord Visnu and Brahma (the birthless creator), nor between themselves and 
another living being; therefore, We resort to you. (22) Sacred places do not consist of holy 
waters (alone) nor do lifeless idols alone represent the gods. They (the sacred waters and 
lifeless idols) purify a man through a long process of time, whereas (saints like) you purify 
through mere sight. (23) We bow to the Brahmanas, who cherish our (verbal) manifestation 
in the form of the three Vedas through concentration of the mind, reflection, study and self- 
control. (24) By merely hearing about you or seeing (people like) you even great sinners and 
the lowest born too get purified; what wonder, then, that people should get purified by 
conversing with you and so on. (25) 

<g7T 

Tf 1%R rnddl ftpnftuffilct: <*>ftid) spin I filcidl'|i)ti&fW^lliSfWq5fcfld. 

fitWT 13^1 

13*81 

SQta took up the thread again: The sage did not feel sated while drinking in the words 

of Lord Siva (who wears the crescent as an ornament on His head), which were full of the 
secret of Dharma (virtue) and the (very) abode of nectar (as it were) to the ears. (26) Having 
been made to revolve for long by the Maya (deluding potency) of Lord Visnu, and subjected 
to a severe trial, the sage was relieved of all his afflictions by the nectar-like words of Lord 
Siva and spoke to Him (as follows). (27) 
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3# ffStnotn aiflRuimj ystM-rflRwoMifH Ffuf-H radaterr: itai 

s?4 iti^IRtj sra: jrarRRS ftprom igaRa aitti 

i)dlddl *Fraa: WHWm<4<jRir>l: I T ^dl-JHIcl^ntfiM: ^g; gsiTl^ol 

ijfa utot fgOTtwn^jfg^t d: i ipt: g^ffotrurfa asifa tgy<s‘i w i 

tTdf ggt rmrait Ig^ung ijuu<u} I igrtigifeflgig siSbJtft ISt I 

q: ^ift ^ gt gt ara dt^fHiaj g^tgrg,>jutg,ig: u;zr*Th: i 

gwg; ^ftsstifo ijtrtfrt, gggTRqg^TOi,i tpraafajai mffs aaRrj g«n ^fg i?ui 

The sage submitted: Oh, this pastime of the almighty Lord is difficult to conceive for 
embodied creatures (like us), following which Rulers of the universe bow to and glorify those 
who deserve to be commanded (by Them) I (28) In order to teach righteous conduct (to the 
people at large) those teachers of embodied beings as general rule not only practise such 
conduct (themselves) but also express approbation of and applaud it when practised (by 
others). (29) The glory of the almighty Lord (in You) is not (however) marred by such 
(exemplary) conduct—in the shape of those actions (such as bowing to us), which are (but) 
the operation of Your Maya (enchanting potency)—any more than the enchanting power of 
an enchanter by his conjuring tricks. (30) Hail to that almighty Lord (in You), who, having 
evolved the universe by His thought (alone) and (then) entered it in the form of the Jiva 
(individual soul), appears, like a dreaming man, as the doer through the (three) Gunas 
(modes of Prakrti)—which are the (real) agents—and who, though (appearing as) endowed 
with the three Gunas, is (yet) their Controller absolute and one without a second, and the 
Preceptor (of all) in the form of the Veda! (31 -32) What greater boon shall I ask (of You), O 
Perfect One, than Yourself, whose (very) sight is blessed (nay,) through whose sight man 
bids fair to get sated and become true of resolve ? (33) Nonetheless I ask one boon of You— 
who are not only self-sufficient (Yourself) but shower blessings (on Your devotees)—viz., 
unfailing devotion to the almighty Lord (Visnu), and those devoted to Him, as well as to 

Yourself. (34) 

SttiMdlsfagag ijf=Ri ijjfizn Rnnfrors mwuid: i^m 

ghhf wf ■uRhMikdwtsrit i 3ii<*>vMMi'4 ddi: ijuuiHwwn asn i?ai 

*1R jlchlfo* 5ISR. Rl*1R ei fatfourij shtlrfdTTI ■rjEjlrL rpmrahfarei ft 13^1 

Suta further said: Thus worshipped and glorified by the sage in sweet words, Lord Siva 
(the Destroyer of the universe), supported by His Consort too, addressed him (thus):—(35) 
"Full of Devotion as you are to Lord Visnu (who is above sense-perception), O great sage, 
let all this desire (of yours) be fulfilled; let your fame endure till the end of the Kalpa; let 
religious merit and immunity from old age and death be enjoyed by you and let knowledge 
relating to the past, present and future and Self-Realization coupled with dispassion and 
the teachership of a Purana fall to your lot, invested as you are with Brahmanical (spiritual) 

glory." (36-37) 

cPR ti TdJFnsaai nasif cKsrcspjHji 

ITtiUuaiHU^lUlriur^MI trnfemm: I fuaJ-u animal ductal-nm "HTT: 1 at I 

3i-)ctfitldi)riTl miuiRiw «fhm: i arjip dhraat iiroT^'Udu^dHj'ito i 
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131111, Wsisftsj# jmrrHgffmTttR: i sRrarafifn rpr 5Rt$iit rxtj i 

■sr Toi^miiU^mcwilcMM, i 

TOddiltt. a*rpf ixi) i 

dlH^l'iad adrqi.vi] -HfitcIWi stR^TC^ ^iq!S*znq: l^o| 

Suta went on : Having thus granted boons to Markandeya, the three-eyed Lord 
withdrew, telling His Consort of the sage's deeds (in the form of austerities) as well as what 
had been experienced by him before. (38) Having realized the glory of Mahayoga (the Yoga 

of Jriana), Markandeya (the foremost of the scions of Bhrgu) for his part goes) about the world 
at will even now, exclusively devoted as he is to 6ri Hari. (39) This story of the wise 
Markandeya, as well as the wonderful glory of the Lord's Maya as experienced by him has 
been narrated to you. (40) This (glory of the Lord's Maya, experienced by the sage 
Markandeya as extending over a period of seven Kalpas according to ancient tradition) was 
(as a matter of fact but) accidental (and a purely personal experience attributable to Divine 
Grace and not universal). Some (however), not knowing the appearance and disappearance 
of men (in the shape of evolution and dissolution) as (nothing but) the Maya of the Supreme 
Spirit, declare this experience as (no other than the ordinary process of evolution and 
dissolution) taking place from time without beginning and repeated (seven times at the end 
of every thousand revolutions of the four Yugas during the lifetime of Markandeya him¬ 
self). (41) Both he who duly narrates (to others) and he who attentively hears, O Jewel among 
the Bhrgus I this story (of Markandeya), recounted as aforesaid and enriched with the glory 
of Lord Visnu (who wields the wheel of Time in the shape of the discus in His hands), are rid 
of transmigration, brought about by the latencies of Karma. (42) 

Thus ends the tenth discourse in Book Twelve of the great and 
glorious Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 

as the Paramaharhsa-Sarhhita. 

Discourse XI 
The significance of the Lord's own limbs, attendants and weapons 

and a description of the retinue of the Sun-god (changing 

every month in the course of a solar year) 

srari ^Rmuhj wmr wraatrafarL i ? i 

dlPsidii: qRuiiiili fsTO: Hit: I *vMdPd *rai ^ I 2 I 
a# gvfa *r£ rt Rmi-mVi qydidmj naff aiwrefaTHj 3 i 

Saunaka submitted : Now I refer to the following point to you, the foremost among 
those knowing many subjects, (since) you know the true meaning of the conclusions of all 
the scriptures dealing with the worship of deities, O (great) devotee of the Lord ! (1) May 
good betide you ! (Pray,) tell us—who are keen to know the course of active worship, 
through proficiency in which a mortal bids fair to attain immortality (in the shape of final 
beatitude)—how those well-versed in the Tantras maditate in the course of worship on the 
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limbs, attendants, weapons and ornaments of Lord Visnu (the Lord of Sri, the goddess of 
fortune), who is absolute Consciousness, and of what principles do they conceive them 

as constituted. (2-3) 
tgfT 337W 

Tpvl, ftsjjftofaJlril-tft I *tl: ifrCT ^a^rviiHrdl^f: tRLSlftPl: I Y I 

Tt IricbKri^tt feTT3J RWri) «faA 'r^-ixUK I U, I 

TJyi^ ritei w ij: d# A ftnt =r»: I nrffl: TjJjfeftavTt =mt at?: gwff fet: 5T«it: I * I 

Mvrtlhtd: ’jrjftfcltj: 1 <18IS<»V fiat *Ws I V9 | 

^atartswrt v5i^t ?=ai nqtrgn -otA •sra: i Tfqrftt ’jrp ‘‘SF* ^n: 1 & ' 

-.IIUMU i| rpqt '4lri<4l "fftspn fart: I dWHLIIdft wicbdWTT I <? I 

Suta resumed : Bowing to (the feet of) my preceptors, I shall speak (to you all) about the 
glorious manifestations even of Lord Visnu (which are so difficult to comprehend and) which 
have been discussed at some length by Brahma (the lotus-born creator of the universe) and 
other teachers in the light of the Vedas and the Tantras. (4) The well-known cosmic egg is 
made up of nine fundamental principles, Maya (Prakrti) and (eight) others (viz., Mahat-tattva 
or the principle of cosmic intelligence, Sutra or the active aspect of Mahat-tattva, Aharikara 
or the cosmic ego, and the five Tanmatras or subtle elements), as well as of the (sixteen) 
Vikaras (or modifications, viz., the mind, the ten Indriyas and the five gross elements). In that 
cosmic form as presided overby the Spirit appears the three worlds (viz., heaven, earth and 
the intervening space). (5) This as a matter of fact constitutes the Purusa (Cosmic) form of 
the Lord. The earth represents His feet; heaven the head; the mid-air region, His navel; the 
sun. His eyes; the air, His nostrils; the quarters, His ears; Prajapati (the god presiding over 
creation), His generative organ; Death constitutes the Lord's anus; the guardians of the 
spheres, Hisarms; the moon, His mind and Yama (the godof retribution), His eyebrows; Lajja 
(the goddess presiding over modesty), His upper and Lobha (Greed), His lower lip; 
moonlight, (the brightness of) His teeth; Maya (the deluding potency), His smile; the trees, 
the hair on the body of the infinite Lord and clouds, the locks on the head of the Supreme 
Person. (6—8) Measured with reference to the disposition of the (various) spheres, the said 
Cosmic Person to actually bears the same proportion as this (mortal) man does when 
measured with reference to the disposition of his own limbs. (9) 

ahr-j'ti-vtUffiT-t i tTsnmodTffRtmot 

Wrild'l UHrilrtK^i StSltjH tOTT 11; ? I 

StoMI^)dhH-Ttlt?driltt-t ^fkrfgtT: I h4-iMikf'u^-rr, H-e M^l mr.lwrrl I ft; l 

3TRTrf#3T55iT ^ 3tqf fle^i-tH, IV# I 

qiitRro 'arf <t*i)WU STJ: wf ftstt *4ri%[wr IW 

^■uil&i TOTifti^Skw d'MwiiMtwilitoiiPS) w 

■Ctngw TOWt 3ri3Pt: I Mr«dt SFFtct OTtqqt IV31 

The birthless Lord carries (on His Person) the (pure) consciousness of the Jiva, His own 
’ particle, in the form of the Kaustubha gem and it is the diffusive splendourof the iatterwhich 
the Lord actually wears on His (right) breast as (the mark of) Srtvatsa. (10) Carrying (on His 
person) His own Maya, consisting of various Gunas (or modes of Prakrti) in the form of 
Vanamala (a garland of sylvan flowers); a golden piece of linen, consisting of the Vedas, 
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(about His loins) and the (sacred) syllable OM (consisting of three parts st * 3 + n) in the triple 
sacred thread. The Lord wears (the philosophical systems of) Sankhya and Yoga as a pair 
of alligator-shaped ear-rings and the realm of Brahma (the highest functionary of this 
universe), promising fearlessness to all its inhabitants, as His diadem. (11-12) The 
Unmanifest (Primordial Matter) is the seat (couch), going by the name of Sesa (the serpent- 
god), which He remains nestled in; and Sattvaguna (the principle of harmony or goodness), 
characterized by (the six divine) properties such as Dharma (righteousness) and Jnana 
(wisdom), (the other four being Aiswarya or universal dominion, Yasa or glory, Sri or 
affluence and Vairagya or dispassion, as well as by the divine potencies known by the names 
of Vimala, UtkarsinI, Jnana, Kriya, Yoga, Prahvl, Satya, Isana and Anugraha)—is spoken of 
as the lotus spread on this (seat). (13) He wields Prana or the vital air (the foremost of the 
five airs existing in the body under the names of Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana and 
Samana)—accompanied by organic, mental and bodily strength— in the form of a mace 
(bearing the name of Kaumodaki); the principle of water, in the form of an excellent conch 
(Pancajanya by name); the principle of fire, as (the discus) Sudarsana; the principle of ether 
as a sword, clear as the sky; a shield consisting of Tamas (the principle of inertia and 
ignorance); a bow, made of horns, as representing Kaia (the Time-Spirit) and a quiver 
consisting of Karma (the principle of activity). (14-15) Knowing persons declare the (ten 
cosmic) Indriyas (the five senses of perception and the five organs of action) to be His shafts, 
the (cosmic) mind (characterized by the power of action) to be His chariot, and the (five) 
Tanmatras (subtle elements) to be the exterior of the chariot; and He exhibits His service¬ 
ability (to His devotees in the shape of conferring boons on and assuring protection to them) 
through Mudras (positions of the hands such as Vara and Abhaya). (16) The spot where the 
deity is worshipped should be visualized as the orb of the sun; the ceremony of initiation (by 
a Guru) into a certain Mantra (sacred text) should be contemplated as the act of self¬ 
consecration (which makes one eligible for the worship of a particular deity) and the worship 
of the Lord should be concieved as the eradication of (all) one's sins. (17) 

spiur. *rciar *PT3isi'mr'*M}i»<ti 

3tmct3 3 f®3T Sltcn^tllWTI fitcRER: ^purfiaTt ^ 

SWUliiMi *rnctwt 9tf: HTStKIthril I I 

unsns asfvrarai 1301 

I fttufS th ^HjRth'raR stftrtelT: R3I 

Wielding (in one of His four hands) His six distinguishing attributes (viz., lordship, 
righteousness, renown, affluence, wisdom and dispassion each in its entirety (denoted by 
the term 'Bhaga' *) in the form of a lotus carried for the sake of diversion, and thus justifying 
the name of Bhagavan, the Lord (also) maintains (by His side in the hands of two of His divine 
attendants) righteousness and renown (two of the aforesaid six attributes) as a chowrie and 
a fan (respectively). (18) He further bears (over His head) as an umbrella, O Brahmanas I 
His (own divine) realm, viz., Vaikuntha, which has no fear from any quarter. The Vedat, with 
its three divisions (Rk, Yajus and Sama) figures (as His carrier) under the name of Garuda 

* STifFT fsr*l: I i-1l J11 || 

t TheSrut says:—>{V,Ji15m fvrr: 1 
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and supports Yajna* (the institution of sacrifice) as the Supreme Person (Himself). (19]I Sri 
Hari's own inseparable energy itself appears as Goddess Sri (the goddess of fortune). The 
well-known Viswaksena, the chief of His attendants, embodies (in His person) the Tantras 
(such as the Paficaratra Agama, detailing the procedure of His worship). The (eight) 
celebrated attributes of Sri Hari, Anima (the capacity to assume an atomic form) etc., stand 
(at His portals) as the eight porters, Nanda and others. (20) The Supreme Person (Lord 
Narayana) Himself, O Brahmana sage, is spoken of as manifested in the four (adorable) 
forms of Vasudeva, Sahkarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. (21) The (same) Lord is 
(philosophically) contemplated upon under the names of Viswa, Taijasa, Prajna and Turiya 
(respectively) when associated with the (four) states of (individual) consiousness, viz., 1 
Wakefulness (in which the ob)ects of sense are perceived through the senses), 2—the dream 
state (in which the mind alone—the sense par excellence—functions, the other senses 
remaining dormant), 3—the state of deep sleep (or complete forgetfulness marked by the 
latent impressions of the states of wakefulness and dream) and 4—the state of Self- 
Realization (in which the Self stands as the witness of all the three preceding states). (22) 
Distinguished by His (aforesaid) limbs, attendants (constituting His auxiliary limbs as it were) 
weapons and ornaments, (nay,) possessing His six distinguishing attributes (collectively 
denoted by the term "Bhaga") and appearing in the four (adorable) forms (Vasudeva and so 
on), the almighty Lord Sri Hari (Himself) assumes these four aspects (Viswa etc.). (23) 

ftsrcrrrn * rnj daidllH: WffgiwfhjJTf WPH TFtel. I 

Thrift MwlafUfUtiHiejai# 'T*1 

lilfa-q siauiujtf mf? "fiaii-bi W 

O jewel among the twice-born I the aforesaid Lord is the Source of the Vedas, self- 
effulgent and perfect in His own glory (all-blissful Self); yet He creates, preserves and 
destroys this (objective) universe by His own Maya (deluding potency consisting of the three 
Gunas) under different names (Brahma, Visnu and Siva respectively), though His conscious¬ 
ness remains uncircumscribed (thereby). Though spoken of (in the Sastras) as differentiated 
(in this sense), He is (really one inasmuch as He is) realized by His devotees as their own 
self. (24) "Friend of Arjuna, jewel among the Vrsnis, O glorious Krsna I who are fire (as itwere) 
to burn the whole race of Ksatriyas, that are proving hostile to the earth O Govinda (Protector 
of cows), whose, prowess is (ever) undiminished, whose sanctifying glory is sung by hosts 
of cowherd women as well as by devotees (like Narada), and whose names and praises are 

auspicious to hear, (pray,) protect (us,) Your votaries.” (25) 

zt gstra ufu-t: traaf «i am ^5 *jSRm*L1 ^ 

He who, rising (early) in the morning and getting clean (through a bath etc.), repeats this 
description of the Lord with his mind fixed on Him realizes Brahma enshrined in the heart (of 

all), by (merely) repeating it. (26) 

zri? 'tmaFt futejudiu i Fftrt uvii eilu hi(u hhi aulu Ri9i 

itai qmtft zptffin T^PRWsft^: I s|f| Zjuiwdl R4I 

Saunaka submitted : As the divine Suka spoke to the listening Pariksit (the protege 

* This is borne out by the Sruti when it says:—*nrr 4 fan’s: 
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of Lord Visnu), a different batch presided over by the Sun-god, consisting of seven* 
remains on duty month after month. (27) (Pray,) tell us, who are full of reverence, about 
the (said) entourage of Lord SrT Hari, appearing in the form of the Sun-god—in other words, 

the names and functions of those groups (of six pairs) combined with the deities presiding 

over them. (28) E _ __ 

3prraferm fsranftitiR: TienytMiqj ftfifcrr p5RRRfts4 ufWFl tw 

TRR tret ft ?5t=BRT StltqTSSftofKgft: I I ?o I 

^T: RfRTT ctiruf chi4HHiU: 1 g5Ej rhr^Rtld st^I-t, -t^tyirtil jU'Ui irft: 13^ I 

matftj sresrg wrratg i wRrrifi ^rcfit rfspgtg^tftnf^t: i ^ i 

Brought into existence by the dateless Maya of Lord Visnu, the Inner Controller of (all) 
embodied souls, this (visible) sun, which keeps the world going on, courses through the 
spheres. (29) Though one without a second, the Sun-god—who is really the same as Sri 
Hari, the Soul and first Cause (of the worlds)—has been spoken of by the seers under diverse 
names inasmuch as He is the source of all Vedic rites. (30) Because of His Maya (which has 
no beginning) Sri Hari has been called, O Brahmana sage, by nine names as time, place, 
activity, the doer, an instrument, duty, a sacred text, material substance (rice etc.), and the 
fruit (heaven etc.). (31) Assuming the form of Time (out of the aforesaid nine), in order to keep 
the world going on, the Lord (as the Sun-god) runs His course through the twelve months 
beginning from Caitra, alongwith His twelve different batches of attendants. (32) 

StffiT Ifetfgetft I 'jRRSTCjpgtjftfrf ITSJiTO 

3t4trt rpgtssfhlt: 5t|ft: I RTtg: *-wj4Rsj R -qistcnT I I 

fttsDsfit: r^qfsst ct^loRt RTcfit ??t: 1 ffrt #11 qjfcWfl TSRJpft l}M 

crfRgt crsoit ywir Tti^retan |gprp4g5RRsN yftwitt wrt i?gt 

g^t star tyiM^watf^ti: i wtet xr^rat <*4f rmwiR -w-<ii41 i i 

ICEUEni-IU+LlSJ StTSt 3TTOTRTt I 3t^[R5RfT 3I^j-m<4) TRtdTt=4 HU-yUHl l?CI 

iJST SR^4t ^TfT: ^)vi: ^piftretSJT I ^ttraf <i4Wlt4 HMTUhl 13k I 

»k|cR4 L(6IJ1: Uit-u: ■AnRvnSn 1IRst hutuhI l"Xo i 

3t8lig: chiauwis^f ggT&TCtsftifsft I tftlhW -Wnil41 ItSk I 

ST»T; 3^® Wt: I ij4RlRf: fJEWW WSWl lh£i? I 

tggr 3t4tenRsr: *»un,5] Riwt-dhi i ss$n4w!s« ^rafttcL qtrof fmsro: nf? i 

I^EJ^IrRt TRtftRlJ H<4l4u H--lnn4l I'lCX I 

The Sun-god (under the name of Dhata), Krtasthali (the Apsara), Heti (the ogre), Vasuki 
(the Naga), Rathakrt (the Yaksa), Pulastya (the sage) andTumburu (the Gandharva)—these 
(seven) run the month of Caitra. (33) Aryama, Punjikasthali, Praheti, Kacchanira, Athauja, 
Pulaha and Narada—these run the month of Vaisakha.f (34) Mitra, Menaka, Pauruseya, 
Taksaka, Rathaswana, Atri and Haha—these run the month of Jestha. (35) Varuna, 
Rambha, Citraswana, Sukra, Sahajanya, Vasistha and Huhu—these run the month of 

’ The group of seven already referred to in Book Five consists of a pair each of sages, Gandharvas. Apsaras, Nagas, 

Yaksas, Raksasas, and the sun-god himself as the seventh—Vide V.xx.l. 18. 

t The names of the sun-god, Apsara etc., in verse 34 et eq have been arranged in the order followed in verse 33. 
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Asadha. (36) Indra, Pramloca, Varya, Elapatra, Srota, Arigira and Viswavasu—these run the 
month of Sravana. (37) Vivaswan, Anumloca, Vyaghra, Sarikhapala, Asarana, Bhrgu and 
Ugrasena—these run the month called Bhadrapada. (38) Pusa, Ghrtaci, Vata, Dhananjaya, 
Suruci, Gautama and Susena—these run the month of Magha. (39) Parjanya, Senajit, 
Varca, Airavata, Kratu, Bharadwaja and Viswa—these run the month named Phalguna. (40) 
Again, Amsu, Urvasi, Vidyucchatru, Mahasankha, Tarksya, Kasyapa and Rtasena—these 
run the month of Marga£irsa. (41) Bhaga, Purvacitti, Sphurja, Karkotaka, Urna, Ayu and 
Aristanemi—these run the month of Pausa. (42) Again, Twasta, Tilottama, Brahmapeta, 
Kambala, Satajit, Jamadagni and Dhrtarastra are the guardians of the month of Aswina. (43) 
Visnu, Rambha, Makhapeta, Aswatara, Satyajit, Viswamitra and Suryavarca—these run the 
month of Kartika. (44) 

tjht *nraiit fawiVnMw ftnjjro: 1 whit iism 

tiem, WJHf TT&? St HHttdH, l~»kg, I 

4tim4-j(Wwfcrt|-4n4t: «fti4'T(ty,lU ’Rrafta 5mraf% ^t=rtrww1stm: lifts 1 

ta ^rmi nmu4l israfcro: 14t^tf=a tst rj§ ^tfen ini i 

aiwftwai: wttffn qfgjfepfalstWT: 1 ytitsfwpt at% igafcr igfafitffyL iys i 

tja rst-til^fasHt sman, iqoi 

Hr-iyj'l; hijhf-4i ai^irrh-4 < ■■ l«l 

These constitute the glory of the Sun-god, who is none other than Lord Visnu. They take 
away the sin of those who remember them morning and evening both day after day. (45) 
Coursing round (the universe) all the twelve months (of a year) alongwlth His six attendants 
(enumerated in the foregoing verses) the said Deity unquestionably awakens good sense 
in the mind of His votary both here and hereafter. (46) The sages (forming the entourage of 
the Sun-god) duly extol Him through hymns, of Samaveda, Rgveda and Yajurveda revealing 
His glory; the Gandharvas sing His praises, while the Apsaras dance before him. (47) The 
Nagas serve the purpose of keeping the parts of the chariot together; the Yaksas make his 
chariot ready for service, while the mighty Raksasas push the chariot from behind. (48) Sixty 
thousand pure-minded Brahmana sages, (collectively) known as the Valakhilyas, walk 
ahead facing the Sun-god (all the twelve months) and celebrate the Deity through laudatory 
Mantras. (49) Dividing Himself (into twelve, each form presiding over the sun for one month), 
the almighty Lord Sri Hari, who is without beginning or end, and is (therefore) birthless, 
protects the worlds as aforesaid in every Kalpa. (50) 

Thus ends the eleventh discourse entitled "A description of the Sun-god 
(presiding under different names over the twelve months of a year) 

with His entourage" in Book Twelve of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as 

the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita. 
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3T2T U^TtSSZIFT: 

« Discourse XII 

A Synopsis of (all) the twelve Skandhas (of Srimad Bhagavata) 

^3 

RRt Wd RrtR R^T: <310414 Sftt^ I sll$|u|<iaf dHfJidt trdlddtdj ^ I 

TJIT^ aifsirT f^UT I 4u(4l4nr, TJtJt RTTVIT idfl h I 3 i 

313 TFfffiftT: ttctuiliti) ?ft: I -mitiuil ^Wt^v^TT VritFLWlrddi ^TfrT: I ? I 

3t3t g?i <rt Tp 5tot: 5rodi<44qj ^i=t u h^riwr Jtfii; * i 

*tRwihi: ■HHi-tedidt a tpsmjtjntf?raqcm?ErR aiw^na^a si ^ i 

Hldl'IdST! TRFffSlRTWItt I y*W SgrflTSt Hdl?® Rftfpt: I ^ I 

Suta began again : Hail to the exalted virtue in the shape of devotion to Sri Hari! Hail 
to Sri Krsna, the Maker of the universe! Bowing (again) to the Brahmanas (as well), I shall 
expound the eternal verities (discussed in Srimad Bhagavata). (1) (So) have I narrated to 
you, O Brahmana sages I this wonderful (sublime) story (in the form of Srimad Bhagavata) 

of Lord Visnu, about which you asked me and which is worth hearing for men in whom there 
is (any) trace of humanity (left). (2) Here stands duly celebrated Lord Narayana Himself, 
the Ruler of (our) senses, the Protector of devotees, (also) known as Sri Hari, the Dispeller 
of all sins. (3) In this has been discussed the mysterious transcendent Brahma, the source 

and end of (all) creation, (the topic of) spiritual enlightenment cum Realization and the 
means of awakening them, (4) (In addition to this) there has been discussed at length the 
discipline of Devotion (both as a means and an end itself) as well as Vairagya (freedom 
from passion) hinging on the latter. (Now hear the contents of the twelve Skandhas in a 
more or less serial order.) The narrative of (the birth etc., of) Pariksit and (as a prelude to 
it) the story of (the previous incarnation of) the (celestial) sage Narada. (5) The vow of the 
royal sage Pariksit as a sequel to the curse of a Brahmana (boy) to fast till death and (the 
opening of) the dialogue between Pariksit and Suka, the foremost of Brahmanas. (6) (Here 

ends the theme of Book One.) 

4fr!iRUU|4)ffKTfct: tfctRt HKrtl^rah I 3rddKkt,jRd ^ Trif: imtlPwliHd: I *3 I 

The (process of) ascent (to the higher regions of a departing soul) through Yogic 
concentration; the dialogue between Narada and (his father) Brahma (the birthless creator); 
an account of the Lord's descents in the order of sequence and (a description of) the cosmic 
evolution from Prakrti (Primordial Matter) from the (very) beginning. (7) (Here ends the theme 

of Book Two.) 

Iu^tt^cltic|l4: $hjR4it4)Wd: I fJIIUKifisdlilsit tptpswfelfd: I 4 I 

cT?T: yi’jifdch: trif: tIH 4<j»(d<*)iSJ *t I aa) Am 1 'JSjh^jd4n <H: d/vil aa: I 3 I 

1#: tRTFrgsta: 1 ip 3g^OTfitffTJ*nsrasit asni^oi 

a 1 3n)difaprwm aa: ^aiaegat arj:i^i 
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MrRaqi *11 feRuilHhill D<Ji(h«>t1UI I W-HHI «l4Mdt-li 1^1 

3tUril4 eRfew BfTTO: I t^STIS WI?: ^ «f>Hrn I I 

The dialogue between Vidura and Uddhava and then between Vidura and Maitreya; an 
inquiry regarding the (Bhagavata-) Purana; the dormant state of theSupreme Person (during 

the period of Final Dissolution). (8) Then follows a description of the flowering of Prakrti (in 
the form of disturbance caused in the equilibrium of the three Gunas) and the coming into 
being of the seven categories which are both of the nature of a cause and an effect (viz., of 
the Mahat-tattva into the cosmic ego and of the latter into the five Tanmatras or subtle 
elements) and the (gradual) crystallization of the (five) Tanmatras into the (five) gross 
elements and the eleven Indriyas (viz., the five senses of perception, the five organs of action 
and the mind, which are all of the nature of an effect only since they do not give rise to any 
further modification). Then ensues a description of the evolution of the cosmic egg, from 
which appears Brahma (the offspring of the Cosmic Person). (9) (Then) follows a description 
of Time in its subtle and gross states; the sprouting of the fourteen worlds (in the form of a 
lotus from the navel of the Cosmic Person) and how Hiranyaksa was killed (by the Lord in 
the form of the divine Boar) in the course of His attempt to lift up the earth from (the bottom 
of) the ocean. (10) The evolution of the higher (heavenly and aerial), subhuman and 
subterranean(Asurika)orders of created beings and the appearance of Rudra (the god of 
destruction) and subsequently the division of Brahma in two halves, one constituting a male 
and the other a female, from which sprang up the Manu named Swayambhuva (because 
born of Brahma, the self-born) and Satarupa, the first and foremost pattern of womanhood. 
(Then) follows the description of the progeny (in the shape of nine daughters) of the revered 
wife (Devahuti) of the sage Kardama, a lord of creation. (11-12) The descent of the Supreme 
Spirit as Lord Kapila and the dialogue of Devahuti with Kapila, the embodiment of wisdom. (13) 

(Here ends the theme of Book Three.) 

■lUsiiquij.RRtj^^drdHi^m i sjam gftti pgiajeit: arataaffn: i w i 

et *)ui<wd: item %ai: i totw «iiw 

£|i|dtfaij,sfiuii Pin-I^MautdiTI raftfaggpq TTTaTRT MMIrt-Raiftsrfs: IW 

The progeny (through the nine daughters of Kardama) ofthe nine lordsof creation (Marlci 
and others); the destruction of the sacrificial performance undertaken by Daksa (the tenth 
lord of creation); the narrative of (the devotee) Dhruva and then of King Prthu; the dialogue 
between King Pracinabarhi and the (celestial) sage Narada and next follows the narrative 
of King Priyavrata, O Brahmanas ! Then follow the stories of Kings Nabhi, Rsabha and 
Bharata. (14-15) A description of the Dwipas (the nine broad divisions of the terrestrial 
plane), Varsas (subdivisions of the DwTpas) and the oceans (dividing the Dwipas) and (then) 
of the (principal) mountains and rivers (forming part of the Dwipas); the disposition of the 
stellar sphere and the location of the (seven) subterranean worlds and the infernal regions 
(closely followed by the story of Ajamila, illustrating the means of averting descent into hell, 

in Book Six). (16) (Here ends the theme of Books Four and Five.) 

a^at^iwKjriluii u i Etttf ^oiy<Htitw44-thm'ii<ta: i^i 

epq Irsr rp4tg fifitfiN: I HgiM-u is;4l 

The descent of Daksa from the Pracetas; the progeny of his daughters, from whose 
womb appeared the gods, human beings and demons, animals, the immobile creation (the 
vegetable kingdom), birds and so on. (17) Then follows an account, O Brahmana sages, of 
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the birth and fall of the demon Vrtra (son of Twasta, the architect of the gods) as well as of 
Hiranyakasipu and Hiranyaksa (the two sons of Diti) and the narrative of the high-souled 
Prahrada, the rulerof the Daityas. (18) (This sums up the contents of Books Six and Seven, i 

fsat^tantj u-ctTKidditig !4'>4i4‘tRKi<4: mi 

apcRR UTSS atRR «HI<Mft: I dSSHdl«f IdaWtHiH, 12° I 

^sigweH afet: Mgldtd: m I 

dltlM!<?4HAd g njjja^IbpRaR 4RIKI3I mi 

ttigpq ^naj 4tafa: n 8)taa: I Ld-tdl^-W TtrstTfl: *14^: TRTW ^f I?? I 

TTOtftt *l«^s|tg rtfta IdlirotMlMgiTI (hA^mRw!) -ddcOHl at rostra: It 

TFRtt wM-stw ga:i%aw tiiHc^iw arat^f^a at mi 

4«t-r)4w^nft ^w-i)w^jyf5t at i ^fsniFafgtjsw aat^spiffifa: mi 

Aconnected account of the (fourteen) Manvantaras (divisions of a Kalpa, each presided over 
by a separate Manu); the deliverance of the king of elephants; the descents of Lord Visnu, the 
Ruler of the universe, in the form of the divine Tortoise, Lord Dhanvantari, the divine Fish, the 
divine Dwarf, HayagrTva (who bore the head of a horse); and others, one in each Manvantara; 
the churning of the ocean of milk for the sake of nectar by the denizens of heaven (both gods and 
demons) is likewise told. (19-20) the great war between the gods and the demons; a description 
of the genealogy of kings; the birth of King Ikswaku and his genealogy; the narrative of the high- 
minded Sudyumna. (21) In this connection is told the story of (Sudyumna having been transformed 
into) lla as well as the narrative of Tara (wife of the sage Brhaspati); an account of the solar 
dynasty; the story of kings such as Sasada and Nrga etc.; the narrative of Sukanya (daughter of 
Saryati) as well as the stories of kings Saryati and the wise Kakutstha as also of Khatwariga and 
Mandhata, the sage Saubhari and King Sagara. (22-23) The narrative, which eradicates sin, of 
Lord Sri Rama, the Ruler of (the kingdom of) Kosala; how King Nimi cast off his body and the origin 
of the line of the Janakas. (24) How Lord Para^urama, the foremost of the scions of Bhrgu, swept 
the Ksatriya race off the earth; the stories of King Pururava (the son of lla), the first of the lunar 
line, as well as of Yayati and (his father) Nahusa. (25) The stories of King Bharata, the son cf 
Dusyanta, as well as of Santanu and his son (Bhfsma) and then is delineated the posterity of 
Yadu, the eldest son of Yayati. (26) (Here ends the theme of Books Eight and Nine.) 

aaiddWff *hicu-b $«uin°tfl i ^ 4le$>A i ^ i 

tm chhftrqtmrf&t *)!4dl-yti<fstH: I ijfUItJLWritR ttldwiWlTT ft#: 1341 

-juiicmy-t fftfcrcafe st-scwrat: i stjsat r* mi 

lihrrci ar uftnoi ^rarit: ufUi4d: i a# 14° i 

naeraf ^ cti^tidi aa tjaisap) ^isra^t ftsam -di^dWHibi?^i 

ateridWiriii er 4i*w gtAtai ajtifWa; 14^ i 

%ftR: I 3t^1PFPT ttSTcT 5PRTR tm<J>HJ|4|: I 44 I 

iM^rgdvsIlu^Athdlai ^ # ast: 144 1 sM<4Mi fciwmgj hxju<41<*>4 aa: 

tjdwr-raa tjah tp: w-ata^ftt I nSJftft fdetWdl ttfdtdH, I 

at sRuii Ig^n: I4A' 

arpt aa: i ataa whaw eptstwai WitH^mi 

anata atfenata ^arafai: gaa5aia,i afeaaat fan trasu fipat #: 14s 1 
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^rarcn ^r^TTJJ I 1>^T aR^TRT 1RTJT ^ I ^ <i I 

'4^Ml^ch^iltrc(M'i ^:|^pSRt TJ*: W^H1<^4: 1^1 

^ <^R^TT ^TTTOTWISJ dl^MJ HUMd-fui * o I 

!t was in this line that the almighty Lord of the universe took His descent under the name of 
Sri Krsna. His appearance in the house of Vasudeva and then how He was brought ujc in Gokula. (27) 
Here are recounted the (many) exploits of that Enemy of the Asuras—which are as a matter of 
fact) endless (in number as well as in extent)—how He (even) as a babe drank away the (very) 
life of the demoness Putana alongwith the milk of her breasts and upturned a cart (and destroyed 
the demon Utkaca who had entered the cart in a disembodied state). (28) How (the demon) 
Trnavarta (who appeared in the form of a whirlwind) was crushed to death as well as the death 
of (the demons) Baka and Vatsa (who remained disguised as a heron and a calf respectively) and 
the destruction of Dhenuka (who had assumed the guise of a donkey) alongwith his kindred and 
that of Pralamba (who came disguised as acowherd boy). (29) Deliverance of the cowherds from 
a forest conflagration that came rushing from all sides; subjugation of the serpent Kaliya and the 
rescue of Nanda (the Lord's own father) from (the grip of) a boa-constrictor. (30) Howthe maidens 
(of Vraja) observed a sacred vow (of bathing in the Yamuna in winter and worshipping Goddess 
Katyayanion its sandy bankforamonth in order to scoure the Lord for their husband), inthe course 
of which the immortal Lord was pleased with their observances (and conferred on them a boon); 
the Lord's grace on the wives of certain Brahmanas engaged in a sacrifice and the remorse of 
the Brahmanas (for their failure to recognize the’Lord and pay their homage to Him). (31) The 
uplifting of Mount Govardhana (in order to save Vraja from the fury of Indra, who sent devastating 
showers with intent to submerge the tract of Vraja) and how later on (on recognizing His divinity) 
Indra (the rain-god) and the cow of plenty worshipped the Lord and bathed Him (with milk); His 
pastimes with the damsels (of Vraja) through (many) nights. (32) The destruction of the evil-minded 
(Yaksa) Sarikhacuda (who carried away a number of damsels in the midst of their pastimes with 
the Lord), as well as of (the demons) Arista and KesI (that had assumed the disguise of a bull and 
a horse respectively); Akrura's visit (to Vraja to take Sri Krsna and Balarama to Mathura under 
Karhsa's invitation) and the subsequent departure of Balarama and Sri Krsna (for Mathura). (33) 
The wailing of the women of Vraja (over their separation from Sri Krsna) and then how the two 
(divine) Brothers saw Mathura and killed (atthe bow-sacrifice) the elephant (Kuvalayapida) as well 
as (the wrestlers) Mustika and Canura and (finally) Karttsa (the wicked king of Mathura himself) 
and others (his eight brothers). (34) How He brought back the dead son of His teacher Sandipani 
and the good offices that were rendered to the Yadavaclan by Sri Krsna while staying at Mathura 
accompanied by Uddhava and Balarama, O Brahmana sages! (35) Extermination of the armies 
led by Jarasandha (Karhsa’s father-in-law and ally) many (seventeen) times; and how the Lord 
caused the destruction of the king of Yavanas (through Mucukunda) and founded (the city of) 
Kusasthali (Dwaraka). (36) How Sri Hari brought a Parijata (a celestial tree) as well as (the 
council-chamber named) Sudharma from paradise (the realm of the gods) and carried off 
Rukmini (the princess of Vidarbha) after crushing the enemies in battle. (37) How, when Lord Siva 
(the god of destruction and the protector of Banasura) began to yawn in battle (when assailed by 
the Lord with a Jrmbhanastra during the invasion of Sonitapura, the capital of Banasura, by the Lord 
consequent on the capture of His grandson, Aniruddha, at the hands of the demon), the Lord 
lopped off the arms of Banasura (thus left unprotected) and, having made shortworkof the demon 
Naraka (the ruler of Pragjyotisapura in Assam), took away (and married) the (sixteen thousand 
and odd) maidens (detained in his palace by the demon). (38) A description of the (redoubtable) 
might and destruction of King Sisupala, Paundraka and Salva, of the evil-minded Dantavaktra, 
as well as of Dwivida (a monkey) and the demons Sambara (who stole away the Lord's eldest son, 
Pradyumna, as soon as born, from the very lying-in-chamber), Pitha, Mura, Pancajana and 
others and how the Lord set (the city of) Varanasi on fire and (further) relieved the earth's 
burden, making the sons of Pandu His instruments. (39-40) (Here ends the theme of Book Ten ) 
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B?TC: a I a «ai<l ans^r: IY? I 

ECHIdtfoejl rutHr'il ij^Thl L)4f4P|vf4: I ddl H<4Mltdll4l 

^jnc^ui^fris errI ■juiitjMg'a: i agfiSw smsn 

paling <M4f4wjtM« sfttm: i w<3i5PiT5HijW#a|jRa 

HSI^qfq-^ltl: tj4*4 I X'X I 

?fs ata> fgaAgl il^gli^fMglftci a: i tf)rtMdK*t4f&l aftltfni-ilg a4g: 1UM 

(In Book Eleven we are told) how the destruction of His own race was brought about (by 
the Lord) under the pretext of the Brahmanas' curse, and the wonderful dialogue between 
Uddhava and Sri Krsna (Son of Vasudeva), in which has been taught as a matter of fact the 

entire (range of) Self-Knowledge as also the final conclusion about the duties of the various 
Varnas and Asramas given and later on is told the story of the Lord's concealing His mortal 
semblance by dint of His own Yogic power. (41-42) The characteristics of the (four) Yugas 
and the conduct (of people) conforming to them, and the perversity of men in the Kali age, 
as well as the fourfold Pralaya (Dissolution) and the threefold creation (viz., Sattvika, 
Rajasika and Tamasika). (43) How the wise and saintly King Pariksit (the favoured of Lord 
Visnu) cast off his body; classification of the Vedas into (so many) Sakhas (branches or 
schools); the holy narrative of the sage Markandeya; the disposition of the limbs and 
weapons etc., of Lord Visnu (the Supreme Person) and the entourage of the Sun-god, the 
Soul of the universe (during the twelve months of a year). (44) In this way has been stated 
(by me) in this discourse, O jewel among the Brahmanas! whatever I was asked by you and 
something more (too). (And what is more valuable) the exploits of the (various) Avataras, 
which are nothing but Their pastimes, have (also) been narrated in all their bearing. (45) 

trfaa: TtsforfSitf: ^tan bit fgatsif ^eRj ?t4 nn «4ma<»>idJY^i 
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fetntnt sra Ttfrumr 

1^1 
31? 3 3Wfe 3TT?T?t? 8J? *J3 Tf lUriRicIcfell'L I 

MWNe)il ijtfe nfffirtn: n-n^'il'Jli 3??t 3 sjuddlH.lk^l 

Uttering at the top of his voice the formula ’Wart:’'— 'Hail to Sri Hari!' (even) involuntarily 
(without any conscious effort on his part) when fallen (in a well etc.), stumbled (while ascending 
a staircase), afflicted or after sneezing a man is absolved from all sin. (46) Entering the mind 
of men (even) while His name or praise is being loudly chanted or when His glory is heard of 
(by them), the infinite Lord, the wise declare, puts an end to all their misfortune in the same way 
as the sun dispels darkness and a tempestuous gale disperses the clouds.(47) They are indeed 
false and ignoble utterances and contain stories of the unrighteous, of which Lord Visnu (who 
is above sense-perception) does not form a theme. That utterance alone (on the other hand) 
is true, that alone huzza I is blessed, that alone is sacred and is the fountainhead of divine 
excellences, (nay,) that alone is pleasant, that alone gives newer and newer delight, that alone 
is a perennial source of great rejoicing to the mind, and (finally) that is the only means of drying 
up the ocean of grief of men, through which the glory of Lord Visnu (of sacred renown) is 
constantly sung. (48-49) That speech which, though full of figurative expressions, never utters 
the praises of Sri Hari—that are capable of sanctifying the (whole) world—is the delight of 
voluptuous men (who wallow in the pleasures of sense like crows, that feed upon the dirty 
leavings of food). It is never resorted to by the swan-like wise men; for pure-minded saints take 
delight only where the (immortal) Lord Visnu is sung. (50) On the other hand, that composition 
(alone) which, though faulty in diction; consists of verses each of which contains the names of 
the immortal Lord, bearing the impress of His glory, wipes out the sins of the people; it is such 
composition that pious men (love to) hear, sing and repeat (to an audience). (51) That wisdom 
too which is free from blemish in that it is a direct means to the attainment of Liberation does 
not adorn one's soul so much if it is destitute of devotion to (the immortal) Lord 6ri Hari. How, 
then, can action which has not been consecrated to God, no matter if it is of the noblest type, 
heighten the beauty of the soul, rooted as it is in sorrow at every stage (both while it is being 
performed and when it yields its fruit). (52) The great pains taken over discharging the duties 
pertaining to one's Varna (grade in society) and Asrama (stage in life), austerities and learning 
etc., culminate only in glory and prosperity. Through the utterance and hearing etc., of the 
praises of Sri Hari (however) is secured unceasing remembrance of the lotus-feet of that 
Spouse of Sri (the goddess of fortune). (53) Ceaseless thought of the lotus-like feet of Sri Krsna 
puts an end to all evils and increases tranquillity (of the mind), enhances purity of the intellect, 
stimulates devotion to the Supreme Spirit and promotes spiritual enlightenment coupled with 
Sejf-Realization and dispassion. (54) Oh, you are highly blessed, O jewels among the 
Brahmanas! in that, having installed In your mind Lord Narayana, who is the adored of all, and 
(as such) has no other object of adoration, and who is the Inner Controller of all, constantly 
worship Him, full of ceaseless Devotion (as you are) I (55) I am also blessed in that I have been 
reminded (by you) of the exposition of the true nature of the Supreme Spirit (contained in this 
Purana), which I listened to the other day from the lips of Sri Suka (the great seer) in the 
assembly of eminent sages, who also listened to it, while King Parlksit sat (on the bank of the 
Gariga) with a vow to fast unto death. (56) 
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In this way has been recounted to you, O Brahmana sages, the glory—that is capable of 
uprooting all evil—of Lord Vasudeva, whose great exploits are worth narrating. (57) He who 
repeats this Purana (to others) everyday with an undivided mind (say,) for three hours or (for 
that matter even), for a second and (in the same way) he who listens to it repeatedly with 
reverence purifies his very soul. (58) Listening to it on the twelfth or eleventh day of either 
fortnight of a lunar month, one enjoys a long life; while he who reads it devoutly while remaining 
without food is thereby rid of (all) sin. (59) Reading this compilation with a calm and collected 
mind at Puskara, Mathura or Dwaraka while abstaining from food, one is rid of fear (of 
rebirth). (60) (Pleased) as a result of chanting this Purana, gods, sages, Siddhas,manes, 
Manus and kings conferdesired boons on the man repeating or listening to it. (61) A Brahmana 
who reads this Purana attains the same reward which he gets by studying (all the three Vedas,) 
Rgveda, Yajurveda and Samaveda, viz., streams of honey, streams of ghee and streams of 
milk (i.e., all kinds of blessings). (62) Having devoutly studied this collection of verses in the 
form of a Purana, a member of the twice-born classes attains to that highest goal which has 
as a matter of fact been extolled by the Lord (on many an occasion in the past). (63) Having 
studied this Purana a Brahmana bids fair to attain true insight (into the truth); a Ksatriya, 
sovereignty over the (whole) earth with the oceans for its girdle; a Vaisya, the position of 
Kubera (the lord of treasures); while a Sudra is absolved from (all) sins. (64) 

stRftdtd ■'faRt ?r*ft§trrn i 

ddURn I i 

?? 1 

rmSH'JiMH’TiHKHa-rq 

sTtiatt "To -hhihhi-m i^si 

Sri Hari, the Ruler of all, who is capable of destroying the (entire) mass of impurities of the 
Kali age, is not certainly sung elsewhere so frequently. In this work, however, that Lord 
appearing in all forms stands celebrated at every step through relevant episodes. (65) I bow 
to that birthless and infinite Lord Visnu, the (true) principle of consciousness, whose own 
potencies (in the form of Rajas, Sattva and Tamas) are responsible for the appearance, 
continuance and dissolution of the universe and whose glorification is hardly known (even) to 
the lords of spheres like Brahma (the birthless creator), Indra and Lord Siva ! (66) Hail to the 
eternal Lord, the foremost of (all) the gods, whose true nature consists of absolute consciousness 
and who has evolved in His own Self—through the instrumentality of His nine potencies (in the 
shape of Prakrti, Purusa, the Mahat-tattva, Ahankara and the five Tanmatras), strengthened 
by Himself—an abode (for Himself) in the form of the inanimate and animate creation. (67) 

CL 
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I bow to the (celebrated) sage Suka the son of Vyasa, whose mind is (ever) full in 
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(the realization of) his own blissful character and who has thereby abandoned the thought 
of another (the notion of diversity), nevertheless whose firmness was shaken by the 
charming stories of the invincible Lord (Visnu) and who graciously dilated upon the 
Bhagavata-Purana connected with Him, which reveals the (highest) truth, and (as such) 

wiping out the suffering of all. (68) 

Thus ends the twelfth discourse entitled "/I Synopsis of (ail) the twelve 
Skandhas, * in Book Twelve of the great and glorious 

Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known 
as the Paramahamsa-Samhita. 

3T2J 5)4)<3TtSSZIFT: 

Discourse XIII 

The extent of the eighteen Puranas and the glory of the Bhagavata 

^c73b7b 
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Suta began again : Hail to the glorious Lord, whom Brahma (the creator), Varuna (the god 
presiding over the waters), Indra (the chief of gods), Rudra (the god of destruction), the Maruts 
(the wind-gods) extol through heavenly hymns; whom the chanters of the Samaveda glorify 
by means of the Vedas including the Angas or branches of knowledge auxilary to the study of 
the Vedas (viz., phonetics, grammar prosody, astronomy, etymology and Kalpa or the branch 
of knowledge prescribing the ritual and giving rules for ceremonial and sacrificial acts), their 
analysis into word marking their sequence and the Upanisads; whom the Yogis perceive with 
their mind fixed on Him through meditation; yet whose whole truth neither the hosts of gods nor 
of the demons are able to know! (1) May the (incoming and outgoing breaths of the almighty 
Lord assuming the form of the divine Tortoise—who felt sleepy as a result of His being 
scratched (and thereby soothed) by the ends of the rocks (forming part) of the colossal Mount 
Mandara revolving on His back (while the ocean was being conjointly churned by the gods and 
the demons for the sake of nectar)—protect you ! Responding to the subtle impetus 
communicated by those breaths in the guise of the flow-tide and ebb-tide, the constant rise and 

fall of the waters of the ocean know no rest till now! (2) 
ymihk°uikmjjfbuu i gib braids fbbtab i 3 1 
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(Now) hear (from me) the number of Slokas comprised in each Purana as well as their 
aggregate, the theme and object of this work (Srimad Bhagavata), the procedure to be followed 
in gifting (a copy of) it, the value of giving it away as well as of reading it and so on. (3) The Brahma- 
Purana comprises ten thousand Slokas; the Padma-Purana, fifty-five thousand; the Srivisnu- 
Purana, twenty three thousand; the Siva-Purana, twenty-four thousand. (4) The Srimad 
Bhagavata consists of eighteen thousand; the Narada-Purana, of twenty-five thousand; the 
Markandeya-Purana, of nine thousand and the Agni-Purana, of fifteen thousand and four 
hundred. (5) (Even) so the Bhavisya-Purana consists of fourteen thousand and five hundred 
Slokas and Brahmavaivarta-Purana, of eighteen thousand; while the Linga-Purana comprises 
eleven thousand only. (6) The Varaha-Purana comprises twenty-four thousand Slokas; the 
Skanda-Purana, eighty-one thousand and one hundred; (and) the Vamana-Purana is reputed 
to consist of ten thousand Slokas. (7) The Kurma- Purana has been declared as consisting 
of seventeen thousand Slokas; the Matsya-Purana, of fourteen thousand; the Garuda-Purana 
of nineteen thousand; while the Brahmanda-Purana comprises only twelve thousand 
Slokas. (8) In this way the extent of (all) the Puranas taken together has been declared to be four 
hundred thousand Slokas. Of them (as has already been stated) Srimad Bhagavata is 
recognized as consisting of eighteen thousand Slokas. (9) 

^ widen sign) i fwtn wtrtaTOd)if>uni<w5pKiRrfR,ii 
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The Bhagavata-Purana was graciously revealed by the almighty Lord for the first time to 
Brahma (the creator), seated on the lotus sprung from His navel and afraid of transmigration 
(and hence earned the title of "Bhagavata").(10) It has been enriched at the beginning, in the 
middle and at the end with legends illustrating the glory of- Dispassiorr and has been 
delighting the righteous as well as the gods with its nectar-like stories describing the 
pastimes of Lord Sri Hari. (11) It has for its theme that one reality without a second—which 
is the sum and substance of all the Upanisads (which are the culmination of the Vedas) and 
has been characterized as the oneness of Brahma (the Absolute) and the (individual) soul— 
and has detachment of the Spirit from Matter as its only object. (12) 

jftgirat iftutmwi 0 w*i«fti mfii iTOTt 'nfirHj^i 
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He who, on the full moon of (the month of) Bhadrapada (roughly corresponding to August 
of the English calendar) gifts (a copy of) the Bhagavata, placed on a throne of gold, attains the 
highest goal (after death). (13) The other Puranas spread their lustre in an assemblage of the 
righteous (only) so long as the great and glorious Bhagavata is not directly visible. (14) The 
glorious Bhagavata is surely considered to be the cream of the Upanisads. A man sated with 
its nectarine flavour will not find delight anywhere else. (15) It occupies the same (pride of) 
place among the Puranas as the holy Gariga among the rivers, Visnu (the immortal Lord) 
among the gods, and Lord Siva (the Source of all blessings) among the votaries of Lord 
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Visnu.(16) Again, Srimad Bhagavata iscertrainly unexcelled among the Puranic collections in 
the same way, O Brahmana sages I as Kasi is really unsurpassed among holy places. (17) The 
glorious Bhagavata is a faultless Purana, which is beloved of the Vaisnavas, (nay,) in which 
stands celebrated the one supreme Reality, which is all consciousness (as well as all truth and 
all bliss), free from (all) impurity (in the form of contact with Maya) and which is the goal of 
Paramahamsas (ascetics of the highest order). In this Purana withdrawal from (all) activity, 
coupled with spiritual enlightenment, dispassion and Devotion, has been expounded. A man 
devoutly listening to it, carefully reading itand given to pondering itbidsfairto get liberated.(18) 
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ffr ^T: 

We meditate on that pure, taintless, immortal and highest Reality which is untouched by 
sorrow and by which (manifested in the form of Lord Narayana) was graciously brought to 
light at the beginning of creation this matchless lamp of wisdom to Brahma (the creator) and 
as Brahma to (the celestial sage) Narada, as Narada to the sage Krsna (Vedavyasa) and as 
the latter to the sage Suka (the prince among the Yogis) and in the form of Suka, to King 
Pariksit (the favoured of the Lord). (19) Hail to the celebrated Lord Vasudeva, the Witness 
(of all), who (for the first time) taught this Purana out of grace to Brahma, who was keen to 
get liberated. (20) Hail to the sage Suka, that prince among the Yogis, the revealer of 
Brahma, who redeemed King Pariksit (the favoured of Lord Visnu), bitten by the serpent in 
the form of (fear of) rebirth. (21) (Pray,) so ordain, O Ruler of the gods ! that devotion to Your 
feet may sprout (in my heart) in every birth (that I may have to take); for You are our protector, 
O Lord 1 (22) I salute Sri Hari (the Dispeller of all fears and agony), the Supreme Lord, the 
loud chanting of whose Names Is the (most efficacious and easiest) way to wipe out all sin 
and respectful salutation to whom alleviates (all) suffering. (23) 

Thus ends the thirteenth discourse in Book Twelve of the great and glorious 
Bhagavata-Purana, otherwise known as the Paramahamsa-Sarhhita, 

composed by the sage Vedavyasa and consisting 
of eighteen thousand Slokas. 
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